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LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY OF ONTARIO

The House met at 2 o'clock, p.m.

Prayers.

Mr. Speaker: We are honoured today to

have with us the Hon. D. R. Getty, Minister

of Federal and Intergovernmental Affairs, and
the Hon. W. D. Dickie, Minister of Mines

and Minerals, from the Province of Alberta.

PRESENCE OF MISS CANADA

Hon. G. A. Kerr (Provincial Secretary for

Justice): Mr. Speaker, with your permission,
I would like to inform the members of the

Legislature that we have with us in the

Speaker's gallery this afternoon a very
beautiful and talented young lady from

Burlington, Miss Blair Lancaster, our newly
crowned Miss Canada.

Mr. A. J. Roy (Ottawa East): That is the

best speech the minister has made all year.

Hon. Mr. Kerr: Miss Lancaster was selec-

ted over 28 other contestants in a nationally
televised competition earlier this week, and
I'm sure you will agree the judges made the

right choice. Blair is 19, a second-year stu-

dent at Sheridan College and the daughter of

Mr. and Mrs. Robert Lancaster of Burlington.
She is a credit, Mr. Speaker, not only to her

home town but to the entire province.

Mr. Roy: We will trade the minister any
time.

Hon. Mr. Kerr: I know that hon. members
will want to join me in wishing her every
success during her reign.

Mr. P. D. Lawlor (Lakeshore): She is

more beautiful than most of the judges.

Mr. Roy: The greatest thing the minister

could ever do for this House is trade.

Mr. W. Hodgson (York North): The mem-
ber for Ottawa East will never get an

opportunity.

Mr. Speaker: Statements by the ministry.

Thursday, November 8, 1973

SMELTER OPERATIONS IN SUDBURY

Hon. J. A. C. Auld (Minister of the En-

vironment): This is a bit of a change, Mr.

Speaker. I would like to make a statement

on the matter of entry and delay of entry-

Mr. J. F. Foulds (Port Arthur): First the

beauty, now the beast.

Hon. Mr. Auld: —into the smelter oper-
ations in Sudbury. This point was raised on

Tuesday last in questions posed by the

Leader of the Opposition (Mr. Nixon) to the

Premier (Mr. Davis).

Today 1 met with the members of the air

management branch staff who deal on a day-

to-day basis with the companies in Sudbury
and Sault Ste. Marie. Each one of them has

assured me that the maximum delay of entry
into the plants has been of the order of 15

minutes. This time is attributed to gate

guards contacting the proper personnel to

escort our staff to parts of the plants which
we want to inspect.

However, it is more often the case that

there has been no delay in entry. The only

exception that has been encountered was a

delay of two hours at Falconbridge. This

occurred on a very cold day when the gate

guard had difficulty in locating the person
whom we wanted to see.

Mr. Roy: He couldn't find the key.

Hon. Mr. Auld: This person was engaged
in solving some immediate difficulties that

had arisen because of the weather conditions.

I am satisfied that there was nothing deceit-

ful in this event. The man had become

bogged down in his own problems.
I want to make it abundantly clear that

we do indeed make snap inspections of the

plants. However, we insist upon having re-

sponsible plant personnel escort us. The pur-

pose is twofold. It is partly to have immedi-
ate answers to our questions and partly to

ensure the safety of our staff in the plants.

I will not tolerate obstruction of the entry
of the air management branch into any plant.

Section 86 of the Environmental Protection

Act is clear on this matter. I assure the hon.

members that I will not hesitate to enforce
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this law. On our part, we must ensure that

our people carry their ministry identification

cards so that any delay in entry is not caused

by our own remissness.

On the matter of fraternizing or socializing,
I am not entirely sure that I know what the

hon. members of the opposition had in mind.
If it relates to lunches taken together, then

there has indeed been socializing. But if the

imputation is one of favours extended that

could corrupt our staff, this it totally untrue.

Finally, Mr. Speaker, let me stress this

point. We know of no substantial process
that emits pollution in the Sudbury or Sault

Ste. Marie plants that can be shut down or

significantly changed in 15 minutes or even
one hour without it being fully apparent to

our own staff. It is utter nonsense to suggest
that that could make any difference.

Mr. Speaker: Statements by the ministry.

ALBERTA COAL SHIPMENTS
TO ONTARIO

Hon. G. R. Carton (Minister of Trans-

portation and Communications ) : Mr. Speaker,
in light of the energy situation in Canada at

this time and the possibility of shortages in

some parts of the country—something very
much on the public mind—I would like at

this time to make a brief statement on the

results of a consultant's report undertaken last

July on behalf of this government on the

feasibility of bringing Alberta coal to markets

in Ontario.

The report of R. L. Banks and Associates,
the leading firm of transportation consultants,
indicated that Alberta coal is potentially more

competitive in the Ontario market than had

previously been believed. The study indicated

also that computed unit train costs from coal-

producing areas in Alberta to Thunder Bay,
Ontario, are at least 35 per cent lower than
the rates quoted by Canada's two major rail-

roads to the government of Ontario in

September, 1973.

The consultants' estimates are based on

public cost data and simulated unit train

movements from various Alberta sources to

the Thunder Bay area. These costs were
derived from publicly-known rail cost in-

formation and operational data provided by
railways. It would be an understatement
to say that we were surprised at the differ-

ential between the CN and CP computed
rates and the costs computed by the con-

sultants.

I would like to make it clear at this time

that we intend to proceed with phase II of

the study, since relative to the rates proposed

by Canada's two national railways the first

phase offers evidence of possible significant

savings in the cost of moving Alberta coal

to Ontario markets.

Phase II cannot proceed, however, without

the CN and CP cost data for these types
of unit train movements. Therefore, in order

to implement phase II, we are requesting
that actual current CN and CP cost data be
made available to enable us to follow through
on this most important development in terms

of savings indicated in the consultants' report.

The CN and CP data I am referring to

has been treated as confidential to date by
the railways and the Canadian Transport
Commission. I want to make it clear at this

time that it is the contention of the govern-
ments of both Ontario and Alberta that the

confidentiality of this information should be

waived in the national interest.

The Alberta government has indicated that

it shares our enthusiasm with the results of

phase I of our study, as does our Minister

of Energy (Mr. McKeough). Alberta's Min-
ister of Industry and Commerce, the hon.

Fred Peacock, has assured us that his govern-
ment would like to see phase II proceed

immediately, and at another level, the federal

Department of Energy, Mines and Resources

has indicated its willingness to assist in the

phase II programme.

I would like also to advise the House at

this time that the representatives of this

government and Ontario Hydro have met
with officials of the Department of Energy,
Mines and Resources and have discussed

phase I of the study and plans for phase II.

With the exception of the transportation

aspect, federal officials have for some time

been studying possibilities of bringing western
coal to the eastern Canadian market. I think

I can say without reservation that the cost

estimates set out in the phase I study initiated

by the Ontario government have consider-

ably increased federal interest in the market-

ing possibilities.

Mr. Speaker: Statements by the ministry.

PERSONAL STATEMENT

Mr. L. C. Henderson (Lambton): Mr.

Speaker, a personal statement.

Mr. Roy: Since when is he a minister?
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Mr. Henderson: Mr. Speaker an item ap-

peared in a Toronto newspaper Tuesday,
Nov. 6. It was attributed to the hon. member
for High Park (Mr. Shulman). I might say
I'm sorry he is not in the House today, but

this is not unusual, Mr. Speaker, he is never

here.

Hon. A. Grossman (Minister of Revenue):
It's a mixed blessing.

Mr. Lawlor: He is here a good deal more
than a lot of the members opposite.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order.

Mr. Henderson: Mr. Speaker, as my name

appeared in that item-

Mr. Foulds: We have to bear with the

hon. member—he has difficulty reading.

Hon. E. A. Winkler (Chairman, Manage-
ment Board of Cabinet): That is very smart.

Mr. Henderson: —I felt I should make
this statement. As it was a lengthy article,

I felt that the Legislature deserved an ex-

planation for some parts of it.

The hon. member suggested that he will

no longer participate in voting in this Legis-
lature.

Hon. J. Yaremko (Solicitor General): He is

never here to vote anyway.

An hon. member: Once this year.

Mr. Henderson: I suggest, Mr. Speaker—

Hon. Mr. Grossman: That's providing an
excuse.

Mr. Henderson: —that this will not be a

change of policy for the hon. member.

Mr. Lawlor: Mr. Speaker, what kind of

statement is this? Privilege or what?

An hon. member: Hear this.

Mr. Henderson: In searching the records
I find that for this session, out of a total

of 22 recorded votes-

Mr. Lawlor: Very dangerous ground.

Mr. Henderson: —the member has been
here once.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: And out there milking
the public too.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order!

Mr. W. Hodgson: We don't mind playing
those games. The members opposite have got

away with them for a long time.

Mr. Speaker: Order.

Mr. Henderson: Less than five per cent.

He also suggested that a Mr. John Belanger
was in the House. To my knowledge, there

is no John Belanger in this House.

The part that does deeply concern me is

when he takes on the role of a carnival

weight guesser.

Mr. Foulds: He has a fitting subject.

Mr. Henderson: As usual, he was ill in-

formed. But, Mr. Speaker, in recognition of

his efforts, I felt that a gift would be in order.

This gift, Mr. Speaker, demonstrates the credi-

bility of the hon. member.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Two pounds in a one

pound bag, is it?

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Henderson: This is a Kewpie doll sup-

ported by suckers. I would ask that it be put
on his desk.

Mr. Speaker: I should point out to the hon.

members that the member for Lambton, of

course, had not risen on a point of privilege

or a point of order. He did rise on what he

termed a personal statement. I should point
out to the hon. members that, in fact, there

is a provision for such a thing as a personal

statement, which is by way of explanation
or answer to allegations, etc. It is quite in

order for an hon. member to make a personal
statement.

Mr. Roy: That kind of statement?

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order, please.

Mr. R. F. Ruston (Essex-Kent): Who runs

you?

Mr. Speaker: Order please. May I point out

to the hon. members that one of the basic

rules of parliament is that when the Speaker
is on his feet the rest of the hon. members
remain silent and in their seats.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker, Order, please. It is perfectly

proper for an hon. member, first of all, to
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approach the Speaker and to get permission
to make a personal statement by way of a

personal explanation, even though it may not

be a point of privilege or a point of order.

The hon. member did approach me earlier

that he had a statement to make in connec-

tion with the article that appeared in a recent

issue of the news press—I forget which paper
it was. I told him it would be in order to

make it. That is the explanation to all hon.

members. I inform them that such future

personal statements will be in order, if they

approach me first to get approval of them.

This is just given by way of explanation
to the hon. members who had some doubts

as to the propriety of the statement made by
the hon. member for Lambton.

Oral questions? The hon. member for Kit-

chener.

MOHAWK COLLEGE DISMISSAL

Mr. J. R. Breithaupt (Kitchener): Mr.

Speaker, I have a question of the Minister

of Colleges and Universities.

Following the report in the press with re-

spect to the report of Mr. Stephen Borins on

the firing of Miss Kennedy at Mohawk Col-

lege and his comments that there were both

irresponsible and reprehensible actions on the

part of the administration of that college, does

the minister intend to take any action with

respect to discipline or comment to either

the administration or the faculty of that col-

lege concerning their actions?

Hon. J. McNie (Minister of Colleges and

Universities): Mr. Speaker, I am aware of the

report of Prof. Borins. Like the hon. member
opposite, I am concerned about it. I was re-

assured by the findings that there was no
racial discrimination, but I was disturbed

with the references to the conduct of some
of the senior members of the college. We
have written to the board and asked them for

their views on the matter and what action

they feel might be appropriate under the

circumstances.

LICENSING OF DENTURE
THERAPISTS

Mr. Breithaupt: I have a question of the

Minister of Health, Mr. Speaker. In light of

the fact the government has spent some
$13,600 to date on licensing 87 denture

therapists, can the minister tell us exactly
how many are actually working as denture

therapists in Ontario?

Hon. R. T. Potter (Minister of Health):
Mr. Speaker, I have told the House before

that we are still working with the denture

therapists and the licensing body on this

matter and that when I had the information

available I would make a statement. I'm not

prepared to make it today.

Mr. Roy: A supplementary. I wonder, Mr.

Speaker, if I could ask the Minister of Health
if he is prepared to apologize to the House
for his statement on Oct. 30 when he stated

that the-

Mr. Speaker: I think that's not a supple-

mentary, a proper supplementary.

Mr. Roy: It is. It is dealing with the

denture therapists-

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. Roy: It's on denture therapists, Mr.

Speaker.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: I think the hon. member for

Kitchener had asked the proper question to

the hon. minister. I will permit a supplemen-
tary to that very specific question but not one
that is on another topic unrelated, really, to

that specific question.

Mr. Roy: Mr. Speaker-

Mr. Speaker: I so rule. The hon. member
will be seated.

Mr. Ruston: You don't know what the

supplementary is, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Roy: Mr. Speaker, on a point of order,

if I can explain what my question was.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Roy: My question was—

Mr. Speaker: Order, please.

Mr. Roy: Members heard what the Speaker
said. They are not to interfere.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member is defying
the authority of the Chair which is a serious

offence. I caution him not to do so.

Mr. B. Newman (Windsor-Walkerville): You
haven't heard his question.

Mr. Roy: My question-

Mr. Speaker: When the Speaker is on his

feet, the hon. member will remain seated and

quiet.
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Mr. Roy: Yes, but you haven't even

listened to my question to know what it is.

Mr. Speaker: I heard the hon. member's

question. I heard the hon. member's question.

Mr. Roy: It's dealing with denture ther-

apists.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member asked if

the minister would apologize which is un-
related to the question asked by the mem-
ber-

Mr. Roy: Yes, but it's dealing with denture

therapists.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member will please
remain silent while the Speaker is on his feet.

I have refused to permit his question.

Mr. Breithaupt: A question of the Minister

of Health-

Mr. E. R. Good (Waterloo North): A
supplementary.

Mr. Speaker: I did recognize the hon.

member for Waterloo North who has a sup-

plementary.

Mr. Good: A supplementary: Is the min-
ister prepared to say that the statement of the

licensed denture therapists that only five or

six have been able to find employment under
dentists is not correct?

Hon. Mr. Potter: No, I'm not prepared to

make any statement.

Mr. Good1

: The minister doesn't know a

thing.

PROSECUTION OF DENTURISTS

Mr. Breithaupt: A question of the Minister
of Health. Since the minister had informed
the House last week with respect to the

matter of the proclamation of the Denture

Therapists Act and since, in fact, the Act has
been proclaimed since July 6, is it the min-
ister's intention now to begin prosecuting
denturists violating the law?

Hon. Mr. Potter: At that time, Mr.

Speaker, if I unintentionally misled the House
I had no intention of doing so. I stated that—

Mr. T. P. Reid (Rainy River): The min-
ister just doesn't understand what's going on
in his ministry. We understand.

Hon. Mr. Potter: At the time of proclaim-

ing the Act, Mr. Speaker, it was spelled out

very definitely that we had no intention of

enforcing certain sections of the Act until we
had, in fact, given sufficient time and oppor-

tunity for all those to become qualified who
were intending to do so. There is no mis-

understanding about that at all. I know there

are members of this House who would like

to make an issue of it and they might think

that they can make a political football out
of a situation which I think has been handled

very well. When the time comes and when
we are satisfied that this—

Mr. Lawlor: The minister blew up the

pigskin.

Hon. Mr. Potter: —has been met we will,

in fact, enforce the legislation.

Mr. Roy: A supplementary, Mr. Speaker.
Does the minister not feel that having passed

legislation in this House, having proclaimed
it, the legislation being in force yet people

openly flouting it, that this is contempt of

the Legislature?

Has he referred this to the Attorney
General (Mr. Bales) for prosecution of these

people who are openly flouting the law.

Hon. Mr. Potter: Mr. Speaker, I have

already explained to the House what was
intended when we proclaimed the Act-

Mr. Reid: Why did the government pass
the legislation then?

Mr. Roy: Yes, the minister explained—

Hon. Mr. Potter: —and the members know
darned well what it is and I have no inten-

tion of making any further statement until I

am ready.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Kit-

chener.

ONTARIO ENERGY POLICY

Mr. Breithaupt: A question of the Minister

of Energy, Mr. Speaker. Further to the com-
ments of the Minister of Energy on Tuesday
and in view of the fuel crisis, is it the min-

ister's intention to encourage Ontario's citi-

zens, municipalities and corporations not to

use extra outside ornamental lighting for the

Christmas season, especially before they pro-
ceed to put up the lighting in the next

several weeks?

Mrs. M. Campbell ( St. George ) : We knew Hon. W. D. McKeough (Minister of En-
but he didn't. ergy): Mr. Speaker, we have been asked by
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the government of Canada to consider phase
I plans, which would be some sort of volun-

tary cutbacks. It has not yet said that phase I

has arrived, and perhaps that might, or might
not, be part of phase I. It would be my hope,

being somewhat on the sentimental side, that

people would be still able to put up Christ-

mas tree lights, but perhaps not leave them
on quite as long as they normally would, or

not leave them on all night, and perhaps not

buy the third or fourth string.

Mr. V. M. Singer (Downsview): Supple-

mentary: Does the minister agree with the

statement attributed to Mr. Gathercole that

Hydro has power to spare and really there

is no hydro shortage in Ontario, or is Mr.

Gathercole perhaps—

An hon. member: He is correct.

Mr. Singer: —elaborating just a bit too

much in view of the circumstances?

Hon. Mr. McKeough: No, I would agree
with Mr. Gathercole. I have said on other

occasions that all members of this House-

including members opposite, who have done

nothing to help this situation over the years-
should be very delighted that Hydro and
this government is able to say today that we
do not have an electric power shortage.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Singer: By way of further supple-

mentary, have we enough power to spare
that we could perhaps exchange it with other

jurisdictions who might have a little fuel

oil to spare, or other forms of energy that

we haven't got in such excess?

Hon. Mr. McKeough: If there were pipe-
lines in place, that would be a real pos-

sibility. I think the hon. member should know

enough about this situation to realize that

all the transportation facilities are not in

place.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Kit-

chener.

LIMITED DRIVING PRIVILEGES

Mr. Breithaupt: One further question, Mr.

Speaker, of the Attorney General: Can he
tell us when the confusion over the impaired
driving law and the conflict between the

provincial suspension of licence and the

federal amendment permitting driving during
working hours, will be cleared up?

Hon. D. A. Bales (Attorney General): 1

don't think there is any confusion, Mr.

Speaker. The decision of the Supreme Court
of Canada in reference to the Ross case was

given out on Tuesday and I have received
a copy of it. In essence, it says that the

federal Criminal Code is valid in reference

to that matter, but the provincial law is not

invalid, in that it would apply if there is a

conviction for impaired driving. Then there

would be a mandatory suspension of licence

for the three months. If the permissive de-

cision or reference to driving was given
under the Criminal Code, it would apply
subsequent to that.

Mr. Breithaupt: Is it the Attorney General's

intention, through his ministry, to advise the

various provincial judges who have respon-

sibility in this matter, so that the law is

clearly applied equally and evenly through-
out the province in this area?

Hon. Mr. Bales: Mr. Speaker, I don't ad-

vise the judges as to the law, but I do send
notices to the Crown attorneys and make it

available to them.

Mr. Singer: Mr. Speaker, a further sup-

plementary: Not having had the opportunity
to read a copy of that judgement, first, could

the Attorney General make a copy of that

available to the Justice critics in both parties;
and secondly, does the decision mean that

the section of the Criminal Code still applies
and that it is within the discretion of a pro-
vincial judge in Ontario to give permission
to a person to drive his car in business if he
feels that he wants to, or to drive his truck

as part of his occupation, or is he suspended
for three months and then subject to liability?

Hon. Mr. Bales: That is correct. If there

is a conviction, then the Highway Traffic Act

provisions would apply, and that might be a

three-month suspension, but if he gave a

limited driving privilege for a six-month per-

iod, then it would apply to the last three

months of that term.

Mr. Singer: Was there not an observation in

the judgement—at least the papers seem to

indicate this—that the Province of Ontario

should have been more explicit in its legisla-

tion if it intended that it should go that much
further, as the Attorney General now seems
to indicate?

Hon. Mr. Bales: I don't put that interpre-
tation upon it, but I would be glad to make
a copy of the decision available to the mem-
bers.
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Mr. Roy: I wonder, Mr. Speaker, if I could

ask one supplementary on this: I take it from

the minister's answer that he has no intention

of changing the Highway Traffic Act, and in

the light of that fact does it mean that in

Ontario for all intents and purposes the pro-
visions of the Criminal Code have no appli-

cation whatsoever for the first three months
if there is no accident and for six months
if there is an accident?

Hon. Mr. Bales: The provisions of the On-
tario Act would apply because the court held

in essence that the licensing provisions of

the province were not in conflict with the

Criminal Code.

Mr. Roy: Yes, but—

Hon. Mr. Kerr: Oh, you understand.

Mr. Speaker: The member for York South.

Hon. Mr. McKeough: We are awaiting the

uranium legislation, which presumably will be
introduced later in this session or early in

the next session of the Parliament of Canada.

Quite frankly, it is my personal view—and this

has not been discussed in government—that it

shouldn't be necessary to acquire a mine or

mines.

It seems to me, and what I think I recom-
mended in the June 1 report to the Premier

and I would still subscribe to this view, that

a formula approach for uranium should be

developed similar to the formula which is

administered by the National Energy Board
for natural gas.

In other words, if there is a formula in

place which decides in effect whether there

is an exportable surplus, then I don't think

that it is necessary to physically buy a uran-

ium mine or mines.

NATIONAL POWER GRID

Mr. D. C. MacDonald (York South): I have
three questions which I would like to put to

the Minister of Energy.

With reference to his report in an earlier

capacity to the Premier last June, I under-
stand that Hydro have indicated that they are

willing to continue developing interconnec-

tions between various jurisdictions, presum-
ably the provinces and American states, but

they are not in favour of the proposition of

moving towards a national grid such as the

minister recommended. What is the minister's

reaction to this at this point and what steps
have been taken vis-a-vis Hydro's stand?

Hon. Mr. McKeough: Mr. Speaker, I don't

think that it would be fair to say Hydro are

not in favour of a national grid. I think they
would say that the national grid is coming
slowly into being. There may be some ques-
tion as to how quickly it should come into

being and, very frankly, who is going to pay
for it. But they are in favour of a national

power grid.

URANIUM RESOURCES

Mr. MacDonald: My second question to the

minister, in the same connection, is that I

understand Hydro has indicated strongly that

we should move towards acquisition of uran-
ium sources to assure future energy supplies
in the Province of Ontario. This was raised
as a proposal by the minister. Has the gov-
ernment come to any conclusion about action
on this score?

HEAVY WATER

Mr. MacDonald: In this connection, the

minister indicated last June the need for

moving urgently—and Hydro agrees with this

—on the development of four more plants for

heavy water. Some steps have been taken

towards the acquisition of the Bruce plant
and so on, but where do we stand on this

urgent matter, in view of our energy plight?

Hon. Mr. McKeough: Well, we had been

waiting since July, I think, for a meeting with

Mr. Macdonald and his officials—and it was
cancelled for very good reason when the Par-

liament of Canada was resummoned—to get a

clear indication from the government of Can-

ada and AECL as to what their intentions

were with respect to heavy water, whether

they would undertake the responsibility as

they have in the past.

We had that meeting about 10 days ago,

and we have their answer; it is under con-

sideration, and I would expect that within the

next 10 days to two weeks I will be making
a statement to the House which will clarify

or answer fully the question asked by the

member for York South.

Mr. MacDonald: Well, a supplementary
in connection with the latter answer. Is the

minister still operating on the option that

this should be developed in conjunction
with private enterprise, inviting the com-

panies to come in and make the profits

now that the technology is being supplied,
or is it going to be within the public arena?

Hon. Mr. McKeough: No, I would subscribe

to the former—and/or the latter. I think—
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Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Foulds: That's what I call the

Tories' leading waffler.

Mr. Reid: The one in the middle.

Mr. MacDonald: As I said, the minister

is the leading waffler in the Tory party.

Hon. Mr. McKeough: I think it is a good
place for the private sector. I don't pre-
clude the public sector having to do that

part of the job.

Mr. Foulds: Are they going to do the

same with the GO Transit system?

ALBERTA COAL SHIPMENTS
TO ONTARIO

Mr. MacDonald: Mr. Speaker, a question
of the Minister of Transportation and Com-
munications.

Following his statement earlier today,
does he have any assurance from the federal

government that the two carriers will supply
this information with regard to transporta-
tion costs for coal? Second, and related to

it, while we are at it, is not possible to

get some explanation for the rationale of

other freight rate anomalies as well as in

reference to coal?

Hon. Mr. Carton: Mr. Speaker, we have,
I believe, the assurance of the Prime Minis-
ter of Canada when he stated at the western
economic opportunities conference the

following—and he was talking about full

disclosure of costs of all modes, and he
said:

We at the outset indicated clearly that

information was required by the provinces
to present their cases before the CTC
at the Pacific hearings. The federal gov-
ernment would ensure that such information
would be furnished to the provinces so
that it could be used at the CTC hear-

ings, and these are public disclosures.

So I think there is some assurance there by
the Prime Minister, but in any event, Alberta
and Ontario will be making representation
for this cost-data information.

Mr. MacDonald: Supplementary, with re-

gard to the second part of my question: Are
we going to get information with regard to
the rationale of freight rates with regard
to coal alone, or are we conceivably going
to get the general rationale for the anomalies
in freight rates generally?

Hon. Mr. Carton: Mr. Speaker, this study
relates only to Alberta coal.

Mr. E. W. Martel (Sudbury East): Another

study.

Hon. Mr. Carton: There will be a study

instituted, and I think it is under way,
relative to water shipment and port transfer

costs too.

Mr. MacDonald: A final supplementary in

this connection.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Huron-
Bruce I think is entitled to a supplementary
now.

Mr. M. Gaunt (Huron-Bruce): Mr. Speaker,
do I understand the minister correctly in

saying that Alberta and Ontario will go
ahead with their submissions even though
that cost data is not available from CN
orCP?

Hon. Mr. Winkler: The member doesn't

sound so good in the second row.

Hon. Mr. Carton: No, Mr. Speaker, this

cost-data information is a prime requisite
before we can go ahead with phase II.

Mr. Stokes: Essential?

Mr. Gaunt: I would think so. That is the

point.

Hon. Mr. Carton: We intend going ahead
with phase II, and we will be asking for

this unit-train cost-data information.

Mr. MacDonald: By way of clarification

and further supplementary on this point: Has
the minister in effect said that in his further

studies with regard to freight rates he was
going to be able to get from the carriers

the rationale for freight rates generally,
apart from coal? And if not, why not, since
we are finally coming to grips with this

problem?

Mr. Martel: Right.

Hon. Mr. Carton: Mr. Speaker, I suppose
first things first. This is a study for Alberta

coal coming to Ontario, and that is the

programme that is under way and we are

proceeding on that. The other will follow.

Mr. Foulds: Supplementary, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: I'll permit one supplementary.
The hon. member for Nickel Belt—or Port

Arthur, I'm sorry.

An hon. member: He is lost anyway.
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Mr. Foulds: I have this constant identity

crisis, Mr. Speaker.

Did the consultants who reported to the

minister indicate any reason for the dis-

crepancy between the figures supplied by
CN-CP and their report? Is that related to

the fact that they submitted figures based
on a unit-train basis as opposed to CN-CP
submitting it not on a unit-train basis? And
further, why is the minister reluctant to

require information that would relate to,

say, lumber shipments and shipments of

manufactured goods into northwestern On-
tario as well, while he is at it?

Mr. J. H. Jessiman (Fort William): It is

under study.

Hon. Mr. Carton: We are not reluctant,
Mr. Speaker. I was pointing out the fact that

the subject of my statement today related

to Alberta coal. With respect to whether or

not the consultants were able to explain the

discrepancies, obviously if they do not have
the data that is required, they are not able

to explain the discrepancies. When we get
the necessary information and proceed with

phase II, they will be able to investigate this

part.

Mr. J. E. Stokes (Thunder Bay): Was the

study done on the same basis?

Hon. Mr. Carton: On unit-train costs in

both, yes.

CABINET MINISTERS' DIETS

Mr. MacDonald: I have a question of the
Minister of Health. In view of the CP dis-

patch from Victoria to the effect that the

British Columbia cabinet ministers will have
the condition of their bodies measured in a
few weeks and then begin to set an example
for the rest of the province in the wake of
the nutrition study, is a similar study of the
cabinet measurements here in the Province
of Ontario being made, or perhaps of a few
other underfed members of the Legislature?

Hon. Mr. Potter: We are already far

ahead of the member, Mr. Speaker. Already
the cabinet is on a diet. They started on
Metrecal last week.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. MacDonald: The cabinet started on a
diet last week?

Hon. Mr. Potter: Metrecal.

Mr. Reid: There is a lot of fat over there.

Mr. Speaker: Does the hon. member for

York South have any further questions of

urgent public importance?

Mr. MacDonald: As I gaze upon you,
there are no further questions, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Simcoe
East.

Mr. Reid: Is he a member?

CONSERVATION OF ENERGY

Mr. G. E. Smith (Simcoe East): I have a

question of the Minister of Transportation
and Communications, Mr. Speaker. Is the

minister considering any reduction in the

speed limit on Ontario highways in order to

conserve fuel, in a similar pattern to that

announced last night by American President

Nixon?

Mr. Foulds: Close down Simcoe Day.

Mr. Roy: Do like the Minister of Energy
—trade in your car.

Mr. Martel: Get a plane.

Hon. Mr. Carton: This question might be
more properly asked of the Minister of En-

ergy. I understand the government of Ontario

will be making some statement within the

next week or so on this matter, and I'll leave

it for the government.

Mr. Speaker: A supplementary? The hon.

member for Etobicoke.

Mr. L. A. Braithwaite (Etobicoke): To
the same minister: In view of the energy
shortage, as mentioned by the previous ques-
tioner, is the minister now prepared to look

at the extension of the dial-a-bus plan to

northern Etobicoke and, perhaps, to the

northeast portion of Mississauga?

Hon. Mr. Carton: In answer to the hon.

member's parochial question, for which I

thank him, we are always looking at the

extension of the dial-a-bus, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Rainy
River.

Mr. Braithwaite: A supplementary: To put
this on a serious basis, would the minister be

good enough to have his department look

into the gasoline that could be saved if the

dial-a-bus service was extended to the paro-
chial environments of northern Etobicoke and
the northeastern portion of Mississauga?
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Mr. Stokes: The northwest quadrant of

Metro.

Hon. Mr. Carton: Yes, Mr. Speaker, it

may well be that the extension of the dial-a-

bus could be one avenue of exploration for

this.

Mr. Braithwaite: Will he take some action?

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Rainy
River.

Mr. Reid: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. I have
a question of the Minister of Transportation
and Communications.

Mr. Good: He might as well resign now.

Mr. Reid: Does he have an answer for me
with regard to the per passenger energy
required for the new proposed GO-Urban
system and how it compares with the present

subway system?

Hon. Mr. Carton: First, Mr. Speaker, I

think to set the record straight, we should

point out that the new ICTS is not in com-

petition with the subway; it's in competition
with the cars. And cars would use five to

10 times the energy that the new ICTS

system would use.

Mr. Reid: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. If I

may-

Mr. Singer: When is the minister closing
down General Motors?

Mr. Reid: The Tories should enter the

world hockey league. They're all stick-

handling over this.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order!

Mr. Reid: A supplementary, Mr. Speaker.
Has the Minister of Transportation and Com-
munications consulted with the Minister of

Energy in regard to the energy requirements
that will be necessary to make the GO-Urban
system a reality?

Second, is the minister aware of the Min-
ister of Energy's remarks to the Institute of

Chartered Accountants of Ontario, when he
was speaking about the energy shortage, and
said:

Let me add one thing, however. When
the time comes for me to inform the
Premier that there is not going to be

enough energy now or at any time to make
his new transit mode work, that will not

only be not funny, it will be Greek tragedy
at its best.

Is the minister aware of that comment, which
I take to mean that there is not going to be
sufficient energy to run the proposed system?

Hon. Mr. Carton: No, it's simply—I admire
the Minister of Energy's many abilities and
his sense of humour.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Reid: I have asked two questions to

which I haven't had any answers. I'm batting
100.

h

Hon. Mr. Carton: Mr. Speaker, in order
to answer the hon. member, I would point
out that the amount of energy expended on
this system depends on many variables. To
answer him directly, I mentioned that cars

would use five to 10 times as much as the
new system and that is the competition we
have with the new ICTS. But in relation to

the subway the amount of energy utilized

could be equal to the amount that's used by
the subway or 50 per cent more than the

subway.

Mr. Speaker: All right, one more supple-
mentary—I was going to say the hon. member
for Windsor-Walkerville—the hon. member
for St. George.

Mrs. Campbell: Thank you very much, sir.

I haven't moved my riding. To the same
minister of course. Has the minister now the

answer to the question as to the efficiency
of the linear motor in percentages?

Mr. Foulds: It is not a supplementary, Mr.

Speaker.

Mrs. Campbell: The question is a supple-

mentary. We were discussing the power re-

quired to run them. Has the minister the

answer to that question now? It was to be

given to us.

Hon. Mr. Carton: Mr. Speaker, the question
was answered in my estimates. I haven't

checked but we are on our estimates. We
had a day on this new mode the other day.
I will check to see if the answer is available.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Sud-

bury East.

SUDBURY HEALTH PLANNING
COUNCIL

Mr. Martel: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. I

have a question of the Minister of Health.
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Mr. W. Hodgson: Is the member for Sud-

bury East going to answer for the member
for High Park?

Mr. Martel: Because of the failure of the

various agencies responsible for delivering
health services in the Sudbury area, and
because of their failure to follow the min-

ister's suggestion that there should be an

area health planning council, can the min-

ister indicate what action he intends to take

to bring that health planning council into

being?

Hon. Mr. Potter: I am surprised that the

hon. member should ask me that, Mr.

Speaker, because it is only in the last week
or two that I was talking to him about this.

I have been in touch with the chairman of

the regional planning board in that area and
with the member himself. I told him that we
would be getting together with them in the

near future to get moving in this direction.

Mr. Roy: The minister is one big surprise
himself.

Mr. Martel: Could the minister indicate

when the near future will be then?

Mr. Breithaupt: Later today or first thing
tomorrow?

Mr. Braithwaite: In the fullness of time.

Hon. Mr. Potter: Obviously there is no

way I can give the member a definite date
within the next few weeks. He knows that.

But as soon as the House is over and we
have an opportunity to get at this, we will.

Mr. Martel: A further supplementary, Mr.

Speaker: The minister is aware that he in-

dicated a year ago he was going to move in

this direction. That is why I asked the ques-
tion about when the future is.

Hon. Mr. Potter: At that time, a year ago,
I was leaving it up to the people in the

member's own area to give some leadership.
I think he will agree the leadership hasn't

been forthcoming in that particular area.

Perhaps that is significant; but certainly
in the near future, as I said, I will get to-

gether with them.

Mr. Martel: I suspect most Tories don't
want to work with me, but 55 per cent of
the people can't be wrong.

Mr. Speaker: One more supplementary.
The hon. member for Sudbury. Order.

Mr. M. C. Germa (Sudbury): A supple-

mentary of the Minister of Health, Mr.

Speaker: I wonder if the minister would
take this problem seriously and consider

abolition of the three hospital boards

presently in place, and replace them with a

health council. Is he not aware that health

services are suffering in the city as a result

of his inaction.

Hon. Mr. Potter: No, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Ottawa

East, I believe, is next.

CHANGES IN ROLE OF
POLICY SECRETARIES

Mr. Roy: Mr. Speaker, in the absence of

the Premier and the Chairman of Manage-
ment Board of Cabinet, may I ask a ques-
tion of the deputy Premier, the part-time
Provincial Secretary for Social Development
and the part-time Minister of Housing? In

view of the Premier's statement yesterday
about his further consideration being given
to the role of the policy secretaries about

which he said that he has not precluded
the possibility of making some changes,
would he not feel, in view of the fact that

we are presently voting in estimates in the

policy field, something like $1.25 million,

that the government should do away with

these now and save the province $1 million?

Hon. R. Welch (Provincial Secretary for

Social Development and Minister of Hous-

ing): No, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. MacDonald: Is that the minister's

considered view?

Mr. Breithaupt: Would he clarify that?

Mr. Roy: I wonder if the deputy Premier

might convey to the Premier that if he

doesn't intend to save all this money that

his obsession for the waste will be exceeded

only by the Minister of Health's. Would
he convey that message to him?

Mr. J. M. Turner (Peterborough): The
member for Ottawa East is getting more
ridiculous every day.

Mr. D. R. Timbrell (Don Mills): It will

be good to have the member for Grey-Bruce
(Mr. Sargent) back. He will be more reason-

able.

Mr. Turner: They are going to put the

member on the other side.
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Mr. Speaker: Order. The hon. member
for Sandwich-Riverside.

ACUPUNCTURE TEACHING

Mr. F. A. Burr (Sandwich-Riverside): Is

the Ministry of Health involved in any plans
for the promotion of the teaching of

acupuncture in this province?

Mr. H. Worton (Wellington South): Watch
that needle.

Mr. Breithaupt: Don't get stuck on that

one.

Hon. Mr. Potter: As members are aware,
there was a delegation from Canada and

represented by the president of the Uni-

versities of Toronto that visited China. They
have come back and are preparing reports
and are working with the ministry and the

Ontario Council of Health with the pro-

posal, which I will be presenting very
shortly, that we do, in fact, set up some

training centres in the province. I would
think they would probably be associated

with the university training centres.

Mr. Reid: Could I recommend that the

cabinet be the guinea pigs?

Mr. Speaker: Order.

Hon. Mr. Potter: Perhaps the member for

Rainy River feels that he should answer
this question for the member?

Mr. Breithaupt: He would certainly

respond.

An hon. member: He'd make a good pinch-
hitter.

Hon. Mr. Potter: At any rate it is being
dealt with. We're gathering all the informa-
tion we can and we will be setting up a

programme.

Mr. Burr: A supplementary question, Mr.

Speaker. Which branches of the healing
arts would be admitted to this course?

Hon. Mr. Potter: At the present time,
Mr. Speaker, I haven't had the recom-
mendations handed to me but I don't think
there would be any definite—I don't an-

ticipate they will be saying that only
physicians, for instance, can do this sort
of thing. The only thing they are concerned
about—and we're concerned about—from their

visit was that there must be some kind of

regulation and some kind of control to make
sure that the public isn't taken advantage of.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Water-
loo North.

An hon. member: Is it his birthday?

ALLEGED AIR POLLUTION FROM
METAL COMPANIES

Mr. Good: I have a question of the Minis-
ter of the Environment.

Mr. Foulds: There goes the question period.

Mr. Good: In light of the information that's

been forwarded to him by the Tuberculosis
and Respiratory Disease Association regard-
ing Canada Metal Co. Ltd. which indicates

that the criteria for lead emissions was ex-

ceeded 16 times between April 15 and Oct.

16, and that the particulate criteria was ex-

ceeded 32 times in the similar period, and
the dustfall of 20 tons per square mile per
month was exceeded in every month from

January to July, does the minister refute this

information or, if it is correct, why have

charges not been laid against this company in

the past six months relating to the excessive

emissions from this plant?

Hon. Mr. Auld: Mr. Speaker, without tak-

ing too much of the time of the House I

think I covered, in a general way on a couple
of previous occasions, the legal position that

we find ourselves in in relation to proof of

emissions. I think if the hon. member will

re-read Hansard he will see, without me re-

peating it, the position of legal proof-

Mr. Roy: Please don't repeat it.

Hon. Mr. Auld: —that confronts us is, in

some ways, difficult.

Mr. Good: How many charges did the min-
ister lay?

Hon. Mr. Auld: The company has had a

control programme and, as he knows, when
a company has a programme we cannot prose-
cute for emissions relating to the things in

that programme, in the same way that we
cannot when there is an order, as long as

the company is making the progress specified.

As far as that specific letter is concerned,
I received that, I think, two days ago and I

turned it over to our legal people to see if

there is anything new in it that we aren't

aware of. The preliminary information I have
indicates that at this moment in time there is

no action we can take against Canada Metal.

It may be that with the thorough investiga-
tion that is now being conducted by the
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Toronto medical officer of health in conjunc-
tion with our people, when the results of this

are known we may be able to take some
action.

Mr. Good: As a supplementary, how many
charges did the minister lay before he put
them on programme?

Hon. Mr. Auld: I don't think we had laid

any charges, Mr. Speaker. Just as when we
started in the air business, in the control of air

—and I would like to take 10 minutes of the

time of the House to give a box score of what
has been accomplished in five years—we didn't

go around charging everybody when we start-

ed in the business. We went to them and said,

"These are the things you have to do," and
in most cases they're doing them.

Mr. Good: No, there's the whole problem.

An hon. member: They aren't doing it.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Port

Arthur is next.

USE OF LEGHOLD TRAPS

Mr. Foulds: I have a question of the minis-
ter of Natural Resources, Mr. Speaker. Is it

presently legal for people who are not proper-
ly licensed trappers, through the ministry, to

set leghold traps?

Hon. L. Bernier (Minister of Natural Re-

sources): Mr. Speaker, there are no regula-
tions or laws designating what type of trap
a trapper may use.

Mr. Foulds: Non-licensed trappers?

Hon. Mr. Bernier: Non-licensed trapper? A
non-licensed trapper is illegal and he has no

right to trap at all.

Mr. Sneaker: The hon. member for Well-

ington South.

CHARGES AGAINST GRAVEL OPERATOR

Mr. Worton: Mr. Speaker, I have a ques-
tion of the Minister of Natural Resources. In
the last few days at the opening of the new
offices of the Grand River Commission, in an
interview the minister made a statement that

there were going to be charges made against
a Guelph gravel operator. Could he elaborate
on that statement?

Hon. Mr. Bernier: Mr. Speaker, I did in-

dicate at that particular time that we were

taking action against one gravel operator on
the Bruce Peninsula. It is well down the legal

avenue and I don't want to at this time

jeopardize that case by divulging any names.

But we are taking action against one operator.

Mr. Worton: Mr. Speaker, if I may have

this clarified. Did the minister say Bruce

Peninsula?

Hon. Mr. Bernier: Yes.

Mr. Worton: But this indicated that it

was Guelph area.

Hon. Mr. Bernier: No, in the Bruce Penin-

sula.

Mr. Worton: All right, sir, thank you.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for York

South.

FUEL COSTS

Mr. MacDonald: I have a question of the

Minister of Energy. A week or so ago during
the minister's absence, at one of his many
conferences no doubt, I asked the Premier

whether he could clarify who this mysterious

telephone call was made to that suddenly

helped the minister to come to an immediate

decision on withdrawing all the appeals to

the courts on the constitutional issue with re-

gards to Alberta? Who was that mysterious

person?

Hon. Mr. McKeough: Mr. Speaker, I think

perhaps the speech wasn't as well written as

it might have been at that particular point.

I didn't want to overdramatize it, but I was

simply stressing that although we'd had a

great deal of opinion, somebody said very

simply—it wasn't actually a phone call—just
said: "It is a good time to cool it." And that

was the ultimate advice that we took. But I

don't want to overdramatize the phone call.

Mr. Breithaupt: Part of the fuel crisis?

Mr. MacDonald: Was it from your regular

$75-a-day consultant, Robert Macaulay?

Mr. Singer: That's $75 an hour.

Mr. MacDonald: An hour—sorry.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Wel-

land South.
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HYDRO POWER EXPORT RATE

Mr. R. Haggerty (Welland South): Mr.

Speaker, I wish to direct a question to the

Minister of Energy concerning the present

application by the Ontario Hydro before the

federal energy board to the United States—

and as I can recall the minister has stated

that Hydro operates with a surplus energy of

some 22 to 27 per cent. Can the minister

inform the House if there will be a rate

increase for the export of electricity?

Hon. Mr. McKeough: I missed the last

sentence, I'm sorry.

Mr. Stokes: Is there going to be an in-

crease in the rate on export power?

Mr. Haggerty: Can the minister inform the

House if there will be a rate increase for

export of electricity to the United States?

Hon. Mr. McKeough: Those rates have

been increased.

Mr. Haggerty: They have been increased,

when?

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for

Sandwich-Riverside.

Mr. Haggerty: Supplementary question,
Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: All right.

Mr. Haggerty: Will there be an additional

increase after the announcement here this

week that there will be a seven and a 10 per
cent increase to consumers in Ontario?

Hon. Mr. McKeough: As I understand,

they are—by percentages—above whatever the

comparable Ontario rate would be. So, yes,

they would.

Mr. Reid: Supplementary, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: All right, one more supple-

mentary.

Mr. Reid: Can the minister indicate that

this is for type A or type B, firm or inter-

ruptable power; is this for firm power?

Hon. Mr. McKeough: No, it is all inter-

ruptible power.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for

Sandwich-Riverside.

SANDWICH SECONDARY SCHOOL
Mr. Burr: Mr. Speaker, a question of the

Minister of Education regarding the possibil-

ity that the Sandwich secondary school will

not be built. If this takes place, are there any
plans to maintain the identity of the school

body? Is there any danger that one split-shift

system in Windsor will merely replace the

one that exists now in Amherstburg? And the

third part of the question: How will the

seniority and the status of the staff be pro-
tected in the event of the school being dis-

banded?

Hon. T. L. Wells (Minister of Education):
Mr. Speaker, I think the hon. member's

questions are perhaps a little premature. The
discussions about whether or not that school

will be built are still going on.

As the member is aware, we wrote the

Essex county board indicating that although

they had had this school planned for a long

time, when you take the available pupil

spaces that are presently available next door

in Windsor and in Essex and look at the

total secondary school enrolment in the pro-

jections for the few years ahead, it certainly
is legitimate to raise questions about whether
that school should be built. That's what we've

done with the board.

The board replied to our statement that we

thought it should really substantiate their

building of the school. We weren't particu-

larly pleased with the answers.

I am sending two people down, I think the

first of next week, to meet with the Windsor

board, and to come back with an answer to

me. When we have that, then perhaps I

could answer some of your questions; al-

though, really, the things that you want to

know are in the purview of the boards

themselves.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. Minister of Energy
has the—

Mr. Ruston: Supplementary?

Mr. Speaker: There are two minutes re-

maining. If there is a supplementary, I will

permit one supplementary first.

Mr. Ruston: Supplementary of the Minister

of Education: Is the minister aware that one

secondary school in the Essex county system
is already making plans for the split-shift

system for next year?

Hon. Mr. Wells: No, I am not, Mr.

Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. Minister of Energy
has the answer to a question.
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HYDRO LINE RELOCATION AT
LANDFILL SITE

Hon. Mr. McKeough: The member for

Waterloo North asked me a question the

other day with reference to the proposed
Port Hope waste disposal site.

The tenor of the question was: Is Hydro
protecting its interests? —if I can put it that

way. In fact, they are; they have made repre-
sentation to the environmental hearing board.

They are considering expropriation to avoid

the kind of costs in excess tower building
which the member mentioned.

Mr. Good: Supplementary?

Mr. Speaker: I regret time for oral ques-
tions has expired.

Mr. Singer: The Minister of Energy was
saved by the bell.

Mr. Speaker: Petitions.

Presenting reports.

Hon. Mr. McNie presented the annual

reports and financial statements for: the Prov-

ince of Ontario Council for the Arts; the

Ontario Institute for Studies in Education;
the Ontario College of Art.

Mr. Speaker: Motions.

Introduction of bills.

CROWN ATTORNEYS ACT

Hon. Mr. Bales moves first reading of bill

intituled, An Act to amend the Crown

Attorneys Act.

Motion agreed to; first reading of the bill.

Hon. Mr. Bales: Mr. Speaker, this bill

authorizes the appointment of provincial

prosecutors to relieve police officers and
Crown attorneys presently engaged in the

prosecuting of minor summary conviction

offences.

ARTIFICIAL INSEMINATION OF
CATTLE ACT

Hon. Mr. Stewart moves first reading of

bill intituled, An Act to amend the Artificial

Insemination of Cattle Act.

Motion agreed to; first reading of the bill.

Hon. W. A. Stewart (Minister of Agricul-
ture and Food): Mr. Speaker, the bill simply
extends the right of artificial insemination on
a legal basis to animals other than cattle.

PROVINCIAL LAND TAX ACT

Hon. Mr. Grossman moves first reading of

bill intituled, An Act to amend the Provincial

Land Tax Act.

Mr. Lawlor: The minister has nothing left

to do now. What a sinecure.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Back to collecting
taxes.

Mr. Breithaupt: He and Secretariat—they

just love the cash.

Motion agreed to; first reading of the bill.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Mr. Speaker, the main

purpose of this bill is to exempt from pro-
vincial land tax Indian lands occupied by
those who are not Indians. This amendment
will apply to the 1973 and subsequent tax

years and provides the same type of exemp-
tion given last spring by amendments to the

Assessment Act. In addition, there are a

number of minor amendments to the bill

that are intended to facilitate the adminis-

tration of the Act.

Hon. Mr. Bernier: Mr. Speaker, before the

orders of the day, I know the members of

the Legislature will want to join me in recog-

nizing and welcoming some very dedicated

civil servants to the Legislature. They are

the members of my staff associated with the

northern affairs offices in northern Ontario.

They are seated up in the Speaker's gallery.

I would point out, Mr. Speaker, as a matter

of interest to the hon. members, that since

the inception of the northern affairs branch

in 1970 this group of dedicated civil servants

has handled 255,000 transactions dealing with

all branches of this government and other

levels of government also.

Members would also be interested to know
that in that group is one Miss Ruth McLen-
nan of Kenora, who is our first woman north-

ern affairs officer.

Mr. W. Ferrier (Cochrane South): Better

have more of those.

Mr. Speaker: Orders of the day.

THIRD READINGS

The following bills were given third read-

ing upon motion:

Bill 164, An Act to amend the Game and
Fish Act.

Bill 174, An Act to amend the Succession

Duty Act.
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Bill 200, An Act to amend the Pension

Benefits Act.

Bill 201, An Act to amend the Vital Statis-

tics Act.

Bill 205, An Act to amend the Gasoline

Handling Act.

Clerk of the House: Bill 206, An Act to

amend the Racing Commission Act.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Lake-
shore.

Mr. P. D. Lawlor (Lakeshore): Mr. Speak-

er, the last two questions I asked of the min-
ister when this bill was before committee of

the whole House were never answered. I

just thought I'd bring it to your personal
attention.

Hon. E. A. Winkler (Chairman, Manage-
ment Board of Cabinet): I will see they are

answered.

Mr. A. J. Roy (Ottawa East): Yes, we can

really rely on the minister.

THIRD READINGS
(continued)

Bill 206, An Act to amend the Racing
Commission Act.

Clerk of the House: The 23rd order, House
in committee of supply.

ESTIMATES, MINISTRY OF
AGRICULTURE AND FOOD

(continued)

On vote 1701:

Mr. Chairman: The estimates of the Minis-

try of Agriculture and Food. Does the hon.
minister have a statement or has he given it?

Mr. M. Gaunt (Huron-Bruce): Mr. Chair-
man.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Huron-
Bruce.

Mr. W. Ferrier (Cochrane South): Agri-
culture is back to the second row now on the
Liberal benches.

Mr. Gaunt: It has been so long since we've
had a go at these estimates that I almost

forget where we left off. I think the minister

enjoys these debates so much he wants to

extend them to a year-round operation.

Mr. A. J. Roy (Ottawa East): And he tries

to throw in red herrings like artificial in-

semination.

Mr. Gaunt: Perhaps he will take that up
with the House leader.

But in any case, as the minister knows
and as my friend from York South knows,
I have to leave, I won't be here tonight,
and I do have some matters with which
I would like to deal. I am going to try

and cover them under the first vote, because

essentially they are policy matters. I want to

deal, first of all, with the matter of Dean
Richards' report.

The report generally, as I read it, is a

thoughtful report, and from the dean's point
of view I think a reasonable report. There
are some 41 recommendations in it. Some are

good, others I have no strong feeling about;

but there are recommendations with which I

strongly disagree.

I want to start off by talking about the

matter of Centralia College, and before I go
any further I want to congratulate the min-
ister for his statement, his foresight in com-

ing to the conclusion that that college should

remain at Centralia.

Mr. J. Riddell (Huron): No question.

Mr. Gaunt: With that I wholeheartedly

agree.

I pay tribute to the minister from two

standpoints. I think he recognized the valid-

ity of that college and the useful purpose
which it serves.

Mr. D. C. MacDonald (York South): No
question about it.

Mr. Gaunt: He recognized immediately that

it's situated in the middle of the best farming
area in the Province of Ontario. He recogniz-

ed that as far as that college was concerned

it catered to the practical needs of farmers,

whereas the University of Guelph, for all its

benefits and for all it has done for the farm-

ers across this province, is more academically
oriented. The theory is at Guelph; the prac-
tices at Centralia and Kemptville and Ridge-
town.

So I am pleased to see that the minister

didn't yield to the suggestion in the report.
Indeed I feel strongly that there are some

people within his ministry who twisted his

arm very vigorously in order to have him
accord with the suggestion in this report, and
I think he has withstood that pressure, seen

the validity of that argument, and I know
that he's made the right decision. He cer-
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tainly made the right decision as far as I am
concerned.

Mr. MacDonald: As always.

Mr. Gaunt: Not as always, but in this

case it is certainly the right one.

You know it is very hard for some people
to realize that Guelph is an entirely different

setting. About four or five years ago, if

memory serves me correctly, although it may
not be that long ago, I made the statement

down in committee, when we were discussing
the estimates of agriculture, that the Uni-

versity of Guelph had lost touch with the

farming community. The president wasn't

very happy with me. He wrote me a letter

and he asked me to come down and have
a little chat, which I did.

But essentially, that is the situation, as I

see it. Farmers really don't feel at home any
more in going to Guelph. Some farmers do;

that doesn't apply to all farmers. I think

there's an umbilical cord, if you like, be-

tween the University of Guelph and those

of us who have attended that institution;

and that link exists, no question about it.

But I'm talking about the operating farmer

who really hasn't had any continuous con-

nection with the University of Guelph. He
feels that that setting is strictly an academic
institution. It is really academically produc-
tive and agriculturally sterile as far as he is

concerned.

I noticed a letter to the editor in Farm
and Country; I think it was one or two
issues ago. I just happened to notice it was
written by a very well known farmer in this

province, and he was making this very point.
He said: "I don't really feel at home going
to the University of Guelph any more. I go
into the parking lot and they have guards all

over the place; and the new buildings all

over, miles and miles of them. You can't

find your way around any more."

The point he was making is the point I

have encountered on the back concessions, if

you like. Farmers don't feel any closeness

at all with the University of Guelph. Per-

haps that is unfortunate, but I think it is an

accurate reflection of how the majority of

farmers in this province feel.

That's why I think it is so vital to main-
tain the Centralia College, and Ridgetown
and Kemptville, those colleges, because I

think farmers can identify with them. They
can go there and they can get what they
want. If the colleges don't have it they can

always go to the University of Guelph and

get it. So I just mention that point and con-

clude it by saying that I applaud the decision

the minister has made in that regard.

In the report I come next to the matter

of present and future trends in agriculture,
and I gather that this particular section is

a consensus of the papers that were presented
to Dean Richards by the ministry people, or

at least some of them.

I read the following paragraph. It says,

first of all:

The following is a composite statement

of the views expressed by the advisory
committee: [And I notice the advisory com-
mittee were mostly, if not all, employees
of the ministry at one level or another.l A
decade from now primary agriculture will

be in the hands of considerably fewer per-
sons. There will be an increasing number
of large commercial farm operations and
these will produce the major proportion
of Ontario agricultural products. The trend

toward specialization, concentration on one

specific type of farm operation, will con-

tinue. Specialization will mean that a

farm enterprise will become less adaptable
to diversification of resources. This may
result in an increase in contract farming.

That paragraph somewhat disturbed me when
I read it. Perhaps in order to be completely
fair I should go on and read the next para-

graph, because the next paragraph more or

less withdraws from that position, or

elaborates on it.

Commercial farms will continue to be

owner-operated with no significant increase

in the number of corporate-type farms. A
large number of one man, one family grain
and livestock farms will continue, while

a larger number of two or more family-

operated livestock farms is anticipated.
The continuing adoption of mechanization

will continue to be a major force in deter-

mining the kind of agriculture existing in

the decade ahead. This will be of partic-
ular significance in the horticultural in-

dustry.

Just to pause there for a moment; when I

read that particular section of the report I

must say that I was somewhat saddened,
because really what those two paragraphs say
is that we'll just adopt a laissez-faire attitude

and we'll take a hands-off attitude to this

whole thing. You see, those statements con-

tained in those two paragraphs result from

one basic assumption, and that basic assump-
tion is that the present trends and the trends

that have pertained for the past number of

years will continue. As far as I am con-

cerned—and I may be wrong—it seems to me
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that they won't continue, and that this min-

istry, along with the federal Department of

Agriculture, cannot afford to let them con-

tinue. It is a question of policy. It is a

question of where we plant our tent.

Is the minister prepared to say that agri-
culture in this province or in this country
has as its foundation the family farm and the

preservation of rural communities? I think the

two of them tie in together and go hand in

hand. If that is where he puts his policy
tent, then that particular paragraph has no

place in a report on present and future

trends.

I know this may not be the thinking of

the minister. As a matter of fact I think he
has said publicly a number of times that as

far as he is concerned, he feels the family
farm operation is the most economical food

production unit. The Federation of Agricul-
ture says the same thing. The Farmers' Union

says the same thing.

If that is the position of the minister, then
I hope he completely ignores this particular
section of the report, because it obviously
isn't the opinion of many of his people within
the ministry. And if he feels as I do, I think
that he should give his ministry people a
clear and concise indication of what he thinks
the objects of agricultural policy in this prov-
ince should be in the next 20 years. Because
if the minister differs from this viewpoint,
then I think he has a responsibility to let the

people of the province, particularly the farm-
ers, and even his own staff people, know
exactly where he is going in this regard.

May I say that as far as I am concerned,
and I stress this again, I hope the minister is

committed to that type of a policy, because
I am firmly convinced that is the most
economical farm production unit that we can

get.

Then it goes on in the same section to talk

about more sophisticated farm management
tools. It talks about the fact that as far as
the extension services of the ministry are

concerned, they are going to have to be more
specialized and they are going to have to be
updated.

Then it makes the suggestion that a num-
ber of the services presently being provided
by the ministry are going to be provided in
the future by agri-business. I would agree
with that. I think that is true. As far as the
technical aspects of farming today are con-
cerned, whether one is in poultry, beef, hogs
or whatever, much of the technical informa-
tion presently comes from agri-businesses.
And I would tend to agree that that will

continue and perhaps even increase. What
we are really talking about here is a changing
role for the ag rep, and I want to talk

about that a little later.

Then the report observes that the trend

where some farmers are not obtaining suffi-

cient income at least to adequately meet
their needs will probably continue to increase.

Then it mentions, as far as the ministry is

concerned, that the development and up-

dating of government policies will have to

take into account the marginal farm operator
and the low-income rural dweller.

The only caution and flag that I would
raise on that one is that I don't think there

should be an adviser—or however you organ-
ize it—there shouldn't be an ag rep dealing
with the highly-commercialized farmers, the

successful farmers, and then another special-

ist, an entirely different kind of specialist,

dealing with the low-income farmers and the

marginal farm operators. I think the latter is

certainly a social problem but I feel that the

ag reps and the specialists attached to the

ag rep offices are sufficiently knowledgeable
in terms of assisting, in making decisions and

giving advice, that they can advise both

groups.

I would hate to see a division with respect
to that kind of function because I think it

adds a dimension to the marginal farmer

and the low-income person that really, in

my view, shouldn't be made.

Hon. W. A. Stewart (Minister of Agricul-
ture and Food): Mr. Chairman, can I ask my
hon. friend a question for clarification? Who
does he feel should service them both? I

missed something there I think, along the

way, and it may be my fault. Is he suggest-

ing the ag rep should only service the com-
mercial farmer and not the marginal farmer

or both?

Mr. Gaunt: No, just the opposite. I am
suggesting that the ag rep should service

both groups; and the specialists attached

to his office should service both groups. I

want to deal with the role of the ag rep

just a little later.

The report goes on and talks about the

information gap between the farmer and
the consumer, which it says will widen
and become more critical. I hope that isn't

so.

If the federal Minister of Agriculture has
done anything, I think he has got the point
across to the consumers that farmers have
not been making an adequate living until

this point and now, since prices have gone
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up, they are starting to make a little money
on the farm. He is making the point, also,

that if consumers want food at reasonable

prices, they are going to have to pay the

farmer a reasonable price in order that he
can stay in business, meet his commitments
and at the same time make a decent living

in comparison to other people in our society.

I think he has promoted that point and I

think he has got it across, and if he does

nothing else—pardon?

Hon. Mr. Stewart: He might have had a

little help from the Ontario minister along
the way.

Mr. Gaunt: He has had a little help from
the Ontario ministry, but I don't think he
has had as much as he would have liked

and as much as I think the Ontario minister

could have given him. That's really the

point I wanted to make. I think you
should become a little more active in that

particular field. If the federal Minister of

Agriculture can make himself a hero—he
almost ran for the Ontario Liberal leader-

ship, he was so popular—we might be able

to encourage the Ontario minister to come
on over.

Mr. MacDonald: He said there should be
a change. That was a remarkable thing to

say. I thought that was rather tactless.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: He thought the future

didn't look too bright for Ontario Liberals.

Mr. Gaunt: In any case, I don't want to

get side-tracked. All I am saying is that

I think the Ontario minister should not allow
that to happen for a moment. He should
be up on his political podium expounding
the same philosophy, because in my view
I think that is his job, or one of them.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: That's what I was
doing last week when I was talking about
beef. Doesn't the member remember?

Mr. Gaunt: Yes. We got that fixed up.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: We did. At last.

Mr. Gaunt: We got that fixed up, and
perhaps we can do more together when it

comes to the welfare of the Ontario farmer.

Mr. MacDonald: Watch this clubby ar-

rangement now!

Mr. Gaunt: Yes, I want to qualify that

immediately by saying that I think the

minister, no matter where he is speaking,
and particularly where he has a chance to

talk to urban audiences, as he will at the

Royal Winter Fair—I don't know whether
he's going to make a major speech at the

Royal Winter Fair or not, but if he is I

think it's a good opportunity for him to

expound this philosophy.

I don't want to see this particular trend

happening, as is set out in this report. I

think it can be avoided. I think it has to

be avoided if the farmers in this country
are to continue getting the returns they need
and deserve, and at the same time avoid a

confrontation with the consumers of this

country. Because I think the consumers of

this country, if I read them correctly, are

prepared to pay a decent price for their food

in order to see that the farmer makes a

decent living.

With respect to the organization of the

ministry, I must say that I've really got no

particular expertise in this area. There are

some suggestions here that are rather curious.

I know there is a recommendation for a

number of what I would call fairly substan-

tial changes in the organization of the

ministry. I believe it recommends that seven

regions be set up with respect to servicing

farmers through extension work, farm man-

agement, research and agricultural education.

The emphasis of the report seems to sug-

gest that with a regional structure the ser-

vices of the ministry can be delivered to

the farmers of this province more effectively.

That may be true, although as I read the

report I think the foundation for that sug-

gestion is the observation that that particular

system has worked very well with ARDA. I

agree, it has worked well with ARDA. But

I point out to the minister that ARDA is a

single-function operation. The work of the

ag reps are multi-functional in nature.

They're doing many things. And I'm not sure

whether or not the type of regionalization

being suggested in this report is the type
that will effectively deliver, or more effec-

tively deliver, the services of the ministry
to farmers in this province.

If it's done in such a way that it's not

simply creating another layer of bureaucracy
without a corresponding reduction here at

head office; in other words if it's an attempt
to decentralize but at the time increase the

bureaucracy, then I'm totally opposed to it.

Because I think the farmers of this province
have to go through enough red tape now.

And I think adding another level serves no

particularly useful purpose.

If that recommendation is designed to co-

ordinate and to improve the effectiveness of
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the ministry's services; and decentralize with

a corresponding reduction in the personnel
of the department through streamlining and

what have you, then I would be prepared
to take another look at it.

But to be perfectly frank about it, in these

reorganizational programmes which I have

seen throughout the years and which have

been undertaken by the government, the

former is always the case. It always results

in another layer of bureaucracy which one

has to work through, and I would therefore

say I am not very keen on that particular

suggestion.

When it comes to the ag reps, they really

perform a very, very essential function in

this province. We have outstanding ag reps

in this province. I think the ministry has

recognized them over the years, because

usually the ag reps end up becoming deputy
ministers or assistant deputy ministers. If

they are really good, they move up into the

top echelon of the ministry.

I really don't know if there has ever been
a deputy minister that hasn't had some ag

rep service—I am not sure. But I would guess
that most of them, if not all of them, at one

time or another have had some ag rep ser-

vice, an experience I am sure served them
well in the ministry.

Mr. B. Gilbertson (Algoma): We agree
with you over here.

Mr. Gaunt: Do you? Thank you.

The ag rep service is a service which, in

my view, should be changed. It should

receive a different emphasis, but I am not

sure that this business of regionalizing the

whole operation is the solution to it.

I think the ag rep service throughout the

years has been a service which traditionally
has taken on the role of keeping track of

the programmes and feeding information out

to farmers; and that has been changed

slightly too, I think, during the last few

years.

I think the ag rep, the person at the top
of the office, the person in charge of all the

specialists and the ARDA people, I think he
has got to the point now, if I read the

situation correctly—and I must say I haven't

talked to any of them, but if I read it cor-

rectly—I think the ag rep is now involved to

a very great extent in keeping records and

keeping books and this kind of thing; co-

ordinating the operation of the office and so

on. I think his role should really be changed.

Oh yes, before I leave that point. I have

thought about this a number of times. I really
don't think in this day and age that an ag

rep or an assistant ag rep, or even one of the

other people attached to the office, should be
asked to be a secretary to a breeders' associa-

tion, or a secretary to a soil and crop im-

provement association.

Twenty years ago that was a good thing,
because the ag rep was well educated. He
was the person in the community who had
the knowledge to do this, and therefore he

got the job with the consent and agreement
of the minister. That was fine. That was

good. It served its purpose and I would agree
that it has been a good thing over the years.

But I say now it should change, in this day
and age, with the levels of education we
have, and the very good farm managers we
have in our communities. These people have

had a good education. They are able to do
this function. I don't know of a breeders'

association or an agricultural organization
that doesn't have enough capable people
within its group to have one of them serve

as a secretary or secretary-treasurer.

I think the minister should take a look

at that and see if that situation cannot be

corrected, because I really believe it takes

up a lot of the ag rep's time, which I think

he could be using in a more useful way.

Frankly, I feel that the ag rep should

assume the role of a professional communi-
cator. I think that should be his function in

the next few years. I mentioned previously
that a lot of the information that goes out to

farmers comes from agri-business. I think it

used to be that the ag rep was viewed as

a specialist. If the farmer had a problem
in any area, he went to his ag rep—or at

least that was always the suggestion.

I think there has been a movement away
from that. I think, that farmers who are

deeply involved and heavily committed in an

industry get a lot of their very technical and

specialized information from agri-business

people. Therefore, I think the role of the

ag rep should change to take into account

that kind of circumstance.

I know the farm writers made some com-

ment about that and I know it has been

dealt with in Dean Richards' report. I think

the farm writers went even further. They
said it would be less than accurate to

leave any impression other than one that

indicates that there is a certain unrest and

misgiving about the present role of the ex-

tension services at the farm level in Ontario.
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All I am saying to the minister is that I

think it is time we had a review of the role

of the ag rep. He is a vital person in the

county, but I think his role is changing. I

think the minister, and hopefully his people,
should take a look at that and see if in fact

they can set out clear parameters for a new
role for the agricultural representative. I

really believe they should do that.

There are some suggestions, as far as re-

search is concerned, that it should be organ-
ized on a regional basis. I suppose that comes
from Dean Richards' vantage point, because
he is an academic and is deeply involved in

these things, and I can see how he would
take that position.

I think it depends on what sort of research

we are doing, as to whether we should

regionalize it, and I find it very difficult to

think that we can regionalize the type of

research I have in mind. Now maybe he is

thinking of a different type. For instance, I

don't think marketing and policy research can
be done on a regional basis. I think that has

to be done centrally; that is one of the areas

that has to be and should be done centrally.

The ministry has done very little critical

research—and when I say critical research, I

am talking about research into how effec-

tively some of these programmes are operating
and how they could be improved—and I

think that kind of research has to be done

centrally. If Dean Richards is talking about
research as to what type of com grows best

in Lambton county, then yes, that kind of

research can and should be done regionally.
So I think it depends on what one is talking
about here.

Then there is the suggestion that the cre-

ation of a land-use programme should be
undertaken by the minister in his ministry.
This is aside from the fruit belts and the

green belts which we have, a land-use pro-
gramme from the farmer's point of view. I

think the report makes the point that we
have some 15 million acres which are ideally
suited for economic farming in this province.
Really that isn't very much. It is a very small

proportion of the total acreage in the prov-
ince.

I think the point that is made in the

report is that farming is an important in-

dustry in this province. It is very vital to this

province, and if we are going to preserve the
kind of agricultural industry which we want
to have, we are going to have to preserve the

prime agricultural land.

The report says something to the effect

that 40 per cent of Ontario's GNP comes

from agriculture. I presume that is from the
total food chain. Nonetheless, it is a very
important industry. We have a resource in

our good farm land and that cannot be re-

placed. Once it goes out of production, it is

lost forever. The report makes that point

quite clear, and I think it is quite valid.

Today's livestock and poultry population in

Ontario is something in the neighbourhood of

36 million head, and that production pro-
duces waste which is equivalent to a human
population of 30 million people.

That brings up the whole matter of pollu-
tion—manure pollution and odour pollution,
the whole problem involving pollution; which
once again is tied in with land-use planning
and what have you. I'd like to hear the

minister's comments with respect to that part
of the report, particularly because I feel it

is important from the farmer's point of view
and from the point of view of consumers,
because we cannot assure consumers in this

province of adequate supplies of food at

reasonable prices unless we protect our prime
agricultural land.

Then there are other matters in the report
with which I just want to deal very briefly. A
matter which I found rather curious had to do
with the animal health services. It was recom-
mended that a special task force be set up
to make an in-depth study of the delivery of

animal health services. I'm afraid that Dean
Richards backed away from that one almost

completely.

Whether he didn't want to deal with it or

whether he didn't have the information avail-

able, I'm not sure. The one thing he mention-
ed is that the Ontario Veterinary Association
has asked that an effective data collecting

system on disease incidence, on a province-
wide and regional basis, be established. Then
he moves from that point to recommending
that a task force be set up.

If that is all that is needed, I don't think
we need to do it by way of a task force. I

think it can be done in another way. You
simply put somebody in Guelph on a tele-

phone and you call every vet in the Province
of Ontario once a week and do your data
collection in that way. If you want to sophisti-
cate it somewhat, well that is fine, or com-
puterize it and all the rest of it. But I don't
think that kind of thing needs a task force.

If the minister does undertake some study in

this particular area, I would hope he wouldn't

put only veterinarians on it. I hope that he
would put on some farmers and other people
who would have some interest in this. I hope
he would avoid the practice that pertains in

the Ontario Medical Association and other
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professional groups where they are set up to

study themselves.

I'm going to leave the report now, except

to say as far as I'm concerned I hope the

minister undertakes to set up some policy

priorities with respect to reorganization. As

far as I'm concerned I think the first priority

is that he establish his agricultural policy and

what he wants to do. Then he should build

or form his ministry reorganization around

that policy. In other words once his policy
takes shape he reorganizes the department to

effectively carry out that policy.

There was one thing I wondered about: I

think there has been some emphasis in the

ministry during the past few years on what I

would term "trade substitution." The emphasis
has been on the matter of trying to grow
products that we normally import. I think

that is good. But I don't think it should re-

place market development. In other words I

think the emphasis has to be on market de-

velopment, getting new markets and seeking
out new areas where we can ship our pro-
ducts. "Trade substitution," substituting a

product that we normally import with one

grown here, does not have the same eco-

nomic impact on the farm community as does

the market development approach. I don't say
we should develop one to the exclusion of

the other, but I think our emphasis has to be
on market development.

I also suggest to the minister that he come
out with a clear statement as to what he
thinks the role of the family farm will be in

farming in this province during the next 20

years.

There are a number of other areas I want
to touch upon before I sit down. One matter

deals with what I might term the "fertilizer

crisis." This is a situation which has arisen,

and it's serious to Ontario farmers. I believe

there have been statements made to the effect

that in the spring farmers will have great

difficulty in getting the amount of fertilizer

they want and need in order to grow their

crops.

I think the US fertilizer demand is some-

thing in the neighbourhood of 10.1 million

tons compared to the net supply of 9.1 mil-

lion. And this shortage has come about this

year because much of the land has been taken

out of the soil bank programme and brought
into production, and because feeling in the

US seems to be that you've got to produce
all you can because we can sell it, and be-

cause otherwise there will be food shortages.
The prices for food are going to rise, so the

emphasis has swung right around.

I suggest that the minister—if he hasn't

already done it, perhaps he has—but I think

Ontario and Canada have some aces in the

hole; I think there are some bargaining

points our governments can use in dealing

with the US on this particular matter.

For instance, on nitrogen in Canada, we
are pretty well self-sufficient in that regard.

We are really in trouble with phosphates.
Most of our phosphates are imported from

the United States. With the ingredient

potash we are in a delightful position. We
have all kinds of potash; the US relies

heavily on Canada for its potash supplies—
I believe we supply roughly half the potash

requirements of the United States. I think

we can certainly bargain from that point

of view.

Maybe we need a national fertilizer policy

as we need a national energy policy. I don't

know. That is something for the minister

to decide because, like energy, our neigh-
bour to the south seems to be very great

at gobbling up these things. North Americans,

they tell me, consume a third of the energy

requirements of the world and we only have

six per cent of the world's population. This

is just another indication that we are using

up our resources very rapidly.

Frankly, I would like to see the minister

or the ministry get involved, if he can't

work something out with the federal gov-

ernment in this particular area, in stock-

piling fertilizers for next spring. I think this

is an approach which could be used. We
can do it now, because next spring will be

too late to do it; the crisis will be upon
us and we won't be able to do anything
about it. I think we could start to stock-

pile right now, and hopefully when next

spring rolls around the crisis could be

avoided and the demands met.

Mr. Gilbertson: Good suggestion.

Mr. Gaunt: There is only one other area

I want to mention before I sit down and

that is the matter of capital grants.

The minister has made some adjustments
in the capital grant programme over the

years, particularly 1971. There were some

changes then. I know that it is a 12-year

commitment on behalf of the ministry and

it is intended to spend something in the

neighbourhood of $129 million.

I was very interested in the figures. I

think in 1968-1969 the ministry spent $7.4

million; 1969-1970 it was $6.8 million; in

1970-1971 it was $5.3 million; the minister
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changed it in 1971 and it jumped up to

$23 million, which is a very dramatic in-

crease to say the least.

I suppose that was a combination of things,

although the minister may have some other

explanation; but it seems to me that it was

a combination in which he made more items

eligible and raised the percentage on the

total amount. I think that must have had
an effect. And maybe more farmers found

out about it—that was an election year and

I guess the minister was doing more ad-

vertising.

Mr. R. F. Ruston (Essex-Kent): He wouldn't
do that.

Mr. Gaunt: They found out about it to a

greater extent than had been the case

previously.

I wonder if the minister would consider

raising the limits? I have had many farmers

approach me and say: "We used up our

$3,000 back in 1970. Now we cant get any
more money and there are things to be done
around here. We have to build a new shed
or we have got to build a milk house and
we can't get any capital grant because we
have already used it."

With today's prices and with the rapid

change that is taking place, particularly in the

milk industry which is shifting from canned

shipping to bulk shipping, I think it is only
reasonable to raise the limits, say to $5,000
or even $6,000. If the minister wants to cut

down the percentage, instead of 40 per cent

he could go back to one-third and save
some money there.

I know his accounting people will have
chills run up and down their spines when
I make that suggestion. I really do think there

are many farmers in the province who
could make use of it; and are in a position
to make use of it but can't because they
have already reached the maximum with

respect to the capital grant programme.
That is all I have to say, Mr. Chairman,

at this point.

Mr. Chairman: Does the hon. minister wish
to reply to those comments at this time?

Hon. Mr. Stewart: I have no objection
to replying, Mr. Chairman, but I wondered
if some of the other hon. members wanted
to participate on the Richards report?

Mr. Chairman: I wonder if—

Mr. MacDonald: Yes, on the Richards

report.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: We are on that subject
and my hon. friend wanted to talk about—

Mr. MacDonald: I have a bit of a prob-

lem, Mr. Chairman; there are one or two
items in the Richards report, but as far as

I am concerned I was going to tie them in

with subsequent items in the estimates. This

is the usual problem. I understand the bind
that both the hon. member for Huron-Bruce
and the hon. member for Huron are in. In

fact, if you had called the estimates last week
I'd have been in the same bind, so I am
fully sympathetic to it. There are two or

three points in the Richards report I would
like to raise, but I will raise them in another

context.

Mr. Chairman: If it is general policy, it

could be raised now.

Mr. MacDonald: I have some items on

general policy, but if the hon. member for

Huron, for example, wants to get in, because
I know he has to leave at six o'clock? How-
ever we have two hours; I have no objection.

Mr. J. P. Spence (Kent): I have a few
comments.

Mr. Chairman: On the Richards report?

Mr. Spence: No, not on the Richards re-

port.

Mr. Chairman: Unless they have to do
with vote 1701 precisely, I think if they are

on the general area of the Richards report,

which is general policy field, why-

Mr. Spence: I would just like to say a

few words, not on the Richards report but on
the policy of the Minister of Agriculture and
Food.

Mr. Chairman: Is there anything else on
the Richards report?

Hon. Mr. Stewart: I wonder, Mr. Chair-

man, with great respect, my friend, the mem-
ber for Huron-Bruce, has dealt with com-
ments on the Richards report—I think most of

his comments were really based on that—per-

haps we could deal with that? I think it

would keep my mind straight, if it is possible
to do that.

I appreciate the comments he has made,

particularly concerning Centralia College.
When Prof. Richards submitted the report to

us in the office after he had completed it, I

took exception to that recommendation. The
recommendations are all listed, I think on

page 7, and one can run down them fairly

easily.
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I mentioned the fact that I felt that was
a recommendation which would not meet
wide public acceptance. I had many reserva-

tions about it myself, because having been

one of the people associated with the found-

ing of that agricultural college at Centralia,

and recognizing the importance of the col-

lege and the job it is doing, not only for the

students who have the good fortune to attend

that college but for the farm people who
surround the college and who work with it

in a very close and unique relationship, I

felt that it would be inopportune to close it.

Nevertheless the report was submitted and
we published the report. It wasn't up to me
to say we weren't going to publish that report
with that recommendation in it; we published
it, just as Prof. Richards had submitted it.

Public reaction, of course, is a matter of

history and I think was quite understandable

and not unexpected at all. I felt that to set

the matter to rest, once and for all, the action

we took, as my hon. friend appreciates, was
the appropriate action to take.

With regard to present and future trends

in agriculture, I think my hon. friend may
have read something into the prepared report
that I really do not see. For instance, he

quoted the first two paragraphs on page 17
on the present and future trends in agricul-

ture; and, simply in reading the report, I

underlined a couple of statements, a couple
of sentences, in the two paragraphs which
to me set the problem to rest. I don't really
think the Richards committee was suggesting
the demise of the family farm nor that large
commercial farm operations, that is corporate
farm operations, were going to take over at

all.

Let me direct my hon. friend's attention,
Mr. Chairman, to the second sentence of that

first paragraph: "There will be an increasing
number of large commercial farm operations."
Then look down to the first sentence of the
second paragraph; "Commercial farms will

continue to be owner-operated with no

significant increase in the number of cor-

porate-type farms."

That sets my mind at rest insofar as the

recommendations are concerned. I do really
believe that there will be larger family-farm
type operations; some of them will be cor-

porate family farm operations. I am sure my
friend knows that a great many family farms
have been incorporated already and it would
seem to me that the trend will likely continue
in that direction. But I do not detect any
expansion in corporate type—that is absentee

ownership corporate-type—farm operations in

this province. In fact, records of the United

States Department of Agriculture indicate

there's a very great lessening of the number
of corporate-type farms in the United States

and that trend, I think, has become estab-

lished here as well. I think a great many of

them found there weren't the profits to be
realized that they had anticipated. While
there has been, and certainly is, a much
better standard of income for farmers today
than there was a while ago, I don't think it is

going to attract the kind of corporate capital
that some may fear it is.

My friend mentions the future of the On-
tario family farm. Certainly we feel that that

has always been the basis of Ontario agri-

culture and the strength of Ontario agricul-

ture, and we can see no reason that shall not

continue. In fact, our whole effort is to assist

those family farm operations to become

stronger units by trying to assist them on

how they may expand their operations, i.e.

spread the capital investment of equipment
and machinery and what have you over a

larger number of acres on a family-farm basis.

Frankly, I think the future of the dairy

industry is going to be associated with those

kinds of large family-farm operations where
there can be a change in the person who will

be apt to look after the cows morning, noon
and night, seven days a week. I just don't

think the one-man-in-charge operations are

going to continue. If we are go'ng to have

continued production, I think they are going
to have to be family-farm operations where
one of the family will look after the cows

for four or five days of the week, then he

gets a break and somebody else takes over for

a little while. They change it around a bit. It

becomes a great drudgery, and I think it's

one of the things that has contributed to a

good many people giving up in the dairy in-

dustry.

On the other hand, we can see enormous

interest in operations expanding where there

is sufficient family-farm help available. We
defend that position and we think our exten-

sion grant service should direct its atten-

tion, and it certainly is, to assisting both

commercial farmers and marginal farmers. The

marginal farmer, who knows, with some help

and advice and assistance, particularly under

ARDA, is often able to develop a viable unit

and to carry on with a little bit of good ad-

vice and assistance in that regard from our

staff.

I am a bit surprised that my hon. friend

suggests that I haven't defended the position
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of the farmer vigorously enough in the urban

community concerning the recent upward
trend in agricultural food prices. I am a very
modest man, Mr. Chairman, and—

Mr. MacDonald: Pardon me?

Mr. Ruston: Not modest in politics.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: I don't really want to

say much about, nor do I publish widely, the

speeches that I make. If there is one thing
that has contributed much to the paper short-

age, I would say it's the publication of the

federal minister's speeches. There are thous-

ands and thousands of them going across this

province.

Mr. Ruston: Some of the other ministers

do enough, though.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: I read them all with

great interest, because I think he got most
of his ideas from me in that regard.

Mr. MacDonald: Meanwhile the farmers

languish while the two of you try to get the

credit.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: Let me say that I sup-

port him in what he has been doing, because

I felt that he was using, almost word for

word, some of the things that have already
been said.

With regard to the regional structure of the

Ontario Ministry of Agriculture and Food as

proposed in the Richards report, frankly there

is to some degree a regional structure now
with the area co-ordinators we have, and have
had in operation for a number of years. I

think it has turned out extremely well.

I am not so sure that one can just take

the head office staff and break them up and
send them all over the province and hope to

improve the service. Frankly, as I read this

report, I didn't share the concerns that were

expressed to the same degree indicated in

the report.

I think there are always opportunities for

us to change, to develop, to look at how we

may improve the services that are provided.

Certainly we would agree that the agricul-
tural colleges in the respective regions should

reflect the need for the agricultural educa-

tional programme that characterizes that par-
ticular area in which they would be found,
and also that the extension service might be
more closely co-ordinated with the services

provided by those agricultural colleges. Per-

haps there is merit in the suggestions that

have been made in the report along this line.

We are certainly taking a good look at that.

I am interested in what my hon. friend

said, Mr. Chairman, regarding agricultural

representative service, that it should receive

a different emphasis. I agree with my hon.

friend when he suggests that the local agri-
cultural representative should not be expected
to act as a secretary to every local organiza-
tion. I made that statement here in the House
several years ago in our estimates, and I

think our agricultural representatives have

followed that advice to a very marked degree.
But there are times when an agricultural

representative, because of the facilities of his

office, is able to perform a function to get
an organization started off and sometimes

can help them get along. It seems to me it

is an area where you just simply couldn't

lay down hard and fast rules, but I think

my hon. friend is very wise and valid in his

comments in this regard.

The matter of assuming the role of a pro-
fessional communicator is something that just

leaves me a little at sea, and some day I

hope my hon. friend would just enlarge on

what he means by that. I am not so sure that

I understand just what is meant by that. I

have a very profound respect for the service

provided by the agricultural representatives
of Ontario and all those who are associated

with them—and I am sure my hon. friend

has as well—in their respective offices, and

that includes the home economics service

as well. To me there is just simply tremend-

ous help provided, phenomenal help pro-

vided, to the farm people of Ontario by the

agricultural representative and extension

branch service, the various aspects of it—the

engineering service, the farm management;
and certainly the emphasis very definitely in

the last number of years has been more on

farm management, how a farmer should de-

velop his business, rather than on production,
which I think was the emphasis a great

many years ago.

I was interested to hear the hon. member

suggest that the ministry's policy objectives
should reflect the reorganization, if any,
which is to take place within the ministry,

and I think this is a very apt statement. We
have to, insofar as is possible, orient our

entire extension branch or field staff service

to broad ministry objectives. For instance,

the dairy study that was completed this

summer by Dr. Archibald, who is chairman,
from Vineland, seems to me to take into con-

sideration all of the various things—the matter
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of production, the cropping procedure, how
can you have a decent dairy programme in

this province if you haven't got the crops
on that particular farm to back it up. The
whole thing is tied together; you can't just

say, well, we are going to have a cash crop

programme or a beef programme, unless all

of these other areas are tied together; and it

all relates to business management. So to me
there has to be a really very vigorous co-

ordination of the entire ministry objectives

programme.

With regard to a land-use programme, we
are tremendously interested in the recom-

mendations provided in the Richards report.

We think that it requires very serious con-

sideration and we would hope that would
be reflected in the policy decisions that will

be made concerning it later on.

Regarding the animal health studies, we
think there is room for such a study to be

made; not necessarily by the veterinarian, as

my hon. friend suggests, but perhaps someone

completely independent of the veterinary

profession; and perhaps not necessarily a

farmer—both might have particular biases.

I think one of the great strengths of the

Ross committee on the egg industry was the

fact that Judge Ross frankly admitted that it

was a field foreign to him, so he went in

with no preconceived ideas or prejudice. I

think he came back with a very valid report
that has been implemented to a very marked

degree. Perhaps it is time to do something

along that line, and I think likely we will

be embarking on that kind of course.

I completely support my friend's conten-

tion, Mr. Chairman, on the essentiality of a

market development programme, and a very

vigorous one. We have, I think, achieved a

very marked degree of success in this regard.
We feel as well that market development
involves substitution of imports as my friend

suggests.

But the two go hand-in-hand, because to

me there is little sense in running off and

developing markets beyond our border unless

we are doing something to try to interest

people in producing commodities within On-
tario that could replace imports. And this

has been the whole thrust of our programme.

Regarding the fertilizer crisis; admittedly
there is concern as far as supplies of fer-

tilizer are concerned for another year. We've

already met with the federal people about
this. We have had discussions with the plant
food council.

I have some reservations about our bar-

gaining position, certainly as a province,
with the United States. I'm not so sure the

supply of nitrogen in Canada will be as

plentiful as we would like to see it, and

certainly phosphates have to come in from

the United States.

It is difficult to obtain the type of rail-

way cars to move either phosphates or potash
within the North American continent. The

railways are suggesting that the various

companies own their own cars. They'll pro-
vide the tracks and the engines to move
them. Rut they are saying, as they've said

to the wheat board: "You provide your own
cars." It's a very difficult thing to find the

rolling stock to do the job that has to be
done.

Now, admittedly there is certainly product

moving, and I think it will move perhaps
in the same quantities that it has moved
previously. But we are concerned with the

reintroduction of agricultural land from the

land banks in the United States. I'm told

it is almost on an acreage basis comparable
to the total agricultural land of Canada.
Now that will absorb enormous quantities of

fertilizer.

So I think there is very genuine concern

about the availability of supplies for next

year, and we are urging our farm people in

Ontario to make their arrangements for

next year's fertilizer supplies as quickly as

possible. We believe—and we have been
assured by the plant food council—that those

who do so will be assured of supplies.

But I don't think we will have the same

opportunity to import fertilizers from United
States that we have had in the past, because
I think they are going to be short there.

And I firmly believe that because of the

enormous demand, on a world-wide basis,

for fertilizers, that companies naturally will

want to try to fulfill those orders if they

possibly can. So all in all there are some

question marks concerning the 1974 season's

supply of fertilizers.

Regarding stock-piling; we think it's a

good idea. But I think one has to temper
the recommendation of stock-piling fertilizers,

certainly in the farm community, with the

assurance that the person who will be stock-

piling the fertilizer has the appropriate type
of accommodation and facilities with which
to store it, otherwise he could get himself

into trouble come next spring.

These are matters that we have already
discussed with the plant food council.
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Although recommending that it be done, I

would urge that word of caution.

Regarding the capital grants programme;
I think that's an interesting suggestion,

frankly. We aren't able to find sufficient funds

to even meet the $3,000 limit in the ap-

plications that are coming in today. So we'll

take those matters under consideration. It is

a noble suggestion. I just wish we had the

money available to meet it, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Gaunt: Mr. Chairman, on the matter to

which the minister referred on page 17 of

Dean Richards' report, I just wanted to

make sure that I made the point that we
weren't engaging in a throwback to the

1950s or 1960s when the ministry people,
the ag reps and all the people associated

with production, were saying, if it is big it

is good, and the bigger it is the better it is.

I think we have seen enough of that. We
have seen enough of it to realize that there

is an optimum farm size, and there is an

optimum farm operation that is more viable

than a bigger operation.

I just wanted to illustrate the point to

the minister that I hope that we have buried
that idea and that concept with as painless
a death as possible, because I really don't

think it has any place in our agricultural

thinking today. That is really what I wanted
to bring home.

On the matter of the fertilizer, the prob-
lem is that every fertilizer company in this

country is American-owned. That is really
where we get into the bind.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: Except co-ops.

Mr. Gaunt: Yes, except the co-ops. How-
ever, they get a lot of their supplies from
the other people. Really, when it comes
right down to the fine print, even the co-

ops would find themselves in a very difficult

position if the other companies decided they
were going to feed the American market
first. It seems to me that as far as we are
concerned in this country, we do have the

supplies of potash and we can use that,
I think perhaps at the federal level more
than at the provincial level, as a bargaining
tool.

I agree with the minister, the rolling stock
is a problem. Maybe we should seek other
forms of transportation if we can't get
the rolling stock to accommodate the de-
mand.

I am wondering if the ministry has actually
taken any steps with respect to advising
their ag rep officer across the province in

turn to advise farmers in each locality to

make sure they hedge their bets when it

comes to purchasing fertilizer and buy up
all the stocks they can this fall, so that

come next spring they won't be caught short.

I pose that question to the minister, because

many farmers, indeed I think most farmers,
could find storage accommodation for at

least part of their requirements for next

spring. I am wondering if that wouldn't be
a suggestion, and in fact couldn't be done
if it hasn't already been done.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: Yes, it has already been

done, Mr. Chairman. We have taken that

action already.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Huron.

Mr. Riddel 1: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The minister intimated in his opening com-
ments when the estimates were first con-

sidered that all was relatively well on the

farm front, I would be inclined to agree with
this statement as the farmers at the present
time are enjoying far better prices than they
have ever had before; but I am a little con-
cerned about the long-term effects of the

present situation on the agricultural industry
of Ontario, or of Canada for that matter.

What concerns me are the increased Hydro
rates which were announced not too long
ago; the fertilizer price increases and the

apparent shortage of fertilizer; the possible
fuel shortages and the increase in the price
of these fuels; the lack of adequate funds
available for farmers for capital investment as

well as operating capital; the shortage of

supply of farm machinery which exists at the

present time; and the interprovincial competi-
tion which exists in the export market. I am
also concerned about the shortage of farm

labour; and I am going to elaborate on some
of these concerns now.

First of all, there appears to be a shortage
of fertilizer. I say that because I know
farmers are not receiving periodic visits from
the dealers lining up people for the spring

delivery of fertilizer. I know that the fer-

tilizer companies are not applying pressure to

the dealers to sell fertilizer. I know that the

fertilizer distributors are fewer in number
than they have ever been. And I also know
that suppliers are not living up to their

commitments.

Now I know of one dealer who contracted

with a supplier to have his warehouse filled

by December, and at a protected price. There
is no doubt he is going to get that fertilizer,

but I understand now that it is going to cost
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him $9 a ton more than the price which was
established at the time they were negotiating.

This won't affect the dealer, he'll still sell

the fertilizer. But it certainly will be reflected

in the farmer's income.

Now there is no question in my mind that

this country has the ingredients to make
fertilizer. I don't believe for one minute that

the ingredients are in short supply. In my
opinion we are seeing a supply management
problem. Until the present, the fertilizer in-

dustry was in an over-supply situation. To
counteract this, the industry tended to ease

up on the production.

Now let me give you an example of why
I do not feel there is a shortage of fertilizer

in this country. Saskatchewan has ample pot-
ash supplies. Canada exports natural gas,
from which nitrogen is derived. Yet we
import either the source of nitrogen, or

nitrogen itself, from the United States. I

don't think I need to tell you that Canada
mines 4 million tons of potash a year,
400,000 tons of which are used in Canada.
Canada processes 700,000 tons of phosphate,
and uses about 300,000 tons. The balance,
400,000 tons, is exported to the United States.

An article I read recently by an Ontario

agricultural expert suggested that to over-
come additional operating costs resulting
from increased fertilizer prices, farmers
should reduce fertilizer use for their 1974
crop. Now that's quite a statement to make
in view of the existing food shortage. My
point is that we have ingredients for fertil-

izer in this country. We should use our
natural gas, potash and phosphates to meet
our own needs.

In light of the energy crisis, which we
hear and read so much about today, what
is the minister going to do to assure adequate
supplies of fuel to the farmers who depend
on it for getting their crops planted and
harvested?

During the recent Texaco strike the United
Co-operatives of Ontario group was in quite
a bind. Just at the time of the corn harvest
UCO was not able to supply fuel to its

customers. The Energy Board became in-

volved and supplies were mustered from
other sources to meet the farmers' demands.

At the same time this strike was in effect,
Dome Petroleum, which I understand is a

Calgary-based company, reportedly had
ample supplies of stored fuel. But Dome was
reluctant to sell it to UCO because it wanted
to protect its export market. Surely under
conditions which are detrimental to our own

people, the minister can exert his influence

to assure adequate fuel supplies to the

farmer.

What research is the minister's staff doing
in connection with the production of methane
from liquid manure. In other countries they
are processing methane from manure. If in-

deed we are in an energy crisis, why
wouldn't the minister pursue this potential
source of fuel, considering the concentrated
livestock farming carried on throughout
Ontario?

Now Mr. Chairman, I am confronted time
after time by farmers who maintain that the

federal farm credit loan no longer meets their

needs. The amount of loan granted is based
on the productive value of the land which is

being mortgaged. We all know that the ac-

tual land value in the heart of the good agri-
cultural land in Ontario far exceeds the pro-
ductive value of that land. This is not taken

into consideration by the farm credit loan

board, and the farmer who wishes to get into

the business finds he cannot borrow enough
money to mortgage the farm not to say any-

thing about obtaining some operating
capital.

I am not convinced there should be two

government loan policies, but I do think there

should be some kind of shared agreement
programme with the federal government, par-

ticularly when the land values in some prov-
inces are much higher than others. And of

course land values vary also from area to

area within a province.

The government of Quebec has imple-
mented an interest subsidy programme. I am
not prepared to say how well this is work-

ing, but surely there can be developed a

federal-provincial credit policy for farmers

encountering a great price differential in farm
land from province to province and area to

area.

I also think that there is a dire need for

improved short-term and intermediate-term

credit. A great proof of this, Mr. Chairman,
is the special programme which was designed
by the Minister of Agricultural and Food for

the dairy and beef producers in the Province

of Ontario. Now what I am attempting to

say is that this would not have been necessary
had there been a better short-term and inter-

mediate-term credit policy established by the

Ontario government.

Mr. Chairman, I definitely do not feel feed

companies and machinery companies should
be in the lending business. They too have
to borrow their money from the bank. This

only leads me to believe there are two ad-
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ministration costs, and this is passed on to

the farmer.

Now back about 1920, as I understand it,

the provincial government set up a provincial

saving and loan office; and I think probably
they called it the "Province of Ontario Sav-

ings."

Mr. F. Young (Yorkview): The Drury gov-

ernment—very good government that.

Mr. Riddell: There was some change made
in the last session of the Legislature in the
credit policy of this particular authority, but
I have a feeling this was an ideal instrument
for the government to be able to provide
loans for farmers, and actually they would
be in competition with the bank. Really, if

farmers are unable to get money from the
bank and they want to get into the business,
then they have got to look somewhere for

this money. Surely the Ontario government,
in conjunction with the federal government,
can establish some kind of aid or credit

policy.

Within relatively recent years, farmers were

encountering difficulties getting parts for farm

machinery and getting adequate service on
this machinery. This situation has been recti-

fied somewhat, but the problem now is that

in supply management the machinery com-
panies have become too restrictive. Now farm-
ers are faced with the problem of not being
able to purchase the machinery, which seems
to be in a short supply. I'm wondering, Mr.

Chairman, if the farm machinery board,

through the minister, cannot apply some press-
ure on the farm machinery companies to make
the machinery more available to the farmer.

Another chief concern that I have in con-
nection with the agricultural industry of On-
tario is the export market or what we might
term export product development. There
doesn't seem to be any co-ordinated ap-
proach by the provincial ministers and the
federal minister to seek out new markets and
to try to tie them down for a definite period
of time.

Could we not get better terms if we were

negotiating now for a greater degree of pro-
cessing and marketing of our products in the

export market? Japan has indicated that they
are prepared to go this route, and now is the
time that we should be bargaining.

There needs to be a three-way agreement
involving the government, the processors and
the producers; and I'm saying that all three
have a very definite responsibility in this con-
nection and all three stand to benefit from
such a programme. But there needs to be
some leadership, and I think that the Minister

of Agriculture and Food in Ontario could be

providing us with some of that leadership.

Mr. Chairman, there is no question that

the greatest concern of farmers in Ontario

is being able to get farm help. There is a

very definite shortage of farm labour. We all

know the reason; the farmers cannot afford

to pay industrial wages to their hired help.

But I think this problem could be rectified;

and I say that because I had an opportunity
this summer to speak to a gentleman by the

name of Fr. Moses, who comes from India.

He was in this country doing some doctoral

work and substituting for some of the priests

who were taking holidays at that time.

An hon. member: It wasn't "Fr." Stewart?

Mr. Riddell: Now Fr. Moses was very
interested in agriculture in Ontario, because
he was very interested in giving some of

his own people a better opportunity to be-

come established on small parcels of land

so that they could not only feed themselves
but their neighbours *as well.

Now, Fr. Moses is very interested in send-

ing over Indian boys, whom he personally
would select. He intimated that he would
be pleased to send these boys over for a

period of one, two or three years—he didn't

care, he said it was entirely up to the govern-
ment here. He said these boys could come
over and work on the farms, bank their

money and when they go back to India

they could take the money back with them
and invest in one, two or four acres of land

and become self-sufficient back home.

In other words, he impressed upon me
that the big problem back in India is the

capital necessary to invest in the land in

order to farm it.

I think the minister could well look into

this programme. If we are going to be short

of farm help, here we have an opportunity
to obtain assistance from another country;
and it would be of benefit to both the

farmers in Ontario and the people in India.

I would also advise the minister to speak
to a Mrs. Jean Davison, who is the wife of

the late Malcolm Davison, whom I am sure

the minister knows very well. Mrs. Davison

spent some time this summer at Fr. Abra-

ham's school in Persong, and I'm sure that

something could be worked out here in

order to bring some of these boys over, put
them on farms here to help out with our

farm labour problem, and then they could

go back and invest some of that money to

start their own lines of endeavour.
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Another concern of mine, Mr. Chairman, is

the salting of the roads, particularly in the

Niagara fruit belt area. There is no question
that the salt has penetrated into the second

row of trees. And as far as those trees were

concerned, this was a 100 per cent loss to

the farmer. It is my feeling that these farmers

should be compensated.

Mr. Minister, I am inclined to think that

the Ministry of Agriculture and Food, or the

minister, agrees with me in this connection,
but the Ministry of Transportation and Com-
munications did not give its consent. Ap-
parently the legislation was changed not too

long ago whereby the municipalities are not

responsible for pollution damage if it resulted

from material put on a road to improve farm

safety.

Can you tell me why the farmer should
bear the brunt of the lot? I'm not saying
that it is not a good idea to salt the roads

in order to make it safer for passengers to

travel; but if the farmers encounter losses,
then I strongly feel they should be com-

pensated for their loss.

Another concern that I have, Mr. Minister,
is this matter of land-use planning. Where in

the world is the Ministry of Agriculture and
Food in connection with land-use planning?

At the present time, it's being done by
the Ministry of Treasury, Economics and In-

tergovernmental Affairs. And I read a news
release not too long ago which said that the
administration of the Planning Development
Act would be turned over to the Ministry of

Housing. Now how true this is I don't know,
but how in the world can we talk about

planning for farm land when the Ministry of

Agriculture and Food is in no way, shape or

form involved? Why is the farm voice not
heard when it comes to planning, particularly
when it comes to planning for farm use?

The greatest short-coming, as far as the
livestock farmers are concerned, is that they
are being completely ignored. None of the

plans, so far as I can see, set aside special
areas for livestock farmers. We all know that

livestock farmers have a high investment in

their operation, and yet there is nothing to

stop the urban dweller from buying a lot

across the road from a large livestock farmer.

Then, suddenly, the urban dweller finds that

a livestock farm isn't too pleasant and imme-

diately proceeds to kick up quite a fuss. You
can bet that by the time the Ministry of

Environment is involved the farmer will likely
be looking for new land and that particular
land will be turned into a residential area.

We do have a code of practice, but I am

going to tell you this code of practice doesn't

protect the farmer from other people. It

protects the people from the farmer. And
I'm saying that this has to change.

If a farmer can't get a certificate of com-

pliance, it even boils down to the fact that

the farm credit executives won't give him a

loan.

Here, for example, we have a farmer who
has buildings already in existence, and per-

haps these buildings are closer to the centre

of the road than the standard laid down

by the code of practice. Still and all he had
those buildings there before the code of

practice came into effect, and now he wants
to put an addition on that building. It's

going to cost some money to do it and he

applies for a farm credit loan in order to

raise the capital. But because he is not

complying with the code of practice, which
we know isn't law, it's just a code of practice,
however the farm credit loan board takes it

as law and therefore refuses to give the

farmer a loan.

I have outlined some of the concerns as

I see them in the farm business, Mr. Chair-

man. I would hope the minister would take

some of these matters seriously and together
let us work to protect the farmer and the

good farm land in Ontario. Thank you.

Mr. Chairman: Do you wish to respond,
Mr. Minister?

Hon. Mr. Stewart: Mr. Chairman, my hon.

friend from Huron may wax eloquent about

the shortcomings of the Minister of Agricul-
ture and Food as far as co-operating with the

federal government is concerned, but when
he talks about fertilizer supply, for instance,
he doesn't mention the fact that all of the

phosphate that is processed in Ontario is im-

ported from the United States, every pound.
The hundreds of thousands of tons that he

suggests are being processed here in Canada
are all imported from the United States.

Mr. Riddell: But they are processed here.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: Certainly the phosphate
is processed here, but it is all imported from
the United States; and so far we haven't

taken the action that the federal government
took. When you talk about developing export
markets, my hon. friend was careful not to

mention the fact that the federal government,
despite the fact that we had developed export
markets for soya beans, put an export control

on soya beans. The federal government uni-

laterally, despite our objections, put an ex-
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port control on beef going to the United

States, which virtually wrecked the beef

market of Canada.

What kind of co-operation is that? Let's be

honest about it. These are the kinds of things
that I think we should be fair about when
we are talking about not co-operating—

Mr. Riddell: I didn't say everything the

federal government does is right. I didn't say
that.

Mr. W. Hodgson (York North): They are

all wrong.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: What the member for

Huron says is quite true, but he failed to

mention the fact that when we do develop
markets those kinds of things happen.

I think it is interesting to note, when we
talk about co-operating with the federal gov-
ernment to develop markets, that we have
had six trade missions to the United States;

we have had two to Japan; we have had two
to the Caribbean, based on about five differ-

ent groups or organizations—that is exporting

groups—within each of those trade missions.

All of this was in co-ordination with the

federal Department of Industry, Trade and
Commerce.

I think we are working rather satisfactorily
when one considers we have a $50 million

tobacco industry in this country—export in-

dustry; that our exports of white beans this

year have increased to approximately $25
million over last year; we have a frozen

vegetable industry that is expanding to the

point where we are virtually unable to meet
the demands of foreign markets; we have
increased our exports to Japan just in soya
beans alone—no, including many things here,

soya beans and meat products—100 per cent

over last year.

Those are things that to my mind are

worth mentioning. Even in the European
Common Market we have a $20 million ex-

port development going and that's increasing
on an annual basis. Things are being done.

As far as the matter of credit is concerned,
we made a proposal to the federal govern-
ment, all the Ministers of Agriculture—and I

would direct my hon. friend's attention to

that some time. It was made in the fall of
1971 and it indicated that we would support
a joint agreement on the provision of credit

to farmers, intermediate, short-term and long-
term. It also included a proposal that there

be an export development agency established

in which the provinces would co-ordinate

their efforts with the federal government. I

think it had a great deal of merit.

A good deal of study was done by a con-

tinuing committee of officials from all of the

provinces, representing all of the provinces
and the federal government. They came back

with the proposal that while it had some

merit, it wasn't the be-all and end-all in

development of markets. Frankly, I think

there has to be, in those provinces which are

interested in expanding export sales, a very

vigorous attempt, in co-ordination with the

federal government where it applies, to

develop those kinds of markets.

I don't think one can unilaterally say that

we have to have a national export develop-
ment agency in which all of the provinces

might have the same kind of interests. I think

it is an ideal objective. We thought it was
when we made the suggestion, but I don't

think it has as much merit, perhaps, today
as we thought it had at that time; but I do
think there is a very definite benefit insofar

as working with them is concerned, wherever

we possibly can.

We are concerned with the programmes on

interest subsidization that are offered in some
of the other provinces. It is a fact, we know
that. We were told, however, in no uncertain

terms by the farm organizations, that sub-

sidization of interest was not in the best

interests of the farm community.

The price of land in subsidized interests

at the time we were supplying money for

junior farmer loans at five per cent interest

very evidently was escalating greatly beyond
what many people thought the value should

be; and this because of the subsidized in-

terest in comparison with the federal gov-
ernment's policy of around 8.25 per cent,

which was the going rate of interest. We
backed out of the field, because obviously
a person could go and pay a great deal

more for a farm on a per acre basis at a

subsidized interest rate of five per cent than

he would if he were to pay eight or nine

per cent interest. It is a different ball

game altogether. Who are you doing the

favour for? I just wondered if it was all

so great.

Certainly the farm organizations and the

committee report on the farm industry in this

province recommended against subsidized

interest rates. But they did suggest one stop
credit. We are not opposed to that. We
think it has a good deal of merit.

I would just point out that I haven't

found too many farmers who are unable
to get credit today. The building boom and
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the demand for farm machinery, which is

inevitably in short supply and to which my
hon. friend referred, would indicate to me
that somebody has some dollars to spend.

There is no question that farm machinery

definitely is in short supply. But somebody
is buying it or it wouldn't be in short

supply, believe me, because plants are run-

ning at all out capacity to try to catch up
with the demands. Perhaps it is because

there have been such depressed markets for

agricultural commodities for so long that a

good many people made do with used

machinery and with fixing up the machinery
they had on hand. Now with the improved
price structure that has taken place over

in the last 12 months or so, they are getting
rid of some of that machinery and buying
new machines. And I don't blame them.

We are interested in the proposals con-

cerning farm labour. There have been many
experiments in the past along the lines sug-

gested—none from India. We had Korean
workers here a number of years ago on a

project that was not at all dissimilar to

what has been suggested. However, the

Korean type of agriculture perhaps lends

itself, or is perhaps more closely aligned
with Canadian-type agriculture than is Indian

agriculture. It is a little different type of

climate. It is a little different type of agricul-
ture. We thought at the time we embarked
on that programme the people from Korea
could learn something from us in the way
of applying our technology to their conditions

when they went back home. I am not so

sure that Indian agriculture lends itself to

those circumstances or qualifications to

quite the same degree.

I did have the opportunity to have dinner
with the Minister of Agriculture for the

state of Punjab, India, this year. We talked

about this very factor. We talked about the

type of agriculture which exists in India. He
has within his jurisdiction by far the largest

agricultural commumty in India. I was im-

pressed with the fact, and I think there was
mutual agreement, that there was certainly
little relationship between the type of agri-
culture of India and the type of agriculture
that we have here.

Now there may be possibilities. We are
not at all adverse to exploring them. But
they certainly would have to be co-ordinated
and dealt with through CIDA. There is no
way that our province will get involved with
a foreign country in this Idnd of thing un-
less it is done through the federal govern-
ment. In the matter of land-use planning,
I share the concern of my hon. friend with

regard to the lack of observance by mu-

nicipalities in the granting of severances that

could have an adverse affect on farms that

are already established. But I'm sure my hon.

friend would recognize that every munic-

ipality in the Province of Ontario has the

right to establish, through land-use planning
and zoning for themselves, the opportunity
to deal with severances.

I have lived in a municipality since the

Fifties where there are very rigid rulings

concerning severances, and all that has to

be done is for the local municipality to make
that determination and there just simply are

no severances allowed.

Conversely, there are many municipalities

adjacent to the one in which I live—with

which my hon. friend, I'm sure, is very
familiar—that have not observed that kind

of thing. They have allowed ribbon de-

velopment on paved roads and highways
and problems have developed along the lines

suggested. But here again, it is the preroga-
tive of the local municipality.

In the recent by-elections in which he

was successful I recall that my hon. friend

demanded that the local people have the

prerogative to make the decision. I think

he should go back to the local municipalities

and say use the authority you now have

instead of blaming it on our government.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: These are the things
that in my opinion we should be quite fair

about and we should look at both sides

of the coin.

Mr. Chairman: The member for York

South.

Mr. MacDonald: Mr. Chairman, I assume
we are operating under item 1, vote 1701,
and a number of the topics which have been
raised by the hon. members for Huron and
Huron-Bruce can be dealt with under later

estimates. Those that I think can be dealt

with under later estimates I shall leave for

whatever comment I have on them.

On item 1, there are five different areas

that most appropriately would be dealt with

under the general administration of the first

vote. I'd like to raise these now, and quite

frankly, because of their nature, I would ask

the minister if he will respond to each one
before we go on to the whole grab-bag.

The first one is a pretty basic one. I think

this government has within it a pretty serious

conflict between the Minister of Agriculture
and Food and the Minister of Consumer and
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Commercial Relations (Mr. Clement) in

terms of the interests of the farmer and in

terms of the interest of the consumer.

Now I will concede that this conflict has

become somewhat muted in recent weeks. I'm

not sure that it has been resolved and I

want to explore exactly what the situation is,

because I think it has got to be resolved.

I attended—uninvited, but I went nonethe-

less—that food conference which was spon-
sored by the Minister of Consumer and
Commercial Relations down at the Royal
York Hotel some two or three months ago,
and I was interested to discover the whole
thrust of his remarks.

As a matter of fact, even there, with the

two members from the cabinet in attendance,
if one were to read the speech of Mr.

Clement and then read the speech of the

Minister of Agriculture—

Hon. Mr. Stewart: Great speeches, both

of them.

Mr. MacDonald: Well, whether or not

they were great speeches is not the point I'm

speaking to at the moment. There was some
inherent conflict in the thrust of the two

speeches.

Mr. W. Hodgson: No conflict!

Mr. MacDonald: As a matter of fact, Mr.

Chairman, I have listened, and quite frankly—

Mr. W. Hodgson: It's only that you are

not familiar with the situation.

Mr. MacDonald: Are you saying something
or is it just noise?

Mr. Chairman: Order, please.

Mr. W. Hodgson: Just go ahead.

Mr. Chairman: Order, please.

Mr. MacDonald: I was going ahead but I

was getting interrupted, and I wondered
whether I could avoid the interruptions.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. MacDonald: I have listened to the

Minister of Agriculture and Food speak in

great derision in recent months with regard
to the opening comments of Prof. J. D.
Forbes of the University of British Columbia,
who was hired by the Food Prices Review
Board in Ottawa to do a study of farm

marketing.

One of the first things that Prof. Forbes

said, and I quote, was: "The farmers are

given relatively free licence to do bloody
well what they want."

And the comment of the minister and of

James Boynton of the pork producers was
rather scathing.

I repeat, I agree with the scathing com-
ments with regard to Prof. Forbes, I don't

think he has a clue of what he is going to

investigate. But the fascinating thing I want
to draw to the attention of the Minister of

Agriculture and Food is this: Do you know
who the Prof. Forbes of this cabinet is? His
name is Clement. He hasn't got a clue as to

how marketing boards operate.

He hasn't got a clue about the function of

the Milk Marketing Board. He has never
heard of the proposition of formula pricing
for milk. He doesn't know that formula pric-

ing for milk is a formula that is based on
costs of production, and in effect is a built-in

prices review board which has existed for

years.

Therefore, some time ago when belatedly
the Milk Marketing Board moved to increase

the revenue returns to farmers in keeping
with that formula, who was the man who
came storming out and was going to go down
to the Milk Marketing Board and ask them
what the hell they were doing? His name
was Clement.

Have you resolved that within the cabinet?

Does he know what the function of farm

marketing boards is, and has he been taught
what has to be done; not just in the instance

of milk but quite frankly in the interest of

all farm products? I will get to that a little

later.

We have now moved into a market con-

dition in which the farmers may be able to

get something approaching their needs out of

the market. I am wondering what this gov-
ernment is willing to do to build in mechan-
isms which will assure that farmers continue

to get their needs from the market, since it

wasn't willing to do it through the farm

income committee, in terms of incentive

prices which would have some supportive

subsidy in addition to what they might be

able to get out of the market.

Before I read the proposition of Mr.

Clement, just let me read a few things. I

wonder where the Minister of Agriculture
and Food is. He is rather silent on this. He

gave his speech down at the conference. It

was a good speech, I would agree. It was a

better speech than Clement's speech. He
knew something about what the issue was,
at least from the farmers' point of view.
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The problem at this point with Brother

Clement or Dr. Clement or Prof. Clement,
Prof. Forbes Clement or whatever you want
to call him is that he's not certain what he

is doing. But he is heading in some interest-

ing directions, and if they involve the Min-

ister of Agriculture and Food I want to know
where the Minister of Agriculture and Food
is.

For example, in the first page of his mimeo-

graphed speech, Clement says:

The second purpose that I hope this

conference will fulfil is the necessary shap-

ing and definition of a positive provincial
role in the resolution of food price prob-
lems. [And on the next page] The question
then is what is the role the Province of

Ontario can play in stabilizing food prices
and ensuring that sound nutrition is within

everybody's reach. [And a little later] Our
role will take time to develop, but I think

we have a real contribution to make.

What is that real contribution, because it

involves this minister and this government?
I have listened for years to those people

on that side of the House taunt us in the

New Democratic Party and the CCF who
said that it is possible to reconcile the in-

terests of the farmer and labour, of the

farmer and the consumer. I have listened to

you taunt us, and we said we are grappling
with it. There are problems, but we can

solve it.

Now it is on your table. You talk one way
and Clement talks another way; you are

both going different directions and you
haven't resolved it. At least if you have, the

public hasn't learned about it as yet.

When he goes on to resolving it; oh, he
has some magnificent things to talk about.

Such as a business practices Act. He is going
to get a general statutory prohibition against
unfair and deceptive practices.

There's a noble profession for a Tory to

get into. Checking up on the business world,
the whole quagmire and labyrinth of the free

enterprise system to get at the prohibition of

unfair and deceptive practices.

He is going to do something. When? Has
it been done? Well we will listen and we'll

watch.

He says: "We would like to pursue the

development of what are loosely called trade

rules." That's a motherhood statement. I

don't know what it means. Quite frankly, my
problem is I don't think he knows exactly
what he means at this point.

Thirdly, he says: "We favour giving courts

the authority to rule on whether or not a

consumer transaction is conscionable or un-
concionable." That is another noble profes-
sion for members of a Tory party that is

going to barnstorm into the free enterprise

system and clean it all up. I'm waiting, but
not with bated breath, because I don't want
to choke in the process. I am looking for

some action.

Let's get on to the next one:

We believe that the Act should provide
the courts with the power to rule on cases

brought by either a consumer or my min-

istry [This is Clement's ministry.] and to

impose restraining orders, restitution to

those who have suffered losses and other

penalties. In the case of food prices, trade

rules could be included to prevent specu-

lating in food.

All this is wonderful. It was a magnificent

piece of window-dressing, of noble inten-

tions, but the minister didn't understand what
he was coping with in the area that is of

concern in these estimates, that is how it is

going to affect the farmers. His comments
on marketing boards were basically ignorant,
and I am using that not as a derogatory
term. He didn't know what he was talking
about. That is how I am using it. They were
as ignorant as were Dr. Forbes' comments
with regard to marketing boards.

I leave the point right there and say to the

Minister of Agriculture and Food what is his

department doing, because he is muscling in.

Perhaps I could have just one other brief

comment here.

Says the Minister of Consumer and Com-
mercial Relations:

In the past several minutes, I have out-

lined some of the main features of my
ministry's part in stabilizing food prices.
There are also many other provincial activ-

ities under way. [And I ask the Minister of

Agriculture to listen to this.] We are

analysing the federal subsidies and their

impact on Ontario markets. [Fine.] We are

studying recent increases for specific

objects to learn where the extra money is

going [Fine.] and we will be working to

achieve a balance between food supply
and demand to preserve and fully utilize

agricultural land and to stabilize markets.

This is the Minister of Consumer and Corpo-
rate Affairs. Is this the positive role that the

Province of Ontario is going to play? If it

is, where is the Minister of Agriculture and
Food in the picture on the business of utiliz-
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ing of agricultural lands, stabilizing of mar-

kets and studying recent increases for specific

objects to learn where the extra money is

going? This is a very off-hand comment that

it may be that some of the industries are

engaged in making extra profits.

It was fascinating, again, to listen to Mr.

Clement down there, because he took time

off to try to win back friends in the business

world and to browbeat the leader of the

New Democratic Party because he contended

the leader of the New Democratic Party
hadn't accurately assessed the profits of the

supermarkets and things of that nature. Then,
about five minutes later, he got back onto

his regular theme and said:

But, at the same time, we must be

prepared to recognize that it is possible for

industry to exceed what is justifiable and
fair. That is why we are reviewing the

financial statements.

Mr. Chairman, just contemplate this. A min-

ister of this Tory government is reviewing
the financial statements of the supermarkets.

Really, do you believe it? Coming from the

east end of Toronto, do you believe they are

really doing that, reviewing the financial

statements of the supermarkets?

Well if they are reviewing them, what are

they going to do about it, other than to

have another cigar and forget the whole
matter?

Then he said:

We have not undertaken our analysis of

the food industry because we want to

defend it, but rather because we want to

be sure that it is acting responsibly.

That is the surest case of doubletalk, and it

was part of all of this facade.

I leave the point by reiterating my query
to the minister. What is happening in this

government? Is that portfolio from over there,

Consumer and Commercial Relations, study-

ing what is going to be done in the stabiliza-

tion of food prices and supply? Is that port-
folio over there studying the use of produc-
tive agricultural lands? Is it really attempting
to reconcile the price to the consumer and
the price that the farmer gets? Have they
stolen half of your department; and what are

you doing while all of this stealth is going
on? That is my first question, and I would

appreciate the minister's reaction to it.

Mr. Chairman: Mr. Minister.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: Mr. Chairman, I think

most of the questions my hon. friend directed

to the Minister of Agriculture and Food

might more appropriately be answered by
the Minister of Consumer and Commercial

Relations, who doesn't happen to be here,

Mr. MacDonald: He is stealing half of

your department. That is why I am putting
it to you.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: Well yes, but there are

those who would suggest that I've been over-

worked for a long time, Mr. Chairman.

I suppose that my hon. friend could assume
that perhaps it might be better handled
somewhere else. I don't know. I would sug-

gest to my hon. friend—my colleague who
was enunciating about supply and demand
of food products—we've been talking about

supply management for a long time. I think

we are all agreed that agricultural land, in-

sofar as possible, should be used for food

production wherever it is possible and con-

venient to use it for food production.

I have taken the position that some land

that is being held for development purposes
would be more appropriately put to use

growing food products at a time when there

is a world-wide demand for increasing food

supplies. I don't think there is really any-

thing wrong with my hon. friend supporting
that position. And so I would say that the

points that were raised by my hon. friend

were simply matters that I'm well known for

as far as my comments are concerned.

Mr. MacDonald: Well, that is the minister

at his disarming best. It's almost uncharac-

teristically disarming. I thought he would
come storming out, and obviously he can't

defend the indefensible—and what his col-

league is doing is a bit indefensible.

All I am asking—and I leave the matter

there, because I'm not going to beat it to

death—is if there is another portion of this

government that has so little appreciation of

the whole role of marketing boards in an

until now unsuccessful effort to assure farm-

ers of adequate returns? And in the area

where they have been perhaps most success-

ful, by a formula that is open and above

board so that everybody knows how it op-
erates—I refer to the Milk Marketing Board-
that any other member of the cabinet should

come storming out in criticism of that is really
a bit shocking, really a bit shocking.

The minister may be disarming in saying
that he is speaking to these issues and he

is looking after these issues, but there is a

conflict within the cabinet and I think it's

about time that it got resolved.
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Now, related to it is a point that I have

already raised, and let me pursue it directly.

This is a question of land for agricultural

use.

When we get to ARDA I think we can

more appropriately develop or deal in the

details of that, but at the policy level I've

got a question to put to the minister.

We were in the midst of a debate with

another minister's estimates, namely the esti-

mates of the Provincial Secretary for Re-

sources Development (Mr. Lawrence). Was
it two weeks or two months or two years ago?
We discussed something about land-use in

the Province of Ontario.

In the course of the first stage of that

debate we asked the provincial secretary
whether or not there had been any discus-

sions policy-wise in this section of the cabinet,

including the Minister of Agriculture and

Food, on the question of agricultural land.

And he said: "No." I repeat, he said: "No."

Therefore, my query to the Minister of

Agriculture and Food at the moment is this:

What was the game he was up to some few
weeks ago, I think at the ploughing match,
when he made some statements that I think

were putting the finger on a very pertinent

point; namely that an awful lot of our agri-
cultural land today has been bought up by
city dwellers, by hobby farmers, by various

other people. It is not being used fully for

agriculture, and the minister went so far

as to say that it may be that we shall have

to have legislation to force the owners of

this land to make it available for full agri-
cultural production, particularly at a time

when we have a growing shortage of food.

'That looked as though the policy discus-

sions had been fairly well entered into and
were getting within reaching distance of

legislation to do something about it. But

your colleague who is responsible for the

policy discussion says nothing has happened.
What exactly is the score in this area?

Hon. Mr. Stewart: I'm not at liberty, Mr.

Chairman, as my hon. friend knows and I'm

sure you know and the House knows, to

discuss what takes place in cabinet or at

cabinet level in discussions. Suffice it to say
that I was expressing what I felt was an

opinion that was shared by a great many
people. Land that is held for development

purposes might very well be used at a time

when there is an obvious food shortage in

the country and throughout the world. There

are purposes to which it might be much
better put to use than just leaving it idle. I

make no apologies for making that sugges-
tion.

Mr. MacDonald: I'm not asking you to

make an apology. I agree with you.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: I enunciated the fact

in the statement I made—if my friend would

be so good as to refer to it—that I was very
much opposed to legislation along that line.

The reference to legislation had to do with

legislation that had been introduced in the

United Kingdom, where indeed there was

the regulatory authority of local land com-

mittees who would determine whether or

not land was being used appropriately or

not. If it's not being used appropriately
then the person who owns the land has the

opportunity either to so use it or make it

available to someone who will use it for that

purpose.

I said I was very much opposed to legis-

lation and regulation along that fine. I felt

there was an onus on most people who own

land, be they developers or be they people
who have moved out from the urban com-

munity to live in the country, and I have no

objection to that whatever and so said, that

they would realize the responsibility and

make use of food producing land for the best

purposes while it was available.

I don't think there is anything about that

contrary to any policy statement that has

ever been made by any other minister in

this government.

Mr. MacDonald: With respect the minis-

ter is engaging in straight doubletalk. I

once heard Wilf Eggleston, who was the

chief censor during the war years in Can-

ada, make a magnificent statement to a con-

vention of authors. He said: "One author

plus one censor equals nothing."

If I may take the minister's statement, he

says: "There is a lot of agricultural land

which isn't being used, and it should be put
into full production. There are a lot of

people sitting on agricultural land which

isn't being used, but I don't think there

should be a law to insist that it should be

made available." That's doubletalk. It's

meaningless.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: No; no it isn't. That

isn't what I meant at all.

I think there are people who do not realize

that they have good agricultural land avail-

able to them which they may own and en-

joy, as we all enjoy living in the country.
But they don't recognize that they have a

resource at their very doorstep that they are
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not using as well as it might be used. I think

that if sufficient publicity is given to that—

and believe me there was lots of publicity,
I had many reactions to that statement.

Many people mentioned they were not aware

of the fact they were sitting on good agri-

cultural land.

"Here it is; food-producing land. Let's get
out and use it!" This is what I was trying
to get at rather than take the club and say

you've got to do these things.

Mr. MacDonald: Okay. The minister was
a little offended when I said it was double-

talk. I can't find an appropriate euphemism
at the moment, but it is the equivalent
thereof.

Let's deal with the realities. Let's deal

with facts instead of airy objectives and

nothing with which to achieve those airy

objectives.

You can see the situation if you are any-
where within reach of an urban area in the

Province of Ontario today. I was going to

refer specifically to the Ottawa Valley, be-

cause a group of us from the NDP caucus

happened to be meeting with farmers south

of Ottawa and this was the very point they
raised. Concession after concession, farm

after farm, is being bought up by the people
in the city.

Why are they buying it up? They get a

house cheaper than they can buy in the city,

and they like to live in the country. The air

is cleaner and they have that dream that they
can have a pony for the kids to ride.

They may need five or 10 acres, but they

bought 100 acres. And the ditches get filled

and the line fences begin to fall down. They
may rent some of it sometime, but they

really don't rush out to rent it. They are not

interested in it. They maybe got the whole
farm for very little more than they would
have paid for a house in the city. They have
no idea they are sitting on a very important
resource that should be used for producing
food, since there is a shortage of food in

the world.

Then the minister in passing mentions

developers. Let's get out into the area, for

example on Highway No. 5 between here and
Hamilton. I wonder how many thousands of

acres are being sat upon by developers. I

wonder to what extent that land is being
rented and used to its full potential. That is

the second area.

I'm a bit curious about a third as well. I

have raised this with the Deputy Minister

of Transportation and Communications.

When I met with a group of farmers in Leeds
about six or eight weeks ago I was interested

to discover that they had run into difficulties

with that ministry because they had 40 acres

of land, one of the bits and pieces left over

when Highway 400 was put through.

Mr. H. Worton (Wellington South): That's

401.

Mr. MacDonald: Sorry, 401; you are right,
401.

Part of their problem was that the high-

ways department wasn't willing to play ball

with the farm neighbours in doing some

ditching for drainage purposes. I think I got
that resolved—the local engineer wasn't oper-

ating in the fashion that the deputy had said.

But why should that 40 acres of land be

sitting there? Nothing has been grown on it

since the 401 was put through. When I

raised that with the deputy minister he said

the ministry's procedure was to advertise that

this land was available. It is available in the

first instance to the farmer from whom it was

bought.

Secondly, it's available to a farmer who

happens to have a neighbouring parcel of

land to which it could be adjoined and so on.

But my point is: Here's 40 acres of land upon
which, for a number of years—what is it now,
six or eight or 10 years—nothing has grown.
It has grown up in weeds; it has grown up
in brush.

I said to one of the farmers "Would you
be interested in buying that 40 acres?" And
he said: "Well, if the price was right". You

know, if we want to put productive agricul-
tural land back into place it would be far

better to make the price right, even if it

was fairly low, than to sit on it and leave

it out of production.

So the minister says that voluntarily by a

publicity programme we should persuade
these thousands and thousands of city people
who year in and year out are buying up
farms, or the developers who are sitting on

land, or some departments of this govern-
ment which are sitting on land. What is be-

ing done, to make certain that land gets back

into full agricultural production? Either

voluntarily, by a massive campaign to per-
suade these people they are frustrating what
should be a major objective of this province
and this country for food production at the

moment; or alternatively, with some kind of

legislative mandate.

I'm not saying they should be bulldozed or

anything of that nature. But it seems to me
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if you want to achieve this objective there

has got to be something more back of it

than the fact he minister gets up and says:

"This is the way it should be done, volun-

tarily;" and nothing has been done to

persuade them.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: Oh yes.

Mr. MacDonald: I don't sleep 24 hours

a day. I haven't heard any campaigns
as massive as the campaign the minister of

Transportation and Communications is on

now to re-educate the people about GO
transport. There is no money being spent.
If you really believe that the massive

amounts, tens of thousands of acres of On-
tario's prime agricultural land which is being
sat on by city folk, developers, and various

government departments should be back in

production, what is being done to get it back
into production? What, other than this airy
statement that we should remind these people
and we are sure they will respond because

it is a noble objective. What is the govern-
ment doing?

Hon. Mr. Stewart: With great respect, Mr.

Chairman, you simply cannot say that that

has to be done. You first of all have to find

somebody who will do the job. Obviously

many urban people who own land—and good
urban people have the opportunity to buy a

farm, there is nothing against a person buying
a farm, anyone can go and buy one—haven't

got the know-how in many instances to be-

come good farmers or farm operators over-

night.

Mr. MacDonald: Oh we get back to that

later in Farmstart programmes.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: Well, that's fine; but
there are many of them who simply do not
have the opportunity to lease the land to

somebody who is close enough and who
wants to operate it. I think we have to start

with persuasion, telling people there is a
need for this and that there is an opportunity.

I have always felt that one couldn't beat
financial incentive to do the job. And surely
the incentive of farm prices today, parti-

cularly for grains, would be sufficient to

encourage anybody to use land that could

possibly be used.

I talked with one businessman this very
day who just recently acquired a 100-acre
farm. Half of it is arable land that can
be cropped' and is in corn and wheat; the
balance of it is somewhat rocky and uiir

workable and has been rented to someone

who has a bunch of cattle pasturing on it.

To me, that is the kind of use that should

be made of that kind of land.

Many farmers that I know around Toronto
are using land that has been rented from

people who are holding it for development
purposes. I think that is the thing to do
with it.

But to say there is a law right off the

bat, without any consideration given to these

kind of things, would probably be the way
of the NDP, but it is not the way of this

government. I think it is a little bit more
difficult.

IMr. MacDonald: Oh, go on. Don't give
me that clap-trap; the way of the NDP! If

the minister wants to deal in that kind of

across-the-floor-of-the-House talk, I will tell

him what is the way of the NDP. I will

put it to the minister in the form of a ques-
tion.

Agreed, he has got a problem getting

people to start into agriculture. Very few

people start in agriculture today. There are

an awful lot leaving. And how are we going
to get people back to use all of this prime
agricultural land and put it back into pro-
duction?

A proportion of it we may be able to

rent. A proportion we may find alternative

uses for. But sometime soon we have got
to face up to what are the necessary incen-

tives for what in Saskatchewan is known as a

Farmstart programme—all one word, F-a-r-m-

s-t-a-r-t. It provides capital grants to assist

people who have the necessary desire and
the necessary qualifications to get into agri-

culture, starting afresh. We can't continue to

have the massive exodus without having some
new people coming in.

Has the Ministry of Agriculture in the

Province of Ontario given any consideration

to such a programme other than the incentive

programmes in, for example, milk? We will

get to that later under the appropriate vote.

But has the minister given any consideration

to an overall programme and to how it should
be tailored to meet the needs of Ontario—
which admittedly are different from the needs
of Saskatchewan—to see if we can't find the

people who really want to get into agricul-
ture, and get them into agriculture so that

they can use some of this increasing amount
of prime agricultural land which isn't being
used to its full potential?

Hon. Mr. Stewart: Yes, Mr. Chairman.
We are very actively interested in that. I

frankly think that my hon. friend is perhaps
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exaggerating the fact that there are not

nearly as many young people going back

into farming. He may not realize—

Mr. MacDonald: New ones? New ones?

Hon. Mr. Stewart: Yes. For instance—and

there is nothing new about these figure, Mr.

Chairman—50 per cent of the agricultural

college graduates this year went back to

farming, either on their own farm or with

someone else. That is the highest percentage
that has ever happened. I believe 10 per
cent of the graduates—no, 20 per cent of the

graduates of the four-year course at the

OAC went back to farming this year. That

is the highest percentage ever in the history
of the OAC.

Mr. MacDonald: But are they picking up
on the father's farm or are they—

Hon. Mr. Stewart: Yes, they are, or they
are going to work with someone else in the

business of farm management and will even-

tually take over the farm operations. Within

the last year we have lost more employees
from the Ministry of Agriculture and Food
who were college graduates, to go back to

farming than we have in the last three or

four years combined. I don't suppose we
have ever had a year, certainly in my memory,
that so many have left our service to go

farming. Now these are all young men.

There are many other young fellows who
are leaving jobs in industry of one kind or

another to go farming. I think this is an

encouraging sign. Frankly, I am impressed
with the Saskatchewan Farmstart programme.
I have talked to Jack Messer, my counter-

part in Saskatchewan, and I think he has

got something.

Mr. MacDonald: Is there a place for it in

Ontario?

Hon. Mr. Stewart: I think probably there

is. We have suggested to the federal Minis-

ter of Agriculture that in the plans that he
has for revamping the farm credit programme
—which I understand are under consideration,

although I am really not aware of what they
are—that there be some provision made for

a programme similar to that in Saskatchewan.

Frankly I feel that we have gone out of our

way in the extension branch of our ministry,
in our farm management discussions with

many people, to encourage the establishment

of viable farm units that consist of sizable

acreages-200 acres, 300 acres, whatever it

may be.

We have a young chap, for example, who
has graduated from one of our agricultural

colleges. He's got the feel of the land. He
knows agriculture. He knows livestock. He
wants to be a farmer. He doesn't have his

hand on money enough to invest in that

kind of a farm.

He goes to Farm Credit Corp.; there's a

$100,000 ceiling. We know that that 200
or 300-acre farm can't be bought for

$100,000; with the equipment and all the

rest of it, there is probably up to $200,000
or $300,000 investment in that land. We say
to him, "Sorry, you'll have to start off down
here at 100 acres or 150 acres, whatever it

may be."

To my way of thinking we are breaking
up viable units. We are not really seizing
the opportunities to transfer that viable farm
unit to a young fellow who could really
make use of it and carry it on and be the

successful food producer that we hope to

have in this province and we've just got to

have in the years ahead.

I think that's where there can be a very
useful type of programme and I'm hopeful
that the federal government will see its way
clear to do that. If it doesn't, perhaps the

Province of Ontario will have to step into

that field but I appreciate my hon. friend's

comments. They are very valid, Mr. Chair-

man.

Mr. MacDonald1

: Let me make two com-
ments and then I will leave this point be-

cause, again, I don't want to browbeat it.

I'm interested in the minister's reaction to

the Farmstart programme in Saskatchewan.

My only point is—don't for too long use the

reluctance of the federal government to

move as an out for you not moving, because

as you know the Province of Saskatchewan,
with far fewer resources than the Province

of Ontario, is doing this on its own. It is not

sitting around waiting for the Liberals in

Ottawa. God, you can wait until you die

for that, on occasion, and you and I might
be able to agree on that point.

Mr. Ruston: You should call David in

Ottawa.

Mr. MacDonald: Do it yourself and don't

wait on Ottawa.

Mr. Ruston: The NDP-

An hon. member: Not all the time.

Mr. MacDonald: I must have wakened
them up.
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An hon. member: You're talking to friends

now.

Mr. MacDonald: I'm glad I wakened them

up. I'm interested in the minister's comment
that there are more people today—

Hon. Mr. Stewart: Mr. Chairman, with a

little help from my hon. friend's friends in

Ottawa we might get that programme
achieved.

Mr. MacDonald: You know the best help
in the world is to show the thing and do it

and my friends out in Saskatchewan are

doing it. I'm asking you to go and do thou

likewise. Don't wait on Ottawa or anybody
else, because the Farmstart programme is in

effect there.

I was about to say, before I was inter-

rupted, that I am—

Hon. Mr. Stewart: I am sorry about that.

Mr. MacDonald: —interested in the min-

ister's comments that there are more people

leaving his ministry and a higher percentage
of the graduates of OAC who are going back

to farming. I suppose the obvious reason for

that is that farming is a bit more attractive

today than it was five years ago and just

conceivably you might be able to make on
the farm something approaching the same
amount that you would be going to get as

somebody in one of the agri-business em-

pires. They prefer to go farming and so

they are going.

However, the point I want to make, with-

out arguing it further with the minister, is

that I am convinced that the somewhat

larger proportion of his staff and the grad-
uates of OAC and others who are going back
to what may be a new start in agriculture,
isn't sufficient to use all of the prime agri-
cultural land that is not being used to full

potential. That is where I come back to the

need for a Farmstart programme to get far

more into it.

Let me move on to another related point.

What is this government's position with re-

gard to what, in my earlier days and interest

in agriculture, was known as a world food

bank and is now being described as an inter-

national food reserve? I have always felt that

one of the saddest aspects of the immediate

post-war chapter was that a country like

Canada, which has the capacity to produce
food far beyond our ability and mouths to

eat it, was one of the countries, through
Jimmy Gardiner, God rest his soul—

An hon. member: Fine man!

Mr. MacDonald: —which pulled the rug
out from under the proposition of establish-

ing a world food bank. In other words, at

the international level, developing the mone-

tary or the financial mechanisms for saying
to farmers "Produce, because you know that

one of these days you are going to have a

lean year and millions of people are going
to die of starvation because you haven't got
the food."

We've been reminded of this once again,

not only because of shortages which are

created by the increased demands and needs

of people across the world in terms of nutri-

tion standards and everything else, but be-

cause of weather conditions and things of

this nature. We are being reminded once

again that a rational human being, who has

grey matter up here, should use this grey
matter for building an international food re-

serve or a world food bank. Otto Lang, in

the story which was carried in the Globe

and Mail on Oct. 23 from Winnipeg under

the byline of James Rusk, had some dis-

cussions that were initially in reference to

the Canadian Wheat Board, but could be

more broadly taken in terms of international

food reserves. And he is raising all of the

old difficulties that completely roadblocked

earlier attempts; namely, an unwillingness
on the part of the recipient nation as well

as the growing nation to share in the cost

of it, and so on. I could take five or 10

minutes to outline some of those old diffi-

culties, but I don't want to do that now
because that is not the immediate point.

I would say to the minister that it seems

to me, as we look to international markets—

a point my friends from the Liberal Party

have been raising, about our export develop-
ment programme—that we have a capacity to

produce in the Province of Ontario far

greater than our consumption capacity. The

development of international markets, with

this built-in mechanism of a food reserve

or a world food bank—so that the year of

surplus would not wreck the prices back

home—would in some fashion or other,

rationally meet the needs of people over the

seven lean years and the seven good years of

which, we were reminded biblically thou-

sands of years ago. Is Ontario involved in

these kinds of discussions? To what extent is

Ottawa really giving leadership?

Hon. Mr. Stewart: Mr. Chairman, I don't

think I can give the member a straight "yes"
or "no" answer on that. If you want to know

my position, Mr. Chairman, I support the

establishment of grain reserves within

Canada. I support the establishment of grain
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reserves on a world-wide basis. But when
one talks about establishment of food re-

serves, I have to have some reservations

about it because obviously one cannot store

meat on a long-term basis; dairy products—

extremely difficult.

For instance, in the European common
market, Mr. Chairman, there is very great

difficulty as far as butter surpluses are con-

cerned. A recent article which I read in the

paper—and I am sure it is available to every-
one else—said that 400 million pounds of

butter piled up. A mountain of surplus butter

there was paid for at $1.35 a pound to the

producer with no real sale of that butter

within the European Economic Community,
and obviously nowhere else in the world

could they sell it. The administrators of the

plan offered it for sale and as I understand

it, Russia made a bid on 200 million pounds
at 16 cents a pound and got it. That to me
is really not good business. But they go

madly on producing butter at that incredibly

high price of $1.35 a pound and the surplus
has again built up to 350 million pounds. So
that there is really no answer there.

However, with grain, wheat, barley, corn,

these kinds of things, to my way of thinking
there are opportunities here. And frankly I

support the position that there should be
some type of programme established at pub-
lic expense within Canada—if necessary at the

taxpayers' expense within Canada if we can-

not accomplish this on a world-wide objec-
tive—of stock-piling a certain amount of grain
on an annual basis.

Mr. MacDonald: Is it being pursued in

Ottawa?

Hon. Mr. Stewart: I don't know whether
it is or not.

Mr. MacDonald: Can the minister push
them?

Hon. Mr. Stewart: I think it should be,

because frankly inevitably there are times, as

was the case in 1972, when there were cer-

tain countries in the world where the weather
conditions simply didn't produce the crops.
Had it not been for the great surpluses in the

United States and Canada, I think we would
have been in very great trouble. But those

surpluses have disappeared.

I suppose one of the great problems that

we have in Canada—and I recall during the

days when we had the enormous surpluses
of feed grains and wheat in western Canada,
when the world markets simply could not

absorb those commodities, I publicly stated

in an address that I made out at the Old
Mill—I think it was to the Kiwanis Club, a

service club of some kind. I have a copy of

the speech around yet.

Mr. MacDonald: That is a great farm area.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: Well, it was. It was a

group of urban people.

Mr. I. Deans (Wentworth): Why doesn't

the minister recirculate the speech?

Hon. Mr. Stewart: I am afraid when I

circulate them you people don't read them
and I don't want to waste paper, I am very
conscious of costs.

In that particular speech I made reference

to the fact that I felt that as taxpayers in

Canada that we, everyone, as Canadians, had
an obligation to assist the western farmer in

that dilemma in which he found himself—

of enormous surpluses of grain that had been
built up through the benefit of weather and

good crop growing years, and couldn't be

sold on the world market. And I was all for

us saying to those farmers: "We'll pay for

some of that grain. It can be stored. You go
ahead growing grain."

Now the federal government embarked on

the LIFT programme—that is Lower Inven-

tories for Tomorrow. And to my way of

thinking that certainly discouraged produc-
tion of grain and it did convert certain

marginal grain growing areas into forage

growing areas to build up the livestock popu-
lation in western Canada. Encouragement
was given to diversify out of grain growing
into livestock, pork and poultry production.

I am not sure that was the right answer.

I still think that we would have been better

as Canadian taxpayers to have got behind

them and carried it for a little while. But

who knows how long that would have gone
on.

I think the federal government said, "Just

how long does this go on?" Nobody could

foresee what happened in 1972 and1 1973.

I frankly think that, as well, we are a

country of a population of 21 million to 22

million people, in round figures. I don't think

it should be entirely at the expense of Cana-

dian taxpayers to bear that burden of inven-

tory accumulation and carrying charges. I

think it should be borne by FAO and the

nations who make up FAO. And I support
that kind of a proposal.

Mr. MacDonald: I will leave the matter

with just this plea: If the minister agrees on

those products which will keep, grains—I am
not arguing on behalf of those products that
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won't keep, obviously—then he should exert

a little pressure, because I think this is

another noble objective to which we pay lip-
service when we are in trouble and' never
do anything about between times. And so,

when we get into trouble five years from

now, we will be in exactly the same place.
It just seems to me that human beings, with
a little bit of leadership, should learn from
the past and do something about it.

I go to the next and related point: When
the minister was very disturbed, under great

pressure from the farmers of this province,
back in 1966, about income levels and the

net returns which made it impossible for

farmers to continue without really losing

money, he set up this committee. And we
have talked about this ad nauseam—a general
dismissal of the proposition of income-incen-
tive prices, which would be a subsidy in

addition to what the farmers might get out
of the market.

Farmers have a deep-seated opposition to

the proposition of taking a subsidy. They
wanted to get if from the markets, and they
said let's not have low food prices, let's get
what we require from the market. Well we
are getting closer to that point. Farmers

today are getting their income from the
market without any of these subsidies —
except in some instances such as milk. But,

generally speaking, they are managing with-
out the assistance of subsidies.

My question is: What consideration is be-

ing given by those who are planning for

agriculture to its key need, long-term income

stability? What planning is being done?

Again, if it isn't too provocative to the

minister, I remind him that in another prov-
ince that has enlightened leadership for

agriculture as well as other things—namely,
BC—they have moved for implementation of
a farm income assurance Act. In short, their

argument is that crop insurance covers a
farmer for the quantity if, perchance, his

crop is destroyed, but there is no protection
for the price.

They are moving on an experimental basis,

starting with the tree fruit industry with a

premium that is going to be contributed to,
as I understand, by the growers as well as

by the farmers, in some sort of a check-off
on what they produce today, so that they
can have some assurance of income in the
lean years that may lie ahead.

My point is simply this: It seems to me
that this is one other attempt—and it is, at

this point, still experimental—to move towards

putting some
stability into future income for

agriculture. They have to move on a com-

modity by commodity basis because they are

doing it themselves; they haven't got the fed-

eral government yet involved. Are we con-

sidering this kind of thing in the Province

of Ontario? I know that the minister will

agree that this is perhaps the major issue for

the future.

Can we continue to have a stable, high
enough level of farm incomes? Now there

are mechanisms for assuring that, such as

the incentive programme that you threw out

because you didn't want to dip into the

public treasury and use subsidies, and it was
too complex to do at the provincial level if

the federal government was involved.

Now here is a way in which at least some
initiative might be taken by another prov-
ince, and conceivably, along with BC and
those other provinces that might get into the

picture with this effort, persuade the federal

government to some joint action that would
sort of underwrite a stable level of farm
income for the years that lie ahead. Are we
doing anything on that level?

Hon. Mr. Stewart: Mr. Chairman, I should

indicate to the House, through you, that in

the meeting we had in Ottawa on Sept. 26,
when the Ministers of Agriculture met with
the federal minister and his deputy, the

federal minister suggested, after a good deal

of discussion concerning the very points my
friend from York South has raised regarding

stability of farm income in the future, the

encouragement of farmers to produce more
food. They simply are not going to do it un-

less they can see some stability ahead, be-

cause why should they embark on expansion

programmes and then find all of a sudden
that there are surpluses developed again and
there is nothing to carry the load?

We have the Agricultural Products Stabil-

ization Act in Canada. In the document to

which I referred a few moments ago in re-

plying to my friend from Huron-Bruce, I

mentioned the proposal that was made to the

federal government by all the agricultural
ministers in Canada, that the Agricultural
Products Stabilization Act should be amended
and updated to make it realistic in the 1970s,
or words to that effect.

What we were saying is that the old

system of 80 per cent of a 10-year average
simply was not good enough in 1973, be-
cause when you look back over 10 years'

prices—as my hon. friend from Essex-Kent
will know full well there were some pretty
low prices in those years—and you take that

average it just isn't good enough today. And
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we were pleased to see that what I thought
was a favourable response from the federal

officials, that they were willing to look at this.

There have been meetings held, one in

Ottawa and one in Winnipeg last Oct. 26,

and our staff had a meeting on this on

Friday afternoon last. I was supposed to

have been there but had to go home for some

particular reasons in connection with the

barn, and I didn't get to the meeting.

I haven't had a full report on what took

place; but my general consensus of reading
the reports of the meeting in Winnipeg is

that favourable consideration is being given
to reducing that 10-year period to three or

four years, something like that, and increas-

ing the 80 per cent to perhaps 90 per cent of

the average over those few years. That, to

me, would give a farmer an assurance that is

much more realistic than the present struc-

ture we have today.

With due deference to my friends from
British Columbia who have embarked on this,

and my friends from Saskatchewan who
have done the same thing, as well as

Prince Edward Island, which has entered

into an agreement stabilization programme.
I think that the federal government should

pick this up and all of us, as provincial

ministers, should support the programme
and try and have an input into it. That is

exactly what is going on now, and I look

forward to an amendment to the federal

Agricultural Products Stabilization Act along
these lines.

Mr. MacDonald: Mr. Chairman, I am de-

lighted to hear that something is going on.

If I may say so, as unprovocatively as pos-
sible, we started these estimates back last

June and this is the kind of behind-the-

scenes development that when we get into

agricultural estimates I would like to hear
about from the minister, and quite frankly,
I think an awful lot of farmers would like

to hear about it. Certainly we in the Legis-
lature would like to hear it, because it gets
into the guts of very important issues to

solve the problems a bit ahead of time.

Mr. Chairman, there is one final point I

want to raise with regard to item 1 and I

don't think there is any other appropriate
place in the estimates. With regard to the
interim report of the farm classification com-
mittee, which dealt only with the rebates,
and they made specific proposals for changes
in the distribution of the benefits from the

rebate; namely, that the applicant for a bene-
fit under this programme could be required
to make an application, rather than auto-

matically sending them out, on a standard

form obtainable from the minister responsible
for the administration of the same. Secondly,
the said application form would require the

applicant to provide statistical information

on the use of the farm land and the produc-
tion of the same for the year 1972, such

statistical information being used to deter-

mine the eligibility of the applicant. And

finally, that the applicant, would certify on
the said form the truth and accuracy of such

information.

As I understand it, all that the committee
was recommending there was that the gov-
ernment supports this—and there's wide-

spread support for it—as a means of easing
the tax burden on agriculture. But there

are abuses in the system, and those abuses
could be eliminated. I know some of the

abuses. I know of a man who lives in the

Humber riding, and does no more farming
than I do, day in and day out. He had a

farm up near Barrie, and he went to the

clerk of the township and said: "When this

rebate is going to come in, I'm not entitled

to it." The man said: "Oh, no." But a little

bit later he got his cheque.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: He could send it back.

Mr. MacDonald: He could send it back.

He's a former Liberal MP.

Mr. J. R. Breithaupt (Kitchener): He
would be unlikely to send it back.

Mr. MacDonald: He would be unlikely
to end it back, would he? Oh. I'll take your
word for it; you ought to know. But serious-

ly, all I'm saying is that there were gross
abuses. We were paying tax rebates to hobby
farmers and likely to Americans, and heaven
knows who else—Governor Romney. It was
like the cottage deal. We've clarified that.

But where do we stand for this coming
year on action on at least the recommenda-
tions in the interim report?

Hon. Mr. Stewart: Mr. Chairman, I

thought my hon. friend would have been
here the other day when I read the state-

ment in the House. You may not have been

here, but I made a statement in the House,
and it's in Hansard, that this year the farm
tax rebate would be on application only,
and that it would he-

Mr. MacDonald: Recommendation 1?

Hon. Mr. Stewart: Yes—available to only
those farmers who could indicate a gross in-
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come from farming of $2,000 or more. What
is the third?

Mr. MacDonald: You mean you didn't

accept their recommendation of going up to

at least $2,850 then?

Hon. Mr. Stewart: No, we didn't. It

seemed to me there was one other one. Oh
yes, an appeal committee would be set up,
so that any farmer who felt aggrieved be-

cause he should have had the rebate but

didn't get it, he could appeal his case to

the appeal committee.

Mr. MacDonald: Ralph Cowan will be
there appealing before the committee.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: I have made the ac-

quaintance of Mr. Cowan-

Mr. Chairman: The member for Kent.

Mr. Spence: On this vote, policy of the

Minister of Agriculture and Food, I am glad
to see him in such a jovial mood today. He
has every reason to be in that mood because

the prices of agricultural products have cer-

tainly increased in the last year.

But I must say, Mr. Minister, that it's 20

years too late; we've lost about 13.8 per
cent of our farmers across Canada. But it

has created optimism amongst the farmers in

south-western Ontario, and all parts of the

province. We welcome it. We find now that

there is concern amongst the farmers that

they can't buy enough equipment to be in

a position to produce next year. We find that

some of the inputs that are needed for agri-
culture are often of inferior quality.

My colleagues here have discussed most
of the problems that concern the farmers,

such as labour, agriculture and land use.

But I want to bring to the attention of the

minister—and he may use his good offices

to see if something can be done — the

hampers that are used in the harvesting of

tomatoes, cucumbers and fruit. We hear

complaints from the farmers that a large
number of these hampers are inferior, the

quality is poor, and they are using plastic
to hold them together. When they load their

produce, such as tomatoes or cucumbers on
the wagon or trucks, the hamper breaks and
it is costly to the farmer and it is a waste
of food.

I would suggest, Mr. Minister, that you
look into this to see if it would be possible
to have those who manufacture hampers in

Ontario stamp their names on them. Or, do

you have any inspectors or does the Ministry

of Consumer and Commercial Relations,
have anything to do with this?

I would like to see you look into this to

see if something could be done, in order to

improve the quality of those hampers next

year.

I also wish to say, in regard to the cu-

cumber industry in the Province of Ontario,
where the companies contract with the

farmers to produce so many acres of cucum-

bers, we find that about half of the cu-

cumbers are left in the fields to rot. This

was a great concern to many people last

year. It is a pity, when there is a shortage
of food, to see the waste of this fine prod-
uct, the cucumber.

Another concern I'd like to bring to your
attention is that of capital grants in the

Province of Ontario. We find a large number
of our farmers are making use of capital

grants, but there is a segment of our farm

population that hasn't got the credit to go
to the bank and borrow that $3,000 so that

they can make use of this $1,000 or $6,000
or whatever it is. I understand they have to

produce the receipts.

There is a segment who find it is impos-
sible to get the credit to make use of this

capital grant. I'd like to see the minister look

into this to see if something could be done
to assist that segment of our agricultural

people to make use of this grant, because

I think it has done a tremendous lot of good
in so many areas in this province.

Another thing, Mr. Minister. In the mid-

dle of the summer I was in Brighton at a

National Farm Union meeting, at which they
discussed the agriculture industry, and
whether they should store their soya beans,

store their corn, and one thing or another.

They informed me that they had held a

conference at Guelph—and I never before

knew you were so popular—and they were

so upset that you didn't attend this confer-

ence. They wanted to know from me if you
had got up into the higher echelons and

wouldn't talk to the average farmer. I told

them I had no control over the minister

whatsover but I would ask him when his

estimates were up and find out from him.

I might say, Mr. Minister, they were dis-

couraged that you didn't attend that con-

ference to sit in and answer some of the

questions in regards to agriculture that af-

fected them. I know you are a busy man; I

know you can't attend them all, but this

was of such great concern I said I would

bring to your attention how concerned they
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were that you didn't attend this conference

and answer some of the questions.

Mr. MacDonald: And you have done it

with such innocence.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: Mr. Chairman, first,

the matter of the containers: If that is a

legitimate complaint, and I am sure it must

be, I will certainly have a look at it.

I don't think there is any legislation that

pertains to quality standards in the manu-
facture of the baskets. I believe that there

are regulations that require new baskets or

new containers for certain commodities. I

think that if the baskets or boxes are falling

apart when they are required to be used

new, then there should be standards estab-

lished for those containers. We will take a

look at that aspect of it; I would ask the

appropriate members of our staff to follow

up on that.

With regard to farm machinery and in-

puts, I agree that there certainly are prob-
lems in getting supplies or new machines,
it is very difficult. We've been encouraged
to learn that at least two of the large ma-

chinery companies have stopped their pro-
duction lines in order to catch up on their

parts so that they can maintain their parts
for disposal to the various farm machinery
dealers throughout the country to keep farm
machines going. I think that is a responsible
attitude for them to adopt.

With regard to the quality of equipment,
I suppose that's a matter of opinion. I think

perhaps it's a matter of who uses the equip-
ment and under what conditions sometimes,
too. A machine that will work well on your
farm mightn't work so well on mine and I

blame the machine but, really, I might be
the person who would be abusing the ma-
chine by expecting it to do things that might
be considered unreasonable.

With regard to my friend's comments con-

cerning the Farmers' Union meeting. I can't

possibly attend all meetings in this country,
but I would say this: That I have never

attended a national meeting of the Canadian

Federation of Agriculture. I look upon the

Farmers' Union as a national organization
and I have never attended an annual meeting
of the Farmers' Union in Ontario since it has

become a national organization.

Mr. MacDonald: That's a cop-out.

Mr. Chairman: Will there be any further

discussion on vote 1701?

Mr. Deans: There certainly will be.

Mr. Chairman: It being 6 of the clock, I

do now leave the chair and we will resume

at 8 o'clock.

It being 6 o'clock, p.m.
recess.

the House took

No.
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LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY OF ONTARIO

The House resumed at 8 o'clock, p.m.

ESTIMATES, MINISTRY OF
AGRICULTURE AND FOOD

(continued)

On vote 1701:

Mr. Chairman: When we arose at 6 o'clock

we were on vote 1701. The member for

Essex-Kent, I believe, was on the floor.

Mr. R. F. Ruston (Essex-Kent): Thank you,
Mr. Chairman. A number of the items have
been covered to some extent in this first vote,

although I would like to have a little con-

versation with the minister with regard to

food production and food costs the world

over. I was reading not too long ago where
in the United States—I think mis figure is

correct—they were releasing 42 million acres

out of the land bank they have set aside

for the last few years for more production.

What concerns me in this matter is that

some say we have a food shortage. I don't

know that we have, really. I would think

probably it's a made-up shortage, due to the

fact that farmers are unable to make any
money in producing food. The costs dis-

courage a number from producing as much
as they could. In some countries of course

they have had some drought conditions, and
so forth.

I also understand, and maybe the minister

(Mr. Stewart) has something on this—I recall

hearing it a few weeks ago—that there are

now, every year, about 330,000 more acres

going into production in western Canada for

different types of grain and so forth. I wonder
if the minister is of the opinion, too, that this

could amount to overproduction in a year or

two? Some people wouldn't seem to think

so, but I am quite concerned. I think the

farmers are, too.

If we have a surplus in a year or two,
what is going to happen to our prices?
Farmers are expanding their production now
and buying new machinery and so forth; and
with the price as it is we are certainly

going to have to have some form of pro-
tection for them in the coming years.

Thursday, November 8, 1973

I did hear the minister mention—I think

it was before the dinner hour—that a stabiliza-

tion fund may be one area which would assist

in this. These are the things I am concerned
about. We also hear about the amount of

land being taken out of production in some

areas, probably in Ontario with its expanding
population, but I wonder if it is that serious.

Personally I don't think it is. It may be in

areas of a special type of soil. I think that

would probably be areas such as Niagara
which is ideally suited for fruit, or other

areas which are ideally suited for certain

types of vegetables. But I think for general

grain production we are far from having
too much of a worry about using up some
land.

I really feel that if farmers can be guaran-
teed $2.50 a bushel for corn for the next

three or four years and $5 a bushel for

soya beans, with the price wheat is now they
will certainly be out there producing and

improving their soil conditions to produce
good crops. I would think they would take

care of any shortage we have providing, of

course, we have the weather conditions to go
with it. One never knows, of course, when we
are going to have a drought in any one coun-

try. I suppose, if we are old enough to

remember the drought in 1933 or 1934 we
realize we need some food banks or storage
of supplies for at least a year.

I can recall—I was quite young in 1934—
that we had 75 or 80 acres of wheat and
I think it averaged about seven bushels an

acre. That was in Essex county which not

too often has drought conditions, but some

years we run into them.

Another area that would increase pro-
duction on land now being used for farming
is better drainage. I am sure the rninister

is aware—and the select committee on farm

drainage is probably finding out, too—that in

parts of eastern Ontario and many parts
of western Ontario, too, tile drainage hasn't

been put in in some areas.

I was reading about Dr. Everett Bolton

who was making a survey of this on an experi-
mental farm at Woodslee, a substation from

Harrow. He made a test on farm drainage
when it was properly tiled; I think at 2 ft
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depths. He used different depths and he

found the 2 ft depth the best for drainage.
Where the tiles were from 20 to 30 ft apart
the average yield of com was 109 to 110

bushels per acre. Where they were 50 ft

apart it was 95 bushels per acre, and where
it was 80 ft it went down to 86 bushels

per acre. You can see that by having good
drainage conditions we can produce about

23 bushels to the acre more just on corn

alone. If you added that to the production
of corn in Ontario in a good many of the

areas which could use underground drain-

age there again we could certainly increase

production.

I just wanted to mention a few items here

and maybe the minister, instead of popping
up and down, could make a note of them.

On tile drainage, I'm wondering about your

capital grant system. At a time like this,

Mr. Minister, would it be advantageous to

maybe direct more of these grants to farm

drainage? It seems to me it might be the

logical time.

At the same time, I recall a year ago men-

tioning to the minister that I hoped that

some of this money would be channelled

into storage. But now we also have to con-

sider whether we can maybe channel a few
more of capital grants into tile drainage. It

would certainly help in production and help
the farmers.

If you've got to be going over the field

anyway, if you've ever worked on the land,

you know it doesn't really take any more
work to take off 100 bushels an acre than it

does 80. It used to be a little more when you
had to shovel it, but we don't shovel much
of it any more. So, it sounds like good
economics to have the best production we
can out of an acre, especially as the cost of

production goes up and also the cost of

labour and all that goes into it.

Now, just in passing I would also note

the agriculture representatives and the ideal

situations we feel we have in Essex, Kent
and Lambton counties. We have the sub-

station at Woodslee and the substation in

Lambton working during the summer and fall

there. And with the local agricultural repre-

sentatives, Mr. Watson in Kent and Mr.
Weber in Essex, I feel that we do get very
excellent service from these two representa-
tives and their assistants in the two counties.

I feel that we are very well represented in

that area now. Of course, the federal govern-
ment, as you know, has had one experimental
farm in Harrow for almost 50 years now.
I think about 85 people are employed at the

Harrow station. Maybe we are a little more
fortunate than some areas in having this

large supply of experts there doing testing
and so forth in all different types of crops.

At the station in Woodslee they have a

farm day every year—one afternoon and one

evening in August. It is held in co-operation

with agricultural representatives from the

two governments. They have a field day and

take people around to all the test plots and

explain to them the different things they are

doing with regard to testing tomatoes and so

forth. This, again, brings an awful lot of

farm people into it.

I heard one of the members speak a while

ago about some problems people had with

associating themselves with Guelph, and so

forth. But in the type of a complex they have

in that area, I find that the local farmers

really make use of it. The people there have

been very co-operative with anyone going
in with anything. The local farmers have

really made great use of that facility there.

I think that's all I have now, Mr. Chair-

man, at this time.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Welland
South.

Mr. R. Haggerty (Welland South): Thank

you, Mr. Chairman. I thought perhaps I

might want to enter the debate too dealing
with this particular item on the vote. Mr.

Chairman, I was concerned about an article

in the Fort Erie Times Review headlined

"World Needs Food Bank." I'd like to put
this on record. Perhaps other members are

aware of it:

Every week almost 1,500,000 people are

being added to the world's population. At

a time when people even in affluent nations

are experiencing food shortages, the

countries that can afford to pay higher

prices for grain and other foods are adding
to their stockpiles while the poor nations

are going hungry.

It is one of the ironies of our age that

the Soviet Union, not only by far the

largest of the world's nations but one that

hails internationalism in all its propaganda,

helped push up the price of global food.

Last year's Soviet grain purchase of

about 30 million tons would have been

enough to provide a subsistence diet for

some 140 million people for an entire year,
but the Soviet Union, like most of the

richer nations, was greedy and thought

nothing about the needs of the poor. This

is a most shortsighted policy, of course,
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and unless the rich and the powerful do

a great deal more for the poor and the

weak there will never be a genuine under-

standing among nations.

The Food and Agriculture Organization
of the United Nations has emphasized a

need for a world food bank that would
lend or give grain to the needy nations

during times of scarcity. The idea has the

backing of various United Nations agencies
and the other important world organiza-

tions, including the International Bank for

Reconstruction and Development.

Nothing would be more disastrous than

perpetuating the impression that people
in some of the very poor countries have,

namely, that the citizens of the richer na-

tions are indifferent to world hunger. Back-

ing, including financial support, food gifts

and technical advice would dispel the

notion that we in the have countries just

don't care. The creation of a world bank,
and indeed the establishment of some form
of international food policy, are vital needs

at the time when global populations con-

tinue to grow at too rapid a rate. Canada
with its vast wheat lands should give every
assistance in the world food bank.

If the minister can recall, it was last spring
in dealing with the Throne Speech that I

mentioned that I thought this was what was

lacking in Canada; that there was a need for

a food bank here. And I still believe this.

There is a great need for this type of a

food bank in Canada. A bank that would
make sure that we would have a reserve of

our grains available, that we would have a

reserve of our tender fruits available and
even other garden vegetables such as potatoes
and so forth—so we would have a food bank
in Canada.

This would perhaps assist us when adverse

weather conditions curtail certain production
of food in Canada and in Ontario. It also

would help stabilize food pricing throughout
Ontario and Canada. But it brings me to a

question. I happened to go through my little

library at home and I came across the old

book and theory of Malthus and Ricardo.

And I pondered over this and if one—I'm
sure that the minister is aware of the dis-

cussion of these two great economists that

was carried on across the English Channel
in the early 19th century. Malthus predicted
that mankind would never eliminate poverty
and hunger because population increases at a

faster, more steady rate than food produc-
tion. And how true that is in this day. He
was right.

Morris Green, assistant director of the

Food and Agriculture Organization office at

the United Nations, has stated:

The overall trend is that we are not

keeping pace with the population growth.
The total production of food should not

simply keep up with the population in-

crease, but should exceed it because the

production was not sufficient in the first

place.

The target recommended for agriculture

production is to raise it 1.5 to 2 per cent

annually above the rate of population

growth.

In the Fifties the goal was met. During the

Sixties the population increased about 21

per cent. And I believe we maintained our

foor production equal to that growth. But
in the Seventies we've had some rather ad-

verse weather and the needed crop yield

throughout the world have not been met.

That's what is causing the problem today.

He has suggested again that there should

be a further review of the world food bank
to offset the shortage of food. And, of

course, this brings us to our present day.
When I pick up other editorials in the papers
I notice—for example this year the "Soviet

Union, which has cut wheat imports sharply
this year, is now expected to harvest about
95 million tons, up about 20 per cent from
last year." So you sit back and you ponder
and you say: what is Russia doing with all

that grain over there? And with the crisis

in the Middle East, I don't know if anybody
has given any consideration to this, maybe
I'm talking off my hat, but I can recall

one senator in the United States says that

even with the costs of the United States

shipping all this grain to the USSR, the

Russians in turn are selling it to the poorer
nations and making a profit on it.

I don't know how true this is, but it would
be worthwhile, as we're dealing with the

agricultural estimates, having somebody look

into this. If there is profit to be made by
selling grain to another country, which in turn

sells it to another country, does this cause

hardship back here in Canada, and Ontario

because it is putting the price of grain way
above the price it should be? We all agree
that the farmers are just starting to make a

decent living off their land today, but these

things do add to my concern about just

what is going on in the world today.

And I suppose that it all boils down to

what marketing programme we have in

Canada and perhaps here in Ontario. I don't

know what programmes the minister has at
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the present time for, say, production con-

trol in Ontario, production control throughout
Canada, and for the proper market develop-
ment that is needed here in Canada.

Two years ago, I believe, we had the

problem of the increase in broilers in Que-
bec. And in Ontario we had a problem in

trying to find a solution in the marketing of

this type of product, the broilers.

I believe at that time Quebec exported
a great number of tons to Japan. They un-
loaded them there. But nobody has followed

up on that and yet I understand by all re-

ports that Japan is looking for poultry sup-
plies, but we in Ontario, perhaps through
poor planning in broiler production, and

poor planning throughout Canada, haven't
been able to meet the demands of the Japa-
nese market.

I think this is what's happening here in

Canada. We have no definite programme for

agricultural products. We just do it by year
by year. If we have a surplus, we unload it

someplace else.

But this isn't solving the problem for the
farmer. I think he must know where he is

headed.

This year, we can see the large amount
of land that has been brought back into pro-
duction in the United States. They had a
freeze on land before and paid certain land-
owners not to grow grain. But, suddenly the
States says: "Grow all the grain you can."
This is going to cause a problem here in the
Province of Ontario.

In Farm and Country, it says: "Expected
Fertilizer Shortage Could Bring Priority

Programmes." I don't know what the min-
ister has lined up for this type of a crisis

that surely is going to crop up this spring.
If the States is going to put all this land
back into production then the export of
fertilizer from Ontario to the States is going
to cause a shortage here. Of course, this will

increase the price to the farmer because
it's supply and demand again. He is going
to be priced right out of the picture.

We can see it again in the marketing pro-
gramme that we have here—if you call it

that—in the current beef problem.

Again, I suggest to the minister, that we
should be looking at the giant corporations
such as Canada Packers and a few others.

I understand that their increase in revenue
has never been so good. I have it here some
place-if I can just find it—that it ranged
from 32 per cent to 71 per cent in the dif-

ferent meat packing companies here in On-
tario, or in Canada.

Of course, if you look at the game that

they're running: They're shipping cattle over
here—much of it may be done by paperwork,
I don't know—they're shipping cattle over
here to Canada and Ontario and by doing
that they're keeping the price up over there.

The packers are buying cheaper here by im-

porting cattle but they are not passing it on
to the consumer, not one bit. He isn't getting
a break out of it.

But it's going to have an effect on the

producers here in Ontario. If they keep the

price up in the States, they have created
a problem here in Ontario. The federal gov-
ernment comes in now with tariff charges
on meat and I suppose when this levels it-

self out they will start exporting back to the
States to maintain that price there. So it's

juggling by these giant corporations here.

In the long run, it's the farmer who will

be the goat. He's going to pay more for it

in the long run because it's going to catch

up on the feed supply. The consumer doesn't

get a break by it, either.

I suggest to the minister that he should
be looking into the marketing of beef be-
tween the two countries. There is a problem
and I think it's going to gouge the con-
sumers in Ontario. The member for Niagara
Falls (Mr. Clement) can go out speaking
around the Province of Ontario suggesting
that there is this problem here, but he isn't

going to solve anything either unless you do
some study into it.

I mentioned before this matter about fer-

tilizer and this is going to cause a problem
too. I suggest until the minister can come
in with a proper market development pro-

gramme in Ontario, the agriculture industry
is not going to be successful. We can see

from reports that the government is cultivat-

ing more lands for blacktop than for agri-
cultural purposes here in the Province of

Ontario. Thousands of acres of land are going
for blacktop for airports and highways. And
this is some of the best agricultural land in

Canada that is disappearing.

The minister has no programme whatso-

ever, and I suggest to him: Let's come up
with a good policy

for agricultural products
in the Province of Ontario and improve the

economy for the farmers, too.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Ottawa
East.

Mr. A. J. Roy (Ottawa East): I feel that

I should join some of my colleagues in the
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debate. The minister might find it presump-
tuous on my part. I read that he's a fifth

generation farmer. I am only a second gen-
eration farmer or a first generation lawyer,
but I feel that there are a couple of issues

that I would like to discuss with the minister

because I think the question of farming and
farm land has not been dealt with on a co-

hesive basis by the whole planning approach
of the province.

I was brought up on a farm in Saskatche-

wan where I have seen the ups and downs of

farming. My father was a farmer as well.

And I, like many of my colleagues and the

minister, applaud the fact that grain farm-

ing is getting to a point where, first of all,

the farmers can sell their wheat; and secondly
they can sell it at a price which makes it

worthwhile to grow it. I am glad for the

farmer, because this follows a period of years

during which the cost of the machinery and
the equipment necessary for farming esca-

lated at a rate which at times was ridiculous.

During that period the farmer had to con-

tinue to make ends meet on the same acreage
and at the same price per bushel for his

product.

But the basic reason why I want to join the

debate, Mr. Chairman, is the fact—and my
colleague from Welland South has mentioned
this briefly-that the population rate is in-

creasing and so is the rate that urban areas

are gobbling up land.

I read an article in the Globe and Mail
which has possibly been mentioned in this

debate before. It is dated Sept. 22, 1972.
It states that a census showed that 1.2 million

acres of fenced farm land disappeared under

houses, roads and utility rights of way be-
tween 1961 and 1971-most of it in the
southern part of the province where import-
ant crops of corn and soya beans are grown.
It goes on to say that much of the very best
land—4.8 million acres in southern Ontario-
is held by speculators in urban fringes of the

major cities and is not being farmed.

"Putting that land into production is a

political problem," was the quote made by
some people.

Look at these statistics, Mr. Chairman,
and look at the quotations of the minister in

various places in this particular article. The
article says:

"I don't think every acre should con-
tinue to grow food crops forever and a

day," he said it in an interview this week.

Well, you know that is one of his comments.
Then the article, after referring to the census

which showed that 1.2 million acres of fenced
farm land disappeared, goes on to say:

Despite these disquieting statistics from
his own ministry, Mr. Stewart is satisfied

that there is no great scarcity of farmland
which warrants additional government
action.

It's funny because this discussion took place,
I take it, at a sort of Conservative caucus.

Some young person by the name of Brian

Parker, a young Conservative recruit, was
reported very much distraught. He mentioned
the fact that 43,000 acres of farm land is

about to be gobbled up by the new jetport
and the new 200,000-person community in

the Pickering area.

I say to the minister that a more cohesive

approach must be taken. And I say to him
that it's only a question of time. I suppose
if I had talked this way five or 10 years ago,
or even two years ago, people would have
said: "Well, in this country of Canada we've

got more land than we can use." Very often

we've had programmes, especially at the

federal level, where people were paid—and
this happened in the US as well—not to grow.
All at once we reach a food crisis and the

production is wide open.

I suggest it is only a question of time
before we are going to have to get more and
more production per acre of land. The cycle
cannot continue much longer where we have
cities taking up choice land and where we
keep getting less per acre. It reaches a point
where you can only grow so much per acre—
where you can only get so much production.

I say to the minister that his ministry
should put increased emphasis on stopping
all further use of valuable farm land for

development, be it blacktop, housing or

otherwise. The minister must also consider
that the growth in this province is in the

Toronto area. It is centering itself, going to-

wards the south. That's where your prime
farm land is.

Why is there not more development in

areas where farming is somewhat marginal?
Take certain areas of eastern Ontario, cer-

tain areas of the north. Surely the government
would be accomplishing a two-fold purpose.
It would first of all be assuring that the farm
land continues to be farm land, especially at

a time when it is getting increasingly more

interesting for the people to farm that land.

At least that would ensure suitable produc-
tion. If in any given year something should

happen and the number of bushels per acre

goes down where conditions are pretty tough,
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at least we have sufficient acres to compensate
for this.

Secondly, I say to the minister, he would
assure orderly development of housing, of

industry and so on. The approach taken

by the minister—at least according to the

quotations made in this article—seems to be
one of sitting pat and saying: "Well, there's

really no problem; our cities can continue."

The alarming statistics that are quoted here

lead one to believe that surely the minister's

duty, his function, his input into develop-
ment in this province, must be more mean-

ingful. And it is his duty to assure, not only
for this generation but for future generations,
that fine farm land is not gobbled up for

development and loses for all time its use-

fulness for growing crops and food for the

hungry.

The second question I would like to ask

the minister is whether the government can

provide assistance in certain sectors of On-
tario where farming operations are at best

marginal. As far as I can recall, there is in

Saskatchewan a programme providing gov-
ernment assistance for farming or farm

people. Young people are assisted through
loans or otherwise. Also, people sell their

land to the government and thereby they are

trying to get more economically viable farm-

ing units. I suggest to the minister we
should have this type of programme in cer-

tain areas of eastern Ontario.

Mr. D. C. MacDonald (York South): We
have it.

An hon. member: Are you talking about

banking?

Mr. Roy: I am not talking about banking,
I am talking about making a viable economic
unit. I am saying to the minister that there

should be that type of programme in certain

areas. I have mentioned before there are

certain areas where farming is marginal, at

best. That type of land is marginal and

secondly, the unit is too small. There are

some people in that particular sector who
are living in poverty. The economic unit is

not viable. I think there should be program-
mes from this government to assure that an
economic farming unit is established.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Peel South.

Mr. R. D. Kennedy (Peel South): I will

only take a moment to introduce to the mem-
bers of the assembly, members of the 1st

Malton Scout troop who are visiting here in

the west gallery this evening. I know mem-
bers will join me in welcoming them.

Hon. W. A. Stewart (Minister of Agricul-
ture and Food): Mr. Chairman, I appreciate
the comments made by my friends in the

Liberal opposition regarding the matter of

over-production, expressed by my friend from
Essex South. It certainly is a concern, and
that's why in reply to the member for York
South we talked about the consideration now
being given to amending the Agricultural
Products Stabilization Act of Canada. It

would, I think, help to ensure a more reason-

able price level for those days when we
hope that we may have reached a higher

degree of providing the world's food needs
than we have today.

We think that supply management is a

very integral part of the development of the

agricultural industry. Frankly I'm all for

going out and doing everything possible to

explore the opportunities to sell agricultural
food products in every market of the world.

But by the same token we have to be able

to assure our new customers that we will have
those products in continuity of supply and in

quality sufficient to warrant them establish-

ing the use of our commodities in their trade.

I think by the same token we have to

make very certain—and here we find ourselves

at some disadvantage, being a province ac-

cording to our constitution—that we are pro-
tected from the importation of low-priced
food products into this country from other

areas. We saw evidence of this in several

instances, but certainly the most recent was
what happened in beef. Our market could

be placed in very severe jeopardy, it seems
to me, we have to be constantly vigilant to

see that that kind of thing doesn't happen.

With regard to my friend from Welland

South mentioning broiler shipments to Japan,
the only reason broilers were shipped to

Japan is that the federal government subsi-

dized a shipment of those broilers to get
them out of the country. To our knowledge
there is no market in Japan for broilers

today. If there were, some of the surplus
broilers that we have building up in Canada
could very well be shipped there—if they
were willing to pay the world price for

them, but they are not. Does my hon. friend

suggest we should subsidize, at our expense,
their shipment? No, of course not. But you
are saying, "We did it before, now do it

again."

Mr. Haggerty: Have you anybody over

there trying to sell them?

Hon. Mr. Stewart: No, we haven't.
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Mr. Haggerty: Why haven't you?

Hon. Mr. Stewart: We have had two trade

missions to Japan now and we know that the

price over there will not warrant anything
like the shipping costs that will take them
from here to there. If you can persuade

your colleagues in Ottawa to again take

them off the market and send them over

there, they'll get rid of them.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: I gave my friend from

Welland South more credit, Mr. Chairman,
than he obviously displayed tonight.

Mr. Haggerty: You have got other trade

missions going down to South Africa.

Mr. J. M. Turner (Peterborough): It is

not to sell chicken, that's for sure.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: It is not to sell chicken,

I can tell you. Do you disagree with that

trade mission to South Africa, incidentally?

Mr. Haggerty: It is just as important to

go to Japan.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: Sure, we've been to

Japan. We sell agricultural and food prod-
ucts and we've done a very good job. If

he'd been in his seat this afternoon, Mr.

Chairman, he would have kown what our

increase in export sales to Japan are.

Mr. Haggerty: If the minister had been
down to the MTC committee meetings I

would have heard it too.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: The member for Ot-

tawa East was discussing the disappearance
of land. I have to wonder how a person can
suck and blow at the same time, because—

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: —I recall his great vi-

brations within this chamber in the last few
weeks concerning the necessity for housing.
I'd just like to know where he is going to

build houses—out on some rock pile some

place?

Mr. Roy: There are a lot of places. You
don't have to build on farm land—

Hon. Mr. Stewart: You don't have to

build on farm land. Where do you build
them then if you don't build them on farm
land?

Mr. Roy: —and not in southern Ontario.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: My hon. friend talked

about building these houses and quoted me
as saying that I didn't think every farm in

this province and every acre of land should

be designated to grow crops forever and day.
I think that is the quote he used. I believe

that is the quote I made. I recall the discus-

sion with the Globe and Mail reporter very
well. I suggested to him that I felt that all

agricultural land should be used for as long
as it is possible to use it but we recognized
the fact that in a province that is growing
as fast as this people have to live some-
where.

Mr. Haggerty: Most of them don't have
to live in southern Ontario.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: Perhaps not and that's

why we are encouraging the development of

other areas of the province so that we can

get people to live there. I don't think it is

easy to direct industry into areas and say,
"You've got to go there," and then surround

those industries with houses, because they
are going to say-

Interjection by an hon. member.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: —to us, "We want to

go where the market is," and I don't think

that you can very well get away from that.

By the same token we are concerned that

agricultural land could be disappearing and
we want to do everything we can that is

reasonably possible to preserve it insofar as

it is possible to do so. I recognize that you
can't be all things to all people all the time.

It is just not possible.

An hon. member: It is some of the time.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: Regarding non-viable

units, my friend referred to the programmes
we've had. We've had ARDA programmes
operating in Ontario by which we've literally

bought thousands of farms to create more
viable units. We have, in co-operation with

the federal government, the small farms pro-

gramme that it insisted on implementing in

the Province of Ontario a year or two ago.
Those are programmes which are ongoing
and, to my wav of thinking, are achieving
an objective in that direction.

Mr. Chairman: On vote 1701?

Mr. Roy: I'd like to take this point up
with the minister. Are you not concerned

that, according to this census, 1.2 million

acres of prime farm land went into develop-
ment and something like 4.8 million acres

in southern Ontario is held by speculators?
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If you are, what are you doing? What is

your input into the policy to save this farm

land for what it is and possibly to direct

development in areas where the choice land

is not as valuable, where the farming is not

as good?

Hon. Mr. Stewart: I answered that this

afternoon Mr. Chairman, and if my hon.

friend wants to read Hansard he'll see my
answers to that right now.

Mr. Roy: No, I'd rather—

Hon. Mr. Stewart: I don't think, Mr.

Chairman, with great respect, that we have

any right to have people come here to the

House and go over and over the debates

again and again. It is a waste of time of this

particular House. To my mind, if you were
interested and had your ears opened this

afternoon you'd have heard what I had to

say about it.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. A. Grossman (Minister of Revenue):
It is against the rules; it's repetition.

Mr. Chairman: On vote 1701, the mem-
ber for York South.

Mr. MacDonald: Are you taking item by
item?

Mr. Chairman: I beg your pardon?

Mr. MacDonald: Are you taking item by
item?

Mr. Chairman: Vote 1701 has been gen-
eral.

Mr. MacDonald: Sorry?

Mr. Chairman: I think we've taken the

whole vote together in 1701.

Mr. Roy: What a sanctimonious bunch.

Mr. MacDonald: Okay, if you are taking
it all in one, I have one or two questions
I'd like to raise with regard to item 2, the

information services.

Back in June, when we got going on these

estimates, in the context of the growing prob-
lem of food prices and our difficulty in try-

ing to fix responsibility for the rise in food

prices in Canada, I raised and discussed

at some length the American experience with
the National Commission on Food.

They had a food basket and studied its

various components and reported regularly.

They had gone one step further and had

taken major components or major items in

the food basket and had gone back in the

chain, so to speak, from the producer to the

consumer and had tried to assess where costs

had built up. They were in some position
to fix responsibility for the rising price of

food.

When I discussed this the minister didn't

indicate that there was anything comparable

going on in the Province of Ontario. Imagine
my surprise when I went down to the food
conference sponsored by the Ministry of

Consumer and Commercial Relations to

listen to Miss Judith Strang, I think she is

on the staff of the Food Council, indicating
that for something like the last five years—
since December, 1968, if I recall correctly—
we have had a food basket in the Province
of Ontario with 146 or 147 items and that

apparently releases had been put out pe-

riodically on this food basket.

Quite frankly, Mr. Chairman, I was taken
aback. Every now and then I discover I am
missing points, but this was a field in which
I was intensely interested and I had never
heard of it. At that delightful lunch which
the government gave us I raised the matter
with the chairman of the Food Council and
he chided me mildly for our research people
and myself not sort of being on the ball.

My puzzlement was even greater—and the

minister may be interested to know when

shortly afterwards I had a chat with George
Atkins of the CBC, who has been rather

deeply involved in broadcasts with regard
to agriculture, and George Atkins had never
heard of the Ontario food basket. To be

very fair about it, Joan Watson had; it was
her field.

But the point I am making, Mr. Chairman,
is that for five years, in the Province of

Ontario, we, apparently, have been making
a study, if I recall correctly from Miss

Strang's outline, in supermarkets of the city
of Toronto so that we would have some idea

of what the price increase has been in those

supermarkets and what the various com-

ponents in that food basket have been. But
there has been relatively little publicity given
to this.

My first question to the minister is: Why?
But even more important than why in the

past it hasn't been done is: What steps are

going to be taken to give the fullest kind

of publicity to this in the future? I will

concede that since it was, in effect, unveiled

down at this food conference, there has been
more frequent reference to it. A lot of

people found out about its existence. I even
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saw it referred to in one instance on the

front page of the Toronto Star.

So what is going to be done by way of,

if necessary—and I think this is part of the

problem—some further staff, one further staff,

to be in a position to, in effect, take your

light from under a bushel and let the world

know what you have been doing over these

five years?

Mr. J. F. Foulds (Port Arthur): A very good
metaphor for these estimates.

Mr. MacDonald: But, more important, hav-

ing made a start in terms of analysis of a food

basket, is there any consideration being given
to picking up on the kind of thing that was
done in the United States? These, major

components of the food basket will be

examined throughout the whole of the food

chain from producer to consumer so that

you know what are the price increases at

the various links in the chain. It seems to

me that if we are serious about trying to

find the areas are of unnecessary price in-

creases, it is only going to be possible when
we do get at each link in the food chain.

If you talk about the whole chain, or if

you talk about the whole food industry,

you always end up with what we have
been doing for the past year with nobody
knowing where the responsibility lies. It

becomes a little bit of a club in the food

industry in which everybody pats everybody
else on the back and says they are doing a

good job and nothing is done by way of

correction of the situation.

In page 19 of the Richards report there

is one paragraph which was referred to by
the hon. member for Huron-Bruce (Mr.

Gaunt) this afternoon. I would just like to

quote it because I think it is the clincher

for my comments in this connection. It says:

There is a danger that the information

gap between the farmer and the consumer
will widen and become more critical. The
consumer and the farmer are at opposite
ends of the food chain. The demand for

more convenient food requiring further

processing increases the distance between
the consumer and the farmer. The con-

sumer's need for a continuing supply of

safe, wholesome, nutritional food at com-

petitive prices appears to be in conflict

with the farmer's need for an equitable
return on his investment for labour and

capital. At the same time the interdepend^-
ence of consumers and farmers must be

recognized.

Now I think that is correct and I am wond-

ering why in your information services you
are not doing in Ontario—forgive me once

again for pointing to areas where progress
and pioneering is being pursued, this time
in Manitoba—the kind of thing that is done
in Manitoba?

For the last year or so now, once a week,
from the Department of Agriculture there are

releases on various food products indicating
(a) What the farmer is getting; and (b) What
the consumer is paying for it. It is not a

detailed study, it is the kind of study that

will flow out of the food basket and its com-

ponents that I was discussing before. It

helps to drive it home, relentlessly. You
have to, day in and day out, drive home to

the general public that if food prices are

high for the most part it isn't because of

what the farmers are getting. It's the in-

crease throughout the whole of the food

chain.

If you are going to persuade people to

buy food in a somewhat less processed
fashion rather than paying half of the food

dollars for the week for the processing—
which really has no value other than, con-

ceivably, some mild degree of convenience—if

you are going to persuade people to get the

food for what it is worth and eliminate all

of those extra costs, it is this continuous day
in and day out kind of educational pro-

gramme that is necessary.

The reason why I raise it is that you've

got the basics done. They've been done for

the last five years. Aid it with a bit more

publicity.

Secondly, if you had, perhaps, through the

work of somebody in your economics branch,
the statistics produced periodically along the

lines that are being done in Manitoba, you
could be providing a regular flow of material

—educational material—to the general public
as to what the farmers are getting and what
the consumers are paying, so that they be-

come more conscious of the real problem in

the cost of food—what happens all along that

food chain.

My question to the minister is really a

number of questions: What are you going to

do with this food basket in terms of future

publicity? Secondly, are you going to get into

a more detailed study of the components?
And thirdly, have you given any consideration

to a weekly report along the lines of what
is being done in Manitoba to keep the public
educated as to the differential between farm

receipts and consumer pay-outs?
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Hon. Mr. Stewart: Mr. Chairman, the hon.

member refers to what's being done in

Manitoba and Saskatchewan and I think they

got their information from us to start it off.

We provide it on a daily basis—even on an

hourly basis. All you have to do is pick up
the phone and dial the number of the market
information section of our department and

you can get the information on any com-

modity that is sold in Ontario be it fruit,

vegetables, livestock or whatever it may be.

Mr. MacDonald: Is this the general public
or the people involved?

Hon. Mr. Stewart: That goes to every
radio station. They have a free line in. Any-
body that has the phone number—and many
people have it—can dial that number and

they get that information on a recording and
it's updated on an hourly basis. I've done it

many times myself—pick up the phone, dial

the number and you get it right there.

That information is available to every radio

station and every newspaper and every tele-

vision station in the Province of Ontario.

It's there. It's available. Many of them use

it; many of them don't.

The food basket pricing? Yes, I think
there's validity in what my hon. friend says.

Perhaps more publicity should be given to

it. But I have to ask myself what use con-
sumers would make of the information if it

were available.

The person who lives in a given area of

any urban community generally is interested
in getting into the store or fruit market or
wherever it is, buying supplies for the house,
and getting out as quickly as possible. They
are interested in convenience, buying as

quickly as possible, and I have to question
the usefulness of the information.

It has been available to the CBC. Joan
Watson, to whom my hon. friend referred,
has used those quotations from the food
basket many, many times. The information
service that is provided through our food
council is available in the dial-a-menu busi-
ness and anyone who wants to call our food
council can get the information any day
they want to get it and many people do. But
I would have to question just how wide

might be the usefulness.

First of all, how does one get the in-

formation out? Do we buy time? Because

obviously many radio stations just simply
won't be bothered quoting it; they just won't.
What's the news value in it? So what? That's
the price of the food basket today in these

various commodities. Tomorrow, it's a differ-

ent price, but the housewife hasn't got time

to be bothered with that. She's interested in

getting in there and buying what she has to

buy and getting on with the job.

Mr. Foulds: She is also interested in price.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: Now, I think we can

do a great deal and we are, through the

Food Council and through the service pro-
vided by the home economics branch in areas

where nutrition and the usefulness of food

is being talked about; how to buy it and
make your dollar purchase the most nutritious

food that can be found—these are the things
that I think are mighty important and we're

stressing that kind of thing.

The service that's provided in that regard,
to me, is useful and important. I just wish
we could persuade more people to make use

of them, quite frankly.

Mr. MacDonald: Let me make, briefly,
one or two comments on this. I don't want
to put Judith Strang on the spot—I don't

know whether or not she's here tonight—but
I went up to her afterwards and I was ex-

cited. I was delighted to discover this food

basket and I said, "How come there hasn't

been as much publicity so that at least we
members of the Legislature would know
about it? I don't recall any document ever

coming around. As a member of the Legis-
lature who has had a continuing interest in

agriculture although, perhaps, not as much
involvement in the last five years, I didn't

know of the existence of the food basket."

The comment was, "We would have to have

one more staff member."

Quite frankly, with what you are spending
one more on the staff, I would suggest in

this instance, would be justified. I don't

know exactly how that one more staff mem-
ber would fit in or what exactly that person
would do. Furthermore, you say, "What
would be the value of this whole thing?"
Let me make two points.

It seems to me that there could be an

imaginative presentation of information

showing the differential between what the

farmer's getting and the consumer prices,

meanwhile pounding across what the farmer

is getting and how little it is of what the

consumer is ultimately paying. An imagina-
tive use of that, in this day when people
are so intensely interested in the whole price

issue, could be used. I understand the prob-
lem. The minister is saying that if you don't
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present it in some new and catchy way—
that's where you have to have some imagina-
tive PR people who will get it out and who
will tie it to some event of yesterday so

that, in effect, it becomes news—it's informa-

tion that otherwise is lying idle and unheard
of within your whole Food Council and is

accumulated evidence.

However, the more important thing is this.

What fascinated me about the geeing and

hawing—to borrow the minister's inimitable

phrase—the sucking and blowing of his col-

league, the Minister of Consumer and Com-
mercial Relations (Mr. Clement), was that

when he was speaking at the food confer-

ence he spoke on one hand of the industry
in commending terms and, in the next

breath, he would say, "But there's something

wrong and I'm going to find it." In fact, at

one point there was almost a threatening
tone in his voice. "I'm going to find out

where the possible excess profits are or where
the sleazy practices are or where the people
who are speculating in the futures market
are and what we're going to do. I'm going
to find these out and when I've found out

I'm going to do something about it."

It was a bit of political grandstanding.

Forgive me—it wasn't much more than that.

I want to say to the minister that if you're

going to find out where the problems are,

Where the fact is, so to speak, in the whole
food industry—where you conceivably can't

eliminate it—you can find out only when
you've got through that incredible welter of

basic information in the study of the various

components along the food chain. You can't

take the whole of the food industry in one
bunch. You've got to take each commodity
and carry it from the farm gate to the table.

That kind of study, it seems to me, is the

next step on the basis of the basic informa-,
tion you've got on the food basket.

That's the kind of thing that was done for

some time in the United States with the

National Commission on Food. Therefore,

assuming you are interested in finding the

answers to the unnecessary components, the

unnecessary elements in food prices today,
this is how you're going to do it. You've

made a good start in terms of the basic

studies that are now being done but you've

got to go one step further.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: I'd like to add, Mr.

Chairman, that this has already been done
with beef. We know the exact cost from the

producer right through to the consumer,

every step of the way. This was accomplished
last winter when we set up the mission to

which we invited all of the food editors and

newspaper people who could attend and, in

fact, invited the members of the Legislature
as well to visit the stockyards. This was ar-

ranged by the Food Council at my sugges-
tion. They visited the stockyards. They saw
the cattle sold. They went to Canada Pack-

ers and saw the cattle slaughtered, they saw
what happens in the processing of beef at

that end, they visited the Dominion Stores—

I believe it was the Dominion Stores meat
cut-out counter—and saw the meat cut out,

the various cuts that were taken out of a

side of beef, the trim, the bones, whatever
was taken off. They saw every step of the

process, right from what the producer re-

ceived to what the meat sold for at the

counter. I thought that was pretty-

Mr. MacDonald: Have you got that in all

commodities?

Hon. Mr. Stewart: No, not in all com-
modities—but it is in beef and I believe it

is in milk, I am not sure about others. But

certainly beef and milk. Oh yes, broilers,

we have it in broilers as well.

Mr. MacDonald: But you see, Mr. Chair-

man—

Hon. Mr. Stewart: I am not trying to cut

my hon. friend off, Mr. Chairman, but there

was tremendous publicity given to that. The

press published it. Unfortunately, there were

very few who ever went from the Legis-

lature, yet the opportunity was provided. But

I think it was a very useful exercise. It

seemed to me to establish the fact that there

was an enormous drop in the amount of sal-

able product.

For instance, on a 1,000 lb steer, the

amount of beef that finally reaches the beef

counter in the store, is about 423 point some

pounds. That is the average.

Mr. F. Young (Yorkview): But the rest is

used.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: The rest is gone, it is

gone.

Mr. Young: But it is used.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: Oh, sure, it is used

as offal, yes. It is the fifth quarter, if you
want to call it that. But that is the salable

beef to the consumer.

1 think that is worth bearing in mind be-

cause a lot of people think — What really

brought it home to me was one day when
I was asked a question in the House about

beef prices. I guess it was last summer or
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in the spring when beef prices were quite

high. We were out in the hall on the usual

television deal after the question period: in

the House. One reporter asked me why
would a 1,000 lb steer sell for, we'll say
45 cents, $450, while here was the beef

selling in the stores for a dollar and some
cents a pound. For 1,000 lb of beef you'd

just multiply that price by 1,000. He thought
there was no-

Mr. MacDonald: He wasn't a farm boy.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: No, he wasn't a farm

boy. And I was completely astounded. I

went back and talked to the Food Council

that very afternoon. I suggested to our people
that we do something to try to educate at

least the people who were not knowledge-
able in that particular area. I think we
achieved a very great deal by doing just
that.

So I quite frankly agree that there is all

kinds of opportunity to get the message
across, but frankly I don't know how one
does it successfully and to everyone's satis-

faction. There are charts on beef sides, on

pork, on lamb, that are available on request.

Many housewives use them, so they know
from what part of the carcass the cut comes
and they know what to ask for.

'There are many people who don't realize

that hamburg, generally speaking, if it is

properly made, is certainly just as nutritious

and has just as much protein
1 as a good

T-bone steak. I don't know how you get
that message across. Perhaps we should be

doing a better job.

Mr. MacDonald: At the risk of beating
this issue just briefly, I want to say this: I

am interested in this little tour that was given
to certain areas, but that is a one-shot affair.

Quite frankly, I can't remember it. If I was
here during this estimate I think maybe I

would have gone because of the interest in

the price of food.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: This was before these

estimates.

Mr. MacDonald: All I am saying, Mr.

Chairman, to the minister is that a one-shot

affair is not going to get the issue across.

It has to be relentless. It is the old principle
of advertising. You have to hit it every day.

All I am saying is that you have got

enough basic information done—you can go
one step further. I don't think you can do it

in just two or three products. I think you

have got to take 10 or 15 or 20 of the

major components in the food basket and

analyze it through the whole chain. I think it

has to be presented in some more docu-

mented and solid form than the impression
I get from the minister in his account of this

one tour.

Then, it seems to me, you have got

imaginative PR people who will just use all

of that information and feed it out to tie

it to the events of the day. If something
happens, such as a new uproar over beef

arises because of the beef that is coming
in from the United States, then you can tie

it on to that.

Again, I am sort of emphasizing the ob-

vious. It is the usual technique of a good
alive PR department. But a combination of

the Food Council and your economics de-

partment getting in on the deal to the

extent that it's necessary, and a good public
relations effort, can get more and more of

this information abroad.

As a member of this Legislature, I didn't

know of many of the things that you are

talking about. May I, without arguing the

point, just say that's the test of how effec-

tive your programme is. If I, as a member
of the Legislature and an interested citizen,

didn't know about it, then something more
has got to be done to get it out more effec-

tively to the public.

Mr. Chairman: Anything further on this

item? Anything to discuss on any later item

of vote 1701?

Mr. MacDonald: Yes, there is a final item,

Mr. Chairman, at the end. In your annual

report for 1972, there is a little report on

page 7 about the programme and analysis
branch—PPBS. You make the point which

rings bells—I can quite understand—that

when the government of Ontario adopted the

whole PPBS approach, that for the Ministry
of Agriculture there was no particular diffi-

culty with the annual report of 1972. It says:

The concepts of this system are not new
to the Ontario Department of Agriculture
and Food. The establishment of a pro-

gramme analysis branch in the department
in July, 1970, indicates the desire of the

department to place greater emphasis on

refining and integrating the present man-

agement system to achieve higher stan-

dards of programme efficiency.

In other words, the whole PPBS approach
is that you have a programme and you

judge its efficiency, rather than just voting
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dollars and when they are spent, you hope
for the best.

Now, what I wanted to ask the minister is,

we are getting into the detail of the whole

Richards report. It's an assessment of the

mechanism by which you are presenting your

programmes. I suppose the capsulizing of his

report is that there should be some decen-

tralization and regionalization of the delivery
of these programmes.

The question that rather puzzled me is: Is

the whole thrust of the Richards report in

terms of restructuring the department for

more effective delivery in programmes? Is

this part of your whole PPBS which you
initiated in 1970, or is it something relatively

interrelated to the whole acceptance of im-

plementation of planning programme and

budgeting system?

Hon. Mr. Stewart: I hardly know how to

answer the question, because I am not sure

what the meaning is, but to me there is little

relationship. The PPBS—if that's the proper

terminology—has really to do with pro-

grammes. I think Richards was looking at the

delivery, the method, the structure of the

administration; the structure of the field staff,

our relationships to the field in the delivery
of the services that we were providing. He
was suggesting that to achieve the best in

programme budgeting and delivery of ser-

vices, that was the way it should be done.

Now, I think there could be differences of

opinion as to whether that is the best way
to do it or not, but I think the two may be

related to some degree, but I don't really
think they are tied together.

Mr. MacDonald: I don't pretend to be an

expert in this field, but quite frankly I find it

a little bit difficult to conceive of how Dean
Richards would come in, take a look at your
whole administrative structure and make
recommendations for reshaping it, without

giving rather careful consideration as to what
is the whole point of the exercise. And the

point of the exercise is to deliver programmes,
and to assess the effectiveness of the delivery
of those programmes.

I had sort of an uneasy feeling—and the

minister has unwittingly confirmed it—that

the Dean Richards study is without apparent

relationship to what is supposed to be the

whole thrust of this government, namely put-

ting all departments on a PPBS approach.

Well, I have said really what I want to

say, I don't know how you can do one
without the other, because it is a mechanical

exercise to reshape your department if the

reshaping hasn't got a point—and the point
is to deliver programmes and to deliver them
more effectively; that is the essence of PPBS.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: Well, I think that is

what I said. There is a difference of opinion
as to how it would be done—Richards' way
or our way or a combination of both.

Mr. Chairman: Shall vote 1701 carry?

Vote 1701 agreed to.

On vote 1702:

Mr. Chairman: On vote 1702 it seems that

each item is pretty well separate from the

other items; perhaps we should attack this

item by item.

Item 1.

Mr. J. P. Spence (Kent): Mr. Chairman, I

think it was last year that the minister an-

nounced the cow-calf operation in the Prov-

ince of Ontario. I wonder if he could outline

to us how many farmers have made use of the

money that he announced would be avail-

able if they went into a cow-calf operation.
How has it been operating up until now?

Hon. Mr. Stewart: Over 20,000 heifers

were purchased and about $5.5 million, in

round figures, were used. A total of 901
farmers made use of the programme.

Mr. Chairman: Anything further on item 1?

Mr. MacDonald: Yes, there are two or

three items that more appropriately come in

this vote, which I think we have dealt with

as much as I want to in these estimates,

namely the Farmstart programme and the

whole fertilizer crisis.

But this afternoon the hon. member for

Huron-Bruce quoted a section of the Richards

report, which is found on pages 17 to 19, in

which the report provides a sort of synthesis

of all of the statements that were submitted

by the advisory committee with regard to

the future trends in farming in the Province

of Ontario, the future problems in relation to

those, and perhaps how they should be coped
with.

In the middle of page 18, without my
reading the whole thing, they draw attention

to the increased number of part-time farmers;

and in the context of our need to produce all

the food we can and to all of the kinds of

farmers to produce it whether they are full-

time, part-time or whatever you will, they
conclude that "The development and updat-

ing of government policies will be required
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to effectively deal with the marginal farm

operator and low-income rural dweller." My
guess is that maybe 50 per cent of the so-

called farmers in the Province of Ontario

are in that category. The latest figures, I seem
to recall, indicate that 50 per cent plus of so-

called farmers in the Province of Ontario are

part-time farmers today.

The problem I want to raise with the min-
ister is, how do you reconcile that with what
I think is inevitably going to come out of

the farm classification committee report? All

of the arguments that I have heard in farm

organizations on the issue of farm classifica-

tion—and perhaps I am being unfair in judg-

ing what the final report is going to be, but
I think it is important enough to anticipate
what it might be and to look at the problems.

The final report may be that you have got
to consider farmers in terms of full-time

farmers and to take a look at the programmes
that are going to be shaped by the Ministry
of Agriculture to meet the needs of full-time

farmers. Now if that is done, it seems to me
you are missing, as the Richards report indi-

cates, a very significant segment of the agri-
cultural industry in the Province of Ontario.

Therefore, I want to just query the min-
ister—I don't know how free he feels to

speak with regard to what might come from
the interim committee, but if he doesn't
want to speak about what might come from
the committee on farm classification, I'd like

him to speak his own mind. Does he not

agree, that however we classify farmers or

farms, that we've got to have a flexible

enough and broad enough approach to farm
policies so that the farm policies, on one
hand, will meet the needs of the full-time

farmers and part-time farmers?

We dare not, we cannot, ignore the needs
of part-time farmers because we are talking
about more than 50 per cent of the farmers
in Ontario today. At a time when we want
to increase our production of food because of
world shortages and, indeed, some of our own
shortages, it seems to me this becomes a
must.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: I agree with my hon.
friend Mr. Chairman. I think we have to

gear a good deal of our extension pro-
grammes toward the part-time farmer. He
is a valuable institution as far as food pro-
duction is concerned in Ontario and our
extension grant staff have been gearing their

programmes to meet some of those needs.

For example, special courses are put on.
One last year, I believe, was done on beef

cattle—was it not?—that attracted an over-

subscription, I believe, as soon as it was open.
I don't think they could accommodate all

the people who applied. Other courses along
the same lines in various areas have been pro-
vided.

The opportunity for people to attend

courses, I think, is significant. Last year in

meetings and short courses offered by the

extension branch, the attendance was over

225,000 people. That is a significant number
of people attending courses throughout On-
tario.

Mr. MacDonald: What do you hope to get
from the farm classification committee then?

Hon. Mr. Stewart: I do not know what they
will say. I have no idea. I have only their

interim report. But I would not expect it to

condemn part-time farmers, at all. I would
think it probably would delineate between
full-time farmers and part-time farmers. I

have no idea what they will say; I haven't

a clue.

But I think we have to cater to the part-
time farmer and make information available

to him so far as it is possible to do so.

Mr. MacDonald: Well, with that assurance

from the minister, I will leave the matter

until we get the final report of the classifica-

tions committee. But I am rather intrigued as

to what the point of their exercise is, since

you already now know, really, that there are

full-time farmers and part-time farmers and

you've got to have programmes for both.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: There is one thing I

would like to say about the farm classification

committee. I don't want the impression to

be left that they were just set up in a

vacuum.

We wanted to be able to have some type
of decision made concerning the application
of the various statutes of this government
insofar as farmers were concerned.

A greenhouse grower who grows vege-
tables—that's tomatoes or cucumbers as far

as I know—is classified as a farmer and he
doesn't have to pay sales tax on the various

items that he may use in his greenhouse. But
if he grows mushrooms in a building that is

dark instead of light, he's not classed as a

farmer and so he has to pay sales tax.

Now I think there is an anomaly. Both are

using soil and components of heat and light—
at opposite ends of the pole, yes, but never-

theless, components. It seems to me that we
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have to have some clarification of where our

policies are in this particular-

Mr. Foulds: That's true.

Mr. Chairman: Item 1.

Mr. MacDonald: Are you still on item 1.

Mr. Chairman: Any further discussion on

item 1, if not, we will pass to item 2, then,

agricultural and horticultural societies.

Item 3, crop insurance.

Mr. MacDonald: On crop insurance, I

wanted to raise a number of questions with

the minister. I was rather fascinated—

Hon. Mr. Stewart: Is there anything on

agricultural and horticultural societies?

Mr. Chairman: No, there are no questions
on that by anyone.

Mr. MacDonald: Are you disappointed?

Hon. Mr. Stewart: No, I am not disap-

pointed.

Mr. Foulds: It will be the first time.

Mr. Chairman: We are on item 3, crop
insurance.

Mr. MacDonald: In the report that is given
on crop insurance in the year ending March

31, 1972, it is rather interesting to note that

1972 was the first time in which the accu-

mulated moneys — gains and losses — got the

crop insurance fund into the black. It had
been in the black for the first year and then
it was down; in fact in 1970 it was down
almost $500,000. Then it crawled back until

in 1972 it was $384,000 in the black. In

other words, your accumulated gains and
losses put you into the black.

I assume that 1973-this is March, 1972.
so it doesn't include the crop year of 1972.

This is the problem.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: That will be 1971. I

think that will be the crop year of 1971.

Mr. MacDonald: Yes. It doesn't include the

last bad crop year. Is the minister in a posi-
tion to indicate, by way of judging the fund

now, what are the cumulative gains and
losses at the end of the crop year for 1972?

Hon. Mr. Stewart: It will be $600,000 in

the red.

Mr. MacDonald: That is what I suspected.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: Yes.

Mr. MacDonald: One of the arguments the

farmers and farm organizations were using
was that as there was a tendency to begin
to boast that you had got yourself into the

black, it was, perhaps, self-defeating because

it wasn't meeting the needs of farmers as

fully as possible. The last crop year, I sup-

pose, has changed that picture and this crop

year may be more of a sort of an even break.

There are certain features of the crop
insurance such as a levelling out of crops
all across the land which is insured rather

than spot insurance about which, as I move
across the province, I find a very great deal

of complaint. I find a very great deal of

complaint on the proposition that if there

are two farms you won't take them separately,
in addition to spot insurance on one farm.

I find a lot of complaints about the proposi-
tion that when you go back to get the aver-

ages, you include the year in which they
were wiped out. That, of course, is going
to bring the average down pretty low and
therefore reduce their payments.

What is the minister's feeling about the

possibility to reacting to these fairly wide-

spread criticisms of crop insurance at the

moment after your experience of seven or

eight years?

Hon. Mr. Stewart: Those matters have

been fairly well discussed and I have partici-

pated in public meetings where those matters

have been discussed. In fact, I recall very
well attending with the crop insurance com-
mission a meeting in our own county of

Middlesex at which many farmers complained
rather vigorously along the same line my
friend from York South has just mentioned.

I don't see how you can develop a pro-

gramme which will allow a farmer to segre-

gate his farms if they are all in the same

general area. I can see some segregation if

they were in different municipalities or

spread apart to some degree but if they were
all in the same general area a person could

very easily—there is a difference in farms,

drainage, topography and all the rest of it-

he could very easily plant the best farms first,

harvest the best farms first and leave the

others. He could insure them all and if they
were insured on a spot loss basis, on the ones

that were left—the poorest farms left to the

last and not harvested—a farmer could expect
to collect on that crop insurance on that

particular farm, whereas he might very well

have reached the objective of his total insur-

ance by having harvested the better land first.

I think that is just common sense when
that is pointed out. The crop insurance pro-
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gramme is not really intended to be an in-

come insurance programme. It is intended to

be a crop insurance programme to help offset

some of the losses that a farmer could antici-

pate from acts of nature over which he might
have no control. We think it is hardly

possible to work any other system.

We really have to take into account both

good and bad yields. I think that now you
have a system of averaging in which a farmer

establishes a record of production; it is taken

into account along with the local or the area

average of production until he has estab-

lished an average production over a five-year

period, with his own figures. Then you use

his figures. He doesn't have to use the area

figures.

Mr. MacDonald: Does the average include

the year in which he had nothing?

Hon. Mr. Stewart: Yes, it could, but how
else do you work it, really? It is a very
difficult area and it is not easy to resolve.

Mr. MacDonald: I take it from what the

minister is saying that he is not willing to

entertain the idea of moving towards 100 per
cent coverage?

Hon. Mr. Stewart: No, I don't think you
would have an insurance programme at all if

you were to do that. When the federal gov-
ernment is paying 50 per cent of the premium
and we are paying the entire cost of admini-

stration, I think that it is a programme that

a farmer could scarcely afford to be without.

There are many who have complained. I

have a delightful picture of my friend from
York South standing there smoking his pipe
and listening intently to a group of farmers

speaking in eastern Ontario about the ravages
of the crop insurance programme.

Mr. MacDonald: Is that right? I'm glad
you can collect these kind of pictures.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: I have the case histories

of every one of those farmers referred to in

that report that my friend has mentioned
because I interested myself in it.

Mr. Spence: Mr. Chairman, I would like

to ask a question in regard to this crop in-

surance. We hear complaints from time to

time that each farm—the main beef that a lot

of farmers have is that each farm isn't insured
on its own, separately. This is the biggest
beef that I hear.

Another thing that I heard this year is that
for those who have taken out crop insurance,
in settling a claim you are using the figure

of $1.20 a bushel for corn—say it's corn. Is

that correct? The farmers are saying that you
should be using $2.15, or $2. That seems to

be one of the problems, or one of the great
concerns of the farmers, that you're not using
the price that they're selling their corn for.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: Right. That is a per-

fectly valid argument. But my hon. friend

must recognize that when you take the insur-

ance policy out, the going price of grain is

the price at the time the insurance was writ-

ten. You can hardly expect to double the

price of the return through the crop growing
year. It's a bit like taking out fire insurance

and not recognizing there's been an increase

in grain prices. It can hurt too. So I think we
have to recognize that the prices that were
established on all grains last year are much
below what grains advanced to over the last

few months since the policies were written.

With regard to the individual farmers, your
first complaint was that the farmer said that

he couldn't get insurance based on his own
growth records. Is that right?

Mr. Spence: That's right.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: He can after he has

grown five crops in which he's established a

record. I'm advised that in tomatoes he can

get it the first year. This is because the

tomato contracts that he's had with the plants

supply those figures. With the other crops,
after he has established a production record

going back over five years, there's no prob-
lem at all; his are used.

But supposing he has records for three

years. Those three years are taken into con-

sideration, as well as two years of the average

yield of the area. They are added together
and so he gets three years of his own and
two years of the area. The next year it would
be four years of his own. The fifth year it

would be five years of his own. That's the

way it's done.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Port

Arthur.

Mr. Foulds: I ask a question seeking en-

lightenment rather than in a provocative way
and I hope the minister will take it in that

spirit, because these estimates are relatively
new to me. What is the philosophic rationale

you have for not moving to 100 per cent

insurance as you indicated to my colleague
from York South? You said that you had no
intention of doing so and I would, guess that

you must have some reason for that as well

as the administrative costs involved.
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Mr. Chairman: Shall item 3 carry?

Mr. Foulds: No, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. MacDonald: You don't even know what

you are doing, Mr. Chairman. You'd better

tune in quietly.

Mr. Chairman: I know as much of what
I'm doing as you do about farming, Mr.

MacDonald.

Mr. Foulds: That's debatable. Unfortunately
it's not on this estimate.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: The reason there is no

100 per cent coverage is that the cost factor

would simply be prohibitive. I think that if

the farmer carries some of the risk he's going
to pay a lot more attention to getting the

crop off—getting it planted on time, and get-

ting it off on time. If he's going to be paid
100 per cent, then there's no risk. There's no

responsibility on the farmer whatever to do

anything about harvesting that crop. It seems

to me that if all of this is going to be carried

back by a government insurance programme
it would tend to generate a little carelessness

somewhere along the line.

Mr. Foulds: The difficulty would be in

making the plan actuarially sound. The costs

would then be prohibitive to do so. What
kind of basis do you estimate at now, the

kind of reimbursements, so that you have

enough capital to reinvest for the following
years?

Hon. Mr. Stewart: It is on the basis of 80

per cent now. Then he has the right to choose

what coverage he wants in some crops, as I

recall it. There are very many different plans.
We have the broadest coverage of plans of

any province. I am not familiar with the de-

tails of every one of them.

But one can choose various coverages, i.e.,

70 per cent, 80 per cent. We have price
options based on the percentage of coverage
that a person may want to put on. I believe

in the case of some commodities or some

crops you have a price option on the value of

the commodity itself, i.e., at 60 cents a

bushel, or $1.20 a bushel, or whatever it

might be. The farmer chooses which option
he wants to take and he pays the price of

that option.

Item 3 agreed to.

Mr. Chairman: On item 4, Mr. MacDonald.

Mr. MacDonald: On item 4, Mr. Chairman,
there are two points I would like to raise

with regard to extension. There was a fair

discussion this afternoon. In my daily living
in the city I must say I don't feel that I have

enough contact with the work of the ag reps
to be able to speak very knowledgeably about

it. Most of what the hon. member for Huron-
Bruce said this afternoon sounded to me to be

quite a reasonable raising of questions with

regard to the new direction for the ag reps'
work.

I was really puzzled however by the com-
ments of the agricultural writers in the brief

which we discussed to some extent a little

earlier. They indicate on page 9 of their

brief that there is certain unrest and mis-

giving about the present role of extension

services at the farm level in Ontario. Then

they go into a bit of a discussion on central-

ization versus field offices. They say this:

Modern technology has moved the dis-

tribution pattern of goods through a revo-

lution in 10 years. The distribution of

advice by OMAF has not. We seriously

question the validity of one office per

county with modern high speed transporta-

tion, electronic communications and central

information storage banks. Although the

county offices are used for far more activi-

ties than agricultural services, not one
member contacted of our organization be-

lieves that there has been a cost-benefit

study initiated on alternatives.

The generally held assumption that farm-

ers go to their ag reps or through their

ag reps to the specialist for help is not

borne out by the experience of the

ECFWA. Leading farmers go to these

offices in return for a chance of being part
of a study, research plot or for prestige in

grants, but not for information. It is often

the case that the ag rep gets his best in-

formation from farmers.

Now that is a rather jaundiced assessment of

ag reps and the attitude of farmers to ag
reps. My initial inclination was to doubt it

and to question it, and yet these farm writers

are in touch with the farmers, not only in

weekly papers but in most of the farm papers,
and it doesn't seem to me that it can be
dismissed as readily as that.

What is the minister's reaction to this plea
for greater centralization and to the fact that

there really hasn't been a cost-benefit analysis
to assess how good a job is being done?

Hon. Mr. Stewart: I regret very much, Mr.

Chairman, that the farm writers, I think, ill—

advisedly made that presentation in that form.

I think had they taken the trouble to have
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discussed with the director of the extension

branch the point of their concern they might
have been advised of what has really hap-
pened. Mr. Chairman, I would crave the

indulgence of the House, for just a moment

through you if I might, to refer to some
statistics here which I think offset what I

think is a most unfortunate statement.

Attendance at group meetings in farm
business management, 24,300; livestock man-

agement, 48,000; soils and crops manage-
ment, 32,000; other extension meetings,
123,000. Individual consultations on the farm
or in the office—that is individual consultations
— livestock management, 18,500; soil and

crops management, 20,000; financial manage-
ment, 20,300; press releases from county
offices, 2,890; radio broadcasts, 1,400; tele-

vision programmes 45.

Let's take a look at financial records. These
are the records supplied in farm record
books: 6,732 farm record books were dis-

tributed to farm people during the year, 248
were summarized at local offices and for-

warded to the OAC for farm management
analysis. This is to get the cross-section. Then
1,225 farm owners were registered on Can-
farm, which is a computerized, monthly mail-
in record system. The cost of Canfarm to the
farmers is $30 a year, to the CDA $15 and
to the Ontario government, $15.

Here again is a new programme.
Under the feed advisory programme, ap-

proximately 1,000 samples were analysed for

farmers in 1972. In addition, over 900 sam-

ples were analvsed free of charge for farmers
affected by adverse weather in eastern On-
tario in 1972.

Fertilizer recommendations based on soil

analysis were made by extension personnel
for approximately 46,172 samples during the

year. This service assists the farmers by pro-
viding; a guide to profitable fertilization and
if recommendations are followed there is little

danger of water pollution through over-fer-

tilization of crops, which, to me, signifies the

importance of this. That is why we want our

ag rep to interpret the analyses that come
back on the soil tests.

When one considers those kinds of things
and then talks about the short courses I re-

ferred to a few moments ago—our extension
branch people carried out these short courses
on a local basis; some of them were for a

period of six to 20 sessions, with each session

being two to four hours in length-and then
we contacted 225,800 people who were in

attendance at those things, it looks to me as

though the extension branch personnel were

more than doing what they possibly could.

In fact, I don't know how they begin to

accomplish the workload or carry the work-
load they do.

Mr. MacDonald: Mr. Minister, you really
don't have to persuade me. My impression is

that the ag reps are doing a good job but I

am not really in a position to come to a

personal assessment. Our problem really is

this, and let's focus on it: If all the farm
writers in the Province of Ontario have this

impression of as important a branch of the

ministry's work as the ag reps, maybe our

problem is simply taking whatever you or

your director and your extension branch deem
to be the necessary steps to bring them up to

date.

That has to be handled with care because I

know—there is none of them in the gallery so

I can say it—they are sometimes a pretty or-

nery group and they are flooded with a lot of

press releases and things of that nature. If

they think there is an effort to brainwash

them, you will be defeated before you start.

My point is simply this: It is unfortunate

that the farm writers of Ontario have that

view of the ag rep programme and it is your
problem—or it is the problem of the ministry—
because clearly it would be in your interest

to enlist them to a much more constructive

approach, and much more accurate approach
you would add, than the one they have at the

present time.

Mr. Chairman: On item 4—

Mr. MacDonald: I am sorry, Mr. Chairman,
we are on extension. I have one other item.

Down through the years, periodically, I have
been the butt of really impassioned protests
in the Province of Ontario with regard to milk

testing. I can remember years ago getting
them from Renfrew and various other coun-

ties; and some months ago, as a result of

representations that were made from portions
of eastern Ontario, particularly Leeds county,
to a mini-caucas that we held in Kingston, I

went down and met them, and I got another

flood of protests.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: Mr. Chairman, I hate

to interrupt the hon. member, but milk testing

really comes under vote 1704.

Mr. MacDonald: No, but I will tell you
why. I am not going into the milk testing; I

am going into something related to extension.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: Okay.

Mr. MacDonald: Having given you this

jaundiced view to match that of the agricul-
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tural farm writers, I will tell you that I spent

some time investigating it. And I had the

opportunity at the annual conference of exe-

cutives from the local milk committees up
in Orillia to hear the presentation of Dr. Joe
Meiser and the central milk testing lab. In-

deed, I was brought in by your milk industry

branch and given a little afternoon's instruc-

tion on what was going on.

I am very much impressed with the central

milk testing lab, and quite frankly I told the

people I met in Leeds that while there is a

capacity for human error, there are lots of

people involved in this handling and on oc-

casion you might get a wrong test, that checks

had been built into it. If the test is more than

three points different than what it was last

time, the computer automatically orders a

re-test. If it is more than five points, it is

rejected and the last test is taken until they
can go back and find out what the score is.

All of these are by way of the kinds of checks

in it.

Having said all that, though, Mr. Chairman,
the point I want to make to the minister is

that I think there is a crisis of confidence

with regard to milk testing. It may be less

now than it was years ago. It may be that

the farmers haven't yet got an appreciation of

how technically competent is the testing of

the multicomponents, the lactose, the fat and
the protein. Indeed, when the farmers do find

out, maybe that little practice that is indulged
in on occasion of watering the milk will end

completely; because they can be nailed cold

now very readily. And if they don't know
that, they are going to find out the hard way.

So all of this is good. In fact, Joe Meiser
can now give you the kind of background in-

formation with regard to conditions in a cer-

tain area of the province, or in a certain

county, or if necessary zeroing right in on the

milk producer and showing that it is part of

a common pattern, that it is the same in that

part of the province from year to year—it

raises questions with regard to farm manage-
ment and to a lot of other related matters.

The reason I am raising this under the

department of extension is that I think there

is a real job to be done with farmers. And
without being offensive to certain areas of

the province, the leading area of course is

eastern Ontario, because that is where you
have most of your problems. Most of your
milk producers there are industrial milk pro-

ducers; and they are producing on the old

pattern of having the cows fresh in the spring
and dry up in the fall. The result is they have
these wild fluctuations in tests and everything
else. If you are gradually going to get them

out of some of the bad habits that are pro-

ducing results, which can now be solidly and

scientifically documented, it seems to me that

the extension branch has got to come into

this field.

To be very frank with you, I put to the

Milk Marketing Board and the Milk Commis-

sion, who have field men, the question, "How
come your men couldn't do this?" The an-

swer I got was that their men are field men
in strict relationship to reports on testing and

things of that nature and not on the broader

implications of farm management; they are

not equipped as an ag rep would be to do

this kind of a job.

So I raise with the minister the question
of whether it wouldn't be useful, now that

you have got this most impressive bank of

information, to have the ag reps come into

the picture in terms of an educational pro-

gramme to assist farmers to correct the prob-
lems they have been complaining about and
which now can be so solidly documented.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: That is an excellent

idea, and it is already being done. Meiser
has spoken to the ag reps and he has held

meetings in most of the counties where milk

production is the main feature, hopefully to

emphasize some of the points my friend has

mentioned. Frankly, I think his presentation
is simply tremendous. I would like every

dairy farmer in Ontario to see that. I think

it would be an education in itself. I agree

completely.

We would like to be able to get more
farmers to see that presentation and to be-

come involved and interested in the features

and the real facts that he brings out. So we
are attempting to do just that.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for Kent.

Mr. Spence: Mr. Chairman, we hear from

time to time that this extension branch pro-
duces rabies serum, is that correct?

Mr. Chairman: No, that is under the veter-

inary service.

Mr. Spence: Veterinary? Right.

Mr. Chairman: That is under item 6. The
hon. member for Port Arthur.

Mr. Foulds: Just a few brief comments,
Mr. Chairman. I want to talk about the ag

rep in the hinterland of agricultural country,
northwestern Ontario. The former ag rep,

Mr. Harrison, was an excellent man and
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really attracted the admiration not only of

the farming community in the area but of

the whole community. I think the present

ag rep is doing an admirable job to try to

fill his shoes. I want to pay tribute to both
of them because my own relations with them
have been excellent. I know Mr. Chamberlain
is trying very hard in a very difficult farm-

ing situation.

One problem he did mention to me,
though, is interesting in view of some of the

remarks made by my colleague from York
South. That was the problem of accessibility.
Not his own accessibility—it was very easy
for people to come in and see him. But he
felt he was having a bit of a problem in per-

suading the farmers to do so after he took
over from Mr. Harrison, who had been
there for so long. He finally got to the stage
where they have grown to have confidence in

him. He felt that part of the reason that this

transfer was relatively easy was that the
office was in a small building.

I was, when thinking about it, a little bit

worried that this might suffer—and this has

relatively little to do directly with the min-

istry—when the so-called mini-Queen's Park
is built at Thunder Bay. This will be a huge
government complex in which all the govern-
ment offices will be centralized. I wondered
whether the individual farmer, who is very
much a small farmer in northwestern On-
tario, might feel put back a bit or feel a
little bit in awe of having to go to a larger
government complex building.

I would hope that the ministry would give
Mr. Chamberlain some kind of extra funding
so that he can get the word out to all the
farmers and people he is in contact with that

they should not be in awe of this building.
That may seem like a minor point, but I

think it's a shame to disrupt a growing confi-

dence in a relatively new ag rep and a shame
to set back the relationship that is established
there.

Having said that, sir—and if the minister
wants to comment on that, he may—I notice
in the more detailed explanation under "ex-

tension," on page R17, there is a specific item
in the amount of $209,078 for agricultural
development in northern Ontario. Once again
I ask the question in terms of curiosity and
enlightenment. I would like to know specific-
ally if that amount is earmarked for specific

projects and what is the breakdown in terms
of agricultural districts in northern Ontario.

Maybe the minister could let me know
what areas in northern Ontario the ministry
sees as particularly fertile ones, both figura-

tively and literally, in terms of this kind of

development. Because the item is listed sep-

arately, I would gather that the ministry feels

there are special conditions in certain parts
of northern Ontario that warrant extra atten-

tion in agricultural development. I wonder if

the minister could explain or comment on
that for me?

Hon. Mr. Stewart: Mr. Chairman, the assist-

ance to farmers in northern Ontario is item-

ized by the various activities in which the

local agricultural committee participates. The
local agricultural committee decides on which

projects the money is to be spent. I have the

figures here before me for Thunder Bay, for

the various projects in which the grants were

paid and we will be pleased to photostat this

and send it over to you. I can't do it right

now, but I'll undertake to photostat it and
send it to you.

Mr. Foulds: Fine.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: I think it will save an
awful lot of time and will give you a clear

indication of what projects we are partici-

pating in and how much money is used for

the whole of northern Ontario.

Mr. Foulds: Certainly. I appreciate that,

Mr. Chairman. There is no need to read them
all out and take the time of the committee at

this time.

However, I would appreciate if the minis-

ter would mention the local agricultural com-
mittee in his answer. How was that committee
made up or appointed? Is it through the min-

ister, or does the local rep draw people from
the local agricultural community? Is there a

set pattern?

Let me be very specific about the Thunder

Bay one. How many people are on it? Which

agricultural areas are represented from the

poultry end of it? From the cattle and dairy
end of it? From horse breeders if there are

such reps and so on?

Hon. Mr. Stewart: I think there are vary-

ing ways in which it can be done. The first

ones were set up by choice of the local agri-
cultural representative. I understand now, be-
cause they have been in existence for a num-
ber of years, that the local farm organizations
make the determination; that is, the local milk

producers or the poultry people or whoever
it may be in the various areas—beef cattle

people; whoever it may be—make suggestions
to the agricultural representative as to who
should be on that agricultural committee. It

is comprised of local farmers, a representative
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group of people, representing the various

agricultural activities within the area.

Mr. Foulds: Do each of the agricultural

sectors, so to speak, have the right to have

an appointee? I am thinking particularly of

Thunder Bay because, basically, the overall

agricultural industry is very small. I was won-

dering whether one of the sectors, say—I think

there are only three or four poultry farmers

in the district—whether a small sector might
be overlooked?

Hon. Mr. Stewart: Well, that is possible.
Td be doubtful if every sector is represented.
I can't give you an answer to that because I

don't have the membership of the various dis-

trict agricultural committees.

Mr. Chairman: Item 4 carried?

Item 4 agreed to.

Mr. Chairman: Item 5, home economics?

Item 5 agreed to.

Mr. Chairman: On vote 1702, item 6, the

hon. member for Kent.

Mr. Spence: Mr. Chairman, we hear from
time to time that there are two rabies serums,
one that is produced by a branch of the

Department of Agriculture and the cost of

which we find is very small. In fact, it is just
about the doctor's fees. And then we have the

other serum, manufactured by some pharmacy
or some other department of health or what-
ever it might be, which is very costly.

As I understand it, this serum that is pro-
duced by one of your branches, Mr. Minis-

ter, is maybe not as good, but it has been

given to individuals at very little cost. Have

you anything to say in regard to this serum?
Or is this a true statement?

Hon. Mr. Stewart: We don't produce any
rabies serum or vaccine in our ministry at all.

Mr. Chairman: Item 6 carried?

Mr. D. M. Deacon (York Centre): Mr.

Chairman, one of the things I have noticed

and I wanted to ask the minister about is

that in the last few years the AI service

has not been working out as well because of

the lack of success the farmers are having in

actually settling animals. I was wondering if

there has been any research done or any in-

vestigation done why so many more farmers
I know in our own area are having to buy
bulls and can't rely on the service as they
used to—they are missing quotas because the

cows are not being settled and it is certainly

throwing their own milk production plans

quite badly as a result.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: I'm not aware that there

is any real problem. Perhaps the commissioner

might indicate if there is. I am told not on

the average. There could be the odd indi-

vidual case where there is a problem.

I just read the figures issued recently by
the Canada Department of Agriculture on
the number of cattle inseminated last year. It

is up about 1.5 million head overall across

Canada. Ontario decreased by 94,000 last

year. I understand that is because of the drop
in the number of dairy cattle across the prov-
ince. I would say that the percentage of dairy
cattle inseminated artificially had advanced,

although the numbers were down because of

the drop in the dairy herd.

Mr. Deacon: In our area, of course, they
have been using artificial insemination for

a long period of time. I was quite surprised
to find in the last two or three years that a

great many of the remaining herds in our

area have now got their own bulls because

of the problems in this regard. I thought that

perhaps it might be an indication of whether

that trend was developing in other areas

where for a long period they have been using
artificial insemination. Maybe there is a funda-

mental problem developing after a period of

time in this service.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: We're not aware of it, if

it is.

Items 6 and 7 agreed to.

Vote 1702 agreed to.

On vote 1703:

Mr. Chairman: Mr. Spence.

Mr. Spence: Mr. Chairman, under this vote,

rural development programme, I might say to

the minister we appreciate in southwestern

Ontario the assistance given to us through
ARDA during the flooding of the farm lands.

ARDA contributed considerable money to

help to improve and build dikes and cope with

the flooding in southwestern Ontario. It has

been a great help. The dikes are not com-

pleted yet but they have served a great pur-

pose. Maybe before the winter comes upon
us in full, they may have the majority of the

work done. I just want to assure you on
behalf of the county of Kent that the assis-

ance that was given is deeply appreciated.

Now, I want to talk about ARDA and rural

development. I was in northern Ontario last
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summer and had an opportunity to see your

community pastures and I was impressed with

them. Talking to some of the citizens in that

part of the province they say it is a great

benefit to them. But the farm enlargement

programme that you have there seems to be

more satisfactory to them than your com-

munity pastures.

I would like to ask the minister if there are

any more community pastures being prepared
in northern Ontario. Also I would like to ask

the minister how many farms have been

bought in northern Ontario this past year
and what is being done to improve the agri-

culture industry, in general, besides this

community pasture and enlargement of farms

programme.

People in northern Ontario, as I understand

it, are considering doing a lot of drainage
and planning. Being on the select committee

on drainage I would say they are greatly
interested in drainage. I feel that if they get
some drainage in northern Ontario, it will be
a great benefit to them and assist them to

produce larger amounts of grain and produce
per acre. They have been working under ad-

verse conditions in northern Ontario.

I hope, Mr. Minister, that when the select

committee completes its report on farm

drainage it will be beneficial to northern

Ontario. And I hope the minister will give
us his assistance in helping to bring about the

report that I think this select committee is

going to bring forth in the future.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: There is no expansion
of community pastures, Mr. Chairman. There
are 4,500 cattle on community pastures this

summer. We have detailed figures for each
of the counties and districts in Ontario on
the actual number of farms that have been

acquired, and the disposition of them. Some
450 farms were enlarged this year through
the leasing of land that has been acquired

through ARDA and has been made available

to other farmers.

Mr. Chairman: The member for York
South.

Mr. MacDonald: Mr. Chairman, may I ask

the minister how many more acres were
added in the fiscal year that ended March 31,
1973? The figure in the last annual report,
to March 31, 1972 was 300,000, which was

up 100,000 from the previous year. For sub-

marginal land it was 220,000, up 50,000 from
the previous year. I wondered what figure
we've got now.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: I'm told that in round

figures 550 farms have been purchased at an

average of 160 acres per farm.

Mr. MacDonald: What is the total?

Hon. Mr. Stewart: I am sorry, 80,000.

Mr. MacDonald: It is 88,000, I think.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: Oh, yes.

Mr. MacDonald: In other words, this past
fiscal year the ministry added 88,000 acres

as compared with 100,000 the year before.

Well, the pattern is unfolding in essentially

the same proportions—something approaching
100,000 for each of the years. I presume the

problem is that the province is locked into the

$6 million figure for each of the five years in

the agreement with the federal government.

What I wanted to raise with the minister

is this: In the annual report, the average cost

in the instance of farm enlargement and con-

solidation for the fiscal year ending March

31, 1972, was $62.07. Now, presumably that's

arable land; that isn't submarginal land. Or
does it include the submarginal land?

Hon. Mr. Stewart: Oh, yes.

Mr. MacDonald: That is across the board?

Hon. Mr. Stewart: Right.

Mr. MacDonald: The submarginal as well

as the arable?

Hon. Mr. Stewart: Right, but you see, Mr.

Chairman, there is a limitation on the arable

land of $150 an acre.

Mr. MacDonald: This is the thing that

puzzles me, because I was told when I talked

to some farmers in eastern Ontario that they

got $100; in other instances they got as high
as $200.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: Not from ARDA.

Mr. MacDonald: From ARDA, yes.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: How could they?

Mr. MacDonald: I was mistaken? Let me
relate it to the point I wanted.

A little earlier we were discussing the

question of how to keep prime agricultural
land in production. If you were locked into

a $6 million figure a year, I see your problem
is that you simply haven't got the dollars to

pay more money to get into the market, so

to speak, on land that is being bought by
city folk, when their chief interest is really

just to buy the house and maybe have a few
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acres for the kids to play and have a pony,
or something of that nature.

Is the government giving any consideration,

either here or at the federal level, to some

variation, or expansion
— extension — of the

ARDA programme? This would provide the

means and the mechanism for bringing into

production agricultural land that is just going
to be sat upon by the city dweller who the

minister himself was referring to. I would
think that there are many farmers—in eastern

Ontario they come from Montreal, from
Ottawa—and they're buying up farms on
almost every concession that you can drive

along.

I would think that if you had some sort

of a programme whereby you could go to the

city dweller who had bought a 100-acre

farm—all he wanted was the house and

maybe 10 acres—and buy up the other 90,

then you could get into your farm enlarge-
ment and consolidation programme, or get it

into a Farmstart programme, so that you get
more farmers out and increase your produc-
tive capacity. But you can't do it on an

average price of $62.07 an acre. Truly, if

you're going to get into competition with the

city person who is coming out—I suspect that

the prices are not as high as one would think

thouph. The city dweller would in some
instances be open—particularly with the patri-
otic appeal that the minister was referring to

earlier—to releasing that land.

My question, really, is this. What consid-

eration, if any, is given to extending the

ARDA programme to get prime agricultural

land into production in whatever fashion is

deemed the most effective way?

Hon. Mr. Stewart: Mr. Chairman, this item

was discussed briefly this afternoon. Our sug-
gestion was that the federal government, in

reviewing the farm credit programme, might
take into consideration the purchase of viable

farms—really on a similar basis to what we
have now—under the ARDA programmes and
the limitations of the ARDA programmes.
Then those lands could be made available to

those who wanted to take them over as on-

going viable units.

I think there is merit to what my hon.

friend suggests and I would hope that either

Ottawa or Ontario would get into that field.

I think there is need for it. Certainly it's a

matter that has to be given consideration

and we're talking with Ottawa about these

very matters. I've had conversations with the

federal minister explaining the need for such
a programme. I think he shares the feeling

that something should be done along this

line.

The small farms development programme
was brought in and it does some of the things
that my friend suggests. But it doesn't really
come to grips with what I think are the

essentials of a programme along that line,

where the really sound agricultural viable

farm units can be acquired en bloc and
turned over to somebody who could make
use of them on a lease basis. They would
have the option to purchase, say, at the end
of five or 10 years or whatever it may be.

I think there is real merit in this programme.
We'd like to see it carried out.

Mr. MacDonald: I'm glad to hear what the

minister said, and let me just add this one
word. I think enough lamenting has gone on
from this government, the government in

Ottawa and many other people in the com-

munity about the tragedy of prime farm land

going out of production. But the time has

come to match some of this lamentation with

effective programmes. The minister has point-
ed to some areas where I think we have got
to have more effective programmes, but

sooner rather than later.

The point we mustn't miss is that if a

farm goes out of production and is bought
up by city people, just as if a dairy farm is

dismantled, the odds are that it's never going
to get back in. Once it's gone, it's gone.
Therefore there is a degree of urgency to stop
this process earlier rather than later. It's like

when we get on in these estimates a little bit

and we get into the cheese factories. When
the cheese factory closes it's not going to be

opened again. It's part of a closed chapter
of history. Quite frankly, for a lot of reasons

that could be spelled out, I think we have to

halt this process and halt it as quickly as

possible.

Mr. Chairman: Shall item 1703 carry? The
member for Port Arthur.

Mr. Foulds: I just want to depart from my
usual stance in the Legislature and be

parochial for a few moments.

Mr. Turner: What's new?

Mr. D. R. Timbrell (Don Mills): I am
really going to put on my earphones to listen

to it.

Mr. Foulds: Are you deaf?

Mr. Timbrell: No, only to you.

Mr. Foulds: I think the importance of this

programme in northern Ontario is important in
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a different sense than it is in eastern and
southern Ontario. In northern Ontario we
often are accused of almost a northern

paranoia. Part of the reason for that is that

so much of our activity is based on the

natural resource sector. Often those of us

who come from the north argue that we must

diversify our economy and we usually speak
about the development of secondary industry

arriving out of the resource sector.

I would just like at this point to indicate

this to the minister and hope that he would
look very, very seriously at the expansion of

whatever farming lands we can profitably use
in northwestern Ontario in a very real sense,
because that too would provide the northern

economy with another active sector of activi-

ty. Although agriculture comes under the

general policy field of resources, those of us
from the north don't think of agriculture as

one of our natural resources, because the

season is shorter and some of the land is

probably far more marginal, but in our con-
text it is still relatively viable. I would hope
that those special conditions about the short

season would be taken into consideration

under this programme and that encourage-
ment would be given to appropriate kinds of

crops and farming activities. Perhaps dairying,
for example, is more realistic than some kind
of crop growing. I would hope that direction

would be given to those interested in the

agricultural industry in northern Ontario
about the kinds of farming activity that can
be viably carried on in northern Ontario.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Algoma.

Mr. B. Gilbertson (Algoma): Mr. Chair-

man, I am interested in farming, coming from
a riding that has quite a lot of agriculture. I

am also interested in what ARDA is doing
and how ARDA is involved in my particular
area up in Algoma.

There was one thing that I was quite in-

terested in. I know when the minister and
some of his personnel were up to that area
one time, he mentioned that it looked like

an ideal area to have a type of cow-calf

operation. You raise calves to a certain age
and then ship them on to other places that

are more suited for fattening them. I was

wondering if this has expanded at all or if

there is anybody up in that area who has
become involved in this type of operation.

I remember one thing in particular that

was mentioned about it. They thought it

would be a good idea to try to have the
cattle run all winter outside, as long as there
was some type of protection, such as an area

where part of the land was wooded where
the cattle could shelter. As long as they had
a place they could go for water, they could
live outside all winter. Naturally, in the spring
of the year they would have their calves and
thev could run all summer, because there is

a lot of grazing land up in the area. Many
farms have been abandoned and people have

given up farming and there is quite a bit of

that type of land. I was wondering if the

minister still feels that there is a future for

that kind of thing up in the Algoma area?

That is one of the questions.

Another one is, is ARDA actively involved
in supplying money for those who are inter-

ested in expanding in maple syrup operations?
I understand that we did have a programme
where there was assistance—where you could
borrow money at fairly low interest. I was

wondering if this was still in effect.

I think that those are the main things.
Another question maybe I can ask—does the

minister still feel that the land in areas like

Algoma, around Thessalon, the Bruce Mines

area, Iron Bridge and up through there, Bar
River and Sylvan Valley—where there is a

lot of this land—might be useful? I know,
I was with the minister one time. We took a

drive up through there and he seemed to be

quite interested in it and he thought that it

was an ideal area for that type of an

operation.

Mr. Chairman: Mr. Minister.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: Mr. Chairman, first of

all, if I were to say what I think about the

future of the beef industry in this province,
we would be here for the rest of the night.
I just don't want to get into that. As far as

I am concerned, there is simply unlimited

potential and possibilities to expand the beef
cow herd in the Province of Ontario, and I

can see no better place to do it than in north-

ern Ontario. Every time I go there, I am more

impressed than ever with the opportunities—
because of the pasture that's available there,
the kind of rainfall and climate you have-
to expand the beef cow herd.

Incidentally, I was just reading the report
that emanated from the federal Department
of Agriculture indicating the necessity to

expand the beef cow herd in Canada between
now and 1980. It is indicated that there will

have to be an expansion of at least 55 per
cent over what we have if we are just to

maintain our present position. I think that is

quite significant.

So when my hon. friend mentions the possi-

bility of Thunder Bay, and my friend from
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Algoma suggests other opportunities, they are

there. And unless we take advantage of those

opportunities, here in Ontario, we are going
to find ourselves in very serious trouble.

Our friends in the western provinces—and
I don't blame them one bit—are doing every-

thing they can to diversify their livestock

industry. In fact, they are doing everything

they can to prevent cattle moving out of

their provinces to be fed and slaughtered
somewhere else. They want them to be fed

there and slaughtered there and the beef

shipped to the markets of eastern Canada
or the United States.

That is just good business. I don't criticize

them at all. I simply face the facts of life

and, Mr. Chairman, I think we face a very
serious matter in Ontario unless we take

advantage of these opportunities that we have
been talking about for some time. Yes, we
support that kind of a proposal 100 per cent.

The land programme for maple syrup pro-
duction to which my hon. friend made refer-

ence was really a research programme under
ARDA to determine the possibility in the

maple syrup industry. The funds that were
allocated for that purpose came to an end
in 1972 and because that type of. programme
is not in the ARDA agreement between
Ottawa and ourselves, there was no place for

us to find the source of funds other than for

the research projects.

As I say, that came to an end last year and
I regret to advise my hon. friend who is,

undoubtedly, the maple syrup king of On-
tario-

Mr. MacDonald: Well, before we leave

maple syrup, let's get into this sticky bit of it.

Mr. J. R. Breithaupt (Kitchener): A bit

sugary.

Mr. MacDonald: Since one of the main
functions of the ARDA programme is to pro-
vide supplementary income of one kind and
another for farming where it may be some-
what marginal, is this not a logical area for

going beyond a research stage and to provide
funds on a somewhat more continuing basis?

I can think of many places in eastern On-
tario where, if you want to do something by
way of a lift to the agricultural economy,
there's a natural resource to develop.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: I think my friend has a

point there, but it doesn't seem to be a part
of the ARDA agreement. Perhaps it should
have been, but it wasn't. We had better take
that into consideration when we draft the
new agreement.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Essex-

Kent.

Mr. Ruston: Mr. Chairman, I want to ask

the minister about that recent agreement with

the federal government, which of course is

completely separate from this programme as

far as flood protection for farm lands is con-

cerned and so forth. I understand that agree-
ment has been signed, that the money will

be assigned to the conservation authorities

in that area, and that when engineering and

so forth is completed, the project would be
able to go ahead. Is that correct, more or

less?

Hon. Mr. Stewart: Yes, the agreement will

be signed between the Canada Department of

Agriculture and the Ontario Ministry of Agri-
culture and Food, and I assume the two min-
isters will be signing that agreement. The
funds have been allocated from the Depart-
ment of Regional Economic Expansion at

Ottawa to the Canada Department of Agri-
culture for this particular project. We will be

signing it; and it is a 90-10 agreement, as

my friend suggests.

I think it is a major step forward. We're

delighted that the programme is going for-

ward. Undoubtedly it needed to be done for

a long time and, to me, it should assure the

satisfactory preservation of the lands of south-

western Ontario as far into the future as we
can possibly see.

Mr. B. Newman (Windsor-Walkerville): Will
it go to both conservation authorities?

Hon. Mr. Stewart: Yes. The conservation

authorities will be involved in it.

Mr. B. Newman: But the newly established

ones in the Windsor-Essex county area also?

Hon. Mr. Stewart: Yes.

Mr. B. Newman: Thank you, Mr. Minister.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Port

Arthur.

Mr. Foulds: Just a brief comment. I want
to ask the minister about something he refer-

red to at the beginning of his remarks before

he got into maple syrup in reply to my friend

from Algoma.

Does he and the ministry see the develop-
ment of a beef cattle industry as a viable one,

say, in northwestern Ontario? I would like to

emphasize that I think it's particularly im-

portant, in view of the remarks that the

minister made about the western provinces'

situation, because in northwestern Ontario we
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are particularly vulnerable as consumers of

the meat coming from western Canada.

If it becomes a western provinces' policy
not to export meat to other provinces, or to

slow down the shipment of cattle for fatten-

ing up in other provinces, it becomes of par-
ticular concern to us; and I would certainly

hope that the minister and the ministry would
look with favour upon the expansion of the

beef industry in northwestern Ontario.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: Yes.

Mr. Chairman: Shall vote 1703 carry?

Mr. Spence: Mr. Chairman, under this vote,
rural development, I would like to bring to

the attention of the minister that the farming
areas in every part of the Province of Ontario
have been going through really difficult times

during the last 20 years, as the minister

knows. He spoke about producing cattle in

northern Ontario, and I was very pleased to

hear it. He also spoke about processing these

cattle in northern Ontario and shipping the

beef wherever it's necessary or to the markets.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: Western Canada.

Mr. Spence: Western Canada. But I do say
that what would benefit southern Ontario is

to have industries processing the products
that are produced in southern Ontario—in

Middlesex, in Lambton, in Kent and Elgin
and Essex.

We produce here a considerable number of

bushels of soya beans—about 11 or 12 million

bushels. I would like to see something done
to encourage the industry that processes these

products to be situated in the area where

they are produced. I think it would help

strengthen the economy of the area.

You take soya beans. We have to ship them
to Toronto or Hamilton to have them pro-
cessed into soya bean meal. I think that these

cities are getting overcrowded as it is. It

would be of tremendous benefit to the areas

in which the product is produced that this

processing should take place in those areas.

It would give those who are not interested in

agriculture in the rural areas an opportunity
to get employment, instead of having them

migrating to the Toronto or Hamilton—and I

have nothing against those cities. We hear
about a shortage of facilities to move these

people and I think something should be
started. If these products that are produced
in certain areas of Ontario were processed
in those areas into the product that is needed
on the market, it would give employment and
would be of great benefit to those areas.

I would hope that the minister would give
some consideration in his department to see-

ing that something should be done. This is

not to say you must; we can do it without

saying "must". We can encourage them to go
about it in a modest way, the same as you
are doing about the beef industry—doing

something to encourage them to establish in

the area in which their product is produced.

I think it would help the great city of

Toronto if some of these industries, instead

of having them located in the area in which
the product isn't produced, were located in

the area where the product is produced, and

I hope that you will look at this. There are

many things that have to be shipped to

Toronto and Toronto is overcrowded. Dial-a-

bus—we hear all about this; I was down at

the estimates of Transportation and Com-
munications.

I would like to see the minister, as Minister

of Agriculture of this province, do something
or start a programme to encourage processors
to establish in the producing areas. You don't

need to buy them to locate there. There are

ways of doing it, and I know you have some
idea of what will encourage those industries

to locate in those areas. They will serve a

great benefit even in the county of Middlesex.

Vote 1703 agreed to.

Mr. Chairman: On vote 1704, item 1. The
member for York South.

Mr. MacDonald: Item 1 is the point where
I presume I might raise the manpower issue.

This has been referred to by a number of

speakers—

Hon. Mr. Stewart: Are you are 1704?

Mr. Chairman: 1704, item 1.

Mr. MacDonald: Is manpower in that sec-

tion?

Mr. Chairman: Administration. Shall that

item carry?

Mr. MacDonald: No. On administration,
there were a number of comments made this

afternoon by some hon. members of the

Liberal group with regard to the manpower
problem, and it obviously is a problem. In

one of the information papers which was

provided to one of the recent conferences

that I went to on the farm front, they had
$1.80 an hour as the average wage paid to

labour in farming. So you really don't have to

seek very far to find out why you are not

getting very many people to work on the

farm.
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But I was a little disappointed with the

minister's reaction to the comments of the

hon. member for Huron (Mr. Riddell) this

afternoon with regard to the possibility of

getting lads from India for a year or two or

three. If there was any substance to his

objection it was that the agricultural industry
in India is so different that they wouldn't

be able to fit in, whereas perhaps some of

the Korean workers who were brought here

because of a greater similarity, were able to

fit in.

But it seems to me that if you got an

opportunity for farm labour under conditions

that will protect them against the kind of

exploitation which caused such a furor a few
months ago following the Andras report from

Ottawa which was restricted to a very small

minority, that one should bring these people
in. It would meet some of our needs. They
then would go back with a little bit of capital
and fit into their own pattern of farming.
Quite frankly, if they were over here for a

time, even at our low farm wages, they would

go home with a healthy chunk of capital as

compared with the kind of normal require-
ment in India.

Therefore, it seems to me we can't afford

to dismiss that kind of a programme. I know
no more about it than the hon. member from
Huron this afternoon mentioned but, quite

frankly, I do know of the interest of the late

Malcolm Davidson and of his widow in India

and if we've got that kind of a link let's—

why does the minister dismiss it without some
rather careful inquiry as to its possibilities?

Mr. Chairman: Does the minister wish to

reply briefly at this point?

Hon. Mr. Stewart: That really should be
in vote 1702; manpower was in that area.

I hope I didn't leave the impression, Mr.

Chairman, this afternoon that we weren't

going to look at the proposal made. We are.

Mr. Chairman: Shall item 1 in this section

carry?

Item 1 agreed to.

Hon. Mr. Winkler moves the committee
rise and report.

Motion agreed to.

The House resumed, Mr. Speaker in the

chair.

Mr. Chairman: Mr. Speaker, the committee
of supply begs to report certain resolutions

and asks for leave to sit again.

Report agreed to.

Mr. J. R. Breithaupt (Kitchener): Mr.

Speaker, before the House leader moves ad-

journment, I am wondering if I could get
some information from him with respect to

the completion of the estimates which have
been referred to committee. It was my under-

standing that those estimates were to have
been completed on Monday at the end of

the day.

I bring to the House leader's attention two

points: First of all, today, the estimates of

Transportation and Communications were put
off for some 40 minutes because of another

commitment of the minister. I also under-

stand that the Minister of Natural Resources

(Mr. Bernier) was unable to meet with the

committee for a day.

I'm wondering if the House leader could

give us some advice as to the completion date

that can be exepected and if, because of these

additional timings, there should be some time

allowed—especially since we have two large

estimates, both Industry and Tourism and
also Health, to be in committee—to pick up
that day by the extension of the time for

the estimates in committee by one day?

Hon. E. A. Winkler (Chairman, Manage-
ment Board of Cabinet): Mr. Speaker, I

think that I have, at this point in time, sug-

gested that we would in fact consider an

extension, particularly in regard to the day
that the Minister of Natural Resources was not

able to attend. Whatever addition that is, the

government is prepared to accept that time

claim and I think it's probably the course of

one day. And that would, I suppose, if my
calculations are correct, be Tuesday. I'm not

aware of the other indication that you men-
tioned. I suppose that answers your question.

We would continue tomorrow with the

consideration of the estimates that are cur-

rently before us. I would have to change to

some degree what I said last evening because

one of the ministers is not available to us

tomorrow and I would proceed, following the

consideration of the Minister of Agriculture
and Food (Mr. Stewart) to consideration of

the estimates of the provincial Treasurer (Mr.

White).

Hon. Mr. Winkler moves the adjournment
of the House.

Motion agreed to.

The House adjourned at 10:35 o'clock, p.m.
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LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY OF ONTARIO

The House met at 10 o'clock, a.m.

Prayers.

Mr. Speaker: Statements by the ministry.

Statements.

Oral questions.

Hon. A. Grossman (Minister of Revenue):
There is nobody over there to ask any.

Mr. R. F. Ruston (Essex-Kent): We could
ask them, but do the ministers have any
answers?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Fortunately, we have
as many ministers as the member's party has

private members.

Mr. Speaker: The oral question period has

commenced.

Mr. J. R. Breithaupt (Kitchener): Mr.

Speaker I have no questions of any of the

ministers who are present in the House at

the moment.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Went-
worth.

WARRANTY ON NEW HOMES AS
SHODDY WORKMANSHIP SAFEGUARD

Mr. I. Deans (Wentworth): I can always
think of something. I want to ask the Minister

of Consumer and Commercial Relations

whether or not he has considered instituting
a Drovince-wide warranty on new homes to

safeguard purchasers against the shoddy and

inadequate workmanship that is currently

going into new homes?

Hon. J. T. Clement (Minister of Consumer
and Commercial Relations): Mr. Speaker, yes;
I have considered it. As the hon. member
knows, there is a green paper on warranties

and guarantees but it does not refer to homes,
which I presume has prompted his question
this morning.

I hope to be able to proceed before the

end of this session with the introduction of
the provincial building code, which will em-
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body in the legislation basic warranties cover-

ing residential construction. It will be sepa-
rate from the legislation which eventually is

evolved dealing with product warranties and

guarantees, and will be in a statute of its

own. As the hon. member can appreciate,
the regulations under the provincial building
code will be the framework and the founda-
tion stone of the quality and type of con-

struction. The legislation itself will contain

the basic warranty as to term and remedy
to the home owner.

Mr. Deans: Just for clarification, if I may
by way of supplementary, can I then assume
this legislation will be enacted during the

next session of the Legislature, in order that

it will provide protection? Or will it be this

session?

Hon. Mr. Clement: Mr. Speaker, that is mv
fervent hope. The committee studying and

preparing the proposed legislation referred

the matter to the municipal liaison committee

where it has been for some months. I am

meeting with that committee this morning
at 11 o'clock.

I hope to introduce the bill before the

end of this session, but we won't get through
it. I hope to introduce it in an effort to

attract observations from building inspectors,

many of whom have participated on the

original committee which came forward with

the regulations. Then we will, hopefully, re-

introduce it early in the next session.

I would like to see it come into being.
One of my predecessors announced some two

years, I believe, that the target was 1975.

We hope to target it for early 1974.

Mr. R. D. Kennedy (Peel South): Supple-

mentary question.

Mr. Deans: I have just one final supple-

mentary question. I am sorry.

Mr. Kennedy: Go ahead.

Mr. Deans: Oh, thank you.

Mr. J. E. Stokes (Thunder Bay): That is

very decent of the member for Peel South,
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Mr. Deans: Is it the minister's intention

that the matter of warranties on new homes
will then be a matter which can be raised

with the group that is currently visiting

various municipalities to get input into the

warranty legislation?

Hon. Mr. Clement: No, Mr. Speaker. Those

officials of my ministry would be dealing
with the green paper on product warranties

and guarantees only, not on home or resi-

dential construction.

Mr. D. M. Deacon (York Centre): Supple-

mentary.

Mr. Kennedy: Mr. Speaker, supplementary.

Mr. Speaker: I think we should have a

supplementary over on this side.

Mr. Deacon: Mr. Speaker, does this mean
that the minister is unsuccessful in develop-

ing a plan along the lines of that which has

been in operation in Britain and has been
so successful. It has been privately operated
but apparently has government backing and
it does provide a clear warranty for some

period of time, at least two years I believe

it is—maybe five years. It has not required

any government bureaucracy to run it, but

it is apparently giving very satisfactory per-
formance on all new homes.

Mr. Speaker: Before the hon. minister re-

sponds to that supplementary, may I apol-

ogize to the hon. member for Peel South. It

had escaped my attention that he had given
his turn to the hon. member for Wentworth.
I should have permitted him a supplemen-

tary. I will call him next time.

Hon. Mr. Clement: Mr. Speaker, our prob-
lem in Ontario is somewhat different than the

matter touched on by the hon. member in

connection with the United Kingdom.

In the United Kingdom we have, in effect,

one jurisdiction, the federal jurisdiction. Over
here we have standards that have been
evolved by Central Mortgage and Housing
Corp. under the National Housing Act; and
we have standards which have been evolved

at the municipal level.

As the matter now stands, municipal stand-

ards are usually under a municipal bylaw. If

a new product is presented to the construc-

tion market for residential construction, be-

fore the local building inspector is empowered
to authorize the use of that product the

bylaw must be amended. With the number of

municipalities in Ontario, members can

imagine the problem that involves.

By having a provincial set of standards,

once it is accepted on a provincial basis, it

will be acceptable across the entire province.

Mr. Kennedy: Mr. Speaker, my supplemen-

tary to the minister is with respect to

purchasers of new homes who find inferior

workmanship and construction not up to

reasonable expectations. Is their only recourse

through civil action, or will there be any

retroactivity to this legislation where we
could catch these firms which do inferior

work by virtue of the new proposals that are

made by the minister?

Hon. Mr. Clement: I do not think there

would be any retroactive advantages con-

tained in that legislation, Mr. Speaker. Ac-

cordingly, I would conclude that the only

remedy available to those people who have

been described by the member for Peel South

would be recourse through the courts.

As members are probably aware, many
builders in this province do at this time give
a warranty on their new residential construc-

tion. In many instances in my particular area,

these warranties are of little or no value

because they say: "We warrant the work-

manship and the material for a period of one

year from your taking possession, subject to

the following exceptions." And then they start

and take away what they have originally

given.

In most instances down in my area—and I

can only speak for the Niagara area—we have

been successful in litigating in these matters.

At the time they have entered into the agree-
ment of purchase and sale, they have said

that the vendor warrants and the contractor

warrants the workmanship and material in the

new home for a period of one year—period.
And then on the closing, they have tendered

with the deed the so-called warranty. We
have always followed the practice of suing
on the condition contained in the offer and

ignoring the warranty that is given on closing.

Of course they plead that warranty; and we

say: "We are not interested in that, we relied

on the original warranty contained in the

agreement of purchase and sale; it has been

breached and we are looking for damages."

Mr. V. M. Singer (Downsview): The argu-
ment is that they merge at the time of clos-

ing.

Mr. Kennedy: One further supplementary,
Mr. Speaker, if I may: Do municipalities

have authority or the power to withhold

building permits from unsatisfactory builders?

Mr. Deans: No.
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Mr. Kennedy: Or if a person takes plans
and specifications to a municipality, are they

obliged to issue a permit; all things being

equal, and the lot being acceptable? Can the

minister comment on that?

Hon. Mr. Clement: Mr. Speaker, I know

very little about that particular type of situ-

ation. I presume that if the property is

properly zoned and if municipal standards are

adhered to, I think the municipal officer has

little alternative but to issue the building

permit.

If they refuse to issue it because they had
heard unsavoury things about that particular

builder, I think that builder would be quite

within his rights to apply for a mandamus

compelling the issuance of the building per-
mit. I really am not knowledgeable insofar

as the rights of the municipal building in-

spector are concerned but it would seem
to me that if all of the standards were met
insofar as zoning and availability of services

were concerned they really wouldn't have

any right to withhold the issuance of that

permit.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for

Windsor-Walkerville.

Mr. B. Newman (Windsor-Walkerville):
Mr. Speaker, a supplementary of the minister:

In the introduction of the legislation which
the minister mentions, will he include a bill

of rights for home purchasers so that the

individual buying a home knows he has

certain rights as a result of that purchase
and that he can have his grievance taken

care of in a proper fashion?

At the same time, may I ask the minister

if, in his proposed legislation, he will in-

clude home repair so that the individual

who has his home repaired knows that the

work has been done by a competent crafts-

man and that the work likewise will be

guaranteed?

Hon. Mr. Clement: The proposed legisla-

tion would impose on the contractor or the

builder a statutory minimum warranty for

a certain term. If a builder wished to ex-

ceed that by an extension of the term

through the contract or some other type of

advantage to the owner, that would be the

builder's right; hopefully in the competitive
construction industry this might well flow.

We would say the following are the standards

and they are deemed to be a warranty given
by the builder to the homeowner.

Insofar as repairs are concerned, my first

interest is toward new construction. We may

eventually get into the question of home
repairs. When you get a structural addition

it would, in effect, be new construction.

When you get into the area of home re-

pairs I don't think at this particular time,
Mr. Speaker, that we could legislate effec-

tively. We could legislate but whether or

not it would be effective I don't know, be-

cause very often minor repairs are done
without the intervention of the municipality;
no building permit is issued if the repairs

are rather minor. But it is an area that will

bear looking into eventually.

Right now my first interest is in reference

to new construction. It's the largest single

purchase that most of us make in our life-

time and there is no doubt that many con-

tractors, through practices which are either

crooked or inept, are just not giving the

consumer the type and quality of construc-

tion the consumer thinks he's getting.

Mr. E. W. Martel (Sudbury East): The
minister had better believe it.

Hon. Mr. Clement: Except in Sudbury.

Mr. Speaker: Order please.

I think there should be some clarification

as to the conduct of the question period
this morning. The hon. member for Kitchener

had relinquished his turn to ask a first ques-
tion or questions for obvious reasons.

Mr. Stokes: We'll just give him time to

think about it.

Mr. Speaker: However, if it is agreeable,

we'll simply alternate. We'll alternate the

questions completely this morning if that is

agreeable to the hon. members. The hon.

member for Kitchener.

LORD'S DAY ACT

Mr. Breithaupt: Mr. Speaker, a question
of the Attorney General: Has he now received

the letter from T. G. Bolton, the president
of Dominion Stores Ltd., asking for the

prosecution of stores which are open on

Sundays; and is it his intention to use the

information which is to be provided to lay

the charges so as to bring this matter of

abuse of the Lord's Day Act to completion?

Hon. D. A. Bales (Attorney General): Mr.

Speaker, I received a letter last evening
from Mr. Bolton. It doesn't say exactly that;

he sent me a copy of a press release which
he had issued. Again, as I said the other

day, the police lay the charges; they come to
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me for consent. It was a communication to

the police as well and I'll be in touch with

them through my colleague.

Mr. Breithaupt: Might I ask a supple-

mentary, Mr. Speaker? Is it correct to say
that that consent is automatically given if

the police authorities come to the minister,

or does it remain discretionary within his

office?

Hon. Mr. Bales: It's discretionary within

the office, as I have said.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Sand-

wich-Riverside.

LEGISLATION ON MOBILE HOME
COURTS

Mr. F. A. Burr (Sandwich-Riverside): Mr.

Speaker, a question of the Chairman of the

Management Board: Has it yet been de-

termined which ministry should be drafting

legislation to govern the landlord-tenant re-

lationship in mobile home courts?

Hon. E. A. Winkler (Chairman Manage-
ment Board of Cabinet): Not to the best of

my knowledge; but I think if the member
redirects the question to the Attorney Gen-
eral he may be able to be more specific as

far as the jurisdiction is concerned.

Mr. Burr: I should be happy to do so.

Hon. Mr. Bales: Sorry. Would the mem-
ber repeat it?

Mr. Burr: Has it yet been determined which

ministry—I have been in touch with several

—should be drafting legislation governing the

landlord-tenant relationship in mobile home
courts?

Hon. Mr. Bales: Mr. Speaker, I have re-

ferred questions in reference to that to one
of the legal branches within my ministry. I

normally bring forward the legislation in the

Landlord and Tenant Act.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Rainy
River.

IMPENDING FERTILIZER SHORTAGE

Mr. T. P. Reid (Rainy River): Thank you,
Mr. Speaker. Realizing that this subject was
fairly well gone over yesterday, I would still

like to ask the Minister of Agriculture and
Food, if: (a) He has approached the federal

government in regard to the fertilizer short-

age that is going to exist next spring; and (b)

what plans if any he has for ensuring that

those northern regions of the province where

farming is a sizeable economic function will

be supplied with their fair share of fertilizer

for next spring.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: We think the member
could look after that.

Mr. Reid: I am going to send them ground-
up Hansards.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Port

Arthur.

Mr. Reid: Well, am I not going to get an

answer?

Mr. Speaker: It doesn't appear so. The hon.

member for Port Arthur.

MOOSONEE LIQUOR STORE CLOSING

Mr. J. F. Foulds (Port Arthur): I have a

question, Mr. Speaker, of the Minister of

Consumer and Commercial Relations. Did the

Liquor Control Board of Ontario and his

ministry consult with either the Ministry of

Community and Social Services and/or the

Ministry of Colleges and Universities and

with the Solicitor General (Mr. Yaremko) be-

fore they closed the liquor store in Moosonee
on Saturdays? Has the minister instituted any
kind of scientific study to gauge the effect

of that closure so that he would know if the

closure has been effective?

Hon. Mr. Clement: Mr. Speaker, yes. I

met with the chairman of the Liquor Control

Board with reference to the request that had

been directed to it by, I believe, the Oblate

Fathers in the Moosonee area. I also dis-

cussed it with my colleague, the Minister of

Community and Social Services (Mr. Bru-

nelle).

I must confess that I personally questioned
the validity of closing a store on one day
and opening it on another, because it might
take the patterns which apparently were evi-

dent in that area and just move them back

a day or ahead a day.

I do not have any statistics yet from the

police forces in that area. I have requested
same to see if there has been any significant

effect. I think it is pretty trite, Mr. Speaker,
to say that the closing of the store will not

alleviate the problem; but the problem is

much more deep rooted than the availability

of liquor in a liquor store on the main street

of Moosonee. But it was an effort on the

part of the board just to see if there were
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any distinct changes in the pattern, and if so

if they were of a beneficial nature to the

people in that area. I should have some figures

within the next week or 10 days, but I am
not hopeful.

Mr. Foulds: Supplementary: Do I take it

that the information at this time is insuffi-

cient to identify whether or not, for example
as has been reported in the press, an increase

in bootlegging has taken place on Saturdays
and Sundays? Is the minister's information in-

sufficient to determine that?

Hon. Mr. Clement: The only information

I will have will be in the form of statistical

information relating to incidents investigated

by the police. This is not certainly the end-

all and the be-all. Let's say the average on a

Saturday night in terms of public intoxication

charges was 40. If they have now dropped to

38, or if they drop to 20, does it really in-

dicate anything? The people may be a little

more careful in the area in which they are

consuming and therefore not come under the

scrutiny of the police. That's why I per-

sonally question the validity of closing a

store unless there are some really significant

changes in social patterns in a beneficial way.

Unfortunately, I'm just not that optimistic.

But we felt it was worth an effort. The

people who made the request, the Oblate

Fathers, felt it would be very beneficial. I

hope they are right, but I am a little pessi-

mistic about it.

Mr. Reid: May I redirect my earlier ques-
tion. I don't believe the Minister of Agri-
culture and Food heard the question when I

first asked him.

Hon. W. A. Stewart (Minister of Agricul-
ture and Food): Sorry?

Mr. Speaker: Did the Minister of Agricul-
ture and Food not hear the question? There
was no response.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: No, I didn't hear it.

Mr. Reid: No, I didn't believe he did. If

I may reiterate that, realizing that this was

gone over last evening-

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Rainy
River has the floor.

IMPENDING FERTILIZER SHORTAGE

Mr. Reid: In view of the fertilizer shortage
that will occur next spring, has the minister

approached the federal government to ensure

that the fertilizer that is produced in Canada
will be available to Canadian and Ontario

residents first, rather than being exported?

Secondly, does he have any plans to ensure

that those more remote areas of the province,
such as northern Ontario, will get their fair

share of the fertilizer supply that is available?

Hon. Mr. Stewart: First of all, the answer
to the first question is yes, Mr. Speaker. We
approached the federal government as early
as Sept. 26 in Ottawa. We raised the point
with the federal minister and the other

Ministers of Agriculture across Canada, draw-

ing to their attention the concern which we
felt might occur in Ontario and throughout
Canada.

With regard to what has been done at the

federal level and the provincial level, meet-

ings have been held with the Plant Food
Council of Canada at both federal and pro-
vincial levels to discuss the possibilities and

opportunities of expanding production within

Canada and of assuring supplies that are

imported into Canada.

We have been encouraged by the fact

there may be a new anhydrous ammonia

plant built in Alberta to make use of the

natural gas right on the spot rather than

having it moved to Ontario. Naturally, we

regret to some degree that that industry
would go to Alberta rather than Ontario, but

I think it is common sense that they would

put it where it is closest to the source of

gas, since anhydrous ammonia is a byproduct
of the natural gas industry. That may help
to offset the closing in late 1971 or 1972
I believe, of a very large anhydrous ammonia

plant in the State of Texas.

With regard to phosphates, which are en-

tirely imported from United States, we are

exploring the possibility of bringing them in

by boat when railway cars cannot be pro-
vided. Here again there is difficulty in mov-

ing it by boat because I'm told we haven't

got adequate docking facilities. Most of this

product has come by rail car in the past. We
are also exploring every possibility to get the

use of cars to move potash from Saskatche-

wan into the areas of Ontario and eastern

Canada where it is required.

We have been assured by the Plant Food
Council as recently as last week—in fact I

had correspondence from them yesterday—
that there will be an adequate supply of

fertilizer available. They are urging anyone
who can take delivery to take delivery of

it now so that it would not occupy space
in storage warehouses across Ontario so more
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adequate supplies can be stored to meet the

demand for the spring. Some people simply
can't store it, and so there will have to be

supplies stored for spring delivery.

Now that is about as far as we can go, Mr.

Speaker. We are aware of it, and I hope
we'll have no serious shortage by next spring.

Mr. Speaker: The Minister of Industry and
Tourism has an answer to a question pre-

viously asked.

Hon. C. Bennett (Minister of Industry and
Tourism): Mr. Speaker, two separate ques-
tions were asked of the ministry relating to

the Ontario Development Corp. by the mem-
ber for Scarborough West (Mr. Lewis)—

Mr. Deans: On a point of order, Mr.

Speaker. I'd like to ask that the minister
answer the questions Monday when the mem-
ber for Scarborough West is here in order
that he might ask any supplementary ques-
tion he might have.

An hon. member: Where is he?

An hon. member: He should be here.

Mr. M. Cassidy: (Ottawa Centre): Where's
the Premier (Mr. Davis)? Half the cabinet is

away!

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Deans: Wait a minute. Don't start

the cat-calling. When I stood up in this

House there were only four cabinet ministers

here, so don't start talking to me about who
should be here.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order, order.

Mr. Deans: On behalf of the member for

Scarborough West, may I ask that the min-
ister answer the question when the member
is here on Monday in order that he may be
able to ask a supplementary question?

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Martel: He wasn't even here to answer.

Mr. Deans: I asked it before and he re-

fused the last time, but I think it only proper.

Mr. Speaker: Is the hon. minister going to

respond to the point of order?

Hon. Mr. Bennett: Mr. Speaker, just to

respond to the point of order, one of the
two questions was asked when I, as the

minister, was not present in the House. And
I would have thought that if the—

Mr. Deans: Mr. Speaker, that cannot be so.

Mr. J. H. Jessiman (Fort William): Out of

order!

Mr. Speaker: Order, order.

Mr. Deans: That cannot be so. A minister

can't be asked a question when he is not

here.

Hon. Mr. Bennett: Sir, the question was
asked of the Minister of Treasury, Economics
and Intergovernmental Affairs (Mr. White).

Mr. Deans: That's fine—

Hon. Mr. Bennett: It was very clearly indi-

cated to the hon. member for Scarborough
West that the question should properly be
asked of the Minister of Industry and Tour-

Mr. Breithaupt: Let him answer it.

Hon. Mr. Bennett: Obviously I can only
answer the questions that belong to the min-

istry.

Mr. Speaker: The suggestion has been
made that a question of urgent public im-

portance having been asked by one hon.

member should only be answered when that

hon. member is again present in the House.

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. Speaker: Now if the question is of

urgent public importance and if we take a

hypothetical case of the minister being asked,
and due to illness or some such thing being
absent for a week or so, it would seem to me
that the urgency and the public importance
has been bypassed. I can't follow the philos-

ophy that we should wait until the hon.

member is back in the House. I have no
alternative but to say the answer should be

provided as quickly as possible.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. L. C. Henderson (Lambton): Agreed.

Mr. Deans: May I, Mr. Speaker-

Mr. P. J. Yakabuski (Renfrew South): Sit

down.

Mr. Deans: Speaking to the point of order,
Mr. Speaker, when I asked—

Mr. Speaker: I would point out I have not

made a ruling. I am prepared to listen to the
hon. member.
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Mr. Deans: On the point of order, Mr.

Speaker, the question was asked some days

ago. The minister has since gone out of the

province. He had an opportunity since the

question was asked to answer it and didn't

take that opportunity.

Mr. Jessiman: On business.

Mr. Deans: This is not the first opportunity
to answer it. Since the matter is one for

which the hon. member for Scarborough
West specifically wanted to be here to hear

the answer, I simply ask whether the min-

ister would consider answering it in his

presence?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: He can ask a sup-

plementary.

Mr. W. Newman (Ontario South): He
should be in the House where he is supposed
to be, not out politicking.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Deans: Take a look around the

House-

Mr. W. Newman: He should be in the

House where he is supposed to be and not

out politicking today.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order.

Mr. Cassidy: He is in Florida in the

condominium.

Mr. Deans: Just because he is out defeat-

ing you on the hustings don't get upset.

Mr. Speaker: Order. Order.

Hon. Mr. Bennett: The first opportunity
I had since the question was asked was

obviously only on Monday. I have been out
of the province for the last three days on

provincial government business in Prince

Edward Island.

Mr. Deans: Where was the minister for the

rest of the week?

Mr. D. C. MacDonald (York South):
That's where he is now.

Hon. Mr. Bennett: That's perfectly okay.

My position is as a minister representing this

government, not the party.

Mr. Deans: Tell us about the mini-bus
tour. Or the trip to the—

Mr. Speaker: Order.

Mr. Cassidy: That isn't his trip for the

government. It was a blatant-

Mr. Speaker: Order, please.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order, please.

It seems to me, having listened to the

arguments in connection with this particular

topic, that my own recollection is that the

question period had expired before the hon.

minister did have an opportunity to provide
the answer. He had it with him and would
have provided it had the question period not

expired; and that was because the two leaders

of the opposition parties took 42 minutes of

the entire question period before the minister

had an opportunity to reply. Therefore, I will

permit the hon. minister to reply today.

Mr. MacDonald: That's a good solution.

Mr. Martel: Throw him another fish.

FORGIVABLE LOAN PROGRAMME

Hon. Mr. Bennett: Mr. Speaker, the ques-
tion was asked as to information regarding

performance loans approved in 1968 for

Mathews Conveyors of Port Hope; Uniroyal
Ltd. of Lindsay and Allied Chemical Canada
in Belleville.

The supplementary dealt with whether the

ODC and its two sister corporations are re-

viewing all performance loans.

I will answer the second part first for the

simple reason that it is correct, sir, that we do
review each and every loan on an annual

basis. We go into it in full detail to determine

whether there is a valid reason for forgive-
ness for a fixed period of time.

Mr. Deans: What's the matter? Is the min-
ister afraid to face him in the House?

Hon. Mr. Bennett: I am not afraid to face

the member or any other member of the

opposition in this House.

Mr. Speaker: Order.

Hon. Mr. Bennett: Mr. Speaker, Allied

Chemicals secured a loan-

Mr. Deans: Is the minister afraid to face

him? Why doesn't he wait until he is here?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: The member is no

bargain to look at you know.

Hon. Mr. Bennett: Allied Chemical secured

a loan from the Ontario Development Corp.—
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Hon. Mr. Winkler: The member is begin-

ning to sound like the member from Ottawa.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: And that isn't easy.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Cassidy: The member for Wentworth
can look after himself very well.

Hon. Mr. Bennett: Allied Chemical secured

a loan from the Ontario Development Corp.
in 1969 and the end of the first year for

forgiveness requirements was July, 1970.

They clearly indicated they would have em-

ployment for 40 people in the initial year.

Upon completion of the initial year of oper-
ation they had added 39 employees, and the

forgiveness factor was allowed by the On-
tario Development Corp.

Proceeding through until the current year,
in July 1973 the employment situation had

dropped from the high of July, 1792, which
was at that time 72 employees, back down
to 42. As a result of the drop in 1973, ODC
did not grant the 10 per cent forgiveness for

that particular year and deferred the subject
for further review of the particular market.

We now find that things are strengthening
in that market and they expect employment
will rise, but that determination will be
made at the completion of another year
of operation.

Mr. Martel: Why doesn't the minister give
us a complete breakdown and not just the

year that was favourable? Give us the rest

of the years.

Mr. W. Newman: Oh, be quiet.

Mr. Speaker: Order!

Hon. Mr. Bennett: Mathews Conveyor re-

ceived a loan of $158,803. At the time they
asked for the loan they had 330 employees.
As of July 31, 1973, they had 485 employees.
I think if you relate that to the question of

the member for Scarborough West, Mr.

Speaker, you'll find that his mathematics are

somewhat out of line.

I go along to Uniroyal, sir, which seems to

be the one they wanted to emphasize most.

Uniroyal had 54 employees at the time

they secured a loan of $127,789-and that

was in the year of 1968. They said they
would increase their employment to 78. It

was indicated by the member for Scarborough
West that they had only increased it, to this

point, by five people.

May I inform the House that since May,
1970, which is the first year of operation,

they raised their employment from 54 to 112;
and in May, 1973, they had 123 employees.
I think if you take the mathematics of that,

Mr. Speaker, you will find it's about 2%
times what Uniroyal had originally indicated

would be their increase in employment at

that particular mill.

Mr. Foulds: How many other plants did

they close up?

PROVINCIAL ASSISTANCE FOR
INDIAN BANDS

Hon. Mr. Bennett: Mr. Speaker, in answer
to the second question, which related spe-
cifically to the preclusion of Indian bands
within the ODC legislation. I have no idea

what part of the legislation the member for

Scarborough West happened to be reading,
but there is no clause in the ODC legisla-
tion that specifically precludes Indian bands

seeking financial assistance from the Ontario

Development Corp.

Mr. Stokes: Name one band that got help.

Hon. Mr. Bennett: I'm coming to it, so just
sit tight.

The limitations on the types of lending
are set by government policy, and there

is no policy which precludes ODC from

making a loan to an Indian band, providing
the proposal, in the view of the corporation's
board of directors, has a reasonable chance
of success.

There are legal difficulties, we know, of

trying to secure mortgages against Indian

reserve lands, but we also know that a chattel

mortgage can be accepted against some of

the equipment and machinery that would be
financed through an Ontario Development
Corp. loan; and we have been advised by
our legal people that these chattel mortgages
are enforceable within the courts.

Mr. Stokes: Name one!

Hon. Mr. Bennett: The Indian bands, sir,

have the same opportunity of securing funds

on the open market as anyone else. But if

they cannot be obtained, then they are wel-

come to make application to the development
corporations for consideration.

Mr. Yakabuski: Is that what the member
wants?

Hon. Mr. Bennett: To answer the last

part of this question, a performance loan of

$165,000 was make back in 1972 to Ojibway
Resorts Ltd.—an Indian band in the Thunder
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Bay area, the Old Fort William Indian Band
—for the development and promotion of their

ski operation.

Mr. Cassidy: Supplementary—

Hon. Mr. Bennett: And we have secured—
I was answering the question. A loan of

$165,000 was granted to them and the money
has been completely paid out at this time.

We have secured from them personal guar-
antees as well as chattel mortgages against
some of the items that have been put on site.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Isn't the member
opposite glad his leader isn't here!

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Rainy
River, a supplementary.

Mr. Reid: Would the minister remind re-

peating that answer?

Mr. Speaker: Order please.

Mr. Reid: No, really. I have a supplemen-
tary, Mr. Speaker. Will the minister provide
the House with a list of all those companies
that were granted NODC and ODC forgiv-
able loans. Will he also provide a list of

those firms with the increase in the number
of jobs created?

Also, will he provide a list of those com-
panies that were not granted 10 per cent for-

givable loans in any particular year because

they didn't live up to the requirements of

the numbers they proposed they would em-
ploy as a result of the loan?

Hon. Mr. Bennett: Mr. Speaker, first of all,

I would like to' take under advisement the
second part of the question as to the exact

position we are put in in relation to some
of the information that is secured from these

companies by the Ontario Development Corp.
And if it is within the rights of the Ontario

Development Corp. to release that informa-

tion, I would see no reason it should not be

brought to the House.

Mr. Reid: The minister just gave us three

examples.

Hon. Mr. Bennett: At the moment there-

Mr. Cassidy: So we have got to trust his

word. Is that right?

Hon. Mr. Bennett: At the moment there
are 414 performance loans in operation in

the Province of Ontario and we can give a

very clear breakdown as to the progress of
each performance loan or group of them, re-

lated to its success.

I can say that by far the majority of them
have obtained or secured the type of em-
ployment and the volume of employment they
had clearly indicated they would do if a per-
formance loan was granted to them. There
have been some failures, yes; about eight of

the ones to which we made loans have failed

completely and have gone out of business.

We have been in the unfortunate position
of having to write them off.

The majority of them, by far—78 per cent

of them—have already, to this time, secured
their position through the additional employ-
ment they put forward. Fourteen per cent

of the companies have far exceeded the posi-
tion they said they would be able to gain.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Ottawa
Centre.

Mr. Cassidy: Can the minister assure the

House that the forgiveness feature has con-

sistently not been granted in cases where, in

a particular year, a company failed to live up
to its commitments in providing new em-

ployment?

Hon. Mr. Bennett: No, Mr. Speaker, I cannot

give that assurance for the simple reason—and
I have mentioned one this morning; Allied

Chemical said it would achieve in the first

year of operation 40 employees and it went
to 39. The board of directors in analysing
the market and the position of the market and
various other aspects of the economy related

to the industry were convinced that forgive-
ness was due to that company. I think very

clearly members of this House should keep
in mind it is not as simple as saying: "We
will not forgive it and we will demand re-

payment." The repayment position, Mr.

Speaker, could very well find the business

completely put into bankruptcy and will

thereby provide absolutely no employment in

that community.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Kit-

chener.

Mr. Martel: That is like the moon falling
out of the sky—Allied Chemical going broke.

Mr. L. M. Reilly (Eglinton): The member
for Sudbury East isn't interested in jobs.

Mr. Breithaupt: Mr. Speaker-

Mr. Speaker: I have called the hon. mem-
ber for Kitchener. Was this a supplementary?

Mr. Breithaupt: No, a new question.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Kit-

chener has been trying to gain the floor; it
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would be the Liberal Party's turn for a

question. The hon. member for Essex-Kent.

CONTAINERS FOR FARM PRODUCE

Mr. Ruston: I have a question of the Minis-

ter of Agriculture and Food: On his recent

order to use cardboard boxes to deliver

cabbages and so forth, with the increased

cost this means and the added pollution

when these cartons have to be destroyed, and
since American goods are coming in in

wooden crates, is the minister considering

changing his recent order?

Hon. Mr. Stewart: In reply to that ques-

tion, it is rather involved and I would just

like to say that the matter to which my
friend, the member for Essex-Kent, refers,

has to do with a resolution that was adopted
by the Ontario Fruit and Vegetable Growers
Association in Toronto at the convention

in January, 1971. I will read the resolution,

if I may, Mr. Speaker:

Whereas celery, cauliflower and head
lettuce growers of Ontario have been

using various used containers for these

products; and whereas used containers

are unacceptable to the trade; therefore

be it resolved that only new containers

be used for celery, cauliflower, head
lettuce and cabbage commencing with
the new crop of 1972.

Shortly after that, the secretary of the Fruit

and Vegetable Growers Association, at that

time Mr. Barney Wilson, contacted the office

of the farm products inspection branch in

the Ministry of Agriculture and Food on
several occasions, wondering what we were

doing about the resolution. On Nov. 24,

1971, we made a request that only new con-

tainers for these commodities be passed and
that it be gazetted. It was gazetted on April

1, 1972, more than a year after the resolu-

tion was directed to us.

I had certain reservations about the resolu-

tion because I couldn't see too much wrong
with using good used containers. However,
the Fruit and Vegetable Growers executive

and their association stood by the original

resolution, and after having gone through
another annual meeting, in January, 1972,
we gazetted it and passed it on April 1,

1972.

After that permission was granted for the

growers to use up all of their remaining
stock of used containers for the growing
season of 1972. The permission was granted

to use used containers up to the end of

December, 1972.

But I would direct attention, through you
Mr. Speaker to the members of the House, to

the fact that when the resolution was

adopted and the regulation had been

gazetted, information had been provided

through the official publication of the On-
tario Fruit and Vegetable Growers Associa-

tion—known as "The Grower," with a circula-

tion of 13,000—in the March, May and June
issues of 1972, indicating the regulation had
been passed and was publicized.

Further notice was circulated by the plant

products inspection branch of our ministry
in memoranda to the growers and the in-

dustry under dates of April 10, July 25,

Aug. 17 and Dec. 27, 1972; as well as

growers' meetings in Niagara, Leamington,
Bradford and Toronto. The regulation and
the information it contained concerning when
it would be enforced was generally accepted

by the growers and the trade.

On Oct. 11, 1973, our inspectors at the

fruit terminal detained cabbage and cauli-

flower in used containers after repeated warn-

ings to growers in the farmers' market. I

hope you will bear that date in mind, Oct.

11, 1973, that was just past.

So, it seems to me that ample oppor-

tunity, Mr. Speaker, has been provided to

the trade to know of the regulation having
been passed at the request of their own

organization. The opportunity was provided
to use up the used containers. Now after

the regulation is in effect and has been in

effect for this year, but only enforced this

fall, it seems a bit incongruous to us that

there hasn't been objection raised to it

before it became law.

With regard to the produce coming in from

the United States, I have been in touch with

the office of the Fruit and Vegetable Growers'

Association, because we were not aware of

this. I was not aware, at least, of produce

coming in from the United States in used

containers. The executive, or at least the new

secretary Mr. Les Armstrong, tells me that

he was not aware of it, but that he wants

to check it out. I assured him that we would
be in touch with him.

Quite frankly, I think if it's fair for produce
to come from the United States in used con-

tainers, then it should be fair for Ontario

producers to use used containers. But I do

not intend to fly in the face of the annual

meeting and the assembled growers' resolu-

tion that these new containers be used. I'm

sure my hon. friend would recognize that
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would be quite inappropriate and imprudent
on my part. But I do intend to pursue the

matter further with the executive of the

OFVGA.

Mr. MacDonald: A supplementary ques-
tion.

Mr. Speaker: We have exceeded the time

for oral questions.

Mr. Cassidy: On a point of order, Mr.

Speaker, we are subjected frequently to

lengthy statements by the ministers, such

as the one from the Minister of Agriculture
and Food.

An hon. member: Sit down.

Mr. Cassidy: If the ministers cannot con-

strain themselves to answer them in less than

a minute, could we not have an extension

to the question period?

Mr. Martel: Five minutes—that answer was
five minutes long.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Who takes up more
time than the member for Ottawa Centre?

Mr. Speaker: I think the hon. members
realize that I do invariably watch the length
of time taken by the ministers in the replies.

Frequently I do deem it necessary to add a

minute or two to the question period. In this

particular case the hon. minister had a rather

lengthy resolution, which in my opinion was

necessary to explain the answer he was pro-

viding. The total answer did not, in my
opinion, exceed a reasonable length of time.

Petitions.

Presenting reports.

Motions.

Introduction of bills.

COUNTY JUDGES ACT

Hon. Mr. Bales moves first reading of bill

intituled, An Act to amend the County Judges
Act.

Motion agreed to; first reading of the bill.

Mr. Cassidy: We're finally seeing the legis-
lative programme of the government.

Hon. Mr. Bales: Mr. Speaker, this makes
certain amendments to the County Judges
Act, and among them is the authority to

appoint a junior judge in the district of

Cochrane, as deleted from that section. There
is a new section clarifying that a judge may,
with the approval of the chief judge, act in

his own county in a matter in the juris-

diction of another county; and there are also

amendments in reference to the Small Claims

Court Act, to clarify that matter.

Mr. Speaker: Orders of the day.

Clerk of the House: The 20th order, House
in committee of supply.

ESTIMATES, MINISTRY OF
AGRICULTURE AND FOOD

(concluded)

On vote 1704.

Mr. Chairman: The estimates of the Min-

istry of Agriculture and Food, vote 1704,
item 2. Is there anything further on item 2.

The member for York South.

Mr. D. C. MacDonald (York South): The

question period has ended, so this is pre-

cisely the appropriate place to explore this

issue a little bit further, Mr. Chairman.

I want to set aside those factors in this

whole question with regard to the regulations
—that are now producing a protest which
was manifested at the doors of Queen's Park

again this morning—those aspects of the regu-
lations in which there is general agreement. I

will concede to the minister that this proposal
came from the OFVGA. It was passed at

their conventions, and the minister himself

expressed some doubts this morning as to

whether it was really necessary. He therefore

predicated his old position, or implied that

the government's position and the govern-
ment's action was in response to the resolu-

tion that was passed by the OFVGA. Okay,
no question about it.

That suggests that there isn't a great deal

of opposition. The point I want to draw to

the attention of the minister is that I think

there is a great deal of opposition. I don't

know why it wasn't expressed earlier—al-

though I have some suggestions as to why it

wasnt expressed earlier—and that is perhaps
the most invidious aspect of the whole thing.
But it is now being expressed.

I have here a petition, and I send it to the

minister for his consideration. These are the

names of 500 farmers—not their wives, their

sons, their daughters; all separate—500 farm-

ers who have signed a petition that was
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brought this morning by the group of grow-
ers who arrived on the doorstep.

I have also the names of some 60 dealers

who are expressing their opposition to it—and
their opposition is obviously that it costs

more. The simple proposition is that with the

old containers you were able to reuse them;
the new containers are thrown away. Quite
apart from the pollution prospect, which has

brought Pollution Probe into the picture, they
are more costly. So either you are cutting
down the net income of the farmers, or

alternatively you are raising the cost of the

produce to the consumer—or a combination
of both.

I just went down belatedly to see some of

the leaders of this farm protest group and I

was handed this. I repeat there are some 500
to 600 farmers, and there are some 50 to 60
dealers who have expressed their opposition.

Before I leave that, may I draw to the
attention of the minister that in the August,
1973 issue of Grower, there was an article

written by Lou Howe, who is the super-
vising inspector of the Ministry of Agriculture
and Food. Now let me give you a couple of

quotes.

Many of the growers were violently op-
posed to the switch. [This is the switch
from the old container to the new con-

tainer.]

The principal objections to cardboard

corrugated containers have been lack of

proper air ventilation and the build-up of
heat in the product, which in some cases

drastically affects the keeping quality of
the product.

Some of the retailers are taking the

product out of the cardboard container and
storing it in wooden or wire-bound cases
in their storage. Many jobbers found that
the carton let the produce fall out of the
bottom.

In other words, Mr. Chairman, here is the

supervising inspector recording in an article

published in the official paper of the Ontario
Fruit and Vegetable Growers Association,

essentially the points that the growers are
now protesting on-namely, that the objective
of the better care of the food has not been
achieved.

The waxed interior of this box apparently
makes it somewhat hermetically sealed so that
there is danger of the produce heating, and it

isn't keeping as well.

Quite frankly, many people have looked
into this situation, including I am told—may
I draw it to the attention of the minister-the

Farm and Country. It has been persuaded
these farmers should be given some voice. I

understand in the forthcoming issue, which is

now on the press, there is an article pre-

senting all of their views to the effect that

the containers are not efficient containers.

Secondly, the bacteria problem that was

allegedly the reason for leaving the old

wooden containers, is something that nobody
is being very specific about. A lot of people
are asking questions. If you can't use a

wooden container that has slats to let the air

in, how come on many other occasions the

cabbage and the cauliflower are exposed to

wood? What is the continuing danger of

bacteria in that connection?

In short, the objective that you were told

was going to be achieved, is not being
achieved. Certainly, it doesn't appear to have

been achieved efficiently; and certainly it is

producing a great deal of opposition now,
and somebody is giving voice to it from both

the farmers and the dealers.

However, Mr. Chairman, I come to the

point which I think is invidious. Quite

frankly, when I heard this first I was very
disturbed about it. One wonders why, if

there was this much opposition, the Ontario

Fruit and Vegetable Growers Association

passed the regulation in the first instance, or

passed the motion requesting the regulations
be put in.

Maybe part of the reason is this: The
Ontario Fruit and Vegetable Growers Associ-

ation is the beneficiary of a kickback from the

manufacturers of the containers. They get one

per cent from one of the dealers and they get
two per cent from another dealer.

Now I understand how they drifted into

this particular position. The problem is rais-

ing a marketing levy, as is done with many
other commodities. The problem of raising

that kind of a marketing levy with cabbage
and cauliflower and such products—which are

often delivered to dealers in small quanti-

ties—is a very difficult problem. It is not like

the marketing of hogs or the marketing of

milk or some such products, where you can

have a marketing levy and that can come back

as an alternative to a membership fee for the

financing of the growers' organization.

Because it was difficult, I am told, some-

where down along the line they resorted to

the technique of a levy on the containers. In

effect it comes from the manufacturers of the

containers by way of one per cent of sales

in one instance and a two per cent of sales

in the other instance.
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Now if the containers are costing more, the

Ontario Fruit and Vegetable Growers Asso-

ciation are going to get more by way of this

kickback. Quite frankly, I think it is invidious.

I didn't realize that this was the case. I sug-

gest to the minister to just pause and think

the thing through for a moment.

Here we have a proposition that a growers'

organization should get into this sort of a

battle with what appears to be an increasing

number of its own members who are con-

tending that it is raising costs. The invidious-

ness is that the association is benefitting from

that increase in costs, because they are get-

ting the kickback from the manufacturers.

It may be there is no easy way to have a

marketing levy with this kind of a product;
but having conceded that, I still suggest the

present arrangement is an invidious one and
therefore the Fruit and Vegetable Growers
Association is really not coming with clean

hands and arguing its case in the fashion

that the minister is willing to reproduce, and
to repeat here in the House.

In view of all of those factors, I'd like to

have the minister's reaction.

Hon. W. A. Stewart (Minister of Agriculture
and Food): I share the concern expressed by
my friend.

First of all, let me clarify two issues. There
are no regulations and no law requiring that

cardboard boxes be used exclusively. Any
new container can be used, whether it be a
wire basket, a wooden basket—which they
have previously used—bushel baskets, wooden
crates; as long as they are new. As I under-
stand it, the desirability of the use of the

new containers was advanced by those vege-
table growers who use the farmers' market
at the food terminal. They wanted to present
as clean a picture as they possibly could of

the produce which they display on the farm-
ers' market, and it's quite an impressive sight.

My hon. friend may have visited the farmers'

market at, say, 6 o'clock in morning as I

have done on numerous occasions, to see that

enormous display of fruit and vegetables on
the market.

Producers use containers in which fresh

produce was brought from the field, even
within a matter of hours, to the market. In
the past, used containers didn't present as

good an image as should have been the case
to those who would come there to buy it.

They felt if new containers were used it

would be a much more acceptable image of
the farmers' desirability to present a com-

modity which he grows, in the most accept-
able form to the public. That was really

what was behind the resolution which was

debated, and as I indicated passed, at the

convention in 1971.

With regard to the assessment on contain-

ers—and I think the use of the word "kick-

back" is unfortunate, because to me kick-

back denotes something that is underhand
and not above board—the assessment is made
by the Ontario Fruit and Vegetable Growers
Association on all containers that are sold

for produce in Ontario, and that's used to

finance the Ontario Fruit and Vegetable
Growers Association.

It's a well known fact. It's been in legisla-

tion for many years and it's there. I'm not

aware that it is more than one percentage

point; I'm not surprised to note the two per
cent but it could be, I'm not sure about

that. I understood it was one per cent on all

new containers, but my hon. friend may be

quite right in saying that it's two per cent.

I don't know.

The points which he has raised seem to

me to have a great deal of validity in many
respects, but I would simply say, as I said

earlier in reply to the question of my friend

from Essex-Kent, that we will be discussing

this resolution with the executive of the On-

tario Fruit and Vegetable Growers Associa-

tion.

I am somewhat puzzled to understand the

activity here by the group which has signed

this petition, as I understand it, led by Mr.

Vanden Dusen who contacted both Mr. Hil-

liard, our deputy minister, and Mr. Gordon

Bennett, our assistant deputy minister in

charge of marketing, concerning his opposi-
tion to the regulation and advising both of

them that he was going to have a petition

presented. He was told that we would be glad
to receive the petition but we felt that it

should be directed to the Fruit and Vegetable
Growers Association who asked for the regu-
lation in the first place and that we would

be glad to receive a copy of it. We assured

him that we would follow up on it. I find it

a bit hard to understand why that course of

action was not pursued.

I find it hard to understand why a public

protest, why a demonstration was organized
after he had been told by two of the top

people of our ministry that we would be glad

to receive a copy of the petition but that

it should be presented to the OFVGA. Why
did he have to bring a demonstration to the

front of Queen's Park here and present a

petition to the former leader of the New
Democratic Party? That, I think, speaks for

itself.
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Now I have been in touch with the secre-

tary of the OFVGA. They have received the

petition; they have it in hand. Well why
didn't he go along with the offer, that had
been made, I understand, both to he and
his wife, Mrs. Vanden Dusen, that we would
be glad to receive the petition. We will take

a look at it. We will discuss it with the

OFVGA and we will see what can be done
about it.

Mr. MacDonald: Well, may I just follow

through on one or two points. I want to just
make a clear explanation of this, because I

don't want to get things fouled up any
more than they are fouled up because of the

fact that I brought this up. I went down

belatedly to speak to the leaders of the

group, and this was thrust into my hand. It

is as simple as that. So I brought it up and
I am handing it to you. You have got it.

If you feel that the OFVGA should get it-

Hon. Mr. Stewart: They have them; they
have them.

Mr. MacDonald: They have copies already?

Hon. Mr. Stewart: I am told they have the

original.

Mr. MacDonald: Well okay; this is some
indication of the degree of opposition that

apparently is there if somebody is willing
to give voice to it.

However, the other point that I want to

draw to the minister's attention is that my
information is that Oakville Wood Specialties

Ltd., the largest produce container manufac-
turer in Ontario, turns back one per cent of

its sales to the association. Morgan Paper
Co., another large supplier, turns back two

per cent of its sales.

If the minister will just pause and consider
it for a moment, that in itself—if it is accu-
rate—adds to the invidious situation, because
it means that competing container manufac-
turers can promise to give more to the Fruit

and Vegetable Growers' association as a

weapon in their competition with each other.

And who are the benefactors? Well, presum-
ably they get more money—the Fruit and

Vegetable Growers' Association is going to

be the benefactor. Now that brings me to—

Hon. Mr. Stewart: Mr. Chairman, may I

ask—Oakville Wood Products, one per cent?

Mr. MacDonald: Right—and Morgan paper
products, two per cent.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: Morgan paper products?

Mr. MacDonald: Right.

Mr. R. G. Eaton (Middlesex South): The
difference is the initial cost of the container.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: Do you know where

Morgan paper products-

Mr. MacDonald: It is a large supplier of

containers.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: Where are they; do

you know?

Mr. MacDonald: No; off hand I don't.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: We can find that out.

Mr. MacDonald: Well, the interjection of

my friend over there I think is irrelevant.

It is two per cent of sales, and therefore

the amount of the—

Mr. Eaton: It takes the price of two paper
containers to make the price of one wooden
container.

Mr. MacDonald: That may be so.

However, Mr. Chairman, the other point
I want to raise with the minister is that I

think it is time for somebody to take an

objective look at the original container that

so many of the growers now feel is a pre-
ferable container. This should be done on

the basis of the conflicting evidence—or the

lack of evidence—and the difficulty in getting
evidence as to how serious a proposition
was this bacterial count on used wooden
crates.

After all, we have been using wooden
crates for a few hundred years, and to

suddenly discover that the bacteria count

was a dangerous proposition is a little un-

convincing. Therefore, that should be investi-

gated along with all of the other factors in

switching to the other containers; including
the assessment, which in effect becomes a

kickback—even though the minister objects
to that word.

In short, I think the minister has to come
into the picture; not just as the person who

accepted a resolution from the Fruit and

Vegetable Growers Association and responded
to their bidding and put the regulations into

effect, I think you have got to take a look

at the need, or if there was any real need
for it? And if there isn't, then let's not be so

arbitrary in insisting that only one particular
container must be used henceforth, or can't

be used a second time.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: Mr. Chairman, again

may I say there is no one container; any
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container can be used as long as it's new.

And there was no particular container before

that was in use; there were a variety of

them.

The point my hon. friend raises concern-

ing the need for this thing, I think, was

reflected in the fact that we didn't put that

resolution into effect, nor was it passed by

us, until after the next annual meeting of

the OFVGA. That's evidence in itself.

Certainly I had several reservations be-

fore I would sign that regulation. I only

signed it after assurance was given to us

by the OFVGA executive that it was neces-

sary and essential and that there were

health reasons, to which my hon. friend

has alluded and which I don't think it

would do anybody any good to get into in

great depth this morning.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Essex-

Kent.

Mr. R. F. Ruston (Essex-Kent): I want to

ask the minister if, when the Fruit and

Vegetable Growers Association asked you
for permission to pass this regulation, did

they give you any particular reason? They
must have, because you waited for one year.

I would assume the association must have

stated the reason it wanted this particular

type of cartons. Was that done?

Hon. Mr. Stewart: Yes, they did; and I

have referred briefly to it this morning.

Mr. Ruston: There may be another area

here, and I am not sure that maybe we
are not looking at it; I don't know. It may
not have anything to do with this.

There are some people in agriculture

production who, now that prices have in-

creased in some areas to reasonable stand-

ards so there is reasonable profit, feel they
should not be associated with any type of

marketing board or marketing legislation
whatsoever. I don't know that this is the

case in this one, but I think there is a

possibility there could be some reaction

in some areas maybe to undermine the mar-
ket association. I'm not sure on this, but I

think it is something that maybe could be
involved here.

Did the Ministry of Health, in any way,
have any input into this matter when you
made the regulation?

Mr. J. P. Spence (Kent): Mr. Chairman,
I might add a remark or two. I was talking
to some of the farmers this morning and
they brought to my attention that these card-

board crates cost 40 cents and the wooden
crates cost 20 cents—that is double.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: Why don't they buy
the wooden crates?

Mr. Spence: I don't know.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: There is no regulation
that says they have to buy the cardboard

crates. I have said that four times this

morning.

Mr. Spence: I wouldn't know. I didn't

ask them this, but it could be there are

salesmen out pressing these growers to use

the cardboard crates. I don't know, but they
seem to be quite concerned that a cardboard

crate is double the cost of a wooden crate,

and at a time when the consumers of this

province are concerned about the high costs

of food. I think last night I brought the

hampers to your attention—and now the

crates today.

I know that you are aware of what took

place at the convention or the annual meet-

ing of the Ontario Fruit and Vegetable
Growers Association. I just wanted to bring
to your attention the double cost of card-

board crates. If what the hon. member for

York South has said about the crates is

true, about the kickbacks from the com-

panies that manufacture crates of all kinds,

this should be considered. There is a doubt
in my mind as to why they would have to

pay 40 cents for a cardboard crate.

Mr. Chairman: Does the minister have a

reply?

Hon. Mr. Stewart: Yes, I can reply to it.

There have been discussions with various

aspects of the industry affected by this. I

find it hard to stand here this morning and
listen to this criticism which has emanated
from the opposition parties, and I can un-

derstand why. I think if I were over there

I'd do the same thing, but I think you
people would be the first ones to Jump up
here if I had refused to put that regulation
into effect and say to me: "Why didn't you
do what the annual meeting asked you to

do?"

Mr. MacDonald: Why didn't you assess

whether it was really needed?

Hon. Mr. Stewart: I did assess whether
it was really needed.

Mr. MacDonald: You haven't done a

scientific assessment as to the need.
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Hon. Mr. Stewart: Yes, I did. I did assess

that.

Mr. MacDonald: The health factors?

Hon. Mr. Stewart: Yes, I did. I have a

report on it. I don't think it will do anybody
any good to read that into the record.

I just point out to you the success that has
been made of British Columbia apple
marketing in the Province of Ontario in spite
of the fact that we have some of the finest

apples grown here. You put those out on dis-

play; their packaging is such, believe you me,
that you don't buy any in used boxes from
there. There's no way they will market them
in anything but new crates.

I think the Fruit and Vegetable Growers
are simply trying to improve their image and
their ability to project themselves in a com-
petitive way, to dress up the advertising. My
friend was saying last night that we should
be

dping
more in the way of public relations.

That's what they were trying to do.

There's nothing to say that they have to
use those cardboard cartons. If they dont
want to use them, they don't have to buy
them. They can buy wooden crates if they
wish. They can buy good new bushel baskets
if they want to use them. They can use wire
containers. They can use new wooden crates
like those they used to use. There is no prob-
lem at all. All we're saying is that we want
new containers because we think that's in
their best interests.

I can say to you there have been a great
many people from the OFVGA who have
called us during these last few weeks while
this furore was on, emphasizing beyond any
shadow of a doubt that what was done was
the right thing to do. But here we have a

petition-my friend said it has 600 names or
whatever it is. We're going to have a look at
that petition. Are they all growers? If they
are, well that means something. I wonder
what position they took at the annual con-
vention. Well take a look at it; there's no
question about that. I give you that under-

taking.

Mr. J. R. Breithaupt (Kitchener): The
only comment I want to make with respect
to this matter, Mr. Chairman, is the fact that
the minister has responded promptly and well
in this situation shows that he too is con-
cerned about the two particular areas that I

share a concern in. One is the question as to

whether the use of these new containers

necessarily increases the cost of the product.
The other is whether the use of these con-
tainers-and presumably the cardboard ones

would be less expensive than the wooden
ones—adds to an unnecessary waste of re-

sources and some pollution.

I think if the minister can assure us that

he is prepared to consider those two factors

as well, so that the marketing association are

able to have the benefit of that information
if they reconsider this situation, then he will

have gone a long way to resolving that kind
of a situation.

I quite agree that we must be always inter-

ested in making sure that the cost of produce
is as fair and as reasonable as possible for the

ultimate consumer. If it means that more of

the product is sold because of increased

markets due to more attractive packaging
then the additional cost of the containers or

the packaging is no doubt well worthwhile.
But if it does mean simply that the cost is

greater to the producer without any necessary
increased return, or a continued fair share
of return, then I am certainly pleased to hear
that the minister is prepared to assist in con-

sidering this point so that hopefully the

various points raised at least will be

thoroughly aired, and the producers will be

content, by their own decision, with the

kind of approach they want in this circum-
stance.

Mr. Chairman: Shall item 2 carry?

Mr. MacDonald: Just a minute, Mr. Chair-
man.

Mr. Eaton: Item 2, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. MacDonald: No, no, we are on

marketing. Marketing includes the milk com-
mission and everything. We've got a lot.

Relax.

With regard to farm products marketing
boards, I want to come back just for a

moment to a point I raised yesterday, namely,
what can and should be done at this point to

assure farmers of future stability in income
since they have finally achieved some
measure of adequate level of income as a
result of current prices in Canada and around
the world.

I have attempted to get figures, both from

your own economics branch and from

Ottawa, and there is a real difficulty here in

terms of getting an up-to-date assessment. In

June, when we launched these estimates, I

drew attention to three or four basic facts

which I think are sort of guidelines to an

appreciation of the problem of agriculture

today. The first one was that farming itself is

only 20 per cent of the food industry. The
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rest of it is made up of all the other elements

in the food chain.

Secondly, that farmers' gross income was in

the range of 37 cents of the consumer's

dollar, but farmers' net income nationally was

only about 11 cents of the consumers' dollar.

That's an old figure; that's for 1970 or 1971

or 1972. In trying to get up-to-date figures I

find, for example in a letter and cables which
Mr. Broome, your senior economist, sent me,
that our figures for 1971 are just an estimate

of 10 per cent over 1970, and our figures for

1972 are just a 12 per cent projection over

1971 that has to be confirmed by subsequent

figures. In short, we are really two or three

years out of date in terms of having the final

basic figures.

I am very puzzled to know what exactly
is the impact in the new situation that is

being created this year. There is no doubt

about it that the farmers' gross income has

gone up very very significantly, but farmers'

costs of production have gone up almost as

significantly.

Indeed, back last June when you started

these estimates, I quoted figures that the

Canadian Press had sent in one of their dis-

patches across the country, that in the first

three months of this year prices had gone up
some four per cent but the costs of produc-
tion for farmers had gone up six per cent.

The minister may recall that I used that as a

little reminder to him that perhaps he
shouldn't get too ecstatic too soon about the

farmers having achieved the millenium, be-

cause their costs of production were going

up faster than food prices and therefore the

cost-price squeeze, which has been the bane
of the farmer's life, was still there; if any-
thing in an even worse condition.

When we get final figures, or when we
get some sort of calculated estimates, we may
('iscover that the farmer's costs of production
.have gone up as fast as, if not faster than,
his gross increase in revenues and that in fact

he is not much better off. We just have to

speculate on that because we have no au-

thoritative figures.

I come back to a point that I have raised

before with the minister, and I'd like to do
it again, and that is, is there any possibility
the government will revise its rather restrict-

ed approach to the role that farm marketing
boards can and should play in terms of long-
term stabilization of farm income?

We in the Province of Ontario have had
restrictions which the Ontario Farm Products

Marketing Board imposes on the local market-
ing board with regard to levies that might

provide them with the capital to get into

some further integration, some extension of

the control of the producer beyond the initial

marketing.

I've forgotten whether I put this on the

record or not, but in this context I think it's

appropriate to do it. The minister's special
committee on farm income had quite a num-
ber of subcommittee reports, and research re-

port No. 14 on wholesaling and retailing of

food in Ontario is, quite frankly, the most

thoroughly documented and the most exten-

sive discussion of this whole problem of pric-

ing at the retail and the wholesale level that

I've found anywhere in Canada. And it has

specific reference to the Province of Ontario.

On page 97 of this special report there are

a couple of paragraphs which I'd like to read

into the record:

Some agency-type boards have been
more effective in improving the farmer's

share of consumer food expenditures by
rationalizing marketing practices and re-

ducing marketing costs. In this respect,
some serious choices must be made which
have been avoided in the past. The de-

velopment of an agency-type board by it-

self adds to marketing costs. If effective

at all, the agency assumes and improves
on some functions formerly performed by
marketing firms, i.e. local assemblers of

fresh fruits and vegetables. Eventually
these firms in fact tend to become re-

dundant and their continued existence and

sharing in marketing costs can no longer
be justified.

Let me pause there, because I think that is

a pretty important point.

When you inject a farm marketing board,

the net effect is that you increase costs be-

cause that farm marketing board does dupli-

cate to some degree what was done by some

of the firms in the field. Those firms become

increasingly redundant. The suggestion is that

if you are going to avoid that extra cost, the

farm marketing board should be given the

right to do the job of those assemblers, be-

cause they can do it more efficiently and by
doing it alone they avoid the duplicated cost.

I continue with the quotation:

This leads right into the vertical integra-

tion issue. Either the agency integrates for-

ward into the marketing function or re-

tailers eventually will integrate backwards,

as they have done in the case of the fresh

vegetable packing. The real issue is not

integration per se but who will be the

integrator.
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Marketing boards would have much more
to gain from integrating forward, not only

by increasing efficiency, but even more
since it would greatly increase the scope
and facilitate its efforts in all areas of

co-ordinating marketing. The present
method of appointing local dealers as agents
of the board is a poor compromise which
cannot last.

Vertical integration into marketing by
producer boards in Ontario has been the

subject of considerable disagreement and
frict'on between local boards and the On-
tario Farm Products Marketing Board,
which has tended to discourage and even

prevent it. There is little question that this

issue will recur, and hence the policy to-

wards vertical integration into marketing
should be reconsidered.

The thing that rather interests me about

this, Mr. Chairman, is that one of the authors

of this document—

Hon. Mr. Stewart: Gordon Hill.

Mr. MacDonald: No, that was the other

one. This is one of the research studies, and
this one was done by J. H. Weijs—I don't

know how you pronounce it. He used to

be, I think, on your staff and is now out.

The others involved were William Janssen,
who is now the policy planner in the

Ministry of Agriculture in Manitoba; and
Diane Kennedy, who I understand is a
student.

I am interested in discovering that in

Manitoba they are pursuing that approach.
I have a lengthy letter from Sam Uskiw,
the Minister of Agriculture, in which his

whole plea—indeed they presented it to the

special committee on food price trends in

Ottawa—is that the best way to assure

stability for farm income is to permit your
marketing boards to integrate forward, more
and more toward the full market role rather
than just playing an initial role and then

letting all these other middlemen get into

the picture and multiply the links in the
food chain with the added costs. It is not

only more efficient, but more important it

makes it possible for the farmer to get a

greater share of the consumer's dollar.

What I want to ask the minister is this: Is

there any change in government thinking
that this conceivably is one of the ways of

achieving greater stability, on a long-term
basis, for farm income? If it is one, is there

any consideration toward removing the kind
of restrictions and limits which the Ontario
Farm Products Marketing Board has im-

posed on local marketing boards down
through the years, which made it impossible
for them to levy, which is democratically

accepted, to raise the capital to do this

gradual kind of integrating process?

Hon. Mr. Stewart: No, Mr. Chairman,
there is no thought, as far as I am concerned,
and the Farm Products Marketing Board
in Ontario is concerned, of preventing this

happening. I find it interesting that my friend

refers to the Manitoba situation and Bill

Janssen, who is now, I understand, the

Deputy Minister of Agriculture in Manitoba.
One would be led to believe by what has

been said this morning that Manitoba is pre-

paring to take over all processing of all

farm products in Manitoba, if indeed this

theory is followed through.

I think that that's an interesting type of

development and one that I don't think will

meet with the overwhelming support of a

great many people. We have seen evidence

in the past where producers have tried to

get themselves involved in processing
facilities that really haven't turned out to

be major demonstrations of success. I think

all of us can recall such illustrations.

There are other illustrations where pro-
ducer groups have succeeded in organizing
and carrying out successful processor opera-

tions, UDPC is perhaps one of the most

outstanding illustrations of something like

that. But it does occur to me that a very

pronounced degree of sophistication is neces-

sary as exemplified by the various market-

ing boards, and certainly a complete change
in policy if we are to have marketing boards

get into the field of processing and vertical

integration, because as my friend suggests
it then becomes not a matter of support
for a policy, of vertical integration but simply
who performs the vertical integration. This is

a major policy decision, that as far as I'm

concerned is not being given very serious

consideration in our ministry at this time.

Mr. MacDonald: Mr. Chairman, I must

say I'm a little puzzled at the Minister of

Agriculture and Food who is the champion
of the farmers in Ontario. What in effect he

is saying is that the government is not

willing to contemplate permitting farmers,

through their organizations, to do the in-

tegrating. In short, what he is saying is that

if there's going to be integration it will be

integration from the agri-business back, by
the retailers back; but you're not going to

permit farmers to engage in the integration

process forward.
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I just deplore it. I think it's nonsense. I

think it's a contradiction of your whole

posture of being a champion of the farmers.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: No it is not.

Mr. MacDonald: If it isn't, then it's a

typical expression of Tory paternalism, that

you don't think the farmers are sophisticated

enough to engage in this process; and that

I suggest is pure nonsense.

Mr. Eaton: We are with the farmers.

Mr. MacDonald: Yes, the farmers and the

farm organizations, because the organization
is a creation of the farmers; and if you want
to express the same paternalism, go ahead.

I must say the more I see of the Milk

Marketing Board, for example, in the Prov-

ince of Ontario, I don't know of a more

sophisticated organization anywhere. Okay;
the tobacco board, I suggest to you, is a very

sophisticated body; and all these boards will

become sophisticated bodies.

Don't force it. I'm not suggesting that you
should force them to get into the integrating

process; all I'm saying is that you shouldn't

be so blessed paternalistic that you tell them
in advance: "You can't do it;" and you deny
them the right to raise their own money by
a democratic levy in order to get the capital

requirements to do it.

Well maybe it's an isolation of a differ-

ence in philosophy between us and it may
be useful that that be done.

Mr. Chairman, all of these are lumped into

one; and I want to move now onto the Milk
Commission policy, which is all one item but
a separate one.

Mr. Chairman, I'm disturbed about a num-
ber of aspects with regard to the Milk
Commission itself. One of the things that I

found most worrying about the couple of

days I was able to spend with the local milk

committee executives up at Orillia was the

great unpopularity which is obviously present

among milk producers with regard to the

Milk Commission. It almost evoked boos, in

as disciplined an audience as farmers and
milk producers, on a number of occasions

when certain of the actions of the Milk
Commission were taken.

One of them, of course, was the interven-
tion of the Milk Commission, clearly with
the full support of the minister, in cutting
back on the price increase that was decided

upon by the Milk Marketing Board in accord-
ance with the formula back last January.
From all of the investigations I have had,

all that they did was what was the usual

thing to do; to leave the formula a little

so that a month or two later the price would

equate equally with the formula and you
would avoid the practice of having changed
places every three or four months, which is

an upsetting and an inconvenience through-
out the whole industry. You don't want to

do it any more often than is necessary.

Indeed your whole thrust was so obviously
miscalculated, in both the commission and
the minister's support of it, that within

literally weeks the Milk Marketing Board was
back for a second increase, and it was readily

conceded. So you had a milk increase on

Jan. 1 and you had a milk increase on

April 1.

That is one thing that has left a continuing
bad taste in the mouths of the producers,
and it has coloured their whole attitude

towards the Milk Commission.

There are a number of other instances

including—and I have forgotten the exact

details—some action on the part of the Milk

Commission in upholding the protests of a

few farmers with regard to transportation
costs. And rightly or wrongly there are an

awful lot of people among the milk pro-

ducers of this province who think the Milk

Commission was influenced unduly in that

decision wth regard to those milk trans-

portation costs of some producers, in Carleton

and Frontenac counties, I think.

All that is by way of background to docu-

ment the unfortunate bad feelings that exist,

not only with the Milk Marketing Board
but with most of the milk producers vis-a-vis

the Milk Commission. What makes me more
disturbed is that the more I look into it, I

discover that the Milk Commission is really

getting itself—in McRuer terms—into an im-

possible situation.

I must confess that I didn't realize it last

year when we passed Bill 245, An Act to

amend the Milk Act, that one of the main
thrusts of that bill was to expand the powers
of the Milk Commission to confer additional

functions regarding policy planning.

Mr. Chairman, I want the minister to pause
and reflect on this rather carefully. I want to

suggest to him that you can't have a body
exercising quasi-judicial functions, sitting

above the process and reviewing decisions

objectively and impartially in a detached

way, and have the same body engaged in

policy formation. It is a contradiction in

terms. It is a violation of the tenets that

were spelled out by McRuer many times; and
that is what you have deliberately done.
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Hod. Mr. Stewart: That was changed in

the amendments to the Milk Act that were
made last year. That is exactly why we

brought in those amendments.

Mr. MacDonald: It was changed?

Hon. Mr. Stewart: Yes, indeed it was.

Mr. MacDonald: Well, here are the

amendments to the Milk Act of last year. I

have the bill in my hand. The explanatory
note says, ". . . to confer on the Milk Com-
mission additional functions respecting policy

planning." And that is the very thing I am
complaining about.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: Well, I cannot see any-

thing wrong with that.

Mr. MacDonald: Well, we've established

the problem; now I hope I can explain it.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: Mr. Chairman, that

legislation was intended to separate the en-

forcement of the regulations by the Milk
Commission from the judicial function of ap-
peal procedures that were coming forward.

But who better should there be to assist in

developing policy with the Milk Marketing
Board than the Milk Commission? Now ap-
peals can be made to the Milk Commission,
and who better should they be made to?

Aggrieved producers, aggrieved processors or

even the Milk Marketing Board itself may
want to come before the Milk Commission
on an appeal.

Mr. MacDonald: Look, I haven't made my
point or the minister hasn't grasped it; one or

the other. All I am saying—in reply to the

minister's question: "Who better?"—is that he
is attempting two contradictory roles within

the same commission. McRuer, I think I am
correct in saying, insisted that you can't have
a body which is a policy-making body and
which is then going to be a quasi-judicial

body reviewing the quasi-judicial decisions

that grow out of that policy. And I want to

tell you that—

Hon. Mr. Stewart: With great respect to

my hon. friend, I am not trying to interfere

with his argument, but I think he is mis-

guided by referring to McRuer. McRuer in-

sisted that a body that would have a judicial
function should not be the regulatory body as

well; and that was why the legislation was
drafted—to separate the two functions.

Now we have the milk industry branch of

the ministry, which is the regulatory body
within the ministry; and we have the Milk

Commission, which hears appeals in a quasi-

judicial fashion and also works with the in-

dustry on the matter of policy formulation,
but not in a regulatory fashion.

I think, with respect, that McRuer did take

strong exception to regulation by the people
who sat as a judicial body, and I agreed with
that completely. That is why we separated
them.

Mr. MacDonald: If I were getting off base

as a layman in that highly legal field, my
colleague here confirms that it is still a

mistake to have a board that is involved in

policy formulation also operating in a quasi-

judicial role in regard to decisions that flow

from that policy.

Let me just say to the minister that I was

intrigued to discover this kind of situation,

because it suddenly gave focus to a growing
concern that I felt and wasn't able to articu-

late. But I discover that it is a concern that is

held by many people in the milk industry, so

don't dismiss it as a proposition that is in

some basic conflict.

Well, I raise it with the minister and leave

it with him. If he doesn't feel that—

Hon. Mr. Stewart: Would my hon. friend

suggest that there should be nobody within

the ministry that should have anything to do
with policy concerning the milk industry,
either producer or processor or distributor or

anything else?

Mr. MacDonald: I am saying the Milk

Commission, which is a quasi-judicial body,
should not be a policy-formation body. You'll

get yourself into precisely the kind of prob-
lem you did last January.

Last January when the Milk Commission-
in my view mistakenly—cut back the price
increase that the Milk Marketing Board had
decided upon in accordance with their

formula, the minister immediately stood be-

side them and said they were right.

So here was the Milk Commission, a quasi-

judicial body, with the minister at its side,

getting involved in a policy decision—a gov-
ernment policy decision. And the minister

came rushing in and said: "We support them.

That's the right policy."

It seems to me you revealed in that one
incident the kind of conflict that I am draw-

ing attention to.

Let me just mention one other aspect of

this whole problem of the Milk Commis-
sioner's role with regard to pricing of milk.

If you are going to have a formula which

imposes limits on any increases the farmer

can get, then any increase he gets means
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that the formula has dictated that his costs

of production justify that increase. But I

cannot understand why the government
suddenly stops its restrictions and its regu-
lation at that point and leaves the dairies

free to add to that as they please.

You see, it's another unwitting expression
of your sort of paternalistic attitude toward
the farmers. It's okay to regulate the far-

mer in terms of what he's going to get, but

when it comes to what the dairies can take

in addition to the price that the farmer is

going to get, then they are free to do as

they please.

Now why? What rationale is there to say
that you must have a formula operation
and the farmers must live with it; and the

dairies are free to do as they please?

Mr. P. D. Lawlor (Lakeshore): He is just

a diehard Manchester liberal.

Mr. MacDonald: Yes, it's the 19th century
liberalism that is more Tory than the Tories

today.

I was just hoping that I might persuade
the minister that equity demands that if

he is going to make the farmers live in

accordance with a formula that places both
limits and justifications on their price in-

crease, that the same kind of formula should

apply to the dairies. There should be some
insistence on the dairies' part to open their

books and to prove they need that price in-

crease rather than to take is unilaterally
without any reference or consideration to

anybody else.

Does the minister feel there's no justifica-

tion in that plea?

Hon. Mr. Stewart: Well, here again it is

a difference in philosophy. There is no re-

tail price regulation here in the Province
of Ontario. My friend suggests there should
be. Our policy has always been that there

should not be. We tried consumer pricing a
number of years ago—

Mr. MacDonald: So hamstring the farmers
and not anybody else!

Hon. Mr. Stewart: We are not hamstring-
ing the farmers at all—and let's not get off

on that kick.

Consumer pricing was tried in this prov-
ince a number of years ago. It was found
not to work and was abandoned. And so

the policy ever since has been that the milk

producers were protected by the formula
which I think, generally speaking, has
worked to their advantage. Certainly the

comments that I have received from milk

producers across this province—on the Milk

Marketing Board and the operation of the

formula; the usefulness of the Milk Act of

1965—say it has been the greatest thing
that ever happened to the dairy industry in

Ontario.

Now I am tempted to wonder, when my
hon. friend talks as he has this morning
about the Milk Commission and about the

ministry's relationship with the Milk Mar-

keting Board and with the milk producers of

the Province of Ontario, if we shouldn't

abandon the whole thing and get out of it

entirely, and let them run their own show
from start to finish.

One would have to be tempted to think

that's the case, because he hasn't said one

complimentary thing about anything that

has been done by this government for the

milk producers of this province, who are

now getting the highest price they have
ever obtained in the entire history of On-
tario for milk products at the farm gate.

Mr. MacDonald: I had a feeling that the

minister was in desperate need of a little

therapeutic outburst. Now let's get back
to the substance of the problem.

In case there is any misunderstanding
about it, I agree that the milk formula

has been a boon to the farmers. It is, in

effect, a built-in price-review mechanism
that the New Democratic Party has been

fighting for. My only point is that if the

farmers have to live with that kind of a

proposition, why shouldn't other people in

the food industry have to live with that

kind of a proposition?

Hon. Mr. Stewart: It is not our policy.

Mr. MacDonald: I know it is not your
policy. That's what I'm talking about and
that's what I'm complaining about.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: That is why we are

here for 30 years and you are over there.

Mr. MacDonald: Never mind that. Wacky
Bennett said he'd been there for 20 years,
and then Wacky Bennett found he was out

on the scrapheap of history. So did Duff
Roblin and a few others, so don't give me
that line.

Mr. Lawlor: You'll become a "Wacky"
Stewart.

Mr. MacDonald: If you are going to pro-
tect the consumer, which is the posture
of the Minister of Consumer and Commer-
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cial Relations (Mr. Clement) then you don't

just put up restrictions that say to the

farmers: "You can't gouge the market. You
must live in accordance with a formula,
the milk formula." And then say to everyone
else in the food chain: "You can do as you
please." Because then you are being a

hypocrite. You are not protecting the farmer.

Your colleague says he is going to find

out about these fat periods, or this slack,

or this gouging effort—where these excess

profits, these deceptive practices are. He is

going to get in there and do something
about them. All I am saying is that if a

farmer must live on the income he gets in

accordance with a formula, then the dairies

should live in accordance with a formula.

Don't make fish of one and fowl of an-

other.

This is an expression of your paternal-

ism, and your whole approach to the farm-

ers, that they are not sophisticated enough;
farm marketing boards have to get more

sophisticated before they can be given more

power. Well, it's an interesting reflection

of exactly what you think.

Well, on to milk industry; is that where
we are now, Mr. Chairman?

Mr. D. M. Deacon (York Centre): Right.

Mr. Chairman: Yes, we are on item 2.

Shall item 2 carry?

Mr. MacDonald: No, not item 2. If you
look on page R-23, Mr. Chairman, there is

farm marketing, Milk Commission. Now
there is milk industry and then there is

the Ontario food marketing development.
Each of them are major sections, and it's

very inconvenient that they are all thrown

together.

With regard to the milk industry, I want
to raise with the minister what his present
assessment is of the incentive programme.
I have relatively up-to-date figures on the
incentive programme to increase the pro-
duction of industrial milk in the Province
of Ontario. They are dated Oct. 15. It's

a copy of the memorandum that went from
Mr. Watson, chairman of the provincial
review committee, to your deputy minister.

As of that date, the anticipated increase of

industrial milk by year two by the ap-

proved applicant, was just over 79 million

pounds.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: What date is that?

Mr. MacDonald: Oct. 15.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: I have figures for

Nov. 1.

Mr. MacDonald: How does that figure

change, in item No. 6?

Hon. Mr. Stewart: It is up now to 104,-

265,000 lb.

Mr. MacDonald: In the year two?

Hon. Mr. Stewart: Yes.

Mr. MacDonald: Okay, four billion pounds
of milk a year is our share of the Canadian
market—what do you call it, the market-

sharing quota, MSQ?—so that what you
have now achieved is something in the

range of a two per cent increase with the

incentive programme.
Does the minister feel that is adequate

to achieve the greater production of indus-

trial milk in the Province of Ontario? And
if it isn't adequate, what consideration has

he given to what I find are fairly wide-

spread criticisms of the incentive pro-

gramme? Just let me list two or three of

the criticisms.

In the first place, many farmers ask them-
selves why it is that when they go to the

bank to borrow the moneys under this

incentive programme, the bank has a right
to charge an interest rate of one per cent

above the going rate? If I understand this

whole deal correctly, the Province of On-
tario is, in effect, underwriting those loans.

That means they are the safest loans the

bank is going to be able to make.

Why then have they the right to add
one per cent increase? The minister expres-
sed some reservations yesterday about what

happened to prices, capital prices of land

and so on, when there are subsidized inter-

est rates. But here you have an increased

interest rate, one per cent beyond the going
rate. That is one point.

The second one is that the forgivable

factor, the 20 per cent forgiveness, is opera-
tive only if the farmer lives up to the ob-

jectives that he has accepted. I understand,
or at least many farmers are persuaded
that there is no flexibility in the programme
in the event the farmer isn't able to live

up to the objectives for reasons that are

beyond his control—for example if weather

conditions were to be such that he doesn't

have the crops or he doesn't have the stand-

ard of crops to make it possible to produce
the level of milk that he thought was other-

wise possible; or suppose a bolt of lightning
killed five or six of his cows standing under
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a tree out in the pasture. Items of that

nature are beyond his control.

Somebody else mentioned to me there is

a flexibility in the programme to take that

into effect. Let me say to the minister

that the farmers don't know about it. I

have talked to many groups of farmers and

many individual farmers who raise this as

one of the problems. Only some two or

three weeks, or six or eight weeks later, did

I meet somebody in connection with gov-
ernment who said that kind of flexibility

would be taken into account. If it will be,

it seems to me the farmers and the prospec-
tive applicants for the incentive grants
should know something more about it.

The third point is that I wonder why,
when you are so desperately anxious to

increase the flow of milk, you make it man-
datory for the farmers who apply for these

incentive grants to switch from cans to bulk?
I am assured by people, particularly in east-

ern Ontario, that if that clause remains in

there for a variety of reasons—(a) they don't

want to get into the capital cost; or (b)

they are farmers who are 55 or 60 years
of age and are willing to continue with the
use of cans rather than moving into bulk

immediately—if you insist they are going to

move into bulk, they are just not going to

consider the whole programme at all.

Why, when your overall objective is to

increase the flow of milk, do you put this

in as one of the clauses in your incentive

programme; that if they don't switch from
cans to bulk they can't get the incentive

programme at all, they can't get the incentive

programme assistance

To wrap up the points I am raising with
the minister: Does the minister feel that

the two to two and a half per cent increase
in production, which is being achieved by
the incentive programme or is anticipated
in the second year, is inadequate now to

meet the objectives he had in mind? Second,
if it isn't adequate, would you give con-
sideration to some changes in the incentive

programme to meet what in my experience
has been the most widespread criticism

of it?

Hon. Mr. Stewart: First of all, Mr. Chair-

man, there is flexibility in the programme.
It has been spelled out abundantly clearly
that while there are target objectives which
we think are desirable for the producers to

try to achieve, if there are extenuating cir-

cumstances they will be taken into con-
sideration in the meeting of the objectives.
Let's make that abundantly clear.

It was made clear at the time the pro-

gramme was announced. It has been made
clear by the people who have been dis-

cussing it with those who have gone to the

trouble of making the applications. I don't

know where my hon. friend across the way
gets all of his pessimistic information con-

cerning everything we try to do. Obviously
he gets it from somewhere.

Mr. MacDonald: Don't feel put upon now.

Mr. Lawlor: He is so pitiful, it is terrible.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: Whether or not the

104 million lb is a satisfactory figure is

debatable. The programme has been in effect

now since July 1, 1973. It will continue in

effect until June 30, 1974, for applications.
Those applications submitted before that

date, if they are not all cleared up, will be
cleared up within the next six months after

that time.

In effect, we have another year to run
with this programme. I would think, judging
by the number of applicants, that there

are a great many people who are interested

in participating in the programme.

Secondly, I take exception to the fact that

one per cent is added to the going rate. The

programme adds one per cent to the prime
rate—to the prime rate—and that is the prime
rate at which the province can borrow

money from the bank. Now that is different

from the going rate of interest. And if any
farmer is paying the going rate, plus one

per cent, then I want to know the illustra-

tions—the name of that farmer, the bank
that is involved—because that is not the

policy.

Interjection by an hon. member.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: The prime rate—I'm

not sure what it was. When the programme
started it was about seven per cent. That
would make it eight per cent. The prime-

plus-one would be eight per cent, if the

prime rate is seven per cent today.

An hon. member: It's nine now.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: It's what?

An hon. member: It's nine in some cases

now.

Mr. MacDonald: So the farmer is now
paying 10 per cent. That's shocking.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: That would be 10 per
cent.

Mr. MacDonald: They think it's shocking.
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Hon. Mr. Stewart: Well, they may well

think it's shocking, yes. They may well think

it's shocking but 20 per cent is forgivable,
20 per cent is forgivable on this programme
over the five-year period.

Mr. MacDonald: Mr. Chairman, if I may
make just one brief point. Their feeling now
is that the 20 per cent is really to cancel
out the excessive interest rate they are going
to be paying. If they are paying 10 per cent
it's no bonanza.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: Well, I don't know how
you encourage milk production. We've made
the offer. It's 20 per cent forgivable over five

years.

One group of farmers tells us: "Don't sub-
sidize interest." Another group now, accord-

ing to my friend from York South says:
"Subsidize interest and make it free entirely;

grant the loan, provide the money free"—and
all the rest of it.

I frankly don't know who you satisfy. We
try to listen to the people among those who
give us the benefit of their advice whom we
think are dependable. We follow that pro-
cedure. And let me say the programme has
been worked out with the Milk Marketing
Board in close co-ordination.

Now I think, as my hon. friend says, that
the Milk Marketing Board is supposed to

represent the thinking of the milk producers
of Ontario; so then we have done what the
milk producers of Ontario want—despite what
he says this morning.

Now with regard to this matter of making
it available only to those who are in bulk

handling—to my knowledge there has been
a growing pressure, here in Ontario and
throughout, for every jurisdiction to switch
to bulk handling of milk. And to me, if we
were to say to the can shippers: "Yes, you
qualify for this forgivable loan;" then we
would in effect be not only condoning the
continuance of can shipping of milk but we
would be encouraging it.

I think, with great respect, in the year
1973 that we should be looking to the day
when as many as possible of our milk pro-
ducers will be in bulk handling of milk. It

provides much greater flexibility for the Milk

Marketing Board to dispose of that milk,
either in the class one or the class two pool[
and to me it is a great advantage to the

producer himself. I have never talked to a

producer yet who has gone from cans to bulk

handling who hasn't said to me: "It was one
of the best things I ever did."

I just think that it's good common sense to

make that a condition of the programme. I

would hope that as many people as possible
will take advantage of the situation.

In this connection, we are putting on a

concentrated effort of our milk industry
branch field staff to contact every can pro-
ducer in six counties of Ontario; to talk to

them about the advantage of this programme
that has been made available, or at least the

opportunities that are provided in it. He
may not think it's an advantage—if he doesn't

so be it. But at least we want to be sure that

producers do know that the programme is

available, how it works and what its im-

plications are.

I would much sooner persuade people to

go to bulk shipment than to some day be

requested to sign some sort of an order that

by a certain date there would be no more
can shippers in Ontario. I have resisted that

and I continue to resist it, because I think

that not in all cases is it possible for a person
to go from can shipment to bulk shipment,

easily.

But however we are following up along
this line. We are hopeful that through en-

couragement and the use of these guaranteed
loans, and with the forgivable clause we may
be able to achieve a much higher volume of

industrial milk production which will pre-
clude the loss of this production to provinces
where they are certainly going to bulk to a

very great degree. They are most anxious to

get their hands on the quota that our pro-
ducers seem somewhat reluctant to produce.

Mr. MacDonald: Mr. Chairman, let me
sort out this last point and I'll leave it. I'm

not arguing against the long-term proposition
of switching from cans to bulk. I agjree it is

more efficient. I agree; I've never met a

farmer who has switched from cans to bulk

and who regrets having done it.

However, all I'm suggesting to the minis-

ter is he is mixing his objectives. If your

objective at the moment is to maintain and

increase the production of industrial milk so

that we are not going to lose our share of the

MSQ, it seems to me you're not necessarily

achieving that immediate urgent objective by

tying in with it the whole proposition that

they must switch from cans to bulk. Without

going in to the figures, the minister knows
that more than half of the milk in eastern

Ontario, which is our greatest area or one

of our major areas of production of industrial

milk, is still being shipped in cans.
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I'm told that in many instances farmers

simply will go out of milk production—and
there are incentives with high beef prices
and a few other things to get out of milk

production now. Once they get out they're
not likely to come back, a point I made

yesterday. One of the worrying things is that

every time you lose a farmer or a dairy pro-
ducer today the odds are it's going to be

extremely difficult to get him back into the

game. It's a real long-term basic loss.

I don't think you should mix your objec-
tives at the moment if your immediate and

urgent one is the proposition of getting more
industrial milk to save our share of the

market-sharing quota.

Mr. Chairman, moving on, I want to make
a brief point with regard to the Ontario food
market development. My friends in the Lib-

eral Party yesterday discussed this under

policy issues. I was interested in an editorial

in the Oct. 23 issue of Farm and Country
in which Gordon Hill stressed the imperative
need of export markets to provide stability
for Ontario agriculture.

He also went a step further and said it is

time for farmers to play a role in seeking
out and development and maintenance of

export markets.

In other words, farmers can't operate as

they have done in the past by simply over-

producing on occasion and then turning to

the government or somebody else, saying,
"Find an export market for the disposal of

this surplus," when two years later they may
have dropped back and won't be producing
the surplus. The market just disappears. It's

the kind of thing that has happened, for ex-

ample, with regard to cheddar cheese.

As I look through a document which is

some months old, from a visit I had with the
Ontario Food Council, a document that was

prepared by Mr. Huff, to the market devel-

opment staff, there are one or two rather

key points in this.

I'm sorry; this is an accompanying memo-
randum that went from Mr. Lehner to Mr.
Plumb. It said:

In 1972 Ontario's exports of food and

agricultural products were 33.2 per cent

higher than 1968's. This expanded trade
in Ontario farm products has, however,
been developed mostly with the United
States which, in 1972, shared 61.8 per
cent of total Ontario exports of agricul-
tural products.

On the next page, let me read the whole

paragraph:

Most of our efforts for exports of On-
tario food and agricultural products have
been directed toward developed countries.

Canadian trade in agricultural products,

except grain, with developing countries is

relatively small. However, we should be

looking more into developing countries. As

living standards of developing countries

mprove and the people become more af-

fluent they will demand more and more
diversified food products.

The point I wanted to raise with the min-
ister is, in the trade missions that he was

talking about yesterday, in which his depart-
ment had played a role, six of them had
been to the United States, only two of them
to Japan and only two of them to the Carib-

bean. As far as I know there is none to any
other of the developing countries. The query
I want to put to the minister is, isn't the

thrust of your policy to tie Canada agricul-

turally, as well as in so many other things,
into the American economy? And is that

really in the interests of the long-term sta-

bility of Ontario agriculture?

The minister himself has made some

pretty vigorous complaints about the conse-

quences for Ontario argiculture of decisions

that have been made south of the border
in the last year or so, made unilaterally
without any consultation. It seems to me that

the whole thrust of your policy under the

Ontario Food Council in the development
of marketing, in terms of the results, where
over 60 per cent of our agricultural trade

is now with the United States, is to tie us in

even more with the American market, which

is, from our point of view, perhaps not the

most stable market in the world. Is there

any prospect that there can be changes or

that the thrust of policy will be to fulfil the

objective that our future lies with develop-

ing trade with the developing countries

rather than developed countries like the

United States?

Hon. Mr. Stewart: Certainly, Mr. Chair-

man, we are very anxious to develop trade

with the Pacific Rim countries and develop-

ing countries to a certain degree, but I think

we would be very foolish, as market-oriented

people in the Province of Ontario, to ignore
the enormous population which lies across an

imaginary line with ready access to our pro-
ducers and to our processors, so I offer no

apologies for exploiting that market insofar

as we possibly can go.

At the same time, I feel that we should

very definitely do everything we can to ex-

pand trade with other countries and with
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other areas where there may be trade oppor-
tunities. I think it comes back to some de-

gree to a matter of supply management. Go
out and sell the commodity, make sure that

there is a market for it, both export and

domestic, and then be sure that we have the

production here to meet that demand.

I have some reservations about embarking
on a course of wholesale production unless

we know where we are going to sell the

commodities. I also have grave reservations

about expanding trade missions unless we
have the ability to produce, in continuity of

supply and in quality of production, the

commodities that we would be trying to sell.

To me the two go hand in hand and that

is what I mean when I talk about supply

management. I share the concern my friend

has expressed. Sure, let's use every oppor-

tunity we can, whether it be in the develop-

ing country or the Pacific Rim country, or

whether it be in the United States or the

European Common Market. Anywhere we
can sell Ontario food products in co-ordina-

tion with the Department of Industry, Trade

and Commerce in Ottawa, we are going to

be in there doing it.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for Kent.

Mr. Spence: Mr. Chairman, I'd like to

bring to the attention of the minister, in re-

gard to fruit marketing boards and vegetable

marketing boards, a concern of some pro-

ducers in the Province of Ontario. That is,

that the boards negotiate the prices per ton

in the middle of the winter. This is not

criticism of the minister—it is the boards who

negotiate these prices—but this year especially

the cost went up to the producers since the

price of these products was negotiated, and

we find that interest rates go up, labour rates

go up and inputs that are needed in order

to produce, and then at the end of the year

they find their net income is considerably
less than they expected. I wonder, Mr.

Minister, if these boards shouldn't give more
consideration to an escalation clause in re-

gard to increased costs and so perhaps re-

lieve some of the concern of many producers
in this province.

Another matter which I brought to the

minister's attention last night is related to

the cucumber industry, which is expanding
at a very rapid rate, and the losses that are

incurred by those who produce cucumbers.

When they enter into contracts with the

processing companies, we find that when

practically half of the cucumbers have been

harvested, the companies close them off and

no more cucumbers can be delivered. This is

a loss, a waste and it is a concern.

I understand, Mr. Minister, that you are

doing something about this. I'd like to hear

in some brief comments from you as to what

action you are taking so that we can inform

some of those producers this year.

I also wonder if the minister could en-

lighten us as to how the European Common
Market is going to affect the flue-cured

tobacco growers in the coming year, since it

is a matter of concern. And in view of the

remark of a few minutes ago that we're ex-

porting the majority of our agriculture prod-
ucts to the United States, I would like to

know if our markets in Europe are declining
in those countries that are going to be in

the European Common Market?

Hon. Mr. Stewart: I didn't hear the last

part of the hon. member's question. My
apologies.

Mr. Spence: It was in regard to the

European Common Market. How are our

sales to the new Common Market countries

going to be affected? I am thinking particu-

larly of flue-cured tobacco, where we depend
on Britain for so much of our sales. It would

be a serious blow if it affected the growing
of flue-cured tobacco in the Province of

Ontario.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: Well, I would say that

there could be some problems there all right,

but we are in competition with the United

States and other markets for basically the

same type of tobacco. I don't know where

they could obtain it anywhere else in the

world, so I suppose we'll have the same

chances as anybody else to get into that

market.

I don't think there is the same fear being

expressed today that there was some time

ago, about Britain's entry into the Common
Market. I think many of the fears were fears

of the unknown. Now we are beginning to

see opportunities opening up that we didn't

see before. For instance, there is an enormous

demand for frozen vegetables that didn't ap-

pear a while ago. And there are opportunities
for development of processing industries

within the United Kingdom, which could

probably be using some of our raw products.

They could be shipped from here to there,

reprocessed or packed there and shipped on

to the Common Market. These are definite

things that are going on today, which in my
opinion will do a great deal to relieve the

concern that had been expressed.
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Certainly the agreement that was devel-

oped last winter between the British tobacco

trade and our Tobacco Marketing Board,
when projected over the next two years, was
the most gratifying type of an agreement
that we have ever entered into as far as our

Tobacco Marketing Board is concerned. It

was reflected in the tonnage that was set as

a target for last year and for next year
which I would hope would put an enormous
amount of money into the pockets of Onta-

rio's flue-cured tobacco growers.

The cucumber growers will be voting, at

least expressing an opinion, on bringing the

processing of cucumbers under the present

vegetables-for-processing market plan. That

vote is scheduled for Nov. 22. Perhaps they

may be able to work out some type of nego-

tiating agreement similar to other types of

processers. It would appear that it's about

time that something like that was done.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for

Wentworth.

Mr. I. Deans (Wentworth): Thank you,
Mr. Chairman. I want to ask the minister a

question in relation to a letter that I have
received. Frankly, I didn't know how to an-

swer it and I thought maybe the minister

could explain how he would answer the

letter.

It is addressed to me and it says:

Could you please explain to me why
the price of buttermilk, cereal cream and
chocolate milk have gone up five cents

per quart when the milk was supposed to

have gone down? The homo and two per
cent have gone down three cents on a

3 qt jug. I thought the government sub-

sidy was to reduce the price of milk to

the consumer? It seems that they're get-

ting the subsidy back by increasing other
milk.

Managers of Loblaws and Safeway
stores have not been very polite when
asked about the price increase on these

three milks. I've come to the conclusion

that it's open season on consumers. One
cent off one milk per quart and raising
others five cents per quart, that's some

subsidy.

It's signed by a constituent.

I'm curious. What kind of an answer do

you give to a person who asks a perfectly

legitimate question like that? How is it that

when government decides to subsidize in

one area, in another similar area, a related

area, the retailer at least seems to be taking

advantage of the consumer? I've tried to find

out what caused the problem and, quite

frankly, I don't seem to be having much
success. I thought perhaps it would be an

opportune moment for the minister to tell

me what it is that is causing this problem
to arise at this time?

Hon. Mr. Stewart: Mr. Chairman, there's

a very simple answer to the whole matter.

The subsidy is claimed on accountable sales

of standard homo, partly-skimmed and skim
milk and on concentrated liquid milk; but
flavoured milks and buttermilks are excluded
from the federal subsidy.

Mr. Deans: Why?

Hon. Mr. Stewart: Why? You will have
to ask your friends in Ottawa to ask the

federal government. We asked that they be
included and the federal government simply
said, "No, they're not included." Flavoured
milks and buttermilk are not included in the

subsidy.

Mr. Deans: Okay, but I don't have to ask

my friends in Ottawa to ask the government.
I'm asking you. You're the Minister of Agri-
culture.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: I told you why. We
asked the federal government if it would
do it and it said no, it wouldn't.

Mr. Deans: Why won't it do it?

Hon. Mr. Stewart: I can't tell you why
it wouldn't do it.

Mr. Deans: The federal people just said

no? They didn't give you any reason?

Hon. Mr. Stewart: It was not negotiable.
It doesn't apply in any of the other prov-
inces, so why would it apply in Ontario?

Mr. Deans: What kind of representation
did you make? Do you have copies of the

representation you made in that regard?

Hon. Mr. Stewart: No, I don't have copies
of the representation.

Mr. Deans: I see. In fact, you probably
didn't make any representation?

Hon. Mr. Stewart: Yes, it was made

through the negotiating committee on which
were represented—

Mr. Deans: It was made, I see.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: —the Milk Marketing
Board of Ontario and the Milk Commission
of Ontario.
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Mr. Deans: You obviously have some kind

of submissions that were made by them?

Hon. Mr. Stewart: And the Canadian

Dairy Council.

Mr. Deans: Do you have anything by way
of the submissions that were made by them
to the federal government on your behalf?

Hon. Mr. Stewart: I haven't with me.

Mr. Deans: But you do have them?

Hon. Mr. Stewart: I don't know whether

they are in writing or whether they are not.

Mr. Deans: Did you personally ever speak
to the people in Ottawa about it?

Hon. Mr. Stewart: No, I didn't.

Mr. Deans: No, you didn't? What is it

you do then? You claim that you're making
representation on behalf of the consumer all

of the time. Why did you not make repre-
sentation on behalf of the consumer in this

regard?

Hon. Mr. Stewart: I really haven't got any
good excuse for you.

Mr. Deans: No, okay.

Mr. Chairman: Does item 2 carry?

Hon. Mr. Stewart: Let me ask you how
much flavoured milk and how much butter-

milk is consumed? You've had one letter. Has
the Milk Commission had any letters about
this matter? Not one. You raise one con-

sumer's complaint and you say we should

jump on Ottawa and demand they provide
this.

Mr. Deans: No, I didn't.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: Of course, you did.

You left that inference. You don't know

enough about the milk business to pound
sand down a rathole and yet you try to

make-

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Deans: It looks like we're in for

another afternoon. To begin with I didn't ask

you to make representations. I asked you to

tell me what representations you had made.

Mr. Chairman: Order.

Mr. Deans: I asked you to tell me what

representations you had made and, as al-

ways, the minister said: "We've already
spoken about it. Don't worry. We went to

Ottawa and made representations." Tell me,

if you made representations and now you
claim that it's on behalf of one consumer-

why did you make them in the first place?

Hon. Mr. Stewart: Because we thought that

it was covered right across the board; that

it went across the board.

Mr. Deans: I see. Therefore you, like me,
believed that it should have been covered,

right?

Hon. Mr. Stewart: I wouldn't have asked

for it if I didn't think so.

Mr. Deans: Right. You didn't in fact ask for

it. It's a red herring and you know it. You
never did ask for it.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: Is my hon. friend accus-

ing me of lying?

Mr. Deans: You told me that you did not

ask for it. I asked you two minutes ago
whether you asked for it and you said you
didn't.

Mr. Chairman: Order.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: I said the representa-
tions were made through the negotiating
committee.

Mr. Deans: Sit down! I have the floor.

Mr. Chairman: Order. Both sit down and
start all over again.

Mr. MacDonald: I hope not.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Chairman: Has the hon. member for

Wentworth anything more to add to this?

Mr. Deans: Yes, I have something more to

say. I don't have to take the kind of criticisms

from this guy that he hands out. Look, I am
telling you that you didn't ask for it. You
said you didn't ask for it.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: No, I didn't, and I

admitted that.

Mr. Deans: Right. Well, don't then stand

up and say that I am accusing you of lying.
I am simply reiterating what you personally
said. I am further saying that you claim that

it was asked for on your behalf. Therefore
it must have been a concern that you felt, or

at least was felt by the ministry or the

marketing board. Therefore, when I raise a

matter of concern to one or a dozen or 2,000
or a million consumers and it happens to

coincide with yours, don't then accuse me
of being wrong. You can't have it both ways.
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Hon. Mr. Stewart: No, but you are never

wrong about anything.

Mr. Deans: You can't have it both ways,

my friend, and the fact of the matter is that

you gave up on it. The consumer didn't mat-
ter to you and therefore you just tossed it

aside. You weren't even interested in the

consumers' welfare. You never have been.

Mr. Chairman: Item 2 carried? Carried.

Item 3. The hon. member for York South.

Mr. MacDonald: The government, through
the milk industry branch, in conjunction with
the Milk Marketing Board, is now engaged
in the study of the mature cheddar cheese
market in Canada, and conceivably some
consideration of what might be the market

beyond Canada in the United States or in the

EEC when that situation clarifies, and so on.

I am wondering what the minister's views are

with regard to the thrust of policy in recent

years which has resulted in the closing down
of the smaller cheese factories. The latest

figure that I was able to f^et—it's some couple
of months ago now—is that there are 48 of

these cheese factories still remaining in On-
tario. Thirteen of them are in western

Ontario, 23 of them in central Ontario—that's
the Belleville, Kingston, Peterborough area—
and only 12 of them in eastern Ontario.

Now, my own feeling, Mr. Chairman, is

that I recognize many of the arguments and
counter arguments with regard to this, but
as I view these small cheese factories, they
often have a very fierce loyalty from the

local producers, the amount of their milk

quota, their plant share supply quota is

relatively small—I mean if you take the

famous one, Plum Hollow, it's something
like five million pounds, whereas I suppose
the quota for Kraft or some of the other

larger plants is going to be in the tens of

millions a year. I am hoping, and I was

wondering whether the minister views this

study as being conceivably some reassessment
of the situation and perhaps a strengthening
and a maintenance of these small cheese

factories, rather than the relentless elimina-

tion of them from the scene.

As I said in another context two or

three times earlier, it seems to me that

cheese factories are like the individual dairy
farmer or like many farmers—once they are

gone, they are gone for good. Quite frankly,
in a part of the Province of Ontario, such
as eastern Ontario—where the Minister of

Industry and Tourism is doing an awful lot

of talking about programmes, tourism and

otherwise, by way of giving a lift to the

economy of eastern Ontario—it doesn't seem
to me that one is serving the overall ob-

jective of maintaining and expanding that

economy by policies which deliberately
tolerate or even encourage the elimination

of such traditional elements in the economy
as the cheese industry.

Does the minister feel that with the

prospect of encouraging changes in the

cheddar cheese market, both the gradual
growth domestically and the possibility of

moving into the United States to a greater
extent and perhaps some resolution of the

European Common Market situation, that

we can reverse the thrust of our policy,
vis-a-vis these small cheese factories, and
seek to maintain them rather than eliminate

them?

Hon. Mr. Stewart: I don't really know
how one can stop the trend of the volun-

tary closing of some of the cheese factories

of Ontario. It has been going on for as

long as I can remember—and I suppose that

it will likely continue to do that. It is the

same the world over.

There is nothing unusual about what is

happening in Ontario. In fact, there is less

movement toward the closing of small

cheese factories in Ontario than there is in

many other jurisdictions here in North
America.

For instance, the United States is far

ahead of us in that regard—more small fac-

tories have closed. Quebec has gone out on
this trend in a very significant way—97 per
cent of all the cheese produced in Quebec
is produced in 14 plants, and five plants

produce 90 per cent of that 97 per cent.

They have only 83 plants in total in Quebec,
while we have 93 operating here in Ontario.

That is in comparison with 125 in 1971. So
it would seem to me that there is a trend

in that direction.

Part of it, of course, is associated with

the fact that there is less industrial milk

available to meet the requirements of the

various prices of industrial milk usage
—

powder, butter, cheddar cheese, specialty

cheese, colby cheese I suppose one of the

great factors in use of milk is the mozarella

cheese trade—specialty cheese.

'All of these things have contributed to a

lessening amount of milk available for those

plants that are on plant supply quotas. I

suppose many of them, because they can't

get as much milk as they would like to get,

simply voluntarily close. They sell their

quota to someone else; they accept the plant
consolidation grant that was available here
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in this province—and was made available at

the request of the cheese processors.

I recall very well the days when the small

factory operators came to see me on numerous
occasions demanding that something be done

to relieve them of the financial distress in

which they found themselves. This of course

was before the days when cheese was selling
for the prices that it has been selling at for

the last year-and-a-half to two years.

They were seeking ways and means where-

by they could get out of their financial

obligations, close their factories, and not

have the debt thrust upon the shareholders;

many of them who were local farm people,
and in some cases were the local processors
themselves.

The plant consolidation programme was

brought into effect to relieve that concern.

It will expire as of the end of December
of this year, and there have been some fac-

tories and factory operators across the prov-
ince who have benefited I think to some

degree in using the plant consolidation pro-

gramme.
I would hope it would perhaps give us

some light on how many people are inter-

ested in the industry in continuing to manu-
facture cheddar cheese and to take the effec-

tive steps that are necessary to satisfactorily

dispose of the byproducts.

Mr. Chairman: Item 3 carried? Carried.

Vote 1704 agreed to.

On vote 1705:

Mr. Chairman: Agriculture education and
research.

The hon. member for York South.

Mr. MacDonald: Are you taking them in

succession? I just want to go to the third

one.

Mr. Chairman: Has anyone got anything on
administration or education? All right. Item
1 and item 2 carried?

Mr. Breithaupt: One item on education:

I recall the comments of the member for

Huron-Bruce in his opening remarks to the

minister with respect to the agricultural col-

leges situation and the closing down of cer-

tain of these areas. I am wondering if the

minister would have any comments to make
about his plans for the development of the

facilities, and whether the comments made

by the hon. member for Huron-Bruce were

reasonable, with respect to Ridgetown and
ths other areas that he mentioned? What is

your programme and what kind of develop-
ment do you foresee coming so that there

is still a local connection with the agricul-
tural schools, rather than the concentration

of everything within the University of

Guelph?

Hon. Mr. Stewart: I am not sure I under-

stand what my hon. friend means. There is

no thought of closing those colleges. The
facilities will be upgraded and updated as

we can proceed, along with Government
Services, to accomplish those objectives.

There have been local advisory commit-
tees appointed in each area, which I hope
will reflect the interests of the farm com-
munities surrounding those various colleges,
to act in an advisory capacity on the cur-

riculum, course of study and procedures that

are carried on at each of the colleges. I can
assure the members of the House through

you, Mr. Chairman, that we have no notion

whatever of lessening the impact that the

colleges have had and that we will be, in

fact, I should think, making them more re-

sponsible to modern needs of farmers today
than they ever have been before.

Mr. Chairman: Item 2 carried?

Mr. Spence: Mr. Chairman, may I ask the

minister: They moved a branch from the

Ridgetown school to Centralia some years
is that right?

Hon. Mr. Stewart: The animal health

technicians course was moved to Centralia.

Mr. Spence: You are not concerned with

moving any other phases from Ridgetown?
We hope not.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: No, not at the moment.

Mr. Chairman: Item 2 carried?

Item 2 agreed to. The hon. member for

York South.

Mr. MacDonald: There are two points I

wanted to raise in research. I just make this

as a comment, because I suppose there is

no point in getting the minister exercised

and disturbed.

Mr. J. F. Foulds (Port Arthur): Instead

of getting him exercised, get him disturbed.

Mr. MacDonald: When I got a copy of

the study that was done by the economics

branch on corporate farming and vertical

integration in Ontario, I found it a rather

disappointing document, because I had been

misled by the minister down through the
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years that vertical integration was really a

problem. I thought it was a problem. But

since I regarded the minister as, hopefully,
the most authoritative person in agriculture
in this province, I have accepted his view
also that it was a problem.

I can remember him coming into the

House and really getting up on his poli-

tical podium and expressing some pretty

vigorous statements about the threat to the

family farm through vertical integration,

particularly when you had the ramifications

of American interests getting into that ver-

tical integration process.

I think just for the record it should be

noted that after all the sound and fury, in

which the minister led the way and I un-

wittingly followed in his wake, we have a

study—and it was all exaggerated.

Mr. Deans: That is typical of the min-

ister.

Mr. MacDonald: The summation of the

study—

Hon. Mr. Stewart: What study is this?

Mr. MacDonald: Corporate Farming and
Vertical Integration in Ontario, economics

branch, Ontario Ministry of Agriculture and

Food, Parliament Buildings, Toronto, Ont.,

October, 1972.

Mr. Deans: Why don't you deny it is

yours?

Mr. MacDonald: It is all summed up on

page 60, and perhaps we can put the issue

to rest—until we get some more evidence—
with these two brief quotes from one para-

graph:

Notwithstanding these limitations, it can
be stated that in Ontario vertical integra-
tion has not developed to the extent that

either or both types [And they had been

discussing types earlier] discussed above

represent a serious problem for agriculture
as a whole, although they are a matter

of concern in some commodities and in

some areas.

A little later on it says :

Generally, expansion of vertical integra-
tion is being kept in check and in some
cases a reduction has taken place, or is

expected to occur in the near future. In
this connection a major role is being
played by the provincial marketing legis-
lation.

In short, the whole bogey is a little exag-

gerated. Having said that, Mr. Chairman,

may I say to the minister that if that really
is the final conclusion of the minister, as well

as his economics branch, or the authors of

this report, I think there is need for a little

educational effort across the province, be-

cause an awful lot of farmers are persuaded
otherwise. If they are wrong, maybe they
should be set right before they go along any
further in life misinformed as to the threat

of vertical integration with regard to their

operation of a family farm.

The second point I wanted to raise is in

the context of the transfer payment of

$7,500 to the Agricultural Economics Re-

search Council. I'm rather interested in some
of the documents that come forth from this

research council and particularly one by
Gordon MacEachern on biomass energy in

the Canadian agricultural economy. I don't

know whether the minister has read it?

Hon. Mr. Stewart: Yes, I have.

Mr. MacDonald: It is really a bit of a

shocker in terms of rearranging our preju-
dices and our attitudes toward agriculture.
For example, he refers to the fact that

everybody associated with the agricultural

industry has been very proud of the really

unprecedented and perhaps unmatched in-

crease in productivity that the agricultural

industry has been able to achieve over the

last generation or so. Let me quote a couple
of paragraphs here:

Like so many in agriculture and society
I've been accustomed to thinking of a

scientific agriculture, greater mechaniza-

tion and scale, thinking of agriculture as

the leading industry in improving its tech-

nical efficiency, economic efficiency and as

a means of providing an abundant rea-

sonably priced food supply.

It is with a sense of shock that I come
to realize that the basis of much of our

scientific agriculture and progress has re-

lied heavily on the substitution of abun-
dant and cheap fossil energy. It is with

a sense of shock that I find that if Cana-
dian agriculture is judged on the basis of

energy utilization and conservation, our

great industry is not only inefficient but

well below that of the so-called primitive

Chinese wet-rice agriculture system where
53.5 Btu of energy are produced for every
Btu of human energy, while for each unit

of fossil fuel used in North American

agriculture it is estimated that we receive

only one-fifth of a Btu in food energy.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: What does that mean?
I'd like to know what all that means.
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Mr. MacDonald: What it means is that

we have achieved magnificent efficiency in

the agricultural industry by a fantastic ap-

plication of cheap fossil fuel energy. It is

not going to be cheap any longer. He esti-

mates that the costs of production in agri-
culture—I've forgotten to what period he is

referring; the next few years—will increase

90 per cent, and 40 per cent of that is going
to be in fuel costs.

He points out that for every dollar of food

produced 13 cents is spent directly by the

farmer on energy and 30 cents is spent on

energy directly or indirectly; indirectly

through the chemical and various other

businesses that supply agriculture.

In short, he is raising the point, and it

may be just an academic point for the

moment, that as we move into the prospect
of a shortage of energy on a long-term as

well as a short-term basis, the industry that

is really using: energy in incredible quantities
is the agricultural industry. If that energy
is going to be expensive rather than inex-

pensive—and low cost, obviously was the

incentive for the much greater use of energy
—then maybe agriculture has got to take a

look at it.

He made a second point and this was
raised briefly by my hon. friend from Huron

yesterday; the minister didn't respond and
I raise it now. That is that agriculture has

a capacity and a potential for becoming an

energy-producing industry and he cites a

couple of cases here.

A need for agriculture becoming an

energy resource-producing industry in de-

veloping better two-way linkages with the

petroleum products industry. It is now
economically feasible [get this, Mr. Chair-

man] to feed straw with urea to beef ani-

mals, rather than to burn the equivalent
of 200,000 bbl of crude oil per day. Then
let's push forward, [he said; adding fur-

ther] if it now appears feasible to convert

farm manure waste into animal feed or to

produce fuel—

The methane gas that the hon. member for

Huron (Mr. Riddell) was referring to yester-

day.

—to produce fuel at 37.5 cents per 1,000
cu ft compared to 56 cents, or up to $1
for natural gas equivalent, let us push for-

ward with developing economically feasible

systems.

To sum up, Mr. Chairman, in effect he is

getting us to look at the other side of the

coin. Agriculture is becoming incredibly effi-

cient through a massive expenditure of

energy. We have now moved into an era

where energy is getting scarcer and much
more expensive and we have got to be at

least aware of this fact vis-a-vis agriculture.

'But on the positive side, agriculture can

be an energy-producing industry. What is

being done to push forward on the feasibility
of that production of energy? I suppose the

minister's reply, with some degree of validity,

would be, "Well, this is the Agricultural
Economic Research Council of Canada. What
are they doing on it?" I would be inclined

to agree that if one of the key spokesmen
for this council is making this point, the

query to him is, "What is your council doing
to push forward on the feasibility studies?"

However, I am not just going to shove it

off to Ottawa. It seems to me that this is

important enough that I am wondering, for

example, whether this area of potential has

been raised with the Minister of Energy (Mr.

McKeough), by the Minister of Food and

Agriculture. Because it would undercut what

may begin to be something of a kick in the

future, namely that agriculture is using an

excessive amount of our limited energy
sources; and if it is going to continue to use

that excessive amount, then its potential for

producing as well as using energy should be

explored to the full.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: I am intensely inter-

ested in my friend's remarks, Mr. Chairman.
I think they are valid and I believe they are

well taken.

I have discussions, not particularly with

the Minister of Energy on this, since I don't

think we are ready to really talk to him
about it, but I think there has to be a cer-

tain degree of research go on, and I have

talked to the director of research about it.

There is nothing really new about our

ability to convert animal wastes into energy.
The process has been known and developed
over the last 30 years, and a good deal of

research now is going on at various places.
I can think of one place in California where

they are producing methane gas in substan-

tial quantities from a sizable feedlot opera-
tion.

Mr. MacDonald: Whereabouts is that?

Hon. Mr. Stewart: In California. We have

the up-to-date information on that, and it

appears to be a rather successful venture.

They are now trying to work out the

economics as to whether or not the effluent

from other feedlots can be transported there.

They are exploring the possibility of moving
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it by pipeline so that it can be moved without

all of the problems associated with transport-

ing it another way. Ways are being explored
to get enough volume to warrant the capital

investment required for processing it in huge
volumes.

Research is going on at the University of

Waterloo along these lines, and I believe

there are certain research people at Guelph
who would like to get into the field.

I think our research institute in Ontario

has certain reservations about expending

money on a subject that seems to be reason-

ably well known now and is being researched

in other areas—I think they are concerned

about duplication of effort. But there is no

question that there are possibilities along
this line, and it could well be that with the

increase in costs of energy—natural gas, other

types of fuel—we will have to take a more

serious look at this potential source of energy.

Frankly, I wouldn't be at all surprised
some day to see us very much involved in

this. I think it has enormous possibilities.

I'd like to know just a bit more about it on

a practical basis before we embark on any
wholesale production of material.

Mr. MacDonald: You might be able to

stabilize farm income as well.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: It's possible; it's

possible.

Mr. Chairman: Item 3. The member for

Kent.

Mr. Spence: Mr. Chairman, a couple of

years ago when I was in Quebec, I was
served wine made from apples at a dinner.

And my leader last year, I believe, also

brought this to the minister's attention. You
seemed to indicate you were quite interested

in regard to promoting wine processed from

apples, which would benefit apple growers
across the Province of Ontario.

Not being in the wine stores very often,
Mr. Chairman, I wondered what progress has
been made. Is there wine manufactured or

processed from apples; and is it in our wine
stores across the Province of Ontario?

Hon. Mr. Stewart: I understand there was
a plant developed here in Ontario. My hon.
friend from Haldimand-Norfolk (Mr. Allan)
is not here; but I believe it was in Dunnville
that a plant was to get into the manufacture
of wine. I'm not sure whether any of its

products are as yet on the market, but I do
know that the plant was purchased and was

being set up to manufacture here in Ontario

on a similar basis to that in Quebec.

Mr. Chairman: Item 3 agreed to.

Vote 1705 agreed to.

Mr. Chairman: This completes the Esti-

mates of the Ministry of Agriculture and
Food.

Hon. Mr. Winkler moves that the com-
mittee rise and report.

Motion agreed to.

The House resumed; Mr. Speaker in the

chair.

Mr. Chairman: Mr. Speaker, the committee
of supply begs to report it has come to cer-

tain resolutions, and asks for leave to sit

again.

Report agreed to.

Hon. E. A. Winkler (Chairman, Manage-
ment Board of Cabinet): Mr. Speaker, as you
will know, last evening I had called the

estimates of the Treasurer (Mr. White) to

follow the Ministry of Agriculture and Food.

The provincial Treasurer is currently in-

volved in a provincial-municipal liaison com-
mittee meeting, and I thought that for the

balance of the minutes left on the clock we
wouldn't put him to the effort of bringing
him over from the Macdonald Block.

Accordingly, before I move the adjourn-
ment of the House, I would say that we will

call the Treasurer's estimates as the first item

on Monday.

Mr. R. G. Hodgson (Victoria-Haliburton):
Mr. Speaker, just before the motion to

adjourn is put, would the House leader be
able to tell us about the length of time left

in both committee and in the House, and
what the disposition of the remaining
amounts of time might be?

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Mr. Speaker, I had a

brief discussion last evening with my col-

leagues across the House, and I think we are

all in a very clear understanding of the rules

in regard to the estimates as they currently
stand both in the standing committee and the

House. I think that the disposition then, for

the balance of estimates, rests with my
colleagues in the opposition. I don't know
if that is the answer the member wants—
but I believe our conversations have been
clear and amiable. The balance of the dis-

position rests with the members of the

opposition.
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Mr. I. Deans (Wentworth): Just before we

go, if I may, I don't want to leave the im-

pression that we would in any way impede
the minister if he felt an urge to extend the

length of time to consider the estimates. If

the House leader and the government wanted
to afford an extra two or three days or hours

to consideration of estimates, I want them
to understand that we would be fully in

accordance and would agree with it and

support it.

Mr. J. R. Breithaupt (Kitchener): Yes, Mr.

Speaker, I think on that matter it is apparent
now, regarding estimates in committee, that

we still have two major departments there-

Industry and Tourism and Health—and we
have, in the House, Education and the

Treasury as our two major efforts. We have,
I believe, about 31 hours left on the clock

for estimates. It would appear that if the

two days are not sufficient to complete the

estimates down in committee, then the al-

ternative would be to use up some of the

time remaining on the clock for the debate

on concurrence. This is my understanding
as to the manner in which it is to be attended

to.

I would, of course, agree with my colleague
from Wentworth, that if additional time

were granted—especially as we are now deal-

ing with two ministries, Health and Educa-

tion, that spend half the provincial budget
—if extra time can be arranged on consent

of the House, it would be most useful, but

that of course will have to depend on the

ministry.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Mr. Speaker, I would
like to comment in that regard. The hon.

member is absolutely correct. I believe the

discussion that has taken place in the House

up to this particular point in time would
indicate that the government will certainly
allow the day that we missed in regard to

the absence of the Minister of Natural Re-

sources (Mr. Bernier), and I think there

might have been some other hour or two,
or something of that nature, involved. Cer-

tainly we would be agreeable to that sort

of extension in committee.

Other than that, of course, when the time

has elapsed for the consideration of estimates

in the standing committees, the balance of

time left on the clock in the House is then

available to be used as the members of the

House so determine. The division of these

31 hours and 20 minutes, as I am informed,
is available to the House, and particularly
to my colleagues across the House. They can

certainly apportion that time as they choose,
and it would seem to me we could then

accomplish all of these things within the rules

as they stand.

Hon. Mr. Winkler moves the adjournment
of the House.

Motion agreed to.

The House adjourned at 12:55 o'clock, p.m.
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The House met at 2 o'clock, p.m.

Prayers.

VISITORS

Hon. J. W. Snow (Minister of Government

Services): Mr. Speaker, I would like to draw
to the attention of the members of the House
a group of visitors we have with us today.
Seated in both the east and the west galleries

we have approximately 150 students of the

Georgetown District High School.

Mr. Speaker: Statements by the ministry.

PARKWAY BELT

Hon. J. White (Treasurer, Minister of Eco-
nomics and Intergovernmental Affairs): Mr.

Speaker, before the orders of the day I will

table copies of my order of Aug. 8, which
describes the parkway belt west in precise
terms and directs that a detailed parkway belt

plan be prepared for this area within one

year.

I have also given notice to the Clerk of a

motion to ask the House to confirm the

order to establish the parkway belt west

planning area.

To assist members and the citizens in

municipalities involved in the parkway belt

planning area we will make available a map
which graphically illustrates the area covered

by the order.

This is the first plan to be developed un-
der the new planning and development pro-
cedures adopted by the House in June, and
I should like to give members a detailed out-

line of what is involved because they are

being asked to approve, modify or reject the

planning area which we have recommended.

The area defined in the Aug. 8 order as

the parkway belt planning area covers a

slightly larger total acreage than that shown
in our proposal of June 4. These minor vari-

ations are the result of the need to define

properties precisely, taking into account lot

lines and concession lines rather than on a

basis of natural features on which many
parts of the belt are based. These natural

features do not necessarily follow lot and
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concession lines. These differences are made
clear on the map which is being made avail-

able today to all hon. members.

First, the parkway belt west design area

shown in solid green is the area described in

the June 4 statement as the proposed park-

way belt west, and will be the area for

which detailed design plans will be prepared.

Second, the area designated by my order

of Aug. 8 as the parkway belt planning area

is shown, with minor exceptions, as the area

within the red lines on the map. This is the

area which the Legislature is being asked to

consider and confirm. As I mentioned, this

area is not exactly coincident with the design

area, because lot and concession lines must
be followed in order to describe the plan-

ning area accurately for planning purposes.

Third, the area subject to land-use regu-
lations under the Parkway Belt Planning and

Development Act is, in most instances, the

same as the area designated as the planning
area; that is, all the land within the red line.

While the planning area and the area sub-

ject to the land-use regulations are, by and

large, coincident at the moment this will

change in the future because individuals and

municipalities can now make applications to

change the area now covered by these land-

use regulations in order to bring it closer to

the design parkway shown in green or to re-

move hardships and permit development in

keeping with the parkway belt plan.

Municipalities have already been provided
with application forms to be used in applying
for changes in the land-use regulations and

anyone interested in making an application
should contact the appropriate municipal
clerk.

As a result of applications, the area cov-

ered by the land-use regulations will become
smaller than the designated planning area.

The government is satisfied at this early

stage that the planning area so defined will

be sufficient to enable the preparation of a

parkway belt plan which meets the two basic

objectives of the belt; that is, open space
between new and expanded communities and

an integrated transportation-communications
corridor.
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I should also note that no provision is made
in this defined area to accommodate the pro-

posed Middleport-Pickering 500 kv line now
under review by the Solandt commission. If

the Solandt commission recommends, and the

government agrees, that this Hydro line be

wholly or partially within the parkway belt

west, it will be necessary to amend the order

I am tabling today and this may result in an

expansion of the parkway belt in some loca-

tions.

It is the government's intention that this

order be considered by the assembly and I

am introducing a motion that this House, by
resolution, approve the order as issued.

PERSONAL STATEMENT

Mr. E. Sargent (Grey-Bruce): Mr. Speaker,
on a point of privilege with regard to a re-

quest from the hon. member for Chatham-
Kent (Mr. McKeough), that he wants his

name cleared with regard to statements I

have made, I would like to say to this House,

sir, that after extensive investigation I can-

not prove—

Mr. Speaker: Order, please.

Hon. W. G. Davis (Premier): Mr. Speaker,
on a point of order-

Mr. Sargent: Mr. Speaker, I have the floor

right now.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. Premier has risen

on a—

Mr. Sargent: He blocked it last time, Mr.

Speaker.

Hon. E. A. Winkler (Chairman, Manage-
ment Board of Cabinet): For good reason too.

Mr. Sargent: Who runs the House Mr.

Speaker, you or the Premier?

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member knows, I

am sure, that if another hon. member feels

he has a point of order it is his privilege to

rise and explain his point of order to the

Chair so that the Chairman may deal with it.

Now, the Premier has risen on a point of

order.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, my point of

order is really very simple. I understand the

member for Grey-Bruce has perhaps recon-

sidered his position-

Mr. R. Haggerty (Welland South): The
Premier is only assuming that.

Hon. Mr. Davis: —and perhaps is in the

process of explaining and making an apology
to the member. The only thing I was going
to suggest, Mr. Speaker, and I do this not just

for the minister, is that perhaps the member
for Grey-Bruce would prefer to make it when
the minister is here and present. He will not

be here this afternoon, and perhaps the

member for Grey-Bruce might consider doing
it tomorrow when the minister will be here.

The member for Grey-Bruce is, I understand,

taking a somewhat different approach than

when I rose on a point of order a few days

ago.

Mr. Speaker: I should just like to say that

the hon. member for Grey-Bruce has not con-

tacted me in connection with any sort of

personal statement previous to this day's sit-

ting. I did make some indication to the House
that a personal statement was permitted.

Today I do have a clarification and a definite

ruling on what constitutes a personal state-

ment.

First of all, the hon. member for Grey-
Bruce has not contacted me to determine
whether or not he has a valid personal state-

ment. Based on the opening words of his

comments, I would say that he is totally out

of order in bringing up any matter relating
to the hon. member for Chatham-Kent or

anything that transpired in connection with
that matter previously in this House. If he
will consult with me before the next day's

sitting, I will determine whether or not what
he proposes to say is, in fact, a personal
statement, but at this moment I would have
to rule him out of order.

Mr. T. P. Reid (Rainy River): May I speak
to that, Mr. Speaker? Last week-

Mr. Speaker: I have made a ruling that

the hon. member is out of order.

Mr. Reid: Your rulings certainly leave a lot

to be desired.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. S. Lewis (Scarborough West): I don't

have to be in the House for them to answer

my questions.

Mr. Sargent: Mr. Speaker, I challenge that

ruling on the basis that, if I have wronged
the minister I have the right to apologize
to him. I have the right to make a statement.

Mrs. M. Campbell (St. George): That's

right.
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Mr. C. E. Mcllveen (Oshawa): The mem-
ber is wrong to everybody he talks about.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member has a right
to make a personal statement, which includes

an apology, if he approaches the Speaker
beforehand to get permission-

Mr. Sargent: I'm not busy right now.

Mr. Speaker: —to make a personal state-

ment—prior to the day's sitting. Until and
unless the hon. member does approach the

Speaker prior to the sitting, I will have to

rule him out of order on any such matter.

Mr. Sargent: The Premier still runs the

House.

Hon. Mr. Davis: No, but the government
does.

OTDC APPOINTMENTS

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, it is my
pleasure today to announce the names of the

eight remaining directors of the Ontario

Transportation Development Corp. Hon.
members will recall I announced last month
that Mr. Ralph Rowzee of Sarnia had agreed
to become its chairman.

In establishing the Ontario Transportation

Development Corp. as a special Act company,
the government has a number of objectives:

Firstly, to ensure that Ontario's urban trans-

portation needs for equipment are met and
to the greatest extent possible are met from
Canadian sources; secondly, to ensure that the

intermediate capacity transit system will be

operational in the Metro Toronto area by
1977.

The scope and functions of the corporation
are determined by the size and distribution

of the potential Canadian market for urban

transportation equipment and techniques.
This market is estimated at over $5 billion.

Although Ontario has a large percentage of

this market and although its needs are more
immediate than those of most other parts
of Canada, the capability to produce transit

equipment exists all across the country. We
believe it is in the national interest to capi-
talize on that capability and to make this

a truly national undertaking. Indeed, as the

recent Canadian industrial transit conference
has shown, there is enthusiastic interest and

support from industry all across Canada.

Mr. Speaker, the government feels that a
national approach to solving our urban trans-

portation needs is essential—national in the
sense of the market to be served and national

in the opportunities it can afford to com-

panies from all parts of Canada. As hon.
members know, the federal government has

recently indicated interest in a transportation
development corporation. I can advise the
House that since the federal government
made its interest known at the tri-level con-
ference in Edmonton last month, two meet-

ings have been held with federal officials to

explore with them the extent and nature of
that interest. I have written to the Prime
Minister confirming Ontario's desire to co-

ordinate our efforts with those of the federal

and other provincial governments and con-

firming the basic objectives of our pro-
gramme.

Notwithstanding our sincere interest in

having the federal government's involvement
in an undertaking of this kind, our actions

in this area will be influenced by the time-

table which we have set for ourselves and to

which we made commitments to municipal-
ities and to the public. Given these commit-

ments, it is essential that we press ahead
with the setting up of the OTDC. I would
like to assure hon. members, though, that we
are doing so in a way that provides us with
the flexibility to adapt the corporate structure

to accommodate to any agreement which

might be worked out with the federal govern-
ment and with other provincial governments.

In addition to discussions that have been
held with the federal government, we have
also consulted with a number of provinces
where there is a significant market potential
in the near term. I am pleased to be able to

say that we are meeting with an enthusiastic

response.
Mr. Speaker, in accordance with our desire

to make the OTDC reflect the national

market and national industrial capabilities,

two of the nine directors will come from out-

side Ontario. As conditions require, there is

no reason why the number of directors from
other parts of Canada could not be expanded.
Also in keeping with the aims and objectives
of the corporation, it seems appropriate that

its name be changed to the Urban Trans-

portation Development Corp. An amendment
to this effect will be introduced shortly.

Mr. Speaker, the board of directors will

include: Mr. Ralph Rowzee, Sarnia, chair-

man; Mrs. Sonja Bata, Toronto; Mr. Paul

Desmarais, Montreal; Mr.' Kirk Foley, To-

ronto; Mr. Donald Gibson, Pickering; Mr.

Basil Hall, Toronto; Mr. John R. McCaig,
Calgary; Mr. W. H. Patterson, Toronto; and
Mr. B. J. Sibold, Stratford.

Mr. Speaker, we have, I believe, an excit-

ing challenge ahead. Not only does Canada
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have a market for all types of urban trans-

portation equipment and techniques; we also

have the technical capability to meet those

needs. With the combination of the Urban

Transportation Development Corp. as the

catalyst and the ingenuity and drive of the

private sector, we can capitalize on a growing
transit market both here and abroad.

AIR POLLUTION CONTROL

Hon. J. A. C. Auld (Minister of the En-

vironment): Mr. Speaker, I would like to

make a statement on the air management
branch activities and lead.

In the six years since the province assumed

full responsibility for air pollution control,

great strides have been made. Since 1968,

sulphur dioxide levels in Metropolitan To-

ronto have been reduced by 60 per cent and

levels of particulate by 39 per cent.

Metro isn't the only area where improve-
ments have been made—$810 million has

been spent or is committed to be spent by the

end of 1975 on air pollution abatement by
industry and other sources of this air pollu-

tion.

Reduction in sulphur dioxide levels in the

Sarnia area can be partially attributed to

Ontario Hydro's Lambton station switching
from normal coal of 2.45 per cent sulphur to

low-sulphur coal of 0.77 per cent.

As a result of the air management branch's

endeavours, the Steel Co. of Canada has

phased out one uncontrolled open-hearth

shop in Hamilton and installed a new basic

oxygen furnace with control equipment.

Stelco has also found a substitute for

fluorspar in open-hearth furnaces which has

reduced fluoride emissions. Abrasive indus-

tries—Norton, Exelon, General Abrasives, Car-

borundum—in the Welland area have made

significant changes in collection equipment to

reduce particulate emission.

Here in Toronto, Ontario Hydro switched

the Heam generating station to gas firing and
erected a 700-ft stack. These measures have

significantly improved the air quality in

downtown Toronto.

All petroleum refineries in the Mississauga
and Oakville area were put under ministry's
orders to improve the control of emissions.

The measures taken have been responsible for

the reduction of sulphate levels in these

regions to below the standards of the Min-

istry of the Environment.

In the fiscal year 1972-1973, certificates of

approval totalling 2,747 have been issued by

the approvals and criteria section. Control

equipment installed under these approvals has

prevented the emissions to the atmosphere of

4,507 tons per year of chemicals and 671,107

tons per year of particulates.

The air management branch has in oper-
ation over 900 monitoring instruments

measuring all the known contaminants that

technology has provided the ability to

measure. The capital cost of this sophisti-

cated equipment purchased since 1968 is in

excess of $1.5 million. The main purpose of

the equipment obviously is to determine

where air pollution exists, the effects of

abatement measures and the relationship

between air quality and its effects on man.

Where levels have been measured for sev-

eral years, evidence of trends in the major

pollutants can now be established. To date in

1973, air quality measurements show that

Sarnia, in spite of an increase in industrial

activity, has improved air quality with respect

to sulphur dioxide since 1971 by 22 per cent.

In Hamilton, since 1969, the sulphur diox-

ide levels decreased 55 per cent. In Corn-

wall the decrease has been 46 per cent since

1971, and in Sudbury a 33 per cent improve-
ment has occurred since 1970. Sulphur diox-

ide levels are meeting or are near to Ontario's

objectives across most of the province.

With respect to suspended particulate

matter levels since 1968, Windsor has im-

proved by five per cent, Cornwall by 32 per

cent, Thunder Bay by 16 per cent and Sault

Ste. Marie by 19 per cent.

The federal toxicology section is respon-
sible for determining the degree and extent

of air pollution injury to all types of vegeta-
tion throughout Ontario. This section investi-

gates approximately 200 vegetation com-

plaints each year regarding alleged air pollu-

tion damage. About one-half of these com-

plaints are verified as pollution-caused; the

other half are found attributable to other

causes such as disease, insects, adverse

weather, physiological disorders and misman-

agement.
In addition to investigating complaints,

continuous ecological surveillance programmes
are carried out in the vicinity of existing air

pollution sources. The surveys document the

degree and extent of vegetation injury and

soil contamination in these areas for abate-

ment purposes, and indicate whether bene-

ficial results are occurring as a result of

control orders.

A number of industries have been brought
under control and the vegetation surveys have

shown marked improvement in their environs.
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I assure you, Mr. Speaker, that the fore-

going is just a very brief resume because there

have been many more improvements to On-
tario's environment as a result of the efforts

of the air management branch.

With regard to the problem of lead in the

environment, the air management branch has

in the past carried out soil and vegetation

surveys in the vicinity of 23 companies in the

province. Of these smelters and users of lead,
11 are considered significant. These are Can-
ada Metal, Toronto Refiners, ESB, Globe-

lite, Prestolite and Federated Genco, all in

Metropolitan Toronto; Tonolli and another

ESB plant in Mississauga; Prestolite in Maple;
General Motors in Oshawa; and Gould-
National Battery in Fort Erie. The emissions

from these plants and their effects on the

environment are being examined and as-

sessed. Based on this assessment, the Ministry
of Health is being requested to carry out

tests on the lead in blood in those areas

where the air, soil and vegetation surveil-

lances indicate higher than desirable lead

concentration.

It has been only in very recent years that

lead emissions to the environment have been

suspected of presenting a community health

problem. Until this time, concern was chiefly
directed at the safety and health of the

workers in the plants and the Ministry of

Health and municipal medical officers carried

out their responsibilities largely in this regard.
Ontario's objectives on lead in the environ-

ment are less than one-tenth the concentra-
tions considered safe for workers by the
American Industrial Hygiene Association. The
ambient air quality objective in Ontario is

15 micrograms per cubic metre averaged over
24 hours. Consideration is presently being
given, based on recent evidence, to tighten
the standards even further.

Air quality measurements in the vicinity of
five of the above-noted plants, Canada Metal
and Toronto Refiners in Toronto; Tonolli and
ESB in Mississauga; and Gould-National

Battery in Fort Erie have at times exceeded
to a greater or lesser degree Ontario's air

quality goals. Careful analysis must be given
to this air quality data to determine contri-

butions of lead in the air attributable to

industry, municipal incinerators, lead in

gasoline and lead that has accumulated in
the soil over the years.

Some of the industrial plants have been in

operation for years. The soils in their vicinity
have a high lead content and air quality
measurements will be affected by dust blown
from the surfaces surrounding the plant. In
such areas, not only will the plants require

emission control equipment but the upper
layer of soil in their vicinity may have to be

replaced with lead-free soil.

To date, it is conservatively estimated that
these 11 major companies have spent $1.5
million on air pollution control equipment
and it is expected that a further half million

dollars will be expended in the next year.

I am greatly concerned, as are the officials

of the ministry, about the health aspects of
lead in the environment. All our standards
reflect our concern for health. The air pollu-
tion index, for example, directly relates the

effect on people's health of two major pollu-

tants, sulphur dioxide and particulates. The
air management branch itself had its begin-
nings as a section of the Ministry of Health.

The situation that exists at Canada Metal,
for example, is a result of planning mistakes
made decades ago. Zoning and planning are,

as they were then, municipal responsibility.
The Canada Metal plant has been in its

present location for over 40 years; for most
of that time the city was responsible for it

from a planning standpoint, from an air pol-
lution standpoint, through its own air pollu-
tion control section, and from a medical

standpoint through the local board of health.

The fact is that the only one which has

accomplished anything or even asked for any

changes to be made regarding this plant is

the air management branch.

Whether or not the plant is relocated is

not the immediate issue. Any such move
would no doubt take several years and, quite

frankly, Mr. Speaker, I would not like to see

the plant remain in its present state of control

for that length of time. Even if the plant
were moved, we would still have to take

further cleanup measures.

Lead has accumulated in the soil in the

neighbourhood over the past 40-plus years.
This soil blowing around adds greatly to the

amount of lead in the air. The Ministry of

the Environment and myself are concerned

with solving this problem. I would hate to

see the progress that the air management
branch has made and its future plans side-

tracked by partisan politics while the emis-

sions continue, since the plant cannot obtain

the necessary building permit from the city to

complete the programme we have ordered the

company to do.

Mr. Speaker: Oral questions.

The hon. member for Kitchener.
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PROVINCIAL AUDITOR

Mr. J. R. Breithaupt (Kitchener): A ques-
tion of the Premier, Mr. Speaker: Can the

Premier advise the House as to when a new
Provincial Auditor will be appointed?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker—just to

clarify—the acting Provincial Auditor is, as I

understand it, the Provincial Auditor. The
question as to the permanency of this par-
ticular position is under consideration and

hopefully, as I said about two weeks ago, I

would be in a position to advise the House.
But so there is no misunderstanding, he has

the capacity to be the Provincial Auditor

right at this present moment.

STRIKE AT ARTISTIC WOODWORK
CO. LTD.

Mr. Breithaupt: A question of the Minister

of Labour, with respect to the Artistic Wood-
work matter: Now that the number of

persons arrested apparently totals 91, what
can the minister advise us is being done to

ensure that this dispute is being settled?

Hon. F. Guindon (Minister of Labour):
Yes, Mr. Speaker, so far I can assure my hon.

friend that everything has been done. I met
with the union some weeks ago—perhaps not

quite that long ago. I met with management
on Wednesday of last week. I ordered both

parties to go to the bargaining table before I

left for the weekend. I understand they did

meet on Thursday, and possibly Friday. I am
waiting for a full report from my staff, and
will be assessing the situation then.

Mr. Lewis: Supplementary, Mr. Speaker:
Where lies the problem? Which side is it that

is giving the minister the problem in the set-

tlement, now that he has met with both of

them? What is the issue?

Hon. Mr. Guindon: In the case of a labour

dispute, Mr. Speaker, rest assured that the

minister cannot take sides. We are there to

assist—give them all the assistance possible. I

don't think it would be proper for me to say

where the problem lies. As I say, I have met
with both groups; I have ordered them to the

bargaining table. I am now waiting for a full

report. There have been suggestions that per-

haps a commission of inquiry might be used.

We don't think it is suitable in this case; and

certainly there is no question of compulsory
arbitration at this time.

LAND OWNERSHIP REGULATIONS

Mr. Breithaupt: A question of the Treas-

urer, Mr. Speaker: Is the Treasurer planning
to introduce legislation, as suggested by the

economic and cultural nationalism committee,
with respect to restrictions on ownership of

land by non-Canadian citizens in this prov-
ince?

Hon. Mr. White: Mr. Speaker, that and
other recommendations are under study.

Mr. Breithaupt: Can the minister advise as

to when we may find out whether there will

be any regulations in regard to that matter?

Hon. Mr. White: In the fullness of time, I

presume.

R. L. POLK AND CO. LTD.

Mr. Breithaupt: A question of the Minis-

ter of Transportation and Communications:

Is R. L. Polk and Co. Ltd. still doing the

computer work for the vehicle and driver

licences; and is that company still getting as

a benefit the use of drivers' and owners' lists

which are resold to commercial direct mail

companies?

Hon. G. R. Carton (Minister of Transporta-
tion and Communications): Yes, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Breithaupt: Can the minister advise

when the ministry's computerization will be

complete so that this procedure will cease in

the interests of personal privacy?

Hon. Mr. Carton: Mr. Speaker, it will be
within the next year or two, and at that time

the situation with R. L. Polk will be reas-

sessed. I might mention that the same com-

pany has contracts with the other provinces
in this country, and it does provide—as I have
stated on other occasions—a great deal of

statistical information that will not be avail-

able until we are computerized.

Mr. Breithaupt: Supplementary, Mr.

Speaker: Can the minister advise what the

costs are of this service, and what the bene-

fits are that the company receives from its

resale of this licensing and driver informa-

tion?

Hon. Mr. Carton: As to the benefits, Mr.

Speaker, I am not, of course, aware of them

personally. The company would be aware. I

do know that when any objections are made
by way of the public and they write in to

the ministry—if they take exception to any
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information that may be disseminated through
the means of this particular mailing list, etc.

—then they are stricken off the list.

I stand to be corrected on this, because

I am just going from information that I re-

call from last year but I believe the sum of

money paid to the ministry is in the amount
of $35,000.

Mr. Breithaupt: No further questions.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Scar-

borough West.

AIR POLLUTION CONTROL

Mr. Lewis: Mr. Speaker, a question of the

Minister of the Environment: Did I hear him

say at the concluding part of his statement

on the air management branch and Canada
Metal that he did not want the present con-

trol situation to persist? And did that, in fact,

imply that the present location of the plant
was intolerable over the long run, because the

emission levels of lead and the concentration

on surrounding soil and vegetation ultimately
made that plant in its present location in-

compatible both for the work force and the

community?

Hon. Mr. Auld: No, Mr. Speaker. What I

said was that I think whatever happens as to

the location of the plant, is going to take

some time. What concerns me most at the

present time is that the control programme
which the company has carried out, except
for the two final parts, is now stalled because
the city will not issue a building permit for

the building that is necessary for a stack, a

baghouse and something else.

My point is that the emissions presently
have been reduced, but they are still con-

siderably in excess of the 10 micrograms per
cubic metre that we have set. Until such
time as that building permit is issued those

emissions will continue. It seems to me that

the attitude taken—perhaps it is by the board
of health; at least it is on the part of the city
council—is that they will not issue the build-

ing permit in order to try to make the com-
pany close down or move. That is the only
thing I can attribute it to; after my meeting
with the mayor and the board of health two
weeks ago, this is the impression I got.

If they take that attitude, then the emis-
sions will continue, because unless the very
complete investigations that are now being
carried out jointly by the medical officer of
health and his staff, in conjunction with the

Ministry of Health and some of my people

and the legal people, can show a direct re-

lationship between the air emissions coming
out of the stack down there now and the

health and lead levels of the people in the

area, we will still not be able to get a stop
order that will stick.

Mr. Haggerty: Supplementary question,
Mr. Speaker: Surely the minister has the

power to go in there and put in pollution
control abatement equipment. I don't think

you are talking about a building permit.
You are talking about equipment in there

to remove the particles, not a structure.

Hon. Mr. Auld: No, Mr. Speaker, we have

the power and we have put an order on
that certain equipment be placed on the two
sources that are not yet under control. We
don't have the power to go in and put them
on ourselves, nor should we. This is a respon-

sibility and expense on the part of the com-

pany. But the company is either a C-2 in-

dustry in a C-4 zone, or a C-4 industry in

a C-2 zoning area. They are a legal non-

conforming use.

As I understand it the company has applied
for a building permit which it requires to

do two things: to build what is called a

baghouse, and a new stack. The board of

health of the city has recommended to the

committee of adjustment that they hold this

until some future date. Consequently, even

though we had an order on them—and one

part of it is supposed to be carried out on
Nov. 15—it is very questionable as to whether
we can even lay a charge for not completing
the order-

Mr. Lewis: Well, that's just it.

Hon. Mr. Auld: —when they have appar-

ently a good defence that they have the

equipment on order—they may have it there—

but they are held up from completing our

requirements by the actions of another gov-
ernment.

Mr. J. A. Renwick (Riverdale): By way of

supplementary question, Mr. Speaker; having
regard to the pollution of the topsoil in the

vicinity of the plant, will the minister tell

me whose responsibility it is to replace that

topsoil with lead-free topsoil? Whose obliga-
tion is it to pay for it? Does the air man-

agement branch have significant plans for

that replacement? And does the minister

agree with the views expressed by six doctors

at the panel at St. Joseph's Hall last Thurs-

day night that that is one of the principal
causes of the health hazard in the area?
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Hon. Mr. Auld: To answer the last ques-
tion first, I would agree with those doctors

that the main hazard is the lead on the

ground which has been deposited there for

many years, rather than what is presently

coming out of the stack.

I can't tell the hon. member how or with

what financing or with what legislative

authority it might be possible to remove that

lead. This has happened once in England,
once in El Paso, Tex., and possibly in some

place in BC. I haven't detail on that one

yet; I just heard about it a week or so ago.

I haven't seen the report from our man
who was in Texas last week speaking with

the municipal authorities, the state author-

ities and the federal EPA. I understand that

the one in El Paso was a plant that has been
in operation for some 80 years. It used to

open roast outside. It's on the top of a hill.

The fallout was going down on this little

community outside the main part of the city.

It took some three years to get to the bottom
of this and to establish whatever was neces-

sary in that case to require the plant to put
on emission controls and, at the same time,
to remove all the houses and move the peo-

ple to some government housing area.

However, I hasten to add that I'm not

suggesting that the same sort of solution

would be required in the case of Canada
Metal or Toronto Smelters. There really isn't

a great deal known about this at the present
time. We are presently gathering the data

and looking very carefully at our legislation
to see whether we would or somebody would
have the necessary authority to clean up the

area.

The other thing that the hon. member must
remember is that it is almost like dealing
with weeds or leaves. If there is a con-

taminated area, you have to clean the whole

thing up. You can't leave pockets of it which,
in turn, would blow around and contaminate
the part that has been cleaned.

Mr. Lewis: One last supplementary: How
does the ministry then intend to resolve this

ludicrous deadlock where it has a control

order on a company, which cannot be en-

forced and cannot lead the ministry to a

stop order even if it has sufficient evidence
to want to go to court, because the city
of Toronto, having no faith in the ministry's
air management branch, will not give a

building permit for the stack? Now where
do we go from here?

Hon. Mr. Auld: Mr. Speaker, I don't think
that is the question at all. I think that surely

the city must realize, if it has looked into

this at all, and I'm sure some of them have,
that the immediate problem is the one we
have been dealing with for a year and a

half on our control order which the com-

pany has been carrying out.

There are two parts of that to be com-

pleted. Then there are no further emissions.

That can be done in probably a question of

a couple of months. It would have been done
now had the city issued the permit.

Mr. Lewis: It hasn't been done and the

pollution goes on.

Hon. Mr. Auld: It may be. If I cannot
or we cannot convince the city that it should
issue the building permit, we might have
to come to this Legislature for legislation
which would—

Mr. Haggerty: The ministry has the power
now.

Hon. Mr. Auld: —make the carrying out
of an order by the ministry supersede local

bylaws.

Mr. Lewis: Unless the city is right and
the ministry is wrong.

Mr. Renwick: By way of one further

supplementary question, Mr. Speaker, on the

question of dust fall, surely that is a matter
of great urgency, having regard to the ex-

pressed opinions of six doctors, the medical
officer of health of the city of Toronto and
his assistant, Dr. Tidey, Dr. Stopps, Dr.

Stewart, and Dr. Parkinson, the latter two

being from the Sick Children's Hospital.

Is the cost of the removal of that soil

to be borne by Cominco; is it to be borne

by the city of Toronto; is it to be borne

by the municipality of Metropolitan Toronto;
is it to be borne by the Province of On-
tario? Is it going to be undertaken, having
regard to the extreme apprehension in that

area with respect to the continuing danger
to the health of the children of school age?

Hon. Mr. Auld: Mr. Speaker, I am not

competent to say what measures can be
taken in the interim to deal with the hazard
that presently exists here. That is one of the

things that I understand is being looked at

by the medical people, and was the subject
of a meeting on Thursday with the con-

sultant to the committee which we set

up—Dr. Chisolm from Johns Hopkins in

Baltimore.

As far as the question of who would pay
for the cleanup is concerned, I think that
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relates to where one can pin the responsi-

bility for the buildup; that is going to be a

very interesting legal question and one I

can't answer for the hon. member at the

moment. But I do say that with the evidence

we have thus far—and the investigation is not

yet complete—it would appear that some
method of neutralizing or removing the lead

in the soil will be the ultimate solution.

Mr. D. M. Deacon (York Centre): A supple-

mentary.

Mr. Speaker: There have been four

supplementaries which, I believe, is reason-

able.

The hon. member for Scarborough West.

STRIKE AGAINST MATHEWS
CONVEYER

Mr. Lewis: I have a question of the

Minister of Labour. What is his ministry

presently doing about the prolonged strike at

Mathews Conveyer in Port Hope?

Hon. Mr. Guindon: Mr. Speaker, we have
been concerned about this strike at Port

Hope for some time. We have been in touch

with the parties as well, and I can assure

this House that even the member for Durham
(Mr. Carruthers) has contacted me on
several occasions.

Mr. Deacon: That's amazing.

Mr. Lewis: We understand what the

minister means.

Mr. A. Carruthers (Durham): They
wouldn't believe that, would they?

Mr. Sargent: What is he talking about?

Hon. Mr. Guindon: At the present time, I

can tell my hon. friend from Scarborough
West that a meeting has been called for

tomorrow.

Mr. Lewis: For tomorrow? That helps.

Hon. Mr. Guindon: Right.

Mr. Lewis: I must make more trips.

Does the minister recognize that the out-

standing issue seems to be a simple cost-of-

living index and that for an entire month the

parties have not met around that issue? Does
he also realize that over $150,000 of public
money by way of a forgivable loan has gone
into that multinational branch plant and
surely therefore, to protect our public in-

vestment, we should make sure that the strike

is settled?

Hon. Mr. Guindon: Mr. Speaker, there is

nothing I'd like better than to announce to-

morrow that it is settled.

Mr. J. F. Foulds (Port Arthur): We'll give
him that opportunity.

Mr. Renwick: Go ahead. We'll be here.

We'll be waiting.

FORGIVABLE LOAN PROGRAMME

Mr. Lewis: May I ask the Minister of In-

dustry and Tourism—he can, of course, take

it as notice and answer when I'm not here—

may I ask the minister, Mr. Speaker—

An hon. member: He's here.

Mr. Lewis —is it correct that of the ap-

proximately $55 million of forgivable loans

that have been granted since 1967 to well

over 400 companies and/or corporations in

the province, only one of them—representing
one-third of one per cent of the total amount
of money—has gone to an Indian band, to

Ojibway Resorts Ltd., which I gather is re-

lated, unlike what the minister said the other

day in the House, to the Mission band in

Fort William? That is accurate, is it not?

Mr. Mcllveen: The minister should let the

leader of the New Democratic Party know
when he is going to be here!

Hon. C. Bennett (Minister of Industry and

Tourism): Mr. Speaker, as to the exact per-

centage, I would certainly have to go back

and check. I do say to the member that there

have been a number of requests from Indian

bands in the province for development cor-

poration loans. On a great number of occa-

sions they have been granted, but have not

been accepted because the interest rate posi-
tion was not as favourable as for the money
they could get from the federal government.

Mr. Lewis: By way of a supplementary, is

the minister saying that the Indian bands
across Ontario, aware of this programme for

the last six years, have not been able to

gain the money from it that such a large
number of international and Canadian corpor-
ations have been able to gain and he explains
it purely on the basis of interest rates? Is that

the minister's explanation for it?

Hon. Mr. Bennett: Mr. Speaker, I am of-

fering no explanation as to why Indian

bands have not made application in greater
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volumes than they have to the Ontario De-

velopment Corp.—

Mr. Lewis: Perhaps they didn't think it was
available.

Hon. Mr. Bennett: I answered the mem-
ber's question last week on the very point
that he at one time had said that there was
a section in the Ontario Development Corp.
Act and Regulations which would prohibit or

restrict Indian bands from making applica-
tions.

Mr. Lewis: Are they entitled to it?

Hon. Mr. Bennett: Sir, they are entitled to

make applications and they should be granted
the same consideration as an application be-

ing made by a private corporation asking for

government assistance.

Mr. Lewis: Given the figures which are an
extension of the minister's own figures, has

he now undertaken to indicate to the various

bands right across the province that this is

their entitlement and that the mortgage fac-

tors, which always seem to inhibit it, will

now be removed and they can be entitled

and gain the money?

Hon. Mr. Bennett: Mr. Speaker, I have
taken no direct action with the private cor-

porations or with the Indian bands. We've
made a general notice to the public of this

province that the Ontario Development Corp.
and the Northern Ontario Development Corp.
have moneys available-

Mr. J. E. Stokes (Thunder Bay): That's

quite right. They have ignored them com-

pletely.

Mr. Lewis: They never made any an-
nouncement.

Hon. Mr. Bennett: —funds available to help
established companies or advanced companies
anywhere in this province. As far as the mort-

gage clause goes, that is a fiction in the

imagination of the member speaking, sir, and
not of the ministry.

Mr. Lewis: No, it's not. The minister him-
self referred to the difficulty.

Mr. Stokes: If what the minister says is

accurate, when he had the forgivable aspect
of loans and when he had his performance
loans, why did he turn down a direct request
for assistance from Ogoki River guides?

Hon. Mr. Bennett: Honestly, Mr. Speaker,
I'm not in a position to answer directly for

that particular application but I'll review it.

Most applications have been refused for the

simple reason that in the opinion of the direc-

tors of the Ontario Development Corp. or

the Northern Ontario Development Corp., it

was not a very practical operation and could

in no way-

Mr. Stokes: NODC said it was an excellent

operation but it couldn't grant it within its

terms of reference.

Mr. Speaker: Order.

Hon. Mr. Bennett: Mr. Speaker, if the

member would listen, there are many factors

taken into account. As I say, many applica-
tions are refused for the simple reason that

in no way, shape or form can they indicate

clearly to the directors that there is any
possibility of success for the operation they
are entertaining or asking to be entertained.

Mr. Stokes: They gave it an excellent

rating.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Scar-

borough West.

Mr. Lewis: My colleague will be away
Friday; the minister can answer him then.

Mr. Stokes: He didn't know I was going
to ask that.

Hon. Mr. Bennett: He asked it when I was
in the House.

RECYCLING PROJECTS

Mr. Lewis: Mr. Speaker, may I ask the

Minister of the Environment what specific

projects has he under way involved in re-

cycling and how much government money is

there for them at this point?

Hon. Mr. Auld: Mr. Speaker, without being
too repetitious we have the three that I have
mentioned on several occasions, the study on
so-called "Watts from Waste" with Ontario

Hydro and Metro.

Mr. Lewis: That's the study I mean: The
actual recycling programme.

Hon. Mr. Auld: We have engaged a con-

sultant for building an experimental recycling,

separation and reclamation operation, the

money for which will be in the budget next

year as far as construction is concerned and
which may be done in conjunction with
others—municipalities and/or industry.

We have the ongoing programme, which I

think will come to fruition next year, on
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the use of garbage as fuel in the manufacture

of cement. Then we have the further two

surveys that have been going on this year as

far as home separation is concerned plus
three pilot projects on abandoned automobiles

in northern and eastern Ontario.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Grey-
Bruce is next.

USE OF GOVERNMENT AIRCRAFT

Mr. Sargent: Mr. Speaker, a question of

the Premier: As I recall it, sir, as a result

of our findings in the public accounts com-

mittee, he agreed to pay at commercial rates

for his jet travel to Florida last year. As I

understand it, he deposited an uncashed

cheque for $8,000 and, as I recall it, there

is an amount in the area of $35,000 still

owing. 1. Does he plan to pay the $35,000;
2. Does he plan to give an uncashed cheque;
or 3. Does he plan to give some negotiable

cheque?

Hon. A. Grossman (Minister of Revenue):
How could he give a cashed cheque?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I find the

phraseology very difficult to follow. I don't

know how one can give an uncashed cheque;
that's beyond my comprehension.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Davis: I can only tell the mem-
ber for Grey-Bruce that this matter, as a

matter of personal policy, was finalized. The

question of my compensation, as a matter of

personal choice, to compensate for the use

of government aircraft for other than govern-
ment business for myself and members of my
family—something that is not followed by
other heads of government, incidentally, in

some jurisdictions—ran into some difficulty
which we think is resolvable with respect to

the licensing arrangements. It does not apply
just to charter but applies primarily to the

licence that is issued to the government of

the Province of Ontario.

I might also say to the member for Grey-
Bruce that, as a matter of government policy
since Sept. 1—I'm surprised he hasn't asked
me about it prior to this time—

Hon. G. A. Kerr (Provincial Secretary for

Justice): He hasn't been here.

An hon. member: He has been on holiday.

Hon. Mr. Davis: —once again it is a matter
of personal decision, I do not—nor does my

wife nor does my family with respect to

travels that are for, shall we say, holiday
or personal use—use government aircraft or

chartered aircraft, that is, as of Sept 1.

So that there will be no misunderstanding
on the part of the public or the members

opposite, the policy, which applies basically
to four or five of the aircraft, is that the

executive aircraft are not being used by
ministers or senior public servants other than

particularly or exclusively for government
activity.

I hope, Mr. Speaker, that the member for

Grey-Bruce, as he flies in his own private
aircraft back and forth from his own abode,
will have some feeling for those of us who
no longer do.

Mr. Sargent: A supplementary, Mr.

Speaker-

Mr. Deacon: Good change in policy.

Mr. Lewis: Quite a sacrifice.

Mr. Sargent: I didn't hear the Premier

properly. Is he going to pay the $35,000?

Second, what are his plans this year?

Hon. Mr. Davis: The matter of the per-
sonal decision I made is properly returnable,
or whatever term may be used, to the

Treasurer of this province. I assure the mem-
ber it will be done. There was—it may not

exist any longer—a problem with respect to

insurance and charter but I'm relatively

optimistic that, if that has not been over-

come, it will be. I can assure the hon. mem-
ber that it has been or will be paid—but not

with a non-cashable cheque because I have

yet to find that kind of document.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Scar-

borough Centre.

CRITICISM OF MINISTER
OF LABOUR

Mr. F. Drea (Scarborough Centre): Mr.

Speaker, I have a question of the Minister

of Labour. Would the Minister of Labour
care to comment about the remarks that were
made about him in the press today by the

president of the Ontario Federation of

Labour concerning the way he has carried

out his duties, and his future, particularly in

light of the great labour racketeering scandal

evolving almost daily before a royal commis-
sion set up by this government.

Mr. Lewis: It was nice of the member to

speak to the minister in advance.
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Hon. Mr. Guindon: Mr. Speaker, I can

only go by-

Mr. Lewis: Is the member linking the

Minister of Labour with the racketeering?

Hon. Mr. Guindon: Mr. Speaker, I can

only-

Mr. Lewis: He must be careful about that.

Hon. Mr. Guindon: —go by what is said in

the press today. First of all I would like to

assure my hon. friend that the statement is

not all that bad, because as I—

Mr. Breithaupt: It was not all that good,
either.

Mr. Renwick: I thought it was rather

flattering.

Hon. Mr. Guindon: —see it, Mr. Archer

says that I am a nice guy—

Hon. Mr. Winkler: He must have in-

structed him yesterday.

Hon. Mr. Guindon: I was amazed, how-
ever, to see the reference to the fact that I

am in the cabinet because I am a French -

Canadian or of French origin. I think it is

irrelevant and perhaps offensive. I should like

to point out, Mr. Speaker, that I am first and
foremost and always a Canadian.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Guindon: I further would like to

add that I have been elected largely by the

English-speaking voters of my constituencv
and most of them union members.

Mr. Renwick: What was the minister's per-

centage of the vote?

Hon. Mr. Guindon: And to top it all, per-

haps I could say in closing, Mr. Speaker-

Mr. Lewis: In closing? Obviously a spon-
taneous and unprepared answer.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Breithaupt: Yes or no.

Hon. Mr. Guindon: That recently-

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Lewis: All this defence. It is my im-
pression that David Archer made no refer-
ence to a French-Canadian.

Mr. Stokes: Even the member for Durham
would endorse that statement.

Hon. Mr. Guindon: Perhaps I may end up,
Mr. Speaker, by saying that recently at a

national convention of the—

Mr. Lewis: He speaks well of the minister

in private.

Hon. Mr. Guindon: —Provincial Building
Trades Council in Windsor I was introduced

by the union as one of the best Labour min-
isters this province ever had.

Mr. Lewis: I am not speaking to the con-

vention either.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Port

Arthur.

CULTURAL HERITAGE COURSES

Mr. Foulds: A question of the Minister of

Education, Mr. Speaker: Why is the Ministry
of Education presently delaying permission
for the Toronto Board of Education to give
four cultural heritage courses, two in Greek
and two in Chinese; the Chinese one being the

Chinese-Canadian bicultural-bilingualism pro-

gramme at Ogden and Orde Public Schools,
and the Greek one being the Greco-Canadian

bicultural-bilingualism programme at Frank-
land and Jackman Ave. Public Schools? Has
this proposal gone to the Social Development
policy committee of cabinet, and when can
the Toronto board expect a favourable re-

sponse to its request?

Hon. T. L. Wells ( Minister of Education ) :

Mr. Speaker, we are not delaying any de-

cision for the Toronto board. They wrote
about a week or two ago; they have asked
for a meeting. A meeting is being arranged
between myself and the Provincial Secretary
for Social Development (Mr. Welch) at

which time we will discuss their proposal
and hopefully give then an answer, but I

know of no delay in answering their request.

Mr. Foulds: The first request, Mr. Speaker,
if I may, went in I believe on Aug. 7 of this

year to the regional director of education in

region 7 and what has been the delay be-

tween then and now?

Hon. Mr. Wells: Mr. Speaker, this was not
in the form of a normal request that would
have been able to be approved easily. It has
had consideration, but actually the formal
documentation of it, I think, only arrived on

my desk, certainly from the Toronto board,
the director, a couple of weeks ago.

I must also tell the hon. member, though,
that the member for that area, the member
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for St. Andrew-St. Patrick, has been talking
to me about this and we have been consid-

ering it. But I want to have a meeting with

the board before we give approval for that

programme.

Mr. Foulds: What is the necessity for the

meeting? Why does the minister have to meet
with them to give approval? What is so ob-

jectionable about these courses that the min-
ister has to intervene personally?

Hon. Mr. Wells: There is nothing objec-
tionable-

Mr. Mcllveen: He just wants to know what
he is doing.

Mr. Lewis: The government keeps talking
of local autonomy.

Hon. Mr. Wells: There is nothing objec-
tionable about the courses as long as every-
one understands exactly what the courses are

and what they intend to do. As long as

everyone understands that they are-

Mrs. Campbell: That is local autonomy.

Hon. Mr. Wells: —intended to help de-

velop the cultural heritage of those language
groups and that they are not intended to be
a beginning of another language of instruc-

tion in our schools for those groups. This

may seem like a small matter but I think it's

one that is best sorted out in the early stages
of any of these programmes.
We are certainly not opposed to develop-

ing some kind of course for the local boards
that will help preserve and strengthen and
nourish the cultural heritage of those races
who wish to have this. But we also are not

prepared to embark upon some kind of pro-
gramme that will institute another language
of instruction other than English or French
in the schools of this province.

Mr. Lewis: So by way of supplementary—

Mr. Foulds: Supplementary, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: Yes, I think another supple-
mentary would be appropriate.

Mr. Foulds: Is the minister then saying, I

think it's section 31, subsection 2 of the
Schools Administration Act, is a possible bar
to the course? And is he following the think-

ing of Mr. Young, the regional director of

education, in thinking that any linguistic in-

struction must be given either immediately
before or immediately after the bell rings,

although the remainder of the course may be
given during school hours?

Hon. Mr. Wells: I'm not just sure what the

hon. member means there. As I've said, I

think that there's going to be no bar-

Mr. Mcllveen: He doesn't either.

Mr. G. Nixon (Dovercourt): Just guessing.

Hon. Mr. Wells: —to giving these courses

if they are to be dealing with the cultural

heritage and the culture of the Chinese.

Mr. J. R. Rhodes (Sault Ste. Marie): Help
him out.

Mr. Lewis: The minister means he suspects
that they will be teaching Chinese and Greek
in grade 1? Is that his suspicion? He thinks

they are sneaking Greek into grade 1 behind
his back?

Mr. Speaker: Order. The hon. member for

St. George.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Just stay out of it.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for St.

George.

WELFARE ASSISTANCE FOR
DISABLED CHILDREN

Mrs. Campbell: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

My question is of the Minister of Community
and Social Services. I would like to know
whether he can at this point in time advise

this House as to whether the Supreme Court
has made a ruling on his practice of forcing
mothers on welfare to take trust awards for

permanently disabled children out of the ac-

count until they reach $1,000? If that ruling
hasn't been made, is the minister prepared
voluntarily now, in light of the award to a

young man who is the son of a school princi-

pal where the court decided that he could

only get the interest on such money; would
the minister now say that he will voluntarily
remove himself from this position and allow

only the interest to be used for maintenance
for a child on welfare who has been perma-
nently disabled?

Hon. R. Brunclle (Minister of Community
and Social Services): Mr. Speaker, the hon.
member raised this question during our esti-

mates, and I thanked her for having raised

it. I informed her that I would have my of-

ficials meet on this matter and I would be

pleased to report to her within the next few

days on the outcome of the meeting.

Mrs. Campbell: Supplementary, Mr.

Speaker: I would like to remind the minister
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that on that occasion Mr. Rutherford, of his

ministry, advised-

Mr. Speaker: This is a reminder rather

than a question, I take it?

Mrs. Campbell: Well, I would just like to

remind him of his decision.

Mr. G. Nixon: The member should make

up her mind.

Mr. Speaker: Order please.

Mrs. Campbell: Does the minister realize

this commitment was not made, but rather,

what happened was that we were advised

there was to be a ruling of the Supreme
Court on the matter? Does he recall that?

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: I was told that this

was referred to Mr. Rutherford, our solicitor,

who discussed this with the hon. member

subsequent to the estimates.

Mrs. Campbell: Oh no, he didn't.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Essex-

Kent.

SANDWICH SECONDARY SCHOOL

Mr. R. F. Ruston (Essex-Kent): Mr.

Speaker, a question of the Minister of Edu-
cation: Does the minister anticipate meeting
with the Essex County Board of Education
this week with his deputy minister—

Hon. Mr. Wells: Would the hon. member

repeat that?

Mr. Ruston: Does the minister expect to

meet with the Essex County Board of Edu-
cation this week with his deputy minister to

resolve the problem of the Sandwich

secondary school?

Hon. Mr. Wells: Not necessarily, Mr.

Speaker. I think I indicated on Friday in

answer to a question, that two of our officials

are down in Essex county today and to-

morrow and they will be reporting back to

me tomorrow. If a meeting is necessary it

will be held; if it isn't necessary it won't
be held. We will wait and see what the

report is from the officials who are there.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Wind-
sor-Walkerville has a supplementary?

Mr. B. Newman (Windsor-Walkerville): Is

the minister aware that indications are that

the officials from his department will not be

meeting with board members but will be

meeting with individual members of the

board?

Hon. Mr. Wells: No, Mr. Speaker, I am
not aware of that, but I am not sure whether
it matters.

Mr. Ruston: It certainly does.

Hon. Mr. Wells: —If what the hon. mem-
ber is suggesting is that there should be
a formally called meeting of the board where

they can all argue their cases against one
another in front of our officials-

Mr. B. Newman: That's right.

Hon. Mr. Wells: —well, I will mention that

to them.

Mr. F. A. Burr (Sandwich-Riverside): A
supplementary.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Sand-
wich-Riverside.

Mr. Burr: A supplementary question, Mr.

Speaker: Will these two officials be inter-

viewing the officials of Sandwich West town-

ship in order to find out what the population
trend in the next two or three years is going
to be in the area served by this school?

Hon. Mr. Wells: Well, Mr. Speaker, they
can, I guess, if so desired. But I would be

very surprised if the officials of the Essex

county board are not aware of any population
trends that the officials of Sandwich township
might have. I would certainly hope that the

board would have that very up-to-date in-

formation at its fingertips.

Mr. Burr: Well, will the minister check on
that?

Hon. Mr. Wells: Yes.

Mr. Speaker: The original question was
from the member for Essex-Kent so the New
Democratic Party is entitled to the next ques-
tion, then the hon. member for Huron-Bruce.

The member for Port Arthur.

EXPLOITATION OF JUNIOR HOCKEY
PLAYERS

Mr. Foulds: A question of the Minister

without Portfolio in charge of the Youth

Secretariat, Mr. Speaker.

In view of a recent report presented to

the government of Alberta, which recom-

mends that junior hockey players not be
bound by contracts, and in view of the
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recent federal Bill C-227 which prohibits
individuals from unduly or unreasonably con-

fining the activities of an amateur profes-
sional hockey player, what action is the Youth
Secretariat taking to prevent the present ex-

ploitation of junior hockey players by the

Ontario Hockey Association?

Hon. M. Birch (Minister without Portfolio):

Mr. Speaker, I will have to take that question
under advisement and I will get the informa-

tion for the hon. member.

Mr. Foulds: A fulltime job at $60 a week?

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Huron-
Bruce.

NEW COURT FACILITIES IN ORILLIA

Mr. M. Gaunt (Huron-Bruce): Mr. Speaker,
I have a question of the Attorney General.

Who were the owners of land purchased
for the new court house in Orillia? Were
tenders called and, just as a matter of in-

terest, do any of the former owners of that

land belong to any political party?

Mr. Lewis: That's a shocker.

Hon. D. A. Bales (Attorney General): Mr.

Speaker, that question should be referred

to the Minister of Government Services, since

that ministry is responsible for acquiring
sites dealing with those matters.

Mr. Lewis: Government Services, eh?

Mr. Gaunt: May I redirect that question
to the Minister of Government Services?

Mr. Lewis: I cant believe it. This is

"Murray Sargent," I take it.

Mr. Gaunt: See what the second row does
to me?

Mr. Lewis: He moves back one row and
then he has to claw his way to the front

again.

Mr. Gaunt: May I have an answer to

that question?

Hon. Mr. Snow: I wonder if the hon.
member would repeat the question. As it

wasn't directed to me, I wasn't paying
that much attention to it.

Mr. Foulds: The government may fall on
this one!

Mr. Gaunt: Who were the owners of land

purchased for the new court house in Orillia

and were tenders called?

Mr. Lewis: And? Come on, the rest of it.

Mr. Gaunt: I will ask that as a supple-

mentary.

Mr. Lewis: Don't be embarrassed.

Hon. Mr. Snow: Mr. Speaker, I am not

aware of any purchase of land for a court

house in Orillia. I do believe we have en-

tered into an agreement to obtain new
facilities for the family court in Orillia on a

lease basis. There has been no purchase
of any land or building.

Mr. Gaunt: A supplementary, Mr. Speaker:
Could the minister get the details of that

lease-purchase and report to the House on
the matter?

Hon. Mr. Snow: Mr. Speaker, there was
no lease-purchase. There is a straight lease,

to my knowledge.

Mr. Gaunt: On the lease, then; would he

get the details of that particular matter?

Hon. Mr. Snow: Yes, certainly.

Mr. Gaunt: And report to the House?

Hon. Mr. Snow: Yes.

Mr. Lewis: Everything about the lease. We
want all the information.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for

Windsor West is next.

FAMILY BENEFITS RECIPIENTS
AND SUPPLEMENTS

Mr. E. J. Bounsall (Windsor West): A
question of the Minister of Community and
Social Services, Mr. Speaker: Is the minister

willing to inform municipal welfare officers

in no uncertain terms that the recent in-

creases in family benefits are not intended

to be taken by them as an opportunity to

reduce or eliminate rent supplements?

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: Mr. Speaker, about a

month or so ago the Premier announced
the five per cent increase, as an interim

measure, to all recipients under the Family
Benefits Act and this was given across the

board in Ontario. I'm not too sure what the

question is.

Mr. Bounsall: Is the minister aware that

municipal welfare officers do provide a rent

supplement, in some cases of high rents, to

family benefit recipients, and they have

seized upon this increase in family benefits
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to reduce or eliminate these rent supple-
ments? Will he inform them that this in-

crease in family benefits was not intended

to be taken by them as the green light to

reduce these rent supplement payments?

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: Mr. Speaker, there

is discretion given to the district regional
welfare administrators to give a supplement
for rent. This is shared by the federal and
the provincial governments in conjunction
with the municipalities.

any portion of the increase which the gov-
ernment granted for the cost of living to

those on family benefit allowances who hap-

pen to reside in Ontario Housing?

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. Lewis: The fact is that they are-

Mr. Reid: The blind leading the blind.

Mr. Lewis: It is going from this minister

to the Minister of Housing.

Mr. M. Cassidy (Ottawa Centre): But only Mr. Cassidy: That's right.
on—

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: Again, it is at their

discretion. If the hon. member knows of

cases where there has been unfairness dealt

out I certainly would be pleased to look

into it, but this is the first that I have heard,
Mr. Speaker, of any discrimination in this

area.

Mr. Lewis: A supplementary, Mr. Speaker:
Can the minister assure the House that none
of the increases given over the last year to

those on family benefits for the purpose of

maintaining the cost of living will go to an
increased rental payable to the Ontario

Housing Corp.? Can he promise us that?

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: Again Mr. Speaker,
the supplementary increases for rent are at

the discretion of the local municipal ad-

ministrators.

Mr. Lewis: On top of OHC.

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: Pardon?

Mr. Lewis: On top of OHC. OHC-the
Ontario Housing Corp.

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: This is rent geared
to income and this is a matter that comes
under my colleague—

Hon. Mr. Grossman: No, if it's shelter

allowances-

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order.

Mr. Lewis: By way of supplementary, I

want to understand. The minister gave—

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: We pay a maximum—
under Ontario Housing Corp. if the rent is,

say, $60 a month, we pay $60 a month.

Mr. Lewis: All right. May I ask the min-
ister the supplementary which I've not well

conveyed yet? Will the Ontario Housing
Corp. be taking, by way of additional rental,

Mr. Lewis: The government is taking the

money from them which is granted for cost

of living.

Mr. Speaker: Order.

An hon. member: Look at that big land-

lord down there.

Mr. Speaker: Order.

Mr. Lewis: Well, can I have—

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: Mr. Speaker, my col-

league who is responsible for Ontario Hous-

ing Corp.—

Mr. Lewis: The minister forgets who that

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: This whole question of

rent geared to income, as the hon. member
knows, is one that also comes under federal—

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Federal and provin-
cial.

Mr. Cassidy: Come on. This minister is the

fellow—

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: They are taking this

up. There has been discussion and there will

be clarification.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for

Windsor-Walkerville.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for

Windsor-Walkerville has the floor.

TIME LIMIT FOR LOCAL
GOVERNMENT STUDIES

Mr. B. Newman (Windsor-Walkerville): Mr.

Speaker, I have a question of the provincial
Treasurer. In light of the Treasurer's recent
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announcement that Queen's Park will not

impose regional government in any additional

areas in the province, and in light of the fact

that he will provide financial assistance to

municipalities to study the type of structure

that they themselves wish to have in their

areas, is the minister imposing some time

limit within which studies must be completed
and a report tabled with him?

Hon. Mr. White: Mr. Speaker, this is not

as yet a government programme, as I made

very clear when I gave my speech to the

Association of Counties and Regions of On-
tario two weeks ago today.

Mr. Sargent: Just flying a kite, was he?

Hon. Mr. White: At that time I did say
that we were contemplating putting this

recommendation to the government, together
with certain guidelines, and I invited the

counties to make their views known before

the government attempted a decision.

It is not a matter of flying a kite, it is a

matter of trying to open up the decision-

making process to citizens and their repre-
sentatives.

Mr. Lewis: Oh, come on.

Mr. Sargent: The government had five

years to do it.

Hon. Mr. White: At any rate I have never

contemplated a time limit as such, no.

Mr. Cassidy: He's the biggest kite flyer in

the government.

Mr. Speaker: The time for oral questions
has now expired.

Petitions.

Presenting reports.

Mr. R. D. Rowe (Northumberland): I beg
leave to present a report on the auto parts

industry prepared for the select committee
on economic and cultural nationalism by
Kates Peat Marwick and Co. Copies for the

members have been placed in their postal
boxes.

The report follows the study design em-
ployed for the mining industry report that I

tabled on Monday, Oct. 22, and the report
on architects and engineering consultants that
I tabled on Nov. 1.

The auto parts industry was selected for ex-
amination because of its importance to the

economy of Ontario, and because it provides
a unique opportunity to study the effects on

industry in Canada and in this case particu-

larly Ontario, of rationalization of production
between Canada and the United States. The
Canada-US automotive products agreement
signed by Mr. Pearson and Mr. Johnson at

the Johnson ranch in January, 1965, opened
immense opportunities for Ontario producers
of auto parts to supply the manufacturers for

incorporation by them into new equipment.

The study shows the producers in Ontario,
both Canadian-owned and foreign-owned,
have responded well to the challenge. Using
Statistics Canada figures, which cover only
a portion of the industry, the study shows
that the number of establishments manufac-

turing auto parts and accessories in Ontario

increased from 127 in 1967 to 139 in 1970,
and that employment rose from 30,800 to

37,400 in the same period.

Exports from Canada to the United States

of all motor vehicle parts increased from

$141 million in 1965 to $1,341 million in

1971, an increase approaching ten-fold. Im-

ports increased at the same time from $798
million to $2,248 million, an increase of less

than treble.

The study covers in some detail the ex-

perience of seven firms operating in that con-

text, of massive shifts in production and
trade relations. As in the case of the reports

already released this study examined local au-

tonomy, access to markets, employment of

foreigners, research and development in Can-

ada, sources of finance, employee relations,

community relations, export activity and po-

tential, and attitudes regarding possible gov-
ernment policy initiatives. The findings are

summarized in chapter 5 of the report.

Hon. Mr. Brunelle presented the annual re-

port of the Ministry of Community and Social

Services 1972-1973.

Mr. Cassidy: Now that his estimates are

past the minister thought to bring it in. He
does that every time.

Hon. Mr. Davis: I don't.

Mr. Cassidy: The Premier doesn't report,
that's why.

Mr. Speaker: Motions.

Hon. Mr. Winkler moves that this House
will resume Wednesday sittings on Wednes-
day of this week.

Mr. Lewis: What?

Hon. Mr. Davis: It's upset my day as well.

Mr. Lewis: But the Premier had notice.
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Mr. Breithaupt: I would like to ask a ques-
tion of the House leader. On Wednesday
afternoon is it his intention, under the term
of presenting reports, to bring the estimates

from committee back to the House so that

that will be resolved, in effect, as of 10:30

tomorrow evening as we had agreed?

Hon. Mr. Winkler: I would think that

would be correct, yes. I might say further

that tomorrow evening, it being the occasion,
I believe, of the Speaker's dinner-

Mr. Gaunt: Wednesday.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: No it's Tuesday, it's

tomorrow evening. I would suggest that we
resume the sitting at 8:30 and possibly con-

clude at 11. Then on Wednesday evening,
because of the other event that is on, I would

suggest that we might not sit this Wednes-

day evening.

Mr. Stokes: On a point of clarification, Mr.

Speaker, it was my understanding that the

time allocated for the estimates in committee
will run out as of tomorrow night. There
were 10 hours deducted from the time for

supply in the House for each estimate that

was referred to committee. Now, it's quite
obvious that we're not going to get finished

the two remaining estimates in committee,

namely Industry and Tourism and Health.

Does this mean the government is going to

bring in a resolution to allow the estimates

committee to sit beyond the deadline to take

care of the remaining time allocated to those

two estimates; or is it going to add those 20
hours to the time remaining for supply in the

House?

Hon. Mr. Winkler: No, Mr. Speaker, I

thought that we had discussed that very

thoroughly on Friday, if the hon. member
was here—I don't recall.

Mr. Stokes: I was in committee.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Okay.

Mr. Stokes: They don't discuss those things
in committee.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: I think that if the mem-
bers examine Hansard of Friday they will find

that the explanation is there.

Mr. Stokes: What is it?

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Very simply this, that
the estimates as referred to standing com-
mittee remain so, and at the conclusion of
the time those estimates must be included in

that general time that was allotted to the

standing committee and is finalized; then the

balance of the time for the consideration of

estimates, which is here in the House, which
I believe is some 31V2 hours, should be ap-

portioned to the balance of remaining esti-

mates and can be discussed that way here.

Mr. D. C. MacDonald (York South): In-

cluding the two that should have been heard
in committee?

Mr. Lewis: No, this is a very, very impor-
tant matter—because what is happening now
is effectively the exclusion of the Ministry of

Health from any public scrutiny at all this

year.

Mr. Cassidy: That's right.

Mr. Lewis: And the government knows it.

Mr. W. Newman (Ontario South): And
whose fault is that?

Mr. Lewis: So let's understand what we're

about.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker, Order, order, order.

Mr. Lewis: On a point of order, I think it

is perfectly legitimate when estimates are

referred from the House they are referred

on the basis of deducting 10 hours from the

House's debating time, which would other-

wise be used for estimates discussion. If it is

not possible to encompass one or two minister-

ial estimates in the number of days allotted

for committee, it makes absolute good sense

to take those estimates back into the House
and reinstate the 10 hours which were spe-

cifically deducted. That is surely logical.

Hon. Mr. White: It is not in the rules.

Mr. Lewis: If the government wont rein-

state those 10 hours, then it is a pretty crude

political effort to prevent the Ministry of

Health estimates ever being publicly scrutiniz-

ed by the Legislature.

Hon. Mr. White: That's not the reason.

Mr. Lewis: Oh, yes it is. There is no other

interpretation possible.

An hon. member: It isn't a part of the

rules.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Mr. Speaker, I can

fully understand the leader of the NDP tak-

ing-

Mr. Lewis: My agitation.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: —that position. How-
ever, some substantial number of days ago
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we sat and discussed what would happen to

the balance of estimates.

Mr. Lewis: No, we didn't.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Yes, we did. If the lead-

er of the NDP didn't, his representative was

there. His House leader was there and don't

deny that.

Mr. Lewis: No, we agreed with what came

where.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: He marked the sheet.

Mr. Lewis: I understand.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: All right. No, that being
the case, the time was then allocated, Mr.

Speaker, not only in standing committee, but

also for the House and for each and every

department that remained to be considered.

The rules were then fully understood. As we
have discussed estimates in the course of this

particular session and going back to last

spring, the committees might well have sat

on Tuesday and Thursday mornings, might
well have sat every Wednesday and every

evening of those days, but they chose not to,

Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Lewis: Because there was a govern-
ment majority on those committees.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: That does not happen
to be the fault of the government and I will

not be baited into this situation.

Mr. Cassidy: Stop the bluster and talk-

some sense.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: If the leader was not

here on Friday, that is not my fault either;

we'll discuss it today.

Mr. Lewis: That's completely unfair.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: I said on Friday, the

balance of the time that remains in the House
might well be apportioned as they see fit

and I will leave it there.

Mr. Lewis: No, that's not the terms of

reference.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: There is no vehicle

within the rules to refer the individual esti-

mates back.

Mr. Lewis: Of course there is.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: There is not-

Mr. Stokes: All the minister has to do is

bring in a resolution.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: And it would only be

by unanimous consent. The opposition has

used its time; it's used it. The members
know it; they don't have to argue.

Mr. Lewis: The Clerk shakes his head. Mr.

Speaker, I would like to put a point of order

to you, because I—

Mr. Speaker: Order, please. I did permit
some discussion on the matter of the esti-

mates but that is not the question before the

House at the moment.

Mr. Lewis: Well-

Mr. Speaker: The question is the motion of

sitting on Wednesdays, and surely we must
resolve this motion before the House, before

any such discussions are in order? Therefore,

there can be no point of order on this par-
ticular motion. I think the hon. members
would agree with me.

Mr. Lewis: That's fine.

Mr. Speaker: All right, the motion, then,
is that Mr. Winkler moves that this House
will resume Wednesday sittings on Wednes-

day of this week. The question is shall the

motion carry?

Motion agreed to.

Mr. Lewis: On a point of order, Mr.

Speaker, I would ask you, sir, to take a look

at the rules and see whether it is possible
in the context of the rules of the legislative

assembly for the estimates which are not

discussed in committee within the given num-
ber of days allocated to be returned to the

House for the 10 hours which was originally
deducted from the total time when they were
referred to the committee; and that in the

process of making that judgement, it be kept
in mind that the total number of days fre-

quently encompassed Wednesdays when the

committee did not sit and did not know that

this was going to be the vise we would be

ibjected to at tlie end-

Mr. W. Newman: Come on. Who refused

to sit on Wednesdays?

Mr. Lev/is: —and a number of Fridays
when the committee did not sit, despite the

fact that in some of the committee sessions

there was reference to a wish to sit on

Wednesday or Friday. I simply point out, Mr.

Speaker, that what effectively is happening,
and seems profoundly illogical, is that the

10 hours we should have for the Ministry of

Health is being neatly removed from the

legislative process. Therefore, in this very
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crucial field there will be virtually no oppor-
tunity for legislative debate because there are

several other estimates in the House now.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: It looks like the mem-
ber goofed.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: He didn't control his

verbosity.

Mr. Lewis: That has nothing to do with it.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Mr. Speaker, you will

be very well aware from what I have said

that if, after tomorow evening, the House
wishes to discuss the estimates of the Min-

istry of Health for 10 hours, it is quite free

to do so and it is open—2V2 hours, I am
sorry; that period of time in any event. Let
me say this again—I am not trying to

rationalize the situation as it is but a year
ago, in 1972, the estimates were totally
concluded before June 29. The year previous
to that, they were totally concluded on a date

substantially earlier than that. We are now
well on into the month of November.

Mr. Lewis: We didn't start sitting on April
1. We didn't start sitting on April 1 so it was
late. Come on. What nonsense.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: The use of time has
been the responsibility of the opposition, not
the government.

Mr. Lewis: Not at all. The government is

using a guillotine now—sure it is.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: The leader of the NDP
is supposed to be a nice guy.

Mr. Lewis: I am.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Not with the guillotine.

Mr. Speaker: Order!

Mr. MacDonald: Mr. Speaker, if you are

looking into this situation, quite frankly, you
are our last protection from a virtually com-
plete destruction of the standing committees
of this Legislature.

Hon. R. Welch (Provincial Secretary for
Social Development and Minister of Hous-
ing): He is bound by the rules.

Mr. G. Nixon: Get off that.

Mr. MacDonald: Just listen for a moment.
The member might learn something, instead
of being a vacuous noise.

Mr. J. P. MacBeth (York West): The

opposition members abused their time earlier

and they are suffering for it now.

Mr. MacDonald: Mr. Speaker, this House
has sat four months of this year.

Mr. Lewis: That's all.

Mr. MacDonald: Four months of this year.

Mr. Lewis: Under protest from the gov-
ernment.

Mr. MacDonald: And what the govern-
ment is now doing is so manipulating the

rules of the House that it is going to chop
it off at about the end of four months from
consideration of the estimates, with three or

four of the major departments not considered.

Let the press gallery and let the public and
let the people of this province know what
this government is up to. Not only is that

happening in the estimates committee, Mr.

Speaker—

Hon. Mr. Winkler: It is the rule.

Mr. Stokes: It is closure, that's what it is.

Mr. MacDonald: —but somebody from the

Liberal benches drew attention a week or so

ago or two or three days ago—the Minister

of Education might learn something, too,

instead of yakking. Let him listen.

Mr. Speaker: Order, please.

Mr. MacDonald: The standing committees
of the Legislature used to be a forum in

which the public could make representation
on what two or three years ago was over
40 per cent of the bills in this House. Today,
less than 10 per cent of the bills of this

House go there. In short, the standing com-
mittees for both estimates and other purposes
have been destroyed by this government,
which is allegedly recreating—

Mr. Speaker: Order.

Mr. MacDonald: —and restructuring the

Legislature to be more effective.

Mr. E. M. Havrot (Timiskaming): Nonsense.
Nonsense.

Mr. Speaker: Order.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Mr. Speaker, this is an

absolutely farcical position for the hon. mem-
ber to take.

Mr. Lewis: It is not.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: It is so.
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Hon. Mr. Welch: He supported the new
rules.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Mr. Speaker-

Mr. Speaker: Order please.

Mr. Lewis: They are so frightened about

the Ministry of Health that they are not

going to bring it on.

Mr. W. Newman: Nonsense. Nonsense.

Mr. Cassidy: They protest too much.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order.

Mr. Lewis: Four months of the year; five

months.

Mr. W. Hodgson (York North): The mem-
ber can't even attend the House for four

months.

Mr. Speaker: Order.

Mr. Lewis: We started April 1 or there-

abouts.

Mr. Speaker: It seems to me that there

may well be some misunderstandings-

Mr. Lewis: Misunderstandings? There are

no misunderstandings.

Mr. Speaker: There may well be some

misunderstandings and some-

Mr. MacDonald: There is a calculated

misunderstanding over there.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: That is not true and
the member knows it.

Mr. Speaker: There may well be some

misunderstandings on someone's part. At this

moment, having not been the chairman of
the committee for some time, I must confess
that my immediate knowledge of the rules

pertaining to the time is somewhat lacking.
The hon. member for Scarborough West

did rise and ask me if, as Speaker, I would
check into the rules and see what could be
done, what couldn't be done, whether or not

things were being done in order, etc.

I assure the hon. member and the hon.
members that I will so look into the rules
of the House. I will review everything that
has been said during this little exchange. I

will report back to the House tomorrow just
as quickly as possible, if that is agreeable.

Hon. Mr. White: We can't be blamed for

their lack of competence.

Mr. Stokes: Mr. Speaker, when you do so,

will you pay particular attention to the days
that the committee could have sat and didn't

to accommodate specific ministers?

Mr. Lewis: Right; right; right.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: The members opposite
are just as much as fault as anybody.

Mr. Speaker: I will look into every aspect.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: The member for Sud-

bury was one of those who refused to sit,

and my friend knows it.

Mr. Stokes: The minister went to Atikokan.

Mr. Lewis: It was at the direction of the

Treasurer no doubt.

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. Lewis: Nonsense.

Mr. Stokes: You refused to sit on Wednes-

days—your own people.

Mr. Speaker: Order.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: This is constituting grave
disorder.

Presenting reports.

Mrs. M. Scrivener (St. David): A point of

order, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Lewis: Aha, now the battle is joined.

Mrs. Scrivener: On a further comment on
this point of order, Mr. Speaker, as chair-

man of estimates I want to inform you—

Mr. Speaker: I am sorry, the hon. member
cannot raise a point of order now. I have
undertaken to look into it from every aspect.

Mrs. Scrivener: You said that some mem-
bers may be—

Mr. Speaker: I think a prolongation of this

discussion is only a debate, which is out of

order at this time. I regret that that is

out of order.

Mr. Cassidy: Throw her out, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Lewis: Yes, enforce the rules.

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. Lewis: Not for long, just the rest of

the afternoon; as an object lesson.
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Hon. Mr. Grossman: Mr. Speaker, they will

call you a male chauvinist Speaker if you
don't watch out.

Mr. Speaker: Introduction of bills.

PHARMACY ACT

Hon. Mr. Potter moves first reading of bill

intituled, An Act to amend the Pharmacy Act.

Motion agreed to; first reading of the bill.

Hon. R. T. Potter (Minister of Health): Mr.

Speaker, this bill requires and makes pro-
vision for the accreditation of pharmacies.
Accreditation may be suspended or cancelled

after a hearing by the discipline committee of

the College of Pharmacy for non-compliance
with prescribed standards or failure to pay
annual fees for the pharmacy. Accreditation

fees will replace the fees now payable by
owners or by managers or directors of cor-

porations which operate pharmacies, and the

bill authorizes the College of Pharmacy to

make regulations to provide for the continu-

ing education of members of the college.

Mr. Cassidy: The minister feels better now
that his estimates are off, doesn't he?

Mr. McIIveen: No, he doesn't.

Mr. Cassidy: Sure he does. There was a

note of relief in his voice.

Hon. Mr. Potter: The members opposite
are so afraid of getting at my estimates that

they wasted all the time on the others.

Mr. Cassidy: That reprieve couldn't have

happened to a less deserving guy.

Mr. Speaker: Order.

REGIONAL MUNICIPALITY OF
WATERLOO ACT

Hon. Mr. White moves first reading of bill

entituled, An Act to amend the Regional
Municipality of Waterloo Act, 1972.

Motion agreed to; first reading of the bill.

Hon. Mr. Wh#e: Mr. Speaker, this bill con-
tains minor amendments which were found

necessary since the approval by the House of

the original bill. This bill will be taken

through the House by my parliamentary as-

sistant, the member for York East (Mr. Meen).

PERSONAL STATEMENTS

Mr. Speaker: Before we enter upon the

orders of the day, I should like to provide a

clarification and a ruling, actually, partaining
to the matter of personal statements.

In the past, members have frequently risen

on so called points of order or privilege
which are really neither one nor the other.

There are instances, however, when it would
seem to be reasonable that members be per-
mitted to make statements that would ex-

plain, excuse, justify or apologize for previ-
ous errors, misunderstandings, conduct or
similar situations.

Reference to parliamentary texts reveals
that such statements have indeed been per-
mitted as personal explanations or statements.
The references examined also indicate that

permission for making such personal state-

ments had previously been obtained from the

Speaker who, upon examination of the pro-
posed statement, should take to himself the

authority to permit the statement to be made.

In the future, therefore, such personal
statements will be permitted under the cir-

cumstances outlined and should be made at

the conclusion of the oral question period.

Orders of the day.

Clerk of the House: The 21st order, House
in committee of supply.

ESTIMATES,
MINISTRY OF TREASURY, ECONOMICS
AND INTERGOVERNMENTAL AFFAIRS

Mr. Chairman: The estimates of the Min-

istry of Treasury, Economics and Intergov-
ernmental Affairs. Does the hon. minister

have an opening statement?

Hon. J. White (Treasurer, Minister of Eco-
nomics and Intergovernmental Affairs): Mr.

Chairman, I haven't an opening statement as

such, although I will be making remarks
from time to time during the consideration

of these estimates.

I would like to say that the last time these

estimates were before the House, the then

Department of Municipal Affairs and the
then Department of Treasury and Economics
included 3,300 public servants. Of this num-
ber, 2,600 have now been relocated in other

ministries; more particularly the Ministry of

Revenue, the Ministry of Housing and, no
doubt, other ministries.

When the last estimates were considered

by the House, there were a large number of
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boards and commissions reporting to the

Treasurer and all of these responsibilities have

been moved from this ministry. I should like

to thank the 2,600 public servants who have

been transferred out of this ministry as well

as the hundreds of members and staff mem-
bers of boards and commissions.

And now, turning to the 700 public serv-

ants who are left in this greatly diminished

ministry, I would like to thank them very

much, indeed, for their enormous efforts since

I, myself, became Treasurer last Jan. 15. In

that 10-month interval, we have been called

upon to generate an extraordinary amount of

work, including a dramatic reform budget,

including four new regional governments and

including three monumental planning Acts, so

to all of these public servants, I express my
thanks.

Now, sir, I would like the record to show

my particular indebtedness to—

Mr. J. R. Breithaupt (Kitchener): Not all

of them.

Hon. Mr. White: —the Deputy Treasurer,
Mr. Ian Macdonald, who has been, I think

one would have to say a senior member, if

not the senior member, of the public service

of Ontario for some number of years. Mr.
Macdonald started his service with the gov-
ernment, I think about 9% years ago. One
does read his name in the paper these days;
without predicting the outcome of those de-

liberations I should like to thank him very
much personally for the enormous assistance

which he has given to me.

I would also like to mention the four
assistant deputy ministers who have been
called upon to do heroic tasks, working
long hours, and stretching their abilities and
talents almost weekly—Mr. George Bell, who
is sitting in front of me now, Mr. Peter

Honey, Dr. Terry Russell, and Mr. Donald
Stevenson.

And now, sir, we stand ready to answer

any questions or provide any explanation
asked of us by the members of the Legis-
lature.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Kitchener.

Mr. Breithaupt: Well, Mr. Chairman, it

is interesting first of all to hear the Treasurer

justify the continuation of his own job. It's

our view, of course, that the ministry which
he attempts to maintain is done in the
manner of a cook in a short-order restaurant

busily moving the pots around on the stove.

Mr. H. Edighoffer (Perth): With a sweater
on.

Mr. Breithaupt: Perhaps with a sweater

on, yes.

With three particularly large responsi-

bilities, it is our view that this ministry re-

mains too large, in spite of the 2,600 per-
sonnel who the minister has referred to as

having been transferred out of his ministry.
I thought for a moment that he was going
to perhaps bring all the rest of them in, as

we sometimes see them here on budget day,
their shiny faces quite content with the

work that they have been doing for a man,
who I think, it is fair to say does demand
a lot of them.

But as I say, Mr. Chairman, I think that

the ministry remains too large, that its par-
ticular responsibilities, not only with respect
to the operation of the Treasury, but with

respect to the formation of economic policy,

municipal matters, and intergovernmental
matters, particularly with the federal and
other provincial administrations, is too much
of a task, even for the member for London
South.

There are certain things I think that need
to be said with respect to this ministry. I

am sure they can be well attended to in the

deliberations on the particular votes. As we
only have about 30 hours left to deal with
all the estimates, and it is presumed that

we will probably have a good portion of

our time spent at least in the concurrence
of those estimates which have not been
reached downstairs, I certainly do not wish
to take too much of the time of the House
in order to go through any lengthy state-

ment.

I think it is fair, though, to say that there

have been some serious blunders made,
especially with respect to the implementation
and the presentation of the last budget be-
fore this House. We all recall the matter
of the energy tax, which was introduced
in this year's budget and, of course, that

matter is something which many of the

citizens have found to have been one of

the most unfortunate things that this govern-
ment has ever attempted to do. The public

outcry was large, exceptionally vocal and

fortunately the ministry responded, albeit

with some embarrassment, to remove this

form of taxation increase particularly on
the use of heating resources.

I suppose it is a moot point today to

comment as to whether that increase tax

would have in effect meant anything dur-

ing this present energy crisis. I suggest, sir,

it would not have. I suggest that the prob-
lems would still be upon us, no matter the

addition of this particular cost, and the
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resultant addition of this cost, of course,

would have hit the kinds of people who can

least afford it.

We have seen the increase in the provincial

sales tax over this past six months from the

five per cent to the seven per cent rate. We
have pointed out many times, not only in

my opening remarks in the budget debate

but throughout many other occasions, that

this form of taxation is most particularly

regressive over the entire income span.

Those members of our society who have
low incomes, who have large families or who
have fixed incomes are especially the ones

who have been suffering most clearly as a

result of this increase. The consumer, who
is paying more now for food and housing
and clothing and fuel and energy, has also

to give to the government of this province an
additional two cents out of each of his

spending dollars.

In early October an editorial in the Globe
and Mail read as follows:

It can be said without the possibility of

refutation, however, that no single thing
has produced such an immediate and per-
vasive effect on inflation in Ontario as the
two per cent increase in the sales tax.

The exemption was continued on food
and pet foods were exempted, but on the

mass of things, not excepting clothes for

children grown larger than the government
allows, the sales tax increase at once re-

duced the purchasing power of the dollar

in Ontario by two per cent.

Not only is the provincial government
collecting two per cent more sales tax since

the last provincial budget, it is collecting
it on prices which have risen dramatically
in the ensuing months.

It seems unlikely that Queen's Park
needed the extra money. Having taken it,

can it spend it on services that would be
more essential to Ontario citizens than
clothes for adolescents and adults, the light
bill, the heat bill, the telephone bill, rising
rents and food that is still dramatically
higher despite the seasonal August dip?

That, of course, was back in October, and
we know that since then many of the addi-
tional prices that we have dealt with in the

marketplace have all increased.

We now have the opportunity of watching
the prices commission in Ottawa continue
with its attempts to catalogue and organize
certain studies with respect to pricing, espe-
cially of items in the supermarkets. We
found, of course, much complaint—I must say

particularly by the federal colleagues of the

minister—that this commission has not been
able to achieve what it supposedly was

going to achieve. But I put it to you as well,

that the approach taken by the Minister of

Consumer and Commercial Relations (Mr.
Clement) has also been one which has not

achieved the sorts of things that we would
have hoped might be achieved.

We are coming, of course, to the point of

dealing with these particular items in a

simple market that is obviously dominated by
a few large producers and which obviously
has to have the influence of foreign markets

upon it. There are all sorts of other con-

siderations, as the minister and his staff are

well aware—and certainly as we are well

aware here—that bear on the particular costs

of food and the particular budgeting for tax

needs within the province.

I must say, Mr. Chairman, that of course

we are not dealing with small amounts of

money. Personal income tax estimation for

this year is some $1,314 million. And it may
come as interest to some members that the

retail sales tax projection was $1,315 million.

So in fact by $1 million we were projected at

that point—and no doubt the figures are

somewhat more accurate now—to have the

large amount of income tax which is collected

federally, but then comes to the province,

surpassed for the first time by an increased

revenue source in the retail sales tax. So, if

it has not become as yet the largest tax

source in the province, it is certainly about
to be as these projected figures continue. And

obviously the money has got to come from
somewhere.

What we are saying, Mr. Chairman, is that

there are certain changes which are required,
as we have discussed particularly in the

budget. There are certain requirements which
this minister has not met in respect to some
of his borrowing and cash needs policies and
there are certain areas of particular approach
which we will go into further as these esti-

mates are debated.

Mr. Chairman: May we hear someone from
the New Democratic Party? The member for

Ottawa Centre.

Mr. M. Cassidy (Ottawa Centre): I didn't

expect the member for Kitchener to subside

quite so quickly, Mr. Chairman. I do have a
few comments to make on the estimates of

the ministry. I was just consutling with my
whip there to find out whether we should

prepare—as we had hoped to spend 10 hours
or 15 hours with this minister—or whether
we will be in a position where we simply
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have to put our points and then quit and
not give the minister the kind of cross-

examination that he ought to have on the

estimates of a very important ministry.

Hon. Mr. White: Oh no, we have days; it

will take all week.

Mr. Cassidy: It will take all week. Well,
I would urge the minister to—

Hon. Mr. White: I have got a week set

aside.

Mr. Cassidy: —talk to his colleagues and

suggest to them that if there is any commit-
ment to the status of this Legislature on that

side of the House, then that the amount of

20 hours or so from the two departments not

yet covered downstairs should be added to

our time here—or else this whole exercise be-

comes a mockery.

Hon. Mr. White: That is beyond my
horizons. You can take as long as you want
on mine.

Mr. Cassidy: Well, all right.

Mr. Speaker, I have a number of points
I'd like to make about the ministry and about
the way in which the ministry has been
carried on. I do feel that this minister has

got too much to do and that efforts that have
» n made to try and trim down the ministry

will fail and will continue to fail because
too much is concentrated in one particular set

of hands.

The head count, which he suggested might
be a valuable means of assessing it, doesn't

really matter that much. The fact that assess-

ment people have gone away does not re-

duce, significantly, any load on a minister, be-
cause that is an operating function and his is

a policy ministry and the policy areas which
he has to cover are still as broad as ever.

I have a number of points I want to make
in other areas and I'll mention them very
briefly before going into a few more general
comments, Mr. Chairman.

In the first place, I think this government
is getting itself and the people of Ontario into
a very serious situation, because it simply
cannot make up its mind what to do about
the question of land. The land policy of the

government is in total disarray. And conflict

arises between the practice of the govern-
ment, which is to do nothing; the ideology
of the government, which is also to do noth-

ing; and the statements of the government,
which say something will be done. The con-
fusion of the minister himself is creating a
situation of total chaos.

In planning, we have some serious prob-
lems. They are being created by the govern-
ment because of its concentration on the

Toronto-centred region in regional develop-
ment planning for the province to the virtual

exclusion of all of the rest of the province—
that's at the expense of the Toronto-centred

region or the central Ontario region. The most
recent example of that is that far from trying
to project growth even 50 miles to the north

of Toronto in zone 3 of the Toronto-centred

region plan, the government is now creating
a new development corridor on the north

shore of Lake Erie.

Then there's the question of regional gov-
ernment. The minister is running around the

province seeking to persuade everybody, or

delude everybody, that people are happy with

regional government. We still don't have the

facts on regional government, Mr. Chairman.
I hope we get some during the course of

these particular estimates.

But we do have a situation now where the

government, having forced anumber of re-

gions into existence and having tried to pre-
tend that people weren't upset about what
was happening, the minister has his pistol

sticking out of his coat pocket as he goes
to the counties and the other 40 per cent of

the population of the province to tell them
to restructure and reorganize under criteria

which are going to be very strictly laid down
by this particular ministry.

In the area of finance, the minister and his

department themselves predict a $0.5 billion

deficit at the municipal level within the

next year or two. To date the moves they
have made in order to solve those problems
have been paltry. Their one major guarantee
of action is to act after the provincial assess-

ment programme is completed. That, we
know, has been deferred for political reasons

to 1976. It therefore seems as though it will

not be in until near the end of the decade,
that this government will be prepared to do

anything concrete about the financing

problem.

Finally, there's the question of the Plan-

ning Act and the urgent need for legislation
in the area of planning reform which is being

obstructed, I would suggest, by some of the

policies being taken by the minister.

In coming up against this minister, Mr.

Chairman, it's obvious that he's a more loqua-
cious fellow than many of the people on that

side of the House. In fact, there are some
ministers who in a year don't give as many
public speeches as this minister does during
the course of a week or two. Loquacity and
content are not necessarily related and one
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finds a curious, and somewhat tedious, repe-

titiveness about the messages which the min-

ister takes around the province.

Hon. Mr. White: You haven't got the mes-

sage yet so I'll have to keep on saying it.

Mr. Cassidy: Okay. But there is a sort of

tremendous illusion in action. And I'm quite

willing to grant that a number of things have

been done by the ministry. But because the

ministry is so darned big and because there

are so many things to do, very urgent and

critical areas get left behind, or when they do

get treated, they get treated at the last min-

ute; the fire engines roll into this area, or

that area, or the other area, and something
is jammed through—when you do it.

And when the minister does it, Mr. Chair-

man, he acts in contempt of the people of

the province, who seldom are adequately con-

sulted about what has to be done. He also

tends to act in contempt of this Legislature.

And that, I can predict, is what's going to

happen here in this House over the course

of the coming weeks, if the minister fulfills

and delivers on a number of major pieces of

legislation which he has promised and said

ought to come out.

If you just look at the specifics you ask

yourself: Why isn't this legislation available

to us right now so that we can judge, so that

the people of the province, the municipalities,

the opposition oarties, the experts, the con-

sultants, and other people like that, could be

assessing and seeking to evaluate proposals

coming from the ministry rather than con-

stantly being forced to react at the very last

minute?

I will give you a few examples.

1. Municipal land banking: No action yet.
The minister says something is happening in

the womb of the cabinet. We haven't seen it

yet. The municipalities are totally hung up
over this question. They can't land bank; they
haven't got adequate powers to land bank.

The only way to get it is through the On-
tario Housing Corp., and the corporation

simply isn't interested in using its powers
to act in line with the kind of priorities that

the municipalities have.

2. Development controls: The government
promised that there would be something this

fall on development controls. That is a major
piece of innovative legislation for municipal-
ities. It is an area into which municipalities
such as London, Toronto, Kingston and Ot-

tawa, have moved through the back door, if

you will, either by special legislation or by
means of height limitations and other devices

like that. Those devices may be suspect or

may be difficult to enforce with the Ontario

Municipal Board in its present frame of mind.

It is obvious that legislation is needed. I see

no commitment that it is coming and that is

going to create very serious problems.

3. Demolition control: There was a very

specific commitment by the minister that the

city of Toronto, through general legislation

coming up this fall, would have the powers
that the Tory government majority on the

private bills committee denied them when

they brought up a private bill this spring.

Hon. Mr. White: We are waiting for them

to respond to our queries.

Mr. Cassidy: The government says it is

waiting for them to respond to their queries.

That is very interesting, and I would like

very much to check that during the dinner

hour to find out specifically what their under-

standing of the situation is. I have had it

up to here, Mr. Chairman, with comments
like that from the minister, which disguise
the fact that little or nothing has happened.
It seems to me that if the government itself

was not prepared to come forward with legis-

lation, then in a period of two or three years

they could have accepted the proposals that

were coming forward in the spring from the

Toronto government.
4. We are awaiting major legislation to

grant the powers to the different tiers of

government in the new Haldimand-Norfolk

region. That isn't just a matter of the rights

or the pretentions or the desires to be treated

with respect to this particular legislature.
That is a veiy fundamental matter, because

an election is due, in the Haldimand-Norfolk

region on Dec. 3 or Dec. 10. Candidates are

now approaching the nomination day, by
which time they legally must have their

hats in the ring, without even knowing what

powers there will be at particular levels of

government.
It is no defence, Mr. Chairman, for the

government to say, "We covered all that in

Nigel Richardson's study a few months ago."
The decisons made by the government have

not yet been announced. There is no draft

bill here and there is absolutely no excuse

why there shouldn't be a draft bill here

right now.

Mr. Chairman, the government has prom-
ised to decentralize and deconcentrate—the

minister is quite a wordsmith—its activities,

including the handing over of a number of

different powers to the municipalities. We
are awaiting action on that, both in the area
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of planning controls, which are to be handed
to the regional municipalities, and in the

area of a series of approval powers which
are here in Queen's Park right now and
which the minister says are being handed
back to the municipalities in the interest of

cutting red tape.

It is a pretty paltry list. We don't oppose
the move to do it, but the legislation is not

yet forthcoming, Mr. Chairman, and we now
stand at a point which is more than half way
through this autumn session of the Legisla-
ture. If it is not done now then it will not be
done until May or June of next year, prob-

ably about June 25. That's when the bulk

of the municipal legislation passes in any
particular session—namely, in the last week
or so—because of the incompetent way in

which that flow of business is handled as far

as the government and the ministry is con-

cerned.

Hon. Mr. White: Not at all. We are still

waiting for the municipal liaison committee
to offer its comments on those proposals.

Mr. D. C. MacDonald (York South): A
calculated stall.

Mr. Cassidy: I would call it a stall as well,
because the liaison committee met the other

day. At that point the government could

have said, "Look, do you want us to go
ahead or not?" and then ticked off the ones

with which you could have gone ahead.

Hon. Mr. White: Last Friday they said

wait until next year. That is how that stands.

Mr. Cassidy: Mr. Chairman, the organiza-
tion of the ministry itself is troubling. The
minister, when the new Ministry of Housing
was created, made a lengthy statement to

the press conference alongside his leader to

say that the burden was going to be lifted

on his particular ministry. It just ain't so,

Mr. Chairman.

The organization charts which are pro-
duced at periodic intervals by the ministry
show that between the period prior to the

creation of the Ministry of Housing and the

period after the creation of that ministry

nothing has changed except for the transfer

of the North Pickering project. The whole
effect of deconcentration will be the creation

of regional offices and the transfer of certain

plan approval powers to the hands of the
local governments. That function still remains
with the ministry and, as far as I can see,

nothing else has changed.

We are still awaiting from the ministry

something which was promised as long ago
as the spring of 1972—the creation of advis-

ory committees of business people, academic

people, trades people and people like that—

everybody except citizens and the representa-
tives of labour—who would serve as advisers

to the people creating the economic develop-
ment plans for the five newly-designated
regions of Ontario.

In June, 1972, at the association of munic-

ipalities of Ontario the then Treasurer said,

"We'll do it and we'll do it soon, by the end
of the year." Towards the end of the year,
he was saying, "We will do it shortly, within

two or three months." That kind of language
has gone on and on to the point where now
a full year and a half and almost two years
has been lost. That loss of time has created

a complete hiatus between the previous situ-

ation, which had a structure of advice com-

ing into government from the regional de-

velopment councils, and whatever the gov-
ernment chooses to have in future. The same

thing is true as far as the municipal advisory
committees in those five particular regions
are concerned. The minister is liable to pop
up in a second and say "That's before the

municipal liaison committee, too." The fact

is, though, that for a year and a half the

potential has been there and get that going.
If any sense of urgency had been shown and
there was a desire to consult with the munic-

ipal liaison committee the whole thing could
have been decided by January or February
of this year, but that has not happened until

now.

Mr. Chairman, we are concerned, in other

words, that an awful lot of things that ought
to be happening within the ministry aren't

happening. They aren't happening because of

the structure of the ministry and because of

the way in which the minister, by necessity,
is forced to go around fighting fires. He is put
up as a talking head before all sorts of

groups around the province; he is forced to

try to carry the can for the government for

an unpopular regional government policy

and, therefore, in turn creates more and
more problems for himself in the way in

which he and his department have been

bringing forward legislation and implement-
ing new policies around the province.

I might mention another area. A very im-

portant initiative, according to the Premier

(Mr. Davis), back in 1972 was the creation

of the joint committee on economic policy,
which was to have a number of working
groups and was to be chaired by the Deputy
Treasurer, Mr. Ian Macdonald. Hopefully,
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during the course of these estimates, which

is the first opportunity since June, 1972, to

question the minister closely about the activi-

ties of his department, we can find out what

on earth that joint committee on economic

policy is actually doing.

So far we have seen no evidence that it is

active at all. No evidence that that kind of

high level economic priority setting which
was talked about in such glowing language

by the Premier is actually being carried out.

Mr. Chairman, let me turn to the question
of land because I think this is a pretty funda-

mental problem right now. We've said a lot

of things about the way in which the govern-
ment kowtows to developers in the way it

handles the planning problems of this par-
ticular province. Sometimes I get up and I

say to myself as I'm about to speak, "My
God, are they really that crazy?" and then,

when I look at the record, the answer has

got to be yes. They really are. There is

really no commitment there at all. The bold

talk—bold is a word that the Treasurer likes

to use along with dynamic, enormous, mon-
strous and other superlatives of that like.

Mr. Breithaupt: Monumental. That's an-

other one.

Mr. Cassidy: Monumental, that's right. I

thought it was monstrous.

Hon. Mr. White: I never use monstrous.

Mr. Cassidy: Okay, I'll use the word mon-
strous.

Mr. MacDonald: That's the adjective for

the department.

Mr. Cassidy: The department is a mon-
strosity, that's right. The bold talk of the

minister is not matched by action in any of
the areas where large-scale land acquisition
has been talked about as a means of imple-
menting government policy. I think the rea-

son may well be that within the ministry,
within the minister himself, and certainly
within the government as a whole there is

an enormous schizophrenia over this ques-
tion of land.

Conservatives just don't believe that you
should meddle with the private land market.
The people who work for the minister, how-
ever, are telling him they see no other way
than very substantial land acquisitions in

Haldimand-Norfolk, in Cedarwood, in the

parkway, in the escarpment, or in the ques-
tion of bringing housing costs under control.

That's the message he is getting from
his bureaucrats, people who, as essentially

neutral actors in the whole government proc-
ess, look at the situation and try and size

it up on its merits and not on the basis of

any sort of predisposed or predetermined

ideological position.

But as far as the Treasurer, who is sitting

there rather grumpily frowning at me right

now, is concerned it is much more difficult

for him.

Mr. Breithaupt: That's a smile!

Mr. Cassidy: And it is certainly much
more difficult for many of his colleagues
who have gone even less into the 20th

century than, I may say, has the Treasurer.

The consequence, Mr. Chairman, is this:

We get a situation, and I will give you
the example, like Haldiman-Norfolk. There,
I believe it was in September or July of

1971—more than two years ago—an eminent

planner with the minister's department, a

man named Nigel Richardson, who was

certainly a competent planner and who then

headed the Haldimand-Norfolk study report,

brought forward a whole list of recom-

mendations to the government about what it

should do in the Haldimand-Norfolk area.

One of the chief recommendations was
that action be taken then to either bring
under control or bring into public ownership
the site of a new town which would be the

major focus for urban development in the

Haldimand-Norfolk region.

Now I have talked, and I will talk a bit

later during this debate, about some of our

questions concerning Haldimand-Norfolk. If

the government made a decision that Haldi-

mand-Norfolk was to go ahead with major

growth, then the consequences, according
to Mr. Richardson, had to be faced.

He and the planners working around him

expected, quite rightly, that government
action would be taken in a number of key
areas including the protection of that town

site, the protection of the river valleys,

planning for Lake Erie shoreline to combine
recreational uses and other things that the

report added, etc., etc.

But what response did they get from this

government? What real commitment did

they find in the back rooms of government
when it came to something that wasn't in

the public eye yet but where the planners

said, emphatically, action is needed now
before we lose the opportunity we have at

this time of completing, or of beginning from
almost nothing, the creation of a new

region?
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I think Mr. Richardson genuinely wanted
to see this region become a model for

economic, social and physical development
in the heartland of North America, or of

Canada. But no action came from the gov-

ernment, none at all, until this spring, when
suddenly Stelco started to call the tune, the

government decided it needed to accelerate

things. It published a report it had suppressed
for a period of more than a year and then

proceeded to act helter-skelter to create the

regional government.

It did nothing about the question of land

apart from a statement by the minister on

June 4, 1973 who was quoted as saying:

"Expropriation regulations ensure that land

prices will not spiral upwards because of

the government's actions."

The actions he was referring to were the

decisions about Haldimand-Norfolk as a

whole and the decision, clearly marked in

the Richardson Report, on a particular area

of land as the townsite where the major focus

of urban growth would take place.

Mr. White believed that expropriation

regulations protected the government; and
the message he was giving loud and clear

to people in the area was: "Don't worry;

you are not going to be held to ransom.

Uncle John has got it all under control."

Well, the fact is that Uncle John didn't

have it under control, not on your nellie,

Mr. Chairman. He didn't have it under
control at all and the delays of the govern-
ment created a paradise for developers down
there. The land, designated in the Richard-

son study, has now to the extent of about
two-thirds—possibly more by now, my figures
aren't up to date—been taken over or have
been optioned by speculators of one sort

and another. The price of that land has

gone from, let's say the $300 to $500 mark
at which it could have been purchased or

optioned back in 1971, to around $3,000
and it is still going up very rapidly.

The actions of the government in freezing
land use in the area have not restrained land

speculation at all. It is a fallacy on the part
of this government and this minister to be-
lieve that a freeze in land use of necessity
freezes land speculation as well. It just
doesn't work at all.

The minister may tell the House that one
of these days some speculators will come a

cropper because they refused to recognize
that a freeze in land use did mean that you
couldn't speculate in the happy way you
used to, but it will be a number of years
before that recognition gets in. It will take

some time before people are burned so badly
that a freeze on land use by the minister

may have the effect that I believe he does

actually desire.

In the meantime, the expropriation rules

which have been passed by this government
ensure that the highest and best price which
is recorded in speculation on property in or
near which the government has an interest

will be the price that the government pays.
In other words the government has jigged
the legislation in such a way that there is an
automatic penalty in speculation on anything
in the adjacent area which the government
happens to want to buy.

The fact is that expropriation regulations,
which are the other defence that the min-
ister talks about, eliminate value created by
government actions only after the filing of

notices of expropriation—only after. And there
has to this date not been a single filing of a
notice of expropriation in the Haldimand-
Norfolk area. In fact, the minister stated the
other day—I've forgotten, I believe it was in

this House—that he didn't believe that any
action should be taken on acquisition of land
for the Lynn townsite, or the new townsite
if another townsite is contemplated in the

area between Simcoe and Nanticoke. He
didn't want to act until the new council was

ready to advise him.

The new council doesn't assume formal life

until April 1. Even though unpaid they might
be willing to do a bit of work before then,
but they will be in the process of assembling
planning staff and so on in the months be-
tween the Dec. 10 or 11 election and April.
There is no way that the new council will be
able to give any meaningful advice to the
minister about the designation of the new
townsite and the acquisition of land until, at

the very minimum, June or July of next year,
1974. That is almost three years after the

original recommendations from Mr. Richard-

son, or if you want to put it in dollars—

Hon. Mr. White: If I may interrupt for

just a minute. This is proceeding on an in-

correct assumption. This government has not

adopted as a matter of policy any new town
in Haldimand-Norfolk.

Mr. Cassidy: This government has not

adopted it as a matter of policy. Well, all

right. The planning in the area, however,

suggests that—

Hon. Mr. White: People may wait forever.

Mr. Cassidy: The minister says that people
may wait forever. The fact is, though, that
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the Haldimand-Norfolk study of Nigel Rich-

ardson stated very clearly that with the

growth of population projected for the area,

there will be a demand for a certain number
of acres for development. I believe it was in

the order of around 20,000 acres for residen-

tial and related development. That is in

addition to the existing urban areas, the vil-

lages and towns like Simcoe and so on.

Now, if there is no new town in the area,
and if there is no public land acquisition,
then the speculation which is in the area
will still hold the public to ransom and the

ministry can't win on this. Whether there is

a new townsite or not, speculation is running
riot in the area. The government has done

nothing to stop it—in fact it has given a
licence to win to speculators in the area
because it has told them of the tremendous
urban growth which will happen in that area
over the next 30 years without doing any-
thing to curb it.

I have no brief for developers and that is

the reason I didn't raise questions specifically
about one proposal that was made to the

government during the weeks of October. But
the fact is that had the government made up
its mind after Nigel Richardson's report what
it wanted to do, and then had it found that

there were delays for one reason and another
in actually finding the land, that the group
headed up by a fellow by the name of
Andrew Cherkas of Oakville, the developer
who had assembled a new townsite at

Townsend, a bit to the east of the site

designated by Mr. Richardson, offered the

government a deal which at the time and in

view of the situation the government had let

itself get into looked like a bargain.

Hon. Mr. White: What deal?

Mr. Cassidy: They very specifically offered
to the government that, rather than acquiring
land at $3,000 and up an acre in the Lynn
area or other areas suitable for a new town-
site in that Simcoe and Nanticoke area the
land which had been optioned by the Cherkas

group for six months in the Townsend area
could be had for a price of between $1,600
and $1,800 an acre because that's what the

options were at.

Hon. Mr. White: Mr. Chairman, but the-

Mr. Cassidy: There were conditions which
were attached to that. I am sorry. I won't
have any interruptions from the minister right
now.

Hon. Mr. White: I'll bet you won't.

Mr. Cassidy: There were some conditions

which were attached to that, Mr. Chairman,
I grant that.

Hon. W. A. Stewart (Minister of Agricul-
ture and Food): He just wants to leave the

wrong impression.

Hon. Mr. White: There were several condi-

tions for it.

Mr. Cassidy: I understand that there were
several discussions with the minister and the

minister says they may have been unaccept-
able conditions, but there was no genuine
negotiation to see whether that could be

acquired. Not only that but as it happens
there was some evidence put forward by a

planner working for this group, who was just
as reputable as the people working for the

government, that, in fact, regardless of the

difference in prices, there may have been a

$20 million to $30 million difference in the

development costs of the Townsend town
site over the Lynn town site. When you
took in the additional cost of the land, one
was talking of $60 million or more. The

longer the government delays, the more that

differential is going to be.

If you wanted to get into bed with these

particular developers—as I say, I hold no

particular brief for any set of developers—
but the government has got itself into the

pass where this was probably the least ex-

pensive of the options open to it. The other

options are to wait for a year or two and
then acquire at $3,000, $5,000 or $10,000 an

acre; or wait for 10 or 15 years by which
time land will have gone up to God knows
what price, and to let people survive in the

free market. All that means, in terms of the

lack of planning that the ministry wanted
to have in this model economic region, and
in terms of the cost to people who have to

buy, is the other options were both more

costly and more disastrous than this one

might have been; that is, the acceptance of

the suggestions that have been made by the

Cherkas group.

Mr. Chairman, the government has indi-

cated clearly often enough that when it owns
land it is quite willing to let private de-

velopers develop it. I don't really see why
the conditions that were being put forward

by the Cherkas group were so unacceptable
to the government. We might have found
them unacceptable because I understand that

they simply wanted to be guaranteed a fairly

significant piece of the action in return for

handing their options over to the govern-
ment. As far as the government is concerned
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in ideological terms, I would have thought
that the deal that was offered was right
down its alley. It could have been very
comfortable ideologically and it could have
saved the people of the Province of Ontario

about $60 million or $70 million to boot.

That's Haldimand-Norfolk, Mr. Chairman.

Then there is the question of the escarp-
ment. The Treasurer said, on Nov. 7, 1973,
that the province will be imposing a freeze

on land development on the Niagara Escarp-
ment, rather blushingly, because he found

out in November, about four or five months
after the bill had been debated in this Legis-

lature, that the necessary orders in council to

impose development controls on the escarp-

ment, which had been intended to begin
some time in June or early July, had not

yet been imposed.

I hope you have acted between last Thurs-

day or Friday and today, Mr. Minister, but

it seems to me really absurd and another ex-

ample of the problems that are created when
one minister tries to do so much.

One of the previous incumbents used to

be able to stride over his empire like—who's

the fellow who strides over the harbour at—

Mr. MacDonald: Colossus.

Mr. Breithaupt: Colossus and the globe.

Mr. Cassidy: Colossus, that's right, and he

was probably supporting the globe on his

back. Maybe that was Atlas as well.

Mr. MacDonald: This government carries

the globe on its back today.

Mr. Breithaupt: Makes a nice change.

Mr. Cassidy: This minister seems to be
sort of scrambling to do the splits in order

to keep his feet over everything he has got
to do. I can tell you, Mr. Chairman, that not

only does that hurt the province but it could
be a very sensitive exercise for the Premier,

given the kind of vulnerability that he sug-

gests.

Mr. Chairman, the question of the escarp-
ment also enters into this question of land

acquisition. When the minister spoke to the

inaugural meeting of the Niagara Escarp-
ment Commission—which, significantly, was
held here at Queen's Park, rather than in

some part of the Niagara Escarpment region
—he made clear two or three things. In the
first place, despite the creation of the com-
mission, the ministry would still run the
show. It was appointing the planning director;
it had hired planning staff; it had set the

regulations for development and controls

which it was passing over to the commission
—in other words, which it was imposing on
the commission before it had actually been
created. The minister presumably, will

eventually decide where land is to be ac-

quired to protect the so-called sensitive areas

of the escarpment when they have been de-

fined.

Now what that means is that within two
or three years—three years I think is the

time frame within which the planning for

the escarpment is now meant to go ahead—
within about three years time the ministry
will then begin to look at possible aquisition
of a certain portion of the 1.3 million acres

that are covered within the escarpment. In

three years time, Mr. Chairman, some of that

land will have got completely out of reach

as far as the government is concerned—com-

pletely out of economic reach.

The land acquisition budget that the gov-
ernment might have for the escarpment will

buy what? One-half, one-third, one-quarter,
of the amount of land that it would buy to-

day. Far worse still, it will buy maybe one-

tenth, one-twentieth or one-fiftieth of the land
that it would have bought had there been a

commitment to protecting the natural fea-

tures of the escarpment and had that com-
mitment been put into action beginning the

day after the publication of the Gertler re-

port six or seven years ago.

That's the amount of time lost already be-
cause this government will not commit itself

to public land acquisition; or if it makes the

commitment, it is purely a verbal thing, a

sleight of hand, just mere words not accomp-
anied by action. When action comes, it will

be at the last minute and therefore it will

be ineffective.

We have heard arguments from this minis-

ter, Mr. Chairman, in which he puffed-up the

cost of acquiring a very major part of the

escarpment land. He said that it would be

$3 billion; we can't afford that. In his esti-

mate, he included every acre of developable
land in the vicinity of Ancaster and St.

Catharines and the other communities down
in the Lake Ontario end of the escarpment
Every acre was included in order to inflate

that figure. And even then, that figure was

inflated, as is evident from any study of other

estimates that have been made of the cost of

escarpment land.

There hasn't been any land acquired on the

escarpment yet. There isn't that kind of com-
mitment now; there hasn't been that kind of

commitment. There may be that kind of
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commitment in three years, but as far as we
are concerned, Mr. Chairman, and as far as

the people in the province who are concerned

about the escarpment are concerned, that just

isn't good enough. We have had enough
empty promises about what this government
is going to do.

We have had enough speeches like the

one made by the Premier in Brampton the

other month, where he said that the province
was going to act and get tough on land. We
have had enough of the kind of thing that

was said in the Throne Speech this spring,

again about land and land use and that kind

of thing. There is not the action to match it

and that should go in the record, Mr. Chair-

man. This government doesn't really believe

in intervening in any significant way in the

land market. And that is fraught with danger,
not only for our generation but more par-

ticularly for our children and our children's

children, Mr. Chairman. Because they are

the ones who will suffer from the lack of

foresight of this particular minister and his

particular government.

Let me come to the question of the park-
way—and I read with interest the minister's

statement. I apologize to the minister that I

wasn't in the House to hear it today. But I

look with interest at the map here, and
frankly I still don't know what the devil's

happening. All we have is designation under
the Ontario Planning and Development Act
by the terms of the legislation. It has got to

come to the Legislature and that's fine. We
welcome that.

But once again, where is the commitment
to ensuring public use? Where is the commit-
ment to having the kinds of land banks that
were desired to be had in the parkway area?
Where is the commitment to the recreational
uses and the expansion of recreational areas
which would be reflected in land acquisition?
It isn't there, Mr. Chairman. It isn't there in

the budget of this ministry. No, you search in
vain for that kind of money. It isn't there in
this particular statement. We are just being
left while speculators and developers run
riot through this area as well as through the
rest of the province.

Mr. Chairman, the original proposals,
which came out of the Metropolitan Toronto
and Region Transportation Study, the

original proposals indicated that the park-
way belt would have a genuine function in

separating communities. It would have the
width of one kilometre to one mile, maybe
two miles in some sectors. But when the

government went to act—and nothing could

be more graphic than this rather detailed

map that we have here, nothing could be

more graphic than this—when the govern-
ment went to act, why, we found that in

most of the significant sectors where major

development is under way right now, the

parkway had been slivered down, had been

shrunk to a few hundred feet across.

I found it significant when we first saw
this plan. The fact that the parkway had
a waspish waist, its narrowest extent of

almost anywhere in the area is where it

passed around Erin Mills and the project

which is being handled by friends of the

Conservative Party—Erin Mills Developments,
Canadian Equity, the Eddie Goodman-E. P.

Taylor bunch I think it is, who were so

involved out there. I wish that I had a map
of all of the major landholdings in the

development areas around Toronto because

I suggest to you Mr. Chairman, that again,

and again and again you will find that the

parkway belt was deliberately cut back where
it would have interfered with land held by
developers who were friendly to this par-

ticular government. It's as simple as that.

In areas of Burlington north and Oakville

north there's a very satisfying extent of green-
belt marked. These are areas that are not

now pressured by urban development and

are exempt from it, hopefully, for a few

years. But in the areas where there is de-

velopment pressure; in the areas where it

should surely be most important that a sense

of community be created, and that the com-
munities be separated by something more
than a freeway with a little parkette on

either side, this is exactly the area where

nothing more has been done than to create

a service corridor.

The government has simply been unwilling
to act in any way, whether it's land ac-

quisition, or the acquisition of development
rights, to ensure that the parkway belt is

of adequate size, of adequate usefulness and

to ensure that it conforms with the kinds of

recommendations that have been made by
its planners and to ensure that that area

designated is, in fact, protected.

What's happening now, of course, is in

the other direction. The protection is col-

lapsing. People who simply have lines marked
on a map for subdividing their particular

property are finding that, yes they can go
ahead because the government complacently
is allowing them to. Even the sort of basic

concepts of the parkway belt are being
eroded and undermined by actions down at

the municipal level.
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Then we come down to the question of

Cedarwood. Here's an area, Mr. Chairman,
where you would expect the minister to get

up and say: "Now, come on. The NDP is

saying that the government doesn't believe

in land acquisition but we're doing it at

Cedarwood."

But, in fact, there again, because of these

hangups that the government has got about

land, they're blowing it again and they're

blowing it in a way which is tragic and
which is comic at the same time.

Back in 1972, when the Pickering an-

nouncement was made and the Cedarwood
announcement was made on the same day,
Ontario announced that it was going to ac-

quire 25,000 acres and that it would spend
—I believe it was $70 million—in order to

create that new town of North Pickering or

Cedarwood.

As of July 5, 1973, the government has

spent more than half of its budget. In fact,

it has spent $40 million to acquire what? To
acquire 5,763 acres.

By October it had spent $41 million yet
had still acquired less than 6,000 acres.

This effort of the government to acquire
land in North Pickering is having such

staggering success that in September the

government managed to acquire seven acres.

If you want to take that on an annual basis,
it means that in something like 250 years—
maybe a bit more than that, Mr. Chairman
—the government would have acquired all of
the land that it wished to designate or wished
to acquire for the North Pickering townsite.

Now, we are hearing suggestions that the

government will abandon its earlier proposal.
That homeowners in the area, at the ham-
lets, at the crossroads, will be allowed to

stay.

There may be some developers who own
land and, maybe, they're allowed to develop
that land rather than having it sold to the

government. We get smokescreens from the

government saying that two-thirds of the land
in the area was held by speculators, anyway,
so what are they bitching about? There is

all kinds of obfuscation which is designed to

confuse and camouflage the fact that the gov-
ernment's land acquisition efforts in North
Pickering have been a total disaster, Mr.
Chairman.

I don't know how much they are going to

spend overall, but if you simply projected
the present rate of spending the government
will have wound up spending $160 million—

probably more, because prices are rising—for
the 25,000 acres it requires for North Picker-

ing. That is more than double the original

estimate. If you want to take the $30 million

in 1972-1973 and the $144 million which are

allocated in this year's budget, then you get a

figure of $175 million to acquire land in

North Pickering.

Much of that inflation, Mr. Chairman, is

due to the government's own actions. There
is a very serious problem now. I want to raise

it in the sense that—let's suppose that there

was no North Pickering airport but that the

government had originally decided that they
wanted a new town off in that area. Say it

was honest about it and admitted that this

was simply a means of seeking to relieve some
of the population pressures within Metro—
that it would be an extension of Metro To-

ronto. I think the Minister of Industry and

Tourism (Mr. Bennett) is on record as saying
that it's not an extension of Metro Toronto,

ignoring the fact that North Pickering—the

site—even includes part of the present bound-
aries of Metropolitan Toronto.

But here you have a number of people with

roots in the area, whether they are old estab-

lished farmers, hobby farmers, people who
went out to find 10 acres of rural land while

they commuted to Oshawa or into down-
town Toronto. Anyway, they are people with

some pretty serious roots in the area. These

are the people whom, the minister knows,
are very concerned about what's going on

there right now. They are hanging on for the

best price they can get—that's their right

according to the law—because they know
that it's going to be very difficult to find any-

thing to match the kind of environment that

they have there right now.

Some of them—the farmers and the serious

hobby farmers—also know that there's some

very fine agricultural land that is being taken

out of production because of the govern-
ment's decision. I don't want to get into that

right now. But the process of delay and of pro-

tracted negotiation, the cat and mouse pussy-

footing around which has been indulged in

by the government, has taken these people
and put them on a string where their whole
life has been disrupted by the need to get
a reasonable kind of compensation for the

property.

I know that there are people in that area,

Mr. Chairman, who say "If the government
really intends to go ahead with the new town,
we don't like being kicked out of here one

bit but okay, the growth has got to go some-

where and we'll accept it." But they can't

accept it at the kind of prices that are being
offered now.
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The federal government on March 3, 1972,
sent expropriation notices out to every owner
in the area affected by the proposed airport.

That at least was a fair way of proceeding.
Then people knew where they stood. If they
didn't want to negotiate then the process of

expropriation would take its course and with-

in a certain limited period of time they
would have their compensation. In fact, they
would have it right away because under both

federal and provincial expropriation legisla-

tion the bulk of the payment is paid near

the beginning of the process rather than

near the end.

But did the province act like that? No way.
The province dickered and diddled around.

There have been no expropriation notices yet.

Therefore, people who feel that they want
to get the fairest price possible are at the

same time in a position where they can't

afford to move to some comparable location

—some different location, whether it's a con-

dominium in the city, or 50 acres another 40

miles out of town—that they want to buy.

They haven't got the capital to do it be-

cause the government has not gone ahead
with the treatment that would have been

fair. That is, to move in either immediately
or within a period of two or three months,
with expropriation notices in the area.

In the meantime, while this confusion con-

tinues, we have the confusion about North

Pickering. We have the confusion over

whether or not the whole North Pickering-
Cedarwood thing means any growth to the

east or not—our conclusion is that it does not.

And we have a consortium of planners who
are presumably busily working away. Under
what instructions, I don't know.

How on earth can planners work in the

area when they don't even know the future

of the airport? How can they work in the

area when they don't know the intentions

of the government? It must be very difficult

for those poor fellows, well paid as they are,

to keep on in North Pickering. It must be

very unsettling for them trying to plan for

a community when they don't even know
whether or not the government will acquire
the land. Neither do they know whether or

not the government even has a commitment
to acquire the land. So in other works, Mr.

Chairman, when it comes to acquiring land
the government simply doesn't know how to

do it—or else when it does it, it does it badly.

By July of this year the government was

taking a second look, it said, at the amount
of land that it needed to buy for North Picker-

ing. Well, golly gee-whiz. In other words

they were looking at—I don't know what they

were looking at. The whole thing is in a

state of chaos and confusion.

Without going into it, Mr. Chairman, I

would say that I think it is also in the

responsibility of this minister to worry about

ownership and the foreign ownership of the

land. This is an area where, in the wake
of the report of the select committee on
economic and cultural nationalism, there

should be decisive action by the ministry.

We have got enough trouble with our own

speculators and developers within Ontario.

We have enough trouble with a shortage of

recreational land in Ontario caused by On-
tario citizens, without having the plundering
of some of our prime recreational land re-

sources by foreigners; without having the

added heat given to the speculation of land

by foreign-based capital flowing in from all

over the world—from New York from Swit-

zerland, from Germany, from Britain, from

France, from Hong Kong. God knows, there

may even be some from the banks of Com-
munist China, which are located in Singapore.

But at any rate, all of this is coming in

into Ontario. And if we made it clear that

Ontario real estate should only be owned by
Ontarians that would be at least one help
to two problems—our recreational land prob-
lem and the problems we have got with

speculation in the urban areas of the prov-
ince as a whole.

Mr. Chairman, that's land. I want to talk

about growth now, and I want to talk about

economic development. And I want to talk

with some sorrow because in addition to

reading the minister's speeches, which seldom
treat with this particular subject, I have also

had a look at the estimates of June, 1972,
when the estimates of this ministry were
last before the House. As is the wont of the

government that was also towards the end
of the estimates period. It was a pretty good
debate, though. What bothers me—and I will

say this directly to the minister—in what I

am going to say about growth, is that the

questions which were germane at that time

which were being posed by the opposition

parties haven't changed at all. We have no
more answers today of what the policy or the

philosophy of this government is about the

growth in the various regions of the prov-
ince, than we had at that time.

There has been no visible sign of progress
in the thinking of the ministry. In fact, what
has come out since then suggests to me that

if anything the government has regressed
rather than progressed in the area of an
overall strategy for population growth and
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for economic growth in this Province of

Ontario.

I will give you one very simple example,
Mr. Chairman. It is not the overall picture,

but it relates to the thrust of the govern-
ment that there should be a movement to-

wards the east in development of central

Ontario with the Toronto-centred region.

I notice in the most recent speeches of

the minister that that goal of moving growth
to the east doesn't even get mentioned any
more. There are other things mentioned, such

as the structuring and the lakeshore urban-

ized corridor and so on. The desire that

used to be very strongly expressed by the

minister's predecessor—starting from about

1969 and 1970-to move growth to the east,

has disappeared from those public speeches
of which the minister makes so many. Now
maybe it is still there, but I suspect what

has happened is that the ministry's speech
writers, his officials, and maybe the minister

himself, now recognize that that whole thing
is a complete sham; that the thrust of growth
as far as the central Ontario region is con-

cerned is still definitely to the west—and
that there is no intention of changing it.

To give a very specific example, Mr. Chair-

man, the planning for the parkway belt—the

map of which was given to the House today
—was for the parkway belt west. And it

goes as far as somewhere parallel to the

boundary of Scarborough. But the eastern

thrust of the parkway belt is not yet publicly
defined in any form. The last stab at it was
taken under Dr. Thoman back in 1968 or

1969 in the Metropolitan Toronto and Region
Transportation Study. There has been no

public updating of that at all.

Now, the minister may say: "But we
wanted to get this side done first because the

hot spots are in Mississauga, and in Halton

and places like that." That isn't a totally un-

reasonable kind of thing to say, except for

the fact that my understanding now, Mr.

Chairman, is that the minister's staff con-

cerned with the parkway are now concen-

trating exclusively on the parkway belt west.

There is absolutely nothing being done, even
about the concept stage of development, of

the parkway belt east, absolutely nothing.
That's a straw in the wind possibly, but it's

symptomatic of the problems.

To return to a larger level, there is no
overall growth strategy for the province as

far as this government is concerned. The way
in which the government has been acting has

simply been to project what natural economic
forces would do with economic growth and

population growth in the province, and then

seek, as planners tend to, to ensure that that

growth that is going to come any way, is

structured a little bit differently and a little

bit better.

Nobody can quarrel with that particular
desire. But if it is going to come anyway,
let's make sure that it is done a bit better.

What we do quarrel with is the basic assump-
tion made by the government, which is that

the engine of growth is totally free enter-

prise or totally private enterprise, and the

government doesn't play a role in it. This is

a view that the investments that will be made
to accommodate the growth of the Toronto-
centred region will in turn generate growth
and are not mutual, a view in which there

is absolutely no social responsibility on the

part of this government towards eastern On-
tario, northeastern Ontario, or towards north-

western Ontario.

Not long ago, Mr. Chairman, a journalist
from the Toronto Star spoke with the assis-

tant deputy minister and chief urban planner
for the province, Peter Honey. It was an
article by Rosemary Speers and she was quite

sympathetic to the things that Mr. Honey was

trying to do. There was a spectacular picture
there which I think ought to be on the walls

of every aspiring young female planner at

Waterloo and the other universities that do
this kind of thing. Her article obviously and

clearly reflected the thinking which is going
on within the department and which in turn

hangs on the ideology or the philosophy of
the government. It lists all these plans and

any policies which are made to sound too

gung-ho.

Said Rosemary Speers:

It is worth interjecting that nothing in

government thinking adds up to radical

surgery on Ontario's growth problems. The

people in the department [she says] see

economic trends in population growth as

following certain natural flow patterns. And
while they talk of channelling the flow,

they are not contemplating trying to con-

trol or to stem it. The government is not

aiming at basic alterations of economic
distribution patterns and upsetting the

status quo of a burgeoning industrial econ-

omy, of taking land development and hous-

ing out of the hands of private enterprise.

Mr. Chairman, we say that radical surgery is

needed if four-fifths of the land area and a

third of the population of this province are

not to be left to rot—in eastern and northern

Ontario in particular, but also in the areas

north of the line between Stratford and
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Barrie, if you will, of southern Ontario. If

these areas are not to be left to rot, then
there has to be a deliberate growth policy
and growth strategy of the government,
which covers the entire province and within

which framework, the planning for the par-
ticular regions of the province goes ahead.

There is just no sign that it is there.

The only population projections and em-

ployment projections which we have had for

an area outside the Toronto-centred region up
until now, have been in the phase 2 of the

Design for Development: Northwestern On-
tario. And there, Mr. Chairman, the predic-
tion was that there would be 18,000 new jobs
created in northwestern Ontario over a period
of 20 years—900 jobs a year for a region
which stretches from somewhere around Lake

Nipigon, right out to the boundary with

Manitoba, a distance of 900 miles or more. I

know that the members from the northwest
will also feel pretty strongly about that.

The employment growth in the area that is

predicted is not even enough to sustain or

support the projected population growth of

one per cent a year. And the population
growth in that particular area is predicated
on the fact that a very significant proportion
of the young people, in particular, who have
grown up in that particular region will move
down to Haldimand-Norfolk or to Toronto or

to other parts of industrial Ontario.

And that denuding of northwestern On-
tario of its brightest and best people, Mr.

Chairman, will be matched in northeastern
Ontario because there is no strategy by the

government. It will be matched in Huron
and Bruce counties. It will be matched in

the areas around Georgian Bay. It will be
matched in the area around Peterborough.
It will be matched in the area at the eastern
end of Lake Ontario, and it will be matched
in eastern Ontario as a whole because there
is no strategy.

There is no commitment by this govern-
ment to stop the absurd rate of growth of
the central Ontario region. To the contrary,
Mr. Chairman, the one really strategic de-
cision or non-decision made by the govern-
ment in this field of economic growth was to

permit Stelco to follow its own private firm

economics and to locate on Lake Erie at

Nanticoke as the core of a new region with
a population growth of 300,000 over the next
25 years.

Now, the government could have inter-

vened in that decision; it had ample notice.

And from the very beginning, the costs of

intervening in that decision and locating

Stelco in the northeast of the province to

counterbalance the weight of economic de-

velopment of the Toronto-centred region
were relatively small compared to the tre-

mendous benefits both in economic terms

and infrastructure terms and in the social

terms of giving people an option to stay in

their home region rather than compelling
the brightest and best of them to come down
into the Toronto-centred region.

This government, in economic policy, only

governs the Toronto-centred region. The rest

of the province it, simply, is willing to let

die.

In the planning effort, Mr. Chairman, the

minister's speeches again and again indicate

that almost all of the planning effort is being
concentrated on the central Ontario region.

Twenty, 30 40 people are working on
central Ontario. How many more, when you
add in the Simcoe study from around Barrie,

and the study around Port Hope and Co-

bourg and the study around Haldimand-Nor-
folk? How many more when you add that?

Compared to how many for northeastern On-
tario? Are there three or four working on

planning in a perfunctory fashion as far as

eastern Ontario is concerned? This govern-
ment's priorities for planning rest down here

in the area within 50 or 60 miles of Toronto
and the rest of the region is simply being
left to rot. There is no work effectively going
ahead in these other areas. They are getting
the short end of the stick. There is no con-

sultation going on, no signs of life, even.

Maybe I could just raise that particular

point because of the headlines that were
sparked by the minister after some charges
by the member for Scarborough West (Mr.

Lewis) and myself.

"'Eastern Ontario Not In the Dark', Savs
White." This is in the Cornwall Standard-
Freeholder. "John White denied the charge

by Stephen Lewis that the provincial gov-
ernment had not properly consulted eastern

Ontario residents." There had been about
50 meetings in the area in the last year ac-

cording to the minister and so we asked him
for the list. And the list, Mr. Chairman, was
mumbled by the minister and eventually
tabled. I don't think it was even reprinted in

Hansard so I think I would like to read that

list into the record:

Shortly after the Design for Development:
Eastern Ontario, dialogue for development
was published on Oct. 3, 1972—and what an

empty document that was—there was a series

of meetings. They went around the region
once, and they were designed, basically, to

familiarize people with the contents of the
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phase 1 document on Design for Develop-

ment: Eastern Ontario and nothing more.

It was so bad that at the first meeting

when the Minister of Industry and Tourism

(Mr. Bennett) spoke, the people didn't even

know what he was talking about because

they weren't given the documentation until

after he had given his address.

Well, Cornwall, Nov. 7th, a month after

that initial inaugural meeting—45 people in-

cluding the mayor. Hawkesbury, Smith Falls,

Brockville, Kingston, Arnprior, Pembroke and

Ottawa—all during the course of November
—and then a couple of cleanup meetings in

Almonte and Perth in January, 1973. That

makes about 10 meetings. The attendance at

those meetings averaged about 40 people,
with the exception of Smiths Falls, where
the people were greatly upset and they
showed it by turning out 700 strong to tell

the government what they thought of the De-

sign for Development plan to turn Smiths

Falls into a tourist centre, ignoring the needs
of the people there in their proposal.

But since January, 1973, Mr. Chairman,
where is the vaunted consultation in eastern

Ontario? Where is the sign that anything is

taking place? Well, there were 30 people,

basically Man and Resources conference peo-

ple, in North Frontenac in February, 1973—
no politicians were involved at all. In Deep
River in March, 1973, there were 30 people,

including the mayor, one final cleanup from
the first round.

After that, at Algonquin College in March,
1973, there were 25 staff and students; it was

somebody's course, so they invited provincial

people in—but no politicians. At Queen's Uni-

versity, in the same month, March, 1973,
there were about 25 staff and students—but
no politicians.

Finally. Mr. Chairman, as a sign of the in-

tensity of the ongoing dialogue between the

government and all those interested in the

eastern Ontario region about the Design for

Development, in July, 1973, there was a

meeting between the member for Grenville-

Dundas (Mr. Irvine) who works for the min-
ister, and 12 members of the Board of Trade
in Ottawa.

That is the complete list, as tabled by the

minister, of the contacts that have been had
in eastern Ontario as far as economic plan-

ning for eastern Ontario is concerned.

It's no wonder that when my leader and I

were going around talking to local elected

representatives in September, that they were
just up to here with wondering what the
devil the government was all about.

We said, "Have you heard from them?"

"No."

"Have your planners heard from them?"

"No."

"Have you had any meetings?"

"No."

And when we come down here, we find the

minister believes that these things are actu-

ally taking place. I tell the minister they

are not taking place.

Something else, Mr. Chairman, that is also

not taking place-

Mr. D. R. Irvine (Grenville-Dundas): Let

the member tell us how many were at his

meetings. Two or three, or one?

Mr. Cassidy: What does the member mean,
at the meetings?

Mr. Irvine: The ones he had.

Mr. Cassidy: The member for Grenville-

Dundas asks how many were at the meetings.
The meetings we had included a meeting
with the mayor of Perth, the mayor of Smiths

Falls, the reeve of Arnprior—

Hon. Mr. White: That's two!

Mr. Cassidy: —the mayor of Pembroke and

the mayor of Deep River. And on one day
when I wasn't with him, my leader met—

Hon. Mr. White: How many thousands were
at our meetings?

Mr. MacDonald: Four hundred.

Mr. Cassidy: Yes, the government had 400
at 10 meetings and 700 in Smiths Falls. We
were meeting with the chief local elected

representatives and we asked, "Do you know
of any consultation going on?" and these fel-

lows said, "No, we don't know a damned

thing. The government isn't coming around;

they are not talking to us. They are either

planning in the dark or else they are not

doing a damned thing."

I say, Mr. Chairman, that the government
is not doing a damned thing about planning
for eastern Ontario because its commitment is

so wholeheartedly and completely to the

hegemony of the Toronto-centred region.

I would1 like to ask the minister, where are

these vaunted advisory committees that he

said he would have, that the Minister of

Energy (Mr. McKeough) said there would

be, that the Premier (Mr. Davis) said would

exist, that were promised by the end of

December, that were offered as a sop for

the dissolution of the regional development
councils? Where are they? Where is their

budget? What are they going to do? Why
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have they not been created now? Why can't

people in the area, even if this is an im-

perfect instrument, get at least that?

Why doesn't the government throw them
a bone rather than treating them with such

contempt, because that is what they are do-

ing right now.

In northeastern Ontario, at the time of the
estimates a year and a half ago, the minister

of the day said that phase 2 for northeastern

Ontario would be out very shortly. And it is

my understanding that that too has not yet
come, indicating once again that the govern-
ment has simply suspended real action and
that it doesn't have any real commitment as to

what is going to happen up in Sudbury, North

Bay, Timmins or any other part of northeast-

ern Ontario.

No amount of new awareness programmes
and other such PR, and no amount of jetting
in and jetting out by the Premier and other

ministers in government airplanes at public
expense will really conceal from the people
of northeastern and northwestern Ontario
what the government thinks about them and
the lack of any genuineness in its desire

to have them grow and to give them the

option to stay.

I tell you, Mr. Chairman, that as far as

we are concerned, one of the reasons for all

this is that the government uncritically

accepts private enterprise decisions. It is not

willing to accept what we are beginning to

feel is a necessity; and that is, as part of

the economic planning for the province,
you don't just decide what the population
and economic growth of each region will

be as an overall strategy, which the govern-
ment doesn't have. You also use your in-

centives, your sticks and your carrots that

you have now to persuade industry to move
into those areas. If need be you use licensing
of large concentrations of employment;
whether it is a Stelco or a Metropolitan Life
Insurance processing office with 500 jobs

involved; whether it is a major plant ex-

pansion or some kind of new engineering
company. There are many of these industries

which are locating in the Toronto-centred

region because it is the habit, it is the
fashion. The parent company in Detroit
wants them to be close to Toronto airport
or whatever.

The reason that induced them finally to

come here may be as trivial as whether or
not the boss likes to go to the O'Keefe Centre
or his wife likes the Tarragon Theatre. And
that kind of decision, Mr. Chairman, ought
to be subject to the social and political

priorities of the province. Many of those
industries should be going into other parts
of the province. And if we have to license

them to make them so to do, if persuasion
is not sufficient, then I would say that is

what the government should be doing. But
it isn't, because it hasn't got that kind of
commitment.

Mr. Chairman, the fourth area I want to

talk about, and I am beginning to near the

end of some of the comments I wanted to

make, is in reaction to some of the recent

speeches about the government. The govern-
ment, when it comes to regional govern-
ment, has backed off in one sense. In the
sense that it is now saying that no, we won't
have this regional government. "We want
you to do your own thing." So says John
White, in his latest speech to the Association
of Counties and Regions of Ontario. He
said that the pressure is off, "but if you want
to do it, well, we will find you some money
to induce you to go ahead and do it." So
then he lays it on the line and when you
examine what the government is doing, in

fact, the counties are being forced into the

restructuring as well. And they are being
forced into a pattern which will be laid

down by Queen's Park and will not of

necessity answer to their own particular
needs.

I call to mind, Mr. Chairman, the prob-
lem which I think is most apt with the re-

structuring of counties was the restructuring
of Haldimand-Norfolk, two counties which
probably didn't belong together anyway if

it hadn't been for Stelco. There the pro-
vincial planner who prepared the local gov-
ernment study specifically said that in view
of the kinds of traditions of local govern-
ment in smaller and rural areas there should
be from the outset the creation of urban
service districts that will allow a very in-

timate level of local government. One that

is very close to people.

Now that would have been a very valu-

able model to have been used when it came
to the question of local government reform
in the counties not covered by regional gov-
ernment. But the government deliberately re-

jected Mr. Richardson's recommendations,
and told the regional council that it would
look at it some time in the future. The
government gave no permission in the legis-
lation for the regional council to set it up
in the future; it left the council to pass the
hurdles of private legislation or of convincing
the minister to bring in legislation to that

effect sometime in the next two or three

years—provided there is a minister who is
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concerned enough to want to do it and

provided that the commitment of legislative

time can be found.

When the minister came to spelling out

how the newly-restructured counties could

qualify for additional grants, it was clear, in

that speech to the Association of Counties

and Regions, that there was a very definite

blueprint. The county will have to supply
water, collect and treat sewage, operate
arterial roads, plan to the extent where
almost nothing is left to do at the local

level, provide county health and county wel-

fare, and provide capital borrowing. The
towns within the counties will have to be

no longer separated. Well, that's a pretty

complete blueprint. There isn't much left to

the imagination. And, Mr. Chairman, there

isn't much left to the discretion of the local

people.

Hon. Mr. White: They don't have to do it.

They don't have to do a thing if they don't

want to.

Mr. Cassidy: Yes, I know, but the minister

is telling them right now we will give you
an extra $2 or $3 a head—in unconditional

grants if you restructure. And he seems to

be saying that even if th« present grant
structure is paltry and insufficient, which it

is, that you won't get on the gravy train,

whatever gravy he has to hand out, unless

you restructure.

Now, okay, it's not legislating them into

restructuring, but it is putting a stick behind

them which is so compelling—because munic-

ipalities at any level need those funds—that

there will be no choice but for them to follow

the blueprint coming from the hon. member
from London North.

Hon. Mr. White: What stick?

Mr. Cassidy: The deck is stacked, Mr.

Chairman. The minister deludes himself that

everybody is happy with this whole pro-

gramme. It is almost like a love-in. In a

speech to the Kiwanis Club down in Sarnia—

he made a lot fo speeches this past week or

so—he said:

Our critics have accused us of forcing
our ideas of regional government onto un-

willing municipalities. [Which is true, we
have made that criticism.]

It takes just one dissenting councillor or

alderman to make a provocation headline;
and what was really happening was a

process of consultation in which many
honest differences of opinion were aired

-and considered.

Now, I don't want to go into this in too great

length, because I have said it all before, Mr.

Chairman, but the fact is that the ministry's

processes of consultation are generally a

sham.

Let me take the responses that are found
in Eric Hardy, who is of sufficient repute
in the municipal world that he has carried

out restructuring studies for the government
in one or two areas.

He is a respected municipal consultant and
he spoke to the Community Planning Asso-

ciation conference in Stratford last June about

the reaction to regional government. He did

a survey which covered a large number of

regional government councillors. In fact, I

think it covered roughly one third of all of

the people who served at that time on a

regional government, including Metro To-
ronto. He said:

There was a good deal of unhappiness, we

found, with regional government where it

does exist. Some respondents indeed, were

very critical and hostile. Some of the lan-

guage and some of the adverse comment was

very strong. They thought it was too expen-
sive. They were concerned about urban

domination if they came from the rural areas,

and rural domination if they came from the

urban areas.

There was a tremendous feeling of lack

of real communication with the provincial

government at Queen's Park. They were
worried about the red tape and bureaucracy
which had accompanied the creation of re-

gional government. They were worried about

the time frame into which they had been
forced in creating regional government so

quickly. And they were worried about the

lack of powers.

Now that doesn't sound as though it were

only one or two dissidents who were raising

complaints. To give the municipal elected

officials of this province credit, Mr. Chairman,

even when they are forced into the kinds of

abortion that have from time to time enacted

by this ministry and the government, their

attitude was, "Well, we are going to make

the best of it and try to make it work."

And generally speaking that is what they
are doing, even down to people like Vic

Copps, who virtually chained himself to the

pillar over there, but who is now seeking to

make regional government work in the Ham-
ilton-Wentworth region.

And in a way one would expect nothing
less. I mean the alternative is for responsible
local people to simply cop out and say,
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"Well, we care so little about local govern-
ment that we will simply let it go from

chaos to disaster to catastrophe, because the

government put such a lousy framework up."

People are seeking to make it work, but

what a travail the minister has put them

through. And why should he go around say-

ing that everybody likes it when in fact there

is enormous resentment.

Mr. Chairman: Would it be convenient

now for the member to break his remarks?

Mr. Cassidy: Yes, I will make one more
remark before I conclude in about half-a-

minute, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Chairman: It is just about 5 o'clock.

Mr. Cassidy: One of the critics, one of

these noisy dissidents who talked about a

conspiracy by the Premier, and by the Min-
ister of Government Services (Mr. Snow),
and by the Provincial Secretary for Social

Development ( Mr. Welch ) and the Provincial

Secretary for Justice (Mr. Kerr), was none
other than former controller, Ann Jones, who
in the time that regional government was

being considered in Hamilton, was one of the

most severe critics of the government of

which she is, basically, a supporter—

Hon. Mr. White: What party?

Mr. Cassidy: She's a Conservative — Be-
cause she felt that the whole structure of

regional government in the area west of

Metro was wrong—

Hon. Mr. White: She wanted one tier with
Hamilton.

Mr. Cassidy: —that the decision about

Burlington was wrong and she knows it and

you know it, too.

Mr. Chairman: I must remind the member
it is 5 o'clock; time for the private members'
hour. If you want to—

Mr. Cassidy: Okay. I just wanted to point
out that these critics are not radical intellec-

tuals. These are people who include the

present chairman of the regional municipality
of Hamilton-Wentworth.

Hon. Mr. White: Just so we all know.

Mr. Cassidy: I move that the debate be

adjourned. I want to continue after the recess.

Hon. Mr. Winkler moves that the commit-
tee rise and report.

Motion agreed to.

The House resumed; Mr. Speaker in the

chair.

Mr. Chairman: Mr. Speaker, the committee

of supply reports progress and asks leave to

sit again.

Report agreed to.

PRIVATE MEMBERS' HOUR
NOTICE OF MOTION NO. 9

Clerk of the House: Notice of motion No.

9, by Mr. Germa.

Resolved: That in the opinion of this

House, the Ontario government is forcing

municipal taxpayers and municipal em-

ployees to subsidize the Province of Ontario

through the legislative stipulations govern-

ing the investment of the surplus funds of

the Ontario Municipal Employees Retire-

ment Fund for the years 1963 to 1969 and
that this injustice should be corrected. And
further that the Ontario Employees Retire-

ment System Act should be amended to

permit the surplus funds to be invested in

municipal debentures as well as provincial
debentures in order to broaden the sources

of credit available to the municipalities and
thus reduce their borrowing costs.

Mr. M. C. Germa (Sudbury): Mr. Speaker,
I move, seconded by the member for

Sandwich-Riverside (Mr. Burr), resolution

No. 9, standing in my name.

Mr. Speaker: The member for Sudbury,
seconded by the member for Sandwich-

Riverside, moves resolution No. 9.

Mr. Germa: Mr. Speaker, in order to let

everyone know and imderstand what we are

talking about, I think a short description of

the OMERS plan would be in order.

When the debate first started on re-

investment of these funds, at various times

reference was made to the Ontario Teachers

Superannuation Fund and to the civil

servants fund.

I must state that both of these funds are

ultimately different in that in the Ontario

Municipal Employees Retirement System
fund, there is one clause absent and that is

the clause which makes the Province of On-
tario responsible for payout.

This clause is included in the Ontario

Teachers Superannuation Fund and the civil

servants fund, but it is not in the Ontario

Municipal Employees Retirement System
fund.
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The OMERS fund has to be self-sustaining

as the legislation dictates and it is for this

reason that the funds cannot be lumped

together. OMERS is a self-sustaining fund

paid for by the municipalities and the various

employees of municipalities plus various

other boards and commissions.

It covers a great many people across the

province. There are over 424 municipalities

who have already affiliated themselves with

the funds and the fund is growing at a very

rapid rate.

The legislation, when originally devised in

1963, also dictated that all surplus revenues

—all funds not necessarv for operation for

that particular year—would be transferred to

the Province of Ontario, and the Province of

Ontario then would issue a debenture in its

name to the fund and the legislation also

dictated the amount of interest which would

be paid on these particular funds.

For the vears 1963, 1964, 1965, 1966 and

1967, legislation told us that the interest

would be paid at the rate of five per cent

and 1968 and 1969 interest would be paid
to the fund at the rate of 6% per cent.

Tn this period of time, $154 million of sur-

plus funds were generated on which the prov-

ince paid those respective rates of interest.

This is precisely what we are talking about

—the surplus moneys which were developed
in the fund from the year 1963 through to

1969.

A necessary amendment corrected the

problem from 1970 onwards, whereby the

province now pays for funds from 1970 to

1973, at the rate of the provincial average,
which for the year 1970 was 9.1 per cent;

for the year 1971 7.85 per cent; 1972 8.02

ne~ cent; and the estimated return to the

fund in 1973 is 8.5 per cent estimate. This

is the problem we are talking about—the re-

investment of these funds which are coming
mature and are due and payable on Dec. 31,

1973.

Section 7 of the Act is what we are dealing
with and I would quote that section of the

Act:

7(1): In each year to and including the

year 1969, the Treasurer of Ontario shall

issue Province of Ontario debentures to be-

come due and payable [I hope everyone
understands what due and payable means;
these debentures are expiring at the end of

this year] on the 31st day of December,
1973, for the amount of money accumulat-

ed to the credit of the fund from time to

time and not required for current expendi-
tures. Such debentures issued during the

period commencing on the 18th day of

April, 1962, and ending on the 31st day of

1967 shall bear interest at the rate of

five per cent per annum, payable half-

yearly. Such debentures issued during the

period commencing on the first day of Janu-

ary, 1968, shall bear interest at the rate of

6% per cent per annum payable half-

yearly.

That's where we sit right tonight, Mr. Speak-
ear. There have been various groups of peo-

ple who have examined this situation and

some of them are not happy.

I think there has been some confusion

created by certain statements of the ministry

in that a lot of municipalities and a lot of

associations suspect that the problem has been

cleared up but I think that the statement of

the minister does not really meet the demands
as made by a resolution passed by the Ontario

municipal association. This is precisely what

we are talking about.

I would read the resolution as passed by
the Association of Municipalities of Ontario:

The Association of Municipalities of On-

tario resolves that the Treasurer of Ontario

and the provincial Legislature be petition-

ed to enact amending legislation providing
for the reinvestment of the $154 million

in Province of Ontario debentures due

Dec. 31, 1973, and held by the Ontario

Municipal Employees Retirement System,

section 7 of the Ontario Municipal Em-

ployees Retirement System Act, chapter

324, RSO 1970, at the interest rate pre-

vailing at that time.

They are talking about the interest rate at

Dec. 31, 1973. This is what the municipal as-

sociation demands and it goes further: That

the OMERS board be authorized to develop

more diversified investment policies to obtain

the highest possible return from contributions

to the fund and, further, that municipalities

have access to OMERS funds.

These requirements have not been met by

any statement forthcoming from the govern-

ment as of this moment. They have made

proposals of certain adjustments but there are

certain shortfalls. I will read the estimate of

the losses which could have happened had the

minister not made the statement that he had.

The association of counties and regions of

Ontario did a run on the shortfalls which

would have accrued had the minister not

made any statements whatsoever. We under-

stand that the 1972 rate of interest deter-

mined by the current formula of the Act

is slightly more than eight per cent.
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If we assume that eight per cent is a

reasonable rate, a very conservative estimate

of the loss to the OMERS fund over the

40-year reinvestment term of $154 million

in debentures is $454 million. So their

estimation of shortfall in interest to the fund
over the 40-year period would have been

$454 million.

We cannot accept that too lightly because

we have to understand that half of these

moneys are deferred wages of employees

right across this province. We are not talk-

ing about some mysterious fund of money
from some foreign land or anything like

that.

This is what I call deferred wages and

paid for out of the pay cheques of various

municipal employees across the province.
We have to take these funds very seriously.

Now, the minister in the House did make
a statement on Oct. 25, page 4720 and I

quote:

The improvements to be submitted to

the Legislature provide for the conversion

of the $154 million of debentures due on

Dec. 31, 1973, to debentures based on

the provincial bond rate of interest pay-
able during the year 1963 to 1969, in-

clusive.

The bonds will have terms of from 20

to 26 years as compared with the present

40-year term and will carry coupons rang-

ing from 5.36 per cent to 8.06 per cent.

All of these improvements will provide

approximately $280 million in additional

funds to OMERS over 30 years.

Now, he has conceded that the Province

of Ontario has been taking advantage of the

municipalities and their employees and he

has conceded that he is going to pay them
over a period of 40 years an extra $280
million.

But what he forgets and fails to see is

that the shortfall is going to be $454
million so that there is, in fact, $174 million

that is not being accounted for which is the

demand made by the municipal association

and which is also the demand made in the

resolution which we are presently debating.

My position is that when this debenture
is issued on Dec. 31, 1973, it should carry
an interest rate equal to 1973 provincial

borrowing averages, not a rate which applied
10 years ago. This is precisely what the de-

bate is about.

Now there was some argument about

technicalities, some talk about this being
only a roll-over of funds and not really the

issuance of a new debenture. But in a letter

of Oct. 31, 1973, addressed to myself, the

minister states:

The debentures issued to OMERS in the

years 1963 to 1967 at five per cent interest

rate and in the years 1968 to 1969 at

&/z per cent interest rate become due and

payable on Dec 31, 1973.

These debentures are due and payable and
new debentures will be issued and I state

again that new debentures should carry a

new interest rate. They shouldn't carry an
interest rate which applied in 1963.

The minister goes on to say:

This means that for the debenture
issued on Dec. 31, 1963, in the amount
of $4.4 million at five per cent rate which
is due and payable on Dec. 31, 1973, a

new debenture will be issued on Dec. 31,

1973, in the same principal amount for a

term of 20 years, i.e., The remainder of

a 30-year term from the original date of

issue on Dec. 31, 1963, at the going rate

of interest in 1963 of 5.36 per cent.

So the minister is proposing that he pay,
in 1973, an interest rate of 5.36. Now who
else can get money at that price in any place
in this world right today? This is where we
have to divide.

The minister also recognized that there

was a shortfall and he did propose a com-

pensation payment of $8.1 million which
was a tentative way to try to adjust the

difference between the five per cent paid and
the proposed 5.36.

Of course, he is only going to pay this

at the rate of simple interest so again he
is taking advantage of the fund. I think

any compensation should be at a compounded
rate of interest.

A further demand of the association is

that these bonds should not be stretched

out for a period of 30 years. Most of our

provincial borrowings are between 20 and
25 years and I see no reason why this fund
should have to bear a 30-year rate of in-

terest.

This is what the minister proposes when he

says that the 1963 bond will be reissued for

another 20 years, i.e., to make up for the

30-year bond. Now, the Province of Ontario

doesn't issue bonds in that leingth of time

for other borrowings, so I don't see why
it should do it in this case either.

There are various other people who are

upset about the situation. I have been in

contact with very many municipalities. I

have had response from them and I have
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asked them to endorse the resolution which
stands on the order paper. I have a pile of

responses from municipal clerks who inform

me that their council has adopted the stand

I have taken. The corporation of the town-

ship of Chinguacousy has adopted the resolu-

tion; the city of Oshawa has adopted the

resolution, so has the town of Parry Sound,
and the townships of Radcliffe and Brighton-

townships and cities and villages from all

over the province. I could go on and on and
tell you how disconcerted very many of these

councils are.

In order to bring the point home, I have
^cked out one particular city and done a

little run on the money that it has contrib-

uted to the fund. I picked out my own city,

the city of Sudbury, which joined the fund

early and started making payments on Jan.

1, 1963. In 1963, Sudbury contributed

$358,939.64 to the fund. From the min-

ister's proposal, he is going to pay, or reissue

a debenture, on $4.4 million-$358,000 of

which belongs to Sudbury, minus that portion
which was used for payout, half of which is

employees deferred wages—he is going to pay
to those employees a 5.36 interest rate, plus
the 0.13 per cent on account of no cost of

issuing the debentures. For a simple rate of

interest of 5.49, he is going to pay to the

city of Sudbury on their portion of the

$4.4 million of 1963.

The city of Sudbury alone, if they had
invested that money at the going rate of the

provincial average as it is this year, would
have earned $10,517 more than what the

Province of Ontario is going to pay them for

their investment into the fund. What the

Province of Ontario is doing is demanding
that the city of Sudburv subsidize the prov-
ince just for the funds due in 1963, an
amount of $10,517.

In 1964 when the Treasurer was going to

pay 5.56 per cent, the city of Sudbury will

have a shortfall of $9,845. In 1965, the pro-
vincial average rate was 5.54. It means a

shortfall to the city of Sudbury's contribution

that year of $10,149. This is only a one-year
shortfall, Mr. Speaker, and these bonds are

going to be issued for anything from 20 to

26 years. If we multiply $10,000 by 20 years
we find that for the $358,939 that the city
has in 1963, it could stand a loss of $200,000
over the next 20 years.

In 1966 the provincial rate was six per
cent. The loss to the city of Sudbury will be

$7,142 for one year. In 1967, provincial rate

6.30, the dollar loss to the city of Sudbury
will be $7,349. I don't like workers' wages

being treated in this fashion. The money is

worth its keep and I think that the Province

of Ontario should recognize whose money
they are dealing with and pay a proper rate.

In 1968 the provincial average was 7.21

which meant a shortfall of $5,016 to the

city. In 1969 the provincial average was 8.19,

which meant a shortfall of $1,336 on account

of the 1969 contributions of the city of Sud-

bury.

So, Mr. Speaker, I think the government
has to recognize that it must reissue these

debentures at the rate of interest which ap-

plies on Dec. 31, 1973. Otherwise the gov-
ernment is going to have to admit that it is

accepting subsidy from the municipal em-

ployees across this province, and from all the

municipal councils which have seen fit to

join the OMERS fund. That pension plan was
needed and necessary, because prior to

OMERS there was a scattering of inefficient

plans in a variety of municipalities.

I want to see the fund going, but I want
to see it run in a manner which will reflect

the proper earnings due to that money. Be-

cause if the province were to pay the going
rate of interest on this fund, these people
could enjoy either a lower premium or a

higher pension. And this is precisely what
we are talking about. Municipal employees
are paying 5% per cent and policemen and
firemen are paying 6V2 per cent of their

wages. Now that's a big contribution. It is

their deferred wages. And I ask the govern-
ment to recognize this.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Scar-

borough Centre.

Mr. F. Drea ( Scarborough Centre ) : Mr.

Speaker, the complicated set of arithmetic my
friend went into left me a bit dazzled. For

the longest time I couldn't understand why
resolution 9 was even being debated.

Mr. R. Haggerty (Welland South): He
knows now.

Mr. Drea: Yes, I do in a kind of a con-

voluted way.

Mr. Germa: Yes, $174 million.

Mr. Drea: Because after all, Mr. Speaker,
we on this side have made substantial ad-

justments to the debentures from 1963

through 1969. As a matter of fact we have

made not only substantial adjustment in the

rate of interest for the future, but there has

been more than $8 million compensation put
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into the OMERS fund to cover those years
in question.

Now, Mr. Speaker, it seems to me that

when you talk about the actuarial soundness

of a olan, the actuarial soundness in most
cases becomes far more important than the

amount of benefits that a plan is supposed to

pav out to those who have either contributed

to it. or are covered by it. Mr. Speaker, the

fundamental thing in pensions—and I have
had some experience in negotiating pensions
—is whether the proper benefit is paid when
the person goes to collect his pension.

Now the history of OMERS, very briefly—

and I don't think there can be anv argument
that it has brought a great deal of fiscal and
human stability into labour relations, and
into human relations among municipal em-
nlovees—but when the plan originated, the

key concern was its actuarial soundness. I

think we have to take into account th^t em-
T^nvees in the municipal setting, whether

they work for a school board or whether

they work for a municipality, have certain

bargaining prerogatives that do not neces-

snnJv annlv to those who contribute to the

other two maior retirement funds in this

province—namely the teachers, and the civil

servants of this government—because neither

the teachers nor the civil servants enjoy the

right to the ultimate of collective bargaining;

they cannot strike.

I think that one of the fundamental con-

cerns about the OMERS plan in the begin-

ning was that since it was a mandatory plan,
and since it was taking away some bargaining

power from the municipal employee, there

should be a very great concern over its

actuarial soundness. So when it started out

there was the guarantee of five per cent.

Mr. Speaker, while five per cent these days
seems like kid stuff, five per cent back then

was considerable.

Mr. T. F. Foulds (Port Arthur): It was kid

stuff.

Mr. Drea: Oh, it was not. It was not, my
boy, let me tell you. Five per cent at that

time was not only a very fair and a very
just rate of return but it indeed ensured the

actuarial soundness of that fund when it first

commenced.

But, Mr. Speaker, times change, and as

times change in this province, in the words
of the leader of the New Democratic Party
(Mr. Lewis), if I may paraphrase, so do-

Mr. J. E. Stokes (Thunder Bay): An emi-
nent authority.

Mr. Drea: —many of the policies of this

government. We too change with the times.

We're not aloof and disdainful of certain

fiscal things that are happening in our econ-

omy, even if we don't agree with them. So,

therefore, we are at the point now where
the five per cent, and the shortfall that results

from that five per cent, would be asking the

municipal employee to subsidize the province.
It would provide us with a very easy access

to very cheap money when compared with
the current rates of interest.

Mr. Speaker, such is not the case. We are

changing the particular rates of interest re-

flected in those years when the general in-

terest rates outside this plan began to go up.
In short, Mr. Speaker, we are giving the

municipal employee the best of both worlds.

Mr. Haggerty: The member doesn't believe

that.

Mr. Drea: In the beginning we peg his

pension plan to a very good rate of interest—

and I suggest to you, at that particular time,

Mr. Speaker, there was no outside financial

agency that would have responsibly guaran-
teed that five per cent yield. We did that in

the beginning to get him started. We are

not obliged to change it now, because after

all these were debentures. They were put
forward until 1973. My friend has left out

one convenient point when he said they
terminated this year. They may have termi-

nated but there was provision for automatic

renewal. That was part of the basis of the

original funding of the plan.

But, Mr. Speaker, in order to compensate
the municipal employee, and the municipal-
ity, for the ravages of inflation, the artificially

high interest rates which are not the fault of

this government-

Mr. Haggerty: Oh, come on now.

Mr. Foulds: The government's economic

policy caused them.

Mr. Drea: The economic policies of this

government caused high interest? My friend,

why don't you call your friend in Ottawa.

That's where the interest rates come from.

Mr. J. A. Renwick (Riverdale): That's right.

Mr. Foulds: You're all thieves here.

Mr. Drea: It's our economic policies that

have been the only sane ones in the Do-
minion of Canada. If the interest rate isn't

15 per cent now it's because of the work
of this government, not the member's friends
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in Ottawa who'd sell their souls just to stay
in office. But to get back, Mr. Speaker-

Mr. E. J. Bounsall (Windsor West): What
a dreamer.

Mr. Renwick: The member has just lost

his marbles; get back on to the topic.

Mr. Drea: We have compensated the fund
for those years when the guarantee did not

meet what was on the outside. Mr. Speaker,
I suggest to you—

Mr. Haggerty: If it hadn't been for the

opposition the government wouldn't have got
it.

Mr. Drea: —that we have a motion here

that is based almost entirely upon hindsight.
If everybody knew back in the 1960s what
the interest rate today would be, Mr. Speaker,
I suggest to you, neither you nor I would
be sitting here. If we could speculate on a
sure thing—and the only way you can do
that is with hindsight—then, Mr. Speaker,
I think today we would be in a warmer clime

just clipping the odd coupon and laughing
at those who didn't know it was coming.

Mr. Haggerty: It was the government who
established the policies.

Mr. Drea: Nobody could foresee the type
of interest rate we have today. What we
have done here is to rationalize and bring
back the amounts of money that would have

been lost had we insisted that the fund be

financed along the lines of the original con-

cepts back in a much nicer fiscal day.

It is going to cost us $280 million. That's

a very interesting thing—who is us? It is

going to Cost everyone in the Province of

Ontario $280 million.

To say that the municipality is being
shorted $7,000 or $8,000 is very nice book-

keeping, Mr. Speaker. But if the municipality
was short $7,000 and it had to be made up—
it is the same taxpayer, it is all coming out

of the same pocket. But what I would like

to say to you, Mr. Speaker-

Mr. Renwick: That is the great policy
that the government tries to complicate

every year.

Mr. Drea: Well, who will pay?

Mr. Renwick: The municipal employees
out of whose pocket and how much and
what the balance is.

Mr. Speaker: Thirty seconds remaining.

Mr. Drea: I'll get to the 30 seconds, Mr.

Speaker, but allow me 30 full seconds.

Mr. Speaker, what I said before is this

fund now has the best of both worlds. They
are guaranteed actuarially sound operation.

They don't have to worry about being able

to meet their obligations in the future. In

fact they are going to be able to offer in-

creased benefits in the future, because of

the action that has been taken by the pro-
vincial Treasurer (Mr. White). At the same
time we have accepted the ravages that in-

flationary rates of interest make on the

normal processes of these funds. We are now

studying, indeed, how these can best be
invested in the future, whether they go to

the municipalities, whether or not the prov-
ince continues to do them and adjust them

upwards when there is a climb in the in-

terest rates.

Mr. Speaker, I would just like to end on
one note in the last 10 seconds. If the in-

terest rates today were down to three per
cent I suggest to you there wouldn't be a

whimper from the municipalities about the

longfall they were collecting from the prov-
ince.

Mr. Germa: When was the last time the

member saw Frankenstein?

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for York

Centre.

Mr. D. M. Deacon (York Centre): Mr.

Speaker, I rise to support the resolution of

the member for Sudbury. I think that the

resolution is one that is warranted in view

of the whole history of this OMERS opera-
tion.

First of all, there is no question that

OMERS has provided many advantages over

the rash of different pension funds that pre-

viously existed around the province. OMERS
gave the opportunity of benefits of scale and

accounting and things like that where scale

really does make a difference. It enabled

better supervision of the fund to provide

improved portability. It also, though, gave
the province a real ready source of dough.
And that's what the province really has

been looking at over the years—where it can

get its hands on some cheap money at a

very great saving.

Mr. Haggerty: It's money in the govern-
ment's pocket.

Mr. Deacon: That's right.

Mr. Haggerty: Take it from the poor.
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Mr. Deacon: And although the province
has recently had cause to make amendments,
because its conscience began to bother it

and there was plenty of outcry about the

situation.

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. Deacon: The benefits may or may not,
as outlined by the Treasurer, make up for what
benefit the province has really got over the

years as a result of its ability to borrow and
have access to these funds without the nor-
mal costs that are involved when someone
is going to the market for funds. You didn't

have to pay for the former Treasurer's (Mr.

McKeough) trips across to Germany and

things like that to arrange the borrowings
that the province was doing elsewhere.

We have here an example of the problem
that arises when a province takes over super-
vision of something like this without really

taking on the responsibility of the full funding
—in a similar way as with the teachers and
with the civil service. We have an indepen-
dent fund here. Therefore the province should

recognize that if this fund is to be really

independent it should place the directors of

the fund in a position where they can invest

in the same way that any other independent
fund can—that is under the Pension Benefits

Act of this province.

Surely in the Pension Benefits Act we have
sufficient protection to ensure that the funds
are actuarially sound, that they are put into

the types of investment that are common to

all insurance companies, investments that have
some reasonable security behind them to

protect those who hope to get a pension as

a result of their membership in the fund.

I'm interested that in the last four years
the province has done something to move the

rates more in line with the province's actual

cost. But the shortfall of $174 million must
be looked after. And it has to be looked after

in a way that does not give the municipal
emplovees a feeling that they are in fact be-

ing held up by the province.

They are in fact being milked by the

mother instead of the mother providing them
with milk.

Mr. J. R. Breithaupt (Kitchener): An agri-
cultural analogy.

Mr. Deacon: Yes, I suppose that is what it

would be.

Hon. A. Grossman (Minister of Revenue):
Does the member want to try that again?

An hon. member: That was a dry run.

Mr. R. G. Eaton (Middlesex South): It

shows he doesn't know anything about that,

either.

Mr. Deacon: What makes the member for

Middlesex South think that? The one thing we
must remember now is that, in OMERS, we
have a capable group of directors. We have a

very sizable fund. We have the protection
available under the Pension Benefits Act that

would really enable that fund to provide as-

surance to every member of the fund that the

investments were properly looked after.

Why not cut the OMERS fund clear of the

province. Let it invest the money that is now
coming due, in the way it wants to invest.

It is their money and I don't think that this

would be saying heads they win and tails we
lose.

The province shouldn't be able to say that

—shouldn't say that sort of thing—because in

fact, there are plenty of securities you could

have bought over the last 10 years which had
this option.

You could buy short-term bonds which
were convertible into long-term issues and

you had the right to collect at the end of the

short-term if you chose to do so.

Here we have short-term bonds, in effect,

that were issued during the years 1963 to

1968, and were due in 1973. These are short-

term; up to 10 years.

Mr. Drea: Not municipal bonds; not munic-

ipal bonds.

Mr. Deacon: Well, they may not have been

municipal bonds; they didn't have to be

municipal bonds. Don't forget that these were
the funds of employees joining a pension fund.

Those employees didn't say, "You have to in-

vest my funds in municipal bonds or in a

provincial bond".

I am sure they would have been quite

pleased to have had their funds invested under
the normal protection given to any other

pension fund in the province.

I think it is quite wrong for us to say that

it is fine, just for hindsight, to demand we
have the use of those funds and be able to

reinvest at the prevailing rate.

In fact, it would be quite possible for all

those funds to have been invested in securi-

ties where there was an option for conversion

in 1973.

Mr. Haggerty: In housing in Ontario-

Mr. Deacon: I would say that we must
make a point of eliminating the conflict of

interest that now prevails in OMERS be-
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cause under this Act it has to be controlled

by the province.

We should eliminate that, unless the prov-
ince is going to take over full responsibility

as it does for the teachers' fund and for the

civil service.

As long as the province is going to say to

OMERS, "We're leaving it up to you to find

the dough one way or another as the fund

develops; you are on your own," we should

leave them right on their own.

Let the Pension Benefits Act regulations

prevail here. Let those funds be invested at

the best possible rate of return they can find

at this time and at the end of this year.

Don't have them tied up under the various

agreements and adjustments which the

Treasurer discussed and disclosed to the

House on Oct. 25.

I, therefore, urge that the House impress

upon the Treasurer the urgency of releasing
OMERS from the present onerous restric-

tions under which it operates.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Port

Arthur.

Mr. Foulds: Mr. Speaker, I rise to support
the motion of my colleague, the member for

Sudbury. There is no doubt, as his motion

indicates, that the Ontario government has

forced municipal taxpayers and, more im-

portantly, municipal employees—through the

legislative stipulations governing the invest-

ment of surplus funds of the OMERS plan-
to subsidize the provincial government. The
member for York Centre who spoke just
before me pinpointed that very well.

We do not feel, frankly, that the Treasurer's

announcement of Oct. 25 of this year comes

fully to grips with the reality of the situa-

tion. While it is fine for the provincial
Treasurer and for the hon. member for

Scarborough Centre to say, in effect, and I

am quoting the Treasurer exactly, "Had
interest rates declined instead of rising, the

matter would never have been raised," that

may be fine, but the statement is misleading,
Mr. Speaker.

The Treasurer tries to argue, as did the

member for Scarborough Centre, that the

provincial government guaranteed the initial

debentures at five per cent and that it was
commendable of the government to make
that commitment to make such a guarantee
when, in the Treasurer's words, "such instru-

ments were not then available on the market."

This practice by the Conservative govern-
ment is misleading because the overall

economic policies of the provincial treasurers

of this province since 1963, when the plan
was started, and of the federal treasurers

of the country at the same time—and it didn't

take an economic genius to foresee this—have

guaranteed inflation. Whether or not that

inflation has been controlled or galloping or

runaway is a discussion, perhaps, for some
other forum. The fact remains that the over-

all economic policies of governments have

ensured inflation which in turn has ensured

that interest rates and debenture rates would

naturally escalate.

To use an analogy, Mr. Speaker, this gov-
ernment has used both fists of its economic

policy to ensure rising interest rates on the

free economic market while at the same time

wiggling its little finger to "guarantee the

five per cent rate to the OMERS funds." In

fact, Mr. Speaker, this five per cent rate was
not a guarantee; it was a deliberate and

definite containment, given that the other

fiscal policies of the government guaranteed
inflation.

My hon. colleague from Sudbury has

delineated forcefully and well—although it

was beyond the comprehension of the mem-
ber for Scarborough—the inadequacies and
the loopholes as well as the good points in

the present formulation by the Treasurer.

There are, however, a few points about which
I would like to elaborate.

We think that it is essential, in the words
of our resolution:

That the Ontario Municipal Employees
Retirement Systems Act should be amended
to permit the surplus funds; to be invested

in municipal debentures as well as pro-
vincial debentures in order to broaden

sources of credit available to municipalities
and thus reduce their borrowing costs.

The Treasurer's statement gave no firm com-
mitment about that, Mr. Speaker, and if any

single level of government is having difficulty

in the money markets and in financing its

projects these days, it is surely the municipal
level of government.

As municipalities are contributors to the

fund through their share of the contributions

to the plan, worked out through collective

agreements with their employees, surely it

makes eminent good sense to make their own
funds available to them for debenture pur-

poses? This step would at least soften one

of the legitimate complaints that municipali-
ties have with regard to the fund.

As employers they make contributions to

the fund matching, more or less, that of their

employees. If, however, an employee with-
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draws from employment with the munici-

pality before he is eligible for a pension he

may, of course, withdraw his contributions.

That is only fair and equitable. What is

not fair and equitable is that neither the

employee nor the employer benefits in direct

returns from this employer's contribution

which matches the withdrawn contributions

of the employee.

If, in fact, I read the balance sheet on

pages 20 and 21 of the annual report of the

OMERS fund, the OMERS plan refunded

$3,840,059 in 1972, and $2,833,400 in 1971.

That is roughly 10 per cent of the total

members' contributions for each of those

years.

Ten per cent of the employees' contribu-

tions for 1972 and 1971 respectively would
be $3,769,794 and $3,060,528. If the em-

ployers and the employees are to be denied

the right to the withdrawal of those con-

tributions made by the employers for the

employees, it seems only fair that they should

at least be allowed for municipal borrowing

purposes.

Finally, Mr. Speaker, I want to support
the motion of the hon. member for Sudbury
because it would go a long way to pro-

viding the additional funding necessary for

supolementary benefits that a number of

union groups are attempting to negotiate

through their collective bargaining agree-
ments with municipalities. I want to dwell
nn one example. At the present time a num-
ber of municipalities require policemen and
firemen to retire at age 60. Bearing in mind
that the fund was only started in 1963, this

prevents a number of these 60-year-old re-

tirees from getting full and just benefits

from the plan.

Tf I migjht just quote briefly from a letter

from the Thunder Bay Professional Fire-

fighters, Local 193:

Bearing in mind that OMERS is inte-

grated with the Canada Pension Plan,

which no one can receive until they are

aeje 65, if an individual retires at the age
of 60 he will receive a reduction at that

point of 0.7, which will mean obviously
he will not have a full pension. He will

continue to receive this reduced amount
until he reaches age 65. at which time he
will receive Canada Pension.

One would believe that because fire-

fighters and police—who retire at age 60
and are paying 6% per cent of earnings,
and the employer is matching that with

6% per cent which is a total of 13 per
cent, as opposed to other civic employees
who are paying 5% plus 5^ by the cor-

poration for a total of 11—that the two

per cent difference would enable fire-

fighters and police to receive full pension
at age 60, and the 0.7 reduction would
then take place at age 65, which would
be made up by the CPP. The OMERS
board took this matter under consideration

in 1970, and recommended unanimously to

the minister that this reduction be elimi-

nated, and no reduction need be made
until the employee is in receipt of the

Canada Pension Plan.

As far as I know, and as far as the person
who wrote to me knew, no decision has yet
been made in that regard.

If that's so, it is extremely worrisome to

these people. Firefighters and police retiring
at age 60, as opposed to other civic em-

ployees retiring at age 65, are therefore sub-

jected to five years less earning power.

Secondly, there is no old age security pen-
sion for a five-year period; thirdly, no Can-
ada Pension Plan for five years; fourthly, a

reduced OMERS pension for five years of

0.7; and no payment of medical contribu-

tions for those five years.

Mr. Speaker: One minute remaining.

Mr. Foulds: Fine, thank you, Mr. Speaker.

The significance of that 0.7 reduction is

that if you average out an average working
man's pay of say $7,300 in a year, he would
lose approximately $1,278 per year in his

pension, or approximately $100 per month.

For those reasons, Mr. Speaker, the resolu-

tion proposed by the member for Sudbury
would go a long way to enabling municipal

employees to enjoy reasonable pensions with-

out unreasonable cost. Those additional sup-

plementary benefits that they are striving

for, could be met.

We in the New Democratic Party have

no hesitation. We support this resolution

wholeheartedly. Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for

Oshawa.

Mr. C. E. Mcllveen (Oshawa): Mr.

Speaker, I rise to support the view of the

member for Scarborough Centre, when he

said that in this plan we now have the best

of both worlds.

Mr. Haggerty: The member doesn't be-

lieve that!

Mr. Foulds: Alice Through the Looking
Glass.
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Mr. Mcllveen: Yes, I do believe it, and
as I listened to all the figures that were ban-

tered around here—

Mr. Foulds: He just wants to—

Mr. Mcllveen: I am more firm than ever

that figures lie, and liars figure.

Mr. Foulds: His mind's made up. Don't

confuse it with facts.

Mr. Haggerty: He must be hard of hear-

ing.

Mr. Mcllveen: You think so? My concern

about OMERS dates back to many years on

municipal council. At the time that it was
established for the city of Oshawa, it was

extremely well received. The councillors

•vent for it, and they still go for it. I know
the member for Sudbury said that they
adopted the resolution last month, but on
the following weekend I was out on two
little safaris with the council members and
I petitioned them. I happened to have a

statement of the Treasurer and I referred

to it. I think well over half of the council

supported the view of this brief that the

Treasurer brought into the House on Oct.

25. I wonder whether, if the member put
his brief out now along with the Treasurer's

statement of Oct. 25 and asked for support
from municipal councils, he would get any
support at all. I am quite sure he wouldn't.

When I look back at OMERS and I think

of the five per cent, I remember about the

same time we were starting OMERS, the

federal government was converting three

per cent war bonds and converting them
into 4% per cent bonds that were due in

1983.

Mr. Haggerty: They were higher than that

when Diefenbaker did that.

Mr. Mcllveen: —in 1983 and those bonds
are still on the list today. They will be paid
back in 1983 but you can buy any of them
now for anywhere between $75 and $85 any
day of the week per $100. I am quite sure

that the people who bought the perpetuals,
th? three per cent federals, would like to

get rid of them for some recent issue.

Mr. Haggerty: Sounds like the member
was talking to Donald Fleming.

Mr. Mcllveen: That is exactly who did

that little particular thing and it saved the—

Mr. Haggerty: It's that policy that is a

cause of the problem today with inflation.

Mr. Speaker: Order.

Mr. Mcllveen: —federal government saved

many millions of dollars in interest rates

over the years. What I am stating is, it

goes to show that people are penalized for

buying bonds when inflation is present.

This legislation allows the province to

come in and help the municipal employees
to get back pay of interest that private citi-

zens who were buying the same bonds that

were due at the time wouldn't get any con-

sideration such as OMERS have been given.

I agree that OMERS should sit down and
decide who is going to administer this fund
and if the committee comes back that it

should go into municipal bonds or anything

guaranteed by the Insurance Company Act;
I am all for it. I don't think it should be

restricted strictly to provincial bonds.

I know that my time is not quite up but

I have talked to the member for Kitchener

and I am going to allow him to express
his views, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for

Kitchener.

Mr. Breithaupt: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
I appreciate the relinquishing of some of

the time of the member for Oshawa so that

I can at least make a few of the remarks

that I wish to make in completing the de-

bate on this notice of motion.

There are a couple of things, I think, that

do need saying. The resolution which the

member for Sudbury has brought forward

refers to two specific areas. One is to ensure

that the municipal employees have not lost

anything by the fact of this now-to-be-

increased amount that is going to try ac-

tuarially to make the system up to current

rates. The second point is that municipal
debentures should be available as well to

be invested in by this retirement system. I

think these two points are worthy of con-

sideration and approval by the House.

As the members are aware, many munici-

palities received a request to support the

resolution of the Ontario Municipal Person-

nel Association. In my own city of Kitchener,

a council meeting held on Oct. 29 approved
this kind of a resolution and passed on to

me its views on this subject. This was ap-

proximately at the time when the statement

made by the Treasurer on Oct. 25 began
to receive somewhat wider publicity.

In that statement, Mr. Speaker, as you
have been made aware by repetition here

today, there has been some attempt to up-
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grade the system by increasing the rates

of return so as to get a balanced rate of

return as of the end of December, 1973.

In addition, there has been an $8.1 million

payment to cover the years from 1963 to

1969 which is also hoped to be of help in

making up the balance.

il think the member for Sudbury makes a

good point and it's a point which I support
when he refers to the calculations he has

made and finds that there is still a shortfall

which has to be taken care of. This shortfall

is something which has occurred because the

plan has been administered under the con-

trol of this provincial government. As a

result the government should be prepared
now to make sure that the municipal em-

ployees will not suffer any loss because of

what they could otherwise have done in the

investment of their funds on a rising market.

The second point dealing with the invest-

ment in municipal bonds is one which I'm

sure many of die members with municipal

experience will be in support of. It is quite
clear that municipalities must borrow funds

at one or two points higher than those of

other governmental rates because their base

of taxation and, in some cases, their repay-
ment history has not been as prompt as it

might be. In fact these funds could provide
a great source for investment in municipal
securities so that not only would there be

a somewhat higher interest rate payable to

these funds but surely the management of

the fund could make sure that the returns

and the payments required by the municipal
authorities would, in fact, be forthcoming.

I particularly enjoyed the comments of the

member for York Centre as he referred' to

the fact that this fund is now old enough
to stand on its own. In looking at the 1972
annual report, it's rather interesting to see

on page 6 that from 1963 to 1972 the mem-
bers in the fund went from 9,840 to 77,258
and what is even more impressive, Mr.

Speaker, is that the assets went from $4,800,-
000 to $385 million.

In this time, most of the municipalities of

the province, and certainly the largest ones,

have taken advantage of this programme
and if we are to encourage municipal em-

ployees not to bargain for other side plans
but to make this the best and most compre-
hensive plan we can, then the two points
raised by the member for Sudbury are worthy
of consideration and approval by this House.

First of all, we should ensure, and indeed

we must ensure, that there is no loss between
what would otherwise have been an invested

return and the benefits which we are pre-

pared to establish in this plan.

Second, we must also ensure that municipal
securities can be invested in so that the

municipal employees who are retiring from

the communities can know that their own
funds can be reinvested in their communities.

This will not only give the fund strength
but I think will also give the participants in

the fund pride in the involvement they have.

I hope, Mr. Speaker, that the government
will take this motion in the serious vein in

which it has been presented and that we
will see the necessary amendments which
the motion calls for to ensure that the pen-
sioners will receive the best benefits possible.

Mr. Speaker: This concludes the private
members' hour.

Clerk of the House: The 25th order, House
in committee of supply.

ESTIMATES, MINISTRY OF
TREASURY, ECONOMICS AND

INTERGOVERNMENTAL AFFAIRS

(continued)

Mr. Chairman: It being 6 of the clock I

do now leave the chair and we will resume

at 8 o'clock.

It being 6 o'clock, p.m., the House took
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LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY OF ONTARIO

The House resumed at 8 o'clock, p.m.

ESTIMATES, MINISTRY OF
TREASURY, ECONOMICS AND

INTERGOVERNMENTAL AFFAIRS

(continued)

Mr. Chairman: When we were last in

committee, the member for Ottawa Centre

was making his introductory remarks.

Mr. M. Cassidy (Ottawa Centre): Thank

you very much, Mr. Chairman.

I just hesitate; I was going to be a bit

nasty beginning this and ask the Treasurer

(Mr. White) why he keeps on appointing
Tories to all these regional government posts.

But the spirit of supper time is such that I

am not sure that I should really press the

point. I suppose one would think '•nothing

less of a Conservative government than that

it would appoint Tories. I do object,

though—

Mr. J. R. Smith (Hamilton Mountain):
There are good people in Hamilton. There
are plenty to choose from in Hamilton.

Mr. Cassidy: Pardon?

Mr. J. R. Smith: There are plenty of people
in Hamilton.

Mr. Cassidy: Well, I don't know. One of

the obvious ones is a Liberal and he got

passed over because he hung around here too

vehemently, possibly.

Mr. J. R. Smith: He was against regional

government.

Mr. Cassidy: That's right, yes. Well, you
know—to the member for Hamilton Mountain
—the present regional chairman in Hamilton
seems to be against it, too.

She slammed the provincial Conservative

government for refusing to accept the Steele

commission report. This is a summation of an
interview with Controller Ann Jones prior
to the legislation: She was forecasting that

the provincial government would put Burling-
ton into Halton-only region rather than hav-

ing it attached to Hamilton, as was the logical

thing to do.

Monday, November 12, 1973

I think the member agrees, and that—not
the minister in front of him—

Hon. J. W. Snow (Minister of Government
Services): Great place to put it.

Mr. J. R. Smith: She is going to make it

work.

Mr. Cassidy: Well, like so many people—
I won't belabour this—but, like so many
people, as a responsible-

Mr. R. D. Kennedy (Peel South): Don't be-

lieve all you read in the paper.

Mr. Cassidy: —local government councillor,
she is going to try to make it work, that is

right. But that is because of her sense of

responsibility and not because it is a good
system to begin with, the way it has been
devised by the government.

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. Cassidy: I must say, you know, that the

local contact is lacking in this regional govern-
ment. It is going to be even worse once you
get into county restructuring. And it reflects

a whole attitude toward participation and in-

volvement of people in their affairs as run by
government.

There is a whole piece there; the regional

governments become unresponsive, they are

difficult to reach, the members have local

identities and the public don't seem to be
able to get through to them at the regional
level. They are insulated in the same way
as the government is insulated up here.

Rather than seeking to increase access to

local government during the course of the

regional government reforms that have been
introduced by this government, the Treasurer

has sought to reduce it.

We would suggest that there should be a

determined policy about citizen involvement

in the local government; about citizen access;

about funding for citizens' and ratepayers'

groups—none of this you've done—about in-

novating and experimenting with new means
of local decision-making in the counties and

the areas which apparently now are to be

restructured, according to the government;
about providing a form of local government
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in the north, where many local unorganized
territories are having tremendous problems,
as the member for Nickel Belt (Mr. Laughren)
has pointed out; and some forum where

people can be guaranteed access, which they
haven't got right now.

There ae some pretty serious problems in

the areas of finance as well, and I think that

the minister to some extent is provoking the

questioning I'm about to give, because he's

putting forward a lot of questions and not

providing very many answers.

The other dav at the Bureau of Municipal
Research and at the tri-level conference in

Edmonton, the minister pointed out that by
his government's estimates the municipal
deficit in Ontario will triple in the next two
years to about half a billion dollars in 1975,
I believe.

Unfortunately, he has not indicated how
that particular problem is going to be met.
We've had a lot of slogans, we've had a

limited amount of action and nothing more.

The chief promise that has been made in

the most recent series of speeches by the

minister is that once assessment is reformed,
then he will be prepared to go ahead with
the fundamental reform of municipal taxation.

Now it is welcome to hear that he is even

eyeing a fundamental reform of municipal
taxation. But the promise palls a bit when
one thinks that the Minister of Revenue (Mr.

Grossman) and the government have now
decided to postpone the reassessment pro-

gramme until 1976. In other words, the

publication of the new market value assess-

ments will not be done until then and1 the

process that was meant to conclude in 1976
will not begin until then.

The minister has placed heavy emphasis
on the move from conditional grants to un-

conditional grants. The record of the gov-
ernment, however, has been that more new
conditional programmes have come into force

in the last couple of years. As many have
come into force as have gone out. The ones
which are due to be phased out, according to

the minister, are the ones which are trivial;

and the major ones, many of which are not
controlled by this particular department,
remain.

For example, there has been no talk on
the part of this minister about decondi-

tionalizing education grants and no talk about

deconditionalizing highway grants and turn-

ing them into basic transportation grants or

simply unconditional grants that could be
used for highways or other priorities if the

municipality was so concerned.

Likewise, with the numerous types of pay-
ments that are made to municipal govern-
ment and the local level of government for

health. Likewise with public health; likewise

with welfare; likewise with arenas and com-

munity centres; likewise with the new set of

conditional grants which have recently been
introduced into this field in order to aid

municipalities in the field of public transit.

The minister himself has been introducing
new conditional programmes—for example, in

offering grants for the adjustment of plan-

ning to the Toronto-centred region plan and

grants to counties with which to study re-

structuring and that kind of thing.

When you look at it, 90 per cent of the

grants which are available through this gov-
ernment at the municipal level are conditional

grants and only a handful are unconditional

grants. When you look at it from another

point of view, in 1971 conditional grants to

municipalities totalled $1.65 billion, and un-

conditional grants totalled $80 million. Since

1971 $16 million was added to the uncon-
ditional total in 1972 and about $93 million

in this current budget.

However, the amount of unconditional

grant mmiey now available to municipalities
is only about $180 million out of total grants
of $1.9 billion. In other words, less than 10

per cent of the money which goes to the

municipalities and local governments goes in

the form of unconditional money.
In other words, the government isn't put-

ting its money where its mouth is. The
minister speaks well in this particular area.

I am sure his words bring joy to the heart

of municipal treasurers and the people who
run municipalities but the fact is that the

strings from Queen's Park are just as strong
or stronger than ever.

Mr. E. M. Havrot (Timiskaming): No.

Mr. Cassidy: Yes, they are. The member
for Timiskaming really ought to think about

what is happening in his area. Yes, he should.

Mr. Havrot: You don't know what you are

talking about. All you do is talk.

Mr. Cassidy: You have any number of un-

organized municipalities there and there's no

help for them from this government. No help
at all.

Mr. Havrot: Why don't you talk about

what makes sense for a change instead of

wasting our time here?

iMr. Cassidy: Mr. Chairman, the minister's

own move into unconditional grants in the
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latest budget moreover is simply another

means of tying the hands of the municipali-
ties. The basic thrust there took several

forms, but the major form was in the gen-
eral grant which was tied to the amounts

of increase in spending on the part of the

municipalities. Therefore, if they sought to

come to grips with their urban problems by
trying to increase their spending, they found

themselves heavily penalized on their property
tax rates by the form of the new general

support grant.

As the minister knows, the municipal

spending has been going up at a rate of

around eight per cent a year. If a munici-

pality sought to get beyond simple inflation

in the costs of living and sought to come
to grips with some of the unmet needs in its

area, be it land development or recreation

or things like that, it found that its general

support grant was quickly cut back and it

was therefore insupportable for them to take

that kind of initiative.

The government, after about seven years,
I think, has finally adopted or rather moved
toward advice which we have been giving
for many years in the form of a municipal
foundation plan enunciated by the member
for York South (Mr. MacDonald) in 1966
or 1967 I think it was; also in terms of ad-

vice from the select committee of the

Legislature, of which the minister was a

member, with the resource—

Hon. J. White (Treasurer, Minister of

Economics and Intergovernmental Affairs):

Chairman.

Mr. Cassidy: Chairman, I am sorry. You
were also a member.

Hon. Mr. White: It was my plan, as a
matter of fact.

Mr. Cassidy: Chief Indian.

Hon. Mr. White: It was my plan.

Mr. Cassidy: The resource equalization

grant funds going to a municipality cannot
be more than 20 per cent of the net general
dollar levy which, in effect, means more
than about 10 per cent of the total budget.
The amounts of $56 million going to the

local and regional municipalities are equiva-
lent to about 2% or three per cent of total

provincial payments to municipalities.

In other words, they simply are a drop in

the bucket in equalizing the imbalance of

fiscal resources which is reflected, say, be-
tween the $250-odd per capita in municipal
revenues which a city like Oakville has com-

pared to the $125 to $150 of many cities

in the north and the east of the province.
The answers simply aren't there yet, Mr.

Chairman, as far as the municipal financial

problems are concerned. The minister him-

self in his statement out west admits that

the problem is going to get worse and worse.

He is unwilling apparently to move in one
area where there is clear room to move, and
that is in ensuring that commercial and in-

dustrial contributions to the local tax base

at least continue at their former rates. As
he himself admitted out west, the commer-
cial and industrial share of local taxation has

been steadily declining over the last three

years. That wasn't necessary. It wasn't nec-

essary at all but that was allowed to go
down. It was sort of an invisible sop to the

industrial and commercial sector accompany-
ing the reduced share of GPP or personal
income which was going out in net terms

in taxes according to the minister's figures.

We would like some answers on some of

those points, Mr. Chairman, because it's no

good telling the people of the province that

some day, in five or six years, the tax system
at the municipal level is going to be inte-

grated. There is going to be, if you follow

your present course, an increasing taxpayer
resistance to the fact that, despite the

amounts they may be getting in tax credits,

the amounts they will be paying in local

municipal taxes will be increasing and the

$800 or $1,200 that people will be asked
to pay in taxes will make it extraordinarily
difficult for municipalities to get the amounts
of money they need.

The government policy is apparently to

<*ive money to the individuals in order to

help subsidize those individuals to pay ever-

increasing levels of property tax. But for

the municipalities a great deal of their reve-

nues will have to continue to come from

increasing rates of property tax. And that

will be politically unacceptable and will

therefore leave the municipalities in the

kind of financial bind they have had up
until now.

I just wanted to touch on one final area,

Mr. Chairman, I said I'd try and keep this

to 15 minutes after supper and—

Mr. J. R. Breithaupt (Kitchener): You
took an hour and a half.

Mr. Cassidy: —that is that there is a great
deal of urgency, Mr. Chairman, in the need
for Planning Act reforms. I know that a

study is under way and I'll be anxious to

find out some information about that when
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we get to the detailed study of the minis-

ter's estimates.

But the two things which are specifically
most pressing are the need for development
control legislation to apply on a province-
wide basis, or at least to larger municipali-
ties; and the need for demolition controls.

I think it was underhanded of the minister
and of his government party to sabotage the

city of Toronto's application for demolition

controls in the spring. And I can foresee

some very serious dangers arising out of the

present ad hoc policies of a number of mu-
nicipalities in getting to development con-
trols through the back door.

The minister is aware of the actions of the

city of Toronto in imposing a 45 ft height
limit. While we support what the city has

done, I fear that through the OMB or

through appeal to the cabinet or simply
through protracted litigation, the purpose of
what the city is trying to do will be
thwarted. If it is thwarted it will be thwarted
because of the inaction of the provincial
government in giving the city of Toronto

powers to do what is necessary in order to

have a hold on development for a period of
time so the city can see where the devil it

is going and have a chance to rewrite the

antiquated and over-generous downtown
zoning by-law which they have to live with
now.

Mr. D. R. Timbrell (Don Mills): I thought
you wanted to keep the OMB.

Mr. Cassidy: We've got the same situation
in the city of Ottawa where a 35 ft height
limit has just been imposed in a major area
of my riding; the area of downtown Ottawa
that just excludes the downtown office core.

And that too has been imposed in order to

allow time for a proper study without pres-
sure from the developers on those preparing
the study—citizens, planners, and council. But
that too is fragile if some developers choose
to use the legal talent they can buy in order
to strike it down in the courts. There ought
to be a power, granted directly by provincial

legislation, to permit that.

Toronto, Ottawa, Hamilton, London, and
other cities have again and again faced the

problem of what to do about unnecessary,
unwarranted, and irresponsible demolitions by
developers who often use it as a form of

block-busting or a form of arm-twisting to get
what they want from local councils. Toronto
had a very constructive proposal which re-

spected property rights and respected the
riant of the small fellow to make minor
improvements and to tear down a summer

kitchen and that kind of thing. Toronto had
this up before the Legislature and that could
and should have been acted on, pending wider
action by the government. And we will want
to know just what it is the government wants
to do.

Well, Mr. Chairman, I just conclude by say-

ing that nobody knows what TEIGA is out

there. And if ever I say I'm critic for the

minister, that I'm the critic of the minister of

TEIGA, people say what the devil is that?

If I say it is the IGA then they understand

that, but they've got it wrong. You are dis-

pensing nostrums and not food, and I'd sug-

gest very seriously that you really should
have taken the advice of your officials some
time ago and named your ministry, the

Ministry of Financial and Intergovernmental
Affairs which would have made you a mem-
ber of the MOFIA.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Chairman: Does the minister wish to

respond to the opening statements? Vote
1001. The member for Kitchener.

Mr. Breithaupt: Since the brief remarks of

the member for Ottawa Centre are now com-

pleted, there are a couple of questions to be
asked with respect to the operation of the

earlier part of the office. One question I would
like to ask is with respect to item 6, personnel
administration. Does that administration cover
all of the branches within the ministry, par-

ticularly? You might respond perhaps to a

few of these brief questions at some con-

venient time.

On the office of information services I was
interested to note earlier in the year that some
number of information officers were being
advertised for. This was back in May, and I

wonder if those information officers have been
now obtained within your complement to tell

the story of the ministry and just what the

result might be.

On the question of library services, which
is the next point, since there is now an in-

crease of some $40,000 with respect to those

particular costs, I wonder whether the minis-

ter can assure us that there is not any dupli-
cation going on within the services provided
by the ministry now and those already

provided by the legislative library.

I recall several years ago, when this par-
ticular area was developed, that there was a

presumption at least entered into that par-
ticular matters of economic knowledge and

requirements were going to be obtained by
the ministry; and that this area, while not

part of the general legislative library, could
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well be justified because of the particular

needs of the ministry.

I'd like the minister, if he is able to do so,

to address a few comments as to the operation
of that service and as to the increase that he

sees now.

With respect to systems and programming,
it's interesting to note that the budgeted

figures this year are about half those of last

year. I presume that the basic computer

plans have now been developed and that this

maintains the continuing programme for those

requirements.

One of the things that we've done in the

public accounts committee is to inquire-

hopefully we will look into this in the next

year—into the cost and use of computer serv-

ices within government to ensure that we
are getting good value and that we are not

duplicating services or having services which
are not being fully used.

I would appreciate the minister's com-

ments, if he would, on the matter of systems
and programming to advise us, if I'm cor-

rect in my presumption, as to why the funds

are now about half and how he sees that

programme developing.

In the matter of the office of legal serv-

ices, I would appreciate knowing how many
solicitors you have in the ministry and what
their particular duties are.

If the minister might address himself to

those particular points, we could then con-

tinue.

Hon. Mr. White: Yes. The personnel
branch serves the entire ministry, to answer
the first question.

Insofar as the information services are

concerned, shown under item 8, it may be
recalled that we had adverts in the news-

paper shortly after I became Treasurer, and
this excited some controversial questions in

the House. Perhaps that is the reason we
got such a large number of applications-

something over 100 in all-

Mr. J. F. Foulds (Port Arthur): We were

just trying to help out the minister.

Hon. Mr. White: We were successful in

hiring two senior staff from within the min-

istry, including the branch director, Peter

Jackman, who has had wide experience in

communications work, more recently here in

our press gallery; and two were recruited

from outside the government.

We now have a staff of 12, made up of

a director, a communications planner, four

information officers, two graphic artists and
four office support staff.

I must say they've done an excellent job.
The four inaugural regional council meetings
were under this branch. The voluminous

flow of information that the hon. member for

Ottawa Centre was able to quote today—in

fact, the only sensible things he said—is pro-
duced for me by this particular branch.

Mr. Breithaupt: You hired them before?

Is that it?

Hon. Mr. White: I must say that I think

we've made an enormous amount of progress
in the last six or eight months insofar as

disseminating information to the citizens is

concerned.

Under libraries, I am bifurcated on this.

I notice the trend in library services gen-

erally speaking is to larger units with com-

puter retrieval systems and so on. So, as an

amateur, I would rather like to see all of

the ministry library facilities consolidated

here in the one main library.

About five years ago, when I was the Min-

ister of Revenue and when we did indeed

have a library that served both Revenue and

Treasury, I insisted that this prospect be

explored. As a result of this there was an

interministerial committee established, I sup-

pose under the aegis of the Treasury Board.

It was concluded that there should be cer-

tain peripheral libraries which were: (a)

convenient in location, and (b) highly spe-
cialized in nature. It also was felt that they
should augment the resources of the main

library, that there should be an interchange
of information about their holdings, and
some planned approach as to their acquisi-
tions.

The hon. member has pointed out the

increase—I think he said it was $40,000.
While that is true it must be said that this

is not a major expenditure when put in rela-

tionship to the ministry's overall expenses,
or indeed, to this particular branch's expen-
ditures. The library provides combined serv-

ices not only to my ministry but to Manage-
ment Board, to the Civil Service Commission,
and to other ministries, including the Min-

istry of Revenue.

Turning to item 9, which is systems and

programming, there has been a decrease here

of nearly $769,000. This is not because cer-

tain undertakings have been concluded, but

rather because the ministry's data processing
costs have been decentralized and assigned
on a programmed basis to various activities
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within the ministry, as I think was recom-
mended by COGP.

Mr. Breithaupt: So this amount really has

been split, or a comparable amount has been

split, among other—

Hon. Mr. White: That is right. There has

been some decentralization and, effective

Sept. 1, 1973, 24 complement positions were
transferred out of the branch, consistent

with the COGP recommendations. Eighteen
of these were transferred to the Ministry of

Government Services, five to the central

statistical centre, and one to the fiscal policy
division.

Insofar as legal services is concerned, we
have five legal officers who serve the func-
tions of the ministry for financial, constitu-

tional and legislative developments and

general legal advice and consultation, includ-

ing service in cases before the OMB. They
are provided on secondment from the

Attorney General (Mr. Bales), to whom they
report, but their costs are assigned to my
ministry.

Mr. Breithaupt: I am wondering since it is

the minister's decision to reply to various
comments made by the opposition leadoff

speakers, whether the minister has anything
particular to respond to so far as this last

90-minute effort that we have heard is con-
cerned? It has used a lot of time in the

estimates, but I don't know if it has given
either much heat or much light.

Hon. Mr. White: I will be glad to answer
any questions that the hon. member has, but
to attempt to respond to this two-hour tirade,
which synopsizes the debate on the budget,
the debate on the four regional government
bills, and the debate on the three big plan-
ning Acts, really should not be undertaken.
The rules preclude redebating an issue.

Once passed by the House I say it's out of
order. In that the hon. members opposite
are complaining so much about not having
enough time to debate the estimates, I think
we should confine ourselves to the estimates.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Chairman: Order please. For the last

few minutes we have been discussing vote

1001, items 6 to 10. Just so we won't get
too much repetition into the question and
answers, will there be further discussion on
items 6 to 10 inclusive?

Mr. Foulds: I have a question on the item
before that, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Chairman: All right, we will go back.

But we started at item 6 and we have dis-

cussed those. We might as well clean those

up, I would suggest at this time.

Mr. Foulds: Fine.

Mr. Chairman: But it is not very satisfac-

tory when the minister has to keep going
back and forth through his pages for item 2

through to item 8 and so on. Will there be

anything further on 6 to 10?

Mr. Breithaupt: I have a couple of com-

ments, but I think, Mr. Chairman, that if you
wish to handle this in sequence; possibly you
might choose to call the first item and go
from there—but I don't think there will be

very much more.

Mr. Chairman: We have broken into vote

1001 now. Will there be anything further on
vote 1001?

Mrs. M. Campbell (St. George): Yes.

Mr. E. J. Bounsall (Windsor West): Yes,
Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Chairman: On which one?

Mr. Bounsall: Item 6 of vote 1001.

Mr. Chairman: All right. The member for

Windsor West.

Mr. Bounsall: I have a couple of questions
on personnel administration. How is the

minister coming in his goal to double and

eventually quadruple the number of women
employees in his ministry-

Mrs. Campbell: Without lowering the

standards.

Mr. Bounsall: —which you so flamboyantly
announced last spring? And on that same

point, although I find that goal laudable and
overdue in terms of the numbers of women
employed in the various ministries and in key
positions, were you ever contacted by the

women's bureau or the Human Rights Com-
mission with respect to that statement which

—although heading in the proper direction

as far as I am concerned—sounds discrimina-

tory and, in fact, is discriminatory?

Hon. Mr. White: Well, sir, we are making
considerable progress. We have hired, oh,
I have forgotten now how many senior per-
sonnel—three in one week, as I recall. We
have not corrupted the selection process-

Mr. S. Lewis (Scarborough West): Three
in one week.
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Mr. Cassidy: Amazing, isn't it?

Hon. Mr. White: —and therefore we have

not abridged the requirements of the law or

the objectives of the Human Rights Corn-

Mr. Lewis: You might have appointed
some woman to the OMB.

Hon. Mr. White: I certainly did hear from

a lot of people, half of them male chauvin-

ists and half of them women libbers—both

of whom protested the idea of negative dis-

crimination.

Mr. Cassidy: Oh, you are a pretty
sensitive-

Mr. Lewis: You are out of your depth.

Hon. Mr. White: But I think nothing very
much is going to happen until we introduce

offsetting biases against the enormous cul-

tural distortion which every female over the

age of probably 10 is faced with in every
employment situation. I would be quite
satisfied to have, let's say, an even number
of male and female officers on the selection

boards. But I think we are not going to get
the results we anticipate unless we do some-

thing very specific.

Mr. Chairman: Item 6? Yes?

Mr. Bounsall: Just further on this point.

What about appointments to the OMB? Were
there women appointed there? You had an

opportunity, I believe.

Hon. Mr. White: Well, I am sorry, that

doesn't come under my ministry. I can't

answer that.

Mr. Bounsall: All right.

Mr. Lewis: What do you mean, it doesn't

come under your ministry?

Hon. Mr. White: Just that. It doesn't. It's

under the Attorney General.

Mr. Lewis: It's part of the municipal
structure of the province in its own way.
You bring down your green paper; the

Premier (Mr. Davis) makes an announcement
about new appointments to the OMB—he

appoints two men. You stand up here with a

a lot of gratuitous homily about negative
selection. What nonsense is that? The fact

of the matter is that the only negative selec-

tion you know is to maintain women in a

position of inferiority in senior position in

the government. And you think simply by

uttering this kind of clap-trap that you are

going to reverse the process.

It won't happen until there is some serious

effort on the part of the government, includ-

ing the Premier, to reverse the trends within

those areas where you have obvious authority.
There is the simple matter of the OMB,
where, within the report on the status of

women that was tabled by the Provincial

Secretary for Social Development (Mr.

Welch), questions of appointing women to

the OMB was singled out as an obvious

category where appointments should be

made. And then the Premier stands up and

makes two more male appointments, and you
talk about negative selection.

Well, really there is neither consistency nor

logic. There is, as you say, the profound cul-

tural bias of the Canadian male at work.

Hon. Mr. White: Well, sir, my record

hasn't been too bad. When I was the Minis-

ter of Industry and Tourism-

Mr. Lewis: Well, I am glad to hear that

for you.

Hon. Mr. White: —I appointed women to

the Ontario Place board; when I was the

Minister of Industry and Tourism I ap-

pointed women to the Ontario Development
Corp. board.

Mr. Lewis: You are a great fellow. That's

quite a record.

Hon. Mr. White: When I was the Minister

of Industry and Tourism I appointed a very
substantial number of women to the explora-
tion groups which I have formed. When I

was the Minister of Colleges and Universities

I appointed women to the committee on uni-

versity affairs; and now that I am the

Treasurer-

Mr. Cassidy: That's ridiculous. It was
tokenism every time.

Hon. Mr. White: —I am operating directly
and indirectly to ensure that women get a

fair break. I am working directly by insist-

ing that every opportunity be given insofar

as advertising openings is concerned, and

ensuring that there is a proper balance on

selection boards.

Mr. Cassidy: That's the law. It has nothing
to do with you.

Hon. Mr. White: The consequence is that

we have just very recently appointed Mrs.

Pat Sharp as the co-ordinator of external

activities; Miss Catherine Charlton as the
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executive assistant to the general manager;
Miss Murray as manager of information and

support services; and we have appointed a

female manager of the information operations.
And this is only the beginning.

Mr. Foulds: You know for a relatively

young man, you engage in an awful lot of

nostalgia.

Hon. Mr. White: Now then, sir, I have
done what I can indirectly. For example,
at the Friday meeting of the provincial-

municipal liaison committee we had Mrs.
Ethel McLellan appear before us at which
time she explained to the members of the

committee, mayors and reeves from across

Ontario, what we were attempting to do
here at Queens Park. She invited them to

consider a wide variety of possibilities at

the municipal level.

Mr. Lewis: What do you mean? Did it

take exceptional talent for her to explain it?

Hon. Mr. White: We are going to have a

response from the municipal liaison commit-
tee and we will have further meetings with
the newly-formed women's council and the

well-established women's bureau.

Mr. Lewis: You are doing everything you
can.

Hon. Mr. White: So we are doing a very
great deal from my corner to improve these

matters.

Mr. Lewis: Your corner? You don't have

Hon. Mr. White: And I may say, sir, that

we have two female MPPs and the NDP
have zilch.

Mr. Lewis: —corner. As Freud says, there

are no accidents, my friend, there are no
accidents.

Mr. Bounsall: Seeing as how the minister

obviously enjoys his role of negative
discrimination in the appointment of women
could he be a bit more quantitative and tell

us in the hiring since his pronouncements
about doubling and quadrupling within his

own ministry; how many men and how many
women have been appointed within his own
ministry?

Hon. Mr. White: I will be glad to get that

information.

Mr. Lewis: Could you tell us whom
amongst those you have under the gallery
could be characterized as women?

Hon. A. Grossman (Minister of Revenue):
You are supposed to be sex blind. You are

not supposed to see these things.

Mr. Lewis: I mean apart from slandering

yourself—

!Mr. J. M. Turner (Peterborough): Take off

those false beards over there.

Mr. Lewis: I notice that you are really in

a senior position in the ministry.

Hon. Mr. White: I have four or five of-

ficers under there, all of whom—

Mr. Lewis: Right, yes I am seeing them all.

Mr. Cassidy: Well the only woman that I

can identify in this particular organigram is

Miss Weatherhead, who is the chief librarian

with the ministry, and I don't know of a

single other woman with sufficient seniority
to be on this particular organization chart.

Mr. Lewis: As a matter of fact it is the

only estimates without a woman under the

gallery.

Mr. Cassidy: That's right.

Mr. Chairman: Anything further on 6?

Hon. Mr. White: Our legal director is a

female.

Mr. Lewis: Oh boy!

Hon. Mr. White: She must be on your list.

Mr. Chairman: Anything further on 6?

Mr. Cassidy: Mr. Chairman, I have several

questions and I will put them four or five at

a time. Mr. Chairman, as a matter of fact

when the minister is asked questions, if he

wants I can ask questions based on my
entire speech—sort of the kind of exercise

that teachers give to my children. But I

would have thought we would keep it more
adult.

Mr. Chairman: Order, please. On item 6?

Mr. Cassidy: On item 7, Mr. Chairman?

Mr. Chairman: How about item 6, is it

cleaned up?

Mr. Breithaupt: I don't think the first five

items have-

Mr. Chairman: Oh no, we will go back,
but we are into 6 and 7 and 8 and so on,

we might as well finish them up.
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Mr. Lewis: If you can stall, Mr. Chairman,
Peter Jackman will run out to hustle up some

women for the ministry. That's what he is

now endeavouring to do.

Hon. Mr. White: That's chauvinistic.

Mr. Lewis: Not at all, I am trying to use

the minister's lingo.

Mr. Chairman: Order, please. Item 6 was

carried; I believe we are on item 7 now.

Mr. Cassidy: Mr. Chairman, the last report
of the Minister of Municipal Affairs was
dated the end of December, 1971. Does the

minister intend to have a report on the activi-

ties in the municipal and intergovernmental
field? If so, when, what kind and when will

we see it?

Hon. Mr. White: You mean a separate,
annual report?

Mr. Cassidy: Yes.

Hon. Mr. White: No.

Mr. Cassidy: If not, why not? Every other

minister in the government has. And there

are certain functions there which are not

recorded on a regular basis by the minister

in his budget or budget papers.

Hon. Mr. White: Mr. Chairman, we pub-
lish a wide variety of regular publications,
the most important and significant, I suppose,
is the budget itself. We put out a variety of

statistical reviews, some of them public,
some of them private.

We have a new financial information serv-

ice, which I think is not perhaps fully ap-
preciated by members of the Legislature or

the media in that I continue to see incorrect

editorials in this area.

Mr. Lewis: Really?

Hon. Mr. White: Yes, as recently as a

couple of weeks ago.

Mr. Lewis: Are you haunted by that too?
I have that trouble.

Hon. Mr. White: I pointed out that while
it had been the custom until this year to

publish this data annually—

An hon. member: They concentrate on
the-

Mr. Lewis: Faces in the crowd.

Hon. Mr. White: -well after the event
now we publish this information quarterly,
ind-ed the Oct. 31 statement will be given

to me tomorrow and I think will go to the

printers tomorrow—it's coming from the

printers tomorrow. We do certainly report

very fully on our activities of every kind.

The annual report, so-called, which is pub-
lished by some number of ministries, and
which I have had occasion to publish in

years gone by, is required in certain Acts

but is not required in our Act.

Mr. Cassidy: And if it's not required you
won't do it.

Mr. Chairman: Item 7?

Mrs. Campbell: How is this material made
available? As a new girl, I'm not clear about
it and I should not like to be accused of not

knowing how to get information.

Hon. Mr. White: We attempt to send

everything to the hon. member for St.

George. You are on our most important mail-

ing list.

Mrs. Campbell: Thank you very much.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: You'll be sorry, Mar-

garet.

Mr. Chairman: Item 7; the member for

Hamilton Mountain.

Mr. J. R. Smith: Mr. Chairman, through

you, I'd like to commend the minister and
this particular branch of his ministry because,
as one of the members from the new region
of Hamilton-Wentworth, I certainly received

a great deal of assistance from the excep-

tionally fine group of people, I thought, in

this branch of his ministry. They were very
sensitive and able to understand the local

situation in listening to the people and dis-

seminating the information that was required.

I think the task force that was brought to-

gether from the ministry by the hon. member
for York East (Mr. Meen) who worked on

this was certainly of great assistance to the

members from Hamilton-Wentworth who
availed themselves of its services.

Hon. Mr. White: I appreciate that very
much.

Mr. Foulds: I am sure you do.

Mr. Lewis: First you twist the knife by

humiliating him over the energy tax and
then you try to retrieve it now. You bring
him down and—

Mr. FoulcV. Easily bought off.

Mr. Chairman: Order, please. The member
for St. George.
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Mr. Lewis: Et tu, John.

Mrs. Campbell: Mr. Chairman, I have had
occasion to receive information from this

service and I would say that on the whole
it has been excellent in my opinion. There
was only one time when I found myself a

little concerned to find that this information

service seemed to have moved Kitchener into

St. George and I wondered if that were some
sort of prophecy of things to come.

However, one of the things of serious con-

cern to me is there is no information present-

ly available, as far as I can tell, about the

present status of Metro. We've had informa-

tion about the other regional governments.
We have been reading in the newspaper
what the new chairman seems to be dream-

ing up all by himself. We have seen the

proposed erosion of the city of Toronto with-

in the metropolitan position. We have seen

that she has not been eroded so far as her

financial contribution is concerned. I wonder
if the minister is about to have some infor-

mation given to those of us who have an

ongoing concern in this area?

Hon. Mr. White: I wouldn't expect any
dramatic changes, no. We have reconfirmed

that the southern boundary of the parkway
belt is the northern boundary of Metro; I

hope I've got that wording correct. We don't

envisage any expansion of the Metro geogra-

phy, it now being bounded on all sides by
regional governments. We anticipate the

Metro regional planning activities to be
drawn back to its own boundaries and co-

ordinated through the Toronto-centred re-

gion co-ordinating committee which meets
with me every couple of months and which
includes the chairman of York and the chair-

man of Metro. It will from now on include

the chairman of Durham and the chairman
of Peel; on occasion it will invite the chair-

man of Halton and the chairman of Hamil-
ton-Wentworth if there is a transportation
matter or something affecting those newly-
formed regions.

We are contemplating some minor changes
to the Metro Act which would make that old

Act more consistent with certain of the

newer legislation but these details are not
decided upon as yet.

Mr. Chairman: Is this particular item—

Hon. Mr. White: Mr. Chairman, I've got a

few more names of senior female appoint-
ments and to make the record complete I

think I'd like to read these: Dorothy Temple-
ton, minister's office; Pat Adams, information

services; Alice Murray, information services;

Pat Sharp, external; Barb Weatherhead, li-

brary; Stephanie Wychowanec, law; Cathe-
rine Charlton, general manager's branch;
Carol Anderson, senior personnel officer; plus
three personnel officers. So we are making
rather good progress.

Mr. J. R. Rhodes (Sault Ste. Marie): All

of whom are so busy they can't be here to-

night.

Mrs. Campbell: Mr. Chairman, I would
like to ask the minister, who makes such a

point of having to lower standards; has he
in fact had to lower the standards in order

to see that these women became available

to his ministry?

Hon. Mr. White: I don't know that I ever

said, "lower the standards."

Mrs. Campbell: You did indeed. It is in

Hansard.

Hon. Mr. White: If young boys at the age
of two years are given a Meccano set, then

the entrance requirements should not be

heavy on the Meccano set syndrome; and so

without lowering standards in any way, and

perhaps in fact raising standards, we are at-

tempting to get the sexist bias out of every-

thing we do.

Mr. Cassidy: Really? Is that how you
judged your entrances in the past?

Hon. Mr. White: Something that I can't

say holds true for the members opposite.

Mr. Lewis: So that you manage to put
everyone into a position slightly below the

senior positions, except for your lawyer.

Mr. Chairman: Order, please. Anything
further on item 8? On nine?

Mrs. Campbell: Item 9.

Mr. Chairman: The member for St.

George.

Mrs. Campbell: I wonder if the minister-

Mr. Lewis: Meccano syndrome—you who
tucked Barbie dolls under your bed at night?

Mr. Chairman: Order, please.

Mrs. Campbell: I wonder if the minister

could advise me as to whether any of the

funding indicated in this item has to do with

the municipal simulator programme; if not,

where would it be found and to what extent

is that programme developing?
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Hon. Mr. White: Well, we think it is not

in these numbers. We'll have to find out what
other ministry it might be in.

Mrs. Campbell: What would it be in?

Hon. Mr. White: We can explain it under

another vote, apparently. We'll make a note

to do so.

Mrs. Campbell: Thank you.

Mr. Chairman: Item 9?

Agreed to.

Mr. Chairman: Item 10, office of legal

services.

The member for Ottawa Centre.

Mr. Cassidy: Two or three questions, Mr.

Chairman. I ask specifically about certain

legislation coming from the minister, whether

it will come during this session—and if so,

when on earth we'll see it. Or whether he

intends once again to bring it forward the

last week of the session.

I mention the division of powers in Haldi-

mand-Norfolk, the development controls,

demolition controls and land-banking powers
for municipalities, which they desperately
have wanted and which they made very clear

at the provincial-municipal liaison committee

a month or so ago that they are anxious to

have from this ministry. Can they give us

some information on those aspects first,

please?

Hon. Mr. White: Well, we'll certainly be

bringing in the second Haldimand-Norfolk

bill this year.

Mr. Cassidy: I hope so.

Hon. Mr. White: We may or may not

attempt the demolition control matter, in

that we are waiting for a response from the

city of Toronto and we are very dependent
upon their expertise and opinion. We have an
interministerial committee working on the

technical pros and cons of municipal land

assembly. My predisposition, as I confessed,
is to let the municipalities have this power.
I think, however, we should be fully aware
of the financial and other ramifications; and
I certainly wouldn't bring a bill before this

Legislature until I did have a bit of com-

prehension of those ramifications.

Mr. Cassidy: Well, let's be specific then,
Mr. Chairman. What is the delay with the

city of Toronto as regards to demolition

control; and if they get a reply to you with-

in a week, will you give them the legislation
before Christmas?

Hon. Mr. White: My hon. friend, who

brings a simple mind to bear on very com-

plex questions-

Mr. Cassidy: It is a pretty useful way to

look at it.

Mr. Foulds: He brings a complex mind to

bear on simple questions.

Hon. Mr. White: —appears not to realize

the difficulties in framing legislation of this

kind, and in making sure that the legislation

accomplishes the objectives for which it is

designed.

Now, after section 22, I think, was de-

feated by the private bills committee and,

as a matter of fact, after we had expressed
our own reservations and opposition to it, I

undertook to look at the matter from a

general standpoint with the hope, or expec-

tation, that something might be attempted
this fall. Some time afterwards I was in

touch with the mayor's office, and had a

meeting with certain of his assistants. Those

meetings continued between one of my
officers and the mayor's assistants.

We have asked them for help in certain

areas and we are still waiting—I don't mean
still for months but since the time of our

last meeting—we are awaiting their further

response. I'm not prepared to go ahead with

it until I get that response. I'm not prepared
to make a promise now that if I get their

response a week from now I'll bring in

legislation two weeks from now.

Mr. Cassidy: That is a far cry from the

promise that the minister made in the spring
that there would be legislation this fall and
therefore the city should be content with the

fact that the legislation it wanted was being
deferred at that time. That's really a far

response, and it was misleading to the city of

Toronto to give them that kind of reply and

then come back with the kind of statement

we have right now.

Mr. Lewis: Can I ask the minister, Mr.

Chairman, what he's waiting for from the

city of Toronto? The city of Toronto re-

quested the demolition clause which the

Legislature defeated and I gather, continuing
to wish for that power, what would the hold-

up be? What is the problem?

Hon. Mr. White: I haven't got those de-

tails here. I'll get you a report, though. This

development control prospect has been dis-
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cussed with the PMLC and it is a proposed
amendment to the Planning Act, perhaps for

this session. I would like to move it ahead

now. So far we haven't been able to un-

tangle some of the details. I'll get a response
to your particular question.

Mr. Lewis: You are thinking of presenting
it in legislation in the Planning Act?

Hon. Mr. White: We still have it on our

list for the fall session but it being Nov. 12,

I'm losing some of my confidence in that

schedule.

Mr. Lewis: I don't know. You usually jam
it in.

Mr. Chairman: Is there anything further

on 10?

Mr. Cassidy: Yes, can the minister say what
is the technical and what are the financial

problems behind municipal land-banking?

If I can talk on the other side, the city
of St. Catharines, I think, recently spotted
a site of land which was obviously good for

residential development. It was available.

They had access to it before it came on the

open market. Then, of course, they faced

the problem of what to do and how to get it.

The only government body with powers to

acquire it was up here in the OHC. But the

OHC wasn't particularly interested. It takes

far too long, as well.

Then there was the problem of funding,
and so forth. If they had powers to land-

bank, they could acquire it for 10 per cent

of the total price with the remainder coming
in the form of loans from the Central Mort-

gage and Housing Corp. And given that

90-10 split, the financial problems in land-

banking just don't look very serious as far as

we can see it from this side. Perhaps the

minister can explain the drawbacks that ap-

pear to be in his barn?

Hon. Mr. White: There are a number of

things that trouble me. First of all, I'm not
at all sure that very many of our munici-

palities—maybe none—have the expertise to

put together a land development. The chief

planner in London, Don Guard, who is, I

suppose, one of the best, most experienced,
the most honourable of planners in this prov-
ince, told me that London certainly hasn't

got that land assembly and development
capability. If London hasn't—and they've
been in this business a long time and are

very highly regarded by my planners in

Toronto, and by planners in universities

across the province—if London hasn't got the

capability, I just don't know where it would
be found.

The first complication is that the munici-

palities who propose to go into this activity
now confined to the private sector will have
to hire the expertise away and form it into

a well-knit development group.

The second thing that troubles me is that

while land prices have gone up continuously
for many months, there is no guarantee that

these prices will not go down. This morn-

ing I read that a senior person in the Ameri-
can administration says the energy shortage
in the States may bring about a severe reces-

sion next spring. All of these things are

possible.

Some of us will remember the fantastic

land booms of the late 1920s, and the days
in the 1930s when you couldn't give land

away when it sold for taxes, or less than

taxes. If I could be guaranteed by some

deity that these prices would never go down,
one of my most serious concerns about this

prospect would be removed.

The third complexity is how to finance the

debt and while the hon. member for Ottawa
Centre once again dismisses this with a shrug
of his socialist shoulders-

Mr. Lewis: It has a nice alliteration to it.

Mr. Foulds: Almost didn't get it. Get the

Minister of Health (Mr. Potter) to license

those denturists.

Mr. Cassidy: You have imperialist epaulets.

Hon. Mr. White: —the fact of the matter

is there are limited
1 economic resources avail-

able for housing. If the city of Toronto gets

$9 to put with its $1, that is $9 less for a

provincial programme or a senior citizens'

home or something else, in that these re-

sources are finite.

The fourth thing that concerns me is the

treatment of this debt when incurred from

whatever source. It certainly couldn't be

considered in the same area as debt incur-

red to build a bridge to be owned forever

by the municipality. It must be treated as

goods for resale or something. If it is going
to be treated as goods for resale and put
in quite a different category for debt evalua-

tion purposes for the control of municipal
debt now vested in the OMB, is it to be

handled as separate accounts in a corpora-
tion or commission, which certain municipali-
ties would like, or is it to be handled quite

separately while being in the consolidated

books of the municipality?
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I have offered five or six rather obvious

complications to which I must have the

answers before I bring a bill into this House.

Mr. Cassidy: I am a little worried about

the minister; he finds an obstacle behind

every bush and so on. I am particularly
worried because his main arguments are that

he doubts municipal competence and thinks

that the poor dears must be protected against
the very remote possibility of a very sub-

stantial decline in land values. These are

the two arguments he has offered as essen-

tial things which worry him. It simply doesn't

ring true with his expressed views about

the need for more municipal autonomy, for

giving more responsibility to the municipal
level and that sort of thing.

Why on earth are you hiring municipal
chairman at $30,000 a year to run the

regions? Why are they assembling all their

staffs and so on. What is this business about

the lack of competence and what is this kind

of a slur?

Mr. Chairman, perhaps the minister can

also explain when he proposes to go ahead
with resuming control of capital quotas from
the Ontario Municipal Board, taking that back
into the ministry: how that will be done and,
if legislation is required, when we will see

that?

Hon. Mr. White: I don't think legislation
is required; we hope to do it by Jan. 1, 1974.

It would involve moving 14 people from

OMB, who now have that particular respon-

sibility, into our ministry. At the present
time, we have a very heavy input into that

14-person group so we would simply make
our existing responsibilities overt and direct.

I am told now there apparently will be
some minor amendments to the Act.

The leader of the NDP (Mr. Lewis) asked

a question and I have the answer now. We've
been waiting for a response to demolition

control proposals from the city of Toronto
for four weeks. We are attempting to ex-

pedite this with one of the assistants to the

mayor.

Mr. Chairman: Anything further on item

Mr. Lewis: Mr. Chairman, I want to come
back for a moment to the matter the minister

was discussing with my colleague, the mem-
ber for Ottawa Centre, because I was frankly
flummoxed by it. If I understand you, you
are always a man who expresses things in a

fairly cautious way when you are working
your route toward approval and I want to

listen to you in the context of the Comay
report.

I presume that when the Comay report
advocated the acquisition of some 30,000

acres, I guess it was, over the next number
of years in the public sector for the purpose
of housing, presumably acquired through
some provincial-municipal land-banking
scheme and the government endorsed the

general parameters of that report. You ac-

cepted, in principle at least, the appropriate-
ness of this social tool.

I don't understand the minister's reply.
There are municipalities in Canada—Saska-
toon comes immediately to mind—which have

engaged in major land-banking schemes with

an enormous amount of expertise and without

any great difficulty. I cannot imagine how,
within the context of London or Windsor or

Toronto or Hamilton or Ottawa or any of

the 20 cities isolated in the Comay report,
that kind of knowledge wouldn't be avail-

able, particularly when one looks at some

European jurisdictions and some of the in-

dividual urban municipalities in Canada.

The second point is that to wait for land

prices to depreciate before you launch land-

banking is surely the height of folly. One
will then wait presumably forever and you
will never solve the housing crisis, if you
are serious about that.

Mr. Cassidy: When the bottom falls out,

the municipalities bail out the developers.
That's what it is.

Mr. Lewis: The third point I would like

to understand is what is all this resale stuff?

Why is it not possible to acquire public land

and then to own it and to lease it to those

who wish to develop or build? Your real

problem, and it comes back to the central

dilemma of the Comay report and the central

dilemma of dealing with this area legisla-

tively, is that the Tories' fealty to the private
sector and your refusal to intrude on the

private developers' domain are so strong that

you are forever contriving reasons or ob-

stacles for not being able to exercise the

public initiative.

Surely to suggest that the municipalities
don't have the competence is a red herring.

Surely to wait for land prices to drop is ab-

surd and surely to pretend that resale and
the debts therefrom delimit it are equally
absurd, because that again means a social

philosophy which insists that every time you

acquire land you have to sell it.

The Minister of Revenue, who used to be

the Minister of Housing, isn't selling the
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HOME lots tomorrow morning. He is leasing
the land. What is this fetish with the private
sector that forever prevents you from doing
socially useful things in areas of land-bank-

ing and housing? I would have thought you,
for one, might have been rather taken with

the proposition that major public assembly
of land would solve the problem in this area.

I am amazed to hear you erect all these

barriers.

Hon. Mr. White: I am taken with the

idea, as I have been saying for months. To
answer the several parts of this question,
first of all, while it is true we have com-
mended Mr. Comay and accepted certain

recommendations, we have not accepted all

of his recommendations. To use the cunning

phraseology that we have accepted in prin-

ciple the parameters of the report, I think,
is misleading.

Comay did recommend that municipalities
be given the legislative power to assemble
land. I took this matter to cabinet about four

weeks ago, at which time cabinet decided it

had no objection
"

in principle to permitting

municipalities to assemble land for housing.
It was at that time that the interministerial

committee on the Comay report was given
the responsibility for establishing the options
and pointing out the pros and cons of the

options available under this particular recom-
mendation.

This fact was made known five weeks ago
to the PMLC. It was reiterated last Friday
and they are making certain input into that

interministerial committee. That I think deals

with the reason for the delay. Let me men-
tion a few other historical events which cast

some shadow on the possibility. Sault Ste.

Marie has had this power in a private bill for

quite some time and they have never used it.

Mr. Lewis: Well, look who the mayor was,
for heaven's sake!

Hon. L. Bernier (Minister of National Re-

sources): An excellent mayor.

Hon. Mr. White: Saskatoon has utilized

th • power which they have, but they haven't
sold inexpensive lots. They haven't rented

lots, but they have done it so that the market
can take in windfall gains to keep their taxes

down.

Mr. Lewis: Oh, come on, to bail them out
of it, and you know it.

Hon. Mr. White: That's what I was told

by the Minister of Municipal Affairs for Sas-

katchewan.

Mr. Lewis: The price is—

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. Lewis: That's right.

Hon. Mr. White: The matter of resale

springs simply from the fact that these are

the terms in which the matter is brought to

me, although no doubt any amendment to the

Municipal Act would include both resale and

renting.

Fourthly, I take objection to the misinter-

pretation placed on my use of the word

"competence." Of course, I know that our

municipal councils and their staffs are com-

petent or else I wouldn't be decentralizing
at such a rapid rate. At the same time, it is

self-evident-

Mr. Foulds: You are not decentralizing;

you are dissolving right before our eyes.

Hon. Mr. White: —that a city council is

not in a good position to make an automobile
and may not be in a good position to put

together a land development.

Mr. Lewis: No, no.

Hon. Mr. White: The hon. members shake

their heads. Would you recount then the suc-

cess Saskatchewan had making shoes, and
boxes-

Mr. Lewis: Oh, come on, we are not talk-

ing about industries.

Hon. Mr. White: —and certain other prod-
ucts?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: They don't like to

hear that.

Hon. Mr. White: Every single enterprise
went broke.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. White: And land development
is a complicated industry, not unlike making
shoes.

Mr. Cassidy: Every municipality in this

province-

Mr. Lewis: It wasn't just shoes—

Hon. Mr. White: No, it was a long list of

things.

Mr. Lewis: —the box factory failed too,

okay? Both of them failed.

Hon. Mr. White: I said that.
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Mr. Lewis: And then there were 13 Crown

corporations which worked, because the gov-
ernment believed they would work.

Now, really what's happened tonight, and

I find it is quite remarkable, is that you are

preparing the retreat from Moscow, or Lon-

don, or wherever it is.

Hon. Mr. White: Oh, you are having a

pipe-dream.

Mr. Lewis: You are now preparing the

ground for the public announcement that

land-banking will not take place in any-
where near the degree which is necessary in

order to solve the housing crisis in the Prov-

ince of Ontario. You talk about cunning

phraseology! I love your use of the words
"shadows cast on the proposition." Well, you
are really in retreat in this proposition. And
in the process—

Hon. Mr. White: Take my word for it,

we are not.

Mr. Lewis: —you are abandoning whatever
little good there was to the Comay report
and that is simply not acceptable.

Hon. Mr. White: I ask the House to ac-

cept my word we are not in retreat on this

at all.

Mr. Lewis: You are not in retreat on this

at all?

Hon. Mr. White: We simply have to know
a little more than we know now before we
proceed.

Mr. Lewis: Okay, well, then, let's look at

the items which you so willingly enumerated.
I am beginning to understand now why when
the city of Toronto came to you and said:

"We've got $1 million"—was it $1 million or

$10 million? I think it was $1 million-"that

we want to invest in land-banking," you still

have not approved that. You don't want to

give to the city of Toronto the authority
which it clearly has to acquire some portion
of the inner core, which is probably now
industrial, and turn it into a major housing

project.

But all of your arguments are nonsensical.

Every municipality of a major status, regional
or otherwise, in the Province of Ontario is

capable of land-banking and for you to pre-
tend otherwise is to throw them into dis-

repute—

Hon. Mr. White: Mr. Chairman,
talking about two different things?

are we

Mr. Lewis: No, we are not talking about
two different things.

Hon. Mr. White: Land assembly.

Mr. Lewis: Well, land assembly, all right.

Hon. Mr. White: Serviced, zoned, sold or

rented to the province.

Mr. Lewis: All right.

Hon. Mr. White: I am not talking about

buying land to hold for 100 years.

Mr. Lewis: Well, all right. I know you
like the term, you are having a little coquet-
tish flirtation with the term "land assembly"
as distinct from "land-banking."

Look, I don't care what you call it. We
are talking about the municipalities or the

province acquiring land for the purpose of

building houses.

Are you pretending, as provincial Treasurer,
which appears to be the case tonight, that

only the private sector has the development
capacities to acquire land? Well, that is pre-

posterous. You have all kinds of municipal

capacity in the acquisition of land.

What you are saying is that you have con-

trived in your ministry—and I don't think it

is in your ministry, because the people who
work for you are too bright; it's in the minds
of the cabinet—you have decided that you
will now say publicly that one of the reasons

for the delay is the lack of experience in the

field of land assembly on the part of the

municipality. And I like the term you used
earlier—what was it, "Raid the private sector,"
in order to find enough developers in order
to assemble land?

Hon. Mr. White: When did I use that

phrase?

Mr. Lewis: When did you use it? I think a

little earlier.

Mr. Cassidy: Yes, you did.

Hon. Mr. White: No.

Mr. Cassidy: Yes, you did.

Mr. Lewis: Most of your words go right
inside my recesses and rest there for long
periods of time, as I chew on them.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Which recesses?

Hon. Mr. White: Those weren't my words.

Mr. Lewis: It was something close to raid

if it wasn't raid.
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Then, if that isn't a sufficient argument,
you talk about the decline in land values.

Just when do you expect land values to de-

cline? Do you have a little direct chart that

you can point to? Do you have your graphs
which are regularly salivated over in Treas-

ury and Economics to tell us when land

values will decline? What is all this nonsense
that you're throwing up about resale, and
about Saskatoon, and about shoe factories?—

every conceivable pink herring that you can
draw on you're now using.

The truth of the matter is, No. 1, that you
haven't given the other $9 million approval
to the city of Toronto because you are not

pleased with land-banking, or land assembly,
in the public sector. No. 2, you are prepared
to undermine the Comay report for totally
invidious reasons. No. 3, the primary reason
is that you're so enamoured with the private
sector that you can't break away to solve the

problem by a major extension of the public
sector in the field of the assembly of land

and; No. 4, that means that you're going to

perpetuate the housing crisis in Ontario for

God knows how long.

All these silly, trivial, little arguments
which you're conjuring up on your feet to-

night are as nothing against the greater fact

which you will not discuss because you're
too Cheshire cattish to discuss it in the Legis-
lature. You insist on sitting with inscrutable
smiles. The fact of the matter is that you and
your colleagues will not intrude on the de-

velopment area of this government and the

government's relationships with developers. I

don't mean that in any sinister way. I don't
mean it in any Fidinam or Hydro way. I

mean it in terms of your social philosophy.

When the government moved from London
to Brampton, and social affiliations, the phil-
osophic affiliations, of the Tory party moved
from the insurance industry to the develop-
ment industry. All of us in this House know
that now. That's right. John Robarts never
had these kinds of fetishes. He worshipped
the corporate world from another vantage
point. When the thing moved to Brampton,
with it there moved a new reverence for the

development industry. Now you cannot bring
yourself to intrude on the development in-

dustry no matter what the stake or what the
cost. We'll wait.

I wonder whether we'll ever get to Bob
Welch in his capacity as Minister of Housing
since his estimates have passed. That's some-
thing that occurred to us today-when were
we ever going to get a chance to discuss

housing in this Legislature?

But, what you're saying tonight, in all

these artful little dodges that you're erecting
as obstacles to public land assembly, is that

you insist on abandoning the housing priori-

ties of the Comay report. If my phrasing is

cunning, then think of yours. While you ac-

cepted the Comay report in general that

doesn't mean that you approved of its par-
ticulars. The central particular of the Comay
report, other than the Ministry of Housing,
was public land assembly. We thought it was
farcical that he confined himself only to

30,000 acres over 20 years, but that was the

centrepiece of the Comay report. If you don't

accept that, you accept nothing.

If you say that all of these little obstacles

that you've enumerated tonight are sufficient

to prevent you from acquiring 30,000 acres

of land in the public sector—whether munici-

pally, provincially or jointly—then there is

nothing left of your housing policy. It does
not bode well that you should throw all these

things out in that magnificently cavalier,

generous, totally artful way of yours. You just

toy with it. You don't mean it for a moment.

I'd love to know what went on at that

cabinet session. I won't know for a couple of

years what cabinet sessions are like, but I'll

tell you—

Mr. Rhodes: You mean you're moving
away?

Mr. Lewis: What the devil is this? It is a

social disgrace, your policies enumerated to-

night, and I think that should be recorded.

Mr. Rhodes: You make a note of that—
Lewis is going to Manitoba.

Hon. Mr. White: I think it should be re-

corded that this cabinet has no objection in

principle to municipal land assembly and that

we have an interministerial committee work-

ing on it-

Mr. Lewis: Yet you won't do anything
about it.

Hon. Mr. White: -and that I hope to go
ahead with it. But we are not going to go
ahead with a programme involving tens of

millions of dollars, probably hundreds of

millions of public dollars, until we know what
we're doing-

Mr. Foulds: It never stopped you before.

Hon. Mr. White: -and that's the differ-

ence, I suppose, between those of us over
here and those who sit over there.

Mr. Breithaupt: It didn't stop you before.
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Hon. Mr. White: This gives me an oppor-

tunity, to say that the NDP in particular, and

to some extent the Leader of the Opposition

(Mr. R. F. Nixon), have, in my personal opin-

ion, been the unwitting tools of land specula-
tors in several places of this province. When
they rush to the aid of the speculators in this

chamber and in committee, I wish they
would think about that for a few minutes.

Mr. Lewis: Just what do you mean? You
wouldn't care to document your little flight

of fancy?

Hon. Mr. White: Yes. I will.

Mr. Lewis: Thanks very much.

Hon. Mr. White: The alacrity with which
the socialists ran to the aid of the developers
as I was fighting the Planning and Develop-
ment Act through standing committee and
the way in which the leader of the Liberal

Party advocated, urged and implored that

we go ahead and make a deal with the

Townsend site-

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. White: —without even knowing
what kind of a deal was being offered to us

and, indeed, the way in which the hon.

member for Hamilton Centre this afternoon-

Mr. Cassidy: —Ottawa Centre.

Hon. Mr. White: —Ottawa Centre, this

afternoon made comparable representations
on behalf of that group—why, the proposition
offered to us couldn't have been sustained by
any political party across this country and to

stand up this afternoon and say we were

turning our back on responsibilities was abso-

lutely shameful.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Lewis: The fact of that matter is that,

ironically, having put yourself in a corner

from which there was no escape, you may
turn out paying a great deal more money
than you need have, although only time will

tell that.

Hon. Mr. White: We will pay a good deal

less-

Mr. Lewis: We will see.

As to your Planning and Development Act,
the arguments that were made about the way
in which you were riding roughshod over the

rights of some small individuals in the

province — never mind the developers, they
will look after themselves, but a number of

small individuals in the province—and some
farmers without giving them even a recourse

of appeal was something that will haunt your

government around southern Ontario.

But let you not portray anyone else as the

friend of the developers because the simple
creation of regional government in Peel and

regional government in Halton was a direct

capitulation to the development interests west
of Metropolitan Toronto. You know it and

my colleague from Ottawa Centre well docu-

mented it during those debates.

Your refusal to buy most of the Niagara
Escarpment for the public sector was an

equal capitulation to your romance with the

private sector because you won't spend public

money on major recreational or agricultural
resources.

Your refusal to have a public policy to

prevent agricultural land from going out of

production is yet again a favour for the de-

velopment interests who are buying up that

agricultural land all over southern Ontario.

Your refusal to give a guarantee in dollars

and acreage terms of what you will buy by
way of public land assembly, municipally and

provincially, to provide houses is another

capitulation to the developers of Ontario.

And as I stand here, Mr. Chairman, when
the government moved from London to

Brampton, the government moved to the de-

velopment industry. Everything we have seen

in the area of so-called land-use planning and
land-use legislation gives credence to that

truth.

And you, John White, are officiating over a

developers' paradise in southern Ontario and

nothing is happening to reverse the trend.

Hon. Mr. White: Mr. Chairman, I am hold-

ing off these speculators, notwithstanding the

unholy alliance that I observe between the

socialists and these speculators in these vari-

ous policies-

Mr. Lewis: Where are you holding them
off?

Hon. Mr. White: —and pieces of legislation.

Mr. Foulds: Give us an example. Give us

one example.

Mr. Lewis: You need only travel through
the south central and southeastern part of

this province to know what is happening.

Hon. Mr. White: I am holding them off—

55,000 acres in the parkway belt-

Mr. Lewis: In the parkway belt, yes.
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Hon. Mr. White: One million three hun-
dred thousand acres in the Niagara Escarp-
ment, down in Haldimand-Norfolk, no thanks

to any of you.

Mr. Lewis: It should be pointed out in

holding them off from 1.3 million acres in

the Niagara Escarpment belt you have also

provided a system called development control

which will give those same developers access

to what happens on the Niagara Escarpment
in a way we would have ruled out. We would
not have allowed that to be.

And while you may have done something
in the parkway belt west—and I listened care-

fully to your statement before the orders of

the day today—I heard nothing about park-

way east.

I heard nothing about the speculation
around Cedarwood and the airport. I heard

nothing about the agricultural land in the

whole eastern part of Ontario. Your pretence
of fighting off the speculators is so much
verbal flim-flam in this Legislature.

Mr. Chairman: Just to set the record

straight. Item 10, I assume is completed, is

it? Well, if there are remarks on the legal
services they are in order now.

If they are on what we've just been dis-

cussing, it is really items 1, 2, and 3. Is it

on the office of the legal services?

Mrs. Campbell: Mr. Chairman, I was quite
confused when we got into this item on the

legal services to find that it embraced all of

the matters which have been raised by the

New Democratic Party. I would suggest that

if they are entitled to raise them, so are we.

However, I will say this: If it clarifies the

issues for a later time, I am prepared to with-

hold my comment to a later item. But let me
make it clear, Mr. Chairman, I intend to have

my voice in this debate on the same lines

as them whenever it is deemed appropriate
to do so.

Mr. Chairman: I would say, then, it is not

item 10. Item 10 is completed and you may
carry on with the first two or three items

because they are sort of lumped together in

what we've just been discussing.

Mrs. Campbell: You mean to say I can go
into all of these matters of legal complica-
tions for—

Mr. Chairman: Well, if it has to do with
the-

Mrs. Campbell: —municipalities under ad-
ministration or ministry central office?

Mr. Chairman: No, not everything. Just the

general administration of the Treasurer's

office.

Hon. Mr. White: Why should you be the

exception and stick to the rules?

Mr. Lewis: Well, if you are fighting for

time-

Mr. Chairman: There are certain items

which would be more appropriately discussed

later. It is just general administration.

Mrs. Campbell: Well, Mr. Chairman. I am
sorry if we are fighting for time. It is not

going to be at the expense of the official

opposition in this House.

Mr. Lewis: You can do it now. Well, do it

now then.

Mrs. Campbell: Very well. Following along
the discussion which—

Mr. Chairman: Order, please. As I say, if

it is general comments it is in items 1, 2,

and 3.

Mrs. Campbell: I thought you said you had
finished and to go on. Are you going to take

the vote on 10—

Mr. Chairman: Order, please.

Mrs. Campbell: —and permit me to speak
on 1, 2 and 3?

Mr. Chairman: Well, we haven't been dis-

cussing item 10 for the last 10 minutes, in

my opinion.

Mrs. Campbell: Well?

Mr. Chairman: I'm just marking it off here

so we won't have to come back to it. The
latter part of the discussions have been the

general policy of the department under items

1, 2 and 3, I would suggest. Now if the

remarks are on those items, I would say they
are in order. If they are on certain votes

later, then they might better be kept for later,

you see.

I don't know what you are going to say,
but if it is along these lines, they've been
on just general administration of the ministry.

Mr. Breithaupt: Mr. Chairman, perhaps it

might be convenient for you at this point to

call for the approval of items 6 to 10 and
then the other matters could be dealt with.

Mr. Chairman: I have them all marked off.

We have its 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 still on vote

1001.
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Mrs. Campbell: I take it now that I may
then address myself to some of these general
matters which have been addressed to this

chamber earlier.

I am considerably disturbed at the replies

that the minister gave to those who have
been concerned about the difficulties of munic-

ipalities in trying to run their own show and
to control what they feel is in the best inter-

ests of their citizens. I wonder why we are

so concerned about prices of municipalities'

land perhaps dropping?

When this government was prepared to bail

out a member of the government in order to

try to ensure his election by paying phenom-
enal prices for Hydro property just outside

the doors of this Legislature, did we antici-

pate those prices would come down or did

we just not care? And why shouldn't munici-

pal governments who have a responsibility to

their people not have the opportunity to do

those things which in their opinion are neces-

sary to protect their people and to provide
services for them?

In the matter of land-banking, I have to

say, as I have said before, that in 1961 I

advocated land-banking in the city of To-
ronto. I am concerned about the general trend

of land-banking today because following pro-
nouncements in federal legislation, there has

been an inflationary aspect recorded in the

city of Toronto. But, nevertheless, don't let

it be said that the city of Toronto, and pre-

sumably Metropolitan Toronto, do not have
the expertise to assemble land and lease it—

they have done it—to assemble land for hous-

ing an 1 hold it—they have done it, subject,

of course, to changes which took place in their

housing policies prior to 1969. But, neverthe-

less, they showed their capabilities in provid-

ing this sort of assistance.

Hon. Mr. White: Well, I think Toronto may
have it.

Mrs. Campbell: Thank you. At least I have

won that.

But some of the other things that the city

of Toronto has been asking have a peculiar

significance in the overall picture, having in

mind the philosophies which have been es-

poused by this minister tonight. For years the

city of Toronto has asked for development
control. Why should the provincial govern-
ment be the only one to have development
control within its jurisdiction? Why shouldn't

a municipality have that power? Why should

municipalities be driven to what has been

called, quite appropriately, ad hoc decisions

in order to try to protect something they can-

not get the legislation needed to do some-

thing about comprehensively?

If we are really concerned about these

people's competence, surely it would be better

to give them an ambit of legislation rather

than having them wallow in ad hoc decisions

which create all sorts of uncertainties for

people living in the municipality. Yet that

kind of legislation has been withheld.

Why is it that it has taken so long for this

government in this position to grant cities the

proper legislation to preserve their own his-

torical buildings? Why should they be labour-

ing under this assinine legislation which does

absolutely nothing for them, but to try to hold

off demolition for 60 days?

If this province is interested in the welfare

of people, it might have some interest in the

welfare of people insofar as their history is

concerned. And the only thing we on this side

of the House have learned is in a statement

from a member of your ministry who was

talking about the new legislations which I

haven't seen yet, perhaps because I have been

otherwise engaged, but I haven't heard of its

introduction here.

Why is it that the city of Toronto has

been unable to get decent assessment legis-

lation in the past? Why haven't you been

concerned about the very inflationary impact
of the kind of assessment policies this govern-

ment has had for municipalities? Those kinds

of things that allow your developer friends—

and they are not mine, your developer friends

—to take and hold property in the city and

tear down buildings, holding it out against

speculative interests or in their own specu-

lative interests, and save themselves taxes at

the city's expense. You wouldn't even give

the city the opportunity to have decent legis-

lation. At the present time it is no wonder

the Minister of Revenue isn't ready with any

kind of assessment reform, because he couldn't

possibly do it on the basis of the current

assessment practices.

These are the things that are disturbing to

the municipality and I venture to say they

have a greater expertise in these matters

than has the ministry. At least they would

not try to divide assessment functions into

five parts and make it work. And they

wouldn't try to have assessment based on

improvements rather than on land values be-

cause they are not, for the most part, the

friends of developers. The kind of assess-

ment policies you have had in this govern-
ment assist your developers tremendously. I

am sorry that the minister is not interested

any longer in what I have to say.
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Hon. Mr. Grossman: You might enlarge
cm that. I would like to know what the hon.

member means.

Mrs. Campbell: By what, the assessment

practices? Simply this. If a developer has

land and his land assessment is only a very
small portion of the total assessment of the

lot and if the improvements on the lot are

the ones which carry the major function of

assessment, then, of course, the developer
tears down that improvement and lays it out

as a parking lot, or something else, waiting
for the development. Surely, in doing so he is

inflating prices? Surely that is a very ele-

mentary aspect of the situation? Has anyone
in this ministry ever looked at assessment

practices anywhere else?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Does the hon. mem-
ber disagree with the new policy of assess-

ment, using the market value?

Mrs. Campbell: Market value has nothing
to do—you can't come to a market value on
the formula of improvement on land only,
which is virtually where your thrust is. You

get it on the basis of your land value and
that is the way to keep down inflation in

this province. But why aren't we interested

in keeping down inflation in this province?

Mr. D. M. Deacon (York Centre): Right.

Mrs. Campbell: The inflation of land—that
is the major cost of housing and we are

supposed to be concerned about housing. I'd

like to see some of that concern, because

certainly, the way it is now, with the type
of assessment policies we have, which the

city recognized as bad years ago and asked
for amendments to—and may I just recall one

thing in this connection? The city asked for

the right to assess downtown property at its

highest market value. That is because of this

horrible practice of developers buying up
land, tearing down buildings and making us
look like a bombed-out area for their own
advantage. And we couldn't get that legisla-
tion through.

But the friend of government, who sat as

the secretary of the select committee and who
appeared on behalf of the parking lot lobby,
was able at the same time to get through
this government an amendment which said

that merely paving and lighting a lot didn't

create an improved lot and so thus lowered
further assessment and subsequent taxes on
those lots for the developers in downtown
Toronto. These are facts.

I would like some comment as a result of

that as a result of the actual expertise of the

municipal government in understanding the

assessment problem, in understanding land-

banking, in understanding the acquisition of

land and turning it over on a rental basis. I

would like to understand the expertise of this

government in its dealings with the develop-
ers, in its purchase of that Hydro property
and what it's going to cost per unit to

develop that for housing.

Perhaps in the long run it might turn out
that municipal governments do know what

they are doing, do have a concern for their

people and with co-operation, they might be
able to do something about it. But I'll never

forget dealing with the former minister of

housing, whose whole thrust was that the

city of Toronto could not afford single-family

dwellings. And then we get the new assess-

ment thrust which takes the thrust of the

cost of taxation from the commercial and
industrial taxpayers and shoves it on to the

residential taxpayer, and then we under-
stand the thrust of this government.

I think the expertise that the municipal

governments have should be something you'd
listen to.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: The member must be

dreaming in space.

Mrs. Campbell: Dreaming nothing.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: The member is dream-

ing. Where do we shove the load from the

commercial to the residential? That is pre-

cisely the purpose of our new policy.

Mrs. Campbell: Has the minister studied

the effects of the formula in those places
which have already been reassessed on the

basis of the present government formula?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Yes. It has been of

great assistance to them.

Mrs. Campbell: Oh, I'm sure it has. Have

you studied the inequities in your assessments

across this province?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: That's what we are

doing now.

Mrs. Campbell: Can you explain what has

happened in some of your municipalities?
You will never come up—and mark my words

—you will never be able to come up with a

proper assessment on your formula until you
switch over to a formula of assessment of the

land as the primary objective.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Nobody has ever come

up with a proper assessment in any juris-

diction.
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Mrs. Campbell: I don't know. You might
look at some of the others-

Mr. Chairman: We are not discussing the

Minister of Revenue's estimates.

Mrs. Campbell: —all over the world. I'm

sorry, I didn't know I was dealing with the

minister's estimates. I thought I was dealing
with the Treasurer's estimates.

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mrs. Campbell: I get confused between

Revenue and Treasury, I take it.

Hon. Mr. White: As a matter of clarifica-

tion, assessment has nothing to do with my
ministry.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: I was just trying to

be helpful.

Mrs. Campbell: I just wanted to point out,

Mr. Chairman, when we talk about the lack

of expertise of municipal governments that

you should perhaps look at the total expertise,
as opposed to the expertise of this govern-
ment.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Chairman: Mr. Minister.

Hon. Mr. White: Well, responding to sev-

eral points: First of all, as the hon. member
knows, the complexities of reassessment and
the policy of this government—namely, that

there shall be no shift of tax burden to resi-

dents—has compelled us to postpone the final

determinations by a couple of more years to

test certain alternative approaches in our

computer model or models.

Insofar as demolition control is concerned,
I have answered that. Very briefly, we are

working with the city of Toronto. We were

given an undertaking of sorts last spring to

explore the possibility of general legislation
and we are waiting for a response from them.

Insofar as the control of the demolition of

historical sites is concerned, the Minister of

Colleges and Universities (Mr. McNie) will

probably bring in a bill for first reading at

this session. The provincial and municipal
liaison committee has asked for an opportun-
ity to explore that legislation carefully, and
if we are to permit time for that study by
the municipal liaison committee then I think

—I'm not speaking for the government now—
but my hunch is we'd have to let the bill

die on the order paper and reintroduce the

matter when the new session starts sometime

early in 1974.

Mrs. Campbell: Mr. Chairman, I wanted to

correct an impression. I did not talk about
demolition control. That was someone down
here. I spoke about development control. In

my view, this is far more all-embracing and
would cut down these ad hoc decisions. I'm

asking about development controls., sir.

Hon. Mr. White: Well, they all go together

actually—development control and demolition

control and spot rezoning. They are all under
consideration now for a number of reasons:

First of all, there is the determination of the

government to safeguard historic sites directly
and indirectly through the municipalities.
There is the mechanical way in which the

city of Toronto is trying to come to grips
with this problem and apparently the city
of Ottawa is using similar techniques.

Mr. Cassidy: Has done for a couple of

years.

Hon. Mr. White: So we are working on
these several matters. They are interrelated

and we are not as yet prepared to bring in

legislation.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Ottawa
Centre.

Mr. Cassidy: I just have a couple of ques-
tions relating to the minister's statement at

the news conference on housing, where you
talked about deconcentration, decentralization,

and so on. I gather the regional offices with

their plan of approval functions and so on,
should be operating shortly. Perhaps the

minister can comment on that.

I'd like to ask specifically what is the

minister doing about shortening and putting
deadlines on the approval periods that are

required, both by his ministry and by other

ministries, in areas in which he has jurisdic-

tion over actions by the municipalities. These
are mainly in the fields of housing but an

awful lot of it doesn't relate to that ministry.
It relates to this particular ministry.

In particular, is the minister now prepared
to go ahead and assume that silence after

a deadline means assent from either various

ministries, or from branches within his own

department in order to expedite the work of

approvals that may still rest at the provincial
level?

Hon. Mr. White: This is under a later vote,

but I don't mind dealing with it now, if that's

your wish, Mr. Chairman. It's under vote

1005, but I don't mind dealing with it now.
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Mr. Chairman: We've had an overlapping
discussion. May we vote on items 1, 2 and 3?

Mr. Deacon: Mr. Chairman, I just wanted
to say something about 1, 2 and 3. I felt

that the minister has never really answered
the point that we've debated over the years
as to why he doesn't use the powers of his

department—the tremendous resources at his

hand, in the way of finance, and thrust and

government planning—to deal with the ques-
tions of shortage in supply of serviced land

and with assessment.

We would like to hear the minister say

why he doesn't get to the core of the prob-
lem. Let's stop fussing about the control and

things. The minister is a great free-enterpriser.
He's one who understands the market place
because he's been in business. Why doesn't

he get in his position now? Why doesn't he

put himself in the position of over-supplying
the housing lots in this province, giving the

thrust to development in the direction that

he has the great ability to do, because he's

in a position of all-power?

Mr. Breithaupt: An all-powerful minister.

Hon. Mr. White: This can't be done over-

night, I'm sorry to say. This year to date we
have approved 40 per cent more lots than
we did in a similar period last year. In the

last 10 years we've built 1.23 new dwellings
for every new family formed.

We have now, around the same time, got
several very strong influences running in the

same direction. First of all, there is inflation

through all of the western world. As a matter

of fact, one might say all of the world, in

that in Yugoslavia they are experiencing an
inflation rate of 17 per cent a year. As always

happens in an inflationary period, money is

trying to find a safe haven in real estate.

At the same time we have an enormous

period of prosperity here in Ontario, the re-

sult, in part, of good sensible government
policies and expenditure programmes-

Mr. Cassidy: That's very modest of you,

given your existing style.

Mr. Breithaupt: I felt sure you would say
that.

Hon. Mr. White: —which keeps our unem-

ployment the lowest in the world and our

standard of living the highest in Canada.
This has had the result that, as the hon.

member may have seen in the newspaper last

week, once again Ontario's per capita income
is the highest in Canada by far.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Great government.

Hon. Mr. White: What is happening is

that instead of the young lad going to live

in a rooming house, as I did in 1946, the

same young lad—

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Go to Manitoba.

Hon. Mr. White: —comes to Toronto and
wants a bachelor apartment, or a one-bed-

room apartment, or something like that.

Everyone is moving up in the spectrum and

demanding more square feet per person.

Mr. Deacon: I'm surprised at you.

Hon. Mr. White: At the same time, we
ourselves have involuntarily traded off cer-

tain lot formations for what we hope will

be better planning. We are attempting to

safeguard certain natural resources in per-

petuity in a way that wouldn't have been

contemplated in the days of Mr. Frost, or

even perhaps in the days of John Robarts.

Mr. Cassidy: That's not true, you know.

Hon. Mr. White: I'll give an illustration of

the time element involved. It was sometime

this spring that I learned about the possible

delays insofar as the York region was con-

cerned. I got the chairman and his admin-

istrative officer and the chairman of Metro,
Mr. Ab Campbell, and certain of his officers

together. We established a small working
committee which reported about one month
later. Within a week or two after that we

agreed to a total eventual population for that

area of 416,000 people.

Almost immediately after that it was pos-
sible for the Ministry of the Environment to

start planning a $150 million pipe. That pipe
is going to take some years to build. Whether
one believes in free enterprise or public

enterprise, that $l50-million sewage pipe is

going to take years to build. This is the

reason that we simply can't turn the tap on

and off. Those who believe in contra-cyclical

financing think that housing should be en-

tirely removed from that area—and I myself
hold to that belief—in fairness to those who
are trying to acquire homes of one kind or

another and because it simply cannot work

to turn housing starts on in one year and

close them all down the next. I think the

federal government has been somewhat de-

ficient in the way it has used its mortgage
rates, and so on. I suppose that is beyond our

ken at the present time.

Mr. Chairman: Vote 1011, items 1, 2 and

3, carried?
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Mr. Deacon: Mr. Chairman, I'm sorry, I

have a few things I want to get through
here.

First of all, real estate speculation is caused

by a confidence on the part of speculators
that there will be a continued shortage of

home sites. They realize that the government's
policy is one of always having fewer lots

available for people's demand than there is

demand.

Hon. Mr. White: May I interrupt for just
a minute? It is more than that. The city of

London has within its boundaries enough
land to last until the year 2000. Experienced
investors are paying $9,000 an acre across

that boundary in areas that may not be de-

veloped for 50 years. It is not the shortage
of housing per se that is doing this. It is the

conviction that people have that inflation is

going to go on forever, a conviction that I

don't happen to share.

Mr. Deacon: We are going back over it

again. The fact is that people will not buy
land for speculation if they feel that they can-

not get a higher price year by year. The only
way they are going to get a feeling of that

is if there are two things that can happen.
First of all, the carrying charges of the

land, because of the introduction of assess-

ment of market value of developable land,
could be such that a person couldn't afford

to carry land, particularly if he could see

that in each year there are made available

in the order of 100,000 to 150,000 lots on
which people could build in this province for

a demand of maybe 80,000.

The fact of the matter is that those who
want to build a house, the builders and the

private owners, are always finding it difficult

to acquire a lot. Year by year for the last

15 or 20 years, there have been fewer lots

made available on the market due to our
restrictions for very laudable causes. For one
reason or another, there have been fewer lots

made available than those demanded.

When you combine several factors—for

example, take York region as typical—there
was the decision years ago that we would
not construct any more upstream sewage
plants because it was felt that they could not
be constructed in a way that would not pol-
lute the Don and cause problems. Yet we
have never investigated ways of dealing with
that—in a way where we can have develop-
ment going on in various hamlets or small
towns using upstream sewage treatment. Per-

haps collecting the treated effluent and either

using it for irrigation or putting in tertiary
treatment somewhere else, but certainly not

having the very expensive normal collection

in sewage gravity systems where you have to

have large size pipes and very expensive

pumping equipment because it handles un-
treated sewage.

In the Treasurer's own city of London,
they have recently been carrying on a very
interesting experiment, which they based upon
previous proven experience, where they have
used septic tanks. They have taken the efflu-

ent from the septic tank after primary treat-

ment, collected it and then transmitted it

through high pressure lines to a treatment

plant. It has been done at a very small frac-

tion of the cost of these traditional huge $150-
million pipes that you're still considering

building at the back of your mind.

Regardless of how you do this, it is im-

portant to be sure that there are more serv-

iced lots, or lots which people can build on,
on the market, assessed at market value, and
to be sure those lots go on the market. An
example of where you are not taking advan-

tage of a natural opportunity to fulfil a de-

mand in the area is in the Cobourg-Port
Hope area, where in Northumberland county
there are estimated by the planning board to

be at least 3,000 lots that could be developed
without causing any strip development, with-

out using up any prime agricultural land,
without causing any pollution; and those lots

could be approved tomorrow, all on good,

basic, sound, broad planning principles. But

no, the only plans that your department is

approving are for several hundred lot sub-

divisions against Port Hope on prime agri-

cultural land.

You have forced a concentration of devel-

opment in one area by your planning process
and then made it possible for speculators to

corner the supply. By means of various taxing

policies they can hang on to that land as long
as they wish and they are the ones who are

controlling the price. In fact, Mr. Chairman,
I am surprised at the Treasurer not recog-

nizing that with a few dollars of capital

investment, he can save the taxpayers of this

province at least 10 times as much in the

cost of the lots they are buying. Unfortu-

nately, his planning policies are all to build

this band of asphalt and highrise within 15

miles of the lake so we can do all our sewage
treatment in the lake.

Why doesn't he recognize that there are

answers to the way we handle our servicing
to prevent pollution; in the way we distribute

our location of development; by using high-

speed rail systems and other means of good
transportation; by changing the way we do
our assessment so we encourage development
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instead of encourage speculation? All these

things, all these tools are available to the

minister and for some reason or other he

still hasn't got it through his head to question
whether his policies right now continue to

restrict supply instead of encourage supply
in the market and, therefore, continue to en-

courage speculation.

This whole matter of even considering, let

alone going ahead with, the wasteful spend-

ing of money on land in the Pickering area,

to have development occurring right against

Toronto, is beyond belief. It is hard to be-

lieve that you would have people on your
staff who could even consider approving
such a concept. When we think about the

need for dispersing development around this

province, we should recognize that the 50,000
or 60,000 people who are coming into this

area each year are not doing it because they
like to come to Toronto; this is where the

opportunities for employment are. They can

get a job here in 24 hours which would take

them 24 days or 24 weeks or 24 months to

get in another part of the province.

Why can't this minister, with his ability to

direct the thrust of development through the

key position that his ministry holds in the

whole way our government moves, pursue
the very many opportunities there are for

satisfying development pressures in other

parts of the province? When you have a

shortage of housing lots, for example, in

Geraldton, I think it is time this government
should hang its head in disgrace. It has failed

to deal with such basic situations of need in

an area where there is so little development
occurring as in a place like Geraldton. Yes,
because of its policies, it is creating a hous-

ing speculation in that area as well as in

Thunder Bay and in other parts of this prov-
ince.

Surely the minister can see the oppor-
tunity that he has? This is the key ministry
to deal with this matter. I am very disap-

pointed that after the number of months this

minister has been in his position of responsi-

bility, we have had so little done to deal with
the matter.

Hon. Mr. White: Several points have been
raised. First of all is the matter of upstream
sewage plants. I think we'll see the tech-

nology galloping ahead in response to the
need for additional housing. I hear almost

weekly about some new experiment being
undertaken although, frankly, I hadn't heard
about the one he mentioned from London.

The Premier, in releasing the Comay re-

port and in accepting certain of the recom-

mendations, did say that standards would be
altered no doubt as priorities change their

balance. I have made the remark that we
may have to accept something less than per-
fect planning on the basis that perfect plan-

ning seems to take almost forever.

At the same time, I have to say again, this

is a matter of judgement—we can't sacrifice

the important long-term planning objectives
which we have established for ourselves. I

couldn't countenance that and I couldn't par-
take in that.

The various programmes on the expendi-
ture side and on the revenue side that we
have had to nurture industry of one kind or

another across the province, have been suc-

cessful. Metropolitan Toronto now attracts

perhaps 40,000 people a year, whereas in the

mid-sixties, it was a magnet for 60,000 or

70,000 people per year. And incidentally, I

think you will find at least half of these

people aren't coming from Geraldton but
from outside the country. At any rate, I had
a conversation with the mayor of Van-
couver not so long ago and he said that half

of the city's population increase is coming
from immigration. He thought that perhaps
the federal government should make some
attempt, as has been done in previous eras,

to direct that immigration into less populous
parts of the province.

Now, sir, I put it to you fairly—

Mr. Foulds: Oh come on, John. You never

put anything to anybody fairly.

Hon. Mr. White: —as a businessman and an

experienced politician, what increase in lot

formation this year would have led you to

compliment me in this responsibility?

Mr. Deacon: Mr. Chairman, if I've under-
stood correctly, there was a demand for

80,000 lots. And you had 120,000 lost on
the market this year. I would think you were

doing a great job—and if you also at the same
time stated it would be your policy to keep
a surplus of lots on the market, I would be

delighted to hear that.

Hon. Mr. White: Well, here are the num-
bers. In 1971, there were 46,387 lots created.

In 1972, there were 78,245 lots created for

an increase of 40 per cent.

Mr. Deacon: But what is the demand in

those years?

Hon. Mr. White: From January to August,
1972, there were 51,622 lots created and
from January to August, 1973, there were

86,834 lots created. In other words, this year
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to the end of August we have created more
lots than all of last year and we are running
at a rate 68 per cent ahead of a year ago. In

Ontario we anticipate 123,000 starts for 1973

and even my hon. friend's unholy allies in

Ottawa have made mention of the fact that

Ontario has done an excellent job in provid-

ing housing.

Mr. Deacon: Mr. Chairman, I am not con-

cerned about the construction end. We have
a very good construction industry in housing.
I am concerned about the availability of lots.

And although he has given me the number
of lots he has developed, and I commend the

minister for the fact there has been an in-

crease in the number of lots made available,

I would say the whole question of whether
he has done a good job or not is: To what
extent has he created a surplus? He hasn't

created a surplus at this point. Certainly not

in this area.

Hon. Mr. White: No, and we haven't

driven down the price of land in Tokyo
either. We have done everything humanly
possible.

Mr. Deacon: No, you haven't. And until

you have come through with an announced

policy and you have shown evidence by
everything you have done that there is a

surplus of lots and that's what you are going
to continue to provide so that the house-
holder and the housebuyer has a choice of

whether he can buy a lot with or without a

house, then you haven't solved the problem.
If you have one lot left in the demand, you
haven't solved the problem. You will have
when you have a continual surplus in the

market. That is absolutely it.

I am sure the hon. Treasurer won't dispute
—I hope that he will follow up—the other

question on changing the assessment rules so

that we have special assessment burden or

gradually increase the assessment burden
on unimproved land, on the land itself, there-

by not penalizing improvements and encour-

aging people to improve the land rather than

keep it stagnant, because that's another part
of this programme that has to go hand in

hand.

I urge the minister to recognize that what
he is spending on plants for services is an
investment of government funds that is not
of an ordinary current nature. It's an invest-

ment in something that will return revenues
to the province and therefore is a much better

type of investment in terms of government
revenues because there is always a return on
those services—you'll be able to sell them.

I would urge him to consider the expendi-
ture of funds, which he talks about having to

nourish—I'm sure he does—but when one is

borrowing funds to build a plant that will

return revenue, it's a lot different than bor-

rowing funds to actually spend and then we
don't see a return for some time.

I would urge the minister to keep that in

mind as he works out these programmes. I

certainly hope that next year he will not just

say to me, "We've gone up to 120,000 lots"

but "We've gone up to 40,000 lots in excess

of the demand." Then we will start to see

some real correction in this land speculation
situation.

Hon. Mr. White: Mr. Chairman, I appre-
ciate the hon. member's remarks; of course

that's our objective but its more easily said

than done.

Mr. Deacon: No, it isn't.

Hon. Mr. White: I would like to double
and treble the number of lots being made
available, but it's just about as tough to do
as to get 51 per cent of the ballots in the

box.

Mr. Breithaupt: It certainly is.

Mr. Deacon: Mr. Chairman, I understand
that problem—and I know how much expense
that can incur—

Hon. Mr. White: I say it is hard to do.

Mr. Deacon: But at the same time I really
feel that the minister must recognize the

essential nature of the burden borne by the

house buyer in this province. We have been

encouraging speculation up until now and

discouraging home buyers, and I would urge
the minister to move right ahead in this area

as fast as he can.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Port

Arthur.

Mr. Foulds: I would like to start off my
remarks as I always do, Mr. Chairman, in a

spirit of goodwill, and congratulate you on

your elevation to your present chairmanship.

Mr. Chairman: Thank you very much.

Mr. Foulds: I feel that as a result of your
background on the select committee, of which
we are both members, you have gained wide

experience in handling unruly crowds-

Mr. W. Hodgson (York North): What part
of the vote is this, Mr. Chairman?
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Mr. Foulds: —and I think there is no

doubt, Mr. Chairman, you are an upward
mobile and on your way upward.

Mr. Breithaupt: You are sure this is a pro-
motion?

Mr. R. F. Ruston (Essex-Kent): Mr. Chair-

man, get a little order!

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Your shirt-tail is hang-
ing out.

Mr. Foulds: I would also like to compli-
ment the new deputy leader of the official

opposition, both on his appointment to the

position and on the way he has articulated

his remarks in the preceding few minutes.

Mr. Breithaupt: This is the budget speech.

Mr. Foulds: I think it was typical of the

Treasurer that he too, as a man of goodwill,
would compliment the deputy leader, because
he understands that the deputy leader of the

Liberal Party-

Mr. M. Gaunt (Huron-Bruce): Here comes
the sharp knife.

Mr. Foulds: —has just articulated one of

the finest explanations of Dickensian eco-
nomics that we have heard in this Legisla-
ture. I believe it was Mr. Micawber, in

explaining those basic principles to David

Copperfield, who said that as long as you
have one extra cent that way lies success; as

long as you are in debt by one cent that way
lies ruin. I'm sure both of these fine minds
of the 19th century understand those prin-

ciples extremely well.

Mr. B. Newman (Windsor-Walkerville):
This is the 18th century now.

Mr. Foulds: I would like to compliment
them on their understanding of economics

through literature-

Mr. Breithaupt: Are you still being nice?

Mr. Foulds: —the Micawber theory of

economics as written by Charles Dickens.

I'm in a complimentary mood tonight, Mr.
Chairman-

Mr. Gaunt: Is this the budget speech?

Mr. Breithaupt: That means there is no
challenge.

Mr. Foulds: I imagine this catchy little

chart comes from the central office of the

general administration of the ministry. For
the first time after 18 months of sitting in

the Legislature, I began to comprehend the

monster that we had created in Treasury,
Economics and Intergovernmental Affairs.

And although several rude replies sprang to

mind when I read where we came from, what
we are doing, and where we are going, I put
those far back in my mind and I read the

pamphlet and it was extremely interesting.

All these linear projections sort of drooping
downwards. But the phrases that I loved

were the headings on the top of the page—
"How we fit together." In view of the minis-

ter's announced intention to integrate more
members of his staff who are not presently
of the male sex, I felt that that was a very

catchy kind of—

Mr. Gaunt: No, he said the male race.

Mr. Foulds: Oh, that's the Minister of

Industry and Tourism (Mr. Bennett). This

minister has moved on from that ministry.

Mr. Cassidy: It is the male race too.

Mr. Gaunt: That's right.

Mr. Foulds: That's right. And where we
fit in, down at the bottom right-hand corner

in blue, of the whole management conglom-
erate. I think it's very appropriate.

But the matter that I really want to get to,

and the matter that puzzles me, because I

usually have a number of problems having
to do with land use in urban and semi-urban

settings, is the description of the parliamen-

tary assistants and their responsibilities.

Mr. Timbrell: Now you're going to get

yours.

Mr. Foulds: Oh, no. I think these two

chaps are fine chaps, the parliamentary assis-

tants. I think that under certain circum-

stances they've been doing a valiant job in

shouldering the burden of the minister and

helping to share the burden. I want to ask

them specific questions about their role.

But what puzzled me was the description.
The minister has divided the province on

a line from Lake Ontario to Georgian Bay
along the west boundary of Ontario countv

and the southwest boundary of Muskoka. 1

had a page get me a map and I drew that

line. What puzzles me is how you interpret
the next sentence. "He has assigned respon-

sibility for programmes and activities north

and east of this line, except in Mara and
Rama townships, to Mr. Irvine." The only

difficulty with that is that when I finished

drawing the line it was heading directly in

a westerly direction. Does it take another

little squiggle up the coast of Georgian Bay?
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I suppose, fundamentally, I am asking the

minister which of his parliamentary assistants

handles responsibility for northwestern On-
tario.

Hon. Mr. White: Mr. Chairman, permit
me to respond for a moment or two to the

earlier observations of the hon. member. He

being a student of English literature, I draw
to his mind the phrase in Trollope's novel:

"The treasury is the great ministry."

The word "monster" was used by the hon.

member quite inappropriately.

Mr. Foulds: You didn't deny it.

Mr. Cassidy: Is it true that you read it

every night?

Hon. Mr. White: We have now 700 people
in our ministry and the Ministry of Trans-

portation and Communications has 21,000.
The fact of the matter is that some agency,
or ministry of government, has to have over-

all control. Historically, and practically, that

control has rested in a parliamentary system
in the Treasury. So I make no apology for

keeping this great ship of state on an even

keel fiscally, and in every other way.

Mr. Foulds: On an even keel sinking slowly.

Mr. Cassidy: Fiscally or viscerally?

Hon. Mr. White: Northwestern Ontario is a

matter of very great interest and concern to

me, and it is a particular specialty of the

member for Grenville-Dundas (Mr. Irvine)

who is one of my parliamentary assistants.

Mr. Foulds: Thank you—Mr. Chairman,

through you, please thank the Treasurer for

that succinct and witty reply.

What I would like to know—because under
one of the supplementary votes comes the

assistants' salaries—what kind of staffing are

you making available to them in terms of the

very real volume of work I'm sure they have

to handle? Do they get staffing directly for

their responsibilities from the ministry's cen-

tral office, the general administration? Or
does that come under the later vote, the vote

under urban and regional affairs programmes?

Hon. Mr. White: Each of the parliamentary
assistants has a secretary and no doubt each

has access to all of our general resources,

including a steno pool and advice from the

deputy minister, and any other member of

our ministry.

Mr. Foulds: But they have not been as-

signed any special staff grouping around their

parliamentary assistantships?

Hon. Mr. White: You had better come and
see us.

Mr. Foulds: If that is an invitation from
the minister, I would be glad to. Perhaps we
can make it coincide with one of his jaunts
to a gastronomic gourmet occasion. But to be

precise at this point, as we are seeing each

other face to face for the moment, there are

no special groupings of expertise around the

parliamentary assistants? They simply, if I

understand the minister correctly, have a

secretary each to handle their responsibilities
of parliamentary assistant, stenographic pools
and access to the regular members of the

ministry in the central office and so on?

Mr. Cassidy: That is a vacuum surrounding
a vacuum.

Mr. Foulds: Now, let me pursue the matter

—if the hon. member for Grenville-Dundas—

forgive me if I get the name wrong—is respon-
sible for northwestern Ontario, I wonder how
he manages to communicate with the regional
offices in northwestern Ontario, aside from
the hot lines that we have. These are usually
tied up by the Minister of Government Serv-

ices—unless the announcement that came out

today to the various offices, included the

extra lines into Thunder Bay—there are only
two and with all the government ministries

up there it is very difficult to get a line.

How do they keep in touch with those re-

gional offices?

Hon. Mr. White: We write letters back
and forth and make telephone calls and send

telegrams. When we are not required to be
here in the Legislature, we try to get into

various parts of northwestern Ontario and,

indeed, every part of Ontario. I am glad to

inform the House that I am spending next

Tuesday in eastern Ontario. It is under-

standable my hon. friend cannot remember
the name of the riding of Grenville-Dundas,
in that the NDP, I think, don't have any
seats down there at all, do they?

An hon. member: Yes, we do.

Hon. Mr. White: My parliamentary assist-

ant, the member for Grenville-Dundas, was
in Sault Ste. Marie for a day or two last

week with the great MPP from that riding
and they came back with very good reports

about progress in respect of planning north

of the Soo and similar noteworthy accom-

plishments. We do get around quite a lot.
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Mr. Cassidy: The member for Sault Ste.

Marie has been paranoid about what is going
on up there.

Mr. Foulds: Let me ask you—perhaps you
don't recognize that 58.9 per cent of the land
mass of the province in fact lies west of

Sault Ste. Marie. I would like to know if

your parliamentary assistant responsible for

northwestern Ontario has been in northwest-
ern Ontario and on what kind of activities he
has been engaged in there in relation to his

responsibilities as a semi-minister of the
Crown.

Hon. Mr. White: I wouldn't want the hon.
member to infer that when I said Sault Ste.

Marie I was talking about northwestern On-
tario, nor would I want him to conclude
that when I was speaking about Grenville-

Dundas I was speaking about northwestern
Ontario. I was talking about quite different

areas in the province.

Mr. Foulds: I have a map of the prov-
ince in front of me, Mr. Chairman.

Hon. Mr. White: The fact of the matter
is we got all over this province. I suppose I

would have to say that given the distances

involved I have spent more time in north-
western Ontario than most any other place
in this province in my various ministries.

Mr. W. Hodgson: You are not supposed
to use an aeroplane to get around—

Hon. Mr. White: It's a long walk, that is

true.

Mr. Foulds: Use one of the long canoes.

Hon. Mr. White: As the Minister of Reve-

nue, I was up there—I opened some offices

up there, if I remember correctly. And as the
Minister of Colleges and Universities, I was

very taken with the Lakehead University and
did what I could do to assist them forward

through certain rather difficult periods. The
same could be said of the community col-

lege next door. In Industry and Tourism, it

seemed to me I was up there almost every
other week opening some new government
facility or introducing some new programme.
Of course, you will be seeing a lot more of

me in the future in my capacity as Treasurer.

So, I can assure you that we won't over-
look northwestern Ontario.

Mr. Foulds: Mr. Chairman, I'm sure that

northwestern Ontario will be flattered by the
minister's attentions as the Treasurer. After

all, if he is the primary minister—what was

the phrase from Trollope again about

Treasury?

Hon. Mr. White: "The great ministry."

Mr. Foulds: The great minister. Perhaps
he could favour northwestern Ontario with a

visit in his capacity as Treasurer. But I

want to be a little bit more serious. I would
like to know what programme has his par-

liamentary assistant whose special responsi-

bility it is to look after eastern and northern
Ontario.

I really must apologize, I suppose, to the

Chair. I haven't been aware of a visit by the

Treasurer or his parliamentary assistant to

northwestern Ontario in their present capaci-
ties and I read the local press, every issue of

both of the Thunder Bay papers, assiduously.
If you have visited there in your present

capacities, perhaps you should increase either

the programme analysis—find out what you
are doing, and why it is not getting across

to interest the people in the area—or you
should take a look at an item which we have

already discussed, information services. Obvi-

ously, your message, whatever it is or will be,
is not getting across to the people of north-

western Ontario. Do you want to reply to

that?

Hon. Mr. White: Mr. Chairman, I would
have to check my own records to know for

sure. I did take a trip up to Thunder Bay,
Kenora and certain other communities in

northwestern Ontario with the Minister of

Natural Resources. I don't know if that was
in my present capacity-

Mr. Foulds: I think it was Industry and

Tourism.

Hon. Mr. White: —or immediately before I

assumed these present duties. I must ac-

knowledge that last spring was somewhat

extraordinary, as were the months that fol-

lowed in bringing in that great democratic

document, the reform budget-

Mr. Cassidy: That was the last place you
wanted to go, wasn't it?

Hon. Mr. White: —and the four regional

governments and the three planning bills. So

my travelling was, in some sense, circum-

scribed. I will be getting up to northwestern

Ontario from time to time in the future. My
only regret is that we will likely defeat the

hon. member for Port Arthur, who is likable

if ineffective.

Mr. Foulds: I welcome a visit by the Treas-

urer. Perhaps he can undo the damage that
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the Premier and his colleagues did recently
when they were in northwestern Ontario and
Thunder Bay for a regional conference.

Mr. Cassidy: What more can you ask than

that?

Mr. Foulds: The way in which this minister

handles questions so wittily and forcefully
and directly will counter-balance the way that

the Premier and the band of cohorts he

brought up last time handled questions in

such a woolly manner that even the Toronto
Star was called upon to write a lead editorial

about the situation in Armstrong that con-

demned the response of the Premier, whose

only response to the situation in Armstrong
was to condemn the federal government.

That may be a ploy that works down here

an 1 it may, in this case, have a good deal of

justification. But if you are serious about the

document that one of your predecessors re-

leased as Treasurer, the document that my
colleague from the riding of Thunder Bay has

referred to constantly in this House, Design
for Development: Northwestern Ontario Re-

gion, then it seems to me that you have to

take a very serious look at why the govern-
ment's programmes, why the Treasurer's pro-

grammes and why the Treasurer's general
administrative programmes are failing, in fact,

to develop that area in a fully rounded way.

I want very briefly to indicate that I am
very much afraid that the recommendations

from Design for Development that are being
acted upon, are those recommendations which

will not, in fact, enhance the secondary in-

dustry sector in northwestern Ontario. I had

some interesting exchanges with the Minister

of Agriculture and Food (Mr. Stewart) during
his estimates, in which he indicated to me
that, perhaps, one of the secondary industries

we should develop in northwestern Ontario

is the agriculture industry. At the present

time, what we are developing in northwestern

Ontario is a sound resource sector. We have

a large number of people employed in the

service sector but we don't have any—I

shouldn't say we don't have any—but we
don't have enough of the development taking

place in the secondary industry sector.

Those manufacturing industries that we
have are involved in the very primary ele-

ments of manufacturing, such as pulp and

paper. We don't develop those further in

terms of the woodlands into furniture indus-

tries. We don't look seriously at agriculture.
The recommendations from Design for De-
velopment that we are looking at tend to

emphasize the development of the tourist

industry.

The development of the tourist industry
can be effective to a certain degree, but it

doesn't fill the entire bill. It compounds the

present problems we have with regard to

seasonal employment. The tourist industry is

not a good basic industry. It is a good ter-

tiary industry. The announcement by the

Premier last week about the creation of jobs
at the Great Lakes mill in Thunder Bay was
welcome. But the points made by the member
—the soon-to-be, within the foreseeable future,

the member for the riding of Thunder Bay
(Mr. Stokes), the soon-to-be Minister of

Industry and Tourism, after the next elec-

tion—the comments that he made about the

diversification of those jobs to the growth
centres outside Thunder Bay is an important
one because the primary centre, the city of

Thunder Bay, will only be as healthy as

long as its hinterland is healthy, just as

Toronto will only be a healthy community
as long as the hinterland of the province is

a healthy community and while the drain is

not always going into the centre.

What is primarily happening in northwest-

ern Ontario is that, first of all, there is an
outward drain from the area itself in terms

of population, particularly in young people.
There is a drain from the communities of

Red Rock, Geraldton, Terrace Bay, Atikokan,
what have you, into the city of Thunder Bay.

That, perhaps, to some extent is understand-

able, but we should be diversifying the

economies in those individual communities
to strengthen the whole economy of north-

western Ontario.

Mr. Chairman: The minister.

Hon. Mr. White: Mr. Chairman, I wel-

come the opportunity to discuss this a little

further. We have made very considerable and
solid progress in northwestern Ontario since

the Design for Development: Northwestern

Ontario Region, Phase 2 was published in

October, 1970.

The hon. members will remember that this

report contains 69 recommendations, the main

goals of which were to encourage economic

expansion, especially in a system of 14 re-

gional growth centres and to diversify the

regional economic base; to expand and

strengthen the resource base industries; to

provide more effective transportation and

communications for economic growth and

social welfare; and, fifth, to improve and

strengthen the social infra-structure.
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Since that time, a continuing interminis-

terial programme has successfully begun im-

plementation of many of the 69 recommen-
dations. In the 1973-1974 fiscal year, the gov-
erment has allocated $2,440,000 to five min-

istries through the Ministry of Treasury,
Economics and Intergovernmental Affairs, to

accelerate the programme by supporting the

following projects and programmes in north-

western Ontario:

Ministry of Transportation and Communi-
cations: Construction to begin on a road

linking Fort Frances and Dryden-$500,000;
improvements to Highway 599 to facilitate

the development of mineral potential in the

Lake St. Joseph and Central Patricia area,

$650,000; Highway 642 to be upgraded to

improve the social linkage between the desig-
nated center of Sioux Lookout and the Stur-

geon Lake area, $550,000; acceleration of

the highway in the sky programme with the

development of navigational aids at Fort

Frances and Pickle Lake and en route, and
terminal aids throughout the region, $100,000.

Under the Ministry of the Environment,

Ministry of Natural Resources, and Ministry
of Treasury, Economics and Intergovernmen-
tal Affairs: Townsite development, environ-

mental impact assessment and inventory of

infrastructure needs for the St. Joseph-Pickle
Lake area, $225,000.

Under the Ministry of Natural Resources:

Intensification of geological and geophysical

surveying, in the Tashota area near Beard-

more, and the Houghton Lake area near
Savant Lake, will be surveyed specifically,

$100,000; incentive programme to assist com-
mercial fishing and processing, $100,000;
north shore Lake Superior recreation study
to develop a detailed recreation plan for

lake development and marine-oriented recrea-

tion, $70,000; canoe route development and
international boundary waters encompassing
the historical waterway from Lake Superior
to Lake-of-the-Woods, $35,000.

Under the Ministry of the Solicitor Gen-
eral: Planning and development of a pilot
native recruitment programme for the Ontario
Provincial Police. This will involve, through
consultation with native organizations and
other interested local people, $80,000.

Under the Ministry of Education: Trans-

portation assistance to students from remote

areas, $30,000.

Now, sir, these extra-special expenditures
add up to $2,440,000, but I remind you these

are extraordinary expenditures. There are

millions of dollars embraced in the regular

budgets of all of our ministries.

The DREE agreement will soon be signed
with the federal government. It places empha-
sis, first of all, on northern Ontario, and,

secondly, on certain parts of eastern Ontario,
but there is no exclusion, as such, with re-

spect to the rest of the province.

We haven't got the exact figures yet,

naturally enough. But the way things look,

northwestern Ontario, in the next fiscal year,
will have, in a general package, $6.3 million

from the provincial government and perhaps,
$5.7 million from the federal government.
The Thunder Bay infrastructure will prob-

ably receive $3.5 million from the province
and $3.5 million from the federal govern-
ment. These will embrace almost the entire

Design for Development, Phase 2, package.

Referring to remarks concerning the Min-
ister of Industry and Tourism, I wish the

socialists would stop knocking the tourist

industry in northwestern Ontario. It really

doesn't help at all. It doesn't help bring us

up there and it doesn't help bring Americans

up there.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Shame, shame.

Hon. Mr. White: I think it is quite dis-

graceful.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Shame.

Hon. Mr. White: —particularly since they
have excellent tourist facilities-

Mr. Cassidy: That is garbage, you know it.

You encourage—

Hon. Mr. White: —and very, very fine

tourist operators, many of whom, indeed,

most of whom, are personal friends of mine.

I can tell you they are very resentful of the

insulting remarks made by the member for

Thunder Bay and the member for Port

Arthur.

Mr. Foulds: Mr. Chairman, I really do

appreciate the wit, the repartee and the light

in which the minister engages in the de-

bates in the House. I really do extend to

him a welcome to northwestern Ontario. I

certainly hope he gets up to Thunder Bay
and on television.

Mr. Cassidy: Before he is out of the

ministry.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: You are losing your
shirt-tails, Jim.

Mr. Foulds: With the people there, I can

assure the minister that his public appear-
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ance in northwestern Ontario will not only
ensure the re-election of the member for

Thunder Bay and the member for Port

Arthur, but it will ensure the defeat of the

member for Fort William. A few points that

the-

Mr. Chairman: Order, please. We will have
to close off now. Will there be further discus-

sion on this first vote?

Mr. Foulds: Yes, Mr. Chairman.

Hon. E. A. Winkler (Chairman, Manage-
ment Board of Cabinet): Constructive dis-

cussion.

Hon. Mr. Winkler moves the committee
rise and report.

Motion agreed to.

The House resumed, Mr. Speaker in the

chair.

Mr. Chairman: Mr. Speaker, the committee
of supply reports progress and asks for leave

to sit again.

Report agreed to.

Hon. A. Grossman (Minister of Revenue):

They are rushing these through. They want
to get to Health estimates.

Hon. E. A. Winkler (Chairman, Manage-
ment Board of Cabinet): Mr. Speaker, we will

continue with the same debate tomorrow.

IJon. Mr. Winkler moves the adjournment
of the House.

Motion agreed to.

The House adjourned at 10:30 o'clock, p.m.
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LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY OF ONTARIO

The House met at 2 o'clock, p.m.

Prayers.

Mr. Speaker: Statements by the ministry.

APPOINTMENT OF IAN MACDONALD
AS YORK UNIVERSITY PRESIDENT

Hon. W. G. Davis ( Premier ) : Mr. Speaker,

last evening it was announced that Mr. Ian

Macdonald, the deputy provincial Treasurer,

had been appointed president of York Uni-

versity, effective July 1, 1974.

I do not intend to deliver a eulogy to Ian

Macdonald but I do wish to express my
personal appreciation to him for his years of

outstanding public service to the people of

Ontario. Ian Macdonald and I have been

friends since 1949 and I feel a personal

sense of pride that one of Canada's largest

universities has asked a senior public servant

of this province to be its president.

In fact, Mr. Speaker, to digress, I owe

something of my limited political success in

the first campaign in post-secondary life to

running against Ian Macdonald for first-year

athletic rep at University College in 1949.

Mr. T. P. Reid (Rainy River): Who won?

Hon. Mr. Davis: As a matter of fact, I

won't comment on who won except to say-

Mr. J. R. Breithaupt (Kitchener): Like the

French Revolution—

Hon. Mr. Davis: —I was in residence and

more people in residence voted than those

who were not in residence.

Mr. S. Lewis (Scarborough West): The
Premier's modesty is becoming.

Hon. Mr. Davis: As a result, the residence

candidate happened to succeed.

Mr. A. J. Roy (Ottawa East): Did the

Premier have a big blue machine then?

Hon. Mr. Davis: No, it was red as a matter

of fact.

I'm sure Mr. Macdonald will bring to his

new responsibilities the same energy, intel-
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ligence and experience he displayed in gov-
ernment. While we will lose Mr. Macdonald's

advice and counsel on a day-to-day basis, I

am pleased to be able to say that York has

agreed to his working in an advisory capacity
to the government on economic and federal-

provincial affairs.

As you know, the very extensive reorgan-
ization of Treasury, Economics and Inter-

governmental Affairs, initiated during Mr.

Macdonald's term as deputy minister, is well

under way, and our major programmes of

tax reform and local government reorganiza-
tion are firmly established. The programme
to transfer certain functions to regional gov-
ernments announced recently will continue.

These and other achievements will last long
after his departure.

The challenge of a new career awaits him,

and I know I speak for all members of this

House when I congratulate Ian Macdonald
on his appointment and wish him well.

Mr. Breithaupt: Mr. Speaker, I just wish

to add a comment from this side of the

House on the statement which the Premier

has made. The paths of Ian Macdonald and

myself crossed at the University of Toronto

in the mid-1950s when we were both in-

volved in graduate work at that point. I

was much impressed with him as I came to

know somewhat of him.

Certainly his work within the provincial

ministries and throughout the administration

has been well worthy of praise. We, too,

wish him well as he takes on this most

responsible post and hope he will still be

available to the people of the province, as he

has been in the past.

Mr. Lewis: Mr. Speaker, I'm not just en-

gaging in ritual now. I like Ian Macdonald.

He taught me to be a socialist.

Hon. Mr. Davis: The only mistake he has

made.

Mr. Lewis: It was after listening to him

convey the Tory view in Hart House debates

that I knew where I stood from then on. I

enjoyed it then as I would enjoy it now. He
has made a very important contribution to
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the economic life of Ontario. All of us, I

think, in the House, recognize that.

Not only do I wish him well in his job,
but may I say to him personally I hope he

last a great deal longer than his predecessor.

Hon. E. A. Winkler (Chairman, Manage-
ment Board of Cabinet): They are both

entitled to one error.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I would
almost express the hope the member for

Scarborough West, now that he has had a

few years experience, might take a little post-

graduate work at York University from Mr.
Macdonald. He might just change his

philosophy.

Interjections by hon. members.

SEVENTY-NINTH BIRTHDAY OF
MEMBER FOR HALDIMAND-NORFOLK

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, few men
have served the citizens of this province in

public life longer, and none more gracefully
or with more dedication and vigour, than

the member for Haldimand-Norfolk (Mr.
Allan) who today celebrates his 79th birth-

day.

The years, Mr. Speaker, he served on the

executive council were years of great progress
in this province, and his contribution has

been enormous. I'm not exaggerating when
I say that Jim Allan, from the day he first

entered this Legislature in 1951, has com-
manded the respect of all members for his

exceptional abilities, his warm personality, his

fairness and integrity, and of course his

special blend of wit and wisdom.

I speak for all of us today, Mr. Speaker,
when I ask you to say: "Happy birthday, Jim;

may you enjoy many more birthdays and

may we look forward to many more years
of a happy and prosperous association in this

Legislature."

While I am mentioning birthdays, Mr.

Speaker, I would like to wish many happy
returns to the member for Don Mills (Mr.

Timbrell) who has reached the very mature,

ripe old age of 27 today-

Mr. M. Cassidy (Ottawa Centre): He's 21

today, isn't he?

Hon. Mr. Davis: —and to say to him that

I expect some Conservative Premier, with a
Conservative administration, will be wishing
him well on his 79th birthday as a member
of this House some few years hence.

Mr. Lewis: On a point of personal privi-

lege, Mr. Speaker, I was 36 on Sunday.

Hon. Mr. Davis: On behalf of the members
of the House, this being that kind of a day,
at least for a few minutes-

Mr. Lewis: I hoped he might.

Hon. Mr. Davis: —I wish the member from

Scarborough West, on behalf of all of us—

Mr. Lewis: A long lull in the opposition.

Hon. Mr. Davis: —a very happy birthday
and many years of interest in public life,

perhaps in a more relaxed capacity two or

three years from now; but certainly I would
extend to him my best wishes on last Sunday.

Mr. Breithaupt: Mr. Speaker, I don't know
whether we can offer the member for Scar-

borough West a future that will be any more
relaxed than it is at the present time, but

we can certainly try to wish him well on his

birthday as well.

For the past five years I have had the

pleasure of being chairman of the public

accounts committee. During that time, with

the member for Haldimand-Norfolk as the

vice-chairman, I have grown to know some-

thing about this man and to realize that he

truly is an ornament to parliamentary de-

mocracy in this province, and indeed in

Canada.

He is a man of great distinction, of great

knowledge, of particular wit, and I personally
have enjoyed very much the pleasure that

I have had in working with the member for

Haldimand-Norfolk in these past few years.

Certainly, all of us share in the best wishes

to him and to the member for Don Mills

as they celebrate these milestones. I think it

can truly be said that the member for Haldi-

mand-Norfolk has celebrated every milestone

and it has never proved to be a millstone

as far as his service to the province is con-

cerned.

We wish him very well.

Mr. I. Deans (Wentworth): Mr. Speaker,
I want to join the Premier and the member
for Kitchener in wishing the member for

Haldimand-Norfolk a very happy birthday.

I have had the pleasure of sitting on one
select committee and another investigation
with the member for Haldimand-Norfolk, and
I can truthfully say that I have leaned upon
him for guidance and assistance during the

deliberations that we had.

I know of no person in the Legislature in

whom I have more respect than the member
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for Haldimand-Norfolk. The work he has

done on behalf of the people of Ontario

deserves recognition, and I want to say on
behalf of this party that we respect all of

the efforts he has put into the job and wish
him many more years of success, both in and
out of the Legislature.

Mr. J. N. Allan (Haldimand-Norfolk): Mr.

Speaker, I find it very difficult to have words
that would express my appreciation of the

kind things that have been said about me
in the House today.

I have enjoyed my work as a member of

this House now for 22 years. I can very

truthfully say that I respect all the members
in the House, and to know that I share some
of their affection is a feeling of which I

am very deeply knowledgeable and greatly

appreciate.

I want to thank each and every one of

them for their kindnesses to me, and all the

members of the House have been extremely
kind to me. I often look back upon the years
that I have been here and the wonderful
associations I have made with so many
splendid persons.

Thank you very much.

Mr. Speaker: Statements by the ministry.

Oral questions.

The hon. member for Kitchener.

WITHDRAWAL OF TEACHERS'
EXTRACURRICULAR SERVICES

Mr. Breithaupt: Mr. Speaker, a question of
the Premier: In the absence of the Minister
of Education (Mr. Wells) at the present time,
and with the presence of many thousands of

students outside this building, I wonder if

the Premier can give us any comments with

respect to the present approach taken by the

Metropolitan Toronto secondary school teach-
ers who have voted very overwhelmingly to
back certain demands, not only for higher
salaries but also for smaller classes, especi-
ally resulting from the ceilings which have
been placed on the education costs within the

province.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I expect the
Minister of Education may be here shortly.
I assume he is perhaps meeting with a repre-
sentative group of the crowd outside. I per-
sonally have no comments to make on the
matter at the moment. Whether the minister
will have any observations to make later on
when he comes into the House I'm not sure,

but at this moment I have nothing further to

add.

Mr. Cassidy: The Premier was the Minister

of Education who created all those problems.

Mr. Lewis: By way of supplementary: Has
the cabinet discussed the policy which it will

take should the teachers in fact follow through
on their resignations, creating, obviously, a

question that needs resolution come the first

part of 1974? As a second question, has the

Ministry of Education, I presume with the

Premier's agreement, been meeting with the

Metropolitan Toronto School Board in order

to meet those demands of the teachers, par-

ticularly compelling and legitimate, as they
relate to the quality of the educational system
and the pupil-teacher ratios in the schools?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, the cabinet

of this province always has under consider-

ation matters of significance, and this in my
view is a matter of significance and concern
and quite obviously we have and will con-

tinue to have it under consideration. As to

whether the minister has had meetings and
what discussions have taken place, yes, I

know he has had meetings with a number of

people related to the Metropolitan Toronto
situation. I can't comment on the nature of

the meetings or what was said, but certainly
I do know that he has had those meetings.

Mr. V. M. Singer (Downsview): Mr. Speaker,

by way of supplementary: Could the Premier

perhaps advise us if we can anticipate a new
educational statute that might attempt to re-

solve some of the difficulties which are pres-

ently in existence; and whether that statute

might be introduced within the next few days?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I think the

member for Downsview oversimplifies the

matter. Certainly the minister has had pre-
sented to him what has been called the

Reville report, which is a report related to the

practices and procedures of teacher-school

board negotiations, and which report con-

tains several recommendations. The minister

has personally had meetings with the repre-
sentatives from the trustee organizations, and
of course with the various elements of the

teaching profession, including the OTF.

I would say, Mr. Speaker, that certainly

there is a possibility that legislation flowing
from that report could be introduced into this

House. I would not like the members of this

House to feel that any legislation will neces-

sarily solve a problem that may or may not

arise in a particular school board area.
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Mr. Lewis: Come on. The government gives
the teachers the right to negotiate working
conditions-

Mr. Speaker: Order, order.

Hon. Mr. Davis: I would say, Mr. Speaker,
that it would be presuming at this stage, on
matters which haven't been settled, to in-

dicate what form the legislation would take.

I don't want the members to feel that if

there is legislation that it will, in fact, deal

with every issue which may arise in this

sometimes difficult area.

Mr. Singer: Mr. Speaker, by way of further

supplementary-

Mr. Speaker: I think we should alternate

the supplementaries as well. The hon. mem-
ber for Port Arthur.

Mr. J. F. Foulds (Port Arthur): Mr. Speak-
er, does the Premier not realize that if the

legislation proposed to come forward this

session gives the teachers full negotiating

rights, full collective bargaining rights, it

would solve the problems they are now fac-

ing? Second, does he not realize that the

minister's announcement on raising the ceil-

ings by 7.9 per cent last August, was in fact

a political ploy because it will not have any
effect until September, 1974, and that the

crisis in the classroom is taking place now?

Mr. Lewis: Well said.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I don't ac-

cept, nor does the minister, the statement as

to the crisis in the classroom.

Mr. Foulds: Those kids out there accept it.

Hon. Mr. Davis: I think it was very evi-

dent when the ceilings were announced in

August, 1973, that that quite obviously had

application for the school year starting in

1974. There was no attempt to disguise this.

I assume even the member himself sensed

that after a douple of days of—

Mr. Foulds: Why time exactly when the

pressure is mounting?

Hon. Mr. Davis: —quiet cogitation and re-

flection. I assume, for a lot of people, that

penetrated within 10 seconds.

Certainly they were the 1974 ceilings;

nothing unusual about it. Well, it was some-
what unusual in that the process has been
to come out with the grant regulations, ceil-

ings and ratings sometime early in the aca-

demic or current fiscal year. The government
felt there was a great merit in having the
boards responsible for the planning process

able to deal with ceilings that would be in

effect, and this was part of the rationale for

their publication in August of the year prior
to their implementation.

I would say with respect, Mr. Speaker, that

the member can refer to it as a crisis in the

classroom; people can suggest that if the mat-
ter of what is to be negotiated is settled in

any proposed legislation, it will solve the

problem here in Metro. I would say with

respect, Mr. Speaker, that whoever has that

point of view is fundamentally very naive.

That in itself will not solve the problem.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Lewis: If the government would in-

clude working conditions it will go a long

way.

Hon. Mr. Davis: I also suggest with re-

spect, Mr. Speaker, that I do not accept the

crisis terminology.

Mr. Lewis: Of course it is a crisis.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Certainly under the ceil-

ings there have been some difficulties in some
areas of the province. The majority of school

board districts have been able to adapt to the

ceilings, which have been part of the grant
procedure now for three years, in a way
that has riot inhibited the educational pro-

gramme.

Mr. Cassidy: The government has been

undermining the quality of education, that's

all.

Hon. Mr. Davis: I know that the minister

has been concerned, as the government has

been concerned-

Mr. E. W. Martel (Sudbury East): With
tremendous cutbacks.

Hon. Mr. Davis: —with respect to the situ-

ation in certain communities. At the same

time, Mr. Speaker, as there has been some

restructuring taking place-

Mr. Cassidy: It is the government that is

using the children.

Hon. Mr. Davis: —I do not accept the term
crisis. There has been some alteration, yes;
there have been some difficulties created in

the process.

Mr. Foulds: Deterioration.

Hon. Mr. Davis: I would say that any at-

tempt to simplify it or oversimplify it on that

basis is being very naive indeed.
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Mr. Cassidy: Come on. We will feel the

effects of these cutbacks in 25 years.

Hon. Mr. Davis: What about the request

for a 15 per cent increase?

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Wind-

sor-Walkerville with a supplementary.

Mr. B. Newman (Windsor-Walkerville): I

have a supplementary of the Premier: Is the

Premier prepared to introduce supplement-

ary estimates in an attempt to resolve some

of the problem, just as he introduced supple-

mentary estimates when the Ministry of

Health had difficulties one year ago?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, we are not

contemplating introducing supplementary est-

imates as it relates to the amounts of money
made available to the school system in this

province.

Mr. Speaker, I think it would be fair, from

that question and as it relates to the financ-

ing, to make it very clear and put on the

record that the ceilings for this year were

increased over the previous year. As a per-

centage of the total provincial budget, as a

percentage of the total amount being paid by
the taxpayers of this province for general pub-
lic investment, the elementary and secondary

school systems and the public separate school

systems are receiving, in terms of priority, in

terms of need, a very fair and equitable share

of the total tax dollars allocated under any
level of government.

Mr. Martel: A Supplementary.

Mr. Speaker: There have been five supple-

mentaries which is quite reasonable. The hon.

member for Kitchener.

Mr. Martel: The Premier must have had

his radio turned off.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Sure, the member has

been listening to the ads.

HOSPITAL APPEAL BOARD MEETINGS

Mr. Breithaupt: Mr. Speaker, a question of

the Minister of Health:

With the government crying for economy
with respect to hospitals, can the minister

justify the apparent expense by the Scar-

borough General Hospital of some $50,000
to keep Dr. Schiller off its staff through its

appeal procedures? How does he justify that

expense to keep a competent man off a hospi-
tal staff?

Mr. Lewis: What the member is saying is

fashionable, but he will regret it.

Hon. R. T. Potter (Minister of Health): We
are not paying him $50,000.

Mr. Breithaupt: The hospital is spending
that much.

Hon. Mr. Potter: No, I can't justify that at

all, Mr. Speaker. This is a matter of the hos-

pital being involved in the appeal procedure
that has been set up. I don't think that is

something I should become involved with at

the present time.

Mr. Roy: Let the minister give us one of

his goodies.

Mr. Deans: Would the minister try using

a microphone?

Mr. Breithaupt: Can the minister advise

whether there are any controls with respect

to membership on the corporation of that

hospital or whether he is apparently pre-

pared to clarify section 48(1) of the Public

Hospitals Act with respect to first-time appli-

cants for hospital privileges?

Hon. Mr. Potter: Mr. Speaker, I don't

think this needs any clarification. I think

the appeal board regulations that were drawn

up were intended for this specific purpose;
if a physician felt that he was being turned

down without sufficient reason, he was en-

titled to appeal through the appeal mech-
anism. The appeal mechanism, as I am sure

members know, was set up as recommended

by McRuer, and we are following that pro-
cedure.

What members are saying is that perhaps
one side should have an appeal and the

other side shouldn't. I am just not quite

prepared to accept that.

Mr. M. Gaunt (Huron-Bruce): Supple-

mentary, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Huron-

Bruce.

Mr. Gaunt: Can the minister tell us the

status of recent application forms for mem-
bership in the Scarborough General Hospital;

and why at the present time the only mem-
bers of the corporation are members of the

board?

Hon. Mr. Potter: No, Mr. Speaker, I

haven't that particular information.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for

Kitchener.
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OPERATING GRANTS TO
UNIVERSITIES

Mr. Breithaupt: A question of the Minis-

ter of Colleges and Universities, Mr. Speaker:
With respect to the problems that President

Michael Oliver of Carleton University has

brought forward to the committee on uni-

versity affairs, can the minister advise

whether there will be any formula revisions

that will benefit Carleton's particular prob-
lem, which apparently has now led to the

highest student-teacher ratio of any of the

universities within the province?

Hon. J. McNie (Minister of Colleges and

Universities): Mr. Speaker, the question of

formula revision is being reviewed by a

joint committee of the Council of Universities

and the committee on university affairs at

this time. There isn't any decision as to

what will be done with respect to Carleton
or any other institutions.

Mr. Roy: Supplementary, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Ottawa
East.

Mr. Roy: Mr. Speaker, I wonder if the

minister might advise if this revision and

changes within this policy can be expected
before the next school term, that is Sep-
tember, 1974?

Hon. Mr. McNie: Mr. Speaker, I have no
reason to say at this point there will be
a change. We are awaiting the recommenda-
tions of the joint committee, among other

things.

Mr. Speaker: Supplementary?

Mr. F. Laughren (Nickel Belt): Yes,

supplementary, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Nickel
Belt.

Mr. Laughren: In view of the plea of
the president of Laurentian University to the
CUA yesterday, for the ministry either to

provide adequate funds or close the uni-

versity, is the minister not prepared at this

time to make a statement regarding the in-

adequate funding to Laurentian University
in particular, both as to its BIU grants and
also as to its bilingual programme funding?

Hon. Mr. McNie: Mr. Speaker, I am not
aware of the particular statement yesterday
that the member referred to but I under-
stood they'd be making their representations
to the Committee on University Affairs; and

we'll be hearing from the committee, which
as you know was set up for just that purpose,
to recommend to the minister what actions

the ministry must take to ensure equitable
treatment.

Mr. Laughren: Supplementary, Mr.

Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Nickel

Belt has a further supplementary.

Mr. Laughren: Is the minister aware of

the unrealistic differences in the formulas
between bilingual grants and the formulas
for compensatory grants that were given
out to universities? Is the minister aware
that the grants for the bilingual programmes
was a straight five per cent across the board
and that the grants for the emerging uni-

versities so-called, consist of a series of log-
arithms that is unintelligible to anyone ex-

cept a graduate engineer?

Mr. J. R. Rhodes (Sault Ste. Marie): Ask
the member for Windsor West (Mr. Bounsall).

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Laughren: Or the minister?

Mr. E. J. Bounsall (Windsor West): I

don't suppose he is at that.

Mr. Speaker: Any further response to the

supplementary?

If not, the hon. member for Kitchener.

Interjections by hon. members.

STRIKE AT ARTISTIC
WOODWORK CO. LTD.

Mr. Breithaupt: Mr. Speaker, a question
of the Minister of Labour: As we have seen

continuing violence occurring with respect
to the Artistic Woodwork strike, can the

minister advise us today as to what changes
in the situation have been occasioned since

he commented on this matter in the House

yesterday?

Hon. F. Guindon (Minister of Labour):

Yes, (Mr. Speaker, very little has changed.
As a matter of fact, I did get a report from

my senior staff yesterday afternoon and

again this morning. We are presently assess-

ing the position of both sides.

Mr. Reid: Supplementary, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Rainy
River, a supplementary.
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Mr. Reid: First of all, may I ask, by way
of supplementary, does the minister really
consider the company has been bargaining in

good faith? If the minister in fact has seen

the clauses relating to management rights
that are in the agreement, can he honestly

say that he considers that bargaining in good
faith on behalf of the company?

Secondly, why has the Labour Relations

Board not made a decision on the business

brought to its attention by the union in

September? It is now Nov. 13, almost three

months later; why have they not had a

decision on that? And thirdly, in view of the

report he had yesterday-

Mr. Speaker: That's three supplementaries.

Mr. Reid: I will get them all in, if I may.

Thirdly, in view of the report the minister

received yesterday, is he prepared to appoint
a commissioner under the Labour Relations

Act with full authority to settle this matter?

Hon. Mr. Guindon: Mr. Speaker, the min-

ister cannot comment on the first point, for

reasons that my hon. friend already knows.

Secondly, I will be inquiring from the Labour
Relations Board as to the disposition of the

charges or the cases which are before the

board. Thirdly, I think I explained yesterday
we don't see any reason why there should be
a commission of inquiry—I think that's what
the member is referring to. A commission of

inquiry would only prolong the matter and
make recommendations and have no authority
whatsoever. So I am advised that a com-
mission of inquiry is not suitable in this case.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Scar-

borough West, a supplementary?

Mr. Lewis: Mr. Speaker, I will put a

supplementary now; I intend to return to the

minister when I can ask a question. Perhaps
the minister would then like to be informed,
since his ministry doesn't inform him, that

fact the Ontario Labour Relations Board
now has a decision in the mail which says
that the union shall have the right to

prosecute the company for bargaining in good
faith—bargaining in bad faith, sorry. And how
lon<* is the minister prepared to allow that

companv to ride roughshod over his legisla-
tion, and to allow violence to continue on the

picket line, while his ministry sits idly by and
has nof done a thing since Thursday when
the negotiations broke down?

Hon. Mr. Guindon: Mr. Speaker, I cannot

accept the statement made bv the hon. mem-
ber. We are not sitting idly by.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for

Kitchener.

The hon. member for Scarborough West, a

new question?

Mr. Lewis: A new question, Mr. Speaker,
of the Minister of Labour: Is he deliberately

prolonging the strike at Artistic Woodwork?
Is the government gaining some satisfaction

about possible anti-labour feelings as the

violence on the picket line continues? Why
is the minister willing to allow that strike-

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order!

Mr. Lewis: Why is the minister willing to

allow that strike to disintegrate, as it is dis-

integrating; with his legislation run rough-
shod over; with groups of ethnic workers

seriously discriminated against; with a group
of women workers seriously discriminated

against? Why doesn't the minister personally
intervene and use the authority of his office

to indicate publicly that the company must
be brought to a halt?

An hon. member: An anti-labour Labour
minister.

Hon. Mr. Guindon: Mr. Speaker, what the

hon. member says is that he wants the min-

ister to impose his decision.

Mr. Cassidy: The minister is there to up-
hold the law.

Hon. Mr. Guindon: The minister is only
there to assist and to help, and as I said

yesterday we've done everything. I am pre-

pared to look at it again and get the parties

together.

Mr. Lewis: By way of supplementary, the

minister knows that the management rights

clause, does he not, is the most unreasonable

and restrictive kind of management rights
clause that has been brought to his attention

in months, if not years? And he knows, does

he not, that that is what is preventing a

settlement, all monetary issues having been
resolved? Why does he allow these workers

forever to have to picket in a lawful strike

without getting in on it?

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member is making
a speech.

Hon. Mr. Guindon: We know all this and
there are other things I know as well.

Mr. Lewis: Mr. Speaker, one final supple-

mentary.
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Mr. Speaker: There have been a number
of supplementaries; surely there have been a

reasonable number.

The hon. member for Scarborough West.

Mr. R. Haggerty (Welland South): I don't

think there have been a reasonable number.

Mr. Speaker: I think there have been

enough supplementaries.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Lewis: Does the Speaker want to allow

further supplementaries?

Mr. Speaker: I think we have had sufficient

supplementaries.

Mr. Roy: I understood the member's ques-
tion was not a supplementary.

Mr. Lewis: My initial question was not a

supplementary, it was a new question.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member himself

had three, four or five questions after that.

Mrs. M. Campbell (St. George): What
about this side?

Mr. Speaker: It was on almost the same
topic as the previous question which was an
extension on further supplementaries.

Mrs. Campbell: This party wants equal
time.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Rainy
River had three supplementaries. The hon.

member for Scarborough West may ask a

new question.

SHORTFALL IN HOUSING STARTS

Mr. Lewis: May I ask the Minister of Hous-

ing, Mr. Speaker: Since the CMHC housing
statistics applying to the Ontario region show
that we are now seven per cent down in starts

over last year in the period January, to

October* what is the minister's expediter,
Michael Comay, doing about the creation of
all the additional houses to which the Pre-

mier referred? How is he going to cope with
the shortfall this year, which puts us in an
even greater crisis situation!

Hon. R. Welch (Provincial Secretary for

Social Development; Minister of Housing):
Mr. Speaker, Mr. Comay has received a very
special assignment, as the hon. member for

Scarborough West has indicated. We will be

having a further meeting on the subject fol-

lowing his present review and an announce-
ment will be made in due course.

Mr. Reid: He is reviewing his own report?

Mr. Lewis: By way of supplementary, I

realize the minister is relatively new in the

portfolio, but does he have nothing specific
to indicate yet, following the publication of

the Comay report, about the anticipated num-
ber of new units or acquisition of lots or

whatever?

Mr. Breithaupt: Here's the limelight.

Hon. Mr. Welch: No Mr. Speaker, that

wasn't my answer. I said I would be in a

position very soon to be more specific with

respect to that matter. All I indicated was
that Mr. Comay's responsibility wasn't to re-

view his own report, but rather to accept a

mandate of the Premier to supervise a hous-

ing action programme. We will be announcing
the results of that very soon.

Mr. Cassidy: Supplementary, Mr. Speaker:
Could the minister give us some idea of the

magnitude of Mr. Comay's efforts by telling
the House how many lots are involved in the

approximately 70 sites that I understand he
is examining in the Toronto region and the

other regions involved?

Hon. Mr. Welch: Yes, I will be very pleas-
ed to incorporate that in the statement when
I make the announcement to which I refer-

red.

Mr. Cassidy: Let's have it now. Is it 70
sites?

Hon. Mr. Welch: I will make it at the time

of the announcement, with full details to the

House. Members are entitled to have all those

questions answered at that time.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Scar-

borough West.

NON-APPOINTMENT OF WOMEN
TO ONTARIO MUNICIPAL BOARD

Mr. Lewis: A question of the Premier, Mr.

Speaker: Given the specific item in the re-

port, "Equal Opportunity for Women in On-
tario: Plan For Action," on page 17, indicating
that all advisory bodies and commissions that

deal with women as well as men should have
female representation, and indicating specific-

ally the Ontario Municipal Board as one of

those, why is it that on his first opportunity to

make new appointments to the Ontario Mu-
nicipal Board the Premier appointed two men?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I really am
not sure that it was our first opportunity, and

I can assure the hon. member it will not be
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our last. There are other appointments rela-

tively imminent. The desirability of having
women on the Ontario Municipal Board is

something the government is considering.

I would also make this general observation,

Mr. Speaker, that it is not just a question of

appointing a woman because she is a woman.
We must have people of capacity, and the

women themselves support this concept, in-

cidentally.

I am relatively satisfied that we can find

women of capacity to serve on the OMB. I

would also say, Mr. Speaker, even prior to

and since that report, that I think almost

without exception this has been true. The
OMB is not a new body, but I hope the

member noticed yesterday that with the an-

nouncement of those appointed to director-

ships on the Ontario Transportation Develop-
ment Corp. a woman was appointed.

Mr. Cassidy: Yes, one that was a purely
token effort.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, if the mem-
ber from wherever he is from, and I am
never sure from day to day, thinks that Mrs.

Bata is just a token representative, then she

isn't well known to him, because I can assure

you that she is anything but.

Mr. Cassidy: To have one on the board is

tokenism; that is what I am saying. The Pre-

mier will do that every time he does it.

Mr. Speaker: Order.

Hon. Mr. Davis: She is a very competent
woman who will, I think, make a great con-

tribution.

Mr. Speaker: Order.

Hon. Mr. Davis: It is very unfortunate

that the member doesn't feel the same way.
That is one reason we have difficulty getting
some people to serve. I happen to think Mrs.

Bata will make a great contribution. He may
think she is a token; I don't accept it.

Mr. Cassidy: Her appointment is a token.

Mr. Roy: Don't be so cynical. She comes
from Ottawa now.

Mr. Speaker: Supplementary?

Mr. Laughren: Supplementary: Perhaps the

Premier could explain—

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order please.

Mr. Laughren: —to me how is it that, of

the 12 recent appointments to the police

commissions in the new regional government
areas surrounding Metro, all were male.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, a number of

the appointments to the police commissions,
of course, are not within the control of the

government, while a number are.

As I said to the member's leader, it is a

very conscious effort that we are making. I

know that, because I am involved personally
almost daily as to getting suggested names for

women appointees to various committees and

agencies. We will continue to do this. I th'nk

really we have made very great progress in

the past few months.

AD IN HALIFAX PAPER BY TORONTO
WOODWORKING PLANT

Mr. Lewis: Mr. Speaker, I have one last

short question of the Minister of Labour. Is

he aware of an ad which was placed in the

Halifax Chronicle-Herald during the month
of October advertising for work in Toronto

until Christmas, stating: "Transportation paid
both ways, Toronto woodworking plant re-

quires general factory help until Christmas,

permanent positions also available."? Would
he perhaps investigate the likelihood of

Artistic Woodwork going to the Maritimes

to import people to cross the picket line to

continue to exacerbate a strike in Toronto,
and perhaps intervene?

Hon. Mr. Guindon: No, Mr. Speaker, I

wasn't aware of this; and I appreciate the

member's bringing this to my attention.

Mr. Laughren: That's the minister's prob-
lem; he is never aware.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Simcoe
East.

USE OF GASOLINE FOR FIRE DRILL AT
TORONTO INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT

Mr. G. E. Smith (Simcoe East): Mr.

Speaker, I have a question of the Minister

of Energy. Is the minister aware of the

fact that during the regular fire drill at the

International Airport at Malton, which I be-

lieve is being held this week, some 1,000

gal of gasoline are being ignited for practice

purposes? Is there anything his ministry can
do to conserve that valuable fuel that ap-

parently is in such short supply?

Mr. Laughren: It's being tested today.

Interjections by hon. members.
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Hon. W. D. McKeough (Minister of

Energy): Mr. Speaker, I am not aware of this

testing. I'm glad the hon. member has

brought it to my attention. It is a matter

under federal jurisdiction, but perhaps we
could prevail on the provincial member at

Maiton to do something about it as well.

Mr. G. E. Smith: A supplementary, Mr.

Speaker: I gather the minister is going to

draw it to the federal member's attention.

For the benefit of the members of the House,
I am now using the bus.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. Minister of Govern-
ment Services has the answer to a question
asked previously.

Mr. Lewis: Somebody has to use the dial-

a-bus system. Nobody else does.

NEW COURT FACILITIES IN ORILLIA

Hon. J. W. Snow (Minister of Government

Services): Mr. Speaker, yesterday the hon.

member for Huron-Bruce inquired regarding
the details of a lease, or as he suggested, a

land purchase for the Orillia courthouse. I

would like to give the hon. members of the

House those details.

An advertisement stating our require-
ments was placed in the Orillia Packet and
Times on June 5, 6 and 7; and in the

Wednesday Nighter on June 6 and 13, 1973.

Furthermore, previous applicants who had
indicated an interest in leasing space were
advised by letter that the advertisement

would be appearing in the newspapers. This
advertisement invited proposals from owners
or authorized agents for space centrally lo-

cated in Orillia in new, proposed or renovated

buildings.

In answer to this ad we received seven

inquiries providing 12 different locations. All

12 sites were viewed on July 6, 1973. Each

proposal was extensively analysed on the

basis of the site, the availability of parking,
the size of lot, type and quality of building.
Nine of these sites were considered to be
unsuitable for one reason or another. Three
sites on which new buildings were proposed
were acceptable.

The acceptable submissions were received
from: No. 1, Huron Properties; No. 2, Andre

Knight Ltd.; and No. 3, Royce Martin. All

three parties noted above were requested to

submit complete details of their properties

by means of a standard form which was

supplied by the ministry. The form not only
indicated the type of space to be made avail-

able but also included the terms and con-

ditions applicable to each submission.

An extensive evaluation of all three pro-

posals resulted in Nos. 2 and 3 being very

comparable, with the difference of only four

cents per sq ft per annum. Proposal No. 3,

namely that from Royce Martin, although

comparable in type and quality of space, was
submitted at $1.25 per sq ft per annum

higher than that of the lowest of the three

bids. Therefore this bid was eliminated at

this point.

However, the reluctance of Huron Prop-
erties to service this building fully, with

janitor services and so forth, resulted in

the proposal from Andre Knight Ltd. being
the most favourable and the one accepted.

Mr. Reid: This is a statement.

Hon. Mr. Snow: This acceptable pro-

posal is submitted at a rental rate of $6.59

per sq ft and includes full services, with
the exception of hydro charges. The lease

is for a period of 10 years and includes

parking for 30 cars and all improvements
or partitions.

Mr. Speaker, part of the question re-

ferred to the purchase of land and the

previous owners and their political faith.

I do not have that information because %ve
did not purchase any land.

Mr. Gaunt: A supplementary, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Huron-
Bruce has a supplementary.

Mr. Gaunt: Is the lease renewable at the

end of the 10-year period?

Hon. Mr. Snow: Mr. Speaker, the lease

is for a 10-year period. I have not seen the

document yet, it is not signed; but I would
think not, it would normally be a 10-year
lease.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Ottawa
East.

LAYING OF CHARGES BY OTTAWA
POLICE DEPARTMENT

Mr. Roy: Mr. Speaker, may I ask a ques-
tion of the Solicitor General?

In the light of the serious allegations
made by the Ottawa Journal against the

Ottawa Police Department, could the minis-

ter advise whether he is looking into these

allegations to determine whether they are

founded or whether there is a problem;
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and if there is to correct it? And if there

is not a problem, will he publicly exonerate

the Ottawa Police Department for using

different standards for the laying of criminal

charges against individuals?

Hon. J. Yaremko (Solicitor General): Mr.

Speaker, I'm aware of the controversy that

is taking place in Ottawa, as portrayed in

the newspaper there. I would have assumed

that the hon. member, based on his ex-

perience as a former Crown attorney, would

have appreciated that this is a matter which

initially would come under the jurisdiction

of the local board of police commissioners.

Mr. Roy: Then under the Solicitor General.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Nobody of an official

nature has brought to my attention anything

that would warrant an intervention at the

provincial level.

Mr. Deans: Supplementary-

Mr. Roy: Supplementary, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Went-

worth with a supplementary.

Mr. Deans: Mr. Speaker, may I ask a

supplementary question? Is the minister not

aware that the OPP were also involved in

the investigation?

Mr. Roy: No, that's not the same thing.

Mr. Deans: Was that a different investiga-

tion? I am sorry.

Hon. G. A. Kerr (Provincial Secretary for

Justice): The member started the rumour.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Roy: Mr. Speaker, if I may ask the

minister a supplementary: Although the

the Ottawa Police Department comes under

the jurisdiction of the local police commis-

sion, are they not under the minister's juris-

diction as the Solicitor General of the

province? Secondly, regarding the allegations

that police use different standards for their

^members or other individuals, does the

minister let that type of allegation go un-

answered?

Does he not feel that in the interest of the

image and the administration of justice in

Ottawa, he should look into this situation?

If there is no problem, should he not

exonerate the department? And if there is a

problem, should he not correct it and issue

directives?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Mr. Speaker, I'm

amazed at the hon. member's lack of knowl-

edge or misapprehension of the way policing

is done in the Province of Ontario.

Mr. C. E. Mcllveen (Oshawa): We're not.

Mr. D. R. Irvine (Grenville-Dundas): We're

not.

Mr. R. F. Ruston (Essex-Kent): He's a

very confused minister.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: There is a local police
force-

Mr. Roy: Right.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: —under the jurisdic-

tion of the board-

Mr. Roy: Right; under the minister's juris-

diction.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: I assume the board

will be carrying out its responsibilities, and
if there are any allegations that have any
substance or possibility of substance, I assume
that the local board will be dealing with

them. I do not intend to intervene, as the

hon. member would have me do, and run all

of the police forces of the Province of On-
tario from one fourth floor of the Hearst

Block-

Mr. Roy: No. Give them a sense of direc-

tion; give them a sense of direction.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: That is not the re-

sponsibility that has been assigned to me by
this Legislature. I do not intend to act on

allegations in the press. If I believed every-

thing that the press has written and alleged
about me—

Mr. Roy: I believe it.

Mr. Lewis: All the rest of us do!

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: It is hopeful belief on

the member's part. I say to the leader of the

NDP I've outlived seven Leaders of the

Opposition.

Mr. Lewis: Oh, not again, not again.

An hon. member: And he'll outlive the

eighth one, too.

Mr. Cassidy: A supplementary, Mr.

Speaker-

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order. Perhaps the hon.

members who are attempting to gain the floor
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would indicate whether they have a supple-

mentary or not.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Cassidy: A supplementary to the min-

ister, Mr. Speaker-

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Does the hon. member for

Ottawa Centre have a supplementary?

Mr. Cassidy: Yes, I do.

Mr. Speaker: I'm sorry, I didn't hear him

say so.

Mr. Cassidy: A supplementary, Mr.

Speaker: In view of the questions raised

about the Ottawa police force, is the minister

aware of investigations being carried out by
that force and the OPP into a stolen car ring
in Ottawa which may involve football play-
ers? Can he comment on that particular

question?

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. P. J. Yakabuski (Renfrew South):
How would the member know? He lives

down here now.

Mr. Foulds: He spends more time in his

riding than the member for Renfrew South.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Mr. Speaker, I have
made it clear that policemen are subject to

the laws of this country as everybody else is,

that football players are subject to the laws

as everybody else is, and that every citizen

is investigated in the same way.
If there are any allegations of any car

thefts, they will be investigated whether they
involve football players or anybody else.

Mr. Cassidy: A supplementary then, Mr.

Speaker-

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order, please. There was so

much noise I couldn't hear what the hon.

member for Ottawa Centre had been saying.
Had I heard it clearly I would have ruled
it out of order as not being supplementary.

Mr. Cassidy: It is very much in order, Mr.

Speaker.

Mr. Rhodes: He is the member for Toronto

Island, not Ottawa Centre.

Mr. Speaker: The response by the hon.
minister was also out of order. Therefore, we
will have a supplementary over here.

Mr. Reid: Not a supplementary-

Mr. E. R. Good (Waterloo North): No,
not a supplementary, a new question.

Mr. Speaker: Not a supplementary? A new

question.

Mr. Reid: That was the question of the

member for Ottawa Centre. He should sit

down.

Mr. Cassidy: What is the Speaker doing?
It is our question.

ELIGIBILITY FOR GOVERNMENT
ASSISTANCE FOR DAY NURSERIES

Mr. Good: Mr. Speaker, a question of the

Minister of Community and Social Services.

Could the minister inform the House when

regulations will be completed regarding the

amendments to Bill 160 so that people can

ascertain what other agencies, other than

municipalities, Indian bands and mental

health associations, will be allowed to start

day nurseries with government assistance?

Hon. R. Brunelle (Minister of Community
and Social Services ) : I am hoping, Mr.

Speaker, that those regulations will be in

force in the very near future.

Mr. Good: A supplementary, Mr. Speaker:
Does the minister not realize there are many
institutions waiting to see what interpretation

(he legislation will have when they read the

regulations? And could the minister inform

the House at this time what will be the

definition of the word "corporation" as it was
in the bill? For instance, will religious institu-

tions qualify under the minister's definition

of "corporation" to receive financial assist-

ance?

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: Mr. Speaker, if the

hon. member will read the debates during
our estimates, I indicated at that time that

we are giving the first priority to the parent

co-op associations, and the second priority is

to the Association for Physically Handicapped
Children. In other words, those are the two

types of organizations that will be receiving
assistance initially—parent co-ops and the

Association for Physically Handicapped
Children.

Mr. Good: Mr. Speaker, a final supple-

mentary: What other groups beyond those

two does the minister contemplate will be

defined in the regulations?
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Hon. Mr. Brunelle: Well, Mr. Speaker,

many other groups will be added.

Mr. Roy: Such as?

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: Well, for instance,

universities.

Mr. Good': What about churches?

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: Church groups? Cer-

tainly. At the present time, under parent co-

ops, if a church group forms a parent co-op,
there is no reason why it would not be

eligible.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Went-
worth.

OTTAWA STOLEN CAR RING

Mr. Deans: Mr. Speaker, I have a question
of the Solicitor General.

Has the Solicitor General been made aware
of the findings of the OPP investigation into

the stolen car ring in Ottawa, and can he

satisfy public concern that the charges are

not being unduly delayed as a result of the

pending football game on the weekend?

Mr. Yakabuski: The question has already
been asked.

Hon. Mr. Kerr: The member is a Tiger Cat
fan.

Mr. Singer: Just because Hamilton was
eliminated from the playoffs.

Mr. Mcllveen: Hamilton's out.

Mr. Cassidy: The government have a real

regard for law and order, haven't they?

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Mr. Speaker, I can

give a completely unbiased answer—

Hon. Mr. Kerr: As an Argonaut fan.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: As an Argonaut fan.

Mr. Deans: I don't find that amusing.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order.

Mr. Lewis: It is not a laughing matter. Is

the minister applying justice equally or not;
that is the question.

Mr. Speaker: Order please.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Mr. Speaker, as far as

I am concerned, and I have made the position
clear on a number of occasions, everyone is

to be treated exactly the same. He is sup-

posed to be subject to the same rigours of

an investigation; he is also assumed to be

treated in exactly the same way that anybody
else is.

Mr. Roy: Hear no evil, smell no evil, see

no evil.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: The police will in-

vestigate unbiasedly, and the Crown attorney
will consider the matter of the evidence in

the same way, whether those involved are

policemen, whether they are football players
with an impending football game or whether

they are ordinary citizens. I express confi-

dence in the law enforceemnt and administra-

tion of justice that we have in the Province

of Ontario.

Mr. Deans: A supplementary question: Has
the inquiry by the Ontario Provincial Police

been completed? Have their findings been

given to the Crown attorney in Ottawa and
is it the intention of the Crown attorney to

press charges in the immediate future?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Mr. Speaker, I'm not

in a position to answer that question.

Mr. Deans: Will the minister put himself

in the position to answer it?

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Ottawa
East.

Mr. Roy: Mr. Speaker, a supplementary in

response to the minister's reply. If he has

full confidence in the law enforcement offi-

cers, how does he justify that it took three

weeks to lay a shoplifting charge and that

the police officer involved said he asked for

the charge to be laid but the charge was not

laid immediately? How does the minister

justify that?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Mr. Speaker, I do not

account for the difference in the length of

time. I have confidence, until it is proved
otherwise that—

Mr. Roy: What kind of evidence is that?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: —the administration of

law enforcement and administration of jus-

tice is going on in Ottawa as it is everywhere
else.

I bring to the attention of the House, Mr.

Speaker, that in that particular situation the

officer was not only subject to the Criminal

Code, as are all other citizens, he was subject
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to the Police Act; and action was taken under

the Police Act immediately.

Mr. Roy: Why did it take three weeks?

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Scar-

borough Centre.

STUDENT DEMONSTRATION

Mr. F. Drea (Scarborough Centre): A ques-
tion of the Minister of Education. Would the

Minister of Education discuss with the House
the results of his discussions with the stu-

dents who appeared to protest here today?

Hon. T. L. Wells (Minister of Education):
Mr. Speaker, I sat upstairs in my office for

about half an hour waiting for a group to

come up, and I was informed subsequently
that they would not come in and meet with

me. I had indicated to them earlier that I

wasn't going to go outside and meet with

them, but I would meet with a group of 10

or so to receive their petition and discuss

with them some of their concerns. There-

fore, no dialogue at all took place today.

I'd like to just tell the House that, as the

members are well aware, I certainly believe

in dialogue; and this is an important matter

in which dialogue with students can be help-

ful, I think, particularly for them to under-

stand properly this government's position,

which is a very proper and defensible posi-
tion.

Mr. Cassidy: They would have sent a dele-

gation if the minister had agreed to it last

week.

Mr. Speaker: Order.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Wells: I just want the House to

know very clearly that I was told they would
not send a delegation in today.

Mr. Cassidy: Last week, the minister
wouldn't agree.

Hon. Mr. Wells: I believe in dialogue, and
in fact I have had dialogue-

Mr. Lewis: The minister doesn't believe in

dialogue. Stop this dialogue fetish. Let him
just say he wants to talk to them.

Hon. Mr. Wells: I've had talks with many
of the student council people. Letters are go-
ing out today to the presidents of all the
students' councils in Metro Toronto inviting
them to come in—

Interjection by an hon. member.

Hon. Mr. Wells: —and talk with us on Nov.

19, next Monday, which is the earliest day
we can set up a meeting. Every student coun-
cil president who is the duly elected repre-
sentative person for that school will be in-

vited to come down. The meeting will be

public and we will be happy to discuss this

matter with them at that time in a proper
atmosphere.

Mr. Speaker: Supplementaries?

Mr. Singer: No.

Mr. Speaker: All right, the hon. member
for Downsview is next.

COURT BACKLOG

Mr. Singer: Mr. Speaker, I have a ques-
tion of the Attorney General. Now that the

Attorney General has set the Provincial Sec-

retary of Justice right about who is responsible

for delay in the courts, could the Attorney
General tell us what he is going to do about
His Honour Judge Addison's complaints—the

complaints about the Crown attorney, com-

plaints about defence counsel and about the

delays that take place in those provincial
courts in Metropolitan Toronto?

Hon. D. A. Bales (Attorney General): Mr.

Speaker, there are a number of changes that

have been put into effect and others that will

come about shortly. I will be making a state-

ment in reference to the Law Reform Com-
mission reports within a very short while.

Referring to the matter of Judge Addison,
that case was dealt with last week and the

preliminary was finalized.

Mr. Singer: Mr. Speaker, by way of supple-

mentary.

Mr. Roy: Just one little short supplemen-

tary?

Mr. Singer: I had one very hasty supple-

mentary.

Mr. Speaker: Order. The time for oral ques-
tions has expired.

Petitions.

Presenting reports.

Mr. P. J. Yakabuski from the standing re-

sources development committee reported the

following resolution:

Resolved: That supply in the following
amounts and to defray the expenses of the
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Ministry of Transportation and Communi-
cations be granted to Her Majesty for the

fiscal year ending March 31, 1974:

Ministry of Transportation and

Communications :

Ministry administration pro-

gramme $ 29,484,000
Maintenance programme . 194,790,000
Construction programme 415,830,000
Public operations pro-

gramme 19,979,000
Drivers and vehicles

programme 12,382,000
Common carriers

p ogramme 3,329,000

Ontario seasonal employ-
ment programme 100,000

Hon. Mr. Bennett presented the annual re-

port of the Ontario Research Foundation for

the year 1972.

Mr. R. D. Rowe (Northumberland): Mr.

Speaker, I beg leave to present a report on
the attitudes of community leaders and the

general public in four Ontario communities

prepared for the select committee on eco-

nomic and cultural nationalism by Messrs.

Kates, Peat, Marwick and Co., in association

with Canadian Facts Co. Ltd. Copies are

being placed in the postal boxes for all mem-
bers.

This study. Mr. Speaker, was designed to

supplement the six industry studies, one of

which, on the auto parts industry, I tabled

yesterday.

The study is made up of two parts. One
part reflects interviews with selected com-
munitv leaders in the four communities, con-

ducted bv the consulting staff of Kates, Peat,

Marwick and Co. These relatively unstruc-

tured interviews covered such topics as:

Awareness and concern about foreign owner-

ship; observations on behaviour of foreign-

owned firms with regard to purchasing sup-

plies and services; the question whether con-

cerns felt in Canada are fundamentally about

foreign ownership in general or about US
ownership in particular; whether more foreign

ownership would be welcomed; opinion with

regard to buying back foreign-owned firms

and possible government action; and corpo-
rate citizenship in the community.

The other study conducted by Canadian

Facts Co. Ltd. by door-to-door canvass of

100 persons in each community covered simi-

lar questions, but according to a structured

questionaire. In addition, the questionaire at-

tempted to determine the individual's per-

ception of the relevance of foreign ownership
of industry to his or her personal life.

As would be expected, the survey elicited

a variety of response. On the whole, foreign

ownership of industry was not a major con-

cern of the people interviewed in relation to

other issues. However, when the issue was
identified and people were questioned about

it, they tended to favour Canadian ownership
and government action to achieve that goal,

although they generally stated that foreign-

owned companies had been good corporate
citizens in their communities. A high per-

centage of the general public interviews in-

dicated support for screening foreign direct

investment—in fact, 92 per cent of those in-

terviewed in one community.

The four communities were selected to co-

incide to a substantial extent with the firms

selected for study in the industry study, in

the manufacturing and natural resources sec-

tors. Py this technique, it was hoped to gain

a better composite picture of the effects of

foreign direct investment.

The select committee is continuing its con-

sideration of economic and cultural national-

ism and will comment at a later time on the

results of studies undertaken by the inde-

pendent consultants.

Mr. Speaker: Introduction of bills.

CITY OF TIMMINS-PORCUPINE
ACT, 1972

Hon. Mr. White moves first reading of bill

intituled, An Act to amend the City of

Timmins-Porcupine Act, 1972.

Motion agreed to; first reading of the bill.

Hon. J. White (Treasurer, Minister of Eco-

nomics and Intergovernmental Affairs): Mr.

Speaker, the purpose of this bill is to make
it clear that the official plans and bylaws of

Timmins, Mountjoy, Tisdale and Whitney
remain in force in the new city of Timmins.

The bill will be taken through the legislative

process by my parliamentary assistant, the

member for Grenville-Dundas (Mr. Irvine).

Mr. Deans: Doesn't the minister do any-

thing himself?

Hon. Mr. Winkler: No, not if he can help
it.

ONTARIO BILL OF RIGHTS ACT

Mr. Roy moves first reading of bill en-

tituled An Act to establish the Ontario Bill

of Rights Act.
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Motion agreed to; first reading of the bill.

Mr. Roy: Mr. Speaker, this bill of rights

would provide for the protection of those

human rights and fundamental freedoms as

contained in the Canadian Bill of Rights, but

would provide for protection as well in the

provincial legislative jurisdiction, where none

exists today.

In other words, Mr. Speaker, section 2 of

the bill makes all provincial legislation and

regulations subject to the Canadian Bill of

Rights.

The first reason this bill is necesasry, Mr.

Speaker, is that with the volume of legisla-
tion that is being processed through this

House and the heavy majority of government
influence in certain legislation—for instance

the legislation for planning and development
in Ontario which was passed in June—which
is contrary to some of the principles in the

Canadian Bill of Rights. With this bill of

rights the citizens of this province would
be protected.

Secondly, Mr. Speaker, regulations are

being processed at an alarming rate without

receiving any legislative scrutiny. We feel,

Mr. Speaker, that all regulations which are

prepared by civil servants and passed by
cabinet should receive some scrutiny—and we
feel that the regulations committee does not

serve any useful purpose in this regard.

Therefore, in the circumstances, this bill of

rights would protect not only against legis-
lation but against regulations that are passed
in this province. We would hope that—

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member is now
making a speech rather than a few of the

remarks on the introduction of a bill.

Mr. Roy: No, no. I'm very nearly finished;

very nearly finished, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: Very few remarks are per-
mitted on the introduction of a bill.

Mr. Roy: But it is such an important bill,

Mr. Speaker, that—

Mr. Speaker: I'm sure it is, but very few
remarks are permitted.

Mr. Roy: It is very hard to be brief.

Mr. Deans: The member for Ottawa East
would only bring in an important bill.

Mr. Roy: We would hope, Mr. Speaker,
that such legislation would receive the ap-
proval of all members. Thank you, Mr.

Speaker.

SPEAKER'S RULING

Mr. Speaker: Before we pass to the orders

of the day, I should like to rule upon a

certain matter that was brought up in the

House yesterday arising out of the discus-

sion relative to the reporting of estimates

by standing committees. I agreed to take the

matter under consideration.

I have now had an opportunity to study-

ing standing order 87 and also of refreshing

my memory with respect to its application.

Clause (c) of the standing order puts a

precise time limitation on the proceedings in

the committee of supply; and clause (k)

clearly states that at the termination of that

time allotment the chairman shall put all

questions necessary to carry every vote and

item not referred to standing committees

under clause (e)—and such questions are not

debatable. This means, of course, that any
estimate not reached by the committee in

the time allotted must be reported without

debate.

Similarly, clause (f) provides that estimates

referred to standing committees must be so

referred within 30 sessional days from the

presentation of the budget, and must be

reported to the House within 75 sessional

days from such presentation.

It seems very clear that such estimates

must be reported not later than the 75th

day, and moreover, clause (k) to which I have

previously referred, contemplates that the

committee of supply report only those esti-

mates not referred to standing committees.

I believe it was for this reason that clauses

(g) and (h) were inserted providing for a

debate of not more than 2Vz hours on con-

currence in any one set of estimates reported
back from standing committee, the time

taken by such debates being included by
clause (c) of standing order 87 in the time

allotment for committee of supply.

Now since the new standing orders were

adopted in April, 1970, I have never before

heard the suggestion proposed by the hon.

member for Scarborough West yesterday. It

seemed to be clearly understood that the

standing committees to whom estimates have

been referred must, if they wish to discuss

all estimates referred to them, arrange their

programme so as to complete their work
within the allotted time.

It was my understanding that the time

limitations were adopted unanimously so that

the study of the estimates might be com-

pleted within what appeared to be a reason-
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able time, having regard to the experience
of former years.

Now if the suggested interpretation were

given to the standing order it would mean
that a standing committee could use up the

whole time provided under clause (f) on one

set of estimates and then demand the re-

mainder be brought back into committee of

supply and the time of that committee ex-

tended accordingly. Such an interpretation
could well defeat the whole purpose of pro-

viding for estimates to be considered by
standing committees.

Mr. Lewis: On a point of order, Mr.

Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: I have made a ruling; there

is no point of order. I will be pleased to

listen to the hon. member, but it is not a

point of order.

Mr. Lewis: I really think this is a terribly

important matter, Mr. Speaker, and I beg
your indulgence sir. I was one of the people
who participated for my party in the drafting
of the standing orders and regulations, and
it was unanimous. I want to convey to you
what I think has happened between that

point and this which is important to the

functioning of this House.

When we talked in that committee, and
I remember it quite well, of 75 days from
the time of the budget to the time at which
the estimates referred to committee must be

concluded, all of us assumed that all 75

days would be available. As a matter of fact,

in April, 1970, the practice of exempting

Wednesdays was not a practice widely used

in the House. It was used intermittently; I am
not even sure how often it was used. It may
not have been used at all. It is a latter inno-

vation.

When we agreed to the 75 days, Mr.

Speaker, we agreed to it on a basis of a

careful analysis of total estimate time, a

division of likely time in the House and in

the estimates committee. None of us ever

envisaged one estimate taking 74 days and

asking all the others to come into the House.

We dealt with it in terms of a reasonable

interpretation.

I want to bring something to your atten-

tion, Mr. Speaker. I can't attest to the

precise validity of every one of these figures,
but I think they are close enough to make
the point.

We lost seven full working days which
would have gone to estimates subsequent
to the tabling of the budget because noth-

ing was referred to the estimates committee
for a full seven days. That's legitimate
within the rule; the government has within
30 days to do it, but when we had discussed

this in the rules committee, we assumed
that we would start estimate discussion the

day after the budget was introduced. So
seven full days were lost.

We then lost 10 full Wednesdays, five

Fridays and eight individual sittings, as I

have been able to tabulate them; sittings

being 2% hour time blocks, afternoon or

evening. In other words, of the 75 days
which were allotted to the study of estimates

in committee, effectively we only sat in the
estimates committee for 53 days.

If you look at it in terms of time blocks,
2Y2-hour sittings, we lost the equivalent of

11V2 full days or of a number of days, plus

sittings; I don't care how you put it to-

gether.

What we lost, Mr. Speaker, not by calcula-

tion on the part of government but by the

way it worked, was something like 11 or

12 days of full discussion of the estimates

—that's afternoon and evening equivalent—
which would have allowed us to finish

Tourism and Industry and the Ministry of

Health, as was originally entertained in

1969-1970 when we drafted the rules and

regulations of this Legislature.

I guess I am saying to you four things,

really. No. 1, we lost all that time, which
in the minds of the drafters should have

been available for estimate discussion. It

seems to me that the government might
then in this instance introduce a motion for

unanimous consent to extend the committee

at least to finish the Ministry of Tourism and

Industry, as it is now before the committee,

and the Ministry of Health, and that would
be it.

No. 2, if that is not possible, it doesn't

seem to me illegitimate under the circum-

stances to refer at least the estimates of

the Ministry of Health back to the Legis-

lature, adding the 10 hours which were de-

ducted from the time when it was referred

to committee.

No. 3, Mr. Speaker, I think we have to

contemplate it in the context of the work

year. In fact what has happened is that the

estimates committee has sat for a period of

only four months out of the 12 and that

hardly seems, given the fact that we didn't

use all the 75 days, an undue length of time

to discuss spending estimates of such im-

portant ministries.
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I am going to add a fourth, because I

think it is an important point. When we
are in the process of contemplating the

full-time status of a member of the Legis-
lature and a wage equivalent to and ap-

propriate for that status, it seems to me
a little silly that, because through in-

advertence or whatever we didn't have the

75 days that were originally intended to

discuss these matters, we are now cutting

it off early. It isn't the way this legislative

process should work. It is, of course, the

estimates of the Ministry of Health which
will get lost in the shuffle.

Curiously enough, I take my seat with

this, Mr. Speaker: What the rules and

regulations committee worked out is actually
not bad at all. Had we had the full time

intended, we would have finished all the

estimates referred to committee within that

time. It looks as though we will encompass
all estimates within the House, a little tight
at the end but we will still encompass them
within the hours involved. What we are

effectively doing now is frustrating the in-

tent of that original committee by virtue

of not acting on its assumptions and on
what has happened to the standing orders.

I simply appeal, I suppose to the House
leader, through you Mr. Speaker, to get us
out of that position and not force us into

something which is simply indefensible for

this House. We don't sit long enough to merit

cutting it off now and we are, in fact, betray-
ing the motives which underlay those rules

when they were drafted.

Mr. Breithaupt: Mr. Speaker, if I might
speak to this matter, particularly on behalf
of the official opposition. I agree with the
comments raised by the leader of the New
Democratic Party, especially as he looks
at the matter of 75 days being perhaps
more particularly considered as sitting days
in fact, when we could have used the time

although the committee did not meet.

I don't think there is much point in going
into any discussion as to why the committee

might not have chosen to meet on a partic-
ular day. It seemed to be that was the com-
mittee's decision, and I daresay it was a
convenience on occasion for various members
not to meet at certain times. I think what we
are seeing here is a situation whereby within
even the 75 sessional days, the estimates for
the Ministry of Industry and Tourism will

most likely finish fairly easily today. There
are smaller estimates which of course could
be debated in concurrence if they did not go
through quickly, but we are left in this par-

ticular circumstance with the estimates of the

Ministry of Health.

I think, Mr. Speaker, that the Legislature
would be remiss if we attempted even on a

concurrence debate of 2Vz hours to pass what
is approximately 42 per cent of the budget of

this province; $1 billion an hour is rather

fast going.

As a result, I think I would certainly feel,

and my caucus feels, that there could be in

this circumstance some consideration given
for an extension of a few hours of estimates'

time within the House in order that we are

able to at least give a reasonable length of

time to discussion of this most important
estimate.

I must say I agree entirely, Mr. Speaker,
with your views and your interpretation that

you have made of the technical rules which
are before us. I think that you are quite
correct, and in effect the supporters of the

government are quite correct when they say
that we have a certain length of time and if

we don't choose to get through our work
then obviously everything has to fall in at the
end.

But in these circumstances, when we are
faced with a particularly large ministry and
when I think we also acknowledge mutually
that certain days could have been used and
weren't because they were not sitting days
rather than sessional days, there is some value
in encouraging the House leader to attempt
to make come change on unanimous consent
in this circumstance.

We now have something over 27 hours

left with respect to the discussion of estimates

within the House, and I think that the

Treasury and the Education ministries, being
the two major ones left, they can perhaps be

reasonably dealt with in that period of time.

The other smaller areas that are before us—
Revenue, the Premier's office, and the Pro-

vincial Secretary for Resources Development-
no doubt can also be accommodated. So the

time has really been worked out quite well,

and on balance I think there has been a fair

amount of mutual co-operation in the situ-

ation.

But what I would do is encourage the gov-
ernment House leader to give some consider-

ation, particularly with respect to our respon-

sibility in the Legislature, to introducing a

motion, which I'm sure would be received

unanimously on this side of the House, to

possibly allow that additional 10 hours to be
added onto the estimates time within the

House. In this way this particular large esti-

mate, which as I said forms well over 40
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per cent of the budget, could be dealt with

and we could be seen to be seriously looking
at our responsibilities and not be properly
blamed for a lack of attention if we are at

least unable to get to this most important
area of government responsibility.

Mr. D. M. Deacon (York Centre): Well
said.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Mr. Speaker, in re-

sponse to what has been said, may I take a

few minutes and say that legislatures histor-

ically did not always meet and discuss every

spending programme of the government.
Indeed, three or four might have been
chosen and done in depth.

However, as we progress to this day in

1973—and I also had the pleasure of being
a member of that rules committee with the

member for Scarborough West—I think the

intention was very clear in that regard; I

think we were on the same basis.

When the decision was made that Wednes-

days would be set aside for committees and
other government business as well, it was of

course our expectation that committees, in-

cluding estimates committees, would not only
sit on Wednesdays but during the other time
that is available. Then, I think, the argu-
ments put up by the member for Scarborough
West would be just somewhat different.

As I said yesterday, when there was some-
what more heat in the chamber than reason,
and today it's much better in that regard, I

would simply say to you that never at any
time did I endeavour to inhibit the sitting
of any committee. Indeed, if the hon. mem-
bers examine Hansard they will find that on
a number of occasions I said I would not
interfere with the function or the sitting of

a committee.

It just doesn't come through to me at this

particular point in time that it is any fault of

the government.

Mr. Deans: Nobody said it was.

Mr. Breithaupt: There's no fault.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Indeed, I believe I

made the effort to co-operate with the opposi-
tion parties on all occasions to see that this

was done.

Inasmuch as we've reached this day, and I

agree totally with your presentation, Mr.

Speaker, which did not take any particular
side in the issue; you quoted the rules, and
I think that is fair and just. I think the ave-
nue is still open. If the opposition desired
to conclude the sittings of the Ministry of

Industry and Tourism, I would endeavour to

bring the Minister of Health forward and

spend the balance of the time on his esti-

mates. And there would still be, if they wish-

ed to apportion the time accordingly, a fur-

ther 2V2 hours in the House.

Other than that, I think we would have
to be operating outside of the rules. Then I

would have to examine the statements that

are made today and report back. But that

opportunity is here before us right now if you
wish to avail yourself of it.

Mr. Lewis: What opportunity?

Hon. Mr. Winkler: The opportunity to con-

clude the estimates of the Ministry of In-

dustry and Tourism.

Mr. Lewis: That would give us one evening
for Health.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Plus a2^ hour period
back in the House.

Mr. Lewis: That is ridiculous. This Legis-
lature is not a part-time operation.

Hon. Mr. White: And every—Well, I'm a
socialist.

Mr. Ruston: Ten hours!

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Well it may be. I don't

deny that from your point of view and I may
put forward similar arguments were I there.

But the fact of the matter was that there was
no inhibition on the part of the government at

any time.

Mr. Lewis: We only sat 53 of the 75 days!

Hon. Mr. Winkler: And the argument of

the day-

Mr. Martel: Who called the bloody meet-

ing?

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Now look, I didn't butt

in when your man was speaking-

Mr. Martel: I'm telling you, chairman after

chairman didn't want to have sittings.

Mr. Speaker: Order.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: The member doesn't

know what that word means. He is part of the

problem, and he knows it.

Hon. Mr. White: He is the problem.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Let's get back to a

little common sense.
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Mr. Martel: We tried to sit on Wednesdays
and the government was against it.

Mr. Speaker: Order.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: I submit Mr. Speaker,
that this opportunity is before the opposition
to avail themselves of it now if they so

choose. I will consult. I cannot state now
that I will be able to come back to the

House and agree to their suggestions.

Mr. Martel: The chairman calls the meet-

ings, not the committee.

Hon. Mr. White: They've got the ethics of

an alley cat.

Mr. Speaker: Now order please.

We've had a very orderly discussion be-

tween the leaders of the three parties. I know
that one or two other members have at-

tempted to gain the floor, but it seems to me
that to allow that would open the door to

every member participating in this discus-

sion.

It's been a reasonable discussion. I think

nothing further can be added by having any
other members contribute to what is really

not a question before the House. It is a dis-

cussion which is informal, in my opinion.

Mr. Lewis: When may the House leader

come back to us with a decision?

Hon. Mr. Winkler: At the earliest oppor-

tunity.

Mr. Lewis: Can he do it tomorrow?

Hon. Mr. Winkler: I would suggest yes.

Mr. Breithaupt: Before the orders of the

day, Mr. Speaker, could I just ask the House
leader a couple of questions?

One is with respect to the debating of the

matter of housing, generally. As the House
leader will know, in the Ministry of Revenue
there would have been the opportunity to

deal with that particular matter before the

change of ministers and their responsibilities.

Will it be possible for us to proceed at all

with a general debate on housing matters, if

one is wanted, at the end of the votes of the

Ministry of Revenue? I don't think that would
have been considered, perhaps, beforehand.

My other question deals, I suppose, with

the matter of the Ministry of Energy. I un-

derstand that will be attended to in the de-

bate on supplementary estimates if the time

comes up.

One final point really, and that is the mat-

ter raised concerning the debate on concur-

rence. Would the House leader consider that

if the Ministry of Health came into the

House we might have somewhat longer than,

in effect, one sitting; that is use the 2 hours

for concurrence but perhaps deal with the

Ministry of Health in whatever portion of

the remaining hours may be decided upon?
This might help resolve that problem.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: I must admit that

thought had crossed my mind. Regrettably

there are a number of ministries on the order

paper now waiting for concurrence, and that

decision would have to be a unanimous one

by the House, because any member could,

of course, take the time of any one of those

ministries.

In consideration of that particular part as

well, concurrence is within the total hours

that remain on the clock. But that is a pos-

sibility, and I might bring that forward as

an alternative.

Mr. Lewis: Mr. Speaker, to the House

leader, as I understand it, the order of esti-

mates in the House now is: TEIGA, Educa-

tion and Revenue. What happens to the Pro-

vincial Secretary for Resources Development?

Hon. Mr. Winkler: I am sorry, I am just

referring to the ones that haven't been dealt

with. That remains as well, and I believe

there is a division of the House there which

we will have to bring forward sometime.

Mr. Lewis: But at the moment, you are

holding to TEIGA, Education and so on?

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Yes, sir.

Mr. Lewis: In effect, unless the minister's

ruling encompasses it, we cannot get to

Health in the normal course of estimates in

the House riaw unless you change the rules

and allow us that extra time.

Mr. Breithaupt: Other than by concur-

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Not at all. As I said the

other day, we can bring it to what we choose

by unanimous consent, and after I consult

I will bring a proposal to the House.

Clerk of the House: The 23rd order, House
in committee of supply.
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ESTIMATES, MINISTRY OF TREASURY,
ECONOMICS AND INTERGOVERN-

MENTAL AFFAIRS

( continued )

On vote 1001:

Mr. Chairman: When we were last in com-
mittee we were on vote 1001, considering the

first five items. Are there further comments
on these items?

Mr. M. Gaunt (Huron-Bruce): Mr. Chair-

man, I haven't got my book open yet, but in

any case I am wondering where I could dis-

cuss the matter of the sales tax as it applies

to children's clothing.

Hon. J. White (Treasurer, Minister of Eco-

nomics and Intergovernmental Affairs): I

should think under the estimates of the Min-
ister of Revenue (Mr. Grossman).

Mr. Chairman: Vote 1001?

Vote 1001 agreed to.

On vote 1002:

Mr. Chairman: Vote 1002; central statisti-

cal services programme. The hon. member
for Kitchener.

Mr. J. R. Breithaupt (Kitchener): Mr. Chair-

man, I noted, as the Treasurer had com-
mented with respect to 1001, item 9, that

systems and programming expenses there were
down from $1,385,000 to $616,300, appar-

ently as a result of certain transfers and cer-

tain charges made more particular to some
other areas of the ministry. One presumes,
then, that the increase under this vote re-

flects some of that shift. I am wondering if

the minister could advise us if such is the

case, or if there are new particular costs

which are resulting from the implementation
of new programmes.
As I had commented earlier, in the public

accounts committee we had asked the Pro-

vincial Auditor to look in due course into

the cost, use and acquisition of computers
within government, and I presume that this

will be an area certainly worthy of further

interest once the auditor has been able to

complete his responsibilities as a result of the
shift from the pre-audit to the post-audit sys-
tem which we are slowly moving toward. I

say only slowly because, of course, there are

three departments that have not yet achieved
that goal.

Can you advise me whether any of the
services within this vote are charged back to

particular users? Or how is it that you par-

ticularly deal with the administrative costs

and the division of those costs amongst the

various services which you perform? The
reason I ask that, of course, is because under

programme description we are referred to the

fact that this programme does assist ministries

and agencies of the government with these

various central statistical analyses and services

which are required for planning and policy
formulation. As these areas are set out here,
I am wondering whether there is any par-
ticular charge back or any programme of

accountability which would, in effect, en-

courage and indeed require the particular

ministry or agency for whom this work is

done, to have, in effect, the charge reflected

in its own voted estimates?

Hon. Mr. White: Mr. Chairman, the hon.

member is quite correct that this particular
vote does include a sum of money, namely
$130,000, which under previous accounting
conventions might have been included under
the general administration vote.

The central statistical services provide serv-

ices to the government by administering the

Ontario Statistics Act, by establishing sta-

tistical standards and classifications, by pro-

viding liaison with Statistics Canada and
other federal and provincial ministries and

agencies, by supplying statistical advisory serv-

ices, by collecting, processing and dissemi-

nating business and social statistics, and by
conducting econometric studies and quantita-
tive analysis. We do not charge any other

ministry, or any other agency, or any other

level of government for those services. These
are published in the form of several statistical

series.

Mr. Breithaupt: So one might say this is

almost a kind of library service you are

providing, in fact, for the government's
needs?

Hon. Mr. White: Yes, that is correct.

Mr. Chairman: Anything further on 1002?

Vote 1002 agreed to.

On vote 1003:

Mr. Chairman: On vote 1003, economic

policy and intergovernmental affairs pro-

gramme.

Mr. Breithaupt: There are a number of

points that could be raised on this matter,
Mr. Chairman, particularly with respect both

to the formulation of economic policy and
also to our various stances on intergovern-
mental affairs. However, in this area I think

we are looking at the particular administra-
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tion of the office, and I will certainly with-

hold any further remarks that I might have
on the results of that work in order to allow,
I think, other members to comment on par-
ticular points that they may have concern

about, especially as the time is moving on
with respect to those estimates.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Ottawa
Centre.

Mr. M. Cassidy (Ottawa Centre): Yes, I

presume we're dealing with vote 1003 as a

whole, is that right, Mr. Chairman?

Mr. Chairman: Yes, I would think so. Is

that agreeable?

Mr. Cassidy: Okay. I think that I share the

feeling of the member for Kitchener which
is why I haven't said anything in these
first couple of votes. There are several areas

which we do want to spend time on this

evening, but I'm letting this go fairly quickly.

On economic policy, I would like to ask
the minister what is the progress of the

Joint Committee on Economic Policy which
is headed up by his deputy minister, Mr.
Ian Macdonald? And, incidentally, when will

Mr. Macdonald be making the transfer from
the Treasury department to York University?
That's just by the by.

There were a number of areas mentioned
by the Premier in his statement of a year
and a half ago about the joint committee
and I don't think we've heard anything about
the committee since. It was going to do
studies in the field of manpower; scale and
specialization; capital needs; the recruiting
of Canadian savings to join the Canadian

projects; increasing technological and man-
agerial strength; the problems of Canada and
Ontario and its economic relations with the

world; certain particular concerns about
multinational corporations; and, if I can just
give this one quote, the Premier (Mr. Davis)
said: "The committee would be seeking to

produce a comprehensive economic policy
designed to benefit all facets of Ontario

society."

With hindsight, it's really delightful that
the government would finally have seen
that as an intention, but I would like to
know what is happening with that effort
to devise economic policy by the committee
under Mr. Macdonald.

Hon. Mr. White: Mr. Macdonald will
assume his new duties at York University
on July 1.

Mr. Chairman, if you'll forgive me, I will

give rather a fulsome answer to the hon.

member's question about the function and
success of the Joint Committee on Economic
Policy.

Mr. Cassidy: You just happened to have

something on it, is that right?

Hon. Mr. White: I just happen to have

something on it and I happen to be a
member of it.

Mr. Cassidy: Okay, if it's useful.

Hon. Mr. White: As a matter of fact it

has been meeting the second Tuesday of

every month ever since I became Treasurer.
As a matter of fact it's meeting today.

Hon. E. A. Winkler (Chairman, Manage-
ment Board of Cabinet): There, put that in

your pipe.

Hon. Mr. White: The Premier's Joint
Committee on Economic Policy was an-
nounced by the Premier on June 15, 1972.
It comprises the Premier's advisers' com-
mittee on economic policy, and the economic
studies steering committee. The members
of the advisory committee are distinguished
representatives of the private sector: David
B. Archer.

Mr. W. Ferrier (Cochrane South): Great
man.

Hon. Mr. White: Let's hear it for David
B.-Roy F. Bennett-

Mr. Breithaupt: They don't like him any

Hon. Mr. White: -Robert John Butler,
Harold Corrigan, John B. Cronyn, John S.

Dinnick, Neil J. McKinnon, Grant L. Reuber
and Donald G. Willmot.

Mr. Cassidy: There is more of ours than
there is of yours.

Mr. Breithaupt: I think you have just been
out-balanced.

Hon. Mr. White: This committee advises

the Premier directly and works closely with
the economic studies steering committee.

The economics studies steering committee
under the chairmanship of Mr. H. I. Mac-

donald, draws its membership from the

Advisory Committee and the Civil Service.

This committee has the responsibility for

co-ordinating research and the material pre-
sented to the joint committee. The policy

planning branch of the office of economic
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policy acts as the research secretariat of the

joint committee.

The purpose of the committee is to bring

together resources from throughout the com-

munity to develop a cohesive and co-

ordinated set of policies and programmes to

optimize the economic growth and employ-
ment opportunities in Ontario. Activities to

date include an examination of a number
of issues vital to Ontario, including inflation,

the impact of demographic changes on policy

in the next decade, government purchasing

policies, the proposed federal legislation on

competition policy, Ontario's response to the

federal foreign investment review bill and

the role of government in encouraging ex-

ports.

The major research contracts let to date are

as follows: Four studies on Ontario's man-

agement gap under the supervision of Prof.

Crispo of Toronto and Prof. Wettlaufer of the

University of Western Ontario, at a cost of

$12,000. This study has been completed and

is under review by the committee.

The study by Urwick Currie, costing

$5,000—this is the second of the four deal-

ing with Ontario's management gap—is com-

pleted and under review.

The third study in this series is by J. F.

Taylor Associates at a cost of $5,000; it is

completed and under review. And the fourth

such study by the Clarkson company at a

cost of $3,000 is completed and under re-

view.

There is a study on capital markets under-

taken by the University of Western Ontario

which deals in particular with venture capital
for small businesses and mortgage availability

for housing. The cost of this award is $25,000
and this is in the final stages of completion.

The third major study is the purchase of

a long-term econometric forecasting model
from the University of Toronto's institute for

quantitative analysis. That is at a cost of

$5,000.

Sir, you'll remember a recent announce-
ment which informed the House and the

public that the distinguished economist,
Grant Reuber, who was the head of the

department of economics at the University of

Western Ontario, and who is now the dean
of social services at Western, had agreed to

become the chairman of the Ontario Econom-
ic Council. Prof. Reuber is reinvigorating the

Ontario Economic Council. He will no doubt
make recommendations to the government
concerning the future direction of the On-
tario Economic Council and I think it would
not be surprising if the revitalized Ontario

Economic Council and the joint committee
found a certain area of overlap. I think the

function of both of these very important ex-

ternal and objective agencies will come un-

der government reconsideration in the next

few weeks. I think the joint economic com-
mittee will, perhaps, deal with something
along those lines today. I know that Prof.

Reuber is giving a great deal of thought to

the respective roles of these two important
government agencies.

Mr. Cassidy: Will the joint economic com-
mittee publish these various studies for which
Ontario is paying? Is the minister suggesting
that the Ontario Economic Council and the

joint economic committee will, in effect, be

merged. Does it all have to come from
Western University?

Hon. Mr. White: I can't tell you if the

papers are going to be published or not. I'll

have to get that information for the House.
The prospect of the two groups being merged,
I think, is not one of the options available. I

think the more likely possibility is to deline-

ate more precisely the respective roles of

the two groups so that there is no overlap
and so that there is no vacuum in between
them. Everybody doesn't have to come from
the University of Western Ontario but I

remember Claude Bissell's greatest disappoint-
ment when he took a sabbatical at Harvard
was asking the great Musgrave how he com-

pared the University of Toronto department
of economics with certain other departments.
Prof. Musgrave said, "Western under Grant
Reuber has the best."

Jim Gillies, of House of Commons fame,

put a similar question to Harry Johnson, who
was one of the most important and most
famous economists in all the world—a Cana-
dian boy—and Harry Johnson said, "Grant

Reuber at Western has the best department
of economics." I am glad to offer this im-

partial opinion because—

Mr. Cassidy: We are glad you are im-

partial.

Hon. Mr. White: —that coincides with my
own, but you see I am a graduate of that

department and wouldn't want to offer any

personal opinion on the matter because of

my biases.

An hon. member: Let's have him as the

Treasurer.

Mr. Cassidy: Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Chairman: Mr. Cassidy.
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Mr. Cassidy: If I could just ask the min-
ister as a member of that joint steering com-
mittee, or whatever it is called, it seems to

me it is important that whenever possible

government work, and particularly work done

by advisory committees and so on, should
be published. It doesn't have to be endorsed

by the committee. You may say, "We think

it is a bunch of crap, but here it is, at any
rate, for the public to judge." The people
whom you are hiring to handle it are

reputable people and they are not going to

libel anybody in the process of these $10,000
and $20,000 studies.

Could the minister also explain under
economic policy what is the intent of the

money being spent for the institute for re-

search in public policy? How is it being
spent and is it for their priorities or for

priorities as established by the government?
I believe it is a substantial increase from the

past.

Hon. Mr. White: Several years ago, the

government of Canada appointed Mr. Ronald
Ritchie, vice-president of Imperial Oil, to

consider the pros and cons of there being
established a think tank in Canada, not un-
like the Hudson Institute or the Rand Corp.
or Brookings or some other such independent
organization.

As I understand it, the Ritchie group
brought in a recommendation that this be
proceeded with, and the government of
Canada decided that it would put into trust

$10 million which could be removed from
that trust account—I'm not sure of these

technicalities, but anyway this is the gen-
eral conceptual approach—dollar-for-dollar as

matching funds were obtained by the newly-
appointed board of directors, whether that be
from the private sector or from other levels

of government.

Mr. Ritchie, as chairman, approached this

government to explain that he had hoped to

obtain $10 million from the 10 provinces of
Canada—$2.5 million from Ontario, $2.5 mil-
lion from Quebec and $5 million from the
other eight provinces—and that he hoped to

raise $10 million from private corporations—
$ 100,000 having been given at that point by
Imperial Oil.

I, myself, suggested a different course of

action, which I think is not germane at this

point, but the government did accept my
recommendation that $400,000 be granted to

this think tank to be located in Montreal—
under the chairmanship of Mr. Fred
Carrothers, presently the president of the

University of Calgary—with the possibility

that this government being approached in

succeeding years for further contributions.

But this was done with the very clear

understanding that this $400,000 was not the

beginning of a series of payments, or not

necessarily the beginning of a series of pay-
ments.

I think that we should see some results

from the new think tank before we are called

upon to make any further contributions. And
I think we should see very substantial interest

from other provinces of Canada before we are

called upon to make any further contribution.

Mr. Chairman: Any other questions in

regard to vote 1003?

Mr. E. R. Good (Waterloo North): Mr.

Chairman, I assume this vote dealing with

intergovernmental affairs would be the ap-

propriate place to say a few words on the

tri-level conferences that have been held.

Going back to the first Ontario tri-level con-

ference in Peterborough in May, I think

there are a few things I'd like to question the

minister on. First of all, I got the distinct

impression that Mr. Basford, the federal min-

ister, was quite willing to co-operate on any
matter in the manner wished for and laid

down by the province. I have some of the

statements be made at that time, and I am
just referring to notes I made.

fie said that co-operation between the

federal, provincial and municipal govern-
ments must not be revolutionary but evolu-

tionary. He said that if the federal govern-
ment is going to have a hand—and many
people feel that they have to in the final

analysis—in the urban planning of the prov-
inces, they can only fulfil the role which
is desired of them by the province and if

they are made aware of what the provincial

plans are.

Now, there are many people who feel that

many of the problems of the cities have to

be worked out on a tri-level basis with

federal, provincial and municipal co-opera-
tion. We are not just talking about funding
of those projects by all levels of government,
but the very laying out and the solving of

the problems.
I think that that conference went a long

way towards bringing the concept of co-

operation between the three levels of govern-
ment into reality.

I think some of the things that were said

there were most important. I think Mr.
Basford said that not only must the federal

government know what these plans are if

they are to have a hand in their solution,
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but that the three levels of government
can then co-operate and co-ordinate then-

efforts and agree on the provincial priorities.

At no time did I get the opinion that any
one level of government—especially the

federal government—was trying to usurp the

authority of the provincial realm.

We all recognize the constitutional prob-

lems which are involved, whereby the prov-
inces jealously guard their authority over

their own creatures, the municipalities. We
recognize all these problems, but then when
we see what has happened—take the prob-
lem of Metropolitan Toronto's garbage alone.

Up until recently the municipal and provin-
cial levels of government have never spoken
to each other about a long-term solution to

the problem. So there has to be dialogue,
there has to be people talking together about

a solution to the problems long before they
become so large as to create problems for the

whole of the province.

The municipalities felt too that there has

to be more co-operation between them and
the provincial government, especially in areas

concerning regional planning. One municipal

speaker, as I remember, said that municipal-
ities can't accept the five new planning
regions for the province. They weren't con-

sulted when they were set up, nor have they
ever been kept informed as to what the de-

velopment will be within these regions.

I grant that the establishment of regional

government does now put planning in those

particular areas down at the local level. As

long as they operate within the provincial

concept, which up to now have been very,

very nebulous and in most areas non-existent,

they can develop their official plans.

I think the one thing that came out of the

conference that everyone realized was going
to be the big problem, was the necessity to

find solutions to the problems in our urban
areas. The federal minister indicated that

the solutions would only be found if there

were co-operation among all levels of govern-
ment—the federal and the provincial and
the municipal government. There were

promises made at that conference which I

hope will be followed through. I hope it

wasn't a lot of idle talk going on, because
while each level of government was jealously

guarding what they thought were their own
responsibilities, I felt there was a great deal

of talk about co-operation which I hope will

be continued.

A conference such as that brings the three

levels together. We have in Ontario our own

Municipal Liaison Committee and the pro-

vincial government meeting on a monthly
basis. It was suggested there that there would
be a federal observer at each monthly meet-

ing of the Municipal Liaison Committee and

the province. I am wondering if that has

been carried out.

There was also a suggestion that the fed-

eral government would participate on an

equal basis in quarterly meetings of the tri-

level groups and I am wondering now if

that is being carried out.

The meetings would be open to the press
and I see that there are reports now of the

Municipal Liaison Committee as it meets

monthly with the province.

The federal government said it would make
an effort to get municipal representation at

the federal-provincial meetings and all these

would be open to the press. In the light of

this—that we are going to have our dis-

cussions open and above-board, more of them,
and representation if not equal participation
in many of these conferences, I am wonder-

ing if the minister would take kindly to

the suggestion that when you have your

monthly meetings with your Municipal
Liaison Committee why don't you invite a

member of each of the two opposition parties
to come and sit in on those meetings?

Mr. Cassidy: I have been there already.

Mr. Good: Even if it is as an observer.

Yes, but were you invited?

Mr. Cassidy: I invited myself.

Mr. Good: You invited yourself. I know
but-

Hon. Mr. White: The whole House was
invited.

Mr. Good: There certainly has never been

anything of a formal nature when they meet.

I would think we could all benefit if mem-
bers of. the opposition could get together and

hear what is going on at the municipal liaison

committee because it's only recently that it

has not been cloaked in quite a degree of

secrecy.

Hon. Mr. White: These undertakings have

been carried out without exception. We've
had up to four federal observers at each of

the monthly TMLC meetings. We have now
had two quarterly federal-provincial municipal
liaison committee meetings. These are open
to the press without exception. And yes, we
have had municipal representation at federal-

municipal—federal-provincial meetings under

our control.
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The Edmonton meeting was open to the

press at our request and at the enthusiastic

request of eight municipalities. And the fed-

eral government acceded to that request. All

members of the Legislature and interested

members of the public are invited, together
with the press, to any of our provincial-

municipal liaison committee meetings. This

information has been given to the House and
on Friday last I reiterated my invitation, as

Hansard will indicate.

Now, perhaps I should tell you what the

schedule of meetings is for your future con-

venience. The next meeting is Friday, Dec.

14, and of course we meet from 9 a.m. until

3 p.m. or 4 p.m.

The other dates established are as follows:

In 1974-Feb. 8, March 8, April 5, May 10,

June 14, and the glorious 12th of July.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Ottawa
Centre.

Mr. Cassidy: I think it is a mechanical

problem, I have assisted at some of those

meetings with the PMLC with some interest.

And I'd like to say one kind word for the

minister who is obviously going to—

Hon. Mr. White: Oh no, come on.

Mr. Cassidy: —this may shock him, but I

think I have regretted from time to time his

attitude toward the House and his attitude

toward legislation and so on. But there is a

kindly streak to his soul and that's been re-

flected in the PMLC. And it seems the gen-
eral reactions I get about that particular oper-
ation are that the minister does seem to have

qualities of openness not found in his prede-
cessors who have tried to make the PMLC
work or who have discussed things with the

municipalities. That doesn't mean, Mr. Chair-

man, that every municipality is happy with the

minister but it does mean that relative to what
they have had before, there is a feeling as

though almost a revelation had taken place.
And that, of course, is to be encouraged. The
minister is simply doing what should have
been done long before.

I think, though, that there are still some
pretty serious problems about communica-
tion between municipalities and this govern-
ment. Some may be solved for certain munici-

pal people through the PMLC or through the

capacity of regional chairmen to talk on a

chummy basis with the minister up in Mus-
koka.

In eastern Ontario, when the member for

Scarborough West (Mr. Lewis) and I were
touring around there a few weeks ago, we

found municipal people felt a pretty over-

whelming sense of isolation from Queen's
Park. And they said—

Hon. Mr. White: You talked to the wrong
people.

Mr. Cassidy: We were talking mainly to

good Tories.

Hon. Mr. White: I don't think so.

Mr. Cassidy: They used to be good Tories,
that is. They are disaffected now. And they
are rapidly falling away from the government.
One of the reasons is because of the way in

which the government treats eastern Ontario.

But there they are—200 miles away from

Queen's Park, maybe 250 miles away—it

could be light years as far as they can see,

because of the time it takes; the difficulty

they have in getting communication; and the

red tape they run into. It's just an endless

series of problems and it's reflected to them—

they see it as an attitude about eastern

Ontario. I know that my friends from the

north will say much the same. What we find

is that this isn't just something which is

reflected in the fellow who works in a steel

mill, or the fellow who works in a nickel

smelter, or the fellow who works in a paper
mill in one of these outlying regions of the

province. It does spread also to the people
who have got responsible elected positions at

the local level.

So, my question then to the minister is:

What are you going to do about it? You
know, you are a bit more open at the munic-

ipal level with the PMLC. There is a danger,
I think, for yourself and for the minister that

you may well not be able to deliver and back

up your frank or open kind of approach with

any action.

But what are you going to do about the

municipalities that find the walls are up and
the doors seem closed to Queen's Park un-

less, they say, you happen to be Lou Parsons,
Paul Godfrey, David Crombie or one of the

other municipal leaders from the charmed
area around Toronto. That is the feeling

people have: if you are not from the Toronto
area you can't get action from Queen's Park.

Hon. Mr. White: I'm glad to have a chance
to elaborate on what we are attempting to

do.

As a very deliberate policy we are trying to

decentralize the society called Ontario, hoping
that this will become an example for other

parts of Canada and indeed for the Canadian
Confederation. It is our belief that we have
to decentralize and deinstitutionalize society
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to make it more humane, more responsive
ma more amiable for the members of the

ociety.

In making this attempt here, we are shift-

ing money and power to the municipalities in

co-operation with municipal officials. So in

the budget of April 12 we provided an in-

crease in grants from $1.9 billion to $2.4 bil-

lion, for an increase of $440 million.

This shift of one per cent in gross pro-

vincial product was, so far as we can deter-

mine, by far the largest shift of resources in

the history of the province. Much of this was

expansion of existing grant programmes,
which for the most part, as the member said

last night, are conditional. On the other hand,

nearly all of the new programmes were un-

conditional, and in the process we more than

doubled the unconditional moneys available

to municipalities.

Mr. Cassidy: No, that's not true. It was
conditional on their holding the spending
down.

Hon. Mr. White: I think that was not a

bad start, but it is only a start. I can tell the

members that you ain't seen nothing yet. We
are now embarked upon the other side of the

coin, which is to say devolving power to the

municipal level of government in general and
more especially to the new regional level of

government, which has the economies of

scale, the expertise, the breadth of vision and
^he larger geographic area to permit planning
in all of its aspects.

The municipalities welcome these moves, of

course. At the same time they implore us for

more money, as one would expect them to

do, and we are going to meet that request
in the following ways:
We are going to increase our grants to the

municipalities by a proportion equal to the

increase in our own revenues, which is to

say 10 or 11 per cent. That is a promise.

Secondly, we are going to pass on 100
cents of every dollar received from the fed-

eral government by way of new unconditional

grant programmes or new tax abeyance.

Thirdly, we are going to try to expand the

credit capability of the municipalities for

certain projects, for general purposes and

perhaps for land assembly.

Insofar as the devolution of power is con-

cerned, we are using the words "deconcen-
trate" and "decentralize" to differentiate be-
tween the power being removed from Queen's
Park to an office of the provincial govern-
ment in a place like Thunder Bay—we call

that deconcentration, and that should make

the system somewhat more responsive to

the needs of our people in this heterogeneous

province—and we use the word "decentralize"

. to mean the devolution of power from the

provincial level of government to the munic-

ipal level of government. The first could

be seen as a horizontal shift and the second

could be seen as a vertical shift. The federal

government certainly is deconcentrating and
it is using the word decentralize but, in

point of fact, there is no decentralization

taking place as we understand those two
words.

Now, sir, at the last couple of meetings of

the PMLC we have asked the PMLC to

tell us whether we should go ahead with

the 38 legislative changes which we had

suggested several months ago. Last Friday
we were asked to wait for a little while

longer to give the municipal liaison com-
mittee some additional time to comment
more thoroughly on each of the 38 points.

Some of them are very insignificant, I am
quick to say, and some of them are rather

important. In that it seemed almost impos-
sible for us to bring in the amendments

required in this session, we agreed to come
back to this at our next meeting in Decem-
ber in the hope of bringing in the bills

during the first part of the next session

early in 1974.

Concurrently, I have a meeting with the

regional chairmen. I had a meeting with

them about five weeks ago in Muskoka at

which time I explained for the first time-

no, it must have been more than that; it was
toward the end of September—at which time

I explained to them that we wanted to give
the regions all the power of official plans,
subdivision approval, consents and severances.

Generally speaking, this announcement was
welcomed.

I met again with the chairmen of the

regions a week ago last Friday and we came
to certain conclusions, in particular that

the schedule for this devolution of power
would have to be worked out bilaterally

with each of the regions. It was obvious

that some of the more mature regions, such

as Toronto and Waterloo, were capable of

taking on these responsibilities almost im-

mediately while other newer and smaller

regions and, in particular, four brand-new

regions were not in a position at the moment
to take on the responsibilities, although it

was hoped that all of these responsibilities

would be shifted from the province to the

regions by the end of 1974.

We are co-operating now with the three

policy field committees to educate those
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concerned about this new government policy,
for which we bear a particular responsibility,

and to invite them to comb their statutes

to return to the municipalities or to give
for the first time to municipalities certain

of the powers now reserved for the province.
We are considering in the fiscal subcommittee
of the PMLC which will be meeting next

week—or is it this week?—this week the

various possible grants which might be de-

conditionalized.

Everybody agrees to this until the time

comes to deconditionalize the grant. Then,
everybody who is directly or indirectly
affected by that grant comes storming in

saying, "No, you mustn't deconditionalize

it." It's a little bit tricky and I wouldn't
want to forecast at this juncture what kind
of success we are going to have on round

one, but certain grants will be deconditional-

ized now. I hope that will set a new pattern
which will be strengthened and enlarged
as time goes by.

I don't know if there were other questions
in the hon. member's remarks. If I have over-

looked something I will try to respond to it.

Mr. Cassidy: It was a good reply to a

question I didn't ask, Mr. Chairman, but I

thank the minister for his comments, which
I had been expecting to get a bit later on in

the estimates.

Some of what I asked is a very difficult

question for the minister to answer. What
I am really telling you is that there is a

feeling out there, once you get 30 or 40
miles away from Toronto, that Queen's Park
doesn't give a damn. If it comes from Smiths
Falls or Arnprior or some other place like

that; if it comes from Gogama or Timmins
the file gets put on the dustiest shelf con-

ceivable and is left for the longest period
of time. That's the way people are feeling.
I can't cite you chapter and verse on every
municipality across the province. I can tell

you that is the way people are feeling and
that you had better do something about it.

Let me ask specifically, with the de-

concentration, if I can follow the minister's

phrase-making, what amount of authority
will be in the regional offices in Ottawa or

Thunder Bay or wherever they will be
located? What areas will they cover besides,

presumably, plans administration for the

non-regional municipalities?

Hon. Mr. White: Every department will

be different. Speaking from my own very
limited information, we are conforming to
the five economic regions. There is now a

branch office in Thunder Bay which has
all the power that we have at Queen's
Park, so far as I know. I will come back
to that in a minute.

When I was the Minister of Industry and

Tourism, we deconcentrated. We opened
an office in Ottawa. The hon. member was
good enough to come in and have a drink
with us, although he thought he would
corrupt himself if he stayed for supper. Do
I remember that correctly?

Mr. Cassidy: I would have thought it was
the other way around.

Hon. Mr. White: In that instance the On-
tario Development Corp. officers were given
an initial lending authority of $100,000, it

being hoped that that could be increased to

$200,000 after a year or so experience and
then perhaps to $300,000. So the powers
given to these branch operations, whether they
are part of a ministry or part of a corpo-
ration, are deliberately expanded over time.

I would like to read the following, sir, to

give a better impression to the members of

the objective and course of action relating to

regional offices which come under the local

government services branch.

The objective of this subactivity is to

improve the effectiveness of local govern-
ment by the provision of appropriate ad-

visory services and to administer the per-
tinent provisions of the Municipal Act and
the Planning Act through a system of strong

regional offices. As indicated in the bro-

chure [which was referred to last night]

showing the second phase of the ministry's

reorganization, in addition to an acceler-

ation and a delegation of provincial func-

tions and authority to local government, it

is our intention to deconcentrate as many as

possible of the functions of the local gov-
ernment services division to a system of

regional offices.

At present we have four regional offices

located in London, Ottawa, Sudbury and
Thunder Bay, and three sub-regional of-

fices in Brantford, Orillia and Trenton, with
amount of staff complement in each. Our

job now, and some preparatory work has

already been done in the area, is to deter-

mine the most appropriate allocation of

functions and concomitant deconcentration

of staff to these offices and to the officer

offices which we expect will be required
for the central Ontario region.

In order to ensure that this exercise is

conducted with local government needs re-

ceiving the necessary priority, it was felt
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a direct input from the municipalities was

necessary, and for this reason a small sub-

committee, the provincial-municipal liaison

committee, has been appointed. This

group, headed by Mayor D. P. Meston,

mayor of the city of Waterloo, will work

with Mr. D. F. Taylor, the executive direc-

tor of the division, and his staff, on this

important task.

Presently, the total complement for the

regional offices is 44, which includes pro-

vision for the appointment of a director

for each office. Job descriptions of these

positions have been prepared and are pres-

ently being classified, following which the

positions will be advertised.

It is anticipated that in addition to direc-

tors being located in the present regional

offices at London, Ottawa, Sudbury and

Thunder Bay, there will be a director locat-

ed in the central Ontario office which is to

be established in the near future.

It is expected the directors will be on

staff early in the new year, at which time

they will be directing a professional com-

plement which is to be augmented by em-

ployees to be transferred from the advisory

services branch. In addition, it is anticipated

each regional office will be staffed by a

representative from the regional planning

branch, perhaps more than one on occa-

sion.

Generally, each office will be staffed by a

director and one or more municipal ad-

ministration officers, finance management
officers, planners and a requisite support
staff.

At this point, in view of the impending
transfer of the plans administration branch

to the new Ministry of Housing, it isn't

possible to determine whether supplemen-

tary estimates will be required. Provision

has been made in the 1973-1974 estimates

for the transfer of approximately 15 head-

oifice staff to the regional offices. This was
based on a more moderate deconcentra-

tion rate than that presently contemplated,
so that although the transfer of planning
staff from the plans administration branch

will be the responsibility of the new hous-

ing ministry, the appointment of the five

directors, together with the establishment

of a new office in central Ontario, will

likely result in expanding the funds pres-

ently provided and may possibly require

additional funds. The situation will be clear

after the directors are appointed.

Mr. Cassidy: In other words it means
somewhere between 15 and 40 people are

being put out into the regional offices out of

a total complement of 700 or 800 people in

the ministry.

It is not an effective decentralization of the

activities of your ministry, if I may say so,

when 95 per cent of the staff will continue

to be in Toronto-nor is it an effective de-

centralization of power, which is possibly

why you have taken the word "deconcentra-

tion" in order to mask what you are doing.

The fact is that although in certain cases-

and I mean the regional municipalities—some

powers of administration are being shifted,

the basic and overriding powers are being
left to Queen's Park.

The approval of regional official plans will

continue at Queen's Park. It will not be

done by the regions themselves nor by the

regional offices. The provincial planning will

be directed from Queen's Park, and that's

where you are handling it right now. Your

staff for the central, eastern and northern,

regional development studies are all here.

When the Niagara Escarpment commis-

sion held its inaugural meeting, they held

the meeting here—and that was very signifi-

cant, Mr. Minister.

The director of the Haldimand-Norfolk

project isn't down in Simcoe, he's up here—

and they maintain a field office down in

Simcoe. The direction and the powers, in

other words, remain here. All the provincial

planning to be done under the Planning and

Development Act will be done here.

At the same time as you are allowing

approvals of local official plans within re-

gional municipalities to be handled at the

regional level, you have superimposed this

level of planning through the Planning and

Development Act—which will be carried out

here.

So don't try and fool us and say that there

is that amount of decentralization of power
reflected in the regional offices of your min-

istry, or some of the other steps that you
are taking. It just isn't there, Mr. Minister.

Hon. Mr. White: I'm not trying to fool

anybody. I'm saying we are trying to change
150 years of habit, including deep-seated
mental custom which affects all of us—none
more than the socialists with their pointy
little heads and their pyramidal minds.

Mr. I. Deans (Wentworth): Oh, nasty,

nasty.

Hon. Mr. White: Now, Mayor Des New-
man who contemplated being a candidate

for the Liberal provincial leadership—so he's
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not a particular fan of mine, I don't suppose

—Mayor Des Newman said last Friday that—

Mr. Deans: You don't have many friends.

Hon. Mr. White: —we here in Ontario

were experiencing, in his words, the "most

dynamic intergovernmental alterations in the

world." And he lamented that the press

gallery didn't have the background really to

understand what had been happening here

this year.

Mr. Deans: Whose fault is that?

Hon. Mr. White: I can only paraphrase
Mayor Newman's remarks and say I'm sorry
that the hon. members opposite don't under-
stand it.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for

Carleton.

Mr. Deans: We don't have the benefit of

your staff to tell us.

Hon. Mr. White: Well, come to the meet-

ings and learn something.

Mr. Deans: I came to some of them and
they were all propaganda.

Mr. Chairman: Order.

Mr. J. R. Rhodes (Sault Ste. Marie): I'd

like to hear from the real member from the
Ottawa area.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Chairman: Order. The member for
Carleton has the floor.

Mr. Deans: Every time you stand up you
have got to recognize every Tory-

Mr. Rhodes: Keep quiet. Back to your glass
bowl.

Mr. S. B. Handleman (Carleton): I'm enjoy-
ing it immensely, Mr. Chairman.

I would like to speak about intergovern-
mental affairs at a different level, that is,

the relationship between the provincial gov-
ernment and a federal task force which is

studying municipal structure in the Ottawa-
Carleton or the national capital area.

We have in charge of that study Mr.
Douglas Fullerton, a former chairman of the
National Capital Commission, who in that
role did his best to wreck municipal govern-
ment in the area. He has now been given
the task by the federal government and Mr.
Basford to do it in another way and through
other means.

He is conducting a study of municipal gov-
ernment in the national capital area, part of

which includes Ottawa-Carleton, part of

which includes Hull-Outaouais on the other

side of the Ottawa River. I don't know what

intergovernmental affairs means, Mr. Chair-

Mr. Good: He did a great job as the chair-

man of the NCC.

Mr. Handleman: —but Mr. Fullerton ap-

parently doesn't know what it means. He is

not consulted, as far as I know, and I hope
the minister will confirm this. The provincial

government has some responsibilities in the

area of municipal structure and he has not

consulted with any of the members from the

area, unless he happens to have consulted
with the member for Ottawa East (Mr. Roy)
or the member for Ottawa Centre. As far as

I know, he has not consulted with the mem-
ber for Carleton East, the member for Ottawa
West, the member for Carleton or the mem-
ber for Ottawa South. He has attended a

few public meetings where there have been
some objections-

Mr. Deans: He consulted the member for

Ottawa Centre.

Mr. Cassidy: Did you do any consulting
with him?

Mr. Handleman: I did. I told him I would

express my views to the minister of this

government who speaks for intergovernmental
affairs.

Mr. Deans: What is the point of consulting

you, then?

Mr. Handleman: He did not consult me.

Mr. Deans: What is the point of consulting
vou if you told him you would express your
views to the minister? You can't have your
cake and eat it too.

Mr. Handleman: He claims, Mr. Chairman,
that none of the politicians have given him
thsir views. It would seem to me that in the

field of municipal structure, the province is

the forum through which he should be con-

ducting these investigations.

He has gone to a number of public meet-

ings, at which there have been great objec-
tions voiced to a single national capital area,
a monolithic government run by the federal

government, and he has said that those don't

really express the will of the public.

We know what Mr. Fullerton wants. His

conclusions, as expressed preliminarily, agree
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with what he wants, which is a national

capital area run by the federal government.
The chairman of the Ottawa-Carleton regional

municipality, I think, put those remarks in

their place by saying that Mr. Fullerton has

come to the conclusion that he started out

with.

I would of course like the minister to com-
ment in this particular vote as to the relation-

ship between the federal government and the

provincial government in the area of the

micipal structure in the national capital

area on the Ontario side. We can leave to

our Quebec colleagues the question of the

Quebec side. I would like the minister to

comment, first of all, on this lack of com-
munication from the federal government in
Lhis area and perhaps to hear whatever views

ha may wish to express.

Mr. Deans: Without getting into politics.

Hon. Mr. White: Mr. Fullerton made him-
self a very attractive and innovative head of
the National Capital Commission. Now that

he undertakes this more recent assignment
for the federal government, I suppose his

conclusions are to some extent predictable.

I am given to understand by the Provincial

Secretary for Resources Development (Mr.
Lawrence) that Mr. Fullerton has written me
in the last 24 hours to apologize for not

having been in touch with me. I certainly
accept those apologies and quite understand
that his other duties have kept him from
such a consultation.

I have no strong feelings on the issue,

funnily enough. If Quebec and Ottawa were
determined to have a national capital and if

the people in that area were determined to

do it, I think we would not want to stand
in their way. On the other hand, I think we
would be doing Quebec a grievous injury
and the cause of Confederation no good if

we took a different position from Quebec.

My understanding, sir, is that Quebec is

irrevocably opposed to having Hull and

vicinity chopped out of its side. If this is

the case, I think the considerations become
somewhat hypothetical and perhaps not all

that useful.

After I have had a chance to meet with
Mr. Fullerton, I may have a more enlightened
^oint of view, but that is my feeling at the

moment.

Mr. Cassidy: Well, is the minister saying
that were Quebec to be agreeable, he would
be agreeable to taking the Ottawa-Carleton

region out of Ontario and putting it into a

national capital region? Is that correct?

Hon. Mr. White: If everybody were in

favour of it, I think that we here in Ontario

would not play—what do they say, fox and—

Mr. Breithaupt: Dog in the manger, per-

haps?

Mr. Cassidy: Dog in the manger?

Hon. Mr. White: Yes, dog in the manger.

Mr. Cassidy: Well, that is a very qualified

answer. Has the minister had any contact

with Mr. Fullerton—

Hon. Mr. White: Well, don't worry. It is

well qualified; that's right.

Mr. Cassidy: Very well qualified, yes.

Has the minister had any contact with Mr.

Fullerton, apart from this particular letter

which he says is on the way? Have there

been any views submitted to Mr. Fullerton or

any discussions with him?

Hon. Mr. White: His staff doesn't talk to

our staff. I was introduced to Mr. Fullerton

in Ottawa just as I walked by his luncheon

table; I have never had a conversation with

him.

We have quite a lot of background infor-

mation here. About 10 years ago Premier

Robarts established a Confederation advisory

committee, with perhaps eight or 10 wise

men, including Richard Dillon, who is now

Deputy Minister of Energy; John Meisel of

the department of political science at

Queen's—I have just forgotten who else was
on that committee.

This was one of the subjects they con-

sidered and saw as a matter which deserved

consideration. So we are not going into it

brand new.

Mr. Handleman: Well, I wonder if the

minister will be meeting with Mr. Fullerton

shortly—this is news that comes in late. I

make the apology for not consulting him, but

better late than never. I am wondering if, be-

fore the minister does make any commit-
ments and I'm sure he won't, he might consult

with the members of all parties in the area

for some suggestions at least of an interim

nature to improve the relationships, because

there has been a very serious breakdown in

communications at the present time between
the National Capital Commission and the

regional municipality in the city of Ottawa.

Perhaps the reason for that breakdown in

communications is the very lack of inter-
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relationship and membership. There is no

municipal member on the National Capital
Commission. No National Capital Commission
member is on regional council. And perhaps
these should be some type of working rela-

tionship set up between the three major
bodies in the area—the National Capital Com-
mission, the regional government, and the

city of Ottawa—to try to bring some order

to the chaos which exists at the present time.

Now you have the mayor of Ottawa almost

continually in an open battle with the

National Capital Commission. And the

National Capital Commission has the power
to plan for the city of Ottawa without any
electoral responsibility to the people of the

Hon. Mr. White: I think the present

arangement is somewhat unsatisfactory, but
I don't know what you'd do about it. The
National Capital Commission has all the

money in the world. It doesn't know what to

do with its money, so it uses that money to

induce certain activities here, there, and

everywhere. Whether it is the commission's

jurisdictional right, its constitutional right, or

anything else, doesn't make any difference.

And so far the commission's activities have

been, I think, rather popular with the citi-

zens, so there hasn't been anybody, I suppose,
to try and make a legal case out of it.

I don't know why the federal government
would push this at the present time. One
would have thought it had enough troubles

on its plate without embarking on this con-

tentious issue. And if, as I am informed,

Quebec has absolutely no intention of co-

operating in this kind of arrangement, why
exacerbate the situation? Incidentally, having
been to Washington, DC, and Brasilia I con-

trast those somewhat sterile national capitals
with places like London, Paris and Rome. I

don't know, looking at those models I think

there is reason to approach this with con-

siderable care, personally.

Mr. Chairman: Vote 1003?

Mr. Cassidy: While I frankly don't welcome
the attack by a member of this House on a

federal civil servant, who is not in this House
and is not employed by this government, I

think there is a germ of sense in what he says,
in the sense that Ontario should request
rather forcibly to Mr. Basford that there be
local representation on the National Capital
Commission on more than the basis that this

is simply just one area out of 10 provinces
which ought to be represented on the

National Capital Commission. It may be that

there should be some cross-referencing and
some municipal politicians in the Ottawa area
on the National Capital Commission.

But I'll say this to the member for Carle-

ton as well, the problem of rivalries in the

Ottawa area between the mayor and the

NCC chairman, and between the regional
chairman and the mayor and so on, is a con-

sequence of a system created by this govern-
ment in putting two-tier regional government
into an area which is already very heavily

governed because of the federal presence

right now. This area could have had lots of

other systems of government, but it had this

one put on it.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Cassidy: Now, you put two more chiefs

into an area where there is already a chair-

man of the National Capital Commission, and
it is no wonder you get the kind of difficulties

you have right now. And for you to come

along and take a tilt at the former chairman
of the NCC and what he is doing and so on,

rather than looking at the wounds and the

problems that have been created1

by your
government with regional government in the

Ottawa area, is pretty darned gratuitous.

Mr. Chairman: Shall vote 1003 carry?
Carried. Oh, the hon. member for Windsor.

Mr. F. A. Burr (Sandwich-Riverdale): I

wonder whether the minister would enter-

tain a question now in place of perhaps a

speech at a later time?

Mr. Breithaupt: Without question.

Mr. Burr: The question is: What are you
doing about legislation for the mobile-home

tenants, about which we had discussions back
in June when you had your splendid open
house enabling members to meet policy
decision-makers?

Hon. Mr. White: We have a study under
urban affairs coming up which will no doubt
lead to legislation. The objective of the study
is to provide a sound basis for provincial

policy formulation with respect to community
development and to develop standards or

guidelines to assist municipalities to handle

this form of housing in appropriate ways.

We have a number of government publica-
tions available now which the hon. members

might find interesting and all of which are in

the government bookstore—Municipalities with

Mobile Homes; Mobile-Home Parks in On-

tario; Mobile-Home Park Survey; Mobile
Homes in Ontario—Construction and Costs—
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Interjection by an hon. member.

Hon. Mr. White: Would you like me to

elaborate on this?

Mr. Burr: What I am concerned about is

the lack of selling rights. There are quite a

few points, of course, and I don't want to go
into them now but the lack of selling rights

is the main, perhaps the largest, issue of

controversy.

Hon. Mr. White: Would the hon. member

explain what he means by the words selling

rights?

Mr. Burr: Yes, Mr. Chairman. A person

who goes into one of these courts usually has

to buy the home from the owner of the court

and when, as inevitably happens, there comes

a time to sell or to leave the court, to leave

the area, to leave the province, he has to

sell the mobile home. He finds that the only

buyer permitted is the owner of the court. Of

course, he is at the discretion of the owner's

generosity; the owner sets the price, often a

$2,000 loss over a period of a few months; he

is helpless.

Mr. Breithaupt: Rather than move the

machine?

Mr. Burr: Where can he move it? Nobody
else will take it in; no other court owner will

accept it, except perhaps some very rare

exceptional cases.

Hon. Mr. White: I think I am going to

have to get you an answer on that query.

In the meantime, could I send these two

sheets to you, pages 95 and 96 from the

summary of our activities; would the hon.

member perhaps return them to me later?

Mr. Burr: Thank you.

Mr. Chairman: Is vote 1003 carried?

Mr. Cassidy: Just on that point, Mr.

Chairman, really two things. First, would it

be possible for me to have a copy of the

summary of your activities? It would be very

interesting. I am not aware of this document
and it would have been very useful to us, in

preparing for these estimates, to have had

field. As the minister who is concerned about

his annual report and he said he wouldn't

publish one.

Hon. Mr. White: I'll give you my briefing

material if you'll give me yours. How would

that be?

Mrs. M. Campbell (St. George): Are you
kidding?

Mr. Cassidy: Mine consists mainly of

material put out by the ministry with a few
comments and so on which are-

Mr. Rhodes: It's not a fair trade.

Hon. Mr. White: I will trade you Mrs.

Bryden for Mr. Stevenson. We'll cross-

fertilize it.

Mr. Cassidy: We'll cross-fertilize all that.

If Mr. Stevenson wants to come and work
for us, we'd be delighted to have him as

you know.

On this mobile-home thing, Mr. Chair-

man—I'll be very brief about it—there is a

real racket goiing on in the mobile-home
field. As the minister who is concerned about

this kind of thing, it's the kind of thing
which falls between about four ministries.

Environment has got a piece of it, the

Attorney General has got a piece of it, Hous-

ing has got a piece of it and this minister

has got a piece of it, Mr. Chairman. People
are being victimized in case after case of

which I am aware, and of which the member
for Sandwich-Riverside is aware, in the

mobile-home field.

The rents of mobile homes are up to $70,

$80, and $90 a month for what? For a plot
of land which is usually no more than about
20 ft x 60 ft. The rights that exist in these

mobile homes are often virtually useless.

People are prohibited from having friends in

after a certain time of day. In some cases

they even have to pay for visitors to come in.

The trailer camp owner has the right to

exclude people from visiting residents within

the camp. There is a unilateral right to raise

rents without the protection of the Landlord
and Tenant Act.

The owner of a mobile home put on one
of these lots is in a very weak position in

negotiating with his landlord, because it costs

anywhere from $200 to $500 to move a

trailer—to unhook it, and to move it. And
when moved you have to have a place to

move it to and in most urban areas there are

few, if any, homesites available.

Those homesites that are available are

available mainly to customers who buy new
mobile homes. If you want to sell a mobile

home, and you're a dealer, you've got to give
the customer a place to put it. So, therefore,

you lock up places in mobile-home parks.

There are kickbacks going back and forth

between mobile-home dealers and the people
who operate the mobile-home parks. And, in

particular, as the member for Sandwich-

Riverside has said, there is the problem of
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no-sale clauses, of kickbacks to the mobile

park owners at the time of sale of five, 10,

and even 20 per cent of the sale price, of pro-
hibitions against the posting of "for sale"

signs, or of requirements that the mobile home
be sold to the owner of the park.

All of these things demand looking into be-

cause as is evident from publications of this

ministry, you're interested in mobile homes
and you want to see more of them. You've

had special studies in the area and you see it,

or some of your people see it, as a means of

providing an industrial type of housing to

solve some of the housing problems in certain

parts of the province.

You haven't sorted out the zoning problem
with mobile homes right now and right now
there is no subdivision control over mobile
homes. A mobile-home park can be created in

an entirely inappropriate location through a

simple zoning change, and if it happens that

there is no opposition to that zoning change,
it could well slip through without the minis-

try even being aware of it, because it will get

perfunctory approval before the Ontario

Municipal Board, provided there are no

objections.

I have one case right now in Manvers

township of a 300-site mobile-home park be-

ing created by a rezoning in an area five or

six miles from the nearest village on prime
agricultural land in an area which is difficult

to drain and in an area where ultimately
there will be heavy costs for transportation—
that is, for road widening, paving, and that

sort of thing. That is going before the Ontarip

Municipal Board.

There is no formal subdivision control

which would stop the subdivision of homes,
which would give the minister, or his regional
office, power to stop that kind of thing as it

happens right now. It is only the OMB which
stands in the way of excessively bad planing
and if you want to do mobile-home planning,
then for God's sake do it well or don't do it

at all.

Hon. Mr. White: Yes, sir. I very much
appreciate the hon. member's comments be-
cause these are the reasons for the study and
this is the reason $80,000 are contained in this

estimate under vote 1005, item 3. We hope
to have the results of these studies next year
and legislation flowing from those studies

thereafter.

Mr. Cassidy: Mr. Chairman, will the minis-
ter see that that study includes study of the

landlord-tenant relationship of the mobile-

home-park-owner to the person who leases the

lot on which to put his mobile home? That is

a very important element and has been the

subject of much legislation in the United
States because of the kinds of abuses of

which I've been speaking.

Hon. Mr. White: We are aware of this

problem and we have been in touch with the

Minister of Consumer and Commercial Rela-

tions (Mr. Clement) who has that particular

responsibility. Because of this request I'll ask

the study group—which, incidentally, em-
braces the several ministries who are con-

cerned: our own; I think Industry and Tour-

ism, I'm quite sure of that; the Ontario Hous-

ing Corp.; Transportation and Communica-

tions; Consumer and Commercial Relations;

and the Environment. Now, of course, the

new Ministry of Housing will be involved so

I'll ask the committee to be cognizant of the

problem the hon. member draws to our atten-

tion here.

Mr. Cassidy: Thank you very much.

Mr. Burr: Can we expect legislation in

1974?

Mr. Chairman: Is this on the vote?

Hon. Mr. White: In 1974.

Mr. Burr: In 1974, thank you.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Yorkview.

Mr. F. Young (Yorkview): Mr. Chairman,

perhaps if he is going on, I just want to ask

the minister about one facet of this problem.
I had a communication from one of my con-

stituents a few days ago complaining that she

had bought a mobile home, but had to go to

a bank. Mortgage money is not available

under CHMC for this sort of purpose and she

was asking why. I presume it has something
to do with the lack of permanence and this

sort of thing but I am not sure. I wonder if

the minister has an answer for that kind of

a problem?

Hon. Mr. White: I am sorry. I can't give

you a quick answer on that. It may be among
these studies. Could I get the information

and send it to you?

Mr. Chairman: Vote 1003 carry?

Vote 1003 agreed to.

On vote 1004:

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for St.

George.

Mrs. Campbell: Mr. Chairman, I am rising
at this time to discuss with the minister a
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point which perhaps we can both share in

learning something about. Since I am now
advised by his officials that it is within this

vote, which item I have to conclude may be
item 4, we could have the discussion on the

municipal simulator programme. Is this cor-

rect, Mr. Chairman?

Mr. Chairman: Yes.

Mrs. Campbell: I rose to ask about the

progress of this programme, because I hap-
pened to be somewhat instrumental in seeing
that it was initiated some years ago as it

pertained to the province and the city of

Toronto. I understand that now it has been
extended to Oshawa and that the financing, if

I am correct, is $100,000 somewhere in this

budget as a provincial contribution, with a

matching $100,000 contribution from the city
of Toronto. I am acting on those assumptions.
Whether they are correct or not, that's the

information I have.

I would like to know from this minister,

since I felt that he was somewhat puzzled as

to whose function it was when I engaged in

it yesterday, what the status is of this par-
ticular project? To what use has this minister

put this data bank, if that's what it is? Is it

to be extended to other municipalities in this

province? If so, how soon?

It seemed to me, and perhaps I am
prejudiced, that this is the type of programme
that can be of tremendous service to all of

the people of this province. I understand that

so far as the city of Toronto is concerned,
the actual project will not be fully reported
or completed until some time—June, is it?—in

1974. I wonder if there will be a report before
this House so that we will be able to study
the effects of this project and so that we may
be able to understand to what extent it is

proposed to be extended.

Before sitting down, Mr. Chairman, I was
interested when the minister explained to this

House on the previous vote that the regional
governments, with their greater expertise,
etc., etc., were the ones being consulted. If

he is relating any of those comments to Metro
and their fiscal or budgeting policy, I would
love to know where he gets his information.

To me, anyone knowledgeable in the field

would know that Metro Toronto has lagged
behind the city of Toronto by years, and is

not expected to catch up with that expertise
for some time to come.

I would like his comments on any of that
as it pertains to this project.

Hon. Mr. White: Yes. The word
"PROMUS" refers to "provincial municipal

simulator" and the present situation is as

follows: The design and testing has been

completed as a result of joint efforts between
the province and the city of Toronto. The
next stage involves, say, refinement and im-

plementation of the model with Toronto.

As the hon. member knows, this simulates

the expenditure and tax combinations, pro-

viding results from a variety of choices which

may be used to determine the impact of

changes and grants on the municipal sector.

It also enables us to do service, cost and
benefit analysis.

More recently, the PROMUS model has

been utilized in co-operation with the city
of Oshawa.

We have a project with three phases: One,
to examine the feasibility of developing and

implementing a simulation model relating the

level of service and observable outputs in

community characteristics to the cost of

municipal government in Oshawa.

As a result of the study in phase one, it was
decided that such a model was feasible and
worthwhile so we are now in phase two
which encompasses system design, program-
ming and testing of separate models for each

department and agency within the city ad-
ministration.

Phase three will be the preparation of sys-
tems documentation and this project is subject
to completion by next June.

Mrs. Campbell: Mr. Chairman, I would
like to know what is the opinion of the min-

istry on the efforts to date which relate to

the data from the city of Toronto.

I am confused, somewhat. I understood
that Toronto, with its need for a multiplicity
of information, would not be completed in

that phase until June. Is it Oshawa that

won't be completed or Toronto that won't be

completed?

And does the minister, himself, feel that

this particular programme will be of assist

ance, mutually, to the province and the mu-
nicipalities in their involvement in it?

Hon. Mr. White: My reference to June
really referred to Oshawa. I don't think there

will be a deadline insofar as Toronto is con-

cerned because we are now refining it and

implementing it. But I don't know. It's the

kind of thing that will go on forever, I

expect.

I notice that on the econometric models,

anyway, the variables are altered annually to

make them coincide with what happened last

year. My hunch is that when the computer
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science experts get working on this that it

will go on forever too, won't it? That's the

way that works.

We have made very extensive use of com-

puter models within our ministry. I must say
I found it enlightening when I became Treas-

urer last year and asked what is going to hap-

pen if we do thus and so on.

That evening, the scientists would bang
the data in the computer and then come
back in and say, these will be the results if

you alter that in the way you are consider-

ing.

It is very, very convenient for us and, no

doubt, it will be equally convenient for those

municipalities that avail themselves of this

technique.

PROMUS, apparently, has many models

dealing with different budget aspects—taxes,

expenditures, grants and so on. Would you
like me to provide some additional informa-

tion?

Mrs. Campbell: Well, I was interested in

what the minister felt was the future of this.

I would like to hear from him on that point.

Hon. Mr. White: It is absolutely essential

when one utilizes revenues and expenditures
to try to create a more perfect world in con-
trast to the situation 100 years ago when col-

lection .of taxes was at a very low level for

a very low level of service; perhaps for put-

ting a little bit of gravel on a country road,
or something like that. As the economy ma-
tures, the public sector, I guess, invariably

grows larger as people demand a high level

of public service, whether that includes

books from a library or freeways between
cities.

Mr. Cassidy: But you don't like that, do

you? You don't accept that.

Hon. Mr. White: So the higher levels of

taxation needed to provide the higher levels

of service becomes intolerable unless it's pro-

gressive. I think we have to have this kind
of highly sophisticated equipment with the

software to quantify the existing situation

and try to improve upon it.

Mrs. Campbell: Further to that point, are

we having problems in the particular proj-
ect with the language of the computers, or

in the workouts? Or what are we doing, if

that's the case, to overcome problems, if

we are going to make this rather a province-
wide programme? Is it not a fact that the

information flowing from this prticular proj-
ect could be useful, as I was trying to indi-

cate last night, in the whole area of not only

financing but assessment and comparison, and
is it going to be used in any way in that

area?

Hon. Mr. White: One of the reasons for

the delay on the reassessment programme, of

course, is the absolute necessity for structur-

ing an equitable property tax structure to

ensure that there won't be a shift of burden
on the residences, for instance. There will,

no doubt, be extensive use made of all of

the models available to us as these assess-

ment problems are being tackled. That is not

my ministry and, I am sorry, I'm not entirely

familiar with the details.

Mrs. Campbell: It relates to your ministry.

Mr. Cassidy: It sure as heck does!

Hon. Mr. White: PROMUS is unique in

concept and scale and we bumped into many
problems, although, apparently one of the

problems is not language; it's a mathematical

model for which special computer language
is not required. There are lots of problems
because it's unique and large, but appar-

ently language is not a problem.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Ottawa
Centre.

Mr. Cassidy: Let me turn to the aspects
of assessment that reflect on fiscal policy,

Mr. Chairman. The minister has said a num-
ber of times, and in his speech to the Coun-
cil of Women—about a week ago—he spoke
of integrating the municipal tax system with

other taxes we all pay, but then said this

can't be achieved until all municipalities used

the same basis for assessing and taxing prop-
erties.

Now, the municipalities find that their con-

trol of that particular element is out of their

hands, because it has certainly been taken

over by the province. When it was taken

over, obviously it was anticipated that some-

thing would be done far sooner than it has,

in fact, been done.

In this search for perfection, as far as the

technicians of assessment are concerned,

you're creating tremendous problems right

now, including problems that affect your very

ministry and whatever desires for tax reform

at the municipal level you may have.

Are you, in fact, delaying any reform of

the municipal tax field until 1976 or 1977

or not? Or could you not act now on the

basis of what's known about assessments to

come in with a provisional reassessment

which would take hold quickly and allow

you the kind of changes that are desperately
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needed, and which apparently you want to

undertake?

Hon. Mr. White: We're not delaying any-

thing. We're using the somewhat imperfect

system available to us to bring assessment

values to a common base. These ratios which
have been developed over time on the basis

of market value to assessment value, and all

of our municipalities, are in a rough and

ready way in which to bring equity to the

situation. They're not nearly as good as the

province-wide assessment, which is the reason

we undertook that ambitious programme a

few years ago. In the meantime, I can assure

the House that none of our tax reform pro-

gramme is being delayed on account of the

reassessment programme.

Mr. Cassidy: Then that makes it very diffi-

cult because you say one thing to the House;

however, to the Council of Women you said

about this integration of the municipal tax

system: "This reform, however, cannot be

achieved until all municipalities use the same
basis for assessing and taxing properties." Do
we believe the Treasurer at the Royal York

Hotel, or wherever this speech was given,
or do we believe the Treasurer in the House?

Hon. Mr. White: You can believe me in

both instances if you put the word "fully" in

front of the word "achieved."

Mr. Cassidy: I suggest you might not mis-

lead the poor women of this province by
omitting words like that.

Mr. C. E. Mcllveen (Oshawa): Get off!

Mr. Cassidy: Oh, that is a very important
difference. He says, "We're not going to go
all the way." How far are you going to go,
Mr. Minister? How far is the minister going
to go and how soon?

Hon. Mr. White: This reform programme
was embarked upon about 1962 when John
Robarts appointed Lancelot Smith to be the

head of a royal commission. That commission

reported in September, 1967, at which time

certain recommendations were accepted

immediately. To put the approximately 350
recommendations to the test of public opinion
at the same time, in September, 1967, the

government announced there would be a

select committee the following year. That
select committee worked very hard all of that

long, hot summer and brought in a report

by, I think, Sept. 19. I'm not sure about that

date now—it was either September or October.

The government thereupon prepared a

white paper, which was based on its inter-

pretation of the Smith commission recom-
mendations and the select committee recom-

mendations. This in turn culminated in the

Treasurer's budget of March, 1969. Of course,
this introduced for the first time anywhere
in the world, as far as I know, the negative
income tax, more recently adopted by the

United Kingdom. In every budget since

March, 1969, we have been able to make
further progress, with the result that residen-

tial property tax is a far smaller component
of the total tax load than it was before, with
the result that the less prosperous of our

citizens who are in receipt of a property tax

credit have an additional benefit as a result

of the entire tax reform package. This is a

long way from being completed—

Mr. Cassidy: That's putting it very mildly.

Hon. Mr. White: One would like to get rid

of property taxes entirely. I think there isn't

a tax expert in the world who wouldn't like

to be rid of property tax. The fact of the

matter is it's turning up a couple of billion

dollars or more, and to try to shift that load

in one year or even a few years would be

absolutely intolerable.

It's tough enough to shift several hundred

million dollars in one year, as the members
of this House may recall from last spring,
without attempting to shift $2 billion or $2.5

billion, whatever it is the property tax is turn-

ing up now.

So I should think there would be another

decade of work ahead of us before we
reached a point that was reasonably accept-
able to all of us.

Mr. Cassidy: Can the minister say what is

going to happen with the property tax? It

seems to me that the activities of the govern-
ment over the years since 1969 have been

directed to trying to hold mill rates steady.

While they haven't succeeded in many cases,

nevertheless mill rates have gone up by far

less than they might otherwise have done.

As a municipal councillor, I could see that

when I was on the Ottawa city council. In

1970 we were protected from a mill rate in-

crease because of the takeover of justice and

the assessment function. In 1971 it was

something else. This year it's been a new

grant programme, which had the effect of

restraining expenditures and offsetting some
of the increase in the mill rate that mi^ht
otherwise have taken place—although not all.

The minister is saying various things in

varying places which are contradictory. On
the one hand, at the tri-level conference in
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Edmonton, he spoke with favour and sup-

ported a move by a number of provinces
and by the municipalities to have a study
of municipal sharing of income tax revenues,
which I gather the minister would like to

see come out of Ottawa's pocket rather than
the province's pocket.

With another voice, he talked about the

principle of accountability; that municipali-

ties, like every level of government, ought
to tax for what they spend rather than

getting it for free out of some other level

of government.

With another voice he talks about the

negative income tax principle, which is the

direction in which the province apparently
wishes to go. It would be much too dignified

right now to call what the province has a

negative income tax, but I accept that the

germ of the principle is there. If you
magnified it 10 or 20 times, you would have
what would amount to a negative income
tax. Therefore one small step in that direc-

tion is being taken.

If you want the municipalities to be ac-

countable, does that mean you intend that

as the property tax credits on income tax

increase, property tax payments to munici-

palities will also increase, so that the pay-
ment to the municipalities will be via the

individual on his income tax return, and then
back to the municipality through the prop-
erty tax? This would endorse the principles
of accountability and of seeking to modify
the most regressive features of the property
tax.

Or is the minister going to work on the

view which we take, that a great amount of

the shift in resources to municipalities should
be based on a needs resource base, and
carried out in a more intense way—not simply
in the paltry way of this year's budget?
We don't see why you can't come to some

agreement or understanding of what the

particular needs of a municipality are and
what its resources are, in physical terms,
and then come up with payments which are
related to a share of provincial income tax
revenues to give to the municipality. And
we don't see why you can't leave to the

municipality the decision about whether it

will spend that money on highways, educa-
tion, welfare or recreation or on some other

programmes.

We don't see why this isn't possible. The
ministry, however, has come forward only
with the general resources grant, which
amounts to approximately—is it one or 1%
per cent of the total transfers from the pro-

vincial level to the municipal level? Clearly,

therefore, this does very little to bridge the

gap in resources between, say New Liskeard,
Thunder Bay or Timmins and a prosperous
Metro area suburb such as Oakville or Bur-

lington where the per capita municipal
revenues are exceptionally high.

There are about five questions waiting
to be answered. Perhaps the minister could

respond.

Hon. Mr. White: I don't know that I can.

However, I would like to make one or two
points. Then anything I have missed perhaps
could be restated in question form.

We have talked several times about un-

conditional grant support, and I must say
I appreciate the kind words of the hon. mem-
ber, who points out that our making addi-

tional moneys available year by year en-

abled Ottawa and other municipalities to

hold the mill rate, or perhaps in many in-

stances decrease it. I think it's worthwhile
for the House to have-

Mr. Cassidy: Generally crept rather than

leapt.

Hon. Mr. White: Don't spoil the compli-
ment. I thought it was very nice of you
to point out the success we are having with
this programme.

The following figures will make clear

something about the magnitude of these

changes. In 1970 the total unconditional

grants were $54 million; this year they are

$199 million, almost a four-fold increase.

Total grants at the same time have gone
from $378 million to $664 million in 1973.

When these amounts are reckoned as the

proportion of total revenues, one sees that the

unconditional grants as a percentage of total

municipal revenues have gone up from 4.38

per cent to 10.60 per cent, an increase of 2%
times relatively speaking. Unconditional

grants as a percentage of total grants has

gone from 14.35 per cent in 1970 to 29.97

per cent.

So we are making a little more progress, I

think, than the hon. member gave us credit

for earlier this afternoon.

Mr. Cassidy: That ignores transfers from

MTT, education and all the other areas.

Hon. Mr. White: No, they are in the

total grant.

Mr. Chairman: Vote 1004; the member for

Waterloo North.
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Mr. Good: Yes, a few questions on the

statutory parts of this.

Can the minister give an estimate now in

the current fiscal year as to what moneys will

be required to be borrowed from the public
sector, and how much has he up to now? Can
he estimate at this time what the provincial
deficit will be beyond the moneys borrowed
within the system?

Hon. Mr. White: We won't be borrowing
any money from the public this year, sir.

Mr. Good: On the moneys which are bor-

rowed under the Capital Aid Corp. This, I

understand, is money from the Canada Pen-
sion Plan that the federal government gives
to the province, which in turn is put out for

school and university construction. With the

cutbacks in spending at the university and
the secondary and elementary school levels,

as far as new capital construction goes, how
much of the moneys returned from the fed-

eral government to the province from Canada
Pension Plan which is generated in this

province is used under this Capital Aid

Corp.? Where is the rest used and what
differential in interest is there between what
is paid and what you get from the school

boards?

Hon. Mr. White: We get 100 per cent of

the premium of the net revenues in the

Canada Pension Plan generated from Ontario.

Those resources go into our consolidated
revenue fund, and from there are expended
with other revenues, whether generated by
taxes or other pension plans or other sources
of income. So they are not in any way
designated. The rate of interest which we
pay CPP is the current Canadian borrowing
rate, I imagine. We would lend out at that

same rate—pardon me, at a quarter per cent
above our cost.

Mr. Good: What is the total amount in

Ontario from the CPP moneys that are paid
in by the Province of Ontario?

Hon. Mr. White: The net amount paid by
our people equals the amount we borrow out.

The amount at 1973 is expected to be
$536,400,000.

Mr. Cassidy: Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Ottawa
Centre.

Mr. Cassidy: I want to come back to this

local finance thing. The more I look at it the
more I worry.

The minister issued this background
paper—I am not sure if he actually made it

as a statement in Edmonton or not, because
I wasn't there—which points out that assist-

ance to local government, according to his

figures, grew by about half between 1970 and

1973, which was at a rate faster than the

overall growth in provincial revenues.

The minister's commitment now, which he

repeated here and which he gave to the Bu-
reau of Municipal Research and other places
like that, has been simply that assistance to

the local municipalities will grow at the pace,
I think he said, of overall growth in pro-
vincial revenues— not a growth in the income
tax or the more progressive sources of reve-

nue for the province, but at the overall

average.

For the municipalities that may be a bit

better than that it should grow at this rather

inelastic or regressive rate of property tax, but

nevertheless, in terms of municipal needs and
in terms of municipalities taking over more

powers, how can they handle more powers
and responsibility? How can they handle de-

concentration or decentralization, whatever it

is, if they are trying to do it within this kind
of revenue picture that has been painted by
the minister?

Hon. Mr. White: Well, that is another

variable.

Mr. Cassidy: What does the minister

mean, "That is not a variable"?

Hon. Mr. White: I said that's another

variable. If the municipalities want to take

back assessment after this reassessment is

completed, as we promise to let them do,

then presumably we would let them take

accompanying revenues. If the municipalities
at some future date want to take over the

administration of justice, I suppose we would
let them have the accompanying moneys for

it. If we ask the regions to take over the

planning function, thereby diminishing our

own cost, then I would expect to give the

amount of that saving to the regions in the

form of some incremental grants.

The remarks in the statement to which you
refer relate to the existing situation and are

all based on a proposition ceteris paribus.

Mr. Cassidy: That assumes, of course, that

the savings will in fact be made at the pro-
vincial level. Or are you saying whether or not

you make any savings at the provincial level,

you will still carry over to them the cost of

the increased activity which they will be
allowed to undertake? Is that correct?
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Hon. Mr. White: Taking the existing

division of responsibility between the pro-
vincial and municipal levels of government,
in the provincial-municipal sector our

revenues are expanding at the rate of 11 per
cent a year. They may drop back to 10 per
cent because of the federal government's in-

dexing on PIT. If our revenues increase by
10% per cent next year, we will increase our

grants by 10% per cent next year.

If the municipality takes over certain func-

tions from us—this is a separate considera-

tion—and more particularly the planning
functions which we anticipate the regions

taking over during the year 1974, if we can

diminish our cost by a dollar because of the

shift of responsibility to the municipal level,

I would expect to give that dollar to the

regions.

Mr. Cassidy: Okay. Then the problem this

creates is the following, Mr. Minister. Prior

to 1969, the municipalities had an inelastic

source of revenue. They had to increase their

mill rates fairly regularly simply to keep pace
with ongoing increases in costs.

They were helpless in that kind of situa-

tion. Because of those increases in mill rates

they seldom could also undertake new
activities, since there is a natural reluctance,
as the minister is well aware, to impose
property tax rate increases.

Now we face a situation where the minister

talks about an increased autonomy for local

municipalities, and that increased autonomy
ought to include the ability to raise taxes if

people in a local area can see things they
want to pay for with those tax increases. But
that route is completely closed off by the

ministry, as far as I can see, and the Ontario

government is saying to municipalities: "No;

you can have autonomy within this kind of

ceiling, but nothing more."

The ceilings you are laying down will be

just as restrictive and just as hampering as

the kind of ceilings that are laid on the

school boards around the province by the

Minister of Education (Mr. Wells). Nor is

there any intention, as far as I can see, to

meaningfully equalize municipal revenues in

relation to needs and resources.

You are making small, little, tiny steps in

that direction, and nothing more. If you
really intended to do something about it you
would move into a very substantial pro-

gramme of unconditional grants related to

needs and resources in a very general kind of

way. But you're not doing that. You are leav-

ing it all in the various compartments which
are both within your ministry and outside it.

What is a municipality to do? What is

Metropolitan Toronto to do or the city of

Toronto to do when they say: Look, these

are things we want to do? Let's suppose they

say: "The people of this city accept that

there are certain increases in what we have
to pay in order to achieve these certain

values in our environment and in the city
in which we live."

But then they find that if they increase

their spending by another percentage point

they lose a couple of percentage points on the

resource grant or the general grant, what-

ever it is called, from the province. They
have been told pretty fundamentally by the

province not to increase property tax, and

they don't have access to the income tax, and

they have no means of setting a specific in-

come tax rate in this city which might be

higher than in other parts of the province.

They are really in a strait-jacket, and
it's a strait-jacket which is being created

by the minister and which will become

tougher and tougher and more and more

constraining as time goes on; in the same

way that the education ceilings have be-

come more and more constraining.

Mr. Chairman: Vote 1004. The member for

Waterloo North.

Mr. Good: The minister mentioned before

that the whole tax reform can't be fully
realized until after we do get market value

assessment; and you've had your studies, de-

cided what shifts are to be made and what

you are going to do about certain shifts if and
when they do develop. We are dealing, as

you've said, with an imperfect system. You're

making progress along these lines.

Why don't you at this point try to polish

up some of the programmes that are in exis-

tence and that have been put in as a sort of a

stop-gap measure to meet the demand of cer-

tain groups of people who have had much
public attention, and have rightfully drawn
to the attention of both government and the

public at large certain problems that have
arisen?

I speak, for instance, of the farm tax

reduction programme. This was thrown in

first of all just as a stop-gap measure when
farmers said: "We are going to withhold our

tax unless you do something about the high
cost of education tax on farm property. We're
farmers. We have to have a large inventory
of land to carry on business, and because of

our present system we are penalized for that."
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Right away you said all right, we'll reduce

your taxes by 25 per cent. And the budget
this year said that the taxes are going to be

reduced 50 per cent for next year; and you've
increased many reductions.

You know as well as I do that that is a

pretty loose way of figuring out what is

proper and equitable taxation for our farmer,

because he has to have a large amount of

land. There are people who have benefited

from that programme who have no business

benefiting from it. You know that people
were paid moneys back on their taxes who
haven't grown five cents worth of agriculture
in the lifetime of that particular property.

It's going to be refined a little bit next

year, I understand, in that you have to make

application for the refund and prove that you

got $2,000 worth of revenue from that

property. It's still not a very sophisticated

system to relieve farm property of the excess

burden of taxation which had befallen the

farmer. We are still using the old sources of

producing revenue—where the squire in the

village who had the biggest house pays the

biggest tax to the municipality. We know that

that system doesn't work any more. I'd like

to know what you plan to do to polish up
that particular system.

Take the property tax credit system; that

is full of discrepancies from one end to the

other. Persons living in apartments, for

example, get a terrific break on that which

the average single family homeowner doesn't

get. Included in the rental factor for people

living in highrise apartments is their cable

TV, their heated garage, use of the swimming
pool and sauna bath, their electricity, and a

multitude of other things, all of which reflect

in the rebate they get. Repairs and interest

on the whole project are included as part of

a benefit to those persons. That system, in

my view, could be polished up.

As for the $25 you give to the student at

the university, which is a flat rate: Assuming
that the student pays $800 to $1,000 for his

year's room and board in a student building
or residence at the university, and taking
half of that as his rental factor for that year,
his credit works out to be so small that it

would assume he is only paying about one

dollar and some cents a month, I believe,

towards the rental. Really, working your
formula right through to the part which he is

paying as rent, he is not getting benefit of

that.

The sales tax credit system could be re-

fined to such a point that it would reflect a

credit to those people who really need it.

You have now chosen to raise more money in

this province by sales tax than from any
other single source; it is going to exceed

personal and corporate income tax.

Personally, in reading this study, I think

this is not right. But your fiscal policy has so

decreed that this is how you are going to

raise your money.
You say: "Oh, yes, but we are going to

give back a sales tax credit." This is true, but

there is no relationship between the amount

of credit you are giving back to either one of

two things; the ability to pay or the amount

of sales tax that was collected from that

individual during the year. You relate it to

the personal exemptions on income tax. All

this means is that a man with two kids gets

back more credit than a man with one kid.

Taxation must be related to ability to pay,

or if you are giving back a credit it has got

to be related to the amount of tax that was

taken from that person.

I would say, let's get hold of some of the

policies that you have already put into force,

polish them up and refine to a degree; be-

cause some of these policies, in fact I'll go

so far as to say that most if not all of the

policies, were simply put there to pacify a

vocal group of people who were being

abused and were paying more taxes than

they rightly should have been.

I would like to hear from the minister

what he is going to do to refine and polish

up some of these programmes that he already

has in use.

Hon. Mr. White: Well, this negative tax

system for providing a guaranteed annual

income has never been attempted anywhere
in the world before. When Prime Minister

Heath brought in the proposition, early in

1973 I think, the claim was made that the

UK was the first in the world. But of

course we had announced our programme
and started a pilot in March, 1969.

As I was quick to confess in my own

budget statement of April 12, 1973, when
one blazes new trails in this complicated
area one anticipates certain difficulties.

The hon. member may remember I in-

vited members of the Legislature, members
of municipal councils and authorities of every

description to help us improve on the present

situation, and more particularly the property
tax stabilization plan, which is also an his-

toric first.

The deficiencies the hon. member ob-

serves are known to us. We are dealing with

them one by one. For instance, an applica-

tion will be required next year to claim the
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50 per cent farm tax rebate. In this way,
we will eliminate cemeteries and suburban

houses where there are no meaningful agri-

cultural products being produced.

President Kennedy said the world is full

of injustice. And if one applies that to any

particular instance you want to mention,
there will be injustice found. We are im-

proving the system. We are eliminating in-

equities over time. And in the next budget
we will try to improve upon what we have

here today.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Ottawa
Centre.

Mr. Cassidy: I have one final round with

the Treasurer on the question of municipal
deficits and the kind of financial problems
that municipalities have.

You said in Edmonton that by 1976 the

local sector deficit in Ontario would be
around $500 million, and that is after the

normal growth of existing provincial grant

programmes. You looked at the alternatives

for meeting that deficit, for helping munici-

palities to cope and you ruled out any sub-

stantial increase in mill rates. And you ruled

out any substantial increase in borrowing be-

cause they can't finance current expenditures
out of that, and then you talked in rather

vaguer terms about what you would do with

provincial grants.

But having said that, the deficit will be
half a billion dollars with normal growth in

provincial grants. Where are the municipali-
ties to find this money? Are you simply
taking the view that if Ottawa won't deliver

the province will simply let the municipali-
ties rot; force them to slash back on pro-

grammes and not to go into areas such as

land banking and so on in order to keep
the local sector deficit to a manageable level

of $100 million or so?

Hon. Mr. White: We can't increase our

taxes; they are high enough.

An hon. member: Hear, hear!

Hon. Mr. White: We can't increase our

borrowings, which are running at double the
rate of the federal government, relatively

speaking.

We promised to increase our grants to

municipalities in proportion to our growth in

revenues, and we promised to hand down
100 cents of every dollar that the federal

government makes available in unconditional

grants or unconditional tax transferences.

Now you tell me where the money is going
to come from.

Mr. Cassidy: I don't think the minister can
take that kind of view. He says well we
can't increase our taxes; we can't do anything
else; and he throws up his hands and says

nothing can be done.

This is the minister who is responsible for

intergovernmental affairs and who, because
of the way the tax system is set up, has the

responsibility for the fiscal help of the munic-

ipalities.

This is the minister who talks about giving
more autonomy and power to the munici-

palities, but who cuts them off at the knees

by saying that by 1976 they will be half a

billion dollars short and there is nothing that

he or his government can do about it.

If you want to look at tax sources, you
can start with a small one. Why did you cut

the security transfer tax bv half or more?

A bigger one? Why have you dropped
$120 million off succession duties? Why do

you deny yourself revenue from sources

which are clearly seen as equitable and just

in most jurisdictions of the western world?

Why do you not exploit the $300 million

or more which is available to you in mining
industry taxes? Or why, for that matter,
don't you take the other half of the capital

gains tax, the half which has been ignored
by the federal government and which would

give you revenues of around $75 million in

the first year and between $275 and $300
million in year five.

There are ample revenues, Mr. Chairman,
if that is the problem.

And if the minister would prefer to avoid

doing anything about income tax, there are

an awful lot of other revenues available if

he feels that is the problem.

But it seems to me that something must
be done, given the fact that this government
has taken a policy decision about property
tax; given the fact that it predicts and
doesn't seem to criticize, in any sense, muni-

cipal spending to meet reasonable municipal
needs.

If the municipalities are going to incur a

half a billion dollar deficit in two or three

years, then you've got to do something about
it. There are revenue sources available to

the minister and he can't simply cop-out in

that manner and hope that somehow the fed-

eral government will take up the burden.

Hon. Mr. White: We will be increasing our

grants very substantially to municipalities,
but we can't do it faster than the rate of

growth. A normal grant increases something
like six per cent. We have promised to in-
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crease our grants between 10 or 11 per cent,

so there will be some slack there.

The shortfall, however, cannot come from

increased provincial taxes and it cannot come
from increased provincial borrowings. We
have very high priorities for parkways and

escarpments and many other matters which

make that impossible.

I don't know how long it will take, one

year or several years, before the federal gov-
ernment accedes to these requests. My hope
is that bringing 900 municipalities to our side

in these requests will give some additional

force to the argument.

At any rate, I suppose it is all academic,

because a year hence or thereabouts we will

have a prime minister who has some expe-
rience in and concern with provincial mu-

nicipal problems. I mean Bob Stanfield.

Mr. Cassidy: That is the man you criti-

cized because of the tax indexing proposal;
that's the tax indexing fellow whom you don't

like, eh?

Mr. S. Lewis (Scarborough West). That
could be.

Hon. Mr. White: That could be.

Mr. Cassidy: Let me ask the minister if

he would be kind enough to—

Mr. Lewis: God help us; it would be a

bloody disaster, but it could happen.

Mr. Breithaupt: The Atlantic Estates look

better and better!

Mr. Cassidy: Could the minister tell us
what his current estimates of revenues and

expenditures for 1973-1974 are; what his

current estimate of provincial cash require-
ments will be and what sources that will be
met from.

Hon. Mr. White: Hot off the press.

Mr. Cassidy: If you could give me a copy,
I'd appreciate that.

Hon. Mr. White: This is preliminary only.
It will be two or three days before it is

available for circulation. This is a proof, and
I had better stress it is preliminary only.

Mr. A. J. Roy (Ottawa East): Have you
read it before?

Hon. Mr. White: I have read the text-

Mr. Cassidy: Hey, that is news to him too,

eh?

Hon. Mr. White: —but this is a proof that

has just come to me. It is dated Oct. 31, it

includes the figures up to Oct. 31, so that is

not too bad. That's faster than corporations

get their annual statements off.

Gross revenue: The budget estimate was

$6,867,000,000; the revised estimate is

$6,803,000,000, for a decrease of $64 mil-

lion.

Gross expenditure-

Mr. Cassidy: Wait a minute.

Hon. Mr. White: Are you all right?

Mr. Cassidy: Yes, that is only the change
of the energy tax that you had to cross out.

Hon. Mr. White: I am not finished yet.

Mr. Cassidy: Okay.

Hon. Mr. White: Gross expenditure: The

budget estimate was $7,269,000,000; our re-

vised estimate now is $7,345,000,000, for an

increase of $76 million.

The budgetary surplus or deficit—and it is

a deficit: The budget estimate was $402 mil-

lion; and our revised estimate it $542 mil-

lion, which is an increase in the deficit of

$140 million.

Woud you like the non-budgetary trans-

actions?

Mr. Cassidy: I am sorry.

Hon. Mr. White: Who asked this question?

Mr. Cassidy: I was asking this. I wanted
to know your borrowing requirements and

your net cash requirements please.

Hon. Mr. White: The non-budgetary re-

ceipts as estimated in the budget were $284

million; our revised estimate is $295 million,

for an increase in these estimates of $11 mil-

lion.

Disbursements and charges were estimated

in the budget to be $718 million. We now
estimate them to be $760 million—including
$144 million non-recurring outlay re land

purchases in North Pickering community de-

velopment, which may or may not be real-

ized—for an increase of $42 million.

This produces a non-budgetary deficit. The

budget estimate was $434 million; the re-

vised estimate was $465 million, for an in-

crease of a non-budgetary deficit of $31 mil-

lion.

These, when taken together, produce net

cash requirements of: Budget estimates $836

million; a revised estimate of $1.7 billion,

for an increase of $171 million.
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Mr. Cassidy: And your borrowing requ re-

in ents, if any, on the outside market?

Hon. Mr. White: We have got to have
$1.7 billion.

Mr. Cassidy: Oh? I wish I could find the

statement in the budget then were the min-
ister crowed about how, because of his sound
and prudent management of the provincial

economy, he would be able to reduce Onta-
rio's debt. Now he says he is increasing it

by over $1 billion.

We knew all along that you weren't reduc-

ing the debt at all. You might be cashing in

on some short-term paper on the outside

market, but from the Canada Pension Plan
and from OMERS and from all sorts of other

internal sources, you were borrowing like

crazy. Now admit it.

Mr. Good: You won't have to go to the

public sector at all.

Mr. Cassidy: What a shell game you play.

Hon. Mr. White: We have reduced our
external public debt this year as a contra-

cyclical implement by generating from in-

ternal indebtedness sources—CPP, teachers'

superannuation fund, public service super-
annuation fund and so on; plus OMERS, plus
a reduction in certain of our liquid reserves.

We have handled these cash requirements of

$1.7 billion, and we have pulled down our
external public debt.

We pulled down the external public debt

by reducing our weekly Tuesday auction sale

of 13-week treasury bills from $20 million to

$15 million, $5 million less times 13 weeks

equals $65 million. We have used a similar

amount of money from our liquid reserves to

clean up odds and ends of longer term obliga-
tions on the market.

Mr. Breithaupt: But what in fact you have
said, have you not Mr. Treasurer, is that you
have replaced the need for going to the
market with those sources of internal borrow-

ing, such as OMERS and these other pension
plans. In effect, your total requirements have

possibly increased.

Mr. Good: The more civil servants you hire,
the less you have to go to the market.

Mr. Cassidy: It is a see-saw game that the
minister's playing, Mr. Chairman. It is an
absolute shell game I tell you.

In Quebec through the deposit fund, or
whatever they call that government fund,
there is very substantial use of Canada Pen-
sion Plan money to finance municipal borrow-

ing. In this province, according to this par-
ticular estimate, you are putting out $6 million

through OMIC, whatever that stands for.

Only $6 million for the smaller municipalities;
when you borrow $1 billion.

When your borrowing estimate goes up-
from $836 million to $1,007,000,000 there is

no question about it, that's real money. And
it's money that the minister, as a former
lecturer in this field, knows perfectly well has
an opportunity cost. If you had not squan-
dered it into your own needs, it could have
been used to reduce the total municipal bor-

rowing in the outside market.

It is perfectly simple. And to talk about
the fact that you paid off a few odds and sods

of bonds and you have reduced your treasury
bill draw by $5 million a week over a period
of 13 weeks is all very well; but it doesn't

really amount to a hill of beans.

What you have to look at is the total

amount of cash requirements which are being
generated by this government. And what we
have learned now is that you are up to the $1
billion mark. You might go down in history as

the man who said: "What's a billion so long
as it's not borrowed on the open market."

Hon. Mr. White: Mr. Chairman, can this

be the same hon. member who was ranting
and raving last May about my overtaxing the

citizenry?

Mr. Chairman: Vote 1004?

Mr. Cassidy: Just one section, the one on

debentures, Mr. Chairman. You know if you
taxed in the right areas, and I just gave you
$0.5 billion on a platter—

Hon. Mr. White: Well, you tell me which
ones.

Mr. Cassidy: What?

Hon. Mr. White: You tell me.

Mr. Cassidy: Capital gains tax, succession

duties, mining taxes, resource taxes, logging
taxes—there's more than half a billion dollars;

and you are welcome to it.

But that hits at the people who back your
party. You are not a party of the people, you
are a party of the interests and that's why you
won't put those taxes on.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Cassidy: You are a party of the million-

aires—and there are a number of millionaires

in this room—a party of the millionaires who
don't want succession duties. Nowhere is the

lobby to get rid of the succession duties
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stronger than in this chamber and with the

people who surround the minister and sur-

round the Premier.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Cassidy: He goes off to his con-

dominiums—the minister goes off in planes
with him and that sort of thing. Right there

$120 million in lost revenue because of a

completely misguided policy on the part of

the government.

Mr. D. W. Ewen (Wentworth North): Sit

down.

Mr. J. P. MacBeth (York West): We regu-
late the taxes but not the people.

Mr. Cassidy: What? All right; which people
is it? Why should a fellow who makes a

million dollars because of property speculation
be exempted from tax because of the mis-

guided policies of the minister?

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. F. Laughren (Nickel Belt): Let's hear

from the anti-labour member for Timiskam-

ing.

Mr. E. M. Havrot ( Timiskaming ) : You
don't know what labour is. You never worked
a day in your life.

Mr. Laughren: Who is that anti-labour

member?

Mr. Rhodes: Take him outside.

Hon. Mr. White: Well at least we woke up
the member for Yorkview.

An hon. member: You never worked a day
in your life.

Mr. Cassidy: I would now like to ask the

minister, Mr. Chairman, about his borrowings
in Germany.

Mr. Havrot: We'll give you a chance to

set up a hot dog stand.

Mr. Cassidy: What is the present amount
that is owing to the Germans of the 490
million marks borrowed in West Germany?
How much is currently outstanding? What
was the value of those funds when borrowed?
And what is their current value when we get
around to repaying them in Canadian dollars?

Hon. Mr. White: I guess I'll have to run

through all of this. We've had four issues in

Germany for $135 million in the period
1968 to 1972.

Mr. Havrot: How about supplying rolls for

your hot dogs?

Hon. Mr. White: Our losses on principal
on the first loan was $22 million, against
which there was a saving of a half a million

dollars in interest.

Mr. Cassidy: A saving of how much?

Hon. Mr. White: At the same time, our

other foreign borrowings for the period 1951

to 1973 have saved $87 million; so the net

gain on foreign borrowings is $87 million

minus $27.5 million, which is an overall

saving of $59.5 million.

Mr. Cassidy: That's another shell game,

you know.

Hon. Mr. White: Oh I don't know. I

wouldn't say so.

Mr. Cassidy: Yes it is.

Hon. Mr. White: We lost money in

Germany; we made it in the United States.

That's what we call a balanced portfolio.

Mr. Cassidy: You didn't make any money
in the United States. You paid a lower inter-

est rate, you stated.

Hon. Mr. White: I guess that covers it.

Mr. Cassidy: Well, some time ago the

minister said—what was his quote now—he
said: "Come on now, we haven't lost a dime."

That was when the member for High Park

( Mr. Shulman ) was pointing out that mil-

lions, in fact tens of millions—Here we are:

"Mr. John White saved Ontario tens of mil-

lions of dollars." You made a slight mistake

there. They've lost Ontario tens of millions of

dollars. I would suggest to the minister, Mr.

Chairman, that it is not right—

Hon. Mr. White: I don't know what the

hon. member is quoting from. Our foreign
loans have certainly saved us a great deal of

money.

Mr. Cassidy: Not your German loans. You
have lost $22 million—

Hon. Mr. White: I don't know what the

hon. member is quoting from. I would never

have said German loans, after two enormous
devaluations springing from Washington, DC.
It must be said: Our total saving is $59.5
million from foreign borrowings. That's not

bad. That's tens of millions, isn t it?

Mr. Cassidy: The minister is seeking to

bring in the American loans in New York that
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were made in the period from 1951 to the

mid-1960s.

Hon. Mr. White: They are pertinent.

Mr. Cassidy: During that time the Cana-
dian dollar stood in a very stable relationship
with the American dollar. The borrowings we
are talking about were made in 1968, 1969,
1969 and 1972.

If you can defend the borrowing in 1968
or 1969, I cannot see the province assuming
an exchange rate risk in 1972 of the nature

which it is doing. If you wanted to borrow
in Germany, fine; but I cannot see why it

could not have borrowed in such a way that

'he exchange risk was held on that side of

the Atlantic rather than over here.

It took you, according to your own reckon-

ing, about 18 years to pile up a certain

amount of interest rate saving because On-
tario was borrowing in the United States.

During that period of time, of course, the

capital market in Ontario was only being
developed to the extent that it was capable
of bearing the borrowing of the province.
It has taken you only three years to squander
—is it $27 million—in exchange rate losses

in Germany; and you were not willing to

admit it when the hon. member for High
Park raised the question initially last June.

Hon. Mr. White: Well, you lose on the

oranges and you make it up on the grape-
fruit; and all in all we're $57.5 million ahead;
and that accrues to the benefit of all of our

people. One must look at these things in

aggregate.

Mr. Cassidy: That's a shell game.

Mr. Breithaupt: I had a question I fust
wanted to ask briefly under this vote, Mr.

Chairman, with respect to debentures plan-

ning.

I regret that I had to be out of the House

briefly, so perhaps this point was raised

earlier on. But as this is a new activity, I

would like to hear from the minister with

respect to the personnel involved in this

planning—

Mr. Cassidy: That got them out of the
German jam.

Mr. Breithaupt: —and the actual work be-

ing done. One can readily understand that the

ministry would be interested in ensuring that

there be a reasonable bringing forward of
various issues from time to time so as to be
programmed not to use up all of the re-

sources within one year, and then find that

the market was available for investment and
was not being called upon in the future.

Can you tell me whether municipal deben-
ture planning is involved here as well, so that

there's a general, level approach to the

market? Or is it a sort of sudden peaks and

valleys situation as might occur between large

programmes, with very little on the plate for

the next period of time? Generally, I would

just like to hear a few comments on this,

especially as it's a new activity for the

ministry.

Hon. Mr. White: Yes. Following the gov-
ernment's COGP study, an internal task force

was formed in my ministry to recommend

organizational changes. This rationalization

of functions would satisfy the need to attain

a complete integration of the new pro-

grammes and activities assigned this ministry.

One such recommendation was the deben-
tures planning function. This is in its

formative stages, and its purpose is to con-

sider the integration of all debenture issuing

lending programmes. Present ongoing lend-

ing activities are to the Ontario Education

Capital Aid Corp., the University Capital Aid

Corp. and the Ontario Municipal Improve-
ment Corp.; and there are tile drainage de-

bentures, debentures related to pension funds
for OMERS and for the Ontario teachers.

First on the order of priority is a study
of the OMERS fund, which is under way
now, as I reported to the Legislature on

Thursday, Oct. 25. Mr. Hickey is the person
in charge of this activity and he is. as the

House will recall, the chairman of the five-

man study group established a few weeks

ago co-operatively by the OMERS board and

by my ministry, which will report by Jan. 15
next.

Mr. Breithaupt: As the minister will no
doubt recall, there was, during the private
members' hour yesterday, a motion debated
with respect to the matter of OMERS, and I

thought that a good suggestion was made
and supported by several of the members
with respect to the involvement of these

investment funds in the purchase of munici-

pal debentures. Would this matter be con-

sidered in this particular area, and will the

ministry be giving it some consideration?

Hon. Mr. White: Yes, that's one of the

principal objectives to the study being car-

ried out. I quite like the idea. The municipal
leaders, naturally enough, are very keen on
the idea. The OMERS board, I think, is a

little bit gun-shy, because they certainly don't
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want to see themselves subsidizing munici-

palities; and I think they're just a little bit

puzzled about the consequences of their

getting into municipal borrowings. At any
rate, this is one of the most compelling
reasons for this study taking place.

Mr. Breithaupt: I would agree. They should

not be involved in subsidizing municipalities,
because obviously the municipal rates,

whether they go through OMERS or on the

open market, are probably going to be with

somewhat higher interest requirement, ob-

viously, than those of the province.

But what I do see is that our society has

certainly moved from the days in the 1930s

when, unfortnnatelv, there were defaults in

municipal bonds; when accounting procedures
or personal knowledge of the requirements
of financing was not as great, and possibly
as all pervasive, as the accounting rules and
the controls that now exist. Therefore the

matte*- of default or loss of capital involve-

ment is unlikely, I suggest, to be a particular

dancer. Surely, if the interest rates are

^li^htV higher this should be a welcome
source of income to the various funds, and
as w^U I would think a welcome source of

sale to the municipalities.

Hon. Mr. White: There is just a little con-
flict here. The municipal leaders want to see

OMERS monevs made available to them.
Tmplicit in certain other of their remarks is

the fact that they don't see the OMERS fund

subsidizing municipalities any more than any
on° of us would wish to have OMERS sub-

sidizing the province's financial requirements.

So far, so good?

Mr. Cassidy: You know, that is a total con-

version, considering what you have done the
last 10 years.

Hon. Mr. White: I think the OMERS
board, however, is a Tittle nervous because
of the enormous enthusiasm that mavors an^l

reeves brine to the availability of OMERS
funds. In other words, if a municipality is

going to be paying more or less the same
amount through the market as it would to

OMERS, why the enormous enthusiasm for
'-o rowing from OMERS?

Mr. Breitha'unt: Yes, one can understand
that.

Hon. Mr. Whiter Triers would be, I sujr-

cjMt some downward pressure on municipal
interest rates, because if OMERS became a
new large buyer for municipal debentures,
thereby increasing the demand side, one

would expect if the supply side remains the

same there would be some decrease in price.

Mr. D. M. Deacon (Yor< Centre): Mr.

Chairman, surely the minister doesn't feel,

with the size of OMERS now, that the excel-

lent members on the board arent' capable
of running a pension fund just as well as

any other pension fund is run in this prov-
ince? Surely now, with the Pension Benefits

Act, thc-e is no reason to restrict them in

the way vou have been restricting the

OMERS fund?

Whv not cut them loose? Why not get
himself out from underneath this present
cloud that he suffers under because of the

fact there is an allegation the province is

benefiting from the fact they have these

fun^s available to them? Why doesn't the

minister say: "We are not going to restrict

it any more. We are not going to say you
have to buy municipal funds. We are going;

to sav you have to abide by the restrictions

and the laws in the Pension Benefits Act of

the province."

Surely that is the way this fund should

now operate?

Hon. Mr. White: That's the reason for the

study.

Mr. Chairman: Vote 1004?

Mr. Cassidy: Yes; a question or two to

the minister.

In the budget in April you gave a very

specific pledge about resource taxation; you
stated that Ontario would bring forward its

long-term policy on resource taxation as well

as the necessary amendments to th^ Cor-

porations Tax Act before the end of 1973.

Unfortunately you rather spoiled that state-

ment, which we welcomed, by saying that

you merely intended to maintain the pres-

ent paltry, inadequate level of resource taxa-

tion.

Can you tell us what are the lines in which

you*- thinking is going as far as rejigging

resource taxation is concerned; and when can

we expect to have the statement?

Hon. Mr. White: We are exploring a num-
ber of alternatives. We have been ioined in

the last 10 days by the Ministry of Natural

Resources. At the recommendation of the

Minister of Natural Resources (Mr. Bernier)

I have agreed to a studv which will be com-

pleted in the middle of January and which

will enable us to reconsider the alternatives

available.
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Mr. Cassidy: You mean to say you won't
have anything this year, although you prom-
ised it, because of other things. You will

have a study in January. A study in January

normally leads to a review in June, a recon-

sideration in August and the cabinet com-
mittee in November; you look at it for the

following budget in 1975 and by 1976 you
might do something; is that fair?

Hon. Mr. White: Maybe it is, but it won't

be until 1977 that these Jan. 1 changes start

to bite in anyway. Really, there is no panic
about it.

Mr. Cassidy: Can you explain that? What
do you mean? You are not changing the re-

source taxes for three years; is that right?

You are not changing them at least until 1977
and what are you doing then?

Why didn't you explain in your budget
that you only intended to move on the re-

source tax field in the late 1970s rather than

implying you would be doing it by next year?

Hon. Mr. White: Whatever changes are

made, presumably next year, would pre-

sumably be effective Jan. 1, 1974. But be-

cause there is a time lag of years between
the exploration expenditure or the capital in-

vestment and the consequence of taxation,

there will not be any meaningful change in

these tax revenues until 1976 or 1977. The
new federal mining tax system won't grip

until 1976 or 1977.

Mr. Cassidy: Everybody in the chamber
knows that. Everybody knows, to, that the

new federal tax system will be as ineffective

as the old because of the effective lobby the

resource industry has brought on Ottawa.

You know, that is another source of revenue
for you. Have you considered the question
and do you now intend to increase revenues

through more adequate resource industry
taxation?

If not, what the devil are you fiddling
around with it for? It is a bad system now.
You may as well leave it now as create
another bad system to replace it. Will you
increase revenues from the resource taxes or

not?

Hon. Mr. White: I am not going to predict
that until I see the results of the study.

Mr. Chairman: Vote 1004.

Mr. Cassidy: One other question, Mr.
Chairman.

Mr. Laughren: They haven't been in power
as long as you have.

Mr. Cassidy: That's right. You have had
30 years to do something about it. You
created the system.

Mr. Rhodes: He sure won't he-

Mr. Cassidy: This is a government which

gets $15 million from the forest industry; and

yet this government spends $40 million in

order to directly subsidize their operations.
That is what you call an equitable and just

tax system, Mr. Minister. It is just absurd.

I have one final question on this particular

part of the estimates.

Mr. D. R. Irvine ( Grenville-Dundas ) : You
promise it is the final one?

Mr. Cassidy: No, I don't promise that it's

the final one. The minister is very provoca-
tive here you have to understand.

What plans does the minister have for

expanding the Province of Ontario Savings
Office into a genuinely effective mortgage
bank or building society, or that kind of

financial institution? Or on the other hand

cutting it out completely in view of the fact

that in its present size is is neither fish nor

fowl and may as well be disbanded?

Hon. Mr. White: Mr. Chairman, this

should be asked of the Minister of Revenue.

Mr. Cassidy: I raise it with this ministry
because channelling the savings of the people
of the province is a tool of fiscal and
economic policy, and because the deposit
interest of the savings office is covered under
this budget. That is why I think it is relevant

to raise this issue with this ministry and not

only with the Minister of Revenue. He simply
runs the thing. He is the joe-boy. You are

the chief.

Mr. Breithaupt: If I could speak to that,

just briefly Mr. Chairman, I recall that in our
discussions last year on the Ministry of

Revenue budget that the minister commented
that dealings with changes in the system
were matters of policy over which he did not
feel he had the responsibility. So if the

Treasurer could give us some idea of the

development plans for the savings office, I

think it would be most helpful at this point.

Hon. Mr. White: When I was Minister of

Revenue I had one, or several studies done;
and Mr. Winkler succeeded me and he had
one or two studies done. And I think Mr.

Grossman now has had one or two studies

done—
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Mr. Ferrier: Great studiers!

Mr. Cassidy: Don't say anything.

Hon. Mr. White: But every time we come
to the conclusion that the existing situation is

perfect and we leave it where it is. And that

is our policy.

Mr. Cassidy: The situation isn't perfect.
We know that because we can look at the

government every day. But are you going to

do -anything about it or are you simply going
to let the universe unfold as it will?

Mr. Chairman: Vote 1004.

Mr. Cassidy: Mr. Chairman, I have one
or two questions after the—

Mr. Chairman: Can you get them into 30
seconds? If not—

Mr. Cassidy: No, they might take about

two or three minutes; not an awful lot of

time, but not enough to handle now.

It being 6 o'clock p.m. the House took

recess.
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LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY OF ONTARIO

The House resumed at 8:30 o'clock, p.m.

ESTIMATES, MINISTRY OF TREASURY,
ECONOMICS AND INTERGOVERN-

MENTAL AFFAIRS

( continued )

On vote 1004:

Mr. Chairman: When we rose a 6 o'clock,

we were on vote 1004. Are there any further

comments on 1004?

Mr. M. Cassidy (Ottawa Centre): I would
like to make a couple of comments, Mr. Chair-

man, and they will be very brief. I think I

had better put this on the record, because

the minister gave the figures very quickly
earlier this afternoon.

As I understand it, the deficit which he

forecast in the budget of $402 million has

now escalated to $542 million. The cash re-

quirements of the ministry, which he esti-

mated at $836 million, have now escalated to

$1,007,000,000. I think we may as well put
it on the record that this is the first time in

the history of the Province of Ontario that the

cash requirements of the government have

gone to the billion-dollar level and that this

Treasurer is the first billion-dollar bor-

rower as far as this particular government
is concerned.

Mr. F. Young (Yorkview): He is a real

pioneer.

Mr. Cassidy: That's right. It is significant

to us—

Hon. J. White (Treasurer, Minister of Eco-

nomics and Intergovernmental Affairs): On a

point of order, Mr. Chairman, that is not

correct. In 1971-1972, the total financing was

$1,018,200,000.

Mr. Cassidy: In other words, with about

five months to go in the fiscal year, the min-

ister has left himself a leeway of $11,200,000.
We can be pretty sure, given his ebullience

and his effusive qualities, that he will make
sure that he makes the record before that

time is up.

Tuesday, November 13, 1973

It also interests me that at this point the

minister has, quite rightly, acknowledged the

loss of $64 million in revenues because of the

loss of the energy tax. But expenditure esti-

mates are already up by $76 million and this

is before seeing the estimates for supple-

mentary expenditures.

I want to make this very short but, maybe,
I could ask the minister, if there will be addi-

tional expenditures coming along by the time

his colleague, the Minister of Community and
Social Services (Mr. Brunelle), goes forward

with improvements in the welfare benefits and

by the time that other ministers come forward

with their particular pet projects?

Will there not be a number of other in-

creases and will this deficit that he has now

given us of more than half a billion dollars

not escalate still further?

Hon. Mr. White: Mr. Chairman, certainly
some of these items will go up and some will

go down and our forecasts are predicated on
the basis that these will even out. I think, sir,

I should put in front of the House certain

ratios to indicate the stability which we bring
to bear on these provincial finances. In 1964-

1965, net debt as a proportion of gross pro-
vincial product was 6.5 per cent and last year
it was 6.4 per cent.

Mr. Cassidy: What was that, the net deficit?

Hon. Mr. White: The net debt as a propor-
tion of gross provincial product. The net debt

as a proportion of gross revenue was 79.6 per
cent in 1964-1965 and I think I'll read it

through for the subsequent years. In 1965-

1966 it was 67.9, then 54.8, 50.2, 43.7, 31.7,

30.1, 39.9, 41.2 in the year 1972-1973, and

in the year 1973-1794 we anticipate 43.6.

If one seizes upon the year 1970-1971 one

will see that we are considerably higher at

43.6 than we were in that year when it was

30.1. That is the measure, I think, of the bold-

ness that we've brought to budgets during a

period of high unemployment. If one com-

pares the 43.6 to the 79.6 of a decade ago,
then one can argue presumably that we have

additional borrowing capacity. If one, how-

ever, takes the 1964-1965 net debt to GPP

figure of 6.5 and contrasts that with the
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present year of 6.4, I think one has to con-

clude that we are fully utilizing the addi-

tional economic strength within the juris^

diction by keeping our net debt level at

almost exactly the same proportion as was the

case a decade ago.

I find it hard to meet the argument, Mr.

Chairman, because some members of the NDP
claim we are overtaxing and some claim we
are undertaxing.

Mr. Cassidy: That's not true.

Hon. Mr. White: The critic himself has

succeeded in changing gears from time to

time during the present session.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. White: Will you tell us clearly if

your caucus states we are overtaxing or under-

taxing? And don't trot out these spurious argu-
ments about undertaxing resource industries,

because I pointed out to the House that the

socialists in British Columbia will put the

mining industry right out of business.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. White: There hasn't been an

exploration dollar spent in BC since Premier

Barrett was elected—not a dollar. And there

won't be either.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Cassidy: Let me answer the specific

argument. The mining taxes in BC went

up shortly after the NDP came into power.
What we have said there and what we say
here is very specifically that the tax con-

cessions to the resource industries are far

too great to compensate for the exploration
effort. If the mining companies are so

namby-pamby that they won't do it with
the taxation levels which are there-

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. Cassidy: I have the floor, Mr. Chair-

man—then it is very clear that, as happens
under a semi-capitalist government in Que-
bec, it should happen here as well that the

major thrust of the exploration effort should

be carried on by the public sector. There
is no reason why this Treasurer and his re-

sources minister (Mr. Bernier) and his

Premier (Mr. Davis) and so on shouldn't

endorse that. It is a much more efficient way
of handling the situation than letting the

scandal of the junior mines market continue
down on Bay St. I know there are lots of

Tories who amuse themselves on that particu-
lar market but that junior mines market has

absolutely no social or economic utility what-

soever. None at all.

Mr. W. J. Nuttall (Frontenac-Addington):
You don't believe that.

Mr. Cassidy: I do believe that, as a matter

of fact.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Cassidy: If the member for Peter-

borough (Mr. Turner) is playing at junior

mines, then he had better know that he

is a dilettante who is not contributing in any

way to the future of this province. For

every dollar that he puts into the junior

mines market, only a nickel at the most

actually gets into concrete constructive ex-

ploration work.

Interjections by hon. members.

An hon. member: You know nothing about

mining.

Mr. Cassidy: The rest is in speculation
and in profiteering and in the kinds of games
that go on with shares that start off at a

dime and are sold at 20, 40 and 60 cents,

accompanied by puffs in the Northern Miner.

it.

An hon. member: You know nothing about

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Cassidy: The point that the minister

has made, of course, is this: He says to the

NDP "Are you really concerned about the

increase in the deficit?" Our answer is yes,

when you are spending it the way this gov-
ernment is spending it.

An hon. member: That hurts.

Mr. Cassidy: If, however, you were to tax

fairly you could on one hand reduce the

load of taxation on people of moderate and

low incomes, while taxing in an equitable
fashion. You could reduce the tax on people
of low, moderate and average incomes, while

increasing the taxes in the areas that I have

mentioned, specifically, resources, succession

duties and the field of capital gains.

The minister has given some pretty con-

clusive figures, Mr. Chairman, to indicate

that Ontario, right now, has borrowing capa-

city almost beyond the realms of imagination.
The question is: How should it use that five

or six or seven billion dollars of borrowing

capacity over the next few years?

The minister has come repeatedly into this

House to state that the Ontario government
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can't afford to buy land in the Niagara
Escarpment. It can't afford a land banking
scheme. It can't afford this, that and the

other thing.

In other words, he doesn't feel that the

use of this public borrowing power to bene-

fit the people of the province is justified.

He doesn't feel that.

But the costs will come home to roost,

Mr. Chairman, when the people of Ontario

are paying $40,000 for a housing lot in a

few years time because this minister and
this government refuse to use the borrowing
powers that exist right now.

Mr. E. M. Havrot (Timiskaming): What
do you know about financing?

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Cassidy: There is no question that

right now, with the figures that have been

given to this House, that the land speculators
and developers, with whom the minister and
his Premier like to consort-

Mr. Havrot: All you know about is your
piggy-bank.

Mr. G. Nixon (Dovercourt): Be reasonable

for a change.

Mr. Cassidy: —could simply be put under

public control, no question at all. The
minister is saying that there are several

billion dollars of borrowing capacity there

and I can give him one priority for which
that money should be used and that is, very

specifically, to bring the land market in urban
areas like Toronto-

Mr. J. P. MacBeth (York West): Pure
nonsense.

Mr. Cassidy: —under public control. The
minister could do that right now and the
benefit would be, Mr. Chairman, that 10

years from now land and housing would be
available at reasonable cost, rather than being
a plaything of the rich and very rich.

You are at a dividing line, Mr. Chairman,
you are at a dividing line right now. The
minister, himself, admits that the capacity
and the potential are there in the public
sector. Only because of its ideology-

Mr. Havrot: Ah, sit down.

Mr. Cassidy: —and because of the developer
friends who met with the Premier for break-
fast during the campaign-

Mr. G. Nixon: You are dreaming.

Mr. Cassidy: —and who gave him a million

dollars and told him to lay off, this govern-
ment will not move.

Mr. Havrot: Do you ever figure the cost

of the time you have wasted in this House?

Hon. Mr. White: Well, sir, there isn't a

socialist here who could run a peanut stand.

That is point number one. And there isn't a

socialist here, I think, who has ever met a

payroll. They all came from very comfortable

backgrounds, unlike those of us who went to

work in a factory at the age of 13. They all

came from very comfortable backgrounds
and they all fasten themselves onto the public

purse directly or indirectly. But those of us

who sit on this side of the House-

Mr. V. M. Singer (Downsview): And went
to work at age 13.

Hon. Mr. White: —and who have worked
our way up in this world, have some appre-
ciation of the value of a dollar and we have

some appreciation of the sweat that goes into

our taxpayers' remittances.

Mr. M. C. Germa (Sudbury): Tell us about

$1.80 an hour.

Hon. Mr. White: Now, sir, that impels us

to keep our tax rates somewhat lower than

the Canadian average-

Mr. Cassidy: Yes, that's right.

Hon. Mr. White: —and that induces us to

keep our borrowing within bounds. I in-

herited a very good set of books from my
predecessor and he, in turn, inherited a

double-A rating from his predecessor.

This can be said of our various Treasurers,
in turn. We have a succession—McKeough
from MacNaughton from Allan from Frost—

and I am not going to put this province's
credit into jeopardy. I am going to leave this

position some time from now with the double-

A rating intact.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. White: Our net debt, as I said

a minute ago, as a proportion of GPP was 6.5

per cent in 1964-1965 and today it is 6.4

per cent. Who would ask it to be larger than

that? Would the Liberals, just so I will know?

Mr. J. R. Breithaupt (Kitchener): No.

Hon. Mr. White: No. Would the socialists,

just so I'll know?
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Mr. Singer: Yes. Somebody might ask that

it be smaller.

Mr. MacBeth: Mortgage for the future.

Mr. J. M. Turner (Peterborough): No con-

cern for the future.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Singer: Come on. You can do better

than that.

Hon. Mr. White: No, I've got a couple of

more ratios here which I think might be

helpful to you.

Mr. Singer: Clever quips.

Mr. Cassidy: Is Dr. Russell anxious for you
to go on?

Interjections by hon. members.

An hon. member: Stop the clock.

Mr. Cassidy: While the minister thinks,
Mr. Chairman, I want the minister to know
that I've walked both sides of the street.

I've worked as a capitalist.

Hon. Mr. White: No, I have got the floor.

Mr. Havrot: Sit down .

Mr. J. R. Rhodes (Sault Ste. Marie): You
can't have it on both sides.

Hon. Mr. White: Sir, I think we shouldn't

deceive ourselves. Of course, Ontario's credit

is excellent. It is respected around the world,
in Japan, Germany, the United States. Every-
where I go I have-

Mr. Cassidy: Well, no wonder.

Hon. Mr. White: —financial experts say
Ontario's affairs are in good hands.

Mr. Cassidy: You are swarmed by groupies
wanting to lend money.

Hon. Mr. White: Yet it must be said we
have utilized our credit fully and at twice
the rate of the federal government, relative

to its revenues. When one looks at the vari-

ous comparisons of debt across Canada I

have to confess to you that we're not No. 1.

We rank third according to Statistics Canada;
according to Dominion Securities analysis we
rank fourth; according to Wood Gundy we
rank third.

Mr. Cassidy: Is that in the ratings?

Hon. Mr. White: Insofar as net debt to

revenue is concerned we rank second.

1 in theseI wouldn't aspire to be No.

rankings but I certainly—

Mr. Cassidy: Not for any reasons of pure

strategy, no.

Hon. Mr. White: —am not going to rank

No. 10. When I see two, three and four

here I think we're taking the appropriate
course between taxing our people entirely

for this year's works and allowing some of

these long-lived assets to go over on to fu-

ture generations of taxpayers.

I'm glad to hear the Liberals say they
wouldn't expand the debt beyond the

thoughtful limits which we ourselves have

established.

Mr. E. R. Good (Waterloo North): We
would use the revenues allotted more effec-

tively.

Hon. Mr. White: I'm not surprised, when
I see the profligacy evident in certain other

provinces and in particular one or two head-

ed by the NDP, to see the way in which they

are buying themselves out of present-day
trouble by over-utilizing their debt.

Mr. Cassidy: I thought you meant Quebec.

Hon. Mr. White: Here again, Mr. Chairman,
we propose to be progressive in utilizing our

credit capability and we propose to be con-

servative in safeguarding this double-A rating,

let me say, in perpetuity.

Mr. Cassidy: I want to say a couple of

words to the minister, Mr. Chairman. I've

walked both sides of the street. I've worked
for the capitalist press of the Financial Times

and so on and I've been over on that side.

I enjoyed it and I enjoy where I am right

now and frankly I prefer it where I am right

now because I think we know where the

answers are.

The second thing I will say to the minister

is this: That in the course of his remarks,

in the process of trying to make a few cheap

political points, he is undermining Confed-

eration, if you will, because it so happens
that there are three provinces in this country
which are run and are very well run by NDP
governments—in Manitoba, in Saskatchewan

and in British Columbia.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Cassidy: The third point I would make
is that out in British Columbia we have now
had an NDP government for a period of a

year and a half—
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Mr. Rhodes: You are not buying full-page
ads in the Globe and Mail.

Mr. Cassidy: —and they have not borrowed
a nickel out there and they are doing a
damned fine job.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Cassidy: They stand second to none
in knowing how to manage public finance.

I think the minister had better know that

and stop making this kind of cheap crack

about the way in which the New Democrats
run it. We know how to run it as well.

Mr. Havrot: You will never know.

Mr. Cassidy: The fourth point I would
make to the minister is that he will go to

his political grave wrapped in the blue rib-

bons of a double-A status, never having
known what he could have done with the

capacities that are available to the Ontario

government in its borrowing power. The re-

marks he's made indicate quite clearly that

he does not understand the difference be-

tween how you spend a dollar which is

raised from taxation-

Mr. G. Nixon: How about yourself?

Mr. Cassidy: —and the things you can do
in the investment area with dollars which
are borrowed. It surprises me that he claims

to know how to run a peanut factory. He
may know how to do that; he doesn't know
how to run the Treasury of this province.

Mr. Havrot: Why don't you look after your
constituents?

Mr. Turner: Nobody is listening to you.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Cassidy: And it was obvious to me
that he sucked at the public tit for far too

long as a professor at the University of West-
ern Ontario-

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Cassidy: —and anything he may have
learned in the private sector was clearly lost

by the time he came into politics.

An hon. member: You are wasting the time
of the House.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Waterloo
North.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Good: I am going to ask the minister
how long—

Hon. Mr. White: Well, as you may recall,

Mr. Chairman, our expenditures here, includ-

ing enormous transfers to the municipal sec-

tor, were 11.7 per cent; and I think when
we netted out those transfers our increase

in expenditures was something like 8.6 per

cent, the second lowest in the country after

Quebec. The federal government's expendi-
tures increased 16.4 per cent, but it happens
that British Columbia led the list with an

increase of 18.5 per cent.

An hon. member: Shame!

Mr. Cassidy: That's right, and we had a

tremendous amount—

Hon. Mr. White: So it will be interesting
to see how long it is before they find the

markets of Canada and the world closed to

them.

Interjection by an hon. member.

Hon. Mr. White: I am informed that

Manitoba, also under the control of socialists

for the moment, has utilized foreign markets

far more than we have.

Mr. Cassidy: They have the lowest rate of

unemployment in the country.

Mr. B. Gilbertson (Algoma): And the high-
est taxes.

Hon. Mr. White: At any rate, from the

parade of foreign bankers that come to my
door, I would judge that our credit is pretty
fair and that the international monetary

community has enormous confidence in the

competence of this government and in the

economic resources of Ontario. They think

it's the paradise of the world today.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Waterloo

North.

Interjections by hon. members.

An hon. member: Sit down!

Mr. Cassidy: I don't think the minister

should be allowed to get away, Mr. Chair-

Mr. Chairman: Order.

Mr. Cassidy: —with the statement that

Ontario has such low rates of tax.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Cassidy: Mr. Chairman, we have a

seven per cent sales tax in this province, the

same as the Maritime provinces; the minister

therefore ought to realize—
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An hon. member: Oh sit down. Sit down!

Mr. Cassidy: —that in addition to that sales

tax, which is already the second highest
rate in the country, we also have the highest
rate of health premiums of any province in

the country.

Mr. R. D. Kennedy (Peel South): And the

best climate!

Mr. Cassidy: And when you take the sales

tax and those health premiums together, those

two direct regressive taxes make our people
the heaviest taxed right across the country.
There's no question about that any way you
look at it, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Havrot: You are sick.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Cassidy: If you look at it on a per

capita basis or on the basis of the tax rates-

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Cassidy: —we are the heaviest taxed.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Waterloo
North.

Mr. Cassidy: And he shouldn't get away
with that unchecked.

Hon. Mr. White: This is another inaccu-

racy, Mr. Chairman. We are taxed somewhat
less than the average across the country. We
are taxing our people enough that I myself
wouldn't be prepared to alter those rates

upward.

Mr. I. Deans (Wentworth): You have tried.

You tried just recently. What about the

energy tax?

Hon. Mr. White: One of the areas in which
we have succeeded in keeping the rates

under control is personal income tax. Our
rate is 30.5 per cent.

Hon. Mr. White: The great socialist Prov-
ince of Manitoba has a rate of 42.5 per cent-

Mr. Cassidy: What about the sales tax?

Mr. Deans: Including all premiums.

Hon. Mr. White: —notwithstanding the tens

of millions of dollars-

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. White: Just a minute. Notwith-

standing the windfall of $42 million they got
this year from the federal government, paid
for by Ontario-

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. White: -$36 million plus $6
million—$42 million before the election.

Mr. Cassidy: Oh, come on!

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Good: Mr. Chairman-

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Good: Mr. Chairman, it's regrettable
that we deal with such an argumentative and

provocative minister following the Speaker's
dinner, but this is what happens on occasion.

I have a few questions. When the minister

was speaking about the percentage of debt
in relation to the gross provincial product, is

the internal borrowing of the Canada Pension
Plan and the $500 million-plus included as

provincial debt or just external debt?

Hon. Mr. White: That would be our total

debt.

Mr. Good: That would be included?

Hon. Mr. White: Our total debt less our
accounts receivable.

Mr. Good: Yes, as far as the payments
from school boards and things of that nature.

Now, could the minister indicate to the

House the percentage of increase year by
year that is available to the province of

internal borrowing from such sources as the

Canada Pension Fund and OMERS? I would

imagine that that availability of funds is

considerable, as far as the increase from
one year to the next goes.

Mr. L. C. Henderson: (Lambton): Carried.

Hon. Mr. White: I can give you a series:

1970-1971 $609,700,000, 1971-1972 $747 mil-

lion, 1972-1973 interim, $773 million, esti-

mated 1973-1974 $915.3 million; and in the

year coming up somewhere between $900
million and $1 billion—closer to $1 billion.

We don't have an exact estimation.

Mr. Good: Then, Mr. Minister, let's make
no mistake about it. The reason that the

province does not have to go to the public

money markets is certainly that this source

of funds has increased by over 50 per cent

in the last four years. This is a very beauti-

ful source of funds available to the prov-
ince for internal borrowing.

Mr. Cassidy: That's right on.
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Mr. Good: There is one other point that

I think needs a little clarification here. Be-

fore the supper hour the minister was some-

what reluctant to deal with the loss of

funds because of the German borrowing.
This was separate from the money he
claimed they made on taking on all the

world money markets as a whole. So while

the province lost $2.5 million because of

the upward valuation of the German mark,
due to the money that was borrowed there

back in the days when Premier Robarts and
the present Minister of Energy (Mr.

McKeough) went over, the minister tried

to tell us because of our good business sense

we borrowed sufficient money in other foreign

money markets that we end up with a net

profit of some $87 million. Thus we wind

up in a great position, where in the long
run by borrowing on foreign markets we
come out ahead.

Let us make one thing certain, Mr. Chair-

man. It was not the wisdom of the financial

people of this province that caused the

profit. It was the stabilization of the Cana-
dian dollar brought about mainly by the

federal government in Ottawa that gave them
their profit.

I didn't hear you say that. Did you some-
how forget to tell us that it was no great

manipulation on the part of the province
to go to the States to borrow the money?
That it was a stabilization of the Canadian
dollar and the revaluation from about 92
cents up to par with the US dollar that

puts Ontario in its present financial advan-

tage on its borrowing in the States?

There is just one other question I would
like to ask. How much money did the

province borrow on behalf of Ontario Hydro
in this year?

Hon. Mr. White: Mr. Chairman, certainly
the hon. member is quite correct. Since

1962 a top priority of the Canadian govern-
ment has been to keep our dollar at par
with the American. Since one can only use
an economic instrument for one particular

objective, Canadian monetary policy has

thereby been lost in controlling inflation and
we are paying a very heavy price for that.

So yes, of course, the Canadian dollar is at

par with the American dollar. And as a

consequence of that we have suffered some
diminution of the value of our currency
vis-a-vis Europe, to satisfy that paramount
political priority of the Canadian govern-
ment. That is acknowledged. We ourselves

hedged our bet by borrowing in New York
and by borrowing in the United States. In

the process we saved our people $59,500,000.
And that is what I call a good deal.

Mr. Cassidy: No. No.

Mr. Good: You didn't say that it was a

windfall.

Mr. Cassidy: You saved $75 million and

you blew $25 million. Those are the figures.

Hon. Mr. White: We saved the people
$59.5 million as a net consequence.

Mr. Good: You didn't say that it was a

windfall.

Hon. Mr. White: On behalf of Ontario

Hydro we have borrowed $125 million this

year.

Mr. Good: One hundred and twenty-five
million dollars.

Hon. Mr. White: One hundred and twenty-
five million dollars.

Mr. Good: Could the Treasurer answer
one last question? Does any of that money
come back to Ontario for spending? Was
that money borrowed in the United States?

Hon. Mr. White: This $125 million was
borrowed on Wall St.—

Mr. Good: On Wall St.

Hon. Mr. White: —and I think used to

purchase coal.

Mr. Good: And it was all spent in the

United States, is that correct?

Hon. Mr. White: Presumably because to

purchase coal in the States would certainly
run into more than $100 million a year.

Mr. Good: And that will be repayable,
I presume, in US dollars.

Mr. C. E. Mcllveen (Oshawa): Carried.

Mr. Chairman: Vote 1004?

Vote 1004 agreed to.

On vote 1005:

Mr. Chairman: Shall we do this item by
item?

Mr. Cassidy: I was just going to ask you,
Mr. Chairman, how do you wish to do it?

We feel quite happy to deal with it as a

whole or, depending on the other opposition

party, will deal with it item by item.
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Mr. Breithaupt: Mr. Chairman, it would

appear that it is likely that this vote will

probably at least require the balance of

this evening's sitting. I would suggest it

would be more practical for us to deal with
it on an item-by-item basis so that we will

all know where we are at one time.

Mr. Chairman: I would think item by item
would be more logical. Item 1?

Mr. Cassidy: May I just ask the minister
what this item covers? I really don't want
to get caught out on a later item and find

that I should have raised something at this

point.

Hon. Mr. White: As the printed estimates

might indicate, it covers salaries, benefits,

transportation services, supplies and equip-
ment related to programme administration.

More specifically it includes the assistant

deputy minister's office, the co-ordinator of

policy and research, the Haldimand-Norfolk

study. That sums it up.

Mr. Breithaupt: I think the Treasurer can
share our concern that when we see an
estimate that goes from $50,000 to almost

$400,000 in one year we want to know,
therefore, what more particularly this admin-
istration covers. In this particular project,
we see activities which began as new acti-

vities last year, especially in the next item,

concerning the North Pickering community
project. But as the other items have in-

creased as well, and presumably they have
some administrative facility and requirement
within them, one does wonder just what has
caused in this one particular administrative
area an increase of some $325,000.

Hon. Mr. White: The Haldimand-Norfolk

study was $248,300.

Mr. Cassidy: I have a couple of points

concerning Haldimand-Norfolk and I will

ask you a very simple question, Mr. Minis-
ter. Would you come clean with the House
and confirm that the reason that they are

rushing ahead with Haldimand-Norfolk now
is because Stelco gave the word and told you
to rush it?

Hon. Mr. White: This is the kind of in-

sulting remark that I find absolutely intoler-

able from this newly elected radical.

Mr. Cassidy: I have been around two

years, you know.

Hon. Mr. White: We are not the servants

of any particular group. We are the party
of the people and that's why we have been

here since 1943. The sooner you realize it,

the better you are going to be.

We moved ahead with this because Haldi-
mand-Norfolk said "Please go ahead with

regional government July 1, 1974," and be-

cause Norfolk county council said "Please go
ahead Jan. 1, 1974." I have split the differ-

ence, so we are going ahead April 1. This
is not because Stelco wanted to, not because

you wanted to, but because the people in

Haldimand-Norfolk want us to. That is the

reason.

Mr. J. A. Renwick (Riverdale): You are

being so belligerent you must have diffi-

culty-

Mr. Cassidy: Can the minister then ex-

plain why it is that the Richardson study
of 1971, which we dealt with in legislation

just the other week, was suppressed by the

government for a period of a year and a half

with no action taken until this spring? Can
the minister explain why it is that his offi-

cials and, I believe, he himself were on rec-

ord in the region as saying to the people
of the area there is lots of time? This was
as recently as a month before he had lunch
or dinner or breakfast with the municipal
leaders in Haldimand-Norfolk in late July
or early August. He told them then, all of

a sudden, "Okay, boys, it is full steam ahead
from here on in." Can the minister relate

that to the fact that Stelco, which had gone
on quietly and had been expanding its

Hamilton works, suddenly decided that it

wanted to move in expanding or in creating
its new plant down in Haldimand-Norfolk?
What are these coincidences if it didn't mean
that Stelco was giving the orders?

Hon. Mr. White: To answer these several

questions, I released the report when I be-

came aware of the report. It had been lan-

guishing some place in my ministry.

Mr. Cassidy: That's right.

Hon. Mr. White: My instructions now are

to release every report on receipt. There
was no reason for withholding it. It just
wasn't attended to in the press of other

business.

Mr. Cassidy: The former Treasurer (Mr.

McKeough) suppressed it and decided to

bring it up later.

Hon. Mr. White: At no time did I say
to Haldimand and Norfolk that they had all

the time in the world. What I did say to

them, as I said to Oxford today and as I

said to Perth a few days ago, was, "What
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you do concerning local government is up
to you." I think the people in Haldimand-
Norfolk can make this determination better

than we can, and also in Perth and Oxford

and Lambton and Essex and Middlesex.

Mr. Mcllveen: And Oshawa.

Hon. Mr. White: And Oshawa. Who is

that?

Mr. Cassidy: That's the exception, yes.

Hon. Mr. White: That's the exception that

proves the rule.

Mr. Good: How come you got it named
Nanticoke?

Hon. Mr. White: The industrial develop-
ment in that area was predicted by Prof.

Ed Pleva from Western University some years

ago, at which time he told the people in

that area who themselves participated in

LERDA that that was going to be the Ruhr

Valley of Canada. These development pres-
sures are absolutely inevitable. They are go-

ing to be uncontrollable, given the existing
structure of government. They are going to

be fully controllable and planable in the new

regional government. Whether this helps or

hinders Stelco I really don't know. But I

do know that now, for the first time ever,
we have an opportunity to put these plans in

place before and not after some kind of

rapid development takes place.

My expectation is, 20 years from now or

50 years from now, in that glorious part of

Ontario we will have that enormous green-
belt to the west. We will have parks and

playgrounds along the banks of the Lynn
and along the banks of the Grand River. We
will protect all of the natural advantages
now to be observed there while, at the same

time, providing the economic resources to

keep this province number one, insofar as the

standard of living in Canada is concerned

and, if I may quote the London Economist,

perhaps number one insofar as living stan-

dards are concerned all over the world.
That's what the London Economist said.

Mr. Cassidy: Mr. Chairman, I don't accept
quite as uncritically the words or the dicta
that are created by geographers and econo-
mists from the University of Western Ontario.

Just because it comes from Western, it isn't

necessarily right. Or just because it comes
from Western, it shouldn't necessarily be
followed. Prof. Pleva who is an eminent geog-
rapher, may well be right when he talks
about the economic advantages of this

corridor of Ontario in Haldimand-Norfolk,
but that was simply looking at it from the

uncritical view of an economic geographer.
I would have thought that the minister as

a politician and as a kind of social planner,
like it or not, should look at it in terms of

the interests of the people of all of the

Province of Ontario.

Perhaps the minister can tell the House
whether any effort, at any time, was made
to seek to induce Stelco to locate either on
the St. Lawrence or on the north shore of

Lake Huron or on Lake Superior, in other

words, to use the new Stelco plant as an in-

strument of economic development in the

areas that are so obviously depressed.

Hon. Mr. White: Whether the attempt was
made or not I cannot say, but I am given to

understand that the economist made it im-

possible for them to be east of the Welland
Canal because of the enormous tonnages of

iron ore coming down from the Mesabi

Range and the north shore of Lake Superior,
because of the enormous tonnages of lime-

stone coming from the Woodstock-Ingersoll
area, 'and because of the enormous tonnages
of coal coming across Lake Erie. There was

just no way in which the Welland Canal
could handle that kind of volume of shipping.

Mr. Cassidy: Well, you know, Mr. Chair-

man-

Mr. Singer: Mr. Chairman-

Mr. Cassidy: The first point-

Mr. Singer: Mr. Chairman, could I get in—
or does the member for Ottawa Centre

monopolize all of this estimate?

Mr. Chairman: Well-

Mr. Cassidy: Well, okay, you have a crack

at it.

Mr. Chairman: All right, the member for

Downsview.

Mr. Singer: Well, thank you very much.
Thank you very much. That's nice. That's

nice. You are all heart.

Mr. Chairman, what bothers me about this

vote 1005, is the very substantial additional

responsibility that is given to this minister.

When the government decided on the recom-
mendation of its-

Mr. Cassidy: You might at least stay on
the subject, you know.

Mr. Singer: —group that it set up to estab-

lish the provincial secretariats, the groupings
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together caused some of us a lot of con-

cern. It has become painfully apparent as

this has been experimented with over a

period of a couple of years, that it just

hasn't worked. While the people who brought
forth these ideas had found that in their

judgement and experience it might have

worked in industry, it certainly doesn't seem
to work in government.
We have seen the very sad examples of

otherwise brilliant ministers who have gone
out to pasture when they have been given
these very substantial responsibilities, which
on paper seem very meaningful but which
in practice mean absolutely nothing.

There was poor old Bert Lawrence, who
was a shining light, who was given a secre-

tariat which is supposed to involve, I think,

seven or eight or 10 departments—and which

apparently brings to him nothing that he
can transmit to the House, insofar as policy
is concerned.

There is the additional sad picture of the

Provincial Secretary for Justice, the member
for Halton (Mr. Kerr), who sits and fights

with the Attorney General (Mr. Bales). The

Attorney General usually wins, because the

Attorney General knows a little bit more
about law enforcement than the Provincial

Secretary for Justice.

There is the hon. member for Lincoln

(Mr. Welch) who also was a Provincial Secre-

tary, and whom eventually the Premier has

recognized as having much more ability than
to wallow in the doldrums of just being a
Provincial Secretary. So finally he has been

given a substantial responsibility that we
hope to discuss with him in the near future

—that of housing.

Contrariwise, and for some reason that

I have never been able to understand, rather

than parking either the member for Chatham-
Kent (Mr. McKeough) or the member for

London South (Mr. White) into a job that
has no responsibility, they gave first the
member for Chatham-Kent, and now the
member for London South, such a full

plate that no one human being ever could

reasonably be contemplated as being able to

carry out, in a logical manner, all of the

responsibilities that have been assigned to

them.

Certainly, Mr. Chairman, as one listens

to these estimates and one recognizes the

very complicated nature of the provincial

budget, one recognizes the difficulty that the

Provincial Treasurer has in trying to explain
as badly as he did the necessity for the

energy tax—and then his ignominious re-

treat that he had to beat from that position

—that he had a full plate insofar as dealing

with the financial affairs of the province.

Well, then, Mr. Chairman, I have to ask

how could any government, recognizing the

terrible burden they put on the member
for London South, in addition to that, give

him all the problems of municipal govern-
ment? And we embarked upon them start-

ing in vote 1005. I have great respect for

the member for London South—but notwith-

standing his ability and my respect for him,

I think he has been given just too much
to do.

I must say, Mr. Chairman, that it puzzles
me as to how any one minister, any one

individual, who is a conscientious member
of this House, can even begin to reasonably

attempt to cope with this great galaxy of

responsibilities that are involved in the de-

partment affectionately known as TEIGA.
We separate, or we try to separate, the

financial responsibilities from the urban and

regional affairs responsibilities, and we begin
to wonder just how within one kind of a

civil service one is able to cope. I don't

understand. I heard it today, and I heard

with interest and I applauded the sentiments

put forth by the Premier when he compli-
mented Ian MacDonald on his new appoint-
ment and bade him a fond farewell. Ian

MacDonald, as we all recognize, has been

and always was a very competent, efficient

well-respected civil servant. The good right

arm of this minister has now been taken

away.

But he was the good right financial arm.

The municipal arm,, the previous Minister

of Municipal Affairs, is now the chairman

of the Ontario Municipal Board. And I find

great difficulty in trying to assess respon-

sibility; trying to determine who makes
decisions in the municipal affairs branch of

government. I look for clues, Mr. Chairman,
as to what the latest thinking of govern-
ment is. And I wonder if this minister is

prepared to level with us now, tonight,

while these estimates are here, and to admit

that the task which he has been given, which
he struggles manfully to carry out, is just

too much for any one individual.

And in so saying I am not being caustic

in my criticism of him, I am just saying he
has been given too much to do. And
wouldn't it make sense, Mr. Chairman, if

this department was split up again and a new
minister—and surely amongst the 76 Con-
servative members of this House there must
be one who is capable of carrying out

municipal, planning, and regional affairs re-

sponsibilities—appointed who could take this
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on as his sole responsibility, or even her

sole responsibility? Perhaps a special civil

service could be set aside to deal only with

this kind of problem, so that people in the

Province of Ontario, including members of

the Legislature and including councillors on

municipal councils who have problems, will

be able to get to the root of them.

What I find, Mr. Chairman, so frequently,
and what I know most members of this

House find, is that when you get involved
in a problem concerning urban and regional
affairs or municipal affairs of any kind, the

minister is very sympathetic, but by and

large his knowledge, his intricate knowledge
and his experience in municipal affairs is

lacking.

He is a pleasant fellow usually and he
tries to find out. And in due course you do get
some information. But it is very unsatisfac-

tory. Certainly people who are trying to do
their job within this House must be able

to track down the decision-making position
of the various people who inhabit this de-

partment, and of the various civil servants.

One has to work his way through a maze
of lesser lights, a maze of civil servants who
all too often unfortunately have to say:
"Well, really we don't know what the policy
is," or "Really the policy is what we, the

civil servants, decided yesterday."

Now this is reflected unfortunately, Mr.

Chairman, in far too many statutes. And the

minister was talking about the new charts,

about the green belt, that he tabled before

us, and we commented on this in the legis-

lation, the planning legislation that we saw,
before the summer recess—so much of the

decision-making ability and the discretion is

lodged in the ministry. And when it is said

that it is lodged in the ministry, it really
means that it is lodged in a level six or level

seven civil servant. And the public is given
so little chance to ascertain who makes de-
cisions which affect municipal organization,

borrowing powers, official plans, subdivisions,
and zoning bylaws. One has to work his way
through this great maze of civil servants in

order to find out, sometimes, if you're lucky,
who really has a particular responsibility.

And then, Mr. Chairman, unfortunately
what happens is that the legislation passed,
albeit over our very strenuous objections,
provides no real avenue for public review of

these decisions. We are stuck with govern-
mental decisions. We are really stuck with
civil service decisions.

My plea, Mr. Chairman, and I am not

going to make a long speech on this, my

plea is to the minister at this point, and

hopefully he will be able to speak on behalf

of government. Surely the time has come to

recognize that this great experiment of

throwing all of this on the plate of one min-
ister is just too much. Surely the time has

come to separate again the responsibility in-

volved in these very different kinds of prob-
lems. Certainly there is a relationship be-

tween Treasury and Municipal Affairs; the

same as there is a relationship between

Treasury and Agriculture.

But surely if you are going to serve the

people of the Province of Ontario in a rea-

sonable and logical way, it should be made
quite clear to the people of Ontario that

member X is the minister in charge of urban
and regional affairs programming; that he
and his deputy minister and the galaxy of

civil servants who serve that particular de-

partment are the people who are in fact

responsible.

The citizens of Ontario are then going
to be able to know who deals with their

problems; what the chain of command is.

And most important of all, Mr. Chairman,
that there is a recognized system of appeal
that will be handled in a public way and
before public bodies so that people who feel

themselves aggrieved by particular decisions

have the right—as Mr. McRuer tried so to

instill through all government processes-
have the right to make an appeal, have the

right to a guarantee of natural justice; and
so that people can say at least, "If we dis-

agree we have a forum to which we can

appeal."

What bothers me, Mr. Chairman, and
what bothers, I'm sure, many thousands of

people in the Province of Ontario, is that

the system has become so big and so com-

plicated and so remote and so removed from
the people of Ontario that we really have
no control any longer with what is going on.

Mr. Cassidy: There speaks the developers'

spokesman.

Mr. Singer: Mr. Chairman, I don't speak
either as long or as repetitiously as the hon.

member for Ottawa Centre.

Mr. S. Lewis (Scarborough West): Oh,
I don't know.

Mr. Singer: I would think, Mr. Chair-

man, that the hon. member for Ottawa
Centre could believe, as many of his party

do, in the principles of natural justice—
whether he is the spokesman for develop-
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ers or for trade unionists, or just for ordinary
citizens who live in Ottawa.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Singer: And I would think, Mr. Chair-

man, that what I am saying-

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Singer: —should make abundant good
sense, even to someone as obtuse as the

hon. member for Ottawa Centre.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Singer: Now I make that plea, Mr.

Chairman, to the minister and I would hope
that the minister will give us some guidance
as to what the future of government policy
is in this regard.

Hon. Mr. White: Mr. Chairman, I quite
understand the point of view being expressed.
I read it in the newspapers. It's based on in-

formation about 11 months old. However,
having in mind that the hon. member has
been busy suing his colleagues and such
like, I can well understand him not being
current in this particular matter. So let me
review what I had to say yesterday.

Mr. Lewis: I think the member for Ot-
tawa Centre agrees with you on this one—
on this small item.

Hon. Mr. White: Earlier this year we had
in our ministry, in our combined ministry,
3,300 employees. Today we have 700. Early
this year we had a dozen or more important
Crown corporations and agencies reporting
to us-like the OMB. Now we have none.

Early this year we had a number of func-
tions which are now being moved into other
ministries. For instance, the plans adminis-
tration branch, with its responsibility for

subdivision approval, severance consents and
so on, is being moved into the Ministry of

Housing.

Mr. Singer: But that has nothing to do—

Hon. Mr. White: Now at the same time,
sir, it must be said that my two parliamen-
tary assistants, the member for Grenville-
Dundas (Mr. Irvine) and the member for
York East (Mr. Meen), have acquired
enormous competence. When they sit down,
as they have been called upon to do in all

parts of this province-

Mr. Cassidy: They didn't have much to

begin with—they had to do something—

Hon. Mr. White: —to deal with a wide

variety of matters, they bring all of the

authority of the government to bear. And so,

in a manner of speaking, we have three rep-
resentatives of the government instead of

one or, as my hon. friend suggests, two. I

have heard recently from the government
in Alberta and from other provincial repre-
sentatives that they think we have now
arrived at the most appropriate structure-

Mr. Lewis: Well, Alberta would.

Hon. Mr. White: In Alberta, for instance,
there were three different persons sitting
at the table trying to do business with Ron
Basford and the mayors. In Quebec I think

there were four. These responsibilities of

shifting money and power to the municipali-
ties are inextricably intermingled. Ask your
friends on the municipal liaison committee; or

perhaps six months hence ask them if they
would go back to the olden days when the

Minister of Municipal Affairs patronized the

municipalities and husbanded everything to

his breast. I think at the moment you would

get 75 per cent no, and my guess is that six

months from now you will get 100 per cent

no. Whether or not my personal competence
is sufficient for the job is something for

somebody else to say but when I hear—

Mrs. M. Campbell (St. George): That's not

what he was saying.

Hon. Mr. White: —these casual remarks
from the opposition without any evidence

accompanying them, I can only assume that

they bring certain biases to bear in contrast

to the undoubted lack of confidence shown
in my hon. friend, the member for Downs-
view, who was a month ago the deputy leader

and who is now demoted. There is evidence

that my hon. friend's competence may be
more in question than my own.

Mr. Rhodes: Kickback, eh?

Mr. Mcllveen: He should have moved to

the back end of the second row.

Mr. Singer: Mr. Chairman, I listen to

what the hon. minister says and I am not

impressed either by his personal attacks or

by what, in fact, he attempts to convey by
way of speeches when he doesn't convey it in

legislation. He made an interesting remark

about the responsibility for subdivisions be-

ing transferred to the Ministry of Housing.
We haven't seen any legislation to that effect.

He makes a series of speeches, all across the

province—and he sends out copies—saying,
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"A new era has come. The whole responsi-

bility for subdivisions is being transferred

to the regional municipalities." But where
is the legislation?

If the minister means what he says, why
doesn't he put statutes where his mouth is?

He doesn't. His mouth is much louder than

the statutes. He talks in great phrases about
the member for York East, the member for

Grenville-Dundas —
competent gentlemen,

both of them—but their authority and im-

portance and power only extend as far as the

legislation allows them to extend.

If either of those hon. members has the

ability to lead a department that deals with
urban and regional affairs, within their re-

spective competence, surely, Mr. Chairman,

again the minister should put his mouth
where the statutes say that that responsibility
lies. It is all very well for the minister to get

up and be as rude and as insulting and as

personal as he wants to be but what I say,
Mr. Chairman, is I think of the utmost im-

portance in dealing with matters of this kind.

That is, if the government really believes

what the minister has been saying backwards
and forwards across the province in his well-

publicized speeches, where is the legislation?
If you are going to transfer these responsi-
bilities to other people than yourself, if you
don't feel that you are the be-all and the

end-all of all government decisions in sub-

stantially most of the decision-making powers
of government, why don't you bring in legis-
lation to support what you are saying? Why
don't you simply sever the responsibility for

these affairs into different departments? Why
don't you appoint the member for York East

or the member for Grenville-Dundas—or why
doesn't your leader appoint either of these

hon. gentlemen as the responsible minister

so that the people of Ontario are going to be
in a position to know with whom they are

dealing and no longer do they have to deal

with nameless and faceless civil servants who
make decisions? People who make decisions

can't even be found any more and the dis-

cretion is an arbitrary discretion and the

ability to appeal no longer exists. Why don't

you bring it out into the open? Why don't

you fix responsibility the way responsible
legislators are supposed to fix it? Why don't

you set up a series of appeals so that people
can have their hour in public and their right
to natural justice?

I think that, Mr. Chairman, is a much
more logical and sensible answer to the ap-

proach of this department. I would rather

have the minister deal with that kind of an

aspect than the garbage he gave us a few
minutes ago.

Hon. Mr. White: My hon. friend has had
occasion to get in touch with me some
number of times this year. I am not aware

that he ever had any trouble.

Mr. Singer: Yes, I have.

Hon. Mr. White: I don't think so.

Mr. Singer: Yes, I have.

Hon. Mr. White: The same can be said of

every other member here. We are running
an open, easily accessible department, the

smallest, I suppose, in the government,
with three senior politicians available on a

day-to-day basis to any MPP, to any mayor
or reeve or warden or, indeed, any serious

citizen who wants to talk to us.

We are going to bring in legislation. The
Premier announced very recently that these

responsibilities were being shifted into the

new Ministry of Housing. Our lawyers have

been putting this government policy into ap-

propriate legislative phraseology. Why that

takes so long will be better known to my hon.

friend the lawyer than it is to me. At any
rate legislation will be coming in within the

next 10 days or so, and "this will give effect

to the policies which the Premier announced.

Mr. Cassidy: On item 1, Mr. Chairman, I

wanted to return to Haldimand-Norfolk—
which I was discussing with the minister be-

fore the member for Downsview got up.

I want to ask specifically about the minis-

ter's intentions about land acquisition in the

Haldimand-Norfolk area. One of the central

areas of the proposed plan put forward by
Nigel Richardson was that there would be

public ownership or public acquisition at the

outset of a very substantial amount of land

in order to provide the urban core of the new

region of Haldimand-Norfolk. He suggested
the townsite around the Lynn River as the

minister knows.

The minister waxed lyrical a few minutes

ago about the protection of the shore land,

the protection of the Lynn valley, the Grand
River valley and the other natural features

of the area—but didn't say a word as to how
this was to be achieved. In particular he

didn't say how the interests of the future

residents of Haldimand-Norfolk are to be

protected if there is not public land acqui-
sition in the area.

Hon. Mr. White: Well sir, we have the

minister's orders on large acreage which is
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not now adequately zoned—and this is an

adequate holding process so that these

natural resources will not be destroyed. I am
thinking of private or, for that matter, public

developments. We anticipate using the Plan-

ning and Development Act to provide an

open public process for planning the crucial

areas within the new region.

We are not going to be stampeded, I can

tell you, by the allies of the land speculators
into moving precipitously. We are not going
to allow ourselves to be bludgeoned by them
and the friends they are gathering around
them in that region and here to enable them
to realize an enormous windfall gain. We are

not going to do that.

What we are going to do is take as long
as it takes to come up with a good plan into

which there is all kinds of public input, all

kinds of public participation—and certainly

input from a new regional government, in

that the principal reason for the new regional

government is planning.

We are not going to move ahead of that

regional government insofar as planning is

concerned. There are 710,000 acres in this

new region. A new city would require per-

haps 10,000 or 12,000.

Now these pirate? have swept into several

areas, but there are lots of areas left. Ontario
with an annual budget of $8 billion is fully

equal to the task of safeguarding our people's
rights. And I warn the speculators again—
as I have a half a dozen times this year—
that they should not be led astray by reports
which are nothing more and nothing less

than that.

-I say again, that we will not be forced

by these property owners and their friends
into a course of action that is not in the long-
term advantage of the people in Haldimand-
Norfolk or the people of this province. I think
the members here might be very well advised
not to move too quickly when certain of

these landowners call them to their side.

Mr. Cassidy: I would point out to the
minister in the first place that for a number
of reasons—personal, ideological and every-

thing else—we left the ministry to make its

own decision about land that was offered to

it in the Haldimand-Norfolk area by the

Cherkas group and by a group of developers
at a price which now looks decidedly attrac-

tive. And as far as we were concerned, we
left you to lie in that particular bed.

Hon. Mr. White: Does the hon. member
know the terms of that offer?

Mr. Cassidy: Pardon?

Hon. Mr. White: Does the hon. member
know the terms of that offer?

Mr. Cassidy: All right. Would the minis-

ter tell us what the terms of that offer

were?

Hon. Mr. White: Yes, the terms of the

offer were that they would sell us 75 per
cent of their total acreage at their cost if

we left them the remaining 25 per cent to

be developed for commercial and industrial

purposes. Now who could accept that kind

of an offer?

Mr. Cassidy: Well, that was the beginning
of an offer. They obviously had a price,

in other words. And when you come down
to it, Mr. Chairman, in view of the prices

which have been achieved in the area now

through speculation, and the price the land,

optioned by the Cherkas group, has reached,

the price that will be paid by the people
of Ontario and by the people who move
into that new region the government is

developing, will be far greater than that

extortionate price which was being offered

or charged by the Cherkas group.

I don't deny that the price of $1,600 or

$1,800 an acre, which they had optioned
their land at, was unreasonable. But it is far

more reasonable than the prices which you
are going to come up with in the future.

And I would say this to the minister, Mr.

Chairman: The minister can talk boldly, to

use a word of his, and warn the speculators,

but his talk is not met by action. Back in

June he warned the speculators. He said:

"Look, when we expropriate, we'll ensure

that land prices won't spiral upwards." And
it is quite true that after you put down an

expropriation order, the price is fixed at the

date of the expropriation order and not at

some future value on comparable lands. But

no expropriation orders have been put down
in that particular region.

Now, is the minister telling us that in a

year or so, after public hearings and the

Planning and Development Act process, and
the planning committee of the regional coun-

cil have all had their inputs, that somehow

miraculously they are going to come up with

12,000 acres which can be developed within a

25-minute radius of the Nanticoke industrial

site, which meet the other planning criteria

for development, and which have not been
seized by speculators? Or is he telling us

that they will come up with a site that either

looks like the Townsend site of the Cherka's

group or looks like the Lynn townsite pro-
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posed by the Richardson report? Is he say-

ing that he and his government are going
to roll back the speculator's price to the

$500 or $600 an acre which might have

been reasonable payment to the farmers

who inhabit the area? Is that what he is

going to do? Which option is he offering?

Hon. Mr. White: What I am saying for

sure is we are going to have an open public

process with hearings, appeals, advisory com-

mittees, and hearing officers as provided for

in the new Planning Development Act. I am
telling the hon. member we are going to

have a great deal of input from our part-

ners, the regional government. I am asking
the question: Are you sure we need a new
townsite?

Mr. Cassidy: Well, Mr. Chairman, we
have suggested that what was needed in

Haldimand-Norfolk was not 90,000 new jobs

but about 5,000 new jobs. The area was

marginally depressed; it bore no relation to

the kind of economic development problems
either of northern Ontario or of eastern

Ontario. And the development of Haldi-

mand-Norfolk and the creation of a new
industrial corridor between Detroit and Sarnia

on the west and Buffalo and Niagara Falls

on the east bears no relation at all to the

planning needs of this province. None at all.

But the government uncritically allowed

Stelco, Texaco, Nanticoke, and Hydro and
so on to go ahead with that particular

development.

Now, in view of the government's deci-

sion to let the industrial development go
forward, you have two options. You can
either allow urban sprawl right through the

county and with, you know, people on 10-

acre lots here and there, the destruction of

class one farmland and the whole bit, or

you can create a new townsite, minimize
the environmental damage and create as

good an urban environment as is possible,

given the circumstances that this govern-
ment has created, of very rapid population
growth.

Now, I am sure the minister is not going
to get up and say, "We wanted to create

urban sprawl," slurb, rurb, whatever you
call it—at any rate, this complete destruc-

tion of the rural economy of the area. I am
sure that was not the minister's intention.

He has said so again and again. Therefore
the option for the area, given the popula-
tion it's going to have, and given the indus-
trial growth, the job growth, the economic

growth, that is going to be there, is some
variant or another of a major, new, urban

centre. That new urban centre could be a

new townsite, or the creation of a major
new city around the present town of Sim-

coe, one or the other. But either way, the

land on which that development has got to

be built can either be in private hands at

the time development begins, or in public
hands.

I'll put some figures into the record, Mr.
Chairman. Right now, the Lynn township
site proposed by the Richardson group is

subject to very rapid speculation which has
not been deterred at all by the freeze on
use in the area because the speculators have
~oked and talked with their team planners.

They've seen that Lynn and Townsend are

probably the only two sites within the entire

region where there are 12,000 or 15,000 de-

velopable acres that meet the normal criteria

any good planner would want to meet if he
was moving into that particular region.

Since the Townsend site was already
spoken for by the Cherkas group, they
moved into the other area. The price of land

there is up as high as $6,000 an acre. In

neighbouring areas between there and Sim-
coe it's up to $12,000 an acre.

Prof. Norman Pearson is a consultant re-

spectable enough that he has done some

major work for this government through
Ontario Housing Corp. He's a respected rep-
utable planner and if I recall, is he not a

planner at the University of Western On-
tario? I think he is, as a matter of fact. He
is, therefore, a man whom the minister

should respect.

The minister smiles at that, but he has

such credence in western Ontario people
that surely he should respect Mr. Pearson.

When Mr. Pearson looked at this, though,
and compared the difference, and we're

talking about $24 million in land acquisition
costs, he claimed—and this is history now
because the chance of an extortionate deal,

but one that's better than what the prov-
ince is going to get, faded on Oct. 30—that
$24 million was required to acquire the land
in Townsend, as opposed to $48 million or

$50 million in Lynn. Servicing costs in Lynn
were definitely higher. The proportion of

developable land in Lynn was lower and
therefore the cost per ultimately developed
acre was higher, and there were a number
of other disadvantages in this other townsite.

Mr. Chairman, what's going to happen is

that anywhere between $30 million and $60
million is going to be taken out of the

pockets of the owners and tenants who move
into Haldimand-Norfolk in order to take
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jobs in that region, because of the govern-
ment's unwillingness to act and to come in

in some way or another.

If you want to go back a step further-

back to the days of Nigel Richardson in 1971

—land could surely have been acquired in

the range of $300 to $500 an acre-one-tenth

of the price it's being traded at today.

Does the minister really consider that it

was beyond the government, having decided

that unprecedented major development
would take place in these two particular

counties, to ensure that speculators wouldn't

reap a major profit of between $30 million

and $60 million from a government decision?

The minister says the Cherkas group
wanted 25 per cent. Okay, the minister has

also said he has no ideological objections,
once there's publicly-owned land available,

to allowing it to be developed by private

developers. It seems to me that this case

involved the ingredients of a deal that fitted

the government's ideology, except that the

government simply would not act. For that,

people in Haldimand-Norfolk will pay a very
heavy price.

Hon. Mr. White: Now, sir, there are more
than two squares on a crown and anchor

board and if I were my hon. friend, I

wouldn't put all my money on the two

squares that are now covered.

Mr. Lewis: What did you mean when you
asked if a townsite was necessary at all, given
the realities of Stelco?

Hon. Mr. White: The Threshold of Change
report recommends that a new townsite be

created, yet offered perhaps four or five

possible sites and expressed a preference
for the Woodhouse site.

The objective was to maintain the existing
communities—Waterford, Simcoe, Port Dover,
Nanticoke, Jarvis, Cayuga, Dunnville and
others—at their present rather low level of

density, at their fairly low level of popula-
tion, and so on. I asked my hon. friend

earlier if he is entirely sure the way to

proceed would be to hack out a completely
new town a la Brasilia or let development
take place around the existing nuclei as

indeed we have always done in this prov-
ince.

I am not predicting this government's
decision in this area but the people who
are speculating there should be cautioned

again that we have no obligation to create

a new townsite and that their moneys are

invested entirely at their risk. This govern-
ment has no obligation to them.

Mr. Cassidy: Mr. Chairman, I will make
a final comment and then we will go off

this particular subject, or maybe we will go
off it. It seems to me that to a certain extent

the minister's comments are well taken. Were
there a device by which the people in the

area could be protected while they made
the decision about whether to expand Dunn-
ville and Simcoe and Port Dover and other

communities or to create a new townsite,
if that device existed the minister's com-
ments would be well taken. That device

doesn't exist as the member for Carleton

East (Mr. Lawrence) points out.

The device doesn't and I would suggest
to the minister before he gets up that if

he wants to follow this particular course,

which happens to be within the policy of

the New Democratic Party, he introduce

legislation very quickly in this House in

order to make it work. What the minister

needs, Mr. Chairman, is a device whereby
a ring of four or five miles around the towns
of Simcoe, Dunnville, Port Dover and one or

two others could be drawn by the minister,

by minister's order or some other device

like that. A ring around Lynn Valley or

the Townsend townsite or whatever other

areas seem likely could also be drawn and
for a period of time, let's say a year or two

years—not an unreasonable period of time

but a period of time—there could be a kind

of freeze on prices in order to stop specula-
tion.

It is very similar to a device which is

used now in the Province of Quebec which
is known as homologation. The homologa-
tion orders in Quebec, which are used mainly
for the devices of highway improvements,

precede expropriation orders. If an homo-

logation is followed through in Quebec, the

expropriation is carried out at a price related

to the date at which the homologation was

brought into force. If you want to put a

freeze on price in Simcoe and Townsend
and Lynn Valley and Port Dover, what it

simply means is that from the date you
put this order on, you have the right to

acquire at those historic prices.

Had the minister come in with an order

like that which took in the four or five

most likely areas for a townsite in Haldi-

mand-Norfolk, effective as recently as last

June when the report came out or last

December or in September, 1971, when
the report of Mr. Richardson came out, there

would be a protection. People could make
rational decisions between the various options

open to them without the insecurity of know-

ing they were being pressured by constant
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land acquisition by the developers and specu-
lators and real estate agents going from
house to house and from farm to farm. If

you would do that and bring in legislation,

Mr. Chairman, to the minister, you would
have a very powerful instrument for ensur-

ing that there was both protection against

speculative pressures and adequate time and
means to consult with the citizenry. I com-
mend that idea to the minister.

Mr. Lewis: Before the minister replies,

if he intends to reply—and I guess this part
of this estimate is gradually coming to a

close—I am really quite fascinated by this

whole exchange because of what is implicit

in it all. The minister is even now, well

after the event, still responding hap-

hazardly, in an ad hoc fashion, to the advent

of Stelco.

It is really quite remarkable that after all

this time and after all of your apparent com-
mitment to local autonomy and local plan-

ning, you stand in the House tonight and

despite the Threshold of Change documents

you talk about whether or not a townsite

is necessary at all, regardless of the acquisi-
tion of the Cherkas group and all of the

speculators for whom I have no use, despite
the planning of the local authorities and all

that they have put into it, for which I have
a great deal of use, but about which the

minister is obviously profoundly uncertain.

He is profoundly uncertain because the

government is reacting after the event to an
industrial initiative by a major private cor-

poration which threatens to alter the entire

economy of the southwestern region of the

province. It leaves you without the slightest
idea of how the devil you are going to re-

spond to it.

You don't know whether you are going
to have a new townsite. You don't know
whether you are going to extend the param-
eters of the existing small communities and

protect their integrity. You haven't the
faintest idea where you stand in November,
1973 because the whole process has been,

largely, an unplanned process from the pro-
vincial government's end.

The great tragedy of it all—and we
couldn't talk about this under the regional

government debate because all that your
colleague wanted to talk about, and perhaps,
he was right, was the question of repre-
sentation; questions of geographic definition

—but the very tragedy of all of this is that

Stelco should never ever have been allowed
there at all. As a matter of social and eco-

nomic planning, your government should

have had the fortitude to say, "Enough in

the Metropolitan Toronto-centred region
and its extension to the southwest. Stelco,

if you want to locate, you locate in northern

Ontario where you are closer to the resource

body, where there is good transportation,
where there is a deep-water port and where

you won't destroy the whole economic focus

of southwestern Ontario."

You are seriously damaging the integrity
of all the small communities that you now
pretend to protect. Because this blessed in-

dividual corporation gathers around it Tex-

aco, Ford, Hydro, etc., you find yourself in

a planning process which is essentially ad
hoc and that's a ridiculous way in which to

develop that area. It's ridiculous because you
can't talk about the integrity of small com-
munities if you are going to allow that

Stelco development to move in there as you
have decided.

You are talking about changing the whole

character of the region. You are talking about
an industrial corridor along Lake Erie, sec-

ond only to the industrial corridor along
Lake Ontario. And when you are talking
about that, you are not talking about Cayuga
any more. You are not talking about Simcoe

any more. You are not talking about Jarvis

any more. You are talking about an exten-

sion to the southwest of the Metropolitan
Toronto monolith. That's what you are talk-

ing about. Not to mention the ultimate de-

struction of the agricultural communities of

Haldimand and Norfolk.

It is a very great pity that well after the

event, Stelco is still dictating your terms

because you don't know quite how large
the development is going to be. You don't

know how to make your responses. You
don't know whether to put controls on the

land now because you are not sure what the

devil you are going to purchase.

You have made no plans there comparable
to the plans you made in North Pickering,
much of which is now going down the drain

for yet another reason.

It is really amazing that you reach this

point and we engage in this exchange and

my colleague from Ottawa Centre is making
every single logical and compelling argu-
ment that should be made. But underlying
it all is the absurdity of one major indus-

trial corporation being allowed to violate the

economic integrity of southwestern Ontario.

It may provide jobs, yes, but for the wrong
region of Ontario. And it will precipitate

growth for growth's sake that will under-

mine those communities.
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You are undermining the integrity of small

communities all over Ontario between your

regional government plans and your economic

growth plans. And the needs of the north,

and the needs of the east, which are equally

legitimate, are never heard by this govern-
ment.

I don't know why you feel so beholden to

Stelco. I don't even think it is necessarily a

corporate tie. I don't even see it in sinister

terms. I think that they called the shots.

There's been absolutely no planning over

there for three years and now you scramble

to retrieve what you can and you can't re-

trieve it.

At this late date, you haven't the faintest

idea of the basic implications for Haldimand-
Norfolk except to do what you love to do—
what you as a cabinet minister enjoy doing
more than any one of your colleagues—and
that is throwing out a tart idea. Little throw-

away lines: perhaps we don't need a town-
site at all. Perhaps we can extend the cir-

cumference of the existing villages. Maybe it

will be Townsend. Maybe it will be Lynn.

Well, the world doesn't deal in maybes. If

you're going to move 90,000 people in there,
there ain't no maybes. There has to be a

plan and you haven't got the faintest idea of

what that plan is because you don't know
how to respond to Stelco. It's a sorry day
when Stelco dictates to the Ministry of

Treasury and Economics—and Dofasco, and
Ford, and Texaco, and Hydro and everything
else that will move in its way.

Hon. Mr. White: My hon. friend should
be reminded that we are not under the dic-

tates of Stelco, or any other company, al-

though one does observe that he himself
obtains nearly all of his support from the
UAW.

Mr. Deans: Oh, nonsense.

Mr. Lewis: And the Canadian Food and
Allied Workers, and the Textile Workers.
Don't lose any of our supporters while you
ride your worker herring.

Hon. Mr. White: Your workers don't like

you.

Mr. Lewis: As a matter of fact we have
a love affair.

Hon. Mr. White: Let me move along to

point number two.

Mr. Deans: What was point number one?

Hon. Mr. White: Point number one is that

you guys are in the pockets of the UAW.
Point number two is that you can't put a

steel mill east of the Welland Canal because

it won't handle the tonnage-

Mr. Deans: Why can't you?

Hon. Mr. White: —that one must have for

a mill of economic size.

Mr. Deans: How about the north shore?

Hon. Mr. White: Point number three is

that one can't put a steel mill, or anything
else, in a remote northern area.

Mr. Lewis: What do you mean "remote"?

Hon. Mr. White: In fact, 15 months ago I

had a very large Canadian company with

international dealings come to me offering
to put a large installation into a part of

northern Ontario employing something like

1,000 people—providing we quoted a par-

ticular price on electricity, in this instance.

It worked out that this would be a subsidy
from the public of $5,000 per job per year
forever. One can put a steel mill at Moosonee
if people are prepared to pay $1,000 a ton,

or whatever it may be, for cold-rolled steel.

But in point of fact, you can't do business

that way-

Mr. Lewis: What do you mean, you can't?

Hon. Mr. White: —as long as we have an

open economy, as long as one can import
steel or steel substitutes—if there is some
kind of modest tariff here—from Belgium, or

the United States or Japan.

My hon. friends should remember the lack

of success that the shoe business in Sas-

katchewan, the box company in Saskatche-

wan, met with. I just fear the day when you
might attempt to put a steel mill at Moosonee
at enormous public subsidies-

Mr. Lewis: Oh, stop it.

Mr. Renwick: The shoe business in Sas-

katchewan put a lot of shoes on a lot of poor
people in the depression time.

Hon. Mr. White: They all took their new
shoes and walked into Ontario I noticed.

Mr. Cassidy: The best went to British

Columbia.

Mr. Lewis: You're making a very interest-

ing argument which has to be picked up.

Hon. Mr. White: There is that economic

argument.
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The next point I want to move to is this

matter of planning in Haldimand-Norfolk.

We have, at the present time, all over that

proposed region, adequate official plans in

zoning, or in their absence, strict ministerial

orders.

Mr. R. Haggerty (Welland South): Which
can be changed at any time. Certain persons
remain nameless.

Hon. Mr. White: We have in the statute

books, thanks to this Legislature, as of last

spring, a new power enabling us to do what

municipalities had the power to do for 25

years, I suppose, and that is plan on a much
broader basis. I refer, of course, to the Plan-

ning and Development Act. This Act now
permits an open public participatory process
in making these plans.

Mr. Cassidy: True, sure. And you won't
have the necessary preconditions to do it—

Hon. Mr. White: And we will invite, of

course, the new regional government-

Mr. Cassidy: —because of the speculators
and the developers.

Hon. Mr. White: —whose principal cause

is the enormous need for planning in the

Haldimand-Norfolk area — to participate in

whether or not there should be a townsite;
if there should be, where that might be—

Mr. Haggerty: They have got no other

choice.

Hon. Mr. White: —if there is a townsite

whether that be developed in the public sec-

tor or the private sector or some combination

thereof. All our options are open.

Mr. Lewis: No, they are not open.

Hon. Mr. White: And where my hon. friend

may be tantalized a little bit by my question,
"Are you sure you need a townsite?"—

Mr. Lewis: I am not tantalized.

Hon. Mr. White: —the fact of the matter is

all our options are open.

Mr. Lewis: You may be right.

Hon. Mr. White: We are not locked into

the Townsend site or the Woodhouse site or

any other place. We are not, therefore, inad-

vertently subject to the speculative purchases
and options taken by small groups of aggres-
sive businessmen.

Mr. Cassidy: If I were Nigel Richardson, I

would resign right now. You totally misunder-

stand planning completely.

Hon. Mr. White: This is interesting, be-

cause we have withstood these very heavy
pressures in recent months, notwithstanding
the overt alliance formed by the Leader of

the Opposition (Mr. R. F. Nixon) with the

Cherkas group.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Lewis: Oh, come on! He never formed
such an alliance.

Hon. Mr. White: I am not talking about
that in some financial sense. I am simply say-

ing the Leader of the Opposition demanded

publicly six or seven weeks ago, not once,
but several times-

Mr. Lewis: He asked about the Cherkas

group's acquisition of land.

Hon. Mr. White: —that we develop the

Townsend site. Do you think that that is

appropriate?

Mr. Lewis: He at least went to Jarvis and
raised it publicly.

Hon. Mr. White: Do you think that that

is appropriate?

Mr. Lewis: I am not interested in that

aspect.

Hon. Mr. White: Well, I am interested in

it.

Mr. Lewis: I appreciate you are. I just

want to respond to you in two ways because

there are two basic fallacies. I can't deter

you from your ecstasy about the auto workers,

except to tell you that Cliff Pilkey will be

replacing the present member for Oshawa
in 1975. You will have him back again and

you will have a fuller target, okay.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Breithaupt: Is the member for Oshawa

holding out on us?

Mr. Lewis: The second thing is, if you are

titillated by shoe factories and box factories,

talk about it in London. It has no relevance

here.

I want to discuss with you the two basic

arguments you are making. The economic

argument you made is really quite some-

thing. I wish all of my colleagues who are

from northern Ontario were here to have

heard you make it.
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Mr. Mcllveen: What do you mean all of

them? None of them are here.

Mr. Lewis: No, my colleague from Sudbury
is right behind me. The others are in the

estimates committee.

What you have said is to hell with northern

Ontario. What you have said is that if it

requires—

Hon. Mr. White: No, you said it.

Mr. Lewis: That is as careful a paraphrase
as I have ever employed. That's right.

Hon. Mr. White: You said it.

Mr. Lewis: No, not at all. What you have

said is that if it requires some public sub-

sidy or public support in order to provide an

economic infrastructure for northern Ontario,

you won't do it. But you'll provide every

conceivable support to your developer friends

to develop southern Ontario at will, and you
don't care at what cost to the public treas-

ury. Not at all. Now you are trying to tell me
that it made sense to locate Stelco at Nanti-

coke, given the needs of northern Ontario.

You are trying to tell me that there wasn't a

location along the north shore for Stelco; that

there wasn't a location along Highway 17

up to the Soo for Stelco in order to revitalize

that economy. You are now talking about a

nuclear plant for the northeastern part of the

province 10 years hence.

Mr. Haggerty: Who needs to use it?

Mr. Lewis: If you can talk about that,

maybe you can talk about Stelco. The only

way in which you are prepared to satisfy the

economy of northern Ontario is to play games
with something called Maple Mountain and

pump $82 million of public and private

money into the tourist industry. Okay, maybe
the people of Tri-town will appreciate Maple
Mountain. But they won't appreciate a tourist

industry as much as they would appreciate
some basic economic infrastructure.

When you make gratuitous cracks about
the cost of transportation, of electricity, of

tariffs and all the rest of the red herrings
that you are employing about locating in-

dustry in northern Ontario, then what you
are saying is to hell with northern On-
tario. What you are saying is that when there

is a choice to be made you are going to put
Stelco in southwestern Ontario and distort

that entire economic region, its pattern of

growth, the industrial . concentration, the

population development, all of the social

values of small communities, and that's a

lousy choice.

You seem to feel that there is merit in it.

There is very little merit in it, we say to you.
The people in the Metro-centred region of

this province are choking on your industrial

development. They don't want that kind of

concentration of industry any longer. They
are tired of the concentration of goods and
services and industry and population and

pollution and roads and everything else that

you are doing to Metropolitan Toronto. As if

that isn't enough, now you are building this

major industrial corridor along Lake Erie.

I tell you it is madness. You seem to have
this obsession, you and your government,
with the fetish of growth. It has never been
more pronounced than in two areas under

your ministry—one, the airport, Cedarwood,
and the other Stelco, Dofasco, Texaco, Ford,

Hydro and everything else you intend to do
in the industrial corridor.

It is as though you had visited the United
States and decided that there were no deficits

or liabilities in what has happened there by
way of the concentration of population and

industry. It is as though you had co-opted
that uncritically. Your common sense should
tell you that in terms of the economic priori-
ties of Ontario, it is necessary to redirect

industry to the underdeveloped parts of the

province that are crying for some attention

from this government—namely, the north and
the east. You are doing the people of south-

western Ontario no favours by building an
industrial corridor along Lake Erie of that

magnitude—no favours at all.

The tremendous rejection of the Tories

that is felt in the Metro-centred region that

is documented in polls is clear to all of your
Metro members, and a very large part of

that rejection comes from the way you are

destroying life in the Metro-centred region by
your concentration on growth for growth's
sake. It has to come to an end. You have to

learn that there are other parts of Ontario.

You have to learn that there is east of

Oshawa a large area of this province that
feels neglected, deprived, second rate, always
discriminated against. You have to learn, as

you began to learn in the 1971 provincial

election, the hard way, that there is a total

area—Sudbury and north—which feels exactly
the same way.

Here you have an extraordinary opportu-

nity—a company that wants to locate a major
development. You could as a matter of social

and economic policy say to them, "Go to

northern Ontario. That's where we as a

government have established the priorities.

We don't see any point in your going to

southern Ontario. The north shore would
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make excellent sense." But you absolutely

refuse to do that. You decide to respond to

their initiative and that brings me to the

second point.

There is nothing admirable in saying you
have kept all your options open in Haldi-

mand-Norfolk. That's an admission of failure,

not an admission of strength. It was two years

ago that the intimations of Stelco first ap-

peared. Three years later you don't know
whether you are going to require a townsite

or whether you are going to require an ex-

pansion of the existing communities. You
have exerted a great many individual con-

trols, but the one thing you haven't controlled

is land speculation. That, as my colleague
from Ottawa Centre has pointed out, is a

pre-condition of planning in Haldimand-Nor-
folk.

What planning options are left when you
are talking a year hence of $4,000 and

$5,000 an acre and up? What are you doing
to planning options? You have locked the

whole geographic area in to a series of in-

vidious choices—not of their making, but of

Stelco's determination and your capitulation.

That's not planning, that's absurdity. Once

again the result of it is that in southwestern

Ontario we get a sudden precipitate growth,

unplanned, which will distort the economic

and social priorities of the region. And in

northern Ontario and eastern Ontario-

nothing.

It is going to have to change because in

political terms it is building a steamroller

against you. There is a great deal of an-

tagonism, and your members in the House

know it. They know it because others of us

wander around Ontario and learn it. Oh, yes,

they know it and maybe in the quiet of the

cabinet catacombs, maybe in your little quiet

places, you worry about it occasionally. But

you are so fixed on free enterprise that you
let Stelco screw up the whole region—forgive

my putting it that way—and you let the ac-

quisition of land at appropriate prices be

destroyed, because you will not intrude on the

speculative interest. So on both counts, you
are found wanting. And on both counts the

development is found wanting. And on both

counts, the implications are fatal. And I

wouldn't be so proud of it if I were you, to

wave your hands so illustriously and say with
that—again that remarkably infectious Che-
shire Cat smile: "All our options are open."

Hon. Mr. White: No thanks to you. No
thanks to you.

Mr. Lewis: All your options are open be-

cause you can't make any decisions. You
can't come to any priorities.

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. Lewis: You just let it run riot for three

years and in defence, you talk about public

participation. Well, it's done. It is over with

now.

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. Lewis: They are boxed in to terms of

reference which they never believed possible.
It was $300 to $500 an acre four years ago,
it's $4,000 or $5,000 an acre now. After your

public participation sessions are over, what
will it be? What will it be?

Mr. Chairman: Item 1 carried?

Mr. Cassidy: There is another point I would

just like to make.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Windsor-
Walkerville.

Mr. B. Newman (Windsor-Walkerville): Mr.

Chairman, I wanted to ask of the minister,

following his comments to the Association of

Counties and Regions of Ontario on Monday,
Oct. 29, if the quotes from the newspaper
are correct: That Queen's Park will not im-

pose any further regional government. I ask

that from a parochial point of view, Mr.

Chairman, trying to elicit from the minister

just what he has in mind for the Essex county-
Windsor area.

Hon. Mr. White: Nothing.

Mr. B. Newman: You have no intentions,

Mr. Minister, of imposing any type of regional

government in the Essex county Windsor
area?

Hon. Mr. White: No.

Mr. W. Hodgson (York North): Unless they
asked for it.

Mr. B. Newman: Will you then, Mr. Minis-

ter, provide funds to the county and to the

city of Windsor to undertake studies for some

type of reorganization of government in the

aforementioned areas?

Hon. Mr. White: This is a possibility. I

spelled out a prospect to the Association of

Counties and Regions of Ontario—when was
it? Two weeks ago yesterday, I think.

Mr. B. Newman: Right.

Hon. Mr. White: And at that time I sug-

gested that we might consider paying 50 per
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cent of the cost of such a study, with the

reorganization of the county in mind, up to

a maximum of $50,000, providing certain

guidelines were met. For instance, providing
all of the separate towns and cities entered

into that study with the county.

I am waiting for the reaction from the As-

sociation of Counties and Regions before put-

ting this possibility to the cabinet. And as I

underlined in my speech that this is not as

yet either government policy or government
programme. But it is a distinct possibility.

Mr. B. Newman: If the regions or areas

involved do not undertake any types of studies

as you suggest, then is it the intention of the

government to implement studies on its own,
with an attempt to reorganize government on

the two levels, county and city?

Hon. Mr. White: No.

Mr. B. Newman: Thank you, Mr. Minister.

Mr. Chairman: Item 1 carried.

Item 2.

Mr. Singer: Item 2, Mr. Chairman. Mr.

Chairman, item 2 is the North Pickering

project. And I must admit I get a little con-

fused both by the original scope of the

announcement in relation to it, and the vari-

ous confusing explanations given by this min-

ister and by the Premier as to its present
extent. The original undertaking in connec-

tion with North Pickering was that a new
townsite was to be created south of Highway
7 and the proposed new Pickering airport,

and that the government was going to ac-

quire, either by negotiation or expropriation,
the full area needed to build this new com-

munity project.

As I understand the development of those

plans, there was a period of very substantial

activity and I presume that that relates to

the money spent during the last fiscal year
when teams of negotiators were sent out and

negotiated successfully with pefhaps a third

of the landowners. The government of On-
tario became the beneficial owner of perhaps
a third of the properties in that area as out-

lined.

It is my further understanding that subse-

quent to that time the remaining two-thirds

of the property owners in the area have
determined that they are not prepared to

negotiate and that if the government wants
to acquire the balance of that site for its

new community project or the new townsite

it is going to have to expropriate. At that

point the whole process seems to have bogged
down.

We did hear a remark from the Premier
not too long ago—I think he made it in this

House—to the effect that maybe the original

concept of the Pickering townsite should be

modified; should be cut back; perhaps it

shouldn't be as large as it was originally

thought to be. I think the time is appropriate
now, Mr. Chairman, that we get an up-to-date
assessment of what the present plans are.

Is the concept going to be as large and as

elaborate as it was originally talked about?
Are all of the properties originally designated

going to be acquired either by negotiation or

by expropriation? I would think the time for

negotiation has about run out because I

don't think you have anybody left to nego-
tiate with.

To what extent has money been com-
mitted? To what extent do you anticipate
that more money is going to be committed?
Is the $1,648,000 that we are asked to vote

in this estimate sufficient money to acquire
the balance of the townsite?

When can one anticipate development on
this property? What form is the development
going to take? Are there plans for services?

Are there plans for roads? Are there plans
for other modes of transportation; water;
sewers and so on? Where exactly do we
stand on North Pickering? What is the latest

word in regard to it?

Perhaps we can start with the answers to

some of those and see where that leads us.

Hon. Mr. White: As the member knows, we
put a figure of $144 million, I think it was,
into this year's estimates for land acquisition
and whatever portion remains unexpended
will be utilized to decrease our deficit and,
to the extent possible, to decrease our ex-

ternal debt.

The size of the North Pickering project

depends in part on the location of the airport.

The federal government has not as yet made
a final decision about that and so we are

somewhat up in the air. We are proceeding
to acquire property through negotiation. We
have entered into 477 contracts as of today.

Mr. Singer: Out of what—1,200 properties
or 1,400 properties?

Hon. Mr. White: I haven't got that answer;
it certainly wouldn't be that many.

Mr. Singer: You have about a third.

Hon. Mr. White: We have acquired 7,958
acres at a cost of $49,725,316. We picked up
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800 acres this week, so there is some con-

tinuing interest in selling to us. I guess that

brings you up to date; this is as of today.

Mr. Singer: It brings me only partly up to

date. Are you going to mark time until the

new commission appointed by the federal

government—Mr. Justice Gibson and two

other gentlemen—have finished their delib-

erations, submitted their report to the federal

government which will duly consider it and

in due course announce its decision in rela-

tion to that report? That kind of process, the

process we have become used to around

here, could go on for a couple of years be-

fore we get any ultimate word on that.

The federal government has expropriated
the whole of the area that it designated for

the airport so it is the beneficial owner even

though there are still many properties—not

properties—many rights for compensation that

have yet to be determined. Property owner-

ship has now passed entirely to the federal

government.

In contrast, the provincial government is

not the beneficial owner of any more than, in

rough fractions, a third of the property that

was originally designated for the new Picker-

ing townsite. Despite the minister's glee about

having acquired 800 acres this week, I think

he would agree with me that the negotiation

process has pretty well dried up.

When you have as large an acreage in-

volved as this one, it is not unnatural that

people will be hard pressed for a change in

the compensation they would get from sell-

ing their land—estates have to be settled and
so on. For a variety of reasons, when you are

interested in as large a parcel of land as this

one, you are going to continue to get addi-

tional acreages by dribs and drabs through
negotiation; but substantially there are some
two-thirds of the properties yet left.

I would like to hear some kind of an elab-

oration on the Premier's announcement not
too long ago that maybe we should recon-

sider the size of that townsite. Is it still this

government's opinion that the townsite should
be as large as it was originally designated?
At what point in time do you call your nego-
tiators off and put on a plan of expropria-
tion and say this is the townsite, these are

the boundaries and those we haven't ac-

quired by negotiation we have now expro-
priated and the expropriatees will have their

rights under the Expropriations Act, 1968-
1969? What kind of a building programme
do you have in mind? At what point in time
do you anticipate that engineering studies
will be done to determine the size and extent

of watermains, storm and sanitary sewers,

roads, etc? What forms of transportation do

you contemplate? Is it going to be fully serv-

iced by roads? Are there going to be methods
of public transit? If you are planning a new
townsite from scratch, when are you going to

get with it?

An awful lot of Ontario dollars have been

put into that land, and an awful lot more
Ontario dollars have been set aside for

future planning. Has the time not come when
we should get some kind of a definitive state-

ment as to what the government's intentions

are regarding North Pickering?

Hon. Mr. White: Well, to answer these

several questions, yes we do rather expect to

decrease the acreage in the townsite, as the

Premier has intimated and as I myself have
touched upon in recent weeks. Those exact

plans will be known some time later and an-

nounced to the public. The matters are now
under consideration.

As I mentioned earlier, it depends in part
on whether or not the federal government
locates an airport there. If there is an air-

port there, of course, the townsite would be

somewhat larger than if there were not.

On point No. 2, we continue to negotiate—

Mr. Singer: Could I ask the minister a

question on that?

Hon. Mr. White: Let me finish the three

that I've got in front of me.

Mr. Singer: All right.

Hon. Mr. White: On point No. 2, we con-

tinue to negotiate in good faith with the

owners of the property. I think the fact that

we have acquired 800 acres this week indi-

cates that the free open negotiating process
has not been fully exhausted.

Mr. Singer: It indicates nothing.

Hon. Mr. White: I think we would not

turn to expropriation until we were satisfied

that we couldn't arrive at any more mutually

agreeable transactions, hammered out across

the kitchen table.

Mr. Oassidy: You only got 250 acres be-

tween July and October, you know. And you
only got seven acres in October.

Hon. Mr. White: We have a very impor-
tant project under way insofar as the plan-

ning of this new townsite is concerned. The
contract was let a few months ago to a group
of planners. The planning programme will

be available to us by Dec. 31, 1974.
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Mr. Singer: 1974?

Mr. Cassidy: 1974?

Mr. Singer: Fourteen months from now.

Hon. Mr. White: Dec. 31, 1974.

Mr. Lewis: Is that because you'll change
your minds several times before then?

Hon. Mr. White: No, it is because it takes

a year and a half to plan a good develop-
ment.

Mr. Lewis: It's because you need to know
if the federal government changes hands.

Hon. Mr. White: Oh well, you socialists

can do everything overnight.

Mr. Lewis: You can do it in six months.

Hon. Mr. White: —but we Progressive Con-

servatives have to rely on the private sector

to some extent, you see, and it takes longer.

Mr. Lewis: I know you do.

Mr. Singer: That certainly answers that

question.

Mr. Cassidy: They suck off you as well.

Hon. Mr. White: We have a group that

is acting on this matter. This includes the

following: the Giffels Group, the Proctor and
Redfem Group, James F. MacLaren Ltd.,
Marshall Macklin Monaghan Ltd. in associa-

tion with P. S. Ross and Partners, James A.

Murray, De Leuw Cather Canada Ltd., Eco-

plans Ltd., DM Connor Development Serv-

ices Ltd.; Leisure Consultants; Johnson, Sus-

tronk, Weinstein and Associates Ltd.; Dr.

G. J. Thiessen and Llewellyn Davis, Weeks
Associates.

These companies will be paid $1.4 million

over a two-year period, at the end of which
we will have, I suppose, the best plan that

the private sector and the public sector can
come up with.

Mr. Singer: Mr. Chairman, what the minis-

ter has not said is equally important as what
he has said. First of all, he says that he can-

not really delineate the size of the new town-
site until the federal intentions are known.

Does the minister disagree with my opinion
that it is going to be perhaps a couple of

years before this federal government makes

public whatever its decision will be? As I

said earlier, the federal government is not—

Mr. W. Newman (Ontario South): All they
are doing is buying time—stalling and putting

it off because they are afraid if they go for

the airport that both the opposition parties
will defeat them in the House. They are just

buying time in Ottawa.

Mr. Singer: I am very happy to hear what
the hon. member for Ontario South says and
I am going to come to him in a minute.

Mr. W. Newman: They are just buying
time.

Mr. Singer: I am going to come to him in

a minute, because he should be concerned
about the cloud that hangs over so many of

his constituents-

Mr. W. Newman: I am very aware of it.

Mr. Singer: —who cannot figure out where

they are going because the minister will not

tell him what is happening. In contrast to

whatever the federal government has decided
—and I don't defend the delay—I do say that

it removed the cloud from the minds of those

people who were going to be affected by
taking their land. That land is gone so those

people know exactly where they stand.

A great number of people who are equally
affected, as represented by the hon. member
who was just interjecting, have this cloud

hanging over their head. They do not know
whether this government, the government of

the Province of Ontario, is going to go ahead
or is not going to go ahead.

Are they going to negotiate? Are they

going to expropriate? Is their house or their

farm or their acreage going to be taken or

is it not going to be taken? Is it going to be
taken at 1974 prices or at 1975 prices or

1976 prices? I think there is an obligation
on this government to clear the air.

If you have committed yourself to—what
was the figure?-$l million odd to this great

group of planners to start planning, surely,
Mr. Minister, you must have given them
some metes and bounds description. You
must have shown them a map and said, "Here
is the area about which we want your plans.
It's bounded on the north by such-and-such

—by Highway 7—and on the south by the

lake; on the east by the eastern boundary
and on the west by the western boundary."
You must have given them an acreage. You
must have given them an overall complex
when you gave them instructions to plan.

Does that mean that the area encom-

passed by your instructions to that formidable

group of planners and engineers and develop-
ers and advisers is meaningless? Are they
going to plan for an area that is not going to
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be used? What does it mean? How can you
give them adequate instructions if you can't

delineate the area that their planning and
studies and recommendations are going to

effect? Surely the minister must agree that if

you are going to get meaningful studies done,
if those people whom you hire as advisers—it's

a formidable list and I know many of them;

they are very competent people and I'm sure

that within the limits of their instructions

they are going to bring back a very compe-
tent report—but surely to have their report

meaningful, you have to tell them how big
an area they are planning for. If it's half as

large as the area they are going to submit

reports about, that has to reflect in their

thinking about recreational facilities; about

location of parks; about location of schools;

about transportation studies and that sort of

thing. How can they do meaningful studies

if they don't know the area which they are

asked to study?

The question of waiting until the federal

government is through does not remove this

cloud from hanging over the heads of the

property owners in the area represented by
the hon. member for Ontario South. He's got
a concern about those people and he should

have, because there can be no more serious

burden than is going to face them.

I would suspect the 800 acres vou acquired
this past week reflects the kind of concern
and people said, "We can't wait any longer.
We don't know whether we are coming; or

going." Perhaps there has been a death in

the family and the estate has to be settled,

perhaps people are moving away, they can't

wait any longer, they want to sell it quickly.
But I would think that that 800-aere figure,
to be meaningful at all, insofar as that posi-
tion by negotiation is concerned, has to be

compared with what you have acquired by
negotiations over, say, the past 10 months,
the past 11 months.

How manv acres have you acquired in the

whole of 1973 by negotiation? And how does

that relate to the whole acreage? Because

l'ust by picking out one week, which may have
been a good week and which may have been
the culmination of months of effort, really
doesn't mean anything. Certainly from the

information that has come to my attention,

most people who can afford to wait had dug
their heels in and said that if the government
wants their property they'll wait until they are

expropriated and in that way they are going
to get the best price.

I think that kind of information has to be

conveyed to us, has to be conveyed to the

people who are affected and has to be con-

veyed to the hon. member for Ontario South

who wants to be able to tell his constituents

what the situation is. Now, you just can't lay
this at the door of the federal government
any longer. This government assumed a cer-

tain responsibility and announced certain

plans and it is shilly-shallying about the

plans. The plans are vague and indefinite.

People are left with no kind of plan, quite

apart from the planning intentions involving
an easterly extension, really, of Metro. Be-

cause you are not stopping Metro's growth,

you are putting an edge on Toronto that

eventually is going to be a part of Metro.

Now, the time has come, Mr. Chairman,
when we simply have to get some answers to

this. It isn't just enough to say it is going to

come in due course. I would like the minister

to give us much more detail on that and tell

us: How big is the area? How successful has

your land negotiation programme been over
11 months? What satisfaction, what comfort
are you giving to the people who have this

cloud hanging over their heads, who are in

the original area and don't know whether
their property is going or not going? What
kind of specific instructions did you give to

this group of planners? How large an area

are they planning for?

Hon. Mr. White: The planners were asked
to consider two alternatives: The larger of the

two possibilities and the smaller of the two

possibilities. The size depends very largely
on whether the federal government puts an

airport there or not. This can't be divined

by us for some period of time. In the mean-
time we are going ahead with the planning;
we are going ahead with the orderly acqui-
sition of properties at prices freely negotiated.

We have no wish to crowd people off their

lands unnecessarily. We have no wish to move
to expropriation before that is absolutely
essential. And so the entire programme is

moving ahead on schedule, notwithstanding
the uncertainties about the federal airport

and, therefore, about the ultimate size of

this community.

Mr. Cassidy: How much per acre are you
paying?

Mr. Singer: I think that's a new dimension.

It is the first time I have heard of it. The

planners have been asked to consider a larger
and a smaller area.

Mr. Lewis: He said that before.

Mr. Singer: What is the size of the smaller

area as compared with the larger area? How
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do you identify the smaller area? Is it Vz, is it

%? Where are the division lines?

Mr. Lewis: About 15,000 acres. He won't

tell you where it is.

Mr. Singer: I wasn't really asking the

member for Scarborough West.

Hon. Mr. White: It has not been made

public and I don't think it is my responsibility

to announce it.

Mr. Singer: No.

Mr. Lewis: Well, while we are debating

this, I'd like to ask the minister that in the

light of all that has happened in North

Pickering there be a full and open public

inquiry into the validity of the whole North

Pickering community project. And I don't—

Mr. W. Newman: Have you read my news
release?

Mr. Lewis: Pardon?

Mr. W. Newman: Have you read my news
release?

Mr. Lewis: Did I read a news release? I

didn't see your news release. I can under-

stand that the member for Ontario South
would be worried. I have received copies of

letters, articulate and compelling, from Con-
servative supporters in Ontario South saying
to the Premier that Bill Newman is going to

lose his seat unless you people start acting in

the public interest. As a matter of fact, I

hope this isn't—

Mr. W. Newman: Who is worried?

Mr. Henderson: Do you really believe

that?

Mr. Lewis: —an indiscretion. I can remem-
ber one of the best copies of a letter I have
seen in a long time was from Anne Wanstall,
I think it was. It was an extremely thoughtful
letter to the Premier, saying that the Tories
are in effect saying you have no right to

abandon Bill Newman, he has done a good
job for the people in his riding, and why do
you give such high-handed, arbitrary, insensi-

tive responses to this whole North Pickering
community project? Now I think—

Mr. W. Newman: Just a minute. Do you
know that Anne Wanstall is taking the Tory
nomination for the federal riding?

Mr. Lewis: I have no objection to Anne
Wanstall taking the Tory nomination.

Mr. W. Newman: Just as long as you
know.

Mr. Lewis: I think anybody who takes the

Tory nomination will have a good chance of

defeating Norm Cafik, that's pretty obvious.

If he was wise he wouldn't take a nomination

again at all. What neither of you know is the

man who is coming up the middle. However,
I won't reveal that right now—I won't tell

you that.

Hon. A. Grossman (Minister of Revenue):
You have to find somebody first.

Mr. Lewis: But I may say that you are in

for one hell of a shock, both of you, because
we are going to take that seat—largely be-

cause of what has been done federally and

provincially. But the little political jibes

aside, perhaps I can make these very simple

points.

When you originally thought about the

whole North Pickering area—and you can
correct me anywhere along the way—it was to

be two separate communities as part of the

Metro Toronto-centred region plan, whose

population would be jointly even then con-

siderably below what Cedarwood is now
thought of.

When the federal government made the

announcement of the airport, the provincial

government clearly thought that North Pick-

ering should be built, and in their minds they

merged those original small communities.

They merged them and they decided to have
a pretty major residential community of per-

haps a quarter-of-a-million people adjacent to

the airport site—the airport site being 18,000
acres; the new community being 25,000
acres.

As soon as you decided that, and changed
the whole emphasis of the Toronto-centred

region plan, it seems to me that there should
have been much more public participation
than ever was provided for. The concept, in

other words, was fundamentally altered by
the airport, but you never allowed that con-

cept to have public discussion before you
altered it.

Now there has been a new and almost in-

credible wrinkle. The airport is fast dis-

appearing as a viable or likely prospect.
Whether it is a matter of pressure or whether
it is a matter of logistics or whether it is a

matter of planning, the airport northeast of

Metropolitan Toronto has its days numbered.

And I must say I have never seen a pres-
sure group more effective than People or

Planes. I have never seen such a campaign
mounted so relentlessly and so knowledgeably
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as has been done by the People or Planes

group. And it doesn't matter whether

they are dealing with the airport or whether
it is the Cedarwood extension, but the airport

is now disappearing from the horizon and
that leaves you with the possibilities of the

Cedarwood community, again without public

participation.

In the process of this ever-changing en-

vironment, this ministry decided to talk about

negotiated acquisition and then expropriation.
Some of your cabinet colleagues, when they
wrote to residents of the area, used the words
"threat of expropriation hanging over their

heads." As a matter of fact, the Minister of

Industry and Tourism (Mr. Bennett) used that

phrase in a number of letters to people. He
conceded that the threat of expropriation was

hanging over the head of the community. He
said it was your intention to move with dis-

patch on expropriation, but you never an-

nounced a date, you never applied it, and

you simply used expropriation as a gun to

the heads of those with whom you were

negotiating sales. In fact, it was a malicious

way of going about the acquisition of land.

Sure it was, because for a lot of people—what
was that?

Mr. Singer: Shabby way.

Mr. Lewis: Well, all right, shabby.
For a lot of people the expropriation was

a sword of Damocles which they were hear-

ing of day in and day out. I mean it is impor-
tant that you know what your colleagues were

saying. I don't know if I can find a typical
Claude Bennett letter but he was as always
pretty direct about it-

Mr. Cassidy: You are being charitable to-

night.

Mr. Lewis: Yes.

Mr. Cassidy: He was his usual blunderbuss

self.

Mr. Lewis: Mr. Bennett said:

It was announced at the outset that it

was the government's intention to proceed
with expropriation. The decision as to the

timing of this process is, of course, a cabi-

net decision.

And then later on in other letters—this was

April of 1973—he made it clear that expro-

priation was imminent and pending without

giving a date, and it's obvious that the people
in the area felt that if they didn't negotiate
a sale, they were going to be expropriated.
Some may call it shabby; but if I was on the

receiving end, holding a piece of land, I

would call it malicious; because that's no way
to deal with people—by guarded and immi-
nent behind-the-scenes threats.

So you have this constantly changing en-

vironment of perhaps Cedarwood, perhaps an

airport, a redefinition of Cedarwood, the

question of negotiated land purchase versus

the possibility of expropriation.

Your negotiated land purchases, of course,
are a complete fiasco. You've acquired 7,958
acres as of Nov. 13 for a total price of $49
million. You originally budgeted $70 million

for the 25,000 acres. It will now cost you at

least $150 million if you proceed with the

outright purchase or expropriation of that

entire acreage; and it's profoundly unfair to

the people involved when your plans are con-

stantly changing.

Again, not unlike Haldimand^Norfolk, you
really don't know what you're about. I con-

cede that the federal procrastination around
the airport is a component, but you know
that airport will never see the light of day.
You should never have participated in its

placement there, anyway, even in the choosing
of the site; and, now that the airport is to

be jettisoned, you are left with 25,000 acres

and you don't know what the devil to do
about it. You've paid for about 8,000 of them
and you have given your management con-

sultants' team a larger target and a lesser

target. I think your lesser target is probably
around 15,000 acres. I think your lesser target

probably means the maintenance of little

communities like Whitevale and Cedar Grove.

My logical intuition tells me that, and that

you are going to try to telescope your origi-
nal intentions, but again you're acting under
the hammer of a sort of predetermined

1 deci-

sion. You don't have to go that route at all.

You don't have to do it, and the one thing

missing from the whole procedure is citizen

participation, which is non-existent.

You talk about the private sector. It's rep-
resented by management consultant teams.

You talk about the public sector in the sense

that the government will acquire 25,000 acres.

But there is no community sector; none of

the people are involved.

You're going in there with your usual

blunderbuss, forcing on small communities yet

again a capitulation to the demand of the

private management consultants on one hand,
and to the demands of the government which
wants to devour this 25,000 acres, on the

other.

In order to mask it, you set up this travel-

ling farce called the North Pickering com-

munity project team, and I apologize to them
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if any of them are here this evening. I don't

know the gentlemen involved. I don't know
them at all, but I've read the minutes of

those extraordinary meetings and I've read

the editorials in the various newspapers, and
I must say that it's the single most ludicrous

example of public participation in the history
of this province.

There was a meeting on Sept. 13, 1973, at

the Cedar Grove community centre in order,

supposedly, to plan the Pickering community,
and it contained exchanges like these.

One of the citizens, the chairman of the

Cedar Grove division of People or Planes,

refers to Premier Davis', the Hon. William
Stewart's and the Hon John Clements' state-

ments about how agricultural and recreational

land should have priority over commercial
and industrial use. And Mr. Forster, who rep-
resents the North Pickering community proj-

ect, says: "I can't comment on the boss's

statement."

This is a meeting to involve the citizens,

so Mr. Ritchie of the citizens says:

As a layman I feel these points should

be clear before any firm or group of firms

wastes valuable time and money on plan-

ning this new city. I submit that we could

be wasting our collective time here tonight.

Mr. Forster says: "I can't give you the

answers."

Well, if you can't give the answers, why
do you call a public meeting?

On go the citizens.

Bill Crothers, vice-chairman of POP. He
quotes from Community Techniques, the

publication from within the ministry: "Ini-

tially, insist that those responsible for the

project identify their goals and priorities. Has
this been done on this project?"

Mr. Connor of the project team: "It is

not always possible to achieve this goal. It

includes a number of elements of public
concern."

Mr. Crothers: "This is not consistent with
what you write."

Mr. Connor: "The upper echelon of politics
interferes."

That means John White. That means John
White interferes. That's what it means.

It means the cabinet interferes.

Mr. Cassidy: That's right.

Mr. Lewis: That left Mr. Connor. You
know, occasionally, he isn't used as a satrap
for the government.

Mr. Crothers says: "I asked for goals."

Mr. Forster says: "I don't have specific

goals and objectives with me."

Well, if you are calling a public meeting
to plan the North Pickering project, what do

you mean? You don't have the goals or the

objectives or you can't answer for the boss's

statements?

Question from the floor: "Why is the On-
tario government planning to build a city the

size of Ottawa on diminishing farmland? To-

day's Globe and Mail states food disaster po-
tential. This city of Cedarwood is a very poor
site."

Mr. Forster: "This is basic government
policy; basic to the Toronto-centred region
plan to put urban growth along the lake-

shore.

And Mr. Connor of the community proj-
ect said: "Land rated good for agriculture is

usually good for industry." Land rated good
for agriculture is usually good for industry!

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. Lewis: That is really reassuring to the

people of the Cedarwood project.

Question from the floor: "What is buy-
back provision in the licence?"

Mr. Forster: "Anyone who wishes to remain
on the site."

Question from the floor: "Will there be

any farms in the area?"

Mr. Forster: "Not likely. Perhaps on the

periphery."

Question from the floor. "On the same

acreage?"

Mr. Forster: "Oh, no."

So there goes the acreage.

Mr. Forster says, "We'll rent where we
can."

Question from the floor: "Who is going to

rent them?"

Mr. Forster: "Good question."

That's an exchange meant to define goals
and objectives and specifics in the North Pick-

ering community project.

One of the residents, Mr. Bamborough, with

increasing frustration, said:

"I quote from Des Connors," 'From Parti-

sans to Partners': 'Technical expertise in the

key subjects of the project is often possessed

by residents of the area. They can contribute

this valuable resource in support of the

project or if alienated can conspire power-
fully against it. Constructively involving these

people is a survival skill essential to a
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project's success/ I submit that any attempt
to get the people of this area to attend their

own wake is obviously impossible. You
should either resign or recommend abandon-
ment."

Mr. Connor: "We are just getting to know
each other."

There was a lot of really good feeling at

that meeting, a real planning decision.

Mr. Breithaupt: Perhaps, that was the goal.

Mr. Lewis: Gentleman from the floor: "We
are here for public participation, not seeking
a predetermined packet. What the hell are

you doing?"

Mr. Connor: "The basic style of the com-

munity is still open."

Question from the floor: "Will this meet-

ing be reported to the minister? What do

you take to the minister? Do you ever see

them? How often do you see them? Will this

meeting be reported in total and to whom?"

Mr. Forster: "To Mr. White's assistant

deputy probably."

Gentleman from the floor: "You must ask

Bill Davis, John White and Claude Bennett

for a public meeting and publicly announce

the answers. These ministers do not answer

letters. What in hell is going on when Premier

Davis refuses to communicate with a very
concerned part of the electorate? Does the

man no longer exist?"

Mr. Forster: "Now, you are getting into

politics."

Well, he's nothing if not perceptive; one

has to say that about this Forster fellow.

Mr. Breithaupt: End of a long evening.

Mr. Lewis: And you know question after

question after question—

Hon. Mr. White: Mr. Chairman, in fairness

to those public servants, I think the hon.

member should make it clear that this tran-

script was prepared and circulated by the

opponents to the plan and it just may be
that their bias has crept into the phraseology
and into their interpretation of what actually

transpired. In other words, they may have

cooked the books a little.

Mr. Breithaupt: Mr. Chairman, does this

mean that we have the Pickering tapes or

something along this line? Do you have a
better transcript for us?

Mr. Lewis: If you would like to give us

the real transcript.

Mrs. Campbell: Get a court order.

Mr. Lewis: My impression is that this is

pretty dead on. As a matter of fact, I've

seen no denials of it, anywhere. Oh, they

may have thrown in a hell or two, but after

all, the gentlemen from the floor might well

have phrased it that way but it never ends.

A Mr. J. Anderson says: "Has anything
been done to save portions, such as White-

vale?"

No answer.

Question from the floor, where Mr. Bam-

borough says: "Are the next meetings to be

large or small?"

Mr. Connor: "Specifics need smaller

groups."

I should think so.

Mr. Bamborough: "Have you done any

studies on effects on Cedarwood people dur-

ing the last 18 months?"

Mr. Connor: "We are aware of your hard-

ships."

Further question from the floor: "We have

heat. We have even opened doors. Now, Mr.

Connor, can you give us some light?"

No answers.

Question from the floor: "This meeting is

telling us nothing. It is the same as all the

others I have attended. You still can answer

no questions."

Mr. Forster—and this is a delicious line:

"The plan is in the process and is to be

developed."

Gentleman from the floor: "We can't find

out your plans. Let me tell you my plans.
I know one 10-acre tract of land you'll never

get."

Mr. D. W. Ritchie of the People or Planes

committee: "This meeting is a folly. We can-

not go on any further without political input.
I suggest we adjourn the meeting."

The Markham Economist and Sun, in

describing that meeting, said in its lead edi-

torial entitled, "Meetings Useless:"

Meetings between the provincial govern-
ment representatives and the public are

useless as a public participation meeting
at Cedar Grove proved last week. The

government calls these meetings on the
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pretence that the public will approve the

actions, but, of course, who can condone
the expropriation of their lands and homes.
The Cedar Grove meeting was a classic as

the government, believe it or not, wanted
the public to add their ideas on how the

new Cedarwood community should be de-

signed. This, of course, is ridiculous. Why
should people who are being uprooted care

what goes on in a new community that has

taken their homes away?

The government should be asking the

new residents for these answers if they
were indeed willing to involve the public
with any of their plans. It has been sug-

gested that the government uses these

meetings as a means of appeasement or in

other words, try
to use the meeting on the

pretence that they really do care what the

public thinks. Everyone knows that the

government does what it wishes.

Another point that came to the floor at

this ill-fated meeting was the inability of

the government people on hand to answer

many of the questions put to them by the

public. Either they knew the answers and

they wouldn't give them for fear of losing
their jobs, or they were ignorant of the

government's decisions. Either way, they
were about as informative as a brick wall.

I think that Mr. Connor and Mr. Forster, Mr.

Chairman, were in a very difficult position
and I don't mean-

Mr. Breithaupt: A very unfair position.

Mr. Lewis: —a very unfair position for

them. While the transcript makes comic and

illuminating reading, it doesn't reflect on

their capacity. They have been put out to do
a job which cannot be done, because they
don't know what the government's plans are.

Mr. Singer: The government doesn't know.

Mr. Lewis: They don't know what the

management consultants are going to do.

You don't know how big the area is. You
don't know how much you are going to

expropriate as against open negotiation, and

you send these North Pickering community
project officers in to engage in a so-called

public participatory dialogue which is a

facade and—to steal a word from the member
for Downsview—a sham from beginning to

end. You know that to be true. It has never

been real.

I never heard that word before I heard

it from the member for Downsview.

And the truth is that the one component

totally excluded from the whole North Picker-

ing community decision has been the public:
those whose land will be gone without prior

consultation; those who live on the periphery
who might be involved; those whose com-

munities might continue to exist although no

one will tell them whether or not that will

be the case.

What we need in this case—that is what is

now being provided for the airport—is a full

open, public inquiry, sponsored by the gov-
ernment if necessary, during which time the

legitimacy of Cedarwood is presented, full

justification given for proceeding at all, now
that the airport. is not to be built, and giving
the citizens of the community some oppor-

tunity to express, if not their resentment,

then at least their hopes.

You should pause in this predetermined
race toward the destruction of 25,000 acres

of class I and II agricultural land, which is

totally indefensible in terms of the priorities

of this province. You should end that race

towards destruction and allow the community
to spend three to six months in public plan-

ning sessions—not in little ritual tribal rites,

which gather people together at Cedar Grove

in this farce of public participation.

If you really mean that nothing is going
to happen until Dec. 31, 1974, and you are

paying $1.4 million to this seven- or eight-

management-consultant outfit, then surely, in

the name of public participation, you can

allow the community the same right. Why
do you deny to the citizens what you give

to the private sector? Why do you make a

hoax out of the whole process of giving them

a right to say something about whether or

not the land should be acquired publicly,

how it should be developed, whether the pro-

ject has a basic rationale any longer at all?

I don't think that is an illegitimate request.

I think you would be extremely wise to set

up an inquiry office and to take three or

six months and to allow that entire process

to occur in North Pickering. If you want it

to occur simultaneously with the manage-
ment consultant team, all right—if you have

committed yourself contractually to them.

But let the public in open hearings, with

some expertise and an impartial inquiry

officer, judge (a) whether Cedarwood should

proceed at all; (b) if it does on what basis

and over how large an area; and (c) how
will they go about the acquisition of land in

a way which protects the small communities

of Whitevale and Cedar Grove, already being

destroyed.
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You have already destroyed the village post
office of Whitevale. I suppose that doesn't

mean anything to this government, which
once believed in preserving society and now
smashes its way through small communities
with absolute abandonment. But the whole

purpose of life, even in those small communi-

ties, is now going.

Maybe it would be worthwhile to have an

inquiry officer do this for North Pickering,

given the same circumstances of the airport,

just as the federal government is now doing
with the airport, because you have to under-
stand that your project officers can't do that.

It is totally unfair to ask it of one. All it does

is create in the public mind an enormous

frustration, not to mention the frustration in

the mind—perhaps he has a mind—of the hon.

member for Ontario South.

'I would, therefore, ask you to consider that

inquiry coincident with the management con-

sultants, and you might do something to win
the respect once again from the people of the

area and perhaps to alter the whole concep-
tual plan which is now very much touch
and go.

Mr. Chairman: Any further discussion on
this?

Mrs. Campbell: Yes.

Mr. Breithaupt: Yes, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Chairman: It is almost 11 o'clock, the

hour at which we had agreed to adjourn.

Mr. Singer: Probably we shall get the mem-
ber for Ontario South into this.

Mr. Chairman: Would somebody move the

committee rise?

Mr. Cassidy: The minister might make a

few comments, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Lewis: Well, we can move the com-
mittee rise. He can save it until tomorrow.

Mr. Cassidy: He might reply now and re-

sume his comments the next day.

Mr. Lewis: We'll be back tomorrow, if you
would like us to be. All right, Mr. Chairman,
I move the committee rise and report progress.

Hon. Mr. White moves that the committee
rise and report.

Motion agreed to.

Mr. Cassidy: Just let the record show the

minister was absolutely mute.

Mr. Lewis: Fine, you can correct it. I don't

mind. I have no objections.

The House resumed; Mr. Speaker in the

chair.

Mr. Chairman: Mr. Speaker, the committee
of supply reports certain resolutions and asks

for leave to sit again.

Report agreed to.

Mr. I. Deans (Wentworth): Well, somebody
say something.

Mr. J. R. Breithaupt (Kitchener): Could I

just inquire if the minister can advise us if it

is the intention to proceed with these esti-

mates immediately after the question period
tomorrow?

Hon. A. Grossman (Minister of Revenue):
That's usual.

Hon. J. White (Treasurer, Minister of Eco-

nomics and Intergovernmental Affairs): I have
been given no such instructions by the House
leader. That would be my hope.

Hon. Mr. White moves the adjournment of

the House.

Motion agreed to.

'The House adjourned at 11 o'clock, p.m.
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LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY OF ONTARIO

The House met at 2 o'clock, p.m.

Prayers.

Mr. Speaker: Statements by the ministry.

MARRIAGE OF PRINCESS ANNE
AND CAPT. MARK PHILLIPS

Hon. W. G. Davis ( Premier ) : Mr. Speaker,
I would just like to read a copy of a cable

sent to England:
ON BEHALF OF THE GOVERNMENT AND

PEOPLE OF ONTARIO, I RESPECTFULLY REQUEST
THAT YOU EXTEND WARMEST BEST WISHES TO
HER ROYAL HIGHNESS, PRINCESS ANNE, AND
HER HUSBAND ON THE OCCASION OF THEIR

MARRIAGE TODAY. THE QUEEN OF CANADA AND
ALL HER FAMDLY WILL ALWAYS HAVE A WARM
AND SECURE PLACE IN THE HEARTS OF
ONTARIO.

Mr. Speaker: Oral questions. The hon.

member for Kitchener.

GREY CUP LUNCHEON

Mr. J. R. Breithaupt (Kitchener): Mr.

Speaker, I have a question of the Premier. I

understand the Premier has sent out invita-

tions to a Grey Cup luncheon on Nov. 23.

Can the Premier advise what the cost of

that luncheon will be and can he supply the

House with a guest list of those invited?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I would be

delighted to do this and, if the member for

Kitchener hasn't been invited, I will be de-

lighted to extend an invitation to him. This

has been a procedure followed for a number
of years on those occasions of our national

Grey Cup festival, when the Province of On-
tario has entertained at a luncheon a number
of visitors and others interested in the Grey
Cup activities. I will endeavour to get this

information for the hon. member.

I must say very personally, Mr. Speaker,
that I was looking forward with greater an-

ticipation to this year's luncheon, prior to

about 4:30 p.m. on Sunday of this week,
than I do now. I expect that that feeling will

dissipate over the next few days.

Wednesday, November 14, 1973

Mr. R. F. Ruston (Essex-Kent): Argos
looked bad in the overtime period.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Before somebody from

one of the Ottawa ridings gets up to make
a speech prior to this Sunday's game, I can

only say that, of course, I will support the

Rough Riders, if they make it-

Mr. S. Lewis (Scarborough West): Maybe
the Premier can finance the luncheon per-

sonally.

Hon. Mr. Davis: —although with less en-

thusiasm than I would have if it had been
the Toronto Argos.

An hon. member: They have got all his

money now.

Mr. A. J. Roy (Ottawa East): In the light
of our House leader's statement, my question
of the Premier is simply this. Does he not

feel that he should at least have somebody
invited to the luncheon from Ottawa, con-

sidering in all likelihood that we will be in

the Grey Cup?

Mr. T. P. Reid (Rainy River): And Rainy
River.

Hon. Mr. Davis: I would be very surprised
if there isn't some form of representation
from Ottawa already on the list, But, if by
some chance there isn't, certainly I would
undertake to do that. If the hon. member
has any suggestions, I would be delighted to

receive them. Whether or not I will accept
them is another thing.

KITCHENER-WATERLOO
OKTOBERFEST

Mr. Breithaupt: Mr. Speaker, I have a

question of the Minister of Consumer and
Commercial Relations. Further to the ques-
tion which I asked of him on Oct. 22 con-

cerning that open letter that was published

by the German-Canadian Business and Pro-

fessional Men's Association, can he advise

me when we and how he will be prepared
to reply to the various points that were
raised in that letter?
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Hon. J. T. Clement (Minister of Consumer
and Commercial Relations ) : Yes, Mr. Speaker.
There is certain information required. I

anticipate the letter will go forward on Fri-

day directly to the association with a copy
to the Kitchener-Waterloo Record which
carried the original ad referred to by the hon.
member.

Mr. J. A. Renwick (Riverdale): Supple-
mentary, Mr. Speaker: Could the minister tell

us how many letters he had in connection
with that ad; how many were in favour of
the action taken by former Chief Mackey as
head of the Liquor Licence Board of Ontario
and how many supported the position of the

public stand?

Hon. Mr. Clement: As of about one week

ago, Mr. Speaker, I have personally read
three letters deploring the alleged actions of
chairman Mackey in trying to carry out the
laws of the province. Oddly enough, two of
them were from the same profession as one
of the people involved in a very prominent
way in the Oktoberfest activities in Kitchener.
I received—have read—some 50-odd letters

from individuals and groups from the area

endorsing the monitoring by the Liquor
Licence Board.

Mr. Breithaupt: By way of supplementary:
Is the minister advising us that he received a
total of 53 letters or are those the ones that

he, in fact, has read?

Hon. Mr. Clement: Those are the ones I

have actually read as of a week ago. Some
of them came to the ministry and some came
to the Liquor Licence Board. As of last week
—I haven't checked this week—oddly enough
we had not received one complaint from the

particular club that is alleged to have been

badly maligned by the Liquor Licence Board,
either officially or from any individual mem-
ber of it; that is as of one week ago.

FEDERAL FUNDS FOR LAND
ASSEMBLY

Mr. Breithaupt: A question of the Premier,
Mr. Speaker, in the absence of the provincial
Treasurer (Mr. White) for the moment.

With respect to the report of the Minister
of State for Urban Affairs and his comments
that there are large amounts of federal funds
available for land assembly which have not
been taken up by the provinces, can the
Premier advise us when the reorganization
of the Treasury's staff in this matter will be
completed so that we can make sure that

Ontario does take advantage of these various

agreements in the same form now that ap-

parently Alberta has done, as the only prov-
ince which has so far signed an agreement?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I can't give
the hon. member specific information. I ex-

pect the Treasurer will be here very shortly
and may wish to make some comment. I can

only say to the member for Kitchener that it

is our intent, of course, within the scope of

our own provincial policy to utilize whatever
funds are available to us. I think part of this

will relate to the functions of the new Min-

istry of Housing as well as other aspects of

the Ministry of Treasury, Economics and In-

tergovernmental Affairs. The Treasurer may
have some more specific comment but I can
assure the House that we intend to utilize

whatever funds are available within the ex-
tent of provincial policy.

Mr. Roy: A supplementary, Mr. Speaker: I

wonder if I could ask the Premier if he could
ask the Treasurer as well to explain, in light
of the fact that this law permitting these
funds to go from the provinces to the various

municipalities apparently has been law since

January or February, 1973, why it has taken
so long for the province to allow the many
municipalities—including some in my own
riding-to take advantage of this plan? Why
has it taken so long for us to take advantage
of this?

Hon. Mr. Davis: I would be delighted, Mr.

Speaker, to discuss that with the Treasurer.

Mr. Lewis: By way of supplementary, Mr.

Speaker, is the Premier aware that the Treas-

urer a couple of days ago in this House in

debate during his estimates expressed some

very surprising reservations about the whole

proposal of land assembly as he calls it;

about the municipalities' capacity to develop
and acquire land; and about the question of

whether or not land prices may fall and
therefore holding off on the acquisition of

land? In other words, he was casting a

shadow over the whole question of public
land assembly. Does that indicate a reversal

of the government's position around the

Comay report?

Hon. Mr. Davis: No, Mr. Speaker, I think

a distinction has to be made here and I don't

want to trespass on what the Treasurer said.

I won't interpret what he said; I will give my
own point of view.

Mr. M. Cassidy (Ottawa Centre): Very wise,

because it is very hard to interpret what he
said.
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Hon. Mr. Davis: I think there are two as-

pects. I think that the Comay report was

looking at both long-term and short-term sit-

uations. In the short-term, the question of

land banking, whether by the province or the

municipalities, is not part of a short-term solu-

tion to the production of lots.

Mr. Lewis: The Treasurer objects to the

use of the phrase "land banking."

Hon. Mr. Davis: I think, Mr. Speaker, that

the term land banking-

Mr. Lewis: It is land assembly, he insists.

Hon. Mr. Davis: —is a semantic expression.
I think the term land banking has become,
shall we say, popularly accepted. I would
think that if we are, in fact, anxious to deal

with the short-term situation it shouldn't be
a question of encouraging the municipalities
into what could be called land banking on a

long-term basis, like buying 1,000 acres for

development in 1985. It is a question of

finding ways and means and with the help
of the municipalities, perhaps, to finding X
number of acres for development in 1974 or

1975. I think the Treasurer—and once again
I am reflecting a personal reaction to the

question—probably was raising the concern
as to the financial capacity of some munici-

palities to become involved in purchases that

may have long-term implications as far as

development is concerned. I think the prov-
ince probably doesn't need to share that con-
cern. We can acquire land that we could
look forward to developing in 1979 or 1980.

But I think the Treasurer may have been

registering a concern as to whether the

municipalities should be looking at a short-

term programme rather than a long-term pro-
gramme for land assembly.

That is a personal answer and perhaps an

interpretation of what the Treasurer said

during his estimates.

Mr. Cassidy: Supplementary, Mr. Speaker:
Is the Premier then saying that for the next
two or three years the government will do

nothing about land speculation other than

worry about the creation of lots, and that it

will not give the municipalities the power,
nor act on behalf of the province, in order
to acquire land publicly?

Hon. Mr. Davis: No, Mr. Speaker, very
simply it does not.

Mr. Lewis: By way of supplementary,
when will the government agree to the mil-
lion-dollar proposal on the part of the city
of Toronto to acquire land in an assembly

fashion to provide homes, knowing that when
the government gives its approval they will

have $9 million worth to match it?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I think the

Treasurer did answer this particular question

prior to his estimates.

Mr. Lewis: No.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Well, it was raised here;
I can recall it being raised in the House-

Mr. Lewis: But nothing has happened.

Hon. Mr. Davis: —and I think the answer
to that, of course, relates to what the policy
of the government will be with respect to

the municipalities, not just the city of To-
ronto or Metro Toronto, and whether the

policy will be to assist in these matters. And
if I can once again express a personal point
of view, if it is in the short term I think the

answer probably will be yes, because I think

it has implications that the long-term situa-

tion does not.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Kit-

chener.

Mr. Breithaupt: I have no further questions
of the third of the cabinet ministers who are

here, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Scar-

borough West.

NORTH PICKERING DEVELOPMENT

Mr. Lewis: A question of the Premier, I

think.

Given all of the changes that have taken

place around planning for the airport and

planning for Cedarwood; and given the fact

that the government is involving a number
of management consulting firms from the

private sector, and acquiring certain lands,

will the Premier allow the establishment of

an inquiry officer for a full public hearing
over a period of some three months to allow

all of the residents now affected in the Cedar-
wood or North Pickering community to give
views on the planning of that community,
and indeed on its legitimacy?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, as I think

I said in this House approximately three

weeks ago, the alternatives that are available

to us with respect to Cedarwood or North

Pickering are being explored, and I expect
that the new Minister of Housing (Mr. Welch)
will have something to say on this once he
has had an opportunity to fully understand
the situation.
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I think the member is quite right in point-

ing out that the variables in the past six

months to a year have changed or altered.

Certainly, from our own standpoint, our ap-

proach may be somewhat different. And as

soon as we have developed what we feel may
be a viable solution to this problem, the

minister will inform the members.

I would only say to the hon. member that

I have made a note of his suggestion.

Mr. V. M. Singer (Downsview): By way of

supplementary-

Mr. Lewis: By way of supplementary-

Mr. Speaker: I think perhaps the leader of

the New Democratic Party should have a

supplementary, then we will come back to

the member for Downsview.

Mr. Lewis: Just this one. Does the Premier

realize that the only people totally excluded

from the entire North Pickering community
project are the people whose lives will be
affected both in the present and in the future?

And given the change in all the variables, as

he describes them, doesn't the Premier think

that they should be involved in the planning

process before the government arbitrarily

changes the terms of reference?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I think there

are two aspects. There is the total provincial

policy, which is to create a community that

is basically residential development. The sec-

ond concept, of course, is the kind of resi-

dential community in some greater detail that

should be developed within that overall ob-

jective.

As it relates to the second aspect, there is

no question that the people locally should be

involved; and the position of the govern-
ment is that they should and will be involved.

The decision as to the need for a commun-
ity in terms of the provision of housing for

the people of this province has to be that of

the government.

I think that as we explore the housing task

force report in discussions in this House, it

will be very evident that major moves have
to be taken to provide an adequate supply
of housing. From that standpoint, the devel-

opment of the residential community in North

Pickering or Cedarwood, whichever term is

most acceptable, I think, is taking on an in-

creasing priority. What has happened in the

past few months in the area that has compli-
cated the process here, of course, is the lack

of determination as to whether there will be
a second international airport in that area,

because that, without any question, affects

the total approach.

Mr. Lewis: The Premier should abandon
that.

Hon. Mr. Davis: We can't abandon that.

Mr. Lewis: It has been abandoned.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Well, I don't know that.

Mr. Lewis: Of course he knows it.

Hon. Mr. Davis: If the member has some
access through his channels in Ottawa-

Mr. Lewis: I have no access.

Hon. Mr. Davis: —I'm the first to appre-
ciate—

Mr. Lewis: We are having a small family

quarrel. I have no access!

Hon. Mr. Davis: —the significant impact
that certain members are having on the

present administration.

Mr. Speaker: Order.

Hon. Mr. Davis: If he has that information,

if he would share it with us, great.

Mr. D. M. Deacon (York Centre): Mr.

Speaker, a supplementary of the Premier:

Although we agree with the Premier that

certainly additional housing locations have

to be found and developed by the province,
would the Premier not agree that it is of

the utmost importance that a full inquiry
be held as to where the best development
east of Toronto should be located and
whether in fact it should be located right

against the present city. Should that not be
a full, open public inquiry?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I am very
much in favour of having as much openness
as possible in the planning process, and I

think the legislation in the past few months
here indicates that very clearly. I think it

is also fair to point out that, no matter what
area the province may suggest as an area

for residential development, if one gets in

then to inquiries as to the general area, not

the plan itself, one is going to be faced then

with a very prolonged period of discussion

when the needs of people in this province
to have housing accommodation are not being
met. So while, sure, one would like to, in

theory, perhaps take this route, I think the

responsibility of government is such that, as

to the general location, it may be difficult
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to develop an involvement of the general

public in the area-

Mr. Lewis: The government has run rough-
shod over them up until now.

Hon. Mr. Davis: —prior to some determina-

tion being made by government that this,

generally speaking, is an appropriate area

for residential growth.

Mr. Singer: By way of supplementary, did

I understand from the Premier's earlier re-

marks that the responsibility for North Picker-

ing has now been given to the new Minister

of Housing completely and that the Treasurer

has no further responsibilities?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Yes.

Mr. Lewis: Yes, the fourth change.

Mr. Singer: All right. Since it has been

changed, could someone—perhaps the new
Minister of Housing—please make it clear to

those people who might be affected by
these various announcements that have ap-

peared, whether their land is going to be
taken for the purposes of the provincial gov-
ernment or whether it isn't, because they are

suffering under such a serious cloud as to

their future?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I think—
and I myself have communicated this per-

sonally to some residents in that area—that
it is, without question, important for the

government to indicate as soon as possible
the areas that we feel will in fact be speci-

fically affected and the owners within that

area, and it is our intention to do so.

Mr. Singer: The Premier did that once.

Mr. Lewis: This is shameful. He has been

talking about that for a year.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Ottawa
Centre.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Cassidy: Supplementary, Mr. Speaker:
In view of the fact that it is now a year
and a half since acquisition began, and in

view of the fact that only seven acres were

acquired in October—or was it September?—
and in view of the fact that two-thirds of

the site has still to be acquired, does the

Premier not agree that it would be desirable

to bring North Pickering under the Planning
and Development Act, since there is obvious-

ly time to do that, given the time that

acquisition is taking?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I would

say that if one looks at the implications
of the Planning and Development Act, while

that might be considered as an alternative,

I don't think that that would bring the matter

to some form of conclusive resolution in the

interests of the residents out there perhaps
as expeditiously as some ways that we may
be suggesting very shortly.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Scar-

borough West.

STRIKE AT ARTISTIC WOODWORK
CO. LTD.

Mr. Lewis: Mr. Speaker, a question of

the Premier: Would he consider a personal
initiative in the Artistic Woodwork strike,

given yet another succession of charges and

incidents on the picket line this morning?
Does he not believe it is perhaps now quite

out of hand?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I share the

concern of all members with the situation

there. The Minister of Labour (Mr. Guindon),
in whom I have complete confidence incident-

ally, has been, along with his staff, endeav-

ouring to come to grips with this matter. He
may have some further comment in the next

day or so, but certainly at this moment the

Minister of Labour has this matter, to the

extent that it is possible, within his juris-

diction and it is not my intent, certainly at

this time, to interfere personally.

Mr. Cassidy: But he doesn't have it under
control. It is not under control.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Well, of course not.

ODC LOANS TO CAMPGROUNDS

Mr. Lewis: Mr. Speaker, a question for

the Minister of Industry and Tourism.

Does he know of what the master franchise

agreement for Kampgrounds of America con-

sists? Does he know its contents?

Hon. C. Bennett (Minister of Industry and

Tourism): Mr. Speaker, no, I am not aware

of its full contents other than the franchise

agreement has been looked at by people
within our ministry. They know that it has

certain clauses which are of benefit to the

franchisee in this province, but I am not

aware of the exact details of it.
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Mr. Lewis: By way of supplementary, has

the minister seen the master franchise agree-
ment for Kampgrounds of America in the

United States, the parent company?

Hon. Mr. Bennett: No, I have not, Mr.

Speaker.

Mr. Lewis: Could he perhaps comment on

newspaper articles and others which say, in

effect, that the franchise holder pays an

initial $12,500 for the use of the name and

eight per cent of the annual revenues for

each year of operation, and that the franchise

money is sent direct to the head office in

Billings, Mont. Could the minister comment
on that?

Hon. Mr. Bennett: Mr. Speaker, very

briefly, I am aware of the fact that the fran-

chise holder does pay an initial fee to the

Kampgrounds association. In addition to that,

he pays a percentage of the reservations that

are referred to him by the Kampground oper-
ations.

Mr. Lewis: No, I am talking about revenue,
not just reservations. The story suggests the

revenue is going directly to Billings, Mont.

Hon. Mr. Bennett: Mr. Speaker, I would
have to take that under advisement as to

where the payments are made and whether

they are made because I understand that

Kampgrounds is also registered as an incor-

porated body here in Canada.

Mr. Lewis: I understand that it would be

incorporated in Canada. Would the minister

agree that if, in fact, money on a percentage
basis on an annual basis is going directly to

head office in the United States it makes it, in

effect, a branch franchise or branch sub-

franchise; and that, in fact, the whole point
which was raised still remains central?

Hon. Mr. Bennett: Obviously, Mr. Speaker,
I'll have to take it under advisement and re-

view it. My information at this point is that
it's paid to the Kampgrounds operation here
in Canada. I shall review it further.

Mr. Lewis: Fair enough. I don't know.
That's all.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Kent.

SALES TAX ON CHILDREN'S CLOTHING

Mr. J. P. Spence (Kent): Mr. Speaker, I

have a question of the Minister of Revenue:
Is the minister aware that the parents of
children who take large sizes have to pay the

provincial sales tax on items such as footwear
and clothing? Would the minister give con-

sideration to granting exemption from the

provincial sales tax on items which are pur-
chased for children when a birth certificate

is produced? This is causing hardship in a

number of homes.

Hon. A. Grossman (Minister of Revenue):
Mr. Speaker, of course that has been a great

problem since sales taxes were first instituted;

and since exemptions-

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Davis: And since some children

have big feet.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: As the Premier says,
since some children have big feet, it has been
a great problem.

Mr. Roy: The minister has no sympathy
because he takes a small size.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: As soon as there are

any exemptions in sales taxes, one runs into

these kinds of problems. The problem is how
do we provide the exemption we want to pro-
vide for those people for whom we want to

provide it? In this case, children.

On the question of size, we made some

changes I believe a short while ago, perhaps
in the spring, in respect of shoes in order

to bring some of them within the scope of

the exemptions. We have had some represen-

tations; we have dealt with some organizations
which are interested in doing something along
these lines. We are struggling constantly in an

effort to improve the formula whereby we can

make sure that we are able to get in all

those who come under the heading of chil-

dren. The hon. member, I am sure, ap-

preciates the great difficulty involved in that.

We have talked about identification. We
have talked about bringing a letter from some
source which would establish that this item is,

in fact, for children. All I can tell the hon.

member is that our minds are open in this

respect; any ideas he may have which may
help us improve the situation we would very
much like to have. The matter is not closed

so long as we are able to establish that the

exemption is granted only for children. Again
I repeat that—I know I'm repeating myself
—the problem is how do we provide that

without great abuse?

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for River-

dale.
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ALLEGED AIR POLLUTION
FROM METAL COMPANIES

Mr. Renwick: Mr. Speaker, I have a ques-

tion of the Premier. Using the leader of this

party's phrase, would the Premier take a

personal initiative, having regard to the

unique problem in the area surrounding
Canada Metal, the contamination of the soil

by lead and lead compounds, and establish

a special group designed to assess the cost,

the method of removal, the sharing of the

cost, and the replacement of the topsoil in

an area within a radius of one-third of a

mile of the Canada Metal plant, which is the

principal health hazard in that area?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I won't un-

dertake to do this personally. I am concerned

about it and I'm sure the minister himself

expressed his concern the other day. I'm

hopeful that some solution will be found

to it. I would just say to the member who
represents that area that I think all of us

share that concern. As to what the solution

is I don't know. I can't give a personal com-
mitment but certainly the government will be

pursuing it.

Mr. Breithaupt: A supplementary, Mr.

Speaker: As the Premier concerns himself

with that matter, will he also concern himself

with the views of the mayor of Toronto that

the matter of the smokestack, which seems
to be one that the Minister of the Environ-

ment (Mr. Auld) has referred to particularly,

has apparently nothing to do with lead

emissions but is to control sulphur dioxide, so

that the approach which has apparently been
taken by the minister and his information

that we have received in the House do not

seem to square with this other point of view?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I'll certainly

see if I can reconcile the points of view of

the minister and the mayor of Toronto. I'll

be delighted to try to do that. That is if they
need reconciling.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Scar-

borough West, I presume, has completed his

questions.

Mr. Lewis: Oh, yes. I had some time ago.

Mr. Speaker: Yes, that's right. Then it's the

turn of the New Democratic Party.

Mr. Roy: No, it's over here.

Mr. Singer: We just had the member for

Riverdale.

Mr. Speaker: The Speaker apologizes most

humbly to those members who are perturbed
because I overlooked the fact that the New
Democratic Party had a turn. I apologize

sincerely. The hon. member for Rainy River.

Mr. I. Deans (Wentworth): This better be
a good one.

RATES FOR ELECTRICIANS
PAID BY GOVERNMENT SERVICES

Mr. Reid: I'm exhausted after that effort

to get the floor, but I have a question of the

Minister of Government Services. Can the

minister indicate to the House why elec-

tricians working under Government Services

are paid $4.73 an hour while, at the same

time, the government requires contractors

doing work for the government to pay their

electricians the minimum of $6.10 per hour?

Mr. Cassidy: Good question.

Mr. Roy: Take it under advisement.

Hon. J. W. Snow (Minister of Government

Services): First of all, Mr. Speaker, there's

quite a significant difference in the two situa-

tions.

Mr. R. Haggerty (Welland South): And
Canada Square.

Hon. Mr. Snow: One is that the elec-

tricians working for the ministry are members
of the public service-

Mr. Reid: Does that mean they have to

accept that rate?

Mr. Deans: Everyone knows that the public
service is underpaid.

Hon. Mr. Snow: —and they have the

security of tenure of employment.

Mr. Roy: Did the minister promise them
that?

Hon. Mr. Snow: They have certain fringe
benefits that many other employees do not

have. I presume the $6-odd rate that the

member is referring to is the rate listed in

the fair wage schedule attached to our con-

struction contract, which varies from region
to region of the province.

Mr. Reid: A supplementary, if I may, Mr.

Speaker: Is the minister aware that because

of the wage differential his department has

trouble keeping electricians since they're so

low paid? Secondly, if what the minister says
is true, why does the ministry allow outside
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contractors to complete work started by his

maintenance people at overtime rates, some-

times of $18 an hour for an electrician,

which could be handled by his own mainte-

nance staff at a much lesser rate?

Hon. Mr. Snow: Mr. Speaker, I'm not

aware of these—

Mr. Lewis: Good Lord! Which rates does

he want?

Hon. Mr. Snow: —overtime rates for com-

pletion that he is relating to.

Mr. E. W. Martel (Sudbury East): The
minister is working both sides of the fence.

Mr. Roy: He wants to make sure his

friends are not out of work.

Hon. Mr. Snow: It is the practice of the

ministry to contract out by public tender a

great deal of our alterations and maintenance
work. The rates established for these trades-

men, whether they be electricians or plumb-
ers or carpenters, outside the jurisdiction of

my ministry, are established by negotiations
between the government and the Civil Ser-

vice Association, and when the contract is

settled those are the rates we pay.

Mr. Reid: One final supplementary, if I

may, Mr. Speaker. Does the minister not
think that it is a waste of public funds to

employ outside contractors, who usually

charge the government $18 an hour, approxi-
mately $9 of which the electrician gets and
$9 of which goes into the pocket of the

contractor, when his own people, even if they
were paid more, could do that work at a
lesser rate and therefore save the people of

Ontario thousands and perhaps hundreds of

thousands of dollars over the year?

Mr. E. J. Bounsall (Windsor West): Pay
them $6 an hour.

Hon. Mr. Snow: No, Mr. Speaker, I can't

agree with that. It is the policy of the gov-
ernment-

Mr. D. C. MacDonald (York South): To
subsidize free enterprise.

Hon. Mr. Snow: —to do the vast majority
of our public works contracts by way of

public tender-

Mr. Reid: They are subsidizing the con-

tractors at the expense of the public of

Ontario.

Mr. Speaker: Order.

Hon. Mr. Snow: I don't agree at all that

we are subsidizing any contractors-

Mr. Reid: Well, look at the evidence.

Hon. Mr. Snow: —and I don't accept the

hon. member's suggestion that we are paying
$18 an hour for electricians.

Mr. Reid: Will the minister look into it?

Hon. Mr. Snow: Oh yes, I will look into

it—but I don't accept his suggestion.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Wind-
sor West wes next.

LICENSING OF CAMPUS PUBS

Mr. Bounsall: Mr. Speaker, I have a ques-
tion of the Minister of Consumer and Com-
mercial Relations.

When can we expect the long overdue

regulations accompanying Bill 146 to be pub-
lished so that university and college pubs
can operate

under canteen licences rather

than the expensive special occasion permits?

Hon. Mr. Clement: Mr. Speaker, I am not

aware that there is any difficulty in campus

pubs receiving licences. Perhaps I am wrong,
but I was under the impression they were
classed as a canteen, which was a phrase,
as I recollect the legislation, dealing with

police messes, military messes and things of

this kind. But campus pubs have made appli-
cation and, as far as I am aware, have in

fact been licensed.

I have been approached by two individuals

alleging difficulty, and it turned out they
were not following the requirements of the

regulation in that the administration side of

the university must make application so that

we know the operation is created with the

consent of the governing body.

If the hon. member has any particular
one in mind he might draw it to my atten-

tion, but I am just not aware of any other

than the two I have mentioned.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Wel-

land South was up next.

IMPORTATION OF WINE
CONCENTRATES

Mr. Haggerty: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. I

have a question of the Minister of Consumer
and Commercial Relations.
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Is the minister contemplating bringing in

new legislation to allow further imports of

foreign wine concentrates into the Ontario

market?

Hon. Mr. Clement: Mr. Speaker, I would
be misleading the House if I said I had not

been asked. I have been asked that question
for some weeks now. There have been meet-

ings conducted directly between the grape

growers and the wineries. I am advised that

those meetings have not been as successful

in the minds of both groups as each in-

dividually might have anticipated.

I hope myself to meet with the Minister of

Agriculture and Food (Mr. Stewart) and the

Minister of Housing—you know this is a hous-

ing problem if you come from Lincoln—
within the next few days and return to the

two groups in an effort to see if some

arrangement that is agreeable to both can be
entered into.

But at this particular moment I am not

undertaking to bring forward any legislation
—and I am not undertaking not to. It is a

very difficult subject, and I think the hon.

member is well aware of the problems both
from living in the area and being a consumer.

Mr. Deans: A supplementary question: Can
the minister assure the House that all of the

grapes that were grown last year were in fact

purchased by the wineries as per the agree-
ment that we accepted last year prior to the

introduction of the bill which allowed con-

centrates to come into the Province of On-
tario?

Hon. Mr. Clement: Yes, Mr. Speaker, I

understand there is no criticism of that what-

soever, that they were in fact all purchased
this year. Because of the lack of moisture this

year, the crop is down approximately 20 per
cent. The grapes individually are of course

much smaller and sweeter because of the sun-

shine, but they are about 20 per cent below
the requirements of the wineries and the

grape juice factories in the Niagara area. It is

a very involved problem, both economically
and socially, as the hon. member for Went-
worth appreciates because he lives in the

area. What I truly am concerned about is

that if the matter is not resolved in due

course, if our domestic producers are unable

to supply the demand and the consumers
turn to other products, our domestic supply

may well be not be a marketable item at

some time in the future and that concerns me
very much.

Mr. Deans: One final supplementary: Is it

the intent of the minister to have such as

guarantee written into any extension of the

existing Act to ensure again that this year
the same kind of conditions will prevail?

Hon. Mr. Clement: Mr. Speaker, I am not

undertaking to introduce any such legislation
now but I think I can assure the hon. mem-
ber and this House that I would not be party
to any legislation which was not acceptable
to the growers in the Niagara area where the

grapes are grown.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Wel-
land South.

Mr. Haggerty: Thank you, Mr. Speaker, a

supplementary: Last year, I think, when the

bill was brought in before the House I asked

if all the wineries in the Niagara district

made use of this special legislation. Did they?

Hon. Mr. Clement: No, Mr. Speaker, I am
advised that they did not for a variety of

reasons. One or two did not require addi-

tional concentrate for the manufacture of

wine. Others bought some but not all of the

concentrate they were allowed because we
undertook with both the growers and the

wineries that we would not proclaim the Act

until the regulations had been drafted, which

really were the important operating arm of

the Act. When the regulations were drafted

and agreed upon by both sides and the Act

was proclaimed, the wineries found difficulty

in obtaining product from foreign markets. I

think some was imported from Yugoslavia
and some from the United States but some
of them did not require it or did not obtain

everything they required. Others had ample
and did not buy any foreign concentrate. We
did not allow those which didn't buy to allo-

cate their quota to another winery.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Sand-

wich-Riverside.

EFFECTS OF COMPETITION
IN JUVENILE SPORTS

Mr. F. A. Burr (Sandwich-Riverside): Mr.

Speaker, a question of the Minister without

Portfolio in charge of the Youth Secretariat.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Breithaupt: He got his question in

first.

Hon. Mr. Davis: She is engaged at the

moment. What is the member after?

Mr. Reid: His own friends do it every
time.
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Mr. M. Gaunt (Huron-Bruce): He knows
where his enemies are; it's his friends he's

got to look out for.

Mr. Lewis: The member for York South

was just preparing the ground.

Mr. Burr: Mr. Speaker, this is my maiden

question of the minister in charge of the

Youth Secretariat-

Mr. Breithaupt: Too late.

Mr. Roy: What will be her maiden answer?

Mr. Burr: —regarding the harmful effects

of unrestrained competition in juvenile sports,

particularly baseball and hockey, on the chil-

dren as well as on their parents. Is the minis-

ter considering the study and report made by
members of the physical health and education

department of the University of Windsor on
this subject and is the minister aware that

league standings and playoffs have been elim-

inated this winter from the juvenile hockey
in the Windsor area?

An hon. member: Better take that one as

notice.

Hon. M. Birch (Minister without Port-

folio): Mr. Speaker, to my hon. colleague, I

am not aware of that report; I would appre-
ciate receiving a copy of it. I do understand

that in many areas these standings have been

dropped and I'm very interested in this whole
area. I'd be very happy to receive a copy of

that report.

Mr. Burr: Mr. Speaker, I'd be very happy
to send one.

Mr. Deans: A supplementary question: At
the time the minister is reviewing that sub-

ject, would she be prepared to review the

possibility of legislation to restrain members of

the Legislature from engaging in extracur-

ricular activities at the arena with parents of

other teams?

Hon. Mrs. Birch: Mr. Speaker-

Mr. Deans: Does the minister know where-
of I speak? Does she know what I am talking
about—the item in the Petrolia newspaper?

Hon. Mrs. Birch: —the member's hon. col-

league was just bringing this to my attention

at the moment. That is why I was distracted.

Mr. Lewis: By way of supplementary, the

minister has seen the newspaper?

Hon. Mrs. Birch: I have seen it but I

haven't had time to read it.

Mr. Lewis: But she will take action if

necessary?

Mr. W. Ferrier (Cochrane South): We
have to protect the people of Petrolia.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Ottawa
East.

OTTAWA STOLEN CAR RING

Mr. Roy: Mr. Speaker, I have a question
of the Premier and it deals with the stories

in the newspapers of the last few days about

the allegations against members of the

Ottawa football club. My question is directed

to him not only as leader of this province
but as a true football fan. Would he not

agree that that type of criminal investigation
is one that is done in secret and would he

look into the question and check with the

Justice officials on how that information be-

came public? Would he not agree that it is

most unfair that such allegations should be

brought out prior to charges being laid and
the investigation being completed?

Mr. L. Maeck (Parry Sound): Didn't the

member do something to stop it?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I certainly

agree with the latter part. As to how this

information became, shall we say, a matter
of speculation or rumour, I have no knowl-

edge, of course. I would be delighted to chat

with the Solicitor General (Mr. Yaremko)
about it. I am relatively sure he wouldn't
know either.

Mr. Roy: A supplementary to that, Mr.

Speaker—

Hon. Mr. Davis: I gather that some of the

Ottawa team talked about it themselves.

Mr. Roy: No, it emanated from Hamilton

and that's why I am very suspicious. In any
event, Mr. Speaker, my supplementary to the

Premier is this: In light of the fact that the

Grey Cup is an important national event,

does ho not agree that all the investigations
and any charges to be laid should be done

prior to the national spectacle to take away
this cloud over the very excellent Ottawa
football team?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I can't

accept that. I can only say that those re-

sponsible for the investigation of any wrong-
doing have to do this in their way and with

whatever resulting acts might follow. To
relate it to a certain event—which I happen
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to think is important—I think would be in-

appropriate. I think the question of enforce-

ment of the law and investigation of

wrongdoing can't be related to an event of

the nature of the Grey Cup, as much as the

member and I may be interested in that

particular event.

BELL TELEPHONE RATE
INCREASE APPLICATIONS

Mr. Deans: Mr. Speaker, I have a question
of the Minister of Consumer and Commercial
Relations. The—what's wrong?

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Reid: Well done.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, on a point
of order I am just really anxious to find out

where the member for Riverdale and where
the member for York South are at this precise

moment; and whether this is, in fact a change
in philosophy and they are permanently join-

ing us on this side of the House.

Mr. Lewis: No, it is called infiltration or

preparing the grounds; I think it is called

that. A foretaste of the inevitable.

Mr. Deans: Mr. Speaker, I want to ask

the Minister of Consumer and Commercial
Relations whether he will make representa-
tion on behalf of the consumers of Ontario

to the appropriate federal departments to

ensure that the Bell Telephone Co. of Can-

ada, in its monopoly position, is not able

to apply for rate increases simply on the

basis of the success of its advertising and
the sale of additional telephone units within

the Metropolitan area?

Mr. Roy: Ask the member for Riverdale to

answer that.

Hon. Mr. Clement: I have not considered

that matter, Mr. Speaker.

An hon. member: Ask the member for

Riverdale.
«

Hon. Mr. Clement: I am discussing it

with my adviser right now, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Deans: I know what good advice the

minister will get.

TEACHING MORE LANGUAGES IN
HIGH SCHOOL

Mr. Reid: Mr. Speaker, I have a question
of the Premier—it seems to be his day today.

Am I correct in believing that the Premier

in his speech to the Ukrainian convention of

a week or so ago indicated that his govern-
ment was in favour of a third language

being taught in high school? Was this com-
municated to the Minister of Education (Mr.

Wells)?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I would
have to get the exact text of what I said.

I think what I—

Mr. Ruston: Does the minister mean he is

not sure?

Mr. Reid: It wouldn't help him after he

has read it.

Hon. Mr. Davis: I have to say that I spoke
in English so I would be understood, hope-

fully, by the—

Mr. Reid: We can't tell the difference over

here.

Hon. Mr. Davis: I recognize that some
members opposite have difficulty understand-

ing any language that is presented in any
sort of logical form. What I think I observed

in my remarks to that very important gather-

ing was that the government was in favour

of other languages being taught within the

secondary school system.

I was not referring to "languages of in-

struction." I was referring to the numbers
of languages that could be taught as a course

within the secondary school programme, in

my view, for credit. I think that is what I

said.

Mr. Reid: May I, by way of supplementary,
ask what funds-

Mr. Speaker: The time has now expired for

oral questions.

Petitions.

Presenting of reports.

Mr. Yakabuski from the standing resources

development committee reported the follow-

ing:

That supply in the following amounts
and to defray the expenses of the Ministry
of Industry and Tourism be granted to

Her Majesty for the fiscal year ending
March 31, 1974:

Ministry of Industry and Tourism

Ministry administration

programme $ 1,957,000

Industrial, trade and tourism

development programme .... 16,562,000
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Ontario Economic Council

programme 402,000
Ontario Place Corp. programme 2,600,000
Industrial incentives and

development programme 16,963,000

Mrs. Scrivener from the standing estimates

committee reported the following:

That supply in the following amounts
and to defray the expenses of the Office

of the Speaker, Management Board and
the Office of Provincial Auditor be granted
to Her Majesty for the fiscal year ending
March 31, 1974:

Office of the Speaker
Office of the Speaker

programme $4,722,000

Management Board

Management Board Secretariat

Programme $1,924,000
Office of Provincial Auditor

Administration of the Audit Act

and statutory audits $1,261,000

Mr. W. Hodgson presented the report of

the select committee on company law on

mergers, amalgamations and certain related

matters.

Mr. Speaker: Presenting reports.

Mr. R. D. Rowe (Northumberland): I have

the honour to present a report on forest-

based industries prepared by Kates Peat

Marwick and Co. for the select committee

on economic and cultural nationalism. Copies
have been placed in the post boxes for all

members of the House.

This is the fifth report, Mr. Speaker, on

selected firms and specific industries to be

tabled. The reports already tabled covered

advertising agencies, architects and engineer-

ing consultants in the service sector, auto

parts in the manufacturing sector and mining
in the natural resources sector. In addition,

I tabled yesterday a report on the attitudes

of community leaders and the general public
in four Ontario communities.

This study covers five firms and is largely
concerned with the production of pulp and

paper, although other forest products are

manufactured by some of the firms studied.

The firms were compared with reference to

husbanding of forest resources, water and air

pollution, research and development, labour

relations, relative size in relation to US mills,

career opportunities, exports, levels of pro-
duction in relation to capacity and purchase
of equipment and services.

The study shows that US-owned firms be-

haved generally as well as Canadian-owned

firms. However, there is a marked tendency
for the Canadian-owned producers to perform
at a lower level in relation to capacity than
the other firms and for ups and downs in

production to be relatively more severe for

the Canadian-owned firms. The Canadian-
owned firms suffer more severely when mar-
kets fall off. A number of other problems
are examined in the report and it is clear

that this industry requires continuing atten-

tion.

Mr. Speaker: Motions.

Hon. Mr. Winkler moves that, commencing
today, the standing committee on social de-

velopment will consider the estimates of the

Ministry of Health, such estimates to be re-

ported not later than Monday afternoon next
under the routine proceedings reports, and
that the provision of this motion not establish

a precedent for the future.

Mr. Breithaupt: Mr. Speaker, on this par-
ticular motion I do feel that the House
leader has been able to obtain from the

ministry a very reasonable approach to this

particular problem. As members will be

aware, we have now in fact moved through
the particular matter of bringing reports up
for concurrence here with respect to Office

of the Speaker, Office of the Provincial

Auditor, and Management Board, which in

effect left only the Health ministry down-
stairs, as we would say.

I believe that the result of this, it is

clearly understood, will not form any pre-

cedent, but it will remind really the various

committees that have been charged with
review of estimates to ensure that perhaps
some of the sitting days which were missed
for one reason or another are not missed

again.

In this procedure we will now have an

additional 10 hours in effect, in which time

at least a goodly portion of the estimates of

the Ministry of Health will be able to be re-

viewed. I think that the Legislature de-

servedly would have received some censure

if, having only a debate on concurrence, we
had wound up passing $1 billion an hour

during that time. This, of course, would not

be a practical way or indeed a proper way
to deal with what is some 42 per cent of

the provincial budget.

I do comment, therefore, that this matter

and its resolution is most pleasing to those

of us who have made some suggestions on
the matter. In the 22 hours or so left within

the House for estimates it will leave sufficient

time, I believe, to complete the Treasurer and
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his ministry and then to spend a substantial

amount of time on the Ministry of Education,
which will follow.

Again I commend the House leader for his

efforts on this part, and I believe that this

way of approaching the problems on this

occasion should avoid this kind of situation in

the future.

Mr. Deans: Mr. Speaker, I want to add

just a word or two to those of the member
for Kitchener.

I am pleased that we were able to come
to this compromise arrangement to enable

the Ministry of Health to receive more than

simply a cursory glance by the House in the

22 or 23 hours that remain. I gave my com-
mitment to the House leader yesterday at the

time I asked him to consider this particular

proposal, that we would not consider this to

be a precedent-setting move; and I make it

again in order that it is understood.

We recognize that the difficulties we are

currently in can hardly be blamed on anyone
in the House; the problem rests to some ex-

tent with the way in which the standing
orders are drafted.

I would like to suggest to you, sir, and

to the House leader, that it may be ap-

propriate to sit down some time between

now and the resumption of the House in the

new year to make one or more minor changes
to the standing orders; one in particular, in

that section dealing with committees; alter-

ing "sessional days" to "sitting days" in order

that there will be no difficulty as we have

encountered this year, during which some-

thing like 56 of the 75 allotted days were

sitting days and therefore the committee sat

only on the days when the House was sitting.

I appreciate what has happened. I know
that 10 hours is not a great deal of time.

And between now and Friday afternoon the

critics for the various departments, together
with the minister and the officials of the

ministry, are going to have to work very
hard in order to do justice to the Health

estimates, because they are the second largest,

as I recall, in terms of government expendi-
tures. Nevertheless, this is certainly a step
in the right direction. I am pleased that

we have been able to come to this arrange-
ment and we will do everything in our power
to make sure it is abided by.

Hon. E. A. Winkler (Chairman, Manage-
ment Board of Cabinet): Mr. Speaker, there

is really nothing much to respond to. The

agreement pleases me substantially. I just
wouldn't want anyone in the House to mis-

comprehend what the original intention was;
and I say again—and this of course can be

incorporated into what the hon. member
has just said—that is the utilization of Wednes-
days is a very real day as far as we were
concerned, and I think we will have that

understood in the course of another session.

Mr. Speaker: I will consider the remarks
that have just been made to have been re-

marks addressed to the motion which I have
not put to the House. I will now put the

motion to the House.

Shall the motion carry?

Motion agreed to.

Mr. Speaker: Introduction of bills.

MUNICIPAL ELDERLY RESIDENTS'
ASSISTANCE ACT

Hon. Mr. White moves first reading of bill

intituled, An Act to Permit Municipalities to

Grant Assistance to Elderly Residents.

Motion agreed to; first reading of the bill.

Hon. J. White (Treasurer, Minister of Eco-
nomics and Intergovernmental Affairs): Mr.

Speaker, the purpose of this bill is to permit
all municipalities to provide property tax

assistance for elderly homeowners.

Toronto, Hamilton, Preston, Aurora and

Peterborough already provide such assistance

under special legislation and other municipal-
ities have asked us for similar authority. It is

intended primarily to assist elderly home-
owners with repair and maintenance costs

and thereby facilitate the preservation of

neighbourhoods .

Under this legislation, municipalities will

be able to pass bylaws providing assistance

subject to these general guidelines:

The credit must be a uniform amount to

each qualifying homeowner;

The owner or his spouse must occupy the

house and one or the other must have attained

65 years of age. The council may, at its dis-

cretion, set a higher minimum age for quali-

fication;

The owner or his spouse must have been

assessed as owner within the municipality for

at least one year; and

The municipality may, if the council

wishes, restrict the credit to homeowners who
receive the guaranteed income supplement.

Mr. Deans: That's wrong. That's not right.

The Treasurer shouldn't have done that.
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Hon. Mr. White: Mr. Speaker, this pro-

gramme will allow municipalities to join the

other levels of government in providing assist-

ance to a deserving segment of Ontario

society. Many councils has asked for this

authority and we are anxious to facilitate

assistance programmes of this type.

I think I'd like to say that I am indebted

to Mayor Vic Copps and Mayor David
Crombie for their assistance in preparing this

legislation.

Mr. J. E. Stokes (Thunder Bay): Nothing
for the unorganized?

Mr. Deans: May I ask a question for clari-

fication?

Mr. Speaker: If the hon. minister will

undertake to answer the question.

Hon. Mr. White: Oh, certainly.

Mr. Deans: Am I correct in assuming that

the additional qualification precludes persons
who are in receipt of pensions up to the

equivalent of what they would have received

under the guaranteed income supplement,
but who do not, in fact, receive the guar-
anteed income supplement?

Hon. Mr. White: The clause to which you
refer permits a municipality to have the GIS
as a requirement but does not require them
to have such a requirement.

Mr. Speaker: Orders of the day.

Clerk of the House: The 24th order, House
in committee of supply.

ESTIMATES,
MINISTRY OF TREASURY, ECONOMICS
AND INTERGOVERNMENTAL AFFAIRS

( continued )

On vote 1005:

Mr. Chairman: Vote 1005. I believe we
were on item 2. Is there any further dis-

cussion on item 2? The member for York
Centre.

Mr. D. M. Deacon (York Centre): Mr.

Chairman, this is, of course, a project that

often comes to my mind whenever I am
having a nightmare. I keep on thinking, of

anything that could really destroy our prov-
ince, it's a project like this North Pickering

project. The province has told people over a

period of years of a basic Toronto-centred

region concept of dispersing opportunities for

growth and development in such a way that

we wouldn't have a continuous urban sprawl.
And to have this whole concept—first of all

putting a city the size of the North Pickering

proposal against an airport when we were

just saying we couldn't expand the existing

airport because of the urban sprawl around

it, just seems to me to be a complete contra-

diction of any sort of common sense. The
second thing of course, is since the airport
is now subject to an open inquiry as to, first

of all, whether or not it is needed and

secondly whether that is the best location for

an airport, surely this would lead the minister

to decide that North Pickering should be

subject to the same sort of open examination.

We do know, as the Premier (Mr. Davis)
has stated, that we have a need for housing,
and this is a subject on which we on this

side of the House are in entire agreement
with the government. We do know that hous-

ing sites are needed, but we also know that

when you have a continuous urban sprawl,
when you have a continuous development of

this sort occurring, that is building accom-

modations for people on top of each other in

such a way that there is going to be tre-

mendous congestion, where there is not going
to be proper dispersion of development, then

we know we are heading for the major prob-
lems that have been seen south of the border,

and surely that is something this government
should not be imposing on the people of the

Toronto-centred region.

What it has done in North Pickering, to the

community itself, is hard to believe. This is

a community of people, many of whose

families have been there for well over 100

years—some of them the original settlers in

the area—people who have worked together in

a way that only agricultural, rural commu-

nities can. They share in their farming occu-

pations. They share in other community
activities. They have a sort of basic quality

of life that we would like to see transposed
into urban communities. They're in areas

such as the Cedar Grove area, where you'll

see families who are descendants of the

original settlers holding apple butter festivals

and other gatherings each year. They work

together in their community centres.

But those communities are being destroyed

bv this government, which has put the threat

of a North Pickering development over their

heads. And to then insult these people by

saying: "We have decided we're going to

impose a community upon you and we're

going to ask you to plan your own death

knell," is something that I cannot understand

any government would even try to do.
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Surely before deciding whether or not you
should go ahead with that community, Mr.

Chairman, the minister should at least recog-
nize that there should be good, clear, open
evidence that this is where any development

designed to meet the needs of housing in the

province should be placed.

I would hope that the minister would re-

consider this and announce to the people in

the area that it has been abandoned and

that there will be a hearing and investigations
as to other locations where the province can

sensibly develop housing opportunities. I am
thinking of areas that do not involve use of

first-rate agricultural soils, or of areas that also

would take advantage of very fine locations

for housing, such as areas to the north and
east of Metro Toronto. The land there is hilly,

it's very attractive and we could have a rural

type of development of the sort that would
not cause pollution, because it could be put
on the type of septic tanks that don't have to

be all concentrated together. You can have

individual opportunities for buying lots by
having far more lots made available than

there is demand for.

I was very impressed that in Northumber-
land county, as I mentioned the other day,
the county planning board estimates there

would be 2,000 lots which could be made
available for house building tomorrow if the

minister did nothing but turn over to the

county planning board the right to sever lots

on the condition that there would be no

strip development. There would be no pollu-
tion, there would be no use of first-rate agri-
cultural land and all these basic planning
principles would be observed carefully. If

you can say that about Northumberland

county, I am sure there are many other

counties all over this province where the

same could be maintained.

If the minister would follow that sort of

broad planning guide, make available to

municipalities the type of financial assistance

that would ensure they would not, by ap-

proval of small housing developments, be

imposing a burden upon other municipali-
ties—I'm sorry the minister seems to be pre-

occupied with other things at this point—if
the minister would make available funds so

that municipalities could permit small houses

to be built, and would permit the municipal-
ities to take advantage of their non-

agricultural land and have severances- done
in a way that wouldn't cause strip develop-
ment; if he would enable the municipalities
to do all these things which they see in their

own common sense are possible to help solve

the housing crisis, we wouldn't have to have
a North Pickering.

We wouldn't have to have this imposition
of a community on an area that is a good
agricultural area. It is a natural greenbelt
which should be maintained around a major
area such as Toronto; it would enable people

living in the Metropolitan Toronto commu-
nities actually to have some greenbelt around
them. I don't mean a greenbelt as being a

matter of something a mile or two or three

wide; I mean a real greenbelt where we
would be able to see farming continue; where
we would be able to see continued commu-
nities of the sort we had in that North

Pickering area which have been destroyed,
or are being destroyed, by the government's
actions.

I would be anxious to see the minister at

this time throw out this estimate; use the

money for much more sensible uses in devel-

oping opportunities for housing in other parts
of the province; make available that land the

government now has acquired and those sites

it has acquired for rental or long-term lease

by those who would put them back to the

original use they were meant to stay in—that

is good agricultural purposes—and to do

everything possible to foster and encourage a

continuation of the type of urban community
that was there before.

There is no question in my mind that the

people not of only this generation but par-

ticularly the generations to follow would be

very grateful to this minister. I just cannot

tolerate continuation of this threat over the

heads of the people in that area which the

minister and his government have allowed

to continue without recognizing first of all

that the prime cause of that proposal in the

first place has now been put on the shelf. It

is now being subject to a very careful review

and therefore this project itself should be

subject to the same sort of review. Nothing
further should be developed on the scale that

is conceived, but rather the funds which are

in this vote should be used to encourage the

provision of housing sites and housing ac-

commodation in other parts of the province.

Mr. L. M. Reilly (Eglinton): Where?

Mr. Deacon: To the east. I mentioned

Northumberland county; you will find the

same in Durham county; you will find it in

northern Uxbridge; and you will find it all

over. There are many communities which
would welcome the opportunity to have de-

velopment occur on a scale that they could

cope with. There are small sewage plants

now available and now possible, which are
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being used all over the North American con-

tinent which don't require the sewage to be

dumped into the lake, as this project con-

ceives.

This project is being continued mainly be-

cause the government is trying to find some

way of justifying the big trunk sewer in York.

Surely I would say the government should

find a way of solving the problem of sewage
treatment other than going around Toronto,
but actually make use of new systems of pro-

viding for sewage treatment in York and not

using North Pickering as the scapegoat in

the project and trying to justify this great big
$150 million trunk sewer development to

serve York and North Pickering.

The whole thing is tending to concentrate

development and create a highrise urban

sprawl—paving over a countryside with as-

phalt that we'll never be able to reclaim and
we'll always regret having destroyed. I urge
the minister to throw out this whole North

Pickering development now and to move to

much more sensible ways of preserving our

greenbelt and truly having a plan that makes
sense for the future generations.

I'd like to hear of the minister doing some-

thing to change the thrust of that North

Pickering project, because as it now stands,
at $1,648,200, to my mind it's just one of
the worst things this government has ever
done with dollars—it's not just waste, it's

destruction.

Hon. J. White (Treasurer, Minister of Eco-
nomics and Intergovernmental Affairs): Well,
I don't know what the hon. member wants
me to say. The plan to create this commu-

nity outside of this central area was an-

nounced several years ago. It was heralded,
I think, as an attempt to disperse population.

Mr. Deacon: Not several years ago, 18
months ago.

Hon. Mr. White: It was heralded as an

attempt to help cure the housing crisis. It

was seen by some as a bold, innovative move
to create a new town, not unlike models
available to us in the United Kingdom,
France and elsewhere.

The hon. member will recall that we had
visualized two medium-sized communities
east of Metropolitan Toronto. When the fed-

eral government, exercising its complete
powers in the matter, decided to put a sec-

ond airport in this area and when it was de-

cided that the airport should be east of

Metro, the two communities were merged in-

to one having a somewhat lower total popu-
lation than had been expected for the origi-

nal two. We have informed the House within

the last few weeks that we are contemplating
now a somewhat smaller scale community if

the airport doesn't go ahead.

We've made it clear for at least a year
that the new community was not completely

dependant upon an airport, although our

hope was that the community would be cen-

tred around the obvious needs that such an

airport established by the federal government
would bring with it.

Mr. Deacon: How do you justify building a

city next to an airport?

Hon. Mr. White: Needs for accommoda-
tion and such-like.

This is the first time any such attempt has

been made in this country so far as I know—
and maybe on this continent. We have the

money; we have the power. Our difficulties

spring from our lack of experience. That's not

too surprising, I suppose, it never having
been done in this part of the world before.

We have learned the hard way some of

the things one should not do and some of the

things one should do when contemplating a

new community of this sort, assembled, in

the initial stages anyway, by the public
sector. And so some time later, if the govern-
ment decides to enter upon a second, or a

third or an nth such community, one would
not expect nearly the delays and difficulties

which we've had with this project in the last

year or so.

Now I'm a little surprised at the nature of

my hon. friend's criticism. I have a very clear

recollection of 1968, when he and I were

sitting on a select committee and came to a

meeting of the minds on this. I'm quite sure

that he and I agreed the way to have a

manageable city such as here in Toronto and

keep prices under control was to leapfrog the

most expensive peripheral land around the

existing community and establish satellite

communities.

I am perfectly sure that he and I were
somewhat critical of the Robarts administra-

tion for not utilizing those techniques. In

fact, if my memory serves me correctly, this

is exactly what we are doing now in 1973—

Mr. Deacon: No.

Hon. Mr. White: —exactly what he and I

decided was wise in 1968.

Mr. Deacon: Mr. Chairman, I certainly

agree with the minister. I thought we should

be leapfrogging. Perhaps my idea of a leap-

frog may be a lot longer because my legs
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are a little longer, but I am thinking of some-

thing beyond the area where land prices

have been affected. And the real pressure on

land prices has occurred in the Toronto

region; therefore, a new satellite development
of the sort we are talking about should be

outside that area. It would have to be east

of Cobourg, up in the Orillia area or places
like that. That is what we mean when we
talk about leapfrogging—to make it possible
to have another centre and so that we can

create a hub, rather than put something right
in the Toronto region, which has already
been affected greatly by land speculation.

This was evident to the government at the

time, first of all when they announced the

Toronto-centred region. The plan supposedly
was to disperse, but unfortunately because the

plan restricted where development could

occur, it actually made it attractive for specu-
lators to buy in a restricted area. This was
a most unfortunate part of the Toronto-

centred region plan.

Instead, that plan in fact should have been
a star-shaped plan similar to that which they
have in Britain, where they have radial de-

velopment going out and the new towns have

been centred around existing communities,
not brand-new towns. They are working
around existing communities. Every new town

development in Britain of any consequence
has been a gradual growth of an existing

community such as we have had in Mark-

ham, for example.

Markham town had 1,500 people after the

war, and it is about 12,000 today. It has been
able to cope with that development, which is

a large growth in a few years. We should

have been doing that in communities such

as Uxbridge, even going well beyond that,

and having good commuter service in be-

tween. When we come to a major require-
ment such as this need of development away
from Toronto, it should be a major develop-
ment well outside the Toronto influence.

I would certainly go along with the minis-

ter that he and I did discuss that, but it

wasn't just putting something right against
Toronto.

As for the idea of putting a city beside an

airport, this is what I really can't understand.

Why would you build a major city right

against an airport when we are being told

we should discard an airport in the northwest
sector because there is too much city around
it?

Why build one there? I could hardly be-

lieve my eyes on March 2, 1972, when the
then Treasurer brought in that design for

Cedarwood as a project he was going to de-

velop in conjunction with the federal govern-
ment's proposed airport. Putting it right

against the new airport, when they are just

abandoning the other one because it had too

many houses around it, just seems ludicrous.

And yet this government has persisted in that

concept.

What is really worrying me, I suppose is

that so much of this new development is

based upon that York sewer and the idea

of justifying that major development to look

after the sewage treatment requirements
north of Toronto by having the airport and
Cedarwood projects help to bear the cost

of a big new plant down on Lake Ontario

and the required sewers to connect to that.

I feel that a priority of this minister in

his planning and his thrust in development
should be that we no longer be tied to a

sewer as to how we plan our development.

Surely a thrust should be defined on the basis

of how others are developing new cities and

new concepts, using new principles of re-

cycling waste that do not confine develop-
ment to such small areas.

It is when we confine the areas where de-

velopment can occur that we have speculation.

And an essential part of any real solution

to the housing lot crisis must be finding a

way of having development occur other than

against Lake Ontario, in this narrow band

of urban sprawl of asphalt that is now pro-

posed under the Toronto-centred region plan.

There is another thing that is so essential

that I hope the minister will pay attention to

it. As the Treasurer he will recognize that

the cost of services in relation to housing is

far higher than can be obtained through

property tax sources. It is therefore important
that we recognize that with new housing

particularly there is a much higher burden of

expense related to people services; not prop-

erty services but people services such as

schools, municipal offices, police quarters and

things like that. There are a lot of expenses
that are faced in the early years due to the

residential aspect of the development that in

later years can be carried quite comfortably

by the industrial or commercial assessment

that gradually develops and follows in after

housing development.

If the minister would provide to munic-

ipalities, in the first 10 years after a house

is built, the same type of assistance that was

formerly provided through mining tax grants
to mining municipalities, where a miner's

house was marked in a special way on the
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assessment rolls and the province gave a

subsidy in lieu on that miner's house-

Mr. J. E. Stokes (Thunder Bay): Mining
revenue payments.

Mr. Deacon: Pardon?

Mr. Stokes: Mining revenue payments.

Mr. Deacon: Mining revenue payments.
There is a system they used where each

miner's house has a mining revenue pay-
ment given to the municipality by the prov-
ince to make up for the fact there was no
assessment from the underground workings
of that mine.

In this case we can use the same sort of

system to identify the new house for a period
of 10 years and provide for special assistance

so that there will be no pressure on the mu-

nicipality to say: "You've got to have a

2,000 sq ft house," recognizing that after all

many people want only an 800 sq ft house.

As it now stands, because of the type of

financial pressure there is, the ministry has

to provide for all kinds of pressures on

municipalities in order to get them to approve,
in the North Pickering projects, small-assess-

ment housing. I would say if we're really

trying to solve the housing crisis we've got to

look after those services, we've got to look

after that financial assistance to municipalities,
we've got to see that there is good transporta-
tion access; but certainly we must not do this

right against Toronto. We must not do it

where it's just aggravating the speculative
fever that is now prevailing in that area.

We must not do it in a way that's destroy-

ing the fibre of the communities that have
existed there and have provided for the

people of the Toronto area a wonderful ex-

perience whenever they went out in those

directions.

People have attended the apple butter fes-

tivals in Cedar Grove. They see people doing
things that are passed down from generation
to generation. It's a great thing, but that

is going to probably be stopped now.
Whether they carry on next year, I don't

know; so much damage has been done to

the community in that North Pickering area

that it has really discouraged the people and

they say: "What's the point in carrying on
and doing all these things, because there's

that threat over our heads of losing everything
we've had that has been handed down from

generation to generation." You get the Archie
Riddells and the Simeon Reesors and these
other people who really haven't any wish
to profit on their land, who don't give a

darn if they got $1 million or $2 million for

it. What they want is to be able to continue,

and have their children continue, operating
in that area.

I would hope that the minister would

recognize that we shouldn't do this in such

a way that the community is destroyed. There
aren't enough of them where they can share

with each other in their farming operations
and their other operations. The other day,
one of them, Walter Reesor, had a very
close call when he got gored by a bull.

Normally neighbours are watching the neigh-
bours. It was just a miraculous thin£ that

the fellow was found, but normally one of

the things that farmers used to do was watch
over each other. But that community is being
lost and destroyed by this plan. People are

moving away.

They're discouraged and they're moving
off their farms. Those that are still left are

saying that they don't think they can carry
on any longer. We're losing something that

we can't replace. I wish the minister would

look very carefully at what he's talking about.

North Pickering isn't the place to put a

new community. Put it well beyond the

borders of Toronto. Not five miles, not two

miles, not one mile as we now have it, not

right in Toronto practically, but put it 50 or

70 miles beyond Toronto. Then we would

have a real chance to do the things the

minister talked about.

If he is going to do a land assembly,

maybe he has to move right in and do an

expropriation in that area, if that's the way
he thinks it has to be done. Frankly, I don't

think it has to be done that way. I think

he can deal with this without the govern-
ment owning the land by bringing in a new

type of assessment law so that land is carry-

ing the basic burden of the assessment.

Where land is developable, as it would

be in a government area where there is

going to be a new community, the land

value, not the improvements on it, would

carry the major burden of taxes. Where the

government was ensuring there were services

made available, where the municipalities
were assured of the finances to cope with

the people services, I'm sure the govern-
ment could do this at far less cost and do it

in a way that would not destroy the existing

communities as it is now doing.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member from

Ontario South.

Mr. W. Newman (Ontario South): Mr.

Chairman, Mr. Minister, a few comments, a
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few questions and maybe a few recommenda-
tions to you on the North Pickering develop-
ment project.

Mr. M. Cassidy (Ottawa Centre): You are

in a bad, bad spot there.

Mr. W. Newman: Never in a bad spot on

this side of the House—we can express our

own views.

Mr. Cassidy: You and the member for

Oshawa.

Mr. W. Newman: On March 2, 1972, Mr.

Minister, there was a joint announcement in

Ottawa and in Toronto regarding the airport
and the new North Pickering development
project. It is now Nov. 14, 1973, and I think

it's about time the people in the area of

North Pickering got some answers. I would

only urge you, sir, that we must get on, if

you are going to go ahead with this job, and
not keep the frustration, the heartache and
the uncertainty of it all in the minds of the

people who are living in this area.

It's been very difficult for them to live

through this very trying time, not knowing
what is really going to happen to them for

sure; not knowing whether they should fix

their homes up; not knowing whether they
should sell; not knowing whether they should

fight it out to the end to see what they can

get. I think it's very important that some-

thing be done on that.

To you, Mr. Minister, I'd like to make a

few recommendations. I would like to recom-

mend not an inquiry officer but I would like

to see you move into the field, and very

quickly, with the proper hearing on this

matter, perhaps with a committee of three

well-qualified people, to allow the people
in the area of the North Pickering develop-
ment community to have their say on what

they feel about the project and what they
feel should happen to it. Certainly, I feel

that this committee could be set up very
quickly. It could make a report back to the

government in a reasonable length of time.

Certainly I would ask that they be an

independent group which could make recom-
mendations to you, sir—perhaps not to you;
I guess this is in your vote but since this

has had a very rocky road under first the now
Minister of Energy (Mr. McKeough), who
made the initial announcement; then the
Minister of Industry and Tourism (Mr. Ben-
nett); yourself; and the Premier has also

been involved; and now it's in the hands of

the new Minister of Housing (Mr. Welch);
so perhaps my comments to you, sir, could be

passed on. Certainly I would like to see

three well-qualified people sit down and
listen to the people of this area, listen to

their problems, listen to why there should or

shouldn't be a North Pickering development

project and certainly whatever they recom-
mend that you abide by.

If you plan to go ahead with this project
—and the Premier has made it fairly clear, I

think, that probably you are—I would urge

you to save some of the hamlets in the area

Mr. Deacon was talking about, Cedar Grove.

I'm talking about the hamlets of Whitevale,
Locust Hill, Cherrywood and Martin sub-

division, which are well established hamlets

within this development. I would urge you,
sir, to save these hamlets. I would like to ask

you if you've given any thought to saving
them.

If you are going to go ahead with this

project, or if this committee recommends that

you go ahead with this project, I certainly

would urge you to have a large greenbelt

separating the Metropolitan Toronto area

from this North Pickering development proj-

ect. If we do not have a large greenbelt

separating these two areas we will not have

the greenbelt we will need for our children

and our children's children.

Mr. Cassidy: That's right.

Mr. W. Newman: I also urge you, sir, that

if the airport doesn't go ahead—I know you
are in a bit of a bind here because the

federal government in Ottawa has been pro-

crastinating on the airport; it's called for a

further study which will probably take one

year or more, likely two years, buying time

until it can have another federal election to

see what happens. You know and I know the

two opposition leaders have expressed their

views on the airport in the House. If it came
to a vote in Ottawa today, we'd be fighting
a federal election probably on that issue

today.

Mr. I. Deans ( Wentworth ) : On that issue?

Mr. J. R. Breithaupt (Kitchener): On that

issue alone?

Mr. W. Newman: It would be one of the

issues. No, there would be many issues that

we could fight it on but—

Mr. Deans: I don't think they would fight
an election on that issue.

Mr. W. Newman: —this would certainly

bring the government crashing down.
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I'm urging you, Mr. Minister, not to wait

until the federal government has procrastin-
ated but to get on with the job that needs to

be done and to get some announcements for-

ward to the people in these communities. I

would ask you if you can tell me today—
the Premier was questioned on this matter
earlier today—if there is any chance that you
could tell me when some announcement can
be forthcoming. When are these people
going to know what's going to happen to

them? What is the size of Cedarwood going
to be—and all the other questions that are

wanting answers in that area. Could you
please, and I urge you most urgently, try to

give us some answers in the very near future?

Mr. F. Young (Yorkview): That's from

your own member.

Hon. Mr. White: I have been accused of

a lot of things, but I've never been accused
of being a flatterer. What I'm going to say
next must be taken as sincere and accurate.

These remarks from my hon. friend are

the most sensible and the wisest remarks
we've heard during the many hours of these

estimates. I give him an undertaking to—

Mr. Deans: You know you have never
been accused of being a flatterer, but have
been accused of other things.

Hon. Mr. White: —have each of these sug-

gestions in turn very carefully considered by
the government, and more particularly by my
colleague the Minister of Housing, whose

responsibility this now is.

Mr. Stokes: He is a pamperer.

Hon. Mr. White: The prospect of having
a hearing of three wise men, as was sug-
gested, appeals to me greatly. The idea that

the hamlets might be preserved as part of

the overall community is very attractive to me
personally; and the several other points he
made certainly deserve the most thorough
consideration of the government.

Mr. Young: Hasn't it been decided to

preserve those hamlets already?

Hon. Mr. White: I wish I could say, sir,

on behalf of the Ministry of Housing when
these several phases might be completed.

I can't say that. I know my friend and
others will be disappointed, as I am myself,
that we can't put a strict timetable on it;

but I have no doubt this has top priority
insofar as the new responsibilities-

Mr. Deans: Don't be conned, Bill.

Hon. Mr. White: —of the Minister of

Housing are concerned. I will ensure that

these remarks are brought to his attention.

Mr. Cassidy: You think he is trying to save

your seat, but he isn't.

Mr. Deans: Don't be conned. Don't let

him con you.

Mr. Chairman: Item 3. The hon. member
for Thunder Bay.

Mr. Stokes: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I

want to engage the minister for a few minutes
on a topic that has been near and dear to

me, and I assume near and dear to predeces-
sors of his. It has to do with the whole re-

gional development programme.

I am sure the minister is aware, now that

the 10 economic regions of the province have
been reduced to five, that really nothing of

any consequence has happened since you
withdrew your financial support from the re-

gional development councils right across the

province. It has left a real void.

The Phase 2 Design for Development for

northwestern Ontario and the Design for De-

velopment for the Toronto-centred region are

the only two economic regions or designs for

development of those regions in the Prov-
ince of Ontario that have been accepted as

government policy.

I can't speak with any degree of knowl-

edge on the Design for Development for the

Toronto-centred region, I am primarily con-

cerned with the Design for Development for

northwestern Ontario. Two of your predeces-

sors, the hon. Darcy McKeough and the hon.

Charles MacNaughton paid particular atten-

tion to Design for Development as it per-
tained to northwestern Ontario. Those 68
recommendations were arrived at after a good
deal of consultation with the people in the

area, with a good deal of studying and sur-

veying; not only from people at the local

level and the regional development council

itself with its own study, but also with the

regional development branch within this min-

istry.

Since you withdrew support from the de-

velopment councils, absolutely nothing has

happened. You may be able to point to the

odd study that has been undertaken with re-

gard to transportation or sites for new com-
munities based on proposed developments
centering around resource development or

exploitation in northwestern Ontario. But

nothing of a meaningful nature has been un-

dertaken to achieve the expressed goal of that

Design for Development which said they
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would create 18,000 jobs over the next 20

years, which is an average of 900 jobs a year.

Now most people in northwestern Ontario

felt it was a very unimaginative plan and not

a very ambitious plan, inasmuch as we had

hoped that we would aspire to a great deal

more growth over a 20-year period in north-

western Ontario than what was envisaged by
the Design for Development. It was explained
at that time that it was a minimal goal, and
it was quite possible that we would achieve

many more job opportunities than that and

provide stability, not only to the primate
centre of Thunder Bay, but the strategic

centres such as Kenora, Fort Frances, Ati-

kokan, Geraldton; communities such as those.

None of this has happened. As a matter of

fact, just the reverse has happened. There

has been a net decrease in job opportunities

in a good many of those communities that

were a part of the Design for Development.
A good many of the communities have lost a

good deal of their viability because of the

phasing-out of gold mines and because of the

petering out of iron ore deposits; particu-

larly in Atikokan where within the next

couple of years they are going to lose from
300 to 400 jobs because of an undertaking by
Inland Steel of Chicago that they will no

longer operate the Caland iron mines.

I could go on for some considerable length
of time, Mr. Minister, on the negative as-

pects of Design for Development in north-

western Ontario as a result of your under-

taking to disband the regional development
council.

Now, the Northwestern Ontario Municipal

Association, the Thunder Bay Municipal

League and the Associated Chambers of Com-
merce of Northwestern Ontario have all been

knocking at your door and at the door of

your officials. At their annual meetings they
have passed resolutions saying that there has

been a complete void and the regional de-

velopment programme has been at a stand-

still for the past 11 months.

Now you will say that you have an office

over in the Frost Building here where Mr.

Andrew Morpurgo, with two analyists, is fill-

ing the void left by the Northern Ontario

Development Council. We don't think it is

filling the void at all. We think that you are

completely ignoring the tremendous amount
of input and the tremendous amount of enter-

prise and initiative that people have in north-

western Ontario, and have demonstrated for

a good long while through the Northern On-
tario Development Council.

Nothing of any consequence has happened.
You promised, Mr. Minister, that you would
set up an inter-departmental committee that

would liase with people in the area. You also

promised a municipal liaison committee, and

in private talks that I've had with you you
say that the committee, under the chairman-

ship of Des Newman, has yet to make a de-

termination as to the composition of the

municipal liaison committee, and until you

get some kind of firm recommendation or an

understanding from them as to what direction

they would like to go, areas like northwestern

Ontario will not move forward with their

ability to consult and to become intimately
involved in the Design for Development pro-

gramme.
I don't know what I can say, Mr. Minis-

ter, in addition to what has already been

said by those concerned about economic de-

velopment in northwestern Ontario. Any
band of municipalities or the joint chambers

of commerce, they have said it all. Unless

you are committed to setting up some kind of

mechanism or some kind of vehicle in the

region to allow them to participate in the

Design for Development, it is not even going
to get off the ground.

And let me remind you that this is govern-
ment policy. This is not just some hare-

brained scheme of somebody who thought
this was the direction that regional develop-
ment should go in northwestern Ontario.

Collectively we have spent hundreds of

thousands of dollars to formulate this pro-

gramme and to come up with recommenda-
tions that would facilitate regional develop-
ment in northwestern Ontario. All of this, at

the present time, is going down the drain.

If you are going to demonstrate to the people
in northwestern Ontario—and I emphasize
northwestern Ontario, because let me remind

you again, that it is one of the two economic

regions in all of the province where you have

accepted
1 those Designs for Development pro-

grammes as government policy—that it means

anything at all, and if your regional develop-
ment programme is anything other than a

farce or window dressing, I suggest that you
not wait for Des Newman and his committee.

Move forward with the setting up of a

municipal liaison committee through the

Northwestern Ontario Municipal League in

concert with the joint chambers of commerce
and let's get on with the job of providing
some economic stability to areas in north-

western Ontario that need it so badly.

I want to touch on one other point.

Hon. Mr. White: Before you do—
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Mr. Stokes: All right.

Hon. Mr. White: —maybe I could just say
a word or two.

As the hon. member intimated, I'm in a

very awkward position. Of the 10 regional
councils which were disbanded a year or so

ago, there were two which appeared to fill

an important role, one of the two being
northwestern Ontario.

Mr. Stokes: And you scuttled it.

Hon. Mr. White: The people in that area

have been very anxious to reconstitute a

council of some kind, and I myself would
like to meet their requests in this area. At the

same time, the municipal liaison committee,

upon which we depend very much for muni-

cipal input, guidance, advice and co-opera-
tion, has to date not been very enthusiastic

about that proposition. On listening to my
hon. friend's remarks, I'm wondering to my-
self if we could accommodate your request
from northwestern Ontario and perhaps allay
the fears of the members of the municipal
liaison committee, all of whom are mayors
and reeves, by forming a council consisting
of heads of councils.

If this were acceptable in northwestern

Ontario, my expectation is that the municipal
liaison committee would withdraw whatever

objections it has voiced to me in the past. At

any rate, we're having a meeting with the

PMLC, on Dec. 8 I think it is, and I'll try

this idea out on them.

I think the hon. member was in the House,
and in fact may have asked the question that

prompted my comments concerning other

aspects of Design for Development: North-
western Ontario Region, at which time I read
off a variety of projects that are under way
there now totalling something over $2 million.

Was the hon. member here at that time?

Mr. Stokes: I think so. It was some time

ago, wasn't it?

Hon. Mr. White: Oh no, just a day or two

ago.

Mr. Stokes: No, I was in committee.

Hon. Mr. White: Maybe Fll just skip

through these rather quickly to give some
indication of what is happening now.

Mr. Cassidy: That was $2.5 million worth.
It was a paltry type of a sum compared to

what the government is spending in the prov-
ince.

Hon. Mr. White: This is just an incremental

amount. It has nothing to do with the overall

expenditures, which are many times as much.
I won't restate the main goals.

Since 1970, a continuing interministerial

programme has begun implementation of

many of the 1969 recommendations. Here are

a number of illustrations of what has been

accomplished and which, I think, shows
the wisdom of the approach: Improvements
to Highway 599 to facilitate the development
of mineral potential in Lake St. Joseph and
Central Patricia area, $650,000; Highway 642
to be upgraded to improve the social link-

age between the designated centre of Sioux

Lookout and the Sturgeon Lake area,

$550,000; acceleration of the Highway-in-the-
sky programme with the development of

navigational aid to Fort Frances and Pickle

Lake and en route, and terminal aids through-
out the region, $100,000.

Will I go on; will I give them all to you?
There are a half dozen more.

Mr. Stokes: All right, fine.

Hon. Mr. White: The others are Ministry
of the Environment, Ministry of Natural Re-

sources and Ministry of Treasury, Economics,
and Intergovernmental Affairs, townsite de-

velopment, environmental impact assessment

and inventory of infrastructure needs for the

Lake St. Joseph-Pickle Lake area, $225,000;

Ministry of Natural Resources intensification,

geological and geophysical surveying which
has shown that an area near Beardmore and

Houghton Lake area, near Savant Lake, will

be specifically surveyed, $100,000; incentive

programme to assist commercial fishing and

processing, $100,000; Northshore, Lake

Superior, recreation study to develop a de-

tailed recreation plan for lake development
and marine oriented recreation, $70,000;
canoe development in international boundary
waters encompassing the historical waterway
from Lake Superior to Lake of the Woods,
$35,000.

Under the Ministry of the Solicitor General,

planning development of a pilot native re-

cruitment programme for the Ontario Pro-

vincial Police involving thorough consulta-

tion with native organizations and other in-

terested local people, $80,000.

Mr. Stokes: Nothing has been done.

Hon. Mr. White: No, but if you will vote

these funds for us here today it is certainly

moving ahead in this current fiscal year.

Mr. Deans: Are you waiting for us to

vote these funds to do something?
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Hon. Mr. White: Under the Ministry of

Education, transportation assistance to

students from remote areas, $30,000.

Those items in themselves are $2.44 million,

in addition to which I made mention of much

larger programmes which are to be attempted
under the DREE agreement, which is soon

to be signed by me on behalf of our gov-
ernment with the federal government. I

haven't got those details here at the moment
but I did put them into the record, I think

perhaps Monday evening. They do amount
to a very substantial amount of money.

The new DREE programme does emphasize
northern Ontario in a way perhaps that the

old DREE programme did not.

Mr. Cassidy: The new awareness?

Hon. Mr. White: It is much broader in that

it embraces infrastructure of every kind in a

way that the old arrangements did not. I

am very optimistic the new DREE programme
will be of particular benefit to northwestern

Ontario.

Mr. Stokes: All right. I am aware of all the

programmes. I didn't know the dollar ex-

penditures; but I was aware of all of the

programmes that the minister mentioned.

Just to highlight this, and I am not being
critical of you, but I think it is important
that I say this. Unless you have a presence
in northwestern Ontario to co-ordinate the

Design for Development we could be working
at cross-purposes. I want to mention one of

the six items to demonstrate what I am
talking about.

You mentioned Highway 642 which is the

connecting link between Sioux Lookout and

Highway 599, which will give them ready
access to the development at Sturgeon Lake
which is a base metal development. Five years

ago, when Mattabi and Abitibi decided to

exploit that base metal deposit, the mining
company went to your ministry and said:

"We will need a dormitory community to

house the work force associated with Mattabi
Mines. What shall we do?"

Your ministry in its wisdom, through its

planning branch said: "We don't want you
to build an entirely new community out in

the wilderness on the shores of Sturgeon
Lake. We think you should build on and
make use of an existing infrastructure at

Ignace which is 47 miles to the south on

Highway 17." On that basis the people took
the initiative and started to build homes and

people started supplying services at Ignace.

The mine itself, Noranda Mines, which is

the parent company, spent several hundreds
of thousands of dollars providing housing for

the employees, where there was a school and
where there was a basic infrastructure; grant-
ed it was inadequate but that is where your

planning branch told them they should go.

That is precisely what they did.

Now, just as they were well along with

committing several hundreds of thousands of

dollars to building on the existing infrastruc-

ture at Ignace, for whatever reason those

responsible for administering the Design for

Development—and, I suspect, with a helping
hand from the Minister of Natural Resources

(Mr. Bernier) who happens to represent peo-

ple over in Sioux Lookout—said: "We want
some of the economic benefit that will be

generated by the exploitation of mineral

wealth on Sturgeon Lake. Give us a road."

So they undertook to spend several hundred

thousand dollars, supposedly under the aegis
of the Design for Development. They
punched a road through the wilderness, or

upgraded it, to the extent that the people
in Sioux Lookout would have ready access

to Matabi Mines on Sturgeon Lake. And you
never heard such an outcry in your life as

there was from the residents of Ignace and
the mining company, Noranda Mines, when

they saw the economic benefits being
siphoned off from Ignace, where they were
told to locate, to Sioux Lookout.

So all I am saying is, had there been

some overall co-ordinating body, maybe we
wouldn't have wasted—I am not saying you
wasted several hundred thousand dollars, we
welcome new roads—but nevertheless it does

dilute the effect of economic development
and it doesn't direct it towards the areas

you suggested it should be directed to. So

you've got some of the economic benefits

being siphoned off to Sioux Lookout and
some of the benefits being siphoned off to

Ignace. Neither one of the towns will ever

become economically viable as a result of it.

Since there is a very good possibility that

maybe two other mining companies might
undertake to develop their resources in the

Sturgeon Lake area, what does it do to

Ignace, which has made a good start but still

has a long way to go? Most of the economic
benefits are going to be siphoned-off to Sioux

Lookout, because that town has a hospital,
a high school, and many more services than

Ignace.

Now if you people in your wisdom had
said three or four years ago: "No. We are

going to place the emphasis on Sioux Look-
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out. That is where the economic spilloff

should go." That would have been fine and

dandy. It would have been fair game and

Ignace would have gone on its merry little

way as a Canadian Pacific Railway turn-

around point that has a certain amount of

economic viability as a result of tourism in

the summer months. But the mining company
was told that's where they would locate. And
then you spend—under the aegis of this

regional development programme and Design
for Development—you suggest that we should

have another road and you've got two com-
munities that are siphoning-off the economic
benefit from one particular iron ore or base
metal deposit.

So what I am saying is, you need some-

body in the area who knows the interplay
and knows what's going on so that things
like this don't happen. Because you have
Matabi Mines mad at you, Noranda Mines
mad at you, and the people in Ignace pro-
voked. They are saying: "Where is the plan-

ning associated with Design for Develop-
ment." So all I am saying is that we know
you are making an effort, but it is not a
co-ordinated effort and it doesn't have regard
for your ultimate objective of Design for

Development in an orderly way so the maxi-
mum benefit will acrue to people and to the

communities that need it the most.

I fully appreciate that Ignace was the

logical site for the dormitory community. But

you have negated that by spending this num-
ber of dollars on a brand-new road that is

going to siphon-off economic development
from Ignace to an area that you didn't

even consider when you made the determina-
tion that they locate in Ignace.

Now that is one of the reasons I say you
need people at the regional level who know
all the interplays and all of the details of

what is going on in the north, so we don't

have a repetition of those things. One other

aspect, and I don't want to dwell on it too

long—it's something I've engaged in dialogue
with the minister about for a good period
of time—the neglect of unorganized com-
munities. Now this is a regional plan and
the Design for Development speaks of assis-

tance to unorganized communities.

I've had no end of correspondence with
this minister, with the Premier, with the

Minister of Industry and Tourism, with the

Minister of Natural Resources, with the Min-
ister of the Environment (Mr. Auld), and with
the Solicitor General (Mr. Yaremko); any
ministry that is concerned about services and

development of the north. I have been corre-

sponding with them over a long, long period
of time. This minister gave me an under-

taking that he would make this one of his

priority items. He said he would see if he
couldn't come up with some kind of pro-

gramme in concert with, or indeed as a part

of, Design for Development, to assist un-

organized communities.

Because of the distance and the lack of

access to a good many places, there are

a good many people in northern Ontario who,
for whatever reason, find it necessary to live

in unorganized communities. I think the min-

ister should take a trip up there some time

with me.

Hon. Mr. White: With the member?

Mr. Stokes: Yes, with me.

Hon. Mr. White: The member has to be

kidding.

Mr. Stokes: No, I am not kidding. Does
the minister think that is a ridiculous sug-

gestion?

Mr. Cassidy: Every other Conservative in

the House will travel with him except this

minister.

Hon. Mr. White: I have been up there

many times, but always in the very good

company of—

Mr. Stokes: Conservatives?

Hon. Mr. White: —the Minister of Natural

Resources and other knowledgeable, virtuous

men who don't lead me astray in the

evenings.

Mr. Cassidy: The minister might learn

from the member for Thunder Bay what a

blinkered view that is.

Mr. Stokes: Talking about virtue, the only
time that I ever attended a meeting with

this minister in northern Ontario was on the

occasion of the Northwestern Ontario Devel-

opment Council annual meeting. As I recall,

the minister told a dirty joke.

Mr. R. D. Kennedy (Peel South): Not this

minister.

Mr. Stokes: Yes.

Hon. Mr. White: No, no; on the insistence

of the United Church minister's wife, I told

a story that was slightly risque, but not to be
considered dirty.

Mr. Stokes: Oh I see, all right. Maybe the

minister can repeat it some time in the House
then.
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Mr. Kennedy: Tell us now, repeat it now.
It would be better than listening to this.

Mr. Stokes: I don't know what it is with

this minister, Mr. Chairman, if he thinks it

is degrading to take a trip to learn something
of the north so that he is more capable and
more competent to carry out the policy of

this government. I don't think he would be

lowering himself if he took a trip with me to

the north, just to see how people in unor-

ganized communities live and see the deplor-
able condition of the roads; the lack of any
fire-fighting equipment in those small com-

munities; the lack of any garbage removal.
All of these services that people down here
in this part of the province take for granted
are non-existent in a good many of the com-
munities.

As a matter of fact, I would like to take

him into Armstrong, where the federal gov-
ernment has undertaken to close our radar

base. That decision has pulled the pins com-

pletely out of that community, which doesn't

have the economic stability or the financial

capacity to build a water system even. We
have people who are putting drops of Javex
into their drinking water. When I am sug-

gesting to the minister that he come up and
find out where it's really at in many of these

unorganized communities in northwestern On-
tario I'm not kidding; I'm serious about it.

Mr. Young: This is the man the people up
there elect.

Mr. Stokes: I think the minister should

know of the problems. One reason I think he

should know is because he is collecting taxes

from those people via the sales tax. The cost

of a consumer item is much greater there

than it is down here because of isolation and
the high transportation costs. He is taking a

good fat buck out of those unorganized com-
munities by way of his taxation policy, and
he is putting absolutely nothing back in re-

turn.

I think it is high time that somebody spoke
out here on behalf of unorganized commu-
nities and I think it is high time that a minis-

try such as this—Treasury, Economics and In-

tergovernmental Affairs—concerned itself with
all of the people across the province not just

a few around the urban centres, and hand
out a few bucks just to keep them quiet in-

termittently as the years go by.

I think the minister does have a responsi-

bility for all of the people in the province,
wherever they may live; and I think he does
have even a greater responsibility to people
who for whatever reason have to live in un-

organized territory without any municipal or-

ganization.

I have said it before and I say it again, I

think the minister's responsibility is even

greater now than it ever was before. I want
to know if he is going to get on with the task.

Hon. Mr. White: We certainly are, Mr.

Chairman, and I want to say that I value the

comments of the member for Thunder Bay.
He has been a little more negative than I

might have hoped—

Mr. Stokes: We've got to hit you over the

head to get your attention.

Hon. Mr. White: I appreciate also the

friendship he demonstrates in inviting me to

go through his riding with him, although I

can't accept. I promised my Granny on her

death-bed not to hang around1 with socialists.

Mr. Breithaupt: Or other low lifes.

Hon. Mr. White: Now then sir, we have-

Mr. Young: You know, I think that is a

Tory attitude all right.

Mr. Stokes: You know I addressed a meet-

ing at the Inn on the Park yesterday; they
said I was conservative.

An hon. member: A very fair one, a very
fair one.

An hon. member: It's okay, the member for

Yorkview wasn't there.

Hon. Mr. White: Oh well, I'll reconsider

that.

Now we are putting before cabinet within

the next couple of weeks alternatives con-

cerning northern Ontario community councils.

I can't predict the outcome of that, but we
have been working on it for several months,
since I had occasion to speak to the hon.

member previously.

I do hope something comes of these efforts,

which incidentally are the joint efforts of

four or five ministries—my own, the Solicitor

General, the Minister of Natural Resources

and a couple of others.

My own ministry, through the local gov-
ernment services branch, is currently carrying
out a study of Ignace in co-operation with

the municipal council to consider problems
associated with growth emerging from mining

operations; and a similar study of Sioux

Lookout is also under way.

Apparently the road to Sioux Lookout

wasn't there when the accommodation was
needed. Another problem was that the re-
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source companies informed us just immedi-

ately before the accommodation was needed,

so I'm not sure it was all our fault. This co-

ordination was lacking.

We are de-concentrating the ministry, and

one of the five regional headquarters—I refer

now to our own five economic regions, and

not to the so-called regional governments. I

wish we could clear up that ambiguity by
the way. I have wondered to myself it the

word division-

Mr. Stokes: It is always clear in our minds.

Hon. Mr. White: —the five economic divi-

sions might be acceptable.

Mr. Cassidy: You have created that con-

fusion.

Hon. Mr. White: At any rate, we are hav-

ing five regional headquarters, one of which
is in Thunder Bay. That sub-office already
has powers concerning severances consents

and perhaps subdivision approval. I'm not en-

tirely clear on that at the moment.

Mr. Stokes: Yes, it has.

Hon. Mr. White: Yes. So we have de-

concentrated that power. We are in the proc-
ess of moving 45 people out of Queen's
Park into these five regional headquarters; so
the Thunder Bay office will be enriched and
no doubt its co-ordinating role will be en-
hanced.

Now if we can put together some kind of
a council—I'm torn on this issue, as you
know, from my earlier remarks and our pre-
vious conversations—if something of that kind
could be attempted to reinforce the co-

ordinating role played by my ministry, to

supplement it, that might go a long way to

solving the problem. At any rate, we'll cer-

tainly have these comments in1 mind.

Mr. Chairman: All right; the member for

Kitchener.

Mr. Breithaupt: I just have a few brief

comments to make, Mr. Chairman. These are

with respect to an earlier question I asked
this afternoon of the Premier as the Treasurer
was not present at that point. I inquired of

the Premier with respect to the usage by the

Province of Ontario of certain federal funds,
which apparently are reported to be available

and not taken up. I think this brief question
can probably come under this urban and

regional planning vote, because in effect the

programmes have something at least to do
with that land of planning and those kinds
of requirements within the communities.

It was reported, Mr. Treasurer, that the

hon. Mr. Basford, Minister of State for Urban

Affairs, stated in Montreal just yesterday that

there are a number of federal funds avail-

able, $100 million for land assembly and two

programmes, the neighbourhood improvement

programme and the residential rehabilitation

programme, which have between $8 million

and $10 million in them; and that in fact

these funds have not been used up by the

various provinces. Only the Province of

Alberta has as yet taken up an agreement in

order to obtain some of these moneys, and
this apparently was of great concern to the

minister because the fiscal year is drawing to

a close and these funds were not being com-
mitted for.

One of the things the minister is apparently

reported to have said was that some of the

provinces had legitimate reasons for not sign-

ing various agreements. He cited at this point
both Ontario and British Columbia because
of the reorganization of departments. Now
in the comments which I elicited from the

Premier this afternoon, he stated that this was
in fact a valid situation and he was certainly
concerned that we obtain whatever funds can
be made available to Ontario. This is espe-

cially an important matter, of course, since

there are many municipalities which have
certain plans for development and land

assembly which they cannot do on their own
but which they rather have to do through the

fact that we have an agreement with the

federal authorities.

What I would like to hear from the

Treasurer are his comments on this particular

matter, especially with respect to the com-

pletion of the reorganizing that was appar-

ently required. We are, of course, aware that

the member for Lincoln (Mr. Welch) has

new responsibilities with respect to housing
in the provincial ministry, and no doubt this

will occasion some adjustment until we are

certain these various agreements can be
studied and entered into; but other than on
that particular point, can the minister assure

us the reorganizing will be completed, cer-

tainly within sufficient time that we are able,

before the end of the present fiscal year, to

take advantage of these funds so that these

moneys do not pass by the needs which we
have within the province?

Hon. Mr. White: Well sir, I can only think

that Mr. Basford was misquoted in the news

report this morning, because the facts are

that at the regional tri-level conference in

Peterborough May 28 and 29, the municipal-
ities and the province implored Mr. Basford
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to expedite the CMHC regulations and guide-
lines. At the meeting of Ministers of Munic-

ipal Affairs in Charlottetown Aug. 20, 21 and

22, we learned, somewhat to our astonish-

ment, that the regulations were now avail-

able, although there had been no prior con-

sultation with the 10 Ministers of Municipal
Finance.

We invited Mr. Basford to the PMLC
meeting in Toronto some weeks in advance

of the event, which took place on Sept. 14.

He wasn't able to accept that invitation,

although I rather think it was extended in

May. We invited him to attend the PMLC
meeting Oct. 5, which he did in fact attend.

There were some deficiencies, in our

opinion, in the NIP agreement offered to us.

We gave way on one point, not forever but

simply to get the thing going and in the hope
of improving it next year. I would be glad to

elaborate on that deficiency if one would like

me to do so. They gave way on another,

namely, the wording on the guideline con-

cerning the nature of projects which would

qualify. That was on Friday, Oct. 5, at which
time we decided the officials would meet on

Tuesday, Oct. 9. They did meet; and before

that day was over—and incidentally there

was a municipal official present also—an

agreement had been arrived at.

Very recently I received a copy of the NIP

agreement as agreed to substantively, and as

put in legalese by Ottawa lawyers—no doubt

with some input from our own. The draft

NIP agreement was delivered to CMHC
today for checking. We will have their views

next week and then an agreement can be

signed by us. So I can't see how we have
held them up at all.

Mr. Breithaupt: Well, I am very pleased
to hear that, Mr. Treasurer, because if the

remarks have left the impression that we
have been not as diligent as we might have

been because of reorganization troubles, then

I think that should certainly be clarified. I

am very pleased to hear that the pressure in

fact has come from Ontario to keep after this

matter so that these funds will not be missed

should the occasions arise in which some of

them may be used.

Mr. Chairman: Anything further on item

3?

Mr. T. P. Reid (Rainy River): Yes, Mr.
Chairman.

Mr. Cassidy: Yes.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Ottawa

Centre; then we'll alternate between the two.

Mr. Cassidy: Let me pursue that point
first and ask the minister what has happened
about the funds from the federal level for

land banking; how much of those have you
used during the course of the year since

Ontario's share of the $100 million was made
available? Is that also being blocked by some
kind of problems with agreements? If not,

how far are you along in spending Ontario's

quota of $40 million?

Hon. Mr. White: Does the hon. member
mean municipal land banking?

Mr. Cassidy: I mean land banking; it is

available to either level of government.

Hon. Mr. White: The OHC, as I under-

stand it, has never been responsible for that

activity, but I am informed that OHC is sub-

mitting requests now to the CMHC. If the

member is referring to the prospect of munic-

ipal land assembly, I think that has been

thoroughly dealt with in the last couple of

days-

Mr. Deans: Your leader says it is okay
to call it land banking.

Hon. Mr. White: —although I'd be glad to

repeat the explanation if he wishes.

Mr. Cassidy: The confusion the minister

introduced to the subject would not be desir-

able to have repeated in this House, Mr.

Chairman.

I'd like to ask the minister some other

questions relating to the regional planning
exercise which we have in the province. I'll

start briefly by referring to our experience
in eastern Ontario, and then come back from

there to look at the overall picture and ask

the minister one or two questions.

Mr. Chairman, there is an almost complete
lack of understanding in eastern Ontario

about what is going on as far as the Design
for Development is concerned. There are two

reasons for that. One is the incredible inept-

ness of the ministry in seeking to communi-
cate with people in the area, and the other

is the lack of an overall structure or popula-
tion plan or economic strategy for the prov-

ince, which makes planning for eastern On-
tario into something that is little more than

a joke, because nobody knows into what
framework they are trying to fit things.

I have been talking recently with some of

the people who are involved with the govern-
ment about the Design for Development in

eastern Ontario. I asked them specifically

why it was so few people turned out to
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the various meetings that were held in eastern

Ontario and why it was so few meetings
were held.

The minister may recall that after saying
that dozens and dozens of meetings were
held to consult the public, when the record

was examined, in fact there were about seven
or eight meetings to 10 meetings held be-

tween October, 1972, and January, 1973, to

explain the Design for Development docu-
ment. The attendance at all but one of those

averaged about 30 to 40 people; and after

January, there has been the grand total of

five meetings.

As far as your people are concerned, the

only politicians who were involved, the only

groups apart from students and so on who
were involved, were the mayor of Deep River

at one and the member for Grenville-Dundas

(Mr. Irvine) on behalf of the ministry at an-

other. There has been no effective, continuing

dialogue with people in the area as far as

the ministry is concerned.

One of the curious things is that there also

have been very few requests from the region
for more information or for a chance to meet
about this. When that occurred, Mr. Chair-

man, it seems to me that somewhere within
the ministry, or somewhere within the min-
ister's mind the alarm bells ought to have

begun to ring. People obviously didn't under-
stand what is was about or it hadn't got

through. Several thousand copies of this docu-
ment were put around, and the initial im-

pressions of the document from the day it

was released in Ottawa by the now Minister
of Industry and Tourism were negative; no
efforts were made by the province to get over
that.

I think what people in the area found par-

ticularly hard to take was that in the first

place those who had been following the

process closely knew that as good or a better

document had been produced by the Eastern

Ontario Development Council about three

years before this Design for Development. In

fact, it was a much better document; it was
much fuller and had far more information

that was to be discussed. Anybody who com-

pared this document with those prepared for

the Lake Ontario region or the Lake Erie

region or the region around Essex county and
Lambton county, knew that they were all

out of the same pot, with a few pictures
which were different and a few other details

which were different.

What people felt as well when they looked
at it was that they were being dragooned
by the government. At the back of this

eastern Ontario document, as at the back of

every one of the other six or seven in this

particular series, there was a series of options
for the region—maximum concentration, which
in eastern Ontario's case meant development
of Kingston and Ottawa while the rest of

the region rotted; dispersed development,
which meant development of every town and
hamlet and city right through the region;

finally, a compromise called growth in major
urban centres which saw five centres—Pem-

broke, Ottawa, Kingston, Brockville, and
Cornwall—as the areas where development
would take place.

The whole pitch of the document was that

while it was patently absurd to develop only
Ottawa and Kingston and let the rest of the

region rot, it was equally absurd and un-

economic—the document made that clear—

the planners felt it would be uneconomic and
undesirable to try to develop two or three

dozen towns and big villages as well as the

major cities in the region. Therefore the

document seemed to be saying: "What we
are trying to persuade you to accept, and
what we want to co-opt you into believing, is

that development based on five urban centres

is what is desirable for eastern Ontario."

I learned just recently that the planners
aren't so sure about that. They said: "Look,
those are three options. There are probably
33 others and we wanted to get suggestions
from people in the area about what it was
they wanted to do." That message certainly
didn't come through in the area.

When the people at Smiths Falls, who
held the only major and well-attended meet-

ing on the Design for Development, got to-

gether in a high school auditorium down
there they were reacting to the fact that the

compromise plan, the middle of the road

plan which seemed to be the one that the

province would accept, envisaged only a

recreational future for their city of 12,000
or 15,000 people. Only a recreational future

with seasonal employment; a down-grading
of existing industries; no support from the

province at all in acquiring new industries.

This is true of a number of other communities,
like Carleton Place and Perth, which do have
a future as employment centres. But that

was completely misunderstood.

That is one problem; a communications

problem, a conceptual problem and a failure

on behalf of the ministry to get through to

people in the various areas what it is trying
to do.

The more fundamental problem, Mr. Chair-

man, is that nobody in eastern or northern
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Ontario will really take these documents

seriously so long as they see the continued

concentration of this ministry on the affairs

of the central Ontario region.

The predictions that are involved in the

eastern Ontario plan suggest that the popu-

lation of the eastern Ontario region will grow
from just over 900,000 to about 1,500,000

in the year 2000. That is it will grow by
about 65 per cent.

However, when you break that down you

find that a doubling of growth to about

850,000 is projected for Ottawa compared
to a growth of only 30 per cent in the rest

of the region. That means no growth or very

slow growth for the bulk of the region and

rapid growth for Ottawa. There is a problem
of regional imbalance within the eastern On-

tario region by itself.

The 30 per cent growth projected for the

bulk of the eastern Ontario region compares

very badly, and will bring problems in its

wake, when you compare that with the more

than doubling in growth which is projected

for the central Ontario region according to

the Toronto-centred region plan. In other

words, people throughout most of eastern

Ontario sense they are being cut adrift and

left while the government concentrates on

planning and on structuring growth which it

accepts uncritically in the area of central

Ontario.

Mr. Chairman, the civil servant who
fathered the Design for Development plan

was Dr. Richard Toman. When he came to

this fundamental question of population dis-

tribution around the province, they looked

at a number of options including maintaining

the status quo and allowing super rapid

growth of the areas around Toronto, and they

eventually suggested there should be moderate

expansion of key places in the remote areas

—meaning everywhere more than 50 miles

from Toronto—in order to harness these places

as effectively as possible to the key growth

poles and growth centres of the fast-growing

areas.

Well we don't see that happening at all,

Mr. Chairman. The whole planning exercise

in the province is fogged by the fact there is

no overall plan, no overall structure, no over-

all concept of what you are trying to do;

there is simply an uncritical acceptance of

the decisions of private enterprise to locate

in the area in and around Toronto. And the

government is simply trying to make the best

of the shambles that is creating.

I would like to ask the minister a couple
of questions which arise out of what I have

been saying just now. The first question is

this: How are your statements about trying

to get growth into the east and north of

the province being translated into effective

action or planning on the part of the prov-

ince; and in particular how do you relate

that to the decision to quadruple the popula-

tion of the Haldimand-Norfolk region?

Hon. Mr. White: The eastern Ontario pro-

gramme is proceeding on schedule. The next

steps will be a status report on phase 2 of

the plan in April, 1974; and about 18 months

from now a plan which is based on continu-

ous discussion. There is a very serious discus-

sion taking place at the present time.

I think my hon. friend is not being entirely

fair in quoting my phrase "dozens and doz-

ens," because I didn't mean dozens and doz-

ens of large public meetings, of course. What
I did mean is that my parliamentary assistant,

the member for Grenville-Dundas, has had

many, many meetings in eastern Ontario on

this and other subjects. And if I may remind

the House, we have 17 MPPS from that

area-

Mr. J. F. Foulds (Port Arthur): All of them

ineffective.

Hon. Mr. White: -in contrast to one NDP
member and one Liberal member. So I think

it would have been fair if I had said there

had been hundreds and hundreds of meet-

ings, rather than dozens and dozens of meet-

Mr. Deans: We had 100 per cent improve-

ment.

Hon. Mr. White: But I want to put into

the record here and now-I was prevented

from doing so the other day during the ques-

tion period-but I am going to put on the

record the important public meetings which

we've had dealing with development in east-

earn Ontario. In Cornwall on Nov. 7, 1972,

there was a public meeting attended by about

45 people, including Mayor Ed. Lumley and

Alderman John Prescott of Cornwall, to-

gether with Reeve A. Gadbois of Charlton-

burgh township.

Mr. Cassidy: On a point of order, Mr.

Chairman; this has already been tabled and

I believe published in Hansard. I have a copy

of it and it is available to other members of

the House-and because of the limited time

on debates, we are trying to get through the

minister's estimates this evening. Do we

really have to have this?
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Mr. Kennedy: Don't talk about repetition
on that side.

Mr. Chairman: I am not sure—

Hon. Mr. White: No, I haven't read it into

Hansard; I tried to during the question per-
iod, but I was asked by the Speaker not to. I

think it should be heard by the members of

the Legislature.

Mr. Chairman: If it could be abbreviated,
it would be appreciated.

Mr. Cassidy: Okay.

Hon. Mr. White: In Hawkesbury, Nov. 8,

1972, approximately 55 were in attendance,

including Reeve R. Bertrand of L'Orignal,
and Reeve Ernest Brisson of Cambridge
Township, together with citizens. Mr. H.

Demers, of the Prescott and Russell separate
school board, was in attendance.

In Smiths Falls on Nov. 14, 1972-this is

the big meeting the member for Ottawa Cen-
tre referred to-700 were in attendance, in-

cluding Dr. T. Ashwell, the mayor of Smiths
Falls; Mr. Stewart, reeve of Pakenham; Mr.
R. McNamara, vice-president of the Smiths
Falls labour council; and various teachers
and citizens.

In Brockville on Nov. 15, approximately 55
were in attendance, including Mayor John
Broome, Alderman Ray Halverson, Frances

MacOdrum, Mr. Turner, Mr. Don Irvine,
MPP for Grenville-Dundas—and a great man
he is, too—Mr. Arthur Modler, warden, Leeds
and Grenville; Lome Mallory, ex-PUC chair-

man, Brockville; Mr. Doug Avery of the On-
tario Institute of Agrologists; various teachers
and citizens.

Then in Kingston on Nov. 16, approxi-
mately 30 people were in attendance, includ-

ing Mr. Don Irvine, MPP, Mayor Val Swain,
various members of the Kingston planning
board; Mr. George Muirhead, city planning
commissioner; Mr. T. J. McKibbin, clerk-

treasurer, city of Kingston; David Stevens,
the industrial commissioner of Kingston; and
various teachers and citizens.

Then on Nov. 22, 1972, in Arnprior, about
48 were in attendance, including Mayor H.
T. Cranston of Arnprior; Reeve R. A. Stewart
of Pakenham township, various teachers and
others.

Pembroke on November 27, 1972, ap-
proximately 48 in attendance, including Mr.
Paul Yakabuski MPP Renfrew South-

An hon. member: He's not here.

Hon. Mr. White: -and Mr. Maurice Hamil-
ton, MPP Renfrew North.

Mr. Kennedy: Good fellow.

Hon. Mr. White: I notice that conservative
MPPs always go to the meetings and that

the opposition MPPs do not.

Mr. Reid: They are the only ones who
like it.

Mr. Kennedy: Our fellows are too modest
to be—

Hon. Mr. White: Deputy Mayor Bill Char-

bonneau, Alderman Newton Prager and

George McGill, Mr. Yates, Reeve, and Mrs.

Sinclair, Deputy Reeve, Deep River-

Mr. Foulds: You have a lot to be modest
about.

Hon. Mr. White: Tom Harris, the Reeve
of Beechburg, Paul Kennedy the industrial

commissioner of Pembroke, Frank Lynch,
Pembroke Planning Board, Warden George
Mathieson of Renfrew County, Mr. W.
Bucholtz, who is the chairman of the Ren-
frew County Development Commission, and
others.

Then in Ottawa, November 28, 45 in

attendance—I haven't got those details here

apparently.

Of course the Provincial Secretary for Re-
sources Development (Mr. Lawrence) took
his cabinet committee into eastern Ontario
in February, 1973.

Mr. Foulds: Terrific.

Hon. Mr. White: I, myself, am going to

be spending some time in eastern Ontario next
week—Tuesday I think it is.

Mr. Reid: It will be declared a disaster

Hon. Mr. White: If one were to list all of

the meetings, I think the phrase "dozens
and dozens" I used on a previous occasion

might accurately be rephrased now as being
"hundreds and hundreds."

We have gratifying news here again today.
It is not broken down by areas because of

the inadequacies of the statistical compilation

relating to unemployment insurance, but I

see in today's report that total employment
for October was considerably more here in

Ontario, 61,000 more jobs compared to a

year ago. That constituted nearly all of the
increase in employment across Canada; and
our unemployment rate-

Mr. Cassidy: The seasonally adjusted un-

employment rate is running—
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Hon. Mr. White: —I think, if I remember
from the paper this morning was four point-

Mr. Gassidy: Seven.

Hon. Mr. White: Three point seven per
cent-

Mr. Cassidy: Four point seven seasonally—

Hon. Mr. White: Three point seven actual,
I think it was. That is my recollection.

This prosperity finds its way into every
part of the province. It is more than an
accident.

The new ODC programmes are of par-
ticular benefit to eastern Ontario. The new
DREE programmes give particular advantage
to certain parts of eastern Ontario, and here

again the broadened provisions of DREE will

make it possible for places like Cornwall
to use these federal and provincial funds
to put in place the infrastructure which a
modern industrial community requires.

Mr. Cassidy: On a specific question, Mr.
Chairman: The minister didn't say how the
Haldimand-Norfolk planning contributes to
the growth of eastern and northern Ontario.
Can he tell us please?

Hon. Mr. White: If we do something extra

special for Thunder Bay it doesn't obviously,
directly and immediately assist the people in

Cornwall. If, however, we can make all parts
of this province prosperous, assisting people
in Cornwall will be helpful to people in

Jarvis. We have a balanced programme on
the revenue side and the expenditure side,
and one does observe growing prosperity in

every part of this province—certainly in east-
ern Ontario.

Mr. Cassidy: That is blindness, you know.
Northwestern Ontario is to have 18,000 new
jobs over a period of 20 years. Haldimand-
Norfolk over the same space of time or a
bit longer is to have 90,000 new jobs in an
area where there is not that kind of need.
This means that an enormous number of

people will have to be brought into Haldi-
mand-Norfolk where the population now is

only 70,000 or 80,000.

Mr. E. W. Martel (Sudbury East): They
are all leaving right now.

Mr. Cassidy: The direction of growth and
the spin-offs, the jobs that come at one or
two or three removes in the economic de-

velopment process from the basic investment

going into Haldimand-Norfolk, will be located
in Hamilton and Brantford and in Toronto

and in Kitchener, but not in eastern Ontario
and not in northern Ontario.

There is simply no understanding on the

part of the minister of the basic processes of

economic development. He does not see the

way in which he is warping the growth of

the province because of that particular proj-
ect, or because of the way in which the

growth of the Toronto-centred region goes on,

regardless of what happens elsewhere.

Sure unemployment in eastern Ontario isn't

up to 10 per cent, 12 per cent or 15 per
cent; it isn't that way up in northwestern

Ontario either. It is because the people in

those regions are of necessity coming down
into the Toronto region in order to find jobs.

Unemployment in the year 2000 in north-

western Ontario, according to this govern-
ment's plans, also probably won't be over 10

per cent; because we live in a prosperous
province and there will be jobs for the people
from Thunder Bay, Atikokan, Kenora and so

forth in Nanticoke, Simcoe and places like

that. That's the kind of planning this ministry
has—to concentrate all of the significant de-

velopment in one particular region.

Can the ministers now give us the popula-
tion, say, in 1971 and the forecasted popula-
tion in 2000, or whatever your planning
horizon happens to be, for the central Ontario

region and for the four other economic

regions of the province?

Hon. Mr. White: Sir, 111 be glad to get
that information. Now let me deal with this

matter of locating—

Mr. Cassidy: No, can we have it now, Mr.

Chairman? Does the minister not know it's

an item in this debate?

Hon. Mr. White: I'm sorry, I haven't got it

now. I'll get it for you.

Now let me repeat what I said yesterdav.

You can't put a steel mill east of the Welland
Canal because the canal won't handle those

tonnages. For every ton of steel, something
like six or seven tons of iron ore, coal and
limestone are required. For every ton of

steel, you're talking about perhaps 10 tons of

material moving in and out. And to have a

steel mill of economic scale requires several

million tons a year to be produced. The site

chosen enables coal to be brought across

Lake Erie, limestone from the Ingersoll-
Woodstock area and iron ore from the Mesabi

range from the north shore of Lake Superior-

Mr. Reid: From Atikokan.
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Hon. Mr. White: —and no doubt to some
extent from the Labrador site in which Stelco

has an interest.

I repeat what I had occasion to say a day
or two ago: The London Economist, one of

the world's most prestigious journals, said a

year or two ago—

Mr. Cassidy: Oh that is so irrelevant.

Come on, stick to the facts.

Hon. Mr. White: —that Ontario probably
had the highest standard of living in the

world. So we must be doing something right,

notwithstanding the rantings of the radicals.

Mr. Martel: Despite the government!

Mr. Deans: Could I ask one question, Mr.

Minister? It's related to the answer.

The minister says you can't develop a steel

mill east of the Welland Canal. Where do
you think Hamilton is? I don't want to shock

you or anything, but where do you think

Hamilton is located?

Hon. Mr. White: As you know, Stelco in

Hamilton has been pleading for years: (a)
to get tolls off the canal; and (b) to increase

its capacity. The Welland Canal now is oper-

ating at capacity, and indeed had it not been
for the computer-

Mr. Deans: But that wasn't what you told

Hon. Mr. White: I said you can't locate a

new steel mill east of the Welland Canal.

Mr. Cassidy: But they have just expanded
their plant.

Mr. Deans: They have just doubled the

production capacity of the Steel Co. of

Canada in the last eight years—

Hon. Mr. White: That is right, and that is

why.

Mr. Deans: That argument is a lot of hog-
wash. If you want to tell me that you don't

want to locate a steel mill in eastern Ontario

then say so, but don't start that kind of rant-

ing and raving and nonsense. That just

doesn't wash, and you know it. Even you
have got to admit that.

Mr. Martel: You put your foot in it that

time.

Mr. Dean: That's just nonsense.

Mr. Cassidy: Just one last question on this

point-

Mr. Chairman: The member for Ottawa
Centre.

Mr. Cassidy: He's got some reasons about

eastern Ontario which have convinced him,

although obviously it's pretty hard when
Stelco and Dofasco are not convinced. But
what is wrong with Sault Ste. Marie or the

north shore of Lake Superior? What would
be the added costs, if any, of putting a steel

mill up there? If there are added costs, does
the ministry know how much they are and
what would be the benefits in terms of

economic development for northern Ontario?

Mr. Martel: They won't locate there.

Hon. Mr. White: I don't know that, sir,

but I do know that this government is not

going to get in the steel business, it's not

going to get in the shoe business the way the

Saskatchewan government did, and it's not

going to get in the box business.

Mr. Deans: You are going to need a shoe-
horn.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Chairman: Order please. The mem-
ber for Rainy River.

Mr. Reid: Mr. Chairman, the minister is

being provocative as usual. I had intended

to make one small point and then resume

my seat, but surely that last statement is

about as asinine a statement as the minis-

ter has ever made.

Hon. Mr. White: You are too young to

know what I'm talking about.

Mr. Reid: Well, you know, in—

Hon. Mr. White: Let me tell you—

Mr. Reid: —in a career speckled with

some pretty ridiculous statements, I think

that last one probably has got to be his-

torical.

Hon. Mr. White: Let me tell you what

I mean.

The brave new Socialist world, as was

Saskatchewan 25 years ago, embarked upon
a number of endeavours in the private
sector. Every single such enterprise failed.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Foulds: Less than eight per cent of

them.

Mr. Cassidy: That is lies.
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Mr. E. R. Good (Waterloo North): Just

20 out of 22.

Mr. Reid: I would bring to the minister's

attention that the Treasurer of Saskatche-

wan did all right out of those businesses.

I understand he's now quite a capitalist in

the Caribbean and one could suggest that

perhaps all the Socialist enterprise doesn't

go astray.

Mr. Deans: That is a pretty dangerous
thing to say, explain yourself.

Mr. Reid: Well read the book.

Surely the minister has to agree that the

province has to take the initiative in provid-

ing and directing growth in the province.
We've heard that from every side of the

House, including the minister. So when he

says we are not going to get into the steel

business, nobody really suggests that you
should at this point, although you may be
forced into it because you are not taking
the lead and directing that kind of enter-

prise to where it should go in the province.

You force normally balanced people who
will take a reasonable approach to these

matters into the camp of my friends on
the left here because you abnegate your
responsibility for directing growth in this

province.

Now we've got the iron ore in particular
in northern Ontario and northwestern On-
tario — Steep Rock Iron Mines outside of

Atikokan and the proposed iron ore mine at

Lake St. Joe, which also will be under the

aegis of Steep Rock Iron Mines; so that the

raw materials are there. The market to the

west is there and I would suggest also the

market to the south is there. There is no
reason for lack of government direction, no
reason at all other than the fact that for

some reason or other this government does
not want to accept its responsibility and direct

the enterprise where it should be.

That wasn't the point I wanted to make,
Mr. Chairman, when I rose. What I wanted
to speak about to the minister, Mr. Chair-

man, was the fact that again, because of
the actions of his particular department,
there is a vast limbo in the Province of

Ontario in regard to regional development.
The minister's predecessor, with one stroke

of the pen, wiped out the regional economic

advisory councils and particularly, as the

then minister admitted, probably the most
efficient and beneficial one in the northwest

part of the province. When the minister

did that without any consultation he left a

vast vacuum, not only in our part of the

world but all across the province, as to

what was going to happen and to whom
really the government was going to be respon-
sible in its attitudes and programmes.

At that time Mr. McKeough, who was
then the minister, promised that these ad-

visory councils would be replaced by other

advisory boards. If I recall correctly, that's

over a year and a half ago or better—at

least that—and yet we haven't heard anything
from the present minister as to what he is

going to replace the economic councils with.

Quite frankly, I think the people in his

own department are getting rather disturbed,

because they have no one to consult with,

they have no one to use as a sounding
board. There is no one really to whom
they are responsible as planners.

At the last annual meeting of the North-

western Ontario Municipal Association last

month iri Atikokan, which is in the great

riding of Rainy River, a resolution was

passed at my suggestion and that of others.

I think it was something that was brought
to the surface by the delegates there assem-

bled. It stated that the Northwestern On-
tario Municipal Association be designated
as the body to which the regional economic

policy of the ministry in regard to north-

western Ontario would report; that that be

the body responsible for directing growth in

the area and that this would give them a

raison d'etre and would provide some guid-

ance and be a sounding board for the regional

planners in the minister's office.

They sent that resolution on to the

minister. I gather it has gone from him all

the way down the funnel and perhaps is

being regurgitated up to the top again. So

far the minister has not made any response
to the Northwestern Ontario Municipal

Association and we wonder how long we have

to wait.

I believe my colleague from Thunder Bay,
who takes a great interest in these matters,

has been after you in regard to the Design
for Development business. There again, a lot

of time, a lot of money, a lot of energy was

spent in coming up with that Design for

Development: Phase 2 on Northwestern On-

tario. Yet we have seen little of the results

other than the fact that the government,
under the minister's predecessor—and I think

quite frankly to stem criticism of the

government—with a stroke of the pen did

away with the Northwestern Ontario

Development Council and left nothing to

take its place.
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I don't want to rehash for the umpteenth
time in the chamber what has happened to

the Design for Development. I understand

that earlier, in response to my colleague from

Thunder Bay, the minister indicated that $2.5

million was spent on a road from Sioux

Lookout to Valora.

If the minister is not aware of what that

road is all about, I will tell him. It is a

straight boondoggle on the part of the

Minister of Natural Resources, the worst kind

of political patronage, to put something into

his riding that was not required and was not

a high priority anywhere in the Design for

Development. It was a complete waste of the

taxpayers' money. That is what that was.

There is, unfortunately, no body which can

stand up and put that to the minister who is

responsible—yourself ; and there is no one who
can attack the Minister of Natural Resources
on that kind of political patronage, which

unfortunately still exists in that part of the

province.

I simply ask the minister when are we go-

ing to have an answer to the more than

reasonable request of the Northwestern

Municipal Association that they be designated
as the body to handle the responsibilities of

the former Northern Ontario Development
Council? Is there anv reason why they should

not be so designated?

Hon. Mr. White: Mr. Chairman, I did

answer that an hour ago when the hon.

member was absent.

Mr. Reid: Could you, in your charity, take

two or three minutes of the chamber's time
to inform me?

Hon. Mr. White: I think we spent maybe
three-quarters of an hour on this general
subject,—the member for Thunder Bay and I

—while the hon. member was elsewhere.

Mr. Reid: There is a committee on down-
stairs.

Hon. Mr. White: Without taking another

45 minutes, but to recapitulate, I find myself
in an awkward position with the people in

northwestern Ontario urging such a council

and the PMLC discouraging such a council.

In response to a recent comment from the

member for Thunder Bay, I asked if it might
be possible to accommodate these two groups
by having a new council consisting of the

heads of council. My colleague from Thunder

Bay said he thought that might be accept-
able to the people of northwestern Ontario;
so at the next meeting of the Provincial

Municipal Liaison Committee which I think

is Dec. 8, I will try this idea out on them.

Mr. Reid: We will have an answer shortly?

Hon. Mr. White: In the fullness of time.

Mr. Chairman: Item 3; is there anything
further on 3? The member for Sudbury East.

Mr. Martel: Yes. I'd like to ask the minister

if he would indicate to us, what, in fact, is

the industrial strategy of this government
with respect to the maximum development
of those areas which see, as we do in the

area I represent, a mass exodus of young
people to other parts of the province to ob-

tain employment? I am sure the minister is

well aware that the studies—Phase 1, Phase
2 for Northeastern Development—indicated
the fact that the age factor in the north gets
older; the young people must relocate in

order to obtain meaningful employment. Dr.

Roberts' report, from Laurentian, indicates

that anyone with grade 12, by and large,
leaves the Sudbury area because of their

refusal to work underground or in the

smelters.

What is the government's policy to stop
that trend, which pulls our young people out
of the north? The adults pay for the educa-
tion and so on, and really don't get back

any of the benefits from that education

directly in the area where the cost was in-

curred. It seems to me it's time we had an
industrial strategy.

Certainly, at all the hearings I have at-

tended of the select committee on economic
and cultural nationalism everyone who has

come forward—whether they be provincial
or federal civil servants; whether they be

industrialists; whether they be trade unionists

—have all indicated that the thing which was

really lacking in Canada and in Ontario was
a meaningful industrial strategy.

That's one part. The second part I want
to ask the minister about is what has been

going on—and I am not sure I am in the

right vote on this and I leave it to the chair-

man's discretion—with the discussions with

Jamieson on building in the proper infra-

structure necessary in northern Ontario for

economic development on the lines that many
people have been suggesting, which have to

be related to the natural resources. I under-

stand there have been meetings going on, I

think since early June, to try to pull together
the various programmes of the various gov-

ernments; and discussions on proper trans-

portation facilities and so on which would

provide the proper infrastructure necessary
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for any type of industrial development in the

north. Possibly the minister could comment
on the second point as well.

Hon. Mr. White: Mr. Chairman, I don't sup-

pose I am invited to make a lengthy speech
on what we are attempting in northern On-
tario. It falls in several categories.

First of all, on the expenditure side, we
have attempted to place a disproportionately

large amount of government expenditure in

the north, whether we are talking about
Laurentian University or Lakehead University
or the several community colleges. We have

attempted to improve a wide variety of pub-
lic services including health; certainly high-

ways.

We have attempted to provide extra funds

through the Northern Ontario Development
Corp. to the private sector, whose criteria

are, I think, much more liberal than those of

ODC; certainly those of ODC applying to

this part of Ontario.

We have attempted to systematize devel-

opment starting in northwestern Ontario with
the Design for Development programme. Be-

fore you came in, I repeated the list of $2.44
million worth of extra special expenditures
which tie into the 69 recommendations in

Phase 2 of the Design for Development.

I made mention the other day of millions

of dollars worth of prospective joint pro-
grammes between the federal and provincial

governments. The new DREE agreement var-

ies from the old in at least two aspects. One,
it singles out northern Ontario for special

consideration; and second it broadens the

purposes of DREE to include infrastructure,
as the hon. member has suggested. That
DREE agreement with Ottawa will be signed,
within I guess the next few weeks. I for one,
am very optimistic that the changes Mr.

Jamieson has effected, in consultation with us,
will make that a more effective tool insofar

as this province is concerned.

At the same time I think we are entitled

to a larger proportion of the total funds

going through DREE, and this has been my
plea to Mr. Jamieson on behalf of our gov-
ernment.

There was a second question, wasn't there?

Mr. Martel: The first question dealt with
an overall industrial strategy and the second

pertained to—

Hon. Mr. White: On the matter of indus-

trial strategy, as Minister of Industry and
Tourism we gave a great deal of thought to

an industrial strategy which would comple-

ment the federal industrial strategy. Of
course to make our programmes complemen-
tary, we had to wait for the federal industrial

strategy. We thought that would be avail-

able to us sometime early in 1972. Then we
kept hearing that the federal industrial strat-

egy had to be approved by cabinet in Sep-

tember, 1972; and we waited and waited and
I don't think there has ever been a federal

industrial strategy created.

Mr. J. A. Renwick (Riverdale): No, I think

that is a figment of your imagination.

Hon. Mr. White: Not of my imagination;
oh no, the federal government. We're talking
about the federal government. I remember

very well the member for Riverside asking

Mr. Renwick: Riverdale!

Hon. Mr. White: —Riverdale—I remember

being asked here a year or two ago if I

thought there was any substance to this prop-
osition of an industrial strategy. I remember

replying yes, I think it's something other than
make-believe. I think Mr. Pepin is very sin-

cere. I think he is trying to establish a strat-

egy, using a military analogy, comprising
various tactics-

Mr. Cassidy: Get in touch with the minis-

ter. That's how much in touch you are.

Hon. Mr. White —rather than putting ad

hoc tactics in place and finding oneself with

an accidental strategy.

At any rate, whether they were well-in-

tentioned or not is beside the point. So far

as I know there's never been a federal in-

dustrial strategy formulated, and so far as

I know-

Mr. Renwick: There has never been any
statement that there was going to be.

Hon. Mr. White: —we have not got an ex-

plicit provincial industrial strategy. What we
do have is a series of programmes which in

themselves add up to a policy strategy.

Mr. Cassidy: Oh yes.

Hon. Mr. White: There have been a num-
ber of changes in these programmes, some

affecting NODC, some affecting DREE and
so forth.

Mr. Martel: Mr. Minister, what pressures

you have that you can bring to bear with,

let's say, an industry where you realize the

necessity for the development of an industry
in an area? You've tried all kinds of give-
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away programmes. So has the federal gov-
ernment. When the select committee was in

Europe we learned from the major corpora-
tions that they really thought that was a lot

of childishness. You might ask your colleagues
who were over there with us. The giveaway
programmes, to most major corporations,

played no part, really, in their determining
where they were going to locate, but if the

money was there they would in fact, like

anyone else, accept it. You can't blame them
for that.

They indicated to us that when we send

people abroad to negotiate with them, that

in fact most of the people who go to negoti-
ate really don't know what they're there to

negotiate. It's like sending a bunch of

amateurs up against a bunch of professionals.
Such companies as ICI, Atlas Copco and

Bosch, major industrial giants were very
critical of Ontario's and Canada's abilities to

negotiate.

Then as the select committee travelled

around, as I said earlier in my opening com-
ments, most of the people indicated to us that

there isn't really an industrial strategy for

Canada and there really isn't an industrial

strategy for Ontario. So I make the point to

you, if you can't induce companies to go to

the north to locate, what other weapon are

you willing to brandish, if I might use that

term, in order to get industry to locate on the
natural resources which are there?

I have never been one to suggest that we
should be making silk stockings in the Sud-

bury basin. What I'm saying is that we
should be making certain things from the
natural resources which are in Sudbury, and
we can't even get that in northern Ontario.
It's the frustration of it. You see trainload
after trainload of natural resources going out

but, it seems to me we've got to move in an
area now and say: "Wait a minute, gentle-
men; these people are entitled to more than

underground jobs. They're entitled to more
than labourers wages." In fact, they're en-
titled to a future in the north for the young
people from the north, and it naturally has
to be based on the natural resources which
are available to us.

Yet neither this government nor the fed-

eral government has ever been able to really
come up with any large secondary industry
related to the natural resources. It's open
another plant and cut down some more trees

and exploit some more natural resources,
which are going to be depleted; but there's

nothing lasting about it. There's nothing that

takes all that much skill.

You earlier commented on the educational

facilities which you have provided; and that's

great. The only trouble is that unless you go
into the professions most of those skills that

you acquire can't be utilized in the north,

because in fact we rely on an economy which
is almost medieval, an economy of hewers of

wood and drawers of water. What is th^

government going to do to reverse that trend

and if necessary insist that some of these

companies must locate there because it is

good for the people in that area? The gov-
ernment might consider taking an equity

position; not ownership, but equity.

When we were in New York we discussed

with Anaconda the large deposit of ore near

Geraldton, the town that is going broke. It

has all kinds of government money in it for

schools and hospitals and that. I put the

question to the vice-president of Anaconda.
I said would you open up if the Ontario gov-
ernment took an equity position, and he said

certainly.

They are not nearly as frightened of it as

you might think, Mr. Minister. When one

looks at Germany with two million migrant
workers; and when one realizes that the

German government is involved in over 600

major corporations and is fast becoming one
of the richest countries in the world again,
one wonders who won the last war.

Those companies aren't concerned about

government participation. They just want to

know the name of the game and the ground
rules before they start. They are willing to

move in. Anaconda said it would be willing
to open up now rather than watch Geraldton
and all those small communities die, and that

is what is happening. They would be willing
to open it up if the Ontario government got
involved. Their only concern was that they
wanted a guaranteed 12.5 per cent return on
investment from the day they started devel-

opment.

That is the real problem with the de-

velopment of secondary industry in the

north. They want nothing else except profit.

Companies are there to maximize profit, and

everyone recognizes that. For the good of

the country sometimes they might have to

take a little less profit, because there are

other parts of this province that do hope
to get in on the proper development of an
area.

It seems to me this government has to

take some other initiatives than they have
taken to date, which have been to try
to get them to locate on the basis of little

handouts.
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You put much of the infrastructure in for

them. You built the highways. You've done

everything except maybe use a little clout

and say: "Look, gentlemen, instead of Atlas-

Copco building something in Toronto, or

Anaconda doing nickel plating in Toronto;

they might do some of that nickel plating
in Sudbury."

We might tell the federal government
to stop giving them such preferential

freight rates which allow them to haul

out natural resources in the raw form, carry-

ing all the excess weight and tonnage
with it, and have them paying the same
kind of rate for finished goods that go
north. In essence we are subsidizing these

companies again by giving them reduced

freight rates, because the government of

Canada picks up the tab and the people
are paying.

If the people are going to pay to build in

the infrastructure that is necessary, and if

the people are going to pay to have them
ship it out much cheaper, then it is time
the people had a say in where some of

this is going to be located; and that is

done through the government of the prov-
ince.

I think, Mr. Minister, if you ever hope to

develop the north you are going to have
to use some of that clout. That has to

be part of an industrial strategy, because
what has gone before, and I'm sure you'll
have to admit it, has not met the needs of
the north.

Your Design for Development for North-
western and Northeastern Ontario has proven
this because of the mass exodus of young
people to the south. It has failed.

I'm saying you've got the responsibility
of setting that right. It might go against
all you stand for as a great free enter-

priser, but none the less you've got to do
what is good for the people of that area.

Therefore I come back to my original

question. What do you intend to do and
what type of industrial strategy do you
intend to develop which will see the loca-

tion of some of those secondary industries

related to natural resources in the north
which should be developed for the people
of the north?

Hon. Mr. White: I've given the best

general answer I can. The particulars must
be gotten from the Minister of Industry
and Tourism.

Mr. Martel: You opt out again-and he
did the same thing in committee yesterday.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Water-
loo North.

Mr. Good: Mr. Chairman, I have some

questions about regional and urban

planning.

First of all, can the minister give us any
concrete evidence of what has been done
to promote growth east of Toronto?

The Toronto-centred region plan indicated

that one of the major concepts of it was
to slow the growth at the western end of

the Toronto-centred plan and try to re-

verse the trend, to promote growth east of

Toronto.

Well we know by this time that certainly
North Pickering and Cedarwood is not going
to promote any substantial growth east of

Toronto. It's just an added part of Metro-

politan Toronto.

What plans are there for either com-

munications, opening up service corridors,

opening up of new highways for indus-

trial development east of Toronto; or is this

not considered as a high priority item in the

government's planning strategy, whether it

be physical planning or economic planning?

Hon. Mr. White: We have certainly given
it a high priority.

The two Design for Development pro-

grammes that are farthest along are north-

western Ontario and eastern Ontario. We
are in the process of preparing two reports
—as I explained to the House a little

earlier this afternoon. In about 18 months
we should have the plan developed, which
no doubt will have characteristics not dis-

similar from the 1969 recommendations in

the northwestern Ontario Design for De-

velopment, Phase 2. I don't mean the

same recommendations, but the same con-

ceptual approach.

In the meantime, we have done a number
of things to strengthen the economy of the

area. At our insistence certain parts of eastern

Ontario are to be included in the new DREE
arrangement, to be signed within the next

few weeks.

We have attempted to shift population to

the east of Metro, although the pull has been
to the west—North Pickering being the most
dramatic example of this.

We have formulated a new series of pro-

grammes through the newly-formed Eastern

Ontario Development Corp. which was born—
I don't know when—six months ago perhaps.
The grants available from ODC and NODC
and EODC give an advantage to enterprises

locating in eastern Ontario.
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We have an ambitious plan in co-operation
with the federal government respecting infra-

structure development in Cornwall. This in

turn is expected to have a multiplier effect

insofar as private sector investment is con-

cerned.

We have put in place in the last short

while a new regional government in Durham,
which will enable planning to be done on a

much broader basis, which will regionalize

three-quarters of the revenues, which will

make possible a much more orderly industrial

development, thereby benefiting the com-

panies locating there and the people living
there by safeguarding attractive natural fea-

tures that should be preserved.

Of course the general expenditure pro-
grammes of the government affecting good
schools, good hospitals, good roads, high
minimum levels of living standards, apply
throughout the entire area. We have a
Northumberland area task force working on a

gross strategy for that area, and Port Hope
and Cobourg.

Mr. Good: One question on that. There are

two new Hydro installations. One is Lennox-
ville and the other one going on in eastern

Durham. Do you have any planning as far as

the development of industrial growth around
these two new Hydro installations in eastern

Ontario are concerned? As I understand it

they are along the lake front, and if memory
serves me there are applications before the

Environmental Hearing Board to transport
Metropolitan Toronto garbage into the area

immediately north of the new Hydro instal-

lation which is adjacent to the town of Port

Hope. If there is a future industrial develop-
ment contemplated in the area of the new
Hydro station there, it certainly couldn't be
built on a former garbage dump. The people
in the area feel they are still being relegated
to a position of no-growth—that nothing is

being promoted for the area-only that we
now are having hearings to haul Metropolitan

garbage down into their area. Anytime you
are down in that area, this seems to be the

feeling.

I am just wondering whether at this point,
when we know that the knew Hydro stations

are being planned for the north shore of Lake
Ontario—one at Port Hope and the other

further east—whether your department will

work out a plan for the development of in-

dustry for the area, which would then also

require workers in the area.

There are a few other points I want to

make.

First of all, I am wondering if the minister

could indicate to me whether he considers

the new land division committees that we
set up in legislation a few years ago are

working out as a good tool of planning in

the area. We have had considerable contro-

versy already in the Waterloo region over the
actions of the land division committee. I

don't know whether it has reached the min-
ister's ears or not, but we are getting all

kinds of proposals that they should not be

making arbitrary decisions; and accusations
that they are making decisions contrary to the

planning concepts of both the area and the

regional council. Area municipalities are

threatening to oppose the decisions of the
land divisions committee and things of this

nature.

As the minister knows, the decisions are

made by the land division committee pretty
well on their own. Maybe they should be
made in conjunction with consultation with
the people who are responsible for planning
of the region. Maybe they should be made
within guidelines or planning concepts for

the region.

One great criticism of their operations is

that their decisions are not made in public.
The information is gathered in public, yes,
and presentations are made in public. But
when it comes down to why we are either

going to refuse of accept this particular
severance or this division of land, this de-
cision and the reasons for it are made in

private. I have been told by people who have
contacted me that you get one of three stand-
ard answers back, if your application is

opposed.

I wonder if the minister could say whether
he has had any complaints, from across the

province in general, that land division com-
mittees are violating the planning concepts of

the area. Or does he feel they are properly
constituted at present and are doing a good
job?

Hon. Mr. White: I like having one land

division committee in a county rather than
half a dozen or a dozen committees of ad-

justment. I think they've got a better perspec-
tive because of the broader area that they
are dealing with—and more objectivity be-

cause they are a little bit farther removed
from the applicant. Certain of these commit-
tees of adjustment are going to come to an
end on Dec. 31, 1973. I am getting letters

now asking that they be continued, but they
are not going to be continued.

We have 25 land division committees now
and we are in the process of establishing
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some new ones. Where there isn't a land

division committee, then the responsibility
is going to come back to my desk. I think

the land division committee setup is poten-

tially much better than the committee of ad-

justment setup. It's certainly much better than

having some big Poo-Bah here at Queen's
Park like myself saying yea or nay.

Mr. Foulds: That is an appropriate

description.

Hon. Mr. White: But the system really

needs to be improved in a variety of ways.
I think we perhaps have not assisted the

land division committee as much as we
should. I think we are going to have to edu-

cate the members as to the function of the

land division committee. I think we have to

try to bring about not just a higher standard

of performance, but a more uniform per-
formance. This may involve sending out

skilled experts from here, or perhaps having
land division committee members meet from
time to time, either in Toronto or in different

regions of the province, so I think we have
an obligation there.

Mr. Cassidy: That's right.

Mr. Good: Within what limits will you
make your decision, though?

Hon. Mr. White: The chairmen of the

regions met with me a week ago Friday and

certain suggestions were made, including the

suggestion that someone from council might
be present when the members of the land

division committee go into closed session to

make a decision, so that the representative

from council could say, "Well here is the

reason we did that with respect to planning."
I certainly recognize that there is ad hoc

planning being done by land division com-

mittees, deliberately or accidentally. I think

the linkage between council and the land

division committees has to be strengthened,
whether that be by providing some significant
number of elected persons on the committee
or in some other fashion. So the matter is

very much in front of us. The Waterloo ex-

perience was mentioned by that regional

chairman, and certain of his recommendations
or suggestions are now under current study

by my officials and me.

Mr. Good: Pursuing it a bit further, I think

we are all aware that severances over the

past years have played a pretty important
part in the development of many parts of

Ontario, and we are now seeing the results of

reference plans that were put in years ago

before subdivision control came into certain

areas, because it is just a matter of—what?
Three years ago?—that all of southern On-
tario was put under subdivision control. We
are paying the price for that in that our

major King's highways are built up on many
sides.

Now I for one have no particular objection
to people living in a rural setting. And I

think we could exploit the development of

land in rural areas in a manner that we could

take some of the pressures from our cities

if we could first of all get guidelines from

the Ministry of the Environment.

I don't know whether your ministry has

said to the Ministry of the Environment,
"What is your feeling on allowing 25-home
rural subdivisions in marginal agricultural
land on septic tank facilities with a central

water system?" In my own area of Waterloo

county we are at the position where the

Grand River can take very little more ef-

fluent and we have such words as zero

growth; no growth; very, very slow growth.

This is what people are talking about in

an area that is being infiltrated—I shouldn't

use the word infiltrated, but where people
from the Toronto area and the Hamilton area

are looking for a place to live. They say,
"Well let's get 50 or 100 miles out of the

metropolitan area, and we will be close

enough to a city of 100,000 to 150,000

people." This puts great pressures on cities

like Kitchener, Waterloo, Guelph, Cambridge,
these areas right on the 401, with good
transportation into Toronto.

Hon. W. G. Davis (Premier): Brampton.
Don't ignore that town.

Mr. Good: And Brampton. Well, you are

just an extension of Metro in our eyes, in

our area.

Hon. Mr. Davis: It's just as well you didn't

use that word "infiltrated." That would be

misunderstood.

Mr. Breithaupt: Only in some quarters.

Mr. Good: Probably, yes. But there is a

real concern, Mr. Chairman, that some areas

are very quickly—and it is probably hap-

pening to every municipality—becoming the

dormitory community for Metropolitan
Toronto. Some concrete steps will have to

be taken to disperse the population in south-

ern Ontario into areas where there is lots

of land. I am not so concerned, Mr. Chair-

man, that we are using up our agricultural
land all that fast.
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Mr. Cassidy: Oh, oh.

Mr. Good: If the price is right for agri-
cultural products, you can put into produc-
tion land which is now lying idle.

Mr. Cassidy: No.

Mr. Good: And I think you can take

marginal land, put housing on it in a rural

setting, and if the price is right farmers

can get more land into production. Ill bet

the Minister of Agriculture would agree
with that.

Mr. Renwick: You sound like the chap
from Loblaws.

Mr. Cassidy: The Liberal Party does not

care about the loss of agricultural land.

Mr. Good: Now, just a minute. Don't

misquote what I said.

Mr. Cassidy: I am quoting what you said.

Mr. Foulds: By gosh, the price is right.

Mr. Good: I'm saying that there is much
marginal land which is not now being used
for agriculture.

Mr. Foulds: But it should be.

Mr. Good: All right. It should be and,
as I say, if the price for farm products
is right you don't have to worry about the

farmers finding land where they can grow
their stuff. There's all kinds of it around and

they'll get twice as much out of the land

they do till.

Mr. Renwick: It is disappearing.

Mr. Cassidy: The Liberal Party is as lax

in its laws of economics as ever.

Mr. Good: If the price of agricultural

products is not where it should be it's much
more productive to say, "To heck with farm-

ing. We'll sell the land to developers and

go and live in the city."

Hon. G. A. Kerr (Provincial Secretary
for Justice): You need housing, Michael.

Mr. Good: That's one of the problems in

the province today. The price of land in the

cities has gone much too high.

Mr. Renwick: We have some of the best
farmland in the province around here.

Mr. Good: Getting back to my other point.
There is much marginal agricultural land—
I'm not saying you would set up beef raising
—but if the Minister of the Environment can

set guidelines so that we could get rural

development with a central water system
and a septic tank system which is satis-

factory—there are a lot of people who don't

want sewers and gutters; they don't want
covered storm drainage; they're quite satis-

fied with a grass ditch in front of their rural

houses—you could put three houses on an
acre of land—or 2Y2 to three houses on an
acre of land—you've got all kinds of land

for good proper septic tank systems. I think

we're going to have look at some of our

planning and development on that scale.

Many people are very frightened. They're

frightened at the great influx of people into

our cities and there's the spillover into the

rural areas. Unless the planning is done in

a way that's not going to interfere with

transportation routes in the first place; unless

it's done in a manner that is not going to

mean that everybody has to live in high-
rise apartments because there is nowhere
else to live, we're going to be in trouble

in southern Ontario. The problems of south-

ern Ontario are now largely associated with
the policies of the government which go
right back to the Stan Randall concept of

wall-to-wall factories from Toronto right

through to Windsor along the lake. We're
still seeing the same concept being developed
by your Lake Erie developments and it's

coming closer and closer simply because we
do all the planning according to whatever

industry decides it wants to settle.

The matter of land severances and land

divisions, I think, is a very important part
of the whole planning concept. I'll bet in

certain areas there is as much land developed

by severances and the land division com-

mittee as there is by registered plans of

subdivision. I may be off on that but I

know there is an awful lot. On certain

highways you drive on, my gosh, they're

building up so fast along them; and these

are provincial highways, with provincial

highway numbers on them. These divisions

have been made years ago.

That is not right, but if you go back a few

concessions on the side roads and, on

marginal agricultural land, put in some sub-

divisions with septic tank services and a

central water system, I think you can do a

lot to put people in single-family homes
which a lot of people want but they can't

afford. Second, you would put them in a

subdivision without all the fancy services like

curbs and gutters and things of that nature

which are not required by a great many
people.
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One other thing I would like to ask the

minister is along the same line. That is deal-

ing with the proposals that the city of

Kitchener tried to carry out; when they were

signing a subdivision agreement with certain

developers, they would say: "Yes, you can

develop this area thus and so, but in it you
include a certain number of low-priced lots,

maybe 40 ft or 42 ft lots instead of 50 ft

and 60 ft lots, and on those we will permit

you, as the developer, to build houses with

certain financial limits, maybe $15,000 or

$18,000 homes."

As the minister is aware, the municipality

had no legal way to prevent speculation on

these houses. The houses, in some instances,

were bought by realtors at the price which

was within the limits set by the municipality
in the subdivision agreement. I'm wondering
if the minister is contemplating any legisla-

tion to give municipalities control over low-

cost housing developments the same as On-
tario Housing Corp. has control. When OHC
sells a low-cost lot and a house has to be

built within a certain price, it can control that

up to about five years, I believe, by control-

ling the mortgage.

The municipality's idea was good and the

developer co-operated, and when the builder

went to sell the house, the money of a real

estate agent was just as good as the money of

a person who really needed low-cost housing.
But what happened? In many instances the

realtor resold the house in a matter of days
or weeks, and made anywhere from $5,000
to $10,000 to $12,000 and completely negated
the whole concept, which was a good one. Is

the minister considering any legislation in

that regard?

Hon. Mr. White: No, I haven't been con-

sidering that. The suggestion has never been

made before.

Mr. Good: It is not being considered, eh?

Mr. Cassidy: Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for

Ottawa Centre.

Mr. Cassidy: I have a couple of comments
to make about industrial strategy, about

which the minister was talking before. I

would like to congratulate the minister for

finally listening to what has been urged
from this side of the House for so long, with

his statement that eastern Ontario now has

top priority as far as the planning of the

province is concerned. This has certainly not

had top priority in the past. I am beginning

to feel in fact, that there may be some use

in what I do over here.

I learned the other day that, at about the

same time the member for Scarborough West

( Mr. Lewis ) and I came back to suggest that

no meetings were being held, that a liaison

officer or a field officer had been appointed

by the ministry specifically to go and talk

to boards of education, to municipalities, and
to other leaders in eastern Ontario. It's ob-

vious that when we talk about it, the min-

ister will eventually listen, and the tragedy
is, though, that so many years have been
wasted in waiting for that.

Mr. Chairman, what bothers me is that in

fact, contrary to what the minister tried to

tell us here when he said that there was no

industrial strategy, there is an industrial

strategy in the province. It's a hidden in-

dustrial strategy, and it is an industrial

strategy that says industry will locate in the

Toronto-centred region.

Mr. Renwick: Right on.

Mr. Cassidy: I want to tell you, Mr. Chair-

man, that between 1966—about the beginning
of the Design for Development process—and

1971, the latest census year, 70 per cent of

Ontario's population growth took place in the

Toronto-centred region. Its population rose

from 51 Vi per cent of the province's popula-
tion to 53.3 per cent; that is a very sub-

stantial shift in population over a period of

only five years.

The non-urban population of the province
declined over that period of time, and the

population of rural areas and urban areas of

under 10,000 population also declined over

that particular period.

Now those are manifestations of the in-

dustrial strategy of this government, which

simply allows laissez-faire economics to go

ahead, and essentially permits any kind of

industrial expansion within the central On-

tario regions. In fact, taking more recent

figures, Mr. Chairman, between March of

1970 and March of 1973, Toronto had two-

thirds of the growth in transportation em-

ployment in the province, just under two-

thirds of the growth in trade employment, 92

per cent of the growth in finance, and 71 per
cent in services. Just under 60 per cent of

the employment growth of large firms in On-

tario took place in Toronto.

In fact, in other words, the industrial

strategy of the government is working very

successfully, and the sad fact is that its re-

sults are going to be and are being so dis-

astrous and will continue to be so.
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If the minister wants the guidelines for

an industrial strategy, Mr. Chairman, I

can give him a few essential components.
If he wants details I would tell him that

he has several million dollars of planners
and other people like that on his staff,

and they should and could start working
on it, now, But the broad lines are very
clear. We would like to see decentralization

of this government's operations—a move-
ment of entire ministries, or all but a few

people around the minister, outside of

Toronto. And not to iMississauga or to

Oshawa, but right outside of Toronto, to

northern Ontario, to eastern Ontario, maybe
to western Ontario.

We would look to a permanent ongoing
assessment of industry decisions that have
a high employment impact, and where that

is going to occur there should be negotiation
between the government and the firms in

order that the location of the new employment
is consistent with provincial planning objec-
tives. In other words, rather than doubling
the size of a plant here in Toronto, you look

very carefully to see whether it can't be
fitted better with provincial planning by locat-

ing it in Kingston, in Sudbury, in Thunder
Bay, or possibly in Goderich.

We would look to assistance to firms in

certain cases going into the slower growth
regions of the province, because of the social

advantages of that kind of industrial and em-
ployment location and because the assistance

to firms to locate in the north and the east

can, in many cases, be far less than the

economic infrastructure cost of allowing those
industries to locate in the central Ontario

region. We would look, in those cases where
assistance was granted, to equity participation
on the part of the government of the Province
of Ontario.

We would look, and we've looked in vain,
for a provincial plan which would determine
the population allocations in the various

regions and within those regions as govern-
ment objectives and then would taper, trim,
and shape the industrial strategy to achieve
those particular targets. And we would look,
where necessary, for a system which would
specifically require government permissions
for industry to locate in the high-growth areas
which are suffering from over-rapid expansion
and which are depleting growth in the rest

of the province.

Now, Mr. Chairman, those are guidelines
for the industrial strategy which we believe
is feasible, socially desirable, can be economic-
ally justified, and can be afforded with
tremendous benefits for the province.

I want to turn now to the Toronto-centred

region and to a specific question in a specific
area. That is the Metro Centre project on
the waterfront in Toronto. As the minister I'm
sure is aware, that Metro Centre is to have
about 60,000 workers or about 10 per cent

of the work force of Metro Toronto. Eventu-

ally it is intended to have about 25,000
residents. As the most maybe 8,000 or 10,000
of those residents will actually work in Metro
Centre. It will therefore generate transporta-
tion demands for about 50,000 workers mov-
ing to and from Metro Centre daily during the
rush hours.

I'd like to ask the minister how that jibes
with the intentions of the Toronto-centred

region reports which talked about preventing
a swollen growth within and near Metro-

politan Toronto, which talked about decen-

tralization, which talked about creating
regional centres in areas like Port Hope,
Oshawa, Hamilton, and Barrie in order to

avoid the over-rapid growth of Toronto and
to reduce peak-hour traffic to and from
Toronto in the corridors.

In view of all those statements, and in

view of the fact that 50,000 people to be

employed in Metro Centre is the equivalent of

one full subway line that will have to be built

to acccommodate Metro Centre alone—but

apart from all of the other tremendous amount
of development now projected for downtown
Toronto, is Metro Centre consonant with the

Toronto-centred region plan? If not, what are

you going to do about it? If so, how does it

jibe with the objectives of the Toronto-centred

region plan?

Hon. Mr. White: Yes, I think it is and
zone 1 is seen as a densely-populated, high
industrial activity area in contrast to zone 2.

While it is perfectly true people continue to

migrate into the Metro area in a way that we
ourselves might prefer they did not, it is

likewise true the migration is slowing down.
In the mid 1960s there were 60,000 to 70,000
people a year moving into Metro and now
there are 40,000 a year.

As I think I said a day or two ago, some
of this is a result of federal immigration
policies. I was rather interested to hear
the mayor of Vancouver say in Edmonton
that perhaps the federal government should
make some deliberate effort to channel im-

migration into the underpopulated parts of

the country. How that might be accom-

plished, I'm not quite sure. But I thought
it was an interesting comment in that most
of the immigrants apparently are settling in

Montreal, Toronto, and Vancouver. Insofar
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as the Metro Centre project is concerned,

this was a development planned by the pri-

vate sector-

Mr. Cassidy: And therefore sacred.

Hon. Mr. White: —and approved by the

city and Metro-

Mr. Cassidy: And therefore sacred.

Hon. Mr. White: —and adjudicated by
the Ontario Municipal Board. It was not

my responsibility to decide whether the

buildings were too high, or too low, or too

big, or too small. And so I don't think 111

attempt to make a ruling on that case months

after the OMB disposition.

Mr. Cassidy: Mr. Chairman, doesn't the

minister think that it should be his respon-

sibility when developments of that size and

impact on an entire region are being pro-

posed? Does he not have some intention to

restrain the growth of the Metropolitan
Toronto area or of zone 1 because of the

problems that are being created by its over-

rapid expansion? Does he not have some in-

tention or some growth policy as far as the

other major urban centres of the province
are concerned?

Hon. Mr. White: We are encouraging

growth elsewhere, and perhaps that is the

reason that more recent forecasts predict,

I think, 400,000 fewer in population in this

area in the year 2000 than was anticipated
several years ago. I do not—

Mr. S. Lewis (Scarborough West): How
many fewer?

Hon. Mr. White: I think it was 400,000.

Mr. Lewis: Over a million fewer, in fact;

1.3 million is what you are out.

Hon. Mr. White: Well, 400,000 from year
A to year B. You may be using a different

base. At any rate, you can't have it both

ways; you can't centralize all decision-mak-

ing in my office and decentralize power in

Ontario. Our policy is to decentralize and

deconcentrate power so that government will

be more intimately connected with the people
and more-

Mr. Stokes: But not industrial develop-
ment.

Hon. Mr. White: —responsive to their needs

and wishes.

Mr. Lewis: No one believes that.

Hon. Mr. White: In giving these powers
to the city and Metro, we are accommodating
in part the overall policy, and certainly, no,

I am not going to jump into that matter

at this late date.

Mr. Cassidy: Mr. Chairman, in other

words, the minister may even be saying
that if Metro Toronto decided to have a

deliberate policy of limiting its growth, then

he might allow them to do it. But it's

obvious that it's extraordinarily difficult for

a municipality to restrain industrial develop-
ment and so on—it's just there, it comes,
unless the province comes in with a delib-

erate policy and that is what this minister

doesn't have.

Let me ask specifically, since the minister

intends to allow the Metro Centre to go

ripping ahead, does he also intend that the

province should play its role in shaping
that particular development through its own-

ership of $50 million worth of land there,

the 55 acres between Spadina and Bathurst,

which was originally owned by the province
and let to the city of Toronto as water

lots, and which, because it is in provincial

ownership, has not passed into the control

of the railways, since they cannot have

squatters' rights on provincially-owned land?

Hon. Mr. White: This is a complicated

legal matter. As you know, from questions
from time to time here in this chamber, our

side in the legal negotiations and discussions

is being taken by the Attorney General (Mr.

Bales) so any queries should be put to him.

Mr. Cassidy: Mr. Chairman, does the

minister not agree that it should be desir-

able for the province, if it found that it

has that $50 million worth of land, to do

something with it, at least either to sell it

to the railways or to take co-partnership in

that particular development since you nave

decided you are not going to interfere with

it, and that as a trustee for the finances of

the Province of Ontario, if you can find

$50 million worth of an assets, you should

take advantage of it rather than allowing
it to go down?

Will he not agree to press the inquiries
on the Attorney General to stop the kind

of delays and obfuscations that are taking

place in that part of the government and
to find out what the situation is there? Will

he not agree that the delays that are taking

place right now seem to indicate that the

government is deliberately trying to stall in

hopes that the developers will let them off

the hook, and will he not agree that if you
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have tide you should take advantage of it

rather than abandoning it?

Hon. Mr. Davis: We don't have title.

That is nonsense.

Mr. Cassidy: That is not nonsense.

Hon. Mr. Davis: It is.

Mr. Lewis: Well, I carry around with me
this lovely letter from William Davis, ad-

dressed to "Dear Stephen" and dated July 6,

1973—that's more than four months ago—
and it reads as follows:

Thank you for your letter of June 26
and the enclosed letter to the city clerk

of Toronto from the president of Metro
Centre Developments Ltd. regarding the

ownership and disposition of 55 acres of

land in the area of the Metro Centre

development. Provincial officials have been

actively involved in discussions with the

CNR regarding this matter. Although the

federal government is involved in more
and more things these days, this is not,
to my knowledge, one of them. In that the

province's discussions with the CNR
have—

Hon. Mr. Davis: Please emphasize "to my
knowledge," would you?

Mr. Lewis: It says:

In that the province's discussions with
the CNR have not yet concluded, we are

not in a position to accept or advance

specific proposals for the use of the land
in question. However, I would anticipate
an early decision and shall inform you as

soon as one is reached.

That was more than four months ago. And
on every successive occasion when we have

attempted to find out about the disposition
of the 55 acres, there is never a conclusive

answer available. I therefore share the feel-

ings of my colleague from Ottawa Centre that

what you are really doing is trying to take the

developer off the hook; that you absolutely
refuse to exercise powerful provincial initia-

tive in a major Metropolitan development.
No One is asking you to dictate the context

of that development but when the province
has 55 acres worth some $50 million—maybe
more; it's worth a fabulous sum of money—
in the heart of the Metro Centre development
and I have a letter from you on July 6
which I treasure, as I treasure all your mail,
and to this day no answer from the Premier.
I have to put things together because I know
it isn't such a complicated matter as the

Premier pretends. I know that the province
actually controls this land and that if you
wanted to give some substance to that Metro
Centre project, you would insist—either for

X dollars or that there be low-income hous-

ing or that there be a recreational com-

ponent—that you would exercise some pro-
vincial planning. For some reason, in the
transfer of power, I say it again, from
London to Brampton, the development in-

terest is foremost. It is evident here as it

is evident in Haldimand-Norfolk; as it is

evident in Pickering; as it was evident in

Peel and Halton.

What are you going to do about the 55
acres? Weren't you here—you probably
weren't—for the debate on second reading
of those regional government bills? Nor was
the Treasurer.

Hon. Mr. Davis: I read what you said, and
I must tell the House it was the most non-
sensical untrue contribution in some aspects
that I have read.

Mr. Lewis: Oh? Well, I-

An hon. member: You did pay attention

to it?

Hon. Mr. Davis: I certainly did. I pay at-

tention to everything.

Mr. Lewis: If you felt that way, you
might have been in the House to respond.

Hon. Mr. Davis: I happen to know the
source of this information, which makes it

even less credible.

Mr. Lewis: I want to ask the Treasurer

about this because it is really quite funda-

mental. How is it that we can never get a

response on the 55 acres?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Chairman, I just want
to help the member for Scarborough West.

Mr. A. J. Roy (Ottawa East): Be nice; he
likes you.

Mr. Lewis: I do.

Hon. Mr. Davis: I want to be as helpful
as I can. I must say that when he retires from

public life, which we'll try to arrange some
time in the next two or three years, we would
be prepared to retain him as legal counsel

because if he is in a position to say that he
knows that the province has title, complete
title, to those 55 acres—that is something on
which some of the finest legal minds-

Mr. Lewis: I didn't say that.
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Mr. Renwick: He didn't say that.

Hon. Mr. Davis: —have not come up with

that opinion.

Mr. Renwick: Some of the finest legal
minds have been working on it for 50 years.

Hon. Mr. Davis: I would say, Mr. Chair-

man, that if—

Mr. Lewis: I said the province controls the

disposition of those lands and the Premier

knows it.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Chairman, I would say
with great respect that I really have not be-

come involved in the legal aspect of it; the

Attorney General has in great detail quite

recently. I can only say it is not as clearcut

as the member may think. I would expect the

Attorney General, in the* next few days, will

be having some observations to make here in

this House. The matter is not that simple.

Mr. Renwick: You have substantial leverage
and you know it.

Hon. Mr. Davis: There is no question that

there are some very real legal problems in-

volved. I think the member for Riverdale

would understand this.

Mr. Lewis: That's not the question.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Certainly it is. There is

a question as to the title of that land and if

the province has an interest, we will assume

our responsibility; if the province does not

have a legal interest in that land, it is an-

other story altogether. I happen to know some
counsel have been back to the UK, going
back to the original patents from the Crown
and it is a very complex issue. I don't pretend
to understand all the ramifications. I can only

say that the Attorney General and those who
have been pursuing it for him have been

doing it quite diligently and there will be

some observations made. To suggest that we
are not interested or we are not pursuing it

is factually not correct.

Mr. Lewis: How is it that it is taking so

much longer than you clearly anticipated
when you wrote me on more than one
occasion?

Hon. Mr. Davis: I think the answer is very

simple—and the member for Riverdale might
be somewhat sympathetic to this—the matter
has not become any less complicated. Legal
opinions are such that they haven't resolved

it. It is as simple as that. I expect we will

have some observations to make, or the

Attorney General will, very shortly. Legal
opinions are such that one can't say that on
X day of July they will be the same as they
are in September. It just happens there is

some difference of opinion on the legal prob-
lems involved. It is as simple as that.

Mr. Renwick: You can go to the courts.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Yes, I fully appreciate
that.

Mr. Cassidy: That's one of the points I

wanted to make, Mr. Chairman. If you look

back to the original grant of the water lots

from the province—or the Crown land and
the water lots in question—to the city of

Toronto back in 1852 and 1853, and recog-
nize that there has been nothing to sort of

continue or to undo that particular grant of

a lease. When you take the admission by
the CN zone solicitors last year—they ad-

mitted that the railroad holds no paper title

on the land, and claim they have a right

acquired by possession. The Premier as a

lawyer well knows you can't acquire Crown
land by right of possession, simply by squat-

ting on it. You have to have a grant.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Have a look at what was

given to the Grand Trunk before that par-
ticular date.

An hon. member: You could have home-

steaders.

Mr. Cassidy: I .don't think there was any

homesteading involved in this particular case.

What happened was that the railways moved
in there and when some provincial govern-
ments sought to block railways moving on to

particular lands, the railways simply rolled

over them. They are doing that out in BC
right now, over Indian reserves; they still have

that same kind of arrogant attitude.

Wouldn't the Premier agree that at this

point in time, given that the facts—to my
mind, I am not a lawyer—look pretty clear;

that the lawyers themselves as always are

divided; that the province should go in there

and lay its claim on the table right now—

Mr. Roy: The lawyers here are united.

Mr. Cassidy: —it may well be that he can

get two-thirds of what he could by ownership,

simply because CN and CP would be so

anxious for a settlement they will give you
a piece of the action.

Mr. Lewis: That's the point.

Mr. Cassidy: Now you should be in there

aggressively, rather than saying—
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Hon. Mr. Davis: I think the member for

Riverdale—

Mr. Cassidy: —"Well, we are trying to

convince ourselves that it doesn't belong
to us, so that we can hand it over to Bud
Andrews and his friends."

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Lewis: The member for Riverdale can
voice his own defence very adequately, but
I am tired of this effort at gratuitous co-

option. The member for Riverdale is sitting
beside me muttering in my ear, "What the
hell is he talking about? Ontario has sub-

stantial and obvious leverage and should use
it." You have been playing the legal game
around these 55 acres for as long as I can
remember. And to entrust it to your Attorney
General! Your Attorney General still can't

bring in legislation to deal with the Forfar
case—and I don't know how many years that

has been going on.

That ministry is incompetent in bringing
down legislation which will resolve legal
differences. It cannot bring itself to do any-

thing that is substantial, that is definitive, so

the obvious thing is for you—as a ministry,
and as a Premier, and as the Treasurer—to

say. "We know we have major claim to this

land. We have the prior claim to this land,
we are going to use that claim" and what I

am willing to bet, is authority of ownership.We will wait to hear the announcement some
time in 1976 or 1977, if it ever comes. Mind
you, if it is that late, others will be making
it.

Hon. Mr. Davis: I wouldn't wait that long.

Mr. Lewis: Right. But I will say to you,
Mr. Premier, that you can in fact use your
leverage here to change the Metro-

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Roy: We will give you a decisive
opinion.

Mr. Chairman: Order please. Let's get on
with this.

Mr. Lewis: You know, Mr. Chairman, you
move them down a row and they are com-
pletely out of control. I've never seen any-
thing like it.

Mr. Breithaupt: You've certainly found that

out, haven't you?

Mr. Lewis: Why don't you use the lever-

age you have to discuss with the Metro

Centre Developments people the kind of

trade-off the province is prepared to agree to?

Because you can influence the social content

of the Metro Centre in a way which would
be fundamental.

You will try to influence the social content
of any development if you are dealing with

municipalities; you do it all the time. But
when you are dealing with developers, it is

hands off for this government, and this is yet
another demonstration of that, because it is

Metro Centre development, you will never
resolve it.

We are asking you, with or without abso-

lutely clear and transparent and explicit
claim to title, use the enormous leverage you
have over these 55 acres and discuss with the

developer the kinds of social dimensions of
the Metro Centre development which are
inherent in your negotiating rights. Why
won't you do that?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Chairman, I will not

prolong the discussion, because as I say the

Attorney General will be having some ob-

servations.

Mr. Lewis: When is that? When will that

be?

Hon. Mr. Davis: I would only say this,

that this government happens to believe that

there are certain legal rights that people
have, whether they are corporations or in-

dividuals, that are part of the law of this

province-

Mr. Lewis: Well of course they do, we
know that.

Hon. Mr. Davis: —that we think should
be maintained. This is paramount and we
intend to do it. If we, in fact, have legal

rights, I assure you we will assert our

position. If we do not have legal rights, then
of course we don't.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Cassidy: You are doing everything to

confuse yourself.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Of course, the hon. mem-
ber doesn't know what he is talking about,
as is the case on so many issues.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Lewis: What about the Quieting of

Titles Act?

Hon. Mr. Davis: He just doesn't know
what he is talking about. I mean this one
here.
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Mr. Lewis: What about the Quieting of

Titles Act? I absorbed that in my first week
in law school.

Mr. Roy: Tell us about it.

Mr. Lewis: Now mind you I left shortly
after—

Hon. E. A. Winkler (Chairman, Manage-
ment Board of Cabinet): Why didn't you
become a wiser and quieter man?

Mr. Lewis: —but surely that would have
some application?

Hon. Mr. Davis: That has great appeal.

Mr. Lewis: It has great appeal to you?
Then instead of philandering about with this

property
— and that is as kind as I can be.

Instead of philandering about with the 55

acres, resolve it judicially. Surely that makes
sense, because it has an enormous impact on
the nature of the project.

Hon. Mr. Davis: I think it makes eminent
sense. We decided that some weeks ago.

Mr. Lewis: Oh, you decided to go to the
— I am sorry to sort of take it piece by
piece—you are going to the court then?

Mr. Renwick: Oh? When are you going?

Hon. Mr. Davis: I said we decided some
weeks that if we can't resolve it, then ob-

viously the court will come to a decision.

Mr. Renwick: And obviously you can't

resolve it.

Mr. Breithaupt: You like that sentence

better than any other.

Mr. Lewis: Can I ask the provincial

Treasurer, who has been so pre-empted by
his associate to the right—

Hon. Mr. Davis: I apologize.

Mr. Cassidy: I told you he needed you.

Mr. Lewis: The provincial Treasurer has
not appreciated this intrusion on his esti-

mates so I'll bring him back into focus-

Mr. Cassidy: It is a rescue operation.

Mr. Lewis: —and allow him a few kind
words on his own behalf.

Have you ever considered a policy which
in legislative terms attempts to direct the

dispersion of industry through the north and

through the east? Not just incentives, which
have not worked. Not just the announce-

ment of federal-provincial agreements in

Cornwall, which as everyone in this House
knows will take two years before the agree-
ments are signed and five years before they
come into fruition.

Hon. Mr. Davis: I don't think so.

Mr. Lewis: You don't think so? Well I

will be saying so in Cornwall on Saturday.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Of course you will. But

you are too late.

Mr. Lewis: But I may say, I want to ask

the Treasurer.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Listen, are you looking
at my itinerary?

Mr. Cassidy: You have been following
him for about six weeks.

Mr. Lewis: You are running after the

NDP so hard in this province it is becoming
embarrassing.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Not at all. I watched

you follow us, as you will continue to do

for years to come.

Mr. Lewis: Everywhere I go I read a

week later that "King William" was there.

Mr. Roy: What he has been saying about

you, I am not surprised.

Mr. Lewis: Are you prepared to think

legislatively about the direction of some in-

dustry—and I am not asking you whether

that has been on your platter. Because surely
there comes a point where the distortion

of growth in the Metro-centred region must

worry the cabinet profundly as well, apart
from the political implications of what is felt

in the rest of the province about it. Surely

the distortions of growth can't be tolerated

for ever.

And if you can't do it by incentive, then

there may well come a time when you have

to say to a Stelco: "No, you cannot locate

in Haldimand-Norfolk." Or to somebody
else: "You must locate in another of the

province where this kind of economic in-

fusion is a desperate necessity, and we don't

want you to disturb the growth of the south-

central region of the province any longer."

Now that may have to be done in excep-
tional cases, and not in all cases obviously,
because there still has to be the redistribu-

tion of growth within the Metro-centred

region. But are you prepared to think of an

industrial policy along those lines?
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Hon. Mr. White: I just wouldn't want to

forecast whether that would come about in

the future. At the present time we have a

variety of planning powers—some direct, as

in the application of the parkway belt west,

so it is not possible for a new enterprise
to locate in that area. Sometimes it is in-

direct, as we work with and finally approve
official plans enabling enterprises of one kind

or another to locate in certain parts of the

region and not in other parts of the region.
So there is a degree of control offered here.

Likewise the provision of certain services,

including water, sewage and roads does

bring some people to our door, and does

induce co-operation that might not otherwise

exist.

I think Port Atholl was probably the last

major industrial development attempted with-

out any prior consultation with government.
So we do have some powers springing from
our legislative capabilities and our expendi-
ture programmes.

Mr. Cassidy: You didn't know about Stelco

either.

Hon. Mr. White: But we haven't got any
sections in legislation saying it is illegal to

start a company in Toronto or anything of

that kind.

Mr. Lewis: I know.

Mr. Chairman: Item 3 carried?

Mr. Cassidy: Mr. Chairman, I think

maybe we can have a vote on item 3 at 6
o'clock.

I would just like to ask one or two very
short questions of the minister. I am very

sorry that we are at the stage in the esti-

mates where it is not possible to spend
another afternoon talking about some of the

areas that are involved in this area of—

Hon. Mr. White: Why not? Why not?
I am counting on spending tomorrow here.

Mr. Cassidy: I have an obligation to my
friend from Port Arthur riding, who will be

leading off on the Education estimates in a

very short period of time.

I'd like to ask the minister, though, spe-

cifically in relation to the escarpment and
to the parkway, what is your total budget
during this fiscal year—I'm not even sure
where to look for it—for land acquisition in
those two particular areas? Of that amount,
if it exists, how much do you expect to

spend and have you spent so far? And if

you don't have any budget or haven't spent

anything, when do you expect to begin ac-

quiring land in the sensitive, threatened

areas of the escarpment, how much and how
quickly?

Hon. Mr. White: There's nothing set aside

in these estimates in front of us for either

the parkway belt west or the Niagara Es-

carpment. We did provide estimates on June
4, namely $250 million on the parkway belt,

and $500 million on the escarpment. In the

budget of April 12 we did mention a re-

serve amount of $144 million for North

Pickering, of which I think some $79 mil-

lion has been expended.
There will be resources provided, no

doubt, either in the estimates next year or
the year after, depending on the timing of

the hearings which are required by the

statute, but there are none in this set of

estimates in front of us here today.

Mr. Cassidy: In other words, what you
are saying is that despite the recommenda-
tions, say, of the Gertler report of seven

years ago, you are still not prepared to do

any land acquisition in any areas of the

escarpment, no matter how threatened they
may happen to be, until a period two or

three years hence, at which time the hear-

ings and the other things have been held.

Is that correct?

Mr. Chairman: Item 3 carried?

Mr. Cassidy: Well, the minister nods—

Hon. Mr. White: There are controls on
these lands now. In all likelihood there are

acquisitions being carried out by MTC, by
Natural Resources for park lands and such
like. These regular acquisitions are taking
place there as elsewhere, and we have strict

controls until such time as the open public
process is completed.

Mr. Cassidy: Well, of course the MTC and
the Ministry of Natural Resources are acquir-

ing some land, but their budgets for land

acquisition bear no relation to the $500 mil-

lion which the minister mentioned for the

escarpment or even to the $250 million,

which has been mentioned by the minister,
for the parkway belt. MTC may have some

money to acquire land for Highways 403 or

407, whatever they happen to be called—

Hon. Mr. White: Excuse me for interrupt-

ing, but those were gross amounts.

Mr. Cassidy: Yes.
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Hon. Mr. White: Those certainly did in-

clude moneys expended by MTC for road

allowances and such like.

Mr. Cassidy: I am aware of that, but all

the same, their particular year-by-year allot-

ments for those particular sections of the

province are just a trifle compared to the

total amounts that are involved.

Perhaps before we close this off I can
ask the minister very briefly, are you pre-

pared to bring in legislation in this Legis-
lature in order to protect the province

against land speculation in areas where you
have development freezes?

You've taken one step by having a devel-

opment freeze. Are you also prepared to

bring in legislation so that the province
can designate particular areas that it thinks

it is going to acquire and then if it does

acquire them, it will acquire them at the

price as of the date of designation rather

than the price which is charged four, five

or 10 years hence?

Hon. Mr. White: I couldn't say yes or no
to that.

Mr. Cassidy: I am sorry you can't say yes
or no. Can you give us some kind of an
answer? Can you tell us why you are un-
certain?

Hon. Mr. White: No.

Mr. Cassidy: Do you feel that speculation
and the prices paid by the province—

Hon. Mr. White: To quote a great old

parliamentary phrase, government policy will

be made known in due course.

Mr. Cassidy: If ever.

Mr. Chairman: Item 3 carried? Carried.

Item 4?

Mr. Cassidy: It being 6 o'clock, perhaps
we can adjourn. I see that the member for

Huron-Bruce has got some questions on this

item as well.

Mr. Chairman: Rather than go on with
item 4, we'll adjourn at this time.

Hon. Mr. Winkler moves the committee
rise and report.

Motion agreed to.

The House resumed; Mr. Speaker in the

chair.

Mr. S. Lewis (Scarborough West): So the

Treasurer is back tomorrow. We hadn't ex-

pected that.

Mr. J. A. Renwick (Riverdale): For a few
brief moments he thought he was out of

school.

Hon. J. White (Treasurer, Minister of

Economics and Intergovernmental Affairs ) :

I was worried terribly.

Mr. Chairman: Mr. Speaker, the commit-
tee of supply begs to report certain resolu-

tions and asks for leave to sit again.

Report agreed to.

Hon. E. A. Winkler (Chairman, Manage-
ment Board of Cabinet): Mr. Speaker, be-

fore I move the adjournment of the House,
I'd like to say we will continue with the

estimates of the Ministry of Treasury, Eco-
nomics and Intergovernmental Affairs, to be
followed by the Ministry of Education.

Hon. Mr. Winkler moves the adjournment
of the House.

Motion agreed to.

The House adjourned at 6 o'clock, p.m.
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LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY OF ONTARIO

The House met at 2 o'clock, p.m.

Prayers.

PRESENCE OF PREMIER BARRETT

Hon. W. G. Davis (Premier): Mr. Speaker,

having communicated to you and having your
consent to sort of interfere with the routine

proceedings, it is a pleasure to introduce to

the members of this House the Premier of

one of our sister provinces who is visiting

very briefly. He is actually fulfilling two
functions today. He is here as Premier of

British Columbia, also as an academic intel-

lectual who is delivering a lecture this even-

ing on, I am sure, a very non-controversial

subject.

Premier Barrett and I have got to know
one another in the past few months. He was
in my office just a few moments ago and
I would say to our own Minister of Energy
(Mr. McKeough), he has a surplus of gas
that he wants to give to Ontario, a surplus
of coal, a surplus of oil. They have every-

thing in BC we need and he is prepared to

give it to us almost without charge—almost
without charge.

Mr. M. Cassidy (Ottawa Centre): Good

political system, too.

Mr. I. Deans (Wentworth): Including a

better political system.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Yes. I do notice from

press reports, I haven't had an opportunity
to discuss with him some of his political

concepts as they relate to the national posi-
tion of a certain political party with which
he is associated, although it was encouraging
to note—and I didn't have a chance to discuss

this with him—that even within his own
political party there are people who wish
to give direction from time to time as to

just what the policies of that administration

should be, so that we do have many things
in common in that regard.

Mr. Speaker, I do most sincerely welcome
the Premier of British Columbia to the House,
and I say to my colleagues here that while
we do have certain philosophical differences,

Thursday, November 15, 1973

he has certainly brought a very interesting
and fresh approach to a number of discus-

sions at the federal-provincial level-

Mr. Deans: He tells the truth.

Mr. S. Lewis (Scarborough West): It is

what you call straightforward.

Hon. Mr. Davis: —and certainly he has

taken on his task of Premier of our sister

province with enthusiasm and with commit-
ment.

It is a pleasure, Mr. Speaker, to introduce

Mr. Barrett, the Premier of British Columbia,
to my colleagues in the Legislature.

Hon. J. T. Clement (Minister of Consumer
and Commercial Relations): Mr. Speaker-

Mr. Lewis: Well, I'll not allow the moment
to pass, Mr. Speaker. I too—

Hon. W. A. Stewart (Minister of Agricul-
ture and Food): They are all here today,
I'll tell you, except for the member for High
Park (Mr. Shulman).

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Lewis: Mr. Speaker, I saw the anxiety
etched in the faces of the Tories as soon as

Premier Barrett walked into the chamber-

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Lewis: —but this response is excep-
tional. I want to welcome Premier David
Barrett as a friend and colleague, providing
these rays of enlightenment amidst the gen-
eral Tory gloom.

Mr. G. Nixon (Dovercourt): Oh, get off

that stuff!

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. Lewis: It isn't often, I concede, that

we have a visitor from the Holy Land into

the chambers of Queen's Park—

An hon. member: That wasn't very nice.

Mr. Lewis: Well, if that will not do, let

Utopia suffice.
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I'm sure that Premier Barrett takes great

pleasure in having achieved somewhat more
in 18 months than has taken others 30

years. I'm especially gratified and my caucus

is especially gratified, because of course

Premier Barrett's presence here is simply a

prelude of what is bound to come in the

Province of Ontario.

Hon. Mr. Davis: He has no intention of

moving to Ontario.

Hon. W. D. McKeough (Minister of

Energy): The member won't live that long.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. J. R. Breithaupt (Kitchener): Mr.

Speaker, on behalf of the official opposition
within the province, I too am happy to wel-

come the hon. Premier here. I found it diffi-

cult during the introduction to pick out

just who he was under the gallery because

he seemed to fit in so very well with all of

the Premier's advisers who continuously haunt
those seats under the Speaker's gallery.

Mr. Lewis: The member is lucky he is not

on the floor.

Mr. Breithaupt: However, at the right time

the distinguished gentleman did stand up
and we were able to see him at a little

closer hand. I do welcome him, and I hope
that his stay in Ontario is an enjoyable one
and that any of the information be is able

to gather from the present administration

does not colour his views too much as he

proceeds to do what he thinks is best for

British Columbia.

Hon. Mr. Clement: Mr. Speaker, I rose

a few moments ago and deferred to the
leader of the New Democratic Party, who
I was sure was going to announce his

emigration to British Columbia.

An hon. member: Don't hold your breath.

Mr. Cassidy: When we take over they'll
let the minister in over there.

PRESENCE OF QUEBEC MINISTER

Hon. Mr. Clement: I am likewise pleased
to bring to the attention of the members
of this House the presence here today of
a consumer minister from a sister province,
the Hon. William Tetley, Minister of

Financial Institutions, Companies and Co-
operatives in the Province of Quebec. I

have known Mr. Tetley for the past 14
months and have conferred with him on

several occasions, both in Toronto and

Quebec. He is a most cordial and amiable
fellow. Unfortunately he and I don't share

the same political philosophy, but he con-

fided to me today that he would like to see

this House while it had more than eight
members in the opposition because he an-

ticipated that there wouldn't be more than
that after the next election.

Mr. D. C. MacDonald (York South):
What a dreamer the minister is!

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Breithaupt: Mr. Speaker, I am very

delighted to welcome our political colleague
from the Province of Quebec. Certainly all

the world likes a winner and I don't think

anyone has been in a group of more dis-

tinguished and overwhelming winners, at

least since 1971—

Mr. S. B. Handleman (Carleton): Wait
until 1975.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Breithaupt: —than our fellow Liberal

colleague from Quebec. I too look for-

ward to the day when the opposition in

these other two parties is reduced to eight
or 10 and perhaps we will see what can

happen in the next two years.

Mr. Lewis: Mr. Speaker, I am really

surprised that the Hon. Mr. Tetley can
come at all and hazard a departure from

Quebec lest the government falls in his

absence. But he is of course welcome.
You know, Mr. Speaker, on the night of the

Quebec results I couldn't help saying to

myself thank God for the three-party system
in Ontario.

VISITORS

Mr. L. C. Henderson (Lambton): Mr.

Speaker, I would like to take this oppor-
tunity to introduce to the House the grade
10 history class from Lambton Central

Collegiate in Petrolia.

Mr. MacDonald: Do they play hockey?

Mr. Henderson: Also I am sure, Mr.

Speaker, that the members opposite-

Mr. Lewis: Just tell them you are a

member of the Legislature.

Mr. Breithaupt: If they believe that they
will believe anything.
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Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Henderson: Mr. Speaker, I am sure

the hon. member for Sarnia would like to

know there are some young hockey players

in this group.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: This seems to be a

day of announcements, and I too would

Hike to announce the very distinguished

group of people from the great constituency

of Middlesex North who occupy your west

gallery, sir, to observe the performance of

the Legislature. They belong to the Middle-

sex North Progressive Conservative Associa-

tion.

Mr. E. W. Martel (Sudbury East): That is

too painful.

Mr. Speaker: Statements by the ministry.

CONSERVATION OF ENERGY

Hon. Mr. McKeough: Mr. Speaker, in

recent days the people of Ontario have been

subjected to a barrage of news on the sub-

ject of energy. Members, I am sure, have

a large degree of concern about these

events, particularly as they affect Ontario

and our country. It is timely, therefore,

that I bring the House up to date on several

matters pertaining to energy that the govern-

ment has under way.

We are dealing with an extremely com-

plicated situation, for the most part beyond
our control and beyond the control of the

federal government. First, I would like to

review briefly where we stand on natural

gas, hydro, coal and oil.

With respect to natural gas, members
will be aware that TransCanada PipeLines

Ltd., the supplier of the three Ontario dis-

tribution companies, has been unable to

secure removal permits from the Province of

Alberta for additional supplies of natural

gas. In addition, a portion of the gas under

the consolidated permits which TransCanada

has been receiving from Alberta, was put
in jeopardy.

However, following hearings with inter-

ventions by the government of Ontario and

Ontario Hydro, the Alberta Energy Resources

Conservation Board recommended to the

Alberta cabinet that there was no reason

for this gas not to continue flowing. The
Alberta cabinet confirmed that decision.

Although the three Ontario utilities and
the government of Ontario would like to

have larger quantities of natural gas coming

into Ontario, we can assure the House that

after the decision in the consolidated case,

there are adequate supplies of natural gas

coming to Ontario for this winter and prob-

ably for the winter of 1974-1975. So much
for gas.

Ontario also uses coal as an energy source.

Most of it is used by Ontario Hydro. Our
coal supplies are contracted on a long-term

basis, for the most part from the United

States. There is no reason to think the quan-
tities of coal which we have contracted for

will not be received, and we can record on
this particular energy score that we are at

the moment in good shape.

With respect to electricity, I have pointed
out on several occasions that due to the fore-

sight and the planning of Ontario Hydro and
the Ontario government, Ontario citizens

need not worry about a shortage of electricity.

Mr. J. A. Renwick (Riverdale): I should

hope not. Goodness gracious, don't make a

virtue out of that.

Hon. Mr. McKeough: The brownouts and
dimouts which are being experienced to the

south of us are simply not foreseeable in On-
tario. We have an adequate supply of elec-

tricity with a good reserve margin. Indeed

our reserve generating capacity is greater than

that achieved by utilities in the United States.

Thus, on the basis of day-to-day exchange,
we are able to make available additional

power to the United States.

'In view of their critical shortage of elec-

tricity, this help is greatly appreciated' by the

Americans. To deny them this assistance at

a time like this would be wrong, particularly
when we remember that US utilities helped
us in the Fifties and in the late Sixties when
we were short. I might also add that the

Pickering generating station is fully opera-
tional today because of supplies of American

heavy water.

Mr. Speaker, the government is proud of

the record of Ontario Hydro. We fully expect
to uphold our past record. The people of

Ontario will not have to worry about elec-

trical shortages. That is the commitment of

the government and of Ontario Hydro.

In terms of oil, the story is different. Re-

cent events in the Middle East have done

more than raise the possibility of oil short-

ages for Ontario. They have underlined for

everyone in Canada just how essential a de-

pendable supply of energy is to the way we
live today. Present indications are that sup-

piles of imported oil to eastern Canada are

barely sufficient to meet demands. If we can-
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not maintain imports at planned levels then

real shortages of gasoline and heating oil

could occur.

We in Ontario rely on and are well served

by Canadian crude oil from western Canada.
We must face up to the fact, however, that

some of our domestic oil supply will and
should be diverted, if necessary, to other

Canadians. The big oil companies are multi-

national, so it is only prudent to assume that

a world shortage will in all probability re-

flect in domestic shortages on a worldwide
scale. In other words, Canadians cannot ex-

pect to escape the effect of a Middle East

embargo on the United States. As a con-

sequence of all this, there is more than a

possibility of a Canadian gasoline and heat-

ing oil shortage. We in Ontario must accept
our share of the burden.

Mr. Speaker, some months ago the Premier
caused the Ministry of Energy to be formed.
He did so in anticipation that the Ontario

public interest would become more critically
affected by energy concerns in the future than
it has in the past. Shortly after the ministry
was formed, the Ministry of Energy and
other ministries commenced work on the policy
proposals made in my June 1 report to the
Premier. The 13 proposals specifically con-
cerned with conservation and efficiency in

energy use were a priority in my mind then
as they are now. These specific recommenda-
tions, members will recall, included such
studies as relating licence fees to vehicle

weight, inter-modal freight transfer and de-

sign of insulation standards more appropriate
to high energy operating costs than high
capital costs. These proposals dealt with long-
term objectives.

In this longer term we have a real chal-

lenge to instil voluntary conservation meas-
ures on the part of the public. Canadians, and
particularly the people of Ontario, have had
little or no experience with limitation of elec-

tricity, with rationing of gasoline or restriction
of the use of automobiles. We have had no
experience with constraint, self-imposed or

otherwise, on natural gas or oil as a fuel for

heating homes and industry. And very much
to the point, we have had no experience with

vastly increasing energy prices which the
western world is surely looking upon now.

In the long run then, it seems to us that
there is an imperative for an energy con-
servation ethic in this country. If we start

now, we can help to alleviate the immediate
difficulties world events have brought to our

doorstep and resolve events in our favour.
This is of prime importance when we stop
to think that Canada's and the world's sup-

ply of oil and gas are not inexhaustible.

Once depleted, they cannot be renewed.

With this in mind, the Government of On-
tario has two immediate responsibilities.

First, the government must inform the public,
the consumer, the employer, the homeowner,
just what he or she can do to assist in a

practical and effective way to meet the cur-

rent energy situation.

Mr. Deans: So the government is going to

spend a lot of money on advertising.

Hon. Mr. McKeough: Second, we in gov-
ernment must set an example.

Dealing with the latter point first, the

Premier has today instructed all ministries

of the provincial government and its agencies
to create and put into action programmes de-

signed to conserve energy. Some programmes
are aimed at reducing the government's own
energy consumption. Others reach out to as-

sist consumers, industry and business through-
out the province to do the same. This in-

cludes the following:

The Ministry of Government Services has

embarked on a programme to reduce heating
and lighting levels, wherever possible, in all

buildings owned or operated by the govern-
ment. The long-term review of new building
standards by the Ministry of Consumer and
Commercial Relations is nearing completion.
The most efficient use of materials to con-

serve energy is a major consideration.

The Ministry of Transportation and Com-
munications is responsible for the purchase
of all government vehicles. As a replacement
becomes necessary, the ministry will recom-
mend the purchase, wherever practical, of

smaller-engine compacts.

Ontario Hydro will continue distribution

of its conservation material for retail custo-

mers and to municipal electric utilities.

Public servants have been asked to reduce

highway driving speeds wherever practical to

improve mileage and save energy. And in

that context, the Premier has pointed out that

ministers of the Crown and ministers' drivers

are public servants.

The Ministry of Education has recom-
mended a plan to school boards for the con-
servation of energy in all schools; the ministry
is also putting new emphasis on curriculum

guidelines for classes in energy conservation.

The government will, in the immediate

future, address other problems in the interest

of energy conservation. Emission control reg-
ulations on automobiles are a problem of the
first order. They are simply not appropriate
to conditions in this country today. I sug-
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gested moderation of such standards last

June, and the government of Ontario con-

siders this a major issue which must be re-

solved forthwith by the government of Can-

ada.

Dealing with the second point, informing
the public, on Saturday of this week a public

information programme will be started. The

purpose of this programme is to bring to the

attention of the individual citizen that there

is a great deal he or she can do by way of

voluntary conservation.

For example, if every person in Ontario

saved just a penny's worth of heating oil,

gas, electricity or gasoline for a week, we
would have enough energy to heat about

2,500 homes for an entire year. Every degree
over 60 degrees adds about three per cent

to the consumption for the average home. A
dripping hot-water faucet can waste as much
as 175 gal. of hot water per month.

Dealing with passenger cars only, and on

the King's highway alone, the following re-

ductions in gasoline consumption could be

effected.

By reducing 70 mph speeds to 60, 34 mil-

lion gal., or 10 per cent of the fuel used by
those vehicles, would be saved.

By reducing 60 mph speeds to 50 mph, 33

million gal. or 8.7 per cent of the fuel used

by these vehicles would be saved.

By making both of these reductions, 67

million gal. or 9.2 per cent of the fuel used

by these vehicles would be saved.

The estimated annual savings of 67 million

gal. would reduce the total fuel consumption
for the entire province by about 3% per cent.

The point is, in these examples, and there

are many others, Mr. Speaker, if each person
saves a bit, we can all save a lot.

The public information programme I refer

to is primarily directed toward the individual.

Of no less concern is the need to communi-
cate with industry. The Minister of Industry
and Tourism will be asking for industry's

support to make the total effort to conserve

energy more effective.

Mr. Speaker, these are the initiatives the

government is undertaking now. My advice

to the government is that these measures are

appropriate to the current situation.

The government of Canada, with whom we
are co-operating and consulting closely—and

my deputy minister and the other deputy
ministers of energy from across Canada are

in Ottawa meeting with the Minister of En-

ergy, Mines and Resources today—has raised

the possibility of wholesale fuel allocations

and, further, rationing if events deteriorate

further.

Mr. Macdonald, the federal minister, refers

to this as phase two and phase three re-

spectively.

Mr. Speaker, neither government considers

the circumstances warrant either of these

phases today. Should these further phases be

necessitated, we in Ontario will be prepared
to play our full part in the Canadian context.

OWNERSHIP OF LAND IN METRO
CENTRE DEVELOPMENT

Hon. D. A. Bales (Attorney General): Mr.

Speaker, I wish to advise the hon. members
of this House as to the legal issue which

has arisen with respect to the title of 55

acres of land immediately west of Spadina
Ave. in Metropolitan Toronto-

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Bales: —on which the Metro

Centre development project is to take place.

Generally speaking, the Canadian National

Railways claim the lands by reason of the

various railway Acts and as a long user

of these lands.

After careful study in my ministry, it is

our view that the Province of Ontario has

an interest in these lands. A substantial por-
tion of these lands were at one time under

water and no Crown patent has ever been

issued for them. In the legal opinion of some
those portions of the land that were under

water were harbour lands vesting in the

government of Canada and we believe—

Mr. Lewis: Beds of Navigable Waters Act.

Hon. Mr. Bales: —are now vested in the

Province of Ontario by reason of the Do-
minion-Provincial Harbour Agreement of

1962.

Mr. Renwick: I recall that well.

Hon. Mr. Bales: Mr. Speaker, I concluded

that this issue, along with the other incidental

issues arising from it, should be resolved in

the courts of the province and I have in-

structed counsel in the ministry to institute

the appropriate proceedings for the resolution

of the same.

Mr. Lewis: About time.

Hon. Mr. Bales: Because of the public im-

portance of the issue I requested that those

counsel expedite those proceedings.
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Mr. Cassidy: If we hadn't asked yester-

day, though, the minister wouldn't have done
it.

Mr. Speaker: Oral questions.

The hon. member for Kitchener.

CONSERVATION OF ENERGY

Mr. Breithaupt: Mr. Speaker, I have several

questions resulting from the statements of

the Minister of Energy. Certainly, if the

government is half as successful in conserv-

ing energy as most of the ministers are we
should have some pretty good results.

The first question is: When will the min-
ister be bringing in his supplementary esti-

mates so that this whole matter can be de-
bated in full before the House?

Hon. Mr. McKeough: The House leader

determines it.

Mr. Breithaupt: I will put it to the House
leader. Can he advise us when the supple-

mentary estimates for the Ministry of Energy
will be coming forward so that we will know
when this whole subject of energy can be
debated?

Hon. E. A. Winkler (Chairman, Manage-
ment Board of Cabinet): No.

Mr. Breithaupt: Then I will ask a question
of the Premier. Following the same state-

ment, and with respect to the use of the

vehicles that are provided to the ministry,
can we expect some sort of an auction to

take place at the Varsity Arena or some
Other place of these large cars which are

now to be replaced with compact vehicles?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I would
only observe to the acting leader of the

Liberal Party that the last person who had
an auction of that kind in this province led

that party down the paths of political wilder-

ness from which they have never recovered,
nor will they yet.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Davis: I haven't finished.

Mr. Breithaupt: Surely the Premier can't

fault me for giving him the opportunity to

do the same thing?

Mr. Speaker: Order, please. Order.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Along with auctioning off

a lot of good public servants in the process.

However, to answer the question more

specifically—and I forget exactly how it was

phrased—the statement of the minister, I think,
was really quite comprehensive. The Ministry
of Transportation and Communications, as re-

placements are required and in that we're

interested in the economics of the situation

as well as the conservation of fuel, will en-

sure that the replacements will be compact
automobiles with lower horsepower and, as a

result, lower consumption. As to the question
of when the estimates will be heard, in case

that's going to be a supplementary question,
I would just say to the acting leader that it

will be before the House adjourns for the

Christmas holiday season.

Mr. Breithaupt: That certainly is a great
relief.

A question of the Minister of Transporta-
tion and Communications following the com-
ments with respect to the use of speed limits:

Are there any immediate plans now to impose
changes in the speed limits within the prov-
ince in order to save the obvious energy that

is wasted as vehicles travel at greater speeds?

Hon. G. R. Carton (Minister of Transporta-
tion and Communications): Mr. Speaker, this

would be government policy and I'm not at

liberty to say.

Mr. Lewis: It has just been announced.

Mr. Deans: The minister doesn't take part
in government policy discussions.

COURT BACKLOG

Mr. Breithaupt: A further question of the

Attorney General, Mr. Speaker: Following
comments made by the member for Downs-
view (Mr. Singer) and the questions asked

concerning delays in the courts, both, provin-
cial and within the county system, the min-
ister responded that certain changes had been

made; could he advise us as to what those

changes have been?

Hon. Mr. Bales: There are a number of

matters which have been brought into force.

We brought in a computer system two months

ago for the scheduling of the courts. We
haven't had that before and it's now start-

ing operation. An information system has

been developed and will start to operate early
in the new year. It takes some time to col-

lect the information and to bank it.

There are a number of other moves we
have made to speed up the scheduling in the

courts. As you know, we use the uniform
traffic ticket. We are shortly starting a traffic
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tribunal to remove from the provincial courts

many of the minor traffic offences which con-

stitute a very large percentage of the matters

there and in my view should be better dealt

with in a tribunal rather than in a criminal

court atmosphere.

GO-URBAN ROUTE STUDY COST

Mr. Breithaupt: A question of the Minister

of Transportation and Communications, Mr.

Speaker: Can the minister advise us what the

cost of the northeast corridor GO-Urban route

study is?

Hon. Mr. Carton: The northeast corridor

route study? No, I can find out for the hon.

House leader. The reason I am not aware
of the exact figure is that there are other

bodies involved in the northeast corridor

study; it is done in conjunction with Metro-

politan Toronto, the TTC and the ministry.

But I can find those figures out for the

member.

Mr. Breithaupt: Well, if the minister would.

We understood it was to cost some $700,000
over two years and now this has been upped
to $1 million over two years. So the exact

information would be appreciated.

I have no further questions at this time,

Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Scar-

borough West.

CONSERVATION OF ENERGY

Mr. Lewis: Mr. Speaker, a question of the

Minister of Energy: Now that he has issued

directives to the government and to the con-

sumers, when is he going to issue directives

to industry to play their fair share in the

conservation of energy at this crisis point?

Hon. Mr. McKeough: Mr. Speaker, perhaps
the hon member wasn't—

Mr. Renwick: We heard.

Mr. Lewis: No, I heard references to a

discussion.

Hon. Mr. McKeough: I said that there will

be letters going out from the Ministry of In-

dustry and Tourism forthwith.

Mr. R. Haggerty (Welland South): Why
didn't the minister read it in the House?

Mr. Lewis: That is very interesting. By way
of supplementary, the minister has such spe-

cific indications of what he wants from the

consumer and from those involved in the pub-
lic sector, how is it that all he has for in-

dustry is some reference to letters which may
or may not go out? How much of the energy
consumption in Ontario is industrial and how
much of it is consumer?

Hon. Mr. McKeough: Of course, what is

going out to the consumer is equally applic-
able to industry. If they can stop their leaky

faucets, if they can put in more insulation-

all those things are directed at them as well.

Mr. Renwick: That is not the point.

Mr. Lewis: The minister knows that is not

the point, he knows that yet again he is say-

ing to the ^public sector and to the people of

Ontario, "You must constrain energy at a

time of crisis," but he is giving absolutely no
directions whatsoever to industry, which
should play its part.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. G. Nixon: Be reasonable.

Mr. Lewis: Why? They have a share to

play.

Hon. Mr. McKeough: Mr. Speaker, there

are some things I know and some things I

don't know-

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order!

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. McKeough: One of the things
that I detect is that because the Premier of

British Columbia is here today, the leader of

the New Democratic Party has decided he
had better take a tack to the left.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Lewis: Well, I'll tell you, all of the

right is occupied.

Mr. J. F. Foulds (Port Arthur): As a supple-

mentary, Mr. Speaker, is the delay in specifics
to industry related to a situation parallel to

that prior to 1971 in that the government
wishes to negotiate special tax exemptions for

them, as it did with regard to machinery
then, with regard to insulating their facilities,

which the government will not grant to the

homeowner?

Hon. Mr. McKeough: Mr. Speaker, the

question I hardly think is supplementary but

the answer is no.
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Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Scar-

borough West.

Mr. Lewis: Maybe I could ask the Minister

of Industry and Tourism what exactly will

be the contents of the letters he is sending
to industry about its role in the conservation

of energy?

Hon. C. Bennett (Minister of Industry and

Tourism): Mr. Speaker, I would be glad dur-

ing tomorrow's session to read to the House
the letters that we are sending to industry.

Mr. Breithaupt: Now the member for Scar-

borough West will have to be here.

Mr. Lewis: Mr. Speaker, I won't be here.

Mr. Deans: How did the minister know?

An hon. member: Every time.

Mr. Renwick: It happens every time.

Mr. Deans: Why does the minister always
answer questions on the day he's not here?

Mr. Lewis: My colleagues will impale the

Ministry of Industry and Tourism upon what-
ever it is he wishes.

BRANTFORD EXPRESSWAY

Mr. Lewis: May I ask the Minister of

Transportation and Communications, has he

yet received the final transcript on the Brant-

ford Expressway and can he provide the

House with some kind of decision, now that

he has lunched with the member for Brant-

ford (Mr. Beckett)?

Hon. Mr. Carton: Mr. Speaker, I haven't

lunched with the member for Brantford.

Mr. Lewis: Not today.

Hon. Mr. Carton: In any event, I expect
to make that decision within the next two
weeks.

Mr. Lewis: Within the next two weeks.
Does the minister have from Mr. Berger the
final documents which he requires?

Hon. Mr. Carton: I do not have the final

one that I mentioned. I have asked for it and
I am sure it will be in my hands shortly.

Mr. Lewis: By way of supplementary, I

take it then the minister will make a state-

ment to the House before we adjourn?

Hon. Mr. Carton: Yes, Mr. Speaker. The
matter will be concluded before we adjourn.

ONTARIO PENSIONERS
ASSISTANCE TAX

Mr. Lewis: A question of the Premier, Mr.

Speaker: Would the Premier consider with-

drawing the bill which grants the pittance of

$50 to senior citizens in this province and

substituting for it a scheme equivalent to

$209 a month for all of those over the age
of 60, as is true in the sister province of

British Columbia?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, we are not

contemplating that at this time.

MINIMUM WAGE LEVELS

Mr. Lewis: Another question of the

Premier. Will he consider raising the mini-

mum wage to $2.25 on Jan. 1, 1974 and to

$2.50 on June 1, 1974, as is true in the

sister province of British Columbia?

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Davis: The member for Scar-

borough West obviously finds things so attrac-

tive in BC that I would presume on Premier
Barrett's acquaintanceship, which is relatively

brief, to say that I am sure that Premier
Barrett would welcome the member for Scar-

borough West into that province and might
even find him a seat.

I would only say—and the minister made
this observation the other day—this province
is always prepared to assess any matters that

are relevant. The question of the minimum
wage, which has already been announced, is

something that we have under review on all

occasions. To say what we will do in the

future would be far too premature. I am
relatively satisfied that the member for Scar-

borough West, in an effort to have some

degree of communication with his colleague
from BC, asked a somewhat rhetorical ques-
tion to which he knew the answer before he
asked it.

Mr. MacDonald: Unfortunately we did
know the answer before we asked it. That's
the problem.

NO-FAULT AUTOMOBILE INSURANCE

Mr. Lewis: I have one other question for

the Premier of parallel nature. When the

government requires the introduction of no-
fault automobile insurance through the private
sector, will it also require that the premium
levels be as they were in 1972, as in the
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sister province of British Columbia, through
the public sector?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I really will

have to communicate with the Premiers of

Manitoba and Saskatchewan to see why they
are being so isolated here this afternoon in

the references by the member for Scar-

borough West.

Mr. Lewis: Don't be defensive; just

answer the question.

Hon. Mr. Davis: They are going to be very

upset, because they have done some of these

things even prior to our friend from British

Columbia.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order.

Hon. Mr. Davis: However, with respect to

noJfault insurance, certainly we are prepared
to consider anything that is reasonably logical
as it relates to any government programme.
There has been no determination at this point
to introduce legislation.

Mr. Speaker: Does the hon. member for

Scarborough West have further questions?

Mr. J. M. Turner (Peterborough): Has he
run out of questions?

STRIKE AT ARTISTIC WOODWORK
CO. LTD.

Mr. Lewis: Well, with that provocation,
Mr. Speaker, I have one last question. It

came to mind. I had almost forgotten.

I want to ask the Premier about one other

rather serious matter. Did he meet this morn-

ing with any members of the city council of

Toronto related to the Artistic Woodwork
strike, and is he prepared to make a state-

ment to the House on that difficult labour
situation now?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I met with
the mayor of the city of Toronto this morning
on a wide variety of matters. He gave me a

copy of a resolution from the city related to

the Artistic Woodwork situation. I would in-

form the members of the House that the Min-
ister of Labour (Mr. Guindon) will be

meeting tomorrow morning about this matter,
and no more than that shall I say at this

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for York
North.

RAIL SERVICE TO BARRIE

Mr. W. Hodgson (York North): I do not

know to which minister I should direct this

question because it concerns several, the

Minister of Energy and the Minister of Trans-

portation and Communications, but I think I

will go to the top and ask the Premier.

In view of the hearing that was held in

Barrie last fall on providing a daily train

service between Toronto and Barrie; and in

view of the Minister of Energy's warning
about gas shortages, that we all have to do

our part to conserve, I would point out that

there could be a great deal of gasoline
conserved if there was a daily train service

from Toronto to Barrie. Now this is before

the federal transport board at the present

time, that is the hearing on whether they
would operate a train from Toronto to

Barrie—

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. W. Hodgson: I am asking the Premier

to use his utmost influence and if possible

get in touch with the board today and ask

them if they will start a daily train service

immediately.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, in reply to

the very excellent question from the member
for York North, who is one of those who is

always leading in new and creative pro-

grammes and policies, I can only say that

it's quite obvious that he has perceived the

complexity of the energy situation in this

province and is reacting immediately to the

statement made by the Minister of Energy
in recognizing the important role of public

transit, which is of course not received with

the same enthusiasm across the House as it

is on this side. It's one of the alternatives

that should be more carefully explored as it

relates to the energy situation.

Mr. Foulds: You don't have—

Hon. Mr. Davis: I will do what I can.

Mr. D. M. Deacon (York Centre): Supple-

mentary, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: Supplementary, yes.

Mr. Deacon: Mr. Speaker, in view of the

fact that the Premier recognizes Ottawa's

significant role in control of use of the rail

system, will we have Ottawa assume control

of those rights of way so that we can have

a GO rail service to Barrie, instead of pid-

dling around as we have for the last six

years and getting nothing done.
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Hon. Mr. Davis: Well Mr. Speaker, I

would only say to the member—who has

moved his seat up into the aggressive front

rows of the Liberal Party—that I would cer-

tainly take a look at this.

Mr. Lewis: Oh mean; mean, nasty.

Mr. Foulds: Aggressive and regressive, not

progressive.

Hon. Mr. Davis: I recognize that perhaps
there is some slow evolution happening over

there where at least one or two members, not

including the member for Downsview, now

recognize the validity of GO-Urban or GO
Transit as being a viable alternative to some

of our transportation problems. So I'm quite

prepared to be as helpful as possible.

Mr. V. M. Singer (Downsview): By way
of supplementary.

Mr. Speaker: All right.

Hon. Mr. Davis: I knew that would pro-
voke him.

Mr. Singer: Well, yes he did, he did. Is

the Premier not aware—

Hon. Mr. Davis: Something tells me the

member is not in favour of Spadina.

Mr. Singer: Is the Premier not aware that

any remarks that any of the people who are

in favour of Spadina might have made always
have coupled with them the idea of balanced

transport, which takes care of roads as well

as rapid transit and all other means avail-

able?

Hon. Mr. Davis: I am quite prepared to

acknowledge that the member, who has been
and I assume still is one of the major pro-

ponents, along with the member for York-

Forest Hill (Mr. Givens), of the Spadina

Expressway, does on occasion recognize—

Mr. Deacon: He always has.

Hon. Mr. Davis: —that there are other

means of transportation, yes.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. Minister without

Portfolio, the hon. member for Scarborough
East, has the answer to a question asked

previously.

Mr. J. R. Rhodes (Sault Ste. Marie): Who
is the member for York-Forest Hill? Where is

he?

Mr. Speaker: The minister responsible for

the Youth Secretariat.

EXPLOITATION OF JUNIOR
HOCKEY PLAYERS

Hon. M. Birch (Minister without Portfolio):

Mr. Speaker, in answer to the question from

the hon. member for Port Arthur, I would

like to report that the question has been

referred to the sports and recreation branch

of the Ministry of Community and Social

Services, which has the primary responsibility

for services to amateur sport in Ontario. The
Youth Secretariat is pleased to work with the

sports and recreation branch in this instance

to answer the question posed.

The branch is aware of the problem being
raised by the hon. member's question and

has been able to effect a suitable reconcilia-

tion on matters referred to it by dealing

directly with the Ontario Hockey Association

and its affiliated branches. The Alberta report
referred to by the hon. member, the official

name of which seems to be the Downey
report, seems to be the logical consequence
of a meeting called by the Hon. John Munro
in 1971, at which Ontario was represented,
where the issues of contract abuse and the

constraints placed on young people were

fully raised.

The Ontario response is a matter of record

and tended to be in common with other

jurisdictions, namely that negotiations with

the various concerned parties will likely

bring about the desired results.

Turning to Bill C-227, the Hon. Herb

Gray made the announcement concerning its

contents very recently and the whole matter

is now under consideration. The sport and

recreation branch officials will be working
with the Ontario Hockey Association, the

Canadian Amateur Hockey Association and

federal officials in Sports Canada to deter-

mine the effects of this bill on the hockey

programmes in Ontario. The result of these

discussions will be known in the very near

future. I understand that the OHA has seen

the legislation and that some further discus-

sions are taking place shortly.

I might add that in Ontario, while junior

players are under contract, midgets, juve-

niles and the rest are not. It may be that the

solution to these problems lies in the close

working relationship between government, the

associations and the concerned individuals.

Mr. Foulds: A supplementary, Mr. Speak-
er-

Mr. Speaker: A supplementary.

Mr. Foulds: In her reply, Mr. Speaker, the

minister mentioned that a reconciliation had
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taken place in the sports and recreation

branch of Community and Social Services

by a reference to the Ontario Hockey As-

sociation; could she elaborate on the nature

and the details of that reconciliation?

Hon. Mrs. Birch: Mr. Speaker, only that

there has been a great deal of consultation

between this particular branch and the On-
tario Hockey Association.

Mr. Foulds: A supplementary, Mr. Speaker:
Does the minister and does the branch recog-
nize that junior hockey players are still limi-

ted to what is in effect a salary of approxi-

mately $60 a week, and that they are in

effect working full-time? Does the Youth
Secretariat feel that that is just and what

steps is it taking to remedy that?

Hon. Mrs. Birch: Mr. Speaker, to the hon.

member, I am waiting for the reports that
I have referred to and after we have had an

opportunity at the Youth Secretariat to go
over these reports, I will be prepared to

answer the member's question.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Kent.

recent speech on the energy crisis, is the

minister aware of the offer of the American
Chemical Society to make available its re-

sources and complete co-operation with the

United States government, especially in ac-

celerating that country's research and devel-

opment programme to provide clean energy

production from native sources, and that they

mention, among other resources or other

sources, research on the problem of storing

solar energy? Is the minister in touch with

the Ontario or Canadian counterpart of the

American Chemical Society? Is any research

being initiated or encouraged by his ministry?

Hon. Mr. McKeough: There are three ques-
tions there, Mr. Speaker. I think the answer

to all three is no.

Mr. Burr: A supplementary: Will the min-

ister now consider this matter?

Hon. Mr. McKeough: Yes.

Mr. Burr: Thank you.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Huron-

Bruce.

PROPOSALS FOR POLICY AND
INITIATIVES FOR THE LEGISLATURE

Mr. J. P. Spence (Kent): Mr. Speaker, I

have a question of the Premier of the prov-
ince. Will the Premier give me assurance
that he will give serious consideration to pro-
posals which I will submit to his desk or to

his office in response to a letter I received
from him, dated Oct. 30, asking me to advise

him on policy and initiatives for the Legis-
lature beginning the first of the year? I have
the proposals here which I will be glad to

send to him and I appreciate his chummy and
cosy letter—Dear John, signed Bill.

Hon. Mr. Davis: May that be a very clear

indication as to how flexible and broad-
minded we are. I can assure the member for

Kent that probably his proposals would be
somewhat superior to those that might eman-
ate from some of his colleagues. I would
consider them seriously, yes.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Sand-
wich-Riverside.

RESEARCH ON ENERGY SOURCES

Mr. F. A. Burr (Sandwich-Riverside): Mr.
Speaker, a question of the Minister of En-

ergy. As a result of the American President's

SALE OF TELEPHONE COMPANY

Mr. M. Gaunt (Huron-Bruce): Mr. Speaker,
I have a question of the Minister of Trans-

portation and Communications. Is the minister

aware of the approval last week of the On-

tario Telephone Services Commission to allow

the sale of Taylor Telephone Co. in Lion's

Head to Central Communications Corp. of

Wisconsin? Secondly, is the minister con-

cerned about the American ownership in this

very vital area of our communications system,

particularly since we have only 30 indepen-
dent companies remaining in this province,
two of which are now American?

Hon. Mr. Carton: Mr. Speaker, I am aware

of the sale and I do have the background of

that particular transaction. I would be happy
to provide the member with the data on

which the decision for our approval was
made. It seems that they really required
someone to go in there and provide the funds

and give the service. This will be done; and
under these particular circumstances it

seemed best for the residents of that area.

Mr. Gaunt: Supplementary, Mr. Speaker. I

am aware of many of the details of the trans-

action. I understand that Bell Canada was
not interested because of other commitments.

Does the minister consider 0.05 per cent re-

turn on the investment, indicated in the appli-
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cation for approval, sufficient for the company
to adequately service the system—or does the

minister consider it a loss leader device in

order of the company to get a foothold in

the province?

Hon. Mr. Carton: Mr. Speaker, I am not

aware of the financial aspirations of the com-

pany or what they consider a good return;

but I would point out that all sales are sub-

ject to the approval. We watch all sales with

great interest and would watch this one in

particular were there another pending pur-
chase.

Mr. Gaunt: Supplementary, Mr. Speaker.
What is the policy of the ministry with re-

spect to foreign ownership of the telephone
services in this province? Does it have a

guideline from which it works?

Hon. Mr. Carton: Mr. Speaker, our policy
in the ministry is the same as this govern-
ment's policy. We, of course, want Canadian

ownership—but as I pointed out in this par-
ticular case it seemed in the best interest of

these particular subscribers that they be given
the opportunity of having this better service;

and it was on this basis that it was done.

Mr. R. F. Ruston (Essex-Kent): Supple-

mentary, Mr. Speaker. Does the minister

know if Telontario Inc., a wholly-owned sub-

sidiary of Bell Canada, made a submission to

buy this company?

Hon. Mr. Carton: Would the member mind

repeating that question, please, Mr. Speaker?

Mr. Ruston: Did Telontario—a wholly-
owned subsidiary of Bell Canada—make a bid

to buy this company?

Hon. Mr. Carton: Not to my knowledge,
Mr. Speaker, no.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Well-

ington-Dufferin is next.

Mr. J. Root (Wellington-Dufferin): Mr.

Speaker, a question of the Minister of Energy.

Mr. Martel: He is popular.

FUEL SUPPLIES FOR AGRICULTURAL
NEEDS

Mr. Root: Agriculture is a very important
factor in the economy of the province. In

view of the restrictions that may be imposed
as regard to the use of gasoline, diesel fuel

and fuel oils, would the minister give us some
assurance that agriculture will have priority

if it comes to rationing so that farmers can

make their plans for production of necessary
foodstuffs in the coming years?

Hon. Mr. McKeough: Mr. Speaker, that

certainly has been the pattern in any previous

rationing schemes. I would think that pro-

posal would make ample good sense if, in the

emerging days, it does become an emergency
situation. The point that the hon. member
makes certainly is a very good one.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Port

Arthur.

Mr. Foulds: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. A
question of the Minister of Education, if he
can break up his obviously pleasurable tete-

a-tete there.

Mr. C. E. Mcllveen (Oshawa): Just ask

your question.

TEACHING CERTIFICATES REVIEW

Mr. Foulds: Is the ministry any closer to

establishing the review board he mentioned
in his letter to me of Aug. 29 with regard to

reinstatement of teachers' certificates that

have been withdrawn for various reasons?

And the minister will recall the lengthy corre-

spondence that I have had with him with

regard to a particular case, whose name I

don't want to mention. Is that review tribunal

or review board any closer to reality?

Hon. T. L. Wells ( Minister of Education ) :

An advisory committee to the minister of

three people is presently hearing the cases of

those people who asked that their certificates

be reinstated. The whole thing is being con-

ducted in the nature of a non-legislative,

non-regulated body at this time so that the

OTF, the ministry, those concerned can all

analyse the procedure and see if it works.

But the group of three is hearing those cases

now—and I think there are five cases—and

already has held meetings.

Mr. Foulds: Well, a further supplementary
then, Mr. Speaker. Regarding the person on
whose behalf I have had correspondence with

the minister, has he been notified that his

case would be up before the committee? As
of yesterday his lawyer did not know.

Hon. Mr. Wells: I would be very surprised
if he hasn't been notified. But if he hasn't I

will certainly see that he is. He should have
been notified. It may be that they are hearing
some of the others first. But the member

might be interested to know that Dr. Daniel
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Hill is the chairman of this advisory group;
Dr. Donald Felker is on it, and a psychiatrist
from the Clarke Institute whose name escapes
me at the moment.

Mr. Speaker: The Minister of Industry and
Tourism has the answer to a question asked

previously.

Mr. Cassidy: While the member for Scar-

borough West is here.

ODC LOANS TO CAMPGROUNDS

Hon. Mr. Bennett: Mr. Speaker, I have

the answer to a question from the member for

Scarborough West asked of me yesterday-

Mr. Foulds: Oh, it is too much.

Hon. Mr. Bennett: —and I am delighted to

give it to him today while he is in the House
since he will not be present tomorrow, by his

indications. It relates to Kampgrounds of

America.

May I inform the House that Kampgrounds
of America is limited here in Canada, and

registered in the Province of Alberta. Indeed,
there is a $12,500 franchise fee charged once

only. Eight per cent of the annual receipts

relating to the campground itself is paid into

KOA of Canada. There is a $300 annual fee

in addition to that. The funds are paid to

Kampgrounds of America (Canada) Ltd.

in Mississauga, Ont.

My understanding is that the funds are

used by that firm for advancement and pro-

motion, and for the training and schooling of

campground operators who are to become
their franchise operators.

Mr. Lewis: Supplementary, Mr. Speaker:
Is the minister then saying the only money
that goes to the American firm of the same
name is the initial $12,500 fee for the use
of the name, that there are no subsequent
revenues of any kind that go from the Cana-
dian incorporated company to the American
firm?

Hon. Mr. Bennett: Mr. Speaker, I thought
I made it abundandy clear that the $12,500
registration fee is paid to Kampgrounds of

America (Canada) Ltd. in Mississauga. I am
not aware of any further split of that fee go-
ing to the parent company in the United

States, or whatever happens to it.

We are informed by the people who run
KOA (Canada) Ltd. that the funds are
used to run schools for the training of camp-
ground operators and for advertising and pro-

moting that particular franchise in this prov-
ince. They moved to Ontario from Calgary
because they realized this is where the action

is.

Mr. Lewis: Yes, but by way of supplemen-
tary, is the minister saying that there is

absolutely no financial relationship at any
point between Kampgrounds of America

(Canada) Ltd. and the American firm?

An hon. member: Sit down.

Hon. Mr. Bennett: Mr. Speaker, I am not

quite sure whether the hon. member for

Scarborough West is listening or not.

Mr. Mcllveen: I don't think he is.

Hon. Mr. Bennett: I made it very clear

that the funds are paid by the franchisee to

Kampgrounds of America (Canada) Ltd.

Mr. Lewis: Right.

Hon. Mr. Bennett: I am not making any
assumption as to what takes place with the

funds after they are paid into that company.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. MacDonald: That's the whole point.

Mr. Lewis: Oh well, by way of supplemen-
tary, that's what I asked the minister about,
the master franchise of the American firm and
its relationship to the Canadian firm. I'd like

to know how much money goes out to the
United States. Could the minister find that

out for us?

Hon. Mr. Bennett: Obviously, Mr. Speaker,
in my ministry's discussions with KOA
(Canada) Ltd., they were prepared to indicate

clearly the funds were paid to them. I do not
believe that what KOA does with those
funds from that point on is really the concern
or the business of the people of this House.

Some hon. members: Oh, oh.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Lewis: What is the minister talking
about? It becomes a branch plant.

Mr. J. E. Stokes (Thunder Bay): Especially
when we are giving them money.

Mr. Lewis: It is our money that is going,
you know.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Welknd
South is next—oh, I'm sorry.

Hon. Mr. Bennett: The funds that we loan-

ed, sir, as I indicated clearly to this House
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before, were paid to Canadians, to people
here in the Province of Ontario, operating a

private firm by the name of Maple Bluff Co.

in Sault Ste. Marie—all Canadians-

Mr. Lewis: Yes, but—

Hon. Mr. Bennett: We did not pay it to

Kampgrounds of America. We did not pay it

to Kampgrounds of America (Canada) Ltd.—

Mr. Lewis: Not, but it is a subfranchise.

Hon. Mr. Bennett: We loaned the money,
with an interest rate, to private firms here in

Ontario which are developing campgrounds
for the benefit of tourists coming to the

Province of Ontario.

Mr. Cassidy: And the first thing they did

was send $12,000 to this American firm.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Wel-
land South.

Mr. Handleman: Mr. Speaker-

Mr. Speaker: I will recognize the hon.

member for Carleton next.

The hon. member for Welland South.

Mr. Handleman: Mine's a new question,

Mr, Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: The new question can be
asked after this hon. member.

Mr. Handleman: My question-

Mr. Ruston: He said "after this member."

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order please. I recognize the
hon. member for Welland South.

Mr. Handleman: I'm sorry.

Mr. Speaker: I have clearly indicated I

will recognize the hon. member for Carleton
next.

nicipality? Could he inform the House why
the township of Wainfleet was exempted from
the regulations?

Hon. L. Bernier (Minister of Natural Re-

sources): Mr. Speaker, I didn't hear that ques-
tion in its entirety. I wonder if he'd repeat it?

An hon. member: Repeat it again.

Mr. Haggerty: Since the minister has appli-
ed the Pits and Quarries Act through its

regulations as of Aug. 15, 1973, to include

other municipalities in Ontario under its con-

trol, is he aware that the new regulations to

control the operations will affect all munici-

palities in the Welland South riding except
one municipality? Could he inform the House

why the township of Wainfleet was exempted
from the regulations?

Hon. Mr. Bernier: Mr. Speaker, I think I

clearly indicated during the review of my
estimates that all the areas in southern On-

tario which are confined to the various politi-

cal boundaries would come under the juris-

diction of the Pits and Quarries Control Act

and, hopefully, that will be done by this

spring.

Mr. Haggerty: A supplementary question,

Mr. Speaker: Is the minister aware that a

developer or another quarry operator is ap-

plying now for rezoning in the township to

open up the abandoned quarries of the Can-

ada Cement Lafarge Ltd.? Has an applica-

tion been made to his department to open up
that pit?

Hon. Mr. Bernier: Mr. Speaker, if this par-

ticular area is not designated under the Pits

and Quarries Control Act an application would

not be necessary. However, in view of what

the member said, I am prepared to look into

the matter and report back to him.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Carle-

ton.

APPLICATION OF PITS AND QUARRIES
CONTROL ACT

Mr. Haggerty: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. I

would like to direct my question to the
Minister of Natural Resources.

Since the minister has applied the Pits and
Quarries Control Act through his regulations
as of Aug. 15, 1973, to include other munici-

palities in Ontario under its control, is the
minister aware that the regulations brought
under control the operations in all munici-

palities in Welland South, except for one mu-

SHORTAGE OF NEWSPRINT

Mr. Handleman: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

I have a question of the Minister of Industry

and Tourism.

Is the minister aware of the allegations

which have been made in the House of Com-
mons in Ottawa concerning the serious short-

age of newsprint available to weekly news-

papers in certain parts of Ontario? If he is,

is he prepared to urge his counterpart in

Ottawa, the Minister of Industry, Trade and

Commerce, to exercise some type of export
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control to ensure continued supplies of news-

print to the great weekly newspapers of On-
tario?

Hon. Mr. Bennett: Mr. Speaker, I acknow-

ledge the question and indicate clearly to the

House that the member for Wellington South

(Mr. Worton) and several others in this House
have directed questions to me outside the

Legislature as to exactly what is the position

relating to newsprint in Ontario at the mo-
ment. We are doing a full investigation and

are trying to get the statistics and the facts

behind the shortages that we are experienc-

ing in this province. I would hope by to-

morrow that we would have had a chance

to discuss it not only as it relates to Ontario

but also the federal government aspect of it

and what we might be able to do to assist

some of the small weekly newspapers which
are having difficulty in securing supplies from
those people who have been supplying them
for some period of years.

Mr. Renwick: What about a series of price
controls?

Interjection by an hon. member.

Hon. Mr. Bennett: I can only say at this

moment that it appears that some of the

larger chain operations are dictating to the

newsprint companies where the supplies will

be directed. We hope that through the politi-

cal arm we might have some influence on the

suppliers to see to it that weeklies are fur-

nished with the required stock to maintain
their circulations.

Mr. Handleman: I won't be here tomorrow.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Ottawa
Centre.

HYDRO DAM AT ARNPRIOR

Mr. Cassidy: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. I

have a question of the Minister of Energy
in the absence of the Provincial Secretary for

Resources Development.

Mr. Lewis: Here he comes.

Mr. Cassidy: Here he comes now. Is he
there?

Mr. Lewis: Yes.

Hon. G. A. Kerr (Provincial Secretary for

Justice): He's not in his seat yet.

Mr. Cassidy: I have a question of the Pro-

vincial Secretary for Resources Development,

Mr. Speaker, in view of his relation with this

project.

In view of the fact that the estimated ca-

pacity of the Hydro dam to be built at Arn-

prior has now gone down by about 10 per
cent to about 78,000 kw; in view of the fact

that the power output will be available only

for two to four hours a day; in view of the

fact that the reservoir will create serious

erosion problems on the Madawaska; in view

of the fact that the costs have now gone up
from an estimated $54 million to $78 mil-

lion; in view of the fact that that dam will

cost-

Some hon. members: Question, question!

Mr. Speaker: Order.

Mr. Cassidy: —more than the Lower Notch

dam of 1971 which had four times the ca-

pacity, does the—

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Cassidy: —minister consider the dam

project to be desirable now? Will he order

an inquiry into it in order to assess its feasi-

bility and assess its environmental problems?

Mr. Renwick: The minister didn't hear

that so perhaps it should be repeated. Would
the member mind repeating it?

Hon. A. B. R. Lawrence (Provincial Secre-

tary for Resources Development ) : Mr. Speak-

er, I think it would be more useful, in view

of the technical responses required by the

question, if that were put on the order paper
so that the particular facts, figures, voltages

and costs could be spelled out for the hon.

member. One particular topic relates to the

environmental effect of the dam itself. Inso-

far as erosion is concerned I think the ques-

tion is totally erroneous.

Mr. Cassidy: A supplementary, Mr. Speak-

Mr. Singer: How can he ask a supplement-

ary question when I asked?

Mr. Cassidy: A supplementary: Since the

minister was responsible for assessing the

project originally, has he taken the oppor-

tunity to reassess it in view of the very large

increase in the estimated costs of the project?

Hon. Mr. Lawrence: No, Mr. Speaker, but

I have been receiving copies of the anti-dam

mail that has been building up.

Mr. Stokes: That's damn the dam!
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Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Downs-
view is next.

DIAL-A-BUS SYSTEM

Mr. Singer: Thank you. Mr. Speaker, I have
a question of the Minister of Transportation
and Communications. In view of his state-

ment in reply to a question I posed to him

during his estimates on Nov. 5 in connection

with the success of dial-a-bus—when the min-

ister said: "As a matter of fact, [its success

is] what we projected for about five months
from now. It's extremely successful"—could

the minister tell me how he can reconcile that

statement with statements given by one of

his officials, Hugh Clelland, which indicate

that in two weeks of operation the number
of passengers on the North York dial-a-bus

dropped from 600 to 500 and that the prov-
ince is subsidizing each passenger-trip at the

rate of 78 cents?

Hon. Mr. Kerr: It is because the member
picketed them.

Hon. Mr. Carton: Mr. Speaker, that is

easily reconciled, because the figures that

were given were given at the Canadian Ur-
ban Transportation Convention and related

to the Ottawa demonstration, in part, and
therefore were taken out of context. In fact,

the minimum ridership on the Metro dial-a-

bus in York Mills, to which the member al-

ludes, has gone up 50 per week. We antici-

pate, at the end of six months, there will be
800 passengers. It's now up to a minimum of

450 and has reached, at the greatest, 581.

Mr. Singer: By way of supplementary, is

the minister, in fact, saying that this article

that appeared
1 in the Star two days ago under

the byline of E. K. Fulton, which says, "After

two weeks of operation the number of passen-

gers in North York has dropped from 600 to

500," is entirely incorrect?

Hon. Mr. Carton: No, it is not entirely in-

correct. It was taken out of context along
with dial-a-bus figures that were given for

other areas. What I am saying is that it's an
incorrect article, yes, insofar as—

Mr. Singer: Is that one statement correct

or incorrect?

Hon. Mr. Carton: Incorrect.

Mr. Singer: That one statement is in-

correct? What about the subsidy rate of 78
cents per passenger-trip?

Hon. Mr. Carton: That is incorrect too,
Mr. Speaker, because this speech was made
in the context of many of the dial-a-bus

experiments and relates not only to the York
Mills dial-a-bus but also to the others when
they are brought into being, in other words,
in the Armour Heights, in the Don Mills, and
in the Downsview areas.

Mr. Lewis: Armour Heights? Whose riding
is that in?

Mr. Singer: Mr. Speaker, by way of a

supplementary, since there seems to be such

a great confusion with what he says, and what
his officials say, and what the newspapers

say about what they both said, could the

minister undertake to table a corrected state-

ment bringing us up to date on the most
recent figures for dial-a-bus in the Leslie-

Bayview-Yonge St. area?

Hon. Mr. Carton: I will.

Mr. Turner: The member would never

understand them.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for River-

view.

Mr. Renwick: Riverdale, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: I apologize, most humbly.

Mr. T. P. Reid (Rainy River): Do you mean

Rainy River?

WITHDRAWAL OF FORD DEBENTURES

Mr. Renwick: Mr. Speaker, I have a ques-
tion of the Minister of Consumer and Com-
mercial Relations. Is the minister aware of

the withdrawal by the Ford Motor Co. of

Canada and its principal underwriters of the

$60 million issue of convertible debentures

that were offered on Oct. 30? Has he, or the

commission, looked at the question of whether
or not the out-clause permitted the with-

drawal by the underwriter from that agree-
ment with Ford Motor Co. of Canada? Has
he looked at the question as to whether or

not those investors who had bought those

debentures and who will not now have the

opportunity to maintain that investment have
been adequately and fairly dealt with, and,
if he hasn't, will he do so and make a state-

ment to the House about it?

Hon. J. T. Clement (Minister of Consumer
and Commercial Relations): Mr. Speaker, I'm

not aware of the withdrawal of the offer. I

was aware that the offer existed, but I'm not

that familiar with it, as to the percentage of
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sales that was a condition of the under-

writing, but I will look into it. I've had no

conversations with the Securities Commission

in connection with it, but I will obtain those

particulars and get back to the hon. member
with them.

Mr. Speaker: Oral questions? There is one

minute remaining.

The hon. member for St. George.

WELFARE ASSISTANCE FOR
DISABLED CHILDREN

Mrs. M. Campbell (St. George): Mr.

Speaker, my question is to the Attorney
General.

As the chief law officer of this province it

is, I assume, or would the Attorney General

agree, his responsibility to ensure that all

people are treated equally before the law

and before the courts, and before our system
of justice as it appears in this House. Would
he therefore explain what the position is as

far as the Attorney General's! department

goes, in his concurrence with the Ministry of

Community and Social Services harassing
mothers to force them into the courts to

apply for a RAID on the award for their

children who are both poor and permanently
disabled as a result of a tortious Act? Would
he tell us please what he would propose to

do about it?

Mr. Speaker: I would point out that the

minute has been exceeded; we have exceeded

the time for oral questions. However, since it

was the last question I think the hon. minis-

ter might reply if he wishes to.

Hon. Mr. Bales: Mr. Speaker, that ques-
tion, or a similar question, was directed to

my colleague, the Minister of Community and

Social Affairs (Mr. Brunelle), and I believe

that a statement is to be given on that matter

very shortly, which I think would deal with

it.

Mr. Speaker: The oral question period has

now expired.

PERSONAL STATEMENT

Hon. Mr. McKeough: Mr. Speaker, I would
like to make a personal statement.

On Friday, Oct. 12, the hon. member for

Grey-Bruce (Mr. Sargent) was reported in the

Toronto Star as having made certain allega-
tions concerning me on Oct. 10 at Zurich,
Ont. On Oct. 18 I rose in the House on a

matter of privilege and said that there was
no truth in the reported statement of the

member and asked for substantiation of his

charges or a withdrawal and an apology.

On Nov. 1, the member for Grey-Bruce
made further allegations, in a statement in

the House, but was called out of order by
you, sir, and did not complete his remarks.

The member for Grey-Bruce was not in his

place during the week of Nov. 5. I was not

in my place on Nov. 12. On that date the

member for Grey-Bruce, as I read the media,
commenced an apology, but not having given
notice to you, sir, was ruled again out of

order.

Nothing has happened on Tuesday or

Wednesday of this week. In my view, sir,

this matter has dragged on far too long a

time. To bring some finality to this matter

I now wish to table a telegram received by
me on Nov. 5, which reads as follows:

AFTER EXTENSIVE INVESTIGATION, MY
FINDINGS REQUIRE ME TO INFORM YOU
THAT I CANNOT SUBSTANTIATE MY CHARGES
AGAINST YOU. I WILL BE IN THE LEGISLA-
TURE ON TUESDAY, NOV. 6, TO WITHDRAW
MY STATEMENT AND TENDER MY APOLOGY.
RESPECTFULLY, EDDIE SARGENT, MPP, GREY-
BRUCE.

Mr. Speaker, I assume the member for

Grey-Bruce is offering his full apology, both

for his remarks of Oct. 10 in Zurich, and
of Nov. 1 in this House. Mr. Speaker, I

accept his apology and I trust this will end
the matter.

I would, however, add this. I have been in

this House for 10 years, as has the member
for Grey-Bruce. I have received, in and out

of the House, my fair share of brickbats, and
I think I have thrown a few myself, includ-

ing with and at the member for Grey-Bruce.

Many of us in this House—certainly I—
have said things we later on wished we had
not said. We in the House respect this House
and all those who are members of it. Re-

gretfully there are many people who do not.

Allegations, charges, smears, innuendoes

which are groundless do not discredit just

the two people involved, they lower the

respect which the people of Ontario have
for all their legislators and make it more
difficult for each of us to say what we all,

I think, sincerely believe, that we are proud
to call ourselves politicians.

For that reason I was pleased to receive

the telegram from my friend, the member
for Grey-Bruce.

Mr. Speaker: Petitions?
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PERSONAL PRIVILEGE

Hon. Mr. Wells: Mr. Speaker, on a point
of personal privilege I feel compelled to get

up since so many of my colleagues have sent

me over copies of page 10 of the Star which
has a picture which I believe is a likeness

of myself and is headed underneath "Mur-
derers' Friend." As we all know, the Star

sometimes doesn't get things right. Actually
I'd been talking to them and been asking
them to put under my picture, "Teachers'

friend." But they apparently got it confused.

Mr. Breithaupt: They liked the other cap-
tion better.

Hon. Mr. Wells: I'd just like to say, Mr.

Speaker, that the phrase does not apply to me.
I do not have 30 friends who are murderers.

In fact, when I go home these nights and
talk to my wife, she tells me I don't have 30

friends, period.

Mr. Lewis: She's right; she's right.

Hon. Mr. Wells: I'd just like to say, since

the picture with that heading may be mis-

understood, my personal feeling is that there

should still be hanging retained for certain

capital offences—such as the murdering of a

law enforcement officer. But I also want to

say, Mr. Speaker, that the thing that really
cut me to the quick when I saw this story
and my picture associated with it was that

I'd been identified as a Liberal.

Mr. Breithaupt: Only with respect to that

matter, Mr. Speaker, I am sure that Senator

Earl Hastings wasn't as embarrassed by the

juxtaposition.

Mr. Speaker: Petitions.

Presenting reports.

Mr. Breithaupt: Mr. Speaker, I beg leave

to present the report of the standing public
accounts committee for the third session of

the 29th Legislature.

Mr. Speaker, with respect to this report I

feel that it is most important to refer to the

House to two paragraphs which appear in the

preamble of the report; and these paragraphs
are as follows:

The committee was greatly saddened by
the tragic death of the newly-appointed
Provincial Auditor, Mr. William S. Groom,
and of his wife, Marylou, in an auto-
mobile accident on July 20, 1973.

Mr. Groom was of exceptional assistance

to the committee and we believe that his

personal convictions encouraged the con-

tents and comments in the Auditor's re-

port, 1971-1972. The committee had great
confidence in Mr. Groom's abilities and

enterprise and his untimely death cut short

a career of great promise and leadership.

The early retirement of Mr. George
Spence, FCA, who had served the Province

of Ontario since 1938 was also noted by
the committee. As Provincial Auditor from
1963 to 1972, Mr. Spence contributed

greatly to the move from pre-audit to

post-audit functions and we are now seeing
the benefit of that work.

Mr. Speaker, those two brief paragraphs are,

of course, insufficient to sum up the careers

of two distinguished Ontario civil servants.

Mr. Spence is now enjoying a retirement

and we believe that his services to the

committee have been substantial over these

past years.

The matter, of course, of the tragic death

of both Mr. and Mrs. Groom is something
that will not leave many of us for a very

long time. Over the past five years that I've

had the opportunity of being chairman of

this committee, I have counted especially in

in these last several years on Bill Groom. I

know that my fellow members of the com-
mittee were exceptionally shocked that this

should happen. He had a great future ahead
of him as a public servant within the prov-
ince. He had served in government for some

years and I believe had the confidence of the

ministry and the confidence of every mem-
ber of the House who came in contact with

him.

Mr. Speaker: Motions.

Introduction of bills.

REGIONAL MUNICIPALITY OF
HALDIMAND-NORFOLK ACT

Hon. Mr. White moves first reading of bill

intituled, An Act to amend the Regional

Municipality of Haldimand-Norfolk Act,
1973.

Motion agreed to; first reading of the bill.

Hon. J. White (Treasurer, Minister of

Economics and Intergovernmental Affairs):

Mr. Speaker, this is the legislation I promised
to supplement Bill 190 which established the

regional municipality of Haldimand-Norfolk.

It provides for the division of functional

responsibilities between the regional council

along the lines recommended by the joint

study committee, with two significant ex-

ceptions. We have decided that welfare
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should be administered at the regional rather

than the local level, and that a regional

police force should be established for the

urban areas now having municipal police
forces. Policing of the rural areas will con-

tinue to be provided by the Provincial Police.

In assigning planning responsibility, I think

we have found an acceptable arrangement to

accommodate the local desire for area munic-

ipal participation in the planning process with

the need to make maximum use of planning
resources to prepare an official plan for the

region and expedite development necessary
to ensure an adequate supply of housing land.

Although the new regional municipality will

not be established until April 1, 1974, the

province will pay the regional grant for the

full year. This will mean an increase of about

$1 million in provincial assistance compared
with this year. This legislation provides the
usual protection for ratepayers against any
dramatic shift in local taxation as a result of

restructuring, and taxpayers in existing mu-
nicipalities will not lose the benefit of any
surplus they have on hand when they enter

regional government.

While this legislation will be the basis for

the new region when it is established next

year, we intend to review it on a continuing
basis with local advice as growth occurs and
the plans for local government reorganization
are developed in Brant and Oxford.

This bill will be taken through the legis-
lative process by my parliamentary assistant,
the member for York East (Mr. Meen).

REGIONAL MUNICIPALITY OF
YORK ACT

Hon. Mr. White moves first reading of bill

intituled, An Act to amend the Regional
Municipality of York Act.

Motion agreed to; first reading of the bill.

Hon. Mr. White: Mr. Speaker, this has
nine sections, each of which corrects some
minor deficiency or inaccuracy.

tions Tax Act, 1972, provisions contained in

the federal Income Tax Act so that uniformity
between these two statutes will be preserved
as far as possible within the framework of

Ontario's fiscal policy. The majority of the

amendments proposed in this bill result from

changes in the federal Act that became law in

April and July
of this year. The exception

that I referred, to is an amendment proposed
to section 167 of the Corporations Tax Act,

1972, dealing with the administration of liens

on corporate property.

REGISTRY ACT

Hon. Mr. Clement moves first reading of

bill intituled, An Act to amend the Registry
Act.

Motion agreed to; first reading of the bill.

Hon. Mr. Clement: Mr. Speaker, it is a

very minor amendment. Under the Registry
Act, consent of a judge to changing a plan

requires the approval of the minister and this

clarifies it to read "the Minister of Housing."

CONDOMINIUM ACT

Hon. Mr. Clement moves first reading of

bill intituled, An Act to amend the Con-
dominium Act.

Motion agreed to; first reading of the bill.

Hon. Mr. Clement: Mr. Speaker, this is

likewise, I submit, a rather minor amendment
to the Act similar to the bill I just introduced

pertaining to the amendment to the Registry
Act relating to an approval by the minister

which now should read "Minister of Hous-

ing."

Mr. Speaker: Introduction of bills.

Orders of the day.

Clerk of the House: The 30th order, House
in committee of supply.

CORPORATIONS TAX ACT

Hon. Mr. Winkler, in the absence of Hon.
Mr. Grossman, moves first reading of bill

intituled, An Act to amend the Corporations
Tax Act, 1972.

Motion agreed to; first reading of the bill.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Mr. Speaker, with one

exception, this bill carries into the Corpora-

ESTIMATES,
MINISTRY OF TREASURY, ECONOMICS
AND INTERGOVERNMENTAL AFFAIRS

(concluded)

On vote 1005:

Mr. Chairman: When we were last in com-
mittee we were on vote 1005, item 4. The
member for Huron-Bruce.
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Mr. M. Gaunt (Huron-Bruce): Mr. Chair-

man, I have two matters I want to pursue
with the minister. The first one has to do
with the planning policy related to the

Douglas Point nuclear development.

As I understand it there has been some
communication from the Atomic Energy Con-
trol Board to the ministry to the effect that a

five-mile limit be established around that

plant. There is a very real question as to

what is meant by this five-mile limit. Is it

zero growth, is it a population reduced below
what is currently there at the moment, or just

exactly what is the edict from the Atomic

Energy Control Board with respect to this

matter?

I understand there is going to be a meet-

ing in which the TEIGA ministry—maybe the

minister is going to be involved in it, I'm not

sure—Ontario Hydro and the Atomic Energy
Control Board people, Dr. Hurst in partic-

ular, are going to be involved. I believe that

meeting is next week, if I am correct.

I wonder if the minister is in a position
to indicate just exacdy what the position of

the planning people within his ministry is in

regard to this. I suppose a more definitive

position will be taken after the meeting, but
I wanted to have an exchange with the min-
ister to see exactly what is going on.

It is causing a great deal of consternation
and the whole area is

very unsettled because
of this. We have a number of people who
have plans for subdivision in the works within
the five-mile limit of that plant, and if this

is in fact going to be frozen out then there
is going to be a great financial loss suffered

by these people.

Hon. J. White (Treasurer, Minister of Eco-
nomics and Intergovernmental Affairs): Mr.

Chairman, as the hon. member's question

might imply, we are not yet in a position
to give a definitive answer. I have, myself,
had one or two meetings on this subject, at-

tended by my own officials and by Hydro
officials. Our first interpretation is that AEC
is recommending there be zero growth within
that five-mile radius. Our first interpretation
is that they do not envisage moving anybody
out of the area. Of course, the lands within
the five-mile radius could be used for a mul-
titude of day purposes. One could have all

kinds of recreational facilities there which
brought people in during the day and let

them use the natural resources which exist on
the shore of Lake Huron at that point.

Ontario Hydro is now assessing the conse-

quences of applying the recommendation from
Atomic Energy of Canada and will be re-

porting back to us when this assessment is

complete; at which time, no doubt, further

meetings will have to take place and a definite

policy will be established.

I think really we are now in a position of

assessing the merits of the recommendation

particularly. It seems to me that if the Atomic

Energy Commission, which is the undoubted
expert in the area, makes a recommendation
it becomes very difficult for us to ignore or

override it. We have taken the recommenda-
tion, pro tern at any rate, as an assumption,
and we are developing the options and evalu-

ating the pros and cons on the basis of that

hypothesis.

Mr. Gaunt: Has there been any discussion,

through you, Mr. Chairman, to the minister,
with respect to possible compensation in the

event that this is a zero population direction?

Has there been any thought with regard to

the people who are, in some cases, very seri-

ously financially jeopardized because of this

particular direction which became apparent, I

believe, in the last few weeks? There was
some discussion previously about it but it

has become general knowledge in the last

two or three or four weeks. Certainly it con-

cerns a great many people in the immediate

vicinity of that plant.

Hydro has a programme of compensation
provided the individual can indicate that the

location of that plant has seriously affected his

business financially. That's very difficult to

prove in many cases, but it does have some

type of programme along those lines. I am
wondering if the minister has thought about

anything along these lines or does he consider

it to be Hydro's responsibility or Atomic

Energy of Canada's responsibility?

Hon. Mr. White: This is one aspect of our

study. I really couldn't predict at the present
time what, if any, compensation might be

made available or by whom such compensa-
tion might be provided. It is one of the com-

plicated aspects of the study that is taking

place now.

Mr. Gaunt: Is the minister in, or will he

be in, a position after next week's meeting to

indicate in a definite way what guidelines

the planning people are going to use?

I think you said you would be holding

two or three other meetings subsequent to

next week's meeting in order to sort this

thing out, I gather. What I'm really after is a

very definitive, clear statement with respect

to what your intentions are so that everyone
knows the guidelines, everyone knows where
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they stand. I think that has to be done

quickly.

The South Bruce planning area has its

official plan in to your official plan people;
it wants to get on with it; it has hired plan-
ners. Your ministry is supporting that pro-

gramme financially and this other matter has

been injected into the frying pan, and it has

really thrown the whole thing into some sort

of limbo.

Hon. Mr. White: To be definitive, our in-

tention is to have a study, enabling us to

shape policies and programmes which will be
fair and equitable to those directly affected

and to all the people of Ontario who are in-

directly affected.

Mr. Gaunt: If you have a study, how long
do you anticipate it to go on? That could

go on for a couple of years.

Hon. Mr. White: No.

Mr. Gaunt: If it's anything like some of the

studies I have seen around here, it could go
on for some while.

Mr. B. Newman (Windsor-Walkerville):
That's true, too.

Hon. Mr. White: We'll have a good fair

square programme for you long before the

fall of 1975.

Mr. J. R. Breithaupt (Kitchener): Sounds
too good to be true.

Mr. Gaunt: That sounds pretty good. I urge
the minister to get that completed as quickly
as possible. I would hope that it could be
done in a matter of two or three months. I

don't think the people up there should be ex-

pected to wait any longer than that for this

particular decision.

There is another matter I want to discuss

with the minister. He has made a number of

statements in various places about the de-
centralization and deconcentration of the
various planning functions within his ministry.
I think he held a press conference here at the

building and he has made various speeches.
The parliamentary assistant has also made
various speeches across the province indicat-

ing that this is going to be done. I noticed
a newspaper article in the London Free Press,
I believe around the middle of September, in-

dicating that the minister was very concerned
about the long time delays in processing plans
of subdivisions.

As one who has been involved with this

process over the course of my 11 years in

this House, I would certainly agree that it's

too long and it's too involved. It's so cumber-
some that many of the people who have

undergone it once say they'll never do it

again. This whole business is tied up with the

availability of housing and all of the pro-
visions that flow from that.

I know the minister has said that he is

going to begin delegating these responsibil-
ities for subdivisions, official plans, zoning by-
laws and severances to councils of regional

municipalities and restructured counties. I

think this is a step in the right direction. I

also feel, with respect to the minister's sug-

gestion of the number of agencies from which

opinions are sought, that these should be re-

duced. I know on some of these plans of

subdivision opinions are sought from 30 or 32

various agencies. I think that was the infor-

mation that I heard.

I feel that this is too time-consuming. By
the time word is heard from all of these

people it takes a year, sometimes two years
and I have had plans of subdivision that

have taken three years to process. Mind you,
there were difficulties with them, I acknowl-

edge that, but I think that this kind of thing
is just getting to the point where it's a little

out of hand. Frankly, I hope that the minister

will do exactly what he was reported in the

press as hoping to do, that is, reduce the

number of agencies from which opinions are

sought and put a time limit on those agen-
cies.

Let's not leave it to their discretion. I

know I have had some communication with

the planning people in your ministry in which

they have indicated to me that they have

written to some of these agencies three or

four times and have failed to get responses
from them.

This is all very time-consuming. I hope
that the minister would put a time limit on

these responses so that this thing doesn't

drag on and on and on. After all, people are

tying up good money. They want to go for-

ward and I think it's only right that the

government should deal with these problems
in the most expeditious way as possible.

Sometimes I really haven't got that impres-
sion so I hope the minister would see that

this particular branch of the ministry is

streamlined.

I feel that the suggestions he has made are

certainly a step in the right direction and I

hope he pursues it. I just wanted to tell him,

Mr. Chairman, that as far as I am concerned

something has to be done in that regard be-

cause in my view it needs streamlining very

badly.
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Hon. Mr. White: I welcome the endorsa-

tion of the hon. member for the programme
which I outlined, I think, on Sept. 13, and

which, as he says, I have had occasion to

refer to subsequently. We have made very

rapid progress. In fact, this year in lot ap-

proval because of the hard work of the

officers involved and my own determination

to speed things up a bit—for instance, in

1971 there were 46,371 lots approved; in

1972 there were 78,245 lots approved, an in-

crease of 40 per cent. My predecessor gets
a great deal of credit for that improvement,
I suppose; this year to date the number of

lots approved is 86,834, that's to the end of

August, compared to 51,622 the year before,
an increase of 68 per cent.

In the month of October, residential draft

plans of application approved amount to

14,914 dwellings. We didn't keep statistics on
this basis a year ago so I can't give compar-
able figures but certainly they are very much
higher than ever before. I think my hon.
friend may be misled by certain remarks in

the newspapers. While it is true there are
32 possible agencies which might be cir-

culated and some number, perhaps eight or

nine, which must be circulated—in other

words, we must find out from the medical
health officer if he has any objections-

Mr. Gaunt: There is a possible total of 32;

you don't do it in Halton.

Hon. Mr. White: The average number
actually canvassed is probably 10, 11 or 12

which, of course, is quite different from the
30 or 40 or sometimes the 70 mentioned by
developers.

The Premier (Mr. Davis) and I announced
on Sept. 13 that the plans administration

branch, which is a very large branch in my
ministry—there are 110 or 120 people—would
be moved out of my ministry in several ways.
Certain of the functions are to be given to

the regional governments. This has been

agreed to by the chairmen of regional gov-
ernments who met me in Muskoka on Sept.
18 and who met me again here in Toronto
one week ago last Friday, I think it was. We
have also determined that it can't be done

according to a set timetable covering all

regions but rather we have to work bilaterally
with each region to see what its present cap-

acity is and how soon it could take it over.

However, we expect and propose to shift

these responsibilities to the regions, each one
as I say on a different timetable, by the end
of 1974 but some will be sooner than that.

Certain of these functions will be de-

concentrated to regional offices in Thunder

Bay, which now, as a matter of fact, have

the powers, London, Ottawa and Sudbury
as well as creating perhaps a new central

Ontario regional office in the vicinity of

Metro.

The residual functions will be transferred

and, in fact, are now in the process of being

transferred to the new Ministry of Housing.

They will certainly adopt the government

policies with regard to speeding up the pro-

cess, perhaps with time limits. The matter of

time limits is not quite as simple as it seems.

As my hon. friend may know and if I have

told the House this, I would rather not re-

peat it, there are two models, one in Edmon-

ton and one in Texas, neither of which works.

In Edmonton, at the end of a prescribed

period of time, if response has not been re-

ceived back by agencies, the answer auto-

matically becomes no. In Texas, at the end

of 30 days, I think it is, if an answer is not

received back from the agencies queried the

answer becomes automically yes.

My hope is that we can find something in

between. Send out a query to an agency, or

maybe eight or nine—I'm going to try to

hold the number down to something less

than it has been—and if they don't respond

within 60 days an expediter goes to work on

it on day 61. On day 75 it goes to the min-

ister and on day 80 it goes to the cabinet so

that within the 90 days there will be a con-

sidered yes or no. Do you get the idea? This

now becomes one of the happy responsibilities

of my colleague, the Minister of Housing

(Mr. Welch).

Since we're talking about this branch may
I draw your attention to the fact—I may be

mistaken about this—I don't remember a

senior official (female division) ever having
been out here at this table and at the risk

of embarrassing Mrs. Anne Beaumont-

Mr. M. Cassidy (Ottawa Centre): We wel-

come Mrs. Beaumont.

Hon. Mr. White: —I point out that it sym-
bolizes the determination which we have in

my ministry to give women a fair crack at

the wheel.

Mr. Cassidy: This is the fourth day of your
estimates.

Mr. S. Lewis (Scarborough West): I'm not

sure that Mrs. Beaumont wants to symbolize

anything, particularly some gratuitous chau-

vinism.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Hamilton

Mountain.
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Mr. J. R. Smith (Hamilton Mountain): Mr.

Chairman—

Hon. Mr. White: It's better than the male

chauvinist pigs of the NDP.

Mr. Cassidy: You're full of insults today,

aren't you?

Mr. Lewis: You are so anxious and angry
about this subject-

Mr. J. R. Smith: Mr. Chairman, at this

point in the debate it might be a good time

to interject, what I think is a real cause for

jubilation in this country today with the an-

nouncement this afternoon by the Supreme
Court of Quebec that it has issued an in-

junction preventing any further work on the

Hydro James Bay project, an area in which
I have some personal interest; I know the

hon. member for York Centre is also familiar

with it. Indeed, it is a momentous victory

for the group under Chief Billy Diamond, the

native peoples of Fort George, the James
Bay Basin and their friends, the Inuits of

Nouveau Quebec, who along with others

throughout this Dominion have banded to-

gether and fought this before the Supreme
Court. This decision is indirectly related to

the whole matter of native land rights in this

country.

Mr. Lewis: Is that a permanent injunc-
tion?

Mr. Chairman: The member for York
Centre.

Mr. D. M. Deacon (York Centre): Yes, Mr.

Chairman, this is a most appropriate item to

bring up now in light of what the member
for Hamilton Mountain has mentioned about
native rights in Canada. I wonder if the min-
ister would tell me when he is going to in-

troduce an Act to amend the Moosonee De-

velopment Area Board Act which will give
the natives of Moosonee an opportunity to

elect their own local council just as we have
in any other area of a similar nature in this

province? Would the minister indicate what
his plans are in that direction?

Hon. Mr. White: As I had occasion to tell

the member for Thunder Bay, we are examin-

ing the possibility of providing for some elec-

ted bodies across the north country. The
trick becomes to provide for this kind of

elected representation without imposing in-

tolerable or undesirable costs on the areas

concerned. We have a very important inter-

ministerial committee working on this and
I would hope to have some answers within
a matter of weeks.

Mr. Deacon: Would the minister tell us

why the costs should be any greater if they

are running their own affairs than the pres-

ent costs are under the aegis of people who
are directed by Queen's Park? Why would
there be any difference in costs?

Hon. Mr. White: My remarks applied to

the total concept of providing for elected rep-

resentation in unorganized areas. It's entirely

possible, singling out Moosonee, that the costs

would not be different.

Mr. Deacon: Mr. Chairman, the difficulty

about Moosonee is that it happens to be an

area with a very large population. It has been
established as a townsite for some years. It

has been experiencing the frustration of be-

ing administered by those who are under the

direction of Queen's Park rather than by
the local people. Therefore, the local people
are not able to deal with situations as they

see fit in looking after needs which, in then-

judgement, are first and foremost. We had

some ridiculous situations arise this winter.

For example, there was an old couple who
for years, in fact, 15 years, have been living

in a tent on the south side of the townsite,

south of the river. These people have been

quite satisfied to live in their tent, squatters

they might be called, but at the advanced age
these folks were getting to, they were finding

it difficult to endure the winter conditions

and the cold. And their fellow citizens, in-

cluding the local curate, Mr. Clarke, arranged
for-

Mr. J. R. Smith: Rev. John Clarke.

Mr. Deacon: Yes, Rev. John, arranged for

the repair of what had been a portion of the

parish hall. He had it fitted out so it would
be a suitable accommodation for them. He
had it put on skids and it was all ready
to be pulled over to the site, replacing the

tent with quite warm, comfortable quarters.

However, the local authorities appointed by

your ministry said, "No, it doesn't fit into the

plan. They have got to have a proper site."

It wasn't much later that the wife was
stricken with pneumonia and was sent to the

hospital at Moose Factory. When we were

up there and I was approached about this

problem the hon. Minister of Community and

Social Services (Mr. Brunelle) was present and
I discussed the situation with him. The min-

ister said he would see what could be done
about it.

I think it was some eight weeks later,

or maybe even longer, that the couple were
offered a site adjoining a local cemetery. And
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it was quite surprising to the authorities

appointed by your ministry that these two

people, in their senior age, didn't particularly
want to have their shack or little cabin

moved beside the cemetery, and they refused

to move out of their tent, where they are

still residing.

Of course now, many months later, with

nothing having been done by the ministry,
the hut which had been well repaired and

put in good shape has now been vandalized

and is not much use any more.

But it is an illustration of the frustration

faced by the people in that area because they
are not in charge of their own affairs. They
are run by this government in a way that

no normal community of that size would have
tolerated. And they are having to put up
with it because there were reports given
at their local meetings when they gathered
to discuss the matter, that unless they con-

tinue to be under your control, unless they
agree to be subservient to the direction of

Queen's Park, they will lose the grants and

they will have to do everything on their

own.

Now there is no reason whatsoever why
these people shouldn't be given the same
funds that we are now making available

in this vote for the Moosonee area develop-
ment board of $210,500, and making those
funds directly controllable by a locally-
elected group. I can assure the minister that

if he follows this course, he will find that

that money is spent in a way that is far more
efficient, far more responsive to what the

community priorities are, and will eliminate
a great deal of the resentment and misunder-

standing that has been aroused with the
native people because of our continued belief

that we seem to know what is best for them.

I would think with this minister that we
have now in this post, that he would move
quickly—not next week or the week after,
but in the next day or so and get this done.
There is no reason for this to continue. And
I would hope to hear the minister say he
will undertake that.

Hon. Mr. White: I'm certainly in sympathy
with what my hon. friend is suggesting. I

will certainly undertake to look into it im-

mediately.

First of all, I do not think the hon. mem-
ber is being entirely fair to the members
who are serving and have served on the

Moosonee development board. I myself was

up there a year or so ago, and with the
hon. Rene Brunelle, I met with the members

of the board. They are certainly leading citi-

zens in the area. The board today includes

two of the native people; it has never had
less than two out of the total of five. So
while they are not elected, it is true that

they are representative of the citizens in

that area. And my personal observation is

that they are vigorous, concerned, intelligent

representatives of their community.
I think the reason probably that they have

been appointed in the past is because 70 per
cent of all their costs are paid for directly

by the province. In addition to which, we
have provided services directly; in addition
to which we have incurred extraordinary

expense in putting that wonderful community
centre and educational facility on the site.

Mr. Deacon: Boy, that is a real sore point
too.

Hon. Mr. White: So this no doubt will

have been the reason why we have appointed
people rather than having a local election.

I certainly think the time has come to re-

consider that. I just hope the remarks being
made here today aren't interpreted as a
reflection on the members of the board; that

I think would not be fair.

Mr. Deacon: I certainly want to make clear

that those remarks are not against those in-

dividuals, but in fact you have put those

individuals in an impossible position, appoint-
ing them as being representatives when they,
in fact, can't be representative unless they
are elected. It is quite possible that the very
same people will be re-elected if they run.

Then it will be evident that they are respon-
sible, not to you who appoint them, but to

the people who elect them. That is the key
point in this very important issue.

When you talk about the matter of the

Moosonee, or the James Bay, I guess they call

it now, education centre, there is a source of

real aggravation to those native people, be-

cause we have designed and built our system
and our institution and imposed it upon
them, directed by people we have appointed.

Again, we have put people in an impossible

position, where they are not responsible to the

local people but they are responsible to the

people who appoint them here at Queen's
Park.

When you talk about this 70 per cent grant
business, there are many municipalities in this

province where, because of the way we set

up grants, we do provide them with a 70

per cent grant in their costs. Our average in

the province is 50 per cent. Fifty cents of
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every dollar going into local government is

coming out of this province in the form of

grants. So 70 per cent in an area like

Moosonee isn't unusual, nor is it any cause

for us to continue to treat those people as

second-class or third-class or fifth-class

citizens.

I say, Mr. Chairman, through you to the

minister, that it is the principle of local

autonomy which is key and paramount to

people being able to spend their government
funds responsibly. They will do it responsibly
and they'll do it in a way that satisfies their

own priorities, and they resent being treated

as incapable of running their own affairs. I

certainly would urge the minister to get busy
on this and remove this sore spot in the

relations we have with the native people in

this country.

Mr. Chairman: Anything further on item

4? The member for Ottawa Centre.

Mr. Cassidy: I have a couple of points I'd

like to make. The first thing I'd just like to

raise briefly with the minister is this—and I

say briefly because time is running out and

we are trying to leave some time for the

opposition parties to debate education with

the Minister of Education (Mr. Wells), who
I can see sitting there expectantly on the

other side—there have been a number of

things cross my desk over the last few months
which raise in my mind the question of

whether there is any procedure within the

ministry to allow people in a local area to

get an inquiry when something smells in their

local municipality. I can cite some of the

things that I am sure he is aware of too.

For example, the funny business that sur-

rounded the deeding of land to the township
in order to avoid the committee of adjustment
or the land severance procedures in Marl-

borough township, an affair in which some
councillors and former councillors were in-

volved. Problems in Prescott and Russell,

where a newly-elected reeve has resigned or

quit in frustration from the county council,

where, among other things, there are some

very severe problems, again with severances

and a committee of severances headed up by
a councillor, apparently, and again engaged
in some very funny business. Funny business

in that same county with the payment of

accounts and the concealment from the public
and the various council committees of ac-

counts. The whole affair in Kingston township
and the problems that people in that area had
in eventually successfully convincing the gov-
ernment to set up a commission of inquiry.

There was a similar but much smaller kind

of problem in Pelee Island where there were

problems of conflict of interest involved in the

appointment of a township building inspector
to council. There were the problems in Grey
county of a year or so ago, where there

were raids by the OPP and an unexplained
cutback in the road subsidy of $200,000. I

don't know whatever has happened there but

the problem is that local people don't know
either. They have no vehicle, as far as I

know, by which they can get an inquiry or

get the facts out.

There are prdblems in Manvers township,
where I've had some correspondence and
some discussions with a councillor. Let me
just very briefly give one or two examples
there. This is a newly elected councillor in

that township who has been concerned about

such things as the fact that the clerk in the

municipality is being paid a full-time salary
in the area of $8,000 and yet is carrying out a

very active finance, insurance and real estate

business out of the county offices despite his

full-time salary. I would mention the sort of

jiggery-pokery that goes on in that particular
council with the minutes, which she can only

get by paying a nickel a page for transcripts;

the problems of alterations of minutes that

appear to go on because of the clique which

runs the place and which obviously she is

not in agreement with; the recording of pay-
ments of vouchers in certain minutes when,
in fact, they have been done at other times;

and instructions being given to the clerk in

that particular township to record an adjourn-
ment of a meeting when, in fact, the meeting
had continued for a period of time of maybe
two or three hours.

That is parish-pump stuff, I say to the

minister, as far as you or your ministry or

this Legislature is concerned. But when you
are in a township of 1,000 or 1,500 people,
on the other hand, it can be damned im-

portant. To my knowledge there is no means

beyond the political means by which citizens

can get action, or at least get facts out,

about these kinds of situations.

I have chosen to come down to the finest

level, the smallest municipalities, that I

mentioned. From that level on up, would

you consider setting up formally some kind

of procedure of inquiry? Not a commission

of inquiry worth $50,000, as you sometimes

have to have as in the case of Kingston

township, but something which is more in-

formal. Perhaps there could be the right of

a group of citizens to request a visit, let's

say, from a ministry inquiry officer or some-

one like that, who will hold hearings or
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meet with people in public or possibly in

private and attempt either to clear it up or,

if it is a matter which ultimately has a

political solution, then at least cast light on
what it is that people are complaining about
and get the facts straight.

Can you come up with some kind of pro-
cedure like that, Mr. Minister, rather than

leaving things in what appears now to be
a very ad hoc kind of situation, where if

enough political pressure can be brought, if

our party or the Liberal Party or your back-

benchers can convince the minister of the

day to do something, then something is

done? Where it is on a haphazard kind of

basis, can you regularize it and give us that

kind of procedure of inquiry where necessary?

Hon. Mr. White: Well, sir, there are 900

municipalities in this province. I think the

fact that the member for Ottawa Centre has

been able to list six, including several where
there must be very large question marks, is

evidence that we have very high standards

of conduct and accomplishment at the local

level of government.

Mr. Cassidy: I don't agree with that at

all.

Hon. Mr. White: There are certain over-

tones to everything you say that leads one
to come to different conclusions occasionally.

Insofar as Marlborough is concerned, there

is a court case now, as I understand it,

between the senior level of government,
which is the region, and Marlborough. I

think it would be highly inappropriate for

me to inject myself into that matter while
that court case is in process. It would prob-
ably be sub judice on my part to attempt it.

I don't know the references to Prescott

and Russell and Kingston township. I re-

ceived a petition from 50 or more of the

residents of the township and I acted upon
that petition to appoint a formal inquiry,
which is now coming to a close.

Pelee Island happened apparently a year
or two ago. It must have been satisfactorily

resolved; it certainly hasn't come across my
desk.

Grey county was a year or so ago; that

must have been satisfactorily resolved.

Manvers—I don't know about the full-time

clerk at $3,000 a year, but-

Mr. Cassidy: It's $8,000.

Hon. Mr. White: -at $8,000 a year, but

surely this is a matter for council to decide

upon. Indeed, if I were to assume that kind

of responsibility and that kind of a detail,

how could one expect this reform of local

government and the devolution of power to

take place? Is my hon. friend actually sug-

gesting that I decide whether or not the

clerk can sell insurance? I should think not.

As for having an informal inquiry, this

happens from time to time. Every complaint
we get is looked into by me personally or

more likely by one of my parliamentary
assistants or senior officials. So there is an

inquiry process; and in all likelihood the

Pelee Island situation was resolved as a

result of that, and perhaps the Grey county
matter was resolved as a result of that. No
doubt there are others that have not reached
our attention here today.

Mr. Cassidy: For lack of time I won't pur-
sue the question, Mr. Chairman. I think to

say that the matters in question has been in

the main resolved, that is true, but all I am
saying is that for every one that has come
to my attention there are a number of others.

Secondly, it seems to me there ought to be a

better way than the kind of ad hoc manner

by which these things are treated right now.

Hon. Mr. White: You think everybody in

the world is out of step except yourself.

Mr. Cassidy: What is the salary of the

four Conservatives who have been appointed
as regional chairmen in the new municipal-
ities? I have forgotten the date but they
were appointed a few months ago.

Hon. Mr. White: Well, those salaries were
announced publicly on the day of their

appointments. Mrs. Anne Jones is paid
$31,000 a year; the other three, if my memory
serves me correctly, are paid $27,000 a year.

Mr. Deacon: That's male discrimination.

Mr. Breithaupt: He doesn't give you credit,

just the blame for that.

Mr. Cassidy: Mr. Chairman, I would like

very much to enter into a lengthy debate with

the minister on the regional government pro-

gramme and the gun which he is putting at

the heads of counties—

Hon. Mr. White: On a point of order, I

am not going to accept that phraseology.
The counties can restructure or not as they
wish.

Mr. E. R. Good (Waterloo North): But!

Hon. Mr. White: They are under no pres-
sure from me whatsoever. I had some Perth

county people down here a week ago, and
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they said, "What do you want us to do?" I

said, "I don't care what you do."

il had lunch with the mayor of London a

month ago and she said, "What do you think

I should do?" I said, "Absolutely nothing,

just do absolutely nothing for a year."

I was in Sarnia and LambtoU a week ago

Tuesday, and I was asked a similar question.
"Do what you want. It is entirely up to you,"
I said.

Mr. B. Newman: I asked the minister that

question too.

Mr. Breithaupt: The member for Windsor—

Hon. Mr. White: Right. My hon. friend

from Windsor asked the same question yes-

terday or the day before.

Hon. W. A. Stewart (Minister of Agricul-
ture and Food): That bunch over there just

wants to distract the minister.

Mr. Deacon: And there won't be any grant
discrimination?

Hon. Mr. White: They can do whatever

they want. We are not going to force them.

We are not going to induce them. We are not

going to command them.

Mr. Good: At least not until after 1975.

Mr. Cassidy: But the point the hon. minis-

ter has made repeatedly on this matter is that

the grants to regionalized governments and
restructured county governments that meet
his criteria will be much higher than the per

capita grants that are being paid to municipal-
ities in their present form.

Hon. Mr. White: Mr. Chairman, they are

marginally higher.

Mr. Cassidy: The clear implication is that

as each year follows, the differential between
those grants will get greater and greater.

Hon. Mr. White: I am not saying that at

all.

Mr. Chairman: Anything further on item 4?

The member for Huron-Bruce.

Mr. Gaunt: Just on that point, Mr. Chair-

man, may I ask a question? Is Bruce county
considered a restructured county now?

Hon. Mr. White: No.

Mr. Gaunt: It's not?

Mr. Cassidy: Well, Mr. Chairman, perhaps
I could pursue this. Right now the differential

in grants between a municipality which is

not restructured and a regionalized munici-

pality is of the order of about $2 per capita

per year. Is it the minister's intention that

this differential will stay the same, get less

or get larger? And if it is going to get larger,

will it get much larger or just a little bit

larger over the next three or four years?

Hon. Mr. White: Well, if my hon. friend

comes here on budget day next March,
answers to that and other questions will be

provided.

Mr. Cassidy: Well, Mr. Chairman, the

thing that I would say is that—

Mr. Chairman: I believe that discussion is

really under the next item.

Mr. Cassidy: Well, I will make a final point
on this: The implication in every one of the

minister's speeches is that you can restructure

or not, but it will be very much to your
financial advantage to restructure, and more

and more so as time goes on.

Hon. Mr. White: No.

Mr. Cassidy: One other question on local

reorganization and then I will be finished on

this vote, Mr. Chairman.

Apart from the investigation of financial

impact on tihe Ottawa-Carleton area, has the

minister or his staff conducted any studies on

the financial impact of the regional govern-

ment; that is, on whether or not there are

additional costs that have been levied upon

people simply because or regionalization? And
what have been the results of those inquiries?

I possibly pitched it in a way which he

wouldn't accept. Have there been studies on

the financial effects on taxpayers of regional-

ization?

Hon. Mr. White: Well, certainly we have

a very considerable amount of data about the

cost before and after regionalization. Cer-

tainly, one must concede that the transitional

period does cost some economic resources.

That's the reason for our extraordinary tran-

sitional grants. All other things being equal,

regionalization should cost considerably less

than the situation in the area prior to re-

gionalization, because of the smaller number
of councils, the smaller number of councillors,

the smaller number of town halls, and such

like.

By the same token, the larger consolidated

areas will undoubtedly achieve economies of

scale in a way that simply is not possible in

a smaller unit. The thing that makes this

arithmetically difficult to prove is that as

these various areas—all of which are develop-
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ing very quickly; all of which are becoming
more sophisticated rapidly; all of which are

concurrently demanding a much higher level

of service—acquire a higher level of service,

it becomes almost impossible to isolate out

the improvement in service as one does a

cost analysis.

Mr. Lewis: Mr. Chairman, I know that Mr.

Good has the floor. I wonder if on the ques-
tion of regional government I just might say
one thing while you are cleaning it up?

I have been, as the Treasurer knows, do-

ing a great deal of travelling over the last

couple of months and have met with mayors
and reeves and councillors in the north, north-

west, northeast, and southeast, southwest.

With the possible exception of Barbara
Allen in Tweed who clearly understands her

very considerable authority and the possible

restructuring of local government, I can

hardly remember a one who wasn't apprehen-
sive about regional government—scarcely a

one. In fact, in every community questions
about regional government were raised. That

is, I think, because most of the local govern-
ment officials, and most of the elected of-

ficials, understand that what is taking place
is a political process rather than a representa-
tive organizational process.

Most of them understand that the region-
alization which occurred in the major metro-

politan urban centres was of sufficient un-

popularity or uncertainty—and given the re-

sults of one by-election in particular—that
the government decided to back off. And
they understand that it is easy now, after the

event, to have the kind of intellectual ration-

alization which says, "We have dealt with
the urban concentrations and we will now
allow local government to structure or re-

main as they wish."

But because elected municipal officials are

pretty sensitive, pretty perceptive about these

patterns, they understand that this is a pause
rather than a change. Most of them feel that
were the Tories to be re-elected in 1975—1
am not sure that will happen; it may or may
not-but were that to happen, most of them
feel that the rough boot of regional govern-
ment would be imposed again throughout the
rest of the province. And I think they are

right.

I think that this is a quite calculated pause;
a pretty determined effort, with a tinge of

desperation, to draw back. I think that it has

very little integrity about it, other than to

hope that some of the restructuring may be
useful over the interim period, but that just
as the Tories are obsessed with bigness in

every front, you are actually also obsessed
with it in the restructuring of government,
and given the opportunity—and I suspect that

won't happen now—you would have regional

government everywhere in Ontario without

exception. The reason for the apprehensions
that exist all over the province is that at the

municipal level, particularly at the level of

elected councillors, they understand that,

they understand that very, very well. I put
it to you that the simple proposition of of-

fering them the option for a year "to do
whatever you please" is not something that is

sitting well with the municipal people.

Hon. Mr. White: The only reason they are

under some misapprehension is because of

the untruths that are being told by a wide

variety of people—not my hon. friend, I am
sure.

Now may I interrupt these proceedings,
sir, to say that we have, under the Speaker's

gallery on the east, four distinguished mem-
bers of the fiscal subcommittee of the pro-
vincial-municipal liaison committee, and I

would like, if you don't mind, to draw them
to your attention: Mr. George Pleasance, and
his wife, Mrs. Pleasance; Mayor Joe Fabbro,
His Worship a great representative of the

Sudbury basin and a very helpful adviser to

me; and Mr. Sherman Brown.

Now, perhaps the leader of the Socialist

party would avail himself of the opportunity
of speaking to these municipal representatives
to see how well we are working to get power
and money down to the local level and how
determined we are to have these responsibili-
ties resting at the municipal level of govern-
ment, and that goes for regional government
too.

It is not a pause, it is a new phase. I

announced that new phase last February be-

fore the by-elections came along. It was one
of the first determinations I made, that we,

having attended to all the hotspots in this

province, could now leave it to the deter-

mination of those in the areas; and really it

doesn't make any difference, I don't think, if

London-Middlesex is regionalized five years
from now, 10 years from now, or 25 years
from now, or never, for that matter. But it

did make a great deal of difference in Peel
and Halton and Hamilton-Wentworth and
Durham, and obviously the people in the

area decided it made a great deal of differ-

ence to them in Haldimand-Noffolk, because
that was their idea not my idea.

Mr. Cassidy: It was Stelco's idea. It was
Stelco and you know it.
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Hon. Mr. White: Norfolk county council

having decided a year ago, I think by
unanimous vote, to request a regionalization

bill, and Haldimand, having decided in July
or August by a vote of 15 to 1, if my memory
serves me correctly, to ask for a regionaliza-
tion bill, that was their decision, not mine.

Mr. Cassidy: Sure, with a gun at their

head they moved.

Mr. Good: I, at this point, do not wish to

further the regional government debate other

than to point out that in my humble opinion
one of the many problems that exist in

regional government is simply this, that

rightly or wrongly there is a feeling with the

appointed chairman that the people in the

area just don't have a clue about what is

going on.

Before the regional governments are im-

plemented, I stated in my own area that none
of the people, and very few of the councillors,

have a complete grasp of what the implica-
tions of the legislation will be. The news-

paper reports after implementation seemed to

indicate exactly the same thing, that the

councillors have no alternative but to leave

it up to the regional chairman to have deal-

ings with Queen's Park.

Before regional government, if we ever had
a request for a grant which was justified as

much as our start-up grant of $875,000 was

justified, and it was cut back to 24 per cent—
if that had ever happened before regional

government you would have had every coun-

cillor down here on the front steps of Queen's
Park arguing with the provincial Treasurer

for the rest of their money. But because it is

left in the hands Of the appointed regional
chairman, he comes back and he says: "Well,
I did the best I could, you know. They are

giving us a lot of other money. But we did

have our start-up grants, which we thought
were justified at $800,000-odd, cut back to

$200,000-odd. Really they are nice fellows at

Queen's Park. They've given us some other

money; so I guess we'll just have to accept
it."

As a minister pointed out to me on a

previous occasion, I was the only one who
objected, but before regional government you
would have had the whole council down here

trying to do something about it. Now they
know how futile it would be because they
have to work through their regional chairman.

This is the only thing that I think is

destroying the local initiative of councillors to

really represent the people because the thing
becomes so complicated when they first get

in. Bills are drawn up in such a manner that

it is most difficult to understand their im-

plications from the regional down to the area

level.

Many of the area councillors, I am afraid,

have become somewhat disillusioned. I have
heard some of them say that perhaps they
would have been smarter to wait and run for

the council's second term because they feel

that some of them are going to get turfed out

after the first term because of what is going
on. It is not tlhat they are not trying, but

they are frustrated in that they feel that

things are so prepared when they are set

before them that they have no alternative but

to agree with them. I'd like to ask the min-

ister a few brief questions—

Hon. Mr. White: Before we go on to the

next topic, if I may, did I hear the hon.

member say that we gave them 24 per cent

less than they had asked for?

Mr. Good: You gave them 24 per cent of

what they asked for.

Hon. Mr. White: Did my hon. friend see

the list that chairman Jack Young brought
to me? Would the hon. member agree with

me that chairman Jack Young is one of the

best businessmen in this province and that

his opening bid was many times what he

really expected to get? Would my hon. friend

not agree with me that the extraordinary
transitional grants which we have indeed

provided for the region have been well

accepted?

Mr. Good: Now that the minister wants
to enter into debate over this matter, I just

happen to have the figures with me.

Mr. Chairman: Order, please. I think we
should clean up item 4 first.

Mr. Good: We are on item 4. We're right
on item 4, aren't we?

Mr. Chairman: You're on item 5. Finish

item 4.

Mr. Good: For instance, the regional muni-

cipality of Waterloo-

Mr. Chairman: Order, please. Is there

going to be further discussion on item 4

before we get to item 5?

Mr. Good: All right. Then I'll ask my
questions on item 4. I was in a better mood
to deal with this.

Mr. B. Newman: He'll get you next.
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Mr. Good: Regarding the Wasaga Beach

community park project, I am quite inter-

ested in this, having been a frequent visitor

to this area all my life up until a few years

ago, and I have since gone back by boat.

I am wondering if the minister would give
a brief report on the progress. I agree 100

per cent myself with the necessity for re-

development of the area. It is one of the

finest beach structures anywhere. Would the

minister just briefly point out what progress
has been made and refresh our minds as to

the length of time involved with the re-

development?

Hon. Mr. White: Yes, I would be glad to

report on this subject. The goal of the park

community project is to promote the develop-
ment of the Wasaga area into a year-round
recreation centre for southern Ontario. In

1971, the government announced that $18.5
million would be set aside during the follow-

ing five years for the development of parks,
sewers, and water services and some new
roads to assist in the attainment of this goal.

The Ministry of Treasury, Economics and

Intergovernmental Affairs is responsible for

co-ordinating the overall activities for the

following ministries in the park community
area: Ministry of Natural Resources, respon-
sible for co-ordinating land acquisition and

park development; Ministry of the Environ-

ment, responsible for the design and imple-
mentation of water and sewage disposal
services; Ministry of Transportation and

Communications, responsible for the design
and eventual implementation of major traffic

systems; Ministry of Government Services,

responsible for the purchase of land for parks
and other community needs; Ministry of In-

dustry and Tourism, responsible for pro-

moting the planned development of tourist

facilities; and Ministry of Treasury, Eco-
nomics and Intergovernmental Affairs, also

responsible for community development, re-

organization of local government and the

promotion of effective planning controls in

the area.

The project includes a total park commun-

ity of 25 square miles. The population in

the permanent dwellings is now 2,800. It is

proposed by 1990 to have 10,000. The cot-

tages now number 11,000, and it is proposed
that they will be 21,500. The peak day
visitors are now 21,000 plus, and it is pro-

posed by 1990 that there be 80,000 day
visitors at peak.

The current programmes include land

acquisition. There are two main areas of

concentration. First of all, six priority acquisi-

tion areas along the beach to be used for

recreation and car parks. About 70 per cent

of the land necessary for the above purposes
has been purchased. And secondly, the inland

dunes—which are high recreation value sand
dunes covered with vegetation—where 60 per
cent of the allocated area has been purchased.

Insofar as the park development is con-

cerned, a working plan has recently been

prepared to ban all cars from the sand beach.

Space for 2,300 cars will be available at six

locations along the beach on land owned by
the province. With respect to development
of sewer and water services, a technical

feasibility study of providing community areas

and some parks with a system of piped
water and sewers is completed. A method of

subsidization is now under review by the

cabinet.

With respect to road construction, a new
bridge across the Nottawasaga River is

planned for this year. With respect to muni-

cipal reorganization, legislation has been

passed to consolidate parks of the municipal-
ities of Flos, Sunnidale and Nottawasaga in

the village of Wasaga Beach. I think I am
going up to cut a ribbon there in the next

couple of weeks, if I remember correctly.

Studies completed since 1971 include the

following:

1. A soil study to determine ground capa-

bility for development;

2. An ecological assessment of future recre-

ation areas;

3. Sewer and water supply feasibility

study—I hope I am not going too quickly,
but I know you don't want to take too much
time on this.

4. Highway feasibility study to provide
construction priorities and design guidelines;

5. Surface water drainage;

6. Beach parking patterns at Wasaga, 1972,
to assist in developing recommendations for

banning cars from the beach;

7. Management studies of Flos Beach to

provide guidelines for the integration of Flos
Beach into the Wasaga park system.

Now, then, Mr. Chairman, there are studies

under way in 1973, as follows:

1. Survey of tourist commercial facilities

monitored by the Ministry of Industry and

Tourism;

2. Assessment of planning controls;

3. Review of local housing market;

4. Refinement of goals and objectives con-

tained in the 1971 master plan.
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Now, I can expand on the more note-

worthy issues on any one or all of thern, if

the hon. member would like me to do so.

Mr. Good: I was just interested in work
in progress now. How many more years is it

before you expect the plan to be completed?

Hon. Mr. White: Maybe I'd better read

the rest of this.

During the past year most of the con-

troversy regarding the government's activ-

ities in the official plan and zoning bylaw
have arisen at the local level. However
some issues have come to the attention of

the Toronto press and members of the

House, including the following:

(a) The detrimental effects of land

acquisition on the beachfront on local

commercial initiative and the villages' tax

base.

And I think the election up there in which
the most enthusiastic complainant was not

successful, probably has altered opinion to

some extent. It says:

Since 1971 the Minister of Natural Re-
sources has made a concerted effort to

purchase land in six priority areas along
the beachfront of Wasaga. These efforts

have been frustrated to a certain extent by
opposition from here and there.

I hope now we have come to a compromise
position; indeed, the government has made

very considerable compromises in an effort to

bring peace and harmony into the issue.

Much of the land in the six priority areas

was occupied by cottages, cabins and beach-

side stores. Council was concerned about the

purchase of certain of those and we did make
certain changes. The Ministry of Industry and
Tourism has a study under way by a firm of

consultants to study the tourist facilities, and

we rather think that this study will be help-
ful in support of the land development, land

acquisition programme.

Today about 300 properties have been pur-
chased along the beachfront and only in 11

instances has any expropriation been required.

Many of the properties purchased were not

high-standard, high-priced properties.

We have given assurance to a number of

people who have written to Queen's Park

that expropriation procedures will only be
initiated when all means of negotiation by
agreement have been explored, and that

market value is the norm for these negotia-
tions.

We have been purchasing land there for a

new bridge. Would the hon. member like

details on that?

Mr. Good: No.

Hon. Mr. White: We have been involved

in beach cleaning operations. Would the hon.

member like details on that?

Mr. Good: No.

Hon. Mr. White: We have prepared and

passed—the Legislature has passed^a bill on

local government reorganization. Would the

hon. member like an explanation on that?

Mr. Good: No.

Hon. Mr. White: The banning of cars

from the beach?

Mr. Good: This, I think, was part of—

Hon. Mr. White: I have a breakdown here

of the costs for the Wasaga budget. Should

I read this?

Mr. Good: Yes.

Hon. Mr. White: The Wasaga budget,
1973-1974; proposed allocations are the

figures I'll be giving.

Salaries and wages: Regular and proba-
tionary salaries $15,367; casual salaries, plan-

ning assistant $12,500; recreation planner
$15,000; draftsman $6,500; typist $5,500;
caravan staff $4,000, for a subtotal of $43,500.

Employee benefits, regular and proba-

tionary, 10 per cent $1,536; casual at 1.9 per
cent $845 for a subtotal of $2,381.

Transportation and communications: Data

communications, zero; telephone communica-
tions $600; postal, zero; moving expenses,

zero; express freight and cartage $100; travel

$6,500; travel and accommodation for con-

ferences and seminars $600, for a subtotal of

$7,800.

Services: Advertising and news media,

$1,000; publications services $15,000; exhibits

$15,000; rental of computer, zero; rental,

other $300; data processing, none foreseen.

Professional and consulting fees: Commercial
sector strategy $38,000; housing sector stra-

tegy $35,000; waste management report

$8,000; transportation testing design and pol-

icy input $55,000; official plan $25,000; dune

capacity study and floodline mapping $10,000;

catering $400; repairs to machinery $100;

photographic materials $100; maintenance of

caravan exhibit $1,500; subtotal $208,300.

Mr. Good: All right.
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Hon. Mr. White: I'm almost finished. Sup-
plies and equipment: Office supplies $600;
miscellaneous supplies $300; office equipment
and furniture $600; for a subtotal of $1,500.
Acquisition and construction of physical as-
sets: Land acquisition, beach $1,125,000;
backland $1 million; park development $250,-
000; road construction $500,000; services

$433,000, for a subtotal-no, for a grand total
of $3,308,000 in these estimates which we're
being asked to approve to date.

Mr. Good: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
There are just a few other short matters
in this vote.

I wonder if the minister could inform the
House what additional moneys are paid now
to the planning process in areas where no
official plan exists, areas where there is no
zoning? The minister surely knows the prob-
lems in rural areas where no zoning exists. It
makes it very easy for the Environmental
Hearing Board to hold a hearing and approve
a landfill site if there's no zoning. It means
there are no zone changes required and that
is the end of it. The local people get no
further representation before the OMB or
anybody.

I remember seeing a map a few years ago
in Mr. Taylor's department showing what few
areas in the province really did have official

plans and zoning bylaws. Of course, all the
areas taken in by regional government will, in
due course, have official plans but I wonder
if we're making any progress.

I have mentioned practically yearly that
there should be additional provincial fund-
ing for these small municipalities which have
problems hiring the necessary planning con-
sultants, either on a full-time or part-time
basis, to do the work that's required. Until
such time as there are sufficient funds com-
ing from the provincial level you're going
to find that it's going to be impossible for
many of these rural areas to get the proper
planning and zoning regulations.

Until such time as they do have it you all
know what the results will be. Anything can
move in and start. If they don't need a sever-
ance of land, all they have to do is get per-
mission from the medical officer of health to

go ahead and get a building going in no time
at all. It is an area where there is no zoning
or no official plan.

Many municipalities put the onus on de-
velopers who are trying to develop properties
or subdivisions or cottage lots by saying,
"Well, until such time as we get a plan, we
are not going to let you do anything." In
other words, "If you will subsidize the town-

ship to get a plan, then we will look at your
plan." I am wondering if we are making any
faster progress now than we were a few years
ago in this regard.

Hon. Mr. White: Yes, sir, I think we are.

There are now in existence 236 official plans
affecting 280 municipalities. The number of
new official plans this year from Jan. 1 to

Aug. 31 is 16, compared with seven in the

previous year. I have got a breakdown of

those figures. At any rate, the change this

year to date is an increase of 120.57 per cent.

Appeals are up 200 per cent. Official plans
approved by OMB are up 100 per cent. Com-
bination of the previous, up 155.55 per cent.

Amendments are up 15 per cent. Amend-
ments approved by OMB are up 166.66 per
cent.

There is $160,000 in one of these items

from which grants can be made to assist in

the development of official plans, and we have

granted perhaps $100,000 of that amount of

money so far this year. For instance, in Hali-

burton we undertook to pay 40 per cent of

the study at a cost of something like $40,000.
We have done that in two or three other

instances.

A month or two ago, the Premier (Mr.

Davis) announced as part of a large package
that we would provide initially $1.5 million

to revise and modernize the official plans in

the central Ontario area. If that amount of

money proves to be too much, of course it

won't be granted. If it proves to be too little,

the sum of money will be increased and the

necessary appropriations put in front of the

Legislature.

Either one week ago Monday or two weeks

ago Monday in Hamilton, as the hon. mem-
ber may know, I gave a speech suggesting
that it might be wise for the government to

provide grants of 50 per cent up to $50,000
to those counties which of their own volition

and on their own initiative, without any
pressure or persuasion from us, decided to

restructure themselves. This is not as yet
a government policy or a government pro-

gramme. We are opening up a decision-

making process, and I invited the response
of the Association of Counties and Regions
of Ontario so that I would have that input
before the government attempted to make
a decision in the matter. So those are the
three areas in which grants may be available
to municipalities.

Mr. Good: I presume the amount in this

vote going to Waterloo region is a transfer
of the funding that used to go to the Waterloo
area planning board? Is it correct that this
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is now going to the region for planning pur-

poses?

Hon. Mr. White: Well, the original grants
have been stopped to be replaced by the

new grant structure.

Mr. Good: One other question then. I am
wondering if the minister has had any feed-

back from, say, Niagara or York regions,

which have been in existence a little longer
than the other regions. I have had some feed-

back on the question of the abolition of

planning boards. While the local councillors

in general feel that the abolition of other

special-purpose bodies has been a good thing
and has brought control over many areas

back into the hands of council, some coun-

cillors are beginning to feel that much of

the legwork in the planning department was
done by the planning boards, especially when
it comes to public hearings. Sifting out in-

formation from public hearings previously had
been done by planning boards with the help
of professional staff, but now the professional
staff must deal directly with councillors in

the regional government.

I am wondering if there has been any
feedback as to whether or not councillors

feel they can also handle this or if it's

too onerous, in view of their other tasks.

Has there been any indication that councils

in the new regions would like to see planning
boards deal first with the public before they
do?

Hon. Mr. White: Well, I suppose the

feedback takes several forms. I am sorry
neither the leader of the NDP nor the mem-
ber for Ottawa Centre is here, because while

they were attacking the existing regional

governments a few minutes ago, I thought
to myself—I don't know if it is polite to

say so—that the best feedback we had, of

course, was after the elections two years

ago, because we picked up—

Mr. R. Haggerty (Welland South): But not

the one in Huron.

Hon. Mr. White: —a seat in Niagara Falls

shortly after they regionalized.

Mr. Good: I would like to tell you about
that.

Hon. Mr. White: And you having mention-
ed York, I guess we took all the seats there,
didn't we? Yes, we took all the seats there.

Mr. I. Deans (Wentworth): That is pretty

cheap.

Hon. Mr. White: Now the other forms of

feedback that one gets, all of the regional

governments have the authority for planning,
which of course is likely the most important
reason for regionalization—

Mr. Deacon: It is about the only reason.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: We'll take Wentworth
too.

Hon. Mr. White: Yes, we will take Went-
worth next time. Yes, I am glad you men-
tioned that. There is no doubt about that.

Now then—

Hon. Mr. Stewart: And Ottawa Centre.

Mr. Breithaupt: You don't really want them
all do you?

Hon. Mr. White: We are attempting to

get rid of special purpose bodies—this is one
of our several long-term aims—and to get the

power back where we think it belongs,
namely, to the municipal council. This shift of

responsibility for planning back into council
is a case in point. All of the regions, to the
best of my knowledge, have acquired this

power except for Metropolitan Toronto, and
I now have a request that their legislation
be put on the same basis as the others. I

would like to agree to that, but the matter
has yet to be considered by my colleagues in

government.

I guess the third area of feedback is com-

plaints, and I don't remember a single one

personally.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Wellington
South.

Mr. H. Worton (Wellington South): Mr.

Chairman, I would like to ask the minister a

question. I believe there have been a number
of various suburban planning boards that

have submitted official plans to your ministry,
and in my discussion with officials they have
indicated that it is probable that they won't

meet the Jan. 1 deadline as tihey wanted to

and as set out in certain aspects of your

legislation. Now are you planning any ex-

tension? In most of these areas the planning
boards have gone ahead with good intentions;

they submitted the plans back I think in

August and September, and they were hope-
ful that your officials could meet this dead-

line. I realize there is a lot of paperwork
involved and so on, but would you grant an

extension if the case is genuine?
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Hon. Mr. White: I would be glad to con-

sider that. I think it might have to be done
on an individual basis.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Welland
South.

Mr. Haggerty: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

I was interested in the remarks the minister

made about the previous member for Niagara
Falls, Mr. George Bukator, who now is the

mayor of the city of Niagara Falls and doing
an excellent job there—

An hon. member: Good man, good man.

Mr. Good: He couldn't have been all bad
either.

Hon. Mr. White: I wouldn't want to cast

any aspersions on George Bukator. He and I

were elected in 1959 and I know him well

and I like him very much. I suppose that

lends weight to the evidence I offered that

the people in the region of Niagara were not

displeased with us or they wouldn't have
elected our colleague, the Minister of Con-
sumer and Commercial Relations (Mr.

Clement), to defeat that very fine citizen.

Mr. Haggerty: I suppose we could get into

the political machine here, but again I sup-

pose we can look back to the member for

Welland (Mr. Morningstar) and of course if

it wasn't for some Liberals voting there he
would never make it either.

Mr. Chairman: How would you like to get
back to item 4 of the bill?

Mr. Haggerty: But I would say this much
to the minister, through you, Mr. Chairman,
that perhaps the reason that I am still here
in the House today is that I have taken a
stand on regional government. Perhaps some
other members (have not.

Recently I was very concerned about one
of your press releases. I believe the inter-

pretation of it was tihat you were perhaps not

going to form any more regional governments
but you were going to make a county unit

viable, and that's what I stood here and said
back in

Hon. Mr. White: No, I didn't say that at

all.

Mr. Haggerty: Well, that's what I inter-

preted it as, a viable unit, that you would
not—

Hon. Mr. White: That's how you mis-

interpreted it

Mr. Haggerty: I don't think I have mis-

interpreted it, because I think the main point
of suggesting tfhis is that you are going to try
to recapture that seat from Huron.

Hon. Mr. White: Now listen, Mr. Chair-

man, let me say it again, I have said it a

dozen times this week, we are going to take

absolutely no initiative. If people at the

municipal level want our help we will give it.

We are going to do absolutely nothing. That
is their responsibility, not mine. And I will

not have these remarks misinterpreted.

Mr. Good: Why did you make a speech
then?

Mr. Haggerty: Now we understand it a

little bit better, do we not, when I suggest a

viable unit? Are you going to come in with

perhaps new legislation or regulations to say
tihat you are going to give the same grants
to existing counties in the province as the

regional governments now receive? You give
them $8 under the county—I think; it may
be $5; it may be a little higher than that—
but they are not on equal terms. Are you
going to bring in additional grants to help
them get on their feet and perhaps provide
the necessary things that are required under
a larger unit of government sudh as a

county?

Hon. Mr. White: No.

Mr. Haggerty: Then you are defeating

your purposes. I want to pursue another

matter, Mr. Chairman.

Hon. Mr. White: Have I misunderstood
this question? If there is now a small

marginal difference in grants to regions and
other municipalities-

Mr. Haggerty: There is.

Hon. Mr. White: If a county decides to

reform itself and if it meets certain guidelines

yet to be decided upon, a tentative list of

which has been put before ACRO for their

comments.

Mr. Deacon: You are deciding for them
what is reform.

Hon. Mr. White: I would anticipate the

restructured county receiving the same grants
as a region.

Mr. B. Newman: There is a financial in-

ducement there.

Hon. Mr. White: I don't know whether or

not there is some confusion about this.
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Mr. Haggerty: This is getting the matter

cleared anyway.

The other matter I wanted to pursue, Mr.

Chairman, is on the different reports that the

minister has dealt with and some suggestions
which have come out by press releases deal-

ing with a tri-level conference in Ottawa.

Perhaps my main concern is—and I quite

agree with the minister—that additional grants
or additional funds should be made available

to municipalities. I can't quite agree with his

thoughts, though, that it should perhaps come
to the provincial level before it passed on to

the municipalities whose need is the greatest.
I would suggest to the minister that one of

the problems which has cropped up in the

Niagara region just lately is the matter of

police services in the regional municipality
of Niagara. The costs have gone up tremen-

dously. It is always an extra cost on the tax-

payer who has to bear the cost of police in

the region. I would suggest to the minister,

perhaps in his dealings with the federal gov-
ernment at the tri-level conferences would
he not request the federal government for

assistance to offset the police costs in munic-

ipalities throughout the Province of Ontario?

Where the federal police force is operating
in other provinces, such as Saskatchewan,

Alberta, British Columbia and so forth, I

understand the federal government does sub-
sidize the operation of police forces.

Could you bring in additional funds to off-

set the high cost of policing in the regions

throughout the Province of Ontario and re-

lieve that cost from the property owners?
After all, they do police matters concerning
the highways of the Ministry of Transporta-
tion and Communications, which is a provin-
cial matter; they do police matters under the
Criminal Code which is a federal matter. I

would suggest perhaps the minister should

pursue this more forcefully and get this

assistance back to the municipalities.

Hon. Mr. White: No, I wouldn't want to

ask the federal government for that kind of

conditional grant.

The provincial grants which are named

police grants are, in fact, unconditional

grants. They are a sum of money which goes
into the revenue side of the municipal budget
and which can be expended for anything

they wish. As the hon. member's question im-

plies, the regions in which policing has been

put on a regional basis have experienced at

one and the same time a much higher level

of service—which in fact was demanded—at

a considerably higher cost.

Mr. Haggerty: That's debatable.

Hon. Mr. White: That is why we have

higher grants for regional police grants than

for the municipal police grants.

Mr. Haggerty: I am sure the minister has

had the chairman of the regional munic-

ipality, Mr. John Campbell, on numerous
occasions before him to request additional

funds. Has he not, in the past two years?

Hon. Mr. White: We did that in our

budget. We increased these police grants.

Mr. Chairman: Is item 4 of vote 1005
carried?

On item 5?

Mr. Good: Yes, item 5.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for

Waterloo North.

Mr. Good: Getting back to the matter

which we started on before. To say that the

police grants are unconditional I don't think

is being fair. The minister certainly knows,
Mr. Chairman, that the Regional Municipal
Grants Act requires that where there is a

regional police force the grant is so much;
and where there is not a regional police force

the grant is a lesser amount. The amounts

are $8 and $6 per capita so the size of that

grant is conditional on whether there is a

regional police force or not.

Hon. Mr. White: There is a differential in

this particular grant, called a police grant,

between regional governments and other

municipal governments. In each case, how-

ever, the amount of money is unconditional,

even though it is called a police grant. The

money goes to municipalities to spend in any

way they want. It is not a matching grant.

It is not the same as library grants or a

multitude of other conditional or shared-cost

grants.

Mr. Good: Getting back to the other point,

Mr. Chairman, the minister talks about the

$1.3 million that our regional chairman asked

for a start-up grant as being a way-out figure.

I gather from what he said it was an un-

reasonable figure and that the region didn't

expect to get that much. The figure was set

out at that and the amounts were shown as

to what they required it for—administrative

start-up and additional police expenses, in-

cluding a police communications system for

the region. The bill required a regional police

force and the five provincial police who would
no longer be required to police areas in the

region had to be replaced by 43 additions
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to the regional police force, resulting in a

great increase in cost.

Going back, as the minister said, to two

years ago, and taking Niagara as an ex-

ample, which was the example the minister

used, Mr. Chairman, I do not forget that we

passed special legislation in this House so

that the Minister of Municipal Affairs-at the

time, Mr. Bales—could give additional grants

to the Niagara region which so desperately

needed them and which was faced with the

threat that the city of St. Catharines would
secede from the region, which it probably
couldn't have done if it had tried. Prior to

the election, the government took $1 million

from the provincial Treasury to buy back

its seats in the Niagara region. There is the

simple reason why you did well down there.

You poured $1 million worth of extra money
into the Niagara region just before the elec-

tion.

You put $750,000 of additional money into

York region just before the election and

$250,000 into Muskoka. Don't tell us that it

was your great regional government pro-

gramme that won you the seats in Niagara.
It was the infusion of not only party moneys
into the election but also government moneys
into the municipalities that were financially

so hard up against it before the election.

There is the real reason for what happened.
In the light of the money that went into

the Niagara region at that time, the request
from the Waterloo region was most reason-

able. Instead of getting, as the Niagara re-

gion did, $375,000 in extra grants for a re-

gional police communications system, you
asked our region to settle for $200,000 to-

wards the cost when the region really needed

$550,000.

We are faced with these extra expenses. It

is not an election year and we realize that it

is costing additional money the first year for

expenses which we won't have in forthcom-

ing years. We have a good assessment, times

are good, and people are paying the price
that is required to set this up, because it has
turned out this way. I don't think that you
can say that the request from Waterloo re-

gion was unreasonable when in the end what
they are asking for is not even as much as

Niagara region got just as a free-will gift

from the province.

Hon. Mr. White: Mr. Chairman, I didn't

say the request was unreasonable. That is the

way I would have started to dicker, just the

way Jack Young did. I'm always prepared to

consider these matters. I hadn't realized my
hon. friend from Waterloo North was inter-

ested, in that he has never attended a single

meeting that I have ever been at relating to

the needs of the region and, in particular,

the meetings that I've had with Jack Young
and others on this particular grant problem.

Mr. Breithaupt: Perhaps, Mr. Chairman, we
both would have attended if we were invited.

Mr. Good: Well, just one moment, Mr.

Chairman, on that point—

Hon. Mr. White: I am surprised at that.

Mr. Good: —have you ever invited a mem-
ber of the opposition to any meeting? Never,

never.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: Never thought they were

interested.

Mr. J. F. Foulds (Port Arthur): They rise

to the bait every time.

Mr. Good: In fact, I wrote to the former

Minister of Municipal Affairs and asked if he

thought there might be some value in in-

volving the three members, the member for

Waterloo South (Mr. Reuter), the member for

Kitchener and myself, in some of the discus-

sions regarding the setting up of the regional

government. After weeks and weeks of wait-

ing, I finally got a letter back saying, "I don't

think any good could be accomplished by

having the members of the provincial Legis-

lature at the discussions when we are dealing

with the intermunicipal committee."

It is we who have to debate the matters in

the House, Mr. Chairman, but this govern-

ment, Mr. Chairman, did not see fit even to

invite—now, maybe the member for Waterloo

South got invitations, but certainly the mem-
ber for Kitchener and myself did not, with

the exception of one meeting held in the

Holiday Inn, which I did attend.

So don't say that we didn't attend the

discussions. Tell me when the regional chair-

man is coming down, what he is coming for,

and I'll be glad to sit in with him.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for

Windsor-Walkerville.

Mr. B. Newman: Mr. Chairman, I wanted

to ask the minister if he is considering

equalizing grants to municipalities so that

municipalities of the same size generally
would receive similar grants. The minister

is aware of the great concern of Mayor
Frank Wansbrough and the city manager,

John Steel, when they look over the grants
received by other municipalities and find

that London and Windsor are not compar-
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able at all. For example, Mr. Steel makes

comments concerning the 1973 budget in

the following way:

The resources equalization grant, a sys-

tem to smooth out inequalities of assess-

ment between municipalities because of

varying percentages of commercial and

industrial assessment, doesn't appear to

produce equal grants for cities of the same

population. For instance, London grants
amount to $22.91 per person while Wind-
sor's rate amounts to $13.93 per person.

Mr. Haggerty: Shame on the minister.

Mr. B. Newman: He also says:

Another grant system, aimed at control-

ling inflation by reducing the percentage

grant as a municipality's expenditures go

up, appears in conflict with the province's

urging cities to improve their sanitary and

storm sewer works, a most costly proposal.

Mr. Steel, in his comments, also makes a

good recommendation. He suggests the tim-

ing of the payments should be considered

so that the grants are received earlier in the

year, preferably during March to June, when

municipalities often have to borrow at a sub-

stantially high rate of interest to maintain

a cash flow.

Mr. Steel also feels, when referring to the

stabilization scheme, that it imposes greater
restrictions on municipal autonomy than

could ever be exercised in a conditional grant

system.

When he talks of sewer and other environ-

mental projects, he mentions that a munici-

pality involved in substantial projects like

that can't possibly lower its tax rate by any
substantial amount, because one ministry of

the government forces it to undertake pollu-
tion control and pollution abatement pro-

cedures, whereas the other ministry bases

the grant structure on the reduction in the

amount of expenditures of a municipality.

I would like the minister's comments on

these.

Hon. Mr. White: Well, no, I certainly
wouldn't anticipate paying on a per capita
basis. That's the whole idea of the property
tax stabilization plan. It was original this

year, but it didn't originate this year. It

was recommended by all members of the

select committee. I am quite sure that the

three Liberal members voted for it.

The whole idea is to make up for the

shortfall in assessment that many of our

municipalities have, to lessen the urge for

competing for assessment even when that

may not be desirable for the municipality

affected, thereby protecting certain natural

facilities, streams and forests and such like.

I said explicitly in my budget in April that

the Ontario property tax stabilization plan
would benefit some municipalities more than

others.

Mr. B. Newman: And London is one of

them.

Hon. Mr. White: Yes, London is one, as it

happens. It certainly wasn't selected by me.

The reason is because their assessment is

less than the provincial average. This is due
to their lack of industrial assessment, I guess,
in contrast to Windsor. In several places in

this budget statement, we pointed out that

"our new resource equalization grant will

strengthen the fiscal capacity of all less pros-

perous municipalities."

Somewhere in here we drew attention to

the fact that it would be criticized from
certain directions because it does provide
more money per capita for some municipal-
ities in the province. I would hope as a

matter of fact that we could go from a 50

per cent factor in one of the three elements

to something higher than that. As I men-
tioned in my budget, and I think in the

budget debate, the 50 per cent has no theo-

retical or philosophical basis. It was simply
all the money we had. I would hope we
could inch up that 50 per cent on the assess-

ment shortfall as time goes by, and as revenue
increases permit.

I have got a note here that says "London's

per capita assessment is about 10 per cent

lower than Windsor's."

Mr. B. Newman: But the grant is doubled,
Mr. Minister

Hon. Mr. White: The formulation is that

we pay 50 per cent times the mill rate, times

the difference between the per capita assess-

ment in the community and the per capita
assessment in the province which we have
rounded up from the actual $9,700 to $10,000.
If a community has per capita assessment of

$7,000, this amount from the $10,000 leaves

a shortfall of $3,000. We pay half of the

actual taxes on that $3,000 shortfall and it

certainly does bring particular advantage to

the less prosperous communities, but that was
the idea.

Mr. B. Newman: You don't consider Lon-

don a less prosperous community do you, Mr.

Minister?
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Hon. Mr. White: I certainly do by those

terms, yes—by per capita assessment.

Mr. B. Newman: Mr. Minister, have you
been asked by either the city manager, Mr.
John Steel, or the mayor to meet with them
to explain the whole grant structure so that

they could resolve the problem between your
officials and themselves?

Hon. Mr. White: Well, I am certainly glad
to meet Mayor Wansbrough. I see him about
once a month.

Mr. B. Newman: Would you meet with
him if they put in a request?

Hon. Mr. White: Oh, certainly.

Mr. B. Newman: Okay, thank you.

Madam Chairman: Will item 5 carry?

Item 5 agreed to.

Madam Chairman: Item 6, employment in-

centive programme.

Mr. Haggerty: Thank you, Madam Chair-
man. I believe in the budget the minister has
an increase there for this year, is there not?
An increase on the vote on that expenditure?

Mr. Worton: Under item 5?

Mr. Haggerty: I believe so. Is it not in
there? I haven't got the book with me.

Madam Chairman: Item 6, Mr. Minister.

Hon. Mr. White: Is the question directed
to item 5 or item 6?

Mr. Breithaupt: Item 6.

Hon. Mr. White: Oh, I was hoping it was
directed to item 5. Then I would be able to
tell you we provided another $440 million in

municipal grants.

Mr. Breithaupt: Tell us anyway.

Hon. Mr. White: Oh, I wouldn't dare. It

would be out of order.

Madam Chairman: Item 6 has been called.
Will item 6 carry?

Item 6 agreed to.

Madam Chairman: Does vote 1005 carry?

Vote 1005 agreed to.

Madam Chairman: That completes the es-
timates of the Ministry of Treasury, Economics
and Intergovernmental Affairs.

Clerk of the House: The estimates of the

Ministry of Education, Volume 4, page S41.

ESTIMATES, MINISTRY OF EDUCATION

Madam Chairman: Does the hon. minister

have an opening statement?

Hon. T. L. Wells (Minister of Education):

Yes, Madam Chairman, I have a statement. I

would like to say today in presenting the es-

timates of the Ministry of Education for this

year I feel that to begin with it is proper
that we discuss in general terms the aims

and objectives of the school system in On-

tario, and the means by which we are seek-

ing to achieve these aims.

The exercise, Madam Chairman, in trying
to define the aims of education in concise

terms can become rather academic because

it is so easy to stray among pretentious gen-
eralities that may have little relationship to

actual practices of the real world. Very often

the most scholarly attempt to define the pur-

poses of the schools in today's society results

in statements that lack a sense of reality for

those who have daily contact with young peo-

ple either at home or in the school.

Madam Chairman, in clear and simple

terms, however, I think it can be said that

the fundamental purpose of our schools is to

prepare young people as well as possible for

the life that they will lead as adults in our

democratic society. The school should help

each student develop to the maximum of his

potential as an individual and as a member of

society who will think clearly, feel deeply
and act wisely. Many parents would correctly

interpret this basic aim to mean that they
want their children to learn to read, write and

speak tlheir native language with reasonable

facility, English or French as the case may
be; to learn how to handle numbers; to

develop social skills that will enable them to

live and work with others; to acquire an

understanding and appreciation of their

country; and to supplement all of this with

useful knowledge that will relate to a success-

ful and satisfying life.

Without doubt the foundation of any sound

educational programme begins with the basic

skills. Our dhildren must acquire the ability

to read and write and handle numbers be-

cause "the three Rs," as they are colloquially

called, still constitute the price of admission

to our adult society and no child should pass

through our schools without acquiring these

skills.

But there is another skill which has become
a priority for today's young people and this

is the ability to adapt readily to a changing
environment and to evaluate and solve new
problems. Adaptability and the capacity to.
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solve problems are more difficult to teach,

more difficult to learn and more difficult to

evaluate than the ability to read and write.

But I say that they are no less essential.

A corollary of this is the need to teach

people how to learn, how to seek out infor-

mation and how to use it properly and wisely.
The statement that "education is a lifelong

process" is rapidly becoming a reality, and
the schools now must consciously help pupils

develop investigative and analytic capabilities
that will sustain them throughout their years.

Madam Chairman, while an emphasis on
skill development is certainly a basic priority
of our educational system, our schools must
also build upon that foundation to help
pupils acquire certain attitudes in the process,
and to develop some personal virtues and

strength of character along the way. Our
schools should help our young people acquire
a taste for excellence and a willingness to

pursue it, as well as the self-discipline and

perseverance that will permit them to attain

their goals.

Students today must gain respect for them-

selves and others and develop moral stand-

ards that will give them direction throughout
their lifetimes. The schools must help develop
in students an appreciation of the way our

society functions and the ability to live

harmoniously with others. And the schools

have a responsibility to help our young people
understand our cultural heritage and develop
a sense of patriotism—an awareness of their

place. This is the young people's place and
all of our place in the society of man, and
Canada's place in the society of nations.

These kinds of objectives obviously present
to our educational system an enormous chal-

lenge made all the more difficult by the fact

that the past experience of today's generation
of parents and educators, indeed of all of us,

has seemed to become somewhat less useful

in guiding today's young, because the world
of today is so vastiy different from tihe world
that each of us knew in our youth, and the
world of tomorrow will doubtless be vastly
different again.

It's not like the early days, in the last

century and the first half of this one, when
the character and pace of Ontario society

changed only gradually through the years. In

those times, it was not difficult for the schools

to make appropriate adjustments to keep
pace. However, with the end of the Second
World War the stage was set for a period of

dramatic and rapid change in our society, the

likes of which had not been seen previously,
and the end of which, if there ever is an

end, none of us are likely to see in our
lifetimes.

The new demands of a fast-changing

society posed a great challenge for our edu-
cators to react and adapt appropriately, and
it was a number of years before tangible
evidence of real change was evident. But

change there was, in the Fifties and the

Sixties.

Look at what schools face today, today in

this year 1973: A society in which specific

skills, particularly occupational skills, become
obsolete as fast as new ones are developed.
A society whose culture and values are sub-

jected to a daily and bewildering bombard-
ment of ideas, images, impressions and in-

formation via the media. A society in which

nothing is accepted without question. A
society in which young people insist on per-

ceiving and judging by their own terms of

reference, rather than passively accepting
someone else's version of truth, justice, right
and wrong.

And our educators, with no more claim to

prophetic abilities than the rest of us, can

only conclude that their best contribution is

to lay a firm foundation of facts and skills in

the early years of a child's education, and to

sharpen intellectual curiosity and stimulate

a thirst for continuous learning.

The adoption of this approach has implied
some revolutionary changes in traditional

approaches to education. Most particularly,
it makes motivation a matter of supreme im-

portance and this has led to a great deal of

emphasis being placed on the development
of the individual as such.

A major explanation for this is an increas-

ing acceptance of the fact that motivation to

learn and the capacity to learn are entirely
individual matters. We are moving away from
the time when children were grouped and

categorized solely by age, and we are now

recognizing differing abilities in order to make
education more of an individual process.

The changes in our society during the last

25 years have had much impact on the

schools, not only in Ontario but throughout
the world as well. These changes have been
reflected in tremendous progress in Ontario

education.

Now, Madam Chairman, in these days of

some disillusionment caused by a feeling that

education has somehow failed to solve all

our social problems, it's easy to forget what
an extraordinary achievement that we have
to our credit. Seldom has an organized society
seen a greater and more successful effort to

realize a major social objective.
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Immediately after the war, the main chal-

lenge was one of numbers. The effects of the

greatly increased birthrate and the new surge
of immigration hit the elementary schools of

Ontario like a great wave. In the early 1950s,

Premier Leslie Frost used to refer to the

abundance of young people as "Ontario's

gold," and he saw in them the promise of a

bright future for this province.

At that stage, however, the practical de-

mand was for hundreds of new schools and a

huge investment in equipment and new
teachers had to be found from among an

abnormally small pool of people, the results

of the low birth rate of the depression years.

In 1950 there were fewer than three-

quarters of a million students in elementary
and secondary schools throughout Ontario. By
the end of the 1960s we had almost two
million students. In 20 years we had success-

fully accommodated a new pupil population
of about the size of the cities of Ottawa,

Hamilton, Windsor, London and Sudbury, all

combined together. To do it we spent over

$2}4 billion to build the equivalent of a

new elementary school and a new secondary
school for every week in the 20-year period.
That's a new elementary or a secondary
school or an addition for every week in the

20-year period'.

We increased by almost 20-fold our total

annual investment in elementary and sec-

ondary education, raising it from $113
million in 1950 to over $2 billion 20 years
later.

Madam Chairman, despite the urgency of

the numbers crisis during the 1950s and the

1960s, it was never a preoccupation. Espe-
cially since 1960 the tangible improvements
made in Ontario education are vivid testi-

mony to the fact that our educators have

always had their priorities in the right order.

A major advancement in the 1960s was the

steady improvement in the qualifications of

those teaching in Ontario classrooms.

The difficulties of the previous decade,
which pressed into service many teachers

with only minimum levels of education,

gradually gave way to a healthier situation

where our resources of educated young
people eligible for teaching increased enor-

mously. Still there remained through the

1960s a shortage of well-qualified teachers in

Ontario primarily because enrolments con-

tinued to rise rapidly and because staff-

student ratios improved significantly.

For many new teachers the process of

teacher training continued to be relegated
to speeded-up programmes in summer schools.

By the end of the 1960s however, we be-

gan to see a reversal of the main trend that

caused the teacher shortage. School enrol-

ments stabilized and in some cases declined

because of lower birthrates and reduced

immigration.

It is, of course, difficult to be philosophic
about the present situation if one is an

experienced teacher, fearful that his job
is threatened by the existence of many
would-be replacements or if one is newly
prepared for teaching and looking for a first

position. I must say, Madam Chairman, that

the passing of the seller's market in teaching
has had some very promising implications for

the quality of education. Today all school

boards, even those in relatively remote areas

of this province, can now make a real choice

from among a number of applicants rather

than as before having to take available can-

didates, fully qualified or not.

Mr. E. W. Martel (Sudbury East): Sounds
like the medical profession, doesn't it?

Hon. Mr. Wells: Within a very short period
we've been able to raise the minimum re-

quirements for elementary school teaching
from grade 12 graduation to a university

degree. At the same time, with the majority
of teacher training programmes now under
the aegis of universities, prospective teachers

should experience superior preparatory pro-

grammes that will be reflected in even more
creative teaching in the years to come.

Parallel to these developments have been
a number of other trends that have steadily

added to the effectiveness of classroom in-

struction. Thirteen years ago in Ontario, in

1960, there was one teacher for every 31

elementary school children; today there is a

teacher for every 25 children.

Mr. Martel: Yes, but that is not province-
wide.

Hon. Mr. Wells: In the same period, the

pupil-teacher ratio in our secondary schools

fell from 23 to 1 to about 17 to 1. This sig-

nificant decline has in some places been re-

versed by one or two percentage points in

the last year or two, but this has been more
an aberration than a new trend.

The greatly reduced pupil-teacher ratio

has had significant implications. It has given
school boards the opportunity to reduce the

size of classes to levels more appropriate to

quality education. And superior administrative

and back-up services such as those provided

by consultants and guidance personnel have
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lightened the teachers' burden and increased

the effectiveness of their efforts.

All of these trends affecting teachers and

their working conditions have helped us move

ever closer toward attaining the goals which

we place before our schools. These develop-

ments have not evolved in isolation; they

have been supplemented by a variety of sup-

portive trends as well, which maintained for

Ontario its position of educational leadership

among Canadian provinces and beyond.

Throughout the 1960s a great effort was

brought to bear on curriculum reform. While

most of the traditional curriculum material

was retained over the years we made room

for many new approaches and new courses

to better serve the real needs of the pupils.

At the high school level we developed a

network of composite schools, with well-

equipped business and technical departments,

scattered throughout the province, giving more

emphasis to vocational preparation than had

previously been the case.

Parallel to this, the Ontario secondary

school greatly broadened its appeal to many
more young people. In 1950 the total

secondary school enrolment was only 41 per

cent of the 15 to 19-year-old group. By 1970

that figure had grown to over 80 per cent.

In 1959 only 39 per cent of the students

entering grade 9 continued on to grade 12.

By 1970 that figure had risen to 73 per

cent.

Madam Chairman, over a period of years

the rigidities of high school organization were

broken down, giving way gradually to what

is known today to all of us as the credit

system. The more flexible approach to school

programmes finally recognized students' in-

dividual abilities and interests, instead of hav-

ing them arranged primarily for administrative

convenience or for those bound for uni-

versity. New courses were added to the

curriculum and traditional ones were given
new life.

The quality and quantity of textbooks im-

proved markedly throughout the 1960s and

significant new emphasis was placed on

Canadian textbooks. In 1960, it is interesting

to note, teachers had a choice from only

300 titles by 25 publishers. Today they can

choose from almost 1,300 books from more

than 80 publishers. Almost all of textbooks

approved for use in Ontario classrooms are

written by Canadians.

In recent years there has been a great surge
in the production of other learning materials

by Canadians, and this was reflected in our

publication last year of the 160-page cata-

logue of Canadian curriculum materials.

The creation of larger school jurisdictions

throughout the province has yielded many
tangible benefits, the most important being

the broadening of educational opportunities

for hundreds of thousands of Ontario young

people, bringing us even closer to that elusive

goal of equality.

Another major advancement of the 1960s

was strong legislation which gave our French-

speaking young people a realistic opportunity

to obtain a complete education in their ma-

ternal language. The province now has a

network of French secondary schools in all

areas where there is a substantial concentra-

tion of French-speaking people.

Mr. Martel: They had to fight like mad to

get them.

Hon. Mr. Wells: Even this year we have

moved ahead further with new legislation

that will increase and significantly improve

these opportunities.

All of these and other developments of the

1960s brought us confidently into the 1970s,

setting the stage for a period of adjustment,
refinement and consolidation for further im-

provement in Ontario education.

In 1971, however, another factor emerged
which temporarily distracted the attention of

many people away from purely educational

matters. The new factor was the well-express-

ed concern of the public, not only in Ontario

but across Canada and North America as well,

about the rapidly increasing amounts of money

being spent by governments, both provincial

and local, on education.

At the local level this concern was re-

flected by increasing demands that the pro-

vincial government should pay a larger share

of the total cost of elementary and secondary

education. This request was met in Ontario

as the government raised its share of the total

cost to 60 per cent and, as a result, mill rates

in many areas were reduced or at least re-

mained constant.

At the same time, public attitudes towards

educational spending led us in 1971 to place

limits on the amounts by which a school board

could increase its per pupil spending from

one year to the next. The citizens of this

province, long having demonstrated their will-

ingness to invest heavily to expand and im-

prove their schools, had come to the con-

clusion that huge annual increases in educa-

tional budgets were not essential to further

improvements in the quality of education.
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It is not difficult to see why this new pub-
lic mood developed and why questions were
asked about the seemingly endless amounts
of money that were being poured into educa-

tion.

Between 1965 and 1972, a period of just
seven years, general legislative grants from
this province to school boards more than

tripled, passing the $l-billion mark for the

first time. The annual increases in the total

cost of elementary and secondary education

were questionable, even after allowing for

the enrolment increases, programme changes
and improvements in teacher qualifications.

During the three years preceding 1971, per

pupil spending for elementary and secondary
education in Ontario jumped by an average
of over 13 per cent a year. With this and

other evidence at hand, thoughtful public

opinion crystallized to demand that expendi-
ture rates in education be controlled as a

means of protecting citizens against further

unrestrained increases in general taxes as well

as property taxes due to education.

The policy of having a limit on how much
a school board could increase its per pupil

spending each year has now been in effect for

over three years and it has clearly achieved

its intended purpose without adversely af-

fecting the quality of education in Ontario

classrooms, which we have worked so long
and so persistently to achieve.

Mr. J. F. Foulds (Port Arthur): So you are

going to abandon it.

Hon. Mr. Wells: Earlier this year the edi-

tor of the newspaper, Financial Times, wrote
a very perceptive editorial in which he said:

This is an age of bombast. There has

been a loss of proportion in assessing the

events of our time. Every disturbance is

now liable to be described as a crisis and

every change is a turning point in human
history.

What is happening to us here and now
tends to fill our field of vision so that we
lose the perceptive to see it as part of the

long story of man and give it whatever
modest place it deserves in that story.

It is clear to any observer that the expendi-
ture ceilings have tended to fill the field of

vision and cloud the perspective of a few

people in a handful of localities, most par-

ticularly those few where large annual spend-

ing increases had perhaps become a matter

more of habit than educational necessity.
While the vast majority of school boards
and teachers throughout Ontario adapted to

the ceilings positively and constructively, we

heard ominous warnings of impending crisis

and disaster in our schools from a small

majority of people, most of whom probably
have felt threatened in one way or another.

Mr. Foulds: A small majority?

Hon. Mr. Wells: The proponents of unrest

and gloom, while relatively few in number
have been successful in distracting the atten-

tion and energy of others away from then-

prime function of educating our young
people.

Mr. Martel: They never believed in educa-

tion anyway.

Hon. Mr. Wells: The threatening predic-
tions of disaster in our classroom have proved
to be hollow and with little foundation. In

particular, the recent well-organized cam-

paign to stir up public emotion over class

size in Metropolitan Toronto has shown itself

to be greatly exaggerated and, it might be

said, a mere tactic in a larger campaign that

is related more to the bargaining table than

to concern over quality education.

Mr. Foulds: I thought it was Potter who
was paranoic, not you.

Hon. Mr. Wells: I am just telling the truth

and that's all.

These many months of sporadic posturing
and protest have been as unbecoming as they
have been unnecessary, and I emphasize that.

There has been a very undesirable effect on
the spirit and morale in many of our schools.

Many people have been blinded to the fact

that the improvements we achieved in the

1960s are being built upon and expanded
even now. In the face of isolated yet noisy
claims to the contrary, progress has con-

tinued to predominate and will continue to

predominate.

Mr. James Singleton, who is director of

education for the Halton Board of Educa-
tion and a former president of the Ontario

Secondary School Teachers' Federation, I

believe, said in a speech a few months ago:

In future years we will look upon the

era of the financial ceilings as an excellent

time of evaluation, priority establishment

and soul searching. ... A new level of

evaluation has arisen in the province, and
this has been one of the great side benefits

of the ceilings.

The spirit of evaluation and accountability

throughout Ontario education is not only
reflected in the outstanding efforts of most
school boards in streamlining their operations,
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but also in similar efforts by the Ministry
of Education itself.

Because the ministry is subject to the same
constraints that apply to other areas of the

educational system in Ontario, the Ministry
of Education is not in an expansive mood.
As a result we have not hired any new pro-

gramme consultants or professional educators

for other roles for about two years. Education

officers recruited to fill vacancies during this

time have been transferred or seconded from

regional offices or teachers' colleges.

A very positive result of the constraints

within the ministry has been the new insight
and fresh ideas that have enriched the min-

istry through the secondments and exchanges
that have been arranged with school boards

to meet the personnel needs of the ministry.

Another creative response to the needs for

improvement as well as the need for restraint

is the regional reorganization which is about

to take place. In order to provide a more
co-ordinated and effective ministry service in

the east and west-central regions of the

province, regions 7 and 8 are going to be

amalgamated on Jan. 1, 1974.

Mr. Foulds: Not phased out?

Hon. Mr. Wells: Amalgamated. The new
regional director of this combined 7 and 8

office, which will be located in the present
premises of the region 8 office on Sheppard
Ave. E. in North York, will be Mr. L. E.

Maki. Mr. Maki has worked for the ministry
for 13 years in various capacities. Most re-

cently he has been a very valued member
of the staff of the school business and finance

branch in the central office of the ministry.

In addition, our other eight regional offi-

ces will be restructured in 1974 to include

under the regional director a curriculum divi-

sion, supervisory services division and finan-

cial services components. The reorganized
officers will to a greater degree decentralize

the function of the ministry and will have
the authority and the capacity of serving the

needs of both the school boards and the min-

istry in an even more effective way in the

years ahead. In the curriculum and super-

visory area, greater stress will be put on co-

operative work with the school boards in each

region.

Cost and staff restraints will, of course,

apply to these offices, and because these of-

fices will be placed on a flat-line budget for

the foreseeable future, which means that they
will receive no dollar increases above the
amount allotted for them in these estimates

this year, the regional director will be re-

quired to establish priorities and effect econo-

mies as do other components of the educa-

tional community.

Evaluation and accountability are under-

lying purposes of a high priority programme
which is presently being developed on a pilot

basis by the ministry in co-operation with

three local school boards—Dryden, West

Parry Sound and Ottawa Separate.

These three projects involve the educa-

tional evaluation of these local school sys-

tems. We are attempting to develop pro-
cedures whereby a school system could ob-

jectively analyse its specific goals, assess how
well these goals are being obtained, and ex-

amine existing programmes. In other words,

every aspect of a school system's operation
will be investigated in great detail by teach-

ers, parents, students, school administrators

and others.

A second project to which the ministry is

giving high priority has as its aim to develop
a system which can be adopted by any school

board to evaluate its decision-making proces-
ses and its allocation of resources to achieve

stated objectives. This project, known as the

educational resources allocation system, now
involves 15 school boards throughout the

province in developmental projects. All of

these involve setting objectives, evaluating

present procedures, and establishing priorities

and considering alternatives.

Changes in the extensive research pro-

gramme, which is funded by the Ministry of

Education, are also indicative of the new
emphasis on evaluation in Ontario education.

Over the past two or three years the ministry

has taken a much firmer grasp on the prov-
ince's educational research programme. Al-

ready we have seen some dramatic results

in terms of addressing our research effort to

real problems in Ontario education, with a

reduced emphasis on the rather esoteric ap-

proach which has long seemed to dominate

educational research almost everywhere.

Mr. Foulds: How about those simulation

programmes?

Hon. Mr. Wells: I might tell you that they
are one of the very practical things that have

been
{
produced. If you look at the whole

programme you will see that. We will be glad
to talk about them. They are very well used

out in the school system.

Earlier this year, the report of a UNESCO
committee on education was released, and it

is now receiving world-wide attention. The

report urges new directions in education that

are strikingly parallel to those developed in
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Ontario since the mid 1960s. The report is

called "Learning to Be", or more commonly
the Faure report, after Mr. Edgar Faure;
former Minister of Education of France, who
chaired the international committee.

Mr. Foulds: You actually read that?

Hon. Mr. Wells: No, I haven't read it all.

Just bits of it.

Alvin Toffler, also the author of the con-

troversial book "Future Shock" has recently

focused his attention more closely on educa-

tion. His new book will be called "Learning
for Tomorrow" and it will be published next

year, I understand. Recent quotations from
Mr. Toffler have him saying that the basic

assumption that is draining school systems—
an assumption he called deceptive and dan-

gerous—is that the future will be like the

present. He contends that American schools

are preparing children for a society that no

longer exists and that they should be pro-

ducing people who are inventive and can

cope with change. This is precisely the direc-

tion in which we have been moving in On-
tario.

Relatively speaking, by just about any
measure of comparison, we have in Ontario
a pre-eminent school system. We are provid-

ing a varied curriculum for boys and girls

who will be adults in a very complex society
at the turn of the century. We have broken
some of the rigid patterns of the past but we
have retained the excellence that has long
been the hallmark of our schools. As in all

times of transition there have ben doubts
and fears expressed and voices raised in con-
cern and even alarm. We are moving for-

ward, I think, on a base of sound philosophy,
research and practicality, advancing with the
times in the light of what is and will be
most appropriate to our fundamental aim of

preparing our young people for the future.

Mr. F. Laughren (Nickel Belt): You are

sounding more like Will Durant all the time.

Hon. Mr. Wells: Over the past few years
there has been genuine concern in the minds
of some parents that one result of this period
of evolutionary change has been a reduced

emphasis on the so-called basics in our

elementary schools. To a great extent this

concern has been tine result of new methods
rather than the changes in content or em-
phasis. All through the elementary grades it

remains a firm ministry requirement that the

fundamental skills like reading, spelling, writ-

ing and arithmetic be taught thoroughly to all

pupils in our schools.

All of these areas are covered very thor-

oughly in the curriculum documents which
are provided to all schools by the ministry,
and teachers and pupils devote just as much
time to the basics as they ever did. The basic

skills are often handled in a more natural

and integrated way tfhan in the past but there

is no evidence whatsoever that they are being
neglected.

Now it seems clear that the suspicion that

basic skills are being underplayed in our

schools arises primarily from the fact that not

every child in the room will memorize the

answer to six times seven or how to spell a

word like "whiff" on the same day, the same
time or in the same week or in tihe same
month. This, though, is the essence of what
is meant by individualization in the class-

room.

Mr. Martel: This is a lot of nonsense.

Hon. Mr. Wells: No two children, even a

brother and sister, learn at the same rate.

Mr. Martel: That is the biggest myth
going.

Hon. Mr. Wells: It is interesting that you
would say that because I can remember sit-

ting Shere and I made a speech when I was a

private member about ungraded classrooms.

I remember the present leader of your party

phoning me up and asking me if he could

have a copy. I think ever since then he has
been a very great proponent of this theory
and so have many of your friends.

Mr. Martel: No one is opposed to the

theory but that is all it is.

Hon. Mr. Wells: It is not a theory. I think

it is a practical reality for education for the

future.

Mr. Martel: Why don't you provide the

staff to make it workable?

Mr. Laughren: You haven't allowed it to

work.

Mr. Martel: Can't you afford it yet? Indivi-

dualized programmes for elementary school

kids? That's nonsense.

Hon. Mr. Wells: You like to deal in gen-
eralities. You bring us in the examples, the

exact classrooms and the exact schools and
then let us talk about them.

Mr. Martel: I am talking about my own

daughter's classroom of 40 kids in grade 5.

What are you handing me?
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Hon. Mr. Wells: It seems clear that the

suspicion that basic skills are being under-

played in our schools, as I say, arises primar-

ily from the fact that not every child in the

room memorizes at the same time on the

same day in the same month or in the same

year.

As I say, this is the essence of what is

meant by individualization in the classroom.

No two children, even a brother and sister,

learn at the same rate or in the same way.
Fortunately good teachers today are flexible

in their expectations and their method of

instruction recognizing the individual capabil-
ities of each of the children in their classes.

Interjection by an hon. member.

Hon. Mr. Wells: In a word the approach
is not to fail some but to teach all.

Mr. Laughren: Will you let them have

some say in their working conditions?

Hon. Mr. Wells: A related concern that has

been expressed in recent years is that disci-

pline and hard work have somehow lost their

importance in the schools. I say that this is

not so. It is no secret that a pleasant, well-

disciplined classroom atmosphere results in a

more effective learning for all, and that

teachers themselves, to a large extent, create

the climate in their classrooms. I believe all

teachers strive for good discipline.

Anyone who has visited the elementary
school classrooms around this province in

recent years will know tlhat the best classes

are places where, at various times during the

day, there may be small groups of pupils

working together while the teacher moves

about, teaching, encouraging and assisting. In

these and similar types of learning situations

which are common today, there is certainly
more activity than most of today's parents

may remember from their own schooldays.
But it is inaccurate, I would say, to equate
this with poor discipline.

Gradual change will continue to evolve

in our elementary schools throughout the

1970s as our educators, building upon the

strong foundation that now exists, adapt to

changing times and changing needs.

An area that has long received major
emphasis, both in the Ministry of Education
and in our school system, is special education
and the services provided to those who seek

advice and assistance regarding programmes
for exceptional children of all types, includ-

ing those with learning disabilities, the

physically disabled, and children who are

retarded, emotionally disturbed, blind or deaf.

Mr. Martel: That's where the cutbacks

came this year.

Hon. Mr. Wells: As it continues to be a

prime responsibility of the ministry to ensure

that our efforts in special education are

closely related to the needs of those we
serve, we have established a minister's ad-

visory council on special education. This

council will be of great assistance to us,

both immediately and in the longer term. Its

chairman is the Rev. Grant Macdonald of

Waterloo, who is chairman of the Waterloo

County Board of Education, and it includes

eight other outstanding persons, all of whom
have a deep interest in problems related to

all areas of special education.

In the secondary schools of Ontario, re-

finement will be the essential characteristics

of this decade, following a five- or six-year

period in which the secondary school pro-

gramme took a promising new turn towards
the future with the introduction of the credit

system.

Ever since the credit system was first

introduced five years ago we have made it

clear that the programme would be subject
to modification if it became clear that such

was needed. We have monitored the effects

of, and the reaction to, the new programme
with extreme care. A variety of very practical
research studies was commissioned and in-

depth surveys of opinion have been con-

ducted among teachers, students, parents,

principals, administrators and others.

A critical finding that has emerged clearly
from this elaborate and thorough research

process is that, while the vast majority are

in strong support of the principles of the

credit system, there are one or two aspects
of the programme which are of concern and
which are tending to cloud the acknowledged
strong and positive features of the pro-

gramme. Beyond this, there is also a wide

public consensus, with which we concur, that

it not be left to chance that secondary school

students acquire a deeper understanding and

appreciation of the English language and of

Canada itself.

Our schools must help students acquire
effective communications skills in the English

language, to learn how to organize thoughts
in a logical manner and to communicate with

others clearly and effectively in writng and
in oral speech. And, Madam Chairman, in

these days of world turmoil and uncertainty,
it is of great and increasing importance that

our young people come to appreciate and

understand this country of ours, Canada, its
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culture, its heritage and its national identity,
and to have confidence in our unique place
and status in the community of nations.

Therefore, beginning next September, it

will be a requirement under the credit system
that each student entering the first year of

secondary school successfully complete at

least four credits in English studies and two
cerdits in Canadian studies, to qualify for a

secondary school graduation diploma.

Mr. J. R. Breithaupt (Kitchener): Well,
that's the first step.

Hon. Mr. Wells: In making English studies

mandatory for all students, schools can in-

clude not only the traditional courses in

English, but also related courses in creative

writing, special areas of literature, drama
or any other courses which develop communi-
cations skills in the English language.

Canadian studies also deserve a prominent

place in our schools and this is why we are

giving this area mandatory status under the

credit system. It has in recent years become

very fashionable to speak about our pursuit
of a national identity, but let no one be
fooled that this is merely a temporary fad.

We are witnessing a highly significant matur-

ing of public opinion on Canada's unique
place in the world.

Never has it been so clear that the unique

heritage and culture of Canada and Cana-
dians should be cherished and strengthened.
A real understanding and pride in our coun-

try and a genuine sense of patriotism should
be considered, I believe, national priorities,
and the schools have an essential role to play
in this regard.

Under the credit system, Canadian studies

will be given a broad interpretation. The

starting point is certainly Canadian history,
which simply must be presented as something
more than explorers in canoes battling rush-

ing waters. The history of Canada and its

development over the last 100 years is an

exciting and inspiring story—and good teach-

ers, given support and encouragement, can

certainly portray it as such.

Canadian studies will also include, how-
ever, other courses related to our geography,
our political systems, urban studies and other
curriculum areas which focus on Canada and

Canadians, and be designed to develop a

critical awareness of Canadian society, al-

though not separate from the world society
of which it is a part.

The Ministry of Education has already
published a new intermediate history curricu-

lum guideline which covers such areas as

Canada's multicultural heritage, Canada's re-

lationships with the United States, and con-

temporary Canadian concerns related to a
world context.

Mr. Foulds: How about the role of Cana-
dian labour?

Hon. Mr. Wells: This is the first in a series

of new curriculum guidelines in Canadian
studies that will be published by the ministry.
At the same time, we will be encouraging
schools and teachers to develop courses with
a distinctly Canadian flavour from a number
of existing guidelines in order that students
will have a good variety of course selection

to meet the new diploma requirement of two
credits in this area.

To be of assistance to teachers, the minis-

try will publish a comprehensive curriculum
bulletin providing background and practical
ideas for classroom approaches.

With these changes, we nonetheless retain

the essential features of the credit system in

our schools. We shall continue to have an
approach to secondary education which truly
makes it possible to treat each student in-

dividually rather than as a mere unit in a

mass.

We shall continue to have a forward-look-

ing programme which permits a student, after

fulfilling certain basic course requirements, to

choose the balance of his subjects from among
a variety of interesting and relevant options,
after consultation with teachers, school guid-
ance staff and parents.

Through the refined and improved credit

system, we shall continue to have flexibility

rather than rigidity. We shall continue to cater

to all young people instead of only those few
who are bound for university.

Further evidence of this flexibility can be
seen in a number of developments which are

making it possible for increasing numbers of

students to earn credits outside of normal
school programmes.

Last year, for example, Madam Chairman,
over 1,300 secondary school students took

courses for credit through the mails through
the ministry's correspondence course service.

It is now possible for many students to take

summer or evening courses for credit as well.

We believe that the development of educa-
tional opportunities which take place out-

side of the four walls of the school—but un-
der the aegis of schools or school boards-
is a healthy an^l positive sign, and we are

encouraging local school boards wishing to

experiment in this direction. There is no rea-
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son why, for example, students could not earn

course credits in programmes similar to those

in some universities, whereby a portion of a

course is taken in school and a portion is

earned on the job in actual related work-

experience in the community.

It is important, however, Madam Chairman,
that any trend towards alternative patterns
not be v'ewed as an escape valve for problem
situations in a school. Rather, it must reflect

a recognition and acceptance that legitimate

learning experiences for students can occur

both in and out of school.

Madam Chairman, for some time we have

been concerned about a highly select group
of young people aged 14 and 15 who have

not seemed to benefit from existing pro-

grammes. It is our hope and expectation that

alternative programmes such as I have noted

will meet the needs of many of these young
people. As an extension of the concept of

alternative education, we plan to introduce

legislation shortly which will be effective in

September, 1974, whereby local school board

placement committees, after full consideration

of an individual case, will be empowered to

place a 14 or 15 year old student in an out-

of-school programme or activity which will

be in the best interests of the student.

Mr. Foulds: As long as it is not work.

Hon. Mr. Wells: This placement could be

either full-time or part-time. Such a student

will remain, however, on the school roll

until he reaches the age of 16.

Mr. Foulds: Good.

Hon. Mr. Wells: I have said, and will say

again, that we in Ontario have developed
for our children an educational system that is

distinguished among others and the envy of

many.

As we now consider, Mr. Chairman, these

spending estimates of $1,374 billion for the

Ministry of Education, I want to reaffirm

that the provision of an educational system
of the highest quality remains one of the

principal priorities of this government. As

minister, my pledge to this House and to the

people of Ontario, is that we shall continue

to move forward, ever mindful that our over-

riding aim is to prepare young people as well

as possible for the life they will lead as adults

in our democratic society.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Windsor-
Walkerville.

Mr. B. Newman (Windsor-Walkerville):
Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I do not intend

to make any comments concerning the minis-

ter's address, since I will have the oppor-

tunity to look it over during the supper break

and then I will come back and make my com-
ments.

At the outset, Mr. Chairman, the minister

commented this afternoon about an article in

the paper about himself, and I would like to

let him know that I consider him a friend of

mine and not a murderers' friend-

Mr. Foulds: Same thing!

Mr. B. Newman: —and that I hope there

are others in this House who look upon it

exactly the same way.
Mr. Chairman, I rise to present the Liberal

Party's policy and suggestions concerning the

Ministry of Education.

Never never before has any Ministry of

Education been responsible for so much un^

rest, discontent, disquietude, concern and
utter disappointment for and to so many as

this ministry has been for the past year.

Mr. Laughren: Shame, shame.

Mr. B. Newman: Never were so few re-

sponsible for so much chaos. Not only boards

of education and parents but also teachers

and students have voiced their strong non-

acceptance of the Davis government's ap-

proach to the education of our most cherished

resource, our children and youth.

I really shouldn't make any further com-

ment, Mr. Chairman-

Mr. Foulds: Just resign. .

Mr. B t Newman: —but when some 6,000

teachers become so frustrated with the poli-

cies of this government and demonstrate, as

they did on May 14 of this year here in front

of the legislative buildings, doesn't .this speak
for itself? The concern of those demonstrat-

ing, both elementary and secondary teachers,

is shared by 103,000 of their colleagues

throughout the province.

All of us know that teachers generally are

not by nature prone to demonstrate. They do
so only because of their inability to reason

with those in authority. This march to

Queen's Park was an historic departure from

the traditional silence of the classroom

teacher.

During the past week we have witnessed

the great concern of thousands and thousands

of students from many Toronto and district

schools who took it upon themselves in some
instances to support their teachers in their

fight to provide quality education.
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The minister may comment that a lot of

these students were led by others; however,
when students sacrifice their evening to

demonstrate in front of the Parliament Build-

ings, as they did one evening last week—
they did not take off time from school—cer-

tainly it does show their great concern for the

way and the—

Mr. Foulds: Of course the Liberal Party
addressed them every time!

Mr. B. Newman: Well, Mr. Chairman, it

isn't necessary for one to go out and address

all of the students. One can express his con-

cern for education right here in the House.

Mr. Foulds: Yes, for his safety.

Mr. B. Newman: One doesn't have to

attempt to make political capital of the thing.

Mr. Foulds: That's true.

Mr. B. Newman: I, as a member, am more
than pleased at any time to discuss anything
with anyone who wants to make comments

concerning education.

Mr. Foulds: It is much safer.

Mr. Laughren: Did you allow them to come
in with a delegation of six as the minister

did?

Mr. B. Newman: These students, Mr.
Chairman-

Mr. Foulds: Or send out a letter to all

the presidents of—

Mr. Chairman: Order please.

Mr. B. Newman: Mr. Chairman, these stu-

dents are the consumers in the educational

storehouse. They want consumer protection.

They ask you, Mr. Minister, to reappraise

your position and1 to protect them.

Mr. Chairman, we pass all types of legisla-
tion in the field of consumer protection-

Mr. Foulds: Consumer protection?

Mr. B. Newman: —yet our most prized

possession, our youth—young and old—cry out,

demonstrate, cajole and beg for protection,
for a greater awareness of the harmful effects

of your unreasonable ceilings and what they
are doing to the whole educational system.

Mr. Laughren: Now we know the Liberal

position.

Mr. B. Newman: Allow me, Mr. Chairman,
the liberty of outlining the 10 reasons why

the high school teachers here in the area are

speaking out. I am going to read an adver-

tisement published in the Toronto Globe and

Mail, put in by the Ontario Secondary School

Teachers Federation; 10 reasons why high
school teachers are speaking out.

1. The provincial government has estab-

lished a rigid ceiling on education budgets.

2. The ceiling as applied under provin-
cial direction does not adequately take into

account the varying needs of individual

communities.

3. Minimum increases allowed under the

ceiling last year, a mere 2.8 per cent, were

more than cancelled out by inflation and

the general rise in the cost of living index.

4. Because of the provincial ceiling,

class sizes will increase and, in some in-

stances, the number of course options avail-

able to students will be restricted.

5. With larger classes, less time will be

available for class preparation and the

marking and assessment of students' work.

6. And with larger classes, teachers will

have less time than ever before for the

individual attention required by their stu-

dents.

7. The quality of education available to

students may well deteriorate because of

the ceiling on budgets.

8. To maintain educational excellence,

teachers will find it necessary to concen-

trate their full efforts on classroom teach-

ing.

9. This, in turn, means that voluntary
services provided by secondary school

teachers, such as sports, music, drama and

dancing, may well be curtailed.

10. What is needed now is a realistic

approach to the ceiling by the provincial

government.

I would like to read the headlines from a

few newspapers to show the great concern.

One reads, "Growing Militancy Among
Teachers"; two, "Teachers to Start Metro-

wide Boycott of After-class Work"; three,

"High School Teachers to Boycott Activ-

ities"—this one was from Cobourg and not

Toronto; four, "Parents Know Now of the

Extra Work We Did"; five, "Teachers Want

Right to Strike"; six, an editorial of Nov. 8

in the Toronto Star, "Toronto Education

Edges to Strike Brink." Another, "Teachers

Protest at Board Meeting."

Mr. Chairman, on Oct. 17, at the St.

Lawrence Centre a meeting was held at

which the topic "Cutbacks equal chaos"
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was discussed. I had the opportunity to Mr. Chairman, I move the adjournment of

attend that meeting and I was most amazed the debate.

at the real concern not only of parents who
were present but also the students in voicing

Mr- Chairman: Well, you dont need to do

their opinions. However, I must say I was tnat *

disappointed at the numbers that did really It being 6 o'clock, p.m., the House took

attend. recess.
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LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY OF ONTARIO

The House resumed at 8 o'clock p.m.

ESTIMATES, MINISTRY OF
EDUCATION
( continued )

Mr. Chairman: The member for Thunder

Bay.

Mr. J. E. Stokes (Thunder Bay): Yes, Mr.

Chairman, before we get into the matters

at hand, we have with us tonight grade 7

students from Red Rock, Dorion and Hurkett

who have come 900 miles with their prin-

cipal, Mr. Pappas, and two teachers, Miss

Ball and Mr. Wilson, to be here. They are

here as a courtesy of a new plan announced
a couple of weeks ago—

Mr. M. Gaunt (Huron-Bruce): Dial-a-bus.

Mr. Stokes: —by the Minister of Education

(Mr. Wells) who made it possible for groups
of students from faraway places north of

the French River to be here on the youth
travel programme. I want to publicly thank
Mr. Wells for hosting them at a luncheon
over at the Mowat Block this afternoon and
for making their whole trip possible. I hope
that members of the Legislature will welcome
them to Queen's Park tonight.

Hon. E. A. Winkler (Chairman, Manage-
ment Board of Cabinet): Jack, I think you
are getting ready to come over.

Hon. T. L. Wells (Minister of Education):
Mr. Chairman, I guess I'm actually com-
pletely in order and I'm not trying to steal

my friend's time. I would just like to add
to the member for Thunder Bay's remarks
in adding officially in the House my welcome
to the students from Red Rock, Dorion and
Hurkett who are here with their principal
and two teachers. I was very pleased to

meet them.

They are a fine group of young people and
as the member stated, they are the first

of many groups who will be down here on
the Young Travellers programme. We're
proud of it and we know that they will

profit. I say we know—we probably should
say we hope they will profit—but I think we
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pretty well know that they are going to

profit from their visit down here, and we
would like to warmly welcome them.

Mr. Chairman: Meanwhile, back at the

ranch. The member for Windsor-Walkerville.

Mr. B. Newman (Windsor-Walkerville):
Thank you Mr. Chairman. As the third party
in the House, we would like to add our com-
mendations to those of the two previous
members who have made mention of the nice

outstanding group of young men and women
accompanied by their good teachers to the

city of Toronto. I hope that they do not be-

come too disappointed in what they seek,
either here in the House or in the city, and
that they don't develop a desire to settle in

the reaches here but rather make a good
substantial contribution in their own com-
munities.

Mr. Chairman, I've had the opportunity,

during the supper break, to look over the min-
ister's comments and, other than the gener-
alities that are enclosed in it, it is not too

difficult to agree with some areas and pos-

sibly even violently disagree in other areas

of the comments.

The minister mentions that one of the

fundamental purposes of our schools is to pre-

pare young people as well as possible for the

life which they will lead as adults in our

democratic society and the second purpose,
that the schools should help each student to

develop to the maximum of his potential. I

don't think that's anything new at all. I

think that that's been a foregone conclusion

ever since it has been attempted to give
education to individuals throughout the course

of society.

The minister also makes mention that the

basic aim was really to teach the three Rs,

reading, writing and arithmetic. I am very

pleased to see that once again this is being

brought to the fore. As I will point out to

the minister later, one of the problems in

the past has been and continues to be the

lack of the ability in a lot of our students

to read. I'll make specific mention to com-
ments in my own community where studies

have been undertaken and this has been a

big problem. In some instances students have
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not developed to be able to read and to

comprehend what they were reading.

The minister mentions that our children

must acquire the ability to read and to write

and handle numbers. No one can disagree
with that. However, up until the time the

minister brought in the revisions in the core

curriculum, I don't think he was really head-

ing in that direction. I think there were going
to be problems. He foresaw those problems
and as a result brought in the modifications

and revisions in HS1, the cafeteria style of

education on the secondary level.

The need to teach people how to learn,

how to seek out information and how to use

it properly and wisely; every parent has

always understood that. Likewise, education

being a lifelong process, that was a fore-

gone conclusion. Every parent told his

youngster after he left school that he was

only going to begin to start learning from
then on.

Attendance at school is simply attendance

at school and not necessarily education in

the sense that the parent understood. The

emphasis on skill development being a basic

priority in our education system, I hope that

the minister in referring to this doesn't

necessarily mean one specific skill. In his

comments later on he mentions that a lot of

the skills that are being given to the student

today become obsolete in the rapidly chang-

ing technology of our society.

Our schools should help young people

acquire a taste for excellence and the will-

ingness to pursue it. I just wondered whether
this was a change in the ministry's philosophy.
It wasn't too long ago that the Ontario

scholarships had been abandoned and re-

activated.

Mr. Gaunt: They have been reactivated

twice.

Mr. B. Newman: They have been reacti-

vated twice, so you can see that the

philosophy in the department has been

changing—jumping back and forth.

Mr. Minister, we hope that now and for-

ever you realize that there is a lot in asking
the individual to achieve excellence. The
1976 Olympic programme is an attempt to

develop excellence in the athletic phase of

our human activities and without this ex-

cellence, or this desire to strive for excel-

lence, a lot of goals are lost.

The HS1 certainly wasn't an attempt to

achieve excellence as it had been set up. I

will point out to the minister later on, when I

deal with the core curriculum, the absurdi-

ties to which one could go in an attempt to

get a grade 12 graduation diploma.

The development of moral standards is a

thing that no one can disagree with. Schools

must help develop in students an appreciation
of the way our society functions. I hope that

this is all of our society and not just strictly

referring to one segment. We don't want

simply the middle-class attitudes taught to

our youngsters when we know that they

may not necessarily be living with a middle-

class standard of living.

"The ability to live harmoniously with

others." Were we able to accomplish that,

Mr. Minister, we wouldn't have the con-

frontations that develop throughout all parts

of the world. In spite of all of our attempts
to inculcate this into people, we know that

it is a long, uphill struggle. It is nice to

see that the ministry looks upon harmonious

living with others as one of their goals.

"The schools have a responsibility to help

young people understand our cultural herit-

age and develop a sense of patriotism." I

was always impressed, Mr. Minister, when
I visited schools in the United States how
there seems to be more appreciation of their

own heritage than we found quite often in

some of our Canadian schools and some of

our Ontario schools. I, for one, have a sense

of patriotism—or I think I do—and I think it

is a sense that it wouldn't hurt to develop in

our youth of today.

The awareness of their place in the society

of man and Canada's place in the society of

nations is one of the things we should al-

ways look forward to.

The minister makes mention of the schools

today developing occupational skills which

become obsolete as fast as new ones are

developed. However, further on he doesn't

follow this premise because he mentions of

composite schools. I am just wondering if,

in the composite school structure, the minis-

ter may not be developing skills that become

obsolete very quickly. I hope that that isn't

the case — that the skills taught in these

schools are basic skills that could be applied
to many trades, if they are trade skills,

rather than to one avenue of skill which may
rapidly become obsolete.

"The best contribution of our educators

should be to lay a firm foundation of facts

and skills in the early years of a child's

education, and to sharpen his intellectual

curiosity and stimulate a thirst for continuous

learning." My experience has been that this
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has been adopted by most of the teachers

in the profession. They attempt to motivate

the student, to inculcate in him a desire to

read more, to familiarize himself with more,
to develop that intellectual curiosity that you
mention. There is great emphasis being

placed on the individual, as there should be;
the motivation to learn and the capacity to

learn really are things that we have to

develop.

The minister likewise makes mention that

a major achievement in the 1960s was the

steady improvement in the qualifications of

those teaching in our classrooms. Mr. Minis-

ter, we certainly hope that that would have

come about earlier. As you can recall, in the

debates, in the House this had been brought

up time and time again—that many of the

individuals in the teaching system were not

as qualified as one would have liked to have

seen them. But I think it was really from

the pressures of the parents and other

teachers that that improvement came about.

Raising the minimum requirement for ele-

mentary school teaching from grade 12 to

a university degree I think really was as a

result of the studies conducted or chaired by
Mr. Clare MacLeod of the Windsor Board
of Education back, if I am not mistaken, in

1962. However, the minister will have to

realize that with the increase in qualifica-

tions required of elementary school teachers,
the cost of education has gone up. This can
have an effect on spending ceilings and like-

wise can adversely affect the quality of

education in the schools, because funds now
being allocated to teachers cannot be allo-

cated to certain types of programmes that

may or may not be deleted or eliminated.

I did mention the composite schools, and
the skills developed in there would not be
ones that would become obsolete in a few
short years. The rapid increase in the stu-

dent enrolment in the Fifties going into the

Sixties was as a result, if the minister can

recall, not necessarily of the emphasis placed
on education, but there were no job oppor-
tunities in those days—or job opportunities
were not as prevalent as they were in the
later years. As a result, when the student
could not obtain employment, he was better

off improving his academic or technical or

vocational or Commercial skills or achieve-
ment so that his opportunities for employ-
ment would substantially increase.

Once you get the individual in the school

it's not too difficult, I don't think, or it

wasn't too difficult in those days to keep
him in the school. However, we've seen a

reversal of that trend today, especially with

HS1, where the dropout ratio has substan-

tially increased, or I should maybe even say

dramatically increased over the last year or

two.

In the 1970s there was the setting of the

stage for a period of adjustment, refinement

and consolidation for further improvement
in Ontario education. We can understand
that. After growing like Topsy in the prior

years there was nothing else that you could

do but attempt to hold back and consolidate

your position. Any military man would al-

ways do that; he'd advance to a certain ex-

tent into enemy territory and then he would
hold the line up until the time he could
consolidate his position.

The minister makes mention that at the

local level, concern about the cost of edu-

cation was reflected by increasing demands
that provincial governments should pay a

larger share of the total cost of elementary
and secondary education. Mr. Minister, the

concern of the people was not only over

education; it was over other services that

had to be provided. Municipalities could

not afford to provide services that were re-

quired, such as sewers, water, welfare, po-
lice, fire protection; the burden became too

great for them. As a result of that, they
looked for areas in which they could reduce
some of their costs and saw that education

would be a place where, to them, an in-

creased share of the cost of education should

have been borne on the provincial level.

In fact, Mr. Chairman, senior citizens al-

ways made mention that they had paid for

the education of their children and they
could no longer see why they should be con-

tinuing to pay for the cost of education.

That, plus the political parties also making
mention that a greater share of the cost of

education should be borne on a provincial
level, led to all of this increasing demand
that the government pay more for the cost.

Your own party has increased its share of

the educational costs up to 60 per cent to-

day. However, that doesn't even come close

to meeting the needs and the demands of

municipalities if they are going to continue

to be viable communities. This is where the

minister should talk to the Premier (Mr.

Davis) and as quickly as possible convince

him that at least 80 per cent of the cost

of education should be borne by the provin-
cial goverment.

In 1971 the ministry decided to place
limits on the amounts by which a school

board could increase its per-pupil spending
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from one year to the next. No one, Mr. Min-

ister, disputes the need for ceilings. Where
the dispute arises is whether the ceilings are

realistic or not. No one thinks that educa-
tion should grow topsy-turvy

and not be re-

strained in some fashion, but the ceilings,
Mr. Minister, are not realistic in the fact

that they don't take into consideration the

inflationary factor. They don't take into con-
sideration the cost of living. And where 80

per cent of the expenditures of a school

board, I understand, are involved in salaries,

you can see where cost of living can eat up
the major portion of any increase that may
be given in the grant structure to the board
of education. Your increases are not taking,
and have not taken, into account the two
factors that I mention, and those are infla-

tion and the cost of living.

I will show to the minister in comments
later how the quality of education has been

adversely affected by the imposition of un-
realistic ceilings.

On page 19 of his report the minister

mentions "a few people in a handful of

localities, most particularly those few where

large annual spending increases had perhaps
become a matter more of habit than of edu-
cational necessity." If the minister is refer-

ring to the Metro Toronto Board of Educa-
tion they wouldn't agree with you one iota.

After all, you have granted them an addi-
tional loan of some $7 million to enable them
to carry on their activities for an additional

year.

On that same page, the minister makes
mention of "a small majority of people." I'd

like him to explain what he really means by
a small majority. If it is a majority, it is a

majority.

Hon. Mr. Wells: A misprint—it should be
a small minority.

Mr. B. Newman: I would think that the

Ministry of Education and the officials who
wrote the report for the minister would have
at least been able to pick that up. There are

enough dollars sitting in the benches in

there to—

Hon. Mr. Wells: The minister wrote it.

Mr. B. Newman: I wanted to ask of the

minister at this time if Mr. Singleton still

is employed by the board in some capacity,
on some committee appointed by the minis-

ter. Is he? Because if he is, Mr. Minister,
I wouldn't expect him to make anything but

flattering remarks concerning you, so any

comments by him don't really mean a thing
at all.

Hon. Mr. Wells: But you don't know Mr.

Singleton, do you?

Mr. B. Newman: Whether I know him or

not, it is pretty difficult for one—

Hon. Mr. Wells: It wouldn't matter to him
whether or not he worked for us, which he
doesn't.

Mr. B. Newman: Well it is pretty difficult

for one to bite the hand that feeds him.

Hon. Mr. Wells: He is director of educa-
tion for the Halton County Board of Educa-
tion.

Mr. J. R. Rhodes (Sault Ste. Marie): Be

Hon. Mr. Wells: He is not on our payroll.

Mr. B. Newman: I like the minister's idea
where he mentions the educational resources

allocation system. I think that can have
some meaningful effects, considering priori-
ties and educational alternatives.

In making his comments concerning Alvin

Toffler's book, "Learning for Tomorrow," he
mentions that American schools are prepar-

ing children for a society that no longer
exists, when they should be producing people
who are inventive and can cope with change.
I just wonder, Mr. Minister, if we in Ontario
weren't sort of heading toward the American

system with HS1, and had you not announced

your modifications this afternoon I would
have actually accused you of trying to bring
in that system of education in the Province
of Ontario.

"A related concern that has been expres-
sed in recent years is that discipline and
hard work have somehow lost their import-
ance in the schools." I really don't think

they have lost their importance in the schools.

From personal knowledge I would think that

discipline is too often misunderstood by
people. Simply because they see an in-

dividual walking around in a classroom and
the teacher at the front being in conversa-

tion with two or three, they think that there

is no teaching going on in the classroom.

It isn't necessary for the teacher to be at

the front of the room for the students to

be learning. Looking at my own daughter,
I would think that she is obtaining by far

a better education today than possibly I

obtained when I was in the grade 8 level.

I was very pleased to hear the minister

mention that he was dropping the HS1 pro-
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posal, the supermarket approach to obtaining
a secondary education, because it has been
the policy of the Liberal Party ever since

the implementation of HS1 and prior to

that, that English history—which you call

Canadian studies and which I really think

is a better name for the subject—should be

part of the core curriculum. I would like

to see included with that both math and
French. We have an opportunity now to

develop a real familiarity with another

language and I think we should take full

advantage of it.

I don't think the four subjects I mention
should be in every year in the school system,
but I think there should be a requirement
of the individual to take the four subjects

up until they reach a certain level of

academic excellence; and then after that they
could select from HS1 the subjects that they
wish to take within the guidelines laid down

by the ministry.

So, in other words, we in the Liberal Party
would have combined a core curriculum with
HS1.

The minister is actually doing that when
he introduced English studies and Canadian
studies as being two subjects that must be
taken in the secondary level; so he is requir-

ing at least six credits on a core curriculum.

The Canadian studies that you are going to

implement as of 1974 is a good approach to

it. As I mentioned earlier, we in the Liberal

Party have recommended that now for years.

Mr. J. Riddell (Huron): They have reacted

in the fullness of time.

Mr. B. Newman: One of the areas that the

minister is not including in studies—and I

don't know if he included it in HS1—and
that is the role that labour plays in our so-

ciety today. I think our students in the early

ages of their secondary education should get
some studies concerning that, because a

large percentage of them will be members
of some type of labour union in the future

and should know the history of the labour

movement, not only in Ontario but also in

Canada and other jurisdictions.

The minister makes mention of wishing to

encourage local boards of education to ex-

periment in the development of educational

opportunities. I can't help but heartily agree
with that and at the appropriate time I am
going to bring to the minister's attention a

proposal by a secondary school teacher in

the city of Windsor, who is attempting to

accommodate potential dropouts by a com-
bination of work-learn programmes.

Those are essentially the comments that I

wanted to make on the minister's introduc-

tory statement.

I would like to turn to the topic of the

quality of education. The ceilings and equali-
zation grants have attempted to bring an

equity throughout the province and to hold
the line on the municipal taxes. During the

three years of their implementation, they
have reduced taxes by an average of only
$10 per year.

The ceiling design is imprecise and insuf-

ficiently sensitive to respond to educational

needs in specific areas or to school cost dif-

ferences. The ceilings have gone too far.

They have calculated educational value in

accountants' terms. The human concern has

been replaced by the balance sheet.

There is no party in this House that dis-

agrees with the principle of ceilings, but

ceilings must reflect—as I mentioned earlier

to the minister—the inflationary factor as

well as the cost of living. The educational

ceilings have gone up for the coming year
by 7.09 per cent. The wholesale price index,
to indicate to the minister, has gone up in

that same period of time by 19 per cent.

On May 15 this year, the headline to an
article by Ken McGoogan in the Toronto

Star, reads: "Teachers Say Budget Curbs
Hit the Students Hardest."

Another headline in the Toronto Star—
"Staff Budgets Put Curbs On Use Of Edu-
cational TV."

A comment by Saul Cowan, trustee, ward
4 of North York—"Quality Education Is

Dead, North York Trustee Charges"-"The
crisis faced by the boards in their attempts
to meet the ceilings is caused by the policies
of the provincial government in the last five

years."

On that same date there were the com-
ments by Mr. Ernest Walker from Scarbor-

ough, with whom the minister is more than

likely familiar. He mentions that he would
have been willing to receive less in a tax re-

fund and have educational quality in the

Scarborough system substantially improved,
or at least maintained at the same level.

Mr. Chairman, in research that was done

for me concerning the Toronto board, the

following has been brought to my attention:

That bursaries have been reduced and the

pre-school supply services for low-income

families have been cut by 52 per cent in the

last three years. The budgets for field trips,

fine arts programmes and libraries have been

cut. The grade 8 programmes of typing,
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cooking and sewing for boys, creative drama,

poetry, painting, clay modelling, chess, pho-

tography, handcrafts, woodworking and rec-

reational sports, cease to exist.

The North York board comments are that

school librarians lose clerical aides, and have

less time to work with students. Laboratory
technicians are cut and the teachers have
less time to teach because they have to do

setups and cleanups in their laboratories.

Mr. J. F. Foulds (Port Arthur): Is that

from the Toronto Star of July 28?

Mr. B. Newman: The Scarborough board
—Anson Taylor, educational director, says
that the government should let education

advance at the same rate as the economy.
His quote is: "I firmly believe in the hy-

pothesis that as a nation supports education

so it prospers/'

In the Oliver Mowat Collegiate remedial

reading classes are cut; guidance counselling
is decreased. The ministry recommends one
counsellor for every 250 students. Now it

will have one for every 364.

About a closer area, referring to Jarvis

Collegiate, and the minister, I would assume,
has this yellow sheet. It reads: Why are

Toronto teachers concerned? These condi-

tions exist in schools in your area at Jarvis

Collegiate.

There is a lack of sufficient text books,
chemicals and labware in chemistry and'

biology; grade 12 and 13 chemistry classes

of 35 and 41; outdoor education courses

cancelled due to lack of funds; they are

unable to repair physical education equip-
ment due to lack of funds; grade 11 and
12 physical education classes are composed
of 40 and 45 students.

There are only 175 geography texts for

over 300 students in grade 9; grade 10

geography classes average 37 students per
class; grade 13 history classes of 38 and

39; three classes of economics cancelled be-
cause no funds existed to hire a teacher;

grade 10 and 12 history classes of 36 and
39; not enough seats for students in the

typewriting class; qualified students denied
admission to grade 12 world literature due
to lack of staff.

These are all indicative of how ceilings
can adversely affect quality education.

In the Castle Frank Secondary School;

Shortage of writing and reference books in

the English classes; too many students in

grade 12 zoology for classroom size and

equipment. Ceramics course was cancelled

due to lack of staff, space and equipment.
Grade 11 clerical practice class averaged
34 students. Grade 12 office practice and

bookkeeping classes were curtailed due to

lack of teachers. Grade 10 shorthand class

for beginners has 37 students. There is not

enough room for students in instrumental

and vocal music. In Grade 10 math class,

over 30 students in rooms designed for only
20.

These are some of the deteriorated con-

ditions, Mr. Minister, that prevail in the

Toronto schools as a result of—

Hon. J. W. Snow (Minister of Government

Services): Who wrote that?

Mr. B. Newman: I don't have a comment
on who wrote it. It isn't recorded at all. I

imagine the minister had it; he can trace

it. He has officials who can trace that.

In Scarborough, in the minister's own

riding, he is well aware that at a meeting
on May 15 at Leacock Collegiate he was
asked if he was prepared to ask the elec-

torate about their feelings on taxes and
class size. You replied, Mr. Minister, "The
answer is yes, and I'd be willing to ask

that question in my survey next year."

However, you are aware that the Scar-

borough teachers decided that rather than

waiting for your survey next year, they
would poll the voters. Over 20,000 people
were polled, and the question of them was
asked: "To avoid an increase in average
class size of nearly three students, are you
willing to accept a $5 decrease in taxes

rather than a $20 decrease in taxes?" You
know the results of that survey, Mr. Minister.

I don't intend to read them to you. You
are familiar with them, and you commented
on them in the House at one time. However,
that gives you an indication of the feeling
of people right in your own riding, and I

would think that would be fairly typical in

other ridings.

Mr. J. R. Smith (Hamilton Mountain): It

just takes a while to sink in.

Mr. B. Newman: No school board ever has

enough funds but in the allocation of the

funds, the ministry must take into considera-

tion that many of the programmes and serv-

ices now provided by school boards really
should not be considered as educational ex-

penditures, or if they are so considered, con-

sidered as extraordinary expenditures.

Many of the services should really be the

responsibility of the Provincial Secretary for

Social Development (Mr. Welch) or the
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Health or Community and Social Services

ministries. If they are programmes for which
those ministries are responsible, then they
should either fund them or the Provincial

Secretary for Social Development should be

funding them, and funds should not be taken

from the schools' budget, which restricts the

board from implementing other programmes.

Some of the programmes in the schools to-

day are really of a recreational nature and
should be funded by either the Community
and School Service ministry or by the munic-

ipal recreation department.

Your unrealistic ceilings have completely
eroded the possibility of additional services.

HS1, with its large variety of programmes
and unlimited potential as to expansion
cannot help but require a lower per pupil
ratio in some courses. Unrealistic ceilings,

plus the advent of HS1, both coming at about

the same time, really meant that HS1 could

not be fully implemented to the degree that

schools and boards would have liked to have

implemented it because of the unrealistic

limited financial growth with their unlimited

numerical growth in course offerings. To be

realistic, schools have no choice but to curtail

offerings.

The problems of the secondary schools will

shortly confront the elementary schools. The
costs of elementary education now are in-

creasing dramatically. The added costs of

teachers' salaries, now that elementary
teachers must have university degrees, and
the provisions of programmes and services

such as special reading clinics, classes for the

perceptually handicapped, classes for those

with learning disabilities, classes for the mul-

tiple handicapped, the need for guidance and

counselling at the lower grade level as well

as at the secondary level; and the continua-

tion of the accelerated need for guidance

throughout the educational system means that

guidance counsellors will not be able to meet

today's needs. Much of their time now is

spent on social problems rather than educa-

tional problems.

Allow me, Mr. Chairman, just to read two

paragraphs of an article published in my own
local paper, I think. These are comments
from principal Edward Gordon of Oakwood

Collegiate Institute.

Mr. Foulds: No, no, that is in Toronto.

Mr. B. Newman: Mr. Gordon added that

lower-income children will be the ones to

suffer most because they are the ones that

most need individual attention.

"The budget restrictions are a threat to

the working class immigrant kid," he said.

Parents of such children will not be able to

make up for what the school fails to provide,
whereas most middle-class parents can easily
fill in.

Mr. F. Laughren (Nickel Belt): The parli-

mentary assistant knows that.

Mr. B. Newman: Mr. Chairman, teachers'

salaries and fringe benefits, plus those of

administrators and caretakers, now take up
$4 out of every $5 that are subject to ceilings

or, I am told, 80 per cent of the budget of a

board. This makes those affected by ceilings
one of the few segments of our society that

have had ceilings put on their wages or

salaries.

Mr. Foulds: Like hospital workers.

Mr. B. Newman: I make mention of a

few segments of our society, not all. There

are wage controls for those involved in

education. If you think, Mr. Minister, that

there is unrest in the educational field now,

just wait until after the Christmas holiday.

Mr. Foulds: That is a thinly veiled threat.

Mr. B. Newman: Likewise, just wait until

CUPE makes its demands to be kept abreast

of the cost of living rise. It has dramatically
increased as you could get from the headline

of the Toronto Globe of today.

Hon. Mr. Snow: It is on its way down now.

Mr. B. Newman: Mr. Chairman, I just
wonder why the ministry provided the Metro
board with a loan while other boards, from

my information, were given additional grants.

Why would you not have treated all boards

alike? By unrealistic ceilings the minister is

saying to the boards don't improve the quality
of your education, maintain the status quo.
The minister is satisfied with conditions as

they are.

The minister is pleased to have teachers

demonstrate. The minister likes to have

students show their dissatisfaction by demon-

strating. The minister is encouraging unrest.

The minister is saying let's put a wage freeze

or wage ceiling on those involved in edu-

cation. The minister is saying that inflation

and the cost of living increases should not

be considered in educational planning. The
minister is saying that our schools should not

be used by the community as many are

today. Others which would like to open up
their schools hesitate to do so because of
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the added costs, which can only mean a

curtailment of other programmes or services

or a reduction in staff.

Hon. Mr. Snow: When did he say that?

Mr. J. R. Breithaupt (Kitchener): In

general.

Hon. Mr. Snow: Where did he say that?

Mr. B. Newman: Really, Mr. Chairman, the

minister is saying nothing more should be
done to encourage innovative programmes
or to improve the quality of education.

Mr. Riddell: The Minister of Government
Services has a short memory.

Hon. Mr. Snow: He never said that at all

and the member for Windsor-Walkerville
knows it.

Mr. B. Newman: The Ontario Secondary
School Teachers Federation District 16 re-

port to the minister's commission on the

organization and financing of elementary
and secondary school systems of Metropolitan
Toronto makes two recommendations that I

thought I should bring to the attention of

the minister. One is a recommendation that

ceilings should be based on course enrolments

rather than student enrolments and that

courses should be categorized for appropriate

funding. The second recommendation is that

the design of ceilings must incorporate pro-
vision for keeping pace with the increases

in the economy.
Those two, Mr. Minister, I bring to your

attention because they are extremely relevant

when we talk about ceilings.

Hon. Mr. Wells: Why don't you read their

recommendation No. 7?

Mr. B. Newman: I beg your pardon? Do
you want the page? I think it is page 35.

Hon. Mr. Wells: Why don't you read

recommendation No. 7?

Mr. B. Newman: They are extremely
relevant when we talk about the quality of

education.

Interjections by hon. members.

An hon. member: Oh, sit down. Don't

make a spectacle of yourself.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. B. Newman: Mr. Chairman I wanted
to make a few comments concerning the

core curriculum.

Mr. Foulds: More to come, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. B. Newman: Oh there is more to

come, yes. I intend to make my comments
in this House. I don't take more than my
fair share of the time. I certainly believe in

being fair with the other opposition party.
We in this party always believe in being
fair and we wish that you would reciprocate.

Mr. Foulds: It's not that we're not fair.

We're reasonable, but this is like the Johnny
Carson show.

Mr. B. Newman: Mr. Chairman, the head^

lines that I am going to read are as follows:

"Survey Shows Teachers Oppose Students

Choice of Subjects"; "Teachers Want Return
to Compulsory High School Courses"; "High
School Credits Stir Spirited Debate"; "On-
tario Parent Groups Outraged by Free-

Choice School System"; "Surveys Show
Teachers Favour Tight Reins." An editorial:

"The High School Test That Didn't Pass."

I will read one paragraph:
It is quite possible that another version

of the reform intended by HS1 could be
hammered out of the experiment as it now
stands. But the programme is not one we
want to see continue much longer without

adjustment.

Now the minister did make mention of an

adjustment which I mentioned to him that I

appreciated. I think it was a step in the right
direction but there are still other adjust-

ments that could be made.

"New Curriculum Shortchanges The Stu-

dent." I'm reading one paragraph only:

The pendulum swing away from pre-
scribed courses of no particular necessity
overlooks the fact that there are still a

few courses of vital importance to the

future of this society. We should seize this

opportunity to put those courses into the

curriculum and make them obligatory.

"Do Credits Add Up To A Solid Education?

Students, Educators Debate The Ontario

High School System."

I intend to read this in, because these are

the comments of a newly appointed director

of education. This is Robert Field in the

city of Windsor. I'm reading from an article

in the Nov. 7 issue of the Windsor Star:

HS1, the document that puts forth the

philosophy of the credit system which be-

came obligatory in Ontario this fall, put
a lot of innovations into the school sys-
tem but those innovations carried a price.

One of those prices, Windsor Director of
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Education Robert Field said, was in the

administrative and staffing areas of high
schools. Another problem, he said, could

be the increased dropout rate. "You would
think that it would be lessened because

of the wide choices offered, but we wonder

if, in a way, it isn't an identity problem
for students. Perhaps they lack a sense of

worth, a sense of belonging," he said.

Mr. Field explained that under the old

system when students had no choice but

to take particular course subjects rather

than select their own subjects from several

areas, they belonged to a particular class

and could easily identify with that class.

"Now we've got a wonderfully diverse

programme, but we've paid a price for it."

A student replying made mention that more

guidance counselling earlier in high school

careers, or even in public school, should be

given to inform students to choose courses

wisely.

The counselling matter seemed of most
concern to the students. Several spoke of

their experience of taking courses they
wouldn't need for post-secondary education

because of the lack of counselling. One
student told of going to two different coun-

sellors for advice on a credit matter and

getting conflicting advice.

So you can see, Mr. Minister, that there

is need for substantially more counselling
in the school system if you are not going
to put in another one or two subjects in

the core curriculum for at least a year or

two. And the two subjects I mentioned,
in addition to English and Canadian studies,

were mathematics and French.

Mr. Foulds: And Latin, not to mention
Greek.

Mr. B. Newman: I could go at some length
on a paper submitted by two gentleman
teachers, one a Mr. K. Tancock from Sir

Wilfrid Laurier Collegiate in Scarborough
and Mr. K. Smith from the Agincourt
Collegiate Institute in Scarborough. They
have an excellent paper on the necessity for

the adoption of a core curriculum. The
minister has seen the light of day and has

really adopted a core curriculum—not to the

extent that we would have liked to have
seen it, but at least he has started it.

To illustrate to you, Mr. Minister, how a

student could graduate with a grade 12
certificate or a grade 12 diploma, here is

all he would have to take. In his first year,
he would take man; science and technology;
dramatic arts; art; typing; group guidance;

and phys ed. In his second year, he would
take man; science and technology; dramatic

arts; art; typing; group guidance; and phys
ed. In his third year, he would take man;
science and technology; dramatic arts; law;

typing; man in society; group guidance;

phys ed; world politics, In his fourth year,
he could take man; science and technology;
law; dramatic arts; man in society; world

politics; phys ed; and typing.

Not one of these subjects would have
been of a second-year level. Every one
would have been a first-year level subject.
You can see that an individual could actually
be taking what is commonly referred to as

a Mickey Mouse course and still obtain

grade 12 certification.

We hope, Mr. Minister, that the edu-

cational system in Ontario doesn't drop to

the level of that in the State of California

where an 18-year-old California youth is

suing the San Francisco United School Dis-

trict and state education individuals for $1
million because after attending four years
of school and graduating, he can't read

beyond a grade 5 level; he can't understand
basic job application forms; he is unqualified
for employment other than the most demean-

ing unskilled, low-paid labour.

Mr. J. E. Bullbrook (Sarnia): I tell you
he's cabinet material that fellow.

Mr. Breithaupt: He could run in any rid-

ing for you.

Mr. Bullbrook: I tell you, he could take

over your portfolio right away. He's cabinet

material. He could be brought right down
here.

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. Breithaupt: That wouldn't be difficult.

Mr. Bullbrook: I don't want a debate with

you.

Mr. B. Newman: Mr. Chairman, I wanted
to go to the elementary level in the educa-

tional system. The 1974 spending ceilings
for Ontario school boards at the elementary
level represent an increase of 8.4 per cent

over last year's ceilings. However, in dollar

terms, the increase was only $53 per pupil
-that is, the 1973 pupil grant was $630
and in 1974 it will be $683.

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. B. Newman: At the secondary level,

the ceilings were increased 7.1 per cent,

from $1,130 in 1973 to $1,210 in 1974.
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The per pupil grant at the secondary level

is almost double that of the elementary
level. The Federation of Woman Teachers

is greatly concerned that elementary schools

are suffering from the ceilings to a greater

degree than any other part of the school

system. They state:

The reason is obvious. The per pupil

grant is $683-$527 less per pupil than the

grant for the secondary school of $1,210.

There once may have been justification for

this disparity but now that a high per-

centage of elementary teachers have uni-

versity degrees and now that there is a

demand for individualized programmes in

the elementary level, there can be no
rationale for this difference.

Mr. Chairman, the fact that the grant struc-

ture for the elementary level has not in-

creased substantially, that the differential

between the two has not been reduced, puts
the teachers in the elementary level in a most
unfavourable position.

I strongly suggest to the minister that he
take seriously the concern of the Federation

of Women Teachers and that he should look

into a new formula for the distribution of

the education dollar.

If we are interested in a better educational

foundation, fewer expenditures for remedial

courses later, both in the elementary and

secondary schools, and in giving these chil-

dren from the lower economic levels a better

chance—or even an equal chance—the differ-

ential between the elementary and the

secondary school ceilings must be progres-

sively reduced. Not that secondary ceilings
must not be increased but that the elemen-

tary school ceilings be progressively increased

to enable per-pupil-teacher ratios in the ele-

mentary schools to be reduced and that

diagnostic and enrichment services may be
increased.

I suggest to the minister, Mr. Chairman,
now that most teachers on the elementary
level have university degrees and are better

qualified and are now in an improved salary

scale, that the cost of elementary education

has substantially increased. If we are to

build a better educational foundation in our

youth, we are going to have to provide
additional funds on the elementary level.

Mr. Chairman, I wanted to talk concern-

ing negotiations. Teachers must be given the

right to negotiate—and I repeat, meaning-
fully negotiate—conditions at work. Com-

munity college teachers, I understand, are

given this right, why shouldn't those in an-

other level of education be given the same

right to negotiate some conditions of their

work? For a better educational system, for

more meaningful co-operation, boards and
teachers should sit across the bargaining table

and mutually decide what should or should

not be negotiable.

Or, better still, the ministry must consult

with school boards and teachers' associations

and introduce legislation setting out and

defining explicitly areas of negotiation to deal

with this very vexatious problem.

I wonder, Mr. Chairman, if the minister

had more sinister motives in mind when he

imposed unrealistic ceilings on boards

throughout the province? Was he looking for

a confrontation with the teachers so he could

have public opinion on his side and intro-

duce legislation that could adversely affect

those in education? Or is he trying to solve

the energy crisis by having our schools

closed?

Mr. Chairman, the minister is fully aware
that teachers in the Toronto area are now

collecting resignations from members of the

staff. If the minister thinks the teachers are

fooling, well, he has a second think coming.
He certainly is aware of the Windsor situation

approximately one year ago. The same ap-

proach was taken there. They thought that

the Windsor teachers would never turn in

their resignations. However, they did on Nov.

30 and they did not return to work in

January.

Mr. Chairman, the same thing will happen
here in Toronto if the minister doesn't come

along and attempt to resolve the problem.

Because of the lack of action on the part
of the ministry concerning the Reville report
—and not that anyone wanted the Reville

report implemented into legislation—teachers

today have no way of meaningfully resolv-

ing their problems.

The Province of Saskatchewan, Mr. Chair-

man, has introduced legislation that attempts
to solve the problems of teacher-board

negotiations.

Mr. Chairman, separate school teachers in

the Soo, in Huron, in Perth, in Nipissing, all

have resigned. And in Windsor, Essex, Carle-

ton, Sudbury, Ontario county, Waterloo and

Peterborough, they are voting to resign with-

in the next 10 days. The issues are salary

increases and working conditions. A total of

7,000 teachers and 150,000 children are in-

volved. I hope the minister doesn't wake one

day and find that the teachers in the second-

ary, elementary, separate and public schools
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are not returning to work at the advent of

the new year.

Mr. Chairman, I wanted to make a few
comments on separate schools. It makes no
sense to be endowed with similar potential,
and then be left without the means to

realize that potential. Isn't that the case of

students in the grades 9 and 10 levels in

the separate public school system? In the

past, grades 9 and 10 received higher grants
as part of continuation schools operated by
elementary boards. Book grants per pupil
received similar recognition.

A few years ago when the average daily
attendance grant was a separate item, the

department authorized the early June dis-

missal of grades 9 and 10 pupils because
of examination and allowed separate boards
to claim G days as though these pupils had
attended until the last school day in June
as was the regulation for secondary students.

If the Ministry of Education recognizes
for that grades 9 and 10 it costs more to

build senior elementary schools and so makes

greater grants available; that it costs more
to furnish some of the classrooms; that there

is a different teacher-pupil ratio; that in the

past higher grants were made for grades 9
and 10 under continuation schools and differ-

ent regulations were issued for grades 9 and

10, the ministry should also recognize and
fund a higher operating allowance for today's

grades 9 and 10 under separate elementary
boards.

Mr. F. J. Durant, chairman of the Welland

County Separate School Board, said in his

budget address:

The ceilings for grades 9 and 10 pupils
in the public secondary schools are $1,130

per pupil and our ceilings for grants for

grades 9 and 10 students are $630 per
pupil, about one-half of that for public

secondary students. This is discrimination

of the highest order. It is contrary to the

principle of equal opportunity for all those

about which we hear a great deal from the

Minister of Education.

Mr. J. R. Smith: Would you extend the

grants?

Mr. B. Newman: These are the quotes of

Mr. F. J. Durant.

Hon. Mr. Wells: Would you also extend
the grants?

Mr. B. Newman: He said:

We the separate school supporters of

Ontario are subsidizing the education of

the public secondary schools. The change

of grants for grades 9 and 10 for Catho-

lic school boards doesn't require the pass-

ing of any Act in the Legislature. One
little sentence would gain school grant

equality.

Mr. Chairman, I certainly think it is about

time, if the ministry is sincere about the

equality of educational opportunity, that it

should make no difference whether the

student is attending grade 9 or 10 in a

Catholic public high school or the regular

public high school. The grant structure

should be exactly the same for both of them.

You are definitely discriminating against one

segment of our society by not providing
that equality of opportunity.

Hon. Mr. Wells: And for grades 11, 12

and 13?

Mr. B. Newman: I have made no mention
of 11, 12 and 13 because the party policy
has not changed at all. Until the time there

is an annual meeting at which policy is

discussed, it will remain as it is. But the

ministry can, at this time, equalize the

grants to grades 9 and 10 in all of the

schools which are public—and the Catholic

schools are public schools. They are not

parochial schools.

I wanted to make a very few comments

concerning superannuation. The federal gov-
ernment now has adopted, or is adopting,
the principle of a cost of living index as

far as old age security is concerned. I think

it's about time that the ministry did exactly
the same. Teachers' pensions, or any type of

government pension, should be automatically

hinged to a cost of living.

Likewise I would like to see that the

number of years service be progressively

reduced, just as the federal government
reduced the age for old age pensions from

70 to 69, 68, 67, then 66, and finally set

a minimum of 65—and there is a clamour

that this be progressively reduced. Likewise,

I think that in education the years of

experience should be progressively reduced

from what they are now down to a lower

level by dropping one year at a time.

When you look at the auto workers in

their recent negotiations winning "30 years
and out" as a pension—they will be able

to retire at $700 a month at "30 years and

out,"—surely it's about time that our retired

teachers and retired civil servants be con-

sidered further.

The Ford foundry workers won a "25 and

out" agreement, and everyone knows that

an individual in a foundry works under prob-
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ably the most disadvantageous health con-

ditions. That is the progressive thinking in

other jurisdictions, Mr. Chairman.

Whether teachers moonlight or not is

their responsibility. A lot of us in this

House are moonlighting, so don't let us

criticize someone else for moonlighting if

we moonlight ourselves.

Hon. Mr. Snow: Nobody over here moon-

lights.

Mr. B. Newman: No one over there moon-

lights? You have no lawyers in your gov-
ernment?

Mr. Foulds: They are just sleeping "by the

ivory man."

Hon. Mr. Snow: There are none down
here.

Mr. Breithaupt: There are certainly lawyers
on the front bench now.

Mr. B. Newman: You have members of

your own party who are on various boards

and commissions. They were elected as mem-
bers of the Legislature, so that they are

doing something else—they are moonlighting.

Mr. Stokes: Cabinet ministers get two
salaries anyway.

Mr. I. Deans (Wentworth): Grossly over-

paid.

Hon. Mr. Snow: That is not moonlighting.

Mr. B. Newman: Likewise, Mr. Minister,
I have been asked by retired teachers for

your ministry to consider an improvement in

disability pensions.

I wanted to bring up the select commit-
tee report on the community use of schools.

The report does make certain recommenda-
tions to the ministry; and I'm wondering just
when the ministry is going to inform us as

to its position concerning the report.

There are specific recommendations that

deal with your ministry, Mr. Minister, and
I think it is time that you inform the House
as to the position you are going to take, be-

cause it can adversely affect the budgets of

various boards, especially when it comes to

the increased use of schools—the evening,

Saturday and Sunday use of schools.

There are a lot of other things that I could

bring up, but rather than bring them up at

this time I'll bring them up in the individual

votes.

I have comments to make concerning the
OSSTF report on the role of the member;

the government's position concerning drop-

outs, and just exactly what programmes they
do have to overcome some of the problems
there; the pre-school education; special edu-

cation; the use of drugs in the school and
the ministry's programmes to counteract the

continued use of drugs; the problem of the

giving of pills and tranquilizers to students—

not by teachers or by staff, but giving them
to them and having them come to school-

Mr. Foulds: And the minister.

Mr. B. Newman: —the following day in a

condition in which they are not able to ab-

sorb anything in school.

There is the problem of religious educa-

tion. There is the problem of the sharing of

facilities. There has been nothing done con-

cerning the consolidation of schools Act.

You can see, Mr. Minister, that there are

a lot of other topics that can be discussed.

However, I would like to close my remarks

by telling the minister that I think he has

made the right decision in the Essex county
area when he approved the construction of

the school for the Essex county board. The
minister does not realize—I don't think he
realizes—the frustrations that the people in

the area, the board members and the stu-

dents have gone through. One parent told

me that if the students have to change to

the Windsor schools, their children will

have attended five different schools.

So, Mr. Minister, thanks to you for ap-

proving the school. We hope you will also

expedite the construction of the school when
application is made to the Municipal Board
so that within a reasonable time the students

will be able to have their long awaited
dream of a school fulfilled. Thank you, Mr.
Chairman.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Port

Arthur.

Mr. Foulds: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I

am sure our attendance tonight inspired the

students who came all the way down from
northern Ontario, from Red Rock, Hurkett
and Dorion, and that they will understand

the full significance of the civics curriculum
in their class and its relationship to reality
when we are discussing these estimates.

On 9 other introductory comment: I am
sure that the minister is aware that in the

gallery is one of his officials for whom I have
a great deal of affection and long-standing

knowledge, Mr. Dalzell, who was a principal
of mine back in Port Arthur Collegiate. I

hope the minister won't hold against Mr.
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Dalzell anything that I might say tonight.
He tried his best, sir; he tried his best.

Mr. Breithaupt: Everyone is allowed one

failure.

Mr. Foulds: Oh yes, yes. Because of the

brevity of time now available for the re-

maining estimates-

Mr. Breithaupt: Seventeen hours.

Mr. Foulds: —I will refrain from my usual

opening of sometimes bumptious and insen-

sitive remarks about the personal foibles and
follies of the minister, the ministry and—

Mr. Laughren: You could go on for days.

Mr. Foulds: —other assorted members of

this Legislature; nor will this speech contain

the usual graceful metaphorical flights of

reasoning for which I am modestly known in

this chamber.

Mr. Chairman: Just be careful.

Mr. Breithaupt: You haven't got so much
to be modest about.

Mr. Foulds: Not nearly so much as the

newly appointed House leader of the official

opposition.

Mr. Breithaupt: Time will tell.

Mr. Foulds: That's true. So far it hasn't.

In fact, I want to pay a certain tribute

to the minister; before he falls off his chair

I want to explain that. When I first assumed

responsibility for these estimates for my party
some two years ago, a member of the press

gallery
asked me what I thought of Mr.

Wells s subsequent appointment as Minister

of Education. He went on to say, "I think

Wells is a lightweight in a heavyweight
portfolio"—a catchy phrase, Mr. Chairman,
but I think unjust.

When one stops to think about it, this

minister has had to do the hatchet job of

the cabinet priorities board—and he has done
it willingly—with regard to educational ceil-

ings, as the minister of medical doctors has

had to do for health, than certainly this

minister has survived much more hand-

somely than has the Minister of Health (Mr.

Potter). In fact, in a recent editorial in

that pace-setter of editorial opinion, the

Globe and Mail, we have seen the lead edi-

torial writer commending Mr. Wells for his

stands, almost calling for his appointing—or
at least his confirmation—while condemning
the Minister of Health and calling for his

dismissal.

If the minister is not a profound thinker

with respect to educational philosophy, he is

a shrewd—and I don't want to use this word

unkindly—he is a shrewd and almost cunning
politician. I think probably the Scots word

"canny" is more accurate. He is certainly
aware of what his executive assistant likes to

call the externalities of the situation. He
knows when to take a strong stand, and he

knows when to be flexible in the interests of

political expediency. Certainly he is far more
aware of the externalities than many of the

middle-management civil servants within his

own ministry.

From the government viewpoint, in spite

of certain carpings privately in the ram-

bunctiousness of cabinet meetings, where I

understand a few of his colleagues occasion-

ally snipe at him, he has in fact kept his

ministry out of political hot water. He is

closely in touch with the currents of opinion
of the public of this province and he is aware

of the basic small "c" conservativism of the

Ontario public.

He is also aware, as the government is

aware, that a majority of the people in the

province in the 1970s will not in fact have

children involved in the elementary and

secondary school system, in sharp contrast to

the situation in the 1960s when the reverse

was true. In other words, the government's
decisions about educational spending have

been cynically taken on a political basis

rather than taken on the basis of educational

considerations.

So his championship of the ceilings has

won him respect and admiration from his

own colleagues in cabinet and from his own

party, and I suspect, Mr. Chairman, from the

public generally if not from educators or

teachers or students or the more sensitive and

more aware parents and trustees. I want to

get into the discussion of ceilings somewhat
more fully later in these remarks and I will

try not to be repetitious.

In the meantime, I actually wanted to

mention the minister's deputy, Dr. Stewart,

but I notice he is not under the gallery and

I gather he has gone on to bigger if not

better things. So I would like to pay a

certain tribute to the minister's parliamentary
assistant instead.

Mr. Laughren: He had to dig for this.

Mr. Foulds: Well, I think the minister

and his parliamentary assistant make an in-

teresting combination. They present an ob-

viously dynamic duo; which one plays the

role of Batman and which the role of Boy
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Wonder Robin I'm not quite sure, but I

think they maybe even interchange roles

from time to time.

Mr. Breithaupt: I hope the costumes fit

both.

Mr. Foulds: No, I think actually in this

relationship it is obviously the member for

Hamilton Mountain who plays Boy Wonder
Robin. I think that is fairly accurate.

Mr. E. W. Martel (Sudbury East): He
looks sloppy in the big uniform, though.

Mr. Foulds: Actually, the minister does

have a certain cut of jaw that sort of re-

sembles Bruce West—wasn't it?—who turned

into Batman.

Mr. Laughren: In the phone booth.

Mr. Foulds: No, that is Superman in the

phone booth.

I want to move on, Mr. Chairman — I

know your patience grows a little thin—and

raise the level of the discussion.

Mr. Chairman: A good idea, Mr. Foulds.

Mr. Foulds: As spokesman for the New
Democratic Party on education, I make cer-

tain basic assumptions about education.

Firstly, education should not be competitive
in nature and should not pit one child

against the other. You will note, Mr. Chair-

man, because of your acuteness and perspi-

cacity, that those two phrases really mean
the same thing, but one has to underline it

in this chamber in order tihat the troglodytes
have a chance to comprehend.

Education should in fact attempt to de-

velop each individual to his or her fullest

potential, and as a socialist I believe in the

development of the diversity of human
talent and endeavour. I believe that we must

develop all of the variety of talents of our

children and of ourselves for the greater

good of our collective society. That is why,
Mr. Chairman, we in the New Democratic

Party endorse the principles of HS1.

We have some reservations, the same
reservations that I outlined in my leadoff

speech to these estimates last year. I will

not repeat them, but I touched upon a cer-

tain faddism that is inherent in the number
of programmes arising out of HS1. I also

touched on, and 1 will just briefly mention,
the fact that in spite of the overall flexibility
of the option system, the overall ethic that

pervades our school system is a 19th century
liberal one, and in most ways our society
uses its educational system as a training

ground to satisfy the economic needs of a

consumer-capitalist-oriented society. For those

reasons the options are largely of a mecha-
nistic nature. Also, there is some justifiable
concern about the Mickey Mouse nature of

some of the options being offered.

I wish Dr. Stewart were here tonight; it's

a pity. While we agree with his position, as

enunciated in the Globe and Mail "Letters

to the Editor" column of Nov. 13, we do
have a few qualifications about that. As Dr.

Stewart states:

A rate of change in society that makes
it imperative that our objectives for sec-

ondary education shift from the acquisi-
tion of a specific body of knowledge to

the acquisition of appropriate learning
skills and attitudes.

He enunciates that as one of the challenges
that it was necessary to meet in education
in the late 1960s.

But what Dr. Stewart and HS1 and the

implementation, I suppose, of HS1, fails to

recognize fully is that you do need to work
with a specific body of knowledge to "incul-

cate "the acquisition of skills," whether that

body of knowledge be Latin or French or

algebra. In other words, there are a number
of skills that need to be acquired and de-

veloped, and the present basic emphasis on
watered-down social science courses in the

secondary system does not provide for the

acquiring of a variety of the necessary skills.

There has also been an unfortunate popu-
larization of certain subjects in an attempt
to get students into classes. Unpopular sub-

jects such as French, Latin and certain of

the math and history have had to become

"relevant," when it is, in fact, contrary to

their basic nature to be relevant, in the

sense that we use that word, about the

social sciences. Their value, instead, lies in

the kinds of reasoning skills they engender.

Unfortunately, in some ways the old-

fashioned, unpopular concept of academic
excellence is going down the drain.

With those reservations, we support the

principles underlying HS1, because it does

help to lessen the unnecessary competition
between students by providing them with

the options in which they can excel, at

least some of them, and so it lessens the

unnecessary competition so long associated

with our educational system.

Where we fault HS1 and where we in

this party fault the whole ethic of the edu-

cational system, is that it fails to engender
a sense of collective responsibility in our
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students. It promotes, on the one hand, a

rampant individualism that sees no other idol

but "self." And the contradiction is that

in the way that our schools are operated on
a day-to-day basis, it keeps students in a

mechanistically-operated lock-step school day
even though the classes may shift. In fact,

often the options nominally available to

students are not in reality available because
of the very mechanistic ribbon timetabling
so common in our schools today.

Second, Mr. Chairman, we in the New
Democratic Party realize that if children

are allowed to develop to their fullest poten-
tial, they have a responsibility to repay
society by contributing their talents, what-
ever they may be, to the betterment of that

society. Society, on the other hand, has
the responsibility to provide these contrib-

utors with economic, psychological, social,
cultural remuneration, if you like, for their

contribution to it.

Third, Mr. Chairman, we in the New
Democratic Party recognize that our society
has the responsibility to provide equality of

opportunity of access to an educational

system for our kids no matter what their

social, economic, physical or mental circum-
stances area. We would say that that access
is still not being provided today.

So much for the three cosmic issues sur-

rounding education. Those points contain
a number of implications which lead to some
immediate educational issues. The first one
is: Access to what? What is the use of

having access if what you have access to

is not worthwhile? I suspect there is a grow-
ing feeling, certainly among students, that
what they have access to is not worthwhile.
In our quest for diversity do we or can we
sacrifice standards?

I suppose that is the essential dilemma
that faces North American education. Should
there be course subjects? Should there be
a return to the three Rs? The minister says
there never has been a retreat or a voyage
from them. Basically my own inclinations

are these: Reading, writing and simple
mathematical calculations should be made

compulsory skills; logical reasoning should
be ingrained; and logical and metaphorical

expressions should be understood and devel-

oped as fully as possible; creativity should
be positively encouraged; and our collective

social and economic responsibilities should

be "taught."

iMr. Chairman, I see you are starting off

your 80th year with dignity and aplomb.
May I congratulate you.

Mr. Chairman: Thank you.

Mr. Foulds: The second immediate issue

surrounding education today is this question
of teachers. I don't want to spend a lot of
time on the issue, either in this leadoff or

during these estimates, because we will in

fact get an opportunity to discuss the role

of teacher-board negotiations when the legis-
lation comes up this session. We have
stated our position in this Legislature very
clearly, in the budget or the Throne debate.

Obviously, teachers should have the right
to full collective bargaining, not the kind of

wishy-washy bargaining that is available to

community college teachers. Obviously,
teachers should have the right to strike

whether or not they want it. As I said, we
will discuss those issues when the bill comes
before the House.

I want to point out, because 1 know
there are probably two or three representa-
tives of teachers' groups in the House, that

full collective bargaining means the right to

negotiate working conditions; the right to

strike means the right to return to your
job after the contract has been settled; that

you don't have the right to strike while a

contract is in force; that strikes take place

only after a contract has expired. Un-

fortunately a lot of teachers don't understand

that.

The third issue, I suppose, rises to my
mind—and I mentioned this last year—should

we, in fact, have a school system? Does a

system by its very nature have to ensure

mediocrity and burgeoning bureaucracy? Our

present system undoubtedly caters to middle-

class values and reinforces them. How do
we de-emphasize the present custodial nature

as opposed to the educational nature of our

school system? These questions will be on

our minds in this party; they certainly won't

be on the minds of all people on this side

of the House but they will be in the minds
of the people in this party as we discuss

the individual items through the estimates.

I want to get directly to the question of

ceilings. We have stated in this House be-

fore, and we reiterated it, that we feel there

should be relatively more money spent on

elementary and pre-elementary education

and, if necessary, relatively less on secondary
and post-secondary.

The reasons for that are very obvious. It

is in those very early years that all the

formulation of learning habits takes place.
It is in those early years that you need a

very low pupil-teacher ratio to diagnose the
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perceptual problems; to diagnose the emo-
tional and the language problems; and you
need the very low pupil-teacher ratio to

teach basic skills.

Mr. Martel: And that's where they are

highest.

Mr. Foulds: So that 60 per cent of our

time in the higher levels of the elementary
school system and the secondary system
doesn't have to be given to reteaching and
remedial work. We are not talking about low
ratios on the elementary and pre-elementary
level.

When I'm talking about low ratios, I'm

talking about groups of five and six and

eight. I'm talking about groups in which the

teacher has time to spend with those kids

individually. I'm talking about giving those

kids all the professional help and expertise
that we lavish on the post-secondary level

and the secondary level in terms of equip-
ment, science labs, commercial wings and

shops.

I have never really been able to figure out

why the ratio is roughly $700 for an ele-

mentary pupil; roughly $1,210 to $1,250,

something like that, for a secondary pupil
and $1,825 for a post-secondary pupil. I

can never really figure out the rationale for

that. Is it because the kids are bigger in the

secondary school system? That reason breaks
down when you get to the post-secondary
level. Most of the kids are not getting bigger
in the post-secondary level.

I know you save a few dollars on small

desks in elementary schools but I don't really
understand the psychology and the reason-

ing which says that kids at the elementary
and the pre-elementary level don't need the

kind of sophisticated equipment and the

kind of high-power professional help—which
is often high paid—that people on the other

end of the scale get. Our spending on edu-
cation is an inverse pyramid and we should

just shift that around. Because we would save

money, dammit. We would save money in

the secondary and the post-secondary sector

if we really did our jobs properly and allowed
the people in the educational system to

do their jobs properly at the elementary
and the pre-elementary level.

We understand. We understand that our

position on the ceilings will, in fact, not be

popular with a number of interest groups
and perhaps not with the public generally.
We understand that the minister has the

general public opinion and the majority of

editorial opinion with him, but we spoke out

against the ceilings last year in these esti-

mates. We have spoken out against them in

this House and in public for the last 18
months and we repeat that opposition during
these estimates.

We oppose your ceilings, Mr. Minister, not

because we endorse the position of any
special interest groups, be those teachers or

particular groups of students, but we oppose
your ceilings on sound educational grounds.
Last year during these estimates in his open-
ing statement the minister repeated almost

like an incantation that the quality of edu-

cation has not deteriorated. I would say that

this year's statement was the Boy Scout view
of education except that would be insulting
to the Boy Scout movement.

It's very interesting to note the terminal

years that the minister chose to talk about

by and large in his opening statement. They
were 1950 and 1970, not 1973. This govern-
ment likes talking about constraint in spend-

ing in the social development field these days.
It talks actively and toughly about restraint

in education, in health, and in welfare and

they readily watch that. But they aren't as

loud and as active about restraints in urban

transportation and in government services.

Mr. Martel: You have to wake up the

Minister of Government Services.

Mr. Foulds: Oh, it is better to let him lie.

He's quiet, a peaceful fellow, not given to

much harm and not given to much contri-

bution.

Mr. H. Worton (Wellington South): Louder.

You almost woke him up.

Mr. Foulds: Oh, I almost woke him up.
There he lies poor Yorick.

One of the interesting things that has

actually happened with the curtailment of

educational spending—

Mr. Martel: Don't fall off your chair,

Mr. Minister.

Mr. Foulds: Welcome back, Minister of

Government Services. One of the interesting

things about all the hue and cry around the

street on ceilings and educational spending
is that there was no restraint and no hue
and cry about restraint surrounding the

capital budgets of the 1960s, because in the

1960s this government was obsessed with

educational hardware. In the 1970s they are

still obsessed with hardware only they trans-

ferred their affections to transportation hard-
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The shame about all that is that they are

going to sell the urban transportation system
with a whole public relations programme
about environmental need, just as they sold

the hardware programme on education in

the 1960s for what were sound and laudable

educational reasons, but they didn't deliver

them with the moneys they had available

then. It didn't take a genius in the mid-1960s

to foresee that the tremendous physical ex-

pansion in our educational system, in our

educational facilities, in the bricks and the

mortar and in the buildings was going to

result in greater operational expense.

No planning took place in the 1960s so

that the programmes could be properly main-
tained in the 1970s. I said it didn't take a

genius to understand that. In fact, a man
who is far from a genius but who had a

passing interest in education made some

very pertinent observations on Nov. 29, 1963
to the Rotary Club of Toronto. Perhaps you
have heard it before, Mr. Minister, but I

would like to quote a few remarks from the

speech of that man. Looking across the

whole educational landscape, including the

universities, that man predicted:

Our cost of operating figures are at least

going to triple to reach $1.5 billion to

$2 billion in 1973. In construction of

buildings we may have to invest at least

an additional $1.5 billion during the

decade.

He went on in that speech:

Even the financial burden, admittedly

staggering as it is, is well within our

power to carry without more than slowing
somewhat the giant strides we are making
in all other aspects of our economy. We
must view these coming events in the

proper perspective. Part of this requires
that we put first the things of real and

lasting worth, which to me means giving
top priority to education during at least

the next two decades.

The speech was made in 1963—"top priority
in the next two decades." He went on:

I do feel however that in the near fu-

ture local communities will have painful
choices to make in their budgeting. In

doing so I hope they never forget that

whereas we adults can wait a few years
for certain comforts and conveniences, a

child has only one chance at education,
and that is for each right now. Education,
as I say, has a natural priority and we
dare not ignore it. The education of our

children is the most important and vital

service we can provide.

He went on:

For secondary and elementary educa-

tion too, much of the increase in costs

must be absorbed by the province, not by
the local property owners. We, the prov-
ince, have wider taxing powers, and
broader financial resources. True, we shall

also have our painful choices to make.

New sources of revenue may have to be

found and present taxes increased if nec-

essary. But the amounts involved are

manageable once a proper sharing of costs

at all levels of government, federal, pro-
vincial and municipal, have been worked
out.

And then—for emphasis I've transposed it

but he said earlier in the speech—his ad-

visers had told him, and he endorsed it, "We
must plan for continued and fairly rapid

growth in education well beyond the year
2000 AD."

Mr. Breithaupt: Who was that fine per-
son?

Mr. Foulds: Who was that fine person?
This man, who was not a genius, who could

it be? He was none other than the Minister

of Education—not of British Columbia, not

of Saskatchewan, or Manitoba, or even of

Alberta-

Mr. Breithaupt: If he wasn't a genius he

could be any one of the cabinet.

Mr. Foulds: He was the Minister of Edu-
cation of this province in 1963 and is the

present Premier.

Just how do you reconcile that statement

and that reasoning and that admission—that

the additional and necessary tax base and

resources were available to continue the

spending on education that was taking place
in the Sixties for two decades, that it was

onward and upward to the year 2000—how
does this government justify its ceilings in

view of the Premier's statement in 1963?

It pains me to say this, Mr. Chairman, but

he was obviously deliberately using the ex-

pansion of the Education ministry—as a step-

ping stone to his own personal political

power.

Mr. Riddell: And you are still playing

politics with the quality of education.

Mr. Foulds: Now that he has achieved

that, he has abandoned education as this

government has abandoned education.

An hon. member: For crass political pur-

poses.
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Mr. Laughren: Political expediency is your
prime motivation in the field of education.

Mr. Foulds: For the minister's edification,

the present Premier, a former Minister of

Education, fully knowledgeable of the pro-

jections and fully knowledgeable of the

turndown in the Seventies said: •

Part of this requires that we put first

the things of lasting and real worth, which
to me means giving top priority to educa-

tion during at least the next two decades.

Only one decade has elapsed.

I want to contrast this with a statement

made by ons of the chief hatchet men of

the Premier's today, the Treasurer (Mr.
White). In a speech given June 4, 1973, to

the Ontario Public School Trustees Associa-

tion, in Cambridge. What did the Treasurer

say in that speech? He said:

Just the same, it is disconcerting, I know,
to belong to a segment of society that is

rated No. 1 in priority and then to be

told, rather suddenly, that you and your
activities are no longer rated as top pri-

ority.

[Earlier in his speech, he said] I want
to offer some remarks in keeping with

your convention theme, "The pendulum
swings—dollars and sense in education."

In any event, as Treasurer of Ontario, I

admit quite readily to having helped give
the pendulum a heavy push in its present

direction, and I welcome this opportunity
to explain some of the reasons why.

Hon. Mr. Wells: It is still top priority.

Mr. Laughren: The quality of education

is not.

Mr. Foulds: Top priority? How can you
interpret it as that?

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Rhodes: Was the quality better 20

years ago?

Mr. Foulds: Knowing the Treasurer is a

little unique-

Mr. Martel: There's a whole new system
up there.

Mr. Foulds: —what he is saying there is

that this government of which he is a min-

ister no longer rates education as a top pri-

ority. We have, in your interesting phrase
this afternoon, given way to the thoughtful
consideration of public opinion. What that

means is that you have responded to your

polls and your surveys, which shows you
that the stand that you are taking is politi-

cally popular and politically expedient. What
the Treasurer is saying here is that educa-

tion is no longer rated number one, and "I

am glad as a minister of the Crown, as the

great minister"—he quoted Trollope the other

day to me—that was his description of the

Treasury—"to be pushing the pendulum and

swinging the pendulum. It has to be swayed
in the other direction." How do you recon-

cile that?

Hon. Mr. Wells: What priority is it?

Mr. Laughren: It isn't one at all.

Mr. Martel: What is it then?

Mr. Foulds: You tell me what priority is.

Mr. Laughren: You are giving dial-a-bus

priority.

Mr. Foulds: In terms of the requirements
of the system, in terms of tihe requirements
of the kids of this province, you are not

giving it top priority. You are giving dial-a-

bus priority. You are giving public relations

priority, You are giving your Tinker Toy
ufban transit system at the CNE priority.
That's what you are giving.

Hon. Mr. Wells: You are wrong.

Mr. Rhodes: The best thing you ever did

was to get out of teaching.

Mr. Foulds: That's true. I agree that the

best thing that I ever did was to get into

politics, because things were so tight in the

teaching profession at least I opened up a

job for somebody else when I got into the

Legislature.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Foulds: As a matter of fact, I did

more for the economy of northwestern On-
tario by creating that one job that year than

this government has done with all its incen-

tive programmes. I did more by creating
that one job in northwestern Ontario than

all of those Joes that sit on the Tory benches

because none of you left a vacuum. You left

a job and it was not filled and nobody no-

ticed it.

Mr. Breithaupt: You took a job and no-

body noticed it.

Mr. E. M. Havrot ( Timiskaming ) : Why
don't you put on a uniform? You are acting

tonight.
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Mr. Foulds: Well, welcome to the debate,

welcome to the anti-member for Timis-

kaming, the anti-labour member for Timis-

kaming, the anti-member. You are a non-

member.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Chairman: Order.

Mr. Foulds: Are you anti-education as well

as anti-intellectual, anti-women, anti-labour,

anti-French? It's "anti-Ed."

Mr. Rhodes: He's even anti-NDP.

Mr. Martel: Mr. Chairman, would you get
this House in order?

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Martel: Go back to sleep.

Mr. Laughren: Mr. Chairman, could I ask

that you at least keep the anti-labour mem-
ber for Timiskaming out of the debate, Mr.

Chairman? He is not contributing anything
to it.

Mr. Foulds: Now that the sleeping seals

and the orang-utangs have quietened down

again and gone back to their slumbers, fol-

lowing the lead of the Minister of Govern-
ment Services, I will continue.

Mr. Rhodes: I wish the member for Wind-
sor-Walkerville would start again—

Mr. G. Nixon (Dovercourt): It is good
listening.

Mr. Foulds: It is only one decade, Mr.

Chairman, since the Premier uttered those

brave words of 1963. It is not two decades.

And it is in fact a reality that he has found
a new Tinker Toy, a new hardware toy to

play with.

I want to outline in detail some of the

effects the ceilings have had on Metro
Toronto. I want to touch on some of the

material that the member for Windsor-
Walkerville took from the Toronto Star

stories of July 28, when they ran what I

thought was a very good, a very thorough
series on each of the boroughs in Metro
Toronto. They hit those points which they
knew at that time were already being hit

because of the ceilings.

As I say, I don't want to be particularly

repetitious; I'll keep it down to a comment
or two from each borough. In Toronto at

that time the big worry of the board was

large classes, and an interesting thing about

the whole business of educational expense
is that in traditional terms education is a

labour-intensive industry. This was stated by
one of the officials of the Toronto Board of

Education—and I'll quote this—whose name
is Mr. Paton.

Paton calls the Toronto school system
"a labour-intensive operation because about
80 per cent of the budget is tied up in

salaries." So when budget reductions have
to be made, the biggest target is personnel.

The 3,464-member elementary school

teaching staff [was to be] reduced this year

by 165 teachers because of declining en-

rolments. [Fair enough.] A further 208
teachers were lost because of ceiling limi-

tations, board officials, say.

In secondary schools, their figures show
the 2,287-member staff being reduced by
53 teachers this September because of de-

clining enrolments. [Fair enough.] An ad-

ditional 106 teachers will be lost because

of ceilings.

The board had eliminated its learn-to-swim

programme during June and it dropped its

free milk service. Then there are the items

that the hon. member for Windsor-Walker-
ville mentioned with regard to bursaries and
so on, so I won't repeat them.

In North York, as the member mentions,
school librarians would lose their clerical

aides. Field trip subsidies would be cut from
the budget. What is interesting about that is

that the public out there says field trips are

frills, but they aren't, you know. The school

gets around that by charging the kids a fee so

that if a student wants to take a trip in the

future he has to get the money from his

parents or raise the money by some kind of

project, such as the door-to-door sale of

chocolate bars.

Although some kids can afford a $2 fee

for a field trip, there are some kids who
can't, such as kids whose parents are on
welfare. So you are shooting holes— I'll give
the man credit; as Mr. Gardiner said, "And
that just shoots holes in the theory of equal-

izing educational opportunities for everyone."
It was really interesting, I was kind of

shocked, I suppose, by the phrase. "As far as

the classroom impact of the ceilings," Mr.

Gardiner said, "we hope to be able to dis-

guise the effect as much as possible from the

kids."

This is not education, Mr. Minister. That's

cosmetic education. That's like the policy of

cutting trees in provincial parks, but leaving
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100 yards by the riverside so that people
can't see the damage being done.

Hon. Mr. Wells: Are you reading from
the Star?

Mr. Foulds: Yes. I said that in the be-

ginning.

Hon. Mr. Wells: I'd like to know what
Mr. Gardiner said in fact.

Mr. Foulds: The Star usually quotes you

fairly well.

Mr. Breithaupt: It gets the picture mixed

up, but it quotes you pretty well.

Mr. Foulds: You get your picture in the

Star-

Hon. Mr. Wells: If it is based on my ex-

perience with the Star, I'd be very hesitant-

Mr. Foulds: You are just personally piqued
today, that is all.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Wells: Oh, it's not just that;

it's from long experience of the Star's

handling of things.

Mr. Foulds: One of the officials actually
raised an interesting question, one that this

ministry has not come to grips with, nor has

the educational system of the province. You
can always plan for expansion and for

growth, but how do you plan for levelling
off and for a decline?

In Etobicoke the secretarial staff will be
forced to take four weeks off without pay
to effect the seven per cent reduction in

secretarial staff. Four thousand students will

be denied the opportunity to learn to swim
because of the cancellation of the grade 3

swimming programme. And here is where

you are in contradiction with one of your
other ministries — the practice of bringing

major performing arts groups to schools also

ended this fall.

Maybe the public out there thinks that's

a frill; maybe this ministry thinks that's a

frill. Then why the hell is the Minister of

Colleges and Universities (Mr. McNie) dou-

bling his budget, which we approve of, and
endorse and congratulate him for? Why is

he increasing the budget for the performing
arts programme in his ministry when the

kids can't take advantage of it in the school

system? What's going to happen to that

programme? I ask the Minister of Colleges
and Universities. What becomes of the

artists in the classroom and those touring
groups?

My friend from the Liberal Party quoted
the example from Sir Oliver Mowat school.

I will repeat it. They basically got 60 more
students and two fewer teachers. It doesn't

seem a lot but what is interesting in this

article is a principal who estimates that the

average teacher puts in 60 hours a week.

Hon. Mr. Wells: Puts in what?

Mr. Foulds: Sixty hours a week.

Hon. Mr. Wells: Not right now they don't.

Mr. Foulds: Oh, yes, they do. Do you
know what work-to-rule means for a teacher,
Mr. Minister? Do you know what it means?

No, you don't; you have no idea what it

means. Do you know what it means?

Hon. Mr. Wells: It surely doesn't mean
60 hours.

Mr. Foulds: It means you follow the

school law, that you get in there at a quarter
to 9 and you leave at 3:30. But don't you
think those teachers are preparing at home?
No, they are not providing in the school-

in the factory—they are not providing the

extracurricular help. But if you think they
are going into their classes unprepared,
you're crazy.

Hon. Mr. Wells: When did you prepare

your speech?

Mr. Foulds: You're dam right I did, and
I-

Hon. Mr. Wells: And make it, and all the

rest of it?

Mr. Foulds: Look, I am not saying that is

great, that teachers should be unduly com-
mended for doing preparation and doing

marking.

Hon. Mr. Wells: We all work hard.

Mr. Foulds: That is part of their job. But
in the public mind and in your mind and

your ministry has used it—that whole 9 to

3:30 routine. This is a false representation
of thetir actual time and their actual prepara-
tion.

Hon. Mr. Wells: Unfortunately, we all

work 60 hours or more a week, even in here.

Mr. Foulds: Agincourt Collegiate, world

politics dropped; speech-arts option not avail-

able at Cedarbrae; Birchmount Park Col-

legiate no longer offers vocal music for
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credit; in East York, 300 grade 6 pupils
lose the benefit of a week-long stay at Bolton

outdoor educational camp; about 14,000

pupils probably will no longer enjoy school

sponsored performances of the Canadian

Opera Company, the National Ballet, and the

Young People's theatre.

There was the interesting comment by
the education director of East York. He
said, "If you believe that if you can't meas-

ure it the effect doesn't exist, then you are

probably looking on the educational system
as a baby-sitting service." That's the point,
Mr. Minister, because you can't measure the

educational effect.

Do you know what happened at Huron
St. school? The caretakers got cut from
five to two and the students and the parents

pitched in to it clean. You may think that

that's just great. The ministry may think

that's just great; the government may think

that's just great-

Mr. Laughren: That's his concept of a

community school.

Mr. Foulds: Yes, but why hit the working
man? The library budget at Huron St.

school, a public school, was cut from $4,505
in 1970—granted that's three years' differ-

ence—to $994 for the coming year.

Mr. Martel: Individualized work benefits

from that cutback.

Mr. Foulds: You sure can instil the love

of literature and reading with that kind of

attitude. That school has a high proportion
of new Canadians. Only 45 per cent of the

students in that school were fluent in Eng-
lish upon arrival. On a budget of $994 for

the library you are going to buy a hell of a

lot of those controlled readers that you need
so that you can upgrade their vocabulary.
That is how we are trimming the fat from

the educational budget.

I want to deal with some hard-core statis-

tics, Mr. Minister. As of Oct. 26, 1973, in

the elementary school panel for the six

Metro boards in grades 1 to 8, there were

1,212 classes of between 36 and 40; there

were 119 classes of over 40.

Mr. Martel: Great stuff.

Mr. Foulds: Do you know what that means,
Mr. Minister? In grades 1 to 8, there is one-

sixth of the school population in classes of

over 36. They are going to get lots of

individual attention, aren't they?

Hon. Mr. Wells: How many of under 36?

Mr. Foulds: How many of under 36?

Mr. Laughren: What kind of specious

question is that?

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Wells: Where did you say that

was in the city of Toronto?

Mr. Foulds: That is the total for the six

Metro boards.

Hon. Mr. Wells: Yes, the average class

size is about 25 or 26.

Mr. Martel: Don't give us that.

Mr. Laughren: Let's talk about the ones

that are over. That is where the damage is

done.

Mr. Foulds: Look, you can use—

Hon. Mr. Wells: All right, but let's be

fair.

Mr. Foulds: You are talking about main-

taining equality of educational opportunity.
I am telling you that 12 per cent of the

kids in Metro on that basis alone aren't

receiving the individual attention they de-

serve.

Hon. Mr. Wells: All right, let's be fair.

You are distorting the statistics to use them

for your own good. You are distorting the

statistics.

Mr. Foulds: What you are saying is, it

doesn't matter about that 12 per cent?

Hon. Mr. Wells: No, I am not saying that.

I am saying just give a balanced picture.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Foulds: You talked, Mr. Minister, for

an hour this afternoon about individualiza-

tion.

Hon. Mr. Wells: Yes.

Mr. Martel: You don't do it with class-

rooms that size.

Mr. Foulds: That's individualization? In-

dividualization means individualization, Mr.

Minister.

Hon. Mr. Wells: I'll bet you there is in-

dividualization.

Mr. Laughren: How does 20 kids in one

class help support him?

Mr. Martel: Tell us when you taught
school?
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Hon. Mr. Wells: I don't have to have

taught school to be able to tell you that.

Mr. Martel: Don't come around here with

that kind of crap.

Hon. Mr. Wells: You would be better to

go back and teach school.

Mr. Martel: And anybody in that comer
there that tells you that is nuts.

Hon. Mr. Wells: You would be better to

go back and teach school. You would be
of more benefit. Let your friend be the

the education critic; he can do a better

job than you.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Martel: You don't know what you are

talking about. You have never experienced
it.

Hon. Mr. Wells: You stood up and told

me this afternoon that your kid was in a

class with 40. I understand that they wanted
to reduce that to 30 but you objected.

Mr. Martel: That's nonsense. That's not

true at all.

Hon. Mr. Wells: Well, that's exactly what
is so.

Mr. Martel: That is not so.

Hon. Mr. Wells: Well, it's what I got.

Mr. Martel: That is not so.

Mr. Chairman: Order please. The mem-
ber for Port Arthur has the floor.

Hon. Mr. Wells: If you write the kind of

letters that you used to write to me, and
use the kind of language you usually use,
it is not much wonder you have trouble with
school boards.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Chairman: Order please.

Mr. Foulds: Let's stop this piffling and

poffling and Boy Scouting. Let's stick to the

point.

Mr. Martel: The minister can be the good
Boy Scout.

Hon. Mr. Wells: You always have a chip
on your shoulder.

Mr. Martel: Right; well, don't tell me
about teaching classes of 40 and there is

individualized work, because that is a lot

of nonsense and everybody under that stage

knows it. And if anybody over there says
it isn't so, well then they're lying.

Mr. Chairman: Order please, the member
for Port Arthur has the floor.

Hon. Mr. Wells: It is not as absolute as

you think. >*

Mr. Martel: It is absolute.

Mr. Laughren: The number 40 is absolute.

Hon. Mr. Wells: Don't tell us that your
kid is in a class of 40 and you couldn't do

something about it.

Mr. Martel: Yes, I as a member of the

Legislature could do something about it.

That's not a fair way—

Hon. Mr. Wells: That's not what they
said; they offered to change the class.

Mr. Martel: —to get that classroom re-

duced. What kind of garbage are you hand-

ing me?

Hon. Mr. Wells: I am not handing you

Mr. Martel: You are.

Hon. Mr. Wells: I am telling you the

truth.

Mr. Martel: You are? You advise me to

use my position as a member of the Legis-
lature to get my daughter's classroom size

reduced.

Mr. Chairman: Order please, order please.

Mr. Martel: What kind of nonsense is

that?

Hon. Mr. Wells: If you took the chip off

your shoulder you would probably get some-

where.

Mr. Martel: You just said I could have

had it done had I wanted to. I wouldn't

take advantage of that type of situation. Use

my position here to get my daughter's class-

room size reduced? What a lot of nonsense.

Hon. Mr. Wells: That isn't what they of-

fered. I understand that they wanted to

have a split class up there but you objected
to it.

Mr. Martel: That's not a reality either.

Hon. Mr. Wells: That's all right, but that

was what was offered, isn't it?
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Mr. Martel: It was offered for my benefit,

no thank you.

Hon. Mr. Wells: It wasn't for your benefit.

Mr. Martel: For my benefit, no thank you.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Port

Arthur.

Mr. Foulds: We don't play the kind of

political patronage game that you do.

Mr. Martel: I won't play that kind of

nonsense game.

Hon. Mr. Wells: So, therefore, all tlhe

others suffer because you wouldn't play.

Mr. Martel: I wouldn't go to all that

trouble to force that cutback in one class-

room.

Hon. Mr. Wells: You took the trouble to

introduce your personal situation this after-

noon.

Mr. Martel: Right, because you tried to

indicate that there were no classrooms of

over 30-

Hon. Mr. Wells: All right, but you intro-

duced it with a—

Mr. Martel: —in fact, 25 was the figure

you were using this afternoon.

Hon. Mr. Wells: —I am in it for my kids

and—

Mr. Martel: Right.

Mr. Chairman: Order please, order please.
The member for Port Arthur has the floor.

Order, order, please.

Hon. Mr. Wells: I think you probably did
it so you can use it here.

Mr. Martel: No, because I wouldn't use

my position to get it reduced. Because the

whole system in Sudbury separate schools-

Mr. Chairman: Will the member for Sud-

bury East take his seat.

Mr. Martel: —is not an average of 25, it's

31.

Mr. Chairman: Order please. Will the
member for Sudbury East take his seat. The
member for Port Arthur has the floor.

Mr. Foulds: I would just like to say, Mr.

Chairman, I enjoyed very much the assistance
of the member for Sudbury East.

Hon. Mr. Wells: You were doing better

before he attempted to help, much better.

Mr. Chairman: You can carry on with your
remarks.

Hon. Mr. Wells: All he does is cloud the
issue.

Mr. Martel: What a lot of nonsense.

Mr. Foulds: The fact is, as I said, Mr.

Chairman, in the elementary school panel,
between grades 1 and 8, 119 classes in Metro
Toronto are of over 40; 1,212 of them are of

over 36.

Mr. Laughren: Oh. Disgrace!

Mr. Foulds: That means about 12% per
cent of the classrooms in Metropolitan To-
ronto are of over 36. In the secondary school

panel, over 40, there are 308 classes; over

36, there are 2,231 classes. The point that

the minister made, about how many—

Hon. Mr. Wells: Tell us the other side.

You just tell us those. Tell us about all the
little classes of five and 10.

Mr. Laughren: What does that do for the

large ones?

Hon. Mr. Wells: It also has something to

do with the way-

Mr. Foulds: Sit down. I have the floor.

Mr. Chairman: Order.

Hon. Mr. Wells: You are a teacher, not

Mr. E. J. Bounsall (Windsor West):
That's obvious.

Mr. Foulds: That class of 20 which exists

does not help the kid who's in a class of 40.

Mr. Martel: Right on.

Mr. Foulds: Doesn't that get through to

you? Doesn't that get through to your ad-

ministrators?

Hon. Mr. Wells: It gets through to me.
How many of those classes of 40 are phys-ed
or bands?

Mr. Foulds: It doesn't matter how many
are phys-ed or bands.

Hon. Mr. Wells: Yes, it does. Come on.

Mr. Foulds: Pardon me?

Hon. Mr. Wells: How many of those classes

of 40 are phys-ed or bands?
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Mr. Foulds: Are you telling me that a kid

in physical education or a kid in music
doesn't need individual attention?

Hon. Mr. Wells: Some of those classes

want them large.

Mr. Laughren: You want them large.

Mr. Foulds: Are you telling me that you
can coach large numbers like an army pla-
toon, and you can teach music—

Hon. Mr. Wells: I am telling you those

statistics don't tell the whole story. You are

using them for your own ends.

Mr. Foulds: I'll tell you—okay. I want to

move on then. I agree that statistics don't

tell the whole story. That's why I am as

suspicious of them as the minister. I am
as suspicious of the minister's statistics as

he is of mine.

Hon. Mr. Wells: All right.

Mr. Foulds: He has got this, by the way.
I think this was sent to him by the Metro
board on Oct. 25. You have got that.

Hon. Mr. Wells: Certainly, but you—

Mr. Foulds: I want t give you a number
of case studies. I want to give you a number
of very interesting case studies.

Mr. Laughren: The minister likes to set

the examples. He pretends there are none.

Mr. Foulds: At Central Technical School,
after staffing cutbacks, in September there

were 161 teachers for 2,895 students. Because
the board had underestimated student enrol-

ment by almost 300, they have now been

given an extra teachers, to bring them to

167. That is still a decrease of 14 teachers

for an increased student enrolment of 68; a

decrease of 14.

What results at Central Tech? No typing is

now offered at Central Technical School. You

go to Central Commerce instead. Jewellery
and metal work are no longer offered at

Central Technical School. Drawing and paint-

ing classes have been severely restricted. I

don't know how I can get through on this

one but one of the complaints they have at

Central Tech is that in many classes more
than one teacher teaches the same subject.
That sounds like a great idea—team teaching
—but it is not team teaching.

What they have to do is teach the curricu-

lum. One teacher goes in on day, another
teacher the next day, another teacher the next

day in order to cover the class time. You
know how that disrupts the continuity of the

class-

Mr. Laughren: Terrible.

Mr. Foulds: —the interpretation of litera-

ture or French or history. Some carpentry
teachers have been forced into the position
of teaching at least part of their timetable in

an area—no, pardon me; it's in the carpentry
area; some teachers have been forced to

teach in a shop for which they are unquali-
fied, in that shop. Do you know what that

leads to just in terms of the safety factor?

In the printing shop, the equipment is lying
idle because there is no money for repairs.

Mr. Laughren: Ridiculous.

Mr. Foulds: In English and history—this

is really pinching pennies, robbing Peter to

pay Paul—in history and English, class sets

of books designated for research purposes
have had to be cut completely and some
classes have had to use textbooks not appro-
priate for their courses.

One of the shop options in industrial

physics was not able to be operated this year.
In the history department at Central Tech,
there are many classes of over of 40 students;

the largest, as of yesterday, was over 60.

This class had to be taken to a lecture hall.

It was an ITT class, but as of November 1

that problem had been solved by moving
roughly 20 students to a new class. But two
months of your precious school year had

gone by until this situation was resolved for

both students and teachers. If that teacher

doesn't have a nervous breakdown by
Christmas it'll be a wonder.

Hon. Mr. Snow: It wouldn't be from over-

work anyway.

Mr. Foulds: A note from one of the

teachers in the school, very touching, almost

piquant: "Poor morale. Lowest morale ever.

Feeling of frustration and futility amongst
the staff"—and you know it is carried to

ridiculous extremes. "The student washrooms
don't have toilet paper."

Hon. Mr. Wells: You are not going to

blame me for that, are you?

Mr. Laughren: Yes, yes.

Mr. Foulds: Certainly.

Hon. Mr. Wells: Oh, come on now!
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Mr. Foulds: As Harry Truman said, Mr.

Minister, "Everybody passes the buck, but

the buck stops here."

Hon. Mr. Wells: Would you like me to

send a roll down tomorrow?

Mr. Foulds: You are the Minister of Edu-
cation. They are your ceilings—

Hon. Mr. Wells: Have you gone in and

checked that?

Mr. Laughren: Even a class of 20
students-

Mr. Foulds: I had a guy come down with

an empty container.

An hon. member: He goes around sniffing

glue.

Mr. Breithaupt: Ask if he had change for

a $5 bill.

Mr. Foulds: There's a board directive re-

stricting the use of paper towels for hand

drying-

Mr. Bounsall: What's a few chapped hands

here and there? What's a few chapped hands?

Mr. Foulds: Well no, they've restricted it to

just drying your hands. What you can't do is

clean up the benches in the shops. You know,
at Central Technical School they have started

to ration matches to light the bunsen burners.

Perhaps it is part of your saving of energy

programme. Why do matches have to be

brought in by students?

Mr. Bounsall: Anti-safety devices.

Mr. Breithaupt: At least they don't test the

matches first.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Wells: That's really stretching.

Mr. Foulds: No, we are not stretching. Be-

cause where are you going to cut the fat from
the supplies budget, Mr. Minister?

Hon. Mr. Wells: Obviously toilet paper!

Mr. Bounsall: They have got to provide
their own matches.

Mr. Foulds: Where are you going to cut it,

when about 80 per cent of your operational
costs goes into staffing? Where are you going
to economize with the kind of ceilings you
have been imposing?

In grade 9 math at Central Technical

School, as of the third week in October, the

actual class numbers were 39, 36, 41, 36, 37,

36, 34, 39, 37; the average was 37. That is

grade nine math.

Hon. Mr. Wells: What school is this at?

Mr. Foulds: Same one, Central Tech. Grade
10 math classes, as of the third week in Octo-

ber; 39, 34, 34, 36, 36, 38, 40, 41, 41, 41, for

an average of 38. The average doesn't look so

bad, but take a look at the number of classes

that are over 40. Grade 11 math classes: 46,

38, 45, 39, 42, 38, 36, 44, 42, 41, 42, 39, for

an average class size of 41.

Hon. Mr. Wells: What is the average class

size for everything at Central Tech?

Mr. Foulds: You didn't like the general
statistics I pointed out to you. I'm giving you
some case studies. You can't have it both

ways.

Mr. Martel: Don't play around like that.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Wells: It is 22.5.

Mr. Martel: It is if you bring in the janitor—

Hon. Mr. Wells: No, you don't bring in the

janitor.

Mr. Martel: —and everything but the kitch-

en sink.

Hon. Mr. Wells: You do not. This is average
class size, not PTR.

Mr. Martel: You count everything.

Hon. Mr. Wells: You do not.

Mr. Martel: When you start talking pupil-
teacher ratio, it is a lot of nonsense.

Hon. Mr. Wells: I am not talking pupil-
teacher ratio-

Mr. Martel: Sure you are.

Hon. Mr. Wells: —I'm talking average class

size.

Mr. Martel: You did this afternoon—25 and
so on—

Hon. Mr. Wells: Central Technical School

is 22.87.

Mr. Martel: Right, right.

Mr. Bounsall: You can't afford to hire an-

other math teacher.
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Mr. Foulds: I want to turn for a while to

the elementary school system with a few ex-

amples or case studies.

Mr. Laughren: The minister is no friend of

the educational system.

Mr. Foulds: In the North York system at

Topcliffe Public School, the grade 4 and 5

class has 39 students.

At Brown Public School in North Toronto

there are 12 classrooms. The minimum class is

32 of which there are two classes. The maxi-

mum class size is 31. There is one grade 1

class of 36—the majority are 34 or 35.

Mr. Martel: That would give you some in-

dividualized work. It really would.

Mr. Foulds: A quote from someone whom
I won't identify—

Mr. Laughren: Not to this minister.

Mr. Foulds: —concerned with the Alexander

Muir Public School lunchroom facilities:

On Nov. 1, I believe it was, I went to a

parents' night at Alexander Muir Public

School, and I asked about lunchroom facili-

ties. I was told that they were in the base-

ment. I looked into this and found a large
area—it is not really a room, it is a space
which comes off the main corridor. It is

painted green and has two or three high
basement windows. Three walls are painted
concrete and the fourth consists of the cor-

ridor.

The children sit on red benches lining
these three walls and there is a big green

garbage can in the middle. The room is

well heated, as the furnace area is just

around the corner somewhere. But this

comprises the total luncheon facilities for

junior public school children. I imagine the

ages are 6 to 11. Considering that the

w.'nter is coming it is a pretty depressing

place to be in.

Across the elementary school system in Metro,
there are 19,302 identified kids who require

special help. They are called "ESL" kids-

English is the second language. Only 37 per
cent of them are receiving the special help

they need and deserve; that is, instruction

from a trained ESL teacher. They are cate-

gorized in three priorities:

Priority 1: There are 2,286 of these. They
have no knowledge and experience of the

English language whatsoever. 54 per cent of

them are not receiving special help from an
ESL teacher. Priority 2: These children have
limited facility in the English language: only
34 per cent of them are receiving help from

an ESL teacher. Priority 3: These are stu-

dents with some facility with speaking and

understanding but who require additional

skills because at the present time those skills

are not sufficient for them to keep up with

the procedures of a regular classroom.

I want to return to Jarvis Collegiate. Jarvis

Collegiate—grade 12 and 13 chemistry classes

—35 and 41; grade 11 and 12 physical educa-

tion classes—over 40 and 45; only 175 geog-

raphy texts for over 300 students in grade 9;

grade 10 geography classes average 37 per
class; grade 13 history classes of 38 and 39;

grade 10 and 12 history classes 36 and 39;

not enough seats for students in the type-

writing class; qualified students denied ad-

mission to grade 12 world literature course

due to lack of staff.

Jarvis Collegiate also—level 12, math class

of 54 kids; man-and-society class of 40 kids;

English, and history, average about 35; text-

books in many classes may be shared; pre-

typed handouts formerly issued to kids as

enriched notes must be returned; book short-

age in geography and history.

The parents who gave this information to

me write: "My kid has always been a good
student, but is losing interest this year and is

thoroughly cheesed off with the present sys-

tem."

Castle Frank Secondary School in grade 12

zoology—too many students in it for class-

room size and equipment. Ceramics course

cancelled due to lack of staff, space and

equipment. Grade 9 classes of spelling and

grammar for, God help us, 32 students. That
doesn't seem big, you know. Average class

size—that's pretty good. Do you know what
it means to try to teach grade 9 kids spelling
and grammar? You only teach grade 9 kids

spelling and grammar when they have real

problems with the language. Grade 10 short-

hand class for beginners has 37 students.

Grade 10 maths classes of over 30 students in

rooms design for 20.

Hon. Mr. Wells: At Castle Frank the

Toronto board report shows no classes over
30.

Mr. Foulds: No classes over 30?

Hon. Mr. Wells: No classes over 30 accord-

ing to the report I got.

Mr. Foulds: That has changed since Sep-

tember, the third week in September. Okay,
so the kids were only in a class of 37 for

three weeks.

Mr. Laughren: They may have dropped
out. They may have quit.
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Mr. Foulds: I don't care about those three

weeks. Why don't we shorten the school

year? Okay. That is one of the interesting

things that is happening. A friend of mine is

teaching English in Thunder Bay. She had
a class of 44 in grade 13 at the beginning of

the year; it's down to size now. There's no

problem. There are only 30 students in the

class now. Do you know what happened to

the other 14 students? They were persuaded
to take another option. So much for your
option system. They were persuaded. Sure,

they couldn't hack it in that big class so they
took something else.

Mr. Martel: That is called option.

Mr. Foulds: Yes, that's called the option

system.

Mr. Laughren: Does the Premier know
what you are doing?

Hon. Mr. Wells: You said you supported
that.

Mr. Foulds: I want to talk about Oakwood
Collegiate in some detail, Mr. Minister, be-
cause Oakwood is a special case. Over 50

per cent of the students in Oakwood Col-

legiate were not born in Canada. That means
about 50 per cent of the students in Oakwood
Collegiate come basically from homes where
English is not spoken. I have a couple of

letters from parents concerned. Oakwood Col-

legiate is kind of special because this is one
case where the parents, the teachers and the
students have come together in a very con-
cerned and meaningful way to try to get this

school into a decent position.

Anyway, one parent writes to one of the

Toronto trustees:

As an ex-teacher and parent of four good
students, I am concerned about spending
cuts in education.

As in all large organizations I know
there has been some unnecessary spending
and belts can be tightened in some depart-
ments. I prefer to see cutbacks in new
buildings, decorations, gardening, OISE,
colour TV sets and other little-used visual

aids and especially that large group of ad-

ministrators who have no direct every-day
contact with the pupils.

It seems ridiculous that classes at Oak-
wood Collegiate are short of textbooks and
chairs in some classes. I totally oppose cut-

backs in basic music equipment, enrichment

classes, and the increases in the pupil-
teacher ratio. Parents, teachers and stu-

dents all know the importance of smaller

classes especially in downtown schools

where so many children do not speak

English at home.

Another letter to a Toronto trustee from a

parent:

Last night and the night before I attended

meetings at Hillcrest Public School and
Oakwood Collegiate Institute concerning
educational cutbacks in the provincial bud-

get. It is apparent from the reaction of the

assemblies that the prime concern of all

parents and teachers is the serious effect

this budget cut is having on the children.

[I will skip part of it.] When the very dedi-

cated teachers who work extra hours in

extracurricular activities—because they be-

lieve in them and realize their merit in

rounding out, balancing and finishing off

the regular curriculum—when these teach-

ers rob the students and therefore them-
selves of the satisfaction of completing the

day or term or year, they are doing it only
to demonstrate to you and your colleagues
how disturbed and upset they are over the

increase in class sizes.

Do you realize that some classes at Oak-
wood Collegiate are so large there are not

enough tables and chairs for the students

to sit on? We are one of the wealthiest

countries in the world with one of the

finest educational systems in the world and

you want to change that picture to the

wealthiest country with an almost illiterate

population.

Ten per cent of the children in my
daughter's class come from English-speak-

ing homes. Are the other 90 per cent pres-
ent to be denied the privileges in educa-

tion she has by not being given the indi-

vidual attention, the extra time and interest

a teacher would otherwise have to help
her through her studies in a second

language?

That is what has happened. Teachers

cannot be replaced by machines. No audio-

visual aids, TV, printing machines, PA
systems, bigger parking lots, etc., will take

the place of the human experience of the

teacher understanding and helping her

pupils. I beg of you, for all our sakes, do

something and do it now. Cut out the capi-

tal expenditures and hire more teachers.

Mr. Chairman: Order, please. We will have

to-

Mr. Foulds: I think I have about two min-

utes on this particular section and then I

would be glad to have the committee rise and

report, if that is acceptable to you, Mr. Chair-
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Mr. Chairman: Well-

Mr. Foulds: I have one very brief com-
ment before I continue the saga of Oakwood
Collegiate. That is that the Toronto Board of

Education adopted a resolution that didn't

receive very much attention in the press—if

any—but a resolution that really is kind of

interesting. That resolution, which was passed
by the Toronto board on Oct. 11 said:

That the Toronto Board of Education
take the position of supporting the goals
of the teachers' moratorium on non-teach-

ing activities in Metropolitan Toronto, i.e.,

a return to the staffing formula of 1972-

1973 by September, 1974.

Before we adjourn, Mr. Chairman, I want
first to make a comment, if I may. I really

find myself—

Mr. Chairman: We are over time now. The
hon. member, if he has not finished his total

remarks-

Mr. Foulds: I certainly have not.

Mr. Chairman: —will have the floor to-

morrow.

Mr. Laughren: How can the parliamentary
assistant (Mr. J. R. Smith), as a former

teacher, stomach his job, seeing what is hap-

pening to the elementary system and the

secondary system?

Hon. Mr. Winkler moves the committee rise

and report.

Motion agreed to.

The House resumed; Mr. Speaker in the

chair.

Mr. Chairman: Mr. Speaker, The commit-
tee of supply reports certain resolutions and
asks for leave to sit again.

Report agreed to.

Mr. J. R. Breithaupt (Kitchener): Mr.

Speaker, before the House does adjourn, I

would ask the House leader if we could get
clarification briefly with respect to the esti-

mates of the Ministry of Revenue which will

in due course follow the Ministry of Educa-
tion. Can the House leader advise us if the

Provincial Secretary for Social Development
(Mr. Welch) in his new appointment as Min-
ister of Housing will be handling the Ontario

Housing Corp. estimate within that depart-

ment, or just how might we expect to see it

handled now that that particular responsi-

bility may no longer be that of the Minister

of Revenue (Mr. Grossman)?

Hon. E. A. Winkler (Chairman, Manage-
ment Board of Cabinet): Yes, Mr. Speaker,
before I answer that question I might ask the

permission of the House to proceed with

royal assent? If we arrive at that period in

time when the Minister of Revenue's esti-

mates are called, we will resolve the problem
for the member.

Mr. Breithaupt: Thank you.

Mr. Speaker: Before we have the motion

to adjourn, I beg to inform the House that

in the name of Her Majesty the Queen, the

Honourable the Lieutenant Governor has

been pleased to assent to certain bills in his

chambers.

ROYAL ASSENT

Clerk of the House: The following are the

titles of the bills to which His Honour has

assented:

Bill 164, An Act to amend the Game and

Fish Act.

Bill 174, An Act to amend the Succession

Duty Act.

Bill 192, An Act to amend the Protection

of Cattle Act.

Bill 193, An Act to amend the Hunter

Damage Compensation Act.

Bill 195, An Act to amend the Agricultural

Representatives Act.

Bill 200, An Act to amend the Pension

Benefits Act.

Bill 201, An Act to amend the Vital Sta-

tistics Act.

Bill 205, An Act to amend the Gasoline

Handling Act.

Bill 206, An Act to amend the Racing
Commission Act.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Before I move the

adjournment of the House, Mr. Speaker, I

would like to say that tomorrow we will pro-
ceed with the consideration of the estimates

of the Ministry of Education.

Hon. Mr. Winkler moves the adjournment
of the House.

Motion agreed to.

The House adjourned at 10:35 o'clock, p.m.
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LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY OF ONTARIO

The House met at 10 o'clock, a.m.

Prayers.

Mr. Speaker: Statements by the ministry.

APPOINTMENT OF HALDIMAND-
NORFOLK REGION CHAIRMAN

Hon. J. White (Treasurer, Minister of Eco-
nomics and Intergovernmental Affairs): Mr.

Speaker, I am pleased to advise the House
that Reeve John McCombs of Moulton town-

ship took his oath of office just a few minutes

ago as first chairman of the regional munici-

pality of Haldimand-Norfolk. Mr. McCombs
will resign from the township council and the

joint study committee of the Haldimand and
Norfolk county councils later today and will

concentrate his efforts on getting the new
regional municipality established for April 1

of next year.

The new chairman has been a municipal
councillor for the past 13 years and was war-
den of Haldimand in 1972. He was one of

the early advocates for local government re-

form in his area. He has been a strong sup-

porter of regional government through the

joint study committee of which he is co-

chairman.

Mr. Speaker, the new regional municipality
of Haldimand-Norfolk faces some major chal-

lenges in meeting the needs of the com-

munity particularly in the next few years and
we're fortunate to have as chairman a man of

Mr. McCombs' demonstrated leadership ability

and experience. I'm sure all members of the

House wish to welcome the new chairman
who is in the Speaker's Gallery with Mrs.

McCombs and their three children and, I'd

like to mention, with my wife Beatrice who
is a Norfolk county girl.

REORGANIZATION OF MINISTRY OF
INDUSTRY AND TOURISM

Hon. C. Bennett (Minister of Industry and
Tourism): Mr. Speaker, I am pleased to an-
nounce that the Ministry of Industry and
Tourism has been extensively reorganized to

create closer links with industry and the

public. As a result of this restructuring the
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ministry will have a strong base from which
to direct its efforts toward the following objec-
tives: To build a strong competitive manufac-

turing base here in Ontario; to increase the

province's tourism revenue; to increase ex-

ports; to develop the service industry as well

as Canadian small business; to develop and

exploit innovation, science, technology and

good design in Ontario; to optimize the bene-

ficial aspects of foreign investment in Ontario

in accordance with government policy; and
to rep

1ace imports and develop Canadian-

owned international companies.

The aim of the reorganization is to assist

the small Ontario businessman. In keeping
with recommendations of the Committee on

Government Productivity, the ministry has es-

tablished 18 regional field offices and eight
travel information centres across the prov-

ince, manned by industrial and tourism ex-

perts.

Mr. Speaker, I have long been aware of the

fact that communication must play a key role

in all future relations between government
and the public at large. Various offices in the

field are designed to enhance the communi-
cation link between the public and the Min-

istry of Industry and Tourism.

Through the regional offices, the small busi-

nessman in the outlying areas of Ontario will

have front-line contact with Queen's Park.

Closer liaison with industry in the field will

provide more current input into the develop-
ment of industrial strategies, not only for

Ontario but also for Canada. A nucleus of

industrial, marketing and tourism specialists

at the head office will provide backup sup-

port for the delivery of services to our clients

across the province.

Also appearing in the new ministry structure

are three new areas of specialization: A
service unit; a section to explore new con-

cepts of science, technology and design; and

one responsible for the development of the

province's tourism facilities. In addition, a

special task force to be headed by Mr.

Robert M. Peebles is being set up in the

ministry to deal exclusively with industrial in-

volvement in the development of Ontario's

new urban transit system.
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The operations of Ontario House in Lon-

don, England have also received attention.

Under the new arrangements, the agent gen-
eral will have two separate functions; first, as

a formal representative of the Province of On-
tario in the UK and, secondly, as a salesman

for, Ontario, providing direction and guidance
to programmes relating to industry, tourism

and agricultural products. The agent general
in performing his first function will report

direcdy to the minister and the cabinet. In

performing his second function he will report

to the executive director of the division of

programme delivery. In this manner, he will

assume full responsibility for all functions in

Ontario House.

In following the recommendations of the

Committee on Government Productivity, the

ministry has separated policy development
from programme delivery. To co-ordinate

these functions, including those of agencies

and commissions responsible to the ministry,

a strategic planning unit and a policy develop-
ment committee have been established. In de-

veloping this new organization and approach,
I was advised by the more than 100 individu-

als from the private sector, who were on the

various exploration teams set up by my pre-

decessor (Mr. White).

Further analysis was done by a ministry

task force which established goals and ob-

jectives and set up a structure to carry them

through. The ministry now will function with

five divisions; industry, trade, tourism, pro-

gramme delivery and programme support. A
communications unit will complete the or-

ganization.

Mr. Speaker, after a full scale competition

and a great deal of consideration, I am

pleased to announce the following top man-

agement positions of the Ministry of Industry

and Tourism: The deputy minister is F. J.

Pillgrem, better known to many of us as

Fred; assistant deputy minister, Peter A.

York; executive director of the industry

division, M. L. Garland, from outside; execu-

tive director of the trade division, Bill Fowler;
executive director of the tourism division,

F. J. Boyer, Fred; executive director of the

programme delivery division, Ross Radford;
executive director of the programme support

division, W. G. (Bill) Ritchie and director

of strategic planning, Reed Cooper.

Mr. Speaker, I am confident that this man-
agement team will strengthen the services

of the Ministry of Industry and Tourism for

the people of Ontario. During my travels the
last past summer, I became much aware of

the fact of the needs of our ministry to the

people of the province. I am indeed pleased

to announce this morning this reorganization
within the ministry.

Mr. Speaker: Statements by the ministry.

CORRECTION OF US STATEMENT
ON ONTARIO ELECTRICITY EXPORTS

Hon. W. D. McKeough (Minister of

Energy): Mr. Speaker, this is not a statement

but perhaps a correction.

In this morning's Globe and Mail on page
33, the first page of the third section, is part
of a statement by Mr. Katz, Deputy Assistant

Secretary of State for International Resources

and Food Policy, before the US Subcom-
mittee on Inter-American Affairs—the com-
mittee on foreign affairs—on Nov. 15. Gener-

ally the statement is correct, but there is a

misstatement by Mr. Katz. He said:

The bulk of our coal exports go to the

Province of Ontario. Almost one-half is

consumed by Ontario Hydro which gen-
erates electric power for use in both

Canada and the United States. This com-

pany is considering installation of addi-

tional hydro-electric generating capacity
to produce electrical energy principally for

sale in the United States.

That statement, sir, is simply not correct.

Hydro never have built nor have any policy
direction to build, nor have assumed any
policy of their own of building, electrical

generating capacity for export to the United

States. We have been in touch with our

embassy in Washington this morning and
asked them to get in touch with Mr. Katz
to make the facts of the situation known
to him.

AMENDMENTS TO LOAN AND TRUST
CORPORATIONS ACT

Hon. J. T. Clement ( Minister of Consumer
and Commercial Relations): Mr. Speaker, later

today I will be introducing amendments to

the Loan and Trust Corporations Act. The
major provision of this legislation is the

authorization for the creation of specialized

mortgage investment companies in Ontario

that can take advantage of the conduit or

flow-through tax treatment for these com-

panies that will be provided with the passage
of Bill C-135 by the Canadian Parliament.

A number of other amendments also pro-

posed are as follows:

1. Loan and trust companies may now
be incorporated with par value or no par
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value shares or both, and companies may
now, with approval, convert into no par

value shares.

2. Provision is provided to permit the

amalgamation of trust companies and loan

corporations in order that they might con-

solidate their activities.

3. Provision is included for regulation

powers covering the form of disclosure of

terms and conditions or interest rates in

lending and mortgage transactions.

4. Penalty provisions are updated to $2,000

for an individual and to $25,000 in the case

of a corporation.

5. The restriction limiting second mortgage
investments to five per cent of all mortgage
investments is to be removed.

6. Loan corporations and trust companies
will be permitted to invest in and operate
as a subsidiary, a mortgage finance com-

pany.

Mr. Speaker, these initiatives will, I believe,

assist Ontario's trust and loan companies in

continuing to provide significant financing in

the mortgage field.

Thank you.

Mr. J. A. Renwick (Riverdale): Where is

the statement by the Minister of Industry
and Tourism about the direction to industry
on energy conservation?

Mr. Speaker: Oral questions.

The hon. Leader of the Opposition.

AUTOMOBILE EMISSION CONTROLS

Mr. R. F. Nixon (Leader of the Opposi-

tion): I have a question of the Minister of

the Environment, Mr. Speaker.

Has he conferred with the Minister of

Energy further on the application of the

federal regulations on the emission controls

for automobiles, particularly as they apply
with full legal status in the province? In view
of the statement by one of the officials of

his ministry that these regulations could be
modified in Ontario, has that been looked into

so that a statement could be made to the

House?

Hon. J. A. C. Auld (Minister of the En-

vironment): Mr. Speaker, I was planning to

make—and I will still make—a fuller statement

at the beginning of next week, but to bring

everybody up to date I thought I might read

part of a letter that I wrote to the Hon. Jack

Davis, the federal Minister of Environment,
on June 30, 1972.

My concern and that of my staff is ex-

pressed in the two papers attached—

These are papers from the automobile pollu-

tion conference that was held earlier that

month.

—which in essence state that Ontario feels

we should at this time not proceed to the

1975 requirements but stay with the 1973

requirements.

The financial implications of proceeding
to the 1975 requirements for the motoring

public are very large, as are the financial

requirements to our oil refineries, and there

is serious doubt in my mind as to the

environmental benefits.

At that conference, I made a speech which
I won't repeat at this moment, in which I

said:

This means an extra $100 million in On-
tario or $250 million throughout Canada
must be spent by the public when they
purchase their 1975 or 1976 cars. In addi-

tion, there must be added operating costs

that the use of these control devices would
involve, and it is estimated that these costs

would add up to an extra $100 per year,
per car.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: I remember the minister

read that letter to the House some months

ago.

Mr. R. F. Ruston (Essex-Kent): It was
almost two years ago.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: But what about the situ-

ation right now?

Hon. Mr. Auld: The situation right now is

that-

Mr. Ruston: It's 1973, November.

Hon. Mr. Auld: —we feel that the present

standards, the 1973 standards, which are

virtually the 1974 standards, are quite

adequate to meet our problems as far as air

quality is concerned. We feel that it is

expensive not only in terms of the additional

capital cost but the additional fuel that is

required, and we are expecting to consult

further with Mr. Davis.

Subsequent to my letter, I have spoken
with him on two occasions, both at meetings
of the provincial ministries, and the federal

minister, and have reiterated the same thing.
I have also indicated that in my view there

was no way that we could enforce them

effectively without incredible cost and an in-

credible increase in staff. And I have sug-

gested that if, in fact, this is what the
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government of Canada wanted they should

assist the provinces in enforcing these

standards.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Supplementary: Actually

the question that I am most interested in is:

After consulting with the Minister of Energy,
and probably the Solicitor General (Mr.

Yaremko), can the minister say to the citizens

in this province that if they do remove the

emission control devices or modify them to

some extent to get better gas mileage they
will not be prosecuted?

Hon. Mr. Auld: Mr. Speaker, first of all I

should say that the vehicles that have add-on

pollution controls are those from 1969 to, I

think, 1972. On the 1973 and
?

the 1974

vehicles, the new models, I can't give the

hon. member the details but virtually all

controls are now built in so that, in fact, to

remove or to alter the emission controls

would be a very difficult and very costly

thing.

The checks our mobile testing units

have been making around the province are

not aimed primarily at enforcement, but in

establishing ambient air levels and predicting
emissions for future years. We have found

very few that have had anything removed—in
fact we have not found one vehicle that has

had something specifically removed. We have

found a few where things were not operating

properly.

One of the things that I will be indicating
next week is a suggestion to people to have

their vehicles properly tuned to save a fair

amount of fuel. But I would say that the

problem today is more that people, as far as

the vehicle is concerned, don't keep the

equipment properly tuned rather than that

they remove things. As I say, in the current

models there is practically nothing you can

remove without redesigning the whole engine.

ORGANIZED CRIME IN ONTARIO

Mr. R. F. Nixon: I have a question, Mr.

Speaker, for the Solicitor General. Has he
examined statements made in the Asaro trial,

which has been in the news just in the last

day or two, indicating the presence of organ-
ized crime in the Metropolitan Toronto area—
to such an extent that it, in fact, is a fearful

force in certain areas of the community? In

fact, it is mentioned specifically in the tran-

scripts of that trial.

And is he going to take any special steps
now it appears that what has been denied
for so long by the government—the presence

of organized crime in this province—is appar-

ently very factual indeed?

Hon. J. Yaremko (Solicitor General): Mr.

Speaker, I have, of course, been aware of the

newspaper reports, and the evidence that was

given. To me it was a significant fact, how-

ever, that none of this evidence came out

during the course of the trial. It was put
forward in a plea with respect to the sen-

tencing. And I think in evaluating that testi-

mony, it should be borne in mind that the

persons giving the testimony and making
reference to it, would have had a particular
interest in justifying their action.

And, of course, I would assume that weight
will be given to the evidence. Nothing new
was given by way of specifics in the evidence

beyond stating or restating opinions and be-

liefs that have been stated over a number of

years.

I must say, Mr. Speaker, in answer to the

hon. Leader of the Opposition, that this

government has not denied the existence of

organized crime. It all depends what you
define "organized crime" as. And, of course,

that has a great many interpretations and

variations, and some time perhaps we might
have a full debate on what is organized
crime.

Mr. V. M. Singer (Downsview): That is

a good idea.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: I have made the state-

ment that the Hollywood type of crime on

the scale portrayed as being prevalent south

of the border, is not in existence in Ontario,

even though there may be some individual

contacts in this regard.

And I would like to put on the record,

Mr. Speaker, my own personal position or

personal opinion that I have held; I never

use the five-letter word beginning with the

letter "m" because—

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Don't give us this ba-

loney.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Mr. Speaker, I am
just-

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Now the minister is self-

serving.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: I am not self-serving.

Every time that word is used by-

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Who is using it?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: —anybody who uses

that word—the hon. member made—
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Mr. R. F. Nixon: Does the minister mean
Mafia? Mafia? M-a-f-i-a?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Every time that word
is used-

Mr. D. C. MacDonald (York South): The

minister doesn't remove the problem by

playing coy games.

Mr. Speaker: Order.

Mr. Singer: The Minister of Health would

be quite happy.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Every time that word
is used there are tens of thousands of young

people of a particular origin who suffer by
virtue of it, even when it is used by one of

their own background. I have never used,

and will continue not to use, that particular

word. That does not mean that I am not

concerned about organized crime; that I do

not admit that it is present here. I have ad-

mitted that here—

Mr. I. Deans (Wentworth): The minister is

like an ostrich.

Mr. J. E. Stokes (Thunder Bay): Sticking

his head in the sand.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: —but I know how to

evaluate what is being said by individuals.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: A supplementary: Is the

minister saying that the statement made in

the Asaro trial was simply a self-serving ex-

aggeration and that he continues with the

blind attitude, which has become the policy

of the government, that organized crime—

I use the phrase simply because of the sensi-

tivity of the minister and many other people
—that organized crime as it is generally un-

derstood does not exist and that, in fact,

there is no crime which is directed from out-

side this province that the minister, as the

chief enforcement officer, is aware of?

Mr. J. R. Breithaupt (Kitchener): Crime is

a five-letter word, too.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Mr. Speaker, I am
making no denial of the existence of organ-
ized crime or elements thereof in this prov-
ince. It's a question of to what degree. I am
confident that those forces which were able

to bring about that particular trial—inci-

dentally Mr. Speaker, I don't know whether
there will be an appeal—certainly the actions

of the RCMP in that regard are well known;
the combined energies of the RCMP, the

OPP and the Metropolitan forces which are

primarily involved are keeping the matter

under control. It is all a matter of degree
and I don't think we should alarm the people
of Ontario to that degree.

On the other hand, Mr. Speaker, I make it

perfectly clear that everybody in the law

enforcement field must be absolutely alert

to any significant item. That material, that

evidence, I am not passing judgement on. I

am not in a position to. The RCMP and

other forces will evaluate and follow through
on what may have been referred to in the

evidence given in anticipation of the sen-

tence.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: If you will permit an-

other supplementary, Mr. Speaker: The Solici-

tor General is indicating that as far as he is

concerned the situation exemplified by this

$32 million heroin smuggling case—which

admittedly was broken by the police and

brought to trial—and the bombings and all

of the things that are presently being ob-

served in this province, indicate to him that

organized crime is under sufficient control?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Mr. Speaker, the

Leader of the Opposition would leave the im-

pression that all of these matters are inter-

related. He has used the bombings of one

degree-

Mr. R. Haggerty (Welland South): Are they
interrelated?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: —and the smuggling of

heroin of another.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Then assure us that they
are not.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: It all depends what as-

pects are being touched upon. So far as I

am advised, there is no relationship between
the two.

Mr. Deans: A supplementary question, Mr.

Speaker: Recognizing that the minister has

said repeatedly that there is not sufficient

evidence in many instances to proceed with

prosecutions, and recognizing that there's a

grave concern in certain sectors of the com-

munity over the existence of organized crime,

and also taking into consideration that the

minister is not sure that there is an inter-

relation between bombings and the other

organized crime that is taking place in the

Province of Ontario, doesn't the minister feel

that it's now time for a commission of inquiry

into organized crime in order that those mat-

ters can be cleared up for the public's good?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: I do not think so at this

time, Mr. Speaker.
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Hon. G. A. Kerr (Provincial Secretary for

Justice): It will be cleared up by police in-

vestigations.

Mr. Deans: How long do we have to wait

in the Province of Ontario before the minister

does something concrete to satisfy public con-

cern about organized crime, which we all

recognize is here?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Mr. Speaker, that as-

sertion by the member is based on just an

emotional feeling and I can say that—

Mr. Deans: It is disrupting the lives of a

great many people in the Province of Ontario.

Mr. Speaker: Order.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: —every time that the

hon. member, or any other member, asks me
this question he is asking me to prove a

negative, which is an impossibility to prove.

Mr. Deans: I am asking the minister to

hold an inquiry.

Mr. Speaker: Order.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: I make the statement—

Hon. Mr. Kerr: The member doesn't under-

stand the law of evidence.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: —that the forces that

are involved in it are just as concerned as

any member of this House, or any member of

the public, that this does not take a hold
within the Province of Ontario.

Mr. Deans: It has a hold.

Mr. Speaker: Order.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Mr. Speaker, that is—

Mr. Deans: Is the minister saying it doesn't

have a hold?

Mr. Speaker: Order.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: It all depends on how
one interprets "a hold."

Mr. Deans: Do they have to bomb the
minister's house before he does anything?

Mr. Speaker: Order, please, order. Will the
hon. member for Wentworth please permit
the minister to complete his remarks?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: If it's to the degree that
the hon. member implies by the tone of his

voice, one would gather that it is rampant
within the Province of Ontario.

Mr. Deans: It is.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: There is all kinds of

crime, street crime and other forces, and there

are organized elements of it. The minute two

people get together to perform an act it is

an organized crime and there are extents of

this.

Mr. Deans: Now, that's simplistic.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Went-
worth, on behalf of the New Democratic

Party.

Hon. Mr. Kerr: Get something that wasn't

in the Globe and Mail this morning.

FOOD INDUSTRY PROFITS

Mr. Deans: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. I have
a question of the Minister of Consumer and
Commercial Relations. In view of the re-

cently announced 44 per cent increase in

profits reported by Dominion Stores for the

first 26 weeks of this fiscal year, when will

the minister be proceeding with the legis-

lation which he indicated he was going to

bring in, which would curb excess profits in

the food industry?

Hon. Mr. Clement: Mr. Speaker, I don't

think I ever said I would introduce legisla-

tion that would curb excess profits. What I

said at the time of the food conference on

Sept. 18 is that I was contemplating intro-

ducing a Fair Business Practices Act that

might contain certain prohibitions or certain

acts that were defined as being unacceptable
in the public interest of this province. I have
a rough draft of the Act already in my minis-

try and I hope to be able to introduce it

shortly after the New Year when the House
reconvenes. I'm going to incorporate in that

Act not only that particular thing but also

certain other practices that we find to be
not in the public interest.

Mr. Deans: May I, by way of a supple-

mentary question, ask the minister whether he
doesn't define excess profits within his

own wording of unnecessary price inflation?

Doesn't he feel that excess profits are the

result of unnecessary price inflation?

Mr. R. G. Eaton (Middlesex South): Would
the member like to buy some shares in

Dominion Stores?

Hon. Mr. Clement: Mr. Speaker, I don't

have the wisdom to know just what excess

profits are. I think it's pretty much a sub-

jective test and if any legislation were to

include that type of prohibition it would
certainly have to be objective. Insofar as the
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particular chain to which the hon. member

makes reference, I haven't seen the state-

ment. I haven't had it analysed. I don't know

from where the profits were derived, whether

they were derived wholly from the sale of

food to the public or whether there were

other profits generated from the sale of

capital assets, for example.

Mr. MacDonald: A supplementary: Since

the minister himself, in his speech to the

food conference, in one paragraph cited this

as one of the conceivable areas in which his

Fair Practices Act might zero in, has he

come to the conclusion that it is now so

tenuous and so elusive that he can't do any-

thing about it?

Mr. F. Laughren (Nickel Belt): Window
dressing.

Mr. MacDonald: Is some clause of the bill

going to deal with "excess profits"?

Hon. Mr. Clement: No, I haven't con-

cluded that. It's so tenuous that we can't

deal with it, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. MacDonald: Why was the minister

trying to kid the troops at the food con-

ference?

Hon. Mr. Clement: I was attempting, Mr.

Speaker, to point out to the previous ques-
tioner that not only are we going to deal

with the matters referred to, but also with

certain other matters dealing with activities

in the market place, not only dealing with

supermarkets. The Fair Business Practices

Act would deal with other types of com-
mercial activities. I have some 15 or 16 areas

of interest which I wish to incorporate in

that Act.

Mr. MacDonald: The minister might even
screw up his courage and deal with the

oil companies.

RATEPAYERS ASSOCIATIONS AND
THE OMB

Mr. Deans: I have a question, Mr. Speaker,
of the Provincial Secretary for Justice.

Will the Provincial Secretary for Justice,

within his policy field, take some action to

correct the decision made by the Ontario

Municipal Board that unincorporated rate-

payers associations are not eligible to make
representation before the board on matters

of concern to them?

Hon. Mr. Kerr: Mr. Speaker, I wasn't

aware that the OMB had indicated that rate-

payers associations could not appear before

the board. This has certainly been the prac-
tice of the boards for as long as I can re-

member. As as matter of fact there was a

recent decision by the board which indicated

that certain associations could appear and
which caused a certain amount of conster-

nation in certain municipalities just west of

here. This, frankly, is news to me.

Mr. Deans: May I bring to the minister's

attention, by way of a question, the de-

cision of Mr. McCrae, a board member, at

a hearing about a week ago, in which he

indicated that it was his view and his ruling

that unincorporated ratepayers groups would
not be eligible to appeal or appear on matters

of concern to them?

Will the minister look into the matter and

will he correct this in order that people will

have a right to be heard before public bodies?

Hon. Mr. Kerr: Yes, Mr. Speaker, I will

look into it. I think the particular problem
the hon. member is referring to is that when
a person appears as a representative of a

group that group in some way has to be

incorporated or legitimized. The person him-

self can appear before the board as an appel-
lant or as a ratepayer in his own capacity.

Mr. Deans: The minister does agree,

though, that it is wrong that ratepayers

groups are not able to come together and
make representation and be represented?

Hon. Mr. Kerr: Mr. Speaker, it may be

that the ratepayers group should have some

type of constitution, some accreditation or

validity. I don't think there is any hardship

imposed because in the case that I was re-

ferring to, the persons appeared as indivi-

duals before the board and accomplished
what they could accomplish as a group, be-

cause they were members of a particular

organization. It may be that in order to retain

some order and decorum, in the interest of

the orderly dispatch of business before the

board, the group should have some type of

accreditation, I would think.

INCREASED BENEFITS SOUGHT
TO OFFSET HEATING COSTS

Mr. Deans: A question of the Minister of

Community and Social Services: Is the min-

ister planning to revise the benefits under

general welfare assistance, social and family
services, disabled allowances and, perhaps,
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even to go as far as to provide additional

benefits for pensioners in order to offset the

rising costs of heating fuel in the current

season?

Hon. R. Brunelle (Minister of Community
and Social Services): Mr. Speaker, we are

very much aware of the rising costs and I

wish to inform the hon. member that there

will be an announcement during the forth-

coming session on our policy.

Mr. Deans: Did I hear the minister cor-

rectly, that he said in the forthcoming ses-

sion? Does he mean the session that may
begin some time in April next year?

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: In the present session.

Mr. Deans: In the present session? Thank

you. I have no further questions.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. Minister of Industry
and Tourism has the answers to questions
asked previously.

SHORTAGE OF NEWSPRINT

Hon. Mr. Bennett: Mr. Speaker, I have the

answer to a question that was asked yester-

day by the member for Carleton (Mr.

Handleman) as well as the member for

Wellington South (Mr. Worton) regarding
the tight supply situation of newsprint espe-

cially for small Canadian publishers.

Various world demands for newsprint were

experienced this year Which turned the buy-
ers' market into a sellers' one. As I am sure

you are aware, newsprint production in

eastern Canada has been severely curtailed

this summer due to the lengthy strikes in the

industry. The distribution pattern was also

hampered by the rail strike.

At present, approximately one-tenth of

eastern Canadian production is idle because
the strike at Price Corp. in Quebec is not yet
settled. It is my understanding that all other

mills are running at the maximum capacity

possible and some are running ahead of the

rated capacity. Old and retired machinery in

the mills has now been put back into produc-
tion.

The statement that domestic consumers are

being unfairly treated is not borne out by the

statistics I have in my possession. During the

month of September, at the height of the

shortage, production was down 16 per cent

when compared with the equivalent month a

year earlier.

Shipments to the US were down 12.8 per
cent whereas shipments to Canadian con-

sumers were up by 3.6 per cent. The segment
that suffered the most, sir, was the off-shore

consumer who was down 34.2 per cent.

One may conclude that the lack of sup-
plies available to small customers in Canada
is not because of increased exports but be-

cause of increased requirements by major
Canadian publishers. Small publishers or

users go to the brokers or wholesalers for

their supplies and these agents have appor-
tioned their diminished supplies among their

customers. In the tight situation this may put
a small buyer at a disadvantage.

Traditionally, newsprint mills supply their

major customers on the basis of long-term, up
to 10-year, contracts. These are often ex-

pressed as a percentage of the requirement
rather than in fixed quantities which, in

addition to the escalating clauses, give the

customer the option to increase amounts

purchased. With a significant expansion in

the demand for newsprint, this restriction is

passed on to the surplus market, or non-

contracting purchasers.

The powers to influence the quantities
available for domestic markets have rested

traditionally with Ottawa. After our ministry
consulted with the Department of Industry,
Trade and Commerce, it is my understand-

ing that representation has been made to

the industry association and that the associ-

ation in turn has asked its members to give

special consideration to the small domestic

customers.

I think you will agree, Mr. Speaker, as will

members of this House, that the small weekly

newspapers and the ethnic publications are

a very important cog in the wheel of com-
munications and they should be supplied by
our Ontario manufacturers.

I know that the member for Carleton and
the member for Wellington South have been

approached on specific problems of supplying

newsprint to small publishers and we are

taking the liberty in the ministry of approach-

ing the suppliers directly. My ministry is ap-

proaching these problems individually and
would undertake to look at any specific

problem brought to the attention of the min-

istry by either members of the Legislature
or publications in this province. And we'll

try to have the supply situation corrected to

make sure that their position continues to

strengthen.

Mr. Stokes: Could I ask a supplementary?

Mr. S. B. Handleman (Carleton): Supple-

mentary.
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Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Carle-

ton.

Mr. Handleman: Mr. Speaker, in view of

the minister's replies I wonder if he would
undertake to inform the House on the results

of whatever negotiations do take place with

the Canadian Pulp and Paper Association,

particularly with regard to supplies to weekly

newspapers?

Hon. Mr. Bennett: Yes, Mr. Speaker, I'd

be pleased to inform the House on what our

results might be in communications with the

supply companies in the province. May I say
that the Canadian Pulp and Paper Association

itself has indicated clearly to its members
that it would like them to recognize the small

weekly newspapers and the ethnic press in

this province so that they can continue to

publish and keep their particular segment of

this province informed.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Thun-
der Bay. A supplementary.

Mr. Stokes: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Will

the minister pay particular attention to the

percentage of the entire pulp and paper in-

dustry that is publisher-controlled? Will he

also look into the percentage of the industry
where the publisher has purchased the paper-

making machinery within the plant—it's my
understanding that this is increasing at an

alarming rate—and will the minister assure

all users in Canada that they will not be
short of pulp or paper as a result of this

increasing control by publishers and publish-
er-related firms?

Hon. Mr. Bennett: Mr. Speaker, we are

aware of the fact that many of the pulp and

paper operations in this province—indeed, I

suppose, in Canada—are controlled by the
end user, the publishers or the printing
houses. We have been aware of that for some
time and they will get first call on supplies.
It's obvious. That's why they have their in-

vestment in that particular area. We must
remember that not more than 12 months

ago this—

Mr. Stokes: It should not be to the detri-

ment of Canadian users.

Hon. Mr. Bennett: You must remember,
Mr. Speaker, not more than 12 months ago
this very industry was at the door of the gov-
ernment wanting to know what kind of sub-
sidies we could give them to maintain their

production in Ontario rather than close down
their mills. And as I say, just a short 12
months later, the whole thing has swung

around completely to a short supply situa-

tion.

Mr. Stokes: Could be the demand of our

publishing industry here.

Hon. Mr. Bennett: As far as the percentage
of machinery goes, I am not aware-

Mr. F. Drea (Scarborough Centre): The
hon. member would give his soul if someone
would buy one up there.

Hon. Mr. Bennett: I am not aware, Mr.

Speaker-

Mr. E. W. Martel (Sudbury East): The
minister would give his soul if someone
would buy one of them.

Hon. Mr. Bennett: I am not aware, Mr.

Speaker, of the machinery in plants being
owned by publishers and so on, but we shall

look at that particular situation.

Interjection by an hon. member.

Hon. Mr. Bennett: I am not in a position
to give assurance to this House nor to the

industry, that we as government can direct

the supplies. We can only ask for the co-

operative assistance, first of all of the Depart-
ment of Industry, Trade and Commerce in

Ottawa and of the associations of paper and
mill operators here in Ontario to try and look
after those end users; but it is far from the

position of this ministry to direct paper-pro-

ducing mills to supply specific customers. We
can ask for their co-operation.

Mr. MacDonald: Supplementary question.

Mr. Speaker: Yes.

Mr. MacDonald: Is the minister, in examin-

ing this situation, coming to any conclusion

with regard to the rather widespread practice
in business, that when you have a shortage
of supply you cut out long-term small cus-

tomers and supply only your big customers;
and if he finds this to be the case, would he
raise the matter with his colleague, the
Minister of Consumer and Commercial Re-
lations as an item that might be included in a
fair business practices Act?

Hon. Mr. Bennett: Well Mr. Speaker, one
of the big failures of this particular industry,
the pulp and paper industry, over the last

number of years, is their inability to acquire

long-term contracts for the products they are

producing. They had weak markets, extremely
weak markets, and we could very well find

ourselves, in a period of 18 months, back in

that very situation, we are not sure. Obviously
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the surplus positions these mills found them-

selves in went to the export trade, exactly

where we had been encouraging them to

try and open up markets, whether it be in

the United States or Mexico, but I am—

Mr. Stokes: The industry doesn't think so.

They are spending tens of millions of dollars.

Hon. Mr. Bennett: Obviously, Mr. Speak-

er, the contracts that are now entered into

with these pulp and paper mills are for a

definite amount, or a supply situation based

on the capacity of the printers' requirements;
but we are attempting, through the federal

Department of Industry, Trade and Com-
merce and our own ministry, to make sure

they do not go on short supply to the small

users here in the province. But I cannot,

again, say to the members that we can offer

them 100 per cent assurance that situation

will continue to exist.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Welland
South.

RESEARCH OF ENERGY SOURCES

Mr. Haggerty: Thank you, Mr. Speaker, a

question directed to the Minister of Energy:
In his meetings within the past six weeks
with the president and members and staff

of the Ontario Research Foundation discuss-

ing a number of areas of energy, has the

minister approached the federal government
or any of its agencies to share in a pro-

gramme of solar research as an alternative

energy resource?

Hon. Mr. McKeough: Mr. Speaker, I have
not met with the president or staff of the

Ontario Research Foundation. I think that

some of my staff have, but I don't think they
came to the conclusion which the hon. mem-
ber has suggested.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Port
Arthur.

RESOURCES MINISTRY MOVE TO
NORTH

Mr. J. F. Foulds (Port Arthur): A question
of the Provincial Secretary for Resources De-
velopment, Mr. Speaker: Has the Minister of
Natural Resources brought to the resource

development priorities and planning board,
his plan to move his resources executive
staff to Old Fort William in Thunder Bay for
two months in 1974; and would the pro-
vincial secretary not consider it more realis-

tic to move the executive of the natural re-

sources branch to executive offices in Thun-
der Bay, and would he not consider it a

forward-looking move to in fact move that

executive and the office to the north per-

manently?

Mr. Stokes: The whole ministry.

Hon. A. B. R. Lawrence (Provincial Secre-

tary for Resources Development): Mr. Speak-

er, the general question of the reorganization
of that ministry has been before the policy

field, yes. As to the actual placement of the

officers of that department, we rely there

of course in particular on the judgement of

the minister, so I would ask the member to

refer that aspect to him.

Mr. Foulds: Could I redirect the question

then, Mr. Speaker, to the Minister of Natural

Resources? Does he want me to repeat the

question; if I may, Mr. Speaker?

Hon. L. Bernier (Minister of Natural Re-

sources): If the member would please.

Mr. Foulds: A plan was outlined and re-

ported in the May 2 newspaper of moving the

executive of the ministry to Old Fort Wil-
liam in 1974 for a period of two months. My
concern is does the minister think there would
be adequate office space in Old Fort William
for them to carry out their duties? Wouldn't
it make more sense to actually move to minis-

try executive offices in Thunder Bav rather

than to Old Fort William itself?

Mr. J. H. Jessiman (Fort William): Don't
be so parochial.

Hon. Mr. Bernier: Well Mr. Speaker-

Mr. Foulds: Look who is speaking.

Mr. Stokes: The member for Fort William
is unreal.

Mr. MacDonald: That's the member's mid-
dle name, "parochial"; that's his middle name.

Hon. Mr. Bernier: Thunder Bay north or
Thunder Bay south?

Mr. MacDonald: James "Parochial" Jessi-
man.

Hon. Mr. Bernier: This is a matter, Mr.

Speaker, that we have talked over in some
detail within the ministry, and I would have
to say to the member that it does not appear
at this time that Old Fort William would be
the site or the place for such executive
offices. In fact, at the present time we are

looking at the new, as the member for Thun-
der Bay south says, mini-Queen's Park—
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Mr. Foulds: The member for Fort William.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Bernier: When that is developed
in that particular city then we will give

consideration to being there for a certain

period of the year. I don't think it is the

intention of the government to have execu-

tive offices per se in that particular building,

but certainly my own personal feeling is that

I could very well look after the administrative

and policy-making decisions for my ministry

from that particular area for a certain period

of the year.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: A summer "White House"!

Hon. E. A. Winkler (Chairman, Manage-
ment Board of Cabinet): Up north, not down
south.

Mr. Stokes: A supplementary, Mr. Speaker,
Will the minister assure his colleague, the

member for Fort William, that in fact he

won't move those offices to Kenora?

Hon. Mr. Bernier: No, I will not give him
that assurance.

Mr. Speaker: I think the hon. member for

Downsview and the hon. member for Wind-
sor-Walkerville were just about equal, so I'll

call the hon. member for Downsview and the

hon. member for Windsor-Walkerville next.

CROWN ATTORNEY'S COMMENTS

Mr. Singer: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. I

have a question of the Attorney General.

Has the Attorney General as yet been able

to gather the facts together in order that he
can report to us about the incident in the

London courts, when Crown Attorney M. E.

Martin said that the manoeuvring process
was reprehensible? I'm sure the Attorney Gen-
eral recalls the facts and the undertaking he

gave the House.

Hon. D. A. Bales (Attorney General): Mr.

Speaker, it really concerns the operation of

the Crown attorney's office there, and the

director of Crown attorneys here, Mr. LeSage,
obtained a report on it for me. We felt that

it was an improper procedure from a staff

standpoint. We made changes in that. I am
not entirely satisfied with the report as I

have received it and I have requested some
further material and information on the mat-
ter.

I recognize that the defence lawyer did

something improper, in my view, in taking

the files, as he did, and taking it to the sec-

ond court. I am also concerned, though, about

the obligations of the court staff and the

whole procedure in reference to that matter.

I am having the matter changed, and when
it is finalized I'd be glad to reply to the

member personally.

Mr. Singer: By way of further supple-

mentary, could the Attorney General tell us

what immediate steps he has taken, since I

think he said certain practices had been

changed? And are the types of steps taken

in relation to the London courts the sort of

thing that should be made of general applica-
tion throughout the Province of Ontario?

Hon. Mr. Bales: Mr. Speaker, my concern

was that a defence lawyer could obtain the

documents and take them personally to an-

other court. The practice has been changed
so that they are not available to any outside

person except the administrative staff. I am
concerned as to the decision that was given
when a remand had been given in one court

and then was immediately dealt with in

the other court.

Mr. Singer: So are we all.

Hon. Mr. Bales: As to whether there is

an improper decision given and as to whether
it should be appealed, that matter is under
consideration at the moment. The administra-

tive practices have been changed in all the

courts.

Mr. Singer: By way of further supple-

mentary, is the Attorney General prepared,
or does he feel it necessary, to refer any of

these matters to the discipline committee of

the Law Society?

Hon. Mr. Bales: No, I see no reason in this

particular instance to do that. I don't think

there was anything culpable about it.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Nickel
Belt.

AIR MANAGEMENT BRANCH OFFICES
IN SUDBURY

Mr. Laughren: Mr. Speaker, a question of

the Minister of the Environment.

In view of the reorganization of the min-

istry, would the minister consider relocating

the air management branch offices in the

Sudbury area?

Hon. Mr. Auld: Mr. Speaker, we are look-

ing at both our regional office locations and

our field office locations, of which there will
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be about 23. I can't give the hon. member
a specific answer about Sudbury because I

think the Minister of Government Services

has indicated that he is looking at some sort

of central space for a number of ministries in

various parts of the province.

Mr. Martel: Don't put it where the pollu-

tion might be, for God's sake.

Hon. Mr. Auld: Perhaps the hon. member
can tell me where he thinks it ought to be

relocated. I am not aware that there is a

problem about the location of this office.

Mr. Stokes: Happy Valley.

Mr. Laughren: Supplementary, Mr. Speak-
er: Could the minister not give an assurance

that at least one of the regional offices will

be located in the area?

Mr. J. R. Rhodes (Sault Ste. Marie): Too
close. No, don't do that, they would be

socializing.

Mr. Laughren: And in view of the fact

that the problems within the air management
branch are of such magnitude, would he not

also agree that it is time that the air manage-
ment branch was under the direct surveillance

of members of the New Democratic Party?

Mr. Rhodes: We couldn't have that. We
don't want that—socializing with the Inco

people.

Hon. Mr. Auld: I must say that is an inter-

esting change in our form of government, Mr.

Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for

Windsor-Walkerville.

Mr. D. M. Deacon (York Centre): Sup-

plementary.

Mr. Speaker: Supplementary.

Mr. Deacon: Would the minister not agree
that there is reason for the actual head office,

the administration, to be located in Sudbury
now that the Minister of Government Services

has good telephone communications with
Toronto? The minister may be able to learn

a lot more about air management problems if

he were located in Sudbury than he does here
in Toronto—though there are plenty here.

Mr. Rhodes: They would socialize with the

Inco people.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Auld: As a matter of fact, Mr.

Speaker, there are some very pleasant places

to live in Sudbury. On the other hand it

might be hard to keep in touch with Leeds.

Mr. Rhodes: Not near Martel's house.

Mr. Singer: Maybe you could get a nom-
ination in Sudbury.

Mr. Martel: Put an addition on.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for

Windsor-Walkerville.

MOBILE X-RAY UNIT

Mr. B. Newman ( Windsor-Walkerville ) :

Mr. Speaker, I have a question of the Min-

ister of Health, if I can get his attention.

On Oct. 11, I asked of the minister what

action the ministry planned concerning the

reactivating of a mobile x-ray unit. At that

time the minister promised me an answer

within one or two weeks. This is well over

four weeks, Mr. Minister.

Hon. R. T. Potter (Minister of Health):

We have the mobile x-ray units as far as

they relate to the senior citizen's homes and

extended care facilities. We have found that

they didn't prove to be that effective. In the

first place many of these patients were bed-

ridden and we were unable to have them

properly x-rayed with the mobile facilities.

At the present time when the patients are

admitted they are checked over; the tubercu-

lin testing is done. If x-rays are needed they
are carried out. This is carried out on an

annual basis even after admission, and if the

patients do in fact require x-rays then it is

much easier and much better to provide

transportation for them to a fixed facility

which, in most cases, is not too far distant.

This is proving to be much more effective

than providing it on a mobile basis.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. Minister of Industry
and Tourism has the answer to a previous

question.

CONSERVATION OF ENERGY

Hon. Mr. Bennett: Mr. Speaker, I would

like to answer a question posed to me yester-

day by the hon. member for Scarborough
West (Mr. Lewis) regarding my ministry's

approach to industry in the province on the

energy crisis we are experiencing at the

present time.

The ministry will be forwarding a letter

together with a checklist of methods to con-

serve energy. The letter is being prepared by
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the ministry at this time and it should go out

during the coming week. This letter will be

mailed to all industries in the province.

I was asked by the member to read the

letter and it reads as follows:

Dear Mr. Industrialist:

Last week my colleague the Hon. Darcy
McKeough, the Minister of Energy, out-

lined a programme of energy conservation

for the general public. Of equal importance,
of course, are the steps that industry can

take to minimize energy consumption,

hopefully without jeopardizing employment
efficiency and output.

It is realized that industry constantly
monitors its energy expenses in the interest

of good business. But I would like to make
a suggestion for your consideration: That
an energy conservation committee be estab-

lished in each plant to meet at frequent
intervals to investigate every energy usage
and decide ways and means of effecting
reductions.

A check list provided by my ministry is

attached and outlines a number of ways to

conserve energy. I recognize that all sug-
gestions will not apply to every plant, but
I believe this list will furnish basic guide-
lines from which your committee may
develop specific actions. Further, my min-

istry is prepared to make available its

specialized services to assist the energy
conservation committees.

We all realize that the energy crisis is

not likely to disappear quickly, and I

assure you of the long ongoing support and
co-operation of my ministry and staff to

your endeavours.

Mr. Speaker, we shall be sending this letter

out early next week, along with the check
list which is being prepared at this time with
the co-operation of the Minister of Energy,
the Minister of Industry and Tourism, and
other ministries that can supply an input to

it.

Mr. Deans: Supplementary question: Just

exactly what specialized services is it the

ministry has that are going to be made
available to the industrialists to conserve

energy?

Hon. Mr. Bennett: Mr. Speaker, in the

employment of the Ministry of Industry and
Tourism we have people who are known
as consultants and specialists in plant produc-
tion and establishment, construction and

design.

Mr. Renwick: What about conservation of

energy specialists?

Hon. Mr. Bennett: These are the people
who have got the background.

Mr. Deans: We are talking about energy.

Hon. Mr. Bennett: If the member would
sit and listen for a moment he might find

the answer.

Mr. Deans: I am sitting and listening. If

you would answer the question.

Mr. Foulds: Yes, teacher.

Hon. Mr. Bennett: These people have had
the experience and the background in plant

design and construction. We know from ex-

perience and from just casual observation that

in many plants and industries in this province,
and I suppose right across this country, there

have been faults in installation and insulation.

We think that with the expertise these people
have it could afford some savings to the in-

dustries that are affected. That's the service

we are prepared to offer to them.

Mr. Deans: That's a real initiative.

Hon. Mr. Bennett: That's a lot more than
some of them are doing.

Mr. Speaker: Supplementary or a new
question?

Mr. Renwick: Mr. Speaker, by way of

supplementary question, will the minister

ensure that the steps taken by the industry of

this province for the conservation of energy
will not be restricted only to those areas

which will create additional worker discom-

fort in the plants in Ontario?

Hon. Mr. Bennett: Mr. Speaker, I would
think that question is likely self-answering.

Mr. Renwick: In other words, that is what
the minister is going to do.

Mr. Speaker: There is time for one more
short question. The hon. member for Kit-

chener.

MINISTRY OF HEALTH
ANNUAL REPORT

Mr. Breithaupt: I have a question of the

Minister of Health, Mr. Speaker.

Now that all the other financial reports

and annual reports for the ministries have
been filed, and now that the Ministry of

Health estimates will be completed at 1

o'clock today, can we expect that the min-

istry's annual report will be tabled in the

House next week?
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Hon. Mr. Potter: Mr. Speaker, the annual

report was finished some time ago. It has

been at the printers. Unfortunately we don't

handle that ourselves. I can't account for

the delay there, but when it is submitted

we will certainly see that it is tabled.

Mr. Deacon: The Ministry of Government
Services is slow.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Sud-

bury East.

MINING ACCIDENT REPORT

Mr. Martel: A question of the Minister of

Natural Resources: Can the minister indicate

why his ministry has seen fit to discontinue

the mining accident report which was always
made available in the past?

Hon. Mr. Bernier: Mr. Speaker, in response
to a Management Board order, we are dis-

continuing the elaborate presentation that

we had in the past, but the information will

be compiled—

Mr. Laughren: The minister is embarrassed

by its contents.

Hon. Mr. Bernier: —in a more concise form
and will be available to the general public.

LEGISLATIVE PAGES

Mr. Speaker: The time for oral questions
has expired. Before we move to the re-

mainder of the routine proceedings, I should

like to inform the hon. members that the

present group of pages who have been

serving you so well for the last several

weeks are serving their last day with us today.
I should like to read into the record the names
of these boys and girls who have done
such a good job.

We have Shelley Burt, Don Mills; John
Campbell, Toronto; Susan Code, Perth; Bar-

bara Dalziel, Toronto; Andrea Glatt, Is-

lington; Sam Goodwin, Union, John Gruetz-

ner, Toronto; Brian Hamilton, Bramalea; Lisa

Hastings, Niagara Falls; Peter Hayes, Rex-

dale; David Howarth, Scarborough; Mark

Lichty, Wellesley; Ian Mackenzie, Ottawa;
Kevin McKee, Mississauga; Keith Murphy,
Scarborough; Dianne Renwick of Scar-

borough; Catherine Sanderson, London; Susan

Stone, Toronto; Glenn Terry, Scarborough
and James Waring, Cobourg.

Petitions.

Presenting reports.

Reports.

Motions.

Introduction of bills.

REGIONAL MUNICIPALITY OF
OTTAWA-CARLETON ACT

Hon. Mr. White moves first reading of bill

intituled, An Act to amend the Regional

Municipality of Ottawa-Carleton Act.

Motion agreed to; first reading of the bill.

Hon. Mr. White: Mr. Speaker, the amend-

ments in this bill are being introduced to

bring the Ottawa-Carleton Act into conform-

ity with Bill 189 introduced earlier in this

session and to provide for certain other

changes in the Ottawa-Carleton legislation.

Most of the first six sections deals with pro-

visions for the membership on the regional

council as the result of the amalgamation of

eight of the western municipalities in Ottawa-

Carleton to three. In addition, the bill pro-
vides for the dissolution of the police villages

in Ottawa-Carleton and the normal protection

for employees in all areas affected by amal-

gamation.

Further amendments involve adjustments
to the tax levying, an apportionment process,

provision for facsimile signatures, school

board elections, continuation of bylaws in

the amalgamated municipalities, certain land

acquisition provisions, and provisions for the

maintenance and purchase of park land.

Mr. Speaker, this bill will be taken through
the legislative process by my parliamentary

assistant, the member for Grenville-Dundas

(Mr. Irvine).

REGIONAL MUNICIPALITY OF
SUDBURY ACT

Hon. Mr. White moves first reading of bill

intituled, An Act to amend the Regional

Municipality of Sudbury Act, 1972.

Motion agreed to; first reading of the bill.

Hon. Mr. White: Mr. Speaker, this bill

contains a number of important amendments
to the Regional Municipality of Sudbury Act,

several of which are being made at the re-

quest of the regional council. I would like

to mention just a few highlights.

I am pleased to say that some provisions

provide the region with additional responsi-
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bilities, such as plumbing inspections and cer-

tain licensing functions-

Mr. Stokes: Have they got plumbers over

there too? I thought they were just in

Oshawa.

Hon. Mr. White: This legislation also au-

thorizes the region to charge special rates for

water services for the area municipalities,
and makes provisions for those area muni-

cipalities to raise the necessary amounts of

money.

The sewer section of the legislation has

been re-enacted to clarify the division of re-

sponsibility. This section follows the pattern
of our recently enacted regional municipality
Acts.

Another amendment will clearly enable

area municipalities to acquire property for

the use of a qualified doctor or dentist.

This bill will be taken through the legis-

lative process by my parliamentary assistant,

the member for Grenville-Dundas.

Mr. Breithaupt: Can't the minister even
do that one himself?

It has authority to restrict or suspend the

physician's right to practise and its decision

becomes effective immediately, notwithstand-

ing that the decision may be appealed by the

courts.

PUBLIC HEALTH ACT

Hon. Mr. Potter moves first reading of bill

intituled, An Act to amend the Public

Health Act.

Motion agreed to; first reading of the bill.

Hon. Mr. Potter: Mr. Speaker, the pro-

posed bill authorizes the refusal to issue

a licence to establish a laboratory or a

specimen collection centre where it is felt

to be in the public interest to do so in a

particular area. It also authorizes a limitation

on the types of tests that may be performed
in a laboratory where it is in the public
interest to make such a limitation.

Mr. Singer: How does the minister define

public interest?

Mr. Speaker: Orders of the day.

LOAN AND TRUST CORPORATIONS ACT

Hon. Mr. Clement moves first reading of

bill intituled, An Act to amend the Loan and
Trust Corporations Act.

Motion agreed to; first reading of the bill.

MEDICAL ACT

Hon. Mr. Potter moves first reading of bill

intituled, An Act to amend the Medical Act.

Motion agreed to; first reading of the bill.

Hon. Mr. Potter: Mr. Speaker, one of the

objectives of the bill is to ensure lay repre-
sentation on the council of the College of

Physicians and Surgeons of Ontario by pro-

viding for the appointment by the Lieutenant
Governor in Council of three lay members to

the council. The discipline committee of the

college is enlarged from five to 10 members
and the committee is authorized to hold

hearings composed of a panel of five mem-
bers, of whom one must be a lay member.

It also provides for the establishment of a

new committee called the fitness to practise

committee, whose function will be to hold

hearings to determine whether a physician is

incapacitated to such a physical or mental

degree that his fitness to practise is affected.

NOTICE OF MOTION NO. 5

Clerk of the House: The government notice

of motion No. 5 by Hon. Mr. White.

Resolved: That this House confirm the

order made under the Parkway Belt Plan-

ning and Development Act, 1973, on Aug.
8, 1973, and filed as Ontario Regulation
472/73.

Hon. J. White (Treasurer, Minister of

Economics and Intergovernmental Affairs):

Mr. Speaker, in rising to move this resolu-

tion for consideration by this House, I'm

aware that this is a landmark occasion for

planning in Ontario. This is the first time

this Legislature has been asked to consider

the designation of an area in Ontario for

the preparation of a development plan un-

der the Planning and Development Act.

This House has had an opportunity to

debate the principles behind our parkway
belt proposal and the procedures which will

be used in planning for the area. These
issues were examined in considerable detail

when the Legislature discussed the Ontario

Planning and Development Act and the

Parkway Belt Planning and Development
Act.

In addition, a comprehensive general

description of the parkway belt west was
issued and distributed to all members on
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June 4, 1973. For these reasons I do not

intend to spend much time today in explain-

ing the parkway belt concept in substance

once again, but to recapitulate very briefly,

our parkway belt west proposal is based

upon four fundamental principles:

1. To define, and at the same time, to

separate, communities so that the area north

and west of Metro Toronto will not become
one mass of uniform urban development.

2. To link these communities together by
providing service corridors which can facili-

tate the movement of goods, energy, people
and information without disrupting the very
communities which the corridor is designed
to serve.

3. To provide lands which can be used to

meet future needs arising from changes in

technology and human values.

4. To aid in the provision of open breath-

ing spaces and recreational facilities in this

urbanized section of Ontario.

These are important principles which the

government of Ontario has accepted as a

matter of policy. However, as we noted in

our statement of June 4 the detailed applica-
tion of these principles will vary from one
section to another section depending on
topography and on the major purpose of the

parkway belt in a particular location.

The parkway belt is a network of open
spaces and service corridors. As we've said

before, it will run ultimately from Dundas
in the west to Oshawa in the east. The sec-

tion we're now considering is known as the

parkway belt west from Dundas to Markham.
The remaining portion from Markham east
will be the subject of a companion resolution
in the future.

Our statement of June 4 describes the

parkway belt west in some detail, and I

will not repeat these proposals here. Essen-

tially, the parkway belt proposal consists of
six segments joined together in one con-
tinuous system.

The Escarpment link: From Dundas
through to Bronte Creek; covering the area
where our parkway belt proposals tie in
with another major feature of our planning
programme, that is the Niagara Escarpment.
The southern link: From Bronte Creek to

Etobicoke; this defines and separates Oak-
ville, Mississauga, the future Oakville north
and Burlington north.

The northern link: From Milton across the

top of Metropolitan Toronto to Markham;
this part defines the southern boundaries of

Brampton, Bramalea, Woodbridge, Richmond

Hill and Markham-Unionville and marks the
outer limits of Burlington north, Oakville
north and the Metropolitan Toronto fringe.

The Burlington-Oakville minibelt: Run-

ning from the mouth of Bronte Creek to the

southern link and north to Milton; this is

basically a recreation open space link.

The Oakville-Mississauga minibelt: From
the mouth of Joshua Creek up to the northern
link at the 401; and this will be a combina-
tion of open space and service corridor link.

The airport minibelt: Which is essentially
a future—something-

Mr. R. F. Nixon (Leader of the Opposi-
tion): Future something?

Hon. Mr. White: Cut off at the pass!

Mr. V. M. Singer (Downsview): Boy, oh

boy!

Mr. J. R. Breithaupt (Kitchener): There is

going to be a total reorganization of that

department.

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. Singer: Four more secretaries must go.

Mr. Speaker: Order please, order.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. White: Link to Highways 410
and 403!

Mr. R. F. Nixon: I think.

Hon. Mr. White: As members will ap-
preciate, even this brief capsule review of the
main features of our proposal reveals the

complexity of the parkway belt system.

Mr. E. W. Martel (Sudbury East): The
minister left a whole page out.

Hon. Mr. White: Indeed, I believe the

preparation of detailed draft plans for the

parkway belt west represents one of the most
difficult planning tasks this government has

undertaken.

This brings me directly to the resolution

we are considering today. In order to under-
stand the importance of this resolution, let

me place it in the context of the overall

planning process to which we are committed.
One of the key provisions in the Parkway
Belt Planning and Development Act states

that the Treasurer, as the responsible minis-

ter, may by order establish a parkway belt

planning area. Accordingly, on Aug. 8 I

filled an order—I filed an order—which de-

scribes the Parkway Belt planning area in

precise terms.
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Mr. Singer: Much better if the minister

had read it first.

Hon. Mr. White: Maps were distributed to

members of the House earlier this week which
outline the planning area so designated. In

addition, my order of Aug. 8 also directs that

my staff undertakes to prepare a detailed

parkway belt plan. This, then, is what we
are being asked to confirm today, that a de-

tailed plan should be prepared for the area

defined in my order. The provision that the

legislative assembly debate and act upon this

order represents a new and significant de-

parture in planning practices in Ontario. This

is the first time-

Mr. R. F. Nixon: That was the member for

Downsview's amendment, as I recall.

Hon. Mr. White: This is the first time, to

my knowledge, that a statute has acknow-

ledged the right of this House to judge the

validity of an area designated for planning

purposes and to judge the validity of prepar-

ing a plan for that area.

This government is committed to open,

public decision-making in our provincial

planning programme, and no better example
of this can be found than this provision which
we see in action today.

An equally important action which will in-

volve the public in our planning programme
is scheduled to follow shortly. I refer to the

provision in the Planning and Development
Act for the establishment of advisory com-
mittees in each designated development plan-

ning area. We will be naming advisory com-
mittees to represent thre key interests directly
involved in the parkway belt—municipalities,
non-government groups and the people in

the development planning area—and my pres-
ent thought is that we will have two such

committees, one to represent the municipali-
ties and the other representing non-govern-
ment groups and people in the development
planning areas.

Confirmation of the planning area through
passage of the resolution now before us will

enable us to move quickly in naming these

advisory bodies, and move quickly we are de-

termined to do.

Participation of the public in our planning
programme is a fundamental underlying con-

cept in the view of this government. The day
has passed when plans affecting the lives of

people can be drafted and promulgated be-
hind closed bureaucratic doors and then
handed to municipalities and others as a
finished product. The people of Ontario have
shown by their actions at both the municipal

and provincial level that secrecy in planning
is something they will not condone. Plan-

ning is too important to be left to the plan-
ners.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: The minister should put
more feeling into that. I feel you are not

committed to that.

Hon. Mr. White: Well I am committed to

it, as my unwillingness to accept the requests
of the Leader of the Opposition concerning
the townsite in Townsend will illustrate.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: That is stretching it a

little.

Hon. Mr. White: Because this approach is

consistent with our own concept of plan-

ning-

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Because in fact the min-
ister has decided to make the decision him-
self. I

Mr. Speaker: Order please, order.

Hon. Mr. White: Because this approach is

consistent with our own concept of planning,
we have provided the means for full, mean-

ingful consultation and advice during the

period of plan preparation and beyond.
More specifically, we see the parkway belt

planning advisory committees as having three

functions:

First, the right to be consulted and to

provide input into the detailed draft plan
while it is being prepared, by way of sub-

mitting to me any comments, observations or

recommendations the committees deem desir-

able prior to plan publication. I should add
that our planning staff has been asked to

provide the fullest possible information to

these committees during the plan preparation

period.

Second, the right to examine a detailed

graph plan in detail and to make any com-
ments the committees desire during the statu-

tory three-month examination period follow-

ing graph plan publication. Municipalities will

also have a similar right to submit comments

directly during this period.

Third, the right to make submissions to,

and if desired by the commitees to appear
before, public hearings which will be held

after the three-month examination period.

Let me emphasize that the role of these

advisory committees is an integral part of the

planning process. No plans for the parkway
belt west will be adopted as firm government
policy until the public and municipalities
have had ample opportunity to participate in
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plan preparation, to examine the proposals in

detail and to appear before open public hear-

ings. The public hearings I refer to are

another important means of ensuring full

public involvement.

As set out in the Planning and Develop-
ment Act, three months after the detailed

draft plan is published I will appoint one or

more hearing officers to hold a comprehen-
sive public hearing into all aspects of the

parkway belt west. These hearings will be the

occasion when members of the public will be
able to voice their agreement or disagreement
with the draft plan proposal and will be able
to question those officials who are responsible
for the preparation of the draft plan.

Finally, I would like to say a few words
about timing. The confirmation of the resolu-

tion now before the House is an important
step forward in our parkway belt west pro-
gramme. As I've noted, immediately follow-

ing passage of this resolution the advisory
consultative committees will be appointed and
detailed work on the draft plan will move
forward. It is our intention that the draft plan
and appropriate supporting documentation
will be published early in 1974, in about
two months' time.

Following that there is a mandatory three-
month period for public examination of the
draft plan. This will take us to mid-April. At
that time public hearings will begin. It is

difficult to forecast how long these hearings
will take, since all interested parties must be
afforded the opportunity to present their

point of view. We may be optimistic but I

expect the public hearings should be com-
pleted in about two months bringing us to
mid or late June. The hearing officers will

then make their report and recommendations
to me and a decision will be made on the

disposition of the plan for the parkway belt

west.

It is my belief that the parkway belt is

one of the most important proposals brought
forward in recent years by this government.
It is an essential step in our broader pro-

gramme of creating an urban environment
which meets the needs of today and to-

morrow.

By means of the parkway belt the govern-
ment of Ontario continues to pioneer the

fight against uncontrolled urban growth and
to aid the people in municipalities of this

province, in our objective of creating an
urban lifestyle that is a pleasant and reward-

ing experience for all residents of this key
section of Ontario.

To continue our progress toward this ob-

jective and to help make the parkway belt a

reality, I would ask the House to support the

resolution and confirm the order made under
the Parkway Belt Planning and Development
Act, 1973.

Mr. Speaker: We have the resolution before

us. The member for York Centre.

Mr. D. M. Deacon (York Centre): Mr.

Speaker, I certainly feel that what the minister

had at first set out to accomplish in providing
a major Metropolitan area with a broad park-

way green belt around it, is certainly admir-

able, but he has completely failed to do it

with what he has presented us with in his

parkway belt plan and the way he is intro-

ducing it.

First of all it is in some areas maybe a rea-

sonable width. In the area east of Burlington
and some other places there seems to be
a fair width to it, but he splits it all up here

and there along the way and it comes down
to such narrow widths in portions.

There is absolutely no distinction between

municipalities. There is no opportunity for

the belt to be used in the way it was sup-

posed to be used, a means by which services

can be carried.

In fact when you have very narrow arteries

for transportation, for the carrying of services

such as this, it actually becomes an attrac-

tion and a centre around which greater de-

velopment pressures will occur rather than

one that separates logical communities.

For those reasons, this really sounds great
but the lion has roared and hasn't produced
anything that is worthwhile at all; and the

mouse isn't even squeaking.

The other thing that has bothered me is

the process of planning in which he has out-

lined to begin with some very fine broad ob-

jectives of the planning process. He doesn't

want to have the urban sprawl uninterrupted,
he does want to have some green belts. The

problem is he has undertaken to do the plan-

ning here at Queen's Park and provide it for

ratification by municipalities after that.

In principle, we believe he should be set-

ting out the broad guidelines that he wants

to achieve; and then providing the funds to

the local planning authorities to design and
draft plans to meet those broad guidelines
that also fit their own particular priorities;

and then bring those plans back for ratification

by the province.

He is going in reverse, which is quite typi-

cal of the Treasurer. In doing so, he has

also brought up many problems. I have three
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letters here just to give an outline of the type
of problem that is presented by the present
legislation.

First of all, does this minister, who loves

flowers so much and who has relieved the

taxpayers of Ontario of the sales tax on flow-

ers, consider that a floral company comes
within the type of operation which would
qualify as being part of the green belt? Con-
cord Floral Co. Ltd., which has operated for

many years in my area has owned quite ex-

tensive land that now lies within this green-
belt development. Are they now going to be
blocked from developing further and growing
more flowers by the legislation? Indeed, ac-

cording to the reports they have received they
can't do any more development and so we
are not going to have any more flowers grow-
ing in the green belt. Maybe the minister

hasn't thought about whether that type of

operation should qualify for expansion in this

green belt. I think he should clarify that.

Then we have a situation of a company
which several years ago bought a plot which
is now within the greenbelt area, in an in-

dustrial zone. It is interested in proceeding
with construction and did proceed with con-
struction of a building in which it is now
employng a good many people, but it re-

quires a permit to expand the operation. The
business has been prospering and has plenty
of room on the land which it acquired, land
that was zoned industrial and land on which
under normal circumstances it would be able
to build the plant extension. They now find

that because of this parkway belt order they
cannot get a permit for the extension to their

plant.

What do we do for a company like that?

Do we leave them frozen where they are

even though they bought a property on which

they thought they could expand to meet their

growing requirements; or do we compensate
them or do we expropriate from them?

We have done that in other situations. I

think that the minister has to provide for

that. Where companies have had a right to

expand their facilities and where that right
has been denied them as a result of this

legislation, we should not penalize those peo-
ple for a benefit which this government deems
it's giving to all the people of the Toronto
area and all the taxpayers. Therefore, in my
view the minister must provide compensa-
tions for these people, either by acquisition of
their properties through expropriation, as has
been done by the old Department of High-
ways under such circumstances, or by in some
other way enabling them to be relieved of this

burden which they alone are having to carry
under this type of legislation.

I have another situation in Markham, on
Don Mills Rd., where because of expro-
priation of property on Steeles Ave., a com-
pany purchased the property on Don Mills

Rd., and had the right to build because it

was zoned for the purposes for which they
acquired it. They have a deadline facing
them. They want to go ahead with the con-
struction of a building on the property which

they had every right to build on under normal

circumstances, but as a result of the order
in June this right has been denied them.

Surely, again, those people should not be
asked to carry the burden that is imposed
upon them by this Act. Since we have re-

lieved them and taken away from them the

right which they had before, they should be

compensated.

I have no concern for those who are de-

prived of what they had hoped would be an

opportunity to build in the future, if they did
not have that right, if it was land zoned for

agriculture and they hoped they might have
the right to develop. I don't think we have

any need to compensate those people, be-
cause they were taking the view that their

chances were they would be able to get an

upzoning of their land. But for those who
have been deprived of a privilege of con-
struction on designated land, then we should
deal with them as has the Ministry of Trans-

portation and Communications in similar situ-

ations. We should deal with them by com-

pensating them through expropriation of the

property at a value that would enable them
to relocate elsewhere so they would not be

put at a disadvantage as a result of our
actions.

Those are a few points that I want to bring
to the minister's attention, which have come
to my attention as a member representing a

major portion of this parkway belt plan. T
hope that the minister will provide answers
to those who have suffered as a result of our
actions. They have lost a privilege. They have
been denied rights that they had before. We
must be sure to compensate them for that.

Mr. Speaker: The member for Went-
worth.

Mr. I. Deans (Wentworth): Thank you,
Mr. Speaker. This hardly parallels the Bill

and Johnny show that we had over in the
Macdonald block on the day the initial

plan
was introduced. I am almost overwhelmed by
the way the minister has brought it in. This
bold new attack on problems of urban growth
seems to be sputtering a bit. I can't help
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wondering just exactly what it is that the

minister anticipates doing.

I would like to ask a question to begin
with. I don't want to get involved in a

debate over it. It seems to me that the Act
states pretty clearly in subsection (3) of sec-

tion 1:

Where any order is made under subsec-

tion 1, the minister shall, on the day the

order is made or as soon thereafter as is

practicable, lay the order before the

assembly if it is in session, or if not at the

commencement of the next ensuing session

and the assembly shall, by resolution, de-

clare the order approved, revoked or

varied.

I can't help thinking that this is a long time

since August. I am a little surprised that the

minister didn't put it before us at the least

on Oct. 2.

Hon. Mr. White: Well, we did the best we
could. We have never done it before. We had

a great deal of difficulty. The initial maps
were incorrect in a half a dozen places. To

get the maps perfectly accurate with the

regulations and with the planning area and
with the design area was something, as I

say, that has never been done before. Our
officials worked on it continuously and we

brought it in the first moment we could.

Mr. Deans: In other words, you are saying
that this is as soon thereafter as is practi-
cable. Is that the clause that we are using
under this circumstance?

I cannot help thinking, nevertheless, that

since the regulation was printed and put out

on Aug. 8—it was made on Aug. 4 and filed

on Aug. 8—regardless of the map which we
appreciate having but could well have got

along without, the actual regulation itself

should be been made available to the House

immediately upon the House reconvening in

October. Nevertheless, we are not going to

dwell on that at any great length.

In looking at it, I am still disappointed
at the skimpiness the minister seems to feel

is necessary in order to fulfil the obligations
he apparently undertook back in June when
he first raised the whole matter. I want to

remind the minister of what he said then:

"The parkway belt west is a bold attack on

problems of urban growth." He said: "What
will the parkway belt do?"

The first thing the parkway belt was

supposed to do was to define and separate
communities, giving residents a sense of com-

munity identity. But I have to tell you that

a half mile or thereabouts between communi-

ties is hardly enough to bring about a sense

of community identity and to provide

adequate definition between communities.

I don't think, particularly in that section

separating Streetsville from the Malton area,

that the tiny piece of green belt running
north and south is anything like adequate in

order to safeguard the people in what will

become the major community of Streetsville

I suspect, in years to come, from the pres-
sures and urban sprawl of the Metropolitan
Toronto area.

That in itself is sufficient to make me ques-
tion whether or not the minister is serious

about that criterion as set out in his initial

brochure.

Also, in looking at it, I feel quite frankly,
that the purpose for most of this is simply
that of providing service corridors; that is

not only the primary purpose but it is likely
to be the only purpose that particular little—

Hon. Mr. White: Fourteen new parks.

Mr. Deans: Yes, but that particular stretch

will be of little consequence in the provision
of park land; it will not serve as an adequate
buffer between the communities. And it is

not nearly sufficient to do what the minister

himself set out as being one of the major
criteria, I suspect, because it ranks as the

major criterion in the establishment of the

parkway belt.

Even from looking at the map, it is ob-

vious that it would have been entirely pos-
sible to have made that one concession wide;
about IVi miles or lVz miles. It is entirely

possible it could have been made even wider
than one concession in order to ensure that

there would have been an opportunity for

the development of some kind of parkway
belt. But the minister seems to feel, even

though he recognizes that the pressures in

years to come are going to be immense, that

this 800- or 900-yd strip is going to suffice;

quite frankly I don't think it is.

This is not only true of the parkway belt

section running north and south, it's true

also of the portion separating Mississauga

from Streetsville; and it is true in many sec-

tions of the area separating Mississauga from

Oakville. In fact, it doesn't provide anything
like adequate greenbelt space between the

major metropolitan communities, between

Metropolitan Toronto and what is going to

become a major community in the Halton-

Peel region.

This is one of the difficulties we face in

looking at what the minister brings forward;
it is hard to envisage what kind of protec-
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tion there is for those communities with that

tiny piece of parkland area set aside, much
of which will be taken up by services, by
roads and in fact, much of which will be put
into a state of limbo where it won't be able

to be used by the majority of the citizens in

the area.

I am always interested in what the minister

sets out in his bills because the bills always
look so grand. They always seem to be pro-

viding an adequate reserve. Every time we
talk about something the minister spells it

out. In Bill 130, An Act to provide for Plan-

ning and Development of the Parkway Belt,

which we dealt with, says that everything
with the exception of section 13 of the On-
tario Planning and Development Act applies

equally to this particular Act. And section

6 of the other Act, which was at the time

Bill 128, set out the criteria; it says, under

section 6:

A development plan may contain,

(a) policies for the economic, social and

physical development of the area covered

by the plan in respect of,

(i) the general distribution and density

of population,

(ii) the general location of industry and

commerce, the identification of major land-

use areas and the provision of major parks
and open space,

(iii) the management of land and water

resources,

(iv) the control of all forms of pollution
of the natural environment-

Boy, that's a laugh when you think of what
was just done today—

(v) the general location and development
of major servicing, communication and

transportation systems,

(vi) the development and maintenance
of educational, cultural, recreational, health

and other social facilities, and

(vii) such other matters as are, in the

opinion of the minister, advisable-

It goes on, but we won't go with it. Those
criteria are commendable, but unfortunately
they are going to be circumvented because
there is not nearly sufficient land being made
available.

To put it another way, the degree of fore-

sight that is being exercised by the minister

at this point is not sufficient to enable the

people who are asked to come up with this

plan to do it in an orderly and sensible way.
I am suggesting to the minister that what

is provided for in both the map and the

definitions, as set out in the schedule and

the regulations, is simply not going to meet
the criteria we voted on and accepted in this

Legislature. Because of that I am suggest-

ing to the minister that he should revise it

again and that there should be a very clear

commitment on the part—

Hon. Mr. White: If I may interrupt for

just a moment-

Mr. Speaker: I wonder if the minister

would kindly wait until all the remarks are

made, then answer the questions as they
come up.

The member for Wentworth.

Mr. Deans: Now, that's the kind of Speaker
that I like.

Mr. J. A. Renwick (Riverdale): Except when
we want to ask questions.

Mr. Deans: Except when I want to ask a

question and get an answer.

Mr. Breithaupt: One has to draw the line

somewhere.

Mr. Deans: Yes, that's right.

The minister no doubt is going to say that

from time to time it will be revised and that

the size of the parkway belt will be changed.
But the unfortunate part about it is that

what is done in the initial plan will determine
the future of that entire area. It's what is

placed before the people in the month of

April of this coming year—I believe it's April
the minister is talking about—that is going to

determine what kind of growth will take

place in the various communities that are

supposedly to be separated by the parkway
belt. Therefore the ministry should very

clearly set out not the minimum amounts of

area required, but rather the maximum
amounts of area required, and then you nego-
tiate from a position of strength rather than

weakness. At this particular point you are

negotiating, particularly for the areas separ-

ating Streetsville, Mississauga and the Malton

area, from weakness. But there's really no

area for negotiation there at all with any
of the communities because the areas in them-
selves are much too skimpy. There's no room
for any meaningful discussion to take place.

Beyond that I wonder seriously and I ask

the question—the minister might respond
whenever he can—whether there is in fact

some conceptual plan now of what's going
to be done, whether the ministry has already

developed some concepts as to how this

plan will be developed and what is likely

to emerge between now and the month of

April, 1974.
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Three months have already gone by and

those are three very important months. It

is a mammoth job. It's a major undertaking.

It's not likely to be completed by April, given
that there are problem times ahead. When
looking at it I can hardly imagine the

ministry is going to be able by April to come
in with a plan that will have sufficient scope
and will meet the criteria both in section 6

of the Act and in the brochure established

by the ministry in order that there can be

adequate public participation.

Now there are rumours going around—and

I don't know how true the rumours are,

the minister might note them so that he

can answer them—that some 7,300 acres of

the original parkland was removed some time

between June 4 and August 8. Representa-
tions were made to the minister during that

period which resulted in him removing 7,300
acres of land from that which was originally

placed before the assembly at the time the

bill was brought in.

We are curious—and I am curious—to know

exactly what the representations were that

resulted in the removal of the land, if it

was removed. Now I have to confess that

looking at the map I have difficulty in see-

ing where 7,300 acres could have been

removed, but nevertheless I am prepared to

have the minister tell me if he can if this

rumour—it's not only a rumour, it's written

right out in the statements of a number of

people who have been involved in the park-

way development—that the 7,300 acres were
removed and that 2,700 acres was added.

Now this 2,700 acres leaves a shortfall

of 4,600 acres from the time we began the

debate in June of this year. What was the

reason? Who was it that made the represen-
tations and why did the ministry come to

the conclusion, if they did, that 4,600 acres

originally proposed should be removed?

It's very difficult for us in the opposition
to be able to sensibly debate that until we
are sure that in fact this did occur. The
minister might be able to point out between
now and some time later today where this

land was taken off—if it was taken off—

and the reasons why and who—and this is

important—who it was that made the repre-
sentations so that we clearly understand what
kinds of influences there were and the reasons

for their influence being exerted.

It's interesting to note that in the state-

ments from the minister he says the planning
area and the area subject to land-use regula-

tions are by and large coincident at the

moment, but this will change in the future

because individual municipalities can now
make application to have the area now cover-

ed by these land-use regulations changed.

In looking at it, I don't see them as being
coincident. Maybe they are and maybe the

minister can explain exactly what he in-

tended by that particular paragraph.

I don't quite understand exactly what is

intended by that particular portion of the

statement by the minister and what in fact

he intended us to understand by it. It's ob-

vious to me that major changes are being

contemplated in certain sections. Large pieces

are being taken out in the area of Burling-

ton, for example; and in Aldershot, sig-

nificant portions are being added—significant,
recognizing what we have to deal with in

the area around Thornhill and Richmond Hill.

1 want to know what it was that generated
the kind of change that the minister is talk-

ing about and proposing.

I am also curious to know whether, now
that the ministry has had an opportunity to

review their proposals for the parkway belt

development, they have been able to update
their figures with regard to acquisition—

what's to be acquired and what's to be left

in private hands.

I'd like to know about the $150 million,

which was indicated might be the amount

required in order to purchase what is re-

quired to be purchased over the course of

a number of years in the future. Is that figure

accurate, given the inflationary spirals that

we're now in? What kinds of lands is it

the minister is talking about acquiring with

this $150 million. At what point can we

expect the acquisition to begin, or if it has

begun how much of it has already been

acquired!

To go back to the brochure that sets out

the criteria, the minister said in criteria No.

2 that one of the purposes of the parkway
belt was to link communities with service cor-

ridors that will move people, goods, energy
and information without disrupting the com-
munities.

I can't help thinking that this should have

been the first criterion, because it's obviously

the criterion that best fits most of the green
areas set out in the map that the minister has

given us today.

In the section separating Streetsville and

Mississauga, as I said before, with the possible

exception of the tiny parkland area in the

middle of concession No. 4, the remainder

is strictly corridor land. The same thing is

basically true with the exception of the por-

tion being developed now in Oakville. The
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same thing is basically true of the section

separating Oakville from Mississauga and

separating Streetsville from Oakville north.

In that portion to the east of the town of

Burlington, I seriously wonder exactly what
the minister anticipates will happen in that

tiny piece, something like one-eighth of a

mile wide or perhaps one-quarter of a mile

wide. I wonder how he anticipates that's

going to serve any useful purpose in pro-

viding greenbelt and recreational facilities, or

for that matter in providing a separation of

communities and guaranteeing an identity of

communities.

The third and the most laughable of all—

and I've got to confess, I almost laughed out

loud when I reviewed what this criterion was:

"To provide a land reserve for needs which
cannot be foreseen today." Can you show me,
with the possible exception of the area separ-

ating Oakville north from Burlington north, or

that section around Hamilton and Ancaster

and west of Burlington, where the land is

that's being set aside to provide a land re-

serve for needs which cannot be foreseen to-

day?

Every single piece of the land that's set

out in this plan is set out for needs which
can easily be foreseen today. Those needs
are the needs of the people who currently live

in that very densely populated area around
Lake Ontario between Metropolitan Toronto
and Hamilton. Inadequate though they may
be, that is quite obvious to anyone looking
at the map.

So where is the land? Where is the land
that the minister talks about to provide the

land reserve? There's no land reserve pro-
vided in that for any future development or

for any future needs.

Finally: "To place open space and recre-

ational facilities near the lakeshore cities."

Well, I've got to confess to you that the open
space and recreational facilities proposed by
the minister in this particular plan are in-

adequate to say the least, and likely to dimin-
ish in the time that the plan is developed and
not at all sufficient to meet the needs of the

expanding communities in those areas, and
the minister well knows it.

He has established, by his regional govern-
ment plans, development areas which sup-
posedly are self-sufficient and which are go-

ing to expand rapidly in the future in the

area west of Metropolitan Toronto. He has
not provided anything like the open space for

recreational purposes that the many millions

—tens of millions, I suspect—of people who
are going to live in the area are going to

need.

In fact, this particular programme is

nothing more than effort by the ministry to

guarantee access routes. It has nothing at all

to do with a legitimate concern for provision
of adequate open space or, for that matter,

with a legitimate concern to provide for the

separation of communities and the mainten-

ance of identity. I would like, quite frankly,

to have the minister show us where he thinks

these inadequate strips of green in this mass

of urban development are going to provide

anything like the answer to the criteria set

out by the minister and his ministry at the

time he brought in the bill.

We thought it was inadequate when we

began. We suspect and suggest to you that

even in spite of the enlargement of certain

small areas, that it is still inadequate. It

doesn't begin to meet the needs today, let

alone meet the future needs for recreational,

or for development purposes in the area west

of Metropolitan Toronto. It doesn't provide
the avenue necessary to meet the criteria that

the minister's department has set out for

themselves, let alone the criteria which we, in

a more progressive political party, might have

thought was necessary.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. Leader of the Op-
position.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
I want to say that I agree with the

Treasurer in his opening statement wherein

he said this is an historic occasion; a first

occasion in which this Legislature has been

asked to give approval to a government order.

I think it should be also a part of the

record that while the government accepted
this as an amendment, I believe, to the

original bill, that the concept was brought
forward by my colleague, the hon. member
for Downsview. I believe the credit should

go to him, because it seems to me this is the

sort of thing that must be done more and
more by way of giving authority to the

Legislature to not just review government de-

cisions, but actually have a part of the

decision before it is made, or before it

becomes legally binding.

You are aware, Mr. Speaker, that prac-

tically this precise plan for a parkway belt

system was put forward in the original bill;

that it has been specified more clearly and

carefully and specifically, but the concept was
debated in the spring.

While we in this party approve the concept
of parkways, that since the bill put forward

specifically the government programme sur-

rounding the Metro area and extending into

Hamilton, we voted against the bill; not only
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on second reading but also on third reading—
which I believe was a first for the Legislature,
or at least a very rare happening.

We were objecting particularly to the gov-
ernment's inability to bring forward a policy

whereby the landowners would be compen-
sated for the loss of value in their property

by reason of government decisions of the

type that we are asked to consider this morn-

ing. I believe the entitlement of the land-

owners has not been treated fairly nor even

thoughtfully by the government.
We are not for a moment saying that all

planning decisions will require compensation
to the landholders, because as we know every
township has now for many years been tak-

ing planning decisions which in some way or

other affected the values of land. However,
we do believe that where in response to the

feeling of the whole of the populace of the

province a certain area should be preserved—
such as the Escarpment, possibly the Niagara
fruit belt, or in this case a parkway surround-

ing the major metropolitan growth centre of

the province—then since all the people believe

such a parkway should be established, and
I believe most people would like it even more
extensive than the one described here, that

the value of the land should not be interfered

with directly by decision of this House or

directly by the government without compen-
sation under a programme that is under-
stood. A rule of law in other words, or a

regulation that is clearly understood and
based on the authority of this House should
be applied.

Now I know that the Treasurer gets almost
irrational when he begins to consider the
value of land—because he doesn't think of ii

in terms of being held by good farmers, but

usually in terms of bad speculators.

Hon. Mr. White: Oh no. No, I don't.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Or other people he prob-

ably knew in another incarnation, but who
seem to him now to be the most heinous of

enemies of the people, and particularly of
the government.

Hon. Mr. White: Oh some of them are.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: As a matter of fact, his

rationality leaves him entirely; and one of his

asides in reading the speech prepared for him
by the able gentleman sitting under the

gallery was an indication of that. While it

was not relevant whatsoever to this particular
order, he felt he had to say something about
the Leader of the Opposition's intent to have
a certain property approved by the govern-

ment in the Townsend area. Really it was a

stupid statement on the part of the Treasurer.
I would say to begin with that I don't believe

he had read the statement that he read; I

don't believe he had read that statement
before.

Hon. Mr. White: On a point of order, my
remarks were entirely well founded, Mr.

Speaker, because while we are trying to

develop here an open, public process for

planning purposes, the Leader of the Opposi-
tion is joining the pack which is trying to

force us to swoop down in a secret, closed

fashion and establish a townsite.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Oh, boy!

Hon. Mr. White: We are simply not going
to do it. We are going to have an open,

public process, involving a new regional

government and all of the people who want
to be involved in planning where that town-
site should go.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: If that is on a point of

order-

Mr. Speaker: I was going to ask the mem-
ber for Brant to continue. The minister can

make a more extensive statement when all

members have taken part in the debate.

Mr. Singer: In other words you are say-

ing it wasn't a point of order? Then you
are right.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Mr. Speaker, since I

have the floor now and the minister did

refer to this matter, I say again that his

response to it is irrational to the point of

stupidity, because he is the one who is

saying that he must retain the authority for

the selection of those townsites. He is the

person who could have given it to the new

regional government of Haldimand - Norfolk

to make the decision. He is the person who
is keeping the authority in his own right

hand, and with the stroke of his pen, he
can make the decision which will effect the

economy of that whole area for all time to

come.

While he can talk until the cows come
home about consulting advisory committees,

the best alternative is to let the locally-

elected council make the decision instead of

making it, as his tendency so often is, right
here in Queen's Park. I believe his advisory
committees are just a show and a sham, and
if he is indicating to you, Mr. Speaker,,
that I am advocating that he get into his

back room, where he makes4 most of his

decisions, and dictate the future of the
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people of Haldimand - Norfolk, then he is

mistaken to the point of stupidity.

So back to this particular order; we have

voted against the concept, or at least the

specific geography of this parkway belt. We
felt that it was unnecessarily restrictive and

restricting. We have noted since the bill

was passed
1

that there have been a number
of changes and probably along the lines

that the minister was implying in his inter-

jection and his earlier statement in his esti-

mates.

There are many people who are very much
concerned about the reasons for the changes
which have taken place in the parkway belt

since its original announcement. These have

been discussed from time to time in the

House and certainly no sufficient explana-
tion for these changes has ever been given
—whether or not one exists, the Treasurer

has not given a sufficient and acceptable

explanation.

We have felt that, in essence, what has

been done here is simply that the areas

which are presently held by conservation

authorities and various other public bodies

which have park and land responsibilities
have simply been shaded in in green, and
now they are going to be delineated in this

map in red and covered1

by a special order.

There is obviously the addition of some lands

and the changes in these lands have been
the subject of query in this House for the

last four to five months.

INow that the member for Downsview has

resumed his seat, we on this side are proud
of the fact that the order must come before

the House and that that is true of other

ministerial orders1 which are going to make
use of the special planning powers in the

parkway belt and the more general Planning
Act, which the minister received from the

Legislature in the spring.

We have some serious misgivings, indeed,
as to the lands in the red boundaries as

set out in the map. We would like to have
seen them more extensive. We said at the

time, and I don't want to repeat the argu-
ments, that the whole town of Mississauga

might very well have been divided 1 into

perhaps three smaller communities if the

parkway belt had been utilized more

imaginatively, but we are glad to see a ring
of green around Toronto, Mississauga, Oak-

ville, Burlington and extending over into

Hamilton.

Mr. Speaker: The member for Riverdale.

Mr. J. A. Renwick (Riverdale): Mr. Speaker,
we will oppose the resolution for a number

of reasons. I certainly do not intend to re-

peat the arguments which were made by
my colleague, the member for Wentworth. I

am concerned about one major aspect of the

question raised by the request for us to ap-

prove this order, and there are two or three

other miscellaneous remarks I want to make
in connection with the resolution which is

before us.

I think the ministry has to get away from

the idea that when they pass this general

legislation that they can, in some way or

other, ignore the terms of the legislation with

respect to the timing procedures.

In my view—and I say this in all fairness—

the provision in the bill to which the Leader

of the Opposition has just referred, states that

where any order is made under subsection 1,

which is the order we're speaking about, the

minister shall, on the day the order is made
or as soon thereafter as is practicable, lay

the order before the assembly if it is in

session, or if not at the commencement of the

next ensuing session, and the assembly shall

by resolution declare the order approved, re-

voked or varied.

I simply consider that on any interpretation
and one does not need to be an expert

lawyer in statutory interpretation, on any

interpretation the minister has not complied
with the provision.

I recognize the provision talks about

whether the House is in session or not in

session. The fact of the matter is that where

the order was made on Aug. 4, was regis-

tered, filed under the Regulations Act on

Aug. 8, and the House comes into session on

Oct. 2 or thereabouts and we are asked

finally to deal with this matter at this point in

November, then in no way can the minister

state that he is in compliance with the pro-
visions of the Legislature set out in the Act.

The second matter is that the development

period for the plan, as indicated in the bills

relating to planning which we passed at the

last session, was to be two years or some

other period of time. Now it is quite true that

the minister would be able, in a specific

situation, to vary that time by shortening it

or lengthening it; that was the purpose of

establishing the norm.

But as I understand it, there is as yet no

proposed plan, and it is not possible—well,

Mr. Speaker, perhaps the minister would at

least let me know, let him answer the ques-
tion whether or not here is a proposed plan
which has been delivered to the various

municipalities that are concerned about this

problem.
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Hon. Mr. White: The detailed plan is ex-

pected in January and then there is a three-

month examination period.

Mr. Renwick: Well, again my point appears

to me to be made; the minister may not agree

with it, but it appears to me to be perfectly

clear in the case of development of a plan

of this magnitude in areas of such relatively

high density as the area of Parkway West,

following through the procedures which are

laid out for establishing the methods for the

development of the plans through advisory

committees, through the input of the various

municipalities in the parkway belt area,

and then having public meetings and hearing

public representations, that it is not possible

in any orderly process of development of a

plan to have the plan established within the

period directed in the regulation which is

before us. That period is, as I understand it,

one year from the date of the regulation,

which would make it on Aug. 4 of 1974, be-

cause paragraph 2 of the regulation which

we are asked to approve, which embodies

the minister's order, directs that that study

be taken and thaj: the plans shall be pre-

pared within a period of one year. I just

simply think that it makes nonsense of the

kind of orderly procedure which the minister

endeavoured to establish when he had the

general bill for planning and development in

Ontario passed as well as the specific bill

related to this area.

The reason it is of so much concern to me
is that we are in fact in a period of time,

so far as planning is concerned, and the gov-
ernment appears to believe it has learned the

lesson with respect to the regionalization of

government in the Province of Ontario, that

you can no longer distinguish the end from

the means which are used to achieve the

end.

There is absolutely no question whatsoever

that people will talk about ends and then

suggest that somehow or other the end jus-

tified the particular means. Well, I simply

say that that distinction in the field of plan-

ning has long since disappeared, that there

is no such thing as the end justifying the

means, unless, at least, as Albert Camus
said, what justifies the end? The only thing
that justifies the end in that rhetorical ques-
tion is, of course, the means. And the means
are laid out in the bill and are supposed to

embody the reflection of this assembly that

there is to be adequate public participation
in the development of these plans.

We in this party, as you know, opposed
the bills, because the mere threat of the

designation of the area, and the designation
of the area—automatically, of course, with-

out public hearing before the order is made
—causes an immense upset in the area con-

cerned and there is no opportunity for pub-
lic participation in the process leading up
to the designation of the area.

Well, those are the—not minor—but those

are the brief comments that I want to make
to reinforce the arguments made by my col-

league, the member for Wentworth, with

respect to the reasons why we are going to

oppose the resolution. But the major matter

which I want to deal with is a matter—and
I say it quite candidly—that I don't know
the answer to but I would like to have some

response from the minister so that we can

at least begin to come to grips with the

problem—whether we are going to allow it

to continue, the rule to continue as it pres-

ently exists, whether the government is giv-

ing consideration to the problem, whether

the problem is one which if not dealt with,

will impede the orderly development of the

planning process in the Province of Ontario,

or whether or not we should face up to the

fact that we are going to have to deal with

the problem—and that is the specific problem
of the down-zoning of land by way of regu-

lation; down-zoning of land in a develop-
ment area which has a substantial affect on
the value of the land in the hands of the

private owner and the problems which that

basically creates.

Now I have, and I'm sure the minister

received and a number of us received, the

outline of an opinion by Hyliard Chappell

given to various people in the Milton area

who are very much concerned about the

problem. The minister, of course, knows
that Hyliard Chappell was one of the prin-

cipal supporters, if not the principal sup-

porter of the late contender for the leader-

ship of the Liberal Party, Norman Cafik: I

am going to eliminate the rhetoric which
is—

Mr. Singer: I don't think he died, he just
didn't get elected.

Mr. Renwick: I said the late contender,

I did not mean to indicate one way or an-

other.

An hon. member: He was late in getting

Mr. Breithaupt: Timing is all important.

Mr. Renwick: I wouldn't want to asso-

ciate death with Norman Cafik and the

Liberal Party in the Province of Ontario.
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Mr. Deans: Well, there is an association.

Mr. R. D. Kennedy (Peel South): He
wasn't all that lively either.

Mr. Renwick: I will promise the assembly
to leave out the rhetoric, and I will even

leave out the one flattering sentence in the

brief—no, I wont leave it out, I'll read it:

"In British Columbia the NDP government
quite properly plans to pay for land which
it so uses." Apart from that one partisan

reference I want to try to state the problem

very much in the language in which Mr.

Chappeli's opinion states it, without the

rhetorical consequences of his opinion.

He states that the government, with the

parkway belt, which is composed of a serv-

ice corridor and an enormous amount of

extra land in the form of bulges and ap-

pendages to the corridor, some of which is

conservation area but the majority of which
is private land, is converting this private

land to the uses which it has planned with-

out paying for it, merely by down-zoning.

Presumably the government will purchase or

expropriate the lands required for the actual

service corridor but not for years.

"There will be phased purchases continu-

ing over an extended period of time" for

now the government has changed the zon-

ing. It has changed it not to its real use,

that of a service corridor, but to agricultural.

Although some of the land is shown on the

official plans of the municipalities as agricul-

tural, in reality this is a common terminology
for a holding category, that is, to say land

ready for development but awaiting services.

In some areas the proposed parkway belt

bulges out to take in hundreds or thousands

of acres. These lands include conservation

areas—the Etobicoke Centennial Park, Hamil-
ton Botanical Gardens and River Vallies pur-
chased by conservation authorities—and, in

addition, thousands of acres of private land.

The government brochure, states: "There
is an important role for private ownership
in the parkway belt."

The minister has also zoned all this extra

land with its multiple uses, including indus-

trial institutional, commercial and residen-

tial to an agricultural clasification. There is

no real agricultural land in this area in the

sense that the production is carrying the cost

of investment and labour. The government
does not intend to buy this land, except the
odd parcel here and there, for a public park.
The balance of the land, which amounts to

thousands of acres, has been given the low-
est possible zoning, namely fictitious agri-

cultural, and this will drive the value down
below almost all the other land within 100
miles of Toronto.

The land in the area was before June 4,

1973, worth from about $5,000 an acre up
to $50,000 an acre. As a comparison, the
land which the provincial government is ac-

quiring at Pickering for Cedarwood is zoned

agricultural, but they are paying up to

$10,000 an acre for it because it is ready
for development as soon as services arrive.

If the lands in the parkway belt are to

be converted to the government purpose and
use through down-zoning with resulting de-
struction of value, why shouldn't the gov-
ernment do the same thing at Cedarwood
and acquire the land at, say, $500 an acre
rather than $10,000 an acre.

The brochure states, "Market value will

be paid in all cases." Obviously that does
not mean the market value on June 4, 1973,
but the market value when the land is ac-

quired several years from now and after

it has been sterilized and made stagnant by
the lowest zoning and freezing.

Actually the minister's regulations and

provisions that his re-zoning is to be con-

firmed by the municipality, caused the value

of the condemned land to drop instantly in

the same way it does when a conservation

authority fixes on some valley land and re-

quests the municipality to zone it as green
belt.

If the government disagrees with this in-

terpretation it need only undertake to amend
the Act so that it will provide that the own-
ers will be paid market value as of June 4,

1973. By taking control of the land used

through zoning, the minister becomes the

only realistic purchaser with the result that

he will be able to acquire at some future

date from owners in distress the land at a

fraction of the 1973 market value.

Well, I quoted those particular portions

of the opinion in order to set out the prob-
lem to which the leader of this party and

others referred in the course of the debates

and to ask the government whether it has

under consideration the necessity, with rea-

sonable limits and carefully conceived per-

spective, a consideration to provide some

recompense or compensation for what in

England and elsewhere have been desig-
nated as development rights, when the gov-
ernment moves in to take or, in a sense, to

zone land for public purposes and thereby,
in effect, affects the value of the land as

owned by the private owner.
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I think this is obviously a matter of great

urgency and the court decisions as they
stand at the present time, both in Canada
and the United States, are not of any great

help. In the United States it has been quite

clearly held that except in extreme cases the

rezoning of land as such does not give rise

to the right to compensation as is supposedly
protected within the constitution of the

United States.

In Canada the same statement is often

made. There have been statements made that

the council of a municipality, for example
with its power to expropriate cannot, as a

prelude to that expropriation, zone land or

rezone land down in order to depreciate the

value so that it can have the benefit of that

depreciated value if and when at some future

date it decides to expropriate it.

I recognize we are not speaking here of

the actual use of expropriation. We are

speaking about, presumably, the proposed
process of negotiating the purchase. Pre-

sumably, if necessary to carry out the pur-

poses of the plan, some exercise of expro-

priation may be necessary. The point is the

same, whether it is expropriation or pur-
chase—that the owner of the land will get
the market value of his land at the time he

negotiates its sale or at the time the expro-

priation order is made. In the intervening

period prior to that time, which may be a

short time or a relatively long time, by the

use of this land-use regulation the owner of

that land has lost something which could be
called development rights.

I think this is a major problem which has

been raised in a number of instances in the

past. I think now it is an integral part of the

endeavour of the government of the Province
of Ontario to arrest those processes which
have so deteriorated the area in the so-called

"golden horseshoe" and is going to be a very
necessary part of the retention of agricultural
land for agricultural purposes; is going to

be a very necessary part of dealing fairly with
the question of the private owner of land who
finds his land down-zoned and therefore that

the value of that land is seriously depreciated.

I conclude my remarks about that matter,
which is of immense concern to me, to say
I haven't as yet come to any conclusion in

my mind as to what the limit should be for

the recognition of development rights. I in-

cline to the view that some special efforts

should be made by the government to pro-
vide specifically for some compensation, some
assessment and some recompense for a period
of time for persons with respect to develop-

ment rights. In other words, translated into

economic terms, that generally means the

lower value than the anticipated value which
a private owner may get for his private

property through the exercise of public

regulation on designated land for uses which
are less marketable and of less value.

I would appreciate any comment that the

minister may make as to whether or not the

government is considering that in its ongoing
work of endeavouring to provide for an

orderly planning development. That doesn't

in any way derogate from our position that,

for the reasons which my colleague, the

member for Wentworth, stated and the ad-

ditional minor reasons which I gave at the

beginning of my remarks, we will oppose
the resolution.

Mr. Speaker: Is there any other member

wishing to participate in this debate? The
member for Downsview.

Mr. Singer: Mr. Speaker, I think the efforts

that we expended last June to get section 1

subsection 3 into the Act have proved their

usefulness today, because we are now having
an opportunity at least to tell the minister,
for what it is worth—sometimes I wonder
whether it is worth anything—we are being
given the opportunity to tell him and hope-

fully he might listen, just how unhappy we
are with the procedures allowed under this

statute.

I am not too sure that the remarks just
made by the hon. member for Riverdale were
relevant to the order that is before us, but

the point is indeed well taken as to whether
or not there should be compensation. I missed

his interjection, but—

Mr. Renwick: I'll repeat it. The reference

was to the lands marked on this map as be-

ing substantially the same as the land-use

regulations in the minister's statement which
he made when he introduced the resolution.

Mr. Singer: Well, be that as it may, I find

myself in agreement with what the member
for Riverdale says, whether it was relevant

or not.

Mr. J. E. Stokes (Thunder Bay): Well, the

minister thinks it was relevant.

Mr. Speaker: Carry on—the member for

Downsview.

Mr. Singer: I am really not awfully con-

cerned with what the member thinks or what
the minister thinks, I am concerned with

what is before us.
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Mr. J. E. Foulds (Port Arthur): We are not

concerned with what the member for Downs-

view thinks.

Mr. Singer: And I say, Mr. Speaker, that

really what is before us is the confirmation

of this regulation that the minister passed on

Aug. 8. It relates to a specific plan—this plan
that is here—and it designates a greenbelt
area generally shown as the parkway belt

system west.

Now, is there any ready value in this or is

this an esoteric exercise that is going to en-

able the government to say: "Look what good
little boys are we; we now have a green
belt".

Is the green belt designated here now

going to accomplish anything? I don't think

so, Mr. Speaker. I am looking at this map
and I see that in some places it is narrow

and some places it is a little wider; it is a

little wider where existing parks have been

shown as green belts and that really doesn't

prove anything. It is narrow in areas where
if it was going to have a separative quality,
it should be wide.

And I was looking through the debates that

took place in this House on June 12 last

when Bill 180, the parkway bill, got second

reading. I noticed the same arguments were

being made at that time and I see nothing
here that gives me any encouragement.

I recalled during that debate and I recall

again, Mr. Speaker, that when Highway 401

was originally built, it was expected that that

would be a northern limit or boundary for

Metropolitan Toronto. Even though it has

been widened and the right-of-way has been

widened and so on, it's no boundary—it's an

inter-Metro road. It didn't stop development
and it didn't accomplish anything; it didn't

separate one municipality from another and

it didn't provide any reasonable carrying out

of dispersion of concentrations of population.

I don't think this is going to accomplish

anything. What it is going to do really is to

aggrieve another group of people in the

province. Their rights are being taken away
by government by the "down" zoning; and

they are getting no compensation for it.

Even though we are able to come here

and we can debate this in relation to the

confirmation of this regulation, the fact is,

Mr. Speaker, that we are left again and still

and yet without any real public consulta-

tion. The public doesn't know why it is

being done; why A is being affected and B
is not being affected.

I asked a question—it was put on the

order paper as question No. 29—about some

of the mechanics lying behind decisions to

include lands in greenbelts; in this case it

was to include lands in industrial plan desig-
nation. The kind of answers I got are sort of

indicative, Mr. Speaker, of the process that

unfortunately continues to go on.

I was asking why—my question is here;

I will just put it on the record:

What were the reasos for the exclu-

sion of 1,800 acres of the 2,800 acres ap-

plied for in Mississauga from industrial

designation; what were the reasons for the

inclusion of 1,000 acres designated indus-

trially.

The minister, in his reply to me, said:

The total application by the munici-

pality encompassed approximately 2,800

acres. It was felt that to approve a devel-

opment of this scale at this time would be

contrary to the Toronto-centred region
Plan. The 1,000 acres given approval was

an extension of an existing industrially

designated area and also the portion of

the whole which has best access to High-

way 401, the only existing expressway

facility available to the area.

Then he goes on to say,

"The municipality had public hearings, in-

vited the affected land owners—" and he

gives the dates of the hearings. He cutely
avoids a specific question I asked. I asked

who were the owners, and the minister's

reply is; "We are not necessarily made
aware of who the owners are." He doesn't

say that he doesn't know; he just says—

Hon. Mr. White: I don't.

Mr. Singer: Well, when I use the term

"minister," I use it collectively for the min-

ister and his whole department. To say;

"We are not necessarily made aware of who
the owners are," doesn't really do anything

except beg the question. I asked who the

owners were, and the minister didn't say he

didn't know; he just said he is not neces-

sarily made aware.

The reason for that type of questioning,
Mr. Speaker, was that I didn't understand

the process; and I am given no further in-

formation by the minister's answer. He says,
that the municipality asked that 2,800 acres

be shown on the official plan as industrial.

We thought, in our wisdom, because of our

view of the Toronto-Centred region plan it

is, it should only be 1,000 acres.

I then said; "Well, who are the owners?

Perhaps some owners got preference that

others might have wanted and should have
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gotten." He says; "We are not necessarily
made aware of the owners. We are not nec-

essarily made aware of who the solicitors

are." Whether he was or was not aware, I

don't know, but when the minister says he

personally didn't know, I believe him; how-

ever, I am sure there must be records in his'

department that would show who the owners

and the solicitors are.

What bothers me, Mr. Speaker—it is shown
in these answers to my questions, and it is

shown here again—is that the Legislature
doesn't know and the people affected don't

know what the criteria are. Somebody has

decided, and that is sufficient for the day,
that these are the boundaries of the park-

way belt west—and that's it. All the other

things flow from that.

Some are being preferred over others, as

they were in the instance I brought to the
minister's attention in my questions. The
municipality, in its wisdom, said 2,800 acres

should have been shown as industrial; the

minister, in his wisdom, said it should only
be 1,000 acres. So the owners of 1,000 acres

got a benefit and the owners of 1,800 acres
didn't get a benefit which they felt they
were entitled to and which their municipal
council felt they were entitled to, and the
minister for no reason that appears in these
answers that he tabled says, "That's it.

What we have got before us here, we feel—
we the ministry, or this minister of the min-
ister's staff-we feel that these lines, these

green blobs and these red enclosed white
blobs are there because we think thev should
be there."

Certainly, picking up this map doesn't

give me any encouragement. It doesn't make
me believe that the minister is really ac-

complishing anything by his parkway belt
west system. And it doesn't seem to be
accompanied either in the minister's pre-
liminary statement or in the statement he
gave us when he tabled this map—I don't
know what he is going to say when he
concludes this debate — but it doesn't seem
to be accompanied by any reasonable

explanation. So we are back again, Mr.

Speaker, to a series of problems:

1. The approval of this order and the

necessity of coming here before the Legis^
lature allows us a further opportunity to

give our opinion about the whole procedure.
We think it is bad. So to that extent the

inclusion of section 1(3) was good.

2. The inclusion of this kind of parkway
belt west system is not going to accomplish
anything at all that appears on the face of

it or in the Toronto-centred region plan; it

is not going to provide any separation.

Again, Mr. Speaker, we don't know which
owners are being penalized. Some are ob-

viously going to be penalized, some are

obviously going to be helped; we don't know
the basis on which that is determined. I

am going to be told, I am sure, that that

is no real consideration; it is just that the

lines should be there.

Now what one finds awfully hard to under-

stand is why the line should be narrow in

one spot and thick in another. And one
can't help but expect that some people
are going to be enriched and some people
are going to be impoverished and they have
no remedy. There is nothing here before us

that takes care of that in any way

Finally, Mr. Speaker, while the minister

pats himself on the back and says that this

is taken care of by the open forum of

public discussion, what real public discus-

sion is the affected individual owner going
to be able to get? He can come to a meet-

ing; he can get up and make a speech and
he will be overwhelmed by ministry officials.

The hearing officer will duly gather the

information and the speeches, and will send
them in and then the decision is going to

be made by those gentlemen, or others like

them, who sit under the gallery today; and
the owner doesn't really know the basis on
which he is in or out. The ones who are

going to make money on this are going to

smile all the way to the bank and the ones

who lose money on it are going to be

very unhappy with the arbitrary process.

Mr. Speaker, I could go on—it is 12.30—1
could go on at some length, but there is

just no basis on which we in this party can

do as the minister is now asking us, vote

in favour of confirming this order. It's a

bad order; it's made under a bad Act and
we will not support it.

Mr. Speaker: Is there any other member

wishing to participate in this debate? The
hon. minister.

Hon. Mr. White: Mr. Speaker, I would
like to acknowledge the improvements that

were made to the legislation when the bill

went through the committee stage. I think

we made a half dozen changes there. The
members will remember I was willing, indeed

eager, to improve certain of the sections in

every way possible, and since the Leader of

the Opposition has singled out the member
for Downsview for particular praise, I am

glad to add my thanks to his. I rather felt
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it might have saved him from a demotion.

That was one of my hopes when I accepted
those amendments, however—

Mr. Singer: You seem to be more worried

about that than I am.

Mr. D. C. MacDonald (York South): One
is an introvert and the other is an extrovert.

Hon. Mr. White: Joking aside, I do con-

gratulate him and I do thank the other

members who worked so hard to bring this

bill to a higher quality.

I would like to cover the points touched

upon by the several speakers. The member
for Wentworth has made half a dozen points
here. He spent some little time suggesting
where changes might be considered or at-

tempted in the design of the parkway belt

west. Frankly, this is the best we can do.

Now that design goes through a series of

public stages, including the hearings them-

selves, and I remind the hon. members that

when we come up with the detailed plan
in the middle of January, there has to be

a three-month examination period during
which all of the data behind this design is

available to any interested member of the

public.

After that three-month examination period
the hearings start and anyone concerned, any

group of citizens, any municipality or single

individual, will have the opportunity of go-

ing before the hearing officer or one of the

hearing officers to explain how improvements
could be made.

And then of course somebody has to make
a decision. I don't think it is quite fair to

say, as the member for Downsview did, that

the citizens are powerless in this kind of

situation. Obviously, we can't single out a

person and say: "Here, you do it the way
you want to." That is our responsibility and
we must accept that responsibility at some

stage of the game. But we are trying to get
all of the public input that is available to us.

The member for Wentworth made refer-

ence to rumours and he mentioned 7,300

acres, saying there was difficulty in seeing
where they were moved—

Mr. Deans: Yes, that was Mr. Chappell's

opinion, expressed in the committee.

Hon. Mr. White: Well, I don't recall hear-

ing that particular rumour, but I would like

to deal with the rumours, because quite

frankly there are rumours being created de-

liberately by people who are trying to destroy
the credibility of the parkway belt, and there
will be a lot more of these rumours.

My Deputy Treasurer in one week had

three such rumours come to his attention,

that this had been left out for that friend

or this had been left out for something else.

He examined the three rumours in turn and

satisfied himself that at no stage of the game
had these several areas ever been contem-

plated for inclusion in the bill.

Mr. Deans: Well, can the minister dispute
the figure that Chappell uses?

Hon. Mr. White: Well, I am just wonder-

ing if this will answer the question, unless

it's a separate.

The reduction in acreage brought the area

of control close to the design area, that is to

the green area. The original control area was
described by means of lots and concessions,

but the final planning area description used

half or quarter-lot boundaries. So when we

brought the control area closer to the design
are some substantial acreage was excluded,

from the regulations, but it didn't touch any
of the design acreage.

It's going to be very interesting for me to

watch development for the next 10 years with

respect to land planning and the attempts
now being made, not just in this province
but all over the place, to set aside certain

tracts of land for recreational use, for en-

vironmental purposes and so on.

It's going to be a bloody battle. The mayor
of Vancouver at the national tri-level con-

ference in Edmonton, three weeks ago I think

it was, said that Vancouver has just had the

largest down-zoning in the history of Canada.

We observe the city of Toronto introducing
a 45-foot height limitation to indirectly

acquire development control. In all of these

instances, there is an implicit down-zoning,
whether it is a height limitation or whether
it is the actual use to which the land can be

put and so on.

The property owners affected are powerful
citizens, often powerful corporations, with

powerful allies among the legal fraternity and
elsewhere. It is going to be extremely in-

teresting to see what kind of public opinion
will come to the support of Toronto city

council, or the provincial government of the

day, as these plans unfold. I think it obviously
will not be me who will be standing here, but

whoever has this responsibility-

Mr. Breithaupt: It certainly won't.

Hon. Mr. White: —one year from now or

10 years from now, is certainly going to have
to have an enormous amount of public sup-
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port to withstand the pressures that are

bound to come from these particular property
owners, and indeed the property classes.

If we were to change the principle, well

established now, of no compensation for

down-zoning, given the limited economic
resources which are bound to be available

at any point in time, there'll be a lot less land

acquired for parks and playgrounds and river

vallies and such like. I'm going to come back

to that in a minute or two.

Mr. Singer: The government never really
had such a principle, because we never

really—

Mr. Speaker: Order; order please.

Hon. Mr. White: I have been asked by the

member for Wentworth to update the

acquisition forecasts. We had used the figure
on our presentation of $150 million to $200
million for the parkway belt west. That was
seen to acquire perhaps 40 per cent of the

55,000 acres in the design area.

Our most recent estimations from the

Ministry of Transportation and Communica-
tions are $250 million to $300 million for

40 per cent of 55,000 acres. The parkway
belt east is being designed. I don't know
how large it will be, but assuming it'll be
about the same acreage as the parkway belt

west—I don't know if land values will be

quite that high—but one can see that we are

looking at probably half a billion dollars in

the parkway belt system and our estimation

for 20 per cent of the Niagara Escarpment
acreage is a half a billion dollars, so these

two plans are likely to cost about $1 billion.

Just to make it easy, one point on the in-

come tax turns up about $50 million, so this

is an expenditure of very considerable con-

sequence, and it comes at a time when the

government is under continuing pressure to

provide additional funds for education,

health, welfare and other important expendi-
ture areas. To impose this incremental ex-

penditure on top of all these ongoing expen-
ditures does stretch our resources.

The member for Riverdale has pointed out
that we may be in technical breach of a
section here. I'm not a lawyer and I have

certainly had no experience in such matters.
It does say:

Where any order is made under sub-
section 1, the minister shall, on the day
the order is made, or as soon thereafter
as is practicable, lay the order before the

assembly if it's in session or, if not, at

commencement of the next ensuing session.

I think a learned judge would have to

conclude that the phrase "as soon thereafter

as is practicable" would apply to the part
of the sentence after the comma.

Mr. Renwick: I would certainly watch
those words the next time they appear.

Hon. Mr. White: If this is troublesome to

members of the Legislature, though, I would

bring in an amendment next year to add the

words "as soon as is practicable" in the sec-

ond half of the sentence as it is indeed now
in the first half of the sentence. My hon.

friend can think that over and let me know
if he thinks that important, because obvious-

ly there are going to be occasions when an
order is issued perhaps just a few days be-

fore the opening of a session. If this is tech-

nically deficient then I think we'd better fix

it up.

Mr. Renwick: The minister is going to fix

it up, but not the way I want it.

Hon. Mr. White: Insofar as general zon-

ing is concerned, I have touched on that.

A specific question was put by the member
for Riverdale, namely, "Will we attempt to

acquire lands by negotiation, or expropria-
tion, at a market value decreased by our
own zoning, or our own plan?"

Under the Expropriation Act it's made

very clear that the government does not have
to pay additional moneys for any increase

m value occasioned by the government's
works. Our conclusion has been that this—

ethically speaking and probably legally—has

to apply in reverse. In other words, while

we don't have to pay additional moneys
when we acquire land for a highway, even

though the highway may at a future time

greatly increase the value of surrounding
lands, I think ethically—and I'm informed by
legal counsel, legally—we could not expect
to pay any less for these lands because of

our plan. Therefore, one would expect to

pay values comparable to those which exist-

ed before June 4, and indeed our estima-

tions, which were part of the presentation
on June 4, and the estimations I've given
here just in the last few minutes, are based
on that premise.

Mr. Singer: If the minister took it 10

years from now would he pay the going rate

for agricultural land?

Hon. Mr. White: I don't know, but I

think we are going to end up paying the

longest price on this. Our bill is silent on
the matter of compensation.
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Mr. Singer: Right.

Hon. Mr. White: So, whatever rights did

exist before June 4 continue to exist. We
haven't changed any of the principles. We
haven't introduced any new policy. As I

mentioned, our estimations of cost are based

on values which existed in the areas to be

acquired prior to June 4.

Mr. Singer: Before it was paid for.

Hon. Mr. White: The member for Downs-
view has said that we don't know the cri-

teria. Of course, that's the reason for the

hearings, so that the officials of my depart-
ment can make available data of every kind

so that citizens can make recommendations
to a hearing officer who, in turn, is required

by law to make recommendations to us. If

we depart from the hearing officer's recom-
mendations we are required by law to explain

the reasons for that.

There certainly are criteria. They vary
from place to place depending on the nature

and purpose of the lands involved. To at-

tempt to publish those criteria, I venture to

say, is an impossibility and therefore, there

being no perfect objective way, we are

thrown back upon a subjective way. That, of

course, is the reason for the debate we are

having today; that is the reason that all of

the data are made available to citizens in

the examination period; that is the reason

for the hearing officer's hearings; that is the

reason for his recommendations for change
having to be accepted by me or explained
to the satisfaction—well, explained.

The member for Downsview said it doesn't

seem to be accompanied by any reasonable

explanation but, in point of fact, we had a

two or three-hour explanation of June 4,

accompanied by an audio-visual presentation
and accompanied by a lot of printed mate-
rial. During the examination period, which
we hope will start in the middle of January,
the hundreds—I suppose thousands—of docu-
ments and millions of items of data will be
available to any member of this House or

any member of this province who cares to

go to its repository across the street and
examine it for as long as he or she wishes.

The member for Wentworth asked where
funds would be spent for land accumulation
within the parkway belt and, generally speak-
ing, the land acquisition will be for

transportation, parks, hydro and other energy
facilities. The draft plan to be published
in January will contain maps outlining in

detail those areas we propose to acquire.

Incidentally questions where asked by the

member for Riverdale about the work we

have done on the plan; we are working on
the detailed plan. It has been going on for

some weeks and additional work is required
before the detailed plan will be available

for publication, as I say we hope in the

middle of January.

I think I have covered the various points

that were raised and now I would ask the

opposition members to reconsider their posi-

tion and see if they wont find it possible
to come along and support this now in a

vote.

The House divided on concurrence in

Resolution No. 5, standing in Hon. Mr.

White's name, which concurrence was ap-

proved on the following vote:

Ayes
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Clerk of the House: Mr. Speaker, the

"ayes" are 39; the "nays" are 20.

Resolution concurred in.

Hon. E. A. Winkler (Chairman, Manage-
ment Board of Cabinet): Mr. Speaker, before

I move the adjournment of the House, I'd

like to inform the members that on Monday
we will be calling items on the order paper:
Nos. 10, 5, 18, 15, 6, 16, 24, 25 and 26.

In the case of the last three I am aware
those are not printed, but in the case of

25 and 26, these are housekeeping bills of

a very minor nature.

I am informed 25 is printed now.

In the case of 24, if it is not available

we will not call it on Monday.

Mr. R. F. Nixon (Leader of the Opposi-
tion): That's a very good system.

Mr. I. Deans (Wentworth): Not a bad
idea.

Mr. V. M. Singer (Downsview): The soul

of reason.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: It is not available. I

am sorry.

Hon. Mr. Winkler moves the adjournment
of the House.

Motion agreed to.

The House adjourned at 1:15 o'clock, p.m.
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LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY OF ONTARIO

The House met at 2 o'clock, p.m.

Prayers.

Mr. Speaker: Statements by the ministry.

Oral questions.

The hon. Leader of the Opposition.

Mr. R. F. Nixon (Leader of the Opposition):
Mr. Speaker, that is not much of a target.

However, the Minister without Portfolio (Mrs.

Birch) is here.

Mr. J. E. Stokes (Thunder Bay): That is

complete disdain for the Legislature. Com-

plete apathy.

LEGISLATION ON LAND ACQUISITION

Mr. R. F. Nixon: I'll tell the members
what we'll do. We'll ask a question of the

hon. Minister of Consumer and Commercial
Relations. He is always good for some infor-

mation in a pinch. And if he hasn't got any-

thing maybe we'll find out about the jails.

I would like to ask the hon. minister if he
has been preparing any sort of information

for his colleagues in the ministry pertaining
to legislation which has long been promised
to correct the matters generally known as the

Century City affair. That is, the anomalies
in the Planning Act which have permitted
the purchase of land under circumstances

which are not in the best interests of the

mortgage holders.

Hon.. J. T. Clement (Minister of Consumer
and Commercial Relations): Mr. Speaker, yes,
I have been devoting some time to this par-
ticular type of question but not with specific
reference to that specific developer. As I am
seized with the responsibility of reporting to

the Legislature, the happenings under the

Registry Act and the Land Titles Act, which
are both registration statutes, it has been our

impression that my ministry, along with that

of the Attorney General, which is responsible
for the Planning Act, should devise some type
of legislation in an effort to preclude these

things from occurring against the public
interest.

Monday, November 19, 1973

Mr. S. Lewis (Scarborough West): The min-

ister can go longer than that; just keep

spinning it out.

Hon. Mr. Clement: I haven't, as of this

date, got the answer to the problem, but I

would welcome any views—and I say this

very seriously—that my friends across the

way might offer, particularly with the check-

erboarding problem.

Mr. Lewis: Right, especially now when we
are playing for time.

Mr. Stokes: The minister has given us the

soft-shoe routine.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: A supplementary, Mr.

Speaker: Since one of the minister's col-

leagues has promised the introduction of legis-

lation pertaining to this matter in this session,

doesn't the hon. minister think it's a bit late

to be asking for general views from the

opposition? We had presumed that the ad-

ministration had reached a conclusion, so that

it could bring about some justifiable solution

to the problems. Is the minister telling the

House then that the legislation is not ready
and will not be presented this session?

Hon. Mr. Clement: I am telling the House
that I have no legislation, nor will I have

any, unless it should come under the Registry
or Land Titles Acts. I submit it'll probably
come under the Planning Act.

Mr. Lewis: Right.

Hon. Mr. Clement: The Attorney General

(Mr. Bales) has asked us for our views and

any points that we might put forward.

Mr. R. F. NixOn: And the minister hasn't

any views.

Hon. Mr. Clement: My staff is working
on it right now, but I have no legislation
to tender under either one of those statutes

at this particular session.

Mr. Lewis: Supplementary: The Attorney
General gave us a commitment that the legis-
lation to correct the Forfar decision would
be coming through this session. I take it that

is not going to happen, but has the minister

talked to the Attorney General about that?
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Hon. Mr. Clement: I can't say it is not

coming through. It's certainly not coming
through in any amendments that I am aware
of under the Registry Act or the Land Titles

Act, Mr. Speaker.

LONDON DOCTOR'S STATEMENT ON
LEAD POISONING THREAT

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Mr. Speaker, now that

the ministry is filtering in, I would like to

put a question to the Minister of Health who
looks as if he is in a good humour, a rare

good humour today. I would ask him to make
a statement, which would be ministry reaction

to the statement by Dr. Frank Walker, for-

merly employed by the Children's Psychiatric
Research Institute in London, that the facil-

ities there are potentially dangerous, partic-

ularly with regard to lead poisoning.

Hon. R. T. Potter (Minister of Health): Mr.

Speaker, this was first brought up, I think,
earlier in the spring. At that time, there were
one or two cases of children—what we call

pica children—who have a tendency to put

things that aren't edible in their mouths. At
that time it was found that there were two,
I think, that had some elevated blood levels

of lead from chewing away at the woodwork
in this facility. Then a study was made of

the situation and a paper prepared, and we
notified all of the institutions in the prov-
ince where we have this type of individual.

Since then we have isolated them into areas

where we don't have this problem.

Members are probably aware that years

ago the paint used on woodwork had a fairly

high lead content, but I think it was in the

1940s they eventually got away from the

lead and we now have a non-leaded paint. In

the sleeping areas and the play areas where
this type of child is now, there is no leaded

paint. Granted in other parts of the institu-

tion, as in many of our homes and other

institutions in the province, there is still

paint of a leaded type on woodwork that has
been there for many years. It is no hazard

except for this type of retarded child who
has a tendency to chew away at the wood-
work. I feel confident that everything has
been done that can be done, that they have
been isolated, and that they are not being
exposed to it any longer. We are continuing
to assess on an ongoing basis the situation of
those children who are in there.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: A supplementary: If the
minister feels that everything is being done
that can be done, how can he account for the

fact that a staff member resigned "in disgust,"
based on the fact, apparently, that there

weren't sufficient funds available to raise the

standards of what we had generally con-

sidered to be one of the top psychiatric
institutions in Canada to a level where the

children would not be endangered by lead

poisoning?

Surely there has to be something in what
the doctor has charged which warrants more
of a statement than simply the minister's re-

iteration that everything is being done which
can be done?

Hon. Mr. Potter: Quite frankly, Mr.

Speaker, I don't think that is the reason the
doctor resigned. Some time ago, he requested
that he go on a part-time basis rather than
a full-time basis because of the type of work
he was doing there. This was accepted and
for some time now he has been working on
a part-time basis; finally he decided he didn't

want to work any longer. I just don't think
that was the reason for his resigning.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: A supplementary: Since
the doctor has said it is the reason and it

has been reported quite widely that it is the

reason, will the Minister of Health undertake
to make, perhaps, a more thorough investiga-
tion of this matter so that he can assure the
House that there is no danger from lead

poisoning to the young people who are in

the facilities that we have been talking about?

Hon. Mr. Potter: I have already done that,
Mr. Speaker, but I will continue to do it on
an ongoing basis. I have already checked it

out and found that the children are, in fact,

in an area where they are not exposed to

that danger.

Mr. Lewis: By way of supplementary, if I

could ask the minister: Is he, in fact, deny-

ing that any kids ate paint with a high lead

content? If, in fact, that took place, are there

staffing problems at CPRI which was con-

sidered the most intensive diagnostic treat-

ment setting the province runs other, per-

haps, than Thistletown?

Hon. Mr. Potter: No, I am not denying
that at all, Mr. Speaker. As a matter of fact,

I just got through saving that this is exactly
what did happen. This type of individual

does chew away at anything he can get hold

of.

Mr. Lewis: Who watches them? It is a

treatment centre where these things are not

supposed to happen to kids.
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Hon. Mr. Potter: Since this has happened,
the situation has been cleared up and no

longer are they exposed to this type of con-

dition.

HOSPITAL APPEAL BOARD MEETINGS

Mr. R. F. Nixon: I have another question
of the Minister of Health: Does he realize

that it was seven months ago today that Dr.

Jack Sheriton finished his application to the

hospital appeal board pertaining to the re-

fusal of the North York Hospital to grant him

rights to practise there? Does he not feel that

this is an unwarranted delay since a decision

has not been forthcoming?

Hon. Mr. Potter: Mr. Speaker, I don't feel

that I should interfere with the appeal board;

they have had their hearings. As you know,
this is something new as far as we are con-

cerned. They have had several hearings and

they are studying their findings very carefully
before they hand them down. I'm very
anxious to get this too, but I don't feel that

I should be telling them what to do, or try-

ing to pressure them too much.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: A supplementary: Since

the board is an emanation of this Legisla-

ture, created under the authority of this

Legislature but administered by the Minister

of Health—he asked for the legislation and

got it—and since the minister himself has

admitted that the legislation is faulty and that

part of it is presently being appealed to the

Supreme Court, would he not think it appro-
priate to bring in amendments which would
set it on a better basis and improve the

staffing of the appeal board so there will not

be these unconscionable delays?

Hon. Mr. Potter: Mr. Speaker, I mentioned

the other day—or agreed the other day dur-

ing the estimates—that I would bring in the

necessary legislation to clear this up. If it is

necessary to change the staffing of the board
so that we won't have these delays, I'll cer-

tainly bring in the recommendations that we
do that.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: A supplementary: Does
the minister remember at all making a

similar commitment last spring when the

delays were first brought to his attention?

Hon. Mr. Potter: Mr. Speaker, I am still

not convinced that it is necessary to increase

the size of the board at the present time.

Perhaps the reason for the delay—at least I

have an idea of the reason for the delay—is

that these are the first cases which have been
heard and it is a little more difficult for the

members of the board to reach their decision.

From now on I think it will be much easier.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Park-

dale has a supplementary.

Mr. J. Dukszta (Parkdale): Would the min-

ister take action in respect of some members
of the board, specifically Mr. Charles Black,

who has shown by his statement to a hospital

association meeting that he doesn't even be-

lieve in the principle of the appeal board?

Mr. Lewis: That's right.

Hon. Mr. Potter: I don't think that this

was what Mr. Black said, Mr. Speaker. If

I recall, Mr. Black said he didn't feel any
doctor had the right to be appointed to any

hospital board to which he wanted to be

appointed and I must say I agree with him.

At the time I introduced the bill, I brought
that out and I said I hoped that no one got

the idea that any doctor-

Mr. J. A. Renwick (Riverdale): That's the

principle of appeals, to establish rights.

Hon. Mr. Potter: —can apply for appoint-

ment to any board and expect to be accepted,

whether or not his services are needed there.

Mr. Renwick: I figured that.

Hon. Mr. Potter: And I think that is what
Mr. Black was referring to.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. Leader of the Op-
position.

Mr. Dukszta: Supplementary, Mr. Speaker.
 

Mr. Speaker: All right, one more.

Mr. Dukszta: If the minister himself doesn't

believe in the principle of the Act, what is

the point of having the whole appeal board?

Hon. Mr. Potter: It is an entirely different

matter, Mr. Speaker. I think that if we are

going to have a hospital's board of gov-

ernors be responsible for staffing the hospital,

it must make the decision as to whether or

not an individual is required on the staff. If

we were to go the other route and say every

doctor has the right to be appointed to what-

ever hospital he wants to be appointed to—

Mr. Renwick: That's not what's being said.

Hon. Mr. Potter: —how on earth are w<>

ever going to get a proper distribution of

doctors across the province?
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Mr. Lewis: Yes, but by way of supple-

mentary, Mr. Speaker, if you have on the

board a man who indicates from the outset

that he is opposed to the basic principle,
how can you receive justice?

Hon. Mr. Potter: I don't think he did say
that he was opposed to the basic principle.

Mr. Lewis: Well, the principle is appeal.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. Leader of the Op-
position.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: I have no more ques-
tions.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Scar-

borough West.

MOBILE HOMES

Mr. Lewis: A question, Mr. Speaker, of the

Minister of Housing: When is the govern-
ment going to come down with a policy on
mobile homes that can be applied right
across the province in terms of standards, of

leases, of costs, availability, etc.?

Hon. R. Welch (Provincial Secretary for

Resources Development^ Minister of Hous-

ing): Mr. Speaker, once I have completed
my overview of my new responsibility, I

hope to include that in a policy statement-

Mr. V. M. Singer (Downsview): Does a

secretary have overviews or underviews?

Mr. J. R. Breithaupt (Kitchener): I've never

looked.

Hon. Mr. Welch: —along with a number
of other items as well. The point-

Mr. Renwick: When is the minister coming
down from Mt. Olympus?

Hon. Mr. Welch: I have never climbed it.

Mr. Lewis: Well, you see, the minister has

to stop thinking now, and start working.

Can I ask of the minister, by way of

supplementary, is he aware of the problems
looming in Clarke township and Manvers

township, and the problems of Heyden, the

unorganized community outside the Soo, and
all of these communities involved in the

standards for mobile homes? Has it been

brought to his attention? Can we expect some
resolution of it fairly soon? .

Hon. Mr. Welch: Yes, I am very optimistic
that we can find a resolution to that.

Mr. Singer: That's half the battle.

Mr. Breithaupt: A real relief.

Mr. Lewis: Is this portfolio another farce,

or will the minister give us a statement

within the next two weeks before we
adjourn?

Mr. I. Deans (Wentworth): It is another

farce.

Hon. Mr. Welch: Mr. Speaker, I will be

very pleased to share the statement with

the House once I have it completed. I don't

wish at this stage to be tied down to

deadlines because I know the hon. member
would want me, in the spirit of a frank

and objective review of my new responsi-

bilities, to make sure that it is a complete
study, and I don't want to be hampered
by having to meet particular deadlines to

which the member refers.

Mr. Renwick: How many houses has the

minister built today?

Hon. Mr. Welch: I do take this responsi-

bility very seriously, and I am quite satis-

fied that given sufficient time, you will see

the government moving into this area in a

very positive and in a very aggressive way.

Mr. M. Cassidy (Ottawa Centre): So we
won't hear a word until March, in other

words. Boy, it is procrastination all the

way, as bad as the Minister of Revenue (Mr.

Grossman).

Mr. D. A. Paterson (Essex South): Supple-
mentary, Mr. Speaker: Will the minister

be looking into the matter of the landlord-

tenant situation in relation to these mobile

homes, in his capacity as minister? , .

Hon. Mr. Welch: There will be a com-

plete review, Mr, Speaker.  

HOUSING

Mr. Lewis t A further question of the

minister: Has he decided what acreage he

intends to buy of that which was suggested
in the Comay report?

Hon. Mr. Welch: The hon. member may
have forgotten, but last week when this

question came up with respect to a report
on the housing action programme, the House
was promised a statement. Once Mr.

Comay has his report in and we have

had a chance to examine it, then we will

share the results of that report with the

members of the House.
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Mr. Lewis: If I understand him, in fact,

from the minister's appointment to this day,

there is not a single alteration in housing

policy in Ontario, either by way of goals

or objectives or specifics that he is able

to announce?

Hon. Mr. Welch: Mr. Speaker, I think

the implication of that question is very

unfair-

Mr. Lewis: Not at all.

Hon. Mr. Welch: —but not uncharacteris-

tic of the member for Scarborough West.

Mr. Lewis: The Comay report has been

out for some months.

Hon. Mr. Welch: Now, having said that,

the member for Scarborough West fully

understands that the Premier (Mr. Davis)

stood up and announced that Mr. Comay
had a specific responsibility and assignment,

which would expire at the end of this year,

but his terms of reference were, as chief

of the housing action programme, to bring

to the attention of government, those areas

where there could be an immediate response

to the property requirements for the housing

programme. That work is under way, and

to suggest that nothing is being done is

completely irresponsible, and—

Mr. Lewis: Let the minister tell me what

is being done. Let him tell us in this House

what is happening. Give us any indication

of anything.

Mr. Cassidy: Supplementary.

Mr. W. Hodgson (York North): Supple-

mentary of the minister: While he is making
his study would he look into the lots in the

township of Whitchurch, in StoufFville, that

come under the proposed federal airport

freeze and see what can be done to release

those lots from the record at the present
time? I think there are 75 or 80 lots on

record at this time on which we would

like some action right away.

Mr. Stokes: A lot of people would like

some action.
•••

,.
 

•

Hon. Mr. Welch: I'll be very happy to do

that.

Mr. Singer: Mr. Speaker, by way of a

supplementary, is the minister yet able to

advise us as to who the deputy minister

will be and as to who will have the various

senior civil service appointments in that

department and bring some order into—

Mr. Lewis: Chaos.

Mr. Singer: —what is presently the On-
tario Housing Corp., so that the members
and others will know whom they might
have to deal with?

Hon. Mr. Welch: Mr. Speaker, if the

member for Downsview has any pressing
matters he can deal directly with the minister.

That's always been this minister's posture;
he can deal direct.

Mr. Lewis: We have a few houses we
would like to build around the province as

a pressing matter.

Hon. Mr. Welch: Number two, I would in-

dicate to members that announcements with

respect to the deputy minister will be made

by the Premier when he is ready to make that

announcement.

Mr. Singer: Yes, when?

Hon. Mr. Welch: When he's ready.

Mr. Cassidy: A supplementary, Mr.

Speaker: Mr. Comay's work right now in-

volves the acceleration of the creation of

lots in the private sector. Does the minister's

reply indicate that he has abandoned any

thought of acquiring land publicly for hous-

ing, or, if not, how much of the acreage

proposed in the Comay report does he in-

tend to acquire and when?

Hon. Mr. Welch: Mr. Speaker, my answer

does, not imply such an abandonment. There

will be a full report on the housing action

programme as soon as I can get it ready
for the House.

Mr. Cassidy: It is not the housing action

programme.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Scar-

borough West.

Mr. Stokes: Has the minister met the chair-

man of the Ontario Housing Corp.?

Mr. Speaker: Order, the hon. member for

Scarborough West has the floor.

Mr Lewis: I will concede to—

Hon. Mr. Welch: Yield it then.

DIVISION OF TIME BY MINISTER
ON HOUSING, SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT

Mr. Lewis: I will yield when the member
comes in on a supplementary. Can the Min-
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ister of Housing tell the House, out of in-

terest, how he divides his time? What per-

centage of his time does he give to the Minis-

try of Housing and' what to the Social De-

velopment policy field?

Mr. Speaker: I think that is hardly a fair

question for this question period.

Mr. Lewis: No, I think that it is exactly
essential to this situation, Mr. Speaker.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. C. E. Mcllveen (Oshawa): The mem-
ber for Scarborough West has had the biscuit.

Mr. Lewis: What is this? This isn't mob
rule. I am putting a question to the minister.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: The member is out of order.

Mr. Lewis: Mr. Speaker is calling them to

order, I take it.

Mr. Speaker: fm ruling you out of order.

I am attempting to call the House to order.

An hon. member: That's a frivolous ques-
tion.

Mr. Lewis: It is not a frivolous question.
It is central to the issue.

Mr. Mcllveen: The member should be re-

placed.

Mr. Speaker: It seems to me that the ques-
tion period itself is to elicit information from
the ministry of urgent public importance.

Mr. Lewis: This is of urgent public im-

portance.

Mr. D. C. MacDonald (York South):

Housing is urgent and the minister is part-
time.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order, please. In view of the

original question, the main question and the

five supplementaries that have been per-
mitted, it seemed to me that the question
was not proper at this time in the question

period.

Mr. Lewis: I disagree with you.

Mr. Speaker: I regret very much that the

hon. member for Scarborough West does not

have the authority.

Mr. Lewis: No, I will not challenge your
ruling but the question was central to the

Mr. Speaker: The member for Waterloo
South has the authority.

Mr. J. F. Foulds (Port Arthur): The minis-

ter has a lot of parliamentary assistants help-

ing him.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Cassidy: On a point of order, Mr.

Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: There is no point of order to

the Speaker's ruling.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Lewis: Somebody had to rescue the

Minister of Housing, but I didn't think it

would be you.

Mr. Mcllveen: We are going to replace the

member with the member for Lakeshore (Mr.
Lawlor).

Mr. Cassidy: We don't even know if he is

working part-time.

SANDWICH SECONDARY SCHOOL

Mr. Lewis: May I ask the Minister of Edu-
cation a question. Is the building of the

Sandwich secondary school now approved?

Hon. T. L. Wells (Minister of Education):
Mr. Speaker, as far as the approvals of the

Ministry of Education go, yes. I understand

that there are some problems concerning it

and the Ontario Municipal Board.

Mr. F. A. Burr (Sandwich-Riverside): A
supplementary, Mr. Speaker: Is it possible
that the approval of the OMB may delay the

building to such an extent that the tenders

may expire? The tenders, I believe, expire
next week.

Hon. Mr. Wells: I can't really tell the hon.

member that, Mr. Speaker, because I don't

have any contact with the OMB. To the best

of my knowledge, Fve had no contact with

the school board about its problems with the

OMB in any written manner or in any way
that I could know whether this would be a

protracted matter or not. I must say that I've

had a fairly long communication from the

lawyers for the people who own the prop-

erty, to outline a case as to why they feel

there should be a hearing before the OMB;
but, at this point, I don't know what the

resolution of that will be.
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L'ORIGNAL JAIL

Mr. Lewis: I have a question of the Minis-

ter of Correctional Services. I feel badly that

he's not asked questions very often; so I

have two brief ones.

First, when is he going to rebuild the jail

at L'Orignal?

Hon. C. J. S. Apps (Minister of Cor-

rectional Services): Mr. Speaker, we have no

plans at the present time to rebuild the jail
at L'Orignal

1

.

Mr. Lewis: Has the minister seen that jail

at L'Orignal and the 3-ft-wide cell's in which
the prisoners are confined for lengthy periods
of time?

Hon. Mr. Apps: Mr. Speaker, that is one of

a number of jails in the same condition.

Mr. Lewis: Surely not as bad as that one.

Hon. Mr. Apps: As a matter of fact, we
have 22 jails that were built before Con-

federation, many of them with the cells' just

big enough to get a bed in. One has to climb

over the end of the bed in order to get into

it.

Mr. Lewis: That's right.

Hon. Mr. Apps: We've been trying to re-

place these jails as quickly as possible but
we simply don't have the financial resources

at the present time to do them all at once.

There are many others. The Don Jail, for

one, in Toronto is another one that we're

planning to replace. The Barton St. Jail in

Hamilton, another in London, St. Thomas-
all those jails are in the process now of go-

ing forward. And we are going-

Mr. Lewis: They are as bad as that one?

Hon. Mr. Apps: Well, in other cases they
may be bad—the one in Owen Sound is very
similar to the one in L'Orignal, where the
cells are very narrow.

Mr. MacDonald: It may have a new oc-

cupant; he'd better improve it.

Hon. Mr. Apps: Well, I don't know, but I

can understand the concern of anyone who
visits those jails. I wish more people would
visit them and actually see the condition of

some of the jails.

Mr. Lewis: Well, I couldn't believe it.

Frankly, I couldn't believe it.

Mr. Cassidy: Where has the government
been for 30 years to have that situation still

in the minister's hands?

Mr. Lewis: This government has been in

power for 30 years.

Hon. Mr. Apps: Well, this is the situation

in many of the jails, but I can assure the

hon. member that we are trying to update
and renovate them just as quickly as we can.

Mr. Cassidy: That's ridiculous.

MINISTER'S REPORT
TO CONSTITUENTS

Mr. Lewis: The last question I have for

the minister is, doesn't he think that his

reputation is perhaps endangered when he

puts out a legislative report to his constitu-

ents with the following deliberately mislead-

ing statement in it under "Preservation of

Resources": "Algonquin Park is to be main-
tained in its natural state. All existing logging
licences will be cancelled." That's all—there's

not another word in the report.

Hon. Mr. Apps: Well, I guess that's sort

of a general outline of what is taking place

up at Algonquin Park.

Mr. Lewis: Aha!

Mr. MacDonald: It's general, all right.

Hon. Mr. Apps: It indicates that progress
is being made to preserve Algonquin Park

in its natural state.

Mr. Lewis: Well, would the minister per-

haps like to use his franking privilege to

circulate to his constituents the truth about

Algonquin Park to correct this nonsense?

Mr. Stokes: The Minister of Natural Re-

sources only sits two seats away.

Mr. Speaker: Oral questions. The hon.

member for Waterloo North.

EXPANSION OF PARK FACILITIES
IN BRUCE AREA

Mr. E. R. Good (Waterloo North): Thank

you, Mr. Speaker. A question of the Minister

of Natural Resources: Could the minister in-

form the House why there are still negotia-
tions going on for cottages in the MacGregor
Point area when he had assured me at the

time of his estimates that the new provincial

park would be designed in such a manner so
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that the small acreage occupied by some 20

cottages would not be required for the park?

Hon. L. Bernier (Minister of Natural Re-

sources): Yes, Mr. Speaker, I did indicate

to the member that we would not be expro-
priating any cottage leases in that particular
area. We are contacting the cottage owners
because we were told there were some who
wanted to get out of their lease agreements,
and we were prepared to pick up those prop-
erties that were made available. We are not

expropriating, and we will not.

Mr. Good: Supplementary: Is the minister

aware that a letter written by him on Nov.
1 said: 'We would like to complete the pur-
chase of lots one to 14 inclusive and develop
these lands as soon as possible"? How can
he send out a letter like that over his signa-
ture and then tell me that he is going to

develop the park without taking these cot-

tages? What is the minister planning to do?
Or doesn't he know?

Hon. Mr. Bernier: Mr. Speaker, I just

pointed out we will not be expropriating
any property in this particular area. We are

in discussions with those people who want
to give up their properties; if not, then we
will leave them the way they are.

Mr. Good: One final sunplementary: Can
the minister assure the House that in the
three or four cases where I am aware that

negotiations are going on, if the property
owners do not negotiate a sale that the min-

istry will not expropriate? Is that what the
minister is trying to say?

Hon. Mr. Bernier: Yes, Mr. Speaker, that
is what I am saying. We are not expro-
priating.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for York-
view.

FUTURE ROLE OF ONTARIO
HOUSING CORP.

Mr. F. Young (Yorkview): Mr. Speaker, if

you could chase the hon. Minister of Housing
back to his seat I would be delighted to ask
him a question.

Mr. Speaker: I hereby chase the hon.
minister back to his seat.

Mr. Deans: It's the first time he has felt

chaste in years.

Mr. Foulds: It is in either spelling.

Mr. Young: Mr. Speaker, I would like to

ask the minister if he would comment on the

story that is being circulated, and which is

disturbing some of the members of his staff,

to the effect that Ontario Housing is to be
broken up and the metropolitan section—the

Metropolitan Toronto section of it at least-

is to be handed over to metropolitan council?

Mr. Lewis: He doesn't know what's going
on in the House.

Mr. Deans: He doesn't study.

Hon. Mr. Welch: No, I'm not studying that

at all. That's not on my study agenda today
at all. I wonder if the hon. member could
be more specific. Who is being disturbed? I

didn't quite get that. Who is being disturbed

by these rumours?

Mr. P. D. Lawlor (Lakeshore): Is the min-
ister on top of housing? Which roof is the

minister speaking from?

Mr. Lewis: The staff.

Mr. Young: The members of the staff of

the Ontario Housing Corp. are disturbed be-

cause of the story which is being circulated

among them to the effect that Ontario Hous-

ing is to be broken up and the Metro Toronto
section is to be handed over to metropolitan
council.

Mr. Mcllveen: They are just rumours.

Hon. Mr. Welch: There has been some

speculation concerning this, particularly in

keeping with what's been discussed with the

provincial-municipal liaison committee in the

decentralization of the housing policy; par-

ticularly through the housing advisory com-
mittees.

As I recall in reading a speech mv pre-
decessor gave in Ottawa about a month ago,
he assured the various housing people that

there wasn't any intention of disbanding their

particular housing authorities. I don't think

anyone at Ontario Housing would have any
occasion to be concerned at all with respect

to any insecurity concerning their employ-
ment.

Now, I can't be any more specific than

this because this is in keeping with what

Intergovernmental Affairs has been discussing
in the whole decentralization process.

Now, it's not usual that we would discuss

rumours or what may be circulating among
the staff, but I suppose any announcement
with respect to decentralization or more

municipal involvement in housing might raise
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some speculative stories of this kind. On the

basis of my knowledge at this particular time,

I know of no reason why staff at Ontario

Housing should be concerned.

Mr. Young: A supplementary, Mr. Speaker:
It is not so much the concern that the staff

should be concerned, my question is regard-

ing a matter of policy as to whether or not

Ontario Housing is, in fact, to be broken

up. I take it from the minister's answer that

that is being actively considered?

Hon. Mr. Welch: That's not fair—that's not

a fair interpretation of my answer at all.

Mr. MacDonald: Decentralization if neces-

sary—but not necessarily decentralization!

Hon. Mr. Welch: That is not being con-

sidered at the moment.

Mr. Young: A further supplementary: Then
I take it from the minister that as far as the

section of Ontario Housing located within

Metropolitan Toronto is concerned, it will not
be turned over to Metropolitan Toronto
Council?

An hon. member: It should be turned over.

Hon. Mr. Welch: There are no plans to

do that at the moment.

Mr. Lewis: Why not?

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Downs-
view is next.

DELAYS IN COURT PROCEEDINGS

Mr. Singer: Mr. Speaker, I have a question
of the Attorney General. Did the Attorney
General happen to read the several columns
of news in the Star about delay in the pro-
vincial courts? It was in the Star of Saturday.
If he did, has he any view on the suggestions

put forward by Sidney Linden and by Clay-
ton Ruby as to methods of speeding up pro-
cedures in the provincial courts? And if he
doesn't like their views, has he any views of

his own which will speed up the proceedings
in the provincial courts.

Mr. Lewis: Talk to the Provincial Secre-

tary for Justice (Mr. Kerr).

Hon. D. A. Bales (Attorney General): Mr.

Speaker, if the hon. member had read the
whole of page 10, or whatever it was, he
would have seen some views from me in

reference to that matter.

Mr. Singer: But nothing has happened.

Hon. Mr. Bales: Oh, there is a good deal

happening, Mr. Speaker. I dealt with that

matter last week. One particular matter

though—and I don't take-

Mr. R. F. Nixon: The minister has got
them sitting past 1 o'clock.

Hon. Mr. Bales: I just don't set aside Mr.
Linden's and Mr. Ruby's views without con-

sideration, but one point I think we must
bear in mind is that the procedures are de-

veloped to protect the individual. One par-
ticular matter that concerned me was that

they said that they should not return to the

courts. I recognize there is a problem in re-

turning to court every eight days; but that is

part of the Criminal Code and it's built in

there for the protection of the individual.

The hon. member opposite—and every mem-
ber of this House—would be extremely con-

cerned if perchance anybody were left in a

jail and did not have his case attended to

with proper order.

Now, the people interviewed made some

suggestions; and we have a good deal under
consideration in the ministry about these

matters and their views will be taken into

account.

Mr. Singer: By way of supplementary,
could the Attorney General advise us when
he is in fact going to table the volume or

volumes of the Law Reform Commission's

reports dealing with procedure in the courts;

and when he is going to announce in this

Legislature what actual steps he is in fact

going to take to speed up procedure in the

provincial courts, the county courts and the

supreme courts?

Hon. Mr. Bales: Mr. Speaker, I said before

that I hoped we would have the third vol-

ume, but it hasn't been made available and
won't be until the end of the year. I antici-

pate releasing the other two volumes within

the week.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Went-
worth.

BECKER MILK CO. EMPLOYEES

Mr. Deans: Mr. Speaker, I have a question
of the Minister of Consumer and Commercial
Relations. In order to establish a better com-
mercial relationship between franchisees and

franchisers, does the minister intend to bring
in the legislation he promised which might
put an end to the difficulties encountered

again by Becker employees, who are being
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fired for shortages in inventory over which franchises and offer them for sale, or lease

they have no control? to franchisees.

Hon. Mr. Clement: Mr. Speaker, I have

spoken briefly before about the question of

franchise legislation. I will not be bringing
it in before the end of this session but hope
to introduce legislation dealing with fran-

chises in the early part of the next session.

We have been meeting with franchisers and
franchisees all autumn. In certain areas of

commercial activity, I am pleased to say,

difficulties which appear to have existed over

the past period of time seem to be resolved,

really by the effects of mediation and the

chance for consultation between the two

groups; but I hope to be able to introduce

legislation shortly after the opening of a new
session in 1974.

Mr. Deans: A supplementary question then:

Is it the minister's intention to incorporate
into his legislation protection for the em-

ployees against unjustified firings; and does he

intend to ensure that employees, as they have
been defined by the courts in relation to the

Becker chain, are given some protection with

regard to inventory and the right to have in-

ventory taken by them themselves rather than

the company?

Hon. Mr. Clement: Mr. Speaker, no I have

not; and at this moment in time I don't con-

sider that will be part of the legislation. I

would think that would be within the pur-
view of my colleague, the Minister of La-

bour, either under industrial standards or em-

ployment standards legislation. What we pro-

pose to do is to have legislation which sets

out in statutory form certain deemed agree-

ments, even though not expressed in the

agreement between the two parties, which
will be the standard existing between the

franchiser and the franchisee. They in turn,

of course, can add to those, but will never

be able to erode from them the remedies be-

tween the franchisee and the franchiser.

Mr. Deans: One final question: At what

point can we expect legislation from the

government, then, related directly to pro-
tection of Becker employees, as they have
been abused by the Becker company for far

too long?

Hon. Mr. Clement: I can't speak on behalf
of the government. I can only speak on
behalf of my ministry, but as I understand
the Becker situation, I think it was held
that they were employees; and my legisla-

tion, Mr. Speaker, will not deal with em-
ployees and employers but people who hold

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for

Windsor-Walkerville is next.

POST-SECONDARY EDUCATION
COMMISSION

Mr. B. Newman (Windsor-Walkerville):
Mr. Speaker, a question of the Minister of

Colleges and Universities, if I can draw
his attention: What action does his ministry
plan concerning recommendation No. 91
of the report of the Commission on Post-

Secondary Education in Ontario that would
set up an Ontario council for university
affairs by statute?

Hon. J. McNie (Minister of Colleges and

Universities): Mr. Speaker, the hon. mem-
ber was kind enough to give me advice of

this question last week. I would just like to

say in reply, for the benefit of the mem-
bers who have not read all of the 126
recommendations of this report, that there

are a number of recommendations dealing
with the relationship of the government and
the post-secondary education community.
One of them to which the hon. member

refers, No. 91, proposes that the present
buffer body between the government and

universities, called the Committee on Uni-

versity Affairs which is presently hearing
briefs from the universities, be replaced by
a body which would have executive rather

than advisory powers and which, among
other things, would: (1) plan and co-ordinate
the university sector of post-secondary educa-

tion; (2) advise the minister of post-second-
ary education of the global sums needed
for the support of institutions and activities

within its jurisdiction; and (3) very import-
ant, allocate and distribute the operating and

capital funds among the institutions.

I refer members to the report for full

details of the proposal; and I might say
that similar proposals were made in the

report for the community colleges and for

the open sector and cultural areas.

To specifically answer the member's ques-
tion, no decision has been reached by the

government in the matter. Indeed, it is still

being considered by our own ministry, with

plenty of advice being proffered by the
outside community. In this connection, Mr.

Speaker, we would welcome the views of

the members opposite and in this particular
connection I refer specifically to recom-
mendation 91.
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Mr. B. Newman: Then there will be no

action on the part of the ministry to abolish

the Committee on University Affairs for

this coming year?

Hon. Mr. McNie: Mr. Speaker, as I said,

the matter is still being considered by my
own ministry and no recommendations have

been made to the government on proposi-

tion 91.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Port

Arthur.

ADVICE TO SCHOOLS ON
CONSERVING ENERGY

Mr. Foulds: A question of the Minister

of Education, Mr. Speaker: In his prepara-
tion of the memo that he is circulating to

schools so that they will be able to come
to grips with the energy crisis, and in par-
ticular with relation to the item that they
use storm windows and have increased

caulking around windows, is the minister

giving consideration to increasing the weight-

ing factor in the ceilings for those ordinary

expenditures?

Hon. Mr. Wells: Mr. Speaker, I think that

we would have to find out how many
schools need storm windows. I think prob-

ably there are very few to which that par-
ticular admonition would apply. As a matter

of fact, I was very surprised when I read

the headline in the Globe and Mail and
that was the major part of a long list of

items which I thought perhaps had more

significance than that particular one.

Mr. Foulds: A supplementary, Mr. Speaker:
Does the minister not realize that by in-

cluding what he admittedly says this after-

noon are frivolous suggestions in his memo,
he undermines the full programme that he
is proposing?

Hon. Mr. Wells: Mr. Speaker, I didn't

say it was a frivolous suggestion. I said

perhaps it was one of lesser importance than
some of the others. We have not given any
consideration to changing the weighting fac-

tors to allow for storm windows.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Essex-
Kent is next.

MEDICAL CARE IN CORRECTIONAL
INSTITUTIONS

Mr. R. F. Ruston (Essex-Kent): Mr.

Speaker, I have a question of the Minister of

Correctional Services. What steps is the min-
ister taking to see that all people in the

correctional services receive proper medical

care, especially since he has asked one of

the medical directors at Millbrook Correc-
tional Centre to resign?

Hon. Mr. Apps: Mr. Speaker, as the hon.

member knows we are now in the process of

implementing the Ottawa report along with

many of the recommendations which were
made in that particular report. We think we
have done a great deal over the past year in

implementing many of those recommenda-
tions. We feel that the medical services are

very good in, I think, almost all of the areas

that we have.

As far as the Millbrook situation is con-

cerned, I think it was the feeling of the min-

istry that we should make a change there,

which we have done.

Mr. Ruston: A supplementary, Mr. Speak-
er: Does the minister not think that if a

medical practitioner orders someone to go to

a specialist he should be allowed to do so?

Hon. Mr. Apps: Mr. Speaker, this is done
almost invariably when the medical officer

feels that a person should go to a specialist

or should go to a hospital when the care

that he can get within the institution is not

adequate. I think in this particular case, if I

remember my facts right, this was a little bit

overdone and it made it very difficult for the

staff and the superintendent of Millbrook—

which is, by the way, a maximum security
institution—to carry out the duties they had
to do. It was the feeling in the ministry, and
I think it has been proved, that we should

make a change there and that is why we did

it.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for

Windsor West is next.

CONSERVATION OF ENERGY

Mr. E. J. Bounsall (Windsor West): A
question of the Minister of Energy, Mr.

Speaker: In view of his statements of last

week about the adequacy of electrical energy

supply for the next few years—that is

adequate for our needs and even some of the

export requirements of the United States-

does he now feel that it is not necessary in

the near future to go on to permanent day-

light saving time or double daylight saving
time as he once suggested we may require?

An hon. member: Never.
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Hon. W. D. McKeough (Minister of En-

ergy): Mr. Speaker, I think there is still a

great deal of merit to it. I think it is some-

thing which should be done across the coun-

try, obviously, rather than by a province and
I think a great deal depends on what hap-
pens in the United States in terms of adjust-

ing hours. It would appear that the Congress
of the United States is giving that proposal
serious consideration and I would hope if

that happens the governments of Canada
would do the same thing.

The other side of the coin, of course, has

been pointed out by the Minister of Energy,
Mines and Resources and we are taking a

look at this. I suppose there is some truth

in it. He feels that if daylight occurs early,

people get up in daylight and turn their

thermostats up rather than turning their

thermostats up in the dark at one of the

coldest times of the day first thing in the

morning, and there is probably something in

that. In short, what he was saying is that one

may save some electricity but it may cost

something in terms of heat, particularly at

this moment in terms of oil, which is ob-

viously much shorter at this moment than

electricity, which is not short at all in this

country. His message was for Canadians to

stay in bed longer, and I would hardly be

opposed to that proposition.

Mr. Bounsall: Supplementary: If we de-

cide, in Ontario, that this is an advantageous
move, does this require the approval of the

federal government before we could proceed?

Hon. Mr. McKeough: No, I think it would

require, really, the approval of the municipal-
ities. The municipalities presumably could

proceed—and I am not sure of this—with the

bylaw now if they wanted to do so. But I

think, really, if it were to be done, it would
have to be done uniformly; and presumably
then it would be done by provincial Legisla-
tures.

But as I recall there is an Act allowing
municipalities to pass bylaws; it is an Act of

this Legislature and I assume that constitu-

tionally, it falls within the province of the

provinces.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for

Kitchener is next.

Mr. Cassidy: Supplementary.

Mr. Speaker: Supplementary?

Mr. Cassidy: Yes, Mr. Speaker, to the min-
ister: Can he explain why, if it is a matter
of municipal discretion now, it is so important

to wait for the Americans and the other prov-
inces to move? And why, if conservation of

energy is involved, can Ontario not move on
its own at this time?

Hon. Mr. McKeough: Because, as I pointed
out Mr. Speaker, I am somewhat impressed

by the argument about heating that Mr.
Macdonald has mentioned. I think there are

some obvious advantages to uniformity be-

tween Canada and the United States. The
member may not think so, but I think,

sensibly, that there are.

Mr. Cassidy: It is municipal now?

Hon. Mr. McKeough: It is municipal now;
and practically every municipality in the prov-
ince observes daylight saving, they passed by-
laws which come on and off at the same
time. They have done that on their own.

The member should learn to be a littfe bit

more sensitive about the needs of the munic-

ipalities and the wants of the municipalities
in this province, rather than just saying we
should, holus-bolus, pass a law tomorrow and
do it.

ROM EXPANSION FUNDS

Mr. Breithaupt: Mr. Speaker, a question of

the Minister of Colleges and Universities:

Further to the meeting on Nov. 13 of the

Committee on University Affairs with Royal
Ontario Museum officials, can the minister

advise if the funds—that is the $12.5 million

that have been set aside for expansion—will

expire at any particular date, that is at the

end of the fiscal year? Or, if it is prepared
to go ahead with plans for expansion, will the

museum be able to take advantage of those

funds beyond the end of the fiscal year?

Hon. Mr. McNie: Mr. Speaker, I am

pleased the member asked the question. Press

reports would have led one to believe they
hadn't been doing any planning. Actually,
the ROM have presented to us a number of

alternatives. We are entertaining these now
and will get back to them shortly.

As far as the funds are concerned; there

is a total of $25 million set up to be spent
over a period of 10 years, equal amounts by
the Art Gallery and the ROM. I have no

reason to believe those funds aren't going to

be available through the ministry in this par-
ticular period.

Mr. Speaker: The oral question period has

been completed.
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Petitions.

Presenting reports.

Mr. Beckett, in the absence of Mr. Handle-

man from the standing social 1

development
committee, reported the following:

That supply in the following amounts

and to defray the expenses of the Ministry
of Health be granted to Her Majesty for

the fiscal year ending March 31, 1974.

Ministry administration pro-

gramme $ 16,882,000

Promotion and protection of

health programme 79,912,000

Treatment and rehabilita-

tion programme 2,122,499,000

Mr. Speaker: Motions.

Introduction of bills.

Orders of the day.

SCHOOLS ADMINISTRATION ACT

Hon. Mr. Wells moves second reading of

Bill 212, An Act to amend the Schools Ad^-

ministration Act.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Wind-
sor-Walkerville.

Mr. B. Newman (Windsor-Walkerville):
Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Mr. Speaker, Bill

212 apparently is a companion bill to a bill

that had been introduced earlier in this session

and its purpose is more or less simply to

clarify some minor details in the previous
bill. However, I would like to ask the minis-

ter if in section 2 he has in mind the problem
the ministry was confronted with in the dis-

posal of properties to Seneca College?
And while we are dealing with section 2,

I would like to ask of the minister if under
section 2 the problem of the disposal of the

St. Paul Roman Catholic school in the city
of Windsor would be involved in that section,

or in Bill 211?

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Port

Arthur.

Mr. J. F. Foulds (Port Arthur): Yes, Mr.

Speaker. I rise to support the bill. I find my-
self in a little bit of a conflict on it, but I

would like to thank the minister for bringing
it forward this early at the request of some
of the private members of the Legislature.

Section 2 would, I would hope, deal with

the very controversial situation that has arisen

in northwestern Ontario where the Lakehead

board is attempting to get rid of a number
of schools in which the local communities

have an interest which they would like to re-

tain.

I feel ambiguous, in a philosophic sense,

because the section does give the minister

additional power. I would hope that he

would use this power, as I am sure the section

is intended, in the sense of being an ombuds-
man to look after the interests of those sec-

tions within a large county school section

which don't have a majority interest on the

board.

Thus, in this case the minister would look

at the individual projected
1 sale. If there are

objections from the local level, as there are

back in Thunder Bay, as both the member
for Fort William (Mr. Jessiman) and I are

well aware, then those local people, whether

they are in an organized municipality or in

an unorganized municipality, would have the

route to make the appeal to the minister as

to the best disposal of those schools.

Given that caveat, as I say, I would like to

support the bill and I would hope, as we
have agreed, that it would be given royal
assent before Thursday of this week, so that

the bill will be law and this general legisla-

tion could then be applied to that particular
situation with the Lakehead board, of which
the minister is fully aware.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Kit-

chener.

Mr. J. R. Breithaupt (Kitchener): Just a few

comments, Mr. Speaker, especially with re-

spect to the second section of the bill.

I certainly commend the minister for bring-

ing in this item of legislation, because I think

there should be some overall view on the dis-

position of these various buildings as they
come up from time to time, especially in the

rural areas of the province.

I realize, as the member for Port Arthur

has said, that there is another particular

problem with respect to a larger situation and
the transfer of a building from one board to

another. But the matter that I was wanting
to comment upon was the availability to vari-

ous other organizations and groups of some
of the smaller schoolhouses that have been

abandoned as no longer being required, but

still have a good use to perform.

I think that while many people, of course,

enjoy acquiring a building such as this for a

home, still there should be some control in

the ministry to ensure that if it is needed for

some other community purpose or organiza-
tion that cannot necessarily match the price
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offered by an individual, that the minister

should have some discretion and some abil-

ity to deal with the matter.

I commend the minister on it and I think

that bringing this item in will have that bene-

fit, as well as the one which the member for

Port Arthur has commented upon.

Mr. Speaker: Does any other member wish
to participate? The hon. member for Ottawa
Centre.

Mr. M. Cassidy (Ottawa Centre): I'll just

comment very briefly, Mr. Speaker. I also

support the bill, but in section 2 I think

in the use of his powers the minister should
bear in mind the needs of other local govern-
ment corporations as well as local school

boards.

I recognize this was originally intended to

deal with the problems of transfers of school

properties from separate to public schools or

vice versa. However, there are situations—

we have had a number in the city of Ottawa
—where school properties are no longer re-

quired either for the separate school board
or for the public school board. The situation

has arisen in Ottawa in particular that a

number of properties which belong to the

separate school board are now surplus in

areas of declining child population and are

not required by the public school board.

It seems to me, as a matter of policy in

interpreting his approval powers as given
under this section, that the minister should

ensure that any alternative uses by another

municipality, municipal corporation or Crown
corporation have been canvassed, and that

there has been full and due opportunity given
to government agencies and bodies in that

particular area to use the property before it

is allowed to be put up for sale on the open
market.

Many of these school properties in the older

downtown sections of cities could be used
for housing. In fact if they are used for hous-

ing, they can also be used for housing where
the guidelines are directed by the community,
or with community involvement if the land
is acquired publicly either by the municipal-
ity, the local housing authority or the Ontario

Housing Corp.

These are valuable sites and once it is

established that the companion school board
doesn't want them, I hope the minister will

also seek to establish that wherever pos-
sible those sites are used in the public in-

terest and made available to other public

agencies before allowing them to go into

developers' hands.

Mr. Speaker: Are there any other members
who wish to enter this debate? If not, the

hon. minister.

Hon. T. L. Wells (Minister of Education):
Mr. Speaker, I would like to thank the hon.

members for their support of the second sec-

tion of this bill. I presume everyone is agree-
able to the first section, which really tidies

up some arrangements concerning the trans-

fer of employees because the boundaries of

a board have been changed as a result of

regional government or some such thing.

But the second section, I think, is very

important. It emphasizes our concern in re-

gard to sharing of educational facilities. It

says, of course, that no approval of the min-

ister is needed if a building is to be changed
from one school board to another; boards can

do this freely of their own volition. But if

the building—and I emphasize, Mr. Speaker,
that this legislation applies only to build-

ings, not the sites or lands not occupied by
buildings at the present time; it refers merely
to sites on which there are existing buildings
—if this land is to be somehow disposed of to

some other body, the approval of the minister

must be obtained first.

It is our intention to set up a procedure
within the ministry whereby various agencies

will be canvassed and community groups will

be consulted; we will have a sort of first-

refusal list. We hope the boards will go

through municipal uses, community recreation

uses and other uses of the building; or if it

should be demolished for housing and that

sort of thing. We will endeavour to have the

boards follow these procedures before the

school building is put up for public tender.

The only thing I would emphasize is that

we do not have any control here over what

they sell that building for. We are not

attempting to say they should give that build-

ing away. We can't force them to do that. If

they wish to sell it for $1 to some other

group, which may be a very desirable condi-

tion in certain situations, they'll have to make
that decision themselves. But, of course, by
our approval or withholding of approval, per-

haps we can get them into the position where

they will agree to do certain things with

school sites. The whole purpose is certainly

not any sinister purpose, it is to make sure

that school buildings which are no longer

going to be used for schools will be ade-

quately disposed of, considering the total

community needs; or conversely any building
that has ceased to be used as a school by one

school board will, if another school board
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needs it, be offered first to that other school

board.

Motion agreed to; second reading of the

bill.

Mr. Speaker: Shall the bill be ordered for

third reading?

Agreed.

THIRD READING

The following bill was given third reading

upon motion: Bill 212, An Act to amend the

Schools Administration Act.

PRIVATE HOSPITALS ACT

Hon. Mr. Potter moves second reading of

Bill 207, An Act to amend the Private Hos-

pitals Act.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Kit-

chener.

Mr. Breithaupt: There are a couple of

points on which I would appreciate some

clarification by the minister. I note particu-

larly that as these amendments have been

developed, he is continuing the prohibitions

which now exist against the use of a house

as a private hospital without the proper

licensing, and he is also adding a require-

ment that the licence be one issued before

Oct. 29, 1973. I would appreciate hearing
from the minister as to the particular rationale

here, because this of course means that in

fact there will no longer be any private

hospitals. Not only does he decide not to

have any new hospitals, but I see in section 7

that in fact he is prohibiting the expansion
of any further capacity for such hospitals.

It may well be that as Ontario is now

developed we no longer have the require-
ment for this particular facility. I would have

thought, however, that there are certain parts
of the province in which this facility would
have some use, and I would appreciate hear-

ing the minister's comments as to why this

matter is being, in effect, cut off at this time.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for River-

dale.

Mr. J. A. Renwick (Riverdale): Mr. Speaker,
I'd like an answer from the minister on one

particular point. The minister replied to me
the other day when I asked him about the

number of private hospitals or private sani-

taria which are involved in the Province of

Ontario; and he told me it was in the neigh-
bourhood of 25.

I take it that for practical purposes what

this bill is doing is removing jurisdiction from

the hospital commission, transferring the

jurisdiction to the minister, and in substance

providing for a phasing-out programme of the

private hospitals in Ontario.

My concern, and really the only concern I

have, apart altogether from the rationale of

phasing out the private hospitals, is whether

or not this bill is adequate, in the arbitrary

way in which it has been drafted, to ensure

that the rights of those operators, or present

holders of licences to operate private hos-

pitals, are going to be protected during the

period of time that the phasing out is going
to take place. For example, I notice further

on in the bill that there is—and it makes sense

if you are going to phase them out—an ab-

solute prohibition against increasing the num-
ber of beds available in those hospitals. But

it seems to me that this bill, as it is presently

drafted, puts the fate of those private hos-

pital operators entirely at the whim of the

minister. There must be—and these are mat-

ters about which I do not have specific

knowledge, but the minister must have that

knowledge—a substantial investment by some

private hospital operators which will be

drastically affected by the intention of this

bill to phase them out.

I understand the minister will continue to

permit licences to be held, but there is

nothing in the bill which would indicate

that. If the minister should decide that a

licence must be terminated and come to an

end, that means that he is putting that

particular licence holder out of business, and
he may have a substantial investment in the

operation in which he's engaged.

If the minister can answer that question
when he replies on the second reading of

the bill, how he intends to deal with it,

fine; if not, then we will have to ask that

the bill go into committee of the whole
House for consideration.

Mr. Speaker: Are there any other mem-
bers who wish to participate? The hon.

member for Ottawa Centre.

Mr. Cassidy: I just find the minister's

stand on this particular bill rather puzzling,

Mr. Speaker, because it seems to me that it

conflicts with the policy of the government
in the encouragement of private nursing
homes which are financed, as of last year,

under the extended care programme of

OHIP, and which were previously in a large

measure financed through the Ministry of

Community and Social Services, through
welfare payments for elderly people and for
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the chronically ill who were in those institu-

tions at that time.

I grant to the minister it is quite possible

that a hospital under the Private Hospitals
Act could, let's say have the powers perhaps
to have open heart surgery and other things
like that, that obviously shouldn't take place
in a private hospital; at the same time I

would suggest very seriously to the minister

that many of the two or three dozen private

hospitals around the province have not been

seeking to match the range of medical care

provided in the large sophisticated general

hospitals, such as those that are just down
the street on University Ave. They have been
there in order to provide facilities for elec-

tive surgery, to provide other kinds of

facilities for doctors and for patients, to

provide a different kind and atmosphere of

treatment, and to provide care in situations

where the patient is on the dividing line in

the fuzzy area in needing intensive treat-

ment and needing chronic care treatment, and
where the environment and other things in

a private hospital were obviously quite
suitable.

If I'm correct, and I can't profess to know
about all of the two or three dozen private
hospitals covered under this Act, then it

would seem to me that you can argue one
way or the other. You can either say these

hospitals were carrying out those functions

quite suitably, and that therefore if the
Act needed to be amended the amendment
that was required would be to prevent them
from seeking to bite off more than they
could chew and to prevent them from seeking
to carry out the kinds of operations and the
kinds of care that properly belong only in
a large and sophisticated hospital, but to

permit them to continue. You could say that.

Or, if you say that the private hospital is

incompetent to carry on the kind of care
that I've been speaking about, then it seems
to me that one also has to say that the
private nursing homes are equally incom-
petent to carry on the kind of job they have.

Here we have a Minister of Health and
a government which, on one hand, seeks
to-is it privatize or reprivatize?-the care
of people in nursing homes; but when it

comes to the private hospitals effectively
puts a block to the increase, the expansion
or the establishment of new ones, and gives
to the minister the powers that, as my friend
the member for Riverdale has just pointed
out, effectively allow the minister to con-
demn any existing private hospital to go
into bankruptcy and to go out of business.

It seems to me, Mr. Speaker, that the

minister is being contradictory on this par-
ticular bill and that he should have either

ordered private hospitals and nursing homes
out of business, or simply brought in a

bill to seek to regulate any areas of abuse
that the ministry felt to exist in the private

hospital field, but that allowed these private

hospitals, taking a limited function, to con-

tinue to operate and to expand and for new
ones to be established.

Could it be that the government has got
itself into such a bind with the hospital

building programme and in such a bind on

hospital costs that this is the real reason that

it wishes to close down the private hospitals?

Could it be, Mr. Speaker—I haven't got the

facts but I would be very interested in know-

ing the facts from the minister—that the per
diems being charged in private hospitals were

very much less than those in general hospitals
for the kinds of care that they were particu-

larly good at providing, and that the minister

has been lobbied by the general hospitals to

get this rather uncomfortable thorn out of

their sides and allow them to have this kind

of business, which effectively is more profit-

able for them and helps them to cross-subsi-

dize or offset the losses or very heavy costs

they have on more intensive care?

In other words, could it be that this is not

entirely such a well-meaning kind of bill as I

am sure the minister will paint it to be?
Could there not be other means of going
ahead if the minister seeks to privatize por-
tions of health care; or on the other hand
could he not be consistent if, as many of us

on this side feel, there is probably no room
at all for profit-making institutions in the

health care field?

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Water-
loo North.

Mr. E. R. Good (Waterloo North): Just a

few words, Mr. Speaker, on this bill. It came
as rather a surprise to me that action would
be taken to phase out private hospitals. It

seems that we have gone full circle now.

As a youth I happen to have lived in a

private hospital run by my father and step-

mother, and at that time the function of the

private hospital in the village was very much
appreciated by the people. It meant that

while we were some 30 miles out of Toronto
we didn't have to come to Toronto for cer-

tain medical applications which were avail-

able there.

The sheer restrictions and the economics

of it limited the size of any private hospital
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in those days, and I am sure that they still

would. While we had proper facilities for the

work that could be done there, getting I

think, beyond 23 or 25 beds was impossible
for a private operator because of the sheer

economics of it.

It is interesting to relate that at that time

the new wards built at this private hospital

were filled by indigent patients being sent

out from the city of Toronto. The city of

Toronto was most grateful that there was

hospital accommodation provided by the pri-

vate sector. Also of interest is that the per

diem rate for indigent patients at that time

was $1.75 per day or $11.25 a week, as I

remember it, and the new ward in the hospi-

tal was financed out of payments of that size.

To my knowledge the village of Stouffville

still has no public hospital. I think the near-

est would be Toronto or Newmarket or Scar-

borough, so there are still no hospital facili-

ties in that area. I think the private hospital

is now just licensed as a nursing home and

has gone out of existence as a private hospi-

tal.

It seems rather strange to me that the func-

tion of the private hospital in areas not served

by public hospitals should now be eliminated.

I suppose our increased means of transporta-
tion and better ambulance facilities now make
it unnecessary to have hospital facilities in

smaller and more remote areas. I will listen

with interest to explanations given by the

minister for these measures taken in this bill.

Mr. Speaker: Do any other members wish
to participate? If not, the hon. minister.

Hon. R. T. Potter (Minister of Health): Mr.

Speaker, there is no intention in this Act to

close out the private hospitals; but in de-

veloping the health care programme and the

hospital programme for the province we don't

want two levels of care, as has developed in

some other countries where they have pro-
moted the private sector. Indeed, in Great
Britain today one may find that under the
National Health Services, if one requires to

be admitted to hospital, they may tell one
that there is a waiting period of 12 to 18

months; but if someone is prepared to go in

as a private patient a private hospital will get
him in tomorrow.

We don't want two levels of care for the

people of this province. We want one stand-

ard level of care and we want to develop
the hospital system, using community, district

and regional hospitals to see that the people
do, in fact, get the best care they can. We
want to have it properly set up.

We appreciate that we have a number of

private hospitals in the province which are

doing a good job and have been doing so for

a good long time and we are quite prepared
to keep them in business. What we are say-

ing is that as of the date the bill was intro-

duced in the Legislature we won't license

any more and we are very leery about ex-

panding those which are already there.

We are suggesting that the only way any-

body would have a licence cancelled would

be, in fact, if they acted in contravention of

the Act or if there was a conviction under the

Criminal Code for the owner and operator of

the private hospital or something along that

line; but certainly it is not our intention to

suggest that we want to put these people out

of business. They have been doing a good
job and they will continue to do so.

Members probably note that in the bill it

suggested that before we can transfer a

licence we must make sure that whoever it

is being transferred to is in fact capable of

administering the hospital once it is trans-

ferred; but I wouldn't want anyone to think

for one minute that we are trying to—par-
don?

Mr. Renwick: But the minister is not per-

mitting any enlargement of the facility, either.

Hon. Mr. Potter: That's right; because one
of our biggest jobs today is making sure we
determine the actual needs to suit the differ-

ent areas and then make beds available in

that specific case. Again, we don't want to

promote the private sector in becoming in-

volved in this field.

Now, there's no relation between this and
the nursing homes, because we are talking
about two different levels of care. The nurs-

ing home is one level of care in which we
have kept the private sector involved; as far

as the hospitals are concerned, we aren't

anxious to keep the private sector involved.

Mr. Speaker: The motion is for second

reading of Bill 207. Shall the motion carry?

Motion agreed to; second reading of the

bill.

Mr. Speaker: Shall the bill be ordered for

third reading?

Mr. Renwick: Committee.

Hon. Mr. Potter: Mr. Speaker, committee;
I have a couple of amendments to make.

Mr. Speaker: Committee of the whole
House.
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PHARMACY ACT

Hon. Mr. Potter moves second reading of

Bill 221, An Act to amend the Pharmacy Act.

Mr. Breithaupt: Mr. Speaker, I'm inter-

ested in seeing the ways in which this bill is

presumably being developed in accordance
with the requests made by the council of the

Ontario College of Pharmacists. In section 2,

the authority of this college is expanded, and
I note that in the latter sections of the bill

there is provision made for suspension or

cancellation of the accreditation of a pharma-
cist after a certain hearing; and also that

there are powers given to cancel the registra-
tion of a pharmaceutical chemist for non-

payment of annual fees.

In this instance, the college is being given

many of the powers that other professional
bodies have. I'm wondering if the minister

will comment on them with respect to the

similarity of these powers being granted and
the ones which other bodies have, as well as

the requirements which Chief Justice McRuer
had made in response to the internal control,

generally, of professional bodies.

The matter of different fees, of course, for

persons over a certain age, in this case 65,
is a continuation of what is common in many
professions after a person has been a mem-
ber for that length of time. But if the min-
ister would comment, particularly on the

points of how these powers fit into the gen-
eral scheme that the ministry has with respect
to giving powers to professional bodies, I'd

appreciate hearing from him on it.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for River-
dale.

Mr. Renwick: Mr. Speaker, I have two
comments on the bill; perhaps it's just be-
cause it's Monday and I don't understand
what the bill says.

The principal purpose of the bill, as I

understand it, is to establish the accredita-

tion procedure for pharmacies. I think that's

one of the principal reasons of the bill; and
it's a rather odd provision which provides
that: "On receipt of a certificate signed by
the owner and the manager of a pharmacy
stating that the pharmacy complies with the
standard for accreditation"; that the registrar
shall issue him a certificate of accreditation
of the pharmacy. It seems to be rather

strange that the owner and the manager of
the particular pharmacy should be the one
who decides whether or not the pharmacy
complies with the provisions that the regula-
tion respecting the standards.

Now as I say, it may be Monday and I

don't understand how pharmacies operate;
but that's a most unusual provision so far as

I can see, because it's mandatory on receipt
of the certificate from the owner of the

pharmacy for the registrar to issue the cer-

tificate of accreditation.

The other matter which I'm somewhat con-
cerned about is the shortness of the period of
time to permit people to bring themselves in

good standing if they haven't paid their fees.

The legislation has provided for a failure
after 15 days, and then a further 15 days
default. I do think that no great harm to the

public is going to occur if those periods of

time, instead of being 15 days were each
made 30 days. The way mails operate and the

way people have of being busy with other

parts of their lives would indicate to me that
those periods of time were just too short and
too arbitrary, and I would recommend to the
minister that in committee those periods of
time be increased to 30 days.

Mr. Speaker: Does any other member wish
to enter the debate? If not, the hon. minister

may now respond.

Hon. Mr. Potter: Well Mr. Speaker, section

1 of the bill, as was already stated, is to regu-
late the fees to be charged so that they can

charge a member who is 65 years of age or

older less than a younger man who is much
more active.

The second section of the bill is to provide
for a continuing education programme. As the
hon. members are probably aware, in order
to maintain membership in the College of

Family Physicians, an individual must show
evidence of continuing education in terms of

so many hours of post-graduate training

every year. With the tremendous advances in

pharmaceuticals today, the association has

suggested that this should be a requirement
of continuing licensing of pharmacists too,
and that's why they have asked for this

second section, which will give them the

authority to set up a continuing education

programme.

Section three, dealing with the accredita-

tion standards, is along the lines that have

proved so successful in establishing the

accreditation standards for our hospitals and
is to make sure that our pharmaceuticals do
in fact come up to the standards that are laid

down by the college and the associations.

I certainly can appreciate the hon. mem-
ber's comments when he is relating to the

owner and manager signing it, but again

perhaps we need to clarify this a little bit.
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The inspections would be carried1 out by the

college and a certificate issued which would
then be signed by the owners and the man-

ager and sent in to get their licence renewed.

But certainly it isn't a question of self-evalua-

tion; and if it is necessary to clarify this, we
shall do that. ,

Mr. Renwick: That's the way it reads,

though.

Hon. Mr. Potter: Well, we will clarify that.

Motion agreed to; second reading of the

bill.

Mr. Speaker: Shall the bill be ordered for

third reading?

Mr. Renwick: No, committee.

Mr. Speaker: Committee of the whole?

Agreed.

Mr. Renwick: Mr. Speaker, on a point of

order; before we go into committee perhaps
the Minister of Health would listen to a

comment. Is it not true that Bill 209, stand-

ing in the minister's name for the Private

Sanitaria Act, is in fact a companion bill to

Bill 207 with which we have dealt; is it the

intention of the minister to proceed with that

bill at this time and get it out of the way?

Hon. Mr. Potter: Mr. Speaker, that's the
reason I want to amend Bill 207. I want to

make a couple of amendments to two clauses

that refer to the Private Sanitaria Act. I am
not bringing the Private Sanitaria Act in now
because I find there are things in that Act
where there would be a conflict, and I

wouldn't be able to cover the private psy-
chiatric hospitals in particular under this Act.

So rather than get into a shemozzle I will

hold that and deal with it later.

Clerk of the House: Order for committee
of the whole House.

PRIVATE HOSPITALS ACT

House in committee on Bill 207, An Act
to amend the Private Hospitals Act.

Mr. Chairman: Would the minister indicate
which sections he has amendments for?

Hon. R. T. Potter (Minister of Health):
Yes, I have two amendments. In section 1

I want to move that section 1(2) be deleted.

Mr. Chairman: Perhaps you should place
that amendment then.

Hon. Mr. Potter moves that subsection (2)

of section 1 of Bill 207 be deleted and that

subsection (3) of the said section 1 be re-

numbered as subsection (2).

Mr. J. A. Renwick (Riverdale): Mr. Chair-

man, just to make certain that I understand

accurately what the minister is doing, what
he is now saying is, regarding his intention

to bring the private sanitaria under this

Private Hospitals Act and to repeal the

Private Sanitaria Act, he is now reversing
that decision and he is therefore deleting the

appropriate clause in section 1 of this bill.

The principal purpose of the clause, apart
from that item, is to transfer the authority
from the Ontario Hospital Services Commis-
sion to the minister so that the minister now
has the authority under the Private Hospitals
Act vested entirely in him.

Hon. Mr. Potter: That is right, Mr. Chair-

man. It used to be with the commission and
we no longer have the commission.

Mr. Chairman: Shall the motion carry?

Carried.

Shall this section as amended stand as

part of the bill?

Agreed.

Mr. Renwick: Mr. Chairman, on section 2

of the bill.

Mr. Chairman: Section 1 is carried. All

right, section 2 then. The member for River-

dale.

Mr. Renwick: I think perhaps we can deal

with the main substance of the criticism I

have of the bill under this particular section

which says, in the first clause, that no person
shall use a house as a private hospital except
under the authority of a licence issued under
the Act before Oct. 29, 1973, or a renewal

of such a licence.

I take it that that does two things: It

freezes the number of private hospital
licences in the Province of Ontario and a

subsequent clause of the bill limits the ca-

pacity of those hospitals to receive patients

by limiting the number of beds available in

those hospitals. This seems to me to be

arbitrary about placing in the hands of the

minister the question of whether or not any
existing licence will in fact be renewed at

a later date.

Perhaps the minister would comment about

what assurance an existing private hospital

operator will have that his licence will be
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renewed, I assume on an annual basis, when
he applies for it; and whether or not there

is any protection which he would have if the

minister were to decide not to renew the

licence, or if indeed he were to decide at

some point to suspend or cancel the licence,

which I assume would be the equivalent
of not renewing it. What right does the

owner and operator of a private hospital have

to appeal against the minister's decision?

Mr. J. R. Breithaupt (Kitchener ) : Before the

minister responds on that section, Mr. Chair-

man, could he advise us as well—as I was
out briefly during his remarks on second

reading of the bill and he may have touched

upon it then—just how many of these hos-

pitals do exist, generally where they are and
the numbers of beds they have? I think the

minister had mentioned there were 24 or 25,

something like this.

Hon. Mr. Potter: There are 36 altogether,

between the Private Hospitals and the Private

Sanitaria Acts. They are operating outside of

the-

Mr. Renwick: How many of each?

Hon. Mr. Potter: I haven't got the break-

down of the number of each, but I can get
it for you.

Mr. Breithaupt: I think it would be of

interest to know this, Mr. Chairman, be-

cause I am sure that our remarks with respect
to the reasonableness of the legislation or

our questions as to why things are happening,

depend really quite strongly on the numbers
that are involved and the services that are

being performed; and also as to the parts of

the province they are covering.

Hon. Mr. Potter: Mr. Chairman, there are

36 private hospitals and two private sanitaria.

They are pretty well spread around the prov-
ince: Attawapiskat, Bobcaygeon, Copper Cliff,

Deep River, Don Mills, Fort Albany, Hawkes-

bury, Kemptville, Thornhill, Toronto and

Virgil. Then there are Burford, Cobourg,
Hamilton, Kingston, Lakefield, Lindsay, Lon-

don, Penetanguishene, Perth, Stouffville,

Thornhill, Thorold, Toronto, Willowdale and
Woodstock.

Mr. Breithaupt: What would the largest

number of beds be in a private hospital?

Hon. Mr. Potter: About 150, I think, is

the largest; and then they get down to pretty
small hospitals.

But we are not suggesting for one minute
that these be closed out. As I said earlier,

we are quite happy with the operation of

these hospitals today and they are doing
a very good job. We want to make sure

they are allowed to continue to do so. But
what we want to do is not license any
more private hospitals, so that we can de-

velop one hospital system in the province
under this health insurance programme.

Mr. Breithaupt: So is this the oase then

here, Mr. Chairman, that you feel there

is, or has been, some unnecessary duplica-
tion? And further, could you advise me
whether these hospitals, when we refer to

them as private, are they in fact shall we

say owner-operated by an individual who is

making a profit as in other business? Or are

they more likely to be run by a corporation
of local citizens who are taking care of the

needs within their own community?

Hon. Mr. Potter: They vary. In some cases

they are owned by stockholders who have a

financial interest in them in order to make
a profit. This was one of the reasons why
we're a little concerned.

As I say, they have been doing a good
job. I don't want anybody to get the im-

pression we are not satisfied with the job

they are doing. But we don't think the private

sector should become involved in this when
we are trying to develop a programme for

the whole province.

There hasn't been any duplication of

services, but we are concerned that in the

whole health field today there are too many
people who are interested in becoming
actively involved in the delivery of health

services from a profit motive.

Today I know we have had requests from

professional people that they be allowed to

be licensed to set up private hospitals,

which in my opinion would be a conflict

of interest in this particular area. Indeed,
we have in the province today some nurs-

ing homes that are owned by professional

people, and there will be changes made so

these people no longer can hold an interest

in these homes.

It is for these reasons that we are very con-

cerned about having this type of facility

expand. I don't think there should be a

profit motive and that they should be taking
dividends out of a hospital facility.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for

Wentworth.

Mr. I. Deans (Wentworth): Yes, thank you.
I just want to understand something. In the

list of hospitals the minister read off I
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noticed a great number of those hospitals

were in small communities; quite a number
of them were in northern Ontario and eastern

Ontario. And I am wondering just what the

companion legislation is that guarantees that

as the needs—wait a minute; I heard the

minister saying Hawkesbury and I heard

him talking about Lindsay.

Hon. Mr. Potter: But we are not talking

about closing any of them.

Mr. Deans: I understand that. But I also

understand that you are not going to allow

expansion; which is fine, except that there

has to be some clear indication from the

government of its intention to develop new
facilities to meet the expanding needs. At the

moment there is an extremely limited effort

on the part of the government in terms of

the provision of new facilities for hospital
needs.

I am curious to know what the mechanism
is that is going to be used by the ministry
to keep pace with the expansion require-
ments of these hospitals, in order to ensure

the new facilities will be built. And is

it cheaper, in the long or the short run, when
dealing with small communities and the

hospitals that serve them, to be put in a

position of building an entirely new facility

in order to meet an expanding need rather

than simply to allow a small expansion of

an existing facility and to enter into an

arrangement whereby that will become a

public hospital?

Do you understand what I am getting at?

Obviously the needs don't double or triple

in any given year, or grow by any great

amount, and it is very difficult to project,
in some parts of the north and the east

where the growth rate of the communities
isn't very large, what kind of needs there

are going to be in the future. If the govern-
ment is talking about a rather large capital

outlay to build an entirely new facility,

because you have excluded the possibility
of the expansion of these existing facilities,

then I am curious to know how the deter-

mination is going to be made as to where
and when this is going to occur. What is

going to happen in the interim period when
the needs are developing but the hospitals
aren't allowed to meet the needs; and
wouldn't it have been better to have begun
a programme of purchase of these existing
facilities to bring them into the ambit of

the public hospital setup so that we don't
end up with a need which can't be met?

I hope I am making sense. It's hard to—

Hon. Mr. Potter: You are. There is no ex-

pectation of any need for expansion of these

facilities in the immediate future, because as

you are aware the whole concept of health

care delivery has been changed. We are talk-

ing about social services and everything else

being put into one package at the local level

to try to meet the needs of the people in

those areas, with much more emphasis on

ambulatory care, home care, this sort of

thing. As you have suggested, if the need

were to arise for this facility to be enlarged
and it could be enlarged and incorporated

eventually into a public hospital, the oppor-

tunity is there to buy out the hospital and

do just that with it.

Under, I think section 7 of the Act, it says:

"Every licence is renewable annually in ac-

cordance with the regulations." It is automa-

tically renewable and it is not just at the

whim of the minister to decide he is not go-

ing to renew that licence. The protection is

there; it has to be renewed unless, as I said

earlier, for some reason they fail to fulfil our

obligations and they are not operating within

the Act, or if they are convicted of a criminal

offence.

Mr. Renwick: My point is—I am sorry.

Mr. M. Cassidy (Ottawa Centre): Mr. Chair-

Mr. Chairman: The member for Ottawa
Centre.

Mr. Cassidy: Mr. Chairman, I want to raise

a question to follow up what the minister had
to say a minute ago. He stated there were
a number of people seeking to enter the

private hospital field to make a profit which
was undesirable, and he wanted to see one

system of hospital care throughout the prov-
ince. All of those comments will, as I think

he is aware, attract some sympathy on this

side of the House, but I don't see why he
shouldn't also get up and say there are a

number of people seeking to enter the nurs-

ing home field in order to make a profit

which is undesirable, that the province
wishes to establish one standard and one sys-

tem of nursing home care across the prov-
ince and therefore it will also terminate any
further expansion or increase in the number
of private nursing homes.

I cannot see the consistency of the minis-

ter's stand of encouraging private enterprise
and profit-making on the backs of older peo-

ple and people who need nursing home care

in the one case, and his decision to rule them
out in the other.
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I would like a statement from the minister

that he will take comparable action in the

nursing home field. In fact, from the experi-
ence I have had, in a number of instances of

operators who have been cutting down on
the calorie intake of residents in nursing

homes, of other problems-

Mr. Chairman: Order please. This is not—

Mr. Cassidy: Mr. Chairman, this is ger-

mane, it's very germane.

Mr. Chairman: This is not under discus-

sion. This is the Private Hospitals Act.

Mr. Cassidy: The minister introduced this

in response to some comments made from
this side of the floor, Mr. Chairman. The
minister is being inconsistent.

Mr. Chairman: Order please. No, I rule

those comments out of order.

Mr. Cassidy: I am sure you'll permit the

minister to reply as briefly as I made the

point, Mr. Chairman.

Hon. Mr. Potter: Mr. Chairman, as I said,

we are dealing today with the Private Hospi-
tals Act. I have no intention of making any
commitments as far as nursing homes are
concerned. I am dealing with one section and

group at a time, and today we are dealing
with hospitals and private hospitals. This is

the stand we are prepared to take in the

ministry as far as the private sector is con-
cerned with our hospitals in the province.

Mr. Cassidy: Mr. Chairman, two brief ques-
tions: Is the minister concerned that private
operators were moving into the private hos-

pital field for profit rather than with a desire

to serve the patients whom they would take
in?

Hon. Mr. Potter: I didn't say they were
moving into the field; I said there was an
interest in the private sector to get into the
field. As a matter of fact, we have been ap-
proached by one large chain which has al-

ready said it would like to move in and
provide hospital care in the province. We are
not prepared to do that.

I notice you've made reference to cases of

nursing homes where the quality of food and
so on has been deteriorating. I think that if

this is the case you have a responsibility to

call me or let me know about these things
and bring them to my attention. There is not
much point in waiting until we come in here
to debate private hospitals and then start

talking about something which you knew was

going on but about which you haven't done

anything about letting me know. If we don't

know about it we can't very well check it

out.

So far, within the last few years, the minis-

try has already purchased two private hos-

pitals and turned them over to a board to

operate them; one being the Doctors Hospital,
as you will recall, and the other one being
the Central Hospital. Certainly we would be
interested in any of these other hospitals,
but we don't want to force them into selling
to us at the present time as they have been
in business for so long.

Mr. Cassidy: Does the minister believe it is

wrong for people to seek to make profit in the

private hospital field?

Hon. Mr. Potter: Well, that is what I have
been saying. I just don't agree with it and I

don't want to license any more in the field,

yes.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Riverdale.

Mr. Cassidy: In that case, what about the

whole nursing home argument?

Hon. Mr. Potter: Oh forget it!

Mr. E. R. Good (Waterloo North): Could
I ask one question, Mr. Chairman?

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for

Waterloo North.

Mr. Good: With regard to the private

hospitals listed, Mr. Chairman, would the

minister inform this House are the patients
in those hospitals covered under OHIP? If

so, how is the per diem rate established and

paid to private hospitals?

Hon. Mr. Potter: Yes, they are covered
under OHIP and the per diem rate is estab-

lished in the same way as in other hospitals.
The budget is prepared, taking into considera-

tion all the costs, and a rate is established.

The budget is based on the occupancy of the

beds. It is usually 80 per cent occupancy at

the per diem rate.

Mr. Chairman: Still on section 2? The
member for Riverdale.

Mr. Renwick: Apart from the other com-
ments that have been made by the members,
I only have the one basic concern about the

bill, and I need some assurance from the

minister about it. I am going to ask it in two

ways.

Have the owners and the operators of the

private hospitals been consulted about this
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bill? Have they expressed any views in con-

nection with it? On the other hand I am

quite prepared to let the bill go through in

the way in which it is drafted, if the minister

will undertake to introduce at this session of

the Legislature a companion piece amending
this bill providing for an appeal procedure
from his decision.

The appeal procedure which has been de-

vised by other ministries and this ministry in

certain areas has been that where the minis-

ter makes a decision, that is the decision not

to renew or one of the other decisions in the

companion pieces of the Act, say to change
the classification of the licence under which
he operates, there should be some provision

by which the owner-operator of the private

hospital could appeal that decision and have

some kind of a hearing in connection with it.

The bill as it is presently before us not

only creates a monopoly situation in a sense

for those particular private hospitals which
will be allowed to continue to exist; but puts
them in jeopardy, on the other hand, with

respect to an arbitrary decision of the minis-

ter.

The only way we can adequately provide
for that is in accordance with the principles
that were laid down in the McRuer commis-
sion report, by providing for a hearing and an

appeal. That is the only point I have about
the bill. I agree with the principle of the bill,

but I want to make certain those persons who
have substantial investments in their opera-
tion have some opportunity to have a rehear-

ing in the event of the failure to renew, for

whatever reason, and to determine whether or

not it is done in good faith or otherwise.

I would hope the minister would give us

that undertaking and then, as far as I am
concerned, we could pass the bill.

Hon. Mr. Potter: Mr. Chairman, there is no
reason in the world why I would hesitate to

suggest they wouldn't have an appeal from a

decision to cancel a licence or to make any
change of that nature. As I pointed out in

section 7 here, it is automatically renewed.
It will be renewed, as it says, unless they
have committed some offence or they are not

operating up to standard. I would agree with
the hon. member this would be a good move,
to bring in that appeal clause for those

licences that are going to be cancelled.

Mr. Renwick: I think that is most impor-
tant. As far as we are concerned we will pass
the bill as it presently stands, because the

minister wishes to do it, or send it down for

him to amend it; but I would like an under-

taking at this session, because it is not a

problem to draft that provision and have the

bill reintroduced with that provision, or a

supplementary bill be introduced1

making that

provision.

Hon. Mr. Potter: Mr. Chairman, I would
be quite prepared to have another section

added with that protection in it and to make
sure that it is in this bill when we pass it;

but it will take another day for us to pre-

pare that.

Mr. Renwick: Well, perhaps then, Mr.

Chairman, if that was agreeable, the bill

could be stood down, remain in committee,

and the minister could come in with an

amendment which could be dealt with at a

subsequent time.

Mr. Chairman: Since this is a new clause

being added, and it is not considered a

serious deviation from the bill; if it is with

the agreement of the House we would do

that.

Mr. Breithaupt: I think there is no problem
at all, Mr. Chairman. The procedure which

has been set out by the member for Riverdale

is certainly acceptable to us. I think if the

minister is able to bring in that additional

section, it would be quite convenient for the

bill to remain in committee and not be

reported at this point; and possibly tomorrow

or Wednesday, if we are to go back to com-

mittee, it can be tidied up very quickly.

Mr. Chairman: Agreed? All right.

We might as well consider the rest of the

bill as we have it before us though.

Any comments, questions or amendments
before section 8?

Mr. Renwick: Mr. Chairman, the same

point comes up in connection with failure to

—well not a failure, but a decision not to

permit a transfer. So that I trust the clause

when drafted will cover all of the various

possibilities whereby the rights of a private

operator, or any potential successor, would

be affected. If that is done I have no further

comment on the bill, except I assume in

section 8 the minister is going to move his

intended amendment.

Hon. Mr. Potter moves that section 8 of

Bill 207 be deleted and that section 9 and

10 of the bill be renumbered as sections 8

and 9.

Mr. Chairman: Shall this motion carry?
Carried!

This, then, completes consideration of the

bill, except for the forthcoming amendment.
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PHARMACY ACT

House in committee on Bill 221, An Act
to amend the Pharmacy Act.

Mr. Chairman: Does the minister have
amendments to this bill?

Hon. Mr. Potter: No.

Mr. Chairman: Are there any comments,
questions or amendments then on any section

of this bill; and if so, which section?

Mr. Renwick: On section 2 of the bill, Mr.

Chairman, I must say that it seems to me to

be a worthwhile provision. I just draw atten-

tion to the fact that I think this is the first

of the professional bills which has included
in it not only provision for a programme of

continuing education, but also a specific

authority to require every pharmacist to par-

ticipate in that continuing education pro-

gramme.
I know that most of the other professions

have continuing education programmes, but

this is the first one I have ever seen that

holds forth the possibility of a mandatory

participation requirement. I think it it is

probably a very wise and useful thing to

do. I only hope they don't, however, adopt
it in the Law Society of Upper Canada Act
or the Provincial Secretary for Justice and
I might have trouble passing the examination.

Mr. Chairman: Any further comments,

questions or amendments on this bill?

Mr. Renwick: On section 3, I think it is

absolutely essential before the bill is passed
that subsection 2 be further qualified, be-

cause it is just ridiculous to have an Act

passed that says the owner can validate his

own accreditation provision. It seems to me
a few words introduced into this section

or clause would eliminate the problem as

I read it.

Hon. Mr. Potter: Mr. Chairman, if it is

agreeable, I would like to do that. If we
could hold the bill over, I will have it

verified in this bill as I am having the
amendment brought in for the other bill.

We will do both at the same time.

Mr. Chairman: Any further comments,
questions or amendments on any other section
of the bill? Then both these bills will be
stood down for future consideration.

Mr. Renwick: On the same clause in the

bill, would the minister in subsection 34
consider changing those 15 day periods to 30

day periods?

Hon. Mr. Potter: Yes.

Mr. Renwick: I think it is much too arbi-

trary and short.

Hon. Mr. Kerr moves the committee of the

whole House report progress and asks for

leave to sit again.

Motion agreed to.

The House resumed, Mr. Speaker in the

chair.

Mr. Chairman: Mr. Speaker, the committee
of the whole House reports progress and asks

for leave to sit again.

Report agreed to.

ARTIFICIAL INSEMINATION
OF CATTLE ACT

Hon. Mr. Stewart moves second reading of

Bill 218, An Act to amend the Artificial

Insemination of Cattle Act.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Huron-
Bruce.

Mr. M. Gaunt (Huron-Bruce): Mr.

Speaker, just a few comments on this bill.

The minister has a very disarming way of

introducing his bills, I notice. He mentioned,
when he introduced this bill, that it was just

simply an extension of the Act to animals

other than cattle. As I read it, the Act does

more than that—it extends it to other animals

in addition to cattle but it does several things
in addition to that.

The artificial insemination programme in

this province has had a very orderly develop-

ment; it's grown in an orderly way in the

province. There are, as I understand it, three

major co-operative artificial inseminating units

in Ontario. There is an additional one which

is much smaller, for a total of four.

These people, as I understand the system,
have mutually agreed to allot districts where-

in they operate and they do so exclusively. If

a district belongs to Western, or United, or

Eastern, or St. Jacobs, they operate within

that district and if semen is requested from

one of the other units then it's brought in

and the inseminating is done by personnel
from the unit operating within that particular
district.

This has worked very well throughout the

years. There's been a great increase in this

programme, particularly as it applies to dairy
cattle and specifically to Holsteins. I think the

Holstein breed has made more use of this
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programme than all of the other breeds com-

bined.

In the United States, the programme has

not developed in such an orderly way. As I

understand it, it doesn't have the licensing

provisions. It doesn't have the regulations

with respect to inseminating. They do have

some health regulations, but that's about all.

So you get one organization competing with

another; they're running up and down the

sideroads peddling their product and really

this actually encourages cutthroat business

practices, a reduction in service and, also, the

cutting of corners in many respects.

So I do think the artificial insemination

programme in this province has done a

worthwhile service to the livestock industry.

It's been done in an orderly way and for that

I'm sure we're all grateful because it has

improved the quality of livestock in the prov-
ince.

When I first read this bill there were some

concerns triggered because I felt that it was

really cutting out the small entrepreneur who

might wish to get into this business. The
actual inseminating, as I mentioned before, is

in the hands of four people now in the prov-
ince to my knowledge. There may be more
but I think, basically, it is in the hands of

four people. It seemed to me that this bill

was really severing any further possibility for

others to get into the business.

However, I understand that there is a

distinction between the actual semen-produc-

ing agencies and the inseminating organiza-
tions, and that people like Agro in Hamilton,
for instance, will be able to carry on, because

they have a contract with St. Jacobs. The

people, the supervisor, the semen-processing
supervisor will actually be supplied in this

instance by St. Jacobs and they will do the

work for Agro. That won't cause any great
dislocation with respect to their organization.

The other thing that I think is worthwhile
is that all of these people are brought under
the licensing provisions regardless of the

number of studs. Before, I believe, there was
a limit of five; if you had below five one
wasn't licensed but if you had above five one
was licensed. I think this is good because
these people are under the same health re-

quirements and now they are under the same

advertising requirements. The bill, in actual

fact, applies to the entire operation from the

standpoint of health and advertising and I

agree with that.

I don't think there is anything else, Mr.

Speaker, other than the artificial insemination

livestock advisory committee. I might mention

it is my understanding that there are three

people on that now. I think Dr. Rennie from

the University of Guelph is on it; I believe

that George Clemons from the Holstein-

Friesian Association of Canada is on it and

there is one other person, I believe it is the

farm manager of Bordens Ltd. I think he is

on it.

These people are all dairymen and I

wonder if the minister wouldn't be advised

to have someone other than a dairy person

on it. I think in view of the heavy involve-

ment of the dairy industry with the artificial

insemination programme it is reasonable that

it should have the majority on the committee,

but I wonder if it wouldn t be a good idea to

have another person on it representing one

of the other facets of the insemination pro-

gramme. I think it would. Whether it is a

beef man or a representative of the swine

industry, the horse industry or whatever I

think it would be a good idea to have another

phase of the operation on that particular

committee.

The definition of livestock is an interesting

one. Artificial insemination applies to poultry

as well but it isn't included in this bill. I

know that poultry insemination is not done

on a very wide-scale basis and we don't have

the high-priced sires that there are in the

livestock end of it but nonetheless artificial

insemination is employed in the poultry in-

dustry. I wonder if the minister has consid-

ered that or if, in fact, he considers the pro-

gramme to be of such a limited nature that

it really perhaps shouldn't come under the

terms of this bill.

There are other difficulties with poultry in-

semination. Storage is a problem and so on,

and it really hasn't been used on the wide-

scale basis that it has with respect to these

other classes of livestock.

I don't want to deal with sections, Mr.

Speaker, but section 4 gives the various

classes under this Act. Class A semen-pro-

ducing businesses are the co-ops, essentially;

the class B semen-producing businesses are

the people like Agro and other private indi-

viduals and the class B people will not be

able to operate-they won't be able to collect,

identify and process semen—without being

supervised by personnel from class A. They
will have to have supervision from these

people. I suppose that's a good thing and that

was really the root of my concern initially.

When one thinks about it, the co-ops and

the specialists in the business have the per-

sonnel and I suppose it's natural that they

should be in a supervisory role when it comes

to the smaller operations.
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Generally we support the bill, and I'd like

the minister to respond to my comments, par-

ticularly in relation to the livestock advisory
committee.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for River-

dale.

Mr. J. A. Renwick (Riverdale): Mr. Speaker,
I speak from abysmal ignorance about the

bill, but from a conversation which I had
with a guest at a dinner given by the govern-
ment of the Province of Ontario for the

President of Mexico, I now have the knowl-

edge in this one field that this is a very
valuable business, that it is a very important
business, and I would appreciate if the min-
ister would spend a little bit of time on ex-

plaining to the House the economics of the

business.

I am particularly interested in the import-

ing into the Province of Ontario from else-

where in Canada, and the importing into

Canada from other countries, of the semen
used for artificial insemination purposes, the

extent to which this Act continues to provide,
for practical purposes, a monopoly operation
to certain persons, even though they distribute

the profit, as I understand it, of the opera-
tion to various members throughout the Prov-

ince of Ontario.

I am also concerned about why the minis-

ter has decided to limit all future entrants to

the field to those bodies which are corpora-
tions without share capital, and I'm also con-

cerned as to the extent to which there are

persons other than corporations without share

capital in the business.

Perhaps the minister would take the time
to elucidate, for those of us not knowledge-
able in the field, exactly what the economics
of this business are so that we can have some
intelligent grasp of it.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Water-
loo North.

Mr. E. R. Good (Waterloo North): Mr.

Speaker, I'd like to say a few words. Having
had two units in my riding until about two
years ago, when one moved to a neighbour-
ing area and expanded, and still having the

St. Jacobs unit in my riding, I have had an
interest in this and have talked at some
length with the secretary-manager of United
Breeders in Guelph.

I, like the member for Huron-Bruce, had
a few concerns when I read certain aspects
of the bill. A few years ago I had contact
with the minister and his officials about the

problems that the new St. Jacobs unit was

having regarding jurisdiction and areas in

which it could offer its services. I think this

is largely straightened out and I understand
that since then the St. Jacobs unit has be-

come a non-share capital on a co-operative

basis, so we don't have that problem existing

any more.

Most of the points have been raised by the

member for Huron-Bruce. The acceptance of

section 4, so that all class B operators must
have a licensed supervisor doing their work
of classification collection; I hope will work
out. I hope the mechanics of this have been
worked out in such a manner that there will

not be too many problems involved with it.

It seems a rather strange procedure at first

glance, one which I don't think exists in any
other business method that I am aware of.

The other matter I'd like the minister to

comment on is the principle here whereby
the commissioner may set up progeny-testing
programmes and unless they are complied
with the operator can be put right out of

business.

Now, I hope that this will not create any
hardship, say on the St. Jacobs unit as an

example, which is a relatively new unit. Many
of these progeny testing programmes perhaps
take up to five years before the qualifications
of the sire and its offspring can be ascer-

tained. For a relatively new unit to have to

wait for the results of some progeny testing

programmes for four or five years could well

put them out of business in the meantime.

I think if the sires are well qualified in

their own right, I think that the testing

programme should not be too rigid as to

require appproval at the end of five years—
to say: "Okay, now you may," or you may
not, "use semen from that particular sire." I

would hope that these programmes as set up
by the commissioner would not be detri-

mental to any new unit or new co-operative
that might be set up in the future.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Went-
worth.

Mr. I. Deans (Wentworth): Thank you. I

just want to understand something; I don't

quite understand this. Under section 4 of

the bill, it deals with the classification of the

business and I wonder if the minister might,
when he is answering the questions that have
been asked, explain to me why they are

worded the way they are.

It says:

Class A semen-producing businesses con-

sisting of semen-producing businesses that

are corporations without share capital.
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Class B semen-producing businesses con-

sisting of semen-producing businesses that

are not corporations without share capital.

I assume that the second classification is in-

tended to refer to individuals.

Hon. W. A. Stewart (Minister of Agricul-
ture and Food): Yes.

Mr. Deans: What I am trying to get at

is why it is worded the way it is. Because
when it says they are not corporations with-

out share capital, it may mean then that they
are corporations with share capital, even

though it is excluded further on.

The other question I would like to ask

follows up on the member for Waterloo

North. I don't understand why the semen-

processing supervisors do not come within

the ambit of inspectors under the ministry
as opposed to being employees of the class

A non-share-capital corporations.

I think it creates a problem that might
well be circumvented. I see happening, per-

haps—I am guessing, and maybe the minister

can help me—but I see perhaps that the

class A corporation having appointed or em-

ployed a person who is a supervisor to super-
vise the collection, identification, and pro-

cessing of the semen, that the class B pro-
ducer may have some considerable difficulty

in having his produce properly examined and
collected. In other words, he may have diffi-

culty in coming to arrangements, because the

other producer obviously is going to be in-

terested in establishing the market for his

own product and not nearly as interested in

ensuring the profitability—or for that matter

the continuance—of the class B operator.

I know it may never come to pass, but
this is a competitive business in addition to

being a very valuable business, as my col-

league from Riverdale has said. I can't help
feeling that, if it is left up to the class A
operator to provide all of the necessary tech-

nical information to one in class B, because
of the highly competitive nature of the busi-

ness the class A operator is then in the posi-
tion of being able to ignore the requirements
of the class B operator and thereby force him
into a position where he is no longer in the
business.

It would seem to me that it might have
made more sense to have the inspectors or

supervisors, if you wish to call them that,

in the direct employ of the ministry, who
would oversee the operation in both cate-

gories and eliminate the possibility of this

kind of pressure being exerted.

I may be erecting some sort of bogy man,
I don't know, but as I read it I don't think

in any other business that any other business-

man would want to have his operation regu-
lated in any way by his competitor. And that

is exactly what seems to be happening in

section 4 of this Act as it applies to the

supervision of collection, identification and

processing. Perhaps the minister would like

to comment on that, because it is the one

area of the Act that I find some problem
with.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Kit-

chener.

Mr. J. R. Breithaupt (Kitchener): Just one

brief comment, Mr. Speaker. I was interested

in hearing the remarks of my colleague from

Waterloo North because I too have some

familiarity with the St. Jacobs unit and the

work that has been done for some years in

Waterloo county.

I am wondering, as he responds to the

member for Riverdale and gives us for our

own general benefit a little more background
on the value of this entire project, if the

minister would be kind enough as well to

advise us as to what kinds of animals and
what numbers we are talking about across

the province.

From the comments of the member for

Huron-Bruce it would appear that there are

animals other than cattle—he referred to

both horses and to swine as being involved

in this sort of thing—and I am wondering
if the minister can just give us some gen-
eral information about the total numbers of

animals and the kinds involved as I have

asked.

I am also wondering as possibly a flight of

fancy, but perhaps not, whether this sort of

control and supervision and restriction is

going to be carried on, for example, in

zoological institutes. One thinks of the new
zoo that is being developed here in Metro-

politan Toronto, and we may find over the

years, because of scarcity or otherwise, that

reproduction of various of the more exotic

and imported animals can only be accom-

plished in this same form of artificial in-

semination.

I am wondering if the Ministry of Agricul-

ture has any responsibility in that area,

or whether this is a logical extension of this

kind of a bill and will allow that effective

control and proper supervision if the occasion

should arise.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for York

South.
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Mr. D. C. MacDonald (York South): Mr.

Speaker, I would assume that one of the

major purposes and/or principles of this bill

is its extension from cattle to other live-

stock, but I want to ask the minister a num-
ber of questions which really are implicit in

the comments or questions that have already
been put to him.

Upon inquiring among people in the agri-

cultural industry who would and should be
familiar with this, they weren't aware of

any particular problems, so is this bill pri-

marily a sort of an updating in an adminis-

trative sense? For example, what is this bill

doing that alters in any significant or cer-

tainly fundamental way the operations of the

moment?

Quite frankly, I am always a little sus-

picious of bills of this nature, which look

as though they are really just an updating
and coping with new licensing or adminis-

trative procedures, as to whether there are

sleepers in them.

For those of us who perhaps aren't as

familiar as the minister with matters per-

taining to sex, I wonder if he would just

fully enlighten us.

Mr. Speaker: Do any other members wish
to enter the debate? The hon. member for

York Centre.

Mr. D. M. Deacon (York Centre): Yes. I

want to ask the minister if he is considering

including in provisions of this legislation
some sort of performance guarantee, so that

those that aren't able to get their animals
settled as hoped for are going to have some
means of redress if they feel that they have
not been properly dealt with. I know yes-

terday I was listening to a chap who is

having problems with regard to stud per-
formance on horses where they thought they
were going to have the mares bred live-wise.

In one case it was done artificially and didn't

settle and they couldn't get satisfaction on
the whole matter.

Is the minister thinking of having regula-
tions developed in connection with artificial

insemination so that this whole matter of

stud work would ensure satisfaction, or at

least have some sort of procedure where, if

there is not satisfaction, at least it could
be aired before some sort of a board.

Mr. Speaker: Do any other members wish
to participate? The hon. minister may now
respond.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: Mr. Speaker, in respond-
ing first of all to the member for Huron-

Bruce on the bill, I welcome his suggestion
that there perhaps should be consideration

given to expanding the advisory committee

beyond the present dairy cattle breeders

that are on the committee. Beef breeding
is gaining substantially throughout Canada,
particularly in western Canada. The arti-

ficial insemination of swine, to my mind,
offers great possibilities in the improvement
of various breeds and in health improvements
as well. Perhaps there is a place there to

give some consideration to expanding that

committee.

With regard to poultry insemination, I

would be somewhat hesitant to include that

in this particular bill. I think it is really a

separate matter entirely and has been dealt

with, certainly on a commercial basis, within

the various organizations themselves, though
it is very widely used.

The bill certainly does set standards. In

reply to my friend from York South, it does

go further than just an updating measure to

transfer it from cattle to livestock, broaden-

ing the base of the bill. It does permit the

livestock commissioner in conjunction with

the advisory committee to establish standards

for the proving of bulls. It certainly does go
further in bringing all semen-producing
business regardless of size under the legisla-

tion.

The artificial insemination of cattle is

enormously big business. The member for

Riverdale asked me what was the importance
of it from an economic standpoint. Well, it

is difficult to say. I see the 1972 figures

have just been sent in to me here. Total

dairy cattle inseminated in Canada last year
were 831,000 and total beef cattle, 179,000.

That is a total of well over one million

cattle inseminated in Canada. We had an

export in 1972 of over 1,034,000 vials of

semen. So it is big business.

Previously, there have been no real super-

vision, constraints or standards set for private
collection of semen. This will bring all

semen-producing units under the legislation.

While concern has been expressed by several

members who have spoken regarding the

fact that collection must be done by a

co-op employee, I must say that this was a

point of concern to me at the time the bill

was first discussed with us and presented
to us, because I shared the concern that was

expressed by some here that perhaps it could

be said that the co-op supervisors might not

be as impartial as we'd all like them to be.

Mr. Deans: Not intentionally.
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Hon. Mr. Stewart: No, I agree; but there

always could be somebody say that they had

intentionally done that because it helped to

prove it, I suppose, otherwise.

But on reflection and on discussion with

several people involved in the industry—and
I must say that this bill has been thoroughly
discussed with a great many people involved

in the industry—there doesn't seem to be that

practical concern by the people who are in-

volved. I believe that it does do something
to protect them from any action that might
be taken by a dissatisfied customer against
them who might say: "Well, the semen that

I bought from you is not representative of the

animal that it is supposed to be from."

Now, with an independent, impartial super-
visor collecting the semen, seeing that it is

properly labelled, coded and vialed, that

problem really is eliminated to some degree.
And so, frankly, I didn't detect any objec-
tion really to that being done.

There has been some concern in the past
that there hasn't been sufficient testing of

bulls, particularly as to their qualifications in

progeny work. This will allow standards

to be set for this work and I share the con-

cern expressed by my friend from Waterloo
North regarding the standards not being too

high; that they might be set so high that they
could eliminate certain young bulls. On the

other hand, I think we have to recognize
that there are many people depending for

the future cows that will make up their

dairy herds on the qualifications of that par-
ticular young sire. Sometimes these fancy-

looking bulls aren't always the best progeny
producers.

And so I think we have to look at both
sides of the coin and be careful not to set

the standards so high that a unit might be put
in financial jeopardy; or a good young bull

left out entirely. By the same token, I think

we have to know really what kind of product
is being sold and under what conditions.

Now, if the farmer wants to take the

chance on whether or not the animal's pro-

geny will be satisfactory or not, I suppose
that is his business. But I think it is something
that we should not be unmindful of.

We don't have the import figures for On-

tario, but the Canadian imports in 1972
were just under 113,000 vials of semen.

Mr. Renwick: How is the quality of those

controlled?

Hon. Mr. Stewart: The quality is controlled

from the central, eastern and western Ontario
units by all of those being progeny-tested

bulls, and as far as I know the St. Jacob unit

is on progeny testing as well. When semen
is sold, it's sold based on the qualifications of

the sire, and of course the pedigree and the

blood lines—and the extended pedigree is

provided as well, wherever it is required.

Mr. Renwick: From the country of export.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: That's right. In this case

it would be the Association of Animal Breed-

ers of Ontario, as I understand it, who would
be providing that information.

So that I would say that perhaps artificial

insemination, the desemination of the semen
from the high-quality male animals that we
have in Ontario, has perhaps done more to

expand and improve the quality of dairy
cattle herds throughout the world than any-

thing else that has happened from our coun-

try. We have enormous sales of breeding stock

from Canada, but we have to recognize that

bulls from which semen can be provided

through artificial insem 'nation have a much
broader, wider impact than those with which
the natural method is used. Of course, many
of these famous bulls which have been sold

in Canada are now in artificial insemination

units throughout the world.

I may have gone further than I should have

in saying the only control on imported semen
is by the health standards established by the

health of animals branch. There is no control

as to the veracity of the semen itself or the

bulls from which it is collected, nor is there

any real certification of the testing of those

bulls other than for health standards. That is

required by the health and animals branch

of the federal Department of Agriculture.

Motion agreed to; second reading the bill.

Mr. Speaker: Shall the bill be ordered for

third reading?

Agreed.

THIRD READING

The following bill was given third reading

upon motion:

Bill 218, An Act to amend the Artificial

Insemination of Cattle Act.

INSURANCE ACT

Hon. Mr. Clement moves second reading of

Bill 208, An Act to amend the Insurance Act.

Mr. Deacon: Mr. Speaker, I have a few
comments on this bill. It seems to have a fair

number of good points of clarification in it.
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First of all, in section 4 I notice the matter

of bringing in examination cost guidelines.

The examination is to be assessed to the per-
son undergoing the examination. I think it is

a good idea; but I think it is important there

also be guidelines to indicate what is covered,
because somebody could suddenly be faced

with an unexpectedly high cost. I'm sure it

wouldn't occur, but they could be faced with

something that would be out of the ordinary.

Hon. J. T. Clement ( Minister of Consumer
and Commercial Relations): What section?

Mr. Deacon: Section 4 of the bill, exam-
ination costs.

The second point is with regard to distribu-

tion of profits. The 90 per cent in section 10

is a good figure; it is one which is in general
custom now, but it actually sets out the

amount for distribution and spells it out. We
go along with the principle of setting it out

so that it is common to all companies.

In section 12 though, I am somewhat con-

cerned about the advertising guidelines. I

want to be sure the minister clarifies the

general direction those guidelines would take.

We don't want advertising restrictions which
would impede competition; we want to be
sure those guidelines would be ones that

would protect against misrepresentation, but

surely that is already covered in other legis-
lation?

In section 14 there seems to be a change
that is really working toward the time—and
we hope it is the not-too-distant future—when
we will have no-fault insurance. In this case

it provides for a passenger being able to sue
for ordinary negligence, and an insurance

company cannot delete that provision. We
would certainly go along with that.

In section 16, there is a problem in the

way it is worded which we are concerned
with. There could be confusion. We certainly

agree there should be provision that when a
contract is terminated the benefits under the
contract cannot be terminated to those who
are covered, and naturally are dependent
upon those benefits; and that when there is

term insurance which is terminated, we want
to be sure those insured who are getting
benefits under it are protected, and continue
to be protected. There has to be wording
there which would ensure there wouldn't be
double payment provided under the new
contract that might be taken over by the new
company taking on that sort of term insur-

ance. I think the wording should be clarified

so that it ensures there is a continuation of

the existing benefit; but there is no require-

ment on the part of the new insurer to pro-
vide the same protection again, in other

words no duplication.

On section 18, I don't know why the only

improvement in amount of benefit allowed by
these fraternal societies has to do with
funerals. The hon. member for Waterloo

North, sir, may have some reason they are

moving it up from $300 to $800 for funerals,

but why do we not also move up the limit

on the $30 per week for the indemnity?

Surely if we are moving this limit up, we
should move it up for bom. Maybe the minis-

ter would indicate to us why he has only
covered the funeral benefit.

I am certainly pleased to see section 20

brought in, which provides that moneys,
whether they are coming in from the insured

and being handled by an agent to be trans-

ferred over to the insurer, or whether they
are moneys that are coming from the insurer

back to the insured, should all be considered

as trust moneys in the hands of the agent. I

think that's a very good provision to have

in this Act.

Those are the comments I have; we will

certainly support the bill.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for River-

dale.

Mr. Renwick: Mr. Speaker, there are a

series of miscellaneous amendments to various

parts of the Insurance Act. We will support
the bill on second reading and we will deal

with them in committee of the whole House
as being a more appropriate place to deal

with them.

Mr. Speaker: Do any other members wish

to enter the debate? The hon. minister.

Hon. Mr. Clement: Thank you, Mr.

Speaker. I shall deal with the comments of

the member for York Centre section by sec-

tion.

With reference to section 4, as I under-

stand it, Mr. Speaker, this pertains to those

seeking initial licensing under the Act. If I

understood the member for York Centre cor-

rectly, he thought the examination should be

very thorough, and I can assure him that I

am advised that this in fact is the case.

On the insurers—not individuals, but com-

panies—seeking licensing initially, very often

substantial expenses are borne and have been
borne by the ministry in going outside of this

jurisdiction to conduct examinations of com-

panies, for example that have a head office in

Philadelphia but are making application to

be licensed to do business in Ontario. We
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don't feel we should assume the costs or bear

the expenses involved in that type of situ-

ation, and that they should be in fact be

borne by the applicant. Section 4, once

carried, will allow that to be the case.

Section 10, I believe, was the next one on

which I noted a comment from the member
for York Centre. It deals with life insurance,

and I am advised that all but three life

insurance companies have opted to come
under federal jurisdiction; the three which

remain fall within the purview of the re-

sponsibility of the office of the superintendent
of insurance.

Par policies imply that a share of the profits

will be allocated to the policy holders as well

as to the shareholders; this section, of course,

just makes it mandatory so that there will be

absolutely no confusion raised in the minds

of either the insured or the insurer.

On section 12—

Mr. Deacon: It should be subsection (3)
under that section.

Hon. Mr. Clement: Subsection (3), yes.

This deals with the advertising subsections.

This is dealing with the regulation-making
section of the Act. There are regulation-

making sections within the Act right now.

The superintendent's office, in connection

with the Association of Provincial Superin-

tendents, developed guidelines some two

years ago, and the companies have been fol-

lowing these guidelines; they are standard

across the nation. The amendment we pro-

pose here is only, really, to give those guide-
lines legislative sanction as opposed to policy.

Section 14 expands the situation dealing
with the gratuitous passenger to include now:
"Gratuitous passengers in commercial ve-

hicles." They still must prove gross negli-

gence. They must be able, and have for some
time been able, to recover against their driver

in automobiles. Commercial vehicles now will

be included and they cannot contract their

way out of any liability to the gratuitous

passenger.

So if a hitchhiker was given a ride by a

commercial vehicle and was injured he must

prove gross negligence against the owner and

operator of that commercial vehicle, and if

he did, then he would recover in his suit

against those defendants.

Mr. P. D. Lawlor (Lakeshore): Would the

minister tell us what gross negligence is?

Hon. Mr. Clement: I think we would prob-

ably carry the House into the middle of next

month if I tried to define what gross negli-

gence is, and I appreciate the member's

observation. I don't want him to tell me,
either.

Mr. Renwick: It is what this government
is guilty of every day.

Hon. Mr. Clement: Oh no, the member
is confusing it with efficiency. I meant to

speak to the member from that Toronto rid-

ing.

Section 16 was the next one, I believe. I

think it's pretty well self-evident what the

purpose is there. If the group policy is

terminated by an action of the insurer, or by
an action of the employer, then if anyone is

receiving those benefits they cannot be termi-

nated unless, of course, he recovers.

We have had certain matters drawn to our

attention where a group policy has been

terminated through the passage of time, or

because it's been replaced by another group

policy, and someone who is receiving bene-

fits at that particular point in termination is

cut off by the former carrier on the basis they

no longer are the insurer under the group

policy. The new group carrier does not as-

sume liability fo the person who is already

disabled or ill, with the result that the em-

ployee could suffer a direct hardship through
no act on his part but through the act of

termination of the group coverage. This pre-

cludes that from occurring.

Section 18, touched upon by the member
for York Centre, is the increase from $300
to $800. This is not mandatory. They don't

have to do this, but they have the right to go
that high.

This is in line with an amendment brought

into this House, I believe last spring, by the

Attorney General (Mr. Bales) allowing an

increase under the Fatal Accidents Act for

funeral allowances up to $800. The $300

figure has been in various pieces of legisla-

tion as a funeral allowance for a number of

years, but is certainly outdated. You wouldn't

get much more than the green garbage treat-

ment today, I guess, for $300. As a result

this is put in to allow those companies to

increase the coverage to $800 if they, in their

wisdom-and their shareholders and their

members saw fit.

But I stress it is not, of course, mandatory.

They may continue to—

Mr. Deacon: Why keep the restriction on

the other benefit then?

Hon. Mr. Clement: I beg your indulgence

for a moment, Mr. Speaker. I just want to
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look at the exact wording of the section re-

ferred to by the hon. member.

I submit, Mr. Speaker, it isn't a matter of

restricting it to 30, it's just to continue it to

30 at the same time.

I have received some advice here that the

societies that have this type of coverage are

basically ethnic or social organizations. Very
often they cannot attract any type of busi-

ness or any substantial business by virtue of

the increase in premiums that would have to

be borne by the members of their organiza-
tion.

If they wish to increase their premiums and
if the membership agrees to pay it, I would
entertain an amendment at any future time.

I should point out, too, that a lot of this

legislation, as the hon. member well knows,
was enacted at times when accident and sick-

ness, and particularly sickness coverage, was
not as common as it is today. These societies

recognized a need and attempted to fill it

through their own coverage. Today a sub-
stantial number of employers in this province
do have accident and sickness insurance as

a term of employment and available to the

employee.

With reference to section 20, touched upon
by the member for York Centre, as I recall

his comments, I think he agreed with direct-

ing that there should be trust moneys. I

should point out that I have had from one
source at least, some criticism of this, from
an agent; who said he didn't think our
amendment was going to load a lot of work
on the small agent. Many times the agent
undercharges a dollar or two, and when the

insurer bills the agent he pays it directly.

The rationale of this submission to me was
that when it comes the other way that maybe
this is an opportunity for him to put it back
in his pocket.

I pointed out in my conversations with him
that the moneys did belong, in fact, to the

insured and that they were trust moneys. If

they weren't treated as such, and if they came
into my hands as a practising lawyer, I could

certainly be disbarred for it.

They thought they should be under the

same type of sanctions. So we are clarifying
this. A good number of agencies do follow
this practice, but obviously there are those
smaller agencies which do not.

Those are the only comments that I have
at this time, Mr. Speaker.

Motion agreed to; second reading of the
bill.

Mr. Speaker: Shall the bill be ordered for

third reading? To committee of the whole
House?

Agreed.

REGISTRY ACT

Hon. Mr. Clement moves second reading
of Bill 229, An Act to amend the Registry
Act.

Motion agreed to; second reading of the

bill.

Mr. Speaker: Shall the bill be ordered for

third reading?

Agreed.

THIRD READING

The following bill was given third reading
upon motion:

Bill 229, An Act to amend the Registry Act.

CONDOMINIUM ACT

Hon. Mr. Clement moves second reading
of Bill 230, An Act to amend the Condo-
minium Act.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Lake-
shore.

Mr. Lawlor: Mr. Speaker, we feel it is the
mark of dereliction of our responsibilities on
this side of the House to let these bills go
through without an extended debate. How-
ever, being totally unprepared to recognize
that the Minister of Housing (Mr. Welch) has
a role to play around here that seems to have
any sufficiency at all, we nevertheless bow
our heads in the face of the storm.

Mr. Speaker: Does any other member wish
to participate in the debate? Does the hon.
minister have any response?

Hon. Mr. Clement: No, sir, I get cramps
when I hear that kind of thing.

Mr. Speaker: The motion is for second

reading of Bill 230. Shall the motion carry?

Motion agreed to; second reading of the
bill.

Mr. Speaker: Shall the bill be ordered for
third reading?

Agreed.

THIRD READING

The following bill was given third reading
upon motion:
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Bill 230, An Act to amend the Con-

dominium Act.

Clerk of the House: Order for committee

of the whole House.

INSURANCE ACT

House in committee on Bill 208, An Act to

amend the Insurance Act.

Mr. Chairman: Bill 208, An Act to amend
the Insurance Act. Are there any comments?

The hon. member for York Centre. What
section of the bill?

Mr. D. M. Deacon (York Centre): Section

18.

Mr. Chairman: Does everything before

section 18 carry then?

Mr. J. A. Renwick (Riverdale): Mr. Chair-

man, I never understand these amendments
to the Insurance Act, so I'm going to ask the

minister if he'll take the trouble to give the

reason for each of the amendments, using
the sections of the bill.

It always seems to me that when pro-
visions have stood' in a bill such as the In-

surance Act for some considerable period of

time, there must be some motivation which
leads the minister to make the change, and
I'm going to ask him if he would make a

statement with respect to section 1, other

than repeating the explanatory note in the

bill.

Hon. J. T. Clement (Minister of Consumer
and Commercial Affairs): Mr. Chairman, pre-

viously this section did not extend to marine

insurance and accident and sickness insur-

ance and it will now cover any insurance

contract issued in Ontario.

Mr. Renwick: Section 2, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Chairman: On section 2, the minister.

Hon. Mr. Clement: Would you like these

—I'm sorry, Mr. Chairman, am I—

Mr. Chairman: The member for Riverdale

is asking for an explanation of section 2.

Mr. Renwick: Yes. It would seem to me
that the record should show the motivation

behind each of the sections, and rather than

perhaps having me bob up and down, if the

minister would deal with each of them from
the obviously well-prepared statement which
he has in front of him.

Hon. Mr. Clement: Yes, all right. I would
be more than glad to do that to assist the

member for Toronto-Renwick.

An hon. member: Member for Riverdale.

Hon. Mr. Clement: I know it's Riverdale.

I always forget the riding.

Mr. J. E. Stokes (Thunder Bay): He was

trying to think of some invective.

Hon. Mr. Clement: Section 2 of the bill-

section 25 of the Act: I am advised that the

legal opinion is such that the insurer con-

cerned would be required to pay no-fault

benefits, but this will clarify it. If raised in

the case of insurance for Michigan, New
York State and so on, not licensed in Ontario,

whose insureds drive in Ontario, if such in-

surers provide coverage for Ontario insureds

then in order to get the authority to do so

they must file an undertaking with the super-
intendent to the same effect as section 25.

Now, Mr. Chairman, some companies are

insuring in other jurisdictions and they are

also insuring here. In those other jurisdictions
the minimum mandatory coverage might well

be $20,000, and the hon. member well knows
it's $50,000 here in this province. So we
would make it obligatory for them to sign
an undertaking that if one of their insureds

has an accident in this province, they must

pay the $50,000, assuming of course that the

judgement was in that amount or more. That

is the rationale behind that.

Mr. B. Newman (Windsor-Walkerville): Re-

garding section 2, now that the State of Michi-

gan has no-fault compulsory automobile in-

surance, what effect would that have on the

Canadian driver being involved in an acci-

dent in the State of Michigan, granted that

the Ontario company would have to have

the pink slip or whatever is needed to drive

in that state? I understand there's some ap-

prehension on the part of people in a border

town with respect to the new Michigan

legislation.

Hon. Mr. Clement: If the Ontario com-

pany—and I can't speak for the State of

Michigan, of course—but if the Ontario com-

pany was also doing business in Michigan, I

presume the reverse would apply and the

statutory requirements insofar as the State of

Michigan is concerned would be imposed
upon that Ontario carrier.

If the Ontario carrier was not doing busi-

ness in the State of Michigan, then the law-

suit brought in the State of Michigan against
the Ontario insured would require the Ontario
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insurance company to step into the shoes of

the Ontario insured to defend him or repre-

sent him at that hearing.

Whether the statutory requirements of the

State of Michigan can be forced upon the

Ontario insured, I am not prepared to say.
It would seem to me that they could not, but

in total liability, yes, an assessment would be

made. But if there was a term in the State

of Michigan coverage that an insurance com-

pany must pay a person $150 a week, say, I

can't see how that could be applied against
the Ontario company having the carriage of

your defence—unless, of course, they had a

hold on that company by virtue of its being
licensed to do business in that particular
state.

I am further advised that the Ontario com-

pany would respond that if you intend to

spend more than 30 days in Michigan, then

special insurance should be obtained to give

you the equivalent of the Michigan coverage
while you are there.

Mr. B. Newman: Since the exodus season

will be on us shortly and many residents of

the province will be going to the sunnier

climes of Arizona and Florida, will an Ontario

resident likewise be notified by his insurance

company that he would have coverage, re-

gardless of which state he may run into some

type of automobile accident?

Hon. Mr. Clement: Well, he would be

covered in any state in which he drove his

car as per the terms of his Ontario contract.

But if a state made it mandatory that any
company doing business in that state had to

pav $150 a week, they could not impose that

term on the Ontario driver's insurance com-

pany. They might attempt to impose it on the

driver himself but they can't make their

terms applicable to that Ontario insurer un-

less, again, say perhaps the Ontario company
is licensed to do business in that state and

they had a hold on that company.
I am advised that if you are going to be

in a state for more than 30 days—I am think-

ing particularly of the State of Michigan—the
state will issue to you, upon payment of a 30-

day premium or a 40-day premium, a rider

which will cover you for that extra statutory
burden. I think that I would advise anyone
who asked me, who is going to spend a

rather lengthy time in Florida or Arizona this

winter and have their car or vehicle down
there, that they would be very wise to com-
municate with their agent and advise him
of their intention in order that he can obtain

the information to make sure that there is

going to be no real conflict in the event of

a mishap occurring to that driver down in

one of the states during the winter months.

Mr. Chairman: Any more questions? You
were going to go on to section 3, Mr. Min-
ister.

Hon. Mr. Clement: I can offer nothing
more to the hon. member for Riverdale other

than the explanatory note which accom-

panies the amendment pertaining to section

3, Mr. Chairman, which reads:

The purpose of the amendment is to

make the capital requirements for licensing
mutual insurance corporations the same as

for licensing joint stock companies.

Section 4 is likewise self-explanatory. This is

the situation I touched upon in my earlier

remarks in dealing with the member for York
Centre's inquiry. When insurers seek initial

licensing, often extensive travel expenses are

incurred by my ministry when the examiners

go down there to conduct their examination,
and they can be rather heavy. This will put
the burden of the cost of those expenses

being placed upon the insurance companies

making application for licensing in this prov-
ince.

Section 5 is amended. It says in the note

that it is "self-explanatory." I'm advised that

insurers at the time of initial licensing are

required to file certified copies of their instru-

ments of incorporation and bvlaws, but they
are not obliged to keep such filings current or

up-to-date. It is considered essential so that

we be aware of the powers and procedures of

insurers that a requirement be imposed to

keep such filings up-to-date.

I think the hon. member for Riverdale can

readily appreciate that if there was a change
in the charter or bylaws of a company
licensed to do business in this province, that

we should—through the superintendent's office

—be advised of those changes which might,
in fact, get to the very root of the ability of

the company to conduct an insurance business

and write contracts.

It is really an extension from the initial

copy of the charter and supporting bylaws
so that any changes which occur in those

documents, of course, are brought to the

attention of the superintendent's department.

Mr. P. D. Lawlor (Lakeshore): Is there

public access to those in that office?

Hon. Mr. Clement: Yes sir. Section 6—

Mr. Renwick: Well, with section 6 my
point is very simple. Was there a specific
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reason why the minister at this point should

introduce this particular provision, or is it

just a—

Hon. Mr. Clement: Yes, there is a specific

reason, Mr. Chairman.

There is no provision in the Act as it

stands right now to allow me, as minister,
to refuse to license an insurer whose name

might be objectionable on public policy

grounds, or that might be somewhat deceitful

or misleading. I am obliged, all other require-
ments having being met, to allow that com-

pany to come in here and operate and I must
license it.

We have refused lately on grounds of

policy to license certain applicants whose
names imply association with certain profes-
sions or trades, such as doctors and so on.

We felt—and when I say "we" I mean the

superintendent, of course—that they would

very much mislead the public and indicate

an indentification, perhaps even an affiliation,

with a professional group such as a medical

group, whereas they were really an inde-

pendent company. So we felt that we should

have the same type of right to withhold that

sort of thing as we do under the Business

Corporations Act where, perhaps there is not

always an intent, but there could be a mis-

leading of the public in that particular area.

That was the rationale behind that.

Mr. Lawlor: Mr. Chairman, do you mean
that if an insurance company came in and
wanted to incorporate itself with the name
Province of Ontario Insurance Co. that you
previously didn't have any very specific—You
said you could object on the grounds of

policy, but would it be your feeling that that

might not be enforceable and if they wished
to proceed with that name and took the

matter to the courts that they might be
successful in obtaining it?

Mr. Chairman: Mr. Minister, before you
reply. It is 5 o'clock and it is private mem-
bers' hour. Maybe we could break at section

6, have the private members' hour and come
back to it another time.

Hon. Mr. Clement: I wonder, Mr. Chair-

man, if I could just answer my friend from
Lakeshore. Yes, I think they might well have
been able to proceed by way of mandamus.
This brought about this particular rationale

for this amendment.

Hon. Mr. Winkler moves that the com-
mittee rise and report.

Motion agreed to.

The House resumed, Mr. Speaker in the

chair.

Mr. Chairman: Mr. Speaker, the committee
of the whole House reports progress and asks

for leave to sit again.

Report agreed to.

PRIVATE MEMBERS' HOUR:

ARBOUR DAY ACT

Mr. Wardle moves second reading of Bill

87, An Act to proclaim Arbour Day.

Mr. T. A. Wardle (Beaches-Woodbine): Mr.

Speaker, I rise at this time to support my
bill, Bill 87, which is An Act to proclaim
Arbour Day in the Province of Ontario.

"Other holidays repose upon the past.

Arbour day proposes for the future." These

words are on a monument to J. Sterling
Morton who invented Arbour Day in Ne-

braska, USA, in 1872.

In Ontario Arbour Day is celebrated in the

city of Toronto and some other communities

throughout the province. My aim is to have

Arbour Day designated by the provincial

government not as a holiday, but as a day
when the problems of our environment are

brought to the attention of the public, espe-

cially the young people in our schools.

Since the first Arbour Day, millions of trees

have been planted and the importance of

conservation and the pleasure of trees and

their utility have been stressed.

Arbour Day can be celebrated on a provin-
cial basis with the full help and co-operation
of the provincial Ministry of Education and

the provincial Ministry of Natural Resources,

or as a municipal endeavour, or one spon-

sored by boards of education, or as a com-

munity or group activity. Service clubs could

invite knowledgeable people in this field.

Teachers could teach special lessons and take

their children out to a local park to plant
a tree with the name of the school on a

suitable plaque. Ministers could be encour-

aged to include this in their sermons.

Today, I understand every state in the

United States except Alaska recognizes
Arbour Day. Either the state legislature sets

aside a specific day for an Arbour Day ob-

servance, or the event is designated by the

state department of education.

From a conservation standpoint the plant-

ing of trees is a practical way to impress

upon the minds of people the importance of
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the stewardship of our natural resources.

Also from an economic standpoint, the plant-

ing of trees is very timely. We need an ex-

tensive programme of three planting in order

to provide the products that a tree produces.
Some of these are, of course, lumber for

housing and for newsprint; wood for fuel,

which will probably now be used more ex-

tensively for the heating of homes especially,

Mr. Speaker, with the energy crisis—I pre-
dict that wood will be used in many homes
here in the Province of Ontario as it has

never been for many years—for charcoal;

adhesives; turpentine; paints and varnishes;

and many other products which are produced
by trees.

I recall, Mr. Speaker, as a youngster

talking to a farmer who was 75 years of

age. He was spending this particular day
planting trees. I said to him, "Why are you
so interested in planting trees when you will

never see them grow?" He said, "That grove
of trees you see over yonder was planted
by my father." I think, Mr. Speaker, this

shows the spirit of the pioneers of this

province. They planted trees so that the

generations which followed would enjoy them.

This bill has the support of the Minister

of Natural Resources (Mr. Bernier). I quote
from a letter:

Thank you for your letter of March 14,
and your expressed interest in Arbour

Day. This is an old custom, one that had
wide acceptance in Ontario as far back as

1855. You should be aware that a similar

bill was introduced about five years ago
and apparently did not survive. However,
I am enthusiastic about any increased

recognition that can be given this idea as

increased public awareness of the im-

portance of forests is necessary.

Mr. J. E. Stokes (Thunder Bay): No com-
mitment on behalf of the government at all.

Mr. Wardle: Also from Mr. John A.

Kimmel, director of parks, city of Toronto:

The last Friday in April has been

accepted by the Canadian chapter of the

International Shade Tree Conference and
the Ontario Shade Tree Council and sup-
ported by the Ontario Forestry Association

during this period.

He is speaking of the last Friday in April,
celebrated in the city of Toronto for the

past 12 years.

The last Friday in April is observed as

Arbour Day by most of the States south
of the border, except those in the deep
south, where another day is chosen.

Mr. Stokes: That is too early. The ground
is still frozen up north.

Mr. Wardle: The last Friday in April as

suggested in my bill is an ideal time for

planting in southern Ontario.

I have a letter also, Mr. Speaker, from the

Ontario Shade Tree Council and it says:

As you know, the council, principally

through one of our past-presidents, Jack

Kimmel, has been instrumental in success-

fully promoting Arbour Day in many com-
munities across Ontario the past few years.

The council has reflected a growing in-

terest and concern over the fate of our

tree heritage in this province and we felt

that encouraging Arbour Day was one

way of focusing attention on this matter

in a positive way. We are therefore very

pleased and grateful for your efforts on

behalf of the trees and people of this

province.

Mr. Stokes: The dogs will love the mem-
ber.

Mr. Wardle: I also have a letter from

the chairman of the Arbour Day committee of

the Ontario Shade Tree Council, again en-

dorsing this proclamation.

I have a letter also from the Ontario

Forestry Association and, while they give

complete endorsement to the bill as it stands,

they make one further suggestion; that is

that the last Friday in April is an ideal day
in their opinion in southern Ontario but they
do suggest for northern Ontario a date later

in May would be more suitable.

Mr. Stokes: That's what I said.

Mr. Wardle: Mr. Speaker, I suggest that

this also should be taken into consideration.

Item (b) in my bill speaks of "the land-

scaping, painting and cleaning of industrial

plants, public institutions and private homes."

This has been added to the bill in the hope
that this day would also encourage this en-

deavour in the Province of Ontario.

We know of the great interest taken in and

the satisfactory results of the cleaning of this

legislative building and the old city hall in

the city of Toronto. The restoration of the

first city hall in the St. Lawrence Market

area, now known as St. Lawrence Hall shows
what can be done given the will and the

resources. This, Mr. Speaker, was one of

the city of Toronto's centennial projects and
is visited by many people who appreciate that

restoration. Also, other towns throughout On-
tario have had restoration projects and clean-
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ing of public buildings and this, of course,

has been all to the good.

The cleaning of industrial plants should

also be encouraged in order to make them
more tolerable when they are close to resi-

dential areas. The various horticultural

societies should be encouraged to expand
their work in order to improve their com-
munities. Private citizens should be encourag-
ed to plant trees, shrubs and bushes which

will, of course, enhance the look of their

property and also would enhance its value.

I believe, Mr. Speaker, the passing of this

bill would be a step forward in our desire to

improve the environment of this province and
would assist those who wish to improve our

quality of life.

Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Essex-

Kent.

Mr. R. F. Ruston (Essex-Kent): Mr.

Speaker, I join rather a little reluctantly in

this debate on the bill creating Arbour Day,
because I feel that this Legislature is giving

only 18 hours of time to the spending of

$3.5 billion while we are taking one hour
to debate whether we should have a day set

aside for planting trees and call it Arbour

Day. I would agree with the principle of the

bill, but there again I do think that priorities
are priorities. The health of the people of this

province and the education that they get is

a little more important, especially when you
consider just 18 hours, or $200 million per
hour, on these estimates.

The resolution calls for the last Friday of

April to be observed under the name of

Arbour Day for the purpose of encouraging
the beautification of Ontario. It goes on and
takes three or four sections. One certainly
cannot disagree with the intent, and with all

respect to the member for Beaches-Woodbine,
I'm sure that it is important to him and also

to everyone else in Ontario.

When you think of planting trees, we used
at one time, I think, in our school to look

forward to having a half day. The teacher

would go out into the yard and everyone had
to grab a rake, sweep up, clean up and plant
a few trees and so forth. It was looked1 for-

ward to at that time. I think most schools

have got away from that system in the last

number of years, This is so probably more so

with the larger school's where there is less

interest in it, and where they probably have
no place to do such things as plant trees or

do much work around the yard.

In our province in the last 100 years, I

suppose no one would know how many acres

of bush and trees have been cut down. Land
has been reclaimed for producing agricul-
tural products and it is still being done. In

fact, in the last 10 years, I think the Minister

of Agriculture and Food (Mr. Stewart),

through the capital grant structure provided
funds for cleaning fields that were partially

treed, cleaning out fence rows and making
fields larger. The province was giving a

capital grant for this purpose, to make it

easier for a farmer to work his land.

At the same time, this did do away with
the habitats for birds and different wild

animals that were in the area. It also had
some bearing on winds and so forth. If you
have fence rows or a few acres of trees, it

does make a great difference in the amount
of wind in an area. Sometimes these winds
can be very dangerous, and are much more

dangerous where there are no trees whatso-

ever for miles on end.

We have seen this in the Prairie provinces
in the Thirties when they had a couple of

years of drought and grasshoppers and so

forth, and the winds just blew the soil in all

ways. There was nothing there to stop it.

With better farming methods now, they have
overcome that to some extent. However, may-
be we haven't seen such a drought year as

they had then; so we will judge better if we
happen to have a drought year.

I think we made some terrible mistakes in

laying out our cities. I often think of Toronto

here, for instance, where they have so many
highrise apartments; you just see one block

after another of highrise, yet there are hardly

any trees or shrub around at all. In our

planning in these cities, for every highrise of

500 families, or whatever might be in some
of them—and some of them go as high as

1,500 families—it seems to me we should have

at least twice as much property as that takes

up, with probably even more times than that,

set aside for trees and park surrounding them.

This to me is just a great asset for people to

have in the summer time, to get outside

under the shade out in the fresh air. We
should be looking at this in our cities and in

the laying out of our cities.

Most of the areas, when they are allowing

subdivisions, do make the subdivider put five

per cent back into the municipality for park

purposes, but I notice, particularly in the

cities, there just hasn't been enough park

space set aside.

The idea of having trees serves a dual pur-

pose. From what I can gather; it takes
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approximately 20 mature trees to offset the

effect of a car driven 60 miles in a day; and
also it may take 100,000 trees to cancel the

atmosphere pollution of just one jet flying
across the nation. When we are thinking of

our trees we should be thinking of all the

atmospheric conditions. I also notice the

horticultural society estimates 75 trees are

needed to take in carbon dioxide and give
out oxygen for every single person.

The idea of a large number of trees also

works to filter out dust and prevent noise and
erosion. In many areas I have noticed in, ditch
banks and so forth, sometimes trees by being
close by with their large root system, hold
the bank from erosion. This is a great asset
in some areas and for which we should have
trees.

Much more land is being taken out of the

bush. I see that people in our own area are

having some of their land cleared. Farm
prices are a little higher now, so it costs

about $200 per acre to have a small area of
bush cleared out by bulldozing and clean up
and so forth, just to put it in shape so you
can start working it. Then it costs about
another $185 an acre to tile it.

So you have an investment of around $385
an acre just to reclaim bush and put it into

production. However, with farm prices as

they now are, this is encouraging some farm-
ers to do that. In fact, I went to our old
homestead bush not too long ago. It is about
15 acres, and really you can't walk through
it it is so thick. I understand that some of
that is going to be cleared out and put into

production.

That's probably the choicest land in the

whole farm because it's never been farmed
before. The leaves and so forth that have got
down into the soil hold the moisture. That is

another thing that we find in our draining
farmland now. The more asphalt .we get and
the more cleared land, the quicker the water
comes out. We have to have larger ditches

and better tiling to handle this, whereas a
number of years ago many acres of bush held
vast amounts of water. You could walk into

the bush almost any time during the spring
and summer and it would always be wet. The
trees held a great deal of water there. I guess
that would come under the drainage commit-
tee. I imagine they would have found that

out in their surveys over the province in

the last year or so.

I think, Mr. Speaker, that the member for

Beaches-Woodbine has a good point here. I

think that in the long run we should defi-

nitely be looking at increased tree planting.

We've lost so many elm trees in the last 10

or 15 years that some people did make fun

of it here in the Legislature when the govern-
ment announced its clearance programme,
but I've always been one to support this very

strongly. I thought there was nothing worse
than to see all these dead trees on our land-

scape just standing there bleak-looking, and
I thought the government was wise. I've

always recommended that these be cleared

up.

For every tree we cut, however, we prob-
ably should be planting five more. I don't

know what the percentage is. In my own
area in the last five or ten years I planted a
number of trees. It seems to me that you
have to keep replanting because you have
the odd one die and probably for every tree

we cut we should be replacing it with at

least five.

Mr. Speaker, I think that's all that I have
to add at this time.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for

Thunder Bay.

Mr. Stokes: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
I rise to support the principle of this bill. As
a matter of fact, the philosophy behind
Arbour Day, as it was originally intended
back about 120 years ago, was to teach

people the value of trees and the tremendous
asset they are to human life. Unfortunately,
over the years, people have forgotten this

philosophy. I think that it's high time that

we undertook a programme of education in

the schools to impress upon our youth, par-

ticularly, the need for respecting our re-

sources, to replenish them, to allow them to

grow and to thrive as an ecological com-

munity, to protect some of the flora and to

replace some of it that has been desecrated

by man's intervention and by man's indiffer-

ence to his environment.

Mr. Speaker, about a week ago I had the

pleasure of addressing the Ontario Profes-

sional Foresters Association at its annual con-
vention. I found it necessary to do some
research into forestry, silviculture and re-

forestation in the Province of Ontario. In my
research I found that in 1880 a Mr. Benjamin
Gott of Arkona told the United Fruit Farmers
Association that he bitterly deplored the sad

and merciless havoc made upon our forests

for base and meagre considerations of the

present hour. He said:

How far from our serious thoughts of

the future are the considerations of preser-
vation, economical use, culture and propa-
gation applied to our forests. If something
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is not done speedily and effectively, we
shall before many years have swept their

onward course find ourselves compelled to

forever inhabit a dismal treeless waste and

an unfruitful region.

That was said in 1880. In 1947, the Kennedy

report told us what must be done to properly

manage and husband our resources. In 1966

The Financial Post predicted a quiet rebellion

by Canadian professional foresters to spark
an upgrading of forest management practices

by the Canadian woodlands industry. At

that time, the foresters advocated a volun-

tary move by pulp and paper and lumber

operators to reduce waste and improve their

forestry procedures and tighter government

regulations to prevent hoarding of timber.

Foresters, in effect, were saying, correct the

problems or government will do it for you.

Professional foresters warned that the in-

dustry would have to mend its ways if it were

to cope with the enormous growth and de-

mand for our woodlands products. One
D. I. Crossley, who was president of the

Canadian foresters in 1966, said, "We should

legislate out of existence unrealistically ex-

cessive timber holdings." When he was asked

if he agreed with the criticism of Canadian

woodlands industries when they were referred

to as locusts because of their harvesting

approach, he felt the conclusions, as they

applied in particular to Ontario and Quebec,
were well founded.

In 1968 the Brodie report echoed the same

sentiments, as did the Hedlin-Menzies report
that was commissioned by this government,
and indeed the Ontario Economic Council

report in 1970 said the same thing. Both were
critical of the inefficient use of resources and
the lack of adequate resource management,
adequate silvi-cultural and reforestation

practices.

The Minister of Natural Resources says
that for every three trees that are cut in

Ontario, we are lucky if we plant one. A
start was made in 1973 to double the present

tree-growing programme during the next 10

years.

Mr. Speaker, I have taken the trouble to

go back and do that research over the last

95 years just to highlight the fact that very
little has happened in the intervening years,

certainly to convince me or anybody who is

concerned about our environment or con-

cerned about our ecology. Very little has

changed in that space of time. The very

things that Mr. Gott said in 1880 when ad-

dressing the United Fruit Farmers Associa-

tion can be said with a good deal of validity
even today.

I think, Mr. Speaker, that the private
member's bill introduced by the member for

Beaches-Woodbine would go a long way to

making us all much more conscious and
much more aware of the value of trees, and
the need to husband our resources and re-

plenish them in such a way that we will leave

something behind for future generations, not

only for reasons of the industry, but for

ecological reasons.

The two members who spoke earlier spoke
of the utter desolation in areas that have
been clear cut and nothing planted in their

stead to conserve our water resources, to

prevent erosion, and where clear-cutting
methods have been used, to quickly under-
take a programme of reforestation so that

areas don't grow up in scrub ground where

they become much more attractive and much
more productive for the many reasons that

we find to harvest our renewable resources

in an orderly fashion.

I ran across an article, Mr. Speaker, that

highlights our attitude toward the resources

that we have and our inability or our in-

differences to the resources that have been
bestowed upon us by a beneficent providence,
and I want to refer to an article that ap-

peared in the Star, I believe it was, by
George Bryant, and he says:

Anyone who travels has an interest in

the preservation of the ecology. That, along
with the variance in cultures around the

world, is what it is all about.

So, granting the importance of the sub-

ject, let's take a look at a haunting cry
from the heart, dedicated more than 100

years ago by an Indian chief who never

heard of the word ecology, but understood

more of its meaning than many of today's

leading environmentalists.

The man was Seathl, chief of the

Duwamish tribe of the State of Washing-
ton, and his statement came in the form of

an 1855 letter to the President of the

United States regarding the proposed pur-
chase of the tribe's land. Read it and

weep for his lost cause, his vanished world:

"The great chief in Washington, the

President, sends word that he wishes to

buy our land. The great chief also sends

us words of friendship and good will. This

is kind of him, since we know he has little

need of our friendship in return, but ^v>e

will consider your offer, for we know if

we do not do so the white man may come
with guns and take our land. What Chief
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Seathl says, the great chief in Washington
can count on as truly as our white brothers

can count on the return of the season. My
words are like the stars, they do not set.

How can you buy or sell the sky, the

warmth of the land? The idea is strange
to us. We do not own the freshness of

the air or the sparkle of the water. How
can you buy them from us? We will de-

cide in our time.

Every part of this earth is sacred to

our people. Every shining pine needle,

every sandy shore, every mist in the dark

woods, every clearing and humming insect

is wholly in the memory and experience
of my people.

We know that the white man does not

understand our ways. One portion of the

land is the same to him as the next, for

he is a stranger who comes in the night
and takes from the land whatever he
needs. The earth is not his brother but
his enemy, and when he has conquered
it he moves on. He leaves his father's

graves behind and does not care. He kid-

naps the earth from his children. He does
not care."

Mr. Speaker, I want to quote further. When-

Mr. Speaker: I might point out to the hon.
member that his time has expired.

Mr. Stokes: Well, all right. I will just say
to the hon. Speaker and to the members of
this Legislature that we as a. society should
have this kind of respect for ecology and
the resources that we have in such abund-
ance in the far north of this province and,
to a large extent, untouched by human
activity. In essence, I think this is what
the member for Beaches-Woodbine had in

mind when he thought of the reintroduction
of Arbour Day. The native people in the
northern part of the province have been

practising this sort of thing all along. Most
of us think we can't learn much from our
native people, but I suggest to you, Mr.

Speaker, what we are trying to do in the
discussion of this bill this afternoon is some-

thing that has been practised for many de-
cades and many centuries by the native

people.

I fully endorse it and I hope other mem-
bers of the Legislature will do likewise.

Mr. Speaker: I must say I permitted the
hon. member to exceed his time because his

party has only one speaker.

Mr. Stokes: Thank you.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for

Oshawa.

Mr. C. E. Mcllveen (Oshawa): Mr. Speaker,
I rise to support the bill from the member
for Beaches-Woodbine and I do so with

great delight because trees, for me, are

something that cannot be replaced—

Mr. Stokes: That's the beauty of it, they
can be replaced. We should be doing it.

Mr. Mcllveen: We should be doing it,

there's no question about it. I'm all in

favour of any programme that makes us

conscious of the fact that we can do some-

thing about it and keep replacing our natural

beauty in Ontario.

I think the government is cognizant of

this fact as well. In fact, I'd like to read
a passage from the Speech from the Throne
that His Honour gave earlier this year:

(You will be asked to approve a pro-

gramme designed to increase my govern-
ment's activity in forest management. This

expanded programme includes the regen-
eration of cut-over lands, establishing new
forests on private lands, improving growth
conditions in existing forests and prepar-

ing idle lands for planting or seedings.
These measures are designed to help meet
Ontario's long-term requirements from its

forest resources.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Mcllveen: Have we got a couple of

fellows over there who agree with that?

Mr. Ruston: Great stuff.

Mr. Mcllveen: I think it is great stuff too,

and I am all for more money being put into

this thing. The member for Thunder Bay
said—and I wasn't aware of this—that for

every tree that is cut down, only one-third of

them is replaced. Well, I think this is a

shameful thing. We as a province should be

putting more money into it-

Mr. D. A. Paterson (Essex South): Shame!

Mr. Mcllveen: I think that the hon.

Minister of Agriculture and Food (Mr.
Stewart) should he-

Mr. B. Newman (Windsor-Walkerville): It's

been going on for 30 years now.

Mr. Mcllveen: —adding some forest man-

agement money in his budget.

Mr. E. J. Bounsall (Windsor West): Yes,
what's wrong with those people?
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Mr. Mdlveen: Pardon?

Mr. Bounsall: The ministry should be en-

couraging programmes and providing both

trees and money.

Mr. Mdlveen: That's right. We'll get the

hon. Minister of Agriculture and Food to

put some money in his budget for wind-

breaks, for soil erosion and for the many
other factors that can help to improve the

land.

In fact, I don't know whether this should

come under the Ministry of Natural Resources

or the Ministry of Agriculture, but as we
drive around the Province of Ontario I think

we all note that even though there have been

winter works programmes galore to cut down
dead elm trees, dead elms are still very

prevalent across the Ontario countryside. But

I'm not really worried about the ones that

are dead. I am worried about the ones that

are not replaced and I am concerned that

just in southern Ontario we must have lost

many, many millions of elm trees. We have

spent a few million dollars, I would suppose,
in cutting them down, but I don't think as

yet that we have put any money in to replace
that particular programme.

Mr. Bounsall: Both ministries should do

something.

Mr. Mdlveen: I would be all for it. I

would be all for any ministry that could get
into this, because the dead elm trees are a

disgrace but more than that I would like to

see the addition of other forms of trees to the

countryside.

When I was on the city of Oshawa council,

I found in dealing with engineers that they

always considered the short distance between
two points was a straight line and regardless
of trees or whatever stood in the way, that

those roads and structures would go through.
We put in a programme that for every tree

on city property that was cut down, two

eight-year-olds would replace it. If it was
cut down on private property, and the person
had the space for it, we replaced the tree

that was cut down with three eight-year-
old trees, and it has worked out very well in

my own municipality.

Mr. F. Young (Yorkview): Talk to the

Minister of Transportation and Communica-
tions ( Mr. Carton ) about what he is doing at

Exhibition Park, cutting down the trees down
there.

Mr. Bounsall: They will cut down as many
trees as they can!

Mr. Mdlveen: That's another ministry that

could be involved. Mind you, I would like to

see some way that the community could be

involved in the say so of whether those trees

should stand or fall before they were cut

down. I don't know what I would recom-

mend, but I do think that there is certainly
a way for some programme to be promoted
here.

Mr. Young: Right on.

Mr. Mdlveen: What really got me speak-

ing about this subject today was when I told

the member from Beaches-Woodbine that the

day my daughter was bom I planted a tree,

and the day my son was born I planted a

tree. This dates back to my grandfather. My
grandfather had 12 grandchildren and for

every grandchild he planted a walnut tree

the year he was born. I would hate to tell

you how old those walnut trees are, but I

will tell you that even at 50 years a walnut
tree isn't very big. Every time I go back to

that great county of Huron-

Mr. M. Gaunt (Huron-Bruce): Hear, hear.

Mr. Mdlveen: I thought that would waken
the member up.

Mr. Gaunt: I wasn't asleep.

Mr. Mdlveen: Every time I go back to

that great county of Huron, I go and look

up that bunch of walnut trees and it is one

of-

Mr. J. R. Rhodes (Sault Ste. Marie): Is the

member for Oshawa responsible for all the

nuts in Huron county?

Mr. Bounsall: They all became Conserva-

tive members.

Mr. Mdlveen: That's where I was born

and they are all basically Tories up there

too. There's just a—

Mr. Stokes: Tory nuts.

Mr. Ruston: They just don't like Tories.

Mr. Mdlveen: But my grandfather, as I

say, planted a tree for every one of his grand-
children and this has gone down through the

years.

Mr. Stokes: We should undertake an edu-

cational programme in the province that

every student plant a tree for every year until

we get caught up with the backlog.

Mr. Mdlveen: I would certainly go along
with something like that. You could involve
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the children of the community to plant trees

on their birthdays. Any promotional ideas

that would promote the growth and planting
of trees across this province of ours would
be welcome news to me. Thank you.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Huron.

Mr. J. Riddell (Huron): Thank you, Mr.

Speaker, I rise in support of Bill 87. How-
ever, I do concur with the opening remarks

of my colleague in his criticism of the House
leader for permitting valuable .House time

to be utilized for such an unimiportant piece
of business at this particular point of time.

In speaking to this bill I would like to

approach it at a little different slant from the

previous speakers. In Ontario where trees are

so plentiful we sometimes forget the valuable

contribution trees have made to our history
and culture. References to trees appear in

poems, songs, nursery rhymes and plays.

Many of you may know Joyce Kilmer's poem,
"Trees", which begins like this, "I think that

I shall never see a poem as lovely as a tree."

Could the play "Macbeth" by Shakespeare
ever have been written without trees? Do you
recall, Mr. Speaker, the scene when "Birnam
Wood came to Dunsinane"? That referred to

Macduff's army which used trees as a camou-

flage to attack Macbeth, the reigning king.
The heavy emotions of a tragic family situ-

ation wouldn't have been possible without
the proper setting. Eugene O'Neill chose well
his title "Desire Under the Elms."

Mr. Speaker, where would Robin Hood and
his merry men-

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order.

Mr. Riddell: —have been without—

An hon. member: What's the member's
desire?

Mr. Riddell: Where would Robin Hood
and his merry men have been without Sher-
wood Forest? Tarzan would be a nobody
today if he had no trees to swing from.

An hon. member: We are from Canada.

Mr. Riddell: Famous legends have been
created around trees. Remember Johnny
Appleseed, who went all around the United
States scattering seeds which eventually pro-
duced the beautiful apple trees which are
still fruitful today? Then there was Paul

Bunyan, the famous giant lumberjack-woods-
man who made his name cutting trees.

Mr. B. Newman: Fine fellow.

Mr. Riddell: The hanging tree was a famil-

iar part of pioneer towns—every town had
one—and many men lost their lives at the

bough of the hanging tree. And giving equal
time to the other sex, we are reminded that

witches were often burned at the stake.

Trees have been recognized by many
artists for their beauty and majesty. The
Group of Seven, especially Tom Thomson,
used trees as a focal point for paintings.

Most of us started hearing about trees in

our infancy when our mothers sang—and I

don't pretend to sing this, Mr. Speaker—it

goes something like "Rock-a-bye baby, on the

tree top, when the wind blows the cradle

will rock; when the bough breaks the cradle

will fall, and down will come baby, cradle

and all." In my opinion that song should be
removed from all songbooks as I'm sure it

leads to neuroses of all kinds, including fear

of heights and fear of strong winds.

Mr. Speaker, do you remember the story
of Jack and the Beanstalk? Had I not had
a beanstalk, I never would have been able

to visit the land of the giants. And inci-

dentally, that goose is still producing golden
eggs.

Interjections by an hon. member.

Mr. Riddell: Forests have played an im-

portant role in other fairy tales. Hansel and
Gretel got lost in the forest where they en-

countered the witch's gingerbread house.

Little Red Riding Hood got lost in the forest

on the way to her grandmother's house where
she was outfoxed by a wolf. The three bears

went out for a walk in the forest which gave
Goldilocks an opportunity to sample their

porridge.

As we grew older and stopped believing

nursery rhymes and fairy tales, we did not

stop hearing about trees. I can clearly re-

member the story of that guilt-ridden George
Washington who became so neurotic after

hearing the song "Rock-a-bye baby on the

tree top" just once too often that he cut

down the cherry tree that belonged to his

family. However, the day was saved when
he said, "I cannot tell a lie. I cut down thef

tree." The tree was never recovered but it

was a good story to tell at election time.

There have been many references to trees

in songs as well. Remember "Don't sit under
the apple tree with anyone else but me"?
Then there is that scouting song, "Land of

the silver birch, home of the beaver." I could

go on and on showing you what pervasive
effect trees have had on our entire culture.
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Mr. Rhodes: No wonder the Grits are lost

in the wilderness.

Mr. Riddell: But I think now I will ad-

dress myself specifically to the bill.

Since it has become obvious that I recog-

nise the importance of trees, the fact that I

support this bill should come as no surprise.

I am especially in favour of section 1, sub-

section (e) which encourages the planting,

preservation and conservation of trees. Did

you know that one acre of young growing
trees produces four tons of oxygen and four

tons of wood annually, while consuming 12

tons of carbon dioxide?

Forests affect climate; they temper the

severity of winter winds and filter the rays

of the hot sun. Much of the rain and snow
that falls, evaporates from leaves and
branches. Forests protect the soil from

erosion" while providing food and shelter for

birds and animals. And finally, they add

great beauty to the landscape.

In conclusion, Mr. Speaker, I can do no
more than urge the members of the Legis-
lature to support this bill and remind them
of that great Canadian song "The Maple
Leaf Forever." Thank you very much.

Mr. Speaker: I have not been informed

that there are any other speakers in this

debate and I therefore declare that the—

Mr. R. G. Hodgson (Victoria-Haliburton):
Mr. Speaker, can I say a word or two?

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Vic-

toria-Haliburton.

Mr. R. G. Hodgson: I would like to remind
the last speaker that the first place "The

Maple Leaf Forever" was ever sung was at

a Tory convention at Beaverton, Ont. He

might be interested in that little bit of his-

tory.

Mr. Ruston: Was Diefenbaker there?

Mr. R. G. Hodgson: It was written by a

schoolteacher. I think it is a good' song and
it should perhaps be the anthem of Canada

today when we have the maple leaf flag as

our symbol.

An hon. member: That is not a maple
leaf.

Mr. R. G. Hodgson: However, some people
would disagree with that.

Mr. Speaker, in regard to Arbour Day,
I was very interested in our colleague, the

hon. member for Essex-Kent, talking about

Arbour Day as it used to be.

One of the real reasons for Arbour Day
in those days was basically that we had an

awful lot of horses on our streets, and the

first weekend after the snow had left much
of rural Ontario was about the end of April,
so that you could rake up the remnants of

the horse and buggy days.

Mr. M. B. Dymond (Ontario): It was not

the leaves, eh?

Mr. R. G. Hodgson: The leaves had

pretty well wasted away. It was mainly for

cleaning up. It was about the first weekend
when there wasn't frost, and you could paint

your house and do outdoor painting of

fences and the sides of houses and barns

and things of that nature.

II think the idea of having Arbour Day
reinstated1 in Ontario as an official day has

much meaning for us. I remember well in

my schooldays building a fence on Arbour

Day as a school project. Today they hire

men to do it, if they have a fence at all.

So the training for children to have cleanli-

ness at home and at school was worth while.

We also had in those day the idea of

planting trees — the oak tree. Those oak

trees were furnished to us as seedlings—and

I think this is something that is missed todav

in Ontario—by the Department of Lands

and Forests, or Ministry of Natural Resources

as we have it now, because central Ontario

is a great growth area for trees. Much of

central Ontario cannot grow really suitable

Christmas trees due to the extensive growth
in any one year. Northern Ontario, of

course, has black spruce; southern Ontario

has white spruce. It seems to me that the

Ministry of Natural Resources could and

should do more planting in southern Ontario,

where we have a greater growth and a

greater reward from the trees that are

planted.

1 would also like to suggest that the

Ministry of Natural Resources does try and

limit clear cutting in the last two weeks of

July and the first two weeks of August. The

reason for this, I would suggest, Mr. Speaker,
is that this is a limited growth period.

Much of my riding will reseed itself due

to the tremendous growth and overburden

that is there now. But what you get is not

the quality tree. You get much of the gar-

bage tree.

Mr. Stokes: Scrub.
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Mr.R. G. Hodgson: Scrub, as some people

might call it. Due to that, it is very neces-

sary that the proper species that will give

you good return for the dollar invested

should be planted to a greater extent.

I would also like to suggest to the Minis-

try of Natural1 Resources that instead of cut-

ting down trees to create winter feed for

our deer improvement they start to plant
white cedar; because white cedar will pro-
vide feed for deer throughout the year,
while the tree they cut down to create off-

shoots will only last a year or two and then

there will be a wasteland. It seems to me
that their dollar return from this effort

would be greater if they planted white cedar.

If you look at the progress of deer in south-

ern Ontario you will notice that were white

cedar is in great quantities, there are more
deer than in northern Ontario. Part of the

problem is the overburden and tree shelter

for deer.

'I'd also like to suggest that one of the

reasons for pheasants and for partrid'ges is

the cedar tree. In our country with the

growth of beaver and the expansion of the

beaver in central Ontario, we have done

away with much of the cedar overburden

that used to shelter these great species of

game animals and birds. This is part of our

problem. The Minister of Natural Resources

could go back to nature and learn a lot

more than it can over at the University of

Toronto about many of these things. It

seems to me that what the ministry people
are forgetting is how our forest works and

operates and they really don't get to find

out by going into the school classroom. It's

true that they learn much of this but much
more could be learned by actually observ-

ing.

Thank you very much, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Essex

South.

Mr. Paterson: Mr. Speaker, I rise to sup-

port Bill 87 and I do this for several reasons.

I think many of us recall as schoolchildren,
back during the reign of King George—I'm
not sure which King George it was, my
friends tell me—that most of the school-

children at that time planted an English oak
in commemoration of some event. In later

years when I was in high school I had the

duty of assisting a couple of other lads in

reforesting some marginal land that had been
sold for taxes and picked up by an entre-

preneur. Today, Mr. Speaker, that particular
50 acres of land has trees on it which couldn't

fit in this room, and is worth many thousands
of dollars per acre on the market.

In the past few years while in this Legisla-
ture I have served on the select committee on
conservation and on land drainage and the

importance of trees as natural cover has cer-

tainly been drawn to my attention. Approxi-

mately two years ago I did purchase a fairly
substantial portion of land which should never

have been cleared in the first place in order

that I might participate more actively in

reforestation efforts.

As you are aware, Mr. Speaker, I live in

the deciduous forest region of Canada, the

county of Essex and an area of Kent which
are the two areas in our whole province that

are the most denuded of tree growth. I have
taken it upon myself and have encouraged
others to do something about this. Out of

interest—I realize I could have had the Min-

istry of Natural Resources do much of this

planting for me but I thought of my own

boyhood experience in planting trees—during
the past two years, in planting some 20,000
trees of various species, I have hired approxi-

mately 35 youngsters in the area who have
taken a personal interest not only in the work
but are watching these particular trees grow
from day to day in height and beauty. I

would hope that I can keep this property
open to these lads and their friends so that

they may enjoy this property and the growth
of the trees they have planted for many
years to come.

Since doing this in the past couple of years,

the impetus for the planting of trees in our

area has expanded. I visited the nursery at

St. Williams on several occasions during the

year and this past year, Mr. Speaker. I am

pleased to report that they had the biggest

year ever in tree planting efforts in south-

western Ontario.

I might state that it is of interest that I

have not only been planting the varieties

which are available from the Ministry of

Natural Resources, but also I have contacted

various other nurseries which specialize in

native Ontario and Canadian trees. These can

be purchased quite reasonably in the seedling
form. I know I have planted some 30 more
varieties during this past season. I would

support this particular bill and hope that

memos might even go out to various schools

asking that they undertake a day of tree

planting.

Away back in the late Sixities the member
for Sandwich-Riverside sponsored a similar

bill. He and I did have groups of school

children—out at one of the provincial parks
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in my particular riding, and we did under-

take a massive tree-planting operation. I am
sure that it is something that these children

will not forget and will take great pride in

their efforts as they see these trees grow to

maturity.

All in all, I think the bill is a good ideja
and I hope that in future it will become law
in the Province of Ontario.

Mr. Speaker: I declare the private mem-
bers' hour to have been concluded.

Hon. E. A. Winkler (Chairman, Manage-
ment Board of Cabinet): If I may, I would
like to say that this evening, I think this was

on agreement, we are going to call items 30

and 31 for second reading; and I think I will

also include 29, following 31. And if we are

far enough advanced, I would also then call

the House into committee of the Whole on
item No. 6.

Mr. Stokes: Just to object even mildly, I

think it is not a good practice to call at 6

o'clock the reading of two bills that aren't

even printed and won't even be in our book
until 8 o'clock.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Mr. Speaker, I accept
that admonishment, excepting that we agreed
on it about an hour and a half ago and your
members are apprised.

Mr. Stokes: But we don't have the bills!

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Yes, you do.

Mr. Stokes: No.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Yes, you do.

Mr. Stokes: Well, I don't have it.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Well, you may not.

It being 6 o'clock, p.m., the House took
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LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY OF ONTARIO

The House resumed at 8 o'clock, p.m.

Mr. A. K. Meen (York East): Mr. Speaker,

just before we resume this evening, it gives
me a great deal of pleasure to introduce to

members of the House people from my rid-

ing, the members of the Woodbine-Green-
wood Women's PC Association, who have

come down here to see the functions of this

House this evening.

MEDICAL ACT

Hon. Mr. Potter moves second reading of

Bill 234, An Act to amend the Medical Act.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Park-

dale.

Mr. J. Dukszta (Parkdale): Mr. Speaker, I

find the Act quite useful and quite interest-

ing. I thought I would never bring myself
to say this to the minister, but I do like it.

There are a couple questions I would like to

raise on it.

Mr. C. E. Mcllveen (Oshawa): The minister

had better change the Act.

Hon. R. T. Potter (Minister of Health):

What's wrong with it?

Mr. Dukszta: I am glad the minister said

that.

Mr. J. F. Foulds (Port Arthur): The mem-
ber for Parkdale will tell the minister now.

Mr. Dukszta: I will tell him in a few
minutes what I think is wrong with it. I like

the idea very strongly that the minister is

introducing three non-medical people to the

College of Physicians and Surgeons of

Ontario. I also like the idea that he is intro-

ducing them to the disciplinary committee,
which he is increasing from five to 10, I think.

He is introducing so-called lay people to the

disciplinary committee, which I must say is

a major step forward.

A number of difficulties arise when one

introduces so-called lay people among the

professionals. They are very easily corrupted

by the group. Soon they speak the language
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of the professionals. When you are faced with

four other professionals and you yourself are

a non-professional without the expertise in

that particular field, you tend to listen to and

do what the other people tell you. I hope
then, that we will be able to cope with these

growing pains, these teething troubles of the

Act. I think, if this is a first step forward

the next step is to increase the number of lay

people associated with the College of Phy-
sicians and Surgeons, including an increase

in the number of lay people on the disciplin-

ary committee.

One of the difficulties which has arisen

with the minister's other step forward, the

Ontario appeal board, for which we all

gave him credit when it was originally

brought in, was that he appointed people
to the board who were, I think, connected so

intimately with the medical establishment

that the appeal board virtually constituted,

except by a different name, an extension of

the establishment of the hospitals. I know
that the minister doesn't take this into

account.

He also stated, only today, that he be-

lieves that no physician should have the right

to be appointed to any hospital. I respect

what he said, but I do disagree strongly
with it.

The appeal board is not really working
at the moment. I have fears that if he is go-

ing again to appoint only members of the

medical establishment who are not medical

people to the College of Physicians and

Surgeons, he may produce the same situation

as exists now with the Ontario appeal board.

The minister has to be very careful whom
he appoints.

I'm not sure that there is, at the moment,
an easier way of dealing with the problem,
such as an election of people to the College

of Physicians and Surgeons. The profession

is nowhere near ready to accept this type of

approach, so, in fact, we have to appoint

members to the College of Physicians by
order of the Lieutenant Governor in Council.

I would ask you again to take this strongly

into account and appoint people who are at
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least independent, so that they will not be

swamped by the physicians on the board.

There are a couple of other points which

are of interest. There is the one about hold-

ing disciplinary committee hearings in camera.

I notice that the minister has quite con-

sciously followed what the McRuer report

suggested in volume three. This has not been

typical, I think, of other bodies. On page
1198, it states: "The General Medical Coun-

cil in the United Kingdom must be held in

public." But I accept the minister's point of

view here, and I accept McRuer's point of

view, that it may be better if we hold the

disciplinary hearings in camera.

That is looking from the point of view of

a physician. It does protect the physician
and the Act itself is directed toward the

physician. But I wonder if we could not

look into the other question, which is the

consumer, the patient, and the other indi-

vidual. One of the great difficulties in our

society at the moment is for the patient,
for an individual, who feels that he has been

wronged by a physician, to complain, to find

redress to his complaint, or even to reach the

official bodies which can deal with it. What
he usually does now is to complain to friends,

to a physician, to MPPs, or he finally writes

a letter to the College of Physicians.

There is no easy mechanism for an in-

dividual to reach a disciplinary body or a

grievance committee, or whatever you want
to call it, where he can bring the problem
forward. One of the difficulties, even when
he finally reaches the College of Physicians,
is that the meetings are usually held in

private. They are a very difficult group of

people to get hold of or to contact. Some-
times you wait months for anyone to respond
to your complaint. You assume that you are

in the wrong and the physician is usually in

the right. That's how the profession has pro-
tected itself for a long time. Many of these

things have to be changed.

How can we redress the balance so that

a patient, a client, can actually approach
easier? Maybe we can set up intermediate

bodies to which a patient can complain, but

even if we do this, and we explain to the

patient how to complain, how to set about

the process of doing it, it is still the patient
who faces tremendous difficulties, institu-

tional difficulties, before he can reach a

disciplinary committee.

One of the difficulties is that most of the

physicians, once faced with someone request-

ing them to examine the case and testify,

consequently upon the problem, against an-

other physician, almost invariably react in

fear and in trepidation and remove them-

selves from it. It has been a very effective

way for the profession to control any abilities

that a patient has of complaining against
another physician. Instead, they have gone
and produced different things. They go to

the court and they bring a suit about and

often it has a deterrent effect on the

physician.

What I would suggest—and I'm not sure

how the minister will take this—is that the

ministry could implement a system where,

when someone complains directly to a body
which deals with complaints of a patient

against a physician, there should be an ap-

pointed physician, almost like an appointed

lawyer in the legal aid system, who would

act on behalf of the patient. If we appoint

someone, a physician who is willing to do it

and who gives, usually, hopefully, an im-

partial judgement and looks impartially at

the case of the patient who is complaining,

maybe this way we will get over one of the

major difficulties that an individual has when
he complains about another doctor. The
doctors do stick together and if you break

this up—as I think is done in the legal pro-
fession much more than in the medical pro-
fession—it will allow us more of an input
from the point of view of a patient.

Now, the last point I would like to tell you
is that I do like what you have done about

toughening up the law to enable the college,

once we ask them to have a judicial function,

to be able to search, to seize the documents,

and to do a number of those judicial acts

which are essential if we are going to come
to a major decision in respect of the

physician.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Lake-

shore.

Mr. P. D. Lawlor (Lakeshore): Mr. Speaker,

may I say that the legislation question before

us tonight comes to us fairly dripping with

the undried ink that sustains it. I suppose
the members of the opposition must be some
sort of swab to pick up the excess liquid

that is spilled all over my desk, in any event.

What I am trying to say deviously, as

usual, Mr. Speaker, is that one has not really

time to consider this legislation in the depth
and with the fine surgical scalpel that it no

doubt deserves. It moves into the area of

medical practice and has enormous legal

implications.

I think on the whole the legislation seeks

to follow the various nostrums of McRuer,
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touching this particular kind of thing, and

as my colleague has indicated, makes a funda-

mental move in the direction of enlisting the

participation of the lay public in this particu-

lar regard by putting three people on the

discipline committee. First of all, I com-

mend the minister on it, but I would like to

know how it works.

The other area in which one has a bit of

an insight is into the Law Society. If you

remember, a move was made there to enlist

public involvement in the work of the

lawyers—which was found fruitless, at least

at the stage of the council. We have recently

abolished the council of the Law Society and

have tried to get lay people involved among
the benchers themselves.

We have always been somewhat cautious,

to say the least, about the bringing of these

lay people onto a discipline committee in the

legal profession—and I would have thought
a fortiori, even by greater strength, in the

medical profession, where much of the lingo

is very esoteric indeed.

The lawyers, on their side, have been very
careful about not bringing lay people onto

the discipline committee. There are quite
a number of other committees—10 or 12—in

which they do participate. But the reason for

that is because we feel—and maybe it is just

a piece of snobbery; I suspect it probably
is—that the nice shadings as to when a lawyer

goes over the line or doesn't trespass; upon
whether he carries out with competence the

duties involved or does not carry them out;

this is a matter of some feeling, some sen-

tience, rather than up in the intelligence,
somewhere down in the gut, that you can tell

whether the move has been made.

Now, I suspect in all professions this is

the case, and I say by added strength in

the medical profession. I have some hesita-

tion, and I would like to draw out the min-
ister in this regard.

Is it the feeling—it must be, because the

legislation is before us—that over a period
of time perhaps the minister intends to ap-

point people with a simulacrum, or some

vestige of knowledge in the area of medicine?
Will such people by habit, by rubbing
shoulders with, by sitting in on these

things, by conversation, come to a degree of

balance and a degree of perceptivity in this

regard; that they will be able to judge ob-

jectively and define nuances when a doctor

has not shown the degree of standard care

that would be involved in a medical prac-
tice of the very kind which is in question
before the discipline committee at the time?

As I say, how does he think this thing is

really going to work? One yearns for the

greater participation of intelligent members
of the public sitting there because they do

bring with them a weight of wisdom which

may be lacking in those who are too pro-

fessional—in our case, too legalistic, too

formal, too sticking to the rules—and a wider

vision or a more balanced judgement; having
wider social implications and noting the ef-

fect of a particular Act which professional

men, simply because they are professional,

may disregard, downplay or even ignore.

All these things go into this; it's grist to

this particular mill. To the extent that that

type of argument has validity I would watch

the workings of this council. I think we

might even be genuinely surprised at the

degree of input that would be made by these

three individuals in this particular rather

rigorous and terribly demanding work.

Another area in which it strikes me there

is a great divergency between not just legal

people but engineers, optometrists or any
of the other professions which have had
their code of discipline laid down by vari-

ous Acts of this Legislature, and on which
we have been engaged now for three or

four years in thoroughly reformulating in

case after case, is the area in connection

with what will be now section 36. That is

where there is a procedure given by which
the college may make inquiry and hold a

hearing to determine whether a member is

suffering from a physical or a mental condi-

tion which affects his condition to practise.

There is nothing to my knowledge in any of

the other legislation or any of the other Acts

which allows this peculiar type of inquiry
into this particular area of competence,
whether he is mentally or physically com-

petent.

I suppose it's because of the affinity of

doctors to that very sort of thing. Handling
mental or physical illness, they themselves

ought to be free at least within reasonable

limits which are circumscribed pretty quick-

ly as far as I can see with a lot of physi-
cians. Doesn't the minister agree? In any
event, the area of looking in and putting
one's finger right on this particular point is

something that is really quite extraordinary.

No doubt intellectual or mental deficiency
in lawyers will show up in mishandling of

cases. They don't judge it quite in that way.
Whether he's out on a toot half the time
or whether drunkenness or drug taking or

any other thing is part of his afflictions is

not directly in question. What is directly
in question is whether or not he filed that
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writ on time or argued that case according
to certain fundamental rules of competence,

by citing cases and knowing the law suffi-

ciently for any lawyer who has a modicum
of capability in the particular case in ques-
tion.

Here the minister places his emphasis in

a different place and in a different way and
I find it peculiar. I don't find it distasteful

but I would like again some commentary
on this particular approach to the problems
of deficient practitioners in the medical field.

The other thing I wanted to mention is

that the minister's powers of search and

investigation are very extensive indeed.

Again, I think they are crucial and I think

they are necessary so I won't advert to them
or call them very much into question. I don't

think they trespass, although they come

pretty close to trespassing upon the McRuer
doctrine of overriding certain fundamental

civil liberties. In this particular regard I'm

concerned—and here's where I find I didn't

have time to get into the legislation. The

registrar is given considerable, even enormous,

powers under the legislation, particularly
under section 7 of the bill by which, if he
believes on reasonable and probable grounds
that a member has committed an act of pro-
fessional misconduct, "The registrar may
with the approval of the executive commit-

tee, by order appoint one or more persons
to make an investigation." When that in-

vestigation starts, I say, it's a very searching

investigation indeed. How does the regis-
trar fit into this picture? Where does he

get his particular powers from? Section 36
makes hardly any mention of him; he acts,

if at all, upon the directions of a number
of other people. Not even the registrar is

mentioned. Section 37 says; "The discipline
committee shall, when so directed by the

council, executive committee or complaints
committee . . ." do certain things, such as

initiate an investigation. The registrar doesn't

come into play in that section at all. He
does in section 38, where he will cause a

notice to be served, but that's merely pro-

cedural, quite an insubstantial power. The
ones that he seems to have under your new
bill are, as I say, matters of considerable

substance and of a different nature than

those, as far as I have been able to disinter,

that the registrar presently exercises.

Those are the several areas that are of

most importance in this bill. There is the

Watergate section, of course, at the top of

page 5:

No person shall obstruct a person ap-

pointed to make an investigation under this

section or withhold from him or conceal
or destroy any books, records, documents
or things relevant to the subject-matter of

the investigation.

The Watergate section now has become part
of the general smell of politics and the law
of the land. In working on that particular
area and turning that particular mill, I think

that no grave damage is done to basic civil

liberties and eventually it does protect the

courts, because I take it, finally, that all of

this legislation is subject to the two or three

bills with respect to court procedure, to

review powers, to the tribunal and to the

administrative courts of this province, should

there be any slip-up or ignoring of funda-

mental rights as to notice, and to appear
before the tribunal.

Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. leader of the Op-
position.

Mr. R. F. Nixon (Leader of the Opposition):
Thank you, Mr. Speaker, I was quite con-

cerned to have an opportunity to say some-

thing about the bill before the minister re-

sponded, because the amendment to the

Medical Act presages, it seems to me, a good

many other changes in the statutes that are

administered by this minister, particularly

those that had been predicted in the spring
and have not yet appeared here.

We are concerned that the regulation of

the profession be much more in the hands

of the community at large and much less

in the hands of the profession. It appears
that this amendment at least is a step in the

direction of increasing that sort of, let's

say public knowledge and control of the

profession. In this regard I believe the

minister, whom we don't often compliment

any more, deserves a compliment.

I think there are other changes that must

be envisaged and which the minister him-

self has talked about in his previous in-

carnation as a private member, and from

time to time even as Minister of Health.

The college over the last year, for some

reason which is difficult for us to determine,

seems to have taken initiatives which, from

our point of view, should have been exer-

cised by the Minister of Health on the

advice of those people in his ministry who
are closely associated with the direction, not

of the profession but of the provision of

medical services.

The minister is surely aware of the de-

cisions I am referring to. In fact, sir, they
have far-reaching ramifications in the con-
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trol of doctors and in the outflow of funds

from the OHIP programme. I feel per-

sonally that these are the prerogative of

the minister rather than the college, but

in the event the minister is not going to

exercise his undoubted prerogatives in this

direction, for reasons which we on this side

find difficulty to fathom, then surely we
have to have some additional controls or,

let's say, some reassurance that the college

itself is subject to the kind of public review

and control that has not been a part of its

operation in the past.

Perhaps the minister in his comments on

this bill and the one following can indicate

more clearly to the House just what the

future holds in the regulation of the medical

profession, but more specifically the regu-
lation of the profession vis-a-vis the public

programme called OHIP, which is such a sub-

stantial responsibility of this House by reason

of its cost, but I would say even more im-

portant, by reason of the importance of the

service which the programme offers to the

citizens of this province.

Mr. S. Lewis (Scarborough West): May I,

with the Speaker's indulgence, break for-

malitv to ask the minister one brief question

before making a remark? What is Betty

Kennedy's role? What is her official status?

Hon. Mr. Potter: She is a member of the

council of the College of Physicians and

Surgeons.

Mr. Lewis: She is a member of the coun-

cil to which we are now appointing three lay

representatives. She will then be one of those

lay representatives?

Hon. Mr. Potter: I would assume so, if she

is reappointed, yes.

Mr. Lewis: If she be reappointed.

Hon. Mr. Potter: She is one now.

Mr. Lewis: There is only one now.

Hon. Mr. Potter: There is one now.

Mr. Lewis: The minister is raising it to

three and Betty Kennedy is one.

Hon. Mr. Potter: She is one, yes.

Mr. Lewis: Oh okay; I just wanted to sort

that out in my mind.

Mr. Speaker, this bill raises very ambigu-
ous kinds of feelings. It is the type of step
which has to be taken and therefore can be

supported; but it raises very, very strong

questions which were indicated by my col-

leagues from Parkdale and Lakeshore, and

which I would like to now reinforce.

I'm working partly from memory, and the

minister can correct me if I am wrong, but

as I recall the council of the College of

Physicians and Surgeons as it is now com-

posed, the Minister of Health sits on it;

representatives from the various universities

providing medical degrees sit on it—I guess
there are five universities providing medical

degrees—and there are 12 other physicians
who sit on it. That adds up to 18; and there

is Betty Kennedy who sits on it, making a

total of 19; presuming her reappointment
within the ambit of the public appointment,
that will give us a total of 21.

Now I am right in the numbers?

Hon. Mr. Potter: I think that is about it.

Mr. Lewis: I think I am right, Mr. Speaker,
I may be one out. But in any event, what

we are saying in this bill is that of the 21

members of the council of the College of

Physicians and Surgeons, three will be non-

doctors; and I want to tell the minister that

that is unacceptable. That is just a piece of

sheer tokenism, which is in fact unaccept-
able.

Now it is the first breakthrough in this

invincible medical apparatus. Betty Kennedy
was the chink in the armour and now you are

prying it loose, but three out of 21 is simply
not an adequate representation from the

public on the council of the College of

Physicians and Surgeons.

I think if I read this bill properly, and if

I read the explanatory note attached to sub-

section 2 of section 1, then the government
is stipulating yet again that those repre-

sentatives on the council who come from the

universities must themselves be doctors, and

I'd like an explanation of that. I want to

know why even from the five university com-

munities we have to have medical practi-

tioners, and why it is not possible to broaden

the base of the council of the College of

Physicians and Surgeons.

This is a very, very important matter being
dealt with in this bill. This bill is coming in

in the absence of the major overhaul of

health disciplines legislation which we antici-

pated this fall.

I don't know why the health disciplines

legislation covering many related fields isn't

coming in. The minister, I'm sure, has had

an enormous number of briefs and submis-

sions. He may indeed still be weighing them.

He may indeed need more time.
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Then why are we having the relatively

minor modifications of an Act to amend the

Medical Act, to beef up the public repre-
sentation from one to three? What does that

say about the ultimate changes which will

take place when the health disciplines legis-
lation comes in in the spring?

I think it augurs poorly. I think it is an

ominous portent. If the minister were really

going to take hold of these health disciplines

and make them far more representative of

the public as a whole, and break through
the control that the professional-elitest dis-

ciplines have on their own areas, he wouldn't

be bringing in this kind of minor alteration,

except for the amendments at the end which

give the council rather more power than it

had before to requisition material, and so on
for the purpose of conducting an investiga-
tion.

What this bill tends to say to me, to us,

is that the original intent to take the various

health disciplines and make of them publicly
accountable representative bodies is slowly

withering on the political vine. In fact what
is occurring is a series of minor alterations,

the net effect of which will be to increase

the control which the various disciplines have

over their own private preserve.

In this party we have no particular love

for the council of the College of Physicians
and Surgeons, and let that be understood.

The College of Physicians and Surgeons has

not always acted, so it would appear to us,

in the public interest. It is hardly a defence

of the public interest to have only three

representatives of 21. If the minister wants
to give the Minister of Health the final vote,

and make it 10 medical practitioners and 10

from the public, including the five aopointed
from the university communities which have
medical schools so that there is built in that

kind of support; fair enough! But three out

of 21 leads to exactly what my colleague
from Parkdale predicts might well happen;
which is that the three are easily seduced
and traduced by the medical appointments
to the council.

That is just not good enough. That doesn't

really protect the public interest and the

public interest is the primary interest.

There are a number of fields, to the

minister through the Speaker, about which
we are frankly worried. The Leader of the

Opposition raised one of them.

Earlier this year, because of the ministry's

intransigence because of the ministry's in-

ability to introduce a constraint package and
to put some controls on OHIP, the College

of Physicians and Surgeons set out a series

of restraints on procedures to be performed
within each of the professional disciplines

under the umbrella of health, under the um-
brella of the doctor, in order to try to cut

back on costs. That is not the job of the

College of Physicians and Surgeons. Had
there been adequate lay representation on the

council of the college somebody could have
said: "That is not your job, to decide how
the profession divides the pie. That is the

job of the Ministry of Health in defence of

the public interest."

The public interest was discarded and the

profession is attempting to manipulate the

process in order that OHIP can maintain

itself. That is something the doctors can very
neatly do; but it is not something they should

be doing. It is something which the ministry
should be doing.

The absence of any caution by the council

of the College of Physicians and Surgeons
means they do it without any restraint, with-

out any anxiety. They issue their reports and
the minister in the House the next day says

he hasn't yet even seen the bulletin.

That is just unacceptable conduct on the

part of the College of Physicians and Sur-

geons. In order to prevent that kind of con-

duct I suggest to the minister that he has to

have a substantial representation on the

council, not a token representation.

What about the whole matter of the pro-
vision of services around the province—in

communities which don't have doctors; in

communities which are underserviced in

various medical areas? Sure it is a matter

of political policy, or should be; but right
now the College of Physicians and Surgeons

again plays the central role; moving its mem-
bers, talking to its members, deciding who

practises where and under what circum-

stances. The various inducements that have
been offered by the government haven't

worked.

If the minister had major lay representation
on the council of the College of Phvsicians

and Surgeons it is entirely possible that an

argument would be made toughly to them
that that is not their job, that is the govern-
ment's job; and the government would then

be faced with the need to alter policy.

The same thing, I think, goes for the whole

question of entrance to medical schools and

where those medical schools are built; how

many graduate from then; and the numbers
of doctors who have been imported, as it

were, to fill the present gap.
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Again, it is a matter of public policy, or

should be. But in large measure it is being
worked out through the council of the

College of Physicians and Surgeons, with

the doctors themselves again making the de-

cisions.

Those medical decisions are often self-

serving decisions and unless the minister has

adequate lay representation on the council

we are going to be in trouble in terms of

public policy yet again.

I worry much more about the public policy
than I do about the discipline committee.

How many doctors are disciplined in any

given year? Not more than a handful. How
many are investigated in any given year?
Not more than a handful.

The fact that the minister has one lay rep-
resentative out of five or two out of 10 who
look at the discipline of an individual medical

practitioner really doesn't worry us very
much. That may make it a little fairer, it may
bring the new dimension into it; but that's

not the area which is crucial. The area which
is crucial is the matter of public policy: the

relationship of the council to OHIP; the

relationship of the council to the delivery of

services throughout Ontario; the relationship
of the council to the production within the

medical schools. The only way that that can

be protected is by an adequate number of

lay representatives—of non-medical repre-
sentatives. And the minister is settling for

three out of 21!

Well I suppose things work slowly in To-

ronto, and the medical profession has indi-

cated that more than that is unacceptable.
And the doctors have, frankly, developed
the toughest union in the province. They are

th^ most impenetrable profession around.

What they dictate the government observes.

It seems to me that implicit in this bill is a

further dictate.

There was a time some months ago, and
indeed when the minister was speaking as

a private member, when he talked in feeling
terms about wresting some of the control

from the hands of the profession and redis-

tributing it to the community at large. But
if all he is going to have is 14 per cent of

the representatives as reflecting the public
interest, then once again we bow before the

medical profession, once again we say to

them: "We'll keep a watchdog, but we will

exercise no effective power." And I don't see

why the minister gives them that right. I

don't see why the medical profession has
won that special privilege from the minister
within this legislation.

We'll support the increase because any
increase is welcome; and we'll support some
of the alterations in the provisions of this

bill, which as my colleagues from Parkdale

and Lakeshore have pointed out don't ap-

pear to circumscribe civil liberties and make
some sense. But I say to the minister, through
the Speaker, that the composition of the

council of the College of Physicians and

Surgeons remains a travesty. Defence of the

public interest with the bill as it is now is

still not possible. We've taken one step along
the road, but the minister has a very heavy
way yet to travel in the area of public de-

fence and public legitimacy.

I hope that the health disciplines legisla-
tion hasn't simply gone down the drain.

When I see a bill like this rushed in at the

end of one week, called precipitately for

debate at the beginning of the next, pre-

empting the major changes in legislation that

we thought would come, then all of us begin
to worry that there is a tidy little plot afoot

and that these amendments will be all that

we will see of the changes in the council

of the College of Physicians and Surgeons
through the life of this Parliament.

Otherwise, why is it before us at all?

What precipitates it? Why the sudden need?

Why couldn't the minister do what he had
recommendations to do to make the body
more representative, to introduce an egali-
tarian dimension to it all? Why does the

minister throw this in at the last minute,
at the end of the session when he had a

major revision in the works?

If we had had more time, we might have

thought several times about supporting this

bill—as I am thinking it through now, as

my colleagues are thinking it through — in

this 11th hour rush. If the member for Went-
worth (Mr. Deans) and the member for

Ottawa Centre (Mr. Cassidy) get up and

they feel as strongly as some of us are feel-

ing as we are looking at it and watching
it, it may be that we'll move ourselves to

opposition before the end of the debate.

I think not; I think the members for Park-

dale and for Lakeshore cannot be compro-
mised. They took the position that we'll sup-

port the minister on second reading, but it

isn't enough. It's by no stretch of the ima-

gination enough, and it's probably a betrayal
of the revision which we were promised
several months ago.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for St.

George.
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Mrs. M. Campbell (St. George): Mr.

Speaker, I concur in much of what has been

said on the general purposes of this bill,

and I am not going to repeat it. My con-

cerns are the same, but I would like to get
down to what I suppose would be the nitty-

gritty of the bill. I am very much afraid I

shall find myself at some later stage in the

same position as those members of the House
who supported the bill which has caused so

much concern in acceptance of doctors to

hospital practice.

I'm referring now to the material in sec-

tion 36, and particularly subsection 6. I'm

thinking in terms of this board of inquiry
which in this particular section deals with

the fitness-to-practise aspect of a doctor's

practice. I look at the medical evidence

which is supposed to be before this inquiry.
Here we have someone who cannot be

compelled to produce really anything at this

hearing, except that if he is required to,

he may produce a report containing medical

facts and so on. Then we relate that, which

is, I suppose, qualified to some extent by
the fact that the person making the report

may be the subject of cross-examination on

the contents of this report, if in fact he is

required to file one.

Then we note that the decision takes

effect immediately. It would seem to me that

this is one section that ought to be thoroughly
reviewed for the protection both of the

public and of the physician who is under

investigation. May I say, Mr. Speaker, to

the minister, in my view this has all the

trappings, if you like, of an official hearing;
but without really any of the substance

which normally goes into such a hearing.

I don't know, and I would like to have
an explanation from the minister if he

would be kind enough to do so, how he

sees this inquiry functioning if there are

no case hearings or histories, no notes and
other records. If in fact no report is re-

quired, how do you get to the point where

you make some conclusion about this per-
son? The people who are on this commit-

tee are basically, as I take it, members of

the profession, and there doesn't seem to

me to be any kind of specifics about the

evidence that ought properly to be heard.

I don't know who requires him to make
a report; it doesn't say. It just says that

he'll
1 make a report if he is required to do

so, whether that is the report required by
the board of inquiry or whether it is required

by reason of the person against whom the

report would have been made if it were

made. Then we find as a result of that that

it would appear that whatever happens is

final, or effective from that moment on.

I believe greatly in the medical profes-
sion. I happen to owe a great deal personally
in my life to members of this profession. I

do recall, Mr. Speaker, being present at a

very historic meeting where the head table

was graced by the then Chief Justice McRuer
and Dr. Gallic. Dr. Gallie, in response to

the problems of the legal profession in try-

ing to establish malpractice, stated that any
member of the medical profession, who
would give evidence against another member
was a pariah, I recall the very significant

exchange between the leader of the legal

profession, as he was in that room that day,
and Dr. Gallie. From that day forward I

have always been concerned with this total

matter of legal evidence as it would pertain
to fitness to practise.

il am seriously of the opinion, Mr. Speaker,
that this section should go back for further

consideration, unless of course the minister

can clarify the meaning of it for me. I

think we could find ourselves very much in

the same position in a hearing of this kind,

as it is laid out, with the same sort of

public comment as one has had in the case

of the doctors who have been refused the

right to practise in hospitals. To that extent

I am concerned about the medical practi-
tioner in a hearing with no clearly defined

laws of evidence before it, and pretty basi-

cally about the medical profession itself.

Perhaps some of what I am saying ap-

pears to be somewhat at odds with what
has been said by my leader, the Leader of

the Opposition; but that is not so. With his

general statement I am in hearty accord.

But if it can be clarified, then of course I

am prepared to hear the clarification.

Mr. Lewis: A fellow named Freud said

there are no accidents.

Mrs. Campbell: Well I have been the

victim, at least through a committee, of one
of the accidents of this Legislature in the

Dr. Schiller case. I don't want to see my-
self standing here trying to get an amend-
ment to this legislation in somebody else's

case.

Quite candidly, I want this particular

aspect clarified before I personally can sup-

port this bill, although in its general applica-
tion I am supporting it, as my leader has

indicated.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Ottawa
Centre.
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Mr. M. Cassidy (Ottawa Centre): Mr.

Speaker, I appreciate the views that have
been expressed in the House so far. There
are two or three points I want to make about
the bill; one of them is that I find it very
difficult to accept the minister's judgement
that all that is necessary to suit the temper
of the times is to increase the number of lay

people on the council of the college from
one to three.

This bill fails to recognize where power
lies within the council of the College of

Physicians and Surgeons of the province.
There is no mention made in these amend-
ments about the executive committee, and
the minister has been a doctor for too long
not to know that as in all such bodies, most
of the power of the council of the College of

Physicians and Surgeons has expired once it

has chosen who is to be on its executive

committee. Once they have appointed the

president, the vice-president, the registrar and
two or three other officers who are named
in the Medical Act, then at that point the

council meets relatively infrequently. It is the

executive that meets frequently. It is the

executive that holds, if you will, a kind of

caucus and makes recommendations to the

full council at its meetings once a month or

once every quarter, whatever the case may be.

Therefore, when we fail to insist that there

be at least one lay person on the executive,
what that means is that the lay people, who
are already in a medical environment that is

forbidding and intimidating, do not have
access to the point where the recommenda-
tions on which decisions are founded are

made. They have no input at that point. And
the lay members, however good they may
be and however much time they may have
to participate in the affairs of the college,
are put at another handicap in their par-

ticipation.

Secondly, if one wishes to see the self-

governing professions made truly accountable
to the public and truly respectful of the

public interest, Mr. Speaker, then there are

two things that need to be done.

One, of course, is that the lay representa-
tion on these bodies should be enormously
increased; token efforts such as three mem-
bers on this council, or two or three lay per-
sons on the bench of the Law Society of

Upper Canada, are obviously useless, as far

as that's concerned. The second thing is that

the affairs of the College of Physicians and

Surgeons will, I gather, continue to be con-
ducted in camera. They will be conducted
out of sight of the public. The reports that

filter through to the public will be in the

form of press releases and things like that.

One assumes, given the nature of this govern-
ment, that the lay people appointed to the

council of the college will not be the type
who will rock the boat by going to the press
if there is something that offends them. They
will try to use the old-boy network or the

clubby route in order to get something done.

It is hard to see how they can do otherwise,

in fact, if they are to retain the credibility
and to keep on, they being so few in number.

In fact, if they did that one realizes that their

effectiveness would immediately go from

being negligible to being totally non-existent

because they would be totally shut out from

information after that particular point.

Nothing is done in this Act to ensure that

the public, as represented by the press, as

represented by interested laymen, may par-

ticipate through observation in the affairs of

the council of the College of Physicians and

Surgeons. It seems to me that those delibera-

tions of the council are matters of public
interest and therefore ought to be held in

public.

If they are held in public, then the ques-
tion about whether there should be absolute

parity between lay people and medical people
on the college, or whether there should be a

majority of lay people on the college, or

whether there should be, say, a one-third

representation, becomes of less importance
because you know that there is a sufficient

outside group within the council to raise ques-

tions, to raise their eyebrows, to put alterna-

tive points of view to a profession which
does tend to be ingrown and introspective.

You also know that the public is there to

watch, or has the ability to watch, what is

happening in the running of the affairs of the

college. But without publicity, without that

public access, and with only a token number
of lay people on the board, without lay

people on the board, without lay people on

the executive, it's obvious that things go on

pretty much as they did before.

The best example of that—and I think

that the member for Lakeshore and the

member for Riverdale (Mr. Renwick) and
other legal persons here in the House can

certainly pay tribute to it—is the fact that

so little has changed in the running of the

Law Society of Upper Canada since two or

three lay people were appointed to the bench
of that society about two years ago, I think

it is. That was tokenism; nothing effectively
has changed. What has changed, if anything,
in the Law Society is that some of the
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lawyers themselves recognize that something
must be done; and some of them have turned

into advocates of reform within their own

profession. But that doesn't necessarily hap-

pen and there are not that many signs that

it is happening within the upper echelons of

the medical profession.

I might add, Mr. Speaker, that this bill

also fails to Tecognize a peculiar problem
of medical politics, of which the minister is

probably aware, being both a politician and

a medical man. As he knows, there are

certain doctors who take great delight in

taking office in a local medical society, or in

a medical society of their county, their

region, their province, their country, or

even internationally. And once they take

the first couple of rungs up from these things

and show willingness to devote themselves

to the affairs of medical societies of one

sort and another, other people in the pro-
fession who may well be equally, or even

more competent, who may be more interested

in research, or more interested in reforming
the profession, or more interested in up-

grading general practice, or more interested

in this kind of thing, then the people who
hold these positions say: "Well, we'll leave

it to George because we know that old

George will get along and do the job.

Frankly, I haven't got the time."

It is well known, Mr. Speaker, that doc-

tors are busy people and that the best

people in the profession often db either

practise more than 40 hours a week or do

research, or teaching on the side, or that they
make a deliberate decision not to practise
that much and spend the time in leisure

with their family, or in other means that

I need not detail.

It seems to me the persons who are elected

to the 12 regional positions on the council

of the College of Physicians and Surgeons,
are liable by definition to come from this

10 per cent of the profession who engage
in what one might call medical politics.

Therefore, they are subject to both the

strengths and the weaknesses of that particu-

lar group.

The strengths, squarely, are a willingness
to devote time to the affairs of the medical

profession. The weaknesses are that they
tend to be older; they may tend to be rather

crusty in their views; they may tend to be

more conservative and reactionary; they may
tend to be more resentful about what is

happening in new developments in the medi-

cal profession and about the views of people
outside the profession and what should be

happening within the whole field of the

medical and health sciences, not including
medicine alone.

It's interesting, Mr. Speaker, that there is

a tremendous exclusion of people who can

bring a great deal of light to the council

of the college. That exclusion is this: That

only five representatives on the council may
come from the various universities; may be

in a teaching or consultant role on a medical

faculty in the Province of Ontario.

Now I understand the desire to get bal-

ance among the medical people on the

council of the college, but at the same time

your young Turks, the people who are trying

to get changes in the profession, the people
who are innovating and bringing in new ideas

and so on, are automatically shut out if they

are teaching, as many of them will tend to

be, from the 12 positions that are elective of

the council.

Well, those are the kinds of problems
that exist, Mr. Speaker, with the council of

the college as it stands right now. And they
are not cured. There is not an adequate in-

fusion of new ideas coming on to the coun-

cil of the college because of a paltry in-

crease from one to three persons who are

representatives of lay people.

I might also say, Mr. Speaker, that if

any thought went into devising this Act—
and I doubt it, given the hasty way in which

it has been introduced, and the arrogant

way in which it is being jammed through
the Legislature within hours of a printed

copy being made available to members—
if there was any thought about the future

shape of the health disciplines, it is not

reflected to me in suggesting that the only

people who may sit on the council of the

College of Physicians and Surgeons shall

either be medical practitioners or lay people
with absolutely no knowledge of the health

sciences.

It seems to me that it was not only the

member for Parkdale and other innovators

in thinking about health, but it was many

people in the medical profession and in the

health sciences who were talking about the

health team. And the minister was talking

about the way in which many duties now
carried on by physicians should and ought
to be now carried on by physicians' assistants,

by nurses, by nursing aides even or be car-

ried on by people in other paraprofessional

roles who can relieve the doctor of a great

deal of responsibility, and who in turn should

be given a great deal of responsibility and

not simply be subservient to the medical
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professional as the queen of the health

sciences.

Now, those people in the other health

sciences who outnumber, I think, by about

10-to-one the doctors in health practice also

have a great deal to contribute. If there is

going to be a move in this province towards

the health team, then it seems to me that

there should be some reciprocity in repre-

sentation on the various boards that govern
the various professions involved in health

care.

It is my recollection, Mr. Speaker, that a

number of bodies which regulate or disci-

pline or in other ways are involved with the

paraprofessions and the lesser health pro-

fessions, if one accepts, as I do not, that

medicine is the king or queen of them all,

that doctors sit on those boards. There is

an enormous number of areas where doctors

make decisions that affect nurses, that affect

nursing aides, that affect health technicians

and that affect other people like that.

If in fact the health team approach was

being accepted, and if it were to be ac-

cepted in this province that while a doctor

has every right to tell a nurse about some-

thing which is in the doctor's purview, then

so has a nurse every right to tell a doctor

about something which is basically in the

nurse's purview.

Mr. Mcllveen: You don't think they
don't?

Mr. Cassidy: Well, I don't know about
that.

Mr. J. R. Rhodes (Sault Ste. Marie):

Right. You don't.

Mr. Cassidy: The fact is that while a doc-

tor has no hesitation in chewing out a nurse,

the number of times a nurse chews out a

doctor is darn rare because she knows that

that doctor has a power over her in the hos-

pital setting.

Mr. Foulds: The member for Oshawa ob-

viously deserves to be chewed out.

Mr. Cassidy: The member for Oshawa,
who is a doctor himself, is obviously a bit

sensitive about this.

Mr. Lewis: Everyone chews him out, that

is of no consequence.

Mr. Mcllveen: I have been chewed out

by better people.

Mr. Cassidy: But there should probably
be representatives of some of the other

health disciplines involved in the College of

Physicians and Surgeons, and not just lay

people and doctors.

One of the arguments, Mr. Speaker, that

is made about putting non-doctors on to the

college is the fact that it is naturally diffi-

cult for them to always understand the med-
ical technicalities to which they are exposed
from time to time. My feeling about that

is basically that there are an—

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. Cassidy: —awful lot of things which

yield to sheer common sense and which lay-

men are quite qualified to talk about. If I

didn't feel that, then I wouldn't be here

speaking in this debate tonight and I would

simply sit down and say, "Oh, it's all the

doctors' affair." Well, health is too impor-
tant to be left to the doctors, Mr. Speaker.
It's far too important to be left to the doc-

tors.

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. Cassidy: The lay people who go on
to this board, it seems to me, could quite

justifiably be reinforced and there could be

an adoption of the health team approach
if there were people from other health dis-

ciplines involved in the college. I don't know
how far we should go. I don't know what
the ultimate pattern ought to be. But it may
be that only one-third, ultimately, of the

members of the council of the college should

in fact be doctors and one-third possibly
should come from other health disciplines

and one-third should be lay people repre-

senting the public interest.

Mr. Lewis: In fact, maybe there shouldn't

be any doctors.

Mr. Cassidy: Well, I suggest that—

Mr. Lewis: There is a case to be made
for removing all the doctors from the med-
ical council. Well, token representation.

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. Cassidy: Well, Mr. Speaker, the leader

of the New Democratic Party is—

Mr. Lewis: —getting carried away.

Mr. Cassidy: No. He fails to take the

evolutionary approach that I am suggesting.

Mr. Lewis: Well, that's the difference be-

tween youth and experience.

Mr. Cassidy: At any rate, Mr. Speaker, we
will be moving a couple of amendments in
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the committee and their purpose will be to

increase to one-third the proportion of lay

people who sit on the board. We feel that

that is an evolutionary increase, but it is of

sufficient magnitude to make the point that

this is no longer a closed shop with one or

two outsiders allowed in for tokenism in order
to try to satisfy the general public.

We will also be making the amendment,
Mr. Speaker, to ensure that the representa-
tives of the health sciences faculties, medical
faculties—they are health sciences faculties

if you look at them at McMaster—need not
be qualified physicians. They can be qualified
in some other health discipline. They can
be biologists. They can be chemists. They
can be dentists. They can be nurses or they
can be lay people representing the medical-

Mr. Lewis: I think the minister agrees.

Mr. Cassidy: —faculties or the health

science faculties of the universities.

I would just sav in closing, Mr. Speaker,
that I think it's really ironic, the timing of

this particular bill. Last weekend in Toronto
over 200 people took part in a very impor-
tant conference, sponsored by Wayland
Workshops, on new patterns of health care in

the Province of Ontario. I'm sorry that I

wasn't able to be there personally, but if you
read the press accounts of that particular

conference you will see the kind of thinking
which is coming; to the fore. If you talk, as

I have, with people in Ottawa and other

parts of the province who are experimenting
now in finding those aspects of the doctor's

art that can be taught and practised in fact

by lav people without a medical degree; if

vou look at that kind of thing, if you look
in fact at what has happened in the army for

vears. where lay people have practised medi-
cine with the full support and approbation
of the medical profession, there are a lot of

developments that are happening, Mr.

Speaker, within the medical and health care

field.

They should be recognized, but they will

not be recognized by a council of the

College of Physicians and Surgeons whose
representation of laymen is increased from
a paltry token one to a paltry token three.

Mr. Mcllveen: The member would make
a real good medicine man.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Water-
loo North.

Mr. E, R. Good (Waterloo North): Mr.

Speaker, I am sure that in the matter of any

self-disciplining body, whether it be a pro-
fession or a business, where the group is

responsible not only for the regulation of

the business or profession within itself, the

prime concern is that this regulatory body
can convince the public that its main pur-

pose of being is for the protection of the

public. This, we are told, is the basic pur-

pose of any self-regulating body, but some-

times I feel there is considerable apprehension
in the minds of the public where one busi-

ness is governed by a board of administra-

tion set up under the legislation, or where
a profession is governed by a group made

up entirely of that profession, as we see in

this bill and also in the Law Society of

Upper Canada bill, as well as in other en-

gineering groups.

The change here where we have a larger

appointment of lay people I think is cer-

tainly a step in the right direction and should

in fact help to allay some of the public's

fears. I fear the groups in many respects

don't get through to the public that they are

as virtally concerned with protecting the

public as they are with regulating their own

group within the confines of their own body,
whether it be the Law Society or the College
of Physicians and Surgeons, or the council

that regulates nurses, or any other group.

There is one point, Mr. Speaker, that I

would like to have the minister comment on

and that has to do with an experience I had

some time ago when I tried to help a doctor

get a hearing before the Law Society of

Upper Canada. It so happened that the com-

plaint was against a bencher, and you would

know, Mr. Speaker, how difficult it is to get

legal representation when you are appearing
before the disciplinary committee of the Law

Society, especially when your complaint is

against a bencher! We scoured the legal

profession from Ottawa to Niagara Falls

before we found a lawyer who would go with

this particular person, who happened to be

a member of the medical profession. I am
sure the minister would agree that his com-

plaint must have been very sound and a very
worthwhile complaint.

The problem as I see it here is simply
this. There are two bodies here; the dis-

ciplinary committee and the fitness to practise
committee. I would judge after reading the

bill that neither of these committees is pre-

pared to judge the competency of the

doctor.

The disciplinary committee will certainly

deal with matters regarding illegal practice
or whether or not malpractice is involved.
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The committee dealing with the competency
of the doctor will deal with whether the

doctor is incapacitated whether by senility

or mental or physical handicap. But there

is nowhere that the average citizen can turn

for help if he feels that he has been dealt

with by someone who has been incompe-
tent. The only answer you get is: "Well,

go to the civil courts." The average layman
is not usually in a financial position to do so.

He feels that he is not that well acquainted
with the law to know whether he has a

proper case or not.

I would invite the minister to reply as to

whether either of these committees is pre-

pared to give free access to the general pub-
lic on a complaint that simply deals with

the competency of the physician involved.

I understand that the proposal for the health

disciplines Act made by the nursing profes-
sion was that they were prepared to have
their council deal with the competency of

nurses as they deal with the public. This is

something which I think is lacking in many
of our self-disciplining councils and some-

thing which I think is very important if lay

people are to have easy access to a body
which can deal with their complaints.

Mr. Speaker: Does any other member wish
to take part in the debate? The hon. mem-
ber for Downsview.

Mr. V. M. Singer (Downsview): Mr.

Speaker, I am concerned with the provisions
of this Act. The minister parades it as a new
and important departure insofar as it con-

cerns making available to public scrutiny
the ability of the medical profession to be

observed, complained about and disciplined.
I think the Act does something much less

than that.

I noticed he was nodding in great agree-
ment to the comments of my colleague from

Waterloo North about the difficulties of get-

ting complaints before the discipline com-
mittee of the Law Society. Maybe the com-

plaints of my colleague and the nods of the

minister have some validity. However, that is

not what is before us tonight.

What is before us tonight is the dressing

up, the enforcement, the liberalization, the

democratization of the provisions of the

Medical Act and the ability to have the

College of Physicians and Surgeons inquire
into actual and alleged breaches of medical

discipline, medical mores, breaches of the

Criminal Code by registered doctors and so

on.

I don't think that this Act really does

what the minister apparently thinks it is

going to do. For instance, I am puzzled why
section 34 comes before section 35. Section

34 in the original Act says, "A member of

the college who is alleged to be guilty of

professional misconduct is subject to discip-

linary action and liable to the penalties
hereinafter provided." Then section 34 ( 3 )

goes on to describe three kinds of profes-
sional misconduct.

One would wonder, and certainly I do,

Mr. Speaker, why that kind of definition

section doesn't follow after the new section

35, which talks about the establishment and

appointment of a discipline committee, and

why all of these things shouldn't follow after

a discipline committee has been appointed.

What one has to conclude is that there

is deliberate continuance of a separation of

different kinds of disciplinary action that

can be taken and different kinds of profes-
sional misconduct. I just don't see or under-

stand what is the difference. If the Act at

this point is in fact being rewritten, I don't

see why we don't deal with all kinds of pro-

fessional misconduct after we have estab-

lished the discipline committee. In other

words, in recasting the Act, why doesn't sec-

tion 35 come before section 34 and why
don't we start from the beginning?

Is there something more obtuse in the

theme of the Act than appears on the sur-

face? Are there different kinds of discipline

or different kinds of tests that should be

asserted? The Act sort of removes the ob-

vious ones and says:

A member is guilty of professional mis-

conduct

(a) if he has be^n convicted [well, that

is clear enough] in Canada of an indictable

offence.

(b) if his rights and privileges under

the Narcotic Control Act . . . have been

restricted [and that's clear enough] or

(c) if he has been guilty in the opinion

of the discipline committee . . . of mis-

conduct in a professional respect or of

conduct unbecoming a medical practitioner

or of incompetence.

All of that precedes the establishment of the

discipline committee. So one has to continue

to wonder whether or not we have got two

different kinds of categories of offences and

two different kinds of functions of the com-

mittee and why in fact they continue this

unusual kind of separation.
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Again, Mr. Speaker, I wonder why the

minister has paid no attention at all to a

more ready dealing with questions of medical

negligence. I mentioned this the other night
in the minister's estimates and, fascinatingly

enough, I have had comments from several

members of the House, from all sides of the

House, who said this was something well

worth saying and we had hoped that there

would have been a response from the

minister.

Now if the minister did make a response—
I didn't sit through all his estimates—I didn't

hear it, but I would have thought the appro-

priate place he could have made a response
was in this kind of a statute and that there

would have been some ready availability in

this statute, An Act to amend the Medical

Act, which would have provided a much
greater facility to persons who are members
of the public who feel themselves aggrieved
by medical practice, whether their complaints
are valid or not. I would have hoped to have
seen enshrined in legislation some ready
means of approach to the College of Physi-
cians and Surgeons which would have de-
manded an immediate reply; some ready
means of availability of advice as to whether
or not the conduct complained about was
recognizable medical practice and the con-
duct is characteristic of the particular area

where it was being carried on; some ready
means of availability for aggrieved members
of the public to advice and information; and,
Mr. Speaker, and perhaps I am stretching it

a bit too far, some unification and logical
extension of limitation periods.

Had some of these things been included in

the Act the public might have had much
more confidence in the kind of provisions that

the minister brings before us than the ones
he presently presents.

I join very wholeheartedly with the com-
ments made by my colleague from St. George
when she queries with me the real meaning
and significance of subsection 6 of section 5
of the amending Act. I ask the minister what
really is the purpose of subsection 6?

Subsection 6 says, "A legally qualified
medical practitioner-

Mr. Speaker: Well, you had better-

Mr. Singer: I know. I am speaking on it

but this is part of the theme, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: You are speaking on the

principle of the bill. We are not discussing
sections of this bill.

Mr. Singer: No, I am talking about a

matter of principle and I am suggesting, Mr.

Speaker, that subsection 6 is illustrative of

the principle of concealing and protecting the

profession.

Mr. Speaker: You will have an opportunity
to discuss subsection 6.

Mr. Singer: I am saying that within the

broad terms of subsection—all right, I won't
read it, Mr. Speaker. I am saying that sub-

section 6 is illustrative of the error that the

minister commits in bringing this kind of an
Act before us. He permits, by the broad

wording of subsection 6, the medical practi-
tioner to be able to carve out his own rules

about disclosure and to deny the complaining
citizen the kind of information that the com-

plaining citizen should have available to him
when he wishes to carry forward a complaint
about the kind of medical treatment that he
has had presented to him.

I can't help but agree with what my col-

league says. When the brush paints in such a

broad swath, one must suspect the motives
of the minister in bringing forward this kind

of a subsection. One must suspect from the

whole setup of this Act that it is designed to

protect the practitioner who is being com-

plained of, whether rightly or wrongly, from

proper inquiry addressed to his conduct by
members of the public.

I feel very strongly, Mr. Speaker, that the

minister should take this Act back and recast

it, so that first he sets up his discipline com-
mittee. Subsequent to that he phrases or re-

phrases section 34. Subsequent to that he
deals with matters such as are dealt with in

subsection 6, so that when members of the

public feel they are aggrieved, whether

rightly or wrongly—and I cast no judgement
upon it at all—they have an automatic right

guaranteed by a statute passed by this Legis-
lature that they can go to the College of

Physicians and Surgeons and say, "This is

what we are concerned about. This is the
kind of information we want to be dealt with.

This is the kind of information that should
be brought forward. This is the kind of infor-

mation we are entitled to ask questions
about." I suggest to you, Mr. Speaker, that

in the casting of this Act and the phraseology
of it and in the whole setup of it the minis-

ter, whether by design or not, has run circles

around what is the present-day view of an

approach to a professional body.
It is no answer to complain as my col-

league does about the Law Society. I have

got many complaints about the Law Society

myself. What we are dealing with now is the
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Medical Association and the College of Physi-
cians and Surgeons. Just a very small ex-

ample.

I was complaining to the College of Physi-
cians and Surgeons—well, the penultimate
result of it occurred just the other day as the

result of the complaint of a constituent of

mine who was complaining about the actions

of a particular practitioner. I had written to

the college about four months ago and I had
received no answer. My constituents wrote
back to me and said "What happened about

my complaint?" I wrote to the college again
and the college wrote me back, several

months after my original complaint, apolo-

gized profusely for not having given me an
earlier answer and then said, "We are sorry
but we can't help you".

I believe that the task of this Legislature is

to provide a vehicle whereby someone who
believes that he or she has a legitimate com-

plaint is entitled to a reasonably prompt
answer by people whom this Legislature

charges with that responsibility. There is

nothing in this Act that does that. Notwith-

standing the comments of my leader and
others in the House I am going to find it

very difficult to vote for the principle of this

bill.

Mr. Speaker: Does any other member wish
to take part in the debate on Bill 234, second

reading, before the minister replies?

Hon. Mr. Potter: As the member for Scar-

borough West said earlier, the health disci-

plines bill is being prepared and when I

found I was not going to be able to introduce
it at this session, I found it necessary to

bring in these amendments to the present
bill purely as an interim measure because of

the need to provide for the fitness-to-practise
committee and also for the need to increase
the membership of the council and one or two
other things. In the past, from the experience
with Betty Kennedy on the council of the

college, I would say that she has demon-
strated that a private member can contribute
a great deal and certainly she hasn't been
influenced by the members of the profession
who have been there.

Mr. Lewis: Well, what has happened? What
public attention has there been?

Hon. Mr. Potter: But I am not prepared to

say that the three members would not be of

any use; I think they will be and I think it's

worth giving it a try.

Mr. I. Deans (Wentworth): You would
think we were coming out of the Dark Ages.

Mr. Lewis: A try!

Hon. Mr. Potter: As I said earlier, the fit-

ness-to-practise committee needs to be estab-

lished to deal with physical and mental in-

capacity. At the present time the college
hasn't any authority to suspend anyone from

practice or indeed to investigate them for

fitness, and I think particularly in the health

field it's essential when there is no limitation

on retirement or anything else, and I think

it's most important that we do have this

committee.

The other committee—the discipline com-
mittee—of course, deals with a different situa-

tion entirely. It deals with quasi-criminal mat-

ters; matters of unprofessional conduct or mis-

conduct and this sort of thing.

So I am asking for both of these commit-
tees to be established in order that the col-

lege can carry out its function much better.

The other changes in the bill, as was

pointed out, were for the appointment of

investigators to the college to investigate al-

leged professional misconduct and incompe-
tence.

The other thing I would like to point out

is that there is a complaints committee of

the college where the complaints of the public
should be directed, to be dealt with as

promptly as possible. This is taken care of in

section 37, subsection (1) of the Medical Act,

which deals with complaints made by the

public.

But, Mr. Speaker, I do want to reiterate

that this in no way affects the health disci-

plines bill which will be brought in later and

at which time it is proposed to extend public

representations further to complaints commit-

tees and registration committees of the various

health disciplines.

Mr. Speaker: The motion is for second read-

ing of Bill 234.

All those in favour say "aye."

All those opposed say "nay."

In my opinion, the "ayes" have it.

I declare the motion carried.

Motion agreed to; second reading of the

bill.

Mr. Lewis: We will fight it clause by
clause. Can we go to committee and get it

over with?

Hon. E. A. Winkler (Chairman, Manage-
ment Board of Cabinet): Does the member
want to do it now?

Mr. Lewis: Yes, yes.
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Mr. Speaker: Shall the bill be ordered for

third reading?

Some hon. members: No, committee of the

whole House.

Mr. Speaker: Mr. Minister? What do you

want, committee of the whole House?

Hon. Mr. Potter: Well, there are a few

things I want to do before it goes to com-

mittee. Not right now.

Mr. Speaker: Yes, but you have your choice

whether it goes to committee or standing

committee.

Mr. Singer: Or standing committee.

Mr. Speaker: Committee of the whole

House.

Agreed.

An hon. member: We haven't any choice.

Mr. Lewis: Are we going into committee

of the whole House now?

PUBLIC HEALTH ACT

Hon. Mr. Potter moves second reading of

Bill 235, An Act to amend the Public Health

Act.

Mr. Lewis: I can understand why the min-

ister is not ready.

Mr. Deans: Mr. Speaker, before you pro-

ceed with Bill 235, I wonder if I might ask

you whether the minister would consider pro-

ceeding with this bill at another time. The
bill is technical. I don't believe we have had
sufficient-

Mr. R. F. Nixon: It just deals with speci-

men collections.

Mr. Deans: That is right. I don't believe

I've had quite sufficient time; I would have

preferred to have had another day to take a

look at it.

Hon. Mr. Potter: We're prepared to wait,
Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Lewis: Thank you, that's good of you.

Mr. Singer: Now what? Now you've done
it.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: I have a little problem
on my hands. I'm not too sure the Minister

of Education (Mr. Wells) is here now.

Mr. Lewis: I would move the adjournment
of the House. That's just to get you off the

hook. You don't want me to do that?

Clerk of the House: The 40th order, House
in committee of supply.

ESTIMATES, MINISTRY OF EDUCATION
(continued)

Mr. S. Lewis (Scarborough West): On a

point of order, Mr. Chairman, I trust you
will be willing to suspend the House activi-

ties for a moment or two until the member
for Port Arthur (Mr. Foulds) arrives.

Hon. E. A. Winkler (Chairman, Manage-
ment Board of Cabinet): We will wait.

Mr. I. Deans (Wentworth): He is here; he

is just not in his seat. He just walked out.

Mr. Lewis: He didn't realize the govern-
ment would collapse quite so quickly and

stepped out for a minute.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Mr. Chairman, the gov-
ernment doesn't collapse that quickly, but in

our desire to co-operate, we are doing exactly

as we were requested.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Chairman: Order please. Do you expect
him to be just a moment, or shall we carry

on with other discussion?

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Chairman: For the information of the

House, there is about 14 hours and 25 or 26

minutes, something like that.

Mr. R. F. Nixon (Leader of the Opposition):
Don't turn the key.

Mr. Lewis: That's fine; we are going to

take about 13 hours 30 minutes of that as

soon as he gets back.

Mr. Chairman: We recognize the member
for Port Arthur.

Mr. J. F. Foulds (Port Arthur): Well, this

is what you might call dictus interruptus, Mr.

Chairman.

Mr. M. Cassidy (Ottawa Centre): I've cer-

tainly never heard about that.

Mr. Foulds: It's not quite as traumatic as

the allusions that the members are making
to this other activity that may be interruptus,

but it is fairly traumatic. It is dictus inter-

ruptus in two senses—that I was in full flight
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on these estimates on Thursday last at 10:30

when, as you recall, Mr. Chairman, you sum-

marily told me it was 10:30, and that we
would continue the next day.

Hon. A. Grossman (Minister of Revenue):
You spoke for another 10 minutes.

Mr. Foulds: It has been four days since

that evening. I would just like very briefly,

and I do mean briefly, to recap what I had

been saying that evening to try to pick up
the continuity of my remarks.

I mentioned between 9:15 and 10:30 on

Thursday evening that the present Premier

(Mr. Davis), the then Minister of Education,

in 1963 had accurately projected a rising in-

crease in the expenses on education; that

at that time he said briefly—well he had said

at great length and I detailed that at great

length on Thursday night—that our expenses
on education would go upward and onward
for the next two decades and that we as a

society had to make the commitment to that

expenditure over the next two decades, not

just merely for the one decade and then cut

short as we have done.

I contrasted that with the speech of the

Treasurer (Mr. White), who said very clearly
to the trustees in Cambridge that as Treas-

urer he had been one of the people in gov-
ernment who had given the pendulum a

healthy swing in the other direction so that

education was no longer a top priority of the

government; no longer No. 1 was his unique

phrasing.

I then went on to outline in some detail the

effect the ceilings were having on a number
of Metro schools, Central Technical, Gosford
Public School Topcliff Public School, Brown
Public School and Alexander Muir Public

School. I mentioned, by way of excursus al-

most, the effect the ceilings were having on
the ESL students in the Metro school system.
Those are the students who have English as

a second language. I said, if my memory
serves me correctly, and I can dig out the

figures, that really roughly only about 30

per cent to 42 per cent, depending on the

prioritv category, whether they were priority

category 1. 2 or 3, were receiving the atten-

tion and the extra help from the specialist
teachers that are required for those kids who
have English as a second language at the

elementary school level.

I detailed some of the effects and specifics
that the cutbacks have had at Jarvis Col-

legiate and Castle Frank High School, and
I was into talking about Oakwood Collegiate.
T tad started the outline on Oakwood Col-

legiate with some comments that parents have

written to school trustees in Toronto about

the situation at Oakwood.

I now want to deal with some very specific
situations at Oakwood Collegiate. I would

hope the minister (Mr. Wells) would make
the commitment to the spokesmen in the

Legislature about the specific cases they have

cited in specific schools that he made to the

high school kids themselves this afternoon,
that he would follow up on these details.

As of Sept. 30 at Oakwood Collegiate, the

art teacher had spent $168 out of her own
pocket to buy wood, masonite and paints. The
students buy materials at cost as they need
them. That cost includes the sales tax. The
Ontario Council of the Arts will supply a

creative artist for a minimum of five days
for 10 per cent of the actual cost, but there

is no money in the budget to take advantage
of that programme.

In biology and chemistry, there are no text-

books for grade 10 students in level 4

biology. The teacher meets, on the average,
28 more students per day than last year. In

previous years, animal specimens for dissec-

tion were one for every two students. Now
it is one among four. There are 38 students

in a lab designed to seat 30.

In English, the independent reading pro-

gramme requires $1,000 per year to keep it

going. This year no money is being spent on
it. The teaching load has been increased by
an average of 20 per cent, and naturally the

time for preparation of marking has been
increased.

Geography: There are 38 students in a

geography lab designed for a maximum of

34. Sixty students asked for a new grade 13

course. They were refused because of insuffi-

cient teacher time.

Guidance: Seven hours less of guidance
time available to students compared to last

year. In previous years students in grades 11,

12 and 13 received seven bulletins per year

outlining job opportunities and changing cir-

cumstances at colleges and universities. This

year there is only one copy per class. Most

guidance teachers are also teaching in the

classroom, which requires preparation of

marking, further eroding counselling time for

the students.

History: Grade 13 classes number 35,

which are too big for discussion purposes.
The library budget in 1970-1971 was $10,000.
In 1972-1973 it was $5,300. In 1973-1974 it

was $3,500. That's all the more disastrous in

a school where individual student research is

encouraged.
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In 1971-1972 there were two qualified
librarians. This year there is one. The teach-

ers of English as a second language encour-

age the new Canadian students to read

widely to increase their vocabulary. There is

insufficient money to buy enough books with

controlled vocabulary for them to begin their

reading. Reluctant readers will not be en-

couraged to enjoy books, because there is a

lack of library staff to guide them to books

related to their interests.

Industrial arts: The department budget was
cut one-third over three years. This despite
inflation of 200 per cent in materials such as

plastics. There is no wood for woodwork. A
lot is going to go on in that industrial arts

class, eli?

Mathematics: If there is no more money
forthcoming, the supply of terminal paper
and cards will be exhausted for the computer
science programme.
Moderns and languages: No opportunity for

oral testing in grades 11 and 12, yet this

should be the core of the programme. Five

classes are too big for the language lab. There
is need for another level six class in grade
11. Twelve students were refused grade 13

French because there was not enough room
for them. The classes are so big that if the

teacher said nothing each student would be
able to speak the language for a little over

one minute per period.

Music: There is no money left to repair
musical instruments. Board policy is to re-

place an instrument every 20 vears. The

faculty of music at the U of T replaces
instruments every 10 years, yet many instru-

ments are over 20 years old. This means
even more money is needed to repair instru-

ments. Fifty students taking instrumental

music must share instruments, therefore the

time available for practise is reduced. It is

also harder on the instruments, which in turn,
need more frequent repair.

Theatre arts: No budget for make-up,
script, scene paint, set building, tools, records
and tapes. Classes of 35 students, yet the

experts suggest 25 is the optimum. No money
for texts. In the past, groups of students have

presented plays in the community; for exam-

ple, in homes for the elderly. This will no

longer be possible.

Typewriting: There are classes of 41 in a
room designed for 35. Every typewriter is

being used so that if one breaks down some
student has to be without a typewriter until

such time as that is repaired.

Textbooks: As of Sept. 30, 15 texts short in

grade 11 geography; 20 texts short in man

in society; 21 texts short in typing; 10 texts

short in grade 9 history; 20 texts short in

physics.

Home economics: thirty-nine students asked

for a new grade 13 class; they were refused

because of lack of teacher time.

Physical education: No money available to

offer tennis, badminton or golf. There is a

lack of balls in all sports for practice; for

example, one ball for every eight students

in rugger when there used to be one for every
four.

Some equipment cannot be used because
it is unsafe; for example, vaulting boxes,

pommel horse. There is one stop-watch and
one measuring tape for the entire school.

Physics: There are 35 students in a lab

designed for 24. The result is a lack of

bench space for the students.

A few comments about Humberside Colle-

giate. The library budget is down 70 per
cent; that means a 70 per cent reduction in

the purchase of new books. The geography
textbooks in grades 10, 11 and 12 are 10

years out of date.

In addition teachers don't have time to try
to keep in contact with the elementary
schools which send students on to Humber-
side. This handicaps their adjustment to grade
9 work. So much for K to 13, K to 12, K to

whatever.

In French, the method used in grades 9

and 10 is Le Francais International. The

Ministry of Education itself said classes

should be no more than 16 or 18 because
the method depends on students listening
to and speaking the language. Nevertheless,
classes have increased in size each year since

the ministry ceilings were imposed in 1970
and there is now an average of 29 in grade
9 and 23 in grade 10. While the student body
taking French has increased from 937 to 981
in the last year, the modern languages staff

has decreased from eight to seven.

Humberside situation with musical instru-

ments: The cost of musical instruments has

been rising dramatically by 20 to 75 per cent

depending upon where they are bought. The
Toronto Board of Education has been buying
cheaper instruments which wear out more

quickly. The result is more repairs and a

general shortage. Some grade 9 students who

opted for band had to be turned down be-

cause of this shortage. There are as many as

three students using one instrument. That
makes practice impossible.

Physics department: Has been waiting for

equipment since early 1973. In grade 13 as
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many as seven students have had to work on

one apparatus. Science equipment lasts about

30 years but some of Humberside's is more
than 50 years old. The science department's

budget has been reduced from $2.60 to $1.56

per student.

In addition, the science department must

now pay for paper towels which it formerly
obtained from maintenance supply. It has to

eliminate the purchase of some safety equip-

ment; for example face masks or goggles.

Humberside art supplies have dwindled to

the point where students are lining up to use

the one paper cutter. Individual help, so

important in arts the department says, is

impossible in classes which number 33 in

grade 9 and 30 in grade 12.

Mathematics has 14 classes with 35 or

more students. Mathematics head Martin

Clenham has one grade 13 algebra class with

39 students. He can't ask all of them enough

questions or get them to the blackboard

enough. Teachers from other grades tell him
he has three superb students. He thinks they
are right, but he wouldn't know from his own

experience; mainly, he knows the three never

ask questions.

Commercial department: Not enough typ-

ing places with 36 students to a class. One
of the teachers, a Mr. Kendall says: "If all

my students were present on one day there

would be insufficient desks."

One example I know from personal experi-

ence. Someone who works in our office has a

daughter going to an Eastern Commerce

grade 9 class in typing; if all the students

show up in that particular class four or six

students are without a machine.

In the English class, the seating arrange-
ment is on a first-come, first-served basis.

Those who don't get there early sit on the

floor.

Now, these statistics, these case studies-

some generalizations, some specifics—all of

them come from Metro Toronto. It seems to

me to be a supreme irony that the education

spokesman for the New Democratic Party,

coming from northern Ontario, for once has

to speak out on behalf of Metro Toronto, for

once has to indicate that the situation is

serious in Metropolitan Toronto. That's a

supreme irony for me.

And the supreme irony arises because the

ceilings aren't doing what they are sup-
posed to be doing. That is the ceilings have
not levelled up the quality of education across

this province. What the ceilings have done is

levelled down education in Metro Toronto.

Mr. F. Drea (Scarborough Centre): What
are you doing in Port Arthur?

Mr. Foulds: What you have done by impos-

ing the ceilings and the ceiling mechanism is

you have kept Metro Toronto in check, but

you haven't given the incentives-

Mr. Drea: What have you done in Port

Arthur?

Mr. Foulds: —to the other areas of the

province. You know, instead of devising
educational ceilings, you should have been

devising educational incentives. What you
should have been doing, in a much more posi-
tive way-

Mr. Drea: What are you doing in Port

Arthur?

Mr. Foulds: Does the member for Scar-

borough Centre have anything articulate to

say?

Mr. Drea: I'd like to know why somebody
from Port Arthur is talking about Metropoli-
tan Toronto.

Mr. Foulds: It'll be a first if you do have

something articulate to say.

Mr. Drea: If you had the money we have
in Metropolitan Toronto you would—

Mr. Chairman: Order!

Mr. Foulds: I beg your pardon?

Mr. Chairman: Order, please. The member
for Port Arthur should continue his remarks.

Mr. Foulds: As usual, the member's sen-

tences trail off with an incoherent wave of

the incoherent hand.

Mr. Drea: No, they don't trail off.

Mr. Foulds: Well, if the members like you
aren't able to represent Metro Toronto in the

matter of educational ceilings, I suppose I'll

have to do it.

Mr. H. C. Parrott (Oxford): That would be
a disaster.

Mr. Foulds: Well, if the kids over at the

Ontario room this afternoon could have heard

the comments of the backbench Tory mem-
bers from Toronto about how they were irre-

sponsible and political activists-

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Drea: Oh no. That is not what I said.
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Mr. Foulds: —they would have second

thoughts about how actively the members
from Metro Toronto in the Tory party have
been supporting them in this Legislature.

Mr. G. Nixon (Dovercourt): Off-beat again.

Mr. Drea: Nothing like a drama professor
to go out of context.

Mr. Foulds: You know, I almost consider

that a compliment, coming from you.

Mr. Drea: You would.

Mr. Foulds: Now, as I was saying, Mr.

Chairman, before I allowed myself to get

dragged into this donnybrook, what the min-

istry has failed to do in financial terms—al-

though it has done it in terms of curriculum

and it has done it in terms of bulletins and it

has done it in terms of the drafting of HS1—
what the ministry has failed to do in finan-

cial terms is to encourage the boards out

there, outside of Toronto, to put in the kinds

of programmes, the special services for kids,

for example, who have English as a second

language, and there are a heck of a lot of

those kids who aren't centred in Metro
Toronto.

What the minister's financial policies have

failed to do is to encourage boards outside

of Metro Toronto to really explore the alter-

nate school programmes. It may be that the

Metro boards have been able to do that be-

cause they do have a high local tax base on

which to operate, but the fundamental flaw

in the concept of the ceilings is that it has

levelled down, not levelled up.

In other words, what you need are edu-

cational incentives for the boards outside of

Metro, not ceilings for Metro. This whole

business of ceiling cutbacks and moratoriums

is, I admit, a complex and a difficult ques-
tion. I indicated that at the beginning of mv
opening remarks on Thursday. It is confusing:,

and it is confusing because there are three

different kinds of educational expenditures,
and let me just briefly outline those three

kinds of expenditures.

The ordinary expenditure is a budget
which pays for teachers' salaries and all other

salaries, supplies, repairs, field trips, artistic

performances and so on, and the ordinary

budget is the budget to which the ceilings

apply. The extraordinary budget pays for new
furniture and equipment, transportation of

pupils to and from school, renovation of

buildings which are too small to debenture,
and construction of swimming pools.

As I understand it, and I could be cor-

rected on the details, there are no set ceil-

ings as such on the extraordinary expenditure.
The capital budget is used to pay for new

buildings and major renovations, for which

there need to be debentures. The money is

raised by debentures issued by the pro-
vincial government and no new construction

can take place without the approval of the

provincial authorities.

Why do you then get into the situation

where some schools can buy new equipment
and others can't even repair old equipment?
That's very simple, because new equipment
is an extraordinary expense not subject to the

ceilings, whereas repair of equipment is an

ordinary expense and therefore subject to the

ceilings. You get the strange situation where

you can put up new buildings and old ones

are allowed to fall into disrepair. You get

approval for new buildings but, because of

the ceilings, you are sometimes unable to get

enough money to keep old buildings in good
repair. Maintenance is an ordinary expense,
thus subject to the ceilings.

So, what does all this say, Mr. Chairman?
What do all the statistics and all the case

studies, all the arguments, about ceilings say?
What it says, basically, with all those indi-

vidual cases is that trie quality of education

is suffering and the quality of education is

not universal. It is not good enough to say
there are classes of 10 and 15 when there

are classes of 40 and 45 and that they balance

out, because the educational experience of

the kid in that class of 10 or 15 is not trans-

ferable to the educational experience of the

kid in the class of 40 or 45; the kid in that

class, even if he may have one of those

classes of 15 or 20 in that particular subject
area, doesn't have the attention in that subject
in that class that he deserves.

What these case studies and statistics say
is that the ministry's policy is in a very real

sense schizophrenic. They are nominally pro-

moting the diversity of education and the

diversity of the options and yet they are not

providing the wherewithal to carry out those

programmes and what it says is that your ceil-

ings and the government's ceilings are not.

Let's realistically come to grips with some
hard data: Fact no. 1—the cost of education

has risen in Canada since 1945 by some 26

times; fact no. 2—school enrolment has grown
from 40 per cent of the eligible age group
in 1950 to approximately 80 per cent in 1970;

and fact no. 3—Canada spends nine per cent

of its gross national product on education

and no other country is so high. Okay?
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In saying that, I noticed the member for

Scarborough Centre suddenly left, because I

am going to come to grips with those three

realities.

Let's deal with the question of the gross
national product—being nine per cent. In some

ways, if you read G. L. Fleming's series of

volumes on Ontario's educative society, it

gives a very good detailed description. I

would say it is somewhat too laudatory of the

present government and the former Minister

of Education, but it gives a very good
analytical description of the pattern of edu-

cation in our province.

Hon. T. L. Wells ( Minister of Education ) :

It is deserved.

Mr. Foulds: Of course, we will quarrel
about that and, of course, as the Minister of

Education, inheriting the mantle, you must

say that. I almost feel a sense of deja ecoute,
if not deja vu, that we've gone through this

before. In fact, in the late 1940s and the

1950s in education we lost the chance then

to catch up in terms of education, because as

a whole country we were much more pre-

occupied with the growth in economic terms,
with the growth of the St. Lawrence Sea-

way, with highway development and that

kind of thing immediately after the Second
World War. We started the reversal of the

trend in the late 1950s, actually, and you
must give him credit, with the infusion from
the federal government which was led at that

time by John Diefenbaker.

Mr. Parrott: A great man.

Mr. G. Nixon: Outstanding fellow.

Mr. Foulds: He reversed the federal govern-
ment's trend because he had a recession with
which he could not economically cope and he

began to funnel the money back to the

provinces and make it available for vocational,
commercial and technical training. Those were

catch-up years.

The nine per cent GNP figure does not

represent an overall figure so much as it

represents the desperate attempt to catch up.
Even given that kind of consideration, what
it would be more accurate to say is that nine

per cent of Canada's GNP is spent on formal

schooling.

It may very well be that many European
countries don't spend as much on formal

schooling but they spend a heck of a lot more
in opportunities for adults and on the sup-
port of cultural activities. That is the tragedy.
That is the mistake of misunderstanding these

new statistics on educational spending. Instead

of seeing those figures as a signal to carry on
a policy of restricted budgets in any area

concerned with structured learning, we should
be looking for chances, for opportunities to

decide how a respectable percentage of our
national resources can be assigned to the best

development of our citizens as a whole as

total human beings.

What we are saying to you from this party

very clearly, Mr. Minister, through you, Mr.

Chairman, is that we don't think that the

ceilings as a mechanism have worked, not in

the way you say they have worked. The ceil-

ings are a stop-go approach to economics and
to educational spending. What we are saying
in this party is that educational spending and

spending, in fact, on all social priorities can-

not be administered in that way, when you
turn off the tap because of political pressure,

because of political expediency, and because

you can't see where you are going. Then you
suddenly turn it on again. There is a great

wastage involved in that kind of shutdown-
fast-acceleration.

What you need is an orderly plan and

development. The ceilings must not be al-

lowed to keep down artificially the legitimate
demands not only of teaching personnel—
and the teaching profession has been making
a lot of noise about it lately—but they must
not be allowed to keep down the legitimate
demands of workers in the school system who
are not teachers—the custodial people, the

secretaries and all down the line. The ceilings

must not be allowed, as they are presently

being allowed, to inflame teacher-board nego-
tiations. They must not be allowed to destroy
the morale of staff and students, and be the

beginning of the destruction of the morale of

parents.

Okay, where can the money come from?
That is the $2.2 billion question, so that the

allotment for education can rise to meet the

legitimate needs and so that the decisions on

educational spending can be taken on the

basis of those educational needs and not on
the basis of political expediency.

First of all, the gross provincial product of

this province rose by $4.7 billion between
1972 and 1973. That means there is $4.7

billion more wealth available for taxation

which the government already taxes. In fact,

there are growing revenues in the provincial
coffers simply because of the growth in the

provincial product.

Second, we in this party would say that

you need an entire revamping of the tax

structure and perhaps these specific estimates

aren't the place to get into this in detail. My
colleagues in this party have argued, for
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example—and I give it as only one small

example—for a realistic assessment of the re-

source industry of this province so that it is

paying its share of the taxation burden of this

province.

Third, this is one of the difficulties we get
into when talking about education, we tend
to separate it and hermetically seal it from
the rest of society and from the rest of the

economics. If this government has a commit-
ment to anything approaching full employ-
ment it would create additional wealth in the

province, from which we would have addi-

tional revenues through taxation, and it would
solve a lot of the present problems of a

custodial nature in our educational facilities.

In fact, the weakness of your announcement
the other day, Mr. Minister, about allowing
kids of 14 and 15 to go out into the world
for employment opportunities or for alterna-

tive experiences, is that the employment op-

portunities and the alternative experiences are

not available to them.

Fourthly, we would suggest a special levy
on industry for educational purposes. Given
the present high cost of commercial and tech-

nical wings in our high schools and given
the basic ground rule that many of our

schooling programmes are direct training pro-

grammes that benefit industry and commerce,

they should be paying their fair share of

the tab.

Fifthly, the wider use of the community as

a resource would not only be sound educa-

tionally, it would be sound financially. Why
does all our formal education have to take

place inside those epensive buildings that

require expensive operational budgets? If

your colleague from the Ministry of Colleges
and Universities (Mr. McNie) were here, I'd

ask him why we don't sell off a couple of

those community colleges that have attrition

rates of 78 per cent.

Hon. Mr. Wells: I'll tell you one reason.

Mr. Foulds: One reason is no industry
would take them because they are not sound,

they are not located properly and they are

not designed properly.

Hon. Mr. Wells: Another reason is your
colleagues in the OSSTF.

Mr. Foulds: Pardon me?

Hon. Mr. Wells: You said, why does every-

thing go on inside those expensive walls of

the colleges or schools? I think your col-

leagues-

Mr. Foulds: I don't have any colleagues in

the OSSTF. I am no longer a member of the

OSSTF, fortunately.

Mr. J. R. Rhodes (Sault Ste. Marie): For
them!

Mr. Foulds: For both of us!

Hon. Mr. Wells: That's one of the reasons-

Mr. Rhodes: They don't know a radical

like you—

Mr. J. Dukzsta (Parkdale): Radical? He's

the most moderate member of our party.

An hon. member: Is that a useful organ-
ization?

Mr. Foulds: Is it a useful organization?

An hon. member: Yes.

Mr. Foulds: I suppose it's as useful an

organization as most organizations go these

days.

An hon. member: Even unions?

Mr. Foulds: No, it's not as useful as some
unions. It's more powerful in some ways,
but not as useful—a fine distinction there.

Finally, Mr. Minister, if you really wanted
to save money, if that's the whole object of

the ceilings, instead of slow choking our

educational system, why don't you just close

down the schools for two years? That would
save us a hell of a lot of money.

Mr. Rhodes: Watch your language.

Mr. P. D. Lawlor (Lakeshore): When you
are talking about money, it's okay.

Mr. Cassidy: You watch your policies.

Mr. Foulds: It might also be far less dam-

aging than the slow strangulation that is now

taking place. Maybe it would also have the

saving grace of giving you the opportunity
to genuinely rebuild an exciting, democratic
and genuinely innovative school system.

You know what it might also do? It might
also force your colleagues in cabinet to genu-
inely look at building a productive and

healthy society, as I say, to provide for full

employment, to provide for those alternative

pursuits.

But you and I know that you are not going
to close down the schools for two years. And
when I am Minister of Education I am not

going to close them down for two years.

Mr. Rhodes: You surely aren't.
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Mr. Foulds: But I have in fact given you
five other concrete suggestions-

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. Foulds: —about where the money can

and should come from to meet the rising
educational costs.

Wisdom is necessary in educational spend-

ing. The ceilings are not—

Mr. Drea: I'll bet that fellow read a book.

Mr. Foulds: ---and if you had the will, if

this government had the will, if this society

and this province had the will, you would
find the money. And the way this government
has imposed the ceilings is and has been

destructive; the way you have administered

them has been destructive.

You have, in effect, destroyed the auton-

omy of the local boards; you have in effect

destroyed the atmosphere of teacher-board

negotiations. And worst of all in many cases—

not in all, not even in a majority—but in

many cases the ceilings have destroyed the

possibility of a genuine learning experience
in the classroom for many, many kids.

Mr. Drea: You don't believe that.

An hon. member: You sound like Walter
Pitman.

Mr. Foulds: The minister said that last

vear. It was one of the best compliments I

have ever received. You are just a year late,

as the Liberal Party usually it.

Mr. Drea: Where did you get him?

Mr. Foulds: Now the destruction you have

applied in this case is not unlike the destruc-

tion that . the government is applying in the

situation of Algonquin Park. It is not unlike

the destruction that it is applying to the small

family farms across the province. It is not
unlike the destruction that it allows to go on

along the Niagara Escarpment. In fact one
can see it as part of a total programme of

this government, a programme of inaction

that has led to the destruction of a number
of valuable and traditional concepts in On-
tario society.

Mr. Drea: You don't believe that; you
don't believe that.

Mr. Foulds: Because there is, Mr. Minis-
ter-

Mr. Drea: You don't really believe that.

Mr. Foulds: I am not like you. When I

say something, I believe it.

Mr. Drea: I go along with a lot of it; but

you don't believe that one.

Mr. Chairman: Order please.

Mr. Foulds: Mr. Chairman, through you to

the minister, there is a crisis in the classroom.

Those kids are being harmed. Don't let this

government's blind devotion to a tough stand

—to a "let's hold the line" stand—lead you to

human waste, to wreckage that can never,
never be recovered. Thank you, Mr. Chair-

Mr. C. E. McIIveen (Oshawa): You are not

going to get an Oscar for that one. You are

not going to get an Oscar.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Drea: Come on, Jim; you don't believe

it either.

An hon. member: Just take it to heart.

Mr. Chairman: Order please. The hon.

minister has the floor.

Hon. Mr. Wells: Mr. Chairman, I really

don't intend to take time to reply in a lengthy

way, because we can get into discussions on
various points as we go through the sections

of the estimates.

I do want to say that I would like to begin

by thanking my friend from Port Arthur for

his complimentary sentences in the beginning
of his remarks. I was really very touched

with them.

And then when he called me a "cunning

politician," I thought perhaps I was being
set up for something particular at that point.
But then when he added that little phrase-
as my deputy minister reminded me after-

wards—that was really a compliment when he
said he meant "canny" in the Scottish sense.

Interjection by an hon member.

Hon. Mr. Wells: He would know that. And
he said: "Oh, well, that's all right; you can

accept that." Anyway, I thank my friend for

those remarks. But I must say that after he
left those first few pages, my agreement with

what he said had to vanish.

I would like to just say that I think if you
could trace a thread through his remarks—
and many of his thoughts about education

are excellent ones; I certainly don't agree
with them all, but certainly there are some

thoughts in there with which I agree and
we are not really very far apart in some
of our ideas—but there's a thread through
there that seems to say to me that money
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can solve all our problems and of course

that's the kind of thought that I reject.

I don't think in education today that

money can solve all our problems. I think

that it is going to take a lot more than just

money. I firmly believe that enough money is

available, and that it's going to take a lot of

ingenuity and a lot of dedication and a lot

of readjustment of priorities to save and to

change some of the things that are going on
in our schools—and that money isn't the

answer.

I think very specifically about HS1 and the

credit system, on which my friend from Port

Arthur said he agreed with the basic prem-
ise, and certainly I do as well. I think that

one of the sad parts about that is that one of

the pieces of really destructive criticism

about the credit system came from those

people who have to implement it themselves.

I don't think they were talking about it in the

sense of the money angle, although I am sure

that that tended, perhaps, to cloud some of

their thinking about it. The teachers of this

province certainly—

Mr. Foulds: Agreed; they flunked out.

Hon. Mr. Wells: —brought in a report

which, to me, showed no appreciation of this

as a major advance in our secondary school

system. It did nothing in the way of real

constructive criticism and tended to polarize
those people who were looking for some solid

fact upon which to base their opposition. Of
course, this gave them that when an official

teachers' group sort of put its stamp of dis-

approval on the system.

Mr. Foulds: Agreed. They did a great dis-

service to the province.

Hon. Mr. Wells: Yes, and that's the kind

of thing, unfortunately, as I am saying; some
of these things have nothing to do with

money although money tends perhaps to

cloud the views that you have about things.
Some of these things have been the kinds of

things that have done disservice to some of

the things that have happened. I also draw

my friend's attention to the whole area of

alternatives in education. I think we have to

make progress in that area.

I disagree with him; I think that the jobs
are available. I think that the situations can
be corrected. I have talked with the Ontario

Federation of Labour. We have laid on the

table what are our problems. They have said

that they have problems. Certainly they have

problems with some of the kinds of pro-

grammes that need to be established insofar

as apprentices and union regulations are con-

cerned but I think we can work these kinds of

things out.

I hope the teaching profession of this

province will also agree that we should be

able to work out some of these things which

provide for different alternatives in educa-

tion for students who need them. I am cer-

tainly not suggesting that the schools should

be taken completely out of those four walls

because I don't think that that kind of situa-

tion is going to serve our purpose. I think

we are going to have to find alternatives, to

use the community and different ways of

organizing things in the future to provide
the kind of education we are going to need
for all the students.

Mr. Foulds: It should be the basic tenet.

Hon. Mr. Wells: As I said before, of

course I disagree with the assumptions that

have been made about the ceilings. I think

there has been a lot said inside this House
and outside this House about the effects of

the ceilings. I am not going to stand here

and say they haven't had some effect in some

area; whether that has been a good or bad
effect I suppose only history and time will

tell. I don't think it has been as disastrous as

some people say. I think that it is unfortunate.

I guess I read a column this morning which
said that if you keep repeating and repeating
that we are in a crisis period and there is

disaster, people seem to believe it and they
think that that is what is going on. Perhaps
I began to feel that way myself as I sat there

this afternoon and listened to the kids talk-

ing to me about what was going on in their

schools. But then I am sure I could go out

tomorrow morning and visit a lot of the

schools and find a completely different atmos-

phere—the kind of atmosphere I found on

Sunday when I was around talking to other

kids who go to our secondary schools and
who didn't have this kind of feeling at all

about what was happening in their schools.

I think we have to realize that the ceil-

ings, of course, only limit the amount of in-

creases that a board can spend in a year. I

was looking at some of the figures. Do you
realize that in some places they go up as high
as 25 per cent; a board can spend 25 per
cent more than it spent the year before?

Forty-five per cent of the elementary school

boards can spend another 10 per cent or more
this year, with the 1974 ceilings than they
spent in 1973 per pupil. That's 45 per cent of

the boards. Fifty-five per cent of the boards

in this province spend between 8.4 per cent

more, which is the minimum level of increase
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on the ceilings, and 10 per cent more. There

are boards in this province which have great

flexibility in their spending patterns.

I would like to read something Mr. Chair-

man, because my friend has read into the

record a communication which he had; I

think I should read this so that the record

will be straight. It is the only document I

have on this matter.

It does what I was talking about to the

kids whom we met with this afternoon. It

does this: It answers the questions that they
have posed about their classes and about

situations in their schools. It's the kind of

thing that I'm going to do for each of their

situations which they bring to me, so that we
can try to find out if there is really a problem
or if it's perhaps not as much of a problem
as we think.

Mr. Cassidy: How old are those kids that

you're talking about? Why do you call them

kids if they are the leaders of the high school?

Hon. Mr. Wells: Oh, listen; I'm using a

colloquial phrase which I'm sure you've used

all the time. Do you want me to call them

students?

Mr. Cassidy: It is patronizing to talk about

people who have reached adulthood as kids.

Hon. Mr. Wells: It's certainly not meant
in a derogatory sense such as you would use

toward them.

Mr. Cassidy: I resent that from the

minister.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. A. Carruthers (Durham): Charlie, are

you pulling the strings?

Mr. Lawlor: He is saying this to the Tory
benches, too.

Mr. Cassidy: That sums up the minister's

attitude to education to call students from

18 to 20 kids, and he just lets it drop casually
in the debate. He downgrades education, he

cuts the amounts being spent and that just

simply adds to it.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Chairman: Order, please.

Hon. Mr. Wells: Mr. Chairman, I might
draw to your attention that the member is

not sitting in his own seat.

Mr. E. M. Havrot (Timiskaming): The mem-
ber is out of order.

Hon. Mr. Wells: I'd like to tell my hon.

friend that this afternoon I talked to those

students, if he wishes me to call them that.

I certainly use the term "kids" in no deroga-

tory sense because all of us use that term. I

call my own children kids all the time, and it

doesn't mean anything—

Mr. Cassidy: Thank you, sir.

Hon. Mr. Wells: —in a derogatory sense.

Mr. Cassidy: Fine, and you can spank your
children but you don't have corporal punish-
ment for the schools either. There is the

distinction.

Hon. Mr. Wells: I'm afraid you wouldn't

know.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Chairman: Order, please.

Hon. Mr. Wells: I might just tell my friend

that I spoke to that group this afternoon and

they were a good group and we had a good
discussion. The only thing that bothered me
was when I said, "These are the student

council presidents," and someone said to me,

"Why did you ask the student council presi-

dents?"

I said, "Because they are the duly elected

people in their schools and they should repre-
sent their fellow students."

Somebody stood up and said, "They don't

represent their fellow students."

I said, "Well, if they don't, then you're

saying that that's a slur on our form of demo-
cratic government. They were elected by
their students and they are elected to repre-
sent the students."

I must say that a few of the people there

didn't have a very high feeling for our form

of democratic government in this country.
On that particular point, I was very sorry,

because if they don't, I think something has

failed in the schools. That's why I want to

see Canadian studies back in the schools.

Mr. R. Haggerty (Welland South): It is

your education programme.

Mr. Deans: They probably had a trip to

Queen's Park.

Mr. Foulds: They probably told it realisti-

cally by being down here.

Hon. Mr. Wells: The only sorry point in

the meeting this afternoon was the fact that

some of those people didn't have apprecia-
tion of our democratic form of government.
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As I said in my opening remarks, the aim
of our education system is to prepare our

young people as well as possible for adult

life in our democratic society.

Mr. Foulds: God! All the flag wavers are

here tonight.

Hon. Mr. Wells: That's not in a totali-

tarian society, a society like you find in a

lot of countries in this world.

Mr. Lawlor: All right.

Mr. Cassidy: They better understand how
to deal with the Tories now because you
believe you will be around for a long time.

Well, you have got another think coming.

Mr. Lawlor: Did you kiss Mother before

breakfast this morning?

Mr. Foulds: On a point of order.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Big deal.

Mr. Deans: You should have your execu-

tive assistant note that phrase. It will be

useful in your next election.

Hon. Mr. Wells: I'm just going to read all

this so that it's in the record, because I think

that it's worthy that it should be, considering
the fact that my friend is reading his statis-

tics into the record.

Mr. Deans: Better read it quickly.

Mr. Cassidy: Better read it fast. You've only

got five minutes.

Hon. Mr. Wells: Oh, we've got lots of time.

We can go on tomorrow with this. This is

the reply from the Toronto board concern-

ing Oakwood Collegiate Institute and the

memo that my friend read.

Mr. Cassidy: Is that what you gave the

students today?

Mr.. Rhodes: Oh, keep quiet.

Hon. Mr. Wells: It says, "General-"

Mr. Cassidy: No, I think it is important.

Hon. Mr. Wells: I'm going to read this

completely and I'm going to let the chips
fall where they may. This isn't a perfect
answer, but it also shows that a lot of things
in that document weren't accurate. I think

that needs to be put on the record.

Mr. Foulds: What is the date?

Mr. Chairman: I wonder, Mr. Minister, in

view of the time, is the material fairly

lengthy?

Hon. Mr. Wells: Well, I may as well take

the five minutes.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: No, there is not five

minutes. We have to rise.

Mr. Chairman: We have about three

minutes.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Wells: Let me read the first para-

graph: In 1972-

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Chairman: Order.

Hon. Mr. Wells: My friend from Ottawa
talks a lot over there-

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Wells: It might be interesting to

note also that the Ottawa Board, with a much
lower pupil-teacher ratio than the Metro

Toronto board, is able to accomplish that on

fewer dollars, which I think is an interesting

thing. They have about $75 less in their

ceiling and yet they have a pupil-teacher
ratio that is much less, which shows that it

can be done. You don't necessarily need more

money to establish a lower pupil-teacher ratio.

In fact, in most of the boards-

Mr. Foulds: Do you have the additional

services?

Hon. Mr. Wells: Well I am sure my friend

from Ottawa would say they have a fair

number of services.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: The member for Ot-

tawa Centre looks in the mirror and says,

"Look what they have turned out," and he is

not happy.

Hon. Mr. Wells: They certainly have a

pretty comparable degree of services, I am
sure. I think, Mr. Chairman, you will find that

there are many boards in this province that

have a pupil-teacher ratio that is lower than

the Metro Toronto board, and on considerably
less ceiling money—Metro is one of the highest
in the province—and these boards have been

able to do it. I guess that's why you get a

fellow like Jim Singleton, who I quoted in

my speech and who my friend from Windsor-

Walkerville (Mr. B. Newman) hadn't heard

about, but Jim Singleton-

Mr. Foulds: That is two years in a row

you have quoted him. He must be one of your
favourites.
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Hon. Mr. Wells: Oh no, you are wrong. I

quoted one of the members of the board last

year.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: With a word from George
Kerr you might have a candidate.

Hon. Mr. Wells: There's an example of a

school system that I think administers its

affairs in a very excellent way and a director

who says the ceilings haven't been bad, that

they have enabled him to set priorities and

they have put the pressure on them and they
have been able to live with them and they
have still kept an excellent educational

system.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Oh he is getting old. He
used to be more of a Turk than that.

Hon. Mr. Wells: Listen, he is still a great

guy. Between Jim Singleton and Roger Allan

you have got a real pair, a going concern.

Mr. Chairman: Mr. Minister, it is just about
time to rise.

Hon. Mr. Wells: I will save the reading
until tomorrow, Mr. Chairman.

Hon. Mr. Winkler moves the committee
rise and report.

Motion agreed to.

The House resumed,
chair.

Mr. Speaker in the

Mr. Chairman: Mr. Speaker, the committee
of supply reports progress and asks for leave

to sit again.

Report agreed to.

Hon. E. A. Winkler (Chairman, Manage-
ment Board of Cabinet): Mr. Speaker, before

I adjourn the House, I would like to say that

tomorrow we will consider the items of busi-

ness as follows:

The first item will be item 29 on the order

paper, and the second will be item No. 6,

which is in committee of the whole House.
We will then consider item 24 and, of course,

if 29 reaches that stage we may move it

into the same area of consideration.

Tomorrow evening we will return to the

consideration of the estimates of the Ministry
of Education, which, if they are not com-

pleted, we will again consider on Wednesday
afternoon, and the House will rise at 6 o'clock

on Wednesday.

Hon. Mr. Winkler moves the adjournment
of the House.

Motion agreed to.

The House adjourned at 10:30 o'clock, p.m.
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LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY OF ONTARIO

The House met at 2 o'clock, p.m.

Prayers.

VISITORS

Mr. R. D. Rowe (Northumberland): Mr.

Speaker, before embarking on the proceed-

ings of the afternoon, I would like to draw
the attention of the House to the fact that

we have many visitors in the galleries to-

day; but, in particular, as far as the mem-
ber for Northumberland is concerned, we
have a group of students from Burnham
St. Public School in the town of Cobourg.
I know the Legislature would wish to wel-

come them here.

Mr. F. Drea (Scarborough Centre): Mr.

Speaker, I would like to draw your atten-

tion to the presence in the west gallery of

the grade 8 class from the Robert Service

Senior Public School in Scarborough with

Mr. W. Bode.

Mr. P. D. Lawlor (Lakeshore): Mr.

Speaker, having given the proper notice, it

gives me great pleasure to introduce to this

House the Norseman Public School grade
8 students.

Mr. Speaker: Statements by the ministry.

ANGLO-CANADIAN PULP AND PAPER
RECYCLING OPERATIONS

Hon. W. G. Davis (Premier): Mr. Speaker,
I am pleased to inform the hon. members that

Anglo-Canadian Pulp and Paper Mills Ltd.

of Toronto, will be constructing a major

recycling facility for corrugated waste. The
company will build a $22 million plant on
Bramalea Rd. south of Steeles Ave. in

Mississauga. This plant will recycle about

85,000 tons of post-consumer corrugated
waste each year. The recycled containerboard

will be used by the company's box-making
operation.

Mr. Speaker, apart from the fact that this

plant is to be established in my constituency,
I am particularly pleased and encouraged
by this private sector initiative to improve
our environment and to conserve our re-
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sources. The company expects to have this

facility in operation by late 1975. I feel

sure the hon. members will join me in wish-

ing Anglo-Canadian every success in this

venture.

Mr. J. E. Stokes (Thunder Bay): That's

Tom Jones, isn't it?

Mr. Speaker: Statements by the ministry.

AUTOMOBILE EMISSION CONTROLS

Hon. J. A. C. Auld (Minister of the En-

virdnment): Mr. Speaker, laist week the

Minister of Energy (Mr. McKeough) dealt

with the question of energy conservation

and emission controls on automobiles.

Mr. D. C. MacDonald (York South): This

is a statement of reconciliation, isn't it?

Mr. I. Deans (Wentworth): This must be

about the fifth one.

Hon. Mr. Auld: This reflected the view

that I expressed last year at an automotive

emission conference held in Toronto, at

which I said the emission controls that On-
tario had introduced in 1968 and which
were made progressively more stringent by
the Ontario government, and later the federal

government, were sufficient to ensure accept-
able air quality in Ontario.

I felt strongly that the very stringent,

very costly and very wasteful emission con-

trols which the US government and our Cana-

dian federal government were at the time

proposing to introduce in 1975 held no
clear benefits for Ontario. Subsequently, both

the US and Canadian governments substan-

tially reduced their requirements for further

emission controls which they planned to

introduce in 1975.

It should also be noted that the Cana-

dian interim standards are now considerably
more lenient than those which are planned
for the United States of America. Because
of the continental auto pact, we will have
US equipment which we do not need now,
and Ottawa should say so to the automobile

manufacturers, particularly General Motors
and American Motors.
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Since 1969, the air management branch

staff of my ministry have been enforcing the

provisions of this legislation and will con-

tinue to do so in order to maintain satis-

factory control of Ontario's air quality, in-

cluding the requirement to retain pollution

control devices on vehicles manufactured

since the start of the 1969 model year. Air

management branch staff will also continue

to carry out surveillance of vehicles in order

to ensure compliance with these requirements.

I might say, from the experience that we
have had, that there is really nothing to

indicate that people with these vehicles are

attempting to remove the devices because

the loss in gasoline mileage was minimal.

With regard to the removal of pollution

control devices from vehicles this was pos-
sible with early models but, as I said last

week, on many late-model vehicles it is not

feasible to try to remove the devices com-

pletely since much of the equipment is an

integral part of the engine and removing
a part of it could well result in rapid damage
to the engine when it is operating.

However, up to the present time, the re-

moval of devices has been a very minor

problem. On a number of occasions when
vehicles have been tested and have been
found to be lacking the required devices, it

has not been necessary to resort to the prose-

cution of the vehicle owners. They have been

given a short period of time in which to have

their vehicles fixed and have then either been

required to return to the test station for a

further inspection or, if this is not feasible, to

submit satisfactory proof that the repair or

replacement has been effected.

Other factors have more effect on a car's

fuel economy—for example, vehicle weight.
The trend in recent years has been toward

bigger cars, although this trend is reversing
and smaller cars are becoming much more

popular. This trend will undoubtedly benefit

the fuel consumption rate.

It may also be of interest to the hon. mem-
bers that the Ministry of Energy and my
ministry will be jointly investigating the pos-

sibility of simple carburettor adjustments
which may lead to benefits both to the en-

vironment and to the energy picture. We
have in mind a programme which would
involve the regular testing and inspection of

vehicles in selected areas of the province to

ensure that the vehicle engines are properly
tuned to an acceptable level of pollution con-

trol and a satisfactory fuel economy.

Mr. MacDonald: No wonder the Minister

of Energy was away when this minister read

that.

Mr. Speaker: Oral questions.

The hon. Leader of the Opposition.

PROVINCIAL SHARE OF FEDERAL
PETROLEUM EXPORT TAX

Mr. R. F. Nixon (Leader of the Opposi-

tion): Thank you, Mr. Speaker. I would like

to ask the Premier if it is his understanding
of announcements made by various federal

ministers that Ontario will share in the

revenues from the relatively new federal tax

on petroleum exports of $1.90 a barrel? Is

it his understanding that at least a part of

this will accrue to the credit of this province

for the expansion of our own energy reserves,

or are we to expect that almost all of that

revenue will be utilized in Alberta?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, it is not my
understanding yet. We are in the process of

getting this clarified and when we have some

information I will communicate it to the

members of the House. I'm not sure but I

don't think the Minister of Energy will be

here this afternoon. He may have some more

up-to-date information but I hope to have

this myself tomorrow and I shall inform the

House when I do.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: A supplementary: Since

there was an indication at least at one stage
that the revenues would be shared among the

provinces, is it possible that we might use

this as a spur to the expansion of the lignite

resources in the James Ray area of this prov-
ince which are already being examined by an

Alberta consortium? It is a funny little merry-

go-round.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, if there are

revenues available to us from this source, I

am sure there are a number of uses to which

we could put them. I would only assure the

Leader of the Opposition that, with respect

to the Onakawana area and the lignite poten-

tial there, whether we get additional revenues

or not, if it is viable, of course we as a

government intend to continue to promote it.

I think, really, they are down to the technical

aspects of it now—whether it makes sense,

and if there is economic value in it. The
member for the area just behind me assures

me there is just no question about that.

While I normally would accept his evaluation

of the matter, I have to say that I am await-

ing some slightly more objective opinions

that are in the process of being formed.
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Mr. R. F. Nixon: Supplementary: Does

the Premier recall that one of his former

colleagues also said there were diamonds in

that clay up there? Is he prepared to accept
that recommendation as well?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I recall—I

don't know whether it was one of my former

colleagues—but somebody did mention dia-

monds in the Onakawana area. Certainly if

there are diamonds there and they are

marketable, I am sure we will find them in

the process; but at this precise moment we
are looking at it as a source of energy, not

as a source of jewellery.

Mr. MacDonald: Supplementary, Mr.

Speaker: Has there been any suggestion at

any time that the export tax on petroleum
would be shared among other than the pro-

ducing provinces of petroleum?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, as I say, my
impression—and it is basically from press

reports—is that we do not share it; and yet I

think there has been sufficient question in

one or two of the press reports that we are

attempting to clarify it.

My own impression is that we do not share

it. But there were one or two reports that I

think were somewhat ambivalent, and we are

in the process of checking these out.

STRIKE AT ARTISTIC WOODWORK
CO. LTD.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: A question, Mr. Speaker,
of the Minister of Labour: Does the news
blackout he has imposed on the negotiating

parties in the Artistic Woodwork Co. con-

troversy extend to himself and the Legisla-
ture, or can he give us a report as to the

status of those negotiations?

Hon. F. Cuindon (Minister of Labour): Mr.

Speaker, I would be glad to give a very
brief report. Of course, there is a blackout at

the present time. I personally have been in-

volved for some time, and particularly since

last Friday. We recessed for the weekend

hopefully to give the parties time for some

soul-searching. We met yesterday from 2

o'clock until 12 o'clock last night and meet-

ings are still going on. This is the reason

for the blackout at this time. There are meet-

ings going on at the present time.

Mr. S. Lewis (Scarborough West): The min-
ister finally had a meeting with the president,
didn't he? The minister finally condescended
to meet with the company?

Mr. Deans: Didn't he?

Mr. Speaker: The hon. Leader of the

Opposition.

ONTARIO SECURITY FORCE

Mr. R. F. Nixon: I would like to ask the

Premier, in the absence of the Solicitor Gen-

eral (Mr. Yaremko), if he can tell us more

about the so-called Ontario security force,

which we heard about some months ago, but

which is evidently going to go into action

either today or tomorrow—guarding us in this

chamber and certain other public institutions.

Is this security force under the jurisdiction

of the Police Commission; or is it sort of a

private emanation of the Solicitor General?

Mr. Lewis: Emanation? It is the cohesive

apparatus of the Solicitor General.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I will get
the answer to the first part of the question as

to the jurisdiction of the Police Commission;
and I can assure the Leader of the Opposi-
tion that it is not an emanation of the

Solicitor General.

Mr. Lewis: Well, none of us would feel

safe if it were, I can tell you.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Supplementary: Since

these worthy gentlemen are being hired for

certain duties that are as yet relatively un-

clear, but at a salary considerably less than

that which would be paid to an OPP con-

stable, can the Premier indicate why the

level of payment is so much lower? Are these

people somehow inferior to the OPP? Are

their responsibilities less onerous? Are then-

hours going to be less? Is their educational

standard reduced? Or is it in fact simply a

way to get around the cost of providing the

protection that the Premier, from time to

time, has indicated so clearly that he believes

we need?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I don't think

it is a question of getting around any prob-
lem. I would say that probably when the

Leader of the Opposition suggests that the

degree of responsibility might be less, this

would be one factor. Perhaps the hours may
be less, this I am not sure about; and it is

possible that the qualifications are not the

same as those required for an officer in the

OPP.

I am sure the Solicitor General would be

delighted to give more detailed information;

but I think it is basically that the respon-

sibility is different, and as a result the salary

levels are somewhat different.
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Mr. V. M. Singer (Downsview): By way of

supplementary, Mr. Speaker, is this force

under the jurisdiction of the OPP? I did

notice today in the lunch room that one

gentleman wearing a shoulder patch saying
"Ontario Security Force," approached an in-

spector of the OPP, saluted smartly and told

the inspector he was wanted on the tele-

phone-

Mr. Stokes: In the dining room!

Mr. Singer: It looked as though there was
a somewhat established chain of command.

Mr. Lewis: Ask him what we were eating.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I am sure

that was just an acknowledgement of a fellow

officer involved in security. I don't know
whether there is any chain of command or

responsibility. I shall certainly endeavour to

find out; if the member for Downsview thinks

this is of urgent public importance, I will

endeavour to get this information for him.

Mr. Deans: Is it directly under the super-
vision and direction of Rich Grange?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Of who?

Mr. Speaker: The hon. Leader of the

Opposition.

ROUTING OF HIGHWAY 17

Mr. R. F. Nixon: A question, Mr. Speaker,
of the Minister of Transportation and Com-
munications: Can he explain to the House
or would he get the information for us as to

the status of the Highway 17 bypass at Sault

St. Marie? Is it true that lands were acquired
from the Indians in the area for a bypass
which has not yet been built?

Hon. G. R. Carton (Minister of Trans-

portation and Communications): No, Mr.

Speaker. The present status of Highway 17

east of the Soo is that it's at the feasibility

study plan stage. There are various corridors

that will be studied-

Mr. F. Laughren (Nickel Belt): The whole

province is under a feasibility study.

Hon. Mr. Carton: —and there will be pub-
lic meetings. I will check it out, but there

has been nothing taking place as to deter-

mining the route, let alone purchasing lands.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Can the minister assure

us, then, that there have been no acquisitions
or attempts to acquire Indian lands in the

area just to the east of the Soo?

Mr. Lewis: Or any lands.

Hon. Mr. Carton: Any lands. Yes, I'll check
into that, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Lewis: By way of supplementary, have

any lands been acquired? Am I right that the

parliamentary assistant to the Minister of

Natural Resources (Mr. Rhodes) implied

during a radio broadcast on CJIC a few

days ago that land was about to be acquired?
There is a tape of his statement.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: It hasn't been lost either.

Hon. Mr. Carton: Well, Mr. Speaker, I will

check into this matter, but again I repeat
that it's in the feasibility stage; as for the

corridors, the routes, there will be public

hearings, and there has been no determina-
tion of the route.

Mr. MacDonald: The tape may not be lost

but it may be altered.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Scar-

borough West.

FUEL COSTS

Mr. Lewis: A question first, Mr. Speaker, of

the Minister of Energy: Will the Minister of

Energy lodge a strong protest with the federal

government against the removal of the volun-

tary freeze, backed by threat of federal

action, on gasoline prices to Jan. 31 on the

part of the oil companies?

Hon. W. D. McKeough (Minister of

Energy): Well, Mr. Speaker, that is some-

thing to which we have not yet addressed

ourselves. When the tax of 40 cents was put

on, no one dreamt that the next jump would
be to $1.90. I think it's reasonable to assume

that between now and Feb. 1 there will be a

further adjustment in the tax, and in terms of

oil prices it may well go higher.

I can't conceive that a government of

Canada is going to allow heating oil prices-

gasoline is perhaps a different matter—is go-

ing to allow heating oil prices to rise in the

neighbourhood of 50 per cent on Feb. 1.

Mr. Lewis: By way of supplementary, I'm

sure the minister recognizes that on Jan. 31

the federal government intends to take that

limit off as it now stands, which would in-

volve a rise in gasoline prices of presumably
five to seven cents a gallon immediately. Will

the Province of Ontario say to the federal

government now, "No, that is unacceptable
to us. The profits of the oil companies are

sufficient as is and, in the interests of the
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Ontario consumer, that is absolutely un-

acceptable."

Hon. Mr. McKeough: I appreciate the

speech which the leader of the New Demo-
cratic Party has made, Mr. Speaker, and I

will take those matters under consideration.

Mr. A. J. Roy (Ottawa East): The minister

never makes any speeches, eh?

Mr. M. Cassidy (Ottawa Centre): Supple-

mentary, Mr. Speaker: Will the minister step
in to ensure that discrimination against low-

income cash customers of the fuel oil com-

panies is prevented during the winter and
that they are not cut off in order to favour

the contract customers who are of better in-

comes in cities like Ottawa and other cold

parts of the province?

Mr. W. Hodgson (York North): The mem-
ber won't have to worry over on the island.

Hon. Mr. McKeough: Well, it seems to me
that the price of heating oil, the price of

natural gas or the price of a number of other

commodities which are staples should not

necessarily be tampered with to accomplish
certain social ends, however desirable they
may be. I don't think anyone is seriously

suggesting that we should have a two-price

system, for example, on bread, which would
be even more basic than heat.

Mr. MacDonald: It's supply, not prices.

Mr. Lewis: It's supply, not prices.

Mr. Cassidy: Well, supplementary, Mr.

Speaker, quite apart from the question of

price-

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Ottawa

East, I think, should have a turn; the hon.
member had one supplementary.

Mr. Roy: Supplementary, Mr. Speaker:
When the minister talks about a two-price
system, how does he justify the fact that

Hydro and TTC employees get their gas for

45 cents a gallon when everybody else across

the province pays 60 cents a gallon?

An hon. member: Just lucky.

Hon. Mr. McKeough: It was Toronto Hy-
dro.

Mr. Cassidy: Supplementary!

Mr. Speaker: One more, yes.

Mr. Cassidy: Quite apart from the ques-
tion of price, Mr. Speaker, is the minister

aware that some oil companies in the Ottawa

area are refusing to take cash customers, are

only confining their supplies to contract cus-

tomers; and are discriminating in that way?

Hon. Mr. McKeough: Mr. Speaker, I would
think there must be something more to it

than that, but I not aware of any.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Scar-

borough West.

ONTARIO ENERGY POLICY

Mr. Lewis: A question of the Premier, Mr.

Speaker: Isn't it about time the Premier made
a statement on the likely state of Ontario's

economy over the next few months, given the

increasing anxiety about energy shortages;
about the implications for secondary manu-

facturing, about jobs and so on? What has

he planned; what specifics has the Premier
in mind?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, it is not a

question of what the specifics are at this

moment, it is a question of determining with
some degree of accuracy just what effects, if

any, the energy situation here, and perhaps
more important in the United States, may
have on the economy of this province. We
are in the process of making this assessment,
and when I have something that is construc-

tive to say or contribute I shall be delighted
to share this with the members of the House.

Mr. Lewis: Well, by way of supplementary,
does the Premier not think he owes the House
and the province a series of likely possibili-

ties, with the various plans flowing from
those possibilities given by government?
That's called economic planning, that is what
it's called; not drifting from day to day.

For instance, is the Premier prepared to

undertake a works programme now, which
was discarded by his Treasurer (Mr. White)
so lightly a few weeks ago, a winter works

project in the public sector to provide for

additional jobs should employment be affected

by the energy situation? There has to be a

lead time surely.

Hon. Mr. Davis: I think, Mr. Speaker, we
have very amply demonstrated on this side

of the House that if a situation is created

where government action can be of assist-

ance we take it. We have demonstrated this

in the past as it relates to employment, and
I think the employment statistics in this prov-
ince very clearly indicate the government of

Ontario has taken necessary steps; and as a

result the unemployment picture in this prov-
ince is probably, not satisfactory from my
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standpoint personally, but nonetheless it is

certainly an improvement of over, say three

years ago.

I think it is also fair to state, Mr. Speaker,
that unlike some members opposite, I believe

a person who is head of government, or even

a member of this House in matters as deli-

cate and as difficult as this, has to be re-

sponsible in any statements he makes.

Mr. Lewis: And optimistic, I might say!

Plan, give some hope for the future!

Hon. Mr. Davis: I believe in optimism,
but I think we have had an illustration in the

past four or five days where a man at a very
senior level, soon to become more senior,

made an observation that was perhaps not

accurate related to the oil supply in the

United States that had a very significant ef-

fect, for a short term, on the economy and
the stock market of that jurisdiction; I am
sure much to his present regret.

Mr. Deans: What has that to do with this?

Mr: Lewis: I am not asking the Premier

for his definition of responsibility; I am ask-

ing him for planning.

Hon. Mr. Davis: But I have no intention,

Mr. Speaker, to deal in hypothetical situa-

tions. I have no intention of making a state-

ment as to what may or may not happen un-
til we are in possession of more facts and
are more certain of what might reasonably
be anticipated. What that happens, Mr.

Speaker, I shall be quite prepared-

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order.

Hon. Mr. Davis: I shall then be quite pre-

pared to share it with the members of the

House, but it will be done responsibly.

Mr. Cassidy: When jobs were needed for

January, one creates them in June.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Oh we created them; and
in a hurry.

Mr. Lewis: The Premier is just drifting;
we are asking for planning, there is nothing
more responsible.

Mr. Speaker: Does the hon. member for

Scarborough West have a further question?

PHILIPS STRIKE AT BROCKVILLE

Mr. Lewis: A question of the Minister of

Labour, if I may: Can the minister tell us

his ministry's involvement in the Philips
Electronics strike at Brockville?

Hon. Mr. Cuindon: Mr. Speaker, I think

in the Brockville situation, as I see it or I

understand it today, the employees were in

the legal position to go on strike for some
time-

Mr. Lewis: They are out now.

Hon. Mr. Guindon: Yes, right. It has only
come to my attention in recent days, and so

far those parties have not asked for media-
tion services from our ministry.

Mr. Lewis: By way of supplementary, the

ministry being aware of the strike situation,

doesn't the minister think there is something
untenable about allowing a strike to persist
for any length of time which simply involves

the minor revision of three lower wage cate-

gories, involving some $6,000 overall per
year for the company; and can the minister

not in fact make some serious inquiries on
the part of his ministry so that this strike,

like others, isn't prolonged unnecessarily?

Hon. Mr. Guindon: For sure, Mr. Speaker.
We have no intention of prolonging any
strike. As a matter of fact, I think we have
been very successful on many occasions.

However, this has come to my attention in

the last two days.

Mr. Lewis: Canada Starch is over, right.
Is the minister going to pay me a per diem
for settling all these strikes for him?

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. J. P. MacBeth (York West): The
member wants the right to strike.

Mr. Speaker: Order, order.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Lewis: 111 take the regular arbitrator's

fee.

Mr. Speaker: Order, please. Order.

DOW CHEMICAL STRIKE

Mr. Lewis: A question of the Minister of

Labour: What is his ministry's involvement
with Dow Chemical in Sarnia at this point?

Hon. Mr. Guindon: All I can say at the

present time, Mr. Speaker, is that there is a

meeting tomorrow.

Mr. Lewis: There is a meeting tomorrow?
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Hon. Mr. Guindon: Right.

Mr. Lewis: Has the minister examined

with the company the question of bargaining
in good faith, given the request for a vote

which was in contravention of the union's

constitution? Has he discussed that with

them?

Hon. Mr. Cuindon: I am waiting for re-

ports from tomorrow's meeting.

Mr. Lewis: Thank you. One last question
for the—sorry.

Mr. E. J. Bounsall (Windsor West): A
supplementary, Mr. Speaker: In this partic-

ular strike at Dow is the minister not con-

cerned about the safety aspects and danger
to the community as this plant continues

production while greatly understaffed, of very
hazardous chemicals such as ethylene oxide

and chlorine and many others?

Hon. Mr. Guindon: Yes, Mr. Speaker, we
are always concerned. I have received a num-
ber of letters from the area and we have had

people looking at this possibility.

CLOSURE OF CHEESE FACTORY

Mr. Lewis: A last question, Mr. Speaker,
of the Minister of Agriculture and Food: Has
the minister—forgive me, I might have been

away when he answered it—yet found the

specifics which I requested on the closing of

the cheese factory at Plantagenet? Has he put
them on the record? I'm sorry.

Hon. W. A. Stewart (Minister of Agri-
culture and Food): No, I haven't, Mr.

Speaker, but I have a complete report and
file of the situation. To sum it up briefly—and
I could take much time, Mr. Speaker, to go
into it fully—I believe that my hon. friend,

the leader of the New Democratic Party, may
have been somewhat misinformed when he
was quoted in the press as having said that

the plant was forced to close because of the

policies of the Milk Marketing Board and
the Ontario Milk Commission and, subse-

quently, the government of Ontario. That is

not the case. There has been no pressure
whatever brought on the owner of the

Plantagenet factory to close. He simply sold

his quota to another company.

Mr. Lewis: Yes, right, because it couldn't

survive.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: Now it qualifies for

something between $90,000 and $95,000 in

the consolidation grant. I don't think, of

course, that that had anything to do with the

decision being made but it just might have.

Mr. Lewis: By way of supplementary:
Now that Plantagenet has closed down and
the cheese factory at Lefaivre has closed

down and the cheese factory at St. Eugene
and the cheese factory at Vankleek Hill have
closed down—all within the last couple of

months and all in Prescott county, leaving no
more cheese factories in Prescott county—is

this a matter of government policy to phase
all of these little cheese factories out of

existence? Are they all purely interested in

the consolidation grant money?

Hon. Mr. Stewart: Not necessarily, Mr.

Speaker, but every one-

Mr. Roy: Even the member for Prescott

and Russell (Mr. Belanger) lost his cheese

factory.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: —of those people makes
his own decision based on the availability of

the plant's milk supply for their particular

commodity and that is cheese milk. They
make that decision themselves. Of course, we
are concerned that factories close but there is

no decrease in the amount of cheese that may
be produced.

Mr. Lewis: No, not as long as you have

got Kraft and Aults, of course not.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: Exactly. There are other

plants which are manufacturing cheese.

Mr. J. A. Renwick (Riverdale): We are

certainly glad to have that assurance.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: We have the figures
available. My hon. friend pointed out about

Quebec in the press; I believe that 90 per
cent of all the cheese produced in the Prov-
ince of Quebec is produced in five factories.

My hon. friend is quoted in the press as

having said, I believe, that it was just dis-

covered that the Kraft company could buy
from Quebec easier than it could buy from

Plantagenet so it transferred its business from
the plant at Plantagenet to Quebec. For my
hon. friend's information the Kraft company
has had a contract with the largest co-op
plant in the Province of Quebec-

Mr. Lewis: Yes, Granby.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: —Granby, for years and

years and years.

Mr. Lewis: Right. I understand that.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: There is nothing new
about that whatever.
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Mr. Lewis: I know that.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: My hon. friend1 might
have also said in the press that the owner of

the Plantagenet factory made no attempt in

any way, shape or form to—

Mr. Lewis: I understand that. The minister

is not answering my question.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: —sell his commodity to

any other cheese distributor or processor in

the Province of Ontario. He simply closed

the plant like that.

Mr. Lewis: He didn't have enough quota.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: Exactly.

Mr. Speaker: Order.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: But he also had the

opportunity to keep his plant in operation,
Mr. Speaker, the same as any other cheese

factory in this province.

Mr. Lewis: What is the minister talking
about? They can't get quota.

Mr. Cassidy: They can't get quota.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: May I suggest, Mr.

Speaker, that you cannot manufacture milk

overnight. There is certainly a decrease in

industrial milk production. We have attempted
to increase production, but we have not been
able to meet the demands of all our plants.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Cassidy: A supplementary question:
Would the minister consider reviewing the

consolidation grant policy in view of its

absurd success in taking industry away from
small rural communities and concentrating it

in large American-owned plants?

Mr. O. F. Villeneuve (Glengarry): Here's

the expert.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: For my hon. friend's

information—and he obviously doesn't know

anything about what he is talking about—

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: —the plant consolidation

programme was brought in at the request of

the cheese producers of this province them-
selves. They asked for it themselves,

Mr. Renwick: Because they were fright-
ened.

Mr. Lewis: Because the ministry was phas-
ing them out.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: My hon. friend doesn't

know that.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Renwick: The government is frighten-

ing them out of the business field.

Mr. Speaker: Order.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: They asked that it be

brought in. They were also offered the

opportunity, if they didn't like the plant

supply quota, which my friend, the leader of

the New Democratic Party, says he doesn't

like, to purchase their milk supply under the

auction system.

Mr. Lewis: The government is 320 million

lb short of milk-

Mr. Speaker: Order.

Mr. R. G. Eaton (Middlesex South): Does
the member want someone else to produce it?

Mr. Lewis: The government's incentive pro-

gramme has failed.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: The truth of the matter

is that the Milk Marketing Board offered to

sell milk to the smaller cheese factories and
to all the plants in the Province of Ontario

by the auction system. As a matter of fact, I

organized the meeting at which this was dis-

cussed.

Mr. Lewis: I am sure. Look at the conse-

quences.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: The small plant oper-
ators refused to accept that method of sale.

They opted to go for the plant supply pro-

gramme. Had they not done that, to my way
of thinking, they would have been in a much
worse position than they are in today.

Mr. Lewis: Well, they are pretty badly off.

Mr. Cassidy: Look how badly off they are

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Mr. Speaker, since it is

going to be a milk afternoon, I would like to

ask the Minister of Agriculture and Food if

it is not true that even some of the plants
with quotas that would otherwise have been
sufficient found that the quota was not ade-

quately filled by the Milk Marketing Board

provision. Even though they had the quota,
the milk was not forthcoming to fulfil that

quota and, therefore, even though they had

expended some of their capital to increase

the formal quota that is on paper, there

wasn't the white juice coming in in the tank
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cars, so that they could cany out their manu-

facturing commitments, and they were forced

to close on that basis.

Mr. Eaton: They should have quit pro-

ducing it.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: That is quite true, Mr.

Speaker.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: What is the quota for?

Hon. Mr. Stewart: The quota is to see

that all plants get the same percentage of

their base quota. That is what it is for.

Mr. Lewis: Right, but they can't get it.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: But they simply have

not enough industrial milk in the province
to meet the demands of those plants. It is

as simple as that.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Gassidy: The minister has no idea

of the problems of the small producers.

Mr. Speaker: Order. This is developing
into a pure debate. It is highly argumen-
tative. There will be no further questions in

this connection. The hon. member for

Carleton.

FEDERAL-PROVINCIAL
ENERGY CONFERENCE

Mr. S. B. Handleman (Carleton): Mr.

Speaker, I have a question of the Minister

of Energy. In view of the press announce-
ments of his meeting with his federal and

provincial colleagues this week, can he
inform the House of the general nature of

the proposals he may make? Are we finally

going to receive some news of a national

energy policy as a result of that meeting?

Mr. Cassidy: That's a setup.

Hon. Mr. McKeough: Mr. Speaker, the

media, and perhaps the hon. member's ques-

tion, I think put too high an expectation
on what may or may not happen on Friday.
Some of that expectation, with respect, seems
to have emanated from Ottawa, and perhaps
we should remember what Friday is all

about.

The Premier called for an energy con-
ference as long ago as March. That was
agreed to at that time by Mr. Lougheed
and it was agreed to at the premiers' con-
ference in August at Charlottetown. To
date, the federal government has not taken

any initiative whatsoever.

The meeting on Friday of this week is

really at the suggestion of Mr. Dickie, the

Minister of Mines and Minerals for Alberta,
who at the mines ministers' meeting in Vic-

toria suggested that an energy conference

should go on the agenda of the continued
mines ministers' conference, which is being
held on Thursday or Friday of this week.
I would expect that all that will be discussed

and decided perhaps on Friday, at the tail

end of a rather lengthy mines-minister

agenda, would be an agreement from the

federal government, the provinces having
already agreed that there should be a national

energy conference.

Perhaps they will tie down the date, the

time, the place and who will be invited

and who will attend, and perhaps there will

be a very preliminary discussion on agenda.
But I wouldn't look for anything more sub-

stantive than that, and certainly my expecta-
tions and those of the government are no

higher than that.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. Minister of Con-
sumer and Commercial Relations has the

answer to a question asked previously; and
then the hon. member for York-Forest Hill.

WITHDRAWAL OF FORD
DEBENTURES

Hon. J. T. Clement (Minister of Consumer
and Commercial Relations): Mr. Speaker, I

refer to the question raised in this House
on Thursday last by the hon. member for

Toronto-Riverdale, relating to the withdrawal

by joint agreement between the managing
underwriters and Ford of Canada of the

$60 million convertible debenture issue ten-

dered by Ford.

I am informed, sir, that after the accept-
ance of the prospectus but before the date

of the closing, a secondary market for the

debentures developed on an as, if and when
basis, which resulted in the debentures trad-

ing at a price substantially less than that re-

garded as the par issue price. Certain events

have taken place which reduce the con-

fidence of the investing portion of the com-

munity in the automotive industry, particu-

larly the potential energy crisis. This, coupled
with the terms and conditions of the issue, re-

flected itself in the trading.

In fairness to the investors who contracted

to purchase the issue, they were virtually
assured of a loss before the closing date,
and a decision was made that the agreement
should be terminated by the mutual agree-
ment of both Ford and the investment dealers
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involved. If, as and when contracts there-

fore became null and void. In my view, Mr.

Speaker, the investors were fairly and ade-

quately dealt with under these circumstances

and saved a substantial potential loss.

Mr. Renwick: Mr. Speaker, by way of a

supplementary question, do I take that to

mean that the agreement to cancel the under-

writing agreement was outside the terms of

the underwriting agreement and the investors

who had invested were not, in fact, con-

sulted as to whether it was or was not in

their interest to have that agreement termi-

nated?

Hon. Mr. Clement: That is my understand-

ing, that the termination was permitted under

the initial agreement between the under-

writers and Ford of Canada, and as a result

an arrangement or an agreement was reached

between those two parties.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for York-

Forest Hill.

DIAL-A-BUS SYSTEM

Mr. P. G. Givens (York-Forest Hill): Will

the Minister of Transportation and Communi-
cations please explain why his $3 million

dial-a-bus system is meeting with only luke-

warm public support, and why it is that the

service is costing a subsidy of more than

75 cents per trip?

Hon. Mr. Carton: Mr. Speaker, firstly, the

average ridership is going up 18 per cent

per week, which we feel is a success. I have

the figures here for the first three weeks. The

average daily ridership was 464 the first

week, 474 the second week, and 547 the

third week.

Mr. Lewis: That is with the entire cabinet

riding every day.

Hon. Mr. Carton: I was hitchhiking.

Hon. Mr. Auld: He was jogging.

Mr. Deans: Yes, I heard about his hitch-

hiking.

Mr. Givens: Supplementary question: Why
is it costing a subsidy of 75 cents per trip,

and why is the minister unable to deliver

the mail properly up there to keep the people
informed about the marvellous system he has

there?

Hon. Mr. Carton: Again, Mr. Speaker, the

hon. member is referring to a press state-

ment, and this particular statement was not

made by one of our ministry officials. As a

matter of fact-

Mr. Roy: It doesn't matter. Is it true or

not?

Hon. Mr. Carton: —he phoned the post
office and explained to them that this was
not the case.

Mr. Speaker, I undertook recently to get
the facts and figures for the hon. member
for Downsview relative to the ridership costs,

and when those are available I will give an
answer to him and therefore to the member
for York-Forest Hill on the costs involved.

Mr. Speaker: Supplementary?

Mr. Roy: No, it is not a supplementary.

Mr. Speaker: No? The hon. member for

Thunder Bay is next.

LOAN TO ONTARIO NORTHLAND
TRANSPORTATION COMMISSION

Mr. Stokes: I have a question of the Min-

ister of Transportation and Communications.

In the second progress report on the per-
formance of the 1973 Ontario budget, there

is a non-budgetary item in the amount of $31

million; $28 million of it is attributable to

a loan to the Ontario Northland Transporta-
tion Commission. Could the minister advise

the House what this loan is for? Is it any

part of the subsidy to shippers in north-

eastern Ontario, or is it to provide alternate

transportation facilities to other parts of On-

tario, which might include northwestern

Ontario?

Hon. Mr. Carton: Mr. Speaker, I want to

be certain of my facts on this. To my knowl-

edge it relates to capital costs, acquisitions
and new rolling stock, but I will check that

out. It does not relate to the sums that are

required for tfie freight-rate subsidy, no.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Lanark

is next.

Mr. Roy: For where?

Mr. Speaker: Lanark.

Mr. Roy: Oh, I see.

Mr. D. J. Wiseman (Lanark): I have a

question of the Minister of Energy.

Mr. Cassidy: That's the first time.

Mr. Wiseman: Thanks, Mike.
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Mr. Cassidy: Except for speeches.

An hon. member: Oh, how would you
know?

Interjections by hon. members.

An hon. member: It should have been the

member for Ottawa Centre's first time.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order, please.

REDUCTION OF SPEED LIMITS

Mr. Wiseman: For the Minister of Energy:
Could the minister tell the House, in view of

the meeting that he hopes to have on Friday
with his federal counterpart and in which
the Globe and Mail this morning mentioned

one of the topics will be the speed limits on

our highways, and perhaps that we'll be faced

with a 50 mph speed limit as in the United

States, could the minister tell us what the

attitude of our government is toward the

reduction of the speed limit on our provincial

highways?

Mr. Roy: Will he continue to drive?

Hon. Mr. McKeough: Mr. Speaker, I

noticed that mentioned in this morning's
Globe and Mail. The government has dis-

cussed the lowering of the speed limit. Speed
limits are set by regulation or order in

council; we didn't think it was necessary to

lower the speed limits at this moment on a

mandatory basis. The situation, in our view,
is not that serious as yet. However, we will

wait to hear what Mr. Macdonald has to say
on Friday. I am sure that if that is one of

the solutions that he recommends, then the

government will consider the matter again,
and if it is thought necessary, will lower the

speed limits.

Mr. Speaker: Supplementary; the hon.

member for Wentworth.

Mr. Deans: Thank you. In view of the

recent statement by the minister, in which he
asked members of the Legislature to reduce
their speeds in order to conserve energy, does

he feel it might be necessary to invoke a

particular. Act in order to have the Minister
of Housing (Mr. Welch) comply?

Hon. Mr. McKeough: I heard something
about that. The Minister of Housing is noted
as an aggressive, fast-moving young man; and
to get him out on his duties we wish him

Godspeed, and hope he keeps right at it.

BURLINGTON FRENCH-SPEAKING
STUDENTS

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Ottawa
East.

Mr. Roy: Mr. Speaker, in the absence of

the Minister of Education (Mr. Wells), I

would like to ask the Premier a question: Is

he aware of the school problems in Burling-
ton in relation to the fact that apparently
some 200 French-speaking pupils have been

kept at home today; and would the minister

advise whether he intends to intervene? And,

secondly, have Bills 180 and 181 been passed

by this Legislature; have they been pro-
claimed?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I am famil-

iar with the situation in Burlington only as I

read accounts of it. With respect to any de-

tails, I think it would be appropriate to ask

the minister. If by some chance the minister,
because of other pressures and he has a few
at this precise moment—is not here, I shall

have the information for the hon. member
tomorrow afternoon.

Mr. Roy: If I might ask the Premier a sup-

plementary, Mr. Speaker: Does he not feel,

as leader in this province, that these parents
and students, after asking for their school for

11 years, are entitled to their own school?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, with great
respect to the hon. member, I don't think it

is a question of who is entitled after 11 years;
I think it is all a question of whether it makes
educational economic sense—whether it's in

the field of education or something else.

Interjection by an hon. member.

Hon. Mr. Davis: I think the length of time
is really not the valid criterion. I would only
say to the hon. member my precise knowl-

edge of it comes from the press reports,
which I would assume are accurate; but I

would like to have a fuller report on it. As
I say, if the minister himself is not here
because of these other matters, I shall en-
deavour to have information for the hon.

member tomorrow afternoon.

ACUPUNCTURE FOR TREATMENT OF
DRUG ADDICTION

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for

Sandwich-Riverside.

Mr. F. A. Burr (Sandwich-Riverside): Mr.

Speaker, a question of the Minister of Health
on the subject of drug addiction and acu-
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puncture: Is the minister aware of the re-

ported 97 per cent success of a special

acupuncture technique that completely cures

drug addicts?

Hon. R. T. Potter (Minister of Health):
I'm not, Mr. Speaker; but as I told the House
the other day, I am expecting a report from
the council of health on the use of acupunc-
ture. It has been pointed out that there is

definitely a use for it in some specific areas,

but it is not the cure-all that a great many
people thought it might be. We are interested

in establishing some kind of control over

acupuncture in the province, probably to be
associated with the Health Science Centres.

Mr. Burr: Supplementary: Would the min-
ister agree that this is a matter that the

Addiction Research Foundation should take
an immediate look at? Does the ministry
receive copies of the Amerioan Journal of

Acupuncture yet?

Hon. Mr. Potter: Mr. Speaker, the Addic-
tion Research Foundation is actively involved
with us in reviewing all aspects of addiction
on research. I am sure that they would be
delighted to have a look at this with us. No,
I didn't even know there was a Journal of

Acupuncture.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Water-
loo North is next.

USE OF COAL FOR
GENERATING ELECTRICITY

Mr. E. R. Good (Waterloo North): Mr.

Speaker, I have a question of the Minister
of Energy. Now that Premier Lougheed of
Alberta has indicated that he thinks Ontario
is wasting natural gas by using it for the

generation of electricity, and this view has
been held by many of us for some time, is

the minister taking steps to inform Hydro
to work on and figure out better ways to
utilize coal through a cleaner burning process
for the generation of electricity instead of
natural gas?

Hon. Mr. McKeough: Mr. Speaker, I am
satisfied and the Minister of the Environ-
ment is satisfied that Hydro and a great
number of other agencies—and indeed some
of the oil companies, Imperial in particular
to my knowledge—are spending a great deal
of time and money and technology in trying
to clean up coal to the same extent that
the emission is of the same standard as that
from natural gas. They have been able to

get rid of the particulate matter, but there is

still the matter of the S02 . Technology has
not yet been developed so that coal can be
cleaned up to the same extent as natural

gas emissions. I think that day will come,
but I suspect it is probably five or 10 years

away. I said yesterday that I think there is a
better use in terms of space heating of homes
or in the petrochemical industry for natural

gas. In the meantime, for example, Hydro
using it at the Hearn plant on certain days
is a good thing environmentally.

We would like at some point to have

enough gas, or trade gas, to use part of

that gas perhaps at the Lakeview plant. In

particular, the Clark Keith Plant in Wind-
sor is one which could benefit by the use
of natural gas, but those quantities are not
available. In the long run, however, I would
agree that that is not the best use for gas.
I pointed out yesterday, and I will point
out in the House, that if the rules are to be

changed in some way or another, then I

would hope that they would be changed in

Alberta as well, which is a large converter
of natural gas into electricity. For that

matter, a great deal of the gas—something
like 25 per cent of the gas, I think—which
is exported from Alberta into the United
States is used to make electricity in the
Pacific northwest. I would think that those
rules might be changed first.

Mr. Good: Supplementary, Mr. Speaker:
Does the minister not have any policy that

would move Hydro toward the point where
it would not use one source of energy to

create another source of energy to do a job
that could have been by the first source in

the first place? Does the minister not feel

that this is a wasteful process and that it

should be eliminated?

Hon!. Mr. McKeough: The technology
isn't available. I think we should remember
that when Hydro made the decision to con-
vert the Hearn plant to natural gas three

or four years ago, at some considerable

expense for environmental reasons, that was
applauded by the environmentalists and by
members in this House.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for York
South.

PROPOSAL TO ESTABLISH
ENERGY MARKETING BOARD

Mr. MacDonald: I have another question
of the Minister of Energy: Now that the

government of Alberta has moved to the

establishment of a provincial energy market-
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ing board to suit its own purposes and

needs, is the minister giving any considera-

tion to the establishment of an Ontario pro-
vincial marketing board to meet our purposes
and needs which are different, but urgent,
and which could be served by such an

agency?

Hon. Mr. McKeough: I am not sure just

what we would market, Mr. Speaker. The
answer is no. Alberta has not yet introduced

legislation.

Mr. MacDonald: Alberta has indicated its

intention. Isn't our need the purchasing of

supplies from the outset from outside the

province and the supplying of them in a

rational way in accordance with the best

application of that source of energy to what-
ever the needs are in the Province of On-
tario?

Hon. Mr. McKeough: I am afraid the
member for Riverdale was drowning out
the member on the microphone.

Mr. MacDonald: Isn't our need in the

Province of Ontario to have a provincial

marketing board whose job is to buy and

sell, for the most part to be buying sources

of energy from outside the province, and
indeed from outside the country, if necessary,
in order to assure continuity of supply and

perhaps to rationalize the use of those forms
of energy in the Province of Ontario?

Mr. Deans: Excellent idea.

Hon. Mr. McKeough: Mr. Speaker, I think

the member is talking about something which
is too broad, which is right out of the NDP
policy, and which he is asking me to agree
with, and there is no way. Let's look at

the facts.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. McKeough: It sounds so grand,
a marketing board that is going to buy and
sell energy.

Mr. Lewis: The minister will be there in

three months. In three months he will in-

troduce it.

Mr. MacDonald: Darcy on the road to

Damascus.

Hon. Mr. McKeough: Just look at the facts.

We are buying coal chiefly through Ontario

Hydro and the steel companies. No marketing
board is necessary. Gas is bought for this

province by one company, TransCanada Pipe-
Lines, which is regulated by the National

Energy Board before which we appear. I

think we are well served in that area.

Mr. Lewis: I don't know about that.

Hon. Mr. McKeough: In terms of elec-

tricity, Hydro is a Crown corporation. The

only conceivable use for a national marketing
board is oil.

Mr. Lewis: Right.

Hon. Mr. McKeough: Then why didn't the

member call it an oil marketing board, in-

stead of these grand plans about socializing

everything and nationalizing everything?

Mr. Lewis: The minister can move in on
TransCanada too.

Hon. Mr. McKeough: It is interesting, Mr.

Speaker, that the leader of that party is do-

ing his best to get back into the right, and

the old leader is pulling him to the left all

the time. They are dragging him down.

Mr. MacDonald: Mr. Speaker, by way of

supplementary, since the Minister of Energy
is obviously so sensitive on this point he

picks up our ideas three months late.

If he concedes that a provincial energy
board might deal with oil at the moment, and
others at a later stage, what about his own

proposition that maybe there is a value in a

provincial energy marketing board seeking
contracts outside the country—for example,
Venezuela—as he quoted in the press?

Mr. Lewis: That's right.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. minister may re-

spond if you will give him a few moments.

Mr. Lewis: He has got his feet mired in

Tory ground.

Hon. Mr. McKeough: I think there may be

some merit in government doing certain

things. I don't think we necessarily need a

marketing plan to do that.

You know, I have to say this, Mr. Speaker-

Mr. Lewis: Oh, come on!

Mr. Renwick: We don't need' that. Answer
the question. We don't need the flak.

Mr. MacDonald: Order.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. McKeough: It's only four years

ago that the member for Riverdale and the

member for Scarborough West were dragging
down and stabbing in the back the former

leader of that party, and now they're moving
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right around, trying to get the leader to go
left.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Lewis: Resign, resign. If the minister

can't answer the question, then let him quit.

That's all he is good for.

Mr. MacDonald: He finds acceptance of

Socialist ideas so exciting.

Mr. Lewis: Is that why he is at the end of

the row? Is that what he was recalled for?

Mr. Speaker: Order. The time for oral

questions has expired.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order, please.

Petitions.

Presenting reports.

Hon. E. A. Winkler (Chairman, Manage-
ment Board of Cabinet): The member for

Scarborough West doesn't like the truth.

Mr. P. J. Yakabuski (Renfrew South): No,
he doesn't like the truth.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order, please.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: I would hesitate to adjourn
the House due to grave disorder.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Lewis: You can't allow that. This man
isn't making a comeback-

Mr. R. F. Nixon: What has the member
been smoking?

Mr. Speaker: Morions.

Introduction of bills.

OSGOODE HALL LAW SCHOOL
SCHOLARSHIPS ACT

Hon. Mr. McNie moves first reading of bill

intituled, An Act to amend the Osgoode Hall

Law School Scholarships Act, 1968-1969.

Motion agreed to; first reading of the bill.

An hon. member: Give him another hypo.

Mr. Lewis: I know, a spasm here, a spasm
there.

Hon. J. McNie (Minister of Colleges and

Universities): Mr. Speaker, this bill is a short

amendment to make it clear that the Hon.

Mr. Justice F. Barlow scholarship in com-
mercial law at York University is to be

awarded to a student to pursue post-graduate
studies in law rather than constituting a

prize. The scholarship has always been
awarded to the student who has ranked

highest in commercial law and who has

desired to pursue graduate studies; the

amendment is made only to clarify this action

by York University.

PUBLIC LIBRARIES ACT

Hon. Mr. McNie moves first reading of bill

intituled An Act to amend the Public Libra-

ries Act.

Motion agreed to; first reading of the bill.

Hon. Mr. McNie: Mr. Speaker, this amend-
ment is to abolish the existing provision in

the Act which requires a member of a library
board to vacate his seat where he has a

pecuniary interest in a contract with the

board. The matter is now covered by the

Municipal Conflict of Interest Act, 1973,
where a member must now only disclose his

interest in any such contract and abstain

from discussion and voting on the matter, but

is not disqualified from being a member
of the board.

The other small amendment is housekeep-

ing only and removes reference to the Min-

istry of Education since the Act is now
administered by the Ministry of Colleges and

Universities.

Mr. Speaker: Orders of the day.

LOAN AND TRUST CORPORATIONS ACT

Hon. Mr. Clement moves second reading
of Bill 233, An Act to amend the Loan and
Trust Corporations Act.

Mr. Speaker: Shall the motion carry?

Mr. J. R. Breithaupt (Kitchener): One
moment.

Mr. J. E. Stokes (Thunder Bay): The mem-
ber for Riverdale is ready.

Mr. J. A. Renwick (Riverdale): I will be

glad to yield to my friend.

Mr. Breithaupt: Mr. Speaker, this bill has

been before us for a few days. We have not

gone into it in particular depth, but there

are some questions which I would like to

have the minister answer if he would.
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The matter, first of all in section 1, with

respect to making finance construction exempt
from the definition of the corporation is

rather of some interest to me. I am wonder-

ing why the corporations, if they are owned
and controlled by some other loan or trust

corporation, would have that removed from

their involvement and from their ability to

do business within the province.

Another question, of course, comes up con-

cerning section 3, where the number of

shareholders is reduced. It would seem to me
that to encourage shareholder involvement

would be a thing the ministry would have

attempted to do, but to reduce this number
of shareholders doesn't seem to me to be

particularly useful. Can the minister advise

us just how many of these trust and loan

companies are in fact wholly-owned sub-

sidiaries and how many are continuing as

companies involved in general business?

Now I am aware there are of course dif-

ferences between companies that are involved

under federal charter, with the trust provi-

sions, and those that are in the loan areas,

and that this difference of course carries on,

as I understand it, within Ontario legislation.

I think there are a number of other points
that can be raised as the bill will likely go
to committee, but perhaps the minister could

respond to those two particular points at this

time.

Mr. Renwick: Mr. Speaker, the only com-
ment I want to make on second reading is

to ask the minister to make a specifically
clear statement as to the necessity for the

special kind of designation of certain loan

corporations as mortgage investment corpora-

tions, the purpose which they are intended

to serve in connection with the federal gov-
ernment's Act, Bill C-135, the Act dealing
with the financing of residential mortgages
in Canada, so that we can clearly under-

stand why he wishes to carve out this par-
ticular kind of facility.

I am always curious when these bills come
before us through the ministry because they
are usually made up of two parts. They are

made up of the amendments to the Act which
the ministry itself wants and a substantial

part of this bill is related to those matters;
and on the other hand they usually contain

a section of the bill which is being promoted
by the limited number of very wealthy corpo-
rations consisting of the loan and trust corpo-
rations and their association which are always

wanting to make certain that their share of

the financial market is adequately protected.

The legitimacy of that is undoubtedly quite
clear in the minister's mind but I want the

record to show that it is a matter of public
need and that it serves a public purpose and
that the loan and trust corporations are the

bodies which should be entitled to this par-
ticular kind of legislative advantage. Then
when we go into committee, I will expect to

have, as we have on the Insurance Act, a

clear explanation of each of the very technical

sections of the bill.

Mr. Speaker: Is there any further debate?

The hon. member for Lakeshore.

Mr. P. D. Lawlor (Lakeshore): Thank you,
Mr. Speaker. My remarks on the legislation

will be very brief. Partially in line with what

my colleague has just said I would like a

clear statement as to what it is precisely

that the minister seeks to achieve by the

legislation. The financial institutions of this

country are in a fair, large, maudlin bed to-

gether, with the bank holdings and the trust

companies and the insurance firms having

interlacing directorships and whatnot. It

seems to me that if the purpose of the legis-

lation is a financial one precisely, namely, to

expand the mortgage market and to make

mortgage moneys available in a wider way
and tapping greater funds than have hereto-

fore been available for that, then I would

think that it had a good deal to be said for

it. But if it is just another step by govern-

ment, in effect, giving its blessing to a con-

solidation of financial enterprise in a country
which is already highly consolidated—as no

other country in the world is I think—with

respect to its financial components and where

the great weight of money comes from—in
other words, we have a tight little empire in

this country.

We have very few banking institutions

as compared to the literally thousands and

thousands of banks in the United States. The

European market provides a whole different

type of financial management and financial

resource picture than anything we have here.

The tight little island and the consolidations

and amalgamations that have already taken

place and the binds into other financial insti-

tutions are so widespread, so intricate and
so interlaced as we have generated them—I

suppose some people would say by evolution

—seems to me to run fundamentally in oppo-
sition to a free enterprise philosophy and to

be a kind of condonation of monopolistic

practices in one way or another, and that is

the upshot and the final effect of legislation

of this kind.
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I know they work in conjunction together
as things presently stand, but under this legis-

lation in the case, for instance, of amalgama-
tions, the minister is making it specifically

possible for loan corporations to amalgamate
with trust companies on the one hand and

continue precisely as loan corporations and
vice versa in the next section but one; the

minister permits the trust companies to amal-

gamate with loan companies and continue

as trust companies. This gives me some hesi-

tation and pause to see the government giving
sanction to this ongoing process of consolida-

tion and cooling down into great central

financial empires. If he wants to play into

the hands of the socializing hordes of the

Province of Ontario, so be it. We on our

side of the fence see these consolidations of

power—that's where the power in this society

really is, in financial institutions—and the

minister makes the job infinitely easier at the

end of the day not to take them over, I don't

think we are particularly interested in that,

but by way of control and regulation and

by way of making them amenable to the

overall public realm and public purpose. I'm

sure that's not what the minister wants. What
is the gist, purpose and meaning of legisla-
tion of this kind proceeding from the back-

grounds that the Tories inhabit?

With that in mind I simply want to wind

up by saying that it involves what I con-

sider a fundamentally good move, insofar

as it brings into a particular statute, namely
the Loan and Trust Corporations Act, a

whole diversity of other sections that we put
through the select committee on corporations

touching insider trading, the use of proxies
and the business of amalgamations. We'll see

further amendments on that, I trust, before

very long. It brings them into a single Act
for the people who are expert in this par-
ticular field. Let me say that we will be

proceeding shortly, as this House rises, to

launch into a profound investigation of the

whole trust and loan corporations situation.

That's next on the agenda for that particular
committee.

I think that maybe this legislation will clear

away some of the debris in that particular

regard. It bothers me that the minister should

bring the legislation forward to the House
at this particular time knowing very well that

this sort of investigation by a select com-
mittee of the House is pending. It's not only

pending but virtually launched. We have
hired a full-time secretary who is a resource

person bringing together all the materials

from divers quarters and supplying us with
information from various jurisdictions

1 as to

the operation of trust and loan corporations
not only here in this province but in other

places, particularly Great Britain and the

United States where they have evolved to a

far greater extent than they have here. It

seems to me a kind of usurpation of the

functions and role that we might very well

have played in the area of saying whether the

conjuncture of these two different types of

institutions is feasible, is proper or works

contrary to the best interests of the province.

Having it before us at the moment, I would

hope that the minister could say that there

would be an anticipated—and not just some
kind of floating anticipation but some con-

crete reason in terms of expanding that

mortgage market, making it more available

to more people, and therefore setting up the

competitive ethos will keep down those

wretched interest rates which have now risen

in first mortgages to about 11 per cent.

There was a climb in the market about a

week or so ago. Rates of lO1
/^, 11 and 11%

per cent interest on first mortgages are getting

pretty close to brigandish. Once upon a time

this was called, among people who had a

sense of decency in the marketplace, usury.
It seems to me again to give a particular

looseness, an open sesame to exploitation.

Only certain concentrated firms control the

market and they are working in cahoots and
not many of them can bring the full rigours
of the interest situation to bear. That would

be, I think all of us would agree, highly
detrimental to anyone in this House and I

trust to the bulk of us who have first and
even perhaps second and in some cases third

mortgages on their own dwellings.

Mr. Speaker: Do any other members wish
to enter the debate? The hon. minister.

Hon. J. T. Clement (Minister of Consumer
and Commercial Relations): Mr. Speaker, in

dealing firstly with the question raised by the

hon. member for Kitchener, corporations
owned or controlled by loan or trust cor-

porations and that finance construction are

exempt from the definition of loan corpora-
tions. We must refer to sections 17 and 18

of this particular bill, which creates subsidiary

companies for loan and trust corporations to

provide construction loans.

He referred also to section 3, questioning
the validity of the present requirement of 25
directors being reduced to five. In fact, these

subsidiaries are wholly owned by the loan or

trust companies, and the 25 members are

really only nominees of that particular com-

pany. It has been suggested that we reduce

it to five members and I suggest, sir, this is
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in line with the broad theory that permeated
the background and led to the birth of the

Business Corporations Act some two years

ago, wherein one was allowed to incorporate
under that particular statute with a single
shareholder and director.

Many of us who recall practising law prior
to that date well remember the one-man com-

panies, as both of those members know, and

our own office staffs to round out the board

in order to comply with the minimum require-
ment of three directors. The legislation recog-
nized that facade and the amendment allowed

the one-man corporations. This amendment

proposed in section 3 is of that ilk, Mr.

Speaker, allowing five members to be the con-

sistency of the board of directors of wholly
owned subsidiary companies.

Regarding the question raised by the mem-
ber for Riverdale and reflected in the com-
ments of the member for Lakeshore with

reference to the mortgage investment com-

panies, as both of those members know, and
I'm sure many members of the House know,

legislation has been introduced by the federal

government allowing what we call MICs, mort-

gage investment companies, which are Loan

corporations within the definition of the Loan
and Trust Corporations Act of Canada, to be-

come designated as this type of company for

certain flow-through or conduit type tax

advantages under the federal1 income tax legis-
lation.

While the federal legislation permits this

and contemplates such loan companies being
incorporated under the federal legislation,
there is no complementary legislation in On-
tario to permit Ontario-incorporated loan and
trust companies to have the same type of

advantage. It is considered necessary to pro-
vide for Ontario incorporation of the special-

ized loan companies so that they will be on
an equal basis with the federally incorporated
loan companies.

I would point out, perhaps needlessly, that

sections which pertain to this type of creature

of statute will be subject to proclamation and
we shall await the enactment of the federal

legislation before proclaiming the comple-

mentary provincial legislation.

We feel that if tax advantages are being
given to federally incorporated companies,
then the same advantages should be available

to those that have incorporated within this

jurisdiction; and it will expand substantially
the funds available for mortgage purposes
within this province.

May I point out there will be certain types
of restrictions. Corporations of this type will

not accept deposits from the public. They will

confine their activities to Ontario and other

provinces of Canada. At least 50 per cent
of their assets must consist of Canadian resi-

dential mortgages, deposits in chartered

banks, trust or loan companies or credit

unions. And cash in investments in Canadian

realty and leaseholds shall not exceed 25 per
cent of the book value of the assets. They
must at all times, Mr. Speaker, maintain a

statutory liquidity level with respect to future

mortgage commitments. Those are the only
comments I have at this time, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: The motion is for second

reading of Bill 233. Shall the motion carry?

Motion agreed to; second reading of the

bill.

Mr. Speaker: Shall the bill be ordered for

third reading?

An hon. member: No.

Mr. Speaker: Committee of the whole
House?

Agreed.

Clerk of the House: The second order,
House in committee of the whole.

LOAN AND TRUST CORPORATIONS
ACT

House in committee on Bill 233, An Act to

amend the Loan and Trust Corporations Act.

Mr. Chairman: Bill 233, An Act to amend
the Loan and Trust Corporations Act. Are
there any comments, questions or amend-
ments on any section of the bill, and if so
which section?

On section 1.

Mr. P. D. Lawlor (Lakeshore): The first

section; a kind of general question. You
didn't specifically direct an answer on second

reading to meeting the needs of the federal

government, the legislation which I have in

front of me being Bill C-135 of the federal

House.

Is it your anticipation that more mortgage
money shall be made available for residential

purposes than has been previously? Have you
any idea how much in any specific way?

Hon. J. T. Clement (Minister of Consumer
and Commercial Affairs): I think the hon.

member, Mr. Chairman, would agree with

me that it would probably be conjecture on

my part to state any particular guestimate as

to the additional funds which would be
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available. Those who profess to be knowl-

edgeable in this area, particularly those at

the federal level who initiated this type of

legislation, felt that the attractiveness of the

tax advantages, the flow-through type of ad-

vantages, to the federally incorporated com-

panies would increase the money available for

residential mortgages very considerably. I am

talking in terms of millions. My staff may
well be able to provide me with some figures
that they have obtained from their counter-

parts in Ottawa and if I receive those in a

few minutes I will convey them to the hon.

member.

I am advised, sir, that it is most substan-

tial and will encourage the individual

investor to work in this particular route, or

by this particular means, in order to put his

money into the market. Again, the market
and the consumer will have X more dollars

available for residential financing. If I get
those figures in a few minutes I will pass
them on to the hon. member, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Chairman: Shall section 1 stand as

part of the bill?

Section 1 agreed to.

Mr. Chairman: Any comments, questions or

amendments on a later section of the bill? If

so, which section? The hon. member for

Lakeshore.

Mr. Lawlor: Maybe I could have an ex-

planation of section 4, subsection 2, para-

graph 4, "Shares without par value shall not
be allotted or issued except for such consider-

ation as the bylaws provide."

Why is that? Why do they place that lim-

itation upon shares with no par value?

Hon. Mr. Clement: Mr. Chairman, at the

present time no-par value shares cannot be
sold, as the hon. member is well aware, by
this type of corporation with the result that as

additional capital is required, additional

underwritings are required. This amendment
provides that this type of no-par value shares
are to be issued for a stated consideration.
Section 10, which we will come upon in due
course, Mr. Chairman, sets out the terms and
conditions under which those no par value
shares can be issued. As I understand it right
now, Mr. Chairman, this will make additional
investment moneys available quite readily to
the companies affected by this legislation.

Mr. Chairman: Any other comments, ques-
tions or amendments? If so, to which section?

Mr. J. A. Renwick (Riverdale): Yes, I have
a number of questions on this. I gather
we are dealing with section 4 of the bill?

Mr. Chairman: Yes, section 4.

Mr. Renwick: The only point I had on

section 4 is that I have always been con-

cerned—and the concern is reflected in the

Business Corporations Act—that if shares

without par value are being allotted or

issued for a consideration other than cash,

there should be, as I think there is in the

Business Corporations Act, the precise pro-
vision that the board of directors must make
a decision by express resolution that the

property for which those shares are being
issued is, in their judgement, equal to the

value of the shares which are being issued

for it.

That is the obvious traditional loophole for

issuing shares without par value against prop-

erty which is of inadequate value, having
regard to the value of shares without par
value already issued by such a company and

outstanding. That's the way you water the

stock in many cases.

Again I am not going to press now for

that amendment to be put in this bill but I

want my comments to be noted. The major
criticism of shares without par value has

always been that they can be issued for

property, and unless the directors are re-

quired by express resolution to make an

equivalence between the value of the prop-

erty which they are getting and the shares

which they are issuing, you open the door
for the dilution of the equity and the com-

pany by watering.

All I am saying is that this Act will be
amended again and will be a matter of

study by the select committee on corpora-
tion law, should we live so long, and those

are matters which can be dealt with at

that time. I want the minister to recognize
that that is a significant and serious defect

in the proposed subclause 2 of section 4
of this bill.

Hon. Mr. Clement: Mr. Chairman, I

appreciate the comments of the hon. mem-
ber and he certainly has touched on what
I think was perhaps a practice which was
more predominant in years gone by and
which certainly did not work in the interests-

Mr. Renwick: I have no greater trust in

corporate directors now than I did in Sam
Insull years ago in Chicago.

Hon. Mr. Clement: You have no faith in

corporate directors? I am sorry; is that what

you said, sir?

Mr. Lawlor: No greater faith.
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Mr. Renwick: No greater trust than I

had in Sam Insull years ago.

Hon. Mr. Clement: Of course, we don't

know what kind of trust you had in Sam—

Hon. G. A. Kerr (Provincial Secretary for

Justice): He was an old CCFer, wasn't he?

Hon. Mr. Clement: —and therefore it may
be compliment to the Canadian directors.

Mr. Lawlor: The important thing is what

you think about Sam Insull.

Mr. Renwick: It may very well be.

Hon. Mr. Clement: Fortunately, I was not

part of that investment setup in Chicago
those many years ago.

Interjection by hon. member.

Hon. Mr. Clement: The hon. member,

being considerably older than I am, would
recall with great clarity many of these

details.

Mr. Renwick: I notice it didn't take you
long to locate the city in which Sam Insull

operated.

Hon. Mr. Clement: May I point out to the

hon. member, Mr. Chairman, that in sec-

tion 10 of this particular Act, subsection

65b and over the page, 65b (2), deal with

those situations. They expressly point out

that the issued capital shall be expressed
in Canadian currency and should a board
of directors move in the direction con-

templated as a possibility by the hon. mem-
ber, they would be confronted, of course,
with the fact that it must be expressed in

Canadian currency. That expression would
have to reflect the value of the assets, par-

ticularly those assets which depend on ap-

praisal figures as opposed to liquid assets

as supplied by the auditors. Bearing in mind
the onerous liabilities and responsibilities now
placed upon directors by statute, I believe,
and submit with respect, we're moving in

the right direction to preclude that very type
of practice contemplated by the member
for Riverdale from in fact occurring in this

area of business activity.

Mr. Chairman: Does section 4 then stand

as part of the bill?

Section 4 agreed to.

Mr. Chairman: Section 5 is next.

Mr. Lawlor: I want to direct the minister's

attention to section 5. It's a very long section,

by the way, Mr. Chairman, with 17a, b, c,

etc. Section 17b says the "mortgage invest-

ment company shall have and maintain at

least 50 per cent of the book value of its

assets in one or more of the following forms."

And the intention there is really to force

them into being mortgage corporations pre-

cisely. Subsection (2) says 85 per cent must

be invested in residential mortgages.

Coming down, it reads : "(b) the book value

of the investments of a mortgage investment

company in real estate or leaseholds before

deducting the amount of any charges or liens

thereon, but excluding real estate"—this is

what's bothering me; why are you excluding
these things? —"or leaseholds acquired by the

company by foreclosure"—whether it acquires
the site by foreclosure or not didn't seem to

me too important. Isn't it certainly part of the

assets of the book value, of the capital picture
of that corporation, or otherwise? It goes on:

"after default made on a mortgage, hypothec
or agreement of sale in respect thereof."

Certainly, if this failure in agreement of

sale, the property comes back in a plenary
form to the mortgage corporation, or the

investment corporation, and should not be
considered part of its assets. But there must
be a very nice reason as to why it's spe-

cifically excluded; and would you clue me
in on that?

Hon. Mr. Clement: It is my advice, Mr.

Chairman, that with reference to 17—we are

on page 2 of the bill—section 17b (2).—Am I

correct in that, sir?

Mr. Lawlor: Subsection (2)(fo).

Hon. Mr. Clement: Or (2)(fe), yes. No
more than 25 per cent of the assets can be

in Canadian realty or leaseholds. Now insofar

as the section referred to by the hon. member

goes, it says that it shows the total of those

particular items set forth in there in (a)
and in (b), but excluding those assets which
I presume are not readily marketable at that

particular time; and therefore not to be

considered at that particular moment.

They would, of course, come into being
once the legal problems were cleared up. If

the final order foreclosure was completed,
and the time for appeal had gone by, I pre-
sume it would come in then to the asset side

of the ledger and be an asset that could be

disposed by the former mortgagee.

Mr. Lawlor: That would seem, Mr. Chair-

man, to go some distance to answering the

question, except that it doesn't. If that frees

more money for the 50 per cent investment,
then fine, and I think that is what it pre-

cisely does.
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I would assume, from reading the section,

that the FOF—the final order foreclosure-

has gone through. It says properties which
have been acquired "by foreclosure or other-

wise." The legal complications which the

minister adverts don't apply in that particular
area. Nevertheless, it seems that this property
is not readily marketable for some reason,

and isn't to be taken into that 25 per cent

base on residential holdings.

The wording—if what the minister says is

correct—is not adequate to that end. The

wording goes beyond that and it certainly
doesn't indicate that the property is encum-
bered or tied up by way of any type of legal

procedure. But, if that's what the interpreta-
tion is, then—

Hon. Mr. Clement: That's just one inter-

pretation I place on it, Mr. Chairman. I think

the intent of this type of mortgage invest-

ment corporation is to encourage the pro-
vision of additional funds being available for

mortgage purposes in residential projects.

As I read this section, Mr. Chairman, if the

foreclosure has in fact been completed and
the time has gone by for appeal under the

final order of foreclosure, then it would seem
to me that the intent of the Act is somewhat
thwarted in that the mortgagee now has

changed from the role of a mortgagee to that

of a land owner. I suggest that in this section

we have reflected, pretty much verbatim, the

wording as set forth in Bill C-135, which

probably has that as the very essence of its

rationale.

Accordingly, it would seem to me that once
the role changes from a mortgage investment

company to that of an owner of a seized and
foreclosed asset, then the character has

changed, and they say, "Fine, we are not pre-

cluding you from going that route; in fact,

you probably would have to to preserve the

dollars you put in there by way of mortgage
investment, but your basic character is now

changing and you are not going to take into

consideration that type of asset when you
are determining the number of dollars that

you can put into one type of asset as opposed
to the other." So I would feel that that

would play a very significant role in the word-

ing of that particular subsection (b), Mr.

Chairman.

Mr. Renwick: I know that the minister will

bear with me while I try to get some under-

standing of what we are about. I have in

front of me Bill C-135, which I assume has

not as yet been passed by the Parliament of

Canada. It is an Act to provide Additional

Financing Mechanisms and Institutions for

the Residential Mortgage Market in Canada.

That bill appears to me to do two specific

things. One is, it provides for the incorpora-

tion, organization and financing of a company,

initially at least under the control and owner-

ship and financing by the federal government,
to be known as the Federal Mortgage Ex-

change Corp. And as I understand it from a

brief perusal of this bill, the Federal Mort-

gage Exchange Corp. can be funded by the

Minister of Finance under the provisions of

this bill to the extent of capital of $100
million and to the extent of funds loaned to

the corporation of another $300 million. So

presumably it has capital for the purposes of

its business anywhere up to $400 million, and

there is provision for that to be increased if

necessary.

I then take it that the companion purpose
of the bill is to provide certain tax advantages
to companies which will fall within this new

designation to be established under the In-

come Tax Act of Canada, called a mortgage
investment corporation.

The second part of this federal bill, C-135,

as I read it, is for the purpose of establish-

ing a section of the Act dealing with a mort-

gage investment corporation under the federal

loan and trust companies Acts, and to pro-
vide for a special provision of the Income
Tax Act, to be designated as section 130.1,

which defines the mortgage investment cor-

poration. As I understand it, it's an endeavour

to provide a very special type of mortgage
investment instrument, not only by designat-

ing the kinds of investment and restricting the

kinds of investment to this field of residential

housing mortgages but to provide substantial

income tax benefits for such companies if they
are enticed to go into this business.

If those are the two or, if you want to

break it down, the three things which this

bill does, as I understand it, there were in

the Province of Ontario, the last time I

looked, 10 loan corporations; perhaps the

minister would correct me as to the number
of loan corporations provincially incorporated
to which the Act before us will apply if they
wish to have the designation.

Hon. Mr. Clement: Just seven or eight.

Mr. Renwick: There are now just seven or

eight loan corporations, and a loan corpora-
tion is already a very specialized type of

corporation in Ontario, that is, as far as be-

ing provincially incorporated is concerned,

and they are authorized, in a very limited

way, to invest in mortgages of real estate.
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The first question I want to ask is, does

the minister anticipate that any of the exist-

ing loan corporations will now ask to be

designated by the Lieutenant Governor in

Council' as mortgage investment corporations
for the purposes of this federal statute in

order to come under the provisions related

to their limited type of investment; or is the

bill designed for the purpose of attracting

newcomers into the field as mortgage invest-

ment corporations? I have a number of other

questions to ask in order to try and get clear

in my mind exactly what we're doing. Per-

haps the minister would answer that ques-

tion? !

Hon. Mr. Clement: Yes, Mr. Chairman, and

perhaps I can answer the one raised a few

minutes ago by the member for Lakeshore

as to an estimate of the amount of money
which might be created for residential mort-

gage investments of this type.

I think we should have the purpose of the

enactment of this section of the legislation

clear in our minds. I think it's probably two-

fold. No. 1, to give those Ontario companies
the same type of tax privileges which, when
Bill C-135 is enacted, are provided to those

companies which are federally incorporated
and which, in fact, do business within this

province. I think that if we encourage people
to incorporate loan and trust companies under

our particular legislation we should reflect

those advantages, which legally we can,

which are afforded to their competitors in-

corporated by another level of government.
That's No. 1—and I don't mean to give them

necessarily in this order of preference.

No. 2 is the availability of what we con-

sider to be a substantial flow of new dollars

for residential mortgage purposes within this

particular province.

The member for Lakeshore asked earlier

if I had any idea as to how many dollars

might be made available by Ontario com-

panies, incorporated in Ontario, should this

legislation be passed. I'm advised by my
officials that some six or seven existing com-

panies have indicated a very tremendous in-

terest in creating subsidiaries in order to

move into this area of commercial activity
should the legislation permit. Each subsidiary
would add a minimum of about $6 million to

the residential mortgage market. So we would
be talking, it would appear from those figures,
in the neighbourhood of $42 million or $43
million which would be available for residen-

tial mortgage investments in Ontario by
Ontario incorporated companies. In addition,

we would, of course, have X dollars in addi-

tional funds available for investment in

Ontario by those federally incorporated com-

panies who would react under Bill C-135, the

federal bill, and in turn, once that is pro-

claimed, or brought into birth, those dollars

would be freed from those federal companies,
if I may use that expression.

So it would appear that we are talking in

rather substantial terms, insofar as mortgage

moneys for residential purposes are concerned.

I am advised also, for the interest of those

participating in this debate, that Bill C-135

has had second reading in the federal House
and is now going to committee of that House.
It would look as though it is proceeding

along, hopefully to be born in the not-too-

distant future.

Mr. Renwick: Then what my colleague,
the member for Lakeshore, said on second

reading is correct? We are providing an

elaborate facility for the excursion of loan

and trust corporations into this particular

field by incorporating subsidiary corporations
and vice versa, which will have the benefit of

the provisions of this bill. They will have in

addition the benefit of the provisions of sec-

tions 17 and 18 of the bill, which will provide
a further opportunity for them to own the

shares of some subsidiary companies which
are engaged in real property which is in the

course of construction.

Hon. Mr. Clement: Mr. Renwick—if I may
just interrupt for a minute, Mr. Chairman-
there are about 20 Ontario loan companies; I

didn't mean to mislead you when I indicated

that there were perhaps seven or eight. There
were seven or eight which indicated interest

in creating these subsidiaries and proceeding
via this vehicle but there are right now

approximately 20 Ontario loan companies.

Mr. J. R. Breithaupt (Kitchener): Mr.

Chairman, does that include the federally

chartered as well as the provincially char-

tered?

Hon. Mr. Clement: No, provincially char-

tered, as I understand it. I am sorry; I

thought I should make that clear, Mr. Chair-

man.

Mr. Renwick: Perhaps the minister would
answer another very specific question. Will

it be possible for an existing loan corporation
to ask to be a designated as a mortgage
investment corporation? Right?

Hon. Mr. Clement: If it is a subsidiary,

yes.
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Mr. Renwick: No, an existing loan cor-

poration, if it wanted to and I don't assume
it will, could incorporate a subsidiary cor-

poration which can be designated for this

specific purpose; and that corporation in turn

can have another corporation of the nature

referred to in section 17, that is, to engage in

lending money on buildings in the course of

construction. Is it true that a trust company
in Ontario, that is a provincially-incorporated
trust company, will be able to incorporate a

corporation which will be a loan corporation
which will then be designated as a mortgage
investment corporation?

In other words is this field going to be

open, by the use of the device of a sub-

sidiary, to the trust companies as well as to

the loan companies?

Hon. Mr. Clement: I can't answer that

question right now. I don't know but I will

find out.

Mr. Renwick: It strikes me, by the way in

which some parts of the bill are drafted mak-

ing reciprocal arrangement between loan

companies and trust companies, that it ap-
pears to be not only loan corporations as

such and subsidiaries of loan corporations, but
also subsidiaries of trust companies as such
which will be able to avail themselves of this

designation, "investment of funds for the pur-
poses limited by this Act" and the subsequent
or contingent income tax benefits.

The other thing which interests me is

that while you are bringing in a bill to amend
the Loan and Trust Corporations Act to
take advantage of the specific provisions in

Bill C-135, we have before us an Act to

amend the Corporations Tax Act of Ontario—
which will be coming up for debate next,

according to the order of business—but there
is nothing in the amending Corporations Tax
Act before us to amend the Corporations
Tax Act of the Province of Ontario to give
effect to the provisions in Bill C-135. I assume
that sometime next year your colleague, the
Minister of Revenue (Mr. Grossman), will

get around to amending the Ontario Act,
making it retroactive to some date. It will
be dealt with in that way rather than have it

come in now when the whole matter is be-
fore the Legislature.

I can never understand why it is not pos-
sible for ministers in that government to
co-ordinate their activities in order to accom-
plish in Ontario the full intention of what
they ultimately intend to accomplish.

It is my understanding that these very
specialized types of vehicles will invest in

mortgages on residential property and Bill

C-135 refers to residential property, meaning
a house, or the property included within a

housing project. By reference it incorporates
the definitions of mortgage and house and

housing project from the National Housing
Act. Do I take it that the way they will

operate is that they will lend money by way
of mortgage and then they will sell the

mortgages to the federal body? Is that the

way in which the mechanism is to work? In
other words, that they will sell the mort-

gages which they have taken by way of

investments to the Federal Mortgage Ex-

change Corp.? Is that the way the capital
fund in Ottawa is to be made available for

the expansion of residential housing mort-

gages?

Hon. Mr. Clement: I can't speak for the

Ottawa plan. I suspect a number of mort-

gages eventually will be purchased by that

fund with that very end in mind. As far as

I am aware, it certainly is not the intention

that all such mortgages eventually flow

through the Ontario companies and the

Ottawa-incorporated companies and end up
being held by this new fund in Ottawa. I

think that eventually these things will come
into the hands of the investors here in On-
tario and be retained as a permanent invest-

ment until the mortgage comes due.

As I understand it, Mr. Chairman, there

are two options available, as the member
has described as being available. Secondly,
there will be those of us who will invest in

this type of undertaking and retain that type
of investment until the terms of the mort-

gage are met.

Two other comments: An existing loan

corporation does have deposits from the pub-
lic, and I point out that these are specifically

prohibited for the mixed type of company
we are talking about today. A trust com-

pany can have a subsidiary, of course. With
reference to the comments pertaining to

the Corporations Tax Act, my colleague, the

Minister of Revenue, is aware of this legis-

lation. In fact, he has made some comments
to me pertaining to it, and the Corporations
Tax Act will be amended in due course.

Whether it will be introduced at this session

or not, I do not know, but it would appear
that it will be enacted in time to meet the

requirements of any Ontario-based corpora-
tion incorporated under the laws of this

province which wishes to take advantage
of this particular type of legislation.

Mr. Renwick: Mr. Chairman, I think it

probably is worthwhile putting on the record
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the actual definition of what a mortgage in-

vestment corporation is as set out in the

federal Act, assuming that I have an up-

to-date copy of that bill. The definition that

is contained in Bill C-135 is:

... a corporation is a mortgage investment

corporation throughout a taxation year, if

throughout the year,

(a) it was a Canadian corporation; (b)

its only undertaking was the investing of

funds of the corporation and it did not

manage or develop any real property;

(c) none of the property of the corpora-
tion consisted of

(i) debts owing to the corporation that

were secured on real properties situated

outside Canada,

(ii) debts owing to the corporation by
non-resident persons, except any such

debts that were secured on real property
situated in Canada,

(iii) shares of the capital stock of cor-

porations not resident in Canada; or

(iv) real property situated outside

Canada, or any leasehold interest in such

property . • .

If we are talking purely about internal pro-

vincial companies or companies carrying on
their business only in Canada, the govern-

ing requirement is that its only undertaking
be the investing of funds of the corporation
and that it did not manage or develop any
real property.

Perhaps the minister would answer this

question: Later on in this bill we are pro-

viding specifically that a loan corporation
or a trust corporation may have as a sub-

sidiary corporation a company incorporated
to provide financing by mortgage or other-

wise on real property in the course of con-

struction. My question is, does that mean
that such a subsidiary could be engaged in

the managing or developing of real property?

If so, by carefully separating the mortgage
investment corporation from the permitted
kind of subsidiaries set out later in the bill,

you will have a mortgage investment com-

pany within the terms of the definition in

this bill. At the same time, it can have as a

subsidiary corporation a corporation which
is engaged in the management or develop-
ment of real property.

Presumably, lending money on property
which is in the course of construction is in

a sense engaging in the development of real

property.

Hon. Mr. Clement: I certainly appreciate
the comments made by the member. It is

not our intention that this be the case here.

We don't wish to get into a conflict with the

federal people. One of the strongest pillars

in our enacting this legislation is to comple-
ment the federal legislation in order that our

companies here can take advantage of it

following enactment.

I am advised that in our bill, if you will

bear with me, section 5, subsection 17a, sets

out how a loan company may by petition be

designated as a mortgage investment com-

pany within the meaning of the federal

Income Tax Act. Therefore, it would seem
to me, Mr. Chairman, if there was any pos-

sibility of conflict as to whether a company
was, in fact, constructing, and if that could

be interpreted as developing at that point,
the Lieutenant Governor would have to be

very clear in the conditions that he attached

that he had convinced himself beyond any
reasonable doubt that the company about to

be so designated was within the two parallel
walls created by the federal Income Tax Act.

If that were not the case, then there would
be no purpose in a company going that route

and making application for a mortgage in-

vestment corporation designation to its sub-

sidiary. There would just be absolutely no

point in the exercise. I would think that

counsel and investment counsellors to the

mortgage investment company would make it

very, very clear and have to be very, very
certain that the order about their company
which the Lieutenant Governor was about

to make was, in fact, within the framework
of that federal Income Tax Act for the reasons

I have touched on.

Mr. Lawlor: The point that my colleague
was seeking to make certainly isn't clear to

me nor is the response clear. It seems to me
that in looking at the legislation that two

sets of quite separate things should be kept
distinct.

As I see it, these mortgage investment

corporations are authorized, within limita-

tions, to directly invest in, by way of owner-

ship or by way of lease, real property of all

kinds. But the point is, they can only do

so up to 25 per cent of their book value,

and, secondly, subject to limitations as con-

tained in subsections (2) of section 17a, that

the three previous years' net revenue "in an

amount that, if continued in future years,
would be sufficient to yield a reasonable

interest return"—and I want to question you
about that. What does that mean?—"on the

amount invested in the real estate or lease-
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hold and to repay at least 85 per cent of

that amount within the remaining economic
lifetime not to exceed 30 years." So there is

that whole swath and field which is opened
up and is quite free to invest in.

That has nothing whatsoever to do with

the mortgages field, which, I take it, is a

separate and distinct field in which the Act

does seem to land its greatest emphasis by
way of provision of the criteria regarding the

loans, the way in which moneys are guaran-
teed, the holding of certain investments with-

in the company, freeing those investments,
because they are guaranteed in various ways.
I suppose that must be the role of the federal

government and its commission there, that,

working perhaps on a CMHC principle, the

mortgages are given some kind of overall

guarantee which, in fact, frees more money
for investment purposes by these companies.

Those two things are quite a separate
matter from what I think my friend was talk-

ing about, and that has to do with whether

they are engaged as a direct enterprise in-

tegral to the operation of the company. The
business of setting up subsidiaries in relation-

ship to that company, whether it is in real

estate or whether it is in mortgages, to deal in

either/or of those two fields, is the area in

which he was primarily interested.

My question is, are subsidiaries caught
within the ambit of the Act? Would they, if

dealing in mortgages, being a subsidiary of a

mortgage investment corporation, necessarily
be themselves mortgage investment corpora-

tions, or would they be even more free-

wheeling with respect to the type of

investment they may make, quite outside the

limitations of this Act and not corralled or

not caught within the designation of this Act?
Is that a possibility? Is what I've been saying
about these various types of enterprises quite
true? And is this, again, the meaning of the

legislation?

Hon. Mr. Clement: No, Mr. Chairman.
There is no question but that a loan com-

pany, a loan corporation and so on, may
incorporate a subsidiary to manage and to

develop real estate, if that is the case. Then,
of course, any earnings derived by that sub-

sidiary are fully taxable and it is not a

mortgage investment corporation as referred

to under the federal bill.

It would seem to me that if an Ontario

loan corporation incorporated in this prov-
ince came forward and created a subsidiary,
with five directors, a fully owned subsidiary,
as a mortgage investment corporation, and it

makes application to the Lieutenant Governor

in Council for that designation, I would
think that the order of the Lieutenant Gov-
ernor declaring that subsidiary as a mortgage
investment corporation would say specifically
in it, "be ye reminded that ye cannot ..."
and then it would set out the limitations, the

parameters, within which the company must

work, in all probability to retain that designa-
tion, because I would think that subsidiary
would constantly be conscious that at least 50

per cent of their assets must be in first resi-

dential mortgages or in the bank; not more
than 25 per cent of its assets can be in Cana-
dian realty or leasehold, and so on.

I would think that the people who are

managing that company would be very much
on their toes and they would be remiss if

they weren't to make sure that they stayed
within that definition section and retain the
tax advantages that flow to them under Bill

C-135.

I would think those who monitor the fed-

eral Income Tax Act would be watching very
carefully in doing their audits of these sub-
sidiaries to see if they had gone outside the
area of their authority. And if they have,
to say: "You have lost that designation under
the terms of our legislation, and now we are

going to do an assessment on you as a

subsidiary in some particular field of activity,
but not a mortgage investment corporation as

contemplated by Bill C-135."

So I really think from all practical pur-
poses that those who monitor this type of

MIC subsidiary will be very conscious and

very much on their toes to keep their cor-

poration well within those definitions so that

they don't lose whatever advantages could
accrue to them.

Mr. Renwick: Mr. Chairman, has the min-
ister any indication of the number of dollars

that will find its way into the residential

housing field as a result of what appears on
the surface to be a very, very generous tax

treatment of these special mortgage invest-

ment corporations? And if he has any indica-

tion of the number of dollars which he has

some assurance will be enticed into the resi-

dential housing field, has he any indication

whatsoever as to the rate of interest that the

mortgages will bear?

Hon. Mr. Clement: I'll answer the last

question first, Mr. Chairman. No, I don't have

any indication as to what interest might be

charged. I think that will be subject to the

demands and whims—if I might use that ex-

pression—of the marketplace; the availability
of funds.
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I think it would necessarily follow that if

a tremendous introduction of mortgage funds

were available, I think that that would be

reflected hopefully in a reduced interest that

would be chargeable to that type of borrower.

These things react very strongly to the tides

of the marketplace and presumably the more

money available the more fortuitous rate the

borrower would find available.

Insofar as the first part of the question is

concerned, as to the amount, I have been

advised by my officials that they anticipate

approximately $6 million—as a round figure—

per company, which would in fact create this

type of creature.

My officials have advised me six or seven

Ontario companies have indicated great inter-

est, and in all probability those six or seven

would move into this area of activity. There-

fore, by simple mathematics it would appear
that some $40 million to $42 million of

capital would be made available for this type
of Ontario corporation. In addition, however,
I presume similar if not larger amounts of

funds would come in for this type of invest-

ment from federally-incorporated companies
which are licensed to deal within the prov-
ince—to do business within this province.

Mr. Lawlor: It may be $200 million.

Hon. Mr. Clement: So there could be a

substantial amount of money made available

to the residential mortgage market within the

Province of Ontario.

Mr. Renwick: Mr. Chairman, I am really

very sceptical when we are faced with this

kind of device—and that is all it is. It is a

very elaborate device to attract funds into

the residential housing market through the

financial institutions which already have a

substantial monopoly in Ontario in the pro-
vision of those funds.

As I understand it, provincially-incorporat-
ed loan corporations and federally-incor-

porated loan and trust corporations and extra-

provincial corporations are, one way or

another, going to be able, in the Province of

Ontario, by the enticement of a tax advantage
to invest funds in housing mortgages—resi-
dential housing mortgages—without any assur-

ance that substantial new funds will find

their way into that field. Let me just try to

make the point as we begin to realize the

ramifications of the bills which the minister

has in front of us.

Trust corporations and loan corporations

presently lend substantial funds on mort-

gage. The last figures I saw for trust com-

panies in the Province of Ontario said that

about 80 per cent of their funds are already
in mortgages. A substantial part of those

mortgages is in non-residential mortgages.
What we are saying is, if you will put funds

into residential housing mortgages you will

get a substantial tax advantage, not only
under the federal Income Tax Act but, when
the Minister of Revenue brings it in, under
the Corporations Tax Act of the Province

of Ontario.

We are saying that but we are not saying
that we want you to make certain that

substantial funds which are available for

your other investments in fact go into residen-

tial housing. All you are doing, as I see it, is

giving them an incentive to switch and to

use perhaps some more of their new funds.

The incentive is a very great one because
of the percentages, as I read them if the

minister would look at section 17b: "a loan

corporation designated as a mortgage invest-

ment company shall have and maintain at

least 50 per cent. . .

"

That's all; they only have to maintain 50

per cent of the book value of their assets in

one or more of the following forms—invest-
ments in mortgages on residential property
as defined in the Residential Mortgage
Financing Act, or loans on the security of

such property, cash on hand or on deposit.

The total of the book value of the in-

vestments of companies mainly engaged—
that is 85 per cent engaged—and having
assets in the form of residential property as

defined in the Residential Mortgage Financ-

ing Act, together with the book value of

the investments of a mortgage investment

company in real estate, before certain deduc-

tions, shall not exceed 25 per cent of the

book value of the total assets.

The combination for practical purposes, as

I read those two criteria, means that they
have substantial funds to invest in other

ways, or to use in other ways, and that they
are being given a very substantial tax ad-

vantage for switching a relatively small

amount of money into this residential housing
field.

I wish that this were the kind of bill that

would go to standing committee so that

people from the Treasury could be available

to advise us what the tax implications of the

bill are. We are not going to be able to

debate the tax implications of the bill until

next year because that's when the minister

will bring in the bill to amend the Cor-

porations Tax Act.

Can the minister give us some sense of

the pressures put upon his ministry to get
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this bill in at this particular point in time?

And whether or not the assurances were just

the usual generalized kind of talk that those

who have special interests exert on this

ministry; or whether or not the minister, in

conjunction with his colleague, the newly-

appointed Minister of Housing (Mr. Welch),
met together with the representatives of

industry to try to say to them, "If you are

going to have this advantage, if you are going
to have this kind of a benefit, to the extent

that we can control it, we are going to in-

sist that substantial moneys go into residen-

tial housing mortgages."

Because it is possible for this province
to make that kind of demand, both on its

own, provincially-incorporated companies on
whom it is conferring this benefit, but also

to require that kind of commitment for those

federal loan and trust corporations which

operate in a substantial way in this prov-

ince; as well as extraprovincial corporations
in that field which also operate here, and

they want to operate here because of the

size of the market. *

I suppose those questions are in a sense

rhetorical, but we here, with no explanation
from the minister, no substantial explanation,
are faced with a bill related to the field of

housing, a bill related to the field of tax

benefits and tax advantages, and a bill related

to the investment provisions of a very select

group of financial institutions with, apparent-
ly, a social objective to get money into the
residential housing field. Yet it comes in

divided up into any number of parts and
there is no sensation whatsoever that the

government or this minister has any real

commitment that we're going to. get substan-
tial increases in mortgage funds for residen-

tial purposes, or that we're going to get any
kind of a commitment that the interest rate

is going to be maintained at a reasonable
level.

You know if we had had some sense of

this bill and its implications, and some posi-
tive statement from the minister about what
the ministry's intention was, we would have
voted against the bill on second reading un-
less there were such assurances. This piece-
mean method of endeavouring to deal with
the housing field is one which we find very
difficult to stomach.

Hon. Mr. Clement: Mr. Chairman, we
have really, in essence, for perhaps the last

15 or 20 minutes been debating and dis-

cussing the pros and cons of the federal

legislation, and not really, what is behind
the intention of this particular legislation now
before us.

Let's take the reverse situation and let us

say that all of the members of this House
were united in their view that this federal

legislation, as embodied in Bill C-135, was in

fact wrong for the people of Canada. Let us

take that position, and say for a moment: "It

is wrong. We will not reciprocate with re-

flective or mirror-type legislation for Ontario

trust companies."

Then all that we are doing, sir, is discrimi-

nating against those companies which have

incorporated within this province to do busi-

ness within this province. We say what the

feds say is good enough for their companies,
isn't good for you, because it's not good foi

the people of this province.

I suggest to members very seriously and

very sincerely that it would be very dis-

criminatory of us not to reflect this type of

legislation in ours and make it available to

the Ontario incorporated and operating com-

panies.

I should be the last one to debate income
tax law and the proprieties of it and the

theories behind it. I come before you today
merely to say this is what Ottawa contem-

plates, and if Ottawa contemplates that for

all its trust companies—federally incorporated,

operating across Canada—then I as the pro-
vincial minister, working within a very much
narrower field, would like to see this avail-

able to the trust companies which have in-

corporated themselves in this province and
are operating in this province.

I have not met with the Housing minister;

I have had no pressure exerted upon me;
I don't recollect receiving one letter from

one trust company or any individual group,

partnership, or anyone acting on their behalf,

saying please give to us that which Ottawa
is going to give to its federally incorporated

companies under Bill C-135.

I do, however, have the advantage of hav-

ing a staff in the trust and loan section of

the branch of insurance which confers with

their colleagues across Canada and with their

federal counterparts and are, and of course

should be, aware of any federal legislation
which is about to be brought into being to

see what effect, if any, it will have on the

industry within our own province. Having
been advised of the existence of Bill C-135
and of the ramifications, then I think it

incumbent upon me to make the same ad-

vantages available to those companies, if we
can call them Ontario companies.

That's really all I can say about it. I can

confer with the Minister of Housing and we
can discuss the theory of it. If we come to
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the conclusion that we don't want any part

of that legislation, then I am discriminating

against the Ontario companies. The federal

companies can come in, create their subsid-

iaries and operate in this field. I say to you,

sir, that if $1 million more is made available

for residential mortgage investments from this

source, then a certain problem has been

somewhat reduced—not much, but somewhat

reduced.

In the real estate investment trust pro-

gramme, which started some year or two

ago, I am advised that there has been be-

tween $300 and $400 million invested by the

investment community in that type of under-

taking. I am also advised by the people
in the investment community that this type
of investment is much more attractive than

the real estate investment trust. I don't speak
to you as a knowledgeable investor; I don't

know. I am merely reflecting the information

which has come to my attention.

The rationale behind this legislation is to

put our own trust companies on a par with

the federally incorporated companies so that

they have no particular advantage over them
one way or the other, and that they can have

the same services available to their clientele

as do the federally incorporated companies.
The section is subject to proclamation. If the

federal government abandoned Bill C-135,
then we, of course, would not proclaim it

because it would have no effect. We can't

enact legislation binding on the federal in-

come tax authorities. We wish we could, but

we can't; and so obviously it would be of

no force and effect.

My only purpose in being here and debat-

ing this bill is for those reasons. There is no
other purpose behind it.

Mr. Renwick: Mr. Chairman, I don't know

why the minister has to engage in that kind
of sophistry in the face of the need in the

Province of Ontario for mortgage money in

the residential housing field.

Hon. Mr. Clement: What sophistry?

Mr. Renwick: Of course, it is his advisers'

responsibility to keep up-to-date in legislation
which is being passed in other jurisdictions,
and particularly legislation being passed at

the federal level. There is no question about

that. The fact of the matter is, however, that

this province and this minister has control

over provincially incorporated loan and trust

corporations, has control over the terms and
conditions on which extraprovincial loan and
trust corporations carry on their business in

the Province of Ontario, and has control

over the terms and conditions to a limited

extent under which federal loan and trust

corporations carry on their business in

Ontario.

Rather than a slavish—and I say slavish

advisedly—imitation in order that our few

provincially incorporated loan and trust cor-

porations will have the benefit of the federal

legislation, and will not be, in the terms of

the minister, discriminated against, the minis-

ter could very well have said that, regardless
of what the federal government does, to be a

mortgage investment corporation for the pur-

poses of the Province of Ontario the condi-

tions which are imposed by the federal gov-
ernment for qualification are not sufficient.

He could have said that in the Province of

Ontario we will add on top of it, without

destroying their entitlement to the benefit

under the lesser restrictive provision of the

federal government, our own terms and con-

ditions, and our own terms and conditions

will have a relationship to commitments with

respect to the provision of mortgage funds

for residential housing and the terms and

conditions under which those funds are made
available.

Now that is perfectly open to this minister

to have done that, rather than to have simply
introduced a very technical bill, disguised as

mere conformity with a federal statute, which

supposedly is to be one of some advantage
to the people of Canada. I am saying to the

minister that he will not get the number of

mortgage dollars that he would anticipate

getting, or that he could indeed bargain for,

into the residential housing field in the way
in which he has gone about it in this bill.

All I can say is that we will be asked to

pass the identical provisions in the Corpora-
tions Tax Act of the Province of Ontario

next year to make our Corporations Tax Act,

which is an independent taxing statute, con-

form to the federal Income Tax Act with

respect to the taxation of these corporations.
And I can hear the Minister of Revenue now,
when he introduces the bills, saying, "This

bill is simply for the purpose of having our

Income Tax Act conform to provisions which
were passed last year in the federal1 Parlia-

ment." And we will not have any opportunity
to debate the significance of the tax advan-

tage being conferred at the same time as the

whole proposition of whether residential mort-

gage moneys are going to be made available

in the mortgage field.

At least in the federal Parliament, Bill

C-135 incorporates
1 all three parts of the pro-

gramme. It incorporates the investment
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facility of the government of Canada, the

Federal Mortgage Exchange Corp. It deals

with the criteria to be established for the in-

vestment powers of mortgage investment cor-

porations. And the same bill amends the tax-

ing statute. It's death with that way.

The federal bill is called An Act to pro-
vide Additional Financing Mechanisms and

Institutions for the Residential Mortgage
Market in Canada. Our bill should have been
An Act to provide Additional Financial

Mechanisms and Institutions for the Residen-

tial Mortgage Market in the Province of

Ontario. Instead of that it's introduced

as a series of dry-as-dust amendments
to a dry-as-dust statute called the Loan
and Trust Corporations Act. The Minister

of Housing has nothing to do with it.

He makes no statement about it. He says

nothing whatsoever about it. The Minister of

Revenue, he won't even know that it's being

passed until next year and we will be asked

to confirm it.

Instead of having an opportunity to debate

a substantial matter of social policy in the

Province of Ontario, we're faced with this

kind of a piecemeal method of carrying on

the legislation of the province. Frankly, I'm

sick and tried of this kind of purpose being
achieved by this kind of method. It's a Tory
method, it's the worst kind of Tory method,
because they're favouring the private financial

institutions in this market, disguised as only

conforming with federal law. There is no

involvement, no understanding, no participa-

tion, no sense of the number of dollars re-

quired by the residential housing market and
whether you're going to get them.

Mr. J. E. Stokes (Thunder Bay): Doesn't

the minister feel used?

Mr. Renwick: For the life of me I can't

understand the total lack of social policy in

the Province of Ontario. When I think of the

Ministry of Housing bill and what the poli-
cies were to be and the Minister of Housing
is not even available or interested in this

matter, then it makes a total farce of the

interests of this government in the social

policy of housing in the Province of Ontario.

I'll let my colleague from Lakeshore carry
on until I get cooled down.

Mr. Lawlor: Is the minister going to reply?

Hon. Mr. Clement: I was just going to

make two observations, Mr. Chairman.

Let us suppose that the feds in Ottawa
enact this legislation and let us suppose that

we pass this legislation. Let us further sup-

pose that every Ontario-oriented trust com-

pany creates a subsidiary and then, for some
reason or another, decides not to put any

money into it. Then, of course, it will receive

no tax advantage because it hasn't put out

any money. And what have we lost, other

than our time here this afternoon?

By the same token, I must, Mr. Chairman,
as strongly as possible, chastise the hon.

member for Riverdale for referring to this

type of legislation as dry-as-dust legislation.
It was just some days ago that he confided

in me the thrill and excitement of the chase

in turning the pages as he read this type of

legislation introduced by me, and I am
astounded that he would turn around today-

Mr. D. C. MacDonald (York South): You
can pull his other leg now.

Hon. Mr. Clement: —and say that this—

Mr. Renwick: I was thinking of section 8
of the Insurance Act, when you amended
that typographical error. That is the one that

I think was a matter of real substance.

Hon. Mr. Clement: I think that was one
of the more exciting sections of the legisla-
tion that I have introduced and it is that

kind of legislation that sometimes I am
obliged to bring before" the House. But as a

student of the law—and I know the hon.

member for Riverdale is—he does no credit

to those who taught him at whatever law
school he attended a good many years ago;
and I must take umbrage with his comments
about dry-as-dust legislation. I never thought
he really felt that way, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Chairman: The member for York

Centre.

Mr. D. M. Deacon (York Centre): Mr.

Chairman, could I ask the minister how
select is this group of trust and loan com-

panies? How difficult is it for a corporation
or a trust company to be formed? Is it some-

thing that any group can do that has some

money and has a great reputation—say a union

which has some millions of dollars? Can they
form a loan and trust corporation and be

qualified under this? Is this really as select a

group as the member for Riverdale has

alleged? I would like to understand that.

I would also like to know if the tax ad-

vantage that is provided for under the Resi-

dential Mortgage Financing Act is one that

applies on all income of the corporation here,

or just on income from mortgages that qual-

ify under that Act. If so, I don't see that the

tax advantage is something of such great
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advantage other than to try to lead them into

investing in mortgages.

The other point is: In these mortgages re-

ferred to under the Residential Mortgage
Financing Act, does this just include mort-

gages that are guaranteed by a government,
by NHA mortgage, or is it all mortgages-
first and second mortgages? I do not have a

copy of the federal Act to go by here.

I am concerned that if it does include any
kind of mortgage, and they are mortgaging
the property for more than the property is

worth, then actually we could be encouraging
investment in securities that weren't properly
secured. I would like to ask the minister for

clarification in that.

Hon. Mr. Clement: Mr. Chairman, I have
the Loan and Trust Corporations Act-

Mr. Stokes: The member for Riverdale can
tell you.

Hon. Mr. Clement: —before me, and it

does set out the requirements for creating a

loan or trust corporation. Now under this

legislation today one can create a loan and
trust company or a mortgage investment com-

pany if they have a capital of $1 million,
sound repute, and are serious about getting
into all aspects of the business, and they can
convince us that they have an adequate
staff. If you want to create one of these

creatures, that is set out it appears—

Mr. Deacon: I have a copy of the Act here
and I thought that is all that was—

Hon. Mr. Clement: —in section 158, I

think it is, of the Loan and Trust Corpora-
tions Act. Now I cannot stand here before

you and even defend the Income Tax Act.

I hate the damned thing. And I don't intend

to start today to try and make love to it,

because I don't know what tax advantages
really accrue to those mortgage investment

companies. But I am confident that those
who are proficient in this type of activity will

make a judgement based on the tax ad-

vantages, if any, before they recommend
that their subsidiary creature go into this

type of activity. Because if there is no ad-

vantage they won't go into it, and I pre-
sume—

Mr. Renwick: Don't worry, there is a
substantial advantage.

Hon. Mr. Clement: Well there could be
a substantial advantage, and I would pre-
sume that there is.

Mr. Renwick: That is right, and no com-
mitment.

Hon. Mr. Clement: All that I am trying to

do is—pardon me, that is section 8 of the

Act I was talking about before, not 158,
it has been pointed out to me. All I am
trying to do is to make the same thing

applicable to Ontario companies as will prob-

ably be available to trust companies doing
business across the entire breadth of the

nation under the federal legislation. That
is all I'm trying to do; I'm not trying to

justify the federal approach. God knows I'd

be the last one even to justify that, but there

it is.

We are trying to make the same ad-

vantages available to the Ontario trust com-

panies, and I suggest and urge this House
to seriously allow this type of legislation

to be passed so that they have the same ad-

vantages as their federal competitors. I've

touched on this half a dozen times this

afternoon.

Mr. Deacon: Mr. Chairman, I just want

to be sure that there are no unwritten rules

as far as incorporation of a trust company
is concerned, becauses it did seem quite

easy for a group that had assets in excess

of $1 million and did want to invest and

take advantage of this tax legislation to do

so; and it was not a select group as has

been alleged.

But I am concerned also, regarding the tax

advantage—and of course it's a federal debate

—as to whether the tax advantage applies

only if they actually invest in these residen-

tial mortgages and to the extent they do.

But I also ask the minister, to what ex-

tent is the investor in a loan and trust

company protected under this? I think the

section here—section 17e—is requiring that

the 80 per cent debt limit prevail if two-

thirds of the assets are in residential mort-

gages and cash.

Now, I'm concerned about what protec-
tion is required to be sure that the mort-

gages that are invested in are properly
secured. It that provided for elsewhere than

in this particular section? Under what re-

quirements are those who invest funds in

mortgages obligated to confine their invest-

ments?

Hon. Mr. Clement: Well, Mr. Chairman,
the Loan and Trust Corporations Act and the

regulations made thereunder set forth how
much can be placed in a first mortgage, in

terms of mortgage-company investment. I'm

going by memory from my own practice but

I think up to 75 per cent of the appraised
value of the building—that's the maximum—
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Mr. Deacon: Section 15 removes the 95

per cent first-mortgage limitation?

Hon. Mr. Clement: Beg your pardon?

Mr. Deacon: Section 15 of the bill re-

moves that.

Hon. Mr. Clement: Well, I don't under-

stand whether or not you are talking about
what's in this legislation, because we've been

talking now about how we incorporate one
over here. I'm talking about the existing

legislation and not the legislation that is be-

fore us now. I'm sorry if I misunderstood

you.

People invest in trust companies in various

ways. They deposit money into accounts.

They buy guaranteed investment certificates.

They buy different types of debentures. They
invest in it by the purchase of stock. Those
who deposit are protected up to certain

amounts. Those who buy guaranteed in-

vestment certificates and are true depositors
are protected by the existing legislation.
Those who go into it by way of investment
are like any other investors—they buy their

shares and they sit back and they watch it.

Insofar as the hon. member for York Centre

having any concern as to the ease with which
one obtains licensing from this province
under this particular statute, I take it he
has not been involved in the incorporation
of a loan and trust company because it is a

very onerous route to follow, and well it

should be, to demonstrate to my officials the

necessity of such a creature being required
in a particular geographical area, both the
bona fides of the people who are about to

be involved and the bona fides of the million
dollars that must be available for subscription.

Dealing with this specific piece of legisla-
tion which is before us today, section 15
removes the limitation to less than five per
cent in second mortgages. It does not mean
that the company can invest in excess of 75
per cent in any particular piece of property.
There must be that equity there—75 per cent
seems to be the figure. I can remember not
too many years ago, I believe it was only
66% of the value of the property that could
bear the mortgage held by a loan and trust

company. It was raised some years ago to 75
per cent. I would submit with respect that
the checks and balances are there both at the

incorporating level and insofar as the day to

day operating procedures of the trust com-
pany are concerned.

They are very cognizant of the responsibil-
ities on them because if they breach any of
the legislation, they are going to face the

penalties imposed by my ministry as well as

the penalities imposed by the marketplace in

that investors will lose their confidence in

that particular company unless it is managed
and monitored, per the terms of the statute

and the regulations. I think it's an industry
which has the confidence of the marketplace
and wants to retain that confidence. To put
a 90 per cent mortgage out on a piece of

property instead of the 75 per cent which is

the maximum allowed for a first mortgage
would be acting in the face of the legislation
for no particular purpose other than to defeat

their very own existence. I submit that this is

just not done for the reason that all of us, in

any business undertaking, wish to preserve
the confidence of those who share that un-

dertaking with us.

Mr. Deacon: Mr. Chairman, the reason I

wanted to bring up this matter of the ability

to incorporate is that if a group of people
have substantial funds to invest and they
want to set up a loan and trust corporation
and they meet the requirements of good
business practice and background and they
want to take advantage of the tax break that's

here—I am suggesting that it is not just a

select group-

Mr. Lawlor: There are not very many of

them.

Mr. Deacon: —that we are talking about

here.

Mr. Lawlor: There are 20 loan corporations
in the province, that's all.

Mr. Deacon: The minister is saying that

if they are legitimate, he's going to let them
do it. Surely, he is not going to worry about

a litle more competition? If they are people
who have funds and they want to get those

funds out in mortgages and they want to

take advantage of this legislation, I am sure

the minister's officials would look at it very

seriously if they are a legitimate group of

people.

That's why I am getting at the point of

the select group. It's a select group to the

extent that they are people who are honour-
able people and they have a legitimate reason

for wanting to get mortgage funds out into

the residential market.

I was also concerned about those who
might be looking at this definition and saying,

"They have removed, under section 15 of this

bill, any requirement to have a minimum
percentage of 95 per cent in first mortgages.
That's been now removed. We can have 100

per cent in second mortgages if we want. We
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don't have to have just first mortgages and

qualify that because that's been removed."

This is why I was concerned about whether
there is a safety type of investment that we
would look for in the mortgage investment

companies under the definitions of the Resi-

dential Mortgage Financing Act? Does that

provide for some sort of precaution as to

the mortgages that qualify under that? Are

they ones which have a requirement as to

the percentage of funds that can be lent

against the appraised value? Do the loans

under that qualify as guaranteed by the gov-
ernment of Canada or have they some other

qualification? Can the minister tell me what

protection there is under that clause which

says it has to be defined in the Residential

Mortgage Financing Act, any loan or mort-

gage made in loan?

Hon. Mr. Clement: The protection in any
mortgage investment presumably is the se-

curity of the property.

Mr. Deacon: Or guarantee of the govern-
ment.

Hon. Mr. Clement: Or the guarantee of

any person on the mortgage. It might be a

good investment for you or me to invest,

say $100,000, in a piece of property that's

only worth $10,000 in the market if the

guarantor was someone whose financial abil-

ity and integrity was of the highest order.

If Eaton's guaranteed a mortgage on a

phone booth, surely it should be a pretty

good security for a couple of million dollars?

That's the rationale for the cushion in there

allowing a trust company to advance by way
of a first mortgage up to 75 per cent of the

value of that property at the time of the

placing of the mortgage, because there is a
cushion there of 25 per cent.

Now, they can go beyond the 75 per cent
of the market value. They can go up to 95

per cent so long as the excess is insured—
not the first 75 per cent, you have upped
your equity there—but as long as the bal-

ance is backed or guaranteed or insured by
some agency that is acceptable to the lender,
then they can go beyond that. But a 75
per cent investment in a piece of property,
I should point out, it has been mentioned
here by one of my officials, could include a

first mortgage worth 50 per cent of the
market value of the property and a second

mortgage on the same piece of property for
the remaining 25 per cent.

There are various combinations of the way
that these things work. I know that in years
gone by I have been somewhat astounded

to find on a title a second mortgage held

by a trust company and then upon inquir-

ing into it, found that the holder of the first

mortgage had, in fact, died, and the estate

was being administered by the trust com-

pany as executor and trustee of the deceased.

The trust company went on there by way
of a second mortgage, but the equity was

certainly more than ample and both sides

were very, very adequately protected. With
the escalating values of real estate, I suppose
that is another built-in factor that is not

reflected in the legislation, but it is there

and it is a very realistic thing in this day
and age.

Mr. Chairman: Any further comments?
Shall this section carry?

Mr. M. Cassidy (Ottawa Centre): No, Mr.

Chairman.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Ottawa
Centre.

Mr. Cassidy: We are very eager to speak
about this, Mr. Chairman. I have been study-

ing the bill since I came in. I just wanted
to put on the record before discussing sec-

tion 5 what was said in the Comay report
about this question of helping the mortgage
market.

The first point that was made in the

Comay report was that mortgage money is

generally available without restrictions, at a

price. Then when they went in to discuss

the question of housing assistance and the

problems of people in getting mortgages at

the price they can afford, they talk about
the direction of mortgage money, which has

generally been toward new construction of

the suburbs and they talk about the supply
and distribution problems of the mortgage
market, fluctuations in the cost of borrowing
money, restrictions on the size of first mort-

gages, the unavailability of second mort-

gages, the shortage of mortgage money in

small communities, and limitations on the

availability of mortgage funds for low in-

come housing.

One has to ask the minister, what on
earth does this bill do to solve any of those

problems? As far as I can see from a study
of the bill-

Aii hon. member: Yes, yes.

Mr. Cassidy: —and a look at the federal

bill, C-135, neither this provincial move nor

the federal move does a darn thing to solve

the problems identified by the province's ex-

perts that are the pre-eminent problems in

residential mortgage financing. I've been
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doing some calculations myself in terms of

what happens with the incentive to get into

residential mortgages as far as this particular

bill is concerned, when you couple it, as it

should be coupled, with the federal legis-

lation and with what one assumes will be

accompanying or companion provincial legis-

lation that the Minister of Revenue or the

Treasurer (Mr. White) will be bringing in

sometime before next April.

If you looked at this as a straight means
of trying to provide a slightly better tax

break for investment in mortgages in order

to encourage a bit more money to go into

that particular field, the answer is that the

combination, the package, isn't worth the

paper it is written on. By my calculations,

and assuming something like 10 per cent

equity in the mortgage field, you are talking
of an after-tax return for an investor, when
the mortgage is at a rate of 10 per cent,
which is about 0.16 per cent greater. The
difference, by my calculations, is something
of the order of between 4.84 and five per
cent after tax.

Now I realize that people in the market
who are sophisticated investors look at this

kind of arbitrage and look at this kind

of variation, but I don't really think that

16 basis points is enough to send reams of

investors scurrying into the mortgage market
if they are not there already.

We all know, Mr. Chairman, that already
there are very substantial differentials be-
tween what is paid, for example in the cor-

porate bond market or in the government
bond market, and what is available in invest-

ment returns in the residential mortgage
market. Those differentials, probably if you
looked to the best rate or the cheapest
interest being paid on government bonds, and
compared that with the general rate for

residential or commercial mortgages, it would
be of the order of 2 per cent or 2Vz per
cent right now; between about 77/s per cent—
I haven't looked at the bond market recently
—and the 9% and 10Y4 per cent which is what
is being charged on mortgages on the market
right now.

The minister well knows that these rates

are not only available to Crown Trust and
Guarantee Trust and the insurance com-
panies and the other major mortgage lenders,
there are some very reasonable, in the terms
of the people who deal in that business, very

reasonable, good, sound investments avail-

able through your friendly local neighbour-
hood lawyer. The minister himself, I believe

—were you a lawyer, Mr. Minister?

Hon. Mr. Clement: I was disbarred, and
then I became a politician.

Mr. Cassidy: At any rate, there are any
number of people on that side of the House
who function as lawyers and who have
channelled some money into private mort-

gages and who know perfectly well that the

rates of 10 per cent or 10^4 per cent on

good investments are available for the smaller

investor, who is presumably one of the tar-

gets of these new mortgage investment cor-

porations.

No, Mr. Chairman, there is not a real

appeal for funds to get into mortgages simply
because of a tax break as a consequence of

this bill. For that matter there is no attempt
made in the bill to ensure that any tax break
is passed on to the people who borrow the

money. What tax break there is stays with
the investor.

The real appeal of these new corporations
is that they provide a sophisticated way for

people to invest in the real estate market and
to become partial entrepreneurs themselves.

These corporations are being given the power
to invest up to 25 per cent of their capital
in land, in real estate, to take partnership
and co-partnership and leasebacks, and all

sorts of other kinds of deals.

They are being given the opportunity to

make major capital gains in the real estate

market. That is the side of the real estate

market which is being offered to the people
who are being asked to, or who are to be
asked to, invest in these new corporations
as far as I can understand the purpose of
the bill.

In other words, this is not some means of

benefiting the little fellow who wants to

borrow some money to buy a bungalow or

buy a condominium; not by any stretch of

the imagination is it that. This is a means
by which large and sophisticated investors,

people with half a million dollars or a million

dollars in their portfolio, can be permitted
to get a better tax break and to participate
in the very large profits and very substantial

tax concessions which are already available

in the residential real estate market.

I am sure the minister is aware already,
I am sure his research has shown him, that

those tax breaks are already unconscionable.
There are companies like Cadillac Develop-
ment and Meridian which are in the real

estate market in a very big way in the de-

velopment of housing, which over a period
of years have paid not a nickel in tax.

Hon. Mr. Clement: But they are not in the

mortgage business.
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Mr. Cassidy: They are not in the mort-

gage business, that is right. But these com-

panies, though, will be one quarter in the

business, just like Cadillac and Meridian.

They'll be taking co-partnerships and taking
lease backs, and other participatory kinds of

deals.

That is the attraction to the investor. It is

not the break in the mortgage rate at all that

is really involved here. That, I think, is where
the minister is deluded. He really does be-

lieve—I can tell it from his face—he really

does believe he is giving a break to the little

guy. And he is not! He is giving a break to

pretty big, well padded, financially sophis-
ticated investors who will take advantage of

these new corporations.

The aims and purposes of housing policy
as expressed in the Comay report, which

according to the Premier (Mr. Davis) have

been accepted in general by the government,
are not reflected to one iota in this particular

piece of legislation. There is no attempt to

have this legislation conform to what is being
done over there.

I would be much happier if the priorities

of this government dictated that it began
with the enlargement and the strengthening
of the Ontario Housing Finance Corp., or

the creation of the Province of Ontario

Savings Bank, the development of that into a

major institution to pick up small savings
from all across the province and funnel them
into mortgages, because I think the minister

knows it is very difficult for some people to

do that; or may I suggest the adoption of the

co-operative principle, as in the building
societies in England, in order to funnel money
into mortgages. That's not what's involved

here.

In fact, we don't know how big these

corporations are going to be. If, as seems

likely, they are not as significantly large as

the minister hopes, then they will be con-

fined to a narrow group of people who
wander around Bay St. and the other financial

centres of this country. The sharp investors,
the in-guys, will be the ones to take ad-

vantage of it because it gives them a new
vehicle for participating in the enormous

profits which are being made in the real

estate sector at this time. If they had to let

part of their money go in mortgages rather

than let it all go in equity, that's fine, because

there is downside production on the invest-

ment and because there are tax concessions

both for the capital gains and for the divi-

dends to be made by the rising income to

come from their equity participations.

Mr. Chairman: I wonder if the member
for Ottawa Centre would now, at this point,
come to the principles of this bill in this

section.

Mr. Cassidy: I am not talking to the prin-

ciples of the bill, Mr. Chairman. I am talk-

ing to the principles of each particular
section.

Mr. Chairman: What section are you

speaking to in this bill?

Mr. Cassidy: I am speaking to section 5,

which is the section which we are discussing
at this time.

Mr. Chairman: Would you then speak

directly to the details of the section which

you are discussing?

Mr. Cassidy: I am looking at the alterna-

tives to the details that are involved here,

Mr. Chairman. I would point out to you that,

in fact, I have been very squarely on topic

right the way through, as I am sure the

minister will acknowledge.

Mr. Chairman: No, you should be speak-

ing to the details right in this bill and

nothing else but what is in the bill.

Mr. Cassidy: Mr. Chairman, the bill in

section 17, which is what is covered in clause

5 of this bill, specifically details the power
of the corporation to invest up to 25 per cent

of its investments in companies that own
residential companies, in leases of real estates

and in leasebacks. God knows, the details

escape me. I just hope that the draftsmen

have got it right. But, at any rate, it can buy
and sell real estate, it can participate in real

estate, it can go into joint ventures, it can

go to leaseholds and leasebacks and so on.

All of that is covered by the bill and this

particular section, and I am sorry that the

Chairman hasn't found the opportunity to

read it yet.

Mr. Stokes: It's obvious he hasn't read it.

He's been prompted there for the last 10

minutes by the deputy clerk.

Mr. W. Hodgson (York North): Oh, come
on now!

Mr. Chairman: I don't think that remark

was necessary. Will you continue on now,

please?

Mr. Cassidy: I am glad that the Chairman
now understands that I am speaking to the

purpose of this particular section.
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If the minister did intend that he would

suddenly leap to the forefront of housing

policy and God knows there is a vacuum in

the province right now, given the perform-
ance of the so-called Minister of Housing-
he might have looked very seriously at

measures that would ensure that the loan and
trust companies were obliged

1 to make mort-

gage money available for residential pur-

poses to people on average and modest in-

comes at a rate that they could afford. He
could really play around with that, and the

Ontario market is important enough that he

just might get away with it. I am not sure,

because there is competition from other

financial institutions that are not chartered

within this province. I am aware of the

fact that that is a problem, for one province
to go ahead on its own.

But that is the kind of answer that we
are looking for, if you really intend to do

something about the problems of the little

guy who is trying to buy himself a home
or buy himself a condominium, who is try-

ing to establish himself and to protect him-
self from the ravages of the housing market
in the way in which they have been created

by this government over the last 10 or 15

years. There is just none of it here in this

particular bill.

It might be argued, Mr. Chairman, that

the flow-through provisions for tax which
are reflected in this section and in the com-

panion sections of the federal bill were de-

signed to benefit people on low or marginal
income tax rates and that they might be
induced to come in, because the money
won't be taxed in the corporation's hands
if it's passed through in the form of divid-

ends. But the minister must know that that

is a form of nonsense. It will require a

sophisticated investor to pick up shares in

this particular corporation. Those sophis-
ticated investors, I can tell him, will not be

people who are paying marginal tax rates

of 30 or 35 per cent and who would, there-

fore, benefit directly in a very large meas-
ure from this particular provision. They
won't be; they'll be people with tax rates

in the 45 and 50 per cent range at the

margin; they'll be well-heeled investors.

Therefore one can't claim that this is a

measure to attract small savings into the
residential mortgage market; there are other

ways in which that could or should be done.

Mr. Chairman, when section 5 of this

bill, which contains the rewritten or the

expanded section 17 of the actual bill, is

brought to a vote, we intend to call a division
on it. We intend to oppose it because

we do not believe that this offers any kind
of solution to the problems of mortgage
financing in the Province of Ontario today.
We think that the province should from time
to time put its foot down with the federal gov-
ernment and should say, "We've had enough
of it. Bay St., St. James St., and whatever
the street is in Vancouver where the finan-

cial market is located, have got quite enough
advantages already. We think it's about time

that the balance should be struck between
the interests of the investment community
and the interest of the people out there

who simply have the desire to own a place of

their own."

We may have some more comments on it.

Reading through the fine print of this

thing I am appalled at the degree of free-

dom being given to these kinds of com-

panies. It looks almost absolute, within that

25 per cent. The basket clause which is,

I believe, contained in sections 150 and 151

of the Loan and Trust Corporations Act is

being virtually abandoned and I'm not sure

what kind of protections there will be around
this particular bill.

That is important too, Mr. Chairman, be-

cause if any of these mortgage investment

corporations or whatever it is they are being
called actually made an attempt to attract

the small investor there would be the ques-
tion of what kind of deals were they getting
them into. It may well be that for the

next 10 years the property market will be
so crazy that any fool can make a living
at it. That may be the case; any fool with

money, that is, could make a living at it.

That market one of these days will turn

around and if we come to power the market
will change very substantially, I can promise
that to the minister.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Cassidy: It sure will, and it's about

time it did as well. I gather the Liberal

Party endorses the speculative kind of

profiteering which goes on in the market right
now.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Cassidy: I'm glad to hear that they are

at one with the Conservative Party on that

particular issue. We don't, Mr. Chairman,
and we believe that that market ought to

be turned around.

Intejections by hon. members.

Mr. Cassidy: We don't believe that this

is the way to do it. We believe that this

is simply a sellout.
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Mr. Chairman: Order, please.

Mr. Cassidy: This section is simply a sell-

out to the interests of large investors. It is

nothing more and should therefore be op-

posed.

Mr. E. M. Havrot (Timiskaming): You
would give the funds to charity. I am sure

you would. You are so charitable.

Mr. Chairman: Does the minister wish to

respond?

Hon. Mr. Clement: All I can say, Mr.

Chairman, is, as I have said before, that I am
not responsible for the housing policies of

the province. I am responsible for reflecting

legislation that provides certain advantages to

corporations doing business in this province,

incorporated in another jurisdiction. I am
here asking the House to give the Ontario

loan and trust companies the same tax ad-

vantages as the federal government, under its

legislation, is prepared to give to the

federally-incorporated trust companies. I am
not here to defend the legislation about to be

enacted at Ottawa but I am here to reflect it

if it is going to become the law of the land.

Mr. Chairman: Shall section 5—the mem-
ber for Lakeshore.

Mr. Lawlor: I won't flog this slowly dying
horse to any greater extent than to say that

that is a somewhat insufferable apologia. Are

you saying to us here that you are, as you
consider yourself, the dean of the provinces
across this country, to whom others turn to

receive guidance and the immortal light; and
that when we pass legislation Nova Scotia

stands at attention and looks askance and the

next day begins slowly to move into being
what we have already done? Are you saying
that another province passing legislation
which happens to be a sellout or advan-

tageous to particular private interest groups
in that particular province or, Nemesis, the

federal government ramming through legis-

lation which is intrinsically iniquitous and

conferring benefits. And on this particular

legislation at the federal level, I understand
the Libs and the Conservatives joined forces

against the New Democratic Party in order

to push it through. We find-

Mr. Cassidy: Your people could have

brought the government down.

Mr. F. Young (Yorkview): That's where
your people supported the Liberals.

Mr. Lawlor: Surely you can't come pre-

senting to us on the floor of this House that

you are merely a funnel through which legis-
lation moves down, that whatever benefits

are conferred by another jurisdiction must
in all their plenitude be conferred by you
too on corporations which happen to be
Ontario corporations.

Surely the legislation, whatever source it

must come from, must be judged on its

merits as to what the beneficial or dele-

terious effects may be upon this province at

this time in history, and not upon something
up there. We do find that this hasn't been

sufficiently penetrated or surveyed, even by
the minister. That is the appalling thing in

the House today. With all his good grace
and great bonhomie, he stands up and tells

us that he doesn't really know the impact-

Mr. A. J. Roy (Ottawa East): The minister

has great confidence in the Liberals, eh?

Mr. Lawlor: —that the federal government
has granted a piece of legislation to the fi-

nancial interests in Newfoundland, to the

guy who, having hired the Queen Elizabeth,

comes into the pier, and "Wow, we can't be

left behind. If there are cornucopias to be

given out, let us give the first peach, be-

cause they come from Ontario." That's the

most backward and purblind position that

has ever been taken by a minister in this

House. Let's get hold of the whole thing

and pull it back out.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Clement: There are just two

things that I would like to point out to the

House. I have to listen to the member for

Lakeshore, and I always do with great in-

terest, and I appreciate his comment that

the impact of the bill has not even been

penetrated by me. But I should point out

to the House that I take that as a real insult,

because it comes from a source who is re-

garded in the legal fraternity in this prov-
ince as an expert on penetration-

Mr. Roy: The minister is bragging now.

Mr. Lawlor: In this case I refuse to be

fobbed off by cajolery or whatever it is that

he is trying to fob us off with.

Mr. Cassidy: Seduced, I think, is the word.

Hon. Mr. Clement: Secondly, his com-
ments about me being a dean of the prov-
ince should be taken by me somewhat light-

ly, although I must confess I was getting a

somewhat inflated opinion of myself after

the rather kind comments he tendered to me
when, with real vigour, I carried amend-
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merits to the Gasoline Handling Act through
this House some two weeks ago. I recall

the hon. member for Lakeshore's comments
at that time accusing me of having my hands

dripping with gasoline as I had just com-

pleted an abortion under the Vital Statistics

Act and got on my horse to run away under
the Racing Commission Act amendments.

Mr. Breithaupt: In all directions.

Hon. Mr. Clement: I don't know what act

he suggests I am committing here today,
but I too use the corollary of his argument-

Mr. Lawlor: I would think the name of it,

considering what you are doing with the

federal government, is incest of a financial

kind.

Hon. Mr. Clement: I should point out that

incest is an offence committed between those

who are related, and there is nobody more
distant from me than the federal govern-
ment today.

Mr. Lawlor: It's the relation between the

trust and loan corporations at the two levels,

levels.

Hon. Mr. Clement: I am aware, sir-

Mr. J. E. Foulds (Port Arthur): It was a

one-night stand.

Hon. Mr. Clement: I am aware of the po-
sition taken by your brethren, if you will

pardon that expression, in the federal House
when the legislation was being debated
under C-135; I am aware of the position

you have taken today.

Mr. Roy: Was that incest?

Hon. Mr. Clement: But if I followed the

corollary of your submissions, then I would
say we are not going to reflect this dreadful

federal legislation, I am not going to intro-

duce it here today, I am not going to give
the Ontario loan and trust companies the

same advantages as their federal competitors
have because I can't stop the feds from

doing it here within this province. There-

fore, I would be discriminating, which is a

phrase that I find as repugnant as I know
my friends across the House do, whether it

be race, creed, colour, or the fact of a situs

of incorporation.

Mr. Chairman: Shall section 5 stand as

part of the bill?

Section 5 agreed to.

Mr. Renwick: I have a number of specific

questions I'd like to ask the minister about

on the bill. I assume that sotto voce remark
didn't come from the minister but came from
one of his colleagues.

Hon. Mr. Clement: What is that?

Mr. Renwick: He can always leave the

House if the member for Timiskaming
wishes.

Mr. Havrot: Is that right? I am very con-

scientious.

Mr. Renwick: Section 17a, Mr. Chairman,
sets out a procedure by which a corporation

will become something called a mortgage
investment corporation. I would like to point

out on subclause (1) of section Via by which

the corporation applies by petition to the

Lieutenant Governor in Council for the order

designating it as that, that first of all it is

permissive as to whether the Lieutenant

Governor in Council will so designate the

company and there is provision in the sub-

section that it may be made subject to such

terms and conditions as may be prescribed

by the Lieutenant Governor in Council.

I would like to ask the minister, on what
basis would the Lieutenant Governor in

Council prescribe terms and conditions to

the designation?

Hon. Mr. Clement: Mr. Chairman, I would

presume the Lieutenant Governor would
withhold making such an order creating one

of these mortgage investment corporations
if the company making the application was

not, in the opinion of the people advising
the Lieutenant Governor, in a position finan-

cial or otherwise to carry out the obligations

of a mortgage investment corporation or if

they had reason to believe that it was not

acting bona fide or if, by its past conduct,
it had been in breach of the legislation or

the regulations made thereunder. If it was
felt by the Lieutenant Governor that it was
not in the best interests of the people of

this province, I presume the order would
not flow.

I don't know of any companies since I

have been responsible for the ministry, which
have offended openly or knowingly offended

sections of the regulations or of the legisla-

tion. I presume that if that type of com-

pany made application and all of the re-

quirements were met the order would flow

almost as of right. I think the hon. member
for Riverdale will agree that it should not

be a mandatory type of obligation on the

Lieutenant Governor. He should always re-

serve unto himself that right to withhold
such consent and approval if all other re-

quirements are not equal.
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I would say in summation, therefore, Mr.

Chairman, that if the present or past con-

duct of the applicant, both as to ethical

financial management and ethical attitudes*

was not in the best interests of the people
of this province the order would not flow;

otherwise I presume it would.

Mr. Renwick: Mr. Chairman, I notice in

the companion federal Act that the designa-
tion is made of the minister being the min-

ister referred to in the Loan Companies Act.

Perhaps the minister could help me with

this; I assume that the minister designated
in the federal Loan Companies Act would
be the Minister of Consumer and Corporate
Affairs?

Hon. Mr. Clement: I think that's right.

Mr. Renwick: Is there any specific reason

why the Minister of Consumer and Commer-
cial Relations in the Province of Ontario

shouldn't take on himself the responsibility
for making the designation rather than to

have the designation carried to the executive

council of the Province of Ontario? Surely if

the executive council is to have some specific

power to impose terms and conditions they
will, in fact, originate with this minister?

Hon. Mr. Clement: I am sorry, Mr. Chair-

man, the member for Riverdale and I were
both wrong—and boy, that has got to be a

red letter day in this House when we are

both wrong on the same day. The Minister

of Finance-

Mr. Renwick: Or it's the day we're both

right.

Hon. Mr. Clement: The day we are both

right? The day we are both right, I know
I am wrong.

The Minister of Finance is the minister to

whom the section applies in the federal legis-

lation, Mr. Chairman. I just found out.

Mr. Renwick: Well, Mr. Minister, with the

greatest of respect you and I were both right,
and your advisers were wrong. The provision
of the federal Act amends the Loan Com-

panies Act and that amendment refers to

minister—and I am quite certain that the

minister in the Loan Companies Act of the

federal government is not the Minister of

Finance.

Now if your advisers are right-

Mr. V. M. Singer (Downsview): You are

wrong twice.

Mr. Renwick: —I will buy the adviser a

drink, but my guess is—

Mr. Roy: Put it down in writing.

Mr. Renwick: The particular adviser doesn't

need it in writing from me.

So I take it that apart from those very

general statements you are not going to im-

pose any conditions with respect to the

number of dollars which will go into the

residential mortgage field, or in anticipation
for the way in which they will provide funds

for the residential housing field or imposing

any such conditions on the designation.

If I can go on then, I note the very obvious

requirement that they are not allowed to

borrow short and lend long in the next part
of the procedure. And clause (3) is not a

problem, because that relates to having to

carry on the business within Canada in order

to comply under the Income Tax Act amend-

ing provision, but in items (4) and (5) there

are further procedural requirements. They
will have to have the approval of the registrar
and then certain notations in the registers
are to be made. Just what notations in the

registers will be made under subsection (5),

and to what extent will the registrar, as such,
have a say as to whether or not he will

accept the various documents for filing under
subsection (4)?

Hon. Mr. Clement: Mr. Chairman, I pre-
sume the notations made by the registrar will

be to the effect that an order has been issued

by the Lieutenant Governor in Council desig-

nating the subsidiary corporation a mortgage
investment corporation. There would pre-

sumably be particulars as to the date.

There may be particulars there referring
to the special conditions attached by the

Lieutenant Governor, which may be to some

degree somewhat a reduction of the powers
which ordinarily might be associated with
a mortgage investment corporation. It is just,
I think, to serve notice to those who would
look at the register of some change in the

corporate status of that particular company.
I presume subsection (4) is just to the

effect. It is self-explanatory almost as I read

in the marginal note that it must have the

necessary corporate acts completed by terms

of its own bvlaws. And that it must have

complied with the regulations and have
made that evidence available to the registrar
and approved by him before it, in fact, can
embark upon this type of activity.

Mr. Renwick: In the companion federal

bill, Mr. Chairman, there is a provision by
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which the designation can be revoked. I

notice there is nothing in the minister's bill

providing for the revocation of the desig-
nation as a mortgage investment corporation,
and I am curious about the omission.

Hon. Mr. Clement: I think that the initial

designation must of course flow under the

federal Income Tax Act. We don't designate
it a company for the purposes of that Act,

we designate as a mortgage investment corp-
oration. And while we don't say it is for

that purpose, that is the understanding or

the company wouldn't embark upon making
an application with it in the first instance.

We ^annot grant any federal income tax

exemptions or reductions. We cannot, I sub-

mit, take them away. That action would have

to come from the federal authority. And if it

ceased to have the advantage under the

federal legislation that attaches to a mortgage
investment corporation, then I presume the

corporation would in effect dry up, be-

cause there would be no advantage to its

attracting mortgage funds and placing them

through this vehicle in the future if it lost

the advantages that attracted it to this type
of operation in the first instance.

May I point out to the hon. member that

on page 6 of the Act, section 17h clause (c)
there is a provision for a redesignation, but
I-

Mr. Renwick: Which page?

Hon. Mr. Clement: Page 6 of the Act.

Mr. Renwick: Section what?

Hon. Mr. Clement: Section 17h, sub-

clause (c) provides for the redesignation as

a loan corporation. We cannot strip them
of their powers under the federal Income
Tax Act. Presumably if they were in breach

of that Act, the federal people would with-

draw that designation for federal purposes,
and the Lieutenant Governor would with-

draw that designation for provincial pur-

poses.

Mr. Renwick: Yes, I think that the com-

panion federal Act poses the same problem
to which the minister refers. The minister

who is dealing under the Loan Companies
Act of the federal government is not pur-

porting to designate for the purposes of the

Income Tax Act, any more than you ^can

do that. But it is interesting that they

specifically provide—that is, in the provisions
of the bill relating to the Loan Companies
Act, the federal Act—they specifically pro-
vide for the removal of the designation by

the minister. They specifically provide for a

refusal to renew a licence under the Loan

Companies Act as well; yet in the drafting of

your bill, apparently once these companies
are designated as mortgage investment com-

panies, apart from being redesignated—and

perhaps that strange word "redesignation"
means to take away the mortgage investment

corporation designation and revert it to the

general form of loan corporation, but I don't

think the minister really thought that was
what the term "redesignation" meant.

Hon. Mr. Clement: Well, you pose a great

problem. Of course, if we withdraw the

designation I don't think it would have any
effect as far as the federal income tax

people are concerned in any event. I think

the sequence of events would be if they
lost the designation by the Act of the federal

minister and he redesignated them, then I

think we would reflect that removal of that

appelation by moving under the subsection

(c) of section 17h and having the Lieutenant

Governor again make the redesignation.

It just poses a problem in my own mind

whether, say through wilfulness on my part
we withdrew that designation, I don't think

it would have any effect insofar as the

federal people are concerned, all other terms

of their legislation being adhered to.

Mr. Renwick: All right, Mr. Chairman, if

I could go on quickly because, of course

I don't want to delay the passage of this

important piece of legislation.

Hon. Mr. Clement: Oh, I thought we were

rushing now.

Mr. Renwick: On section 17b, subsection

(2), the reference in subsection (2) is to the

book value of the investments of a mortgage
investment company, whereas everywhere
else in the statute you have used the

phrase "a loan corporation designated as a

mortgage investment company." I would

have assumed that in item (a) of subsection

(2) and in item (b) it would have been

much clearer to have continued to use that

same language rather than to appear to have

established an entirely new type of body,
that is a mortgage investment corporation,
when really all you are doing is designating
a loan corporation as having particular capa-

city. While the minister is at it, he can tell

me whether in section 17c (a) (ii) the—

reference to clause (e) is an incorrect refer-

ence, and that it should be to clause I.

Does the minister see that reference?

Hon. Mr. Clement: I see the section.
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Mr. Renwick: It says: "a corporation, the

preferred shares or common shares of which

are, at the date of investment, authorized as

investments by clause—and I believe that

the correct reference is I but your advisers

can check that —"or m of subsection 1 of

section 150." It's a typographical error.

Hon. Mr. Clement: I am grateful to you
for that or we might have had to bring in

an amendment the next session and debate

that.

Mr. Renwick: I'm sure we would have;

then we could have debated the principle

of the bill again.

Hon. Mr. Clement: The principle of the

amendment.

Mr. Renwick: Now my other comment
on this particular section of the bill is that

I am curious about the provisions of the

federal Act which talk about the number of

shareholders. In the definition for income
tax purposes under the federal companion
bill they have this provision which states

that the number of shareholders of the cor-

poration was not less than 100, and no one

shareholder held more than 25 per cent of

the issued shares of the capital stock of the

corporation. That is part of the definition

of a mortgage investment corporation. Would
you explain to me how this will function,

how a mortgage investment corporation will

function; that is where will it get its 100

shareholders? Because once you have desig-
nated it it must comply with the provisions of

the Income Tax Act, and that talks about

having not less than 100 shareholders, with
no one holding more than 25 per cent of

the stock.

Hon. Mr. Clement: Our subsidiary cor-

porations designated as mortgage investment

companies can of course be incorporated with
five applicants; but these things are wholly
owned by the trust company, the loan com-

pany, and the asset would then flow back
as a wholly-owned subsidiary of X loan

and trust company. And X loan and trust

company, having more than 100 shareholders,
would comply with the federal requirement.
As I read it, since I understand the hon.

member's submission, any trust company
that had less than 100 shareholders in the
mother company, if I may use that phrase,
would not apply to create one of these sub-

sidiaries. Unless it could recruit as par-
ticipants in the mother trust company more
than 100 investors by way of shareholders
it would not create the subsidiary. If it

had 100 or more, or increased its share-

holders to 100 or more, then it would be in

a position to create the Ontario subsidiary

consisting of five applicant directors. The
subsidiary being wholly-owned by the mother

company which has more than 100 share-

holders, would then meet the test imposed
by the federal statute. So I don't think that

anyone, any trust company with less than 100

shareholders just wouldn't make application,
because they wouldn't get the designation
at the federal level; and that's the level

at which they want it, of course, at first

blush.

I should point to the hon. member, Mr.

Chairman, that it is "V\ my staff has ad-

vised me.

Mr. Chairman: Would the hon. minister

care to move that amendment then?

Hon. Mr. Clement: I would so move.

Mr. Chairman: Perhaps I could read it

here. I have a copy of it I believe.

Mr. Renwick: Maybe I could move it!

Hon. Mr. Clement: Yes; if you would
move it, it wouldn't be the first time I have

caught "1" from you. Thank you.

Hon. Mr. Clement moves that in section

17c(l)(c)(ii) the letter V be changed to

the letter "I" in line 5.

Mr. Chairman: Shall this motion carry?

Motion agreed to.

Mr. Renwick: I have no further questions
on section 5 of the bill, but I wouldn't want

anyone to be under the misapprehension that

the reason I have no further questions is

because I understand it.

Hon. Mr. Clement: I thought you were—

Mr. Renwick: It is the other way around.
I have no further questions because I don't

understand it.

Hon. Mr. Clement* I thought you were
not going to discuss it any more because
I undertook, and in fact carried through, the

amendment proposed by you; I thought you
were being a good fellow because I had done
that.

Mr. Chairman: Anything further on sec-

tion 5 then? The member for Lakeshore.

Mr. Lawlor: Mr. Chairman, 17/, at the

bottom of page 5. Just briefly: Has the super-
intendent of insurance, as things presently
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stand, power to control the borrowing powers
of trust and loan corporations? I take it by
way of regulations the power would be the

same, if there exists such control.

What I am concerned with here is that

the aggregate of all these various matters is

the basis upon which the new type of cor-

poration may project its commitments into

the mortgage field, and they must be at least

equal to or in excess of those four heads of

money coming in. One of the heads of money
is the business' of borrowing from a bank.

Of course, if they can expand their borrow-

ing potential, particularly if they are allied

to one of the great banking institutions and
can obtain virtually unlimited credit, be-

cause they are all tied together in any event,

then their lending possibilities by way of

commitments could be very greatly extended.

I take it, secondly, that you mean by
the word "commitments" not loans actually
made but loans to be made, loans to which

they've committed themselves to advance

the money sometime in the future.

Back to the first question: It says here

that the amount of credit that may be ob-

tained by one of these corporations is strictly

controlled by the superintendent of insur-

ance. I wonder if he presently does so

and upon what principle.

Hon. Mr. Clement: I am advised, Mr.

Chairman, that he does currently do so, by
order in council under section 82 of the

Act.

Mr. Chairman: Shall section 5 stand then?

Mr. Cassidy: I have some questions, Mr.

Chairman.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Ottawa
Centre.

Mr. Cassidy: I have one particular one.

I was about to get up and blast the minis-

ter, but I do this now more in sorrow than
in anger. I think there is a very substantial

technical defect in the bill, Mr. Minister,
and again I have to confess that I 1 have been

sitting here for the last half hour trying
to understand how the various powers of

this new section 17 fit in with the investment

powers of sections 150 and 151 of the Loan
and Trust Corporations Act. It is not some-

thing I can recite in my sleep like the mem-
ber for Riverdale or the member for Lake-

shore; it is very difficult to get one's mind
around.

I might say, incidentally Mr. Minister, that

it would help an awful lot when compli-
cated technical legislation is coming forward

if there was an explanation in layman's

language. I'm not sure if the member for

Ottawa East has understood a word of what
has gone on this afternoon-

Mr. Roy: It is obvious the member for

Ottawa Centre hasn't.

Mr. Cassidy: At least, I am talking about

it and he hasn't.

Mr. Breithaupt: Because the member talks,

it doesn't mean he understands it.

Mr. Cassidy: Mr. Chairman, the fact is

there are some members in this House who
make it their business to understand this

legislation.

Mr. Breithaupt: Oh come on!

Mr. Cassidy: I am certainly not sure about

many of the Conservative members in this

House, who are making up a quorum and

doing a duty that way but probably not

following the debate particularly. Anyway,
after those asides—

(Mr. L. Maeck (Parry Sound): Back to the

section.

Mr. Cassidy: Okay! Look at the powers of

investment in the Act. These new mortgage
investment corporations are being given,

federally, a tax advantage in order to facili-

tate an increase in private investments going
into the residential mortgage market. That

is a declared kind of policy.

The minister might have got up and

argued with me the other minute that it

didn't matter about all these tax advantages.
If a great amount of the new money went
into the residential market, the mortgage
rates would come down. I don't believe it,

but it is a valid argument if it were to work.

At any rate, the one guarantee of money
going into the residential market is the

requirement in section 17b—(1), that at least

half of the book value of assets must be
in either cash or in residential mortgages.
Even that isn't a complete guarantee, be-

cause if the company wanted to be listed,

and had 25 per cent of its assets in cash at

a certain period
1 in time, then it would not

even be obligated to have half of its assets

in residential mortgages. That is the only

guarantee that any money from these mort-

gage corporations will in fact be invested in

the residential market.

The other powers all point pretty strongly
to investment by this corporation, either in

the general line of investments which are

permitted under the Loan and Trust Corpora-
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tions Act, or for this corporation to invest

not in residential real estate but in the

commercial and industrial real estate market

or in the market for speculative land. I say,

through you Mr. Chairman, very seriously
to the minister, that this worries me.

Perhaps I can go through it, and take the

minister through as well, in terms of my
analysis of what is here and a specific sug-

gestion that I would make about this par-
ticular section. Even though we are going to

vote against it, if you are going to pass it,

we might as well at least try to improve it.

At least 50 per cent of the book value of

the assets must be in residential mortgages.
No more than 25 per cent may be in com-

panies which are mainly in residential prop-

erty or in real estate or leasehold investments

directly—no more than 25 per cent. Then the

remainder may be in other things that the

company has the power to get into. That
would include bonds and shares of corpora-
tions which have produced dividends for a

period of five years up to a certain level,

according to the basket clause in section 150
or 151.

Among other things, this applies to corpor-

ations, presumably, that deal in commercial
real estate. Since there is in section 17b-(2)(a)

a specific restriction on the amount that may
be invested in companies that deal in resi-

dential real estate, but no reference to limit

on the amount that may be invested in com-

panies that deal in commercial real estate,

one has to assume that up to half of the

assets of the company may be invested in

that one particular field; which is companies
like Fairview, for the sake of argument, which
are investing in commercial real estate. That
is one point I wanted to make.

So here you have a situation in which no
more than a quarter of the assets of the com-

pany can go into residential investment com-

panies, but up to half of the assets of the

company can go into commercial real estate

investment companies, and that doesn't seem
to me within the intention of either the

federal legislation or of what this particular

legislation is set out to be. If you wanted to

give tax advantages to commercial real estate

companies, then there were other means by
which you could have done it, and you
shouldn't have sneaked it in the back door
in this particular way.

The next point is I7b(2)(b), if the minister

follows me, at the top of page 3—the power
to invest "in real estate Or in leaseholds,"
that is to invest directly rather than investing

through the intermediary of a corporation, is

limited to 25 per cent of the book value of

the total assets. And then, subsections 17c

and 17d I think it is, deal with what kind

of assets may be purchased.

Now the company can get into a leaseback

of commercial property where it says either

"guaranteed" or "made to a corporation."
It can also get in to a lease, a long-term
lease, to a government, a government agency
or a municipality, or a municipality agency.
It cannot get into a lease where there is

some kind of a guarantee under the National

Housing Act; it cannot get into a guarantee
to corporations such as the Ontario Housing
Corp., unless the OHC changes its practices
and begins to look for financing to the private
sector in that particular lease or leaseback

form. They haven't done that up until now,
and I think the minister would agree that

given the preferential rates of bond interest

available to the Ontario Housing Corp.

through the consolidated revenue fund bor-

rowing, they are not going to go to the

private market for this kind of deal.

So that lease governed under 17c(l)a is

going to be basically either a long-term lease

to a corporation or a long-term lease to a

government or a government agency, that is

where the government or government agency
is simply acting as a customer. For example,

OISE, Ontario Hydro—you know, the com-

panies with which Gerhard Moog has done

business—they might qualify for financing in

a leaseback arrangement with a mortgage in-

vestment company under this particular

section. Section 17c(l)b says:

The lease provides for a net revenue

sufficient ... to repay at least 85 per cent

of the amount invested by the company . . .

within the period of the lease . . .

That means that short-term leases are effec-

tively excluded, and you are talking a kind

of lease of 20, 25 or the maximum 30 years.
You are talking long-term leases, and there-

fore these leases cannot be made to people
in the residential market, for example who

simply want to rent for one or two or three

years at a time, because obviously you won't

get 85 per cent of the value of the property
back in that very short period of time. So

therefore this leasing does not permit the

company to get into the real estate business

and to invest in rental property.

Then if you go on to 17c(2) and look at

the powers there, you see that the corpora-
tion may acquire real estate for the produc-
tion of income, but once again it cannot

acquire rental property which is freshly con-

structed. It appears to me from this section
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that it has the power to go out to Meridian

and say—is it Meridian in St. James Town?—
and say: "Okay, we'll buy a couple of those

high-rise towers from you because they have

produced a certain income over the past
three years as is required in this particular

section, therefore we can justify it under the

law, and the net revenue we can show will

be sufficient to repay at least 85 per cent of

what we are investing over a period of 30

or 40 years."

But what that means, though, is that these

mortgage investment corporations can come
into the existing housing market and they
can take on properties that are already built;

they can give to private developers a capital

gain, and let them get out of the deal and
into something else where they want to get
some action.

But they can't get into residential rental

property from the point that it's built at the

start; they can't get into it from its incep-
tion. They have to wait to the point where
there was a capital gain, presumably which
will accrue to the original investor.

When they come in and buy they will

tend to increase the market for real estate,

which is three or five or 10 years old; they
will increase that market, increase the prices.

That, in tum, will tend to exercise pressure
on rental rates in the areas which are affect-

ed if these companies happen to get big in

that particular field of residential rental

property.

Some of that argument is hypothetical;
it assumes these mortgage investment com-
panies will grow to a fairly major size. I

don't think they'll grow to too great a size,

but if they did and if they felt that out of

a combination of social responsibility and
the desire to make a buck they wanted to

get into the residential-rental market—what
I'm saying is they can only do so in a way
which is basically harmful to the residential-

rental market, and which will tend to push
up rents beyond where they would otherwise
be if these companies were not involved.

Then subsection (3) here says that clauses
n and o of subsection 1 of section 150 don't

apply, and those clauses are clauses that,

depending on the circumstance, would apply
a limit of two per cent of assets to any single
real estate investment. I think the figures
are two and five per cent in some other case.

I can't quite follow the differences between
clauses n and o. But at any rate, they set

limitations on the size of any individual real

estate investment that may be made by the

corporation.

Now I established earlier on when I was

going through this series of sections that

the company can apparently invest up to

50 per cent of its assets into commercial real

estate corporations, but only 25 per cent in

the case of residential real estate corpora-
tions.

It is also established that under clauses

n and o of subsection ( 1 ) of section 150 that

the limits that apply in other loan corpora-
tions do not apply in this particular case.

Therefore, it seems to me that a mortgage
investment corporation that wished to put
all of its commercial investment dollars into,

let's say, a project such as — that building
which has proved to be a bit of a clunker
down on University Ave.; it began as a con-

dominium and now they are desperately

trying to rent it—if it decided to put half of

its total assets into that particular project,
it could do so as long as the remainder was
put into residential mortgages.
A company that then would be up to 50

per cent straight, commercial real estate

investment company, would be allowed the

significant tax advantages that are being
given under the federal legislation in Bill

C-135.

All of this, it seems to me, Mr. Chairman,
is totally misapropos; it is an abortion of
the intentions that presumably guided the
minister and his advisers when they began
the bill.

The saving clause in section (3) does not
affect the argument that I have just made,
except to the point of saying that under
section 157, the loan corporation or the mort-

gage investment corporation cannot, I be-

lieve, acquire control of a commercial real

estate investment company. It must confine
its interests to no more than 20 per cent.

That is one small protection.

But on the other hand, if it's a big pro-
ject, like Fairview, it could put 50 per cent
of its total assets into the Fairview-Eaton
development south of here; and there would
be no restraints at all.

The restraint of section 17<2(3)(a) simply
relates to mortgages and to loans on the

security of real estate or leaseholds, but it

does not relate to the power to invest in

dividend-producing commercial real estate

investment companies.

Now, it seems to me, Mr. Chairman, that
what the minister ought to do is to look
at this bill very seriously. I would suggest
that the argument that I have made is

sufficiently compelling that he should take it

back to his draftsman and look at it very
seriously. We would be quite happy to see
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the bill go out of committee and come back

in a day or so because this is a very serious

weakness in the bill which I think I have

discovered and which I am putting forward

in a very serious fashion to the minister.

On the one hand, no more than 25 per
cent of the book value of the corporation

may go into a company involved in residen-

tial real estate investment. If you believe

that is okay, all right. I don't think there

should be any real estate investment involved

in these corporations at all but if you think

that's all right at least you should do it

the right way.

I am sure the minister would agree that if

these companies are genuinely going to get
in to the residential market and if he believes

that they should do so both by mortgage
lending and by equity investment—or invest-

ment in corporations that specialize in that

field—there shouldn't be this enormous loop-
hole or a series of loopholes that directs

real estate investment into the commercial,
industrial and land fields and away from the

residential field. It puts a limit on invest-

ment in residential real estate companies
while permitting double that proportion of

investment in commercial real estate com-

panies.

I reserve the right to come up again, Mr.

Chairman, but maybe the minister can re-

spond to the argument I have put forward.

Hon. Mr. Clement: Briefly, I have this to

say: At least 50 per cent of the assets must
be in first residential mortgages or cash
in the bank. Sometimes, even investors have
more cash around than they have invest-

ments available at that particular time so

there has to be some type of flexibility there.

At least half must be carried in first residen-

tial mortgages or in the bank as set out

under the relevant section.

Under section 17ib(2), the summary, we
say that no more than 25 per cent of the

assets can be in Canadian realty or lease-

hold. Under the basket clause it works out
to seven per cent with restrictions in other

areas of activities touched upon by the
member for Ottawa Centre, under subsection

(n) and (o) under section 150 of the Act
which are restrictive. I submit, sir, that

there are many safeguards built in. It would
appear that the federal legislation is oriented

toward residential investments by way of

first mortgages. We are reflecting that in

our legislation here.

Mr. Cassidy: Mr. Chairman, can the minis-

ter tell me where there is a restriction on
investment in corporate real estate com-

panies, limiting it to seven per cent? I don't

find that in the bill and since sections (n)
and ( o ) of subsection ( 1 ) of section 150

specifically don't apply, those restrictions

of 10 per cent and five per cent respectively,
are waived as far as I can see.

Hon. Mr. Clement: Just bear with me
for a minute. I will try to find the section

and point it out.

Mr. Cassidy: I thought you had that at

your fingertips.

Hon. Mr. Clement: Listen, you have talk-

ed about so much, I have got more on my
fingertips than that.

Mr. Cassidy: Damn it, this is an important
bill or it wouldn't be here.

An hon. member: You don't know what

you're talking about.

Mr. Havrot: Give your tongue a rest, will

you, you expert on nothing
— farm expert,

legal expert.

Mr. J. A. Taylor (Prince Edward-Lennox):
Don't mind him, he carries his works in a

drawer.

Hon. Mr. Clement: Okay. Section 151,
subclause (2) of section b—"not in excess

of seven per cent."

Mr. Cassidy: The minister is saying that

investments not prohibited by any other

section and not authorized by section 150—
can the minister explain to me what 17d (4)
means since that exempts companies from
the application of section 151?

Hon. Mr. Clement: I'm sorry, I don't

understand your question.

Mr. Cassidy: Could you explain what
17d (4) means, since it specifically exempts
these mortgage investment companies from
section 151 of the Loan and Trust Corpora-
tions Act?

Hon. Mr. Clement: Well, there may be

exemption from 151, but it puts it back in

there, specifying expressly that it shall not

exceed seven per cent of the book value of

the total assets of that particular company.
Section 17c, the preceding section that

we're dealing with here, Mr. Chairman,

replaces clauses (n) and (o) under section

150.

Mr. Cassidy: Then let's brine this back

to investment in commercial and companies
that are involved in commercial real estate.
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As far as I can see, this applies as long as

a company that has paid a dividend for the

past five years of "at least four per cent of

the average value at which the shares were

carried", and so forth. That's the clause

about common shares in clause (m) of sec-

tion 150 of the actual Act.

That's right, yes. As far as I can see, that

seven per cent limitation simply applies
either to investment in new real estate, or

investment in a young real estate investment

company which has not had the time to

pile up the five-year record. But there is

nothing to stop, I would maintain, this

mortgage investment company from putting
50 per cent of its assets into a company like

Fairview, if Fairview has simply being pay-

ing a dividend for the past five years, and
the basket of seven per cent is a basket.

What I was arguing is that you shouldn't

allow the major proportion of the investment
of this company up until half to go into

commercial real estate when you are osten-

sibly trying to get them involved in residen-

tial real estate.

If you argue that this is simply the paral-
lel to federal legislation, then that's a pile
of bunkum. In this case, you do have the

powers to say that within the Province of

Ontario, whatever the tax advantages are

federally, we don't want more people in-

volved in Metro Centres and in "first Cana-
dian squares" and things like that. We
don't want more people involved in that.

We don't want more money involved in

that. There's lots of money coming into that

anway. That sector of the real estate market
has reached a point of desperate unhealthi-

ness.

It's so absurd that we can build 70-storey
office towers and yet can't find enough
accommodation to provide homes for people
at a reasonable cost. Doesn't the minister

agree that it's absurd that 50 per cent of

the assets of these mortgage investment cor-

porations can go into commercial real estate

companies but only 25 per cent can go into—

Hon. Mr. Clement: I don't accept that

statement as being correct.

Mr. Cassidy: They can. Just a minute now,
let me take the minister to it then. A mort-

gage investment corporation—

An hon. member: Rats.

Mr. Renwick: The member for Timis-

kaming doesn't agree. Is that right?

Mr. Cassidy: —is covered by this Act
or these amendments and by the Loan and
Trust Corporations Act. Is that correct?

Perhaps the minister can nod his head. All

right.

Under section 150 of this particular Act
it is possible for a mortgage investment

company to buy fully-paid common shares

of companies that have been paying divid-

ends at a certain rate for the last five years.

Hon. Mr. Clement: Name one. Name a

real estate company that meets the criteria?

Mr. Cassidy: Meets the criteria? It has to

have been paying shares of at least four

per cent. I don't know. You are the fellow

who is writing the bill, I am not writing it.

I am sure there are companies of that nature

that have been paying dividends for the past
five years, and if there wasn't, it is quite

possible to create them. It is quite possible,
for example, to take a company which has

been involved in—I don't know—what kinds

of dividends has Campeau Corp. been pay-

ing?

Hon. Mr. Clement: None.

Mr. Cassidy: None? I don't know. It

seems to me that there have been some

pretty healthy dividends coming from some

of these companies, and if there haven't

there will be as their cash flow begins to

catch up with them and they begin to have

some money. I don't think it is a defence

for the minister to say that he can't think of

one, and to expect me to think of one. I am

working outside my field. I am simply try-

ing to bring some logic to what the minis-

ter is talking about here.

Does the minister maintain that there are

no companies in the commercial investment

field which have been paying dividends equal
to at least four per cent of the average value

at which the shares were carried? These

do not have to be shares which are traded on

an exchange. As long as the dividends were

being paid that is quite all right. They don't

have to be publicly-traded shares. They don't

have to be public companies for that matter,

so long as the dividends were actually being

paid.

Is the minister willing to bring in amend-

ments to this bill in order to restrict the

powers to invest in commercial real estate to

the same level or below the level which is

permitted for investment in residential real
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estate corporations? Or alternatively, is he at

least willing to permit an equal degree of

investment in residential real estate corpora-
tions as is apparently permitted in commer-
cial real estate corporations?

Hon. Mr. Clement: No, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Chairman: Shall section 5 stand as part

of the bill?

Mr. Renwick: Mr. Chairman, what the

member for Ottawa Centre says is, of course,

perfectly correct. I think the minister is well

aware of the provision of section 17c, that in

fact it permits exactly the kind of investment

to which the member for Ottawa Centre has

referred.

I wanted to say to the minister that the

minister's bill put us in a quandary at the

time of second reading of the bill. We were

not in a position to oppose the bill, because

this is only one part of a bill which deals

with other parts which are of significant im-

portance, and it was only during the course

of the debate on this bill in committee, on

the clause by clause, that the full implications
of section 5 of the bill, which is one specific

part dealing with mortgage investment com-

panies, came fully to the attention of the

assembly.

What I want to sum up and say to the

minister is that we are going to oppose this

section of the bill. We are not going to stack

this vote. We want the vote to be on this

particular part of the bill dealing with the

mortgage investment corporation and the

failure of the government to implement it

properly, or to obtain the kind of assurance

that we would have anticipated that they
would have obtained to ensure that this

device would have provided for substantial

residential funds being available for mortgage

purposes. I don't want to repeat what was
said in the earlier part of the debate, but I

do want to sum it up.

The difference between the federal bill,

in the manner in which the government in-

troduced it, makes our point abundantly clear.

The federal bill was dealt with by the

Minister of Urban Affairs, that is the minis-

ter in Ottawa responsible for housing. The
Minister of Housing (Mr. Welch) here has

had no part in this bill, hasn't even been

consulted about it and isn't vaguely interested

in it.

In the bill as introduced in the federal

House in Ottawa by the minister in charge
of housing, the Minister of Urban Affairs,

they dealt with these technical amendments
to provide for this kind of a vehicle under

the Federal Loans Corporations Act, which
was in the purview of another federal minis-

ter, and they dealt with the amendment with

respect to the way in which these corpora-
tions would be taxed, under the Income Tax
Act of Canada, which again is in the purview
of yet another minister of the federal govern-
ment.

But the prime thrust of the bill was in the

housing field. It was put in that way, and
it was dealt with in that way; whereas this

government chooses to deal with it by the

minister, who is dealing with very technical

amendments, totally divorced from the social

objective with respect to the residential mort-

gage market for residential housing in the

Province of Ontario and totally divorced from

those provisions which will come in at a later

date and which will give this very substantial

tax benefit.

You have faced us with the proposition of

dividing on this bill and dealing with it in

three sections. As Caesar said, I suppose,
that's the way you conquer; but we are

going to oppose the bill in order to make

certain that the record of this Legislature

records our objection to the way in which

the bill was introduced—

Mr. Chairman: Order. Order, please.

Mr. Renwick: —and the failure of the

government's housing policy. I assume that

perhaps at 8 o'clock we could have a division

of the House on this bill if the House leader

is going to return to it.

Mr. Lawlor: What section was that, Mr.

Chairman?

Hon. Mr. Winkler moves that the com-

mittee rise and report.

The House resumed; Mr. Speaker in the

chair.

Mr. Chairman: Mr. Speaker, the committee

of the whole House begs to report progress

on one bill and asks for leave to sit again.

Report agreed to.

Hon. E. A. Winkler (Chairman Manage-
ment Board of Cabinet): Mr. Speaker, before

we leave at 6 o'clock, as I said last night,

at 8 o'clock this evening we will return to

consideration of the estimates of the Ministry
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of Education. I would like to say, because it

involves the same people, that I would like

to call Bill 211, which is germane of course

to the ministry. It's his legislation and we'll

proceed with that bill at that time.

Mr. J. A. Renwick (Riverdale): We'll pro-
ceed with second reading of that bill?

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Yes, second reading of

Bill 211.

Mr. Renwick: No other legislation?

Hon. Mr. Winkler: No, sir.

It being 6 o'clock p.m., the House took
recess.
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LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY OF ONTARIO

The House resumed at 8 o'clock, p.m.

Hon. T. L. Wells (Minister of Education):

Mr. Speaker, before the business of the

House resumes this evening, I would like

to draw your attention and the attention of

the House to the Boy Scout troop sitting

up in the gallery over here. They are from

the 20th Agincourt Boy Scouts, North Bridle-

wood Public School in Agincourt, which is

in the riding of Scarborough North. I am
sure we would all like to welcome them to

the House.

SEPARATE SCHOOLS ACT

Hon. Mr. Wells moves second reading of

Bill 211. An Act to amend the Separate

Schools Act.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Wind-
sor-Walkerville.

Mr. B. Newman (Windsor-Walkerville):
Mr. Speaker, first I would like to let the

minister know that we accept the principle

of the bill. However, I would like to make
a few comments and elicit some information

from the minister. The legislation here, I

would presume, is companion legislation to

Bill 180 which we discussed on Oct. 2 of

this year.

At that time I did bring to the attention

of the minister the concern of employees
who could be affected by the transfer of a

school from one authority to another. For

the record, Mr. Speaker, I would like to

read their comments and ask the minister if

he would give me the same assurances at

this time that he gave under Bill 180. This

comes from the Canadian Union of Public

Employees, who are very concerned. Their

letter to the Windsor members contained the

following clause and they are concerned

about the following:

My seniority could be jeopardized. My
job security could be disregarded. My
wages could be seriously affected. My
recognized bargaining agent may not be

recognized and even if this is done, we
could have to proceed with the unneces-

sary and time-consuming procedures of

Tuesday, November 20, 1973

the Ontario Labour Relations Act for re-

certification. In general my whole life

style could be interrupted.

That is clause (3) of section 2 of the bill.

The other portion of the bill that does

concern me a bit is still in section 2 and

involves the transfer of a separate school by
the name of St. Paul's, located in Sandwich

West. When amalgamation took place in the

city of Windsor that school, even though it

was located in Sandwich West township,

was given over to the separate school board

and operated by it.

The Municipal Board ruling on Friday,

Dec. 31, 1965, included the following order

from the board:

The board orders that, unless otherwise

changed according to law, jurisdiction for

separate school purposes over school sec-

tion 7 in the township of Sandwich West
and the custody, control and operation of

St. Paul's Roman Catholic Separate School,

situated in the section be and the same

are hereby given to the board of trustees

of the Roman Catholic separate schools

for the city of Windsor.

St. Paul's Separate School is still located in

the township of Sandwich West. However,
it is operated by the Windsor Separate

School Board. The Windsor Separate School

Board is concerned because it is anxious to

retain the present situation. However, the

Essex County Roman Catholic Separate
School Board has suggested the following

amendment be made to section 86a of the

Act. They would number it subsection (10).

That would be located on page 4 of the

present bill just ahead of section 3.

I'll read their recommendation. The

amendment that they suggest is:

The lands and premises upon which St.

Paul's School is located in the township

of Sandwich West in the county of Essex,

vested in the board of trustees of the

Roman Catholic separate schools for the

city of Windsor bv Bill Pr35 of 1966,

shall on and after Jan. 1, 1974, be part

of the district of which the separate

schools are administered by the Essex
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County Roman Catholic Separate School

Board.

This is their suggested amendment to the

legislation.

I know the problem can be resolved and
when the minister does get on his feet to

reply to the two issues that I've raised, I

would like him to give a satisfactory answer,
so that I wouldn't have to move the amend-
ment in committee of the whole House.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Speaker: Does any other member wish

to participate? The hon. member for Port

Arthur.

Mr. J. F. Foulds (Port Arthur): Excuse me,
Mr. Speaker, I seem to have lost the file

here. Mr. Speaker, I rise to speak on Bill

211. We have had the finest legal minds

of our caucus thoroughly go through the bill

in detail. I've examined it myself. As far

as we can tell, there are no nefarious

schemes behind the Act. It seems genuinely
to be what the notes say, a housekeeping
bill to keep the legislation parallel to the

amendments to the School Administration

Act and Bill 180, as the previous member
said.

I echo his comments about the necessity
to ensure the rights of the bargaining units

that may be subsumed by a larger jurisdic-

tion in these situations. However, our caucus

has run into some difficulty in the last couple
of days. We thought that the bill introduced

yesterday by the Minister of Health (Mr.

Potter) nad none of these nefarious schemes
behind it, but upon close examination we
noticed sinister implications in that bill. On
the Loan and Trust Corporations Act we
had reservations upon close examination. So

I am afraid that in this caucus we will-

Mr. J. A. Renwick (Riverdale): Oppose it

on a matter of principle.

Mr. Foulds: No, not oppose it on a matter

of principle, as suggested by my colleague
from Riverdale, but we will probably remain

silent when the Speaker says, "Shall the

bill be ordered for third reading?" We'll let

the gaggle of drones in the backbenches of

the Tories mutter "agreed," and the bill will

probably be passed. Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. W. Newman (Ontario South): Is that

the best the member can do?

Mr. M. Cassidy (Ottawa Centre): Just

shows how co-operative we are.

Mr. Speaker: Does any other member wish

to participate? If not, the hon. minister.

Mr. Foulds: My goodness, when we are

co-operative, that annoys him too.

Hon. Mr. Wells: Mr. Speaker, I can assure

my friend that there is nothing nefarious or

sinister in this bill. It is a companion piece
of legislation to that which this House ap-

proved with the Secondary Schools and Boards

of Education Act a short time ago to pro-
vide for the orderly transfer of property, of

staff rights, to guarantee the rights of pupils
and so forth when boundaries of schools are

changed as they are during regional govern-
ment and instances like this.

Now, I would like to assure my friend

from Windsor-Walkerville that certainly the

rights of staff are protected in this bill. I

believe them to be protected. If they are not,

we will certainly correct it because it cer-

tainly is our policy to be sure that no one

suffers because of regional governments or

changes in boundaries which come along and

change the employer for whom that person
is working. As my hon. friend knows, we

put a section in the Schools Administration

Act, which we passed yesterday, which we
felt was needed in order to guarantee that

sick leave and retirement benefits would be

transferred and that the best deal' possible

would be maintained for the person who

happened to be transferred because of actions

other than his own.

Now, on the situation concerning St.

Paul's Separate School. As my hon. friend

knows, a private bill in 1966 vested the

lands and premises upon which St. Paul's

Separate School rests with the Windsor

Separate School Board, although that prop-

erty was in Essex county in Sandwich town-

ship. It was done by private Act at that

time because most of the pupils attending
that school were from the city of Windsor,
and were pupils of the Windsor Separate
School Board.

Since that piece of private legislation was

passed, we have general legislation that pro-
vides that a school board may acquire a

site and build a school outside its jurisdiction.

This legislation was passed last year and

it in fact is operating in the one instance

that comes to my mind in Carleton, where

the Carleton Separate School Board actually

operates a school which is located in the

city of Ottawa.

Mr. B. Newman: That isn't a nature school,

is it?
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Hon. Mr. Wells: No, it is a regular school

and the general legislation provides for that.

So that the instance that required special

legislation in 1966 is no longer necessary.
There is general legislation to allow for

the kind of thing to happen that you have

in the Windsor-Essex county area. So, there-

fore, Mr. Speaker, I don't feel that we need

any particular amendments to take care of

this situation.

I would1 like to also just read to you, sir,

a paragraph from a letter which I sent

today to Mr. Dwyer of the Essex County
Roman Catholic Separate School Board, be-

cause he was asking about this particular

problem. And the paragraph said:

If the situation is changed—
and I am not sure whether it has changed
or not, but that is the situation where most
of the pupils who attended St. Paul's School

were actually pupils of the Windsor area.

If the situation is changed, and it is now
more reasonable for the lands and premises

upon which St. Paul's School is located

to be vested in the board of trustees of

the Roman Catholic separate schools for

the county of Essex, then it seems to me
that the procedure to be followed is a

joint meeting of the boards concerned to

agree upon the change, and the entering
into an agreement to affect the same. And
this ministry, the Ministry of Education,
would certainly put nothing in the way
of affecting such an agreed-upon change.

So I think that pretty well takes care of

that matter, Mr. Speaker. I think that every-

thing else is self-explanatory in this legis-
lation.

Mr. Speaker: The motion is for second

reading of Bill 211. Shall the motion carry?

Motion agreed to; second reading of the

bill.

Mr. Speaker: Shall the bill be ordered for

third reading?

Agreed.

THIRD READING

The following bill was given third read-

ing upon motion:

Bill 211, An Act to amend the Separate
Schools Act.

Clerk of the House: The 34th order, House
in committee of supply.

ESTIMATES, MINISTRY OF EDUCATION
( continued )

Mr. Chairman: When we were last in com-

mittee, the hon. minister was in the midst

of his reply, I believe. He may continue.

Hon. T. L. Wells (Minister of Education):
Mr. Chairman, I am sure all the members
are sitting on the edge of their chairs wait-

ing for this letter which I am going to read

which contains comments from the Toronto

board in answer to, or commenting upon, the

statements in the communication which my
friend read concerning Oakwood Collegiate
Institute.

I would say before I read this, Mr. Chair-

man, that I think we have to let the chips
fall where they may. Some of the things in

here certainly are not ideal and they are

certainly not what I would agree with, but
some of the things, I think, are a little differ-

ent from the things found in that statement.

I am not going to take the time of the House

tonight to try to compare them; I am going
to put this on the record and then we can

all take our copies of Hansard and compare
them, if such is necessary.

The statement from the Toronto Board of

Education, the administration, says:

"In September, 1973, the enrolment at

Oakwood was 1,402, with a staff of 77. There
was an enrolment decline over 1972 of 23

and a staff reduction of seven.

"The reduction in staff is accounted for

as follows: Plan M, exclusive of English-as-

a-second-language teachers, reduced the staff

by 4.8 per cent or by 3.8 teachers.

"During 1972-1973, according to formula,
the school should have had 82.5 teachers

rather than 84. This adjustment reduced staff

by 1.5 teachers.

"The school experienced a drop in enrol-

ment of 23 pupils. Accordingly, the staff was
cut by 1.1 teachers. The non-classroom

teacher formula was reduced from eight per
1,000 to 7.7 per 1,000 pupils and on this

basis Oakwood lost 0.6 teachers. The total

reduction, therefore, was seven teachers.

"The average class size for the collegiate
institutes in the city of Toronto, Sept. 30,

1973, is as follows: Bloor Collegiate, 27.3;

Forest Hill, 25.74; Harbord, 28; Humberside,
29.02; Jarvis, 27.38; Lawrence Park, 26.63;

Malvern, 27.18; North Toronto, 27.42; Oak-

wood, 25.08; Parkdale, 29.15; and Riverdale,
27.45.

"Specifics:
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"Art: At no time did any information come
to the area office to the effect that any
teacher was spending any of his own money
for supplies.

"Biology/chemistry: The correspondence

concerning the textbook for grade 10 level 4

biology students is on file in the area office

and is available for perusal. In essence, it

said to the principal of Oakwood Collegiate
in response to his letter of June 13, 1973,
that his request involved an unacceptable
American textbook and the request was too

late for processing by September, 1973.

"The enrolment figures for all science

classes are shown below:" I'll just read a

couple of examples of them in the Grade 9

area: 9A, 25; B, 25; C, 32; D, 27; E, 29;

F, 33; G, 20; H, 16; 9K, 28; 9L, 30; 9M, 26;
and 9W, 32.

"Physics: 11A, 28; 11B, 24; 11C, 32;

11D, 38; HE, 31; F, 33; G, 16; L, 29.

"Chemistry: 12A, 22; 12B, 32; C, 25;

D, 31; G, 34; H, 35; K, 38.

"Biology: Grade 13 A, 21; C, 22; E, 27;

G, 28; K, 24.

"There are eight science labs with pupil
places as follows: No. 1, 36; No. 2, 28;
No. 3, 30; No. 4, 32; No. 5, 36; No. 6, 36;
No. 7, 36; and No. 8, 36.

"English: Please note the general state-

ment under the heading 'Textbooks' at the

conclusion of this statement. The enrolment

figures for all English classes are shown."

Again I'll just give a representative sample:
"9A, 25; B, 22; C, 28; D, 24; E, 22; F, 33
G, 18; H, 15 plus 10; K, 24; L, 24; M, 23
X, which is a New Canadian class, 12

HA, none; 11B, 27; 11D, 39; HE, 37

11F, 37; 11G, 17; 11H, 35; UK, 40; 11L, 34.

"Geography: The school was allocated

$1,394 for field trip transportation in 1973-
1974 over and above the supply budget. In

addition, the school was given an extraordi-

nary grant of an additional $1,500 by vote
of the board to cover the cost of a specific

trip. Oakwood operates on a seven-period

day on the basis of a six-day cycle.

"Guidance: Seventy-two teachers (prin-
cipal, two vice-principals, head of guidance,
librarian are not included in that figure)
have 509 study periods and 131 'on call'

periods, a total of 640 non-teaching periods
in a six-day cycle.

"History: See comments under 'Textbooks'
at the conclusion of this paper.

"Home economics: The memorandum in-

dicates a 50 per cent increase in home eco-
nomics enrolment with a principal-applied

budget reduction of 41 per cent while the

school supply budget was reduced by only
27.23 per cent.

"Library: All school supply moneys are

allocated to the respective school depart-
ments by the principal.

"Industrial arts: This programme has been
in operation since at least 1949.

"Mathematics: All teachers of mathematics
have a minimum of seven unassigned periods

per six-day cycle (42 periods).

"Moderns: The enrolment for all moderns
classes is shown below: French—9A, 27; 9B,

21; 9C, 30; 9D, 24; 9E, 22; 9G, 17; 9H, 14

9K, 28; 9L, 24; 9M, 21; 9W, 33; 10A, 26

10B, 25; 10C, 33; 10D, 29; 10F, 35; 10M, 22

HA, 26; 11G, 37; 11K, 32; 11L, 25"; and

so forth.

I won't read them all, Mr. Speaker, except
in the Italian classes: "10E, 21; 10G, 42;

10H, 36; 10K, 28."

I think I have covered most of the large

ones; there are some smaller ones like: "11L,

15; 12C, 14; 13X, 10." These are all in

German.

The seating capacity of the language

laboratory is 34. All French classes, grades
9 to 12, and one grade 13 class use the

language laboratory. In addition, all German
classes, grades 10 to 12, use the language
laboratory. The enrolment in the grade 13

French classes is 27, 23, and 19, respectively.

"Music: The money for repairs to musical

instruments did run out temporarily but an

adjustment was made to pay all bills out-

standing. Neither the area officer nor the

accounting department of the Toronto board
has knowledge of any policy by which in-

struments are only replaced after 20 years.
The number of students in the regular in-

strumental music classes, exclusive of the

extracurricular programme, is as follows:

9C, 34; 9D, 31; 9E, 26; 10C, 17; 10D, 24;

10E, 15; 9W, 10C, 57 plus 3 teachers; 9F,

31; 11B, 40; 12F, 22; 13B, 12; 11C, 27 plus
2 teachers. The extracurricular instrumental

music programme has groups as large as 80.

"Physics: Class sizes were shown under the

headings"—that I read—" 'biology/chemistry,'
as were seating capacities of each of the

laboratories."

Mr. R. F. Nixon (Leader of the Oppos-
ition): How many? Thirty-six?

Hon. Mr. Wells: In the laboratories?

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Yes.
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Hon. Mr. Wells: The laboratories were 36

maximum, right. And there were only two
classes in the school that were 38.

"Theatre arts: The class sizes in theatre

arts are shown below: 10A, 29; 10B, 30; 10F,
33; 11D, 24; 11F, 20; 11H, 24; 12F, 29;

12K, 26; 13B, 17.

"Typewriting: The class sizes for typing
are as follows: 9K, 40; 9L, 36; 9M, 39; 10G,
27; 10H, 23; 10L, 19. There are 41 pupil

positions and 41 typewriters in the room. Six

extra tables were added to increase the

accommodation from 35 to 41.

Mr. M. Cassidy (Ottawa Centre): When?

Hon. Mr. Wells: As soon as it became

obvious, I assume, that they were needed.

To continue:

"Textbooks: In July of 1973 all secondary
school principals of the area were telephoned

by the area assistant superintendent to

ascertain if there was any shortage of text-

books for September. At that time he was
assured that there would be sufficient texts.

The schools were promised at that time $1

per student extra as a cushion to doubly
ensure that there were sufficient books. This

money was transferred to the school account

on authority from the area assistant super-
intendent Oct. 1, 1973."

If any of my friends would like a copy
of that I would be happy to supply them
with it, Mr. Chairman.

Just before we get into the detailed con-

sideration of the estimates, Mr. Chairman,
I would like to make a couple of other

comments. One concerns the elementary
schools. I think that the comments that have
been made during the opening statements

of both my critics showed a concern for

elementary education—a concern which I

share—and a desire to place more of our

resources in this very important area. Cer-

tainly one of the guiding principles that will

guide me in the operation of this ministry
will be to try to do more for primary and

elementary education. I am aware of the

very strong requests and very strong con-

cerns expressed by the elementary teachers

of this province, particularly the Federation

of Women Teachers' Associations of Ontario,
members of which I met a week or two ago
and discussed with them this very important
issue.

Therefore, I would like to read you a

letter that I have sent to them on Nov. 15.

It was sent to Mrs. Hesser, the president
and says:

It was a pleasure to meet with you and

your colleagues on Nov. 6 and to re-

view your brief which was entitled, "A
Case of Equality of Education in Ele-

mentary Schools." As I indicated during
our discussion, as a father of three chil-

dren currently enrolled in elementary
school, I am keenly aware of the impor-
tance of this level of our educational sys-
tem. Further, within the ministry we
share with your membership the desire to

improve the relative position of the ele-

mentary schools in general funding arrange-
ments which currently prevail in Ontario.

It is for this reason, as well as in recog-
nition of the improving qualifications of

the elementary teaching group, that the

percentage increase in ceilings approved
for 1974 was larger at the elementary
school level than that approved for secon-

dary school purposes.

Mr. Cassidy: But the gap between the two
increased.

Hon. Mr. Wells: The letter goes on:

We realize, however, that over the

longer term further adjustments may be

required, although these will obviously
have to be introduced' on a realistic basis.

So that we might examine this issue more

thoroughly I have asked that a special study
committee be established immediately to

review the current situation and offer sug-

gestions along with supporting evidence as

to the levels of funding required to achieve

appropriate goals at the elementary school

level.

I am pleased to invite the Federation of

Women Teachers' Associations of Ontario

to name a member to this committee to

undertake, along with ministry personnel
[two from the ministry], an examination of

this important issue. Similar invitations will

be extended to the Ontario Public School

Men Teachers' Federation, the Ontario

English Catholic Teachers' Association, and
l'Association des Enseignants Franco-On-
tariens. If you could let me know at the

earliest convenience your reaction to this

invitation and the name of the person who
will be a member of this committee, I

should be grateful.

I expect this group to start to work very

quickly, Mr. Chairman, to try to wrestle with

this problem, which we all agree is a prob-
lem. It is something that we must do some-

thing about. It's something that we must
remember exists, I guess in every other

jurisdiction in North America.
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The difference between the per pupil

spending at the elementary panel and secon-

dary panel is different. It's a historic thing.
We inherited it here in this province. It

was never as obvious, until the ceilings
came in and there was a definite elemen-

tary and secondary per pupil cost. The gap
used to be less because we had a secondary
academic, a secondary commercial, and. a

secondary vocational. That's all grouped to-

gether now. There are certain arguments
that can be made for the validity of that

figure, certainly at the secondary level. Ele-

mentary people make arguments that they
need exactly that much amount of money for

the primary schools. At this point in time
I don't know.

I don't know that they need that much.
I think that they probably need more money
than they are getting now, if we are to do
the kind of job at the elementary schools

that we think should be done.

Mr. Cassidy: Why don't you do something
about it?

Hon. Mr. Wells: Therefore, I am asking
this group to sit down and look at the situa-

tion and, rather than just making general

statements, to try to come up with some
idea of the per pupil money that should' be
available in the elementary school, and per-

haps the way that we can arrive at that

kind of dollar figure. That will be done in

the very near future as this group gets to

work.

I would also like-

Mr. B. Newman (Windsor-Walkerville):
Will there also be adjustments then to the

1974 year?

Hon. Mr. Wells: —in closing these few re-

marks, just to mention—because I think it

bears being put on the record—how the 1974

ceilings were arrived at. I think that some-
times people are under the impression that

the 1974 ceilings are arrived at in isolation

in our ministry, with no consultation with

anyone, that they're perhaps picked out of

the air. I think that's the impression that

some people have about the ceilings.

The policy that's been followed since I

became minister of this ministry has been to

carry on a degree of consultation with those

in the field to determine what the ceilings
should be and what the effects of the ceilings
have been, in order that we can have input
as we determine what the ceilings for the

succeeding years should be. Therefore, all

our 10 regional offices conducted sessions

with the various boards-

Mr. J. F. Foulds (Port Arthur): Nine.

Hon. Mr. Wells: Well, we had 10 last year.
We have nine now. We had 10 at that time,
and all the 10 offices conducted sessions with

the boards in their jurisdictions, with the

administrators, with certain trustees, with

teachers, with various people. It was done on
a fairly informal basis, to get input as to

what the new ceilings should be for 1974.

This, basically, was our grants committee
that was meeting with the various people in

the various areas of this province. As well as

that, our grants committee met here in

Toronto with the Ontario Teachers' Federa-

tion, the Ontario School Trustees Council, the

directors of education for Metro Toronto, the

school business people, the administrative

officers and various other groups to get input

concerning the ceilings. As well as these

pieces of information, the grants committee,
of course, used the actual board budget
figures, the actual board financial statements.

They used the figures that were available

from other government departments concern-

ing inflation and concerning changing infla-

tionary factors for prices and goods.

Mr. Foulds: It's the first time though that

you've used the inflationary factor.

Hon. Mr. Wells: I really can't answer that

in detail for my friend because I really wasn't

as concerned, or around, when any of the

other ceilings were established. When I be-

came minister last year, the ceilings had al-

ready been established for 1973 and this is

really the first time that I've gone through
the process. However, may be when mv staff

are out on the floor we can talk about that. I

suspect that they did use them but I'm not so

sure that they used them to the same degree
that we made use of those economic figures,

particularly from TEIGA, the Ministry of

Treasury and Economics, this year.

The result of that was the announcement
of the 1974 ceilings, which was followed six

or seven weeks later by the weighting factors,

which are those factors which vary the ceil-

ings in order to take into account special

situations, special education, compensatory
factors, northern Ontario factors and so forth,

to make the ceilings more equitable and

apply more equitably to the boards across

the province.

So that, Mr. Chairman, is the process that

we went through. That is the same process
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that we will go through for the next year's

ceilings, perhaps to an even greater degree-

Mr. Foulds: For the 1975 ceilings.

Hon. Mr. Wells: -for the 1975 ceilings,

because they will not be established in isola-

tion; there will be input from all parts of the

educational community, and the public, as

we establish those ceilings.

I also want to say this, because I think,

perhaps, this is forgotten, the question about

measuring the effect of these ceilings, the

effect that they're having on the boards, the

effect that they're having on the autonomy
of the boards, the effect that they're having
on the morale of staff and so forth, is a con-

cern of yours and a concern of mine. Perhaps
the House has forgotten that a committee was

appointed some time ago to look into this

very matter, and—

Mr. R. F. Nixon: That is what used up
one of the previous ministers.

Hon. Mr. Wells: Oh no; no, you do him
an injustice.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Well you seem to be

able to find pretty comfortable niches for

him.

Hon. Mr. Wells: Anyway, I might re-

mind you that a couple of the guidelines
for the committee on the costs of education

in this province were to study the use of

the financial resources being provided for

elementary and secondary education in On-
tario and the attainment of the educational

goals; to examine the present grant plan to

determine if the various differentiating fac-

tors, such as course location level, elementary
and secondary, and type, ordinary and extra-

ordinary, generate funds in proper balance

consistent with the needs for the attainment
of desirable educational objectives, and to

examine the implications of ceilings on ex-

penditures to local school boards, including
the effect on the decision-making and au-

tonomy of local school boards.

It is my understanding that this com-
mittee—and I talked with the chairman six

or eight weeks ago—has in fact carried out
these responsibilities which were assigned to

it in the order in council, and I expect its

report will be here in a month or so.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: That will be the third

interim report?

Hon. Mr. Wells: That will be the fourth
interim report. There may be four or five

or six interim reports, as I understand, and
then there will be one final big report.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Then what are you
going to do with them?

Hon. Mr. Wells: We will study them

carefully and we will-

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Back in Welch's day
that-

Hon. Mr. Wells: —take the good things
out and do something about the good things.
The committee is actually down to the very
end of its work, my friend will be pleased
to know. As a matter of fact, Dr. McCarthy,
who is the former deputy minister of the

department and who was the chief executive

officer of this committee, has resigned from
the public service of Ontario effective, I

think, Oct. 15, and is now an associate pro-
fessor at the Ontario Institute for Studies

in Education.

Interjection by an hon. member.

Hon. Mr. Wells: I knew the member would
want to know that.

Mr. Foulds: You always have a niche for

them.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: A lot of cubbyholes.

Hon. Mr. Wells: I just want to draw to

your attention that I have no say or no con-

trol over appointing or selecting anyone at

the Ontario Institute for Studies in Educa-
tion.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: They are completely
autonomous.

Hon. Mr. Wells: That's right. I would like

to also just mention that there is one other

very important group that is sitting at this

time that will have an effect on the financial

things that happen in this province in the

next six or eight months, and that is the

committee headed by Barry Lowes, which
is studying the financing and administration

and organization-

Mr. R. F. Nixon: I thought he was study-

ing dentures.

Hon. Mr. Wells: No, no, that was his old

committee. He is now studying Metropolitan

Toronto, doing an excellent
job,

I under-

stand, at it, and from his study will come—

Mr. R. F. Nixon: He expected to become
Minister of Education at one time.
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Hon. Mr. Wells: From his study will come
the answers to some specific questions which

have been bothering a lot of people in edu-

cation in Metropolitan Toronto.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Like what to do with

Barry Lowes?

Hon. Mr. Wells: I think you are being

very unfair actually. Barry Lowes is one of

the excellent persons-

Mr. R. F. Nixon: He is an outstanding

young man.

Hon. Mr. Wells: —an outstanding young
man and an outstanding person to do a job

like this.

Mr. Foulds: Outstanding Conservative too.

Hon. Mr. Wells: He is a man with a very

high reputation in education. I can assure

the hon. members that I am awaiting with

interest his report, as are many people in

Metropolitan Toronto. I have read some of

the briefs and I am sure you have had some

of the briefs that have been presented. They
have all been made available to us. There

have been some very good briefs, and I

think there has been some very incisive

questioning of the people who came before

this commission.

I hope that they will come to grips with

the whole problem of education in Metro-

politan Toronto, because I think we all real-

ize that Metropolitan Toronto is the only
area in Ontario that is so set up. In no other

regional government area have we estab-

lished a two-level tier system of educational

administration. This is the only area where

we have a second tier school board and then

area school boards; all the others—Ottawa-

Carleton, Niagara, Hamilton-Wentworth—are

all individual boards operating exactly as

they would whether the region was there or

the region was not there. Metro is the only
one where we have the two-tier system and
we have the top tier, the Metro tier, respon-
sible for financing, levying the mill rate and

getting the grants from the province.

I think it is about six or seven years since

this change was made in Metro, the giving to

Metro of the financial responsibility for the

area and then allocating the money out to

the area boards. It's time that a very careful

and incisive study was done of the operation;
that's what this committee is doing and its

report will be very helpful.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Mr. Chairman-

Mr. Chairman: We'll call the vote.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: All right.

On vote 2601:

Mr. Chairman: Vote 2601, there are-

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Mr. Chairman-

Mr. Chairman: May I just explain some-

thing else? Then you are first on.

There are 11 different items here which

seem to be pretty well divided. Is it agree-
able that we do it item by item?

I was wondering where the question of

grants should come in, and I notice they are

in the second vote under general legislative

grants. The members might keep that in

mind.

Now, the Leader of the Opposition on

item 1.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: I appreciate your adjura-

tion, Mr. Chairman, and I certainly don't

intend to repeat the—

Mr. Foulds: Just a minute, Mr. Chairman.

The grants come under 2602, item 2, is that

what your decision was?

Mr. Chairman: That's right; general legis-

lative grants is something over $1 billion

worth. I think that's what many people are

interested in talking about. I just pointed
that out so we won't be repeating.

Mr. Foulds: Fine. Yes, thank you.

Mr. Chairman: The Leader of the Opposi-
tion.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Thanks, Mr. Chairman.

I want to be brief, but I thought perhaps
under item 1, which is the minister's office,

for which we are asked to allocate $275,000,

there might be one or two items that could

be forthcoming associated with his personal
views on some of the matters which must

occupy a good deal of his time.

I notice the Premier's (Mr. Davis') executive

secretary is still advising him in these particu-
lar estimates. There is one matter that he raised

just a moment ago, and that was. I suppose,
the final disposition of Dr. McCarthy. I'm sure

the gentleman will serve very well at OISE.

If he'll permit a personal reference, when
I was attending the College of Education

and boarding on Huron St., Dr. McCarthy
was boarding at the same location; that was

before he was Dr. McCarthy. I formed quite

a friendship with him then and acquired a

great deal of respect for him, probably the

same sort of respect that one of the minister's
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predecessors felt when he pulled him out of

the morass of the thousands of employees in

that department and elevated him to the

position of deputy minister.

I've always felt that was the beginning of

a certain unsteadiness in the department, not

associated with Dr. McCarthy in any way,
but with the whims of the ministers as they
came and went on to other responsibilities,
sometimes greater, sometimes less.

The same thing is happening to this minis-

ter; his deputy is once again being treated

to the whims of his superior, in much the

same way as Dr. McCarthy was treated. We
have no objection to this, because you people
make your own decisions on personal staffing,
but in Dr. McCarthy's case it's almost sad

to see that he came into a very high position
of prominence with the present Premier in

his former responsibility, and then for some
reason was relegated to sort of a depository
position as chairman of that school cost com-
mittee under one of the minister's predeces-
sors, and now he's coming to his penultimate

resting place with OISE.

Frankly, I regret it. It may be that his

influence on the education system is going to

be, perhaps, even more far-reaching in this

position than it was in some of his previous

ones; but I can't help feeling that the

political arm of government has treated him
in something less than a fair manner.

I don't expect the minister to comment on
that. I just wanted to say so for my own
satisfaction.

The minister also mentioned Mr. Lowes'
position with the ministrv, and I'm sure he's

aware that Barry Lowes has been very much
in demand, not only by himself but by some
of his colleagues. He's busv at election time,
but between elections, as long as it's not in

the summer, he has a good deal of time to

spend in public service. From the records we
have, he was paid $135 per day and expenses
for his review of the school svstem: $125 per
dav and expenses for his work with and for

and against the denturists, in order to sup-
port vacillating government policy there;
$118 and expenses for his work for the Re-
form School Review Board. I'm not sure
whether all of these responsibilities are

mutually exclusive or not; perhaps the
minister might advise us in this regard.

The thing I want to say specifically, hav-

ing to do with the minister's role, surely

pertains to the thing that must occupy him
more than anything else right now, and that

is the justification for his policy vis-a-vis

ceilings. There are just three things that I

want to briefly say about them, which might
have evaded his own consciousness because

of his closeness to the situation.

I think the thing that people find most

difficult to understand is that the minister

is actually attempting to clean up the mess

left by one of his predecessors—the present
Premier—who oversaw a decade of completely
uncontrolled expenditure in education. I

think that's why so many people—teachers,
students obviously, parents, and more speci-

fically the minister's former colleagues, the

trustees—find it so difficult to adapt to this

new approach where the ceilings are im-

posed from a centre. The wisdom is appar-

ently deposited in the brain, in the mind, of

only one person—with his advisers obviously,
but imposed through his own will and his

own power—after a decade of expenditures
in the Davis era which were completely un-

controlled; where any dollar that could be

spent for education was made readily avail-

able with a hundred backing it up.

I think this is what people more than any-

thing else find difficult to justify in the new
approach that is taken as government policy
and administered under this minister.

Now, the second thing, I would sav of

even more concern, is the quality of educa-

tion. I don't intend to deliver any sort of a

dissertation in this regard and, Mr. Chair-

man, I am sure you wouldn't permit me. But
the minister was reading statistics a few
moments ago saying that in grade 11 physics,
in a lab established for 36 students, there

were 38. Well, there are many people of

teaching experience, myself included, who
have taught physics under more crowded
conditions than that.

I suppose the statistics that he has given
to us tonight indicate that probably the

crowded situation in classrooms has been

exaggerated from some sources. I am pre-

pared to accept that. But it seems to me
that the quality of education depends on a

teacher-pupil ratio that is far removed from
what we experienced in the bad old days
of teacher shortages and school population

explosions; that we should have achieved

something far superior to the figures that

he has been talking about; but also the ceil-

ings that he has administered have in fact

affected the quality of education in other

regards.

We had a delegation in our caucus today
—and I don't believe I am revealing any
secrets—which was concerned about the gov-
ernment policy having to do with publica-
tions. The statistics that they gave us is that

less than one-half of one per cent of our
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educational budget is presently usable for

textbooks and ancillary teaching aids of that

type; that with the commitments, say, to

educational television and other types of so-

called modern facilities, we have abandoned
what in fact surely is the cornerstone of a

good educational programme, and that is

the availability of adequate textbooks and
related materials. And this, as well as the

pupil-teacher relationship, is associated with

the ceilings that the minister has with ap-

parent glee insisted on imposing.

The problem that we face on this side is

that feeling that for all of the years in which
we were drawing public attention to the best

of our ability to the uncontrolled expendi-
tures at particularly the secondary level and
more recently the post-secondary level, that

it seems an anomaly indeed that this min-

ister —
particularly with his previous expe-

rience as a trustee—should set himself up
as the final authority in the expenditure of

dollars and the establishment of quality of

education, which should be the responsibility
of the individual school boards, democrati-

cally-elected across the province.

Then surely, that's the third position that

has been put forward by my colleague and
others already in this debate, which I under-
stand has gone on for 13 hours according
to the magic clock the Chairman keeps look-

ing at.

Mr. Foulds: We have been four hours on
this debate.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Let's say many hours.

And that is the position that the minister

finds himself in as the final arbiter of the

quality of education. But frankly, I can't

see that he should be prepared to recom-
mend to his colleagues any sort of an open-
ended contract with the school boards,

whereby he has to pay any percentage—in
this case an average of 60 per cent—of ap-
proved costs across the province. We don't

believe on this side that he should commit
himself to an open-ended contract which
would depend on a school board's decisions

as they are made from board to board and
from year to year.

But the thing that we find difficult to

accept is the imposition of a ceiling which
removes the right from the individual school

board to establish a quality of education
based on their own community and based
on their own judgement, because after all

they are subject to the democratic process,

perhaps more directly, even than this minis-

ter, who tends to have certain advantages

when it comes to a review by the electorate

of his own record.

My feeling, very strongly, is that he has

usurped the final authority from the school

board, from which he should have derived
a particular and personal sensitivity. It is

fine for him to turn to Jim Singleton and

Roger Allan and say these personalities in

the hierarchy of organizational education—
I used to work with Jim Singleton in the

bad old days of OSSTF when the minister's

predecessor, going back to the little red

schoolhouse gentleman from Eglinton—what
was his name?

Mr. H. Worton (Wellington South): Mr.

Dunlop.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Dunlop; he was very
concerned that some of his teachers were

being paid over $2,500 a year. But, of

course, all old teachers tend to get back to

discussions of that sort of a thing.

Surely the fact that this minister, in stat-

ing government policy, has usurped the au-

thority of the democratically elected1 school

board, is flying in the face of not only democ-

racy but his own experience. It must give
him sleepless nights, not because there are

several thousand students chanting at the

front steps for his head but that surely as a

democrat himself he realizes that he is not

serving the best interests of what we believe

is the democratic function of locally elected

boards.

Surely there are people in the community
who are prepared to establish a democratic

ceiling without an individual in the minis-

try, the minister himself, saying you will do

thus and so and no other. I don't want to

labour the point which has been put to the

minister so frequently, but I find his posi-

tion completely unjustifiable.

I just want to take another moment, Mr.

Chairman, because I know you certainly

don't want speeches at this point but more

questions. I would like to ask the minister,

as a matter of policy, what led him to

abandon, the position that he has defended—

in my view ineffectually although very effec-

tively indeed in the view of a certain group
in the community—to abandon the position

that led him to announce a few days ago
that he was returning to the concept of a

core curriculum. Was it that his deputy was

seconded to another responsibility? Was it

that his deputy was the leader of the group
that some teachers tend to call the dream

team, which seems to have gained ascend-
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ancy with the minister recently? It seemed
to be such a coincidence-

Mr. T. P. Reid (Rainy River): Nightmare,

nightmare.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: It seemed to be such a

coincidence that his deputy was raised to

that rather precarious position where he is

going to be the chief factotum for the

Premier himself.

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: And it was almost with

a sigh of relief that the minister said, "Well,
we finally got rid of that. Now we can

get back to good brass-tacks political edu-

cation and get the kind of editorials we
have been missing for so long."

Mr. Foulds: He's always getting good
editorials.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Of course, that is an-

other thing that bothers us. It is almost as

if the minister had discovered for himself

the concept that the students in this province

ought to have a basis in Canadian history or

whatever he tends to call it now.

An hon. member: Canadian studies.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Canadian studies or

something like that. Maybe the students

now ought to have a grounding in English.
He had the political perspicacity to avoid

any problems with the teaching of language,
I was careful to note. During his career as

Minister of Education he has carefully

skirted most of the situations which are

probably among the more explosive and
sensitive in this proinve.

However, he is prepared to establish a

core of Canadian subjects, of which we
approve. In that core as well are language
studies, English of course, which we approve.
He has already put through legislation re-

quiring English studies in French schools,
but certainly he is not concerned with a

reciprocal responsibility. We have heard
his leader, the former Minister of Education,
make the very acceptable statement that

other language studies are going to be a

part of the curriculum in the future. We
approve of that too. There tends to be,

really, the coarsest element of politics in the

approach that the minister takes to these

changes.

I have a high regard for his former deputy
and the man who is advising him now—

Mr. Foulds: He's still the deputy minister

until Jan. 1.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: —another man who was

recognized as a sort of pinnacle among all

the masses who worked for the department.
Somebody reached down with a powerful
hand and plunked him in one of the seats

of the mighty. I was interested to read a

report of a recent speech that he made in

Hamilton—I think it was just a couple of

nights ago—in which he said that teachers

had to take strong positions in support of

education, and that they had to defend—I

shouldn't paraphrase him, particularly when
he is not in a position, other than through
the minister, to respond—but I felt that what
he was saying was an excellent approach and
excellent advice to teachers in general.

I am not sure the teachers need the ad-

vice to get involved in public affairs; the

minister is well aware that they don't need
that advice. The teachers, particularly the

professional organizations, are becoming
mightily involved in public affairs, sometimes
to the direct detriment of the political future

of the minister himself.

Mr. E. J. Bounsall (Windsor West): Right
on.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: It was quite interesting
in the report I read that there was a ques-
tion put to the deputy minister, "What about

grade 13? Can we, in fact, organize our

curriculum in such a way that an average
student can achieve what you might call

university entrance in 12 grades?"

The man who was recommending a strong
and vital approach to these issues im-

mediately said that this matter is under con-

sideration. He could do nothing else because

his minister and his minister's predecessors
had been making pronouncements of studies

on this matter for at least a decade, and

they have never yet come to grips with the

obvious requirement that we have to reform

our curriculum in such a way that the aver-

age student can achieve university entrance

in 12 grades. Somebody said recently that

our grade 13 level is becoming more and

more—I guess it was said in the House just

yesterday or the day before—

Mr. Foulds: Thursday.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: —is becoming more and

more readily equitable to grade 11 in other

jurisdictions—

Mr. Foulds: That was in the Macdonald
room.
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Mr. R. F. Nixon: —even, if you would for-

give me, American jurisdiction to which we
have always considered ourselves for some
reason superior.

It is a fact that we have been left behind

by the other provinces and many of the

states because of our attachment to certain

of the attitudes which were so ingrained in

the minister, in myself and others in our

educational experiences gone by.

Mr. Chairman, before you gavel me down
and I am about to take my seat-

Mr. R. F. Ruston (Essex-Kent): Carry on.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: —I really believe that the

minister in his defence of his ceilings has

somehow lost the significance of the real objec-
tions from the community-

Mr. D. R. Timbrell (Don Mills): What's

your policy?

Mr. R. F. Nixon: —and the fact that the

minister has usurped from the boards their

right to establish a quality of education.

This is our policy since you ask; I believe

the budgetary control that was gained from
this House by the minister's predecessor no
more than about five years ago should be

repealed.

Mr. Timbrell: How are you going to imple-
ment it? Let's hear it.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: We, as Liberals, would

repeal it. We believe that central control

of the day-to-day operation of the board is

anathema-

Mr. Timbrell: Half an hour and he's said

nothing.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: —and certainly it should
be so to the minister. I can't understand
how he can defend himself under these cir-

cumstances.

Mr. N. G. Leluk (Humber): What's your
policy?

Mr. R. F. Nixon: We appreciate the fact

he has reversed his position on a core of

required subjects, particularly Canadian sub-

jects. We don't believe he has gone far

enough. In many respects he has taken away
from us what he must recognize is a very
sensitive issue indeed. I don't know whether
he has gone far enough but he is getting the

kind of editorials that he has yearned for

for so long.

Hon. Mr. Wells: I don't yearn for any
.editorials.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: There are many things,

however, which remain to be done and I

look forward to further discussions in these

estimates so that we can put forward our

views and elicit the views of the minister.

Mr. Foulds: Mr. Chairman, I was glad of

the intervention of the leader of the Liberal

Party and his dynamic march back to the

1950's along the trail of nostalgia.

I would like to make a few very quick ob-

servations at this point. Although the minis-

ter dealt to some degree with Oakwood, he

did not deal, and I don't expect him to

deal but I want him to come to grips with

the reality of the situation at the number
of schools that we enunciated in our lead-

offs: At Central Tech, at Gosford Public

School, at Topcliff Public School, at Brown
Public School, at Alexander Muir Public

School and at Jarvis Collegiate.

When we get into the specific vote we
will be going into other examples of ceilings
and their harmful effects in individual cases.

The purpose of this is to indicate not mere-

ly that there is an individual case that is

causing hardship, but that in fact the min-

ister's claim over the last three years, the

various ministers' claims over the last three

years, that the quality of education is not

suffering because of the ceilings, is in fact

not true. That is the purpose of the exercise.

The minister has not come to grips with

the reality that the ceilings, instead of level-

ling the quality of education across the

province up to Metro standards, to the spe-

cial programmes that Metro has developed
and offered over the years, has tended to

bring Metro down, to hold it back. And that

is not the way that it should be done; the

mechanism of the ceilings is in fact a badly
conceived mechanism.

A couple of specific questions: I would
like to know when the minister expects, or

if he plans to give a date for, the submission

of the report of his special study group vis-

a-vis the ratio of the elementary per pupil

ceiling and the secondary per pupil ceiling.

There is another point I would like to

make, and that is I believe there is some
confusion over the amount the minister an-

nounces is allowable for the ceiling and the

amount of the grant. Perhaps we can get into

a specific discussion of that, once again, Mr.

Chairman, on the specific item in the second

vote, on item 11.

One other question I would like to throw

at the minister at this time; I would like

to know if all boards have now received the
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weighting factors for their formula. I know
Metro Toronto has been informed about its

weighting factors, but have the weighting
factors gone to all boards? Then, once again
in that item, we'll discuss specifically the

weighting factors; and I imagine, Mr. Chair-

man, that's where you would allow some

questioning on that matter.

I think that's all I have at this particular

point, Mr. Chairman, thank you.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Rainy
River.

Mr. Reid: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Be-

cause this is the first vote I would just like

to make, if I may, some very general philo-

sophical statements to which I hope the

Minister of Education will respond.

Mr. Chairman: The lead-off speeches, if

they can be kept somewhat specific-

Mr. Reid: Yes, well I am going to be very

specific; but this will be more of a philo-

sophical rather than a specific nature, be-

cause I am concerned, Mr. Chairman, with

just exactly what the philosophy of the pres-

ent Minister of Education is.

Hon. Mr. Wells: Did you read my speech?

Mr. Reid: Well I have read it and I am
still as confused, if not more confused than

ever, quite frankly.

But having followed the minister's career

through the Ministry of Health and other-

wise, this comes as no surprise to me.

Hon. Mr. Wells: Was that the march back

to the 1950s?

Mr. Reid: Mr. Chairman, we've heard in

the last little while about the priorities of

the government in various areas, but we are

a little confused on this side as to just ex-

actly where education fits in the whole pic-

ture. A somewhat positive change was taken

by the Minister of Education in August,
when the educational ceilings were increased

by approximately 7.9 per cent. Although the

inflation rate is in the eight per cent range,
the increased ceilings do, in fact, recognize
that inflation is a factor that must continue

to be recognized in the educational field as

well as in others.

But the ceiling change is only a feeble

step when one considers the broad problems

confronting education today in Ontario.

There is a basic problem, Mr. Chairman,
of what priority is to be given to education.

The Minister of Education insists that edu-

cation is receiving top priority, and has top

priority, in the Davis government. But does

it? If it does, how then do you explain the

statement of the Treasurer (Mr. White),
the chief planner of Ontario, when he spoke
in June to a trustees association in Galt-

Hespeler, and 1 quote:

It is disconcerting, I know, to belong to

a segment of society that is rated No. 1 in

priority and then be told, rather suddenly,
that you and your activities are no longer
rated as top priority.

There's a theory about the Conservative

government that says, in the Fifties it was

roads, in the Sixties it was education, and

apparently in the Seventies it looks like

transportation is going to be the pirority.

We wonder where, therefore, that leaves

the Minister of Education and his depart-

ment as a whole. So, I've asked the minister:

Who is right? What priority does education

have and deserve, and who is deciding these

matters within the cabinet?

I know I don't have to remind the min-

ister of the tremendous influential powers
of the Policy and Priorities Board of Cabinet,

of which the Premier is chairman and where

the Treasurer provides very influential input
indeed.

One must ask: What can the Minister of

Education really do where it would seem
the Policy and Priorities Board of Cabinet

would wish to downgrade education, or at

least give it less than top priority? Pre-

sumably, the full cabinet has supported this

Policy and Priorities Board approach.

It's an interesting thing—as an aside, Mr.

Chairman—that the present Premier was the

architect of the overly expensive, golden

approach to education in the last few years.
And it's ironic, perhaps, that the Premier

should go about the province saying, Tm
putting the lid on educational expenditures"
when he was the architect of the educational

system that we have today.

We can only blame the present Minister of

Education for some of the policies that have

come forward in the last little while. But

surely the Premier has to carry the can for

the sorry mess that education is in in the

province today?

If the minister can't tell us why it was

done, perhaps the Premier could tell us why
education is no longer to have top-priority
attention in Ontario. As a former Minister of

Education who led an expansionary pro-

gramme we would listen to his words with

interest. Because, I say to the present Minis-
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ter of Education, if education in this province
is not the top priority, if, in that cliche of

the Premier and the Minister of Education,
the young people and their education is not

our greatest resource, why then are you

pursuing the policies that you are pursuing?

Equally as important as determining the

priority of education, Mr. Chairman, is the

fundamental problem of determining and

developing the basic philosophy of education

that Ontario needs and deserves for the last

third of the 20th century.

Mr. Chairman, I would suggest to you
that the speech just given by the leader of

this party would outline to a very consider-

able extent the philosophy of the Liberal

Party in regard to education in this province.
And that primarily to a large extent revolves—

Hon. Mr. Wells: Was that the march back
to the 1950s?

Mr. Reid: Well, you know, my friend

there-

Mr. Foulds: I feel confident the minister-

Mr. Reid: My friend George Orwell, in

"1984" you know, you would think he almost

authored that book.

Mr. S. Lewis (Scarborough West): Your
friend George Orwell? Your friend George
Orwell?

Mr. Reid: Well, the member for Port

Arthur; that is a synonym for my friend from
Port Arthur.

Mr. Lewis: You have the greatest slanders

in this House. Someone has to defend him.

Mr. Reid: The member for Port Arthur is

quite capable of defending himself.

Mr. Foulds: And George Orwell, against
you.

Mr. Reid: Mr. Chairman, we want to talk

on this first vote about the philosophy and

priorities of education; the aesthetics of edu-

cation; experence of the mind in education;
the place in the economic life of a student
that we educate in this province; the wide
range of options that are available to the

students; and exactly what we are trying to

do when those children enter the educational

process from kindergarten through to grade

Just as an aside, surely the minister and
the government, who at various times have

paid lip-service to doing away with grade 13,
will finally take some kind of steps to do

exactly that same thing. And if they are

really concerned about saving money for the

people of the Province of Ontario, surely this

is an expensive programme that really serves

no useful purpose at this time in the life of

the Province of Ontario.

Mr. Chairman, eight years ago the Hall-

Dennis committee began work and five years

ago produced a rather monumental report.
But it was a report that dealt with objectives
and approaches within the context of an ex-

pansionary educational system with a "sky-
is-the-limit" approach, aided by the then

Minister of Education, the present Premier.

This wide-open time is past, and now the

need to examine educational philosophy with-

in the context of the new realities has

emerged. The minister should commence

immediately a forthright dialogue with the

people of Ontario—parents, teachers, students

and the general public, to say nothing of the

members of the Legislature — to prepare in

detail in policy terms the philosophy of

education that the government believes will

best suit the needs of modern Ontario.

Then everyone would know where they
were, and would be a part of the policy
formulation process, instead of the in-house

meetings and more meetings conducted by
bureaucrats in a rarefied atmosphere, without

the "distraction" of public input. We won't

go into OISE and that rarefied bunch at this

time.

In this philosophy, Mr. Chairman, I would

urge a basic tenet of genuine decentralization

where it counts. The ministry has indicated

it is interested in decentralizing the delivery
of services aspect. Let it show its good faith,

and indeed its trust in local boards, by per-

mitting genuine decentralization of curricu-

lum development through putting money
where their mouths are; and you are talking
about a third language, for instance.

Hon. Mr. Wells: We are doing all that.

Mr. Reid: Well, we heard questions in the

House last week about a third language. The
Premier has talked to the Ukrainian Congress
about a third language, but we have seen

very little emphasis on behalf of the Ministry
of Education and, more importantly, the

funds to back up those programmes.

Hon. Mr. Wells: I will read you the list of

schools and languages.

Mr. Reid: Well, you can read the list of

schools, but most of them will be located in

the urban centres of this province, particularly
the city of Toronto; and I will tell you it is
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not reaching those areas where these pro-

grammes are needed.

Curriculum development takes personnel,
time and money. Trust the boards by giving
them the funds to develop the unique and
needed goals and programmes that will best

meet the needs of their system. Follow up
the decentralization of delivery services with

real decentralization where it counts—for cur-

riculum services by boards with adequate

funding. By withholding adequate financing
of local curriculum development, the ministry
is really hanging on to control and central-

izing its effect while proclaiming a policy of

decentralization.

What is the real policy of your ministry?
Are you decentralists or centralists? I suggest
to the minister that it's centralist. My leader

(Mr. R. F. Nixon) has already said—he didn't

use this word, I will—that it's your "egg-
heads" in the Ministry of Education who are

running; these programmes across a province
about 2,000 miles wide; some of these pro-

grammes are good, and some of them have

no relevance at all.

There are a number of things that are right
with education today in the Province of On-
traio. There have been some improvements.
It is said young people get a better education

today than people a generation ago—they are

taught by better qualified teachers; in many
ways* the educational system has responded
well to the challenge of our society.

Well, Mr. Chairman, I would suggest that

along with the member for Don Mills, I

believe I am probably a member of that gen-
eration of one generation ago. We grew up in

that system of education.

I grew up in northern Ontario in a town
called Atikokan where, at that time, the popu-
lation was some 5,000 people. I was raised in

that school system from grade 1 to grade 12
and from there I went to the Province of

Manitoba for first-year university. I didn't

take grade 13 in the Province of Ontario and

perhaps this is a reflection on what exactly

grade 13 means in the concept and context
of education in Canada today.

I went from grade 12 in 1959 at the age
of 16 to first-year university in the Province

of Manitoba. I skipped grade 13 in the Prov-

ince of Ontario mainly because, as I recall,

Mr. Chairman, the principal of the high
school at that point thought he was running
the school and I thought I was running the

school. He was getting a larger salary than
I was and he won the fight. I went to first-

year university in Manitoba with a grade 12

in Ontario and I found that, at that point in

time, some 14 years ago, that I—

Mr. Foulds: This is the nostalgia gang.
Here they come again.

Mr. Reid: —had covered most of the

groundwork that Manitoba was teaching at

that point in first-year university. At that

point, of course, if you went from Ontario

with a grade 12 graduation you had to take

four years of university. It was a cheaper

proposition also if you came from northwest-

ern Ontario to go to Manitoba than to travel

down to Toronto, Kitchener, London, King-

ston, or wherever, to go to university.

However, Mr. Chairman, I want to speak
about two things really that concern me

greatly. There is a need for improvement and

for correction. If we don't act now we stand

to lose a lot in terms of solid educational

development. We must increase our efforts

on behalf of the pursuit of excellence on the

part of all concerned, by the minister, by

students, by teachers, by parents, by the

public and by this Legislature.

I taught high school for two years and I

must say, in the terms of the Premier, in

words that he's fond of, "in a different juris-

diction." That again was the Province of

Manitoba. I found, Mr. Chairman, that there

was a pursuit of excellence, per se at one

time, and perhaps the member for Port

Arthur would say, in the reactionary 1950s.

In those times, the educational system was

aimed at a quality and an excellence that do

not exist in the education system of the

Province of Ontario today.

Mr. Lewis: That's nostalgia.

Mr. Foulds: It's the gang that couldn't

shoot straight.

Mr. Reid: We aim our entire educational

system today at a philosophy that is incor-

rect, is wrong, is demeaning and does very
few of our students any good. Our educa-

tional system is simply geared today to the

lowest common denominator. To a large ex-

tent in the Province of Ontario we have done

away with grades, we have done away with

marks, we have done away, for the want of

a better word—and this may be understood

—with competition in a sense that I strive,

I work harder, I spend and expand my brain

and yet my brain and my success depend,
not on the individual-

Mr. Foulds: I can't stand it.
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Mr. Reid: —effort that is expended but

upon a class average, a class mean, that my
brains have to be lower to raise in relation

to the entire trade or class that I find myself
a part of. It bothers me—not just in the edu-

cational system but, it seems, in our society

as- a whole—that we are gearing everything
to the lowest common denominator, so that

everybody is very happily satisfied that no

one, whether it's in education, jobs or other-

wise, ever admits failure or even encom-

passes failure.

To sound reactionary, life just isn't like that

to begin with. As as basic human experience
in my short 30 years on this planet-

Mr. Lewis: Is that all you are?

Mr. Reid: That's all I am. I know I sound

a lot like the member for Victoria-Haliburton

(Mr. R. G. Hodgson) in this respect.

Mr. Lewis: I already have a wife and

family.

Mr. Reid: Yes. As a matter of fact I haven't

reached the maturity which comes with hav-

ing two or three children and a wife and a

home in Scarborough and a great big large

mortgage payment.

Mr. Lewis: And a chauffeur-driven car.

Mr. Reid: And a chauffeur-driven car, I

might add.

Mr. Lewis: Don't you forget it.

Mr. Reid: I aspire to the latter only, I

might add. It concerns me somewhat, Mr.

Chairman, as a former teacher and as some-

one who is interested in the educational pro-
cess. I have very near and dear relatives, my
mother among them, who are intimately in-

volved as teachers-

Mr. Foulds: Here comes the nostalgia

again.

Mr. Reid: —in the educational process.
There is not one of those teachers, who are

honest, who will not tell you today that the

educational experience is being downgraded,
that it is aimed at the slow student, the one

who, maybe, isn't prepared to expend himself.

Hon. Mr. Wells: You don't really believe

that?

Mr. Reid: Yes, I do, very much so.

Hon. Mr. Wells: Don't say "I do" too

often.

Mr. Reid: Well, I do.

Mr. Lewis: This isn't nostalgia. This is

social welfare we are hearing now.

Mr. Reid: Not at all. That is where I dis-

agree with my socialist friends. You don't

raise people; you have them all down to the

lowest level so that they can all feel they are

a part of something and you are all nothing
and everybody is equal. That isn't my idea,

Mr. Chairman, of equality.

Mr. Foulds: That's Liberal liberty.

Mr. Reid: I have been through that. I

taught for two years before the last election

in a school in Ontario for a very short time.

Mr. Lewis: I know why.

Mr. Reid: I taught speech arts, Mr. Chair-

man, and I was appalled at the lack of articu-

lation, of English literature, being able to

read, being able to speak, of those students,

particularly in grade 11 events.

As I listen to some of my friends on

the left, I am sure they were taught in that

same educational system because they were

completely incomprehensible. They weren't

able to stand up and express their thoughts;

they weren't able to write letters; they were

not able to write an essay.

Mr. Lewis: He is talking about the member
for Algoma (Mr. Gilbertson). You listen to

this.

Mr. Reid: I want to get to that particular

point but I want to emphasize that surely

the educational system in this province has

got to be aimed, as one of its priorities, at

the excellence of the human mind, the human

body and the attainment of those goals. That

is not what we are doing in the Province of

Ontario today. Regardless of the billions of

dollars you are spending on education that

basic philosophy has been lost. The teachers

are ordered, "Pass X number of people; don't

fail X number of people." You fail them and

the marks come back—don't shake your head

and don't—

Hon. Mr. Wells: That's a lot of nonsense.

Mr. Reid: The minister really displays his

ignorance if he doesn't believe that that is a

factor in today's education.

Hon. Mr. Wells: Who orders that?

Mr. Reid: The Ministry of Education does

because to some extent salaries, grants and

everything else are dependent exactly on

those kinds of standards which are set by the

minister or the Ministry of Education. There
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are too many people in the Ministry of Edu-

cation who are too long gone and too far

removed from the classroom.

If you don't believe that, do as one of the

kings did years ago in London; put on a

disguise—if you can disguise that profile and

that beautiful white hair and the red tie and

the cleancut suit-and go and talk to these

teachers. That is where the problem is in

education today—not with your ceilings—but

because their morale is so low in this regard
as well as insecurity, but we will get to that

later.

Mr. Foulds: What's your definition of ex-

cellence?

Mr. Reid: They no longer strive for excel-

lence themselves, nor are they impressing
that upon their students.

Hon. Mr. Wells: That is not true.

Mr. Reid: Well, you can say that, but I

talk to teachers across this province, which

the minister obviously does not do.

Hon. Mr. Wells: Oh, now, that's not so.

Mr. Reid: The minister can tell me that

his ministry's philosophy is the excellence of

the student, both mentally and physically, a

well-rounded education-

Mr. Lewis: What's this excellence?

Mr. Reid: —and then turn around and say
there are no marks, no exams, we'll pass them
and point with pride to those statistics that

show we only have a five per cent failure

rate in our schools—but no, you can't con-

vince me of that.

I've been in the classroom, and I don't say
that I have great experience as a teacher

either in Ontario or in Manitoba, because

when I taught in Manitoba the same thing
applied. It wasn't, I might add, a Socialist

government at that time, but I understand

since then it's gotten worse.

Mr. Lewis: Well, I taught in Nigeria. It

wasn't a Socialist government either. Since

then it's gotten worse.

Mr. Reid: But I am saying to the min-
ister-

Mr. P. D. Lawlor (Lakeshore): Tell us

about this excellence.

Mr. Reid: The which? The sex life of the

teachers?

Mr. Lawlor: I don't know why you use

those words. What do you mean by ex-

cellence?

Mr. Reid: Well, I'm very concerned about

that. I really am. I'm really concerned about

the pursuit of excellence in our schools.

Mr. Foulds: No positive suggestions.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Reid: I say to the minister that I don't

think it's there, nor is there any attempt on

the part of the ministry to say to the school

boards and to the teachers, "This is what we
are after." Basically, what I am talking about

is, I would like to see the minister stand up
and not give me cliches about we want to

provide an equality of educational standards

across the province, because I'm going to get
to that also in these few remarks. Really, I

say to the minister this is not apparent, and

this is going on in the schools.

I wonder if the Minister of Education can

stand up and tell the Legislature exactly

what the failure rate is in grades 9, 10, 11,

12 and 13. I don't suggest that a 50 per cent

failure rate proves anything—

Mr. Lewis: I never thought I'd wish for

the return of Tim Reid, but it's almost hap-

pening.

Mr. Reid: Well, he was a bright man—was
and is—but I see the member for Eglinton—

Mr. Foulds: The lights are going out all

over the Liberal Party.

Mr. Reid: I see the member for Eglinton,
who is nodding his head in agreement with

what I am saying; and, Mr. Chairman, that

scares me.

Mr. L. M. Reilly (Eglinton): You mis-

interpret it.

An hon. member: He wasn't nodding his

head. It's just a twitch.

Hon. Mr. Wells: I can't think of any good
reason for having to be in this place and
listen to you.

Mr. Reid: Well, I am saying to the minister

that this should be the primary aim, excel-

lence of an aesthetic ideal—not that we push
and shove and allow more people into higher
educational opportunity such as the univer-

sities. That isn't the standard and excellence

of education.

Mr. Timbrell: Mr. Chairman, may I—
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Mr. Chairman: Order.

Mr. Reid: No, I'm sorry. You'll have your
turn-

Mr. Timbrell: I just want to ask—

Mr. Reid: When you get to be 30 then you
can stand up and make a speech like this

too.

Mr. Lewis: Did you say ascetic or aesthetic?

Mr. Reid: Aesthetic. Well, Mr. Chairman,

perhaps there is something to be said for a

system where you teach all and no one fails;

but at the same time one cannot help but

wonder what emphasis society is prepared to

place on the search and pursuit of excellence.

Mr. Lewis: There is a lot to be said for

that kind of a system—a hell of a lot to be

said for it.

Mr. Reid: Have we made it all too easy
in our system of free choices? Discipline and

hard work can still be found in the educa-

tional system of Ontario, although it has a

lower premium than it used to have, but in-

centives for excellence are not being given
the high priority they deserve. That's simple,
understandable and that is unfortunately the

case.

You know, when you say to a 13-, 14-, 15-

year-old child, "You can choose the courses

you want. You can now plan at that age
where you are going to go in the mainstream

of education. You can choose the courses that

will prepare you for your future life"—there

is something wrong with our system of educa-

tion. Right there and then there is something

wrong.

Hon. Mr. Wells: What's wrong?

Mr. Reid: I am quite willing to admit that

with television and the kind of educational

experience that wasn't available to myself and
the member for Don Mills-

Mr. Timbrell: Don't associate me with this

nonsense.

Mr. Reid: All right. But the type of edu-
cation that my friend and I got some 15 years

ago is entirely different from what is being
offered in the Province of Ontario today. We
didn't have television.

You know, I remember, just as an aside,
Mr. Chairman-

Mr. Timbrell: Yes, but you are much older

than I.

Mr. Reid: When we first got television in

Atikokan, they cut off Elvis Presley from the

waist down because that was sexy or obscene

and it was censored. We could only see him
from the waist up with his guitar-

Mr. Lewis: As a matter of fact that was
his only area of excellence.

Mr. Reid: —and it would drive people into

rape in the streets and maybe even in their

bedrooms, heaven forbid, and that wasn't too

long ago. But there's no doubt that television,

for instance, has been a great influence on

education to date.

Mr. Timbrell: He just discovered that

yesterday. Amazing! He just discovered that

yesterday.

Mr. S. B. Handleman (Carleton): Original

thought.

Mr. Reid: Obviously the member for Don
Mills was out for dinner tonight also.

Mr. Timbrell: No, I was speaking at a

service club. I only had tomato juice. What
did you have?

Mr. Reid: Well, you don't have an excuse

then. I would be quiet if I were you.

Mr. Chairman, even 10 or 15 years ago
we did not have the range of educational op-

portunities, nor did we have those basics that

are available to the students today. But basic-

ally, people don't change that much and you
cannot give a child of 12, or 13, or 14 a

range of choices and say at 12, or 13, or 14,

"Now, these are the choices available to you.

Choose them and this is going to direct your
life for the next 20, 30 or 40 years." You
can't accept that.

I am sure, for instance if the member for

Lakeshore had had those choices, he would

probably be delivering garbage or picking it

up today, but fortunately he didn't have those

choices.

Mr. Reilly: He turned out all right, didn't

he? He turned out all right.

Mr. Reid: Well, all right, but he had a

core curriculum that he could choose from,

that he had to take. When I went to high

school, Mr. Chairman—and I don't want to

be all that nostalgic—we had a choice be-

tween Latin or French and you took both of

them or you got out of school. That was
the choice.

Mr. Lewis: I took both.
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Mr. Reid: Yes, and I don't think that was
such a wrong thing, but we had to take

history-

Mr. Lewis: But I dropped out.

Mr. Reid: -we had to take English, we
had to take geography, we had to take

mathematics, and you know-

Mr. Lewis: It was awful. It was horrible.

Mr. Reid: -that's the thing that's missing

to a large extent from education today and

that is a simple discipline—and the member
for Lakeshore can cheer. Today, the students

are not taught that in schools, they are not

taught it at home, and then when it comes

to the crunch where they have to make
choices-

Mr. Lewis: God spare us.

Mr. Reid: —they are totally unprepared no

matter what age they are.

Mr. Ruston: Now they want them in school

at the age of three.

Mr. Reid: Well, that's maybe not such a

bad thing. That's not such a bad thing per-

haps, if they are capable of handling it.

Mr. Lewis: A little compulsory military

training, throw that in.

Mr. Reid: But you know, we have students

coming out of high school at the age of 17

or 18 and they have never had to do any-

thing that they didn't want to do. They have
never been forced into a rigorous mental

discipline and for that matter any kind of

rigorous physical discipline. We haven't quite
reached the stage yet where we can take

basket weaving in lieu of something else, but
we really do have a range of subjects that

are—all right, we haven't reached that stage
but we have a lot of choices that, in the con-

text of the Province of Ontario and the

educational system in this province, are

ridiculous. Surely the minister has to agree
that we have to come back to certain pur-

poses, requirements, whatever you want to

call them—core curriculum.

It really is an insult for me to get letters

from people who are in university requesting
that I appeal their student loan or asking me
for information that they can use on a uni-

versity project. The letters are almost un-
readable because of the writing. I shouldn't

say that because my writing is the same, but
some of them are almost illiterate. How are

we going to judge our educational system?
On what does the minister judge it?

Mr. Lewis: On compulsory muscle build-

ing.

Mr. Reid: On what does the minister judge
it? On the number of people we push
through? I know this government is taken up
with statistics. The Minister of Industry and
Tourism (Mr. Bennett) says we brought 2.5

million tourists into the Province of Ontario.

It doesn't matter to the Minister of Industry
and Tourism that those 2.5 million people,
spend only an average of about $11 apiece.
It is the numbers that count. I'm afraid that

that is what has happened to the Ministry of

Education. It is the numbers that count, not
the excellence and not the quality of the

student that we are turning out.

For too long, Mr. Chairman, in recent

years the path of least resistance was offered

and chosen by too many. I suggest it is time
to address ourselves to the tougher standards
that will be needed to develop Ontario's

society to the full in an age of change.

I want to make another aside, Mr. Chair-

man, if I may.

Mr. Foulds: The whole speech has been
asides.

Mr. Reid: I want to say one other thing,
Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Lewis: It should not be allowed.

Mr. Reid: Last week we had a student
demonstration in front of the legislative build-

ings in regard to the ceilings imposed by the
Minister of Education. While I'm not opposed
to that kind of thing, I walked out, maybe an
hour after the demonstration, and I was

appalled at the garbage and filth that I

found in front of this building. There were

gum wrappers, cigarette wrappers, lunches
and cans. The place was filthy.

Mr. Timbrell: They are still cleaning up
after the Liberal convention.

Mr. Handleman: Wait until Grey Cup
weekend.

Mr. Reid: Well, all right, I don't deny that.

I may even be a part of that kind of thing
with any luck.

Mr. Timbrell: That is more accurate.

Mr. Reid: I don't deny that. My only point
is that surely one of the things that we should

be teaching the people in our educational

system is that they should have a little con-

cern for other people and for other people's

property. I was appalled, quite frankly, at

the mess that I found out there. I must say
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that it detracted from the occasion, as far as

I personally am concerned, and I don't speak
on behalf of this party in this regard. I was

appalled at the mess that was there. Obvious-

ly there is something wrong with our quality
of education if these people are behaving in

this way.
Mr. Chairman, I am drawing almost to the

halfway mark in my remarks.

An hon. member: Oh, no!

Mr. Reid: I thought that would wake you
all up.

Mr. Foulds: I'm glad something that you
said would.

Mr. Reid: I've listened to the Minister of

Education try to answer numerous questions
since he became Minister of Education and

I put up with that. So perhaps for a change
he could put up with me.

Hon. Mr. Wells: It is not me that I feel

sorry for, it is your educational critic. Why
don't you let him do it?

Mr. Reid: That is the difference in our

party. Your Premier gets out of the Legisla-
ture and leaves you to sink like a stone all

by yourself, having put you in the position

you are where you have no choice; but we
in this party support each other and support
our critic. That is probably the difference

between these two parties.

Mr. Lewis: You are the only man who can

turn the Minister of Education into a social

reformer in 20 minutes of talking.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Wells: Don't compare me with

him.

Mr. Lewis: In comparison, by God, you are

a revolutionary.

Hon. Mr. Wells: Please don't compare me
with him.

Mr. Reid: Well, Mr. Chairman, it is very
seldom that I make a long speech, perhaps
once every six years. I've listened to the mem-
ber for Scarborough West on many occasions.

Mr. Lewis: That is true. But it is not the

length, it is the quality.

An hon. member: There is a similarity
there.

Mr. Reid: That is the problem with our
educational system. The member for Port

Arthur can't even recognize quality when he

hears it.

Mr. Lewis: Or maybe he can.

Mr. B. Gilbertson (Algoma): You are

through now.

Mr. Reid: There is the premier educational

critic in the Province of Ontario, the member
for Algoma-Manitoulin who is going to inter-

ject into this debate.

Mr. Foulds: Compared to you he is an

educational critic.

Mr. Reid: He will probably continue this

debate 20 minutes longer than it should go
on.

Mr. J. E. Stokes (Thunder Bay): The mem-
ber for Algoma-Manitoulin (Mr. Lane) is in

the chair.

Mr. Reid: I'm sorry. Where are you from?

Mr. Gilbertson: He is in the chair.

An hon. member: He is from Algoma.

Mr. Gilbertson: The member for Algoma-
Manitoulin is in the chair. You had better

be careful.

Mr. Lewis: You get up when he is finished

and show him.

Mr. Reid: Mr. Chairman, are you going to

allow these interruptions in full flight here?

Mr. Chairman: Carry on then.

Mr. Reid: Mr. Chairman, I just want to

say a few remarks about the present situa-

tion in regard to the ceilings. I want to turn

to the problem of teacher unrest in Ontario

today.

While teacher unrest in terms of with-

drawal of services or mass resignations is not

yet affecting all of Ontario, nevertheless it is

coming to affect a large part of the province.

However, in terms of feelings, teacher in-

security and teacher unrest is nearly uni-

versal in Ontario. And why is that? Un-

doubtedly teachers are concerned about some
of the effects of the ceilings, especially where

they have met an increased workload, larger
classes and reduced quality.

And here is the crunch, really Mr. Chair-

man; the ceilings have unequal application

throughout the province and in some areas

ceilings are not a real problem. In fact all

political parties—and the teachers themselves

—support the principle of ceilings. It is the
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application of the ceilings that result in the

difficulties.

Deep down, for the teachers in particular,

the problem is one of job security and tenure.

Whether the feeling is justified or not, each

year hundreds or even thousands of teachers

go through the disquieting exercise of being
told they may become surplus or redundant,

or some other term meaning the same thing.

In actual fact, it is hard to find surplus or

redundant teachers at the commencement of

the fall term; but in the interim large num-

bers have been led to believe this could hap-

pen to them. They get the impression from

the ministry, from school boards, from prin-

cipals and other sources, that they may be-

come redundant and will not have a job in

the fall from their employer boards.

But it is not as tough for teachers in

centres of larger population such as Toronto,

London, Hamilton. They know they can prob-

ably resettle within the existing large board

or within a neighbouring board.

But what about the small boards, par-

ticularly in northern Ontario? What happens
there? What are the alternatives? What do

they do? Where do they go from northern

Ontario?

Do they come down south? The people
here have snaffled those jobs if they have

been declared redundant or already cut by
the school board. They can go to Scarborough
or Mimico or Etobicoke or somewhere else.

Surely the time has come for the minister

to take the lead and regularize the matter.

He could follow the example of the Minister

of Education in New Brunswick, who backed

away from a cutback programme and has

assured teachers that where enrolment drops
teachers will be retained and allocated to the

specialties, in effect working to increase ex-

cellence—which is what I have been talking
about.

It is no answer to say that Ontario has the

best educational system in Canada, it prob-

ably has; or that it spends more money on

education than any province—and I might
add it probably wastes more money than any
other province—it does; without trying to get
at the root of teacher fear and unrest. A real

danger is that teacher unrest can result in

student unrest and parent unrest; and it is

very necessary that reason prevail on all

sides.

I urge the minister to use all his efforts to

resolve this basic problem of teacher unrest.

Solve this one, and you go a long way toward

resolving a very serious educational pro-

gramme problem. We await with interest the

minister's legislation with respect to teacher-

trustee negotiation—and quite frankly we are

afraid of what you are going to bring in.

What legislation the minister brings will affect

these negotiations for years to come.

Mr. Foulds: Would the Liberal House
leader please apply the hook to this guy?

Mr. Reid: Mr. Chairman, that gentleman
is out of order. He is not in his seat. I can't

hear what he is saying; but I needed a drink

—not missing anything at all.

Mr. Stokes: I think you have had it.

Mr. Reid: His is not an easy task; but we
await with interest an equitable arrangement
that will put first and foremost the educa-

tional needs of the people of Ontario.

Before I conclude—for the fourth time—I

would raise one additional matter; and that

is the vital need for equality of educational

opportunity in Ontario in fact as well as in

name. We know there have been improve-

ments, but there has not been enough in the

way of equalizing opportunity in our large
and diverse province.

I speak not only of education; and the

fault is not entirely that of the ministry or

even the government. It is too often a way
of life in Ontario to ignore the north; in

transportation, in cultural programmes, in

economic services, in social services. Aliena-

tion is real, very real, in northern Ontario,

in both northeast and northwestern Ontario.

We have a right to be full citizens of Ontario

in every sense of the word, just as we have
the right to be full citizens of Canada.

Now again I would like to inject a personal

note into this matter. My riding is 17,000

sq. mi.; the largest centre of population is

some 10,000 sq. mi. Often I am on the road,

either going somewhere—

Mr. Foulds: This is not a budget debate,

Mr. Chairman, he is out of order.

Mr. B. Newman: You mean 10,000 people;

not 10,000 sq. mi.

Mr. Reid: In my largest centre of popula-

tion—I am sorry, sorry about that. I am glad

you are listening so closely.

Mr. Stokes: We just want you to be factual

when you're talking about the north.

Mr. Lewis: I was just speaking to the

students of Fort Frances.
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Mr. Reid: Yes, I thought I was an NDP
for a moment there, I got a little confused. I

am sorry.

Mr. Bounsall: Is this a budget speech?

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Reid: I repeat, the largest centre of

population is 10,000 people. My riding is

17,000 sq: mi., made up primarily of one-

industry towns spread over that area, most of

which are 100 to 120 miles apart.

The thing that bothers me, Mr. Chairman,
is that as I drive about in this riding-

Mr. Foulds: The thing that bothers us is

you.

Mr. Reid: —sometimes at 6 or 7 o'clock in

the morning, I see children aged five, six,

seven years old and up, who are standing
beside the road waiting for a bus to come

along and pick them up at 7:30 so they can
be at school by 8:30 in the morning.

Now, these are children of five, six, seven

years old and up, obviously up to grade 12

level. They stand there sometimes, in my
riding and in that of the member for Thunder
Bay and other northern ridings, at 30 and 40
below weather.

If the bus is late, if it breaks down, if the

driver sleeps in, whatever the cause, often

those children will stand there for 10 or 15
minutes waiting for that bus; after walking
sometimes a half a mile or a mile and a half

out to the road.

Once they get on that bus, it's often over-

crowded and some of them have to stand.

They have to ride, some of them, at least an
hour to school.

If you go from Ignace to Dryden for high
school, for instance, sometimes it takes an hour
and a half on that road; at least it should. So
some of the students at high school level

travel almost three hours a day on the bus.

The youngsters, the kindergarten ones, some
of them travel two hours on the bus, all in

the name of educational opportunity.

Mr. Cilbertson: That's the extreme.

Mr. Reid: Well, that's extreme, that's right;

you're right. That's maybe only 10, 15, 20
per cent of the population. That's not every-

body; that's not a general statement.

But how would you like to be five years
old, six years old; standing on the road at

7:30 in the morning; January, February,
March; it's still dark out and you have walked
a mile to get to that road, in the dark-

Mr. R. Haggerty (Welland South): At 6

o'clock in the morning?

Mr. Reid: —you maybe weigh 45 pounds,
are five or six years old; and you have to

stand there for 15 or 20 minutes, sometimes
half an hour, to catch the bus to go to school;

and then you have to ride on that bus for

anywhere from 15 minutes to an hour?

Mr. Bounsall: Still starving.

Mr. Reid: Now, if you think that's educa-

tional opportunity, your ideas and mine are

very dissimilar.

Hon. Mr. Wells: That's old-fashioned.

Mr. Lewis: Old-fashioned?

Hon. Mr. Wells: Yes, old-fashioned.

Mr. Reid: And if you, Mr. Gilbertson, can

stand in your place and justify that kind of

educational opportunity in the Province of

Ontario, I dare you, I defy you, to do it. I

am sure even the Minister of Education, as

given as he is to defending government pro-

grammes, will not do that.

Hon. Mr. Wells: Oh, I will so.

Mr. Reid: You won't do that; you can't—

it's impossible.

Now, I just want to say one very brief word
in that regard. First of all, my concern is for

the small children; the second concern is that

you announced the policy, or gave lip service

to a policy of satellite high schools in which

you moved the teachers rather than the stu-

dents.

I would suggest that in northern Ontario—

particularly in Ignace and Dryden, for in-

stance—there is an opportunity for you to use

that as a laboratory, as an experimental

ground, to prove that system can work.

I would like to see you go ahead with that,

because in those communities you are dis-

couraging people, not from an equal oppor-

tunity in education but from any kind of edu-

cation at all.

I think it's very difficult. It is hard to

expect a student 14, 15, 16, 17 years old

to spend three hours of his life, every day,

travelling back and forth on a bus to school.

He travels an hour and a half there, and
another hour and a half home after the end
of school, over some of the most treacherous

roads in the province; and then we expect
that student to study for an hour or two and
be enthusiastic about it.
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Now, surely, that's not equality of educa-

tion. Surely the minister is concerned about

that particular aspect and is going to do

something about it.

Well, I believe, Mr. Chairman, that pro-

viding a real and meaningful equality of edu-

cational opportunity, with increased emphasis
on the special and unique needs of the north,
the northeast and the northwest, with par-
ticular emphasis on our contribution as a

province, will pay long-term dividends for all

of Ontario.

But we need more than goodwill; we need
increased allocations of resources from the

provincial government to give increased help
and assistance to school boards in the north.

This increase is within the capability of the

Province of Ontario and the Ministry of

Education.

I say to the minister in regard to all that

I've said—and I must say I've rambled on to

some extent—see the Treasurer (Mr. White)
and settle here and now the basic issue of

the priority of education in this province! Call

on the chairman of the policy and priorities
board to referee if necessary; surely a former
Minister of Education would be on your side.

Mr. Foulds: No way. No hope there.

Mr. Reid: Without determining the priority
we cannot determine the philosophy of educa-
tion we need in Ontario and those special
needs to meet the real requirements of the

northern, northeastern and northwestern areas

of Ontario.

I would like to know, simply, without the

cliches, what are the priorities of the Minister

of Education in regard to education now in

the Province of Ontario.

Mr. Lewis: Mr. Chairman, I am not going
to take as much time. I would like to offer

some brief comments on the one or two

things to which the minister is going to

respond.

I want to begin, though, by saying that

with the exception of the reference to travel-

ling long distances by bus, with which we all

agree, that was the single, most traditionalist

speech on education I have heard in my
years in the House—not just reactionary, but
traditionalist in the least effective educational

sense.

I like the member for Rainy River.

Mr. Reid: That's the kiss of death.

Mr. Lewis: He sounded tonight like a mu-
seum piece who predates the Piltdown man.

I cannot believe that prepalaeolithic times

have finally come to the Ontario Legislature.

And I may say, Mr. Chairman, that all that

stuff—and there's no other word for it—about

the pursuit of excellence, was a thin mask
for an aristocratic elitism of the worst kind;

and nobody should misinterpret what was

being said.

Pursuit of excellence indeed! There wasn't

a word about the learning process; there

wasn't a word about the way in which people

acquire knowledge. Pursuit of excellence, as

though one would revert to all of the sort

of mediaeval aristocratic divines, is some-

thing that's not particularly attractive, except

perhaps to Ronald Reagan. I've heard him

say almost the same kind of thing.

And I couldn't help but smile to note that

the Minister of Education is constantly put
in this position.

I don't know, Mr. Chairman; I resent the

way the Tories find themselves in happy cir-

cumstances, time and time again. I mean,

naturally, they are always in the centre; natur-

ally you are always in the centre. The Liberal

Party is so far to your right they can no

longer be seen, and there is a gulf that

divides us on most social and economic priori-

ties; and you are always able to stand and

say you occupy the middle of the stage. I

will tell you—

Mr. J. A. Renwick (Riverdale): As a matter

of fact, we stand in the middle of the road

now; and they stand far to the left.

Mr. Lewis: On this occasion, tonight-

Mr. Reid: You are getting a little confused

there. Don't let the member for Riverdale

confuse you.

Mr. Lewis: On this occasion, tonight, you
may. I must say that I have my differences

with the Minister of Education, as he knows,
about educational policy in Ontario; but he

is so much more progressive—how dare I be

saying those things? But I have to—he is so

much more progressive than the falderal to

which we have been treated for the last 50
minutes-

Mr. Renwick: He is too far to the left for

us, as a matter of fact.

Mr. Lewis: —that I have to publicly ac-

knowledge it, because I know his own humil-

ity will not allow him to recognize it himself.

On the other hand-

Interjections by hon. members.
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Mr. Lewis: On the other hand, coming
downhill-

Mr. J. R. Breithaupt (Kitchener): He is no

longer going to be kind.

Mr. Lewis: How can you say that? All I

said is, "On the other hand."

Mr. Breithaupt: On the other hand, you
have Renwick.

Mr. Lewis: There are certain marginal dif-

ferences of opinion between the Minister of

Education and the New Democratic Party;

somewhat different in degree and in kind

from those—

Mr. Reid: They are not as subtle as we are.

Mr. Lewis: —from those we have heard

enunciated so far. My colleague from Port

Arthur has made most of the points that this

party would wish to make, and my job is

merely to reinforce him in those attitudes

rather than enunciating yet another educa-

tional policy.

Mr. Reid: So we are going to hear it all

again. You believe in repeating.

Mr. Lewis: There have already been three

tonight, but I want to put it in this context,

I want to discuss the minister's policies this

way.

Mr. Reid: You all repeat what Stephen says.

Mr. Lewis: Now don't let the member for

Rainy River, believing in the school of hard

knocks, intellectual and physical excellence,

he can take all this in stride; don't be

anxious, relax; wind down a bit.

Let me say this to the Minister of Educa-

tion; and I think it is the starting point for

the few remarks I want to make. He and I

represent Scarborough ridings. The board of

education in the Borough of Scarborough has,

against considerable odds, attempted to effect

as reasonable a programme as they can within

the constraints of the educational ceilings im-

posed by both the province and Metropolitan
Toronto. And obviously Metropolitan Toronto

visits certain additional inequalities on Scar-

borough, which the minister himself has

recognized from time to time.

Now as one small but, I hope, useful

vignette, let me convey something to the

minister. In a number of elementary schools

in the southeast section of Scarborough—with

which I, as a parent, am now familiar—there

used to be last year a speech therapist who
visited those schools twice a week, and

worked with kids pretty heroically to over-

come some difficulties, some impediments,
minor and major.

Because of the imposition of the ceilings

and the cutbacks in numbers of teachers, that

speech therapist has an additional caseload

of 50 students and is able to visit an individ-

ual school once every two weeks rather than

twice every week. For a number of the indi-

vidual kids who required that particular thera-

peutic resource, it will now be extremely

difficult. For some of them, the opportunity

to correct an unhappy damage will no longer

be possible. For some of them an impedi-

ment felt in a very early age will persist till

adulthood, because there will be no corrective

possibilities, given the cutback.

The simple matter, Mr. Chairman, small

though this may be, is that that's what is

wrong with the ceilings in a nutshell. The

ceilings, as they've been imposed, visit hard-

ship on the most vulnerable parts of the

system. The kids who are disenfranchised by
the ceilings are not the gifted kids. They're

not even, to some extent, the regular kids. The

kids who are disenfranchised by ceilings, by
virtue of the way in which the boards of edu-

cation have to work, are the kids with special

problems. The emotionally disturbed, the per-

ceptually handicapped, those with minor re-

tardation or a whole range of exceptionality

are in the area which is most affected by the

ceilings. A school system which can't respond

immediately and sensitively to the vulnerable

kids in the system, to the kids who need sup-

port most, is failing in its basic purpose be-

cause that's what education is all about.

That little item, that little episode, is re-

flected in a number of other areas in a board

with which I'm familiar. I'm particularly

familiar with it and frankly, Mr. Chairman,

it outrages me that in the year 1973, in as

sophisticated and as educational a borough
as you can find, there are a large number of

kids with specific problems who cannot have

an adequate response because of the way in

which the board or circumstances have

adapted to the celings of the ministry or the

inequalities of Metropolitan Toronto.

Mr. Chairman, that's what's wrong with the

ceilings. The ceilings had no application to

education at all in terms of evaluating its

quality, its import, its thrust, its purpose. The

ceilings were a political device, not an edu-

cational device and that's what's so absurd

about the ceilings.

If the ceilings had been motivated by a

genuine review of the educational system,

isolating areas of excessive expenditure, iso-

lating selective areas of particular self-indul-

gence, isolating areas of obvious need for ad-
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ditional support, then the ceilings might have
had a rationale. But the ceilings were none of

those things. The ceilings were a crude politi-

cal response to an enormous political dilemma.

How do you persuade large numbers of

homeowners in the Province of Ontario that

they aren't paying too much for education?

How do you quiet the fears of those who
pay the property tax? How do you deal in an

election campaign in 1971 or 1975 with one

of the most potentially explosive issues—a

matter of taxes? How do you do it? You do
it in a way which is politically fashionable.

You impose ceilings on the educational sys-

tem, having made no evaluation of the

system whatsoever but having made a deter-

mined political decision.

Ceilings imposed on that basis are ceilings

which necessarily behave in an arbitrary
fashion and in a fashion which offends the

rights of a large number of kids. As a matter

of fact, Mr. Chairman, I sat in my office

earlier this evening. I listened over the loud-

speaker to the minister responding to my
colleague from Port Arthur and I thought
to myself how perfect an illustration was

being given of how ceilings are imposed with-

out any sense of what the system required.

Imagine in the fall of 1973, setting up, liter-

ally for the first time, a special group to look

into the disparity in per pupil cost and pay-
ment between secondary school and elemen-

tary school. Can one imagine it! Something
that is so obviously fundamental to the sys-

tem and the way it operates and the quality

that attaches to it, is being looked at for the

first time by way of a serious appraisal within

the ministry.

You don't have to be a bloody genius to

know that the possibilities for children up
to the grade 3 or grade 4 level are greater
than they will ever be for the rest of their

academic life. You don't have to be Anna
Freud or Melanie Klein to know that the

awe, curiosity and wonder of a 4-, 5-, 6-,

7-, and 8-year-old is more responsive than it

will be for the rest of life. You don't have to

understand, you don't have to be profoundly
influenced by educational sociologists to know
that money invested in pre-primary school

and the earliest grades of primary school has

a dividend beyond anything that can possibly
be invested later on.

But curiously enough, the distortion within

our educational system is so great that the

per-pupil disparity is now $527—am I right?—
between the secondary and elementary school

child.

I will tell you, that is a striking indictment

of the system itself. One need hardly say any

more, because that perpetuates an imbalance

in terms of educational priorities which I am
not capable of dealing with. Everyone under-

stands that that's wrong, but that is precisely
the situation which your ceilings, Mr. Minis-

ter, have served to aggravate, because as I

read the brief from the Federation of Women
Teachers in Ontario, the disparity between

secondary and primary school per-pupil ex-

penditure is, in fact, growing rather than

narrowing.

Ironically, Mr. Chairman, the Premier—I

had better not be too favourable in these

remarks because I disagreed with much of

his educational policy—but ironically he was
never quite the retrenchment man, the re-

actionary in education, that some of his suc-

cessors have been. The Premier built. The
Premier was preoccupied with size, with

numbers, with statistical dollar expenditures,

and many of us felt then, and we feel now,
that the building programme was obsessive,

was almost neurotic, clearly went too far and

had to come to a halt at some point. But

there was a keener appreciation through it

all, curiously enough, of the essential quality

of the educational system and of the legiti-

macy of spending that amount of money on
education.

What has happened now is that not only
have we said, "Bill Davis, you went berserk

through those 10 years or so and we are call-

ing a halt," but we are going one step—and
in many ways a much more objectionable

step—further and we are saying we are also

going to cut into the nature of the system,

we are going to cut into the quality of the

educational process, we are going to begin
to detract from those useful transactions

which take place between teachers and kids

as well as detracting from some of the

physical surroundings.

I don't care about detracting from some
of the physical surroundings. I am in agree-
ment with my colleague from Port Arthur; I

wish you would revise the whole educational

system in Ontario. As a matter of fact, there

is a tremendous gulf between us, as the

minister knows, in our basic attitudes about

education in this province. I don't pay it any

special homage; it is doing a workman-like

job, fulfilling the prescriptions and values of

Ontario's capitalist society—and I use "capi-

talist" in a descriptive sense. Whether it is

doing a job in liberating minds, in stimulating

the learning process, in enhancing the quest
for knowledge, in providing a sense of curi-

osity, that is something I have not yet de-

cided on, although I have a very real sense

that it isn't.
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The ceilings are bad as they have been

imposed, on those grounds and on all the

other grounds enunciated by my colleague

from Port Arthur, but one of the reasons the

political decision was so wrong is that—and

I guess it has to be said—we are not really

spending too much on education, we are

spending it badly in certain areas and we are

not spending enough of it in other areas,

because of the peculiar constraints and strait-

jackets of this government.

Let me try to spell it out. We're spending
it badly because we have built all kinds of

unjustified and illegitimate educational edi-

fices. Some of the community colleges have

to fall in that category. That extraordinary

business of slotting into the system a whole

community college network, in response to

what would happen to the four-year school

leavers, is something that has never been

properly evaluated.

It is entirely possible that we could have

saved a great deal of money on the enormous

building programmes and expansions of the

community colleges, entirely possible that we
could have rationalized some of the courses,

entirely possible that we could have related

them more closely to the community had we
taken a careful look at them before now. But

we haven't done that and I suspect that there

was an enormous waste of educational dollars.

Intermittently, every few months, there is

another problem within a community college

around the way in which money is spent,

the way in which it is accounted for, the

kinds of courses which are chosen. One
month it's George Brown; I understand that

within the next 48 hours the troubles within

Conestoga are about to burst upon the scene.

I'll be watching the reports as carefully as

anyone else but I have it on pretty good

authority. And so it goes, in a kind of

rhythmic pattern, with the community col-

leges fighting for a legitimacy which some of

them may never have because the expendi-
tures ran counter to that legitimacy.

The second thing about the educational

system which in terms of expenditures has to

be said, is that you have fixed your expendi-
tures as part of a budget which you refuse to

increase by drawing taxes from those sectors

in Ontario from which they should be drawn.

We wouldn't be in an educational strait-

jacket if the Conservative Party in Ontario

were prepared to tax capital gains at full

value; were prepared to have a tax on specu-
lative land development; were prepared to

tax the resource industries one-twentieth of

what they should be taxed.

One of the reasons we are forced into

educational ceilings as a political decision is

because you in the Tory party and on the

Treasury benches refuse to use the tax sources

which are available to you and so you clob-

ber social programmes. You clobber Educa-

tion. You clobber Social and Community
Services. Just take a look at the allowance

to the various recipients and you're begin-

ning to clobber Health. Just look at the

amount of money that is available for pre-

ventive care. It's the social programmes that

get clobbered as a result of your refusal to

use the tax moneys that are available to you.

Now, that's an entirely artificial situation.

What you are saying is that education has to

suffer because you haven't got the foresight to

raise additional money from resources which

are available to you. And you do it in an

entirelv indiscriminate and arbitrary fashion.

You don't have selective ceilings with some

appropriate application to the system; you
have it right across the board. And that,

given the context of the additional money
which is available, seems to us to be repre-

hensible in the extreme.

You also have a peculiar sense of social

priorities around the expenditure of money.
We fight like the devil for a few additional

textbooks or for a few additional courses or

for some additional classes for the emotion-

ally disturbed child, but you have no problem
whatsoever to set aside $1.4 billion for a

transportation network confined to three cen-

tres in southern Ontario, the majority of the

money going to Metropolitan Toronto in this

intermediate Go-Urban transit.

Hon. Mr. Wells: That's not quite right.

Mr. Lewis: Well, three-quarters of a bil-

lion dollars to Metro, a little for Ottwa, a

little for Hamilton. That is where the money
is going. I said it is primarily concentrated in

Metropolitan Toronto.

The fact of the matter is that there is a

reasonable question to be asked about the

matter of social priorities, and again the

educational system is seen as the politically

fashionable expendable item.

My colleague from Port Arthur made the

point when he was listing the various alterna-

tives to his programme that there would be

some merit in considering special tithes, as it

were, special taxes, special bequests from the

industrial sector. As long as you are going to

have a system which, in many ways, is the

handmaiden of corporate society, you might
as well ask them to pay a little more, given
the contribution received from the state. I
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think my colleague from Port Arthur made an
excellent proposal in that regard.

But, in all terms, Mr. Chairman, I think

it has to be pointed out that it isn't so much
that we are spending too much money on

education, and I am not going to be such a

hypocrite and pretend we are, I don't believe

it, we are spending it badly in many areas,
we are spending less than we need to in other

areas because you refuse to use the tax sys-

tem, we are spending it inappropriately in

terms of social priorities because you lavish

so much money on inanimate monoliths and
there are certain special resources available

to you, like industry, which you refuse suffi-

ciently to tax.

That's your basic dilemma. Your basic

dilemma isn't the ceilings. They are wrong,
but your basic dilemma is that you have made
no evaluation of the educational system as it

fits into the scheme of priorities for the prov-
ince as a whole. So, because you are dealing
with taxpayers and because you think it's a
facile political route, you impose ceilings and
you care not where the damage falls, on
which kid, in which classroom, in which
school, at which point in time.

The minister said to the high school presi-
dents of the various student councils that

he could admit that there might be an
occasional child or student harmed by the

process. He would look into the individual

examples. Well, you know, this is Ontario,
1973. You shouldn't have to make acknowl-

edgements like that. There is no reason for

any child to be damaged in the educational

system. There is no reason for any child to be
deprived in the educational system.

There will be an occasional lapse in per-
fection as in every educational system, but

you don't have to prophesy damage to kids.

You don't have to prophesy that some of the

instances brought to you may indeed be fac-

tual and accurate. What you are really doing
is reaping an unhappy result of a policy
which had no educational motivation what-
soever.

I don't know when we can ever come to

the same ground as the minister. I remember
my colleague from Lakeshore once upon a
time spending hours trying to debate the

philosophy of education. He never got any-
where, because no one over there wants to

debate the philosophy of education. Over on
that side of the House all you want to talk

about is the ceilings, and the numbers, and
the buildings, and your core curriculum,
which is another political response, all of the

things which are eminently easier to handle

than the kind of transactions which take place
within the educational system.

One of the things which has suffered most
in this province is the whole area of teacher

education and the contribution of teachers to

the classrooms. One of the things which we
have done very little work on in order to cut
back costs considerably is the possibility of

different career lines moving into the class-

room to offer support to the teacher. That
now occupies a negligible status in this

province.

Obviously, you are going to have to hire

back all the teachers you have dispossessed
first, but you don't have to forever believe
that the degree-granted teacher is the only
person who can communicate effectively with

kids, be they in elementary or secondary
school. There are alternative supports, some
of them sensitive, responsive and excellent;

many of them parents. The fact that the
school system responds only so slowly to this

alteration in the pattern is something which I

don't particularly find commendable.

I also agree with my colleague from Port
Arthur when he talks about alternate schools.

There is such a fetish with building in this

province, I find it heartbreaking. Education
doesn't have to take place in a blessed build-

ing. Education can move out into the com-

munity. All the old constraints which once
existed in the educational process need exist

no longer and they can cut the costs dra-

matically. Don't point out to me the experi-
ment in Toronto, or the one experiment in

Scarborough, or the two little experimental
schools in North York. I am talking about a

profound and major alteration right across

the system which gets them away from the

dependence on physical structures.

Hon. Mr. Wells: You heard what I said-

Mr. Lewis: Yes, I heard what you said. I

guess we come at it from a different van-

tage point. We read different people. Have
you read George Dennison's "The Lives of

Children"? Have you read Jonathan Cosoe's
"Death at an Early Age"? Have you read

James Hearndon's "The Way It Is Supposed
to Be: or How to Survive in our Native

Land"? Have you read any of the educational

sociologists, whose work has been in experi-
mental schools, who have taken the school

out of the building and into the community?
Can you read and feel what an extraordinary

experience it is for the kids who are a part
of it, how much less it costs in fact, and how
much more valuable it is?
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Hon. Mr. Wells: I don't read those books.

I just talk to the people.

Mr. Lewis: Oh, you just talk to the people.

Well, that is very nice. And when you want
to bring someone from Parkway in Philadel-

phia, he never gets here. He ends up working
for the government of British Columbia,
which is rather more susceptible to educa-

tional experiment.

Hon. Mr. Wells: They are copying every-

thing that we do here.

Mr. Lewis: I know that you probably
lunched with Paul Goodman before the mag-
nificent man passed away, and I'm sure that

Edgar Freidenburg was here to meet with

the then Minister of Education, now the

Premier, who probably travelled down to

Mexico to talk to Ivan Illich but—

Hon. Mr. Wells: I just talked to Mrs. Dailly,
the Education Minister from BC.

Mr. Lewis: Well, that is fine. But what I

am suggesting to you is that there are really
alternative routes to the educational system
which we in this province have as yet to

explore throughout the system, although we
explore it in fragments. That is something
that we would press upon you very, very hard.

In other words. Mr. Chairman—and I've

talked too long—there is really a profound
difference of opinion about the direction of

vour system, about the imposition of the ceil-

ings, about what you consider to be the edu-

cational priorities. I know there is no per-

centage in it. I know that everybody trumpets
the excellence of Ontario's educational system.
I don't. I see it as quite adequate for the

purposes it is designed to serve, but nothing
that would have me turning cartwheels

about the way in which young minds experi-
ence the learning process.

I'm not going to talk to you about some
of these people and some of these ideas,
because I tried it once with your predecessor,
now the Premier. I tried using a couple of

names with him which were fairly eminent,
and he laughed me off saying that they were
Americans or that Holt was British and why
should he talk about that, as though ideas

about educational sociology had strict geo-

graphic boundaries. But I can't do that. It is

too depressing an exchange.

Just let me say to you, Mr. Minister, that

while I know you assiduously maintain the

system as it exists, that in fact the imposi-
tion of the ceilings is turning out to be a

destructive imposition. There have to be alter-

native ways, and some of those alternative

ways mean finding additional revenues from

the tax system so that those kinds of ceilings
don't have to be imposed to break local auton-

omy or to undermine the rights of individuals

children. And that is absolutely central to

your object, because you can't have a system

through which some kids slip, not in Ontario,

not at this time.

If they want to voluntarily drop out, that

is fine. Some of us did that intermittently,
but they can't be lost to the system. You can't

allow that to happen, because that is a com-

mentary on the essential wrong of the whole

educational apparatus. And it is not sedated

by your being able to say that there will be

an increase of seven per cent plus next year,

a few more teachers hired in Metro, a little

more variety of course content, and a core

curriculum made up of English and Cana-

dian history. That doesn't compensate for the

loss of individual kids by virtue of a political

response to an educational problem.

Hon. Mr. Wells: Mr. Chairman, as I lis-

tened to my friend talk—and he of course is

a much more eloquent speaker than I am and
a much more read person—I was just think-

ing of something that happened quite a few

years ago. I used to sit up in that back row
over there and he sat up in the back row

too, and I delivered a speech in this House
one day, probably my second or third speech,
and it was about education. If anybody wants

to look in Hansard, it is back there in 1964

or 1965; it was about some of the things that

I thought should happen in education.

It dealt a bit with the ungraded learning

process and so forth, and I had a call from

one of my colleagues in this House to ask if

he could have a copy of that speech and he

wondered just what this was all about. And
that was my hon. friend who has just been

talking today and telling me about all the

sociologists and educational writers that he

should—

Mr. Lewis: I phoned you to ask you to tell

me what ungraded schools were.

Hon. Mr. Wells: Yes. In those days you
phoned me to ask me—

Mr. Lewis: Thank you very much. Thank

you very much.

Hon. Mr. Wells: You asked me for a copy
of my speech in those days.

Mr. Lewis: I could reminisce about some

experiences we shared, but I won't.
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Hon. Mr. Wells: All right. All right.

Mr. Fould's: Well, that goes to show you
how much the member for Scarborough West
has progressed over the Minister of Educa-
tion.

Hon. Mr. Wells: That's right. The member
for Scarborough West is a good-

Mr. Lewis: We travelled together in Cal-

ifornia, but this is a bit much.

Hon. Mr. Wells: Well, I tell you, it is

true. I remember the event very clearly, be-

cause my hon. friend and I travelled on the

select committee on youth. We saw many
educational experiences, good and bad. Of

course, I don't agree with him on a lot of

things he says but I do agree with him on
his comments on the remarks of the member
for Rainy River. I suppose one term we might

apply is that he is 30 going on 50. Perhaps
even 30 going on 60.

Mr. Lewis: Thirty going on 80.

Mr. Stokes: Going on 12.

Hon. Mr. Wells: Certainly the kind of

educational system we used to have in this

province was an elitist system. It was geared
to prepare young people for university and
the courses which were taught and the way
they were taught were taught for the 10 per
cent or so who would go to university. It was
sort of to hell with the rest. It didn't matter

what happened. That is the kind of thing we
don't want today. That is why in those days
there were only subjects like English and
French and mathematics and science and

physical education. They dominated the cur-

riculum. There were no innovative subjects.

Mr. Foulds: Maths and biology and Latin.

Hon. Mr. Wells: Biology, my friend says.

They were there. I don't want to get into

this reminiscing period but I vividly recall my
experiences in the 1940s in the collegiate in

Metropolitan Toronto. In grade 13 at Christ-

mas time they went around and everybody
who had failed the exams at Christmas was
told he or she shouldn't take that subject and
write the departmental grade 13 exam be-

cause he or she wouldn't have a chance of

passing it. What really counted was this

pursuit of excellence which was equated with
the number of kids who passed grade 13 in

that school. That was the pursuit of ex-

cellence.

Mr. Foulds: That happened to me in the

1950s.

Hon. Mr. Wells: I want to tell the House
it took me six years to get grade 13.

Mr. Lewis: Did it? I never graduated from

university.

Hon. Mr. Wells: Neither did I graduate
from university. I am a university dropout.

Mr. Lewis: Are you really?

Hon. Mr. Wells: Yes.

Mr. Lewis: So we have that much in com-

mon, have we?

Hon. Mr. Wells: We have that in common.
I am not proud of the fact.

Mr. Lewis: You see, I have gone right to

the heights. Where have you gone?

Hon. E. A. Winkler (Chairman, Manage-
ment Board of Cabinet): That is a matter of

negotiation.

Hon. Mr. Wells: It is a very interesting

thing, and I am sure my friend has noticed

this, that of the two people who are guiding
education in this government the Minister of

Colleges and Universities also is not a uni-

versity graduate.

Hon. A. Grossman (Minister of Revenue):
That is a hell of an example for the kids at

school, that's all I can say.

Mr. Lewis: It shows.

Mr. Foulds: It shows. Why do we have a

medical doctor as Minister of Health? Why
don't we have a denturist as the Minister of

Health?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Because the ministers,

don't go to school.

Hon. Mr. Wells: My friend says that is a

hell of an example to the kids at school but

it really isn't, because to some degree it shows

our preoccupation with paper qualifications,

with certificates, with the results of structured

exams which I think is what we are trying
to get away from.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: I didn't go to high
school.

Hon. Mr. Wells: Certainly. My friend says

he didn't go to high school.

Mr. Stokes: That's obvious.

Mr. Foulds: It shows, too.
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Hon. Mr. Wells: It is not always the

diploma you get. It is the learning process
that goes on.

Mr. Breithaupt: You are going to lose our

sympathy if it goes on.

Hon. Mr. Wells: That is what we are really

interested in, and what we have been trying
to do in our whole school system is to put
the emphasis on the individual, on the learn-

ing process, to develop in young people the

desire to learn for the rest of their lives, and

to develop alternative forms. We may not

have done it to the greatest advantage to this

point: we obviously haven't in this province
but that is the kind of direction we have to

go in. These are the kinds of things that we
have been doing and have to do with our

system.

The aim of our educational system, and I

hope my friend has read my opening re-

marks, is to prepare our young people as well

as possible for adult life in this democratic

society. That is my own phrase. I wrote that

myself. I know there are all kinds of very

philosophic, sociological and scholarly goals
of education but I like to put it in that very

plain and simple language. That is the goal
of education and that encompasses, I think,

everything that we are trying to do.

We are not trying just to prepare young
people for university; we are not just trying

to prepare them for a job. We are trying to

prepare them for adult life wherever they find

themselves so that they will be able to enjoy

life, make a contribution to society and their

country and live harmoniously one with the

other. That is what we are trying to do with

our educational system, perfectly or imper-

fectly, as we are achieving it.

Mr. Chairman: Will there be further dis-

cussion on the first item or can we move to

the second item on the next day?

Mr. B. Newman: No, I have some-

Mr. Lewis: Move to vote 2, Mr. Chairman.

Hon. Mr. Winkler moves the committee
rise and report.

Motion agreed to.

The House resumed; Mr. Speaker in the

chair.

Mr. Chairman: Mr. Speaker, the committee
of supply begs to report progress and asks

for leave to sit again.

Report agreed to.

Hon. E. A. Winkler (Chairman, Manage-
ment Board of Cabinet): Mr. Speaker, tomor-

row the House will consider item 24, Bill 235,

and on item 2, the House in committee of

the whole, Bills 207, 221, 234, 233, 208. If

we conclude those considerations, we'll move
to item 13, Bill 219, and item 7, Bill 210.

Hon. Mr. Winkler moves the adjournment
of the House.

Motion agreed to.

The House adjourned at 10:30 o'clock, p.m.
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The House met at 2 o'clock, p.m.

Prayers.

Mr. Speaker: Statements by the ministry.

CONSERVATION OF ENERGY

Hon. J. W. Snow (Minister of Government

Services): Mr. Speaker, I don't really have a

statement but I would like to table, for the

information of the members, a copy of a

letter I wrote to our area managers dated

Nov. 7, 1973, and a further memorandum
from my director of property management
dated Nov. 8, 1973, asking for the co-

operation of all our area and district offices

in the conservation of energy and making
certain suggestions where energy could be

conserved.

Mr. Speaker: Oral questions.

The hon. member for Kitchener.

RATE OF RETURN OF
PRISONERS TO JAIL

Mr. J. R. Breithaupt (Kitchener): Mr.

Speaker, I have a question, first of all, of the

Minister of Correctional Services. Can the

minister comment upon the report which was
referred to in the Globe and Mail with

respect to 64 per cent of a prison sample

being reported back in jail within six years?
Has he seen that report and does he intend

to implement some of the comments made by
Kenneth A. Carlson so as to ensure that the

correctional centres are correcting and the

reformatories are reforming?

Hon. C. J. S. Apps (Minister of Correctional

Services ) : Mr. Speaker, yes, I have read the

report. As the member probably knows, Mr.

Carlson is one of our employees at Guelph.
We encouraged him to do the research and
we felt it would be wise to have the research

published to let people know the problems
we have within the jails, the correctional

centres and the adult training centres.

As the member knows, the report uses 1965

samples on which to make the recommenda-
tions. I think the hon. member would agree
that there have been many very concrete and
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very good programmes put into effect over

the past seven or eight years, one of which,
of course, is the temporary absence pro-

gramme. We feel it has been one of the most

successful rehabilitative tools we have ever

devised within the institution and it has been

working very successfully.

As well, we have implemented programmes
in which we are encouraging the members
of the community to become involved with

our institutions. We feel that the larger the

number of people from the community that

we can get involved in the institutions, the

greater the public acceptance will be of some
of the programmes we are trying to imple-

ment to help the people within those institu-

tions.

We feel that he has made a very valuable

contribution to our work and we are very

glad to encourage publication of such reports

to bring the problems we have within our

institutions to the public and to encourage
the public and make them realize that they,

too, have a part to play in the rehabilitation

of those people. It doesn't matter how good
a job we do within the institutions, if people
hit a roadblock when they get out, much of

the work we're trying to do is going to be of

no effect whatsoever.

Mr. Speaker, yes, I've read the report.

We're happy to have it publicized and we
are, we think, implementing programmes that

will be of greater help in rehabilitating those

we have in our care.

Mr. Breithaupt: A supplementary question
of the minister, Mr. Speaker: Is it his inten-

tion to continue with this kind of a survey to

see whether, in fact, the changes that he has

referred to are having a positive result?

Hon. Mr. Apps: Yes, Mr. Speaker. We are

in the process of computerizing all the infor-

mation we have and when this is completed
we'll be able to have many more facets to

base our research on.

Mr. D. M. Deacon (York Centre): A sup-

plementary, Mr. Speaker: Would the minister

tell us if he found anything new in his trip

to Rio which indicated that they have better

systems of correcting and reforming down
there?
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Hon. Mr. Apps: Mr. Speaker, I don't think

that is the actual case. As the member will

realize, we were asked to attend, as ob-

servers, the regional UN congress which was
held in Brasilia in connection with the forth-

coming UN congress in Toronto on crime and
corrections. My deputy minister and myself
were down there. We attended the confer-

ence and we were very impressed with the

calibre of people who were taking part in the

conference. We learned a great deal, par-

ticularly on how conferences should be run
and the contribution that we, in the ministry,
could make to the UN congress here in

Toronto in 1975.

Mr. Deacon: A further supplementary:
Was it the running of the congress that the

minister was down there for, or learning more
about reform institutions?

Hon. A. B. R. Lawrence (Provincial Secre-

tary for Resources Development): Both.

Hon. Mr. Apps: We were down there to

observe the way the congress was being
operated—how they conducted it and also

to meet those representatives from the Latin

American nations who, in many cases, will be

appearing and attending the UN congress
here in Toronto in 1975.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Kit-

chener.

VD INCREASE IN YORK

Mr. Breithaupt: A question of the Minister

of Health, Mr. Speaker: Is the minister aware
of the reported outbreak of venereal diseases

which apparently have increased in the re-

gional municipality of York, especially in the

Newmarket area? Does the minister have any
particular programme planned to assist the

involvement of the medical authorities, espe-

cially Dr. Slingerland, the medical officer of

health, who has commented upon the par-
ticular increase in this problem in his area?

Mr. I. Deans (Wentworth): Does the min-
ister know who is responsible?

Mr. Speaker: The question has already
been directed to the minister, who will reply
to that question first.

Hon. R. T. Potter (Minister of Health): Dr.

Slingerland did bring this to our attention as

he did to other people's. Like all of us, he
isn't able to account for it, but he is making
use of the facilities that we have and the

programmes that are available to the teachers

and the schools.

As the members will recall, some of them

perhaps who were in the discussion of esti-

mates, we had a demonstration there for

anyone who wanted to see the programmes
and the kits that were being made available;
in fact, they had been sent out to all school

boards in the hope that they would use

them for teaching purposes.

Dr. Slingerland is working with our public
health people and we would be only too

delighted to give him any assistance we can.

But I know this is a problem that isn't as

easy to deal with as one might think.

Mr. Deacon: As a supplementary, does the

minister not believe that if he were to form
district health councils, other than these big

regional health councils, so the total com-

munity would be involved in the delivering
of health care, that there would be much

greater co-operation between the public and
the doctors and the hospitals and the schools

in instances like this? Is this not another ex-

ample where an over-built bureaucracy can-

not get down to reach the people?

Hon. Mr. Potter: No, I wouldn't agree, Mr.

Speaker; I think in this particular area they
have a very good health unit and they have
a very good working agreement with the

other social services. It is just beginning to

be integrated now. I wouldn't want to be too

critical of it at this stage because it hasn't

had a chance to really show what it can do
in that area.

Mr. Deacon: As a supplementary: I cer-

tainly want to disabuse the minister of any
idea that I didn't think they had well-qualified

people. What I am asking is: Does the min-

ister not believe that these large structures,

health structures that are on a regional basis,

do not provide for proper community involve-

ment because they are on too big a scale?

Hon. Mr. Potter: Well, again, it is on a

district basis that we are interested in de-

veloping district health planning councils and

again—

Mr. Deacon: That is a region, not a district.

Hon. Mr. Potter: Again we are expecting
the district health planning councils to do

just that; to plan the health services for these

small particular regions.

Mr. Deacon: It is too big a scale.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Kit-

chener.
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WARBLE FLY CONTROL

Mr. Breithaupt: Mr. Speaker, a question
of the Minister of Agriculture and Food.

Following a meeting of the Bruce Beef Im-

provement Association, can the minister advise

whether there are any plans now to make
county-wide control programmes for warble
flies compulsory within the province or

whether the scheme is going to remain as it

has now been developed?

Hon. W. A. Stewart (Minister of Agricul-
ture and Food): Mr. Speaker, I am not

aware-

Mr. S. Lewis (Scarborough West): Actually
we settled this—

Mr. J. A. Renwick (Riverdale): I thought
this was solved.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Lewis: The member for Riverdale is

an expert on this if you want his opinion.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: Mr. Speaker, I am not

aware of the report of the meeting to which

my hon. friend refers as having taken place
in Bruce county, but there is no plan under-

way in Ontario to extend it on a county-by-
county basis—that is, a mandatory warble

fly control programme.

Mr. M. Cassidy (Ottawa Centre): As our
leader said, the government is drifting, there

is no planning.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Scar-

borough West.

FUEL COSTS

Mr. Lewis: May I ask the Premier, Mr.

Speaker, is he prepared to indicate publicly
that Ontario will apply its own freeze on
all gasoline prices in the province if the freeze

is not extended beyond Jan. 31, 1974?

Mr. J. R. Rhodes (Sault Ste. Marie): Daddy
wrote to the member for Scarborough West,
eh?

Hon. W. G. Davis (Premier): The Premier
at this precise moment is not prepared to do
so.

Mr. Lewis: Well, by way of supplement-
ary, why is the Premier at this precise mo-

ment, or at all moments, willing to cavort

so amiably with the oil companies? And why
doesn't he come down strongly in the gov-

ernment's response to the multi-national cor-

porations that control the oil industry; why
does he leave that to Ottawa alone when we
can handle it provincially?

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Davis: With respect, Mr. Speaker,
I don't cavort with anybody, let alone the oil

companies-

Mr. Lewis: I am not sure.

Hon. Mr. Davis: I don't cavort with any-

body.

Mr. Deans: Wait a minute—we spent all

summer—the Premier was cavorting with

somebody.

Hon. Mr. Davis: No, I don't cavort; I

would only say this—

Hon. G. A. Kerr (Provincial Secretary for

Justice): What is the member's definition of

cavort?

Mr. Deans: What would the Premier say
he was doing in that chalet in the Black

Forest?

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Yes indeed, but we don't

cavort. Now the member should look up the

definition of cavort—and if I am wrong he

can come back and tell me about it.

Mr. A. J. Roy (Ottawa East): The Premier

doesn't accept his suggestion?

Hon. Mr. Davis: No.

Now back to the question, Mr. Speaker.
The answer to the first question was no. The
answer to the second question is that we are

not prepared unilaterally as a provincial

jurisdiction to take this move at this precise

moment.

Mr. Lewis: By way of supplementary, why
is the government not prepared to—

Hon. Mr. Davis: Don t ask me why, be-

cause I am saying we are not going to.

Mr. Lewis: But will the Premier not give
his reasons? Has he called all of the oil

companies into a meeting with himself and
the Minister of Energy (Mr. McKeough) or

others of his cabinet to indicate that the gov-
ernment will protect the consumers of On-
tario in this field and that it will use the

provincial authority which it has?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, we can de-

bate all afternoon the extent of any provin-
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rial authority in this area. I can only say to

the hon. member we are interested in this

and in the protection of the consumer. As a

government we will take what steps are

necessary, if they are appropriate. As to try-

ing to prompt me into anticipating govern-
ment policy or action, I just say to the

member for Scarborough West that I will

stand here all afternoon and give the same

Mr. Lewis: The Premier will say on this,

as on everything, nothing.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Well, that's not quite

right.

Mr. D. C. MacDonald (York South): Sup-
plementary, Mr. Speaker: Is the Premier aware
that a fellow townsman of his Minister of

Energy—namely, Bruce Willson, president of

Union Gas Ltd. of Chatham—indicated yester-

day that Alberta cannot justify and does not
need world prices for its oil and gas from
other parts of Canada? If the Premier has

corporate support as well as the support of

the lowly little consumer, does he not think

that there might be a role for the Province
of Ontario if Ottawa, as usual, opts out?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I'm not say-

ing there isn't a role for the province, but at

this precise moment in time we feel very

strongly that it is a matter of federal responsi-

bility. After the meeting this Friday perhaps
we will have some clear indication as to what
steps they may take. I'm very interested to

have the member for York South quote and

support the observations of the president of

Union Gas. I find that is a philosophical

change that is highly encouraging.

Mr. MacDonald: Don't hold your breath.

Hon. A. Grossman (Minister of Revenue):
He is cavorting with him.

Mr. MacDonald: He is right in this in-

stance. I support him every time he is right,

as I would support the Premier. It is too bad
it isn't more often.

Hon. Mr. Davis: The member for York
South is cavorting with him. And I'm very
interested to have that observation made.

Mr. Lewis: We are taking Union Gas under

public ownership, so we are softening him up
now.

Mr. E. M. Havrot (Timiskaming): Not in

the member's lifetime.

Mr. Lewis: In my lifetime, yes.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Scar-

borough West.

An hon. member: Will the member keep
him as president?

Mr. Speaker: Order.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Havrot: Not as long as the member is

leader.

Mr. Lewis: In my lifetime, yes, absolutely,

my friend.

Interjections by hon. members.

USE OF WIRETAPPING

Mr. Lewis: I have a question, Mr. Speaker,
of the Attorney General: Is the Attorney
General prepared to say to the federal Min-
ister of Justice that Ontario opposes his wish

to loosen the wiretap provisions of the fed-

eral bill and that we will not associate with

the request of Otto Lang and the chiefs of

police to give special powers to the police

to use wiretaps for indirect evidence and

other purposes?

Mr. Rhodes: Good people don't worry about

those things.

Hon. D. A. Bales (Attorney General): Mr.

Speaker, I wrote to the Minister of Justice.

There are a number of matters here and the

member has covered a large field. In refer-

ence to the indirect matter, I wrote a legal

opinion from my ministry on that matter. It

involved a technical matter, but there are

other areas where I objected strongly in ref-

erence to that bill, particularly the powers
of the federal Solicitor General. Those should

be changed, and so should the wording of

other sections concerning the extraordinary

powers of wiretapping without court orders

at all.

Mr. Renwick: Mr. Speaker, by way of a

supplementary in order to narrow the field,

will the minister indicate quite clearly the

areas where he disagrees with or agrees

with the present bill as it has been reported
out of the committee in the House of Com-
mons?

Hon. Mr. Bales: To answer that I would
have to check the present bill as it stands, be-

cause there has been a substantial number of

amendments. I did write a long letter to Mr.

Lang recently concerning the problem of in-

direct and direct evidence. There have been
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subsequent amendments to that. I would have

to see those and review them—

Mr. MacDonald: Would the Attorney Gen-

eral table the letter?

Mr. Renwick: By way of supplementary

question, will the minister be more precise

on the question of indirect evidence? Did he

support the position that he was urged to

take by the federal Minister of Justice and

the police chiefs who have been in touch

with the minister about it?

Hon. Mr. Bales: As to supporting the

police chiefs, I have supported the problem-

Mr. Lewis: How does the minister support

a problem?

Hon. Mr. Bales: -of some indirect evidence

if it may be obtained under certain circum-

stances.

Mr. Lewis: By way of supplementary, I

don't understand what the minister means

when he says he supports the problem. Is

he supporting the federal Minister of Justice's

position that the wiretap clause should be

made more flexible; that the tough clause

that came out of committee should be re-

moved; and that special and additional

powers should be given to the police where

wiretaps are involved?

Hon. Mr. Bales: I supported part of the

wording as it was previously in the bill. 1

think that the present bill as drafted presents
serious problems.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Scar-

borough West.

Mr. P. D. Lawlor (Lakeshore): Supple-

mentary?

Mr. Speaker: Yes, we will permit one more.

Mr. Lawlor: Would the Attorney General

have any very severe objections to tabling
that correspondence so that we may see what
the range of objection is?

Hon. Mr. Bales: It is a personal and con-

fidential letter and on that basis I do not

table it.

Mr. Cassidy: It was an opinion of the

Attorney General of Ontario.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Scar-

borough West.

Mr. Lewis: I hadn't intended it, but I

have another question for the Attorney
General-

Mr. Speaker: Well, we have had four sup-

plementaries on that particular point, I must

point out to the hon. member.

An hon. member: Ask the Solicitor General.

Mr. Lewis: All right, all right. No, I will

not ask the Solicitor General. I will bow to

my colleague from Riverdale—

Hon. J. Yaremko (Solicitor General): Is the

member losing his nerve?

Mr. Lewis: Losing my nerve?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: No guts!

Mr. Breithaupt: That is what supporting
a problem means.

Mr. Lewis: I am afraid the minister will

put a contract out on me with some of his

friends. I want to be careful about that.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: One member suggested
a bomb under my house.

Mr. Lewis: I have a question of the

Premier-

Mr. Breithaupt: That is what supporting a

problem means.

Mr. Lewis: Yes, I understand—I don't want
the Solicitor General to be offended by the

fact that I have turned my back on him.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: I never find the mem-
ber offensive.

YOUTH ASSISTANCE PROGRAMME

Mr. Lewis: Good. Mr. Speaker, I have a

question of the Premier: Was the Minister

without Portfolio involved in the Youth

Secretariat (Mrs. Birch) expressing a collec-

tive cabinet view when she assaulted the LIP
and OFY programmes?

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Davis J Mr. Speaker, we are very
fortunate in having a Minister without Port-

folio with the perception of the member for

Scarborough-

Mr. Lewis: East.

Hon. Mr. Davis: I sometimes get the Scar-

boroughs mixed up—Scarborough East-

Mr. Breithaupt: The Premier should get to

know them better.

Hon. Mr. Davis: In fairness to the minister,

I think it is appropriate to say that she was
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enunciating points of view which I know she

arrived at after careful consideration. I would

only say that I don't think the overall pro-

gramme or its specific terms have been a

subject of cabinet discussion or consensus in

recent days-

Mr. MacDonald: Well, that is an interest-

ing isolation of the comment so far.

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. MacDonald: The Premier is proceed-

ing very nicely now.

Mr. R. Haggerty (Welland South): She
must have been listening to the back row.

Hon. Mr. Davis: —but it is quite obvious

from the response of the very able men and
women who make up this government that

the Minister without Portfolio has touched
a responsive chord on the part of—

Mr. Renwick: He should associate himself

with it.

Mr. Lewis: Yes, he should try associating
himself with it if it's so popular.

By way of supplementary, Mr. Speaker-

Mr. Speaker: Order, please. The hon. mem-
ber for Rainy River had risen on a supple-

mentary.

Mr. T. P. Reid (Rainy River): May I ask

the Premier, in view of that particular min-
ister's comments, if there is going to be a

review of the Ontario government's pro-

grammes in this field, which are no better

at all than the federal ones?

Mr. P. J. Yakabuski (Renfrew South): They
are supervised.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I listened

to the member for Rainy River with some

regret—well, regret is perhaps a polite term-
but if one is trying to draw a relationship to

the programmes administered by the Min-
ister without Portfolio over the past several

months, particularly during the summer, I

would say from my own knowledge of them,
from her own assessment of these programmes
and the very creative way in which they
were developed, I happen to believe that

they were very excellent, well received by
the students involved and a great credit to

the minister and to the government.

Mr. Reid: That was not the point-

Mr. Lewis: Having lost my first supple-

mentary only through the Speaker's over-

sight, I shall perhaps put a couple to the

Premier. Can he indicate—by way of quick re-

sponse—first, does he agree as a cabinet mem-
ber with what amounted to the wholesale

impugning of the worth of the LIP and OFY
programmes; second, can he indicate to this

House those specific programmes which the

Minister without Portfolio found wanting;
third, is this a careful coverup on the part of

the provincial government as part of its

plan to continue to fund, or to provide funds,
for those LIP programmes which have identi-

fied such notorious gaps in this govern-
ment's programme of social services, like

community information centres, services to

immigrants and so on?

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Lewis: And finally, by way of a fourth

supplementary, how does the Minister with-
out Portfolio equate what she said with the

United Appeal in Toronto, which specifically
set aside additional moneys in order to main-
tain the excellence of many of the LIP pro-

grammes?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I will just

speak very personally. There are several as-

pects to the LIP programmes and the Op-
portunities for Youth programmes that I

think give a number of us concern. I would
also say there are some areas of involvement

that have been really quite constructive. I

make no bones about that.

Mr. Breithaupt: She should find that out.

Mr. Lewis: She shouldn't slap them all

down.

Hon. Mr. Davis: But I think members will

find that, really, this was the implication that

was left. I wasn't there to hear the speech,
I can only say-

Mr. MacDonald: Certainly not in the news

reports.

Mr. Lewis: No, it was wholesale.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Do members opposite
want to hear the answer to those several

questions or not?

Mr. Lewis: Yes; we are listening.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Well then, if they will

listen carefully I will endeavour to give them
the answer.

To go back to what I started out to say,

Mr. Speaker, from my own personal point of
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view there are some LIP programmes that

are quite constructive. There have been some
that I think are less than desirable; and I'm

not going to get into definitions of which
are which.

Mr. Lewis: Name one.

Hon. Mr. Davis: I think one of the great
concerns that has caused difficulty with this

government, and I think it is true of other

provincial governments, is the fact that the

federal government moved into the LIP pro-

gramme without consultation, initially, with
the provincial jurisdictions. They moved into

the programmes for limited periods of time.

They created situations, some of which had

validity and some which did not.

Mr. Cassidy: That is history and is not

happening now.

Hon. Mr. Davis: The result is that these

same groups are now coming to the prov-
inces for funding.

Mr. Lewis: That is right.

Hon. Mr. Davis: But I would say, Mr.

Speaker, that I think, and I don't want to

go too far, that in the past short period of

time there has been a greater effort on the

part of the Ottawa officials to communicate
with the provincial authorities.

Mr. Cassidy: Why condemn the pro-

gramme?

Hon. Mr. Davis: So I would say, Mr.

Speaker, that while we think by and large
that our own approach, certainly as far as

summer employment for youth is concerned,
is a more positive approach than that adopted
by the federal government in the past two

years, there are some LIP programmes, yes,
that I think are valid.

Mr. Lewis: Well.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Scar-

borough West.

An hon. member: Supplementary, Mr.

Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: No, there have been five

supplementaries now. The hon. member for

St. George.

Mr. Rhodes: That puts the cork in the

member.

EQUAL OPPORTUNITY FOR WOMEN
REPORT

Mrs. M. Campbell (St. George): Mr.

Speaker, my question is addressed to the

Minister of Colleges and Universities. Fol-

lowing the statement in the House with ref-

erence to the Kennedy matter and the dis-

crimination which was indicated, can the min-
ister now tell this House when he is plan-

ning on eliminating those sections on death
benefits in the retirement pension plan which
are totally discriminatory to women?

Hon. J. McNie (Minister of Colleges and

Universities): Mr. Speaker, I am very happy
to take that question under advisement.

Mr. Lewis: Oh for shame!

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Went-
worth.

CONTRIBUTIONS TO CONSERVATIVE
PARTY

Mr. Deans: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. I

have a question of the Premier. The question
has been bothering me for some time. I won-
der whether the Premier could tell me
whether he has sufficiently familiarized him-
self with the names of the persons who con-
tribute the money to the Conservative Party
which is going to be used to pay for the
balance of the flight costs left over after he
has paid his share.

Mr. W. Hodgson (York North): Not the
unions.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I am de-

lighted to know that the member for Went-
worth is that concerned about this matter of

urgent public importance.

Interjection by an hon. member.

Hon. Mr. Davis: I sense, really, a degree
of sarcasm and cynicism in his question, but
I think he knows the answer to the question.

Mr. Deans: There is no sarcasm or cyn-
icism.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Of course I don't familiar-

ize myself with those who contribute to the

Progressive Conservative Party. I never have,
and I don't, and he knows it.

Interjection by an hon. member.

Hon. Mr. Davis: I have an arrangement, as

I have said to the press, whereby certain of

my expenses are paid by the party, which is
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not an unusual arrangement. I think it is one

which is practised by other political parties
in this province and in this country, which I

think should be well known to the member
for Wentworth.

Mr. Lewis: But I know where the money
comes from.

Mr. Roy: The Premier knows about a

couple of them.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Davis: The member knows very
well what my answer would be to that ques-
tion.

Mr. Deans: Doesn't the Premier think, as

the leader of the government, that he ought
to know who is paying his bills?

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Deans: Doesn't the Premier feel that

perhaps it might be in the interests of the

public of the Province of Ontario to know
who is paying the bills of the Premier of this

province?

Some hon. members: Sit down! Sit down!

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: I know who pays the
hon. member's.

Hon. E. A. Winkler (Chairman, Manage-
ment Board of Cabinet): We know who pays
his, that's for sure.

Mr. Deans: Yes, that's right, they do.

Mr. Yakabuski: Where is the leader of the

Liberal Party? Off politicking in a limousine

provided by the taxpayers?

Mr. Roy: Mr. Speaker, a supplementary.

Mr. Speaker: We'll permit a supplementary.

Mr. Roy: I wonder, Mr. Speaker, if I may
ask the Premier, in light of the fact that he
has made a contribution of $21,000, along
with the help of his party, for these plane

flights-

Hon. Mr. Davis: Please read the stories

accurately.

Mr. Roy: —can we expect any contribu-

tions from some of his cabinet colleagues
who have used these planes as well?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, what I do

personally with respect to my travel in politi-

cal terms or personal terms is a matter of

my personal policy. The policy as it relates

to the ministers is clearly laid down, as is my
own, hopefully now clearly understood—ob-

viously, by the mathematics quoted by the

hon. member for Ottawa East, not yet under-
stood by him—but I hope by the public at

large.

Mr. Roy: Well, it is very confusing.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Wel-
land South.

COMMITTEES OF ADJUSTMENT
Mr. Haggerty: Mr. Speaker, I wish to

direct a question to the Premier. With my
understanding of legislation that will come
into force in January, 1974, which will re-

move the powers of the committees of adjust-
ment in those municipalities not having an

approved official plan, will consideration be

given to municipalities for postponement of

the implementation of legislation-

Mr. D. R. Timbrell (Don Mills): The
member is reading too fast. Slow down.

Mr. Roy: Don't interrupt him.

Mr. L. C. Henderson (Lambton): Read it

yourself.

Mr. Haggerty: —which will revoke the

powers of the committees of adjustment in

those municipalities not having an approved
official plan? Is he aware that presently there

are a number of municipalities in the Niagara
region that had official plans before Inter-

governmental Affairs for as long as two to

three years, waiting for approval?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, if the hon.

member for Welland South would send me
the written material that somebody prepared
for him, I would be delighted to read it and
I will get a response for him.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for

Thunder Bay.

Mr. Roy: All the Premier's answers aren't

his own work.

Mr. Speaker: Order.

HYDRO RESOURCES IN NORTH

Mr. J. E. Stokes (Thunder Bay): I would
like to ask the Provincial Secretary for

Resources Development a question in the

absence of the Minister of Energy.
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Does the minister subscribe to the idea

expounded recently by the Minister of Energy
over a radio station in Sault Ste. Marie

wherein he stated that they might look

favourably on the exploitation of the un-

tapped hydro potential in the northern part

of this province now that there is an energy

squeeze on? If this is a matter of active

discussion within the cabinet, can he assure

members of this House, and all the native

people in the north who are so vitally inter-

ested and concerned about those areas of the

province that are untapped, that there will be

complete and full discussion with them
about the economic and environmental con-

sequences before such a project is under-

taken?

Hon. Mr. Lawrence: Yes, Mr. Speaker, I

think that assurance can be given.

As the member will recall, we set a prece-
dent in this regard when we started to in-

vestigate the Onakawana site. Before doing

anything or even developing policies, we set

in motion, and still have in motion, studies

dealing with the environmental and social

impact of any development there.

What the Minister of Energy has received,

to my knowledge, is material from Hydro it-

self, which I don't think is very new material,

but is a collection of studies that they have

done showing the potential power resources

of half a dozen or more particular sites.

I don't think even Hydro was recognizing
these so much as it was preparing an in-

ventory of potential sources for its own use.

But I think in his absence—and really, I hope
I am not foreclosing any further discussions

within government—that judging by our ap-

proach to environmental matters and our ap-

proach to our native peoples, that the assur-

ance you ask can be given.

Mr. Stokes: Supplementary: With the en-

ergy crisis as it has developed in the last few

weeks, is it accurate to say that the govern-
ment is looking at these sites anew and with

a view to bringing them on stream much
earlier than it originally anticipated?

If such is the case, doesn't the minister

think that now is the time the government
should be taking native people and other con-

cerned groups in the north into its confidence,

so that they too can bring some input and

some knowledge into this overall problem be-

fore the government gets too far advanced, as

is the case in the James Bay development?

Hon. Mr. Lawrence: Mr. Speaker, I don't

think either Hydro, the Ministry of Energy
or the Minister of Energy have gone so far as

to launch themselves on any policy course.

It certainly hasn't come before the policy
field or the rest of government.

I think that really what we are dealing
with here is the practical fact that any energy
resources we have in the province become
more and more relevant to examine. But from

my own experience we have not taken the

step of even opening the policy question as

to whether they would be developed or not.

Mr. Speaker: I believe the hon. member
for Rainy River is first.

TRANSPORTATION SYSTEMS FOR
DEVELOPMENT OF LAKE ST. JOE

Mr. Reid: Thank you. I have a question of

the Provincial Secretary for Resources De-

velopment. It must be his day today.

Mr. Roy: How strange.

Mr. Reid: Is he aware of anyone within the

jurisdiction for which he has responsibility,

either under the Minister of Natural Re-

sources (Mr. Bernier) or the ONR, who has

gone to Germany to investigate some system

of moving either people or materials which

could be used in the development of Lake

St. Joe?

Hon. Mr. Lawrence: Mr. Speaker, I can't

answer that question-

Mr. Roy: Why not?

Hon. Mr. Lawrence: —although I do know
that at the public service level we have

people going to Germany and visiting in-

dustrial people there and, I think, discussing

much more than the intermediate transit field

and the Krauss-Maffei system. I believe that

their term of reference and what they are

studying is new modes of transportation, gen-

erally, and is not related just to urban facili-

ties.

Perhaps I can find out more and respond
in detail to the member.

Mr. Reid: May I ask a supplementary, Mr.

Speaker? Has the minister's policy field de-

cided where the new townsite will be for the

Lake St. Joe area?

Hon. Mr. Lawrence: Not yet, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Rhodes: Want to buy some land?

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Port

Arthur.
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SHORTAGE OF PAPER

Mr. J. F. Foulds (Port Arthur): A question

of the Premier, Mr. Speaker:

Is the Premier aware that the current paper

shortage in Canada is affecting book pub-

lishing and is specifically affecting Canadian

publishers such as Clarke Irwin, which has

orders for 17,500 copies of a book called

"Canada," and is unable to meet those orders

because it isn't able to get paper supplies?
And what steps is the government willing to

take to ensure that aspect of the development
of the Canadian book publishing industry is

maintained?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I believe the

Minister of Industry and Tourism (Mr. Ben-

nett) made a statement related to this matter

on Friday, and I think the question would be
more appropriately directed to him.

BURLINGTON FRENCH-SPEAKING
STUDENTS

Hon. Mr. Davis: While I am on my feet,

Mr. Speaker, I have the reply to a question
asked by the member for Ottawa East where
I undertook to get certain information re-

lated to the discussion-

Mr. Foulds: On a point of order, Mr.

Speaker—

Hon. Mr. Davis: Well, I'll just give this

answer and then perhaps, Mr. Speaker, the

member might redirect the question to the

Minister of Industry and Tourism.

It is related to the discussions in Burling-
ton with respect to French-language classes.

I understand from the ministry that the par-
ents will be meeting tomorrow with the soon-

to-be deputy minister and there will be, if

necessary, a further meeting between the

minister himself, perhaps the board, and the

parents next week.

Mr. Roy: In fact, there will be a meeting
with me as well.

Hon. Mr. Kerr: Don't stir them up.

Hon. Mr. Davis: The member can give
them the benefit of his advice.

SHORTAGE OF PAPER

Mr. Foulds: Mr. Speaker, did the Minister

of Industry and Tourism take note of my
question of the Premier, or does he wish me
to restate it?

Hon. C. Bennett (Minister of Industry and

Tourism): Mr. Speaker, with particular refer-

ence to one book publishing company, I did

say on Friday that we were prepared, if we
were given specifics, to review them with the

industry or the supplier to see what we could

do to loosen up supplies for their particular

problem.

We have had several requests put to the

ministry and we are looking into them with

the pulp and paper people to see what we
can do to find the source of material neces-

sary to continue the publishers' operations,
and I invite the member for Port Arthur to

do likewise. That was the statement I made
on Friday and I invite you to take us up
on the offer.

Mr. Foulds: Supplementary, for clarifica-

tion, then: Does the policy apply to the book

publishing industry as well as to the news-

paper publishers, whom the minister men-
tioned in his statement on Friday?

Hon. Mr. Bennett: I mentioned publishing
houses on Friday, Mr. Speaker, because many
of them publish more than just weekly news-

papers; they have other types of printing

jobs. So it was anything that would affect

their particular output or production.

Mr. Foulds: A final supplementary: Does

the minister have any permanent and long-

range plans to meet the needs of the Cana-

dian book publishing industry so they get

adequate paper supplies?

Mr. F. Laughren (Nickel Belt): There are

no long-range plans, period.

Hon. Mr. Bennett: Well, Mr. Speaker, if

we are referring to the product, pulp and

paper, once we have all the mills back into

production in Canada—and Price of Quebec
at the moment is out on strike which affects

about 10 per cent of the volume of paper

being produced in eastern Canada—once they

are back on-stream, we believe that some of

the problems we are confronted with today
will resolve themselves.

As to the future, we are looking at it

with the pulp and paper people, and the

Department of Industry, Trade and Com-
merce in Ottawa is reviewing it with the

Canadian Pulp and Paper Association to see

what the long-range requirements will be

and to see where the financing is going
to come from to put new mills on-stream.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Ottawa
East.
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SEIZURE OF PINBALL MACHINES

Mr. Roy: My question, Mr. Speaker, is of

the great crime-fighter in the province, the

Solicitor General: Would the Solicitor General

advise what possible justification there is for

police departments across the province, in-

cluding the OPP, to go around seizing pin-

ball machines when there is a judgement
from His Honour Judge Patrick White in

Ottawa, dated July 12, 1973, which clearly

indicates that with a few modifications these

machines are legal? What possible justifica-

tion is there for the minister's officers to be

seizing these in the Ottawa area, in the

Rockland area and in other areas of the

province?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Mr. Speaker, I had a

report on this matter only last week and my
reading of the report leads me to believe

that the police officers are enforcing the

law as it exists within Canada under the

Criminal Code.

Mr. Roy: A supplementary, Mr. Speaker: Is

the minister not aware of the judgement to

which I referred from His Honour Judge
White, a judge of the provincial court in

Ottawa, dated July 12? If he is not aware

of it, is the Attorney General? Has he con-

sulted the Attorney General? The judgement

clearly indicates that these machines are legal

with a few modifications. Is the minister

not aware of that?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Mr. Speaker, I am
aware of that decision and, as I state and

reiterate, the police officers are carrying out

the enforcement of the law, in respect to the

machines, as they see it. I have no knowledge
of the kind of machines as stated in the case

—the machines which are being seized.

Mr. Roy: If I might ask one further sup-

plementary, Mr. Speaker: Do I understand

the minister to say that he feels that this

judgement is not law and that the police
officers are not going to follow the law as

the judge says it is?

Second, does he have reason to believe

that there is organized crime involved behind

the operations of these pinball machines? Is

this the reason for the over-enthusiasm of

the police forces across the province in seiz-

ing them?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Mr. Speaker, as I re-

iterated, the police are dealing with machines
which are different from the kinds of mach-
ines-

Mr. Roy: No, they are not. They're not

different.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: The pinball owners

are awaiting some reconsideration of an

amendment to the Criminal Code which will

make these machines perfectly legal. In that

case when the Criminal Code is changed, the

police will no longer be required to enforce

this. I may say, Mr. Speaker, there is no
evidence at this time with respect to the

pinball machines but the hon. member is

aware of the past history of machines and

crime.

Mr. Roy: Mr. Speaker, if I might ask one

further supplementary in view of the evi-

dence the minister has given to the House:

Would he look at the situation in Ottawa

where 12 of the machines were siezed and

in Rockland where four of the machines were

seized? These machines were conforming
with the decision of Judge White in that

the modification had been made. Would he

look into that?

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Sand-

wich-Riverside.

CONSERVATION OF ENERGY

Mr. F. A. Burr (Sandwich-Riverside): Mr.

Speaker, a question of the Minister of Energy
regarding the need to conserve those fossil

fuels now being used to produce electricity:

Is the minister considering reversing Hydro
rates so that those who use little will pay at

a low rate while those who use much will

pay at an increasingly higher rate?

Hon. W. D. McKeough (Minister of En-

ergy): Mr. Speaker, very little is known about

the elasticity of demand for the use of Hy-
dro but we are contemplating some specific

studies to see just what the results would
be. It doesn't necessarily follow that there

would be the desirable result which the hon.

member has indicated from the switch in

pricing which he has suggested.

For example, some of the very large users

have taken substantial steps to reduce their

use of energy over the last few years simply

because, although the cost per unit was very

low, the total cost was very high. I think

probably the best example of this is the

aluminum company in the neighbouring prov-
ince which has substantially reduced its

power demands simply because its total bill

was so large—and I would imagine it buys
its power more cheaply than anyone else.
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The suggestion has merit. We think it's

something that undoubtedly will be consid-

ered by the Ontario Energy Board in the

course of their deliberations and we're con-

templating some studies of our own.

Mr. Burr: A supplementary: Would the

minister then agree that the present policy
is one of encouraging use of hydro whereas
a reversal of the rate structure would be

effective in conserving energy?

Mr. Henderson: No.

Hon. Mr. McKeough: No, I don't really
concede that, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Deacon: A supplementary, Mr. Speak-
er: Does the minister mean to say he does

not believe economics have a bearing on con-

sumption? Does the minister not believe that

if the rates at higher consumption levels

were the same as at lower consumption levels,

there would be a tendency to conserve en-

ergy? After all, right now there is a real in-

centive to use more-

Mr. Henderson: The member doesn't be-

lieve that either.

Mr. R. G. Eaton (Middlesex South): Is that

his party's policy? Let's hear him say that

he believes it.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Deacon: —because the cost of low con-

sumption at the base rate is much higher-

Mr. Eaton: Is the member in favour of

that?

Mr. Deacon: —than it is on the amount of

energy consumed over and above that base
rate. Would the minister not agree there is

a real incentive in that?

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. McKeough: No, I would not, Mr.

Speaker, and there are all kinds of econ-

omists, some perhaps more distinguished than
the member for York Centre-

Mr. Roy: Like whom? Name him.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Name one who isn't!

Hon. Mr. McKeough: —who would indicate

that the elasticity of demand has not been
proved in terms of energy consumption.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Grey-
Bruce is next.

An hon. member: Welcome back!

Interjections by hon. members.

CHANGE OF NAME FOR
TOWN OF DURHAM

Mr. E. Sargent (Grey-Bruce): I have a

question of the Chairman of the Management
Board of Cabinet. What steps is he taking to

correct the impossible situation involving the

taking away of the name of Durham from a

town in his riding?

Hon. Mr. Winkler: First of all, Mr.

Speaker, I don't accept the premise of the

question. In the next instance I would like to

say, being from the part of the country that

I am, had I deported myself in the last few
months as has the hon. member for Grey-
Bruce, I would not have had the intestinal

fortitude to stand up in this chamber and
ask a question.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Sargent: A supplementary, Mr.

Speaker-

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Grey-
Bruce, a supplementary.

Mr. Sargent: Thank you very much. Is this

an example of the influence that the minister

has in cabinet, that he takes away the name
of a town of 4,000 people? What is going to

happen there? I want to know.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: He will be re-elected

and the member won't.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Mr. Speaker, the one

thing the hon. member knows is that his

question is very unfair or untrue. It is not so;

I have communicated with the council of the

town of Durham, and I intend to keep on

communicating with them—and not through
the member for Grey-Bruce.

Mr. Roy: Answer the question!

Mr. Sargent: They're dealing through me
now if the minister didn't know that.

An hon. member: We would be glad to

call Durham, McLaughlin.

Mr. Speaker: The oral question period has

expired.

Petitions.

Presenting reports.

Hon. Mr. White presented the first volume
of "Financial Statements of the Public Ac-

counts, 1972-1973."

Hon. Mr. Bernier presented the annual

report of the Ministry of Natural Resources
for the year ended March 31, 1973.
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Mr. Gassidy: He tables it right after his

estimates.

Hon. L. Bernier (Minister of Natural Re-

sources): I would point out that copies of

this report have already been distributed to

members of the estimates committee.

Mr. Stokes: Two hours before the commit-
tee concluded consideration of the estimates.

Hon. Mr. Stewart presented the annual

report of the Ministry of Agriculture and
Food.

Mr. R. F. Ruston (Essex-Kent): Is that for

1973?

Hon. Mr. Stewart: No, not quite.

Mr. Speaker: Motions.

Introduction of bills.

FINANCIAL ADMINISTRATION ACT

Hon. Mr. White moves first reading of bill

intituled, An Act to amend the Financial

Administration Act.

Motion agreed to; first reading of the bill.

Hon. J. White (Treasurer, Minister of Eco-
nomics and Intergovernmental Affairs): Mr.
Speaker, these amendments provide for some
investment flexibility with respect to securi-

ties that may be purchased from time to

time. They also simplify the administrative

process for the issuance of Treasury bills and
new public debt issues.

REGIONAL MUNICIPALITY OF
NIAGARA ACT

Hon. Mr. White moves first reading of bill

intituled, An Act to amend the Regional
Municipality of Niagara Act.

Motion agreed to; first reading of the bill.

Hon. Mr. White: Mr. Speaker, this bill

contains minor changes which will facilitate

the operation of the regional municipality.

We are also providing a requ Yement for

regional approval of any local road which
intersects a regional road. The bill will re-

move the $50,000 annual limit on regional
expenditures for advertising and other pro-
motional activities.

This bill will be taken through the legisla-
tive process by my parliamentary assistant,
the member for York East (Mr. Meen).

Mr. Speaker: Orders of the day.

PUBLIC HEALTH ACT

Hon. Mr. Potter moves second reading of

Bill 235, An Act to amend the Public Health
Act.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Went-
worth.

Mr. I. Deans (Wentworth): Thank you, Mr.

Speaker. The evening before last I asked that

the bill be stood down because I frankly
didn't understand it. I have taken the oppor-

tunity between then and now to discuss the

matter with people who should have under-

stood it, the Ontario Society of Medical Tech-

nologists, which I would have thought would
have had an understanding of what was go-

ing to happen within this bill, only to find

that they had not even been made aware
that the minister intended to alter the bill.

There had been absolutely no discussion be-

tween the ministry and the society, not only
with regard to this particular legislation but

there has not yet even been discussion be-

tween the ministry and the society with re-

gard to the implications of the changes which
we made in November, 1972.

I'm frankly concerned about the implica-
tions of the bill. I know that the minister

probably doesn't give a damn about what I

want to say, but since I am talking to him, it

might serve him and the public well if he
listened.

Mr. Speaker: Order, please. There are nu-

merous private discussions taking place which
make it very difficult for the hon. members
to debate in the House or for the Speaker or

anyone else to hear.

Mr. Deans: Thank you. I'm sorry, I apolo-

gize to the minister but I do want him to

listen because I do have some points that I

want to ask questions about pertaining to the

bill.

I'm not at all clear what the purpose is

for establishing something called a specimen
collection centre; I don't know what it means.
I don't know what it is intended to do and
I'm concerned that it will have detrimental

effects on the medical technologists and the

entire paramedical field of medical technol-

ogy. I want to ask the minister if he would
be good enough in summing up in this debate
to say what it is that the bill is intended to

do.

Beyond that, the bill goes on to talk about

changes which are going to take place with

regard to existing and future laboratories. I

do think that it is inopportune of the minister

to have proceeded with this legislation with-
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out first having had the benefit of discussion

with the people who work in the field.

I spoke with the president of the Society of

Medical Technologists the night before last,

after the bill came into the House. He has

indicated to me that there has been no op-

portunity for the society to review the bill or,

for that matter, to have any input into the

intent or content of the bill.

The sections dealing with what shall be

taken into consideration by the minister in

determining labs and specimen collection

centres makes it very clear that the minister

intended to consider whether it is in the

public interest to issue a licence to establish,

operate or maintain a laboratory in an area

or to establish, and operate or maintain a

specimen collection centre in an area.

In the case of a laboratory, it is to limit the

classes of tests or the tests within a class or

classes of tests—and it's about that that I'm

concerned, because the laboratory people—the

technologists—are concerned about what it is

that the Ministry of Health intends to do. Or
for that matter, there is the number of labo-

ratories or specimen collection centres, as fhe

case requires, which would operate "under

authority of licences issued under this Act

(i) in the area, or (ii) in the area and any
other area." And the laboratory technologists
are concerned with regard to what it is that

is intended by the ministry in that regard.

And beyond that, "the tests and classes of

tests performed in laboratories or the

specimens or class or classes of specimens
taken or collected in the specimen collection

centres . . . (i) in the area, or (ii) in any
area and in any other area." There is a fear

among the technologists that their scope and
function within the medical paramedic field

is likely to be deteriorated. Or under 2(e) (f):

The utilization of existing laboratories or

specimen collection centres, as the case re-

quires, and their capacity to handle in-

creased volume.

And there should have been very clearly in

part of the introduction of the bill a dis-

cussion not only of the bill in regard to the

existing facilities but also in regard to the

regulations which will be promulgated under
the Act. And beyond that, "the availability
of facilities . . . (i) in the area, or (ii) in the

area and any other area"—and that's a matter

that is again of concern to those in the field

and who are worried about it.

And finally—and it's a crunch point because
it's an important point—uner (h):

The funds available to provide payment
for laboratory tests that are insured serv-

ices under the Health Insurance Act,
1972.

Now, there is no one in this House who is

going to argue that we have to try by what-
ever means to receive the maximum benefit

from the funds which are currently available

within the health insurance programme. And
we have to ensure that whatever tests are to

be made are not only made but made as eco-

nomically as possible.

But I do think that it would have behooved
the minister and the ministry had the content

and intent of this legislative change been dis-

cussed with the people whose livelihoods

could, not necessarily would—I say not neces-

sarily would, but could have been affected

and can be affected in the future.

My understanding, if I may put it to the

minister, is this: That under (h) it is entirely

possible to redirect the functions which are

currently performed in certain laboratories

out of those laboratories and into other

laboratories. That's exactly the power the

minister has asked for and has been given.
And I think that the people in the field should
know what the minister has in mind, with re-

gard to both the legislation and the way in

which the legislation is going to be enacted,
before we are asked in this Legislature to

deal with it.

What I'm really saying to the minister is

this: My tendency at the moment, notwith-

standing that there may be some reason for

the introduction of the legislation, would be
to ask the minister if he would be prepared
to withhold the legislation until such time as

the consultative process, which the govern-
ment discusses often as being part of its

direction, takes place. And whether the min-

ister would be prepared to say that whether
it goes through now or goes through in the

beginning of March is really not going to

appreciably alter the current situation within

the Province of Ontario. Through the various

departments within the Health ministry there

is sufficient opportunity for a review and over-

view of the entire function of the laboratories

and collection centres that currently exist-

there are a few, as I understand it, that cur-

rently exist—there is sufficient regulation and

power within the ministry's hands to do this

until such time as a proper consultative pro-

gramme has been entered into and the people
who are in the field have had a chance to

allay the fears that they have with regard to

the bill.

If the minister would be prepared to do

that it would make it a lot easier for us.

Failing that, I have to say that since I am
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not sure of the consequences of the legisla-

tion, and since I do think that the bill has

clauses in it which give considerable power
which, if not used wisely, could be detri-

mental to the people already in the field, I

would have to recommend to my colleagues
that we oppose the amendment at this point.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Kit-

chener.

Mr. J. R. Breithaupt (Kitchener): Mr.

Speaker, I share the concerns that have been

enunciated by the member for Wentworth and
I find that it is a very curious thing, if his

comments are in fact correct, that medical

technologists have not been involved at any
level with respect to the amendments which
are being suggested by the minister in this

Act.

The whole thing seems to me to be set out

in the error that has crept in in section 4.

While subsection (2) in fact says that the

specimen collection can be attended to but

that no specimen can be taken other than

in a specimen-taking or collecting authorized

by licence, the side note of the section says,

"Specimen taking or collecting permitted."
Well in fact, of course, the words of that

section tell us that it's not permitted other

than on very special occasions.

I think that it is perhaps fust a minor

typographical error, but the exclusion of that

word "not" seems to me to be the kind of

problem that the member for Wentworth has

alluded to. The problem that may well occur

is that medical technologists are not going
to have as strong an involvement and appre-
ciation of the reasons behind this legislation
as they would have had if they had been
involved at the start when these suggestions
were being made.

Of course, Mr. Speaker, the minister has

not had the opportunity to comment as yet
and it may be that he will have some infor-

mation for us that will tell us how this legis-

lation came before us and the reasons behind

this particular licensing programme. But of

course in this bill, as in many others, there

is near the end the section that, as usual,

comments—at least in the side note—and I

quote: "The authority to make regulation is

amended to provide for regulations in respect
of specimen collection centres." Once again,
the minister, as do many other ministers in

this government, retains unto himself partic-

ular power to deal with the making of regu-
lations.

There are times, Mr. Speaker, as we look

from bill to bill in this House, that we

constantly see that there is not all that much
in the bill but there is always a power to

make regulations, and that regulatory power
is one which can very often confuse or

change the attitude of the House of the day
when that legislation was passed and de-

velop into kinds of programmes which are

not the ones initially envisaged in the legis-
lation.

As I have said, Mr. Speaker, I am par-

ticularly concerned with the comments made

by the member for Wentworth, especially as

he referred to the lack of involvement of

certain particular groups which should have
an obvious say in this kind of legislation,

because it may well be dealing with them
in the form that they may be as a profes-
sional association. If work can be moved from

one laboratory to another, if these various

centres can be licensed or if licensing can be
removed with regulations over which the

Legislature will have no particular knowledge
or involvement, then we are possibly dealing
with persons' livelihoods, as the member for

Wentworth said, and I think we must take

that decision very carefully and very clearly,
if in fact this legislation is going to lead to

that.

I would look forward to having a full

explanation from the minister in this partic-
ular area, because I too fear that if that

explanation is not forthcoming it may be that

our caucus will not be able to support this

bill at this time.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Park-

dale.

Mr. J. Dukszta (Parkdale): Mr. Speaker, I

feel obliged to say no to the bill, supporting
the House leader of our party, on a number
of counts. One is that when you look at the

lab field, it has been in a mess for some time.

The minister is bringing in a bill which

partially looks into it, partially attempts to

produce some solutions but basically does not

deal with the major problems in the field. The

present legislation obfuscates the field and is

potentially detrimental to the staff, the people
and the technicians who work in the field.

Because we do not fully understand it, and

T suspect the minister does not understand

himself, we will have to oppose this bill.

The bill does not deal with a number of

major problems in the field. One of them,

which only recently has been changed to

something which the minister obviously did

not know, is that OHIP is prepared once

more to pay the lab fees for the tests which

have been referred by the physicians who
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actually own the laboratory. Until the minis-

ter is prepared to deal fully with the field,

including such an anomaly as physicians own-

ing the laboratories and ordering their own
tests to their own laboratories, which is noth-

ing but an inducement to make money, we
are not prepared to support this bill. The fact

that the minister has not even bothered to

consult with the people in the field, whether
it is the lab technicians or others, bothers me
beyond compare. It is the first step which he

should have done.

The last point I would like to make is that

this is typical of the minister's approach to

the whole health care field. He is like a little

Dutch boy who puts his finger in the dike

without taking into account the whole field.

For this reason and for a number of others as

I mentioned, we shall oppose the bill.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Lake-
shore.

Mr. P. D. Lawlor (Lakeshore): Mr. Speaker,
there are two areas, quite distinct, in which
the minister will have to go some distance to

satisfy me and, I'm certain, this party. First

of all, last year the Public Health Act was

very thoroughly revised. Placed in that Act,

which was chapter 80 of the 1972 statutes,

was a definition under section 45 of what a

laboratory was. Now we have before us a

new definition of a new type of entity called

a specimen collection centre. I'm sure the

minister would be quite pleased and will be
able to give us the criteria and the grounds
for the diversity between these two different

and apparently quite distinct types of entities.

They appear from the definitions, going
from one to the other, to be directed to the

same ends and purposes. The definition of a

laboratory is, perhaps, more expansive. I

hesitate, Mr. Speaker, to launch into mention-

ing what the definition is because of the

congeries of medical terminology involved.

However, let us get it on the record:

A laboratory means an institution, build-

ing or place in which operations and pro-
cedures for the microbiological, serological,

chemical, haematological, biophysical, im-

munohaematological, psychological, or path-

ological examination of specimens taken
from the human body are performed.

That wasn't too bad. Mr. Speaker, I could go
to some length in this debate. I got a run-

down from my good friend from Oshawa as

to what each of those terms meant in all

their definitiveness and with respect to blood

samples and to various forms of—I can't re-

member what it was.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Lawlor: See if I care. In any event

this has to do with obtaining information for

diagnosis, prophylaxis or treatment but not

including simple procedures. If you look at

the definition of specimen collection centre it

says it

—means a place where specimens are taken

or collected from the human body for ex-

amination to obtain information for diag-
nosis, prophylaxis or treatment.

But it makes a distinction on that ground
that a duly qualified medical practitioner is

not covered by this particular clause. So,

obviously, the Act is trying to segregate off

those people who do this type of sampling,

analysis of cell structures and various fluids

and components of the human body and what

not, in order to make a special designation
for them.

I am a little fearful that we are back into

the denturists situation again of hiving these

fellows off, placing them in an inferior posi-

tion, subjecting them to certain types of in-

feriority complex or pillory and then finally

wiping them out at the behest of the pro-
fession itself. I trust that there is nothing

envisaged, but we have no reason to think

otherwise, and we are so very suspicious in-

deed as to what the intent of this legislation
is.

The second great area that I want to get
on is the civil rights business. Last year, we

passed in this House a section 45/ of the

legislation which gave very extensive pro-
tections indeed in line with what we have

been doing in bill after bill and statutes for

the past four or five years in this House, pro-

tecting those whose employment and mode
of life may be seriously affected against un-

just incursions, against their right to appeal,

against their right to be heard, and against
their right to present evidence. That section

45/ of last year, which we bowed to and

which I think is altogether beneficial, has

six major subsections. I won't attempt to read

them. They are quite lengthy, Mr. Speaker.

The first one, on the side note simply said

"proposal" and the clause read that where

the director proposes to revoke or to refuse

a licence, certain things must be done. A
notice must be served. The contents of the

notice are in section 2. They refer to powers
of the director at the hearing, the power of

the review board when going through the

hearing, the business of the continuation of

the licence pending renewal, and an exten-

sion of time.
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It is the normal stuff. We have seen it six

dozen times in this House. But what this bill

does, right at the heart of the legislation, in

section 3 of the bill, which will be (2c) of

section 45d, as amended, is say:

Except in the case of a specimen collec-

tion centre that is in operation immediately
before this subsection comes into force.

There they give a little fob to the doctrine

of retroactivity. They bow a little before

McRuer. They give a litle cognizance of what

has been one of the most ancient traditions

in British law, that you don't bring your

legislation back ex post facto to apply to a

condition that already exists, but from this

time onward. The section goes on:

and notwithstanding subsections 2 and 2b—

that is the application for the terms upon
which application is made for a specimen
collection centre.

—where an application is made for a

licence and the minister states in writing
to the director that it is not in the public

interest to issue a licence to establish, oper-

ate or maintain the laboratory or specimen
collection centre [Both of them are picked

up] as the case may be, in the area where

the applicant proposes to establish, operate

or maintain a laboratory or specimen col-

lection centre, section 45/ [the section

which I have just discussed in succinct

form] shall not apply and the director shall

not issue the licence to the applicant and

shall give written notice to the applicant
of the refusal and of the minister's state-

ment.

So the whole thing is washed out. The min-

ister has arrogated to himself plenary powers.
He then becomes the Lord High Executioner

in this regard, a thing we resent and have

objected to all down the line.

I say, unless the minister can make the

point with a great deal of punctiliousness and

get through that this is absolutely requisite

for the ongoing life of the province and for

the good health of our citizens, then his

legislation in this regard is seriously defunct

and it may be that he is, as past ministers

have been known to do as they settle into

their chores, assuming powers of suzerainty
and overlordship suoh as befits his high
station and we are back into the Star

Chamber atmosphere of the 17th century.

Now, I am sure that it is not what he

intends, but that's what it looks like, and
from reading it this is what appears to be

the case.

That arbitrary power reposed in the min-

ister by his legislation seems to me subject to

certain criteria. But the criteria that—oh, the

criteria come up on page 3 of the bill, sub-

section (2e). It says the minister shall take

into account (c) and (d)—that is the number
of laboratories already in existence. Appar-

ently it's a bit like the trucking firms in the

province; if there are too many of them

around, nobody is going to be allowed to

drop in at Campbell Soups out in New
Toronto and get a little bit of a contract to

keep themselves going, so they've got this all

divided up and nicely allocated, and it's a

highly restrictive practice.

But leaving aside the breach of the con-

cept of a free market and a litle laissez-faire

where business operations, and usually
smaller business operations, are concerned, it

is going to be all highly regulated, the criteria

are:

(c) the number of laboratories or speci-

men collection centres, as the case requires,
that operate under the authority ... in the

area, or . . . any other area.

(d) the number of laboratories or speci-

men collection centres, as the case requires,

operated by a ministry or ministries of the

Crown.

And then it goes into the various areas again:

Tests, and classes of tests; the utilization of

existing laboratories; the availability of facil-

ities for the transportation of persons.

These are the several criteria that are set

forth in the legislation and I put it to you,
Mr. Speaker, that the criteria involved in that

particular account may not be as fair or may
not be as determinative as the criteria that

have already been passed last year in this

Legislature.

Subsection 3 or section 45d at page 427 of

the great tome which represents our total

achievement of the past year—I can hardly
hold the thing, it weighs so much. In any

event, there are sections in there that speak
of there having to be a public need of the

laboratory, but that has to be established,

and if it is going to be cancelled, notice

has to be given, and the justification of the

need or lack of need has to be made to the

director within the confines and context of

this particular legislation.

The second criterion is when "the past
conduct of the applicant, or where the appli-

cant is a corporation, of its officers, of its

servants, afford reasonable ground for belief

that the laboratory will not be operated in

accordance with the laws and with honesty
and integrity."
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Now, that clause is again a clause recom-

mended by McRuer and a clause which gives
some kind of objective criteria, not just a

subjective judgement of the minister as to the

need of the laboratory, and brings in ques-
tions of skill and qualification of the various

administrators of the thing. You have omitted

or deleted that, and I wonder why that

should go out.

Then there are a series of other clauses

along the same line with a more personal
connotation than exists in any of the min-

ister's clauses. For instance, the fourth one
is when the applicant is not competent to

operate a laboratory in accordance with the

Act.

And then, the last one, when "the equip-

ment and premises are not suitable for the

performance of the test for which the licence

is sought." Now, that can be determined with

full objectivity and there isn't there that ele-

ment of arbitrary, that element of imposition
or authoritarianism, that seems to be evoked

by this present legislation.

Therefore there are two major counts: One
is the business of the segregation, of its justifi-

ability or not, the potential effect on the

individuals presently engaged in this partic-
ular kind of work and what the minister's

intention is and how he intends to dispose
of them, what his overall purpose is in this

particular regard—and we have very severe

misgivings about that. Then there is the

second area with respect to the civil liber-

tarian aspect of the legislation, as to why
these rather fundamental and far-reaching al-

terations have been made in the legislation
within a single year. That strikes us as pro-

foundly beguiling, to say the least, and we
stand with bated breath and open mouths—
and open ears even, on this occasion—to find

out what the blazes is going on.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for River-

dale.

Mr. J. A. Renwick (Riverdale): Mr. Speaker,
I want to speak on this bill simply because

of my concern about what the government is

doing in the corruption of McRuer as it

come before us in its various disguises. My
colleague from Lakeshore has referred to that.

But the fundamental point of our objection,
of course, is that there has been no consulta-

tion, and no intention expressed by the min-

istry to have any consultation, with those who
are involved in the economics of the pro-

posed legislation, and those who have a very
real interest in whether or not it coincides

to protect not only their private interests

but the public inerests as such.

If the minister had indicated at any time

that this bill would have been referred to the

standing committee on social development so

that there would be an opportunity for people
concerned about the bill to make presenta-
tions to that committee, for the members
of the standing commitee, made up of mem-
bers of the Legislature, to hear those repre-

sentations, to take them into consideration

and to accept any reasonable amendments,
then a substantial part of the objection which
we would have to the bill would disappear
insofar as the question of consulting people
who are going to be affected by the legis-
lation is concerned. That's fundamental.

But then when we come to the point which
caused my colleague, the member for Lake-

share, to stand up and take part in the de-

bate, I want to say to Mr. Speaker, I want
to say to this minister—and I'm glad that the

Provincial Secretary for Justice (Mr. Kerr)
is in the House—that there is every con-

ceivable variation of the McRuer theme com-

ing before the assembly and they are all

put forward as being in compliance with the

principles that were set out by Mr. Justice

McRuer.

Let me make a simple statement, that

had the minister adhered to the principles

of Mr. Justice McRuer in the various reports

which he made, so that there would be some

uniformity in the way in which the govern-

ment deals with this vexed question of issuing

licences, refusing to issue licences, suspending

licences, cancelling licences and renewing

licences, then we would have had at least

a standard by which we could consider the

problem and there would have been suffi-

cient problems still remaining to keep many
people alive in the profession of law for

a long, long period of time. But when the

government chops and changes and disguises

this compliance with McRuer and comes in

with bills picking bits and pieces of McRuer,
it only compounds the problem.

I want to make the point very simply, in

the hope that perhaps the Provincial Secretary

for Justice will pay some consideration, in

the quiet time when I know he takes Han-
sard home and reads it and studies it and

has it by his bedside, so that we will get

some kind of uniformity in it.

We went through the same problem with

the Game and Fish Act. In the Game
and Fish Act, the minister was to have the

say as to whether or not licences affecting
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people's livelihoods would or would not be

granted. The bastardization or corruption
of McRuer that he introduced was, after

he'd made a decision, to have a hearing

board, not for the purpose of countermand-

ing his decision but to report back to him
as to whether he would confirm or other-

wise the decision which he originally made.
There were no guidelines set out in the

bill with respect to the considerations to

be taken into account, either by the minister

or by the hearing board, in making this

report.

We tried to make the points in that par-

ticular debate and, of course, lost. Here we
have a bill which provides that if the minister

determines that it is not in the public
interest for him to issue a licence, that's

the end of the matter. The bill then purports
to set out the matters which he is to take

into consideration. But that precludes all

form of appeal, once he's made that de-

cision—at least he thinks it precludes all

form of appeal. But if there were a serious

case, I can assure him that a court under

the Judicial Review Procedure Act would

very quickly take jurisdiction, by order, to

require him to go to the court on the ques-
tion of whether or not an order in the

nature of certiorari should be granted against
him.

Because of the corruption of McRuer which

is involved in it his officials put into the

bill what was not in the Game and Fish

Act; they put into it their version of what
is in the Civil Aviation Licensing Act of

Great Britain in 1960 which is the bill which

was referred to by McRuer. They put it

in not for the purpose of providing the bases

on which the minister could make his de-

cision and give his written reasons so that

the person who was refused a licence on his

application would then have an appeal in

the way in which McRuer had outlined

what the appeal procedures would be. They
put it in not for that purpose, which was
what McRuer said it was to be for, but
for the very opposite purpose—to support
the minister's unilateral decision and to ex-

clude the appeal.

I'm simply saying to the minister that it's

very clear that where a minister or any other

official has a right to make a decision affect-

ing the rights of people and he is required
to act judicially, the courts will take juris-

diction to review the decision of the minister,
and the provisions which are set out in this

Act will be of not assistance to him.

Hon. G. A. Kerr (Provincial Secretary for

Justice): What about the words, "in the

public interest"?

Mr. Renwick: The words "in the public in-

terest"? I'm glad the Provincial Secretary for

Justice intervened. Strangely enough, I hap-
pen to have had occasion to read the decision

of Mr. Justice Keith in the Canada Metal

case in the last day or so. I'm going to put
it on the record to try to make clear that

I'm not taking the opportunity just to criticize

this minister's bill. I'm using this minister's

bill to criticize what is taking place in the

government when it is putting these bills be-

fore us. The Provincial Secretary of Justice

will understand this and it's on pages 14 and

15 of the recent decision of Mr. Justice Keith

in the Canada Metal and Minister of the En-
vironment case. He said:

Turning then to the first and funda-

mental question posed, namely whether
certiorari lies against the director, having

regard to the language of the statute, I

quote from the judgement of Lord Justice

Atkin (as he then was) in Rex v. Electri-

city Commissioners (1924) 1 King's Bench
171 at page 205.

"The operation of the writs (certiorari,

mandamus and prohibition) has extended to

control the proceedings of bodies who do
not claim to be and would not be recog-
nized as courts of justice. Wherever any

body of persons having legal authority to

determine questions affecting the rights of

subjects and having the duty to act judi-

cially, act in excess of their legal authority

they are subject to the controlling juris-

diction of the King's Bench Division ex-

ercised in these writs."

In Rex v. the Legislative Committee of

the Church Assembly, (1928) 1 King's Bench
411 at page 415, Chief Justice Lord

Heward, having quoted the foregoing words
of Lord Atkin, said:

"In order that a body may satisfy the re-

quired test, it is not enough that it should

have legal authority to determine questions

affecting the rights of subjects. There must
be super-added to that characteristic the

further characteristic that the board has the

duty to act judicially."

[I continue the quote from Mr. Justice

Keith's decision]: The foregoing statements

were quoted with approval in Nakkuda Ali

v. M. F. De S. Jayaratne, (1951), appeal
case 66 at page 78. Earlier in the same

judgement, Lord Radcliffe said at page 75:

"But even in the cases of certiorari and

prohibition the English law does not recog-
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nize any distinction for this purpose be-

tween the regularly constituted judicial tri-

bunals and bodies which, while not existing

primarily for the discharge of judicial func-

tions, yet have to act analogously to a

judge in respect of certain of their duties.

The writ of certiorari has been issued to

the latter since such ancient times that the

power to do so has long been an integral

part of the court's jurisdiction. In truth,

the only relevant criterion by English law

is not the general status of the person or

body of persons by whom the impugned
decision is made but the nature of the pro-
cess by which he or they are empowered
to arrive at their decision. When it is a

judicial process or a process analogous to

the judicial, certiorari can be granted."

And I continue Mr. Justice Keith's comment:

On the facts of that particular case, the

Privy Council held that the officer against

whom certiorari was sought was not, by the

terms of the ordinance from which his au-

thority stemmed, required to act judicially.

At pages 78 and 79 the basis for this

finding is set out in the following words:

"It is that characteristic that the con-

troller lacks in acting under regulation 62.

In truth, when he cancels a licence he is

not determining a question; he is taking

executive action to withdraw a privilege be-

cause he believes, and has reasonable

grounds to believe, that the holder is unfit

to retain it."

And I interpolate that that "unfit to retain it"

is similar to the question interjected by the

Provincial Secretary for Justice, "in the pub-
lic interest," as an alternative to the basis on

which such a decision can be made. And I

continue the quote:

But, that apart, no procedure is laid

down by the regulation for securing that

the licence holder is to have notice of the

controller's intention to revoke the licence,

or that there must be any inquiry, public
or private, before the controller acts. The
licence holder has no right to appeal to the

controller or from the controller. In brief,

the power conferred on the controller by

regulation 62 stands by itself on the bare

words of the regulation, and if the mere

requirement that the controller must have

reasonable grounds of belief is insufficient

to oblige him to act judicially, there is

nothing else in the context or conditions of

his jurisdictiDn that suggests that he must

regulate his action by analogy to judicial

rules.

By contrast, I have no doubt that the

Environmental Protector Act makes it per-

fectly clear that a director, acting under

the power conferred on him by section 7

or section 12, or both, in issuing a stop
order must act judicially and, hence, the

test that he must apply in order to reach

an opinion based upon reasonable and

probable grounds, is not a subjective test

but an objective one.

Well, I have quoted that in extenso so that

it would be on the record in Hansard be-

cause the minister in this bill, Mr. Speaker,
has fallen in between. He has purported to

say in this statute that in making the decision

whether it is in the public interest that that

licence be issued, that he will take into

consideration certain factors, but if he takes

into consideration those factors, issues a writ-

ten statement to the direcor in the particular
bill which is before us, and issues that written

statement that it is not in the public interest,

he purports to say and the bill purports to

say that that is the end of the road and that

there is no appeal from that provision.

I am simply saying that any reading of

those particular extracts that I have just set

forward would show very clearly that an ap-

plicant refused in such circumstances, if there

had been an excess of authority or an im-

proper use of that legal authority to deprive
him of the licence, could go to the court.

But that is not the point. The point was
not that this was to open the door for court

decisions, it was to provide that there should

be some kind of an appeal from the decision

of the director or the decision of the minister.

Not that some fiat could be issued by the

minister purporting to be an objective test

and that that would preclude any further

appeal.

I am not going to go on at any great

length about it, but I cannot understand why
bills dealing with licences in the Minister of

Health's field, bills dealing with a series of

licences affecting economic operations of in-

dividuals in the Province of Ontario under

the aegis of the Minister of Natural Re-

sources (Mr. Bernier), should have differing

kinds of procedures laid down, any one of

which is such that in some way or other the

problems that are presented by this kind of

legislation are simply compounded. And we
are not prepared to accept the view that

somehow or other the government is comply-

ing with the principles of the McRuer report,

when in fact they are presenting us from

time to time with corrupted versions in every
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different ministry of what Mr. Justice McRuer
tried to say in his report.

Let me make another minor point, Mr.

Speaker. There is a provision in here for an

inspector to enter any institution if he be-

lieves that an activity is carried on in con-

travention of the provisions of the bill or

carried on without a licence. And there

should certainly be a saving clause in there

that if that institution happens to be a private

dwelling house or used for human living

purposes, that that particular building can

only be entered if in fact the inspector goes
before a judge and obtains a warrant per-

mitting him to enter.

We've had that same argument on other

occasions, and the mere use of the word
"institution" or some such word as is used
in this Act has got to have a saving clause

to prevent the unauthorized or peremptory
unilateral entrance of accommodation which
is used for private dwelling purposes.

Mr. Speaker, we have no alternative but
to oppose the bill.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Wind-
sor West.

Mr. E. J. Bounsall (Windsor West): Yes,
Mr. Speaker, I have some thoughts on this

bill. I find myself in agreement with the

questions raised by the previous four or five

speakers, and if the minister can't answer
some of those specific inquiries in a detailed

fashion with respect to this Act to amend
the Public Health Act, I am rather disturbed

by it and I have some other questions re-

lating to it.

While I agree with the questions raised, I

would like to ask some specific information

questions of the minister. For example, how
many specific specimen collection centres are

there now operating in this province? And
he has indicated these are centres that do
not include a place where a legally qualified
medical practitioner is engaged in the prac-
tice of medicine or surgery. How many of

those do we have in this province at the
moment?

And is the word "place" to be taken

literally here? In other words, can a group
of doctors decide they can find a qualified
medical technologist or clinical chemist and
this is a site at which he can operate to

analyse the specimens they take or the speci-
mens that he and his staff are qualified to
take at that other site? Is that what is being
referred to here, that the medical doctor
must be present or, if it's across the road,
down the street or across the city, even

though the doctors have set this up and
are sending their patients there for their

specimens to be taken and the tests to be

run, is this what this bill is referring to?

Or does it mean literally it's got to be on
the site of the medical practitioner and he
has to be present in some form? That's a

question I'd like to have answered very
definitively.

Also, although in subsections (2c) and (2d)

of section 3 of the Act the minister has his

grandfather clauses in effect, and therefore

those collection centres and laboratories

already operating will be able to continue,
does he feel the reason for this Act is that

a great many new specimen collection centres

are about to arise? And if so, in a sense,
what does he care whether they do or not?

What does he really care in terms of finances.

As I understand it, and maybe the minis-

ter can correct me, the billings for the tak-

ing of specimens and for the analysis of

those specimens are made to OHIP. All right?
In the case of specimen collection centres or

laboratories to which doctors send their

patients or send the samples which they may
take for analysis—I am referring to those

laboratories not in a hospital and so on—the
costs of setting up those laboratories are

not charged to the Ministry of Health or to

OHIP. This is private initiative. A medical

technologist or clinical chemist goes out and
sets up a laboratory for this purpose because
he sees a need; it's only the cost of the

actual running, for which you have a stated

fee for payment, that comes to OHIP. So
what is the minister concerned about in

financial terms? Surely nothing.

Why is he concerned about more of these

occurring? Is he against the initiative of

clinical chemists or medical technologists

going out and seeing a need and meeting it

with a laboratory which they set up at no cost

to the ministry or to OHIP-^they simply bill

OHIP for the tests taken and the tests

analysed in these centres?

I'd like to understand why the minister

feels this must come in now. Does he fear

a great blossoming forth of these centres?

If so, since there is no direct cost to the

Ministry of Health except for the billings,

where is his concern? Because no member
of the public of Ontario is going to go to a

laboratory or a specimen collection centre

unless he has been directed there by his

physician. It isn't a service which I would
use unless I had been directed to use it

because my doctor wanted to have the result

of a particular test run.
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I note the additional charges coming on to

OHIP. I think the point made by the mem-
ber for Parkdale was quite pertinent, that

there could be—and we suspect are—cases in

the Province of Ontario where doctors, hav-

ing a financial interest in a private laboratory
of the type presumably covered here, may
have sent more patients to have tests taken

there than what they might ordinarily do.

But this bill does nothing to prevent that.

Just because there is a specimen collection

centre or laboratory operated by a technol-

ogist rather than a doctor present in the

community, you are not going to have any
more use of it by the general public, so I

can't quite understand the need for all this.

Of course I, too, am concerned about the
lack of consultation with the medical tech-

nologists and the operators and owners of
these present centres which are not associated
with or at the place where a legally qualified
medical practitioner is. I am concerned that,

having not been contacted, the owners and
operators have no input on this bill, and are
unable to tell us what the advantages or dis-

advantages of this bill are. They should be
consulted, if for no other reason than to

explain to them the purpose of this bill,
which most of us on this side are having
trouble discovering.

Mr. Speaker: Does anyone wish to speak
before the minister? The minister.

Hon. R. T. Potter (Minister of Health):
Mr. Speaker, I should first point out that the
reason for bringing in the amendment to this

Act is to get a handle on the licensing of
laboratories in the province, particularly the

private laboratories that have sprung up
across the province, and at the same time to
license and control the collection centres
which have been springing up across the

province. Only recently have we had—

Mr. Deans: How many are there?

Hon. Mr. Potter: The collection centres? I

can't get a finger on the total number because
some of the collection centres are offshoots of
laboratories. There are several factors here
that I think members should be made aware
of. First of all, we have well over 500 labo-
ratories in the province, and in Metro Toron-
to we have over 250, so we are well served
with laboratories. One of our concerns with
the laboratory system is the same as in other
areas of the health delivery system, the dupli-
cation of services and the overlapping of
services. Some of the sophisticated equipment
that laboratories arm themselves with today

are expensive pieces of equipment. And by
the same-

Mr. Bounsall: But who pays?

Hon. Mr. Potter: We are paying, we are

paying.

Mr. J. E. Stokes (Thunder Bay): Why did
the minister have to go to Massachusetts in

the case of the lead analysis?

Hon. Mr. Potter: We didn't have to go to

Massachusetts. We have laboratories in this

province equipped to do lead analyses. We
do it by what we call the macro method, in

which lOcc of blood is taken from a vein. In
the US they do a micro method, in which

they take a drop of blood, which is good for

mass tests on a large number of people, par-

ticularly with younger children, but I under-
stand it is only within the last year that this

test has been proving satisfactory.

Dr. Parkinson from Sick Children's Hospi-
tal explained to me that, for those working in

the areas of lead plants, you would not get
a good report from the micro method that is

used in the US and in these cases we
must indeed use the system that we are using
in our province. For mass testing of people
living in the area, the micro method is much
easier because of the small amount of blood
that's taken, and at the present time, because
of the situation in Ontario, we are going to

incorporate into our system the other test

along with the test that we now do.

To get back to these tests that I'm talking
about, the laboratories that have sprung up,
in order to ensure there is an interest there
to stimulate some business for themselves,
established some collection centres in which

they had some technologists or technicians
who did indeed take the samples from the

patients. But the tests aren't done at the col-

lection centre. It is strictly a place where
patients go to have it done and then it is

sent in to the laboratories to have the analysis
done properly.

One of our concerns, since the laborato-

ries have expanded so much in the province,
is that so many tests that used to be done
as part of a physical examination are now
being referred to collection centres or to

laboratories to have the samples taken rather

than having the physicians take them at the
time.

Mr. Deans: May I ask you a question?

Hon. Mr. Potter: In a minute. In the sense
that the fee schedule for physical examina-
tions in office procedures includes such things
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as blood taken for this type of analysis, there

is no reason why we should then have some-

body else collecting a fee for doing that

service that should have been provided over

here. The suggestion has also been made as

to why should we be concerned if an indivi-

dual wants to take his money and set up a

facility to provide a service that we are

paying on a fee-for-service basis. It is only

logical that if he is investing his money he

expects a return on his money. The more
facilities that are built the greater the capital
costs and the greater the operating costs, and
this is going to be reflected in the fee that

is expected to be paid for that procedure.

At the present time, we are reviewing our

laboratory fees in an effort to bring them
down, to cut down on the costs to the tax-

payers. We think we can do this. We are also

reviewing it with the idea that these labora-

tories should go on a budget basis. If we are

going to have twice as many laboratories as

we need to provide the service that we need,
then it is only logical that the capital costs

and the operating costs are going to be that

much greater. The question was raised as to

whv do we not consult with the laboratory
technicians. Quite frankly, this amendment
relates to the licensing of laboratories, not

to the technicians or the technologists.

Mr. Bounsall: The owners and operators.

Hon. Mr. Potter: I just don't understand

why I would consult with the employees of a

laboratory any more than I would consult

with the employees of a hospital if I were

bringing in amendments to the Public Hos-

pitals Act.

Mr. Deans: That is the problem. Surely

they know more about the operation than the

minister does. They work there.

Hon. Mr. Potter: So what we—

Mr. Deans: They have a society. They have
a professional organization.

Hon. Mr. Potter: My concern is that we
must have some control over the licensing
of the laboratories in the province. We
brought in the Laboratory Licensing Act a

year ago and we found that this is one flaw
in the ointment, that there is no way that

we could refuse to license a laboratory if they
demonstrated need. It is not very difficult for

any physician to say, "I need that facility

right here in my building because it is a lot

more convenient."

Mr. Lawlor: Why didn't the minister con-
sult with them though?

Hon. Mr. Potter: What I am saying is that

we must decide that this need is in the public
interest. In applying for a licence for a new
laboratory facility, we want to make sure

that it is not duplicating a facility that is in

that area or it is not duplicating a special

type of test that can be done within that area.

'The other day—I think it was in estimates

or in the House here—I mentioned the fact

that some of our tests, like Wassermann
tests, we just don't cover in laboratories. It is

done in the provincial laboratories where we
can set our standards and see that they are

properly recorded. I don't want to have a

private laboratory set up and start doing
these when we don't need to have it. It would
be a duplication of services, which is going
to cost us more money.
The member for Lakeshore and the mem-

ber for Riverdale both referred to McRuer.
I don't profess to be a lawyer—far from it—

but the advice that I am given is that in

fact, we are adhering to the principles of Mr.

Justice McRuer. The overall delivery of health

services and the payment of those services are

a government responsibility. The establish-

ment of laboratories shouldn't be a matter of

appeal to the courts as this is an administra-

tive decision, which is a policy decision.

McRuer states on page 234, chapter 15 of the

Inquiry into Civil Rights, Vol. 1, that there

should be no appeal from an administrative

decision to the courts, since an administrative

decision is a policy decision for which a min-
ister should take full responsibility.

Mr. Lawlor: You are wiping out the hear-

ings. Even here you make a decision and sent

them a notice telling them what it is.

Hon. Mr. Potter: We are talking about the

original licensing of a laboratory.

Mr. Lawlor: Right, the application.

Hon. Mr. Potter: Since this is a govern-
ment responsibility and since I am responsible
to the Legislature, then McRuer says there is

no appeal from my decision which says that

is not necessary in the interests of the public.
We have outlined in the bill what must be
considered in making this decision. It is my
view, Mr. Speaker, that we do adhere to the

principles of McRuer.

When it comes to cancelling licences, that

is a different matter, and the appeal pro-
cedure, as outlined in section 45/, I believe,

still stands.

'These are the reasons for bringing in the

amendment to the Act at the present time. I

do think there is some urgency to this. I think
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we would all agree there has been a tremen-

dous expansion of the use of health facilities

in the province. We are attempting to plug
all the loopholes to make sure that there is

no abuse of the facilities. We are attempting
to make sure that there is no unnecessary

duplication of services and in order to do
that it is necessary that I bring in this amend-
ment to the bill today.

There was one other section to which the

hon. member for Riverdale referred and that

was section 6(2).

I, too, am a little concerned about the fact

that the inspector was given authority to

move in at any time of the day and check on
this. I think we would all agree that some-
times we have found—certainly with our in-

spections in other areas—that some inspectors

get carried away. They take their jobs per-
haps a little too seriously and don't use their

heads enough.

I have prepared an amendment which I

will introduce at committee stage. Whether
this amendment goes far enough—I would

certainly go along with suggesting that we do

clarify it and if this doesn't cover it, perhaps
the hon. member would discuss it with me.
As far as I am concerned, Mr. Speaker, it is

essential that we do pass this amendment to

the Act in order that we can have some

proper control on the licensing of these facil-

ities.

Mr. Speaker: The motion is for second

reading of Bill 235. Shall the motion carry?

Some hon. members: No.

Mr. Speaker: All in favour of the motion

please say "aye."

Those opposed will please say "nay."
In my opinion the "ayes" have it.

I declare the motion carried.

Motion agreed to; second reading of the
bill.

Mr. Speaker: Shall the bill be ordered for

third reading?

Mr. Lawlor: No, to committee.

Mr, Speaker: Committee of the whole
House.

Agreed.

Clerk of the House: The second order,
House in committee of the whole.

PRIVATE HOSPITALS ACT

House in committee on Bill 207, An Act
to amend the Private Hospitals Act.

Hon. R. T. Potter (Minister of Health): Mr.

Chairman, I have an amendment to section

1. Did that pass the other day? As you recall

we had this in committee the other day and
I think we pretty well covered it with the

exception of clarification of—

Mr. Chairman: Subsection 2 was deleted
from section 1.

Hon. Mr. Potter: Yes, all right.

Well then, on section 7 they wanted a

clarification, the member for Riverdale (Mr.

Renwick) asked for a clarification of section 7.

I have amended this and sent copies to both

parties. I understood from the member for

Riverdale that this met his objectives. Now, I

wonder if—

Mr. Chairman: Any comment on the
amendment before—

Hon. Mr. Potter: It is section 7. The mem-
ber for Riverdale the other day was con-
cerned about the fact that when the minister

refused to renew or consent to the transfer

of a licence, that it wasn't spelled out prop-
erly, and asked that I clarify it. I did this

in the amendment which I submitted to both

parties today.

Mr. Chairman: As I recall, the study of

the bill had been completed except for this

amendment, which was to be brought in. Is

that right?

Mr. J. R. Breithaupt (Kitchener): Yes, that

is correct, Mr. Chairman. The bill had been
otherwise completed and it was a matter of—

Hon. Mr. Potter: Yes, that is true.

Mr. Breithaupt: —reviewing this amend-
ment which we have had placed before us.

Perhaps the minister could make a comment
as to the changes he made and this will give
all of us a chance to review just what has

occurred so that the particular points raised

by the member for Riverdale will have been
attended to.

Hon. Mr. Potter: Mr. Chairman, again I am
depending upon my legal advisers to help me
with this. They have assured me that the

amendment that is being put in here now
does in fact go along with the recommenda-
tions of McRuer. I sent this over earlier today
to both the parties and I understood from
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the member for Riverdale that it did pretty
well satisfy his requests.

Mr. J. Dukszta (Parkdale): Yes, this is

accurate; correct.

Hon. Mr. Potter: Is that right now?

Mr. Dukszta: I talked to the member for

Riverdale and we are in agreement with this.

Mr. Chairman: Yes, perhaps the hon. min-

ister, in order to get it on the record, should

read the amendment and then we'll—

Hon. Mr. Potter: It's a long one.

Mr. Chairman: Quite a lengthy one.

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. Chairman: Well, it should be on the
record.

Hon. Mr. Potter moves that Bill 207 be
amended by renumbering section 7 and sec-

tion 8 and by adding thereto the following
section:

7. The said Act is amended by adding
thereto the following section:

12(a), subsection 1 where the minister pro-

poses to refuse to renew or consent to the

transfer of a licence or proposes to revoke
a licence under this Act, he shall serve

notice of his proposal together with written

reasons therefor on the licensee.

Subsection 2. A notice under subsection
1 shall inform the licensee that he is en-

titled to a hearing by the Health Facilities

Appeal Board established under the Am-
bulance Act if he mails or delivers within
15 days after the notice under subsection 1

is served on him, notice in writing requir-

ing a hearing to the minister and the board
and he may so require such a hearing.

(3) Where a licensee does not require a

hearing by the Health Facilities Appeal
Board in accordance with subsection 2, the
minister may carry out the proposal stated
in his notice under subsection 1.

(4) Where a licensee requires a hearing

by the Health Facilities Appeal Board in

accordance with subsection 2, the board
shall appoint a time for and hold the hear-

ing and, on the application of the minister

at the hearing, may by order direct the

minister to carry out his proposal or re-

frain from carrying out his proposal, and
to take such action as the board considers

the minister ought to take in accordance
with this Act and the regulations, and for

such purposes the board may substitute

its opinion for that of the minister.

(5) The Health Facilities Appeal Board

may extend the time for the giving of

notice requiring a hearing by a licensee

under this section either before or after

expiration of such time where it is satisfied

that there are prima facie grounds for

granting relief to the licensee pursuant to

a hearing and that there are reasonable

grounds for applying for the extension and
the board may give such directions as it

considers proper consequent upon the ex-

tension.

(6) Where, within the time prescribed

therefor, or, if no time is prescribed, before

the expiry of his licence and paid the pre-
scribed fee, his licence shall be deemed to

continue (a) until the renewal is granted,
or (b) where he is served with notice that

the minister proposes to refuse to grant re-

newal, until the time for giving notice

requiring a hearing by the board has ex-

pired, and where a hearing is required,
until the board has made its decision.

The minister or licensee who has required
the hearing and such other persons as the

Health Facilities Appeal Board may spec-

ify, are parties to proceedings before the

board under this Act.

Notice of a hearing under section 12(a)
shall afford the licensee a reasonable op-

portunity to show or to achieve compli-
ance before the hearing with all lawful

requirements for the renewal, retention or

transfer of the licence.

A licensee who is a party to proceed-
ings under section 1 shall be afforded an

opportunity to examine before the hearing

any written or documentary evidence that

will be produced, or any report, the con-

tents of which will be given in evidence
at the hearing.

Members of the Health Facilities Ap-
peal Board holding a hearing shall not

have taken part before the hearing in any

investigation or consideration of the sub-

ject matter of the hearing, and shall not

communicate directly or indirectly in re-

lation to the subject matter of the hearing
with any person or with any party or his

representative except upon notice to and

opportunity for all parties to participate,

but the board may seek legal advice from

an adviser independent from the parties,

and in such case the nature of the advice

should be made known to the parties in

order that they may make submissions as

to the law.
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The oral evidence taken before the board

at a hearing shall be recorded and, if so

required, copies or a transcript thereof

shall be furnished upon the same terms as

in the Supreme Court.

The findings of fact of the board pursu-

ant to a hearing shall be based exclusively

on evidence admissible or matters that may
be noticed under sections 15 and 16 of the

Statutory Powers Procedure Act, 1971.

No member of the board shall partici-

pate in the decision of the board pursuant
to a hearing unless he was present through-
out the hearing and heard the evidence and

argument of the parties and, except with

the consent of the parties, no decision of

the board shall be given unless all mem-
bers so present participate in the decision.

Documents and things put in evidence at

the hearing shall, upon the request of the

person who produced them, be released to

him by the board within a reasonable time

after the matter in issue has been finally

determined.

Any party to the proceedings before the

Health Facilities Appeal Board may appeal
from its decision or order to the Supreme
Court in accordance with the rules of the

court.

Where any party appeals from a de-

cision or order of the board, the board shall

forthwith file in the Supreme Court the

record of the proceedings before it in which
the decision was made, which, together
with the transcript of evidence, if it is not

part of the board's record, shall constitute

the record in the appeal.

An appeal under this section may be
made on questions of law, or fact, or both,
and the court may affirm or may rescind

the decision of the board and may exercise

all powers of the board to direct the min-
ister to take any action which the board

may direct him to take and as the court

considers proper, and for such purposes
the court may substitute its opinion for that

of the minister or of the board, or the
court may refer the matter back to the

board for rehearing, in whole or in part,
in accordance with such directions as the
court considers proper.

Except where otherwise provided, any
notice required by this Act to be served

may be served personally or by registered
mail addressed to the person to whom the

notice is to be given at his latest known
address and, where notice is served by
registered mail, the service shall be deemed
to have been made on the third day after

the day of mailing unless the person to

whom the notice is given establishes that

he did not, acting in good faith, through ab-

sence, accident, illness or other cause be-

yong his control, receive the notice until a

later date.

Mr. P. D. Lawlor (Lakeshore): Mr. Chair-

man, on a point of order, I don't want to be

unduly awkward, but there is not a quorum in

this House.

Mr. Chairman: Will the Clerk make a

count please?

Clerk of the House: Mr. Chairman, there

are 17 members present.

Mr. Chairman ordered that the bells be

rung for four minutes.

Mr. Chairman: We now have a quorum.

The minister moved an amendment to sec-

tion 7.

Mr. Breithaupt: Mr. Chairman, I think we

could dispense with the reading of that

amendment again.

Mr. Chairman: Shall the minister's motion

carry?

Motion agreed to.

Mr. Chairman: Shall the bill, as amended,

be reported?

Bill 20, as amended, reported.

PHARMACY ACT

House in committee on Bill 221, An Act to

amend the Pharmacy Act.

Mr. J. E. Stokes (Thunder Bay): Surely

we should have the House leader to call the

orders.

Hon. Mr. Potter: Mr. Chairman, here again

the member for Riverdale requested a few

amendments.

Hon. Mr. Potter moves that section 34,

as contained in section 5 of the bill, be

amended by striking out "15 days thereafter"

in the 13th line and inserting in lieu thereof

"60 days."

Mr. Chairman: Shall this motion carry?

Mr. Stokes: Before it is carried, I wonder

if I might ask the minister a question. I

have had considerable difficulty with pharma-
cists who allege that some physicians in re-

mote areas of the province are usurping the
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role that is usually within the purview of

pharmacists. Can the minister advise me if

there is anything in this Act which will

clarify that so that we will—

Hon. Mr. Potter: It is in the Act now.
The physician can dispense only to his own
patients. The physician cannot under the

Pharmacy Act dispense drugs to the patients
of other physicians.

Mr. Stokes: Is there anything in there

that will make it mandatory that the

physician do it himself; he is no doubt

qualified to do so within the Act. But where
he is passing that on to somebody who is

in his employ who may be a nurse or a

receptionist, is there anything to take care

of that?

I've had dialogue with the minister on a

particular problem. I'm not going to get
into that particular problem but is there

anything in here that is designed to take

care of a similar situation?

Hon. Mr. Potter: No, Mr. Chairman, un-
der the Pharmacy Act, as it states today,
the only person who can dispense is a

qualified licensed pharmacist. A physician
can dispense for his own patients. He cannot

relegate that responsibility to anyone else

in his employ.

Mr. Chairman: The minister has moved
a short amendment. Shall the motion carry?

Motion agreed to.

Hon. Mr. Potter: Mr. Chairman, there is

another motion I have concerning section 3,
which the member for Riverdale spoke on the
other day. Again, I have submitted copies
of the amended version to—

Mr. Breithaupt: With the acknowledge-
ment that this amendment comes because
of the involvement of the member for River-

dale, we are certainly prepared to have the

reading of it by the minister dispensed with.

Mr. Chairman: Does the member for River-
dale agree to this? Does the House agree to
this?

Mr. J. A. Renwick (Riverdale): Mr. Chair-

man, I'm quite happy to agree.

Mr. Chairman: Shall this amendment to
section 3 by the minister carry?

Motion agreed to.

Mr. Chairman: Shall the bill, as amended,
be reported?

Bill 221, as amended, reported.

PUBLIC HEALTH ACT

House in committee on Bill 235, An Act
to amend the Public Health Act.

Mr. Chairman: Are there any comments,
questions or amendments to the first five

sections of this Act? If so, which section?

The hon. minister has an amendment to

section 7.

Hon. Mr. Potter: I have an amendment
to section 6.

Mr. Chairman: Six?

Hon. Mr. Potter: At least I want to make
an amendment to section 6.

Mr. Breithaupt: This is with respect to

section 4, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Chairman: All right. The member for

Kitchener on section 4. Is there anything
before section 4?

Mr. Lawlor: Yes, perhaps the minister

would be good enough to spell out in a

little more detail than he did in reply earlier.

As I understood it, he said these collection

centres are mostly spin offs from existing
laboratories. Obviously, therefore, they are

conducted pretty well by the same people
with the same type of qualifications. Are they

doing precisely the same thing, perhaps in

a more elementary way, but dealing with
the same areas as laboratories? Are they

substantially the same kind of creature?

Hon. Mr. Potter: Mr. Chairman, they
could be, but what they are actually doing
at the specimen collection centres is tak-

ing the sample from the patient; usually it

is the taking of a blood sample from a

patient's arm. At the laboratory they are

actually doing the tests on that blood. They
are two different procedures entirely.

As I said earlier, I think one of the reasons

they have set up the collection centres is

perhaps to try to stimulate business. But
one of the concerns I have is, are we pay-

ing twice for it? Most of these procedures
should be done as part of the physical exam-
ination by the physician. If we are going to

allow these facilities to spring up in too

many places, there will be a developing
tendency to say: "I won't bother doing this.

I'll send it over to the collection centre and
have them take the same over there."

If he's been paid in the fee structure to

do it here, we don't want to be paying
to do it over there again. So we must be
careful to make sure that the collection
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centres are needed and to specify the types
of specimen they can collect. Indeed, we
are preparing some changes now to suggest
that there are certain things we won't allow

to be charged for there, because they should
be done by the physician at the time of the

examination; and indeed that's where we
will insist it be done.

Mr. Lawlor: I take it that a physician by
and large sends the specimen out to a labora-

tory and has it analysed there; the minister is

not saying, is he, that the centre might charge
OHIP a fee, and then the laboratory also as

a separate and distinct entity?

Hon. Mr. Potter: No, I'm not saying that.

They don't charge for it—and of course this is

the argument we get: "Why should you worry
about this because it is not costing you any-

thing?" Well my friend and I know that no-

body is going to go out and set up a collec-

tion centre and staff it unless he is getting

paid for it. He's going to get the money some-
where. If he doesn't get it for doing it there,
it's going to be reflected in the fee that is

collected at the lab.

At the present time we are reviewing the

lab fees structure to see how we can achieve
some savings there. In many cases, fees for

tests were established when it took a con-
siderable amount of time to do these tests; but
with some of the equipment that is available

today, 10 or 15 tests can be done on the same
sample in a very short period of time, so the

fee structure must be changed.

But I am concerned, particularly since we
are interested in looking at the whole picture
of global budgeting, about the cost that can
be generated by having too many of these

facilities. It's much more economical to en-

large a facility and to hire some staff to do
more work than it is to set up a whole new
structure some place else—to build it, and not

only staff it but equip it to do the tests.

Mr. Lawlor: In other words, what the min-
ister is saying is that as the cost grows as a
result of the proliferation of these outlets

and so on, there is more pressure brought to

bear upon the ministry and the OHIP peo-

ple to increase the fees to compensate them
for the collection centres.

May I ask just one further question on it,

though? How do they do it legally? Does the

minister know? Is the collection centre a

separate subsidiary? Is it usually incorporated?
Or do they act as a partnership and the lab-

oratory is incorporated? How do they work
between themselves?

Hon. Mr. Potter: This is why we are desig-

nating what a collection centre is and asking
that we can control the licensing of it, be-
cause up until now there hasn't been any.
What has happened is that the laboratories on
their own have gone out and established col-

lection centres simply as offshoots of the

laboratories.

Mr. Lawlor: Under a different name?

Hon. Mr. Potter: They call them collection

centres. But we haven't recognized such a

thing up until now.

Mr. I. Deans (Wentworth): There's just one

point that bothered me about the minister's

reply to my question during the second read-

ing of the bill. It worries me that the minister

would say: "When I want to change some-

thing in hospitals, I don't go and talk to the

hospital employees." It is that very point that

worries me about the bill and about the

ministry.

Surely in the operation of any business, the

people who are there every day and doing the

job might well have something valuable to

contribute to any discussion about changes. I

can well understand the minister not wanting
to go down and speak to every single person
who is employed in a laboratory, but since

the laboratory technologists have a society and
elect an executive and have an ongoing pro-
fessional interest in the development—not only
of their own field but of the facilities in

which they operate—common sense would tell

you that it would be useful and worthwhile to

discuss any changes in the field of laboratory

development with that society.

Now it's not only this bill. This is the bill

we are talking about, and obviously this is the

bill to which I direct my remarks, but it was
in the original amendment to the Public

Health Act—which my colleague from Lake-

shore raised earlier—where we made all of the

changes and brought the lab technologists
within the terms of the Act and brought lab-

oratories and the licensing of laboratories

within the terms of the Act; it was at that

point that we felt, and the laboratory tech-

nicians obviously felt, because they made a

number of representations both to the minis-

try and to us, that we felt there should have

been consultation.

In fact I am going to be honest with you; I

thought there was consultation—I really did.

It just shows you how naive I was, that I

thought last November there had been not

only consultation then but a commitment to

further consultation as the regulations to the

Act were developed and they were finally
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promulgated; that the regulations would re-

flect not only the view of hierarchy of the

ministry but would rather reflect in addition

to that the views of the employees of the

laboratories.

I frankly worry about the state of affairs

in any ministry when the minister stands up
and indicates that he doesn't think the views

of the people who do the job are really of

much consequence. I really do.

I think that it would serve this minister

and all other ministers better if they would
take a little more time. They should invite

those people to come and sit down, or their

representatives to sit down, and inform them
what it is that they intend to do. They should

invite their comment on it, and perhaps at-

tempt to show there is something called a

participatory function, that people in the

Province of Ontario who have a direct ex-

pertise as a result of being involved on a

day-to-day basis in any occupation or pro-

fession, that they might be able to become
involved in the decisions that are made on
their behalf through an Act of the Legis-
lature.

I say it as quietly as I can, it worries me;
it really worries me. And it's not only this

ministry but it's something that's wrong with
the way the government operates.

We talk about involving people. I see the

involvement! And do you know where the

involvement takes place? It is out in front of

the Parliament buildings. That's the degree
of involvement. It's when people are massed
out in front of the Parliament buildings, mill-

ing around, and the government says: "Well,
now we will have to involve these people in

the decision."

Well these people aren't going to do that.

That's not their nature. Do you know that

they weren't even aware on^what's today?
Tuesday?

Mrs. M. Campbell (St. George): Wednes-

day.

Mr. Deans: Wednesday, sorry. They weren't

even aware on Monday evening there were

changes being contemplated to the Act. Do
you know that the president of the society
for laboratory technologists wasn't even aware
that this amendment to the Public Health
Act had come in? Whether it has a direct

influence on their function or not is a matter
that only time will tell, but they weren't
aware that the ministry was contemplating
changes which could well have on effect,

maybe under a different minister at some
future time.

Hon. Mr. Potter: I wouldn't wait.

Mr. Deans: No, I'm saying that really is a

concern, and I think that you could do a lot

better than that.

Hon. Mr. Potter: Mr. Chairman, just to

keep the record straight, I don't think there

has been any government or ministry that has

had more communication with the various

groups involved in delivery of health services

than we have, certainly in the past year or

year and a half. In this particular instance I

feel very strongly that what we are doing
here, in asking for an amendment-

Interjection by an hon. member.

Hon. Mr. Potter: —to put a handle on

controlling the licensing of these facilities,

really is not going to have any bearing on
this group whatsoever.

I am concerned, as I said earlier, about the

expansion of some of the programmes, of the

duplication of services and so on. Quite

frankly, I truly felt this government has had
a considerable amount of experience in the

laboratory fields. In conjunction with the hos-

pitals and in addition to governments, we
account for about 250 of 500 laboratories,

and I really felt that I had available to me
all the information that I needed in order to

bring in this amendment.

Mr. Deans: Just one final point then, be-

cause I'm not going to—

Mr. Chairman: This has been a general
discussion, I think you'll admit.

Mr. Deans: It is on the first section of the

bill. It is very important.

I don't know, and I don't think the minis-

ter knows yet, what the qualifications are

going to be for those people who are going
to be operating within the collection centres.

I've no idea what their qualifications are

likely to be or the training that is going to

be required in order that they fit into the

programme. If the minister knows then per-

haps he can tell us, but it isn't reflected in

the bill.

It is not unreasonable to assume that the

society of lab technologists may well have

some feeling about the education and training
that people who are doing the sampling
should have. Just in that one area alone, it

might not be a bad idea to have a chat with

them. Maybe in their training process, for

example, there may be a way to involve some
of those who are being trained in the field

of technology to be involved in the early

stage of the taking of samples.
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Hon. Mr. Potter: As a matter of fact, Mr.

Chairman, that is usually what does happen.
It is the laboratory technologists who are

trained to take these specimens, and in many
instances these are the individuals who go
out to the collection centres to collect the

specimens and later become involved in the

laboratory. It is not going to affect them
one little bit.

Mr. Chairman: The first four sections stand

then as part of the bill. The member for

Kitchener on section 5, I think.

Mr. Breithaupt: No, just one comment on
section 4, Mr. Chairman. As I'm sure many
other lawyers do from time to time-

Mr. Lawlor: I'm sorry, Mr. Chairman, may
I just say a word on section 3?

Again, in the reply, I had gone to some

lengths to point out the quite distinct criteria

which you set up on a more or less personal
basis last year in your Act, and the largely

geographical and technical criteria that you
are now setting up when the applications are

first made bv people who wish to become
specimen collection centre personnel or have
their centre recognized and approved by the

minister.

Really, if you are dead opposed to the

collection centres, if that is really what is

behind all this, you have certainly provided
yourself with adequate powers, arbitrary

powers, in order to stamp them out or at

least ensure that they won't proliferate or

there will be no more of them in this prov-
ince. It will be the end of the matter if you
wish to do so. The business of providing the

kind of criteria you provided only aids you
in what could be a very devious purpose.

In other words, if you didn't have criteria

at all the courts would then say that this was
a highly arbitrary subjective operation, but

having put in some criteria, using this as a

stalking horse, Birnam wood has come to

Dunsinane, you've got the wood in front of

you and you carry it into the courtroom
before the judge. You say, "Oh look, we've
honoured certain criteria." But you have de-

liberately left out the business of qualifica-
tions. Is there some reason for all this?

Hon. Mr. Potter: Frankly, Mr. Chairman,
we thought, in bringing it in, that we were

making it as explicit as we could in order
that we could properly licence and regulate
this field.

Mr. Lawlor: No, but you have substituted
a wholly different set of criteria from what

we placed in legislation last year. I find that

curious, to say the least. I would be the last

one to accuse the hon. minister of deviousness

or some kind of subterfuge; he is not a

sleight-of-hand artist. He just takes out livers.

But I don't want him to do it without a

bright light. Can you tell me why you have

changed your criteria?

Hon. Mr. Potter: Once again, Mr. Chair-

man, what we are doing in section 3 is mak-

ing reference to the collection centres and

all of the other clauses that were put in

there for laboratories.

It states, for instance, in subsection (4),

"Clause (b) of subsection 3 is amended by

inserting after 'laboratory,' 'or specimen col-

lection centre.'
" The next clause is the same

thing, "amended by inserting after 'labor-

atory,' 'or specimen collection centre.'
"

What we are actually doing here is includ-

ing specimen collection centres in the same

areas where we had laboratories.

Mr. Lawlor: Mr. Chairman, the good doctor

misses my point. The point is that at 427 of

the statutes, as passed last year, one of your
criteria, for instance, would be the past con-

duct of the applicant or where the applicant
is a corporation officer. Or whether these

afford reasonable grounds for belief that the

laboratory, or collection centre now, will be

operated in accordance with the law, with

honesty and integrity. Another section refers

to the applicant not being competent to

operate the collection centre.

You have switched from that to purely

geographical tests and utilization of existing

laboratories or specimen collection centres.

You are basing it upon hardware and not

upon any type of personal record.

Mr. A. J. Roy (Ottawa East): Are they

giving you a bad time?

Mr. Lawlor: There may be no good reason

for it. I suspect there isn't. But you don't go

changing legislation completely like that and

swinging over without some kind of a reason,

and that is what I am trying to extract.

Mr. Roy: Are they giving you a bad time?

Mr. Lawlor: Well, forget about it.

Mr. Chairman: Shall section 3 stand as

part of the bill?

Section 3 agreed to.

On section 4:

Mr. Breithaupt: Mr. Chairman, I just want
to make one brief comment on section 4. As
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I had begun to state, I am sure many other

lawyers follow the same practice as I do,

which is, when looking for a section one goes
down to see the side note in order to find out

just what is going on.

In section 4, I think it would be most use-

ful to correct that side reference by adding
the words "only where licensed." What you
have done in the side note is referred to the

permitting of taking specimens and collecting
them but, in fact, the section to which you
have referred particularly comments that no
such specimens shall be taken unless they are

particularly authorized by licence. I think

what you are really doing is putting in the

section a negative frame and requiring that

something be not done, whereas in the side

note you are saying that it is permitted.

I would suggest that if you add the words

"only where licensed" it would make it per-
haps easier for someone looking for the sec-

tion, especially as the bill has to be reprinted
in any event because of the amendment.

Mr. Chairman: Shall section 4 stand as

part of the bill?

Section 4 agreed to.

On section 6:

Mr. Chairman: The hon. minister has an
amendment to section 6.

Hon. Mr. Potter: The member for River-
dale expressed some concern about an inspec-
tor going into institutions and buildings and
so on if he had reason to suspect that they
were operating illegally. This caused me some
concern, too, and I had an amendment pre-
pared which I sent over to both the opposi-
tion parties. I don't know whether they feel

that would cover it or whether they think
we should amend it.

Mr. Renwick: Mr. Chairman, my only com-
ment is that after the word "place" in the

third line and again after the word "place"
in the ninth line, the words "other than a

private dwelling" be inserted.

I just want to protect the private dwelling
from an arbitrary entry. If it turns out that

somebody in a private dwelling, in fact, is

carying on what you believe to be a pro-
hibited operation I guess you will have to

come back to the House and make an amend-
ment to cover it.

Mr. Breithaupt: You'll have to make an
amendment.

Mr. Renwick: Well, I am too tired to draft
that part of the amendment-

Mr. Chairman: Perhaps if it's a reasonable

length the minister might place it.

Hon. Mr. Potter moves that subsection

(3a) of section 451 of the Act as set out in

subsection (2) of section 6 of the bill be

deleted and the following substituted there-

for:

(3a) Where the director has reasonable

and probable grounds to believe that any
institution, building or place other than a

private dwelling is being used as a labora-

tory or specimen collection centre without

being licensed under this Act, the director

may direct an inspector to make an inspec-

tion and an inspector at any reasonable

time may enter the institution, building or

place other than a private dwelling to

make an inspection for the purpose of de-

termining whether or not any person is in

contravention of subsection ( 1 ) or ( 2a ) of

section 45d.

Mr. Chairman: Shall this motion carry?

Motion agreed to.

Section 6, as amended, agreed to.

Mr. Chairman: Any comments, questions
or amendments on a later section of the bill?

If not, shall the bill as amended be reported?

Bill 235, as amended, reported.

MEDICAL ACT

House in committee on Bill 234, An Act to

amend the Medical Act.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. minister.

Hon. Mr. Potter moves that subsection (2)

of section 1 of the bill be deleted.

Mr. Dukszta: Excuse me, Mr. Chairman.

I have something to say about subsection (1).

Does this come before or after the minister's

motion?

Mr. Chairman: Well, ordinarily we deal

with this, then we'll come back to your point.

Shall this motion carry?

Mr. Deans: No, wait a minute. Why are

you moving that subsection (2) of section 1

be deleted?

Hon. Mr. Potter: Subsection 2.

Mr. Deans: Let me ask, is it section 1, sub-

section (2) which says "section 3(3) is repealed
and the following substituted therefor," that

you are asking be deleted?

Hon. Mr. Potter: That's right.
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Mr. Deans: Why?

Hon. Mr. Potter: Because this amendment

says, "Every member of the council chosen

under paragraph 2 of subsection (1) shall be

a legally qualified medical practitioner resi-

dent in Ontario."

Mr. Deans: Right.

Hon. Mr. Potter: I am asking that that be

deleted. I don't think he needs to be a legally

qualified medical practitioner.

Mr. Lawlor: That's okay.

Mr. Deans: Right. That's excellent.

Hon. Mr. Potter: Do you mean you don't

agree with that?

Mr. Deans: Oh, no.

Mr. Lawlor: No, no.

Mr. Deans: I am just trying to understand
what you are getting at.

Mr. Lawlor: We have been waiting for

three hours to hear that from you.

Mr. Chairman: Shall this motion carry
then?

Mr. M. Cassidy (Ottawa Centre): No, just
a minute Mr. Chairman. I had a look at this

before and if I recall correctly—

Mr. G. Nixon (Dovercourt): Here it comes!

Mr. Cassidy: —this does not really cover
the whole principle of the things we were

saying here. I believe what the minister is

saying is that the persons chosen from the

various districts of the province by the doctors
do not have to be medical practitioners. Is

that correct?

Hon. Mr. Potter: Subsection (2) refers to

representatives of the universities or colleges
that appoint a representative to the council
of the College of Physicians and Surgeons.
This amendment said they shall be qualified
medical practitioners, and I am saying they
don't need to be qualified medical practi-
tioners.

Mr. Cassidy: Well, okay, that is fine. Then
before we take a vote on this particular

amendment, could he give us the whole pack-
age? Does he have other amendments as

well? If so, what will the whole council look

like and who may be on its membership when
he has finished with the series of amendments
he apparently has in mind?

Hon. Mr. Porter: Well, this is the only
amendment to it that I have.

Mr. Dukszta: Mr. Chairman, I still want to

go back to subsection (1).

Mr. Chairman: All right. Do you mean be-

fore this is carried?

Mr. Dukszta: Yes.

Mr. Chairman: All right.

Mr. Cassidy: If I can just have it-

Mr. Dukszta: I think it is my turn; would

you sit down?

Mr. Cassidy: What? Okay.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for Park-

dale.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Dukszta: As I said, I wanted to—

Mr. Stokes: Way to go!

Mr. E. M. Havrot (Timiskaming): One's as

bad as the other.

Mr. Dukszta: I wanted to return to sub-

section (1) of section 1, which specifies the

inclusion of three members on the council

who are not medical people. This is one of

my strongest disagreements for a number of

reasons. One reason is that three out of 18,

or whatever it is, is a very small number. It

will not add a significant change to the

council.

Mr. Chairman: Order please. Does the

amendment to subsection (2) affect that? If

not, we were part way through with the

amendment to subsection (2).

Mr. Cassidy: On a point of order, Mr.

Chairman, the member for Parkdale had in-

dicated he wanted to do this as soon as

the amendment was suggested, and surely

we should deal with the amendments in the

proper order.

Mr. Chairman: I understand. I am trying

to determine from the member for Parkdale

if his comments on subsection (1) will be

affected, whether or not the amendment to

subsection (2) is carried.

Mr. Dukszta: I think if we deal with them
in order, then it will affect that.

Mr. Cassidy: I think that's the correct

way to proceed, Mr. Chairman.
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Mr. Chairman: Thank you very much. We
don't need the advice from the member for

Ottawa Centre. It would seem to be that

they were unrelated and we are going to re-

vert back to subsection (1) afterwards.

Mr. Dukszta: Can we get over this amend-

ment?

Mr. Chairman: Yes, as long as it isn't in

conflict or makes a difference to what you
have to say. We will finish then with sub-

section (2), and then we will revert to sub-

section (1).

Mr. Deans: Let me speak on subsection

(2), because I just simply want to under-

stand the minister. What the minister is say-

ing is that by reverting to the section which
is in the Act, which I don't have before me,
he is eliminating the need for the colleges

and universities to appoint a person who is

a medical practitioner. And that's all.

Hon. Mr. Potter: That's all.

Mr. Deans: It then opens it up for them
to appoint anyone they want.

Hon. Mr. Potter: Anybody they want.

Mr. Deans: Okay. I somehow or other

didn't think that's what the Act said. I don t

know why. I read it yesterday.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Ottawa
Centre.

Mr. Cassidy: I am concerned now, Mr.

Chairman, simply whether or not the minister

has inquired into the way by which these

representatives of the various universities

and so on will be chosen. Are they to be
chosen by the dean of medicine at these par-
ticular faculties? Are they to be chosen by
all the medical staff? Are they to be chosen

by all the health sciences staff? Are they to

be chosen by all the health sciences staff and
students? Are they to be chosen by the

council of the particular medical school, and
so on?

These matters are important because

clearly if they are chosen by a very tight
medical in-group at the various colleges, then

the purport of this particular amendment is

useless. It will inevitably be a medical man
appointed from these various institutions,

where there will be a very strong tendency
in that particular direction.

Could the minister comment on the way
in which these people will be appointed,

given that the appointment or the election

of the doctors from the 10 districts of the

province is very clearly set out in the Medical

Act?

Hon. Mr. Potter: Mr. Chairman, I would
assume that the councils of the universities

make the selection. I can't say, I've never

been there. But this is a university appoint-
ment and I would assume that it would be
the councils that would make it.

Mr. Cassidy: Would the minister consider^

then, either one of two things—either putting
into the Act a means by which this is carried

out or in some other way informing the

House as to how this is carried out, rather

than simply leaving it in limbo, because the

amendment before us is purely decorative,

if we don't know how these appointments
are actually made

Hon. Mr. Potter: No, Mr. Chairman. I

might clarify for the members who were
concerned about my asking for that section

to be withdrawn, that the Act says:

One member to be chosen from every

university, college or body in Ontario,
that is authorized to conduct a course or

courses in the science and art of medicine

and to grant degrees in the same and that

is conducting actively such course or

courses in medicine at the present time,

or from every university, college, or body
in Ontario that is or may be hereafter

authorized and established under the above
conditions.

There's no suggestion in that that it has

to be a qualified medical practitioner. What
I'm suggesting is that I move that this amend-
ment be withdrawn and it remain the way
it is now in the Act.

Mr. Cassidy: Would the minister then ac-

cept and propose a further amendment which

will make that wording in the existing Act

be something like, "One member to be chosen

or to be selected or to be appointed by the

senate of every university, college or body
in Ontario which is authorized to conduct a

course"?

Obviously, that might mean it was not the

senate which actually made the choice but

simply ratified the choice. It would also mean,

though, that the various health sciences

which are represented in the senates of the

large universities, such as Toronto, McMaster,

Western, Queen's and Ottawa University,

would be able to consider whether or not

they might like to appoint a non-doctor to

the College of Physicians and Surgeons. That

would make it clear that the appointment
would be made by the university's supreme
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academic body and not just in this rather

vague way that you have it right now.

I know that there is no real problem, Mr.

Chairman, but you could get a ludicrous

situation arising in which the dean of medi-

cine informed the college that so-and-so had
been appointed at about the same time as

the president of the university was inform-

ing them that somebody else had been ap-

pointed.

Mr. Deans: The minister is wrong.

Mr. S. Lewis (Scarborough West): I was

just listening to you downstairs in my office.

In the Medical Act, which we remembered

looking at the other night, section 3 subsec-

tion (3) says, "Every member of the council

appointed under subsection (1) shall be a

legally qualified medical practitioner resident

in Ontario."

Hon. Mr. Potter: That's in subsection (1).

Mr. Lewis: Yes, and subsection (1) says,
"There shall be a council of the college com-
posed as follows, The Minister of Health,
one member to be chosen from every uni-

versity—"

Hon. Mr. Potter: Right.

Mr. Lewis: In your amended Act, as we
pointed out to you the other night, subsec-

tion (2), in the explanatory note specifically

says, "The re-enacted subsection refers only
to those members of the council chosen by
the university and other bodies conducting

degree courses in medicine.*' The re-enacted

subsection requires a medical degree.

Hon. Mr. Potter: Right.

Mr. Lewis: What are you talking about?
How do you bring legislation into the House
which you don't understand?

Hon. Mr. Potter: You seem to know all

about it, don't you?

Mr. Lewis: I am putting the question to

you.

Hon. Mr. Potter: Perhaps you can define

for the House what item 2 is. Is that a sub-

section or is that a section, or what?

Mr. Deans: No, that's a sub-subsection.

Hon. Mr. Potter: It's a subsection

Mr. Lewis: It's a sub-subsection. That's

right. Under the gallery the other night on
second reading your counsel—

Hon. Mr. Potter: All right, you asked me
to explain it.

Mr. Lewis: Okay.

Hon. Mr. Potter: It is my intention that

these members need not necessarily be quali-
fied medical practitioners. If it would simp-

lify matters instead of saying I withdraw that

section, which I really thought was going to

do what we intended it to do, I would sug-

gest that it be reworded to say, "Members
of council chosen under paragraph 2 of sub-

section (1)—"

Mr. Lewis: "Need not be."

Hon. Mr. Potter: "—need not be legally

qualified medical practitioners."

Mr. Lewis: As it so happens we have a

guarantee of that from you, obviously.

Hon. Mr. Potter: You do?

Mr. Lewis: We do. I think it could be

moved, can't it, in the process of this—

Hon. Mr. Potter: I will move that, Mr.

Chairman.

Mr. Deans: No, you must withdraw the

previous one.

Hon. Mr. Potter: I withdraw the first mo-
tion and move that subsection (3) of section

1 be reworded to say, "Any member of the

council chosen under paragraph 2 of sub-

section (1) need not be a legally qualified
medical practitioner resident in Ontario."

Mr. Deans: That's good. That's fine. I

knew it wasn't right the first way but I could

not think why.

Mr. Chairman: Would someone give that

to me in writing? In the meantime, shall this—

Mr. Cassidy: Before we vote on it, Mr.

Chairman, the first question I want to ask

is the question which was asked by the

member for Scarborough West, which is—

how on earth did your draftsman give you
this abortion which, in effect, didn't do what

you intended it to do?

Mr. Chairman: Order, please.

Mr. Cassidy: I don't think the member for

Wentworth and I have any apologies to make.
We both knew that something was wrong but

we were scrambling around here trying to

get the bill and so on and the original Act
in order to try to find out. But that's not our

job. That's the minister's job.
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Mr. Chairman: Order, please. The com-
ments are unnecessary.

Hon. Mr. Potter: Come on, cool it.

Mr. Cassidy: No, we've caught the minis-

ter out, Mr. Chairman. There's no question
about it.

Mr. Chairman: We are dealing with amend-
ments.

Mr. Cassidy: Yes, okay, and it's a better

amendment now.

Mr. Chairman: This is up before the House.

Mr. Cassidy: My next question is this: The
amended amended sub subsection, which
the minister has finally got around to, deals

only with those people who are to be chosen
from the universities and colleges. He hasn't

come to grips with the question of who will

appoint them. I wish he would. I would
like to ask as well why, of necessity, should

the people chosen from the 10 districts by
the medical profession in the province have
to be medical practitioners? Is there any
reason they have to be either? If not, should
this subsection not be broadened to extend
to all members of the council to provide
that, in the event that doctors in a particular

region of the province want to appoint some-

body who doesn't happen to be a doctor to

be their representative, they may do so.

Would the minister accept that?

Hon. Mr. Potter: I'll accept that, sure.

Mr. Lewis: You would?

Hon. Mr. Potter: Yes.

Mr. Lewis: Do you want to amend that,
too?

Mr. Chairman: Is that still an amendment
to subsection (2)?

Mr. Cassidy: The amendment, Mr. Chair-

man, I believe, for the minister's benefit,

would be to paragraph 2 or paragraph 3.

Mr. Chairman: I wonder if we might go
on with the rest. Shall we get this written

out so that we'll make sure we know where
we are? There is a general understanding
on record, but I think we should have it in

writing.

Mr. Cassidy: Mr. Chairman, the minister

seems very co-operative. Would he also ac-

cept an amendment, which would take a

minute to word, to make it clear that the

appointment from the universities would be
made by the senate in order that the breadth

of view of the senate would be reflected,

althought I would presume that normally the

appointments would be recommended from
the health sciences faculty? Would that be
an acceptable amendment?

Hon. Mr. Potter: No, Mr. Chairman, I

don't think I should be directing the univer-

sity. It is a university appointment. I don't

think I should direct them how they should

choose their—

Mr. Cassidy: But at which level, Mr. Chair-

man? Can the minister specify what level

he feels desirable? When he speaks of a

university appointment, does that not mean

by the senate of the university, and if it

does, then shouldn't the legislation make
that specific?

Hon. Mr. Potter: I don't really think it is

necessary. It has never been necessary in

the past. I don't see why I should have to

advise them how to run their own affairs.

Mr. Cassidy: Okay.

Mr. Chairman: While someone is drafting
a wording for that amendment, which has

been generally agreed to, perhaps the mem-
ber for Parkdale would like to make his

comments.

Mr. Dukszta: Maybe we could resume
some of the discussion we have had, Mr.

Chairman, if I introduce an amendment to

deal with subsection (1) of section 1, which
I will read right now:

That subsection 1 of section 1 be
amended by deleting the word "three" in

the beginning of clause 4 and substituting
the word "10," and that subsection (3) of

section 1 be amended by inserting after

the word "shall" in the second line the

words "not necessarily," which I think

subsumes what we were discussing and
rather expands the council.

Mr. Chairman: Just before we place Mr.

Dukszta's motion, we now have a wording
for the amendment to subsection (2). Per-

haps I could place that.

Hon. Mr. Potter moves that in section 1

and subsection 3 — 1 presume that is sub-

section 2 of subclause (3), would1

it be? —

every member of the council chosen under

paragraph 2 of subsection (1) need not be

a legally qualified medical practitioner resi-

dent in Ontario.

Motion agreed to.
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Mr. Dukszta: Can I give the second part,

then, of my motion?

Mr. Chairman: Mr. Dukszta has moved
and he wishes to withdraw certain words.

Hon. Mr. Potter: Mr. Chairman, in that

motion I gave you there, I referred to sub-

section (1); that is section 3, subsection (1)
of the Act, subsections 2 and 3.

Mr. Chairman: The proper reference there

apparently is to—

Hon. Mr. Potter: There are too many sec-

tions! It's section 3, subsection (1), paragraphs
2 and 3-

Mr. Chairman: Of the Act.

Hon. Mr. Potter: -of the Act.

Mr. Chairman: It's understood then it's

section 3, subsection (1), paragraphs 2 and 3

of the Act—"need not be a legally qualified
medical practitioner resident in Ontario."

If there is any correction of that it will be
in order I would think.

Now, moved by Mr. Dukszta that—

Mr. Dukszta: Mr. Chairman, on that point
—can you delete the second half of my
amendment because it is no longer applicable
since we dealt with the matter already?

Mr. Chairman: Oh. And then that was after

the word "10," I think it is; is it?

Mr. Dukszta: Yes. You finish with the word
10, yes.

Mr. Chairman: Ten. All right.

Mr. Dukszta moves that subsection (1),

section 1 of this bill be amended by deleting
the word "three" in the beginning of clause

4 and substituting the word "10."

Hon. Mr. Potter: No. Can't do that.

Mr. Dukszta: Why not?

Hon. Mr. Potter: I think we are doing
pretty well. We've got good representation
on there now.

Mr. Deans: You say you are doing well?

Hon. Mr. Potter: Well, you can talk about
it.

Mr. Deans: You say you are doing well, but

my understanding is that you are talking
about three persons who are not members of

the college, out of 21. The likelihood-

Hon. Mr. Potter: And you can have another

12—you can have another 17.

Mr. Deans: I agree, but the likelihood of

the universities choosing other than physi-
cians at this time is pretty slim.

Hon. Mr. Potter: No, I wouldn't agree with

that. There are many members of the uni-

versity staffs who are well qualified and they
are involved in the teaching process of medi-

cine. They certainly aren't doctors but they
would be well qualified to be represented on
that council.

Mr. Deans: The probability is, looking at

all things, that the people who are currently
there will be reappointed.

Hon. Mr. Potter: No, not necessarily.

Mr. Deans: The probability is that the

people who are currently there will be re-

appointed and the people who are currently
there are all medical doctors. So that in look-

ing at what's likely to happen—not what

might happen, but what's likely to happen—
the chances are that we will end up with the

same people, and those people will be the

same medical doctors that are currently being
put forward as appointees by the universities.

Mr. Chairman: Those in favour of Mr.
Dukszta's motion will please say-

Mr. Cassidy: Mr. Chairman, I'd like to ask

the minister—obviously he says he won't go
to 10 because he doesn't agree with it and so

on. He feels this is totally revolutionary as

far as the profession is concerned to have
one-third of the membership of the college as

lay people.
What are the minister's intentions? Does

he intend to add a couple a year until he

gets up to the total of 10? Does he intend to

leave it at three from here forever-and-a-day
as long as he is Health minister? Is he sym-
pathetic to the view that there ought to be
an increasing lay representation on the

college. And is he simply saying that he

thinks too far, too fast, is a problem—or what
are his views about this question?

Hon. Mr. Potter: Well, I think I have al-

ready expressed my views, Mr. Chairman.
There will be 20 members on the council,
three of whom will be appointed by the

Lieutenant Governor in Council to be lay
members. There will be five members ap-

pointed by the university and 12 by the

various medical districts, who need not

necessarily be doctors. And that's as far as

I'm prepared to go.
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Mr. Dukszta: There will be 20 members

on the council Mr. Minister. If you are in-

cluding three of them as non-medical, then

you are swamping the non-medical people
with the 17 who are medical people. If you

accept the increase in numbers from three to

10, then you are giving a fair representation

at this present stage to the community. I

would ask you if you would consider it this

way-

Mr. Chairman: Those in favour of Mr.

Dukszta's motion will please say "aye."

Those opposed will please say "nay."

In my opinion, the "nays" have it.

Shall section 2 stand as part of the bill?

Section 2 agreed to.

Section 3 and 4 agreed to.

The hon. minister has an amendment to

section 5.

Hon. Mr. Potter: Section 5, subsection (6).

Mr. Dukszta: Consistent with the motion

I made for subsection (1) of section 1, I

would like to move an amendment.

Mr. Dukszta moves that subsection (2) of

section 5 be amended by deleting the word
"two" in the second line and substituting
therefor the word "four," and further, sub-

section (4) of the said section be amended by

deleting the word "one" in the third line and

substituting therefor the word "two."

Hon. Mr. Potter: Mr. Chairman, if there

are only three members appointed by the

Lieutenant Governor in Council, it is quite
obvious you can't have four of them ap-

pointed to—

Mr. Deans: We are assuming we are going
to win the first vote.

Hon. Mr. Potter: —the other discipline
committees. As far as subsection (4) is con-

cerned, by the same token, if we have three

members appointed by the Lieutenant

Governor in Council, it says in section 5 that

three members shall constitute a quorum, one

of whom must be a member appointed by the

Lieutenant Governor in Council, so I think

that's pretty good representation, one out of

three.

Mr. Chairman: Those in favour of Mr.

Dukszta's motion will please "aye."

Those opposed will please say "nay."

In my opinion, the "nays" have it.

I declare the motion defeated.

Mr. Deans: I have an amendment too. It

comes ahead of the minister's amendment. I

have checked to see.

Mr. Chairman: Ahead of subsection (6)?

Mr. Deans: Yes, it comes on subsection (2)

of 36. I amend section 5, which is enacted

in section 36, subsection (2) of the Act, by
adding to the end after the word, "matter,"

the following words, "one of whom shall be

an appointee of the Lieutenant Governor in

Council". Let me read what I've said:

Where the registrar receives information

leading him to believe that a member may
be an incapacitated member, he shall make
such inquiry as he considers appropriate
and report to the executive committee who

may, upon notice to the member, appoint
a board of inquiry composed of at least

three members of the college who shall in-

quire into the matter, one of whom shall be

an appointee of the Lieutenant Governor

in Council.

Hon. Mr. Potter: I would go with that, but

may I suggest that you insert it after "three

members"? It would then read:

Three members of the college, one of

whom shall be an appointee of the Lieu-

tenant Governor in Council, who shall

inquire into the matter.

Mr. Deans: I'll accept that quite readily. I

just want to make sure that one of the three

people is one of the lay people. Do you

accept that, then?

Hon. Mr. Potter: I accept that.

Mr. Deans: Mr. Chairman, are you with us

or against us?

Mr. Chairman: I'm trying to find the first

Hon. Mr. Potter: Have you got that written

out?

Mr. Deans: Well we are talking about

pages 2 and 3.

Hon. Mr. Potter: Subsection (2).

Mr. Deans: Subsection (2) at the bottom

of page 2, beginning with the word "where."

Mr. Chairman: May I have a copy of

that?

Mr. Deans: Yes.

Hon. Mr. Potter: It should be members
of the council not of the college. This is the

other thing that you have to remember. This
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refers to members of the college, not mem-
bers of the council. We appoint them only
from the members of the council of the col-

lege.

Mr. Deans: Yes, but I want a person sit-

ting on such a body investigating to be one
of those people who were appointed.

Hon. Mr. Potter: Just a minute, we are

talking about two different things. I am
sorry I agreed to that before I realized that.

Mr. Deans: Okay. I understand.

Hon. Mr. Potter: Members of the college
are members of the medical profession who
have to be members of the college to get a
licence. What we are talking about in the
other place is the council of the college
which administers. Here we are not talking
about the council, we are talking about the

registrar of the college dealing with its mem-
bers. Could we appoint a member of the
council on that committee?

Mr. M. B. Dymond (Ontario): We cant
have a layman assessing a person's physical
capacity.

Mr. Deans: Why?

Mr. Dymond: How would he be trained

to know whether the person was incapaci-
tated or not?

Mr. Chairman: I recognize the member
for Ontario.

An hon. member: Who is up now?

Mr. Chairman: Does the member for On-
tario have a comment?

Hon. Mr. Potter: I am just afraid you
can't. I think we are talking about two dif-

ferent things here, aren't we?

Mr. Deans: All right. Let me do it an-

other way. I think you understand what it

is we are trying to accomplish.

Hon. Mr. Potter: Well, let's get this

straight. We are getting into the legal angle
here.

An hon. member: No, we are not.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Potter: Well, that is what we
are talking about right here. I think what
we are trying to straighten out here is that

we can appoint the lay member to the coun-
cil but he won't be a member of the college.

The wording has to be changed to "a board
of inquiry composed of three members."

Mr. Deans: Of the council.

Hon. Mr. Potter: Not necessarily of the

council. "Three members, one of whom shall

be a Lieutenant Governor's appointment to

the council." Would that cover it?

Mrs. Campbell: Added to the members
of the college?

Hon. Mr. Potter: Added to the members
of the college, yes.

Mrs. Campbell: May I suggest, Mr. Chair-

man, if this is what we are trying to do,

and I am in sympathy with what is the

attempted amendment:

Appoint a board of inquiry composed
of at least two members of the college

together with one member from the coun-
cil who shall be an appointment of the

Lieutenant Governor, who shall inquire
into the matters.

Awkward, but that is the best I can do at

the moment.

Hon. Mr. Potter: Together with one mem-
ber-

Mr. Deans: Together with one member of

the council who shall be appointed by the

Lieutenant Governor in Council.

Mrs. Campbell: That's right. You have at

least three, that's the same.

Mr. Dymond: Mr. Chairman, I think that

we are getting a little bit away from the

spirit of this entirely.

In section 36, subsection (b) "incapa-
citated member" is defined. I think you are

putting an undue and an unfair burden on
a layman to determine the mental or or-

ganic capacity or otherwise of a member
of the college.

Mr. M. C. Germa (Sudbury): Not at all.

Mr. Dymond: The board of inquiry that

deals with the matter following the findings
of the three appointed to look into the mat-
ter could very well include one of the lay
members from the council. But I think the

group which is appointed to look into the

matter should hardly include a lay member.
I am quite certain my legal colleagues
wouldn't want a lay member looking into

the professional-

Mrs. Campbell: Well, they do.
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Mr. Deans: I think they do.

Mr. Dymond: Oh no they don't.

Mr. E. J. Bounsall (Windsor West): "In-

capacitated" might mean he is a Tory.

Mr. Dymond: I think it is quite out of

order, Mr. Chairman.

Mrs. Campbell: Mr. Chairman, may I adu

dress myself to that matter? If we followed

through what has just been said we would

never have a judge decide an action in tort.

We would never be able, surely, to expect
a judge who was not a doctor to make

any decisions on medical evidence. And I

think, surely, Mr. Chairman, to say that

someone in this capacity could not assess

the evidence in the same way as a judge, who
is a layman when it comes to medicine in a

court, is not what we are trying to do. I

don't subscribe to what has been said and
I think, with respect, it would result in an

absurdity.

Mr. Deans: The minister is very progres-
sive in his thinking.

Mr. Roy: We are right again.

Mr. Chairman: Well now, whose amend-
ment is this going to be?

Mr. Deans: Well, it is going to be my
amendment together with—

Mr. R. F. Ruston (Essex-Kent): The mem-
ber for St. George.

Mr. Chairman: No, one person.

Mr. Deans' amendment to section 5 of the

bill, amending section 36 of the Act, sub-

section (2), is that all the words after the

word "least" in the second last line be
deleted and the following words substituted:

"two members of the college, and one mem-
ber of the council appointed by the Lieuten-

ant Governor in Council, who shall inquire
into the matter."

Mr. Deans: That's fine.

Mr. Chairman: Shall this motion carry?

Motion agreed to.

Hon. Mr. Potter: Subsection (6).

Mrs. Campbell: Excuse me, Mr. Chairman,
is there not an amendment to follow before

subsection (6)—subsection (4), relating to the

board of inquiry? I have one before me.

Mr. Chairman: Yes, there is one here for

subsection (4) of section 36 of the Act.

iHon. Mr. Potter: Subsection (4).

Mr. Chairman: Section 5 of the bill, but

it is subsection (4) of section 36 of the Act.

Mrs. Campbell: Mr. Chairman, could I

speak to this?

Hon. Mr. Potter: Subsection (4) of sec-

tion 36?

Mr. Chairman: Yes, on page 3.

Mrs. Campbell: If I may I should like to

speak to this, because it is a matter which
I raised, and I have been working on this

amendment which has just gone to the

minister.

Mr. Chairman: Perhaps you should place
the amendment first. Is there going to be

an amendment?

Mrs. Campbell: It is not my amendment,
it is the amendment of the minister, but I

was trying to assist him because I think in

fairness to him this was just brought to his

attention. I know I am out of order in

speaking to an amendment which hasn't been

put, but if I could make an explanation it

might help the minister in this particular
situation.

The purport of the proposed amendment
which has concerned me is that when one

gets to a board of inquiry, before the pro-

posed amendment the board of inquiry is

reporting its findings to the executive com-

mittee, and then that committee may report
or refer the matter to the fitness-to-practice

committee.

This is another example of a number of

reports which can be made about an in-

dividual of which he, under the present Act

that is before us, would have no notice. My
concern is that at this point, when obviously
the board of inquiry must have had before

it a report from the examiner who made the

examination, that report surely should be

available to the person against whom the

report is made. The copy of the medical

report, together with a copy of the report
which the board of inquiry sends back to the

executive committee gives to the person who
is in a defendant position, if I may say so,

an opportunity to know what is going on

and what reports are going on behind his

back.

'That was the purpose of that. Perhaps
the minister would like to speak to the pro-

posed amendment to subsection (6).

Hon. Mr. Potter moves that subsection (4)

of section 36 of the Act, as set out in sec-
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tion 5 of the bill, be amended by inserting
after the word "committee" in the second

line "and1 deliver a copy thereof and a copy
of any medical report obtained under sub-

section (3) to the member about whom the

report is made."

Motion agreed to.

Mr. Chairman: Now, the hon. minister has
a further amendment to subsection (6) of

the same bill.

Hon. Mr. Potter moves that subsection (6)

of section 36 of the Act, as set out in section

5 of the bill, be deleted and the following
substituted therefor:

(6) A legally qualified medical practi-
'tioner is not compellable to produce at the

hearing his case histories, notes or any
other records constituting medical evi-

dence but, when required to give evidence,

shall prepare a report containing the medi-

cal facts, findings, conclusions and treat-

ment and such report shall be signed by
him and served upon the other parties to

Ithe proceedings;

(a) where the evidence is required by
the college, at least five days before the

hearing commences; and

(b) where the evidence is required by
the person about whom the report is made,
at least five days before its introduction

as evidence,

and the report is receivable in evidence
without proof of its making or of the signa-
ture of the legally qualified medical practi-
tioner making the report but a party who is

not tendering the report as evidence has the

right to summon and cross-examine the
medical practitioner on the contents of the

report.

Mr. Chairman: Does the member for St.

George wish to comment?

Mrs. Campbell: Again, Mr. Chairman, I

had been concerned about the wording of

this subsection (6). It was not a bit clear

to me, and I think I spoke on it before to

indicate the problems that could arise.

My concern is that anyone placed in this

position should know what his rights are and
that his procedures be reasonably spelled
out so that he knows what his obligations
are. And as far as I personally am con-

cerned, this certainly clarifies the matter of
who we are talking about when we talk

about a legally qualified medical practitioner.
It can be done on either side, as it were;
the college or the person against whom re-

ports have been made. But where the report

is made against a doctor, that report has to

be introduced five days before the hearing
commences, so that he has a full opportunity
to prepare evidence. If, in the alternative,

he has a legally qualified medical practi-
tioner who is equally not compellable to

produce documents but has to produce a

report, then that can be five days before

the evidence is introduced to give flexibility
in the establishing of evidence on behalf of

the person who is in a defendant position
and subject in both cases to cross-examina-
tion. I support the amendment, Mr. Chair-
man.

Mr. Chairman: Shall this amendment

carry?

Motion agreed to.

Mr. Deans: On section 6, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Chairman: On section 6, the member
for Wentworth.

Mr. Deans: Thank you. I have an amend-
ment to section 6. I would very much like

to see the word "may" in the sixth line

changed to "shall" and that section after

"public or otherwise as it considers proper"
deleted.

I'll tell you why. I know the minister

wants to be consistent with McRuer—he said

so earlier today^and McRuer has taken a

very firm position on this particular point.

I think that any persons who are being
called before the discipline committee should
have the right to say whether the matter

should be held in camera or otherwise. They
should have the right—the individuals should

have the right and not the committee. The
individuals should be able to say, "Yes, it

shall be held in public," and therefore it

would be held in public. It shouldn't be left

up to the committee to make the determina-
tion.

I'm supported by Mr. Justice McRuer in

his report No. 1, vol. 3, pages 1197 and

1198, in which he deals with matters of

public hearings. Without going into the en-

tire details of the matter, he goes through
the argument, arriving at the following sen-

tence, the concluding sentence, which says:

"However, as we said in chapter 14, the

person against whom a charge is made should

in all cases have the right to a public hearing
if he so requests."

So I would move that section 6, enacted

by section 37, subsection (4) of the Act, be
amended as follows, that we delete "may"
in the sixth line and replace it with "shall,"
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and delete all the words after the word

"public." The section would then read:

"Notwithstanding anything in the Statutory
Powers Procedure Act, 1971, hearings of the

discipline committee shall be held in camera

but if the person whose conduct is being

investigated requests otherwise by a notice

delivered to the registrar before the day
fixed for the hearing, the committee shall

conduct the hearing in public."

Mr. Chairman: Any comment on Mr.

Deans' motion?

Hon. Mr. Potter: I too feel it should be in

camera unless the individual who is appear-

ing before the discipline committee requests
that it be done in public, and I think that it

should be his right-

Mr. Deans: This is what I am saying.

Hon. Mr. Potter: —to have it there. I think

that was our intent. We're checking to see.

Mr. Chairman, the reason that is worded
the way it is, it is pointed out to me, is that

under the Statutory Powers Procedure Act,

chapter 47, section 9, subsection 1:

A hearing shall be open to the public

except where the tribunal is of the opinion
that, (a) matters involving public security

may be disclosed, or (b) intimate financial

or personal matters, or other matters, may
be disclosed at the hearing, of such a

nature, having regard to the circumstances,
that the desirability of avoiding disclosure

thereof, in the interests of any person
affected, or in the public interest, out-

weighs the desirability of adhering to the

principle that hearings be open to the

public.

That's why that is worded the way it is,

so that the committee itself may decide
whether it's proper to accede to his wishes or

not.

Mr. Deans: The problem is, if you hold

the Act with you for a moment, you've taken

the stand that notwithstanding whatever is in

the Statutory Powers Procedure Act, hearings
of a discipline committee shall be held in

camera. Okay?

Mr. J. A. Taylor (Prince Edward-Lennox):

No, he hasn't.
.

.

Mr. Deans: No, wait a minute. No, he

hasn't? Have you read the bill?

Mr. Taylor: Certainly I have.

Mr. Deans: Do you know what section I'm

talking about? Then why are you sitting there

mumbling under your breath?

Mr. Chairman: Order, please.

Mr. Taylor: I'm paying attention to the bill.

Mr. Deans: It always amuses me how the

Tory rump has so much to say and so little

knowledge to say it from.

Mr. Chairman: We'll deal with the amend-

ment.

Mr. Deans: I want to go back to what I

was talking about. McRuer's position is that

the person for whom the hearing is being
conducted should have the ultimate power
of decision. I think the minister and I both

agree on that. McRuer says that the person

against whom a charge is made should, in all

cases, have the right to a public hearing if

he so requests. Okay?

Hon. Mr. Potter: Providing!

Mr. Deans: It doesn't say "providing," it

says—

Hon. Mr. Potter: No, it doesn't, but this

does.

Mr. Deans: Yes, but then you have gone
on to say:

Notwithstanding anything in the Statu-

tory Powers Procedure Act, hearings of the

discipline committee shall be held in

camera but if the person whose conduct is

being investigated requests otherwise by a

notice delivered to the registrar before the

day fixed for the hearing, the committee

may conduct the hearing in public or other-

wise as it considers proper.

I'm suggesting to you that it should say that

the committee shall conduct the hearing in

public if the person who is being charged
asks that it be held in public; and that the

committee shouldn't have the leeway. The

leeway should rest with the person being

charged, since obviously that is the person
who is going to suffer.

Hon. Mr. Potter: No, it's not obvious that

this person is going to suffer. As it is pointed
out in the Statutory Powers Procedure Act,
other people could suffer and the public
could suffer. You must remember that in some
circumstances the person being charged may
not be in a position to make the decision as

to whether or not he should be having a

public hearing.
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Mr. Taylor: And he doesn't understand

that.

Hon. Mr. Potter: That's why it's left so that

the board itself then can make a decision as

to whether or not it's advisable to go ahead

and have this in public.

Mr. Deans: I then want to ask you what is

the meaning of the phrase, "Notwithstanding

anything in the Statutory Powers Procedure

Act, 1971"? Because that phrase, in itself,

gives the committee the right to totally dis-

regard the clauses which the minister is re-

ferring to in the Statutory Powers Procedure
Act. You can't have it both ways. Either the

Statutory Powers Procedure Act is a worth-

while document which should be adhered to,

or it isn't.

In this case we're saying that notwithstand-

ing what it says in that Act, this committee
shall have rights which are going to be con-

ferred upon it by the minister. I'll wait until

you get your legal advice on that.

Hon. Mr. Potter: I am told that "notwith-

standing the Statutory Powers Procedure

Act, the hearings of the discipline commit-
tee shall be in camera." Actually, under
the Statutory Powers Procedures Act it says
that the hearings would be in public. So
what we're saying is that this is just revers-

ing that by saying notwithstanding that we're

going to go ahead and have this in camera.
But that has nothing to do-

Mr. Deans: Okay, so you are not—

Hon. Mr. Potter: That doesn't relate to the

last part.

Mr. Deans: Okay, but that's fine. But
what you have done, what your argument
was previously that you should adhere to

what's in the Statutory Powers Proceedure
Act is what you intend not to do.

Hon. Mr. Potter: Right.

Mr. Deans: And therefore that Act doesn't

have any bearing in this Act and therefore

the Statutory Powers Procedure Act is not
one to be referred to when discussing this

particular section of this Act. Right?

Hon. Mr. Potter: What I'm saying is that

"notwithstanding anything in the Statutory
Powers Procedures Act, the hearing will be
in camera."

Mr. Deans: Okay.

Hon. Mr. Potter: That if the individual

requests that it be held in public providing

there is no reason as listed here under sec-

tion 9, subsections 1(a) and (b), the commit-
tee will hold it in public. If, in their good
judgement, they feel that it is not in the

public interest or that there may be some
harm to the public or any other individual

because of confidential information that may
come out in public, they will not go ahead
and have it in public.

Mr. Deans: I want to suggest to you that

you didn't need the section and that the

Statutory Powers Procedure Act provides all

of the protections necessary. Although the

Statutory Powers Procedure Act says that

the meeting or the hearing shall be heard
in public, if any of those conditions can be

applied against and withstand the test, then

the committee or the inquiry body or board
would have the right then to hold it in

camera. The Statutory Powers Procedure
Act should have been simply left in as the

governing Act because that is all you have

done; you've gone around in a complete
circle.

Hon. Mr. Potter: Maybe we have gone
around in a complete circle, but that's the

way it is.

Mr. Bounsall: Mr. Chairman, if I could

have the attention of the minister, I think

there is another way out of this. If you
simply say here "the hearings of the discip-
line committee shall be held in camera" etc.,

down to "but if a person whose conduct is

being investigated requests otherwise" etc.

to the point where you say that the provisions
of the Statutory Powers Procedure Act would
then apply, if the person wishes otherwise

and you then say that the provisions of the

Statutory Powers Procedure Act will apply,
it means you still have in it therefore the

security reasons and so on which, in the

opinion of the council or the registrar hear-

ing it, could be take into account. I can

quite see your point that the person may
well' be mentally incapacitated and not be

able to judge and that is why you want

the safeguards of the Statutory Powers Pro-

cedure Act to apply. I would say that you
could do that by having this section read:

'The hearings of the discipline committee

shall be held in camera but if the person
whose conduct is being investigated re-

quests otherwise by a notice delivered to

the registrar before the day fixed for the

hearing, the provisions of the Statutory
Powers Procedure Act, 1971, will apply.

Hon. Mr. Potter: They will apply.
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Mr. Deans: Okay, you win.

Mr. Chairman: Are you withdrawing your
motion?

Mr. Deans: No, I am just not arguing any
more.

Mr. Roy: Mr. Chairman, on a point of

clarification, if I understood the minister and

the way he has explained the way the sec-

tion reads there—the minister said that not-

withstanding the Statutory Powers Procedure

Act, we could hold it in camera but for a

number of reasons which are outlined in

the Statutory Powers Procedure Act, we
could have it in public. Is that the way the

minister has explained it?

Hon. Mr. Potter: Yes.

Mr. Roy: But, you see, the minute you have

your—I don't agree with the minister at all.

The minute you exclude the Statutory Powers

Procedure Act, the way this sections reads

then, the hearing may be conducted in public
or otherwise if it is considered proper. They
could for any reason hold it in public or hold

it in camera. The Statutory Powers Procedure

Act doesn't apply any more once you have

said "notwithstanding."

Mr. Deans: That is what I tried to tell

the minister before.

Hon. Mr. Potter: I am not a lawyer.

Mr. Roy: But your explanation was con-

fusing. The minute you take out the Statutory
Powers Procedure Act, it doesn't come into

application for any of the standards you have

mentioned because the section clearly says
that the hearing people will decide what is

proper and what is proper is any reason

imaginable, if that is what you want. I just

wanted to clarify that point.

Hon. Mr. Potter: What the member is sug-

gesting is that we should include after "hear-

ing"—was it that motion?

Mr. Bounsall: Yes. After the word "hearing"
I would move "the Statutory Powers Pro-

cedure Act will apply." Then you'd have the

safeguards of that Act, as well.

Hon. Mr. Potter: Yes.

Mr. Roy: You need that.

Hon. Mr. Potter: Yes.

Mr. Bounsall: Would the minister like me
to word that?

Hon. Mr. Potter: Yes, will you, please?

Mr. Bounsall: After "hearing," I would
move that the rest be deleted and these

words added: "The provisions of the Statu-

tory Powers Procedure Act, 1971 will apply."

Mrs. Campbell: Mr. Chairman, could I ask

a question of the minister at this point?

Mr. Roy: You've got an Act, but you're

drafting it very badly there.

Mrs. Campbell: Mr. Chairman, to the

minister, I wonder if the minister could

advise the House what the urgency of this

bill is? I would like to say that I am becom-

ing somewhat concerned with the variety of

amendments to this bill. I am always fright-

ened when you get ad hoc kind of amend-
ments that we wind up with legislation which

is not really saying what it purports to say,

perhaps there should be a review. If there is

some urgency to it I'm prepared to sit and

work on it. Could the minister answer that

for us?

Hon. Mr. Potter: Yes Mr. Chairman, there

is some urgency to it, because it is urgent
that we establish the fitness-to-practise com-

mittee. I'm very concerned about it.

Mr. Roy: You see, we cannot have a piece
of legislation, I suggest, Mr. Chairman to the

minister, which starts off by saying: "Not-

withstanding the Statutory Powers Procedure

Act," and part way through it then say:

"Well, we'll apply it in the standards of the

Statutory Powers Procedure Act." Your

draftsmen will tell you that. You've got an

Act going in one direction and then flipping

the other way. I know you've done that be-

fore on certain bills, but I wouldn't want to

see you repeat yourself on a regular basis.

Hon. Mr. Potter: Yes. Mr. Chairman, I

wonder if you would try and get on with the

rest of the bill while we are having that

section reworded?

Mr. Chairman: I want something in writing
to deal with it properly.

Are there any further comments, questions
or amendments on a later section of the bill?

Mr. Roy: Mr. Chairman-

Mr. Chairman: Perhaps we should just wait

a minute.

Mr. Roy: May I be permitted to ask the

minister a question in relation to an amend-
ment that is not in this Medical Act bill?

Mr. Chairman: You may ask him while we
are waiting.
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Mr. Roy: Yes, while we are waiting. You
recall last year we discussed the fact—if you
look at section 43 of the Medical Act-
that once your discipline committee has

made a decision in relation to a member of

the profession, only the member can appeal
the decision and the minister cannot.

You may recall my concern was that some-
times we feel the decision of the disciplinary
committee of the College of Physicians and

Surgeons is too lenient. The minister might
well feel that the decision is too lenient,

but under section 43 only the member can

appeal. You seemed to agree with me at

that time, when we said that if the minis-

ter feels that a decision of the college is

not adequate why can he not appeal.

I'm not suggesting that you should inter-

fere with the decision and say I feel that

he should get this type of discipline, but

you should at least have a right to appeal.
You recall that this involved a situation in

Ottawa, on a very serious operation, where
three people had died. The member in-

volved went before the discipline commit-
tee and at that time all they did was sort

of slap him on the wrist and say: "Look
don't do that operation any more." He wasn't

doing it anymore. It was an obesity opera-
tion. Secondly, they said to him: "From now
on, any further operation will have to be
recorded/'

I was appalled at the decision. I felt in

those circumstances, in the light of the fact

that the college had found him guilty of

professional misconduct, it was* very light.
I asked the minister and at the time he

agreed with me, that the minister should
have a right of appeal, just a right of appeal.
I am not saying he should interfere, but
when it says "any member may appeal," it

should be "any member or the minister may
appeal that decision."

I brought in a private member's bill on
that last year and I am just wondering
why it's not part of the amendments in Bill

234.

Hon. Mr. Potter: Up to the present time
I haven't studied it carefully enough, Mr.
Chairman. I intimated at that time I too
felt the minister perhaps should have an

appeal in a case like this, and we are look-

ing into it. I haven't got it in this bill.

Mr. Roy: You will consider it?

Hon. Mr. Potter: I will consider it, yes.

Mr. Chairman: Do you have a wording for

the last amendment?

Hon. Mr. Potter: Have you passed the other
sections?

Mr. Chairman: Everything is passed except
for two stacked amendments here and we
are waiting for this one.

Hon. Mr. Potter moves that subsection

(4) of section 37 be amended by adding at

the end:

Having regard to the following:

(a) matters involving public security may
be disclosed or

(b) intimate financial or personal mat-
ters or other matters may be disclosed at

the hearing of such a nature, having re-

gard to the circumstances that the desir-

ability of avoiding disclosure thereof in

the interest of any person affected or in the

public interest outweighs the desirability
or adhering to the principle that hearings;
be open to the public.

Mrs. Campbell: Could we have a moment
to think about it? I am not clear about the

way it is worded. You are not substituting a

new section to subsection (4). You are adding
to the end of it, and I haven't caught the

meaning of it.

Mr. Chairman: We are adding words

directly from the Statutory Powers Procedure
Act.

Mrs. Campbell: Yes, but when you add
them to subsection (4), Mr. Chairman, I

think you are putting in something which

may have a very bad effect. Could I take

a moment and look at this?

Mr. Roy: Mr. Chairman, I think my col-

league has a point that if you put the amend-
ment after the word "hearing"—I take it that's

the word "hearing" in the second last line—

you are missing one sentence there.

Mr. Chairman: It is after the word

"proper," I understand, at the very end of

the existing amendment.

Mr. Roy: Is it after the word "proper?"

Mr. Chairman: Yes.

Mr. Roy: Oh, I see. I thought it was after

the word "hearing."

Mr. Chairman: Then we add the other

words.

Mr. Roy: Okay, I understand.
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Mr. Taylor: Mr. Chairman, I gather what
we are doing really is repeating certain of the

wording under the Statutory Powers Proce-

dure Act. Then why not just say that in which
event the provisions of the Statutory Powers

Procedure Act shall apply?

Mr. Roy: No, you have got the beginning
of your—

Mr. Taylor: No, if you add it at the end,

then instead of repeating the provisions of

the Act, you can include it by referral to the

Act.

Mrs. Campbell: Mr. Chairman, I have now
consulted with the solicitors; and they agree
that as put it is not correct and they are

going to bring an amendment to it. I think

perhaps it would be advisable to wait for that

amendment.

Mr. Chairman: I wonder if we might deal

with the two stacked amendments in the

meantime. Is that agreeable?

Mrs. Campbell: I take it we can wait 15

minutes.

Mr. Chairman: Call in the members.

Order, please. We deal first with the

amendments of the member for Parkdale.

They are related, dependent one upon the

other, so I think they should be placed

together.

Mr. Dukszta moves that subsection (1) of

section 1 be amended by deleting the word
"three" in the beginning of clause 4 and sub-

stituting the word "ten."

Further, he moves that subsection (2) of

section 5 be amended by deleting the word
"two" in the second line and substituting
therefor the word "four." Further, he moves
that subsection (4) of the said section be
amended by deleting the word "one" in the

third line and substituting therefor the word
"two." I believe that last word was "ten."

The committee divided on Mr. Dukszta's

amendments to section 1 and 5 of Bill 234,
which were negatived on the following vote:

The Clerk Assistant: Mr. Chairman, the

"ayes" are 25 and the "nays" are 45.

Mr. Chairman: I declare the motions lost

and the sections carried.

Order please. We had one further matter

to deal with. We were dealing with section 6

of the bill; we had a couple of amendments
which should be withdrawn.

Mr. Deans: I will withdraw mine in favour

of the minister's.

Mr. Chairman: The motion is withdrawn,
is the minister's first motion withdrawn?

Hon. Mr. Potter: Mr. Chairman, I want to

thank the hon. member for St. George for

her assistance in helping get this clarified for

me. It is a new section 6.

Hon. Mr. Potter moves that section 37 of

the said Act is amended by adding thereto

the following subsection:

Notwithstanding anything in the Statutory
Powers Procedure Act, 1971, hearings of

the discipline committee shall be held in

camera but if the person whose conduct

is being investigated requests otherwise by
a notice delivered to the registrar before

the date fixed for the hearing, the commit-

tee shall conduct the hearing in public, ex-

cept where,

(a) matters involving public security may
be disclosed, or

(b) the possible disclosure of intimate

financial, or personal matters outweighs the

desirability of holding the hearing in

public.

Mr. Roy: We will support it.

Mr. Chairman: Shall this motion carry?

Motion agreed to.

Mrs. Campbell: Mr. Chairman, on a point
of clarification, do I take it that the other

amendments put by the minister did carry

in committee?

Mr. Chairman: Yes, there were others.

Mrs. Campbell: I wanted to be sure that

they had. Thank you.

Mr. Chairman: There were two amend-
ments by the minister and one by another

member.

Mr. Chairman: Shall this bill as amended

be reported?

Bill 234, as amended, reported.

Mr. Lewis: The minister should get some

help in drafting these bills before bringing
them in. This bill was an impossible bill.

Hon. Mr. Winkler moves that the com-

mittee rise and report.

Motion agreed to.
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The House resumed, Mr. Speaker in the

chair.

Mr. Chairman: Mr. Speaker, the commit-
tee of the whole House begs to report four

bills with certain amendments and asks for

leave to sit again.

Report agreed to.

Mr. Speaker: I beg to inform the House
that in the name of Her Majesty the Queen,
the Honourable the Lieutenant Governor has

been pleased to assent to certain bills in his

chambers.

ROYAL ASSENT

Clerk of the House: The following are the

titles of the bills to which His Honour has
assented:

Bill 211, An Act to amend the Separate
Schools Act.

Bill 212, An Act to amend the Schools

Administration Act.

Bill 218, An Act to amend the Artificial

Insemination of Cattle Act.

Bill 229, An Act to amend the Registry
Act.

Bill 230, An Act to amend the Condo-
minium Act.

Hon. E. A. Winkler (Chairman, Manage-
ment Board of Cabinet): Mr. Speaker, be-

fore I move the adjournment of the House
I would like to say that tomorrow we will

deal first with item No. 2 and we will deal

with Bills 208 and 233. Then we will pro-
ceed to item No. 4, Bill 191; No. 7, Bill 210;
No. 12, Bill 219; No. 8, 213; No. 9, 214;
No. 10, 215; No. 11, 217 and No. 13 Bill 220.

At 8 o'clock tomorrow evening, we will

deal with the concurrence motions.

Hon. Mr. Winkler moves the adjournment
of the House.

Motion agreed to.

The House adjourned at 6:10 o'clock, p.m.
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LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY OF ONTARIO

The House met at 2 o'clock, p.m.

Prayers.

Mr. C. E. Mcllveen (Oshawa): I would like

to take this opportunity to introduce 80 mem-
bers of the Oshawa Senior Citizens Club in

the west gallery. May I say that the member-

ship of this club now is approximately 3,800
and any members who would like to see the

best and most active senior citizen club in

the Province of Ontario, in the Dominion of

Canada, may make an appointment with

these people up above and they'll show them
how to do it.

Mr. P. G. Givens (York-Forest Hill): Is he

a member?

Mr. Mcllveen: I would like to say, Mr.

Speaker, seeing that the member for Nickel

Belt (Mr. Laughren) is there, that our director

is a female, Mrs. Audrey McLean. I would
be pleased to have any of the members come
down and meet these people in committee
room No. 2 at approximately 3:30, to have

some sandwiches and coffee and to meet some
of the finest people in the country.

Mr. W. Hodgson (York North): Mr.

Speaker, I would like to introduce a guest
here today who has contributed very much to

the company law report. He is the senior

counsel, Mr. John Blain, QC, of McCarthy
and McCarthy. The company law committee

and, I'm sure, this Legislature and this

province in the future are going to owe a

great deal to John Blain for the work he did

and the contribution that he made to the

company law report.

Mr. V. M. Singer (Downsview): Mr.

Speaker, as a member of that committee,
could I say that we appreciate the work that

Mr. Blain did. Unfortunately, he decided that

he has to leave the committee and will not

be with us in any future deliberations, but

certainly on behalf of my colleagues and I

on that committee we join in the remarks

made by the member for York North.

Mr. P. D. Lawlor (Lakeshore): Mr. Speaker,
the New Democrats, particularly Mr. Ren-
wick and myself, who sat on that committee

Thursday, November 22, 1973

for some time, wish also to give our com-

mendations to Jack Blain. If all counsel to

committees were as erudite and as patient as

he was—the patience is probably more import-
ant in this context—then all the work would

go flowingly. You know the great work, the

number of reports that have been submitted.

He has been there many years and I wish

this House to give him full recognition for

his services.

Mr. L. M. Reilly (Eglinton): Mr. Speaker,
if I may also be permitted to say a word
of tribute on behalf of Mr. John Blain. As a

member of that particular committee since

its inception, I have sat with numbers of

counsel, members who have represented us,

and I have been very favourably impressed
with the calibre of man Mr. John Blain is,

what he has done for the committee, and how
he has worked with us, and I am delighted

today to stand up and say a word of tribute

to him.

DENTURE THERAPISTS

Mr. Speaker: Statements by the ministry.

Hon. R. T. Potter (Minister of Health): Mr.

Speaker, the hon. members will recall that

on July 6 of this year I indicated the steps

that had been taken in relation to the Denture

Therapists Act, 1972.

Mr. A. J. Roy (Ottawa East): The minister

didn't know about his Act being proclaimed,

though.

Hon. Mr. Potter: At that time I also an-

nounced that a second set of examinations

had been arranged to allow persons in the

province who had been offering denture

services an opportunity to qualify under the

legislation. I also outlined a refresher pro-

gramme in which these individuals could
par-

ticipate as a preliminary to undertaking their

examinations.

In support of my public statement, an

information letter outlining the proposals for

the refresher course and the examination time-

table was sent to all known persons who

might be interested in seeking certification as

a denture therapist. In addition, advertise-
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ments outlining the further efforts by govern-
ment to assist persons in qualifying were

placed in the newspapers through the period
July 7 to 16, 1973.

As a further effort to assure complete un-

derstanding of our position in this matter,
I met with representatives of the Denturist

Society on two occasions and we exchanged
correspondence on areas of mutual concern.

A general recognition appeared to emanate
from these meetings and correspondence that

qualification by examination was a most im-

portant step in assuring that any person per-

forming denture therapy services possessed
the necessary skills and knowledge to prop-
erly perform in the health care field.

To serve this objective, arrangements have

been made to conduct a further set of re-

fresher courses and examinations in the

period from November, 1973, to February,
1974. This information was conveyed to the

Denturist Society and I am sure all members
will agree that we have gone to great lengths
to accommodate this group. In fact, if I read

the comments of the opposition correctly,
some would say we have been overly accom-

modating. It' run
r

Mr. Roy: We just want the minister to be

consistent, that's all.

Hon. Mr. Potter: Mr. Speaker, because it

now appears clear that this society has

adopted the position that it does not intend

to recommend to its members that they be-

come qualified denture therapists, or practise
within the terms of the existing legislation, in

spite of all the special arrangements that

have been made, the government is left with

no option but to proceed immediately against
individuals who continue to advertise and

practise as denturists.

Mr. Roy: The minister will live to regret it.

Hon. Mr. Potter: Although the position of

the society is clear, we intend to proceed
with the scheduling of the examinations be-

cause we believe that there are individuals

practising now who want to become qualified
denture therapists.

Mr. Speaker, since one
t

of the major issues

involved in this matter is that of low-cost

dentures being available to the citizens of this

province, I draw to your attention a listing

which I will table where such services are

now available through individual dentists or

clinics.

I must also 'draw to your attention a

further consideration involving those indivi-

duals throughout our province who have

already qualified as denture therapists or as

registered dental technicians who are prac-

tising within the law but whose immediate
future is in jeopardy because of the illegal

practices of the denturists. These law-abiding
health workers cannot be subjected to further

inconvenience because of the intransigent
attitude of some individuals. This being so,

Mr. Speaker, it is my intention that the Act
be enforced.

Mr. R. F. Nixon (Leader of the Opposi-
tion): The minister is the individual who is

intransigent.

Mr. Roy: Why doesn't the minister with-

draw the legislation until they finish the

exams?

LAW REFORM COMMISSION

Hon. D. A. Bales (Attorney General): Mr.

Speaker, at the appropriate time today I will

be tabling the first and second volumes of the

Ontario Law Reform Commission report on
the administration of the Ontario courts.

I have a lengthy statement and I will make
it at this time. Before I do so, though, I

would like to pay tribute to Mr. Allan Leal

and to members of that commission for their

very lengthy and detailed study of the admin-
istration of the courts.

There are three volumes in all to the re-

port; the third volume has not been received

but it should be available by the end of this

year, we hope. I have asked that a copy of

my statement might be given to each of the

leaders of the opposition parties.

Mr. Speaker, this hon. House will recall

that in September, 1970, the Ontario Law
Reform Commission was assigned the task of

undertaking a study and review of the ad-

ministration of Ontario courts and where

necessary to recommend reforms for the more

convenient, economic and efficient disposal
of the civil and criminal matters at present
dealt with by these courts.

The commission's study is the first truly

comprehensive examination of the operation
of our court system since its basic pattern was
established by the radical restructuring and
court mergers of the 19th century.

The social and economic changes in On-
tario since then have, of course, been sweep-

ing and these have had a substantial and not

always beneficial impact upon the administra-

tion of the Courts. We are no longer essen-

tially a rural society. Transportation within

the province is rapid and inexpensive. Com-
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munication is instantaneous and Ontario is

one of the great industrial centres of the

continent.

Beyond physical, scientific and commercial

development, however, the 20th century has

brought to Ontario a very profound alteration

in the attitudes and expectations of those for

whom the institutions of law and government
exist.

Disparities between how things should be

and how things are in practice are subject to

relentless scrutiny by our modern modes of

communication, as indeed they should be, and

today's informed citizen no longer regards as

self-evident the justification for many tradi-

tional arrangements that owe more to longevity

than they do to the needs and legitimate ex-

pectations of the people of Ontario. As has

been said by the great jurist, Oliver Wendell

Holmes, Jr., tradition eventually tends to over-

ride rational policy.

It therefore follows that in order to keep

the system by which justice is administered

abreast of present and responsive to future

requirements, it is incumbent upon the legis-

lative assembly of Ontario, with which rests

the constitutional responsibility for the ad-

ministration of justice in the province, to en-

sure that every aspect of that administration

is effectively dedicated to the end it serves.

In clear recognition of this, the Ontario

Law Reform Commission identified three oper-

ative premises at the outset of its report and

I quote from the second recommendation found

on page 17 of the report:

(a) The primary role of the judges in our

court system is to adjudicate, not to ad-

minister;

(b) The primary goal of the court system
is to serve the public; this involves adjudi-

cative decisions which are not only fair

and just but made without delay and at

reasonable cost and convenience; and

(c) Sound court management in Ontario

requires a fairer share of financial resources

than has been accorded to the Ministry of

the Attorney General to date.

It then goes on to set out in considerable de-

tail the ways in which the present system for

administration of Ontario courts can be im-

proved in order to make certain that these

goals are met.

This major study by the commission is made
up of three parts, two of which have been re-

ceived and deal with the fundamental re-

structuring of the court system and are un-

der study, and the third which deals with

matters of a more procedural nature and is

nearing completion.

It is significant to note that one of the first

major headings in the report is titled "The

Changing Nature of Society in the Future

Response of the Court System." Under this

heading the commission asked the question,
"How then does one set about the task of

making the court system more responsive?"

Mr. R. F. Nixon: On a point of order, Mr.

Speaker, just before the Attorney General tells

us how one sets about making the court system
more responsive. The point of order is that

while no one doubts the Attorney General's

statement is an important one, surely there are

other orders of business wherein he could

give us the recommendations as to how the

court system could be made more responsive
in one of the more general debates. I would

simply suggest to you, sir, that a half hour's

statement at this time surely is not really what
was envisaged when we established under the

new rules a point called "ministerial state-

ments."

Mr. Roy: We could answer the question in

one line—get rid of the Attorney General.

Hon. Mr. Bales: Mr. Speaker, there are

some fundamental changes to be made and
I think this is a very important matter. The
members will see how significant it is when

they receive the reports in their mailboxes

later on.

Mr. Lawlor: I agree, it should be given

now, it is that important.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Perhaps we could debate

it when we have a chance to see the report.

Hon. G. A. Kerr (Provincial Secretary for

Justice): No, that's a very important state-

ment.

Mr. Speaker: Order, please. A point of or-

der has been placed before the Chair. Ac-

cording to the standing orders, of course,

ministerial statements are made at the begin-

ning of the routine proceedings and according
to those standing orders there is no time stipu-

lation indicated. I don't know just how long
the statement is. I did get previous notice

there would be a statement. I believe it is a

lengthy statement. Unfortunately there is no

way in which I can control the matter of pro-

viding statements to the House.

Mr. E. Sargent (Grey-Bruce): If you can't,

who can?

Mr. W. Ferrier (Cochrane South): We want
to hear it.

Mr. Speaker: I am guided by the rules of

the House which were adopted by this House,
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and I just submit this to the hon. members by

way of explanation.

Mr. W. Hodgson: Has the Leader of the Op-
position got an important question that he

wants to ask in a hurry?

Hon. Mr. Bales: They point out that our in-

herited administrative concept based exclu-

sively on the traditional judicial model, which

emphasizes a judicial hierarchy and estab-

lishes authority and lines of communication

accordingly, is inconsistent with a sound man-

agerial approach to court administration. It is

important to recognize very clearly that what

is referred to is not the judicial function of re-

solving disputes through proof of facts and

the application of law thereto. Rather, this re-

port is concerned with the organization and

administrative management of the machinery
outside the courtroom, a system which must
ensure that any dispute requiring an authori-

tative resolution by the application of law is

brought expeditiously before a judge, in the

most efficient fashion, with the least wasted

motion, at the lowest possible cost to the

public and to the litigants.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: That's what the Attorney
General has been telling us he's been doing
all along.

Hon. Mr. Bales: A fundamental principle
involved is that these things must be done
in a way that fully recognizes, protects
and preserves the constitutional independence
of the judiciary without which the rule of

law cannot survive.

In earlier and simpler times it was too

difficult for the judges themselves to assume

responsibility, not only for the dispensing
of justice in the courtroom, but also for most
of the administrative and managerial tasks

associated with the general operations of the

courts. The commission points out that the

shortcomings of this method of administration

have been revealed by the inability of the

existing system to respond effectively to the

demands now being placed upon it, and that

a major restructuring of the administrative

process of our courts is required.

The constitutional right to justice requires
not only an independent judiciary but also

an administrative framework for the courts

that is responsive to the needs of those

asserting this right. In our system of par-

liamentary democracy this means, in the

words of the Law Reform Commission,
"Court administration is the primary responsi-

bility of the government," in order that the

"primary goal of the court system," which

is "to serve the public," can continue to be
met.

It is recognized that the government should

not, and should not seem, to interfere with

or attempt to influence in any way the ad-

judicative functions of a judge, nor should

it play a role in the assignment of judges
in individual cases or otherwise become in-

volved in the organization of the work of

judges in any way that might influence the

outcome of litigation.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: When has the Attorney
General tried to do otherwise?

Hon. Mr. Bales: These are self-evident

matters of the independence of the judiciary.

The Law Reform Commission, however,
has pointed out:

The fullest recognition of the principle
of judicial independence does not dictate

that the courts must be left to operate

independently of reasonable management
constraints; neither should the principle
of judicial independence be used to sup-

port the misconception that the only

management constraints that can be im-

posed on the courts are those imposed by
the judges themselves; and the only role

of the government is to provide the money
each year for the judges to run the

system.

Mr. Lawlor: That applies to universities,

too.

Mr. Roy: Provide a bit of leadership as

well.

Hon. Mr. Bales: It follows that the time

has now come in the Province of Ontario

for the Ministry of the Attorney General to

assume a substantially increased responsibility

for a wide range of non-adjudicative court

management functions, thereby strengthening
the concept of accountability to the Legis-
lature and the public for the administration

of the system outside the courtroom, and

freeing the judges to deal with legal matters

and to hear and decide cases, things which,

by their training, professional background,
high levels of competence and independence,
they are best equipped to do. In the words
of the Law Reform Commission, "The pri-

mary role of the judges is to adjudicate."

This will require that additional resources

be made available for the administration of

justice in the province. The fact that the

present system has been able to operate as

well as it does can be attributed to the

willingness of the judges and others engaged
in the administration of Ontario's courts to
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stretch their own human resources to the

point where the burdens that many of them
bear have become more than anyone has a

right to expect of them.

Mr. Roy: Did the Provincial Secretary for

Justice hear that?

Hon. Mr. Bales: The public pays for this

now through delays, added costs and in-

convenience, as well as through the potential
loss of high-skilled men and women, par-

ticularly those to whom service on the bench
would mean an unacceptable strain on their

health and well-being, and an undesired

involvement in a host of additional duties

that are essentially unrelated to their pro-
fessional legal backgrounds. This situation

cannot be allowed to continue.

The gap left by relieving the judges of

administrative duties will have to be filled by
a management team operating, in the words
of the Law Reform Commission, on an ap-
proach which views the courts

not merely as a collection of talented

judicial minds dispensing justice to the best
of their ability, but as a complex institu-

tional process involving lawyers, law
clerks, juries, reporters, litigants, witnesses,
etc., in a framework influenced by such
administrative factors as financial con-

straints, limited courtroom space, pressures
for greater service and the availability
of qualified supporting personnel.

A systems management concept appropriate
to the court system must be developed to

provide the modern sophisticated administra-

tion that is essential to support the adjudica-
tive function of Ontario's courts.

Such a concept, however, must in no way
impair the quality of justice the citizens of
this province are entitled to expect and must
be subservient to that end. It must, on the
other hand, attempt to ensure that every
variable in the administrative side of the
courts is responsible to the strains and de-

mands placed upon them, to the special

requirements of each area of the province
and, most important, to the needs of the

public.

This will require additional finances for the

administration of justice. As the commission

points out, the Ministry of the Attorney Gen-
eral now expends considerably less than one

per cent of the provincial budget, including
the expense of operating the courts. It is

obvious that substantial improvements can be
realized with minimal effect upon other

fundamental public services.

As Attorney General, I will continue to be

responsible to the Legislature for the man-

agement of the courts under this new pro-

gramme. Responsible to me for its execution

within my ministry will be a professional

staff, specialized in court management.
I wish to emphasize that after careful con-

sideration the government has concluded that,

in order to ensure a greater measure of public

responsibility and accountability in the ad-

ministration of the courts, this function will

be more directly related to my ministry than

was suggested by the commission and that

the court administrators will be a part of that

ministry. This conclusion is consistent with

the recommendations of the Committee on
Government Productivity that the traditional

responsibility of the government in regard to

the established legal system and the admin-
istration of the courts remain vested within

the Ministry of the Attorney General. To this

end, a number of senior staff in my ministry
have already commenced appropriate studies

in this regard and embarked on a series of

training courses in professional court man-

agement.

I recognize, as recommended by the com-

mission, that it will also be essential to estab-

lish machinery to provide for full and proper
consultation between the designated court

management officers within the ministry and
the chief justices and the chief judges in the

various courts as the judiciary will have to

play a significant advisory role in the pro-
vision of an effective court administration

system as well as continuing to perform cer-

tain administrative duties which bear directly
on the courts' adjudicative function.

The commission has recommended that

administrative operations of the courts them-
selves be decentralized by dividing the prov-
ince into major regions, probably between five

and eight, with the administrative responsibil-

ity for the management of all courts in a

particular region being assumed by a regional
director of court administration. This officer

would work directly with the senior judges of

each court in his region, as well as with the

local sheriffs, court reporters, court inter-

preters, registrars, court clerks and adminis-

trative clerks.

The regional administrative officer would
have responsibility for the direction and man-

agement of all non-judicial personnel within

the region, the integration of administrative

support to all of the courts within the region,
and the co-ordination of the sittings of those

courts.

My ministry is presently carrying on a

study of methods and procedures required to
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effect these changes. In addition, officials of

my ministry will consult with all those

affected, including the bench, the bar and
the public in the course of developing a pro-

gramme to implement this recommendation.

It is true that no part of the study done by
the Law Reform Commission was more diffi-

cult than the question of whether and in

what way the existing courts can or should

be changed. Their report contains formal

dissents by several commissioners which,

although they deal with more than one point,
all focus on the wisdom or folly that the

dissenting member associates with the pro-

posals that would effect major alterations in

the present court structures.

That the commission itself is divided on

certain fundamental issues illustrated a phe-
nomenon that is not new to our legal sys-

tem and which might be said to be charac-

teristic of it. Courts have always been the

bulwark of the liberties of the subject and

any alteration in their form, jurisdiction or

status has, historically speaking, invariably
raised apprehensions in the minds of reason-

able men that the change might endanger
those liberties or otherwise unfavourably af-

fect legal institutions which, whatever may
be their shortcomings, are known to work.
It is perhaps due as much to this zealous

guardianship by the legal profession as any
other single factor that we in Ontario today
can describe ourselves truthfully as a free

people in a free society.

No doubt much anxious thought, accom-

panied by eloquent dissent and honest mis-

givings, attended the question raised in On-
tario almost a century ago as to what, if any-

thing, should happen to the jurisdiction of the

court of common pleas, or whether it was
an error to vest in a single High Court the

jurisdiction of the Court of Chancery together
with that which was capable of being exercis-

ed by the courts of oyer and terminer and
the Queen's Bench. The answers to the funda-

mental questions considered by the Law Re-

form Commission are no more self-evident

today than were the answers sought in the

19th century, regardless of how obvious they
look with all the wisdom of hindsight. We
can all agree on how well our predecessors
did then, just as we can expect disagreement
now as to whether they did it well enough.

There is a strong and understandable

tendency, common to many people, to assume
that the history of our courts has been a series

of various arrangements, now recognizable as

inappropriate, that somehow led to the excel-

lence of the present system, an inheritance

which is to be preserved and technically per-

fected, but never again altered.

On the other hand, it is neither wise nor

reasonable to assume that institutional

changes in the court structure are necessarily
the proper response to problems existing in

many aspects of the task of administration of

justice in the province.

The main issue upon which these consider-

ations focus is the question of whether or not

Ontario should continue to have two entirely

distinct court systems of the county and dis-

trict courts and the High Court, with many
duplicate court facilities and duplicate ad-

ministrative staffs, although their respective

civil and criminal jurisdictions almost com-

pletely overlap, and they are presided over

by equally capable judges drawn from the

same pool of distinguished members of the

Ontario bar.

As shown by the division of opinion in the

Law Reform Commission, the answer to this

question is not an easy one. A majority of the

commissioners favoured the status quo, con-

tinuing the county courts and the High Court

as separate entities. A dissenting proposal ad-

vanced the case for the creation of a single

superior court exercising the trial jurisdiction

of the county courts and the High Court.

The issue is fully canvassed in the report,

and I should point out that it might be

possible to misconstrue some passages in the

report dealing with the question of merger as

implying the existence of some qualitative dif-

ference between the abilities of members of

those two courts; in my respectful view, whe-
ther or not such a difference exists is not

relevant to these considerations. The issue

of merger must be resolved on the basis of

which system will best serve the public.

There are few decisions that will be more

important to every citizen of this province
than the one which must be taken on the

merger of the courts. The Ministry of the

Attorney General and the government will

follow with great care the public and profes-

sional comment on this issue. In this connec-

tion, it should be emphasized that these mat-

ters are not the exclusive preserve of those

trained in the law; the members of the public
no less than the members of the bar have the

opportunity and the responsibility to make
their views known on how justice best can

and should be administered in their com-

munity and I am hopeful that these views will

be forthcoming.

The issue of merger must be considered in

the context of other alternatives which are

available. One alternative to which consider-

ation will be given is the decentralization of
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the High Court province-wide circuit by pro-

viding—

Mr. Sargent: What page is the minister on

now?

Hon. Mr. Bales: —resident High Court

judges in each of the major administrative

regions previously mentioned. The advantages
and disadvantages of the present circuit sys-

tem are well canvassed in the report. Such

factors as exposure of judges to a greater

variety of cases, the opportunity for greater

specialization among the judges and the col-

legiality of Osgoode Hall, where the 32—

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Bales: —High Court judges have

chambers, are valuable features of the present

system.

Mr. J. A. Renwick (Riverdale): This must
be the budget debate.

Hon. Mr. Bales: They must, however, be

weighed against the inconvenience to the

public which sometimes arises because the

judges are available only for specified and

limited times to hear cases in areas outside

Toronto. This may result in cases ready and

waiting to proceed which cannot be tried

because a judge is not available, or which are

put over from one assize to the next because

they are too lengthy to be heard or the

criminal list at the assizes is too long for

them to be reached, often at great incon-

venience to the litigants, their counsel and
witnesses.

The merger of the county and Supreme
courts, the decentralization of the High Court

circuit and the establishment of a regional
court administration system are all matters

to be considered in the development of a

court system which will provide for the dis-

patch of court business according to local

requirements and the perceived needs of the

various regions.

The county and district courts will be

brought into the system on an equal and
co-ordinate basis under the administrative

management of the same regional director.

The problem of the serious overloading of

the courts of one county, coupled with the

equally serious under-utilization of judicial
talent in another because of the artificial

barrier of the county boundary, will be ap-

proached through the same court management
concepts as will apply to the High Court.

County court administration, planning and

sittings will be based upon the requirements
of the region as a whole. Provision will be

made for the judges to move freely within

the region and for the trial of cases and the

conduct of other court business to be done
in a trial centre that is selected not merely

through the dictates of geography and county
venue, but rather through proper adminis-

trative planning on the basis of the needs of

the litigants, the relative convenience of a

number of places in the region where the

particular matters might be heard, and the

demands upon the local bar created by the

sittings of the other courts, and the court

workloads that may appear at all trial centres

within the region. As with the High Court,

particular attention will be given to the prob-
lems of case scheduling and trial lists.

This co-ordinated administrative approach
will include the provincial courts, family and
criminal divisions. These are the courts with

which the overwhelming majority of the peo-

ple of Ontario deal and, as was pointed out

by the Law Reform Commission, their im-

portance cannot be over-emphasized.

Management of these courts will also be

placed upon a regional basis and their ad-

ministrative requirements will be integrated
under the single regional director of court

administration. The same management stand-

ards and resource allocation will be in effect

for these courts as in the High Court and
the county and district courts. The duties and

jurisdiction of the various courts may be

different, but none is and none will be allowed

to appear lesser than the other. Justice can

neither admit such distinctions, nor is it

divisible. There is no second-class justice for

the people of Ontario and there shall be

no second-class courts; this will be reflected

in the resource allocation.

The Law Reform Commission recom-

mended a reduction in the number of High
Court trial centres from 48 to 32. This pro-

posal was made on the assumption that the

High Court trial jurisdiction would not be

vested in a unified superior court. Whatever
will be the decision on that matter, it may
nevertheless be desirable to not hold trials

in every place in the province where they
are now conducted. The commission pointed
out that the present location of trial centres

is in some cases attributable to time, space
and demographic factors that take no account

of present population patterns, litigation expe-
rience or the combination of public transpor-
tation or private automobiles and highways.

The decentralization and regional develop-
ment studies, already under way in my min-

istry, together with the recommendations of

the commission, will give us the opportunity
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to examine the prospect for rationalization of

the location of trial centres and to integrate
this with the new programme of decentralized

administration of the courts. In so doing, how-

ever, the interest in serving public needs will

be kept uppermost, so that necessary deal-

ings with the courts other than trials can

continue to be done in locations that will no

longer be used for the actual hearing of cases.

The Law Reform Commission report con-

tains many detailed recommendations which

support these major new developments or

which otherwise suggests ways in which the

commissioners feel the administration of On-
tario courts can serve the public more effici-

ently or at less cost than it presently does.

Some courses of action such as the elimination

of the grand jury had already been considered

and decided upon prior to the receipt of the

report and will be pursued in the implementa-
tion of the legislative programme of the Min-

istry of the Attorney General. Others, such as

a substantial revision of the administrative op-
erations and handling of cases in the provin-
cial courts (criminal division), require careful

planning on a long-term basis-

Mr. Sargent: The minister is not even a

good reader.

Hon. Mr. Bales: —as well as important

changes in practice applicable not only to the

judges and officials of those courts but also to

the members of the bar who appear before

them.

In at least one area—the provincial courts

(family division)—the Law Reform Commission
has yet to be heard from. It has had in prepar-
ation since 1970 a special report on that court

which, as it explains, "is so inextricably bound
up with the substance of family law, it was
best we should adhere to our plan to submit
the report on family courts as part of our work
on family law. At present, a detailed report on

family courts is nearing completion." The com-
mission's report on administration of Ontario

courts, therefore, contains only general major-
ity and dissenting views on the family courts

but no specific proposals. My ministry will con-
sider the family courts when the detailed re-

port is received but in the meantime we will

ensure that this court receives the benefits of

any administrative improvements capable of

being accomplished for all courts.

In the future, then, the Ministry of the At-

torney General will assume the responsibility
for the administration and management of the

courts thereby relieving the judges of these

tasks and leaving them free to perform their

primary function of adjudication. The principle
of judicial independence will be fully respected

and, if anything, will be enhanced by these

measures which will remove judges from ac-

tivities that call for accountability to the public
and direct responsibility for their discharge to

the legislative assembly. Their advice will,

however, continue to be necessary in the oper-
ation of the courts. They will also retain ad-

ministrative responsibility in areas which bear

directly on the courts' adjudicative system
where the government should have no part to

play.

Management of the courts will be carried

out through an integrated regional system of

administrative merger on a functional basis.

The question of whether these changes will

serve in lieu of one superior court or whether

they merely illustrate the lack of justification

for perpetuating the separation of the county
and district courts from the High Court will

receive careful study and will be resolved in

light of how best the needs of people and the

public interest can be served in the develop-
ment of this major new programme. The cost

will not be large in absolute terms and will be
seen to be quite modest when considered in

relation to other important government pro-

grammes.

In conclusion, Mr. Speaker, I would empha-
size that as Attorney General it is my intention

to pursue with all energy the ultimate goal of

an effective system of courts administration,

namely, the establishment within Ontario of

a system better understood, accepted and util-

ized by the lay members of the public with-

out in any way diminishing the quality of

justice emanating from that system to which
the public is entitled.

Mr. Speaker, copies of each of the reports
will be in the members' hands this afternoon.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Oral questions

The hon. Leader of the Opposition.

DENTURE THERAPISTS

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
A question of the Minister of Health: Since

his statement more or less throws down the

gauntlet to the denturists, can he give us any
timetable by which he would recommend that

the first charges be laid?

Hon. Mr. Potter: Mr. Speaker, I feel that

we have spent a considerable amount of time

now on this particular matter. Dec. 7 is the

last day for registration for the forthcoming
course. I would suggest that this allows ample
opportunity for any denture therapist now
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practising to clear up any work he has on

hand.

For any denturists practising illegally at

the present time, this would give them ample

opportunity to finish off any work they now
have in hand. I would suggest that they cer-

tainly wouldn't undertake any new projects

and I want to asure any who register for the

course to be run in December for the examin-

ations in January that I would certainly do

everything I possibly can to assist them in

being usefully employed until they do become

qualified.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: A supplementary: Is the

minister not aware that of the denture

therapists, properly designated, who present-

ly have their certificates I think there are only
four who are gainfully employed? And that,

in fact, if the denturists were to abandon
their position of principle—and they see it

as such—to enter this course they would
be cutting themselves off from any source

of income for many months?

Would the minister not reconsider his de-

cision and abide by what he had said

previously regarding the fact that the statute

had not been proclaimed at all? He didn't

think it had been proclaimed. Would he
reconsider the position that would allow the

denturists to take any examination that the
minister wants? He realizes that there's never
been any objection to that. Would he change
the statute allowing them to practise in-

dependently only under the supervision of

the representatives of the licensing authority?

Hon, Mr. Potter: Mr. Speaker, that's not

quite true. I'm advised that there are some-

thing like 12 denture therapists practising
as such today.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Then they must have got
jobs in the last week.

Mr. Roy: Twelve out of 89.

Hon. Mr. Potter: I am in receipt of a
letter from one denture therapist of a few
days ago stating that it is working out well
and that every week the demand on his

services is increasing.

An hon. member: Is the minister sure?

Hon. Mr. Potter: I have a letter listing

something in the neighbourhood of some
70-odd dentists who, in fact, require the

services of a denture therapist and another
100-odd who require his services an a part-
time basis.

Interjection by an hon. member.

Hon. Mr. Potter: I just can't accept the

statement that the jobs aren't there. I'm sure

they are there. I know that a number who
have qualified are waiting to see what hap-

pens and then undoubtedly they will make
themselves available to those jobs.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Permit me another

supplementary, Mr. Speaker. Isn't it true

that if the denturists were to accept the

regulation that the minister is attempting
to impose upon them they would, in fact,

be working for dentists for $9,000 to $10,000
a year; that the advantage under these cir-

cumstances would not accrue to the citizens

who need the dentures but to some other

group entirely; and that the minister's actions

are not going to improve the situation as

far as the citizens of this province are con-

cerned?

Mr. Roy: We're giving the minister a way
out and he is not taking it.

Hon. Mr. Potter: Mr. Speaker, we're for-

getting our original intent which was to

provide dentures at a modest price to the

public, which is exactly what we are doing.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: That is not what the

minister said when he brought in the first

bill.

Hon. Mr. Potter: At the same time, we are

providing for a dental auxiliary to assist in

making these available. A decision has been
made how it is to be done. We have taken
a great deal of time, as members will agree—

Mr. M. Cassidy (Ottawa Centre): Does
the minister mean his first bill or the

second bill?

Hon. Mr. Potter: —to try to accommodate
those who insisted that they were not pre-

pared to work within the law. Once again,
we're giving them an opportunity to become

properly qualified and, as I've stated, we
will do all we can to assist them in doing
that.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: If they can pass the min-
ister's tests.

Mr. Roy: A supplementary, Mr. Speaker:
Does the minister not feel that the least he
can do is, in the light of the fact that he
made a statement, that he will not, I take

it, prosecute the denturists who will register
for the course? Is that what he is saying?

Secondly, if he will not accept the sug-

gestion of my leader, the very least he can
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do is withdraw his legislation until the

exams have been finalized in February 1974.

Hon. Mr. Potter: No, Mr. Speaker, we
have given them plenty of opportunities to

become qualified. This is the third set of

examinations, and really I don't see any
reason why we should contemplate doing
that.

Mr. Roy: Would the minister answer my
question? He's not going to prosecute those

denturists who registered for the course?

He's going to allow them to practise directly

to the public as long as they have registered
in his course? Is that what he is saying?

Hon. Mr. Potter: No, I'm not saying that,

Mr. Speaker. What I'm saying is that I will

do everything I can in an endeavour to see

that they are working under the system
under supervision until they become quali-
fied.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for

Sandwich-Riverside.

Mr. F. A. Burr (Sandwich-Riverside): A
supplementary: Does the minister recall that

almost the sole important objection to the

denturists in the first place was that they

might overlook oral health and that by
getting the physicians to certify to the oral

health of the patient, this major objection
was overcome and therefore the original

legislation could have been implemented?

Hon. Mr. Potter: Mr. Speaker, in checking
in other areas where a certificate of oral

health is provided, I am advised that it hasn't

worked out too satisfactorily.

Mr. Speaker: There have been four sup-
plementaries, which I believe is a reasonable
number. Supplementary?

Mrs. M. Scrivener (St. David): On a point
of order, Mr. Speaker-

Mr. Speaker: Point of order?

Mrs. Scrivener: I believe you should be
informed that the loudspeaker system is not

working.

Hon. A. Grossman (Minister of Revenue):
That's an improvement.

Some hon. members: Sure it is.

Mr. D. G. MacDonald (York South): It

came on halfway through the hon. member's

interjection.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. Leader of the

Opposition-

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: There have been four sup-

plementaries, which I believe is a reasonable

number of supplementaries.

Mr. L. C. Henderson (Lambton): He
didn't want to listen to the hon. member for

Ottawa East.

HYDRO DAM AT ARNPRIOR

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Mr. Speaker, may I put a

question to the Premier? Has he heard com-

plaints or objections from any source, either

directly or through the Minister of Energy (Mr.

McKeough), about the Hydro decision to

continue with the construction of a power
dam on the Madawaska River in the Arnprior

area, a dam which was originally to have
cost $54 million but which is now going to

cost $79 million?

An hon. member: That has been asked.

Mr. Henderson: That's inflation.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: And is he considering a

review of the situation with the understanding
that 3,000 acres of land are going to be used

for the development of a relatively small

amount of electricity?

Mr. MacDonald: The question was asked

and answered last week.

Hon. W. G. Davis (Premier): Mr. Speaker,
I am not aware of any complaints having
been filed. I will certainly check my files to

see if any have been, and I haven't had any
communication from the Minister of Energy
that there have been any complaints

registered.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Supplementary: The

interjections say that the question has been

asked, and that is a good thing; but if the

Premier is going to check, would he perhaps
check the allegations that the amount of

power from the construction is going to be
less than originally planned, that the cost is

going to be substantially more-

Mr. MacDonald: That was asked as well.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Yes, but was there an

answer? Evidently there wasn't.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: There wasn't an answer
and the Premier said to him, "If that's all

right with you, very good." Mr. Speaker, I

would appreciate that information.

Interjections by hon. members.
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FOOD PRICES

Mr. R. F. Nixon: I would also like to ask

the Minister of Consumer and Commercial

Relations if he intends, and has the power
in his jurisdiction, to act on any of the

recommendations that were tabled to the

federal government yesterday or the day
before from the Food Prices Review Board,

pertaining to the actions of supermarkets and

other retail outlets which I suppose can only
be described as being misrepresentations in

marketing? Does the responsibility of this

minister enable him to act on those recom-

mendations immediately without waiting for

federal recommendations to be forthcoming?

Mr. Mcllveen: No, we're going to get rid

or' Mrs. Plumptre.

Hon. J. T. Clement (Minister of Consumer
and Commercial Relations ) : No, Mr. Speaker,
I have no legislation under which I can act.

I read with interest the press report dealing
with the filing of the report by the federal

board. I am waiting for receipt of it, which
I anticipate I will have in a day or two, but

right now there is no legislation under which
I can act. This is going to be the subject of

one of the areas we are going to cover in the

Fair Practices Act.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: And that is the Act
which the minister has indicated will be com-

ing in within the next three or four months
when the new session starts?

Hon. Mr. Clement: That is my hope, Mr.

Speaker.

Mr. MacDonald: Supplementary, Mr.

Speaker: Can the minister indicate whether
or not his own investigations square with

those that have been released by the—

Hon. Mr. Clement: I cannot hear the hon.

member.

Mr. MacDonald: Can the minister indicate

whether the investigations which he launched
conform with the kind of conclusions that

have been announced by the Food Prices

Review Board in Ottawa?

Hon. Mr. Clement: Not necessarily, Mr.

Speaker. I met with Mrs. Plumptre about two
to three weeks ago, and her investigation has

been countrywide; she described to me cer-

tain practices she found in other geographic
areas of the Dominion of Canada which we
have not found any evidence of in this par-
ticular province. But we are consistent in this,

that obviously we did find very small price

differentials between various chains which
would sometimes reverse the positions on a

weekly basis. They were not substantial

variations in prices. I am convinced from the

very short time I have had the responsibility
that there is competition in the marketplace;
I also have had things drawn to my attention

which I don't find particularly palatable.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Well, if the minister

doesn't find them palatable, is there some-

thing he can do, short of applying regulations
which he does not have within his purview
at the present time, to correct the situations

that were described, or at least to help to

correct them?

Hon. Mr. Clement: Mr. Speaker, the federal

investigation will probably result in several

charges being laid under the Combines In-

vestigation Act, in addition to those which
have already been laid as a result of the

federal investigation. Trie sections of the Com-
bines Investigation Act dealing with decep-
tive and misleading advertising are the vehicle

which is invariably used for charges of decep-
tive or misleading advertising.

Mr. Roy: Well, if I may have one supple-

mentary, Mr. Speaker. In his investigation, has

the minister uncovered any cases of mislead-

ing advertising, and if he has, has he referred

those cases to the federal government for

prosecution?

Mr. Renwick: He has power under the Con-

sumer Protection Act and won't use it.

Hon. Mr. Clement: We've had reports of

about three pieces of advertising which we
did discuss with Mrs. Plumptre and they were

already aware of them. They were very ob-

vious because they were there in figures 6

ft high in the windows of some of the stores.

Whether they are misleading or deceptive in

the legal sense remains to be seen. If a pros-

ecution is launched then we'll know.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. Leader of the Op-
position.

PERCENTAGE OF CANADIANS ON
CORPORATE BOARDS

Mr. R. F. Nixon: A question of the same

minister, Mr. Speaker, on a similar matter:

What is the result of his investigation as to

the application of the fairly new regulations

requiring a 50 per cent Canadian directorship

in companies incorporated here, as we've been

reading in the press and which has been re-

ferred to in the Legislature before?
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Hon. Mr. Clement: Yes, I'm very grateful

to the Toronto Star for drawing to our atten-

tion the names of two industries yesterday
which stated through their spokesmen, it is

alleged in the stories, that they didn't know
of the existence of the legislation, and second-

ly, that they're not going to do anything about

it at the present time.

We've already communicated with those in-

dustries by written demand under the Cor-

porations Information Act asking for supple-

mentary returns. We will await the result of

those returns and see if prosecution should

be launched. I should explain, Mr. Speaker,
there is some delay in processing these.

We have been meeting for the past six

or seven months with the ministers of all the

other provinces who have jurisdiction over

the incorporation of companies and the ac-

cepting of annual returns, as well as with

our counterparts in Ottawa. We are working
toward a common company return that can

be used in all jurisdictions, both federally
and throughout each province, so that a com-

pany which is perhaps federally incorporated
and carrying on business in several, if not

all of the provinces, can use one type of

return for its annual filing instead of eight
or nine annual returns.

When we have that resolved, and we hope
to have it resolved within the next few

months, then of course we will be able to

proceed to investigate further to see whe-
ther these companies are complying with the

legislation.

The second point I'd like to make, Mr.

Speaker, in answer to the Leader of the

Opposition's inquiry, is that at the anniver-

sary date of the incorporation of each com-
pany, as it matures, on the filing of the re-

turn we will see the disclosure at that time
as to whether they have complied with the
Act by having the majority of the board of

directors made up of Canadian citizens or

people who are ordinary residents of Canada.
So that information is coming in.

As the members will recall, about three

years ago, instead of filing on a fiscal year
at the end of March which had to be filed by
the end of June, we now require the filing on
the anniversary date of the corporation, and
therefore spread the work load out over a

12-month period.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Supplementary: But there
is no special inspection or special enforce-
ment procedure. In other words, the impo-
sition of the requirement was largely window
dressing, having little or any effect on the

corporate affairs under these controls.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: That's what it is—nothing
but window dressing. It's absolutely meaning-

less—meaningless!

Interjections by hon. members.

An hon. member: A paper tiger.

Hon. Mr. Clement: Mr. Speaker, I don't

agree with the comment, obviously. No, we
don't want to take on extra staff. We are

confident that the staff we have are competent
to examine, and initiate prosecution if same
is necessary. We've had no complaints drawn
to our attention of people not complying.

Mr. Roy: Well, the minister has now. He
has two of them now.

Hon. Mr. Clement: Yes, we have, and we
are very grateful for those being drawn to our

attention.

Mr. E. M. Havrot (Timiskaming): Those
aren't complaints, those are belly aches.

Mr. Roy: Mr. Speaker, a supplementary to

the minister: In light of the fact that he

does now have evidence on two companies
and that their excuse is simply that they
didn't know the law, as a lawyer, the minister

should know that this is not a defence for

an individual. Why should it be a defence for

a company in the light of the fact that they
have all these legal advisers? Why is there

some doubt in the minister's mind about

prosecuting these two companies?

Hon. Mr. Clement: Well, in my very
limited way I don't believe 100 per cent

everything I read in the newspaper, as does

perhaps my hon. friend from Ottawa. I want
to check it out first and see if it's accurate.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Yes, but the minister is

not checking it out.

Mr. Roy: Does the minister mean to say
he hasn't done this?

Mr. Speaker: Order, there have been five

supplementaries .

Mr. Sargent: They want another one, eh?

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Sargent: They want it.

Mr. Speaker: As a very special favour to

the hon. member for Grey-Bruce, he may ask

a supplementary.
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Mr. Sargent: Any corporation setting up in

the province, Mr. Minister, should know the

laws of the state before he comes in here—

Mr. Speaker: I permitted a question, not a

statement.

Mr. Sargent: How does the minister then

justify not proceeding?

Hon. Mr. Clement: There are 130,000 com-

panies currently active within the province.
We have had two of them drawn to our atten-

tion by the article in the Toronto Star. As

I have just explained to the Leader of the

Opposition, we have sent out demands to

those companies asking for certain informa-

tion. If that information is as reported in

the paper, then we will consider moving in

the proper direction by way of prosecution.
But we are not concerned about it, and we
know that the vast majority of those com-

panies who have had foreign residents on

their board have complied with the legisla-

tion. It has been on the books for almost

two years with the effective date being Oct.

1, 1973.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. Leader of the Op-
position.

YOUTH ASSISTANCE PROGRAMMES

Mr. R. F. Nixon: With your permission,
Mr. Speaker, a short question to the Minister

without Portfolio from Scarborough, who was

evidently not here yesterday—and neither

was I—but I would like to ask her if in fact

her rather destructive statements about the

OFY and LIP—We were around the com-

munity together.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Was her rather destruc-

tive statement based on specific research that

had been gathered for her, or was it simply
the product of a somewhat prejudiced and

narrow-minded speech writer?—because it cer-

tainly didn't sound like the hon. minister's

point of view.

Hon. M. Birch (Minister without Portfolio):

Mr. Speaker, through you to the hon. Leader

of the Opposition, the concerns that I ex-

pressed are very valid ones. I travelled all

over this province during the past few
months as minister responsible for the youth
of this province and time after time I have

met taxpayers who have nothing but—

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Contempt.

Hon. Mrs. Birch: —contempt for the pro-

grammes—not just from the taxpayers, but

also from many of the young people of this

province. I think that—

Mr. T. P. Reid (Rainy River): Did they

also tell the minister they were disgusted
with the waste of this government?

Hon. Mrs. Birch: No, they did not.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order.

Hon. Mrs. Birch: The concerns that I ex-

pressed were in two areas, and that was the

lack of accountability and consultation. The

question was raised at the forum of youth
that the Youth Secretariat hosted just two

weeks ago, at which time representatives from

every province, the two territories and nine

members from the federal government came

together to discuss this very issue. It was a

very valid topic for that convention and we
hope that we were able to impress upon the

federal people that there should be more

consultation, that there should be more

accountability.

An hon. member: More accountability with

the minister wouldn't be bad either.

Mr. Speaker: The Leader of the Opposition
is entitled I believe to his first supplementary.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: I simply want to make
it clear then that the statement by the min-

ister was not based on a statistical review

of the programmes. As a matter of fact, we
would like to have a statistical review of the

federal programmes as they apply here and

also the provincial programmes that were

brought forward under the initiative of this

government and administered by this minister.

Surely, to be fair, we ought to be provided
with that, wouldn't the minister agree?

Hon. Mrs. Birch: Mr. Speaker, all of the

LIP projects that have come into Ontario and

the OFY programmes are reviewed by this

government. They are reviewed and they are

assessed, and then they go back to Ottawa.

The decision is made there, and often it is

not made on the basis of the content of the

programme. It is based sometimes on the

area which they feel is particularly in need

of employment and it is not based on the con-

tent of the programme.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mrs. Birch: We do not have an evalu-

ation of the summer programmes of the On-
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tario government. We are very proud of our

summer programmes and we will be able to

provide the members with that information.

An hon. member: Such as Rosedale.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Cassidy: A supplementary.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Ottawa
Centre with a supplementary.

Mr. Cassidy: Can the minister—this is a sup-

plementary, Mr. Speaker.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order, please.

Mr. Cassidy: Can the minister say how
much of her comments were related to con-

cerns about consultation and how much of

her comments were related to the resentment

of this government at the unmet social needs

which had been discovered and filled by LIP
and OFY programmes?

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. P. J. Yakabuski (Refrew South): The
member's organizations don't follow through.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. Leader of the Op-
position. The hon. member for Wentworth, I

believe, on behalf of the New Democratic

Party.

Mr. J. F. Foulds (Port Arthur): A supple-

mentary.

Mr. Speaker: All right, one more supple-
mentary.

Mr. Foulds: Was the minister accurately

reported when she said there were a number
of non-jobs created through the LIP and OFY
programmes and that this was one of the areas

about which she was upset? If it is, what steps
is this government taking to do away with
other non-jobs such as parliamentary assistants,

the cabinet ministers and ministers without

portfolio?

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Went-
worth.

Mr. Roy: Or provincial secretaries. We have

only got two left.

An hon. member: Go ahead.

Mr. Roy: Doing a great job.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Went-
worth.

Mr. I. Deans (Wentworth): Thank you. Mr.

Speaker, I have a question of the Premier.

Mr. Yakabuski: Here it comes.

Interjections by hon. members.

ONTARIO PENSIONERS ASSISTANCE
ACT

Mr. Deans: In view of the findings of the

recently commissioned study into the retire-

ment plans of those between the ages of 45
and 65 in the Province of Ontario which show,
as I understand it, that approximately 80 per
cent had made financial plans for their re-

tirement, will the Premier, recognizing that

of those who have retired for some years,

approximately 80 per cent had no opportunity
to make retirement plans, introduce legisla-
tion which will bring the minimum income
for retired single people in the Province of

Ontario to $200 a month?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, this is similar

to other questions which have been asked re-

lated to this subject. The government con-

stantly and consistently has under review pro-

grammes of social assistance and, of course,

this is one area that we are continuing to ex-

plore. I think it is quite obvious that the mem-
ber for Wentworth knew in advance the an-

swer to the question. We are not prepared to

undertake this at this present time.

Mr. Deans: Can the Premier indicate how
it is that the Province of British Columbia can

do such things and the Province of Ontario,
under this administration, is unable to provide

adequately for the retirees of this province?

Mr. Sargent: Because they are not bankrupt.

Interjection by an hon. member.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I think the

member for Wentworth should recall that on
an earlier day this week we had the pleasure
of having the Premier of the Province of

British Columbia with us. I am sure he will

recall his own leader asking exactly the same

question on that specific occasion and if he
wishes to repeat it again here today I am de-

lighted to provide the same answer. If he will

read Hansard he will get it.

Mr. Deans: The answer is the Premier
doesn't care.

Mr. Speaker: Order.

Mr. Deans: He just doesn't care.

Mr. Speaker: Order. This exchange is out

of order.
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Hon. Mr. Davis: Why doesn't the member

pay attention to what he reads in Hansard?

Mr. Deans: It is funny that the Province of

Ontario doesn't even have to go outside its

boundaries-

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order.

Mr. Deans: It is a totally self-sufficient prov-

ince.

Mr. Speaker: I would ask the hon. member

kindly to observe a little more order in the

chamber instead of interfering at all times,

every time he makes a speech. He is perfectly

entitled to ask questions but he is interfering

with the course of the programmes in this

House, almost invariably, when he rises when

there is a question taking place. He is inter-

fering at all times.

Mr. Deans: It would be interesting, per-

haps, if the Premier would answer me on

his feet.

Hon. Mr. Davis: I did. Read Hansard.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Dock his pay.

COLLECTIVE BARGAINING FOR
CIVIL SERVICE

Mr. Deans: I'd like to ask a question of

the government House leader in charge of

the civil service on whether he has received

objections from the Civil Service Association

with regard to the restrictive nature of the

legislation governing collective bargaining.
If he has, what was the nature of those repre-
sentations and, as a result of them, is the

government intending to change the Civil

Service Association bargaining position in

order to ensure that it can bargain for matters

other than strictly wages?

Hon. E. A. Winkler (Chairman, Manage-
ment Board of Cabinet): Mr. Speaker, I

have endeavoured to stay very close to that

situation and up to this particular point in

time I have had no complaints of which I

am aware. If this has happened within the

last day, or even more recently than that,

I will be prepared to make myself aware of

all the circumstances and report back to the

hon. member.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Well, supplementary:
Wouldn't that be called a complaint that at

least one committee of the bargaining group
for the public servants feels that the minister

and the committee that he represents has

been intransigent in not allowing retender-

ing of the whole insurance package that

covers the 52,000 civil servants involved?

Hon. Mr. Winkler: No, Mr. Speaker, I

think that that is not correct. We have, since

the day—whatever date that was that the hon.

member refers to—repeatedly gone back to

them and made the offer to sit down at the

table.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: But not to offer to re-

tender.

Mr. Deans: I have a supplementary ques-

tion, Mr. Speaker, is the—

Hon. Mr. Winkler: In that regard we have

nothing before us to consider. We have just-

Mr. Deans: How about that!

Mr. Speaker: Order, please. The interjection

by the hon. Leader of the Opposition should

not have been answered. The hon. member
for Wentworth had the floor.

Mr. Deans: Thank you very much, I need

your protection. I'd like to ask a supple-

mentary question. Is the minister not aware
of the resolution passed unanimously at the

recent Civil Service Association convention

which is, and I quote to you:

The Crown Employees Collective Bar-

gaining Act is so restrictive it prevents free

collective bargaining.

Is the minister not aware of that?

Hon. Mr. Winkler: I am aware of that,

but I simply say to the hon. member that

even since that time our offer stands. It

was made since that time and continues to

be made.

AUTO GAS MILEAGE STICKERS

Mr. Deans: A question, Mr. Speaker, of

the Minister of Energy. Is the Minister of

Energy considering following the lead of

the US and asking that new car manu-

facturers put stickers on bumpers in order

to assure that the gas mileage obtainable

by the automobile is made public prior to

purchase?

Hon. W. D. McKeough (Minister of

Energy): Not at the moment, Mr. Speaker,

but it is an interesting suggestion.

Mr. Deans: Will the minister take it under

advisement and consider doing such a thing?
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Hon. Mr. McKeough: Yes.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Went-
worth, on behalf of the New Democratic

Party, has the floor.

HAMILTON TEACHERS COLLEGE

Mr. Deans: Thank you, Mr. Speaker, I have
one final question of the Minister of Colleges
and Universities.

Will the Minister of Colleges and Uni-
versities stop playing games with his col-

league, the member for Hamilton Mountain
(Mr. J. R. Smith), with regard to the future of

Hamilton Teachers College? And will he
make a statement to the effect that that

college is in fact necessary for the purposes
of education in the total area, and that it

will remain in operation?

Mr. Ferrier: What kind of games is the
minister playing?

Hon. J. McNie (Minister of Colleges .and

Universities): Mr. Speaker, I think that the

question should first of all be addressed to
the minister who is responsible for Hamilton
Teachers College. I might say that I have
made appropriate representations to my
cabinet colleagues, and to—

Mr. Deans: May I ask whether there is

going to be a decision by the government
in this regard in the near future in order
to allay the fears of the people of the area?

Mr. J. R. Smith (Hamilton Mountain):
Where does the member for Wentworth
stand on it?

Mr. Deans: I stand where I stood when
it was first introduced to the Legislature;

opposed to the elimination long before the
member for Hamilton Mountain even knew
it was happening.

Mr. Reid: He has answered that question.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. R. F. Ruston (Essex-Kent): Out of
order.

Mr. Speaker: Does the hon. member for

Wentworth have further questions?

The hon. member for Elgin.

Mr. Reid: Elgin? Stand up.

Interjections by hon. members.

AVAILABILITY OF COARSE GRAINS

Mr. R. K. McNeil (Elgin): Thank you, Mr.

Speaker. I have a question of the Minister

of Agriculture and Food.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. MacDonald: Here is a switch.

Mr. McNeil: There is a very grave con-
cern in this province among livestock and

poultry producers regarding the availability
of coarse grains during the coming winter, and
I was wondering if the Minister of Agricul-
ture could comment on this very serious

problem?

Hon. W. A. Stewart (Minister of Agricul-
ture and Food): Mr. Speaker, despite the cat-

calls from the opposition, who really don't

care whether there is a feed grain shortage
in Ontario-

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. J. E. Stokes (Thunder Bay): When the

minister is doing such a great job, why are

there so many problems in the agricultural

community?

Hon. Mr. Stewart: I appreciate the question
asked by the hon. member because it is of

grave concern.

Mr. Ferrier: The minister is not giving a

serious answer to the question.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: There is certainly a

shortage of feed grains in the Province of

Ontario largely due to the fact that the rail

strike of last summer held up the delivery
of feed grains.

Mr. Stokes: Is that why there is such a

shortage of fertilizer?

Hon. Mr. Stewart: Yes, in fact it is and
the members opposite who support the trade
union movement should feel very proud of

that.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: The fact of the matter
is that there is a serious shortage of feed

grains in Ontario. As I understand it, the
feed grains board appointed by the federal

government has petitioned the federal Min-
ister of Agriculture to see if there is any way
that the export sale of feed grain should be

suspended or slowed up for a little while
until the eastern terminal elevators are filled

with feed grain. I think this would be an
excellent idea, quite frankly.
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The close of navigation is almost upon us

and there are about at least three million

bushels yet to move into Goderich. We are

not sure whether they are going to make it

or not before the close of navigation, because

we simply haven't got enough grain moving
out of the west to the Lakehead elevators to

move down into Goderich and the eastern

terminal elevators to supply the feed grains
for eastern Canada. On the other hand, it

has driven up the price of feed corn in

Ontario. Corn yesterday at Chatham, I under-

stand, was being bid $2.90 a bushel, which
is a substantial price. A substantial amount
of feed corn has moved out of Ontario into

Quebec feeding areas. Though the situation

is drastic for the livestock feeders, it cer-

tainly is of benefit to the corn growers whose

grain prices have escalated. It's a serious

situation and we are trying our best to see

that those terminal elevators and eastern ele-

vators are filled with grain before the snow
flies.

Mr. Foulds: Supplementary, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Roy: Oh, no!

Mr. Havrot: Oh, ho, here is the expert.

Mr. Foulds: What representations has the

ministry made to CN and CP to ensure that

the boxcars that are available at the Lake-
head are being used? Has the ministry been
aware that 5,000 boxcars were shipped to

Toronto and Montreal from the west empty
of grain although they were capable of han-

dling grain? Has the minister made any
representations to CN and CP about that?

Hon. Mr. Stewart: I know that there have
been representations made to CN and CP.
We are meeting with them—I believe it's

tomorrow with CP—on these matters. I am
not aware that 5,000 empty boxcars were
shipped to Toronto. I would wonder why
they weren't shipped to western Canada where
they could have been filled with grain and

shipped east before they were sent here. I'll

make it my business to find out in the meeting
with CPR.

Mr. Renwick: And report to us.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: We'll find out what the
reason or purpose is for that. I do know that

there is a very great scarcity of cars avail-

able, so we are told to move grain out of

western Canada to the Lakehead. As a

matter of fact, one boat was held there for

four days while they tried to get cars to move
grain in to fill it. There are several boats

waiting there now to be filled with feed grain

to come to the eastern terminal elevators, to

say nothing of export demands.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Grey-
Bruce is next.

CHANGE OF NAME FOR TOWN
OF DURHAM

Mr. Sargent: Mr. Speaker, I have a ques-
tion of the Chairman of Management Board
of Cabinet.

Mr. Roy: That's the member for Grey
South.

Mr. Sargent: This need not be a question,
it could be a matter of public importance.

Mr. Speaker: This need be a question.

Mr. Sargent: Well, all right, then. In view
of the fact, Mr. Speaker, that yesterday this

so-called minister told the House that he

was working through the council of the

town of Durham, and in view of the fact-

Mr. Speaker: Perhaps the hon. member
will get to his question.

Mr. Sargent: Yes.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Roy: With this minister he has to

make a few preliminaries.

Mr. Sargent: Mr. Speaker, this may not

seem important, but the principle involved

here is very important. A mass meeting was

held last night in Durham. In view of the

fact that the minister told the House that

he is working through the town council there,

the fact is the mayor told me—the minister is

pulling another Darcy on us here now—he
has had no dialogue with the minister and

the council has had no dialogue with him.

Mr. W. Newman (Ontario South): Question.

Mr. Roy: He's coming; hang on, boy.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Pay attention.

Mr. Sargent: In view of the fact that the

town solicitor cannot get in touch with the

minister, and in view of the fact that they
have tried to get a hearing with the Minister

of Consumer and Commercial Relations-

Mr. Speaker: Order, please.

Mr. Roy: He's just getting there.
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Mr. Speaker: The speech being made by
the hon. member certainly doesn't qualify in

this question period.

Mr. Sargent: May I ask the minister-

Mr. Speaker: If he would take the time
to rephrase his question so it does constitute

a question—

Hon. Mr. McKeough: Put it on the order

paper.

Mr. Speaker: —for the question period,
then it can be permitted; otherwise he may
not make a spech.

Mr. Sargent: Mr. Speaker, in view of the
fact that the Chairman of Management Board
of Cabinet has misinformed the House, what
is he going to do about the town of Durham?

Mr. MacDonald: Well, that is simple

enough. Why didn't the member give us that
to begin with?

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Mr. Speaker, I would
like to make it very clear to the hon. mem-
ber that I have communicated with the town
of Durham on every communication that they
have made to me.

Mr. Sargent: The minister hasn't talked to

them.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Granted, I haven't seen
them as yet because they haven't asked to

see me—they haven't requested my presence.
I did answer the phone calls that came to me
—I know the point the hon. member is trying
to make—and I will continue to do so. And
inasmuch as the problem is in my constit-

uency, I think I have the ability to deal

with it responsibly.

Mr. Roy: Oh, I'm not sure about that.

Mr. Reid: I can't agree with that part.

Mr. D. A. Paterson (Essex South): The
minister was all right until the last state-

ment.

Mr. Sargent: Mr. Speaker, is the minister

concerned about the fact that all hell has
broken loose up there because shipments of

steel for the new school went to Oshawa
instead of to Durham-

Mr. J. H. Jessiman (Fort William): Ques-
tion!

Mr. McNeil: Question!

Mr. Sargent: —the mails are going all over
the place, all the industries are complaining,

and now they are going to go to the Supreme
Court of Ontario to find out the answer?

Mr. Roy: Is the minister aware of that?

Mr. Sargent: What can the minister tell me
definitely that he is going to do about this

in cabinet?

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Mr. Speaker, I intend,
of course, to follow the course I'm presently
on—

Mr. Roy: What is that?

Hon. Mr. Winkler: —and to deal with the

communications that come to me as they do.

Mr. Ferrier: That's nothing.

Mr. Roy: The minister is not concerned,
eh?

Mr. W. Newman: Certainly he is con-
cerned.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Sud-

bury.

NUCLEAR-POWERED HEART PACERS

Mr. M. C. Germa (Sudbury): Mr. Speaker,
a question of the Minister of Health: I would
ask the minister how he justifies a regulation
which delivers a lower level of health ser-

vices in northern Ontario in that licences to

implant nuclear-powered heart pacers are re-

stricted to two Toronto hospitals? And is he

aware that on account of this regulation a

six-day delay has occurred in the city of

Sudbury in getting a licence to implant such

a device?

Hon. Mr. Potter: Mr. Speaker, there is not

a two-level system of health care in the

Province of Ontario-

Mr. Roy: There's just one level-

Mr. Speaker: Order.

Hon. Mr. Potter: The licence must be ob-

tained from the National Energy Board
because this is an atomic device which is to

be implanted. As a matter of fact, we are

very concerned about the qualifications of

individuals who are involved in this pro-

cedure, and I would like to speak to the hon.

member privately about that matter.

Mr. Germa: Mr. Speaker, a supplementary:
Is the minister not aware that Atomic Energy
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of Canada Ltd. is in fact controlled by a

letter from his office indicating that all of

these devices have to be released by his office

before they are sent out?

Hon. Mr. Potter: I have already indicated,

Mr. Speaker, that I would be delighted to

speak to the member privately about this. I

don't wish to discuss it in the House. I don't

think it is advisable.

Mr. Roy: Why not?

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Downs-

LAW REFORM COMMISSION

Mr. Singer: Mr. Speaker, I have a question
of the Attorney General. Because the Attorney
General's statement would seem to indicate

a very substantially changed and hopefully

an improved system of administration of

justice, which is probably going to involve

substantial additional expenditure and cer-

tainly different use of clerical and administra-

tive help, what arrangements is the Attorney
General making for consultation with the

Legislature on these steps as they are con-

templated? Are we going to have an oppor-

tunity to debate the contents of the minister's

statement, the contents of these two reports,

the programmes as he is going to outline

them, supplementary estimates and those

sorts of things?

Hon. Mr. Bales: Mr. Speaker, the changes
will take place gradually, and there will be

ample opportunity—not in this session but

early in the new year—to have that kind of

debate. My estimates will, of course, come
forward early in the new session. In the

meantime, plans are going forward for grad-
ual change in part of this area, particularly

the merger of the courts. Rather than making

any final decision on that matter, I want the

views of the public, the members opposite,

all the members of the House, the members
of the bar, and particularly the public, on
that matter. Members of the bench also must

be consulted on it; we must have their views

because they are very fundamental changes.

Mr. Singer: By way of supplementary,
could the minister not work out some arrange-

ment, perhaps by putting a resolution on the

order paper, to let the members discuss this

at an early opportunity, and perhaps by
arranging some sort of committee meeting
where members of the bar and perhaps even
members of the judiciary could come forward

and discuss it with members of one of the

standing committees of the Legislature?

Mr. Stokes: Maybe even the public; maybe
even the public.

Mr. Singer: Maybe the public, too.

Hon. Mr. Bales: Mr. Speaker, I am sure

there will be many opportunities for that.

When the hon. member receives the report
later in the afternoon, he will find that the

first volume has about 400 pages and the

second volume has more than 150 pages. It's

going to take time-

Mr. Roy: I thought the minister had read

the whole of it.

Hon. Mr. Bales: I would want time to be

permitted for the members opposite, members
of the public and various interested groups
to read those detailed recommendations and
the information that is there, then formulate

their opinions so we can discuss and properly
deal with the matter.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for River-

dale.

Mr. Renwick: Mr. Speaker, by way of a

supplementary question: In the minister's

elitist statement about the courts, did I get
the impression that there is the no thrust to

reorganize and change the administration of

the provincial courts criminal division, or is

that a substantial part of what the minister

has had to say?

Hon. Mr. Bales: Mr. Speaker, the second

volume of the report deals with the provincial

courts and the Crown attorney systems and

there will be many administrative changes
toward realigning those provincial courts as

they stand today. As I've mentioned in this

House previously, we are starting a pilot

project to remove from the provincial courts

a great many of the minor traffic offences into

a form of tribunal. Those offences today con-

stitute a very high percentage of the cases

that are now before the provincial courts.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for St.

George has a supplementary.

Mrs. M. Campbell (St. George): Could I

understand from the minister, in discussing
the merger of the courts and the lack of real

thrust as to the family court, how can we
approach the question of merger if we have

to wait for a further report on the possible

changing jurisdictions of both the provincial

and county court system as we have it today?
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Is this being discussed? Are we to have this

before us?

Hon. Mr. Bales: Mr. Speaker, the admin-
istrative changes that will be brought about
will apply to the family courts as to the other

courts. There will be a number of very sub-

stantial changes there. There is a report com-

ing from the Law Reform Commission in

reference to the whole law of the family
court. That will be available, I'm assured, in

the near future, hopefully early in the new
year. Those things will be dealt with, but in

the meantime there can be many changes,
and there will be changes, with reference to

the administrative matters. The hon. member
opposite, having had great experience in that

court, will know that those changes are

needed.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Lake-
shore has a supplementary.

Mr. Lawlor: Thank you very much. In this

report, is there any overall concept of mergers
all the way through? As I understand it, it's

only a merger between the Supreme and

county court judges. I know a number of pro-
vincial court judges have been speaking of

parity with the county court judges. Is there

any thought being given to the merger from

top to bottom, particularly in light of the

transferred jurisdictions that no doubt will

take place on the family court level?

Hon. Mr. Bales: Mr. Speaker, the jurisdic-
tions of the High Court, the Supreme Court
and the county court today are very similar.

It is not entirely the same in reference to the

provincial court.

Mr. Lawlor: That is arguable.

Mr. Speaker: This will be the last supple-
mentary.

Mr. Roy: Mr. Speaker, in relation to the

reorganization of the court, would the Min-
ister of Justice advise why it's taken so long
to name a senior provincial court judge in

eastern Ontario in Ottawa? Surely the min-
ister is not waiting for the whole reorganiza-
tion of his court system-

Mr. Speaker: I don't really believe that is

supplementary to the statement made by the

minister, or the question.

Mr. Roy: Yes, it is. I'm just wondering if

the minister is waiting for the reorganization.

Mr. Speaker: It's a specific question about
a specific instance.

Mr. Roy: Will the minister advise, is he

waiting for the whole reorganization of the

court to fill this post which has been vacant
since January, 1973?

Hon. Mr. Bales: Mr. Speaker, there has

been a person acting in that capacity and the

system of senior judges is under review at the

present time because I'm bringing in some
different type of concept.

Mr. Speaker: I believe it's the New Demo-
cratic Party's turn. The hon. member for

Nickel Belt.

ADMINISTRATION OF CONESTOGA
COLLEGE

Mr. F. Laughren (Nickel Belt): Thank you,
Mr. Speaker. I have a question of the Min-
ister of Colleges and Universities. Is he

gone? When he gets to his seat, Mr. Speaker.

In view of the very serious charges by a

very large portion of the faculty at Doon
Centre of Conestoga College in Kitchener

about the administrative practices of the col-

lege, including lack of leadership, harassment

of college personnel, and a belief by the

faculty that the administration is responsible
for the poor enrolment, the high attrition

rate and the high degree of student dissatis-

faction in the college, would the minister im-

mediately appoint an independent inquiry or

investigation to look into the administrative

practices at Conestoga College?

Hon. Mr. McNie: Mr. Speaker, arrange-
ments have been made to meet with the

members of the faculty, I think particularly
with the chairman's faculty group. It will be
either this afternoon or tomorrow morning.

Mr. Speaker: The oral question period has

expired.

BRAVERY OF EMPLOYEE OF
LEGISLATURE

Mrs. Scrivener: Mr. Speaker, before you
commence the orders of the day, sir, I wish
to inform the House of a particular act of

bravery which was performed by one of my
constituents, a man who is also an employee
of this Legislature, and who can also usually
be found at his post in the members' lounge.
Of course, I am referring to Mr. Edmondo
Grappasonno, of 20 Millbrook Cr., Toronto,
known to many of the members of the Legis-
lature simply as Eddie.

On a warm night this summer, Mr. Grap-
pasonno, his wife and a neighbour were
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sitting on the front verandah of his home en-

joying the evening quiet when they heard

a woman scream. Just then a young man came

running down the street and as he approached
Mr. Grappasonno stepped off his verandah
and intercepted him. With the help of his

neighbour he detained the youth and ques-
tioned him. Mr. Grappasonno instructed his

wife to call the police and sent his neighbour
to assist the woman who had screamed.

In short order Mr. Grappasonno had the

situation under control and it was established

that a woman had indeed been assaulted in

a nearby park and that the young man who
had been detained by Mr. Grappasonno was
one of the attackers. Subsequent investigation

revealed that the young man had been guilty

of other similar crimes but that this was the

first time he had been apprehended. Since

then he has been given a prison sentence.

I am happy to inform the Legislature, Mr.

Speaker, that earlier this afternoon Mr. Grap-

pasonno was presented with a civilian citation

certificate by the Board of Commissioners of

the Metropolitan Toronto Police in recognition
of his courage, presence of mind and the great

public service that he has performed.

Mr. Speaker, I am happy to inform the

Legislature that Mr. Grappasonno is now
with us in the east gallery under the Speaker's

Gallery.

Mr. Speaker: Petitions.

Presenting reports.

Hon. Mr. Bales tabled volumes 1 and 2 of

the Law Reform Commission report on the

administration of the Ontario courts.

Hon. Mr. Bales: Mr. Speaker, yesterday I

was asked by the member for Lakeshore if I

would table a letter that I had written to Mr.

Lang. It was my recollection that it was per-
sonal and confidential; it wasn't so marked,
I find on reviewing it, and I would table a

copy of that letter and make one available to

the hon. member.

Mr. Speaker: Motions.

Introduction of bills.

HOMEMAKERS AND NURSES SERVICES
ACT

Hon. Mr. Brunelle moves first reading of bill

intituled An Act to amend the Homemakers
and Nurses Services Act.

Motion agreed to; first reading of the bill.

Hon. R. Brunelle (Minister of Community
and Social Services): Mr. Speaker, the main
purpose of the amendment is first to broaden
the authority under which services under the

Act may be provided by homemakers and,

second, to enable grants to be paid toward the

cost of training homemakers.

DISTRICT WELFARE ADMINISTRATION
BOARDS ACT

Hon. Mr. Brunelle moves first reading of

bill intituled An Act to amend the District

Welfare Administration Boards Act.

Motion agreed to; first reading of the bill.

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: Mr. Speaker, the pur-

pose of this new section is to provide a method
for levying costs against the municipality when
the municipality was not in existence in the

immediately preceding year.

ELDERLY PERSONS CENTRES ACT

Hon. Mr. Brunelle moves first reading of

bill intituled An Act to amend the Elderly
Persons Centres Act.

Motion agreed to; first reading of the bill.

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: The amendment is to

provide for approval by the minister rather

than by the Lieutenant Governor in Council.

Mr. Speaker: Orders of the day.

Clerk of the House: The sixth order, com-
mittee of the whole House.

INSURANCE ACT
( concluded )

House in committee on Bill 208, An Act
to amend the Insurance Act.

Mr. Chairman: Bill 208, An Act to amend
the Insurance Act.

I believe we were as far as section 6 at the

last consideration of this bill. Are there any
further comments, questions or amendments
on any section; and if so which one?

Mr. J. A. Renwick (Riverdale): Mr. Chair-

man, I think we had agreed with the minister

that he would comment on each of these mis-

cellaneous bills from the specific explanatory
material which he has, because otherwise the

record will not show what the motivating rea-

son for the amendments was.

Hon. J. T. Clement (Minister of Consumer
and Commercial Relations): Mr. Chairman,
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that's my recollection from our discussions

when we concluded some days ago; and I

think, if my memory serves me correctly, we
completed section 6 and were moving on
thereafter.

I have no further comment to offer with

reference to section 7 other than that con-

tained in the explanatory note, which indicates

it's to remove the necessity for a new power
of attorney to be filed with each renewal of

licence but to require the power to be refiled

when the attorney is changed.

Under the present legislation, as I under-
stand it, Mr. Chairman, every time the licence

is renewed a new power of attorney has
to be filed at that time. It involves com-

pletion of a document, the forwarding of

that document and the retention of it. This

proposed amendment is to allow the change,
or the renewal, only when a new attorney
has been named.

Section 8 merely corrects a typographical
error contained in the Act.

Mr. Renwick: That's the major reason?

Hon. Mr. Clement: Yes, I thought I

might enter into a rather lengthy debate
about that, but we are simply changing the

word "insured" to "insurer."

In section 9, subsection 1, the effect here
is that the disclosure document, or the in-

formation folder we call it, filed with the

superintendent will be given to the purchaser
immediately before the exercise of the option
and not when the contract is issued. The
option obviously could be exercised years
after the contract is made, and it should be
drawn to the attention of the person who
has that right at the time they are about
to make their election as to the rights or

options that are available to him or to her.

In subsection 2, there is really no change
in the law here, Mr. Chairman. This proposed
amendment merely provides the regulation-

making powers, as there is no expressed
power to exclude a class of contract. Group
contracts are excluded on the theory that
the policy holder is more sophisticated, such
as an employer looking after his employees.

Mr. J. R. Breithaupt (Kitchener): Mr. Chair-

man, on that particular point, could the
minister explain that a bit further?

It seemed to me that what was happening
under this subsection was that these in-

formation folders would not be delivered to

particular contract holders and I took that
to mean that these would be the individuals
under the group contracts. Why would they

not have the information available to them

by the delivery of these information folders?

Are these not the items that would go to

the members who were in the group as

general information? If that is the case and

they would ordinarily be getting that in-

formation, why would you not require that

they receive information as to the contents

of the group policy?

Hon. Mr. Clement: Mr. Chairman, as I

understand it, at the time the employee joins

the group, he is provided with a folder, often

done in the style and design and upon the

instructions of the employer and not one

necessarily issued by the company itself;

perhaps it is a little more elaborate than

that type of thing and it is made available to

the employee. The master contract, of course,

is not issued to the—

Mr. Breithaupt: I don't think there would
be any presumption that any master contract

should go to each of the individuals in a

group plan, but I was somewhat concerned

that full information was being received

by the individuals, at least as to the general
terms of the policy. Unless I had misread

this clause, it seemed to me the requirement
of giving them this adequate information

was no longer going to be enforced by the

ministry.

Hon. Mr. Clement: Mr. Chairman, the

contract in a group policy, of course, is

between the employer and the insurer. If

it is made mandatory that the insurer says to

Dupont or Ford of Canada: "Now here's

our brochure. Here's our information on it,"'

they would probably laugh at them because

many employers are very sophisticated and
have legal staff and people who have shopped
for the very group policy they are looking
at. There would be, to my mind, very little

advantage in that brochure flowing from
the insurance company to the employer.

The employer, in turn, always provides in-

formation to the employee as he or she is

taken into the group. I think the hon.

member can see the distinction, if you look

at it on that tier as opposed to an individual

dealing with an insurance company and

getting information directly because he's

contracting with the company on his own.

On section 10, at the present time, Mr.

Chairman, there is no requirement in the

Insurance Act for Ontario incorporated and
licensed insurers transacting business—the life

insurance business—who issue participating

policies to policy holders to set apart from
their net profits a share of their profits for
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those policy holders. I should point out that

at the present time most life insurance com-

panies doing business in this province have

opted for federal supervision and there

are only three under direct supervision with-

in the Province of Ontario.

Mr. Breithaupt: Which are they, Mr. Chair-

man?

Hon. Mr. Clement: Pardon?

Mr. Breithaupt: Which are they?

Hon. Mr. Clement: I will obtain the in-

formation and provide it in a moment, if I

may. I can't tell you right off the top of my
head.

We are making it mandatory that we have

the same provisions, by the implementation
of this section, as are contained in the federal

legislation and also under the British Insur-

ance Act; and requiring certain minimum of

90 per cent on the net profit to be available

to that particular class of persons.

Turning now to section 11, Mr. Chairman,
it is merely updating the penalty sections,

as is indicated in the explanatory note, to

bring it more in line with penalties applicable
under other statutes supervised by my
ministry.

Section 12: For the past two years we have

operated under guidelines which have been
uniform right across the entire country—not

only in this province. They have been de-

vised by the superintendents of insurance and

applied to the industry. They are accepted

by the industry and are considered to be a

way of life. All we are doing now, under
this section, is giving legislative sanction to

these guidelines—in fact, making mandatory
these guidelines which have been adhered
to for the past two years right across the

entire country.

Section 13: This is complementary to a

recent amendment that we brought in under
the Corporation Act. You will recall during
this session, Mr. Chairman, that we brought
in a one-paragraph amendment to the Busi-

ness Corporations Act allowing farm fire

mutual companies to issue policies of weather
insurance. This section is complementary to

that.

Section 14 of the Act repeals section 216
of the present Act, subsection (a). The gratu-
itous passenger must still prove gross negli-

gence in order to recover, under the Highway
Traffic Act, and repealing this section will

complete the repeal of the legislation allow-

ing insurers to exclude insurance for the

gratuitous passenger.

Last year we did this to private vehicles;

this will have the effect of doing it to com-
mercial vehicles. No insurer, from here on in,

can contract his way out of liability to the

gratuitous passenger.

Mr. Breithaupt: I must say, Mr. Chairman,
on that particular point, that it is certainly

commendable that this final matter has now
been attended to, requiring persons who have

insurance coverage, in effect, not to be able

to opt out of this most important area. We
are all familiar, those of us who happen to

be lawyers, with circumstances of great hard-

ship that have arisen because of particular

problems with gratuitous passengers; and

awkward situations and an inability, really,

to prove gross negligence. In this circum-

stance I commend the minister for completing
this matter so that now the law is such that

individuals cannot exclude from any contracts

of automobile insurance the liability to pas-

sengers.

Hon. Mr. Clement: Mr. Chairman, in re-

sponse to the member for Kitchener's inquiry
a moment ago about the three life companies

operating within Ontario which are Ontario-

incorporated. There is Co-operators of

Guelph, Reliable Life and Empire Life. Those
are the three.

Turning now, Mr. Chairman, to section 15.

Hereafter, once this section becomes effec-

tive, disability benefits must be based solely
on the debtor's report and not on whether

the insured is confined to the house or not.

It depends on the doctor's orders. If he is

permitted by his doctor to leave the con-

finement of his house and the doctor's report

says he is still under the disability, he won't

be affected.

Those of us who have some familiarity

with these things know of the cases which
have gone on in the past in which someone
who is receiving a disability benefit has been

observed away from the home and the com-

pany has opted to use that as an excuse for

terminating those benefits.

Mr. Breithaupt: Another commendable

change.

Hon. Mr. Clement: Thank you.

Section 16: This section is a very interest-

ing one. The situation today is you can

have an employee, say, working for a com-

pany which has an accident and sickness

benefit payable to each employee who quali-
fies under company A's coverage. The man
or the employee who has the disability is

collecting the benefit. The contract expires, in
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terms of not being renewed by the employer,
who then negotiates and enters into an agree-
ment on behalf of his employees, or for the

benefit of his employees, with company B.

Company A says: "Our policy has no further

force and effect." Company B comes in and

says: "We want to underwrite your coverage
but we are not taking him because of his

present condition/' The employee is left in

the position of not having any protection
until he or she regains his or her health.

This will preclude that and will make it

mandatory that the person will have to have

protection under the new coverage.

I think it is commendable legislation and
I think it is a very equitable legislation.

Section 17: This is housekeeping only, pre-
cluding us from receiving duplicate filings,

Mr. Chairman. We get the fraternal societies

having to file under one capacity and again
in the capacity as an insurer. We merely wish
to preclude the duplicate filing.

Section 18 is an increase in the funeral

benefits, by mutual benefit societies, from
$300 to $800.

There was an interesting question raised

the other day by the member for York
Centre ^Mr. Deacon) as to why the weekly
benefit of $30 had not been increased. I

am advised by my people that if it was
increased beyond the $30, if they were given
the authority to increase their payments
beyond $30 a week, they would lose certain

advantages of being a mutual benefit society.
The character of the corporation would
change, because under existing legislation
they are restricted as to the amount they
can pay weekly to the participants in that
mutual benefit programme.

Mr. Breithaupt: This seems, Mr. Chairman,
to be a rather curious thing, because ob-
viously what you are doing here is making
a change which is related to the economics
of the passage of time, that is an increase
from $300 to $800 to far as the funeral
benefit is concerned.

However, on the other hand, the other

benefits, those at the $30 level, should pre-
sumably have the same or an even greater
requirement as time goes by, and on this
ratio that has already been struck in the

change in funeral benefits.

I wonder if the minister can advise us if

he is giving any consideration to a review
of that legislation, particularly the first part
of the subsection which is now having the
latter part of it changed? It seems to me
there should be a way in which the various

fraternal benefit societies can increase their

payments if they find it economically or

otherwise acceptable to them to do so.

To change this funeral benefit cost, I

think, is reasonable, as the expenses of

that service, together with nearly all other

services, have no doubt increased over the

years. But I think the minister should give
some consideration as to what the ramifica-

tions would be of the change in the earlier

part of the section, so that if there are

fraternal societies that are able and wish to

increase the benefits to their members, they
are at least able to do so, depending of

course upon their actuarial situation.

Hon. Mr. Clement: Mr. Chairman, my
recollection of this is to the following effect:

The mutual benefit societies approached my
ministry and asked to have the benefit in-

creased from $300 to $500. We took a look
at it and decided to react to their request
and grant the increase, not only to $500
but to $800, in view of the fact that the Fatal

Accidents Act had just been changed in an

equal sum.

It is not mandatory. That's the maximum;
they cannot pay over $800.

My recollection is that they did not ask to

have the weekly maximum of $30 increased.

I might say if they approached us on that,

barring any federal legislation to the contrary,
I think we would certainly entertain it. I

am only aware that they have not at the

present time made that request. They asked
for the funeral benefit to be increased and
we have reacted. They have not asked for

the other.

Mr. Breithaupt: One can understand, Mr.

Chairman, that in many of the groups that

originated with immigrants from Europe, say
in the 1920s and 1930s, these various fra-

ternal and sick benefit societies were also to

provide, most importantly, a funeral benefit

for members who would die while they
were living in Canada. I can understand
that situation is of more continuing interest

as many of those persons are now becoming
somewhat older.

Presumably the other laws that exist within

the province and within Canada for the

payment of certain other pension or old-

age security or supplement benefits, perhaps
take care to some extent of the needs that
I was referring to earlier. If that is the

case, then this increase from $30 might not
be of particular interest to the fraternal

societies, whereas the interest with respect

particularly to the funeral benefit, may be
of somewhat more consequence to them.
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I can certainly understand that point as the

minister has explained it. If it is apparently

causing no hardship on the fraternal societies

to maintain this particular ratio now, then

presumably they are doing it because those

are the benefits their individual members
wish to have.

Hon. Mr. Clement: Mr. Chairman, I am
advised by my staff that if they get beyond
the $30 then they become a fraternal society

with different rules and so on attached, and

they lose the advantages, whatever they might

be, of a mutual benefit society, where pay-
ments are as a need. As is readily appreciated

by the member for Kitchener, this is basic-

ally being paid to those who qualify within

certain ethnic or social associations.

With reference to the next section, section

19, this is a housekeeping section only, Mr.

Chairman. They are presently paying it now.
The amendment, as the explanatory note

indicates: "Clarifies and ensures that premium
tax that must be paid by all insurers in On-
tario is also payable by reciprocal or inter-

insurance exchanges." They are already

doing it. The spirit of the Act, without the

Act even being there, has been adhered to

for some time and we now are putting it in

there to draw it expressly to the attention

of everyone who is liable.

Section 20, the trust-

Mr. Renwick: Mr. Chairman, before we
leave this, I take it the minister is assuring
the House that none of the reciprocal or inter-

insurance exchanges have escaped liability

for that tax.

Hon. Mr. Clement: I am not aware of any
having escaped at all, Mr. Chairman.

Section 20 deals with agents or brokers,

requires that moneys coming into their hands,
trust moneys, must be deposited in a trust

account and held to the credit of the client

or the customer; and eventually, I presume,
remitted to him. There is a mandatory section

that states they must pay the money within

15 clays after written demand and so on, sub-

ject always to the right of setoff for any
money owing to the agent.

I think those are the only comments I have
to offer in response to the member for River-

dale's suggestion.

Mr. Renwick: Mr. Chairman, I only have
on:1

question. Why is it that section 14 is not

going to come in on the day the bill receives

royal assent? That is the clause which repeals
the ability of the insured to exclude passen-

gers from automobile insurance liability. What

is the reason for the delayed application of

that section?

Hon. Mr. Clement: If my memory serves

me correctly, Mr. Chairman, this type of legis-

lation is being reflected in legislation in two
other neighbouring jurisdictions; when they
are ready to proclaim theirs, we want to pro-
claim ours at the same time. This is my
understanding of the matter.

Mr. Breithaupt: What advantage does the

minister see from that particular procedure,
Mr. Chairman?

Hon. Mr. Clement: Well, I'm going back in

my own memory to when we first discussed

this, but we don't want to provide advantages
to people from other provinces here in On-
tario who may be affected very much by this,

without having the same type of advantages
accrue to our residents who may be in neigh-

bouring provinces. We feel they should have

the same kind of protection extended to

them. There has been a common arrange-
ment and understanding between the super-
intendents of insurance that legislation would

go through to this effect. Now, subject to

being advised by my staff, that's my recollec-

tion of it.

Mr. Breithaupt: Mr. Chairman, can the

minister advise us what stage the legislation

is at in these adjoining jurisdictions so we
can be assured there will not be an untoward

delay in making sure that our citizens do

have this particular benefit? I'm not so wor-

ried about granting the benefit to outsiders

as I am to making sure that our citizens with-

in Ontario have this benefit as soon as is

practicable.

Hon. Mr. Clement: I am just wondering—
nice to see a new chairman here—I am just

wondering whether I am misleading the

House; if I am, I certainly don't intend to.

I may be confusing it with some other legis-

lation we had under this Act not too many
months ago. I will check to see if my infor-

mation is correct on what I have told you.

It is in the standard contract, my staff ad-

vise me, and they have been good enough
to send down the standard automobile policy.

The reason we have the proclamatory section

in there is because the contract forms are

going to have to be changed; it will require
the printing of about three million contracts,

and printing difficulties have been drawn to

our attention by the insurance industry. Once
this is legislated, they will go ahead and the

printing will start. It was to give them suffi-

cient lead time so they would have the con-
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tracts available. But I would like to check

out that other point too.

Mr. Breithaupt: If such is the case, Mr.

Chairman—and I appreciate the comments of

the minister—

Hon. Mr. Clement: I have the contracts

here.

Mr. Breithaupt: —could he advise us about

what length of time he foresees going by?
For example, are we talking about a month's

delay or something like that?

Hon. Mr. Clement: Oh, I think we are

talking perhaps two or three months' delay.

I feel a lot better now, Mr. Chairman. My
notes say, "The uniform legislation was also

another factor," so I guess my memory was
somewhat correct on the reciprocal legisla-

tion.

Mr. Chairman: Are there any other com-
ments on Bill 208? If not, shall the bill be

reported?

Bill 208 reported.

LOAN AND TRUST CORPORATIONS
ACT

(concluded)

House in committee on Bill 233, An Act

to amend the Loan and Trust Corporations
Act.

Mr. Chairman: We were dealing with this

and we got up as far as section 5. Are there

any other comments on the bill?

An hon. member: Carried.

Hon. Mr. Clement: I distinctly heard

"carried."

Mr. Breithaupt: That was an echo from
the earlier bill.

Mr. Renwick: Mr. Chairman, my recollec-

tion is that we indicated that we were going
to vote against section 5 of the bill. I've

mellowed since the other day and I'm pre-

pared to stack that vote at the moment, rather

than to ring the bells now since we might
have difficulty there.

Hon. Mr. Clement: I'm presuming, Mr.

Chairman, that we're only stacking the one.

Mr. Renwick: I understand so.

Hon. Mr. Clement: Can we go on to a
vote?

Mr. Renwick: We could do that but we'd
have to call a quorum first.

Hon. Mr. Clement: We certainly wouldn't
want that.

Hon. E. A. Winkler (Chairman, Manage-
ment Board of Cabinet ) : We haven't got a

quorum.

Mr. P. D. Lawlor (Lakeshore): That's all

right. We'll call a quorum first.

Mr. Breithaupt: We certainly wouldn't

want to do that.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: We'll string along with

them.

Mr. Lawlor: String along, okay.

Mr. Renwick: I have no comments on sec-

tion 6 of the bill, other than to say-

Mr. Chairman: Just before you go on, I

understand you're not proposing an amend-
ment to section 5; you are just opposing it.

Mr. Renwick: We're going to oppose that

section, yes.

Mr. Chairman: Section 6 then?

On section 6:

Mr. Renwick: Section 6 is self-explanatorv.

We have no comment about it. We approve
of the inclusion in the bill in extenso of those

various provisions from the Business Corpora-
tions Act in order that this Loan and Trust

Corporations Act will become more and more
a self-sufficient document without cross-

references to the Business Corporations Act.

Mr. Breithaupt: I would agree with the

comments made by the member for Riverdale.

Section 6 here does make, I think, a much
more handy situation resulting now that th^

Act becomes self-contained, especially with

respect to proxy solicitations. We've seen

reports in the financial pages across the prov-
ince, especially from south of the border, as

to the kinds of proxv involvement that can

occur. We have not had too many of those

particular involvements. There have been a

few but I think that the matter of proxv
solicitations itself, which is a common enough
requirement for almost any public company,
is one which should find itself in the same
statute—namely, in this bill, at least on con-

solidation, in the same location as the other

law which does deal with the loan and trust

corporations.

Section 6 agreed to.
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On section 7:

Mr. Renwick: On section 7, my comments
on section 6 apply to that as well. I would
like the minister, Mr. Chairman, if there are

no comments on section 7, to comment spe-

cifically on sections 8 and 9.

Section 7 agreed to.

On sections 8 and 9:

Mr. Chairman: Mr. Minister, they would
like your comments on sections 8 and 9.

Hon. Mr. Clement: Thank you, Mr. Chair-

man. Under section 8, which at first blush is

certainly self-explanatory, the present test is

for $500. Only $500 is to be paid in. This is

unrealistic because the market value of those

par-value shares, having an aggregate value

on the face of them of $500, has in some
instances required the directors actually to

pay some $30,000, or any amount up to that

in the instance of one particular trust com-

pany, in order to buy $500 worth of par-value
shares.

As the hon. members know, up to the

present time no par-value shares are pro-

hibited. So the equity in the trust company
has, in many instances, really been reflected

in the par-value shares. To buy $500 worth

of par-value shares you would have to pay
what the market value of them was worth.

Originally one could buy $500 worth of par-

value shares for a sum approximating that

amount, or perhaps even less, and as the

equity of the company has increased, then

of course the outstanding stock has corre-

spondingly increased.

We are now trying to be a little more
realistic and this is an alternative test based

on the market value. It deals with at least

$1,000 in terms of cash or, at the time of

purchase, a market value of at least $2,500.

So that's the reason for the submission of

section 8 to the House for its consideration.

Section 9 allows a company, subject to

certain rules and regulations, to issue no-par-
value shares if the company has, in fact, been
in existence for over five years, and the reason

for this is to—

Mr. Lawlor: Five years?

Mr. Renwick: Why five years? I am curious

about that.

Hon. Mr. Clement: Well I, like you, sir,

don't think for a minute there is any particular

magic in the five-year period as opposed to

four, but I think the feeling of the ministry
was that there should be some basis on which

to establish a pattern of commercial conduct

which would indicate that the company was,
in fact, in a good position and had some ex-

perience in the marketplace.

These types of corporations can have a

maximum borrowing power of up to 20 times

the capital and so from time to time they have

to go to the market for injections of capital.

They don't have the right at the present time

to issue no-par-value shares and we have de-

cided, and submit to the House for its con-

sideration, that this is the method which should

be followed. They will continue to be con-

stantly monitored. No consent will be given
to allow them to go into the no-par-value
area unless certain criteria are met, and one

of the reasons submitted to me by the director

of the loan and trust companies division was
that five years would indicate to them an ex-

pertise of business experience over some per-
iod of time.

Sections 8 and 9 agreed to.

On section 10:

Mr. Renwick: Clause 10 is consequential
on clause 9 and clause 11. We agree with the

incorporation in the Loan and Trust Corpora-
tions Act of that procedure for shareholders

to obtain—

Hon. Mr. Clement: Basically your business

corporation procedure.

Mr. Renwick: Yes. We are, however, ex-

tremely interested in the significance, rather

than the procedural matters, referred to in

clauses 12 and 14.

Mr. Chairman: All clauses up to 12 carried?

Sections 10 and 11 agreed to.

On section 12:

Hon. Mr. Clement: Mr. Chairman, I would
like to draw to the attention of the members
of the House the explanatory note relating to

section 12. The second to the last word should

read "trust." I just mention that. I presume
those who are following the discussion would

presume that. So it should read that the

amendment permits loan corporations to amal-

gamate with trust companies and continue

as trust corporations, and not the reverse read-

ing.

Mr. Lawlor: Is the reverse true in 14?

Hon. Mr. Clement: No.

Mr. Lawlor: No? Does that mean that loan

corporations merging with trust corporations

may not remain loan corporations? The con-

trary is not true?
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Hon. Mr. Clement: No. The contrary is not

true. That's my understanding, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Lawlor: What's the raison d'etre for

that?

Hon. Mr. Clement: I'm sure that the raison

d'etre—I'm glad it's one of the languages

recognized in the rules of this House, sir-

Mr. Breithaupt: The language is recog-
nized, yes.

Mr. Lawlor: I intended to ask it in

Afghanistani.

Hon. Mr. Clement: —is the method in which

they raise their money. Trust companies can-
not issue debentures, so they go through the

procedure of issuing guaranteed investment

certificates, this sort of thing, and raising their

funding in that way. Loan companies can
raise their money by the issuance of deben-

tures, and I understand that is the main—if I

may use it again—raison d'etre for that particu-
lar situation.

At the present time there is no power, Mr.

Chairman, in an Ontario-incorporated trust

company, to amalgamate with a loan corpor-

ation, and the reverse also applies. There's

no power.

Mr. Renwick: Who wants it?

Hon. Mr. Clement: There are several in-

stances, I'm advised, sir, whereby Ontario
trust companies own and operate loan cor-

porations but are, right now, not allowed to

amalgamate. Existing provisions will permit
the trust companies to purchase the assets of

the loan corporation in order to consolidate

their businesses. And in this process of amal-

gamation there is a bit more favourable treat-

ment, I am advised, under the Income Tax
Act, than by adopting the purchase-of-assets
route.

I'm advised, Mr. Chairman, that it is con-

sidered advisable to permit the amalgamation
of a trust company with a loan corporation
under the Act, provided that the ensuing
corporation, of course, continues as a trust

company and not as a loan corporation, and
that a special trust fund be established for

the payment out of the debentures and other

debt obligations of the loan corporation. So it

is to permit the amalgamation process to be
available for those two types of corporations,
so that they can consolidate their activities

and receive the most favourable federal in-

come tax benefits.

Mr. Lawlor: Mr. Chairman, I'm not sure

what we are saying. This latter-day legisla-

tion that we're dealing with hardly gives one
an opportunity to really penetrate the legisla-

tion, but it seems to me that in this area,

and in a section that will be coming up
shortly, there may be socially desirable con-

sequences arising out of the business of re-

taining them as separate and distinct types
of entities. A loan corporation is one in which
95 per cent of its assets are designated to,

and used only with respect to, mortgage
loans.

That's a highly socially beneficial institu-

tion to have. The business of permitting the

merger may have some deleterious effect on
the market in merging funds and in turning

moneys away from that particularly designated
purpose, of which there is a crying need,

particularly at this time, in the province, in

order to expand the housing market.

It may cause the thing to get muddled
into a swamp where the funds are not dis-

tinguishable and where such funds—which

might be used by the loan corporations for

specifically loan purposes, that is. for mort-

gages—will be diverted into a totally different

area over here which, from a social point,

may not rank as high in terms of the benefits

to the general public as the purchasing of

particular types of stock on the stock ex-

change and the dealing in certain investment

portfolios which don't redound in the sense

of job-creating capabilitv or in the sense of

putting roofs on people's houses. Have vou

really given deep consideration to the possible

social implications not the financial? No doubt
the financial implications have been broached
to you, but what about the total social pic-
ture which emerges out of clauses of the kind

we have before us at the moment?

Hon. Mr. Clement: I think, Mr. Chairman,
that the benefits or otherwise in a social

sense will be determined by the financial ad-

vantages which might accrue to the amal-

gamated company.

Mr. Lawlor: That's the trouble.

Hon. Mr. Clement: Yes, but I think we
have to be real-

Mr. Lawlor: The social consequence will

be determined bv the financial, instead of the

financial being determined by the social.

Hon. Mr. Clement: I suppose if I walked
over to your side of the House, turned around
and sat beside you, I might feel that way
but being on this side of the House and

looking over to your side, sir, I don't feel

quite that strongly about it.
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Mr. Lawlor: If you could just-

Mr. J. F. Foulds (Port Arthur): Take a

walk.

Mr. Lawlor: —convert yourself on that very

simple proposition, we would welcome you
over here.

Hon. Mr. Clement: I would be more than

pleased to sit beside the member for Lake-

shore but in just one seat north of the one he

indicated when he rose a moment ago, Mr.

Chairman.

I think we have to look at it this way. If

they find that the loan company is a financi-

ally advantageous type of vehicle, it might
well not be merged with the trust company
unless there are certain financial benefits ac-

cruing to those who own shares in the opera-
tions. We have, in the same legislation which
is before this House, made provision for mort-

gage investment corporations so that they, too,

can share on the same basis as their federally

incorporated brethren can share when the

mortgage investment legislation is enacted in

Ottawa.

I don't see how it will really make any nega-
tive impact on the marketplace if we don't

allow this because if it was not financially ad-

vantageous for one to engage in mortgage
financing, one would merely, as the mortgages
mature, hold the money for other purposes
and not reinvest in the mortgage market. The
dictates of today's society are that one wants
to obtain the best return at the least risk. I

cannot in truth say to my friend from Lake-
shore that yes, I have examined the social

impact of it. No, I have not and I wouldn't

try to kid him that I have.

I say that the dictates of the marketplace
will indicate, No. 1, availability of mortgage
funds; and No. 2, the rate which will be

charged on the renting of that money either

through the vehicle of a loan company or

through the vehicle of the trust company
which, under the Trustee Act, can invest in

first mortgages—trust companies can unless

the trust document indicates something to the

contrary—or through the mortgage investment

corporations which we were discussing here

some days ago.

Mr. Lawlor: Mr. Chairman, of course one is

disappointed in the minister on the basis of

what he has used throughout this debate,

touching on the facsimile function that he con-
siders himself performing in bringing forward
this legislation and persisting with it. That is

the facsimile that whatever the federal gov-
ernment has thought to be wise and just, he,

by the mere fact that he has certain trust

corporations under his control, must follow

suit slavishly and without thought apparently
as to social, financial or, for that matter, any
other type of consequences.

I have already spoken on that but just to

add one word as a footnote to the argument:
What you say is not necessarily speaking true

at all. If a loan corporation operates and has

funds precisely as a loan corporation then it

will find the market for its specific type of

funds. Its mind is directed to that. It is blink-

ered with respect to the type of market which

it has evolved because judicially and legally

it is the only way it may invest and therefore

it will seek out within that area of investment

the most advantageous terms.

But if it is pulled into another type of en-

tity with adverse and sometimes conflicting

functions, where an investment in a mutual

fund will be proved far more advantageous
than the most advantageous position with re-

spect to mortgage lending—or would be

thought to be so—then the money will be lost

to the loan operation. I think the ultimate

upshot of your legislation—and it very well

may come, too, and you have to watch this—

is that the amount of mortgage funds that may
be available may be reduced.

Your desire—your earnest desire, I'm sure

—is that this legislation should generate funds,

stimulate them, encourage them. We've heard

figures in which I estimated the other day up
to $150 million or maybe more coming, both

federally and provincially, from these com-

panies would be placed on the mortgage mar-

ket and would have a redounding effect al-

together beneficial.

But also the legislation, because of these

moves in the direction of amalgamation and

the moves under section 15 of this bill, could

have directly contrary effects, the effects being
of a contraction of the mortgage market, some

funds not being arrogated to that particular

purpose but indeed being diverted to a wholly
different source, and the whole purport and

intent of your legislation being washed out

and undermined, so that the purpose which

was fair at first becomes foul at the end and

somewhat foolish in the bargain.

If you haven't given all these things con-

sideration, you shouldn't have this legislation

before us. If there is a real possibility that

whatever I say may be true, or it hasn't

been given sufficient attention in your de-

partment, then again we are dealing in a

piece of fatuity at the moment in putting
forward legislation which is going to have
a contrary effect—to the extent that we
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agree with it at all-to the effect it should

have and was intended to have.

Mr. Renwick: Mr. Chairman, as I say, the

motivation hasn't come through very clearly

as to why we suddenly had this provision

put in the Act. Is the minister saying he

foresees the day and he is providing a facility

for the loan corporation to disappear from

the scene in the Province of Ontario by

merging with a trust company? And is he

also under some pressure to provide a

facility for loan corporations to merge with

trust companies anywhere in Canada, and

therefore is he abdicating and transferring

jurisdiction to the federal government so

that the continuing company will be a trust

company governed by the federal Trust Com-

panies Act and not a trust company governed

by the Loan and Trust Corporations Act

of Ontario?

Is this what is in the back of his mind?
Or did somebody come and ask the ministry

to do this because they have this in mind?
This is the problem that we are faced with,
and if there is a specific request and a

specific reason in an individual case, then I

would like to know whether that is so.

Hon. Mr. Clement: Mr. Chairman, no, I

didn't foresee and have not foreseen the

phasing out of the loan corporation type of

corporate vehicle. I did not foresee that at

all. I think these things are certainly creatures

of the demands placed upon them and the

returns that they are able to earn for their

owners. If they are a profitable operation

they shall remain, and if they are not profit-

able then people will devise schemes to wind
them up, or sell them, or dispose of them in

some fashion.

They are under—I was going to say the

prohibition; they are not really under the

prohibition—they do not now have the right
to amalgamate and there have been instances

brought to the attention of my ministry
whereby trust companies would like to con-
solidate with loan companies owned by them
—that is the trust companies. This would
permit that type of corporate marriage to

be created. If we did not allow this type of

situation, then I suppose we would have
to-

Mr. Lawlor: Corporate cannibalism.

Hon. Mr. Clement: "Cannibalism"—is that

what it is called?

In any event, by doing it this route cer-

tain tax advantages do in fact accrue, where

the purchase of assets route, so I am ad-

vised, is not so generous.

Mr. M. Cassidy (Ottawa Centre): It is

the iron law of capitalist concentration.

Mr. Renwick: What I take it really to

mean, is that the major trust companies, by
and large, have substantial reserves of cash

and funds. Thus by making an offer for the

shares of, not existing subsidiary companies
but other companies on the market, then on a

take-over of the loan corporation it becomes

a subsidiary corporation. And if you have

got all the shares, they will then amalgamate
the two of them. That is why, it seems to

me, the minister is providing that facility;

and obviously somebody asked that it be

provided.

Now I think there are sufficient problems
that the minister should be rather more care-

ful before agreeing to these specific types

of requests that affect the kind of basic in-

stitutions we are talking about.

Quite obviously there is going to be a

take-over or a merger of two trust com-

panies in the offing now. Presumably one of

those trust companies will bid very soon on

a loan corporation, and you will have pro-

vided the facility for it, having acquired all

of the shares, then to merge with the trust

company and continue as such. And quite

likely we will lose jurisdiction because it

may very well be, say, the Royal Trust or

Montreal Trust, or one of the companies
which is not incorporated in the Province of

Ontario.

Hon. Mr. Clement: Mr. Chairman, no one

has met or spoken with me, or to me, on

behalf of any trust and/or loan corporation

requesting this type of legislation. I have

now been advised by my staff that no one

has approached them or made submissions

on behalf of the trust and/or loan corpora-

tions in the province.

It is just that they want to put these type
of companies on the same basis as any other

corporation or corporations which want to

amalgamate.

Mr. Breithaupt: Just happened to be a

good idea.

Hon. Mr. Clement: All such amalgamations
are subject to the approval of the Lieutenant

Governor in Council. If it would appear to

my officials that it was not in the best inter-

ests of the people in this province, I presume

they would not go and see the Lieutenant

Governor on that particular day. Because if

we did and it wasn't in the best interests, I
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could rest assured that my friends across the

House would be very quick to draw it to my
attention shortly thereafter.

Mr. Renwick: Well, I am quite sure that—

Mr. Cassidy: It should be brought to your
attention before, not after the event.

Mr. Renwick: Your major corporate friends

will be able to get the approval of the

Lieutenant Governor in Council if they want
to go through these procedures.

Mr. Lawlor: You never give us that kind

of credit on other occasions; you say we're

pokey and slow.

Mr. Chairman: What section?

Mr. Cassidy: On section 12, Mr. Chairman.
I would like to ask the minister a fairly
serious philosophical question.

I was joking a minute ago when I spoke of

the iron law of capitalist concentration—but
there was some serious intent beneath that as

well.

When you look at this particular section

about uniting loan companies, allowing loan

companies to merge with trust companies—
which has not been the case in the past—and
when you take this in context with the rest

of the Act, you are creating a very new kind
of animal in the Ontario financial market.
And for that matter it is a new kind of animal
in the Canadian financial market as well.

Hon. Mr. Clement: What kind of animal?

Mr. Cassidy: You are creating an institu-

tion which can take savings from people off

the street; and this makes it rather different

from a corporation which takes savings from

people through the market, and through
shareholdings on the market.

But the major source of funds for these

institutions will, I presume, continue to be
the savings that people bring into the various

branches which they maintain. They won't

be in the form of deposits, but they will be
in the form of investments, which are very
similar to deposits. They will be 30-day
certificates, and 90-day certificates, and one-

year, two-year, five-year, and so on. The
minister is familiar with this kind of invest-

ment paper which is available at the retail

end of the market.

Until now that money has flowed pretty

generally into mortgages and nothing else,

and there have been some pretty severe

limitations on other uses for that investment.

As was pointed out during the debate earlier

on, the powers now are very broad as regards
up to half of the investments of these par-
ticular corporations. It seems to me, Mr.
Chairman—

Hon. Mr. Clement: No, pardon me; you
are talking about a different corporation now.
We are into a different type of corporation,
not a mortgage investment corporation.

Mr. Cassidy: Okay. What I want to point

out, though, is this: That right now Canada
Permanent Trust and Canada Permanent

Mortgage Corp., which work out of the same

branches, are the same animal, in most re-

spects, to the fellow who comes in off the

street either to borrow on a mortgage or to

put some money in on a five-year certificate.

Does the minister follow me on that?

Hon. Mr. Clement: Yes.

Mr. Cassidy: In other words, these loan

and trust companies have operated, in many
cases, very closely and in a way almost in-

distinguishable to the public. If you ask a
member of this House who has just bought
himself a home from whom did he borrow it

he might say: "I went down to Canada
Permanent Trust." In fact what happened was
that Canada Permanent Trust served as the
real estate agent; Canada Permanent Trust

acted on behalf of the vendor which was an

estate; Canada Permanent Mortgage pro-
vided the funds; Canada Permanent Trust

provided some of the legal help in drawing
up the mortgage agreements and so it goes.

Hon. Mr. Clement: I disagree with you
there, if I may.

Mr. Cassidy: I can't claim that I have had
10 years of experience in that particular

market, but that's the way it looks, I would

maintain, to the layman on the street.

In legal terms I recognize that each of those

steps is clearly kept in its own proper com-

partment; probably separate books are kept,

maybe for the purposes of accounting and so

on. There is a fairly clear accounting kept of

the fact that the real estate services must be

accounted to Canada Permanent Trust; the

mortgage banking services must be for Canada

Permanent Mortgage.

As far as concerns the actual money that

goes in, on the other hand, I would suggest to

the minister that both corporations, working
out of the same offices, have certain powers
to accept money on certificates of deposit or

whatever other kinds of paper they offer. As

I understand it, there are certain powers of

lending available to trust companies.
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Without going into all of the niceties of it,

if Canada Permanent Trust is short of funds

it may well be able to raise funds from Canada
Permanent Mortgage. If Canada Permanent

Mortgage is short in funds, it may well be able

to raise funds from Canada Permanent Trust.

The minister's point a minute ago was that

the mortgage investment corporations, which

can go up to 50 per cent into real estate and

all sorts of other things, are not the same

thing as the loan companies which are re-

ferred to under section 12. That's true but

what I am saying is that the mortgage in-

vestment company, the loan company, the

trust company, and the amalgamated trust and
loan company, are all going to look like dif-

ferent arms of the same animal to the public.

As far as intercorporate accounting and so

on is concerned, and because of interlocking

ownership and directorship and so on, they
will function as a single entity. Therefore it

will be open to this combined entity, which
includes the mortgage investment corporation
and the loan and trust corporation, to shift

funds into mortgages, into other kinds of in-

vestments, from other kinds of investments

into mortgages; depending on what things look

like at that particular time.

What is unique about that situation is that

this will be a body or a conglomerate or a

hydra-like monster—I don't know what you
want to call it—which, through one or several

of its arms, is also empowered to accept money
from the public, to accept retail savings from

the public if you will,—from the office in the

shopping plaza or down here on Bay St., or

wherever it happens to be located. In that it

will differ from your normal corporation, be

it a real estate investment corporation or some
kind of multi-headed conglomerate.

We haven't had institutions like that, and

acting quite like that, in this country until

now. Our banks have been mainly lending in-

stitutions. Our insurance companies have been

mainly lending institutions, although to a

greater and greater extent now they are get-

ting into equity participation—the kinds of

deals on which they lend. But they are pretty

severely limited by federal and by provincial

legislation in the degree to which they can in-

vest in the various situations in which they
find themselves as partners, say, in projects
like the ManuLife Centre in Toronto. They
are fairly severely limited by the terms of

federal and provincial legislation.

This new conglomerate financial institution,

able to offer a wide range of services, is not

similarly limited. And what we get, Mr.

Chairman, with an amendment like this—

particularly one which allows unlimited

amalgamations and so on—what we get is the

creation of very powerful financial institutions,

with a very broad range of powers under one
direction. It's academic to argue whether there

will finally be one corporation in each group,
or whether there will be several working un-

der the same roof—that's academic.

I would suggest that the situation, or the

new type of institution that you are creating,
will be similar, say, to the types of banks that

are found in West Germany where, similarly,

the powers of investment, and of shareholding
and so on, are much much broader than they
are in this country. When you combine that

broad range of investment possibilities on the

one hand with the capacity to take money at

retail through an extensive series of branches

from the public on the other, I suggest you
have a very dangerous situation and one which
will tend to lead to an excessive concentration

of financial power in the hands of a very few
financial institutions.

Now it's perfectly fair to argue, Mr. Chair-

man, that we have that situation with our
banks in Canada right now. We only have
nine or 10, plus one or two pipsqueaks-
such as Unity and the Bank of British

Columbia. It's perfectly fair to argue that

we have that already in the banking system
because of the excessive size of our char-

tered banks.

But I don't think that one evil should be

matched by another. And I don't think, in

particular, that a new range of institutions

should be established—such as is being done
with an amendment like this—with the poten-
tial of growth that exists in the banking
system; and with the added attraction to the

people who will direct these things that they
have a much broader range of investment

powers that pertain to the chartered banks

or to other large financial institutions.

So this particular clause, allowing un-

limited amalgamations, is dangerous. What
we may well see is a continued shaking out

of the loan companies and trust companies
and so on around the province. It could

reach the point where you wind up with

maybe two or three groups, and no more,
of very large size. Their tentacles would
extend right through the entire real property

market, ranging from residential mortgages,

mortgages on chalets and cottages and things
like that at the one end—the relatively

harmless end—to a very intimate involvement

in the property industry, the development
industry, the land speculation industry, and
so on.
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You will see, therefore, what you are

doing is you are facilitating a further concen-

tration of control in that property industry

beyond what exists right now. And it's un-

necessary, Mr. Chairman, I say to the min-

ister. It's unnecessary to do this; it's un-

desirable to do this.

The concentration of economic and finan-

cial power is something which the govern-

ment should seek to work against, rather

than seek to favour.

The minister may well say: "Well, nobody
came to us on behalf of the public to say

that we shouldn't do this." And that's quite

natural. The minister either talks to his own
staff or else he doesn't talk to anybody at

all; or else he maybe talks to the particular

industry involved—which in this case is the

trust and loan industry.

But in this particular case the interests of

the public are diffuse. There is no trust

company protection, a sort of consumers'

trust company protection organization or

some body like that; a kind of Ralph Nader

kind of group which sits there and watches

week after week in order to prevail against

any further concentration of power within

these institutions.

There is no organized body of any sort

that I can think of that the minister could

have gone to, and therefore it is up to the

minister and his government, to his civil

servants and so on, to look at the other

side and to seek to imagine what the prob-
lems are that are being created by excessive

concentration; and then to seek to prevail

against them as part of their function to

defend the public interest.

For that reason, Mr. Chairman, we will

oppose this particular clause and we will

oppose anything which seeks to encourage
that unnecessary concentration in the in-

dustry, with the broad range of powers which
is being given.

Hon. Mr. Clement: Mr. Chairman, I've

listened with interest to the comments by
the previous speaker. As of today, we have

loan companies that raise their money by
issuing debentures. We have trust companies
which raise their money mainly in the way
outlined by the previous speaker, through
guaranteed investment certificates for one

year, three years or five years and this sort

of thing. If this legislation is approved and
the merger of those two types of institu-

tions is effected by amalgamation, then by
law that new creature is still a trust com-

pany. The duties imposed upon that trust

company are still just as onerous as they are

in trust companies today in terms that de-

posits up to certain amounts and investments

up to certain amounts are guaranteed and

backed by this government. There is no

new creature created.

Under the mortgage investment corpora-

tion section, which we debated some two

days ago in the House, there is a new type

of creature restricted to invest in certain

types of investments as permitted under the

legislation.

Mr. Cassidy: It's not really restricted.

Hon. Mr. Clement: I point out to the

hon. member that he made a statement some-

thing to the effect that up to 50 per cent

can be invested in mortgages. I would point

out that it must be at least 50 per cent

invested in mortgages, and/or retained in

liquid form in deposits.

Mr. Cassidy: I said up to 50 per cent could

be invested in other than mortgages.

Hon. Mr. Clement: I suggest we're not

creating any new type of corporate creature.

We're merely allowing those corporate
creatures which are presently with us to

get married. It's as simple as that.

Money management is the very business

they're in. We're allowing them to roll with

the times and to keep apace of the times,

and we're facilitating them in their raising

and handling of money.

They have a sense of responsibility too.

They're responsible not only to their share-

holders but they have to be responsible to

the community through this government
which monitors their activities. No merger
or amalgamation will be permitted without,

as I mentioned earlier in debating with your

colleague, the consent of the Lieutenant

Governor in Council.

I can only say, Mr. Chairman, we're not

trying to create three monoliths, if you can

have three monoliths. Perhaps my friend

from Lakeshore would call them "trioliths."

I don't know what the right wording would
be.

I'm not trying to create a monolithic em-

pire for the trust and/or loan and/or

mortgage investment corporation type of un-

dertaking. I'm merely allowing them to do

what other corporations can do, to get

married in a proper fashion. If they do, then

like the female taking the husband's name,
the loan company must take the trust com-

pany's name and be conducted as a trust

company thereafter. Investment restrictions

on trust companies are somewhat restrictive,
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for a very good reason; in order that people
who have their moneys on deposit and those

who invest their moneys in that type of

creature can have their moneys invested

with a minimum of risk.

I have nothing further to add. As a

minister I could probably prevail upon the

Lieutenant Governor to take something-

Mr. Cassidy: Mr. Chairman, I am touched

by the minister's attempt to humanize the

corporate world. I frankly don't agree with
him.

I think the corporate world is impersonal.
The main aim of these companies is to make
profits. If the pursuit of profit leads them
to activities which I would consider to be
socially undesirable, that certainly isn't going
to stop them. If to do things which are

socially desirable costs them money, then I

find, in general, they are not willing to do
that. So all this talk of marriage and per-
mitting marriage and living in sin and that

kind of thing is really pretty worthless, Mr.
Chairman.

The point I'm making is that corporate in-

vestments between these merged loan and
trust companies and mortgage investment

companies are relatively easy to make, be-
cause they would be made in the form of
loans rather than shareholdings. The company
will have the flexibility and the powers to be
something which we don't have in the
financial market in Canada right now. That
particular new kind of creature is something
I would maintain we don't want in the cor-

porate market or in the financial market in

Canada right now either. It will simply
lead to an increasing concentration within
the capitalist financial world of this par-
ticular province.

Quite regardless of whether the minister
considers himself to be a capitalist and I

consider myself to be a socialist or some-
thing like that, we live in a world where there
are these financial institutions and the minis-
ter must make a stand about bigness; he
has not done so, and in not doing so he is

making a stand in favour of enlarging these

institutions, of simply endorsing bigness for
the sake of bigness and therefore is pre-
sumably saying that because they are big
they are going to do a better job. I would
suggest that is not proven.

I would suggest that in a well-run financial

market, where you have a number of finan-
cial institutions in the private sector carrying
it out, it is desirable to have a larger num-
ber of smaller institutions than to have a

very limited number of very large institutions

capable of running the thing like a club, of

running it for their own purposes and not

protecting the public interest.

It is the government that has got to pro-
tect the public interest, and it is not doing
it in this particular case.

Mr. Chairman: Shall section 12 carry?

Mr. Cassidy: No.

Mr. Renwick: No, but we are prepared
to stack the vote.

Mr. Chairman: You will stack it with
section 5? Okay? Shall sections 13 and 14

carry?

Mr. Renwick: We will oppose section 14
on a stacked vote because it is the same prin-

ciple.

Mr. Chairman: Section 14 is stacked. Shall

section 15 carry?

Mr. Renwick: No; section 15 is a real

one-liner, that one.

Mr. Lawlor: Oh yeah. It is the end of

the road, too.

Mr. Cassidy: This is the nub of the whole
bill.

Mr. Lawlor: You have destroyed every-

thing with this one.

Mr. Cassidy: That's right.

Mr. Lawlor: Will you move to delete the

clause and get it over with?

Mr. Renwick: Well, we'll ask who came to

see the minister or his advisers and wanted
the 95 per cent requirement dropped out of

the registration requirement for loan corpora-
tions.

Hon. Mr. Clement: Well, I would say it

was probably the "Hudson's Bay Blanket Co."
You know very well this allows blanket

mortgages.

Mr. Renwick: I suppose your advisers sit

around dreaming up little amendments here

and there and one day they just happened to

notice that because it needs to be registered,
a corporation that invests in or purchases

mortgages, charges or hypothecs on real

estate, or that lends money on the security
real estate, shall not be registered unless at

least 95 per cent of such investments, pur-
chases, etc., are in mortgages.

I suppose your advisers were sitting around
one day in their think tank with their feet
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up on the desk and they said: "How silly that

95 per cent requirement is; let's just knock

it out." Is the minister asking us to believe

that's the way this amendment came before

the House?

Mr. Lawlor: Surely there was a day in the

history of this Legislature and of this legisla-

tion when there seemed to be enormous merit

and a modicum of virtue in passing legisla-

tion to set up an entity called a loan corpora-

tion. And in order to make it specifically the

kind of corporation you had in mind, you put
the screws on and said 95 per cent must be

invested in this particular direction. Then we
had the kind of thing we wanted, and we

got this particularly socially desirable sort of

creature that the province felt had great
benefit.

But now you offer no reasons as to why it

doesn't continue to exercise the same benefit

as at the time of its generation. You are

destroying it without giving any base as to

why the poor creature was even born in the

first place. We don't understand that.

If you haven't already destroyed the pecu-
liar designation of a loan company in the

previous sections of this bill, this certainly
will do it. Have you got some kind of

inbuilt animus against loan corporations? Do

you detest the things in your bath?

Mr. Renwick: He wants to get as much

money out of the residential mortgage market

as possible.

Mr. Lawlor: Yes, that is just the point. If

you were going to effectively destroy the

residential mortgage market in this province,

you couldn't do much better than you are

doing today. When you bring in what pur-

ports to be a piece of legislation in one direc-

tion, then proceed to emasculate it in the

process of passing it in a directly contrary

direction, we over here must give pause. I

mean it's the most ludicrous piece of

assininity I've experienced—and that's going
some distance—while a member of this House.

Mr. Renwick: I hate to say this, Mr. Min-

ister, I think the man is going purblind.

Mr. Lawlor: And you can't justify it in the

terms of your being a rubber stamp to the

federal government. You're being some kind

of patsy to your own officials or to some kind

•of weird notion.

If they put in 65 per cent and wanted to

say there would be more loan corporations,
more money available, because they could in-

vest in a diversity of other things and
allocate funds over here for the residential

mortgage market, or any type of rationale or

ratiocination, that might bring some elemen-

tary intelligence to your legislation. If that

were the case, then we would sit in awe, we
would—

Mr. Renwick: It's a dreadful bill.

Mr. Lawlor: —actually open our mouths in

wonder at the nice discriminations made by
these officials and by yourself. You are the

responsible boy. And for you to stand up and

blandly try to shrug it off in one way or

another, and emit little drips of cajolery here

and sleight of hand, just doesn't cut any
waters any more. I mean, we are down to

brass tacks on this section. I want you to

leave it in.

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. Lawlor: Whatever they may do, if

they want to destroy the 95 per cent then

they simply amalgamate, don't they? You've

already opened the sluice gates as to that

particular piece of legerdemain. So why go
further and put the crunch on it, the death

knell upon loan corporations in the Province

of Ontario?

What are you seeking to do? If they haven't

got the 95 per cent determination, then aren't

you destroying the very kind of thing in ques-
tion? Why may they not then exercise and

utilize funds in a wide diversity of fields if

they are not specifically and determinatively

arrogated to that particular area?

In other words, we want to retain the loan

corporation, viable or as inviable an entity

as it may be. We can see great good in the

concept if properly utilized. And to subvert

it, as we are trying to do here, and to water

it down, to muddy it to the extent that is

being done—without justification or without

the strongest kind of reasoning—is pure dere-

liction in responsibilities.

I hope the minister will cave in on this one.

He's shown good sense on previous occasions

with other bills and has that nice blend of

perspicacity and caution that distinguishes the

more intelligent Conservative.

He's about the last of his breed, by the way.

Being a new boy, you see, all the old iniqui-

ties haven't rubbed off yet, and the closing

down of the mind. The light still slightly

shines over there. Even if he is a little candle,

there's a great deal of darkness.

Interjection by an hon. member.
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Mr. Lawlor: And with that in mind why
not give a little more candlepower and get

rid of your own section?

Mr. Lawlor moves that section 15 be de-

leted from the bill.

Mr. Chairman: Are you willing to stack

section 15 too?

Mr. Lawlor: I'm getting tired of being ac-

commodating. We don't get similar accommo-
dation over there. No further stacking.

Mr. Chairman: Mr. Minister, are you going
to reply to those remarks from the hon. mem-
ber for Lakeshore?

Hon. Mr. Clement: Yes.

Mr. J. E. Stokes (Thunder Bay): I think this

is a bad bill.

Hon. Mr. Clement: I have been going

through several emotions here. I must confess

and share with the members of this House
the fact I was reduced to a mere shadow of

my former self with the member for Lake-

shore's earlier comments and then I rode with

him as he ascended the heights and trans-

mogrified me into a man of some understand-

ing.

I submit, Mr. Chairman, that perhaps the

members who have seen fit to comment on this

particular section may well be misreading it.

If you look at the Revised Statutes—I think

I have the up-to-date one here, October, 1971

—we are talking about first mortgages. We are

not talking about the mortgage market per
se. Today we are running into situations where,
with the blanket mortgage procedure, the con-

sumer saves in the long run by the lending
institution having the right to blanket the

mortgage. Where a long-term low-interest first

mortgage already exists on the property owned
by the consumer and the consumer needs ad-

ditional funding, then we can, by the blanket

mortgage, allow that additional funding with-

out any sections of the Loan and Trust Corp-
orations Act being distorted or being breached.

We are not trying to put them out of the

mortgage market. We are trying to draw to

your attention that we don't want to restrict

them to this hard-and-fast rule as to the first

mortgage situation only because we may be

working, I submit, a real hardship on the con-

sumer.

Mr. Lawlor: Would you explain what you
mean by blanket mortgages?

Mr. Renwick: The word "first" doesn't ap-

pear anywhere.

Hon. Mr. Clement: It certainly does. Take

a look at the first word in the last line. This

is the point that I am trying to get across. I

submit, with the greatest of respect, that you
are reading it incorrectly. This section only

deals with first mortgages, period, and if we
allow that to continue we are really in the

long run working a hardship on the consumer,

because now if the consumer with the long-

term five per cent mortgage loan on his prop-

erty needs some refinancing he will be obliged

to discharge it and pay a higher rate, perhaps
10 or 11 per cent, so that the company which

is advancing the money is not in breach of

this section.

Now, for many, many years before we got
into insured loans, government-backed mort-

gage programmes and this type of thing, that

section was there. It has been there for some
time. With this new advent of the blanket

mortgage procedure, this will allow a loan

and trust corporation to go into this type of

thing, which will in the long run effect a

saving to the consumer. It's just as simple as

that.

Mr. Lawlor: As my colleague has just said,

the simplest device in that is to drop the

word "first." I was going to say, in my
exquisite way, add the words "second, third,

fourth and fifth" so that every conceivable

mortgage would be covered, but what you
are doing here is possibly taking them out

of the mortgage market entirely.

Mr. Cassidy: That's right.

Hon. Mr. Clement: Taking what?

Mr. Lawlor: Taking the loan corporations

out of the mortgage market entirely. Would

you consider dropping the word "first" mort-

gage? Very often a mortgagee, as you know,

by a doctrine of tacking, will hold a third

mortgage and a first mortgage together with

somebody else holding the second in between.

Those mortgages are tacked, according to

mortgage doctrine in the law.

Hon. Mr. Clement: Tacked?

Mr. Lawlor: Tacking, tacking. It's what

they do with sailboats when they—

Hon. Mr. Clement: I haven't heard of that

in 25 years and neither have you.

Mr. Lawlor: You remember your law

school days, come on.

Hon. Mr. Clement: We have a shifting use.

Mr. Renwick: You will be feeding the

estoppel pretty soon.
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Hon. Mr. Clement: I didn't say "useless."

Mr. Lawlor: Yes, I know. I didn't say
"tactless" either, I said "tacking."

All right, if you want to give them a

wider dimension and not constrict them to

first mortgages, strike out the word "first."

Wouldn't that satisfy the cause?

Mr. Chairman: Section-

Mr. Lawlor: I am waiting for a reply from

the minister, Mr. Chairman, because this is

very important.

Hon. Mr. Clement: I want some advice,

Mr. Chairman, from my officials, because I

am not playing legislative draftsman and I

don't know what the effect of it would be.

As it stands right now, technically, these

blanket mortgages, which are in fact second

mortgages, may be violating the Act and we
think it's outdated at this particular time.

I do appreciate your comments as to tacking
and I haven't heard that used since I

attended law school. It is a very interesting

procedure, too.

Mr. Lawlor: I dote upon it. We speak
about it at our breakfast table. Listen, take a

look at your definition of loan corporation.

Your loan corporation is one which may
invest in real estate or mortgages. If you
alter that situation making it necessary that

they invest in mortgages—whatever kind of

mortgages they may be, blanket or 14th, I

don't care—and if you remove that restriction

forcing them to stay in the mortgage field

they can convert their funds into real estate.

They could buy up existing real estate and
that is not beneficial.

There are lots of entities which do that;

lots of speculators do nothing else on the

market because that is the one area, land

speculation, which is almost invariably profit-

able. Very few people lose money on shrewd
investments in residential properties—ihomes
or apartment houses. They are forever

appreciating in value. Apart from the stock

exchange being the hedge against investment,
which it has monumentally ceased to be in

the past year and a half, particularly in recent

hours as things happen in New York, any
shrewd investor will say that he holds a good
deal of land.

We don't want any more people going into

land, holding it in this way. We want people
lending on mortgages and there are many
institutions and many people who are fearful
of doing so. As far as I can see while their

blue chip investments are as good as an

investment can possibly be, they do have
certain side effects which aren't all that

attractive. For instance, if there is a failure

in payment there is some obnoxiousness about

trying to force people to pay which wouldn't

be involved in other types of investment; or

even being forced to foreclose on a house

full of children or something like that.

People stay away from that particular area

to some extent. There are not sufficient funds

diverted into this channel.

You have done it in previous legislation

with loan corporations. Now you are in the

process of destroying that for no good reason

that one can see except, you say, you don't

want them restricted to first mortgages be-

cause of the blanket mortgage concept. All

right. Let's adopt the blanket mortgage con-

cept but let's keep the application of funds

into that particular channel.

Hon. Mr. Clement: Mr. Chairman, in con-

clusion, I am advised by my officials that

if we delete the word "first" in the fifth

line, relating to first mortgages, the section

would be without meaning.

Mr. Lawlor: Can your officials go out

into the back yard here and we will sit

down? This is the trouble of doing things
in this way. Tell me why it is without mean-

ing? Mortgages are mortgages; 95 per cent

of the funds have to be invested in mortgages.

Hon. Mr. Clement: Such investments.

Mr. Lawlor: I beg your pardon.

Hon. Mr. Clement: "Such investments," in

the fourth line, relating to different kinds

of investments available.

Mr. Cassidy: Mr. Chairman, I think that

what we intend over here is that the sec-

tion, rather than simply being repealed,
should read, "that a corporation investing
in purchasing of mortgages, charges or

hypothecs or that lends money on real estate

should not be registered unless at least 95

per cent of its total investments are or

in purchasing of mortgages, charges or

hypothecs." Then you can take out the word
"first" and the section makes perfect sense.

Maybe the minister could comment on that?

If that is acceptable to him, we can go
to the votes straight away.

Hon. Mr. Clement: I have no further com-
ments.

Mr. Chairman: No comments?

Mr. Cassidy: No, Mr. Chairman, I'd like

to say a word about this.
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Mr. Chairman: You are still on 15, are

you?

Mr. Cassidy: I'm still on 15, that is

right. The common understanding of what
a loan corporation does is reflected in the

definition in the Act. That is that it lends

money on real estate, in mortgages and
other things like that. When you look at

the investment powers they are much broader

than that. When you read this particular

section which the minister is seeking to re-

peal, all one finds—as I think the minister

does say correctly, and we misapprehended
it just momentarily over on this side of

the House—is that whatever money a loan

corporation lent on mortgages had to be
secured to at least 95 per cent by first

mortgages. That didn't say that it had to

have a half or two-thirds or all of its in-

vestment in mortgages. It might have only 10

per cent of its investments in mortgages, but
that 10 per cent had to be 95 per cent

secured by first mortgages.

Now we have this bizarre situation that in

the first place we are talking about an Act,
which overall is trying to encourage money
going into the residential market, yet in

many ways it discourages and diverts money
out of the residential market. When we
come to this particular point there was an

opportunity, it seems to me, Mr. Chairman,
for the minister to rescue some of the losses

of earlier parts of the Act by stating a figure
which was the minimum below which their

investments in mortgages and real estate

should not go. That figure could have been
75 or 80 per cent. It didn't have to be 95

per cent, but some figure that would conform
with the generally accepted understanding of

what a loan company does, which is reflected

in the definitions in the Act. Instead of this

the minister abandons the section.

Abandoning the section, Mr. Chairman,
means that there is nothing now to stop a
loan corporation from investing entirely in

second mortgages, in third mortgages, in

fourth mortgages or in fifth mortgages. I

think there is a serious problem here. It is

very basically this, that the minister has
said that the whole purpose of loan company
legislation is to protect the investors who
put the money into certificates or other
kinds of investments with these companies.
That is the purpose of it. But, on the other

hand, he is saying that there is nothing to

stop that entire mortgage portfolio—millions
of dollars possibly—being put into the shakiest

kind of third mortgage investments. There is

absolutely no protection that is provided
here. And that just simply doesn't square.

The minister is, in effect, creating another
Atlantic Acceptance kind of situation where
a company of that ilk could come in under
the wire with this particular legislation and
lend on shaky, inadequate mortgages without

security because of the fact there was now
no protection. If the minister wishes simply
to relax the first mortgage requirements of

the particular Act, then, for God's sake, let

him rewrite this particular section. Let him
say 75 per cent or some other figure in rela-

tion to that particular section.

I am making about three arguments here,
Mr. Chairman. One is there should be a sec-

tion that says 75, 80 or 90 per cent of the

assets of the whole company should go into

mortgage investments.

Hon. Mr. Clement: Mandatory.

Mr. Cassidy: Mandatory, yes. I know that

the minister rejects that.

The second argument is that by abandon-

ing this section the minister permits the en-

tire mortgage portfolio to go into second,
third or fourth mortgages and, therefore,
risks the Atlantic Acceptance Corp. kind of

situation recurring under provincial law.

The third argument is that if you find 95

per cent of the mortgage investments being
in first mortgages, if you find that require-
ment is too restrictive, then you should find

a new number which takes better account of

the realities of—what is the word?—

Mr. Lawlor: Mixed, I think.

Mr. Cassidy: —mixed mortgage situations,

where people borrow on a combined first

and second mortgage up to 85 per cent or

95 per cent of the value of the property they
are purchasing. You should simply take that

95 per cent and reduce it to 80 or 75 per
cent or some other figure, rather than aban-

doning that kind of protection to the people
who will lend money to the corporation on
certificates or guaranteed investment paper of

one sort or another.

Mr. Lawlor: Mr. Chairman, just one other

aspect of the thing, I have been musing about

the word, "blanket" mortgage. I suppose you
haven't got around to explaining it yet,

largely because your officials haven't pre-

pared an explanation—

Hon. Mr. Clement: Do you want me to?

Mr. Lawlor: I suspect what you mean by
it is that it covers not only realty but per-

sonalty and therefore—

Hon. Mr. Clement: No.
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Mr. Lawlor: No?

Mr. Breithaupt: No.

Mr. Lawlor: Is it what is normally—not

normally—what is abnormally called a float-

ing mortgage? No?

Hon. Mr. Clement: I beg indulgence of

you, Mr. Chairman, in explaining this to my
erudite friend, whom I thought would be

offended if I told him what a blanket mort-

gage was.

Mr. Breithaupt: It's part of the energy bill.

Hon. Mr. Clement: Firstly, it is not a condi-

tion in this province that 95 per cent of the

investments of a loan company must be in

mortgages; it is not a condition at all.

Mr. Cassidy: But it's a pretty good figure

to start from.

Hon. Mr. Clement: No, it says in the sec-

tion we are talking about—

Mr. Cassidy: Well, why don't you adopt
it? It's a good idea.

Hon. Mr. Clement: Yes. What it says is, if

you're going to have moneys out in mort-

gages, 95 per cent of those moneys must be
in first mortgages and not more than five

per cent in second mortgages. It is not a

condition of licensing or of anything else.

Sections 150, 151 and 157 set out, I think,

the investment powers of a loan company.
There are certain liquidity arrangements; you
can't have $1 million and put out $950,000
in first mortgages and $50,000 in second mort-

gages, because you won't be able to pay your
rent at the end of the week.

Now, a blanket mortgage: John Doe bought
a house in 1950 and it's got a mortgage on
it today of X thousands of dollars at 5^ per
cent. Now, he needs more money; he wants
to put an addition on it. He goes to the loan

company and says, "I would like to borrow

$3,000 more to put an addition on my house."

They say, "Well, how much do you owe on

your first mortgage?" He says, "I already
owe $3,000 at 5V4 per cent."

If you don't delete that section, what is

going to happen in effect is this: The loan

company says, "Well, you pay off that big
S 1

/^ per cent mortgage and we'll give you
some 11 per cent money. We'll give you the

$6,000 at 11 per cent." But the practice has

grown that the loan company says, "All right,
we will give you $3,000, which is really a

second mortgage in terms of time of registra-
tion. But, holy Hannah, we can only put up

to five per cent of our total capital that we
have available for investment on second mort-

gages." And if they go beyond that, techni-

cally they are breaching the Act.

If we take this section out, then they can

go ahead and put on that so-called blanket

or second mortgage, which is good if the

house is worth $40,000. Does it matter if

you've got the first $3,000 or the next $3,000
of the equity? What does it matter? It doesn't

matter at all, because they are both secure.

Mr. Lawlor: They can do what you want
them to do—and they can do a great deal

more besides.

Hon. Mr. Clement: Yes, but what some of

them are doing now is they are saying,
"What we are going to do is loan you the

$6,000 at 11 per cent, but we'll hold the

$3,000 here and keep that in our pocket
in case you go sour on that existing first

mortgage; we'll pay it off and protect our

position." Meanwhile, you are paying in-

terest at 5Y4 per cent on $3,000 of your
first mortgage and interest on $6,000 at 11

per cent, and getting back a small credit on
the $3,000 they are holding in trust. All

we are trying to do is get around this

ridiculous situation.

Mr. Lawlor: You are not getting around
it. In the process of getting around it—

Hon. Mr. Clement: No, sir. That's all we
are trying to do. And you are reading this

thing—my God, fellows who wouldn't even
see the words "first mortgage" in there are

bound to get mixed up somehow. I am
suggesting to you, as a practising lawyer, if

you don't know the difference between first

and second mortgages, you had better get
some extra liability insurance because you
are going to be in trouble.

Mr. Lawlor: At least you'd make provision
for the seconds.

Mr. Cassidy: Well, Mr. Chairman, could
the minister say what is the maximum pro-

portion of second mortgage investments that

he considers to be desirable for a trust com-

pany to hold in its investment portfolio?

Hon. Mr. Clement: Trust companies? No,
I am talking about loan companies-

Mr. Cassidy: Loan companies, I mean.

Hon. Mr. Clement: Well, a loan company
must always abide by the requirements as

to having liquidity available, as set out, I

think, in sections 150, 151 and 157 of
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the Act; it must meet those tests. There is

no magic in numbers, there is no magic
in 75 per cent or 95 per cent. With respect,

I suggest that you are reading this to mean
that it's a condition before any of them do
business here in Ontario today that 95 per
cent of their money must be in first mort-

gages, and that simply isn't true.

Mr. Cassidy: Mr. Chairman, I suggested
that might be desirable but I recognize, with
the minister, that is not what it says right

Mr. Renwick: Touche.

Mr. Cassidy: My question is though, does
the minister consider it would be desirable

if a loan company had, for the sake of

argument, 90 per cent of its total assets in

second mortgages and 10 per cent in cash
and other investments?

Hon. Mr. Clement: You can't reduce it to

that basis because a lot of people don't

know what you mean by first and second

mortgages. Firsts, seconds, thirds and fourths

are in time of registration, and very often
a tenth mortgage on a property is as good
as the first. You have to look and see what
the property is worth and see how much
you are encumbered by the first, the second,
the third and so on. If there were nine

mortgages on the Royal York Hotel totalling

$2,500, I wouldn't mind taking the tenth
and giving them an extra $1,000. I wouldn't

worry a hell of a lot about it.

Mr. Cassidy: The minister has just given a
lecture to the member for Lakeshore, telling
him that if he doesn't know the difference
between a first and a second, he had better

learn. Then he has got up and told us that
he doesn't know the difference between a
first and a second mortgage. That is

ridiculous.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. G. Nixon (Dovercourt): Tell him.

Mr. Cassidy: A first mortgage has first

claim on the property and, therefore, other

things being equal, has a heck of a lot

more security in it than a second mortgage.
I quite grant the situation about the Royal
York but that is not a typical situation that
the minister talks about.

Hon. Mr. Clement: No, you are not right.

Mr. Chairman: Order! Let's get back to the
theme here.

Mr. Cassidy: The minister knows perfectly
well that second mortgages will be up at

around the 85 to 95 per cent level. Many
of them may, in fact, be questionable. Does
the minister really think, given the run of

second and third mortgages he has come into

contact with in his career, that it will be de-

sirable for a trust company, taking money
from people off the street, to invest its real

estate portfolio entirely in second mortgages?
Do you really maintain that, Mr. Minister?

Hon. Mr. Clement: I have no other com-

ments, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for Lake-
shore.

Mr. Lawlor: Mr. Chairman, earlier today
the hon. minister spoke about marriages. I

would put it to him in the phrases of Shake-

speare: "Let me not to the marriage of true

minds admit impediment," the first line of

one of the sonnets—Sonnet 116. Anyway, let

us not admit impediments. Suppose I concede
to you that your deletion of the section as

you are doing, the repeal of the section, does

achieve the objectives that you have in mind.
If I go that far with you, would you come
this far with me? It does other things also.

It frees funds, which otherwise might be

placed in mortgages, to go into straight real

estate investments, and to that degree
thwarts the purpose of the legislation.

I will say to you, in the marriage of true

minds, too, that my friend is wrong.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. R. G. Eaton (Middlesex South): Did
the member for Ottawa Centre hear that? He
just told him he was wrong.

Mr. Lawlor: Let them dare to cross us

lawyers, by gosh! It surely depends upon the

equity of redemption. If the first nine mort-

gages only represent a portion of that equity,

surely the tenth may be a greater size mort-

gage than any of the ones going all together.
And the interest rates need not be all that

much out of line because the risk on a shrewd

judgement isn't all that much great.

The minister has some small validity in

that argument, but it's a sidetracking argu-
ment. The central argument here is that we
feel that somehow or other the direction of

money into the mortgage market must be
maintained. We have the deeply founded
fear that by the taking out of the section it

will release all the restraints or all the direc-

tions that have evolved. The section has had,
I take it, some efficacy up until this hour.
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From that point on it won't have that efficacy,

and it may have less efficacy in the mortgage
market by diverting the funds elsewhere.

You say it will have greater efficacy by per-

mitting a wider range within the mortgage
market itself for investment purposes and for

retention because they are cut off because

of that word "first."

The minister could be right, Mr. Chairman.

Then, if that is the case, only time will test

these things. We, as legislators, are heralds

of the future. We must in our best judge-
ment say what will be the effect. We feel

that to preserve the full benefits of the pres-

ent legislation you might very well consider

moving and simply taking out the word

"first", or adding in, in terms of mortgages
of any kind, "chattel loan" in connection with

real propery. Then I'm really making a breach

into the whole realm of personalty, but it

would cover and preserve the mortgage mar-

ket to a greater extent than your present

legislation, or your failure in legislation, is

going to do.

Mr. Chairman: Is section 15 carried?

Mr. Cassidy: No, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Lawlor: Mr. Chairman, by the way,
my motion that is before you, which is being

stacked, should go one step further. It should

say not only that we ask for the deletion of

section 15 but that the word "first" be de-

leted from the last line of the section. In

other words, my deletion will restore the

section-

Mr. Chairman: I don't understand. What
do you want to do? You want to delete the

clause and add a word?

Mr. Lawlor: That's right.

Mr. Chairman: That's pretty difficult.

Would you like to write a motion on it and
hand it in to the chair then?

Mr. Lawlor: Well, it's going to be voted
down anyhow, so—

Mr. Chairman: Section 16.

Mr. Renwick: Mr. Chairman, on section

16, would the minister explain what he's

done in section 16?

Hon. Mr. Clement: All that we're doing,
Mr. Chairman—by the way, you fellows are

getting a lot of good legal advice from this

side of the House this afternoon.

Mr. R. D. Kennedy (Peel South): And free
too.

Mr. Cassidy: You are getting it from your
officials.

Hon. Mr. Clement: This is a matter of

housekeeping. Under the present wording of

the Act, Mr. Chairman, it would appear
that investments can only be made by way
of a mortgage of a mortgage. We're of the

opinion that the way it reads in the present
Act it might well be interpreted as a mort-

gage of a mortgage.

Now, would you like to know what a mort-

gage of a mortgage is?

Mr. Cassidy: No, I was the one who asked

you. The member for Lakeshore knows.

Mr. Lawlor: Not only do I know what the

darn things are, but you wiped them out by
legislation two years ago.

Hon. Mr. Clement: That's right. Now we're

into blanket mortgages. That's why I said

I've been approached by the Hudson's Bay
Co., and that's a point that you missed earlier

on in my remarks.

Mr. Breithaupt: I thought it was all part
of the game of the energy crisis.

Hon. Mr. Clement: All that we're doing,

sir, is removing the words "mortgages, charges
or hypothecs." That's all we're doing to clarify

it, so that it doesn't read "mortgage of a

mortgage."

Mr. Chairman: Shall section 16 carry?

Section 16 agreed to.

Mr. Renwick: Mr. Chairman, what are the

reasons for sections 17 and 18?

Mr. Chairman: We're dealing with 17 and
18.

Mr. Renwick: Who got to you?

Hon. Mr. Clement: Mr. Chairman, the

member for Riverdale is presuming, and cor-

rectly so, that there must be a reason for

everything. Although, quite frankly, some-
times I wonder if that's a very good assump-
tion.

Mr. Renwick: I finally got that Hudson's

Bay one.

Mr. Cassidy: It got through to me, too, but
it took time.

Hon. Mr. Clement: Dealing first with sec-

tion 17 in the Act, there are presently, Mr.

Chairman, six classes of corporations that,

apart from the investment restrictions of the
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Act, loan or trust corporations may invest

and operate subsidiary corporations. However,
there is no express power for a loan or trust

corporation to operate a mortgage financing

corporation which could make construction-

type loans.

One trust company is operating such a

financial corporation but, in order to avoid

the restrictions of the Loan and Trust Corpo-
rations Act, must do so with a further sub-

sidiary incorporated under the Business Cor-

porations Act. It is therefore considered that

a further class of subsidiary company might
be created to permit loan or trust corporations
to operate a subsidiary company in the mort-

gage financing field in the same manner and

subject to, and upon the same terms and
conditions—

Hon. A. Grossman (Minister of Revenue):
Your client has a list.

Hon. Mr. Clement: —as other types of

subsidiary corporations. The objective, there-

fore, is to encourage loan or trust corpora-
tions to creat mortgage financing companies
and to lend their expertise to such operations.

Mr. Chairman: Section 17.

Mr. Breithaupt: Mr. Chairman, I just have
one question. Is it therefore correct, Mr.

Minister, that these two sections really are as

a result of the abilities which you are giving
under section 5 of the Act to develop mort-

gage investment companies, and therefore you
are making these changes to set out the

details of the rights to operate in that regard?
Am I correct in that?

Hon. Mr. Clement: Yes.

Mr. E. Sargent (Grey-Bruce): Mr. Chair-

man, may I ask the minister, aren't you in

effect saying that the mortgage companies can
make progress payments on construction?

Hon. Mr. Clement: No, I am not, sir. That
is a different thing.

Mr. Sargent: Pardon me?

Hon. Mr. Clement: No, I am not saying
that. This is to allow them to get into the

construction and development type of oper-
ation—it's to encourage them to do it. They
can now do it indirectly, if they want to

extend on far enough through the creation

of a subsidiary corporation. This will allow
them to do it more readily.

It has nothing to do with the advancing of

funds on an investment which is secured by

way of a mortgage, because they can always
make advances under their mortgage.

Mr. Sargent: You certainly aren't in favour

of giving them larger areas of operation?
I am opposed to that. Why widen their oper-
ations? Make them stick entirely to the job

they are set up to do and don't let them get
in the construction business.

Hon. Mr. Clement: No, this is to operate
a mortgage financing type of operation, mak-

ing construction-type loans on real estate.

Mr. Chairman: Sections 17 and 18 carried?

Mr. Cassidy: One question, Mr. Chairman.

Section 17 brings one's attention to section

152 which allows investment in loan corpo-
rations that operate outside of Canada. I

wonder, doesn't that undo what is done
earlier on with these mortgage investment

corporations and permit them to operate out-

side Canada? If so, does the minister worry
about that or not?

Hon. Mr. Clement: I am sorry, I do not

understand your question. Will you say it

again?

Mr. Cassidy: It was a complicated ques-
tion. It is possible under Section 152, which
is mentioned in this section, for a loan corpo-
ration to invest in a similar kind of company
operating outside of Canada, but the mort-

gage investment corporations, which are a

specialized form of loan corporations, are only
meant to operate within Canada, and this

seems to be a contradiction in the legislation.

Hon. Mr. Clement: I don't understand your
reading of the section. Which section spe-

cifically do you refer to concerning a company
operating outside of Canada?

Mr. Cassidy: Section 152, referred to in 17,

permits investment in foreign corporations
that are in the loan corporation business. Can
these mortgage investment corporations,
which are also loan corporations, do the same

thing or not?

Hon. Mr. Clement: I don't see where they
can invest in companies doing business out-

side of Canada.

Mr. Cassidy: I will take it up with the

minister, okay? It somehow won't affect in

the fullness of time the—I will take it up
with the minister.

Sections 17 to 24, inclusive, agreed to.
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The committee divided on whether sections

5, 12 and 14 should form part of Bill 233,
which was approved on the following vote:

Clerk of the House: Mr. Chairman, the

"ayes" are 44; the "nays" are 27.

Mr. Chairman: I declare the motion carried.

Bill 233, as amended, reported.

Hon. Mr. Winkler moves the comittee rise

and report.

Motion agreed to.

The House resumed; Mr. Speaker in the

chair.

Mr. Chairman: Mr. Speaker, the committee
of the whole House begs to report one bill

without amendment, one bill with an amend-

ment, and asks for leave to sit again.

Report agreed to.

PROVINCIAL LAND TAX ACT

Hon. Mr. Grossman moves second reading
of Bill 219, Vn Act to amend the Provincial

Land Tax Act.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Kit-

chener.

Mr. J. R. Breithaupt (Kitchener): Mr.

Speaker, my remarks on this bill will be

brief; hopefully we can have it completed
before 6 o'clock.

There are really only two particular things
I wanted to say, especially with respect to

the changes that have been made in the

ability of the Indians of the province to tax

lands in their own areas and to remove this

ability by municipalities to tax Indian lands
where these lands are occupied by people
who are not members of a band or body of

Indians.

I believe that this was occasioned particu-

larly as a result of problems in the Wasaga
Beach area and as a result, as I understand
it at least, this matter hs now been resolved
so that the Indians will be able to collect

certain revenues from the land and the

municipalities will not now be able to collect

those revenues from cottagers. If that is the
resolution of the problem, I think it is cer-

tainly a good one.

It is one which gives certain revenues,

especially from attractive cottage sites which
are on leases, to the Indian bands, who I

am certain will be able to use the money to

good advantage. It also, I think, clarifies the

situation for the municipalities so that they
do not have this unexpected source of reve-

nue and they also will be able to use the

moneys properly for their own municipalities
for their own purposes.

The second point, with respect to the ex-

emptions of municipally-owned property in

unorganized territories, is something with

which I am not familiar. I presume that

where there are these particular facilities,

which I guess could be things like sewage
treatment plants or whatever, that are actually
outside the boundaries of the municipality,
this allows them to retain the ownership of

these and in effect puts no tax liability on

them, that is tax liability that the province
would otherwise collect because of its being
unorganized. Am I correct in that point?

Hon. A. Grossman (Minister of Revenue):
Correct.

Mr. Breithaupt: The other matter, the

property of public hospitals, I think is a

good idea, that in effect the moneys are go-

ing from one hand to the other around the

circuit, especially where the hospitals are de-

pending upon funds and these funds are

then being used to pay municipal taxes. It

seems rather unnecessary to carry on in that

situation. I think the exemption is a good one.

For those three points that the Act in ef-

fect provides, I think the bill is quite self-

explanatory and we will vote with the gov-
ernment on the bill.

Mr. J. E. Stokes (Thunder Bay): Mr.

Speaker, this is a bill that I have had con-

siderable interest in over a period of time,

because before the introduction of this bill

it meant that Indian lands that were used by
non-Indian people were forced to pay taxes

to a municipality where the Indian lands

were within the borders of a recognized

municipality, and the municipality was charg-

ing taxes to these people without any recipro-
cal agreement for services that are normally

provided in a community. So I'm glad to see

that the Indians are going to be able to de-

termine the use to which their land is put
without having anybody in an industrial park
coming and being forced to pay taxes to a

municipality without any services provided.

The one thing that does concern me in the

bill itself is subsection (2) of section 2 as it

pertains to land in communities without

municipal organization. There are a good
many unorganized communities where they
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have organized themselves by way of local

roads boards for purposes of gathering moneys
for maintenance of their roads system. This

section disturbs me inasmuch as it exempts
from taxation the property that is located in

territories without municipal organization and

also exempts lands owned by a public hospi-

tal. I am not talking about the public hospi-

tal, but I am talking about people-

Mr. Speaker: Order, please. I wonder if

the hon. member is going to conclude his

remarks in a few moments or does he have

considerably more to say?

Mr. Stokes: Well, I would prefer to carry

on at a later time, if you want me to move
the adjournment.

Mr. Speaker: No, I mean it's 6 of the

clock.

Mr. Stokes: All right, but I have some-

thing further to say.

Mr. Speaker: It being 6 of the clock, I do
now leave the chair and we shall resume at 8.

It being 6 o'clock, p.m., the House took

recess.
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The House resumed at 8 o'clock, p.m.

Mr. Speaker: I wonder if we could have

the hon. member for Don Mills for a moment
first.

Mr. D. R. Timbrell (Don Mills): Thank

you, Mr. Speaker. If the hon. member for

Thunder Bay (Mr. Stokes) wouldn't mind,

before we proceed too far this evening, I

would like to draw your attention, sir, and

that of the members of the House to the

presence in the eastern gallery and a few in

the upper Speaker's gallery of the members

and escorts of the Dawes Rd. Ladies Pro-

gressive Conservative Association, many of

my strong supporters in the riding of Don
Mills.

Hon. M. Birch (Minister without Port-

folio): Mr. Speaker, if I may, I'd like to

draw to the attention of my colleagues that

sitting up in the west gallery are the

Margaret Birch Braves, members of our soft-

ball league in East Guildwood.

PROVINCIAL LAND TAX ACT
(continued)

Mr. Stokes moves the adjournment of the

debate.

Motion agreed to.

Clerk of the House: The 30th order, con-

currence in supply for the Ministry of Com-

munity and Social Services.

Mr. J. R. Breithaupt (Kitchener): Mr.

Speaker, it was my understanding that we
were only going to have the one concur-

rence called this evening so that other con-

currences could be dealt with if there was
time left at the end of the estimates hour
but that, in fact, 2Vz hours would be set

aside for this particular concurrence. It

seemed to me there was no requirement to

call all concurrences now, if we are going to
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proceed with the debate, but this is up to

the minister.

Hon. E. A. Winkler (Chairman, Manage-
ment Board of Cabinet): No, Mr. Speaker,
I have no objection to that at all.

Clerk of the House: The 38th order, con-

currence in supply for the Ministry of

Health.

CONCURRENCE IN SUPPLY,
MINISTRY OF HEALTH

Mr. Speaker: The hon. Leader of the Op-
position.

Mr. R. F. Nixon (Leader of the Opposi-
tion ) : Mr. Speaker, I suspect that it even-

tually will be concurred in but a good deal

of debate has gone on about establishing the

expenditure that has been recommended to

the House by the minister (Mr. Potter) and

his administration. It is trite to say that he

and the programmes associated with the

ministry have surpassed Education in the

amount of money and the number of dollars

allocated and certainly it should not pass the

House without the fullest opportunity for

members on all sides to give their views to

the minister, some critical but, I hope, in a

constructive way.
I want to deal briefly with two matters

that are quite familiar to the minister; one

that was raised this afternoon. I particularly

refer to the policy regarding denturists. It

seems that a decision has been made per-

haps in response to some of the comments
made during the more informal discussion of

these estimates in the committee meeting in

another place.

It is useless, Mr. Speaker, for me to use

your time in tracing the convoluted series

of events which has led us to the situation,

which I now feel must be an embarrassment

to the Minister of Health, if he has any
political sensitivities whatsoever. He is sure-

ly in full command of the situation as far

as the facts are concerned and will recall
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that his policy minister, the hon. member for

Lincoln (Mr. Welch), not many months ago
introduced legislation into this House which
would have permitted the denturists to prac-
tise independent of direct supervision by
dentists, and of course, only after proper
examination and licensing procedures carried

out under the administration of this minister.

That legislation we would have supported,
and we said so at the time. For some reason,
the Minister of Health is shaking his head.

I suppose there will be a time sometime in

this debate when he can perhaps clarify
whether he is expressing an opinion or just

listening to something roll around.

I can't understand why, when he returned
to his place after I think some rather dis-

agreeable illness at that time, he was able to

convince his policy superior and his col-

leagues in the Conservative caucus that in

fact the denturists should not have this right,
and he reversed the government position

apparently on his own.

There are those who feel that pressures from
outside dictated that; but knowing the min-
ister as a man who certainly has a strong
opinion of his own, almost amounting to stub-

bornness in this case, we must leave the

responsibility directly with him, because the

policy was reversed.

The minister tried to amend the bill, in-

dicating the reversal of policy. But you, Mr.

Speaker, instructed him that he could not

do that. He had to bring in an entirely
new bill showing that the policy of the Con-
servative government had been reversed and
that in fact the denturists would not have the

right, as they have earned in many other

jurisdictions, to
practise directly with the

public under only the supervision of the

licensing procedures and inspection of the

Ministry of Health.

Since that time, things really have gone
from bad to worse. The minister even today,
I felt, was trying to imply that the denturists

were for some reason unwilling to take the

test that he has put before them. But of

course, if they take the test and go through
that particular procedure, then they will end

up as denture therapists and not have the

right to practise or, let's say, make their serv-

ices available to the general public. They
would simply be hired by these dental labora-

tories or by the dentists themselves at levels

of income which are probably somewhat far

removed from what they have been able

to achieve by the work they have done over
the past number of years and in recent

months—illegally, according to the Minister

of Health.

Well, anyway, the minister has hung fire

in the application of the law for quite a long
time. There seemed to be some confusion in

his own mind as to whether the statute which
was passed by the House and given royal
assent had in fact been proclaimed into law.

My understanding was that it was proclaimed
late last spring, sometime in June.

But the minister just a few weeks ago
indicated to the House that he did not think

it had the force of law as yet. In that par-
ticular, Mr. Speaker, the minister was mis-

informed. It meant that the denturists had
been practising illegally for these many
months.

In this case, my sympathies are with the

denturists, because in this case the law is an
ass—which is one of the ways which it could
be described. While I would never in my
particular position, either as Leader of the

Opposition or as a citizen of this province,
condone the breaking of the law, in this case

the remedy is not to put the denturists in jail

or to enter into some sort of a pogrom
against them, but surely to change the law—
which I consider to be unfair and, as the

minister will find, unenforceable.

I believe, Mr. Speaker, it was unfair of

the minister to imply that the denturists were
for some reason afraid to take the test which
he would put before them. He surely recalls

meeting with the denturists when their objec-
tions were that they would be tested only by

people supervised by dentists and, in fact,

they wanted to have people associated with

the denturist profession, if I may call it that,

associated with the testing as well.

It is my understanding that the Minister

of Health agreed with that procedure, then

changed his mind once again when he con-

sulted whomever he does consult in these

matters, and by letter even withdrew that

particular right that might have been ex-

tended to them.

The point is, Mr. Speaker, that a number
of people—between 85 and 100—have taken

the refresher course and tried the examina-

tions that the Ministry of Health has estab-

lished for the profession of denture therapy.
But of the people who have passed that,

there are fewer than 10—as a matter of fact,

I am told that only six are presently em-

ployed that way.

Really, the situation is substantially in

chaos because of the policies that the Minis-

ter of Health has imposed upon his colleagues
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in the cabinet and in turn has imposed upon
the province. For him to carry out the threat

which was inherent in his statement today,
that he was going to call on his colleague,
the Solicitor General (Mr. Yaremko), to bring
down the force of the OPP to clap these

people in irons because they are breaking this

particular law, is surely a tactical mistake on

his part.

I couldn't say it was political suicide, be-

cause I am sure that is not the sort of argu-
ment that would deter this minister. But it

might deter him if I were to convince him
that it was unjust, inequitable and not in the

best interests of either the citizens of this

province who require the services of den-

turists, or whoever makes and services false

teeth, nor in the interests of the taxpayers of

the province as a whole.

I wanted to use some of the brief time

at my disposal simply to bring this to your
attention, Mr. Speaker, and to indicate to

the Minister of Health that once he calls

in the law in this particular respect, he is

going to have an extremely difficult time in-

deed in supporting a policy that is insup-

portable. I predict to you, sir, it must be

amended, it must be changed, and the time
to do it is now, before the minister gets him-
self involved with all of the ramifications of

legal procedures in the enforcement of a

statute which is unjust and inequitable.

I only have two things I want to refer to,

and the second one is also a matter pertain-

ing directly to the authority of this minister,

which I feel has been dealt with ineffectually
in the last 18 months. I refer specifically to

the procedures of the Hospital Appeal
Board.

Once again, it would be a waste of time

to go over the historical background, Mr.

Speaker, other than to recall the press re-

ports and the complaints from a number of

medical practitioners in this province that

they were denied admitting rights to some
of the major metropolitan hospitals—I believe

that was where most of the complaints were.

The matters were raised in this House not

only by opposition members but by govern-
ment members, indicating that there was a

broadly based community feeling that these

doctors were not being treated fairly by the

hospitals concerned.

There is sometimes a feeling among these

members of hospital boards that they are

operating some sort of a private country
club, and that they themselves are making
the decisions which are going to affect the

health and welfare of the whole community.
Well, such could not be further from the

case. Those hospitals are built with public

funds, and usually funds appropriated by
this Legislature and by the Parliament of

Canada are used for certain areas and as-

pects of their construction and development.

It is true, particularly in older hospitals,

that the initiative came from the community
and often there were intensive fund-raising

programmes locally. But the hospitals do not

belong to any individuals or groups of indi-

viduals; in fact, they operate in the public

interest, and for no other purpose.

Therefore, when a hospital board under a

hospital Act under this Legislature, the

Public Hospitals Act, has the power to ad-

mit some doctors to staff privileges and keep
others out, there must be and should have
been right from the start an appeal proce-
dure to safeguard the rights of those who
are kept out.

It is far too easy to say among a closed

group, "Oh, we don't want Dr. X because

we don't like his personality," "He doesn't

golf under 90," or "We don't like his red

ties," whatever it might be. Without a pub-
lic appeal, surely there can be misrepre-

sentations and inequitable decisions, and in at

least several instances that have come to

our attention I believe that is so.

The minister appointed a committee, the

Grange committee, to examine into this.

They examined it carefully and made rec-

ommendations, which I believe we should

have followed more carefully than we did.

The amendment that was brought forward

by the minister was substantially faulty; in

fact, it set up an appeal procedure that was
available by the letter of the law only to

those doctors who had already gained ad-

mitting and staff rights and had those rights

changed.
In fact, it does not allow an appeal, by

the letter of the statute we passed, to those

doctors who didn't have admitting or staff

rights in the first instance. For that reason,

some of the hospitals employed high-priced
counsel at our expense to appeal, or to fight

against these appeals, on the basis of this

legal technicality, a technicality for which,
I submit, we are all responsible but the

Minister of Health more responsible than

anyone else.

I really do believe that the Hospital Ap-
peal Board was wise when it decided to

say, "We're not going to stand on that tech-

nicality. We are going to hear the submis-

sions of Dr. Sheriton, Dr. Schiller, Dr.
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McDonald," and the others whose names
have been discussed on the floor of this

House before now. When it did reach a

decision in the one case, it was immediately
appealed by the hospital board itself, using
further public funds, because of the tech-

nical aspects of the situation. What I really
believe is inadmissible is that after lengthy
and full hearings—some of them to some ex-

tent embarrassing for the principals in-

volved—the appeal board refuses to bring
down a decision which will settle the matter.

In the case, I believe it is, of Dr. Schiller

the hearings were completed seven months

ago and still that appeal board has not given
its decision to the doctor concerned.

What are the doctors supposed to do?
After all, they have gone through all of the

procedures that see them certified in vari-

ous specialties and they do not have access

to the hospital facilities in their own com-
munities. The case of Dr. McDonald is an-

other case in point which has been discussed

previously. This is not the time, surely, to

put forward the details of individual cases
but simply to say that justice postponed is

justice denied; I didn't think of that phrase.
It is a tenet of—would you call it the com-
mon law?—not only in this jurisdiction but
in the whole of the western world.

Yet this minister is prepared, through his

lack of imposition of his authority in this

regard, not to correct a situation which sim-

ply is irresponsible on his part. We are pre-
pared to support the proper amendments
which would make the appeal board more
efficient; which would set clearly in the
minds of the public and the public hospitals
what their responsibilities are; and how they
must be prepared to justify the decisions
which certain individual doctors might want
to appeal.

These are two matters, Mr. Speaker, that
on this particular occasion I wanted to bring
before you and to put before the Minister of
Health with all of the force at my command.
There are many other areas in his ministry
which, I know he is aware of this, are un-

satisfactory as far as we on this side are
concerned. Those two are perhaps, not even
the most important—certainly they are not
the most expensive—but they are two of the
ones that he should act on without delay.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Park-
dale.

Mr. J. Dukszta (Parkdale): Mr. Speaker,
through you, I would like to tell the minister
a few points. He has been the minister for

almost two years; I have been a Health critic

for almost two years and I want to tell him
a few facts about myself because he has

made a number of snide remarks about my
medical qualifications.

Hon. R. T. Potter (Minister of Health):
Come on.

Mr. Dukszta: I am a medical practitioner.
I have worked in the health system since the

early 1950s. I have practised medicine and

psychiatry in Ireland, Jamaica, the USA, and

largely, predominantly, in Ontario. I have

administrative, clinical, research and teaching

experience, and I am a co-architect of the

NDP health policy.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: I don't know if that is

much of a recommendation.

Mr. Dukszta: That is my main achievement.

Mr. Timbrell: Don't be too proud about
that. The first part is all right. The last part
is the faulty part.

Mr. Dukszta: I know what ails our health

system; I know the system. I'm both a

medical practitioner and a theoretician on the

subject of health care and I know simply
what I'm talking about.

Mr. C. E. Mcllveen (Oshawa): Another cow
flew by.

Mr. Dukszta: When I criticize the Ontario

health care delivery system I'm accused by
the minister, of all people, of being an idealist

although the ideas I propagate bear basic

similarities to the federal ideas to date, and
to the Conservative government's in the

United Kingdom. They bear similarities to the

ideas propagated by the Liberal government
in Quebec and by the three NDP govern-
ments in the west.

I'm not an ideologist. I'm a technocrat. I

shall depart today from my usual broad and
more conceptual analysis of our health system
and talk in more direct gut-level terms of

what is wrong in health care, what is wrong
in the ministry and what's wrong with the

minister. Maybe he'll be able to follow today
what I say since he definitely doesn't follow

when I do systems analysis.

In point form, I want to document the

minister's failure and describe the continuity
of ineptitude that has characterized his

ministry. He is a physician who has not been
able intellectually to escape the confines of

his early medical training. He has bought the

medical approach to health care wholesale
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and it is his ideological medical approach
which biases him to the point that he is un-

able to be pragmatic about the solutions to

the problems.

The minister is like a surgeon who will not

operate on a hot appendix because he be-

lieves the Lord giveth and the Lord taketh

away. I appeal to him to look at the problems

besetting our health care system, not from the

point of view of conceptual models or

ideology, but from the point of view of a

pragmatic and practical scientist and a

politician since he has been trained as a

scientist.

Tell me, what does it mean to the minister

when I tell him that our infant mortality rate,

which in Ontario is 18 per 1,000 live birth,

is higher than in Japan, Denmark, Finland,

France, Netherlands, Norway, Sweden,

Switzerland, England and Wales, New Zea-

land and Australia? Those statistics come from
"Ontario Vital Statistics, 1970."

What does it mean to the minister, if any-

thing, when I tell him about the discrepancy
of availability of medical manpower between
the urban and non-urban settings? For

physicians and surgeons in cities over

100,000 in population, the ratio is 1:600.

When we go to centres which are less than

10.000 in population, the proportion is

1:2,500. Graduate nurses in urban settings
are 1:250 approximately; in rural settings
it's 1:400. Overall, the ratio of total pro-
fessionals in urban settings is 1:100, and
when you go to rural areas it's 1:300. Those

figures come from the Healing Arts Com-
mittee report, Vol. 1, page 154.

However, the distribution of dentists with-

in the Province of Ontario shows that urban
and rural regions have vastly different ac-

cess to dental care. For example, and these

are just the most extreme examples, in the

predominantly urban counties of York,

Waterloo, Middlesex, Carleton and Peter-

borough, the ratio of dentists to the popu-
lation ranges from 1:1,800 to 1:2,500. When
we go to predominantly rural counties, like

Lennox and Addington, Prescott, Glengarry,
Haliburton, and Haldimand, the proportion
there is from 1:6,000 to 1:25,000. This comes
from page 34 of "Dentistry in Ontario, A
Study for the Healing Arts Committee," by
R. K. House.

Let me give you an example of how the

relative availability of medical and dental

manpower, and the deficiencies in other seg-
ments of health, affect an individual in a

low-income bracket. This case is far from

being untypical. Mr. Jones is an unskilled

worker who has been laid off. He has a wife

and three children. He is now on unemploy-
ment benefits. His children needed dental

care but did not have a dental checkup for

four years because they could not afford it.

They don't have a family doctor, like 60

per cent of people in Ontario. The last time

his wife felt sick, which was six months ago,
she went to the emergency room in a gen-
eral hospital where she was examined after

a two-hour wait. She was given a prescrip-
tion and told to rest. She did not fill the

prescription because she couldn't afford it.

She continued working at home. She says
now that she still feels occasional pain. That
is a state of ill health which has not been
dealt with in our society and by your system.

I cannot exemplify all instances of inepti-

tude in any detail—that would probably take

a week—but I will list some:

The underpaid hospital workers; the den-

turist situation; David Kinloch's firing; the

minister's famous constraint package, which

doesn't work; even his inability to answer a

question on the order paper for eight months

—a question asked by the member for Sarnia

(Mr. Bullbrook)—is yet another example of

this total ineptitude.

The minister gives continued support to

the physician-owned laboratories. It is no-

torious all over Ontario that to invest in the

nursing homes or lab field is to mint money.
Is this what the minister really wants, for

profiteers and speculators to fatten on human

misery?

The appeal board: No other appeal board

is as ineffectual or as inept as his. Dr. Sheri-

ton's case has been concluded as of April 19

and still there is no decision. Is the appeal
board merely a window-dressing for the old

protectionist medical system? I am not sur-

prised that the appeal board is not working,
because the minister doesn't believe in it and
he has made sure that it cannot work.

The nursing home situation and the whole

field of long-term nursing care is in a

shambles. It is grossly insufficient, ridden by
profiteering, inequality and inadequate stand-

ards. Some of this is exemplified by the

recent situation in Belleville General Hos-

pital. In Belleville General Hospital, when
we discussed this during the estimates, we
had knowledge, on good evidence, that there

were 65 certificates of eligibility for extended

care issued, and all should have been in

nursing homes at $9.50 per day.

During the estimates the minister stated

that indeed they were still in hospital but
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that they were in deactivated beds. Actually,
18 of 65 were in active beds, which cost

$85 per days; 47 were in beds costing $35

per day, which are the cheapest beds in

hospital, what you call deactivated beds.

This is still $25.50 more than $9.50, which
one would pay if the minister provided beds
in extended care.

In response to those ugly facts that glare
the inadequacies and inequities of our sys-
tem he prepares a budget—that's the minister

—that has for its largest priority to main-
tain the system as it is. There is no fore-

thought, no foresight, no philosophy and no

planning in the budget. To achieve the

magical six per cent limit on the increase in

the budget, he slashes at one aspect of

health care that is most essential—preven-
tion.

The significant item in the minister's bud-

get is promotion and protection of health.

There is an 8.6 decrease in this area since

last year. In fact, the estimate for promo-
tion and protection of health is experiencing
its second annual decrease. In 1971-1972,
the amount of money allocated was $96 mil-

lion and some odd. In 1972-1973, it was $87
million. In 1973, it is over $79 million.

When one also considers the dramatic rise

in cost of living and inflation in recent years,
one realizes that the real decrease is even

greater.

Health promotion and public education

services: While there is an increase here of

a quarter of a million dollars, the total sum
of three-quarters of a million is a drop in

the bucket for a ministry with a total budget
over $2 billion.

Health protection and disease prevention
services: The most important point here is

that grants to community health centres have

stayed the same as last year; they are not

even able to keep pace with inflation.

Development of health resources: Funds
for the health resources development plan are

to be decreased from $46 million to approxi-

mately $33.5 million, which is a 25 per cent

reduction.

The minister is a WASP from Belleville.

He knows what Belleville people would say:
"A stitch in time saves nine." Doesn't he be-

lieve in this adage any longer? Has the

minister forgotten it, or is his medical

ideology interfering with his perception of

reality?

An hon. member: Give it to him, give it

to him.

Mr. Dukszta: Let's look at where the

money is allocated in his budget. The over-

all increase in the total health budget is

six per cent. Where has the increase occurred,
since there has been a significant decrease in

promotion and protection of health, in health

protection and disease prevention services and
so on?

The grants have stayed the same as last

year. In development of health resources the

decrease is over 25 per cent.

There is a significant increase in money for

administration, 24.5 per cent. The allotment

for salaries and wages has tripled; and the

allotment for transportation and communi-
cation has multiplied eight times. This must
be to pay for the 60 senior civil servants who

provide the minister with a bodyguard when
we are discussing the estimates, they must
cost almost as much as that.

Treatment and rehabilitation is increased

by 6.5 per cent. When one looks at the

money paid out to the physicians for medical

services the increase, according to the curious

actuarial tables that pass for accounting at

the ministry, is six per cent. It is a six per
cent increase because the ministry has con-

veniently forgotten $50 million passed as a

supplementary budget during the final months

of last year. If one looks at the actual figures

from last year, minus $50 million which the

minister has overspent, the figure is then

$490 million. This year's figure, at the mo-

ment, is $572 million. The increase, conse-

quently, is 16.8 per cent; a 16.8 per cent

increase for physicians' costs in one year.

To keep this magical figure of six per cent

increase are we, later on in this year, again

going to have to vote $50 million more for

the physicians?

The thrust of the budget is clear. Decrease

the preventive, community, educational and

public health services; and do not question

the medical status quo, the actual 16.8 per
cent increase in physicians' costs and the

soaring medical incomes.

Let me tell the minister a moral tale. He
is driving an expensive car, a red light comes

on to tell him the car needs oil. He is on a

budget drive, so he decides to continue to

drive in hope the red light will go away. His

engine then seizes up and he needs $500
to repair the engine instead of $1 for oil.

Doesn't the minister realize that effort and

money spent on preventive and protection of

health will inexorably lead to the reduction

of expenditures and diminishing of disease?
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And if he does realize it, then he should put
his money where his mouth is.

The budget, as an expression of the

minister's priorities, will not benefit the

public, will not provide better services at a

cheaper cost, will not reduce the infant

mortality rate or improve the morbidity rates.

The minister's response to these facts is al-

ways: "I am not responsible. It is the opposi-
tion's fault because they waste time. It is the

federal government's fault, or it is the federal

government's duty. It is the physicians." As
a last resort, he says it is the lazy, self-indul-

gent pampered patients who are the eyesore
of the system and will not assume responsi-

bility for their health. All of us are indeed

responsible for our health, but he is the

Minister of Health, not me, although God

only knows I would make a better minister

than him. I am not responsible-

Mr. Timbrell: I thank the member for

that expression of modesty.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Dukszta: I am not responsible—

An hon. member: I think I could do bet-

ter, too.

Mr. Dukszta: I am not responsible, the

federal government is not responsible—

Hon. Mr. Potter: I'm glad the member
repeated that three times because I realize

he is not responsible, too.

Mr. Dukszta: Right, he is. He is the min-
ister. The Ministry of Health is his respon-

sibility and he is responsible for a budget
of over $2 billion.

Mr. I. Deans ( Wentworth ) : Do some*

thing.

Mr. Dukszta: He is now a minister, not

a maverick backbencher. He should stop

acting out at the moment, because he is not
a backbencher any longer, he is the minister.

He forgets that. He is not in opposition. He
behaves sometimes as if he was in opposi-
tion.

Mr. A. J. Roy (Ottawa East): He hasn't

realized that.

Mr. Dukszta: He is a member of a gov-
ernment with a very large majority and he
is the Minister of Health in the largest and
wealthiest province in Canada. It is his re-

sponsibility and I stress it again, it is his

responsibility—not mine and not ours; it is

his responsibility—not Mr. Lalonde's, but his

and for God's sake, man, get of the pot and
do something about it.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. L. Maeck (Parry Sound): Watch

your language.

Mr. Dukszta: And if he can't understand

his work, or can't do it, then he must give
up and go.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Carle-

ton.

Mr. S. B. Handleman (Carleton): First

of all I would like to express my apprecia-
tion for being permitted to examine the es-

timates of the minister, because as chairman
of the standing committee on social develop-
ment I was somewhat circumscribed, both
out of concern for my position as chairman
and also because of the shortness of the

time which was available in the standing
committee.

As I listened, however, sir, I found there

was more time spent bemoaning the lack of

time than in constructive criticism and ques-
tioning. There was more posing and postur-

ing than genuine proposals for improvement
of the system. We all agree that the system
should be improved. No system is perfect.

I was very pleased to hear the hon. Leader
of the Opposition comment on Bill 246, be-
cause it brought me back to some of those

long days and evenings and early morning
hours that we spent over in the Macdonald
block in the standing committee listening to

the people who were interested in Bill 246.
Of course, it culminated in that infamous

all-night session when Bill 246 was passed
about 9:30 in the morning.

It seems that support or criticism of Bill

246 has always boiled down into a dentist

versus a denturist position, and I, quite

frankly, as a supporter of Bill 246 have never

considered it in that light. My only concern,
and I think that applies to most of us who
supported the bill, has been that low-cost

dentures, or lower-cost dentures, be avail-

able to the general public with proper safe-

guards for health.

I supported Bill 246 and my support was

predicated on the commitment which was
made by the dental profession through its

college to supply that service, and it was a

breakthrough
— a breakthrough which was

highly remarked upon in this House — a

breakthrough in negotiating fees with the

health delivery professions. Maybe some day
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we will be able to do it with the legal pro-
fession and other health delivery professions,

but we have made a breakthrough. There

is a negotiated fee.

There have been some problems with the

implementation of that programme and I do
not blame the college, but some of the local

chapters have been less than enthusiastic in

bringing that service to the people.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: It's a farce.

Mr. Handleman: They have put certain

obstacles in the way of people availing them-
selves of the service. This matter has been

brought to the attention of the minister and
I certainly hope that the minister will pur-
sue it vigorously to ensure that all local

chapters-

Mr. Roy: The member has got to be kid-

ding. The Minister of Health pursuing some-

thing?

Mr. Handleman: He will. All local chap-
ters of the dental society should be urged
to abandon their fear of advertising. We have

something in the professions that says ad-

vertising is bad. There is nothing wrong with

advertising if it informs the public of a serv-

ice, where to get it and what the price is.

This is not being done. And I know the

member for Ottawa East will agree with me
that it's not being done in the Ottawa-Carle-
ton area. The advertising is sporadic, it is

hidden and I am very concerned about that

service being made available to the people
in my area.

Now, Mr. Speaker, through you to the

minister, I would like to mention the

Queensway-Carleton Hospital because no-

body suffered more under the constraint

package than the people in my area.

Quite frankly, we are sick and tired of

being considered a parasitic bedroom suburb
of the city of Ottawa. We have over 100,000

people. We would like to have our own
support services. It took several months, and
I commend the minister for recognizing that

despite the constraint package, it was neces-

sary for a more equitable distribution of these

services to be effective. I know that the

minister probably felt his arm being twisted-

Mr. Roy: Who twisted his arm?

Mr, Handleman: He gave way. He recog-
nized the need for a hospital service, but
a different kind of hospital service; not a

traditional bed-ridden active treatment hos-

pital service, but one which stresses am-

bulatory care.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: That wasn't the constraint

package. That was bad hospital planning. We
haven't got a constraint package.

Mr. Handleman: That hospital had been in

the planning for nine years and the people
were adaptable enough to recognize the

changing times and to adapt their plans to the

current needs. We will now have our hospital,

hopefully within the very near future. We
were very pleased to see the minister in at-

tendance at our kick-off benefit dinner. Un-

fortunately it was not held in the riding of

Carleton; perhaps the minister will visit that

great riding some day and find that it is not

the city of Ottawa and no part of it is in the

city of Ottawa.

Mr. Roy: All the member needs is a riding
office.

Mr. Handleman: During the minister's

estimates there was some mention of the

expanded treatment programme or halfway
house programme for emotionally disturbed

children. The director of that branch men-
tioned a project in Ottawa and, as usual, she

was wrong. It is in the township of Nepean
in the riding of Carleton; it is not in Ottawa.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: As usual?

Mr. Handleman: Yes, it seems that every
time they mention Ottawa, they find it is not

really Ottawa, it is Carleton.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Does the hon. member
mean everything is in Carleton?

Mr. Handleman: No part of Carleton is in

Ottawa.

An hon. member: It's in Oshawa.

Mr. Handleman: There has been some con-

cern expressed, Mr. Speaker, and I would
like the minister to take it under advisement,
about the possibility of zoning bylaws in resi-

dential areas being violated. I think I should

say that the people of Nepean and the people
of the area are strongly behind the pro-

gramme. But there are always people who are

afraid of who their neighbours may be in a

residential setting. They are afraid of who
their children may go to school with.

I have tried to assure them, and I think the

majority of them agree with me, that in this

society and in this day and age people really

don't have the right to choose who their
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neighbours may be. Some of these teenagers
in the adolescent programme may very well

be disturbed. But my children go to high
school with 1,200 others, and I think some

of those others, and maybe my own children,

are disturbed.

Mr. Roy: Disturbed?

Mr. Handleman: There is no stigma at-

tached to having this type of halfway house

in a residential area, but I ask you to assure

the people of the area that in fact it is not

an active treatment centre in a residential area.

I think this has to be made clear, because

it has been handled by an organization called

the Ottawa-Carleton Regional Children's

Treatment Centre, and when you mention

treatment centres to people in a residential

area, I don't blame them for getting a little

uptight. They just don't feel that is the place
for it.

I think if we interpret that as being a half-

way house, a place where children must go
so that they don't return to the environment

which gave rise to their problems, the people
in the area will buy it, accept it willingly
and back it completely.

Mr. Speaker, I want to say something
about the ambulance service, although I have

mentioned this to the minister before too. I

think the ambulance service in the Ottawa-

Carleton area is absolutely first rate. There

are, however, in the outlying areas—and again
I speak of the area outside the city of Ottawa
—fire and police departments that are quite

willing, prepared and perfectly qualified to

render an ambulance service.

These ambulance services by public bodies

are treated completely differently from any
other ambulance service in the area. They are

not given accessibility to training pro-

grammes, they are not funded—and they don't

ask for funds—but they do ask for assistance

in becoming qualified to render a service

which they are perfectly suited to render.

They can render it quickly. They are on
the spot in fires and accidents, and they
should be trained in the same way that am-
bulance personnel are trained. They have

asked for the possibility of their being

accepted into the training courses which are

given to registered ambulance services.

Mr. Speaker, I would just like to close

by saying that I feel that the handling of the

health service in this province has been

exemplary over the past two years. I wasn't

here when the minister was a maverick back-

bencher, if I may use that word. I don't know

what a maverick backbencher is; we all have

our own views and we express them. But I do

say this, that I have watched the minister and

I feel that he has performed absolutely ad-

mirably, and this province has one of the

highest standards of health care anywhere in

the world.

Mr. M. Gaunt (Huron-Bruce): The mem-
ber for Carleton will get another hospital.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Essex-

Kent.

Mr. R. F. Ruston (Essex-Kent): Thank

you, Mr. Speaker. I would like to speak

briefly on this matter. And I would like to

be parochial for a minute or two, if I may,
and also deal with ambulance service.

Mr. Mcllveen: Be our guest.

Mr. Ruston: Considering the amount of

the total budget of the Ministry of Health

one just wonders where one should start.

My concern right now is the ambulance
service in the town of Tilbury, covering an

area with about 10,000 people. We now have

24-hour-a-day ambulance service that the

Masse ambulance service has operated up
until the present time this year without ap-

proval of the 1973 budget. They are forced

to use their own funds to subsidize the op-
eration.

I am concerned about the attitudes held

by some members of the ministry, and I

refer particularly to a report in the Windsor
Star of Oct. 17, 1973. These are remarks

by Mr. Brubacher in an interview with the

Windsor Star:

"Ambulance service is no longer rapid

transit for human hamburgers," Mr. Bru-

bacher said. He added he has letters on

file from doctors complaining of the poor
treatment patients have received from Til-

bury ambulance attendants.

Now, I take strong exception to this, as the

doctors in Tilbury are more than satisfied

that the quality of service is excellent. I also

question the report by the official that he

has a number of letters complaining about

the quality of the service. I would like him
to tell me who these people are and if they
are from Chatham. I would also say that the

mayor of Tilbury, Mr. Carrick, and his coun-

cil, plus service clubs, fire chiefs and many
other interested citizens have stated more
than once that the service from the Masse

ambulance service is excellent.

I am concerned also as to the ability of

the dispatching service to give proper direc-
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tions in many cases. I feel with a little more
care this may be improved.

I think anyone who comes into some of

the rural areas of Essex and Kent counties

knows the difficulties. There is one large

township called Tilbury East. I am not sure

which engineer laid it out, but the roads run
at all angels and in all directions. Even after

campaigning in two elections, I still find it

difficult and have to get my bearings by
the sun once in a while. So it is quite diffi-

cult for someone who is not familiar with
the area to direct someone to a certain point.

The calls made in the area increased, of

course, due to the proximity of Highway
401, plus the large lakefront area. Highway
401 has two outlets to the town of Tilbury,
and for some reason or other both are con-
structed on a curve in the road. We have
had an awful lot of serious accidents in

that area, and I question the engineering.
However, that is something that is done;
but there have been a number of accidents

there.

I do not wish to burden the Legislature
with parochial matters, Mr. Speaker, I only
wish to impress on the minister that when
an ambulance service makes about 500 calls

in a year with one unit, I think that is

serving the community well. I believe it

should be maintained.

Another area that I would like to speak
on briefly is OHIP and the medical care

payments.

I worked with prepaid medical insurance
for a couple of years prior to coming into

the Legislature. The co-op that I was with
closed in 1969.

A large number of our members had what
we called a surgical plan only—and this was

throughout the co-ops in the Province of
Ontario. It started originally with hospital

coverage, and then that was taken over in

1959 by the government. They then
branched into Medicare and most of them
carried what they called the surgical plan.
It only covered surgery and hospital calls.

They did not have what we call everyday
office call coverage.

When we started with Medicare the bud-

get of Medicare and Health ministry expen-
ses for 1969-1970 were $770 million, and
in 1970-1971 they were $1,037 miUion. But
when you look at the total budget of the
Province of Ontario it is relatively similar.

What I am saying is that thousands of

people in Ontario prior to Medicare never
had any coverage at all; many people never

even went to a doctor because they couldn't

afford to. The only ones who really had any
kind of proper coverage were the ones cov-
ered by Windsor Medical or Physicians
Services Inc. Windsor Medical, I think, was
the original one. These coverages were for

groups. They were only in factories with
more than about 25 employees, I think at

one time; they did lower the number to

about 15. An individual could not get into

that organization and be covered for medical
care.

Of course, the co-ops started in the rural

areas and many farmers, being self-employ-
ed, were looking strictly for an insurance

plan and, in effect, that is what it was. It

was an insurance that if you had a $400
bill for surgery, it would be paid but if you
just wanted to go to the doctor for an of-

fice call or a check-up, you'd pay for it

yourself. I can recall in our own co-op we
had two plans, one the surgical plan and
one which we called the extended health

plan. We made a drive to try to get most
of the people on to both plans so that when
they went to the doctor they would be cov-

ered for everything, because maybe a neigh-
bour would go to the doctor and his secre-

tary would put his number down and send
us a bill for office call coverage but he may
not have it.

It was very complicated and we made a

drive to have all our members with full

coverage. I recall in one particular case there

were four children in the family, two adults,

and they took the full plan, which at that

time was $180 a year—they already had half

of it, which was $90, so they paid their

premium of $90 for a year—and one week
after they joined they all went to the eye
doctor, or ophthalmologist, as we would call

him, and I got a bill a week or so later for

$90, six eye examinations. I don't say they
didn't need it, but I don't know if they all

needed it at the same time.

I think what we are really facing is that

the people in Ontario now have a service

available that should be available to them.

Proper medical care should be available to

every person; any time they feel they should

go to a doctor, they should have that right
to do so. I think that is a responsibility on us

as legislators and I think the people in the

province take on that responsibility in paying
their taxes and are agreeable to that. I think

it is a necessity that we furnish proper medi-
cal coverage for everybody in the Province

of Ontario.

How do we go about keeping restraints on
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it? I suppose there are different ways. I can

think of one or two and maybe these have
been mentioned before. I think that when
we go to a doctor we should have to sign a

statement that we went to the doctor that

day. Perhaps, and I think we mentioned this

credit card system so that one goes in and

they just put it across. In fact, everywhere one

goes there are these machines for running off

your credit card. One goes in and buys 15

cents' worth at K Mart and they say, "Is that

on a charge or cash?" I don't know what one
is going to charge for 15 cents but apparently
this is the way we are living now. It seems
to me that if we had a—

Mr. R. F. Nixon: I'd hate to see a copy
of his bill afterwards.

Hon. Mr. Potter: What can the member

get for 15 cents?

Mr. Ruston: Well, not much.

Mr. T. P. Reid (Rainy River): A credit card.

Mr. Ruston: If we had a system which
would cover this type of programme so that

people would know what they are paying, I

think that might help them to realize what it's

costing and maybe that would stop some of

the over-use that the public is causing. There
are other ways, of course, to try to control

the over-use that doctors cause. I am not

sure which one is to blame. Having been
associated with it maybe I am inclined to

think that the public is over-using it more
than the doctors are. I think they are de-

manding it because they know it's there and

they are making use of it.

This is, in my opinion, the only way that

we can do it. Maybe we can save five per
cent of our total budget—or 10 per cent—but
I don't think we should overreact to what
we are paying because we are rendering a

service to the people and this is what our

job is, to furnish proper medical coverage for

the people of Ontario. I don't think the

people in any way are going to object as long
as they know they have it available; they
know they are going to have to pay but they
don't want doctors abusing it. I know that is

probably an internal matter which can be
done.

One hears rumours that some doctor serves

so many people in one day and if one looks

at the time schedule, one would almost think
it was physically impossible. I know that

some doctors work much harder than others
and have many longer office calls. Many of

them work on Saturdays and so there certainly
is a difference.

I know in our own case, in some cases

doctors would put in two or three hours

longer on office calls in a week; and some-
times six or eight hours longer. They cer-

tainly could handle a lot more people just

by being a little more ambitious. I don't

think we want to take that away from our

system. I don't think that we can have doc-

tors paid a salary and expect to get good
service. I don't think that for the total service

of Ontario, in my opinion, that that would
work.

I think the other way can work if we

approach it in the right way, and try to

educate the people. I recall one lady who
came in to look over her card; she asked me,
"Have you got a claim for me for a specialist

in Windsor?" I pulled out the card and I

showed her and she said, "Do you mean that

cost you $30? I was only there 10 minutes."

I said, "That's what his charge is and I have

the medical book right here." It was the

1969 schedule of fees of the Ontario Medical

Association; I showed her the book and I

said, "That's what we pay." She was really

surprised that she could be there such a short

time—I think, at that time, she was farming
and selling corn for maybe a $1 per bushel,
so money was very scarce and naturally it

meant a lot to her.

Anyway, these are the things I think we
should be looking after with our Medicare.

Thank you.

Mr. F. A. Burr (Sandwich-Riverside): Mr.

Speaker, the other day the minister indicated,

in answer to a question I had asked in the

question period, that he envisages schools or

colleges for the teaching of acupuncture in

Ontario. This evening I would like to make
some comments and asks some questions about

what the minister has in mind for the future

of acupuncture in Ontario.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Give him the needle.

Mr. Burr: If we have been listening in

the past few years, and especially in the

past few months, we know that acupuncture,

practised for thousands of years in China,

has finally caught the attention and the in-

terest of the western world. How and why
acupuncture gives the undeniable and often

seemingly miraculous results that it has

given for the last 4,500 years in China is

still a mystery. Perhaps St. Augustine's defi-

nition of a miracle comes as close to ex-

plaining the mystery as we are likely to get
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in the next few years. He said, "There are

no miracles, only unknown laws."

According to one of the leading Japanese
acupuncturists, Yoshio Manaka, MD, a

surgeon and master acupuncturist, "The true

field of acupuncture treatment is that of im-

paired body functions as opposed to actual

lesions." Dr. Manaka illustrates this by re-

ferring to diabetes. If there is no actual

tissue degeneration in the Islets of Langer-
hans, acupuncture, he says, will be extremely
effective but not if the degeneration has set

in. He states, too, that tachycardia (rapid
heart action) responds immediately to the

correct application of acupuncture.

Incidentally, Mr. Speaker, Dr. Manaka re-

fers also to the successful treatment of col-

our blindness which is far more serious for

a Japanese citizen than for any of us because
in Japan both entrance to medical schools

and a licence to drive an automobile are
denied to those who happen to be colour
blind.

It would be foolish for me to try to out-

line the oriental philosophy basic to the
successful practice of this new art.

Mr. Reid: Go ahead.

Mr. Burr: —but I shall attempt to give
a very brief description according to the

understanding of my western mind.

Mr. Reid: In English or Japanese?

Mr. Burr: Just as western medicine sets

great store by the study of the circulation

of the blood, so oriental medicine visualizes

a dynamic flow of energy, or the life force

if you wish to call it that, along invisible

lines throughout or just below the surface

of the human body. These lines are called

meridians. At certain points on these meri-

dians, similar to the pressure points in the

arteries, therapy can be promoted by stimu-

lation of these small areas by the insertion

of needles, or by the application of heat, or

by massage, or by a combination of all three.

That, admittedly oversimplified, is acupunc-
ture.

Perhaps it's worthwhile pointing out the

difference between oriental medicine and
North American medicine. Oriental medicine
is based on—

Mr. Reid: They charge less too.

Mr. Burr: —a mixture of herbal remedies
—I'll come to that—massage or manipulation,
diet and non-violent kinds of exercise and
acupuncture.

Mr. Reid: You've got to have a yen for it.

Mr. Burr: It is almost certain, therefore,

that some of the apparently miraculous re-

sults of acupuncture, as part of oriental

medicine, may not be duplicated when used
in association with the North American med-
icine's emphasis on synthetic drugs and its

lack of emphasis on proper nutrition. West-
ern medicine, however, is seeking answers
to the hows and whys of acupuncture. Some

findings, already made and verified, include

the following:

First, subnormal red blood cell produc-
tion can be increased to normal.

Second, western veterinarians have found
that acupuncture works with animals, thus

eliminating one of the favourite explanations

put forward by western medicine that acu-

punctured achievement must result from
some kind of hypnotism, or superstition, or

faith healing. You can't fool the animals,
Mr. Speaker.

Third, acupuncture has been found to be
ineffective when used in company with, or

too soon after, therapy that involves x-rays,

morphine, cortisone or tranquillizers.

Acupuncture, a rather small but integral

part of oriental medicine as opposed to west-

ern medicine, is concerned primarily with

the art of healing. Its anaesthetic properties

are of secondary importance. It appears,

however, that now the secret of acupunc-
ture's existence has been revealed to the west

and its importance admitted, western medi-

cine is interested primarily, perhaps almost

exclusively, in its analgesic properties. Per-

haps this is only to be expected, because,
after years of scoffing and ridicule on the

part of North American physicians—including
a denigrating statement on TV recently by
the New York State Medical Association

president after President Nixon's return from
China—it is perhaps understandable that the

only face-saving way the AMA can acknowl-

edge the contribution that acupuncturists
have made, and will make, on this continent

to help, is to focus almost entirely on the

painkilling aspects of acupuncture and then

gradually, with time, acknowledge that it

can successfully treat very many common
ailments, as well as many disorders that do
not respond well to western medicine.

In the Orient, the great majority of acu-

puncturists are laymen who have learned

the art from their father, grandfather and
other male and female ancestors. Conse-

quently, the financial price tag on this serv-

ice has been very low, or non-existent. An
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egg was often the gift given in return for

the service.

Inasmuch as acupuncture requires no capi-

tal except for the needles themselves, which

cost about 15 cents each in the Orient, and
a little alcohol — which isn't used in the

Orient — to sterilize the needles, and no

equipment, not even an office, no one seems

to have thought of it as a means of acquir-

ing wealth in the Orient until recently.

I've been told that two United States

physicians whose knowledge of acupuncture
is nil, have hired five Chinese acupuncturists,

opened a clinic, and figuratively speaking,
are sitting at the cash register charging $40

per service. A similar situation exists in

California. Even in Hong Kong, one promin-
ent acupunturist who charged $1 per treat-

ment a very few years ago, raised his rates,

for occidentals at least, first to $5, then to

$10, and at last report to $20.

Mr. Reid: He is really sticking it into them,
isn't he?

Mr. Burr: Certainly. This story is dupli-
cated at Taipei on Taiwan or Formosa. Now,
can this happen here, Mr. Speaker? This is

really the thrust of my remarks this evening.

The recent publicity about acupuncture has

been so great that at least one acupuncturist
in Ontario has a six-month waiting list for

any new patients. One of my misgivings about

an acupuncture college is that it may fall

under the influence of the medical profession
and be incorporated into the OMA fee scale.

In fact one official of the department recently
said something like this: "Acupuncture will

fill in the gaps of our health delivery service;"

indicating that the medical profession has its

eye on acupuncture treatment as part of its

exclusive domain.

I have about five questions for the minister

which I hope he will be able to answer for

me. First, is there any basis for this mis-

giving on my part?

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Doesn't the member
know that? The answer is yes.

Hon. Mr. Potter: What misgiving is that?

Mr. Burr: That the treatment of acupunc-
ture may fall under the influence of the

medical profession in Ontario.

My second question is what kind of provin-
cial board will govern Ontario's acupunc-
turists? In my opinion, the various healing
arts should be represented on this board by
members who are themselves qualified acu-

puncturists, plus adequate public representa-
tives who would be laymen.

Third, will immediate and automatic recog-
nition be given to those now holding certifi-

cates of qualification from established schools

of acupuncture in other parts of the world?

Fourth, will acupuncturists be free to prac-
tise on their own, or is there any danger they

may be forced into a subservient position; as

in the United States cases that I have just
mentioned?

Fifth, what precautions will be taken to

assure an acupuncturist a fair return for his

skill and protection against exploitation; and
on the other hand to make acupuncture avail-

able to the public through OHIP at reason-

able rates?

In the United States there are at least

3,000 acupuncturists in training, and in ad-

dition an unknown number of qualified per-
sons. In Ontario there are several qualified

acupuncturists on whom the minister might
call for information and suggestions.

I am informed that my 10 minutes have

expired. Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Breithaupt: There is more time; go
ahead.

Mr. Burr: There is more time? In about

two more minutes, Mr. Speaker, I could

conclude.

I raised a question the other day about

the connection between acupuncture and

drug addition. For a couple of minutes, I

should like to explain that. Like most dis-

coveries, medical and others, the application
of acupuncture to the curing of drug addic-

tion was accidental. There was a combination

of factors.

First, the worst drug city in the world,

Hong Kong; second, an opium patient who
needed brain surgery; third, a neurosurgeon
who had studied acupuncture for its anesthe-

tic convenience and safety; and four, the fact

the neurosurgeon, in using acupuncture for

the first time in an operation, felt he should

familiarize his patient with the procedure by
having several rehearsals. These were all

factors in the discovery.

H. L. Wen, a Canadian-trained neuro-

surgeon, acquired a knowledge of acupunc-
ture because, as I said, of its anesthetic

properties which could replace the chemical

anesthetics, which of course become increas-

ingly dangerous the longer a surgical opera-
tion lasts. When he discovered that his opium
addict had lost his craving for opium during
the several acupuncture treatment he had
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as rehearsal for the operation, he began ex-

perimenting.

Dr. Wen and another neurosurgeon have

reported in the American Journal of Acupunc-
ture issues of April, May, June, 1973, on 40

carefully observed hospital cases in Hong
Kong. These were cases of drug addicts of

whom 39 were declared complete cures as

the result of the application of a special

acupuncture technique developed by Dr.

Wen.

A one sentence explanation, Mr. Speaker:

Drug addiction results from the pain of try-

ing to stop, rather than from the pleasure in

continuing.

A California dermatologist and psychiatrist,
Dr. Donald Kubitz, has gone to Hong Kong
and checked out this method. He has re-

turned enthusiastic about it. I believe that our
Addiction Research Foundation should take a

look at this treatment. Its possibilities for

good in this province are—what's the word?

An hon. member: Unbounded!

Mr. Burr: Unbounded. Thank you, Mr.

Speaker.

Mr. J. Root (Wellington-Dufferin): Mr.

Speaker, I thought I'd like to make a few
comments on this estimate.

Mr. J. Riddell (Huron): We are on
Health!

Mr. Root: Say that again, and say it slow.

As I listened to the discussion before we
agreed to give 10 hours to this estimate,
there was a lot of talk about not having suf-

ficient time. Maybe I should report to the
House what I said on three estimates in that

social policy field: I think if we could have
eliminated a lot of the repetition, a differ-

ent member coming in and asking the same

question over and over again, there might
nave been more time left for the Health
estimates.

However, be that as it may, we were allo-

cated 10 hours, and I expected we would
be able to use that 10 hours to good advan-

tage. I listened to the hon. minister make
his explanation of the highlights of the pro-
gramme. I know he was trying to save time
and there were many factors of the program-
me he did not deal with. I think he felt it

would be brought out in the questioning.
But later, I thought the lead-off speakers

for the opposition were really missing the
point. The first speaker for the official oppo-
sition spent most of his time in a personal

attack on the qualifications of the minister,
without getting into the problems of the
health programme. I thought it was really
uncalled for.

Then the speaker for the third party, after

all the talk about a lack of time to consider
the estimates, took some two hours and five

minutes and read, in a monotonous tone of

voice, a lengthy dissertation which members
can read in Hansard-

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Aw, it wasn't as bad
as the Attorney General (Mr. Bales) today,

surely.

Mr. J. F. Foulds. (Port Arthur): The
member's style certainly makes him look

dynamic.

Mr. B. Gilbertson (Algoma): Listen who
is talking.

An hon. member: Don't step back.

Mr. Root: Coming from the member from
Port — I won't step back for the member
for Port Arthur at any rate.

Mr. Gilbertson: He has forgotten more
than the member opposite will ever know.

Mr. Root: At any rate, the three lead-off

speakers used about 4% hours of the ten

hours of time, and there wasn't the time

remaining that some of the rest of the mem-
bers of the committee might have liked to

take on the estimates.

However, I must say that when I looked
at this estimate for $2,219 billion for a
health programme, I thought that probably
somebody would move that we just carry the

estimate. I go back to the time I ran in my
first election. At that time the total budget
for the province, for all phases of govern-
ment, was around $100 million; and that

was after nine years of Liberal administra-
tion. So I think we have come a long way.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: The Tories hadn't got
their hooks on the spending machine at that

time.

Mr. Root: We talk about Ontario being a

wealthy province. Keep in mind that it

wasn't always a wealthy province. It has
become a wealthy province under the sound,

progressive policies that we have turned out
for the last 30 years.

Mr. Breithaupt: Just since 1943.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: It is time for the mem-
ber to go. He has been around too long.
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Mr. Root: Let me say this, at times we
are told to look at some of our sister prov-

inces that have adopted a socialistic form

of government. Coming in tonight I did

check the Canada Year Book, and I find that

Ontario's population has grown almost more

than the total population of the three So-

cialist provinces. Surely four million people
are not wrong and the few people who want

to criticize right?

However, to get back to the estimates-

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Well, the Tories were

responsible for that too.

Mr. Root: A number of things did come
out to emphasize the tremendous forward

steps that we have made. I was able to ask

a few questions myself about the factor for

deciding how many hospital beds we should

have, how many nursing home beds, and
whether they were related to population.

I was pleased to hear the minister say it

was actually related to needs, because condi-

tions vary in different parts of the province.

The age of people in certain municipalities

is a factor. Weather conditions and road

conditions can be factors. All of these things

are taken into consideration in the health

care programmes that are being carried out.

Something that was of great interest to me
in the estimates was the fact that we now
have some 55 dentists serving in under-

serviced areas under the programme which

guarantees dentists will go into these areas.

My own area, which is rural and tyoical of

many other rural areas, is an area where we
had the problem. In small municipalities it

wasn't easy to get doctors or dentists.

I see some 130 physicians have gone into

these underserviced areas under this pro-

gramme. That's a wonderful thing for the

people in the rural parts of Ontario.

There is a new programme, and the

minister mentioned this, under which the

local people help to accommodate these new

doctors, and many of them are youne doctors

lacking great financial resources. The local

people have banded together, raised the

money and built medical centres. Four of

these have been built in my riding. We
opened one last Saturday. This has made it

possible, with the support the government
is giving to doctors going into these areas, for

many of the rural parts of Ontario to have

medical service they could not have had ex-

cept under this programme.
I was a little astounded to hear the minis-

ter say that venereal disease was on the in-

crease, and in fact was causing much con-

cern. So I asked the question, where do you
find most of the disease. I was a little alarmed

that it might be in rural Ontario; but he as-

sured me that 80 per cent of this problem is

in the urban areas and only 20 per cent in

the great expanse of rural Ontario.

He mentioned the home care programme.
This is a programme that is relieving the

pressure on our hospitals. After all, the con-

struction of active treatment hospital beds

was one of the factors that was driving up
the cost of OHIP. The minister mentioned

that some 711,340 patients were under the

home care programme; 80 per cent of these

were people discharged early from hospitals
and 20 per cent went to the home care pro-

grammes instead of going into the hospital.

I think this is a wonderful programme that

keeps people in their own homes wherever

that is practical.

The nursing home budget last year was

some $29,676 million. The province is paying

$9.50 per day for the beds in the nursing

home programme. In 1972 over 50 per cent

of the TB patients were treated under super-

vision of chest clinics.

The last speaker mentioned something
about the alcohol and drug problem. I was

not very happy to hear that consumption of

alcohol in the age bracket of 18 to 21 has

doubled since we lowered the drinking age.

In fact I was quite interested; I asked a

question and didn't get the answer to it, as

to whether there was any research being
carried on as to what the alcohol, drug and

tobacco problem is costing us in medical bills

on our health programme.

I understand - and I have seen the

figures, although I haven't got them with me
as they are up in another office—that in about

50 per cent of the fatal accidents on our

roads, alcohol is associated. Then you get the

statistics on cirrhosis of the liver, heart prob-

lems, blood problems and even brain damage
from these accepted drugs. A speaker for the

Alcohol and Drug Research Foundation said

that alcohol is now recognized as the major

drug problem in Ontario.

We have our county and regional health

units which are undertaking a great pro-

gramme in preventive medicine. I'm sure the

member for Wellington South (Mr. Worton)

will agree with me that in Wellington, Duf-

ferin and Guelph we have a fine unit that is

playing a very major role in keeping our

area in a good healthy condition, and I'm

sure the same programme is carried out

throughout the province.
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Mr. W. E. Stokes (Thunder Bay): Not so.

Mr. Foulds: The member accepts those

assumptions far too easily.

Mr. Root: I appreciate the fact that be-

cause of the development of our health pro-

gramme it is found that the increasing costs

of our OHIP programme have been levelled

off at about six per cent. It was going up
on a yearly basis from 12 to 14 per cent.

I think the programmes of nursing homes,
home care, medical clinics, and getting doc-

tors into the more rural areas, are all playing
a major part in stabilizing the costs of our

health programme.
One thing that did cause me some con-

cern, was a statement that contrary to what

many of us thought, Ontario does not get
50 per cent of its health programme financed

by Ottawa. We get about 36 per cent. I

know that Ontario puts up almost half the

budget for Ottawa, because we have become
a prosperous province under sound Con-
servative programmes; we are Canadians and
we don't mind helping the other provinces
that haven't had the good fortune to live for

30 years under the type of government we've
had.

An hon. member: Except we always get
fleeced.

Mr. Stokes: Why doesn't the member try

helping northern Ontario then?

Mr. Foulds: Try dentists up there.

Mr. Root: I didn't get the question.

Mr. Speaker: Order, please. Order, please.

An hon. member: Oh, don't listen to him.

Mr. M. Cassidy (Ottawa Centre): Why
doesn't the member take over from the Min-
ister of Health? He has done better than the

minister has done.

Mr. Root: Well, I'm not ambitious to take

on his responsibility. He is doing a magni-
ficent job.

As for some of the people who were, I

thought unfairly, critical of the minister with
a personal attack, I think I can understand

why they are not in the House tonight. I

don't think when they read Hansard they
were

very proud of some of the things that

were said.

Mr. Cassidy: We stand by every word
about the incompetence of that minister.

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. Speaker: Order, please.

Mr. Root: There is no doubt in my mind
that when the vote comes on concurrence,
as we did in committee so the House will

support this programme. As I said at the be-

ginning of my remarks, I only regret that

the minister was limited in time, in trying
to give time for questions, so that he was

just able to touch the highlights of the pro-

gramme.

Mr. Cassidy: The minister doesn't have

many friends in the House right now.

Mr. E. M. Havrot ( Timiskaming ) : Oh,
he has more friends than the member for

Ottawa Centre has.

Mr. Root: Many of the members were
not able to ask all the questions they might
like to have asked, because some members
went as long as two hours and five minutes
on a monotonous speech, recommending
many things that are already happening.

So, Mr. Speaker, I think that is all that

I am going to say at this time.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: The member for St. George.

Mrs. M. Campbell (St. George): Thank

you, Mr. Speaker. I did speak at some length
in the estimates and there were some things,
of course, which I couldn't cover because

of the limitations of time. I will say again
that I trust that never again will the people
of this province be so cheated out of an

opportunity to have fully discussed, by the

members of the Legislature, elected by them
to examine, such important estimates as those

of Health and Education at the last minute.

Mr. Gilbertson: The opposition agreed on

the times.

Mrs. Campbell: This is not something for

which the opposition can be blamed. We do

not set the order of procedure in this House.

Mr. D. R. Irvine ( Grenville-Dundas ) : Ex-

cept for the length of time they talk.

Mrs. Campbell: I was interested in the

last speaker's remarks, and I shouldn't allow

myself to digress on something which was,
with respect, rather meaningless. But just
for the information of the member, although
there is of course a great incidence of

venereal disease in the urban centres, he will

find that this is not restricted entirely to the

population inherent to that area. We do have

people from outside participating in some
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of these activities that cause some of these

problems. I just thought I would let the

member understand—

Mr. Reid: Even happens in the north.

Mrs. Campbell: —that perhaps he isn't as

pure in his area as he thought he was.

Mr. F. Drea (Scarborough Centre): Oh,

he is.

Mrs. Campbell: To speak seriously for a

moment, however, there was one matter that

did concern me in the estimates, and that

was the minister's thrust in discussing the

proposal that the municipalities should be

using their homes for the aged as retire-

ment homes and that other services should

be available to those who needed extended

care or some other care.

I am concerned deeply about this philoso-

phy, and I would like to discuss it for a

moment in time with the minister because

for the most part in the homes for the aged
we are dealing with elderly people. The only

people who are not elderly there are those

young people who are permanently handi-

capped and have no other place to go, which

I still say is an unhappy situation for a

civilized country to countenance.

But when we get old people, it seems to

me it is not in the best interests of their care

that they should be moved from a home for

the aged into another sort of extended care

situation, then possibly back into a home for

the aged. They do need this kind of security

in their lives, and I think we owe it to them.

Therefore, I would ask the minister to recon-

sider or rethink this philosophy he spoke of

but didn't quite develop in the estimates

committee.

I would also say at this time that I am

very concerned about the information which

flows to this minister, presumably from his

staff, because it is a fact that the beds for

the young children at Clarke were closed as

a result of the restraint on hospital beds. I

would like to see the situation clarified, be-

cause it is wrong, to me, for us to have a

philosophy-

Interjections by hon. members.

Mrs. Campbell: Could we have a little less

noise, please?

Mr. Speaker: Order, please.

Mrs. Campbell: It is wrong, to me, to have
one philosophy that says we will develop
beds for this care in Ottawa or Carleton, and

by the very same rule close them down in

Toronto. I would ask the minister to check

into that personally, because from my in-

formation, which is at first hand, I feel that

the minister is misinformed.

I would also say to the minister, of course,

that I am deeply concerned about the quality

of the drafting of the legislation that comes

before this House from his ministry. I am of

the opinion there should be a very serious

look taken at it, because it is dealing with

matters that are of tremendous significance to

the people of this province. If they are not

properly drafted and if we have to have ad

hoc amendments to the legislation, we can

do inestimable harm, as we already have

done.

An hon. member: No room for half-baked

legislation.

Mrs. Campbell: This is where we get to

the point where people are inclined to flout

the law if it is in fact not good law as we

produce it here.

I have spoken about home care. The minis-

ter has stated he will be willing to sit down
with me to consider how home care may be

given to those who are in desperate con-

ditions in their homes and who in former days
would have been hospitalized. It's great to

talk about home care. They would have been

hospitalized, but they are now on welfare

instead of hospitalization and they cannot get

the proper care they need; this is no home-

care programme. This is cutting off their

rights to treatment by a home care pro-

gramme which does not yet meet their needs

medically.

I have spoken on other matters in the

estimates, Mr. Speaker. I recognize there are

others who have not. I will conclude at this

time and thank you, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: The member for Thunder

Mr. Stokes: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. I am

going to be as brief as I can and as parochial
as I can without alienating the minister, but

since we do have very rigid time constraints

I feel obliged on behalf of all the people of

northwestern Ontario to remind the minister

again of the complete inadequacy of the

health delivery systems in northwestern On-

tario, and to appeal to him once again to

treat us in northwestern Ontario the way that

people in urban centres are treated.

Outside the city of Thunder Bay, north-

western Ontario, I think, is a glaring example
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of the inadequacy of health delivery systems
in Ontario. I think it is safe to say that I have

taken advantage of every opportunity in my
six years here to focus attention on the need

for medical care for the people who live in

remote areas of northwestern Ontario. I hope
this time the minister will pay heed to what
I am going to say, and I'll try to be as brief

and as concise as I can.

While I fully realize that every small com-

munity or hamlet cannot aspire to complete

on-the-spot medical care, I feel it is un-

conscionable for the Minister of Health to

extract OHIP premiums at the same rate from
all subscribers wherever they may live.

People in Pickle Lake must travel 350 miles

to Thunder Bay for medical treatment at

considerable expense to themselves, while

people in heavily populated areas travel but

a few blocks. The cost of travel and related

expenses should be subsidized or premiums
reduced accordingly.

The Ontario government has made no
effort whatever to set up clinics in remote

areas, with the exception of Armstrong where
it has set up one mobile trailer for the use
of armed forces' doctors who are employed
at the radar bases. The federal government
has set up fairly well-equipped and well-

staffed clinics on remote reserves such as

Osnaburgh, Fort Hope, Lansdowne House
and Big Trout Lake; and fairly reliable radio

communications with outside hospitals and
doctors. There is little or no co-operation be-

tween provincial and federal health authori-

ties for a more efficient delivery of health

care.

The federal government has a programme
in which it flies medical specialists to remote

reserves on a rotational and on a regular basis

for diagnostic and consultative purposes. If a

patient is in need of medical attention, he or

she is flown out at the expense of the tax-

payer to the appropriate medical facility.

Non-Indians must provide their own health

care at their own expense.

In spite of my urging, the provincial

government has ignored the pleas for flying
medical services—medical, dental and optical
—to serve people in otherwise inaccessible

areas; and mobile clinics for other com-
munities accessible by road.

The minister has a plan to subsidize doctors

and dentists by guaranteeing after-tax in-

comes of $26,000 and $22,000 for anyone
moving to under-serviced communities. Not
one doctor or dentist has been induced to set

up practice in my riding, which covers

103,000 sq. miles.

Mr. Cassidy: Sounds like what the mem-
ber over there said.

Mr. Stokes: I made application on behalf

of one dentist who was practising in Mani-

touwadge with an income of approximately
$14,000. The government refused the sub-

sidy on the grounds that he was already lo-

cated there. I reminded the then Minister

of Health that without the subsidy, he would
be forced to move. The advice I received

was that the dentist should relocate else-

where and then make application to return

to Manitouwadge when the subsidy would
be paid. The result was we lost a very com-

petent dentist.

That is just a brief resume of what the

problems are. I want to appeal to the min-
ister that the federal government is doing
a much better job in areas under its juris-
diction in the provision of health services

to remote areas, while there doesn't seem
to be any concern on behalf of this ministry
because of the lack of delivery systems in the

areas that fall within the purview of this

ministry. In addition to that, in keeping
with the guaranteed annual income for doc-

tors and dentists, the ministry is telling
northern communities, with a limited and

inadequate tax base, that to qualify for list-

ing as under-serviced areas they are required
to ensure that adequate clinic, office and

housing facilities are available at a reason-

able rate to doctors and dentists, who if

they want to work can make anywhere from

$40,000 to $50,000. And yet you are asking
small communities with an inadequate tax

base to subsidize them and provide all of

the facilities.

This is completely unrealistic and I think

the minister should take another look at in-

centive programmes and delivery systems.

Now, the ministry has undertaken health

councils under the capable leadership and

guidance of Mr. Baldwin, who is going to

be the area co-ordinator in all of northern

Ontario. He has had several meetings that

I have attended, and I think he is a very
dedicated civil servant. He is trying his

darnedest to do something for us in the set-

ting up of these health councils.

However, I want to impress upon the

minister that he can do all of the co-ordi-

nating that he wants, but if he doesn't have
the programmes that are specifically designed
to meet the health needs of people in north-

ern Ontario, all of the councils and reor-
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ganization are going to be of no conse-

quence whatsoever.

So I want to suggest, in order to function

satisfactorily a health council must incor-

porate means for the promotion of all as-

pects of health, including preventive, diag-

nostic, curative and rehabilitative services.

It must have the responsibility and the re-

sources to collect adequate data on which
to make decisions. It must ensure that an

effective process for citizen representation is

carried out. It must ensure an adequate
means of input and representation from iso-

lated areas. It must ensure that an effective

process for adequate input and feedback of

consumer opinion is carried out.

Continuous consumer input and feedback

is essential to augment the process of citizen

representation, which by its nature is insuf-

ficient.

A health council must ensure input by

working committees of the council from

groups interested in broad aspects of health,

such as the environmental aspect, and from

groups that are not only non-governmental
but are also consumer oriented; plus senior

citizen groups, as well as from local govern-
ment health and social agencies and insti-

tutions. They must be responsible to the

community served, as well as to the Minister

of Health. You must establish a process for

evaluation of service by consumers.

You must have a chairman who pos-
sesses the broad overall knowledge necessary
—for example the medical officer of health

for the area—and have sufficient authority to

ensure that the total health needs of the

community can be accommodated at a rea-

sonable level, including the authority to es-

tablish spending priorities.

And lastly, you must effect communication
and co-operation with related areas of con-

cern that are under jurisdictions other than
the Ministry of Health.

Now my time has expired, Mr. Speaker,
but I do want to impress upon the minister

that the need grows worse daily and the

people are quite unsatisfied. I think they are

being discriminated against in his delivery

systems and his health programmes at the

present time, and I hope he does something
about it. Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: The member for Scarbor-

ough Centre.

Mr. Drea: Mr. Speaker, having to rise to-

night on this kind of debate fills me with a

great deal of sadness.

Mr. Cassidy: It makes us sad, too, when
we have to face this minister.

An hon. member: Pipe down.

Hon. Mr. Potter: Why doesn't the mem-
ber for Ottawa Centre go home?

Mr. Drea: I was going to be peaceful, but

the member raised it, so he is now respon-
sible because I am not on the 10 minutes. I

am with the militant coward in the back,

which is 19 minutes.

Mr. Cassidy: It is the member's time, it

is not our time.

Mr. Speaker: Order, please.

Mr. Drea: Mr. Speaker, as I was saying,
I rise with a little bit of feeling of sadness.

I would like to talk personally to the min-

ister for a moment or two. Because you see,

Mr. Speaker, I come from ordinary working
people. And when I was young—and I don't

raise this on behalf of myself, because what-

ever programme the minister has today I am
very blessed by being healthy; so that I

suppose it turns a profit on me—but years

ago I can remember when illness, and indeed

a stay in hospital, was the most dreadful

single calamity that could ever occur to any-

body in our society, because that is what
made the difference between being self-

sufficient and being able to carry your head

high in the community and having literally

to go door to door to try and raise funds

from the people who lived next to you, or

who knew you, so that health care might
be provided.

Mr. Cassidy: This government fought
tooth and nail to stay out of Medicare.

Mr. Drea: It may be that—

Mr. Speaker: Order, please.

Mr. Cassidy: This government wanted to

stay out of Medicare.

Mr. Drea: Every time that the member
interjects on me I am going one minute

longer, so it's at his own risk.

Mr. Speaker, to come back to what I was

saying; at that particular time for people
in the area that I come from, and I'm very

proud to come from, and those were the

ordinary working people who made this

province, the cost of anybody being sick in

the family was really, as I said a couple of

minutes ago, a dreadful calamity.

That, Mr. Speaker, is what put me into
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the union movement. I went into the union

movement, and one of the things I wanted
to accomplish in that moveemnt was that no

longer would that dreadful cloud of the cost

of sickness hang over households. When I

went into the labour movement I didn't

think I would live long enough to see the

day when that kind of a cloud and that kind

of a threat was lifted from over the heads

of the working people of Ontario. I bow to

the minister, because in 1973 that kind of

situation isn't there any more and I think

that is the greatest commendation that the

minister and his predecessors can ever have.

I would say that this wasn't the kind of

a thing that just motivated people in Ontario

and Canada, or in the United States. It

motivated people all over the world.

There was a time when we in this country,
and I suppose the people in the United

States, thought that this was something only
the people of Europe could achieve, and we
welcomed it. But, Mr. Speaker, in the last

decade, once again there has come a cloud

upon this particular type of programme, be-

cause in country after country, all over the

world, the ideal of making sure that people
who needed health care received it has some-
how been compounded and mitigated some-
what by the tremendous costs of providing
that kind of service.

They started it in Sweden. In Sweden,
the whole programme is enough to overturn

the government. In Denmark, which is sup-

posed to be the most liberal country in the

world, again the government has come down
over this. In France, again it's supposed to

be one of the pioneers, the government is in

difficulty over this programme. In England-

Mr. P. J. Yakabuski (Renfrew South):
Here it is.

Mr. Drea: —and the minister as a family
practitioner knows that for years England
was held up to us as the great example—in

England today there is a double standard
of health care. It may still be socialized

medicine but, boy, if you can pay, you get
into the hospital a lot faster-

Mr. F. Young (Yorkview): Tory govern-
ment.

Mr. Drea: —than if you want to go under
the programme, and members know that's

true.

Mr. Cassidy: That is a Tory government,
but we have got that in this province too.

Mr. Drea: They know that's true.

Mr. Cassidy: We have got that in this

province too.

Mr. Drea: In the United States, the

wealthiest single country in the world, be-

cause we in Ontario pioneered a programme,
in the United States they said, "If Ontario

could do it then surely we can do it," with

billions and billions and billions of dollars.

They register Medicaid and Medicare now in

the United States in terms of tens of millions

of dollars worth of fraud and lack of service.

I say to the minister—and I have just about

had enough of him being called incompetent
and other adjectives—the only place that

health care has met the ideal of service and

yet has not bankrupted the ordinary people
is in the Province of Ontario, and it is a

tribute to the minister, and to him alone, that

we are able to do this.

Mr. Cassidy: That is nonsense.

Mr. Drea: There is no crisis. If there is a

crisis in health care, if all these things are

so important to the ordinary person, if all of

these things are so wide open, why are there

only four members of the opposition here,

one on the front bench and only three of the

rest of them? That, Mr. Speaker, suggests to

Mr. Cassidy: And 64 Conservatives not in

the House.

Mr. Drea: —that there is nothing more than

a cheap facade of going after a man who has

dedicated his professional life to health ser-

vice, and who has now turned it all around

and made himself into an administrator to

make sure that that kind of health service

is provided without bankrupting and alienat-

ing the people who pay all of the bills, and

they don't elect the NDP because they are

the middle class.

Mr. Cassidy: It just proves you shouldn't

have a doctor as the Minister of Health.

Hon. A. Grossman (Minister of Revenue):
The NDP should resign.

Mr. Drea: And as to why we don't have

many members here tonight, we don't have

to have too many members because we know
the situation is well in hand. There is no
crisis-

Mr. Cassidy: Because the members don't

believe it is a problem, they won't even come
to the aid of their minister.

Mr. Drea: —and that is why, Mr. Speaker,
I have to stand up tonight with quite a con-
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siderable amount of sadness because I don't

really think this type of thing is necessary.
I sat in the estimates and I heard drivel after

drivel—minute after minute, hour after hour

of cheap prattle. It is called put a thing in

a newspaper, try and get your own party to

adopt it and, when you do, it becomes the

gospel. It isn't worth that paper.

I also had to sit in those estimates, Mr.

Speaker, and hear about how doctors in this

province were a closed shop. Those were the

exact words used. A closed shop for doctors

was no good. But for that band of militant

cowards over there, the closed shop for unions

is so sacred that they don't even criticize that

daily parade of thugs and racketeers who
have to appear before a commission.

Mr. Young: Who started the commission?

Mr. Drea: Your man. And I will tell the

member something else—this man was right.

Mr. Cassidy: That's right.

Mr. Drea: The members opposite haven't

got the intestinal courage to go after some
of those crooks who put money into their

campaign funds.

Mr. Cassidy: That is right. The member
should tell the Attorney General that. It

took him two years to find that out.

Mr. Drea: But apparently there is a differ-

ence between a closed shop for racketeers if

they masquerade under a union, paying a

nickel a month to somebody, and the same
kind of thing for a doctor because he has

to belong to an association because he is a

professional man.

Mr. Cassidy: Wait till the hundreds of

thousands of working people who belong to

the labour movement in this province hear

that drivel.

Mr. Drea: The member is defending that

bunch of cheap union crooks. It is not even

worthy of him.

Mr. Cassidy: What about Harold Ballard
and all the other corporate executives who
have gone to jail or should go to jail? Do
they represent all corporate executives? Of
course not.

Mr. Drea: Harold Ballard doesn't contrib-

ute to this party.

Mr. Stokes: The Premier (Mr. Davis) says
he doesn't know who contributes to his party.

Mr. Drea: The guys who are appearing
before that commission give the member's

party money each and every month and he

puts his hands over his eyes because he
doesn't want to lose the money, and he knows
it.

Mr. Young: The unions the member is talk-

ing about contribute nothing to this party.

Mr. Cassidy: They contribute not a penny
to the NDP.

Mr. Drea: Harold Ballard didn't contribute

anything to the NDP.

Mr. Cassidy: But he gave plenty to the

Tory politicians.

Mr. Drea: But the member had better look

at that list of those who are going down
there, exploiting the working man, and how
much they gave to the NDP. And in case the

member doesn't want to look, he can come
and talk to me privately and I will tell him
what you can expect.

Mr. J. P. MacBeth (York West): They are

pretty quiet over there, pretty quiet.

Mr. Drea: They don't like that. They don't

like a bunch of labour racketeers.

Mr. Yakabuski: In truth, they are being

exposed.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Drea: And, Mr. Speaker, I sat in those

estimates-

Mr. Cassidy: To see the Tory party floun-

der around in this kind of abuse!

Mr. Drea: You took money from them,

boy, and they put the blocks to the working
man and you are stuck with it.

Mr. Cassidy: Sure, they get money from
the trade union movement and the Premier
holds breakfasts with developers, now what
do you make of that?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Aw, isn't that terrible!

Mr. Cassidy: And he collects from them

by the tens of thousands of dollars.

Mr. Drea: And the NDP sits with a bunch
of two-bit union-

Mr. Speaker: Order, please. It seems to me
that this sort of debate is not the proper
sort of debate to take place at this time. The
hon. member for Scarborough West, in my
opinion, has been somewhat provocative, to
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say the least, and I think that in the interest

of proper debate—Scarborough Centre, I am
sorry—this sort of thing should discontinue

so we can proceed in a proper orderly man-
ner with the matter before us.

Mr. Drea: Thank you, Mr. Speaker, but I

am a little-

Mr. Yakabuski: Don't expose them any
more tonight.

Mr. Cassidy: He sure hasn't said much
about health.

Mr. Drea: Well, Mr. Speaker, I always bow
to your superior wisdom. I have tried to be

calm in the face of intense provocation by
those who would rather rule from within

and try to destroy.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: The member for

Ottawa Centre must stop provoking him.

Mr. Drea: Mr. Speaker, I suppose it was
the analogies to all of those countries that

have gone pink and their failures that I

supposed provoked them.

Mr. Stokes: And when the member gets
down to talking about health—

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Now he's being pro-

voked, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Stokes: What about northern Ontario?

Interjection by an hon. member.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Who is being provoca-
tive now?

Mr. F. S. Miller (Muskoka): Please go on.

Mr. Drea: Mr. Speaker, I would like to

turn back to something else that was said

about the minister in the course of these

estimates. One of the things that was thrown

against him is that a family doctor or a

general practitioner should never become
Minister of Health in this province.

Mr. Cassidy: Not any one. This one.

Mr. Drea: I really don't follow the analogy
on that. I suppose it's those who don't con-

sider making house calls at night, or those

who don't really regard the family as an

integral part of society. I suppose being a

family doctor is somewhat incompatible with
their ideology.

Mr. Speaker, I suggest to you that in these

estimates one of the things that has always
impressed me—and not just this year, but in

the past, and before I was in the House, Mr.

Speaker—was that in this province we could

have a family doctor who was concerned
about the welfare of the family and all of the

social and economic ramifications that go
with it, come on to be the administrator of

what, as I've said before, was not only the

best and the finest but the most efficient

health care service in the entire world. And
I don't want to labour that too much.

And, Mr. Speaker, since I have been ac-

cused of being provocative tonight, I'd like

to tell the minister something about my rid-

ing. I didn't think I would live long enough
—and I'm not going to live as long as the

member for Scarborough West; God knows
he has something else on his side that I don't,

and he's raised this—but I didn't think I'd

ever live long enough to see community
health centres where there was a doctor on

salary, where there was a doctor who could
be called every night. I have that in my
riding, Mr. Speaker. My riding is a suburban,
middle-class area. If I never do anything
more in this Legislature—and indeed I say to

you if the Minister of Health in this province
never does anything more, then he has

brought about a goal and an ideal and an

accomplishment that people did not expect to

see realized in this century.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Great government.
Great government.

Mr. Drea: And so I say to you, Mr.

Speaker—and I'm going to conclude, I'm not

going to take the whole 19 minutes, and I

have been ridiculed, provoked—

Mr. McHveen: Go ahead. Take another 22.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Drea: But I want to decry the personal
attacks that were made upon the Minister of

Health in this province.

You know, Mr. Speaker, I don't get along
with an awful lot of people all of the time.

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. Mcllveen: And he doesn't get along
with the rest of them some of the time.

Mr. Drea: But you know, Mr. Speaker, I

sat there-

Mr. Cassidy: Hey, even his own side is

sniping at him.

Mr. Mcllveen: Friendly snipes.

Mr. Drea: My own side likes me a lot

better than his own side likes my friend from
Ottawa Centre.
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Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Stokes: The member should speak for

himself.

Mr. Drea: The member for Thunder Bay

hasn't got enough to take me on, so he

should be quiet.

Mr. Stokes: I'll take him on—any place, any

time.

Mr. Mcllveen: Pistols at dawn

Mr. Stokes: Just let him name his weapon.

Mr. Drea: Terrible, terrible. Just awful.

Mr. Stokes: He can even use his feet.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: He has got a black

belt.

Mr. Drea: No, I'm not that fellow in

Ottawa.

Mr. Speaker, I was talking about sadness.

One of the things that really made me sad is

how people—and just so my friend from

Thunder Bay understands, I like my friend

from Thunder Bay and I exclude him from

this because he is not worthy of it; he wasn't

there. They sat there and applauded when
one of them said—and Mr. Speaker, it's on

page S-2903 in Hansard—"You are hypo-
critical and I will say you are also incompe-
tent and foolish."

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Shame.

Mr. Drea: Mr. Speaker, when somebody
talks like that about the Minister of Health of

this province it makes me sad, because it

is the same as someone using obscene lan-

guage.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: It is obscene lan-

guage.

Mr. Drea: They are simply out of their

element when trying to deal with the minister

in this province, and it is not worthy to use

that kind of attack. I want to go one step

further. I sincerely wish the person who had
done what I am going to talk about now was

here, because I would say—and I have been

waiting a long time to say this, Mr. Speaker-
it is unworthy in this House for one member
to suggest to another that a person requires
mental treatment.

I know there are times in debate when
people become very heated and very excited.

I think I am one of the more volatile people
in this House, but, I have never suggested
that someone who sat across the floor from

me or who disagreed with me required some
kind of treatment.

Mr. Speaker, I suggest to you that to use

the words that the Minister of Health of this

province is a very disturbed man is unworthy
of this House. Indeed, I would like to sug-

gest to you that when the desk-thumping be-

gins in one moment, it becomes an indica-

tion to the public in all parts of this prov-
ince that the Minister of Health is not only

doing an admirable job, he is doing the kind

of a job that people, when they are very

young, really expect the politicians of middle

age to do. In short, he is doing a job on

behalf of all of the people all of the time, re-

gardless of the personal sacrifice that is in-

volved.

Now, Mr. Speaker, I would like to wind

up. I would like to go back to whence I

started tonight. I would like to talk to you
about the problems that used to be encoun-

tered by people and how we wondered if we
could ever bring about the type of system
that would enable people to have insurance

that paid for the major ailments.

In case there are people here who think

I am talking of the dark ages, Mr. Speaker,
if you happened to tune in during the last

three days on one of the American television

stations that come into Toronto, you would
have seen how the people in the community
had to raise money to send a little girl to

New York City for an operation.

Mr. Speaker, when I was a newspaper re-

porter some years ago, that type of story used

to be common—and God bless the people who
used to contribute—but in this province at

this time they don't have to do it any more.

It is a matter of putting in an OHIP card

and the surgery is available. The other type
of thing is not needed any more; I think that

is a measure of what we have done in this

province.

On behalf of myself, Mr. Speaker, and on

behalf of all the members of the Conservative

caucus, I think the time has come when we
have to put things foursquare and right. We
have the finest and most efficient health care

plan in the entire world. We are the only

jurisdiction that has been successful in com-

bining the ideal with the costs involved.

Mr. Speaker, I suggest to you that the

reason for that is that we have been very
fortunate in this province to have my friend,

the member for Quinte (Mr. Potter), as the

administrator. And on that note, I close.

Mr. Yakabuski: Does the member for

Huron-Bruce want to second that?
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Mr. Gaunt: Mr. Speaker, I want to take a

few brief moments to deal with one area

which I consider is not the best programme
in the world, even though my friend from

Scarborough Centre may not agree. I want
to talk for a moment about OHIP and about

its administration, because I think we have a

problem in this particular area. I would like

to draw it to the attention of the minister in

the hope that some changes will be made to

make it more effective and to deliver better

and in a more efficient manner the health

services in this province.

I have dealt with OHIP over the years. I

continue to deal with it and I don't mean to

cast any aspersions upon the people who work
so hard in that particular branch of govern-
ment. They are very dedicated, they are very

hard-working people and they try to give the

best service they possibly can. I have no
doubt in my mind about that.

I think they are working with an impossible
scheme. From an administrative point of view
I think that it is a monstrosity. It goes even

so far as to be the toughest to administer of

any branch of government with which I've

come in contact. I would think that it is the

toughest with the possible exception of the

Unemployment Insurance Commission with

which I also deal, even though that is federal.

I deal with them all, some more frequently
than others, but OHIP, I say to the minister,

is going to have to be revamped and re-

organized in my view, because I think that

there are some very real problems inherent in

the system as it is presently constituted.

I want to get somewhat parochial for a

moment and refer to my own cases; I went
over my own cases during the supper break.

Since July 1, I have had 37 cases, OHIP
problems. These run the entire gamut.

They include people who are over 65 years
of age and who for a period are covered.

Then, all of a sudden, something happens and

they get a notice saying that their contract is

no longer in service, even though they may
be 70 and some of them much older. I had
one not too long ago, an old lady who was
over 80, and this happened. They paid it for

a while and then, all of a sudden, it stopped.

They go all the way from those cases to

premium assistance cases, to cases where

people are covered for a period after the

OHIP year starts, and then the contract drops
out of sight. For instance, as the minister

knows, the OHIP year runs from April 1 to

April 1 of every year. I don't know how many
cases I have had this year of people failing

to fill out those premium assistance applica-
tion forms and sending them back.

What happens—and I can't understand this;

it must be a fluke in your computer—is that

that contract normally should terminate on
April 1, 1973, and yet there are all kinds of

bills being paid usually until August, I find.

Then they get a notice saying that the con-
tract is no longer in service.

I can't understand how that can go on. I

would think that immediately come May 3, if

there is a service rendered, that contract

would be shown as having run out. It doesn't

for some reason or other, or at least it doesn't

in a lot of cases; maybe it does in some. I

don't know. But there is something fundamen-

tally wrong with that system up there. I re-

peat again that it isn't a reflection on the

people who are trying to administer it; it is

the system itself. I hope the minister will

change it.

I will make another comment. I think the

regional offices are simply not working. In

some cases they are a disaster. I have more

problems resulting from mistakes made at the

regional office than I have resulting from the

administration down here. It is another layer
of bureaucracy. The doctors' bills are sent

to the regional office. Sometimes they make
mistakes and they are sent here and then one
has to go all through the system again. One

gets it corrected down here and then it has to

funnel through the regional office again.

There is certainly no problem with the

people in the regional offices. For instance, I

can think of my friend Jim Delaney who is in

London. He used to be here and he was one
of the top administrators in the government
service. There is no problem there.

I can call OHIP and ask for a computer

printout. It usually takes them about two

weeks. Before the amalgamation of the two

systems I could call up Jim Delaney's office

and I would have it in two days or less. I

don't know what is wrong.

I have one claim here. I wrote a letter to

Mr. Harnett's office, to Mrs. Thomson, on

July 10 and the problem still isn't resolved.

It was a problem with a co-op apparently and

they just can't seem to get that straightened
out. The latest word I had was, "Don't worry,
the fellow is still covered," but we haven't

got it resolved.

I wrote a long letter on Aug. 29. I had, I

think, six problems in that letter. Two of

those are still unresolved.

Really, I wanted to bring this forward to

the minister and I hesitated to do it because

I didn't want it misinterpreted. I have called
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the deputy minister on one occasion. He is

always very helpful. The last time I did, I

said, "Look, there has just got to be some-

thing wrong with this plan." It went through
the channels and it came back to me in the

form that I was dissatisfied with the service

I was getting which, of course, is not true at

all.

I think the people, as I said at the outset,

are trying to do as well as they can under
the circumstances. I am dissatisfied with the

system. There has got to be something wrong
with it and it has got to be, in my view,

improved. How do we solve it? How do we
improve it? As far as I am concerned, I think

the minister should take a look at the method
alluded to by my colleague, the member for

Essex-Kent.

I understand from the estimates, although I

didn't get in very much, that the minister is

now in the process of getting an identifica-

tion card for every citizen in the Province of

Ontario. As far as I am concerned, that is a

forward step. I think every citizen should

have an identification card. If you want to

put it in the form of a credit card, fine. All

they do is go in, give that card to the doctor,
and it's handled in the form of a credit card.

The patient signs the slip; one copy is given
to the patient, one to the doctor and one is

sent in here. The same applies when that

patient goes into the hospital.

As far as I am concerned, I think every-

body should be covered automatically in the

province. I think we have got to get away
from this business of submitting premium
assistance notices every year-

Mr. Speaker: Order, please, I wonder if

the hon. member would permit me to break
in just for a moment-

Mr. Gaunt: Yes.

Mr. Speaker: —in order that there may not
be any misunderstanding. My records show
that the Liberal Party has now had 43 min-

utes, the New Democratic Party has had 43
minutes and the Conservative Party has had
41 minutes; so we have exactly 20 minutes

remaining which could be divided equally if

we cut it off now.

Mr. Gaunt: Well, Mr. Speaker, I'll con-

clude almost immediately.

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. Gaunt: I think this is something the

minister has to give his immediate attention

to, because there is a problem here, in my
view, and I deal with it every week. As far

as I am concerned, I think everyone in the

province should be covered automatically. If

the minister wants to consider a small nominal

premium for everyone, that is fine, but we've

got to change the system and we've got to

reorganize it. Thanks very much, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Ottawa
Centre.

Mr. Cassidy: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. I

have got a number of comments to make
about the health situation in the province as

it stands right now. I am sorry that the mem-
ber for Scarborough Centre, having expressed

regrets about people not being in the House,
didn't see fit to be here himself in order to

see the windup of the debate and in order to

see the minister, whom he so much admires,

perform towards the close of this debate.

Mr. Mcllveen: He knew the hon. member
was going to speak.

Mr. Cassidy: Frankly, I have grave doubts

when I hear a member like that or any mem-
ber say that we have the finest plan in the

world-

Mr. G. Nixon (Dovercourt): Get off that

stuff.

Mr. Cassidy: We don't have a plan for

health in the province, Mr. Chairman-

Interjections by hon. members.

An hon. member: Sit down.

Mr. Mcllveen: He knew the member was

going to speak; no wonder.

Mr. Foulds: Is that the best contribution

the hon. member can make tonight?

Mr. Cassidy: The rump is obviously active.

They have something wrong with their in-

nards, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: Order, please. Order.

Hon. W. A. Stewart (Minister of Agricul-
ture and Food): They're making a better con-

tribution than what is being made now, that's

for sure.

Mr. Cassidy: Mr. Speaker, a plan for health

in Ontario does not exist at this time. This

government, far from having the finest plan
for health, has had to be dragged kicking
and screaming into Medicare, and it was

dragged kicking and screaming in 1958 or

1959 into hospital insurance—both times eight
to 10 years after the Province of Saskat-

chewan under a CCF or an NDP government.
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Mr. R. F. Nixon: By the Liberals.

Mr. Breithaupt: The federal Liberals.

Mr. Cassidy: And the NDP has been show-

ing the way in these particular things, Mr.

Speaker-

Mr. Mcllveen: All the Saskatchewan doc-

tors are down here.

Mr. Cassidy: —and this government has

come only at the last minute, kicking and

screaming, into any kind of a modern system
of health care.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Cassidy: Mr. Speaker, when you look
at the problems people face, you find there

are still enormous gaps in the system of

health care in the province right now. They
affect rich people and poor people differently.
If you are rich, you can survive and the
health system is good. If you are poor, the
health system is pretty rotten in many many
respects.

Mr. G. Nixon: Get off that stuff. That is

disgraceful.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Man the barricades!

Mr. Cassidy: Mr. Speaker, I can give some
examples. If you are over 65 and getting $140
or $160 a month and facing a $50 drug bill

every month, you have to go and beg to the

municipal welfare office to get some support
in order to live out your closing years with
the drugs you need to survive.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Do they get it?

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Cassidy: If you live in the low-income
area of my riding between Bronson and
Parkdale, there are all of two general practi-
tioners and both on the very edge of that

area; there are none in that area, Mr. Speaker.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: How would the hon.
member know? He doesn't even live there.

Mr. Cassidy: But if you go into the affluent

suburbs of Ottawa, you'll find there are a lot
of doctors out there where the action is

among the upper middle class, because they
are out for a living and there is no sensible

programme to try to ensure that there are

community health facilities within reach of
the people who need them.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: How many are there on
Toronto Island?

Mr. Cassidy: If you know your doctor as a

personal friend and play at the same golf
club and you need a gall-stone removed, he'll

get you into the hospital within a week.

An hon. member: That's not true.

Mr. Cassidy: If you are not in that situa-

tion, it may take months to get in for surgery
which is elective or semi-elective.

Mr. Foulds: Well said.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Cassidy: Mr. Speaker, if you are poor
and you go to the doctor, you may find that

he bills extra and you don't know what to do
about it because you learned too late and you
had to get the pain fixed. You may even find

that his bill of 10 per cent, amounting to

$10, $15 or $20 in the case of an operation
or some other major procedure, is more than

you can afford. That has happened to a num-
ber of people in my riding, Mr. Speaker, and
it happens right across the province.

Mr. Speaker, if you are on a modest in-

come, you pay just as much health premium
as E. P. Taylor and all the other millionaries

around this province do because of the inequi-
table system of health premiums here in the

Province of Ontario. We fixed that in Mani-

toba; we made it fair in Manitoba, but there

has been no action from this government here

in this province. If you are poor or if you
have a large family and have any income and
take the kids to the dentist, you face bills

that may be as high as $200 or $300 every
three or six months. There is no denticare

plan in this province, not even for children

under the age of six or 12, and there should
be one.

Mr. Speaker, if you live in the north, as the

member for Thunder Bay is involved, you
ought to stop paying health premiums be-

cause you are not getting the same care that

is available in the south. If you are aged and
have to go into a nursing home and don't

have relatives or friends who will fight for

you, you may well find that you are put in

surroundings which are dirty and unsanitary,
that you are ill fed and that you are other-

wise mistreated because of the private profit

system which dominates the nursing home
system of this province, thanks to the Con-
servative government.

Mr. Speaker, if you are a parent with an

emotionally disturbed child in eastern On-
tario, you will have gone through 10 or 15
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years of hell trying to get services for your
child.

Mr. Mcllveen: That's what's happening to

the member.

Mr. Cassidy: Something is beginning to

happen right now. But it took 10 years to get

any action out of this government. If you
come from Ottawa or many other parts of

the province and are trying, for the good of

your community, to establish an innovative

community health centre, you will find you
will get the back of the hand from this

minister because he does not believe in any
kind of innovation in health care in the

province.

Mr. Timbrell: That's absolute nonsense!

Mr. Cassidy: Mr. Speaker, if you are a

municipal politician, a community leader or

just somebody who cares about health and
are trying to get a health council established

in your region, you will find that the minister
and his department are so confused about
what they want that they have delayed for

a year or a year and a half—I'm not sure how
long it is—in getting health councils which
can provide adequate regional health plan-
ing in the province.

Mr. Speaker, if you are a hospital worker,
full of a service ethic and trying to do a

decent job, you will find that you are simply

exploited by this minister and this ministry
because their budget cuts and ceilings on

hospitals have the effect of hitting the hospi-
tal workers first, and the hospital workers
are among the lowest paid category of any
employees in the Province of Ontario.

Mr. Foulds: Absolutely shameful!

Mr. Cassidy: Mr. Speaker, if you are a

doctor or a health worker or simply a citizen

who cares about health, you're aware of the
fact that people smoke too much and drink
too much and that there are other problems
which are health problems and which help
to increase the health bill here in the prov-
ince. You may also be aware of the fact that

this ministry, far from increasing its—

Hon. Mr. Stewart: How about foot and
mouth disease?

Hon. Mr. Winkler: What about the ones
who talk too much?

Mr. Cassidy: —insurance with preventive
medicine; far from putting into action the
kinds of words of the minister, of the kind
I've just given, that we do have health prob-

lems which ought to be cured, and that

don't get cured by doctors but by individuals

looking after their own health; far from doing
anything like that, this ministry is reducing
the funds it is making available for the pro-
motion and for the protection of health.

Mr. Speaker, if you are a leading doctor
in Ottawa trying to get a new hospital built,

you have to hammer on doors here for years
to convince the ministry that you can't build
a hospital for $10 million flat every year for

seven years, but that it takes a certain amount
more in certain years and a certain amount
less. Even the ministry can't even under-
stand that from the kinds of people with
whom it normally consorts.

Mr. Dukszta: That is right.

Mr. Cassidy: Mr. Speaker, there are so

many problems in the health field that it

really boggles the mind, because here we are
in a prosperous province with a lot of good
people and a lot of good advice available to

the minister. There are people in the minis-

try, I am sure, who might be able to give the
minister some good advice but the ministry
is running around chasing its tail.

The minister doesn't seem to know what
he wants to do. He can't even get his legis-

lation straight; he can't get his policies

straight. First, it's yes, denturists, then it's

no, denturists, and it goes on and on and on.

We are fed up with the lack of direction, Mr.

Speaker. We are fed up with the kind of

cuts and we are fed up with the unwilling-
ness to innovate. For these reasons, we feel

that it is time to change the minister if he
won't resign voluntarily.

Hon. Mr. Potter: Mr. Chairman, it must be

apparent that the previous speaker doesn't

believe in pollution control methods.

Mr. G. Nixon: Air pollution.

Hon. Mr. Potter: At the beginning of the

debate tonight, the Leader of the Opposition
first spoke about the denturists and he ex-

pressed concern because of my reaction to

his statement when he said that he and his

party, from the beginning, were in support
of the denturists practising without super-
vision. I must confess, Mr. Speaker, that I

did flinch because the hon. leader must be
aware of the discussions I had had with
members of his caucus before the Act was

changed. Surely he remembers, Mr. Speaker,

coming over and speaking to me when I did

introduce the change. Maybe he doesn't

remember saying to me, "What do I do now?
I had a speech all prepared to make you
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change it.

here—
He has the nerve to get up Mr. Reid:

fensible.

He can't defend the inde-

Mr. R. F. Nixon: The minister has got to

be right out of it. Does he know that?

Hon. Mr. Potter: He has the nerve to get

up in this House and say-

Mr. R. F. Nixon: He has got to be right out

of it. He knows that.

Hon. Mr. Potter: —and say that from the

beginning—

An hon. member: He's right.

Hon. Mr. Potter: Come off it.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: On a point of order, you
cannot permit the minister to mislead the

House on this basis. Mr. Speaker, the record

will show that we not only opposed the

minister's change we asked you to rule him
out of order, which you did. We now have a

bill in my name before the House and surely,

Mr. Speaker, if you have any influence with
the hon. minister, who maybe does need
some special help, to hear him in action right

now, surely he should change his mind and

accept the private bill that is in my name in

the Legislature right now. It will save him
a good deal of trouble in the future.

He is totally irresponsible and ill-informed

and he should get out of this job.

Mr. Speaker: Order.

Hon. Mr. Potter: Mr. Speaker, I don't need

any help.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: He is a disgrace to the

profession. He is a disgrace to the democratic

process.

Mr. Speaker: Order.

Hon. Mr. Potter: Obviously the Leader of

the Opposition doesn't want to remember
that conversation.

An hon. member: He has a convenient

memory block.

Hon. Mr. Potter: Mr. Speaker, I have no
intention of making any more response to a
statement concerning denturists.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: The minister hasn't any-
thing to say, that's why.

Hon. Mr. Potter: I've already mentioned
this several times in the House.

Mr. Speaker: Order, please.

Hon. Mr. Potter: The bill is there and it is

going to be enforced.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: He is pigheaded and
stubborn.

Mr. Speaker: Order, please. I think the

terms used by the hon. Leader of the Oppo-
sition are not parliamentary.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: I withdraw pigheaded;
he's stubborn.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: That's uncharac-

teristic.

Hon. Mr. Potter: Did I understand him to

say he withdrew it pigheadedly?

Mr. R. F. Nixon: The minister is on the

way out.

Hon. Mr. Potter: The member hadn't better

believe it.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: He won't survive the next

month.

Mr. Ruston: He won't survive the cabinet

shuffle next month.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: He is just one of many
millstones.

Mr. Reid: I am going to tell him he won't

enjoy his Christmas present. It is going to be

a pink slip.

Hon. Mr. Potter: I can tell the members
one thing; it won't be the opposition that will

put me out of here.

Mr. Riddell: I have a feeling it might be

the minister's own people.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: He can't answer any of

the charges because he has nothing construc-

tive to say.

Hon. Mr. Potter: The member for Parkdale,
Mr. Speaker, mentioned several things which
had already been answered at the previous
sessions. Some of them have been answered

by the member for Wellington-Dufferin. If I

were to answer him in the same tone, I'm sure

the members of the Legislature would think

we had a mutual admiration society and I

have no intention of taking time to do that.

There are one or two things I do want to

clarify. He's wrong in some of the figures he's

quoted. Certainly, the promotion and health
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protection programmes have had an increase

of $8 million or an increase of 12.5 per cent,
but the development of health resources

showed a decrease through the reduction in

capital expenditure of the health resources.

He spoke about $250,000 being available for

community health centres and this, too, was
explained earlier in the estimates—that it was
for capital grants and not for operational costs.

Mr. Cassidy: This is a piddling amount
because the minister doesn't believe in them.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Why does the minister

keep notes? He doesn't understand them.

Keep shuffling; he's only got $3 million.

An hon. member: He's got a good memory
though.

Hon. Mr. Potter: The member for—

Mr. Foulds: Good night, Dick.

Mr. Reid: Say good night, Dick.

Hon. Mr. Potter: The member for Essex-
Kent spoke about the ambulance service at

Tilbury and he had spoken to me before

about it. There's no question that there were

complaints about the Tilbury ambulance
service. There were complaints from the

citizens both in Tilbury and in Chatham;
complaints from the Chatham hospital, and
from the physicians in Chatham. As he is

aware, the ambulance service in this province
is second to none. It has been developed over
a number of years. There are areas in the

province which still need to be improved,
and this is one of them. And these areas will

be improved.

I do want to thank the hon. member for

bringing up several items as they relate to

our insurance programme. I agree with the

quality of insurance that was provided by the

co-ops at the time the member for Essex-

Kent was involved with them. Before the

provincial insurance programme the unions
were capable of providing their own health

insurance programmes through any agency
they wanted. Anyone who was unable to get
insurance through a co-op or through any of
the other agencies, could do so under the
OMSIP programme. Those who were unable
to pay for insurance were provided with
service under the OMSIP programme. Those

days were indeed good days. We had good
insurance programmes; the people were well

protected.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: That was before the min-
ister's time.

Hon. Mr. Potter: That's right, it was. Un-

fortunately, we got sucked into the belief

that the acceptance of the federal govern-
ment's OMSIP programme was going to be
the answer to everybody's prayers.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Well, if the Ontario gov-
ernment had a universal programme, it

might be.

Hon. Mr. Potter: It wasn't until after the

OMSIP programme was introduced that many
union members and farmers and others be-

gan to realize that they were able to provide
better services under the old programme than
could be provided under the programme spon-
sored by the federal government.

Mr. Deans: That says something about this

government's administrative capabilities.

Mr. Cassidy: Is the minister saying he has
lowered the standards of Medicare since?

Mr. R. F. Nixon: The minister is making a

profit on the programme.

Mr. Cassidy: He is saying he has degraded
the programme.

Hon. Mr. Potter: The hon. member spoke
about doctors' working hours—and I couldn't

agree with him more. If he were to refer to

the Pickering report he would see that Pick-

ering says the average physician, in spite of

what has been said during the estimates,

works an average of 59 hours a week, six days
a week, and they found that many doctors

in fact worked up to as high as 80 and 90
hours a week.

The member for Sandwich-Riverside spoke
about acupuncture, and I would just like to

take one or two minutes on this. I think I

answered him in the House the other day that

it is our intention to set up centres in the

province to further research acupuncture
technique. It is not our intention that it

should be the prerogative of the medical pro-
fession to deal with this particular item.

I can't answer his questions at this time

as to whether, when they are set up, there will

be a provincial board, or whether there will

be immediate recognition given to certain

people, or whether they will practise alone,

because quite frankly we haven't decided

whether the programme would be accepted.
We are talking about further researching a

new type of procedure to us, which has been
used for many years in China. There is still

a great deal of controversy as to the benefits

of the programme. Certainly, as far as I am
concerned, it will be properly evaluated be-
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fore any steps are taken to include it as part

of the health delivery system.

The member for St. George spoke about

her concern for moving patients from the

homes for the aged. As she has already inti-

mated, she and I will be discussing this in

the future, but there are two views on it.

We have had those who have said that they
don't like to see patients moved from the

retirement home if they become ill, that they
should just go into the extended care facility;

and then there are others who say that they
don't like to be in the retirement home and

look over to the other facility and say, "Some-

day I'm going to have to end up over there

in bed/'

We have been attempting to evaluate this

from the standpoint of the individuals them-

selves—the patients and their families—and

trying to get some consensus as to which
should be the proper approach. I might say
at this time it seems to be about 50-50. We
haven't been able to make a decision one way
or the other.

Mr. Speaker: I must point out to the hon.

minister that the time has elapsed. The one

sitting referred to in the standing orders has

been completed.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: The big hand is on the 6.

Hon. Mr. Potter: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
There really isn't very much more I want to

reply to. The member for St. George has

said-

Mr. Reid: He hasn't said anything yet.

Hon. Mr. Potter: As she has said, I am pre-

pared to get together with her.

The member for Thunder Bay, as he has

already intimated, is meeting with our area

co-ordinator. We are only too delighted to

work with him in that area.

I do, once again, want to thank members
of my own caucus and others who have

spoken here this evening. Thank you.

Mr. Speaker: The time provided for debate

of item 38, which is concurrence in supply
for the Ministry of Health, in accordance

with standing order 87(g) has now been

completed.

Shall the resolution for concurrence be

agreed on?

Those in favour of the resolution will please

say "aye."

Those opposed, please say "nay."

In my opinion, the "ayes" have it.

I declare the resolution carried.

Resolution concurred in.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Mr. Speaker, before I

move the adjournment of the House, I would
like to say that tomorrow morning we will

discuss item 9, Bill 196, to be followed by
the estimates of the Ministry of Education.

Hon. Mr. Winkler moves the adjournment
of the House.

Motion agreed to.

The House adjourned at 10:30 o'clock, p.m.
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LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY OF ONTARIO

The House met at 10 o'clock, a.m.

Prayers.

Mr. Speaker: Statements by the ministry?

FEDERAL-PROVINCIAL ENERGY
CONFERENCE

Hon. W. G. Davis (Premier): Mr. Speaker,

just a very brief statement related to the

speech on television last night by the Prime

Minister of Canada.

While I must confess that it contained very
little that was new and didn't answer some of

the questions, I think—

Mr. R. F. Nixon (Leader of the Opposi-

tion): The world is waiting for the Premier's

opinion, he knows that.

Mr. T. P. Reid (Rainy River): The
Premier sounds almost as intelligent as Mayor
Crombie, in fact word for word.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I feel some-

what encouraged that the federal government
has now recognized the need for a national

energy policy and that the Prime Minister of

Canada, after urging from this province and

others now for some months-

Mr. R. F. Nixon: He does very little until

the Premier gives him the okay.

Hon. Mr. Davis: —is prepared to call a

conference on energy matters. I would only

say, Mr. Speaker, that I would hope he would

expedite his timetable, in that the Province

of Ontario will be ready in January rather

than in the spring and quite prepared to par-

ticipate in such a conference at that time.

I think as far as any specific questions
related to the Prime Minister's statement are

concerned, the Minister of Energy (Mr.

McKeough) is here this morning and is quite

prepared to deal with them.

CAMP COMMISSION REPORT

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I have
another brief statement to make to the House,
and I'm tabling a letter from the chairman of

Friday, November 23, 1973

the commission related to matters of the

Legislature and another matter that I asked

the commission to undertake some months

ago.

Mr. Camp has written to me, and I will

make copies available to the leaders of the

two opposition parties, although they have

already been informed as it relates to the

study on election financing, campaign con-

tributions, material which I had hoped to

have available from the commission in time

for consideration before we adjourn prior to

Christmas.

Mr. Camp has detailed the complexities of

their study and has said to me and to the

members of this House that the commission

feel it will take a further period of time

before their report is available to us, although
he has in his letter given an outside date of

April 1.

As I say, I had hoped to have this avail-

able for discussions in this session, but Mr.

Camp and his colleagues on the commission

feel very strongly that the matter is complex;
I am anxious that their report contain recom-

mendations that we can live with and that

the legislation flowing from it will be such

that we can't drive trucks through it, because

I think it is important that it be well done.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Some Brinks trucks.

Hon. Mr. Davis: I think it is also obvious,

without indicating any future events, that

even April 1 will be in ample time before

any provincial election.

Mr. Speaker, I will table this letter; I have

copies available for the two opposition parties
and we're getting some copies for the mem-
ber of the press gallery as well.

GREY CUP

Hon. C. Bennett (Minister of Industry and

Tourism): Mr. Speaker, as Minister of In-

dustry and Tourism for the province, I would

like first of all to open with a statement say-

ing how delighted we are to be a host this

weekend to the national game of football,

here in Ontario and in Toronto, along with

the city of Toronto.
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I would also like to suggest to the mem-
bers of this House that we should all pull

together now and support the Ottawa Rough
Riders as the team that truly represents this

province; indeed, with their defensive team
I can see no reason why we shall not come
out victorious on Sunday.

Mr. D. C. MacDonald (York South):
Sounds like a commercial.

Hon. Mr. Bennett: It is difficult of course,

I appreciate, Mr. Speaker, for the members of

the opposition to believe—

Mr. MacDonald: Would the minister have

done the same for Toronto?

An hon. member: Like to make a small

wager?

An hon. member: Why doesn't the minister

wear a pin?

Hon. Mr. Bennett: Yes, I've put a few of

them up, sir.

It's difficult for the members of the opposi-
tion in this House to really believe that we
on this side of the House can be supporting
the Rough Riders against another Tory group
from the western part of the country. But I

have taken the liberty-

Mr. MacDonald: The minister is maligning
the team just because they come from
Alberta.

Hon. Mr. Bennett: —of getting in touch

with Fred Peacock, the Minister of Industry
and Commerce of Alberta, and Bob Dowling,
the Alberta minister responsible for tourism,
to suggest that we from the government side

should have a little wager with them; I have
received from them this morning a telegram
which says:

CANNOT PLAY WITH THINGS LIKE ROYALTIES
so we'll SETTLE FOR BOTTLE OF NEWFIE
SCREECH.

Mr. MacDonald: When did the minister

start? Has he been sampling it?

Hon. Mr. Bennett: I have to admit to the

member that—

Mr. I. Deans (Wentworth): It must have
been good.

Hon. Mr. Bennett: I have to admit to the

member that the representatives of Ottawa
have been here since Monday night and it's

getting a little rough. I'm not sure that I can
last through until Sunday night. I can also

say to members it gets rather expensive to

have so many hometowners in Toronto this

week too.

Mr. MacDonald: Sounds like the Good
Roads convention.

Hon. Mr. Bennett: Mr. Speaker, I know
the Premier is a great supporter of "the

Double Blue," but I would like to suggest,

sir, that particularly today, since we are

going to host a luncheon at the Royal York,
to which I believe all members have been
invited—and we trust they will show up on

time, that would be an indication to them that

maybe things will go a little longer here

today than they should—I'd like to present to

the Premier a button from the Ottawa Rough
Riders, indicating that they will be the 1973

Grey Cup champions and that he should not

only wear this particular button in the House

today but for the balance of this weekend.

Mr. MacDonald: Where's the minister's?

He's a latecomer himself.

Hon. Mr. Bennett: If the Premier should

meet his colleagues from Alberta I hope he

will not hesitate to bet whatever portion of

his income he thinks may be rightfully put
there to support the Rough Riders—put your

money where your mouth is, as they would

say.

Mr. J. F. Foulds (Port Arthur): This is en-

couragement of gambling.

Hon. Mr. Bennett: I beg pardon?

Mr. Foulds: I hope the Solicitor General

(Mr. Yaremko) is listening to this.

Hon. Mr. Bennett: As long as it only means

buying a bottle of Screech I can assure the

hon. member that the Province of Ontario

will get a fair return on that particular wager.

Mr. MacDonald: Hs is really impartial.

Mr. W. Ferrier (Cochrane South): Now he's

supporting the liquor industry.

Hon. Mr. Bennett: Mr. Speaker, I trust the

Premier will find the occasion to brag and

support the Rough Riders—

An hon. member: What about the Speaker?

Hon. Mr. Bennett: No, I didn't bring one

for the Speaker.

Mr. MacDonald: He is really impartial.

Mr. Foulds: Rule him out of order for that

oversight, Mr. Speaker.
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Hon. Mr. Bennett: Mr. Speaker, I can only
add that I'm sure the member for Ottawa
Centre (Mr. Cassidy), the member for Ottawa
East (Mr. Roy) and the minister from Carleton

East (Mr. Lawrence) will support me in say-

ing that we have no fears whatsoever, that

the Rough Riders will bring the championship
to this province, and that we shall find our-

selves with the All-Star Game next year so

we can collect additional taxes for our reve-

nue position.

Thank you.

Mr. M. Cassidy (Ottawa Centre): It's the

first time the minister and I have stood to-

gether in this House for two years.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I would

say to the Minister of Industry and Tourism
that I shall wear this button for the balance

of the weekend with enthusiasm, and it will

only be replaced about 12 months from now
when I visit Vancouver supporting the To-

ronto Argonauts in the 1974 Grey Cup. I do
share his enthusiasm for the playing of the

game on Sunday; and would also say to the

Minister of Industry and Tourism that I have

talked to the Premier of Alberta—at a very

early hour this morning for him, although
not so early for me—and will be chatting
on other matters prior to the game on Sunday.

We have been very careful not to wager
the oil resources of the Province of Alberta

against the provincial deficit of the Province

of Ontario. We will find something a shade,

perhaps, lower in value, but nonetheless 1

am quite confident that I shall relieve the

Premier of Alberta of at least a dollar some-

time around 3:30 Sunday afternoon.

Mr. Speaker: Oral questions.

The hon. Leader of the Opposition.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I have al-

ready discussed this with the Minister of

Energy from this province. We have both

agreed there's great merit in moving up the

date. He will be communicating this to his

colleagues at the conference this afternoon.

I am quite confident that his own statement

there and presence will be sufficient, I am
sure, to persuade the others that there's

great merit in the suggestion.

ONTARIO ENERGY POLICY

Mr. R. F. Nixon: I have a question of the

Minister of Energy. Has he made, let's say,

plans for the wholesale allocation of energy
resources here? Has it been discussed with

any of his colleagues, the other ministers, and

particularly the federal minister; is this simply

going to be a statement from the federal

authorities about wholesale allocation?

Hon. W. D. McKeough (Minister of En-

ergy): We have had ongoing discussions with

Ottawa about this; and I think it is fair to

say that Ottawa has developed a plan and

presumably will announce it when the time

is right, whether that's on Monday or not I

don't know. Through both the National En-

ergy Board and the Department of Energy,
Mines and Resources there is, in our view,

adequate machinery to carry out at the whole-

sale level the necessary allocative process.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Supplementary: It won't

require much of a provincial initiative, nor

provincial planning; no allocating office un-
der the ministry?

Hon. Mr. McKeough: We don't think so.

We have assured the government of Canada
that whatever co-operation is asked for will

be forthcoming.

FEDERAL-PROVINCIAL ENERGY
CONFERENCE

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Mr. Speaker, I wonder if

the Premier could take five or 10 minutes
from his busy schedule this afternoon and go
over to the conference of mines and resources

ministers so that all of them might know of

some of his views more directly, particularly
about moving up the conference of first min-
isters on energy? Would he undertake to do
that? I am sure his energy adviser could put
the view almost as strongly as he does; but

surely the presence of the Premier of the

province at that conference, even for a short

period of time, might have some efficacious

results.

SPEED LIMIT ENFORCEMENT AS
FUEL SAVING

Mr. R. F. Nixon: A question of the Minis-

ter of Transportation and Communications:
In the event it is agreed by federal and pro-

vincial authorities that one of the important

ways of saving fuel, particularly gasoline, is

to reduce speed limits, how difficult would
this be for the minister to do as far as in-

forming the public is concerned and seeing
that it is reasonably enforced?

Hon. G. R. Carton (Minister of Transporta-
tion and Communications): It can be done,
Mr. Speaker. One of the problems involved

would be, of course, in notifying the public.
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First of all, there would be a fair amount
of press attendant upon this particular policy

matter; then there could be advertisements

on it.

But in addition the signing would have to

be changed, Mr. Speaker. I would suggest
that this might pose a problem, but it's not

impossible. It may well be, for example, that

because it is perhaps a temporary expedient
the first digit of the signs could be changed.
This is only my personal thought, where it

says 70 we could put a six over the seven.

Mr. J. R. Breithaupt (Kitchener): Just like

all the trucks with the ministry's name
change.

Hon. Mr. Carton: Right. In any event, Mr.

Speaker, it would pose a few problems, but it

can be done.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: By way of supplemen-
tary, could the minister not do this by regula-
tion, by order in council?

Hon. Mr. Carton: Yes, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. F. A. Burr (Sandwich-Riverside): Mr.

Speaker, supplementary: Would the minister

consider a kind of plastic bag which could
be drawn over the signs; because this might
be temporary, then if he wanted to remove
them temporarily again they could be re-

moved?

Mr. Reid: Put them over the cabinet.

Mr. MacDonald: They'd look like the Min-
ister of Agriculture and Food with his neck
brace.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. W. A. Stewart (Minister of Agricul-
ture and Food): A great idea for the socialists.

Mr. Foulds: And we could use them for

hair drying!

Hon. Mr. Carton: Mr. Speaker, we will

consider anything at that time; we will look

into it on our own in various ways.

Mr. Breithaupt: Is that included in any-

thing?

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Went-
worth.

OIL PIPELINE EXTENSION

Mr. Deans: Mr. Speaker, I have a ques-
tion of the Minister of Energy. Recognizing
the rather vague nature of the Prime Minis-

ter's statement last evening, is it the in-

tention of the Minister of Energy to meet
with the government of Canada to attempt
to make sure that the pipeline which is

proposed to be developed will be developed
in the public sector?

Hon. Mr. McKeough: The pipeline to

Montreal? No, I don't think so. I don't think

that is necessary. The pipeline company
that is the one responsible for carrying oil,

is not in the public sector and I would see

no reason why a new corporation, public
or private, would be created.

It seems to me that Interprovincial Pipe
Line Co. are the logical people to extend
the pipeline. It isn't only a question of

extending the pipeline. It will or may be

necessary to loop it back right to Alberta

in sections to strengthen the pipeline. Even

though the member talks about a separate

pipeline from, say Toronto to Montreal, there

would be a great deal of other work to

do along the length of the pipeline and that

has been Interprovincial's job and role. As
I read the papers and from the discussions

we've had—there are ongoing discussions with

Interprovincial—I think they are prepared
to do it when the go ahead is given. I would
see no reason to have that pipeline in the

public sector. In fact I think it would be

very confusing to do so.

Mr. MacDonald: Supplementary: Does the

Minister of Energy not feel, in light of the

generalities of the statement last night, that

there is even more need for the establishment

of a national petroleum corporation to get
some measure of control over energy re-

sources? In light of that and in view of that,
is he planning to make representations to

the government in a vigorous fashion? I can
assure him, as the minister publicly called

on the NDP, that we will do our part. Will
he do his part?

Hon. Mr. McKeough: I am assuming that

the member's definition of a national

petroleum corporation is what I think he
and I, with our long experience in agricul-

ture, would call a national marketing board.
Is that the member's definition?

Mr. MacDonald: I was assuming that was
the minister's limited concept. It isn't mine,
but anything would be a good start—a start

anyway, if not good.

Hon. Mr. McKeough: What I am trying to

do is separate it from either purchasing a

petroleum company or starting a petroleum

company, which I think is a separate con-
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cept from what the member for York South's

question is.

Yes, I would agree that somehow or an-

other, whether one calls it a petroleum

corporation or a national marketing board,

we have to develop some new mechanism, in

which the provinces and the federal govern-
ment are together involved, to deal with

the question of how we purchase off shore,

if that is necessary, and how we handle

our markets internally.

Mr. MacDonald: A further supplementary,
Mr. Speaker: In view of the statement of

the Prime Minister, which I find a little

unclear, that when the freeze is lifted

Canadian prices will not necessarily rise to

world price levels, has the minister any con-

ception as to exactly what that means or

how it may be achieved? Particularly in view
of the fact that even industrialists in this

province, like the minister's fellow towns-

man the president of Union Gas Ltd., have
indicated there is no need or justification for

Alberta to get world prices for that portion
of their product which is consumed in

Canada, is he making representations on
behalf of all of Ontario, the corporate sector

as well as consumers, to forestall a price
increase which would match the world price
or come close to it?

Hon. Mr. McKeough: Mr. Speaker we have
been vigorously doing that since last March
and pointing out that to some extent at any
rate Canada can, in terms of supply-

Mr. MacDonald: Is Stanfield supporting
Ontario position?

Hon. Mr. McKeough: Is Stanfield support-

ing us?

Mr. MacDonald: Yes.

Hon. Mr. McKeough: Mr. Stanfield said

that he felt the export tax should go to sub-

sidize those Canadians who do not have the

benefit of the freeze. Whether that is sup-

port or not I am not entirely sure.

Mr. MacDonald: Does the minister mean
he is as unclear as Trudeau?

Hon. Mr. McKeough: That was a diversion

from my friend which I don't think was

necessary, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Cassidy: He means which em-
barrassed him.

Hon. Mr. McKeough: Now I have forgotten
the member's question.

Mr. V. M. Singer (Downsview): The ques-
tion wasn't that good either.

Hon. Mr. McKeough: We have been say-

ing since last March that Canada has in-

ternally adequate sources of energy for our-

selves and perhaps has in some fields some-

thing left over for export, and that we should

to some degree insulate ourselves from the

vagaries of the world market, and our posi-
tion hasn't changed on that.

I would agree with my friend when he
said that he was somewhat puzzled by what
the Prime Minister of Canada said about
the end of the freeze on Feb. 1 next. It

seemed to me to be having it both ways, and
I couldn't really follow what he was saying.

Mr. MacDonald: Well a final supplement-
ary: I don't want to get off into a game of

going after Trudeau that we both might
enjoy, but I must confess that I wasn't really

persuaded that the minister had been press-

ing this issue of keeping a two-price system
since last March. I thought it had become
muted. Isn't it now the time for the Prov-

ince of Ontario to raise its voice with vigour
so that nobody has any doubt, including
Stanfield or Lougheed or anybody else, that

we want a two-price system so that Ontario

citizens and Ontario corporations won't be

penalized by world prices?

Hon. Mr. McKeough: I agree.

Mr. MacDonald: The minister agrees? I will

look forward to his next speech covering that

with vigour then.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Went-
worth.

Mr. MacDonald: That will likely be this

evening. The minister has a speech on tonight.

ONTARIO PENSIONERS' ASSISTANCE

Mr. Deans: Mr. Speaker, I have a question
of the Premier. Did the Premier receive the

representations of the United Senior Citizens

of Ontario? Did he read their second resolu-

tion dealing with income level requirements
for the people of the Province of Ontario

who are retirees? Does he feel the province
cannot afford to provide the income requests

of those people who represent some 100,000

pensioners in the Province of Ontario?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, as I touched

on yesterday in answer to the hon. member's

leader's questions a few days ago, the question

of the extent of government support for pen-
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sioners and other groups in our society is a

matter which is constantly under review, and
this particular area, of course, is of concern

to us.

I have nothing further to add to what I

said yesterday as it related to any possible

changes or the timing for them.

Mr. Deans: Well, whether or not the Pre^

mier has anything to add to yesterday's an-

swer, my supplementary question is, is it

a fact that the Province of Ontario cannot
afford to provide a minimum of $200 a month
for pensioners in this province? Is that the

problem? Can't the government afford to pay
it?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I am sure

that as a province we can; if income levels

were such—which are determined by taxa-

tion—we could afford to do a number of

things. And, of course, Mr. Speaker, as I

have said now, I think, several times in the

past few days, the question of income sup-
port or assistance to pensioners or other

groups in our society, is a matter that we
are assessing. As I say I have nothing further

to add to that at this precise moment.

Mr. Deans: Final supplementary, would I

be right then in assuming that the Premier
doesn't consider it a priority matter?

Hon. J. White (Treasurer, Minister of Eco-
nomics and Intergovernmental Affairs): Oh,
come off it.

Hon. Mr. Davis: I think the hon. member
for Wentworth, as on so many occasions,
would not only not be right, he would be
wrong.

Mr. Deans: The Premier will have trouble

selling that one, I'll tell him.

Mr. Reid: Not in this House.

Mr. Cassidy: He was embarrassed when
the senior citizens were upstairs yesterday.

PROOF OF MOTOR VEHICLE
INSURANCE

Mr. Deans: A question of the Minister of

Transportation and Communications. Why is

the department policy changed with regard
to the providing of proof of insurance at the
time of relicensing? Doesn't the minister feel
that by removing the need to provide proof
of insurance he is simply encouraging people
in the Province of Ontario not to have in-

surance?

Hon. Mr. Carton: Mr. Speaker, I thank the

hon. member for bringing this to my attention.

We had a short discussion on this last evening
—the history of this particular aspect of ap-

plications for licences since 1958. At that time

one had to file a form showing the com-

pany's name, the policy number and the ex-

piry date, and one had to file a copy as well.

In 1960 the copy was no longer required;
one just filed the particular information.

During the computerization process—and it

is important that we get into this in the min-

istry—the systems people, because of the fact

that there were only 334 inquiries in 1972
and other matters—for example, the expiry
date could be the day after you made the

application—felt that it was not really a

requisite.

However I disagreed and I have now
changed the policy back to the way it was.

As the hon. member and I discussed last

night, really, the way it was to have been

changed this December it would have been a

very great attraction to some of the younger
people just to say, yes, they were insured

rather than pay the amount that is required

by the motor vehicles accidents claims fund.

The policy now has been changed back as of

this morning and I would like the members
to make record of how expeditiously we act

on these matters which are brought to our

attention.

Mr. Deans: One final supplementary-

Mr. Singer: Back to where it was a year

ago.

Mr. Deans: —doesn't the minister feel that

the ultimate answer to the problem is to

make everyone in the Province of Ontario

carry insurance through the public sector un-

der the Minister of Consumer and Commercial
Affairs?

Hon. Mr. Stewart: Typical socialist govern-
ment.

Mr. F. Young (Yorkview): This government
will be doing it.

Mr. Ferrier: The minister used to be en-

thusiastic. What happened?

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Rainy
River.

GO-URBAN SYSTEM

Mr. Reid: Thank you, Mr. Speaker, I have
a question of the Minister of Transportation
and Communications.
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Is the minister aware of the report from,
I believe, the TTC, to his officials in regard
to light transit which attacks the GO-Urban
concept on pretty well every phase of that

kind of operation? It attacks it on close head-

ways, high maintenance costs, small-capacity

vehicles, its inability to integrate properly
with the existing transit modes, its inability to

expand to meet larger demands and so on.

Is the minister aware of that report and, if

so, has he replied to that report from the

TTC?

Hon. Mr. Carton: The ministry officials and
the minister have been aware of this report
for some time, Mr. Speaker. This is the

group which feels that that particular mode
is the better one or the best one. Again, I

come back to my remarks which have always
related to this new ICTS mode that the min-

istry is now advancing—that we feel that our

particular mode is superior. This does not
alter the fact that there is room for the light
streetcar in certain towns and certain cities

and, in fact, one of the duties of the Urban
Transportation Development Corp. is to do
research into streetcars as well as the new
intermediate capacity mode, buses, and other
matters. We have been aware of this particu-
lar report for some time.

Mr. Reid: A supplementary, if I may, Mr.

Speaker. Have ministry officials prepared a
detailed report in contradiction or which tries

to justify the ministry's own mode of trans-

port? Second, one of the things that the re-

port brings out is the fact that the light
transit mode is four times as efficient in the
use of power or energy as is the GO-Urban
system. Does the minister not think that un-
der present circumstances, this has got to

be an extremely important factor?

Hon. Mr. Carton: Mr. Speaker, all I can
answer in reply to these various matters is

it's not just the light streetcar mode that the

report was based on. There are literally hun-
dreds of systems in the world and everybody
thinks his own is the best system. This min-
istry really doesn't have the time to reply
to every report of every organization which
really feels that it has the best system.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: The TTC is not just any-
body.

Mr. Reid: The TTC certainly isn't just

anybody.

Hon. Mr. Carton: Mr. Speaker, I have
mentioned this point on literally dozens and
dozens of occasions-the TTC staff were part
of the evaluation team of the ministry and

the TTC, as a matter of fact, feels that the

ICTS has a role to play in Metropolitan To-
ronto. There is no doubt of that fact.

Mr. D. M. Deacon (York Centre): We might
have it in 20 years. Don't talk about it now.
Give us a written report criticizing the TTC
report.

Mr. Cassidy: A supplementary, Mr.

Speaker. Has the minister—

Hon. Mr. Carton: Excuse me, a member
of the opposition in each party has a copy
of that critical report; I gave it to them dur-

ing my estimates so we are holding nothing
back.

Mr. Reid: I didn't suggest the minister

was.

Mr. Cassidy: Mr. Speaker, has the ministry
now approved or held discussions with the

TTC concerning the Queen St. subway? Can
the minister comment on that subway, given
the fact that it includes the light-rail con-

cept and rejects the GO-Urban plan the min-
ister put forward for that route?

Hon. Mr. Carton: Mr. Speaker, I am not

in a position to make a comment this morn-

ing. This is part of the study of the JTTPC.
They are ongoing studies; there is a com-
mittee that meets almost daily on these mat-
ters. I will get the up-to-date information for

the hon. member. But I am not in a position
to comment every day on exactly the status

of all these particular studies, it would be an

impossibility. But I will get the information

for the hon. member and bring it to him
next week as to what the present status is.

ROUTING OF HIGHWAY 17

Hon. Mr. Carton: Unless there is a supple-
mentary, Mr. Speaker while I'm on my feet,

I wonder if I may reply to the hon. Leader
of the Opposition when he asked me on Nov.
20 about a purchase of land in connection
with Highway 17 at Sault Ste. Marie. I was
correct, Mr. Speaker, when I said that we
have not, in fact, purchased any lands rela-

tive to our new feasibility study. However,
the city of Sault Ste. Marie did, in fact, make
a purchase some time ago, but it has nothing
to do with this present situation. They pur-
chased some lands from the Rankin Indian

reserve; but it has nothing to do with this

ministry and has nothing to do with our

feasibility study. The purchase was made
some years ago.
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Mr. R. F. Nixon: Is it not true that that

land was purchased by the city with the un-

derstanding that there would be a Highway
17 bypass associated with it, if not through
the land? In fact, was not the land purchased
from the Indians and in conjunction with the

Indians so that the by-pass and a rail bypass
would together form a conjunction for an

industrial development which would be mutu-

ally beneficial to both the city and the Indian

community concerned? Is the minister aware
of that situation?

Hon. Mr. Carton: Originally, Mr. Speaker,
we had attempted negotiations with the

Indian band and were unsuccessful. We then

took a different slant to our whole building
programme there. It was then that it was

bought by the city of Sault Ste. Marie.

The hon. Leader of the Opposition is right,
Mr. Speaker, that they would now like a

municipal road built linking it to the indus-

trial centre. They are anxious to have a road

constructed now; it would be a municipal
road to join with their industrial centre. The
hon. Leader of the Opposition is right in

that, but it has nothing to do with Highway
17.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Does it have anything
to do with the minister's approval for that

proposed municipal road?

Hon. Mr. Carton: I will check into that,

Mr. Speaker. As long as it is a priority of the

municipality, we would have no hesitation in

approving it. The subsidies would come about

in the normal event. It would have to be a

priority of that municipality.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Sud-

bury is next. The last question was that of

the hon. member for Rainy River; it is the

turn of the hon. member for Sudbury.

TV CABLE SYSTEM

Mr. M. C. Germa (Sudbury): Mr. Speaker,
a question of the Minister of Transportation
and Communications. In reference to his

statement before the CRTC hearings in Sud-

bury on Nov. 6, wherein he envisaged a co-

ordinated province-wide television cable de-

livery system, is he thinking in terms of an
•exclusive franchise to a publicly-owned corpo-
ration similar to that in Saskatchewan?

Hon. Mr. Carton: No, Mr. Speaker.

Hon. G. A. Kerr (Provincial Secretary for

Justice): Heaven forbid.

Mr. Germa: Supplementary, Mr. Speaker:
Is the minister considering residency require-
ments-

Mr. Speaker: Order please! There is a

great deal of conversation taking place in

the chamber which interferes with the ques-
tions.

Mr. Germa: Will the minister give consider-

ation to residency requirements for the boards

of directors of these private corporations,
whom he seems to favour, similar to Quebec

legislation?

Hon. Mr. Carton: No, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Water-
loo North.

Mr. MacDonald: Sounds like a complete
sellout—not a half sellout but a complete one.

TRUCK LOAD COVERS

Mr. E. R. Good (Waterloo North): Mr.

Speaker, a question of the Minister of Trans-

portation and Communications: Would the

minister consider taking compulsory action so

that gravel trucks cover their load with tar-

paulins as they wheel at 60 and 70 miles an

hour down Highway 401, losing a good por-
tion of their load and causing damage to

cars?

Hon. Mr. Carton: Mr. Speaker, again I

would like the hon. members to note the

due dispatch in this ministry. Regulations
are now being drafted—not only for gravel
trucks but for garbage trucks. It is a case

of the legal drafting. We passed the legisla-
tion in June, and the regulations should be
in effect shortly.

Mr. Good: Thank you very much.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Thun-
der Bay.

LAKE SUPERIOR WATER QUALITY
STUDY

Mr. J. E. Stokes (Thunder Bay): Thank

you, Mr. Speaker. I have a question of the

Provincial Secretary for Resources Develop-
ment: Has anybody in the minister's policy
field undertaken to do a water quality study
of the waters of Lake Superior, particularly
in view of the 67,000 tons of tailings that

are being dumped into the waters of Lake

Superior by a steel company, Reserve Min-

ing, and in view of the fact that they are
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blaming us for the deterioration of the quality
of water as a result of industrial pollution on
our side of the lake?

Finally, will the Provincial Secretary for

Resources Development appeal to his col-

leagues, the Minister of the Environment

(Mr. Auld) and the Minister of Health (Mr.

Potter) to assure the people who use the

water of Lake Superior that the asbestos

content of those tailings would not have
a detrimental effect on the health of people

using that water?

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. A. B. R. Lawrence (Provincial Secre-

tary for Resources Development): Mr.

Speaker, we are participating, through the

department of the Environment, in studies

involving the—

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order, please. I would appeal
to the hon. members who are engaged in

private discussions to please keep their voices

lower because it does interfere with the ques-
tion period, and the members opposite who
want to hear the questions and the answers

find it almost impossible to hear. So will you

please keep your private discussions lower?

Hon. Mr. Lawrence: Yes, Mr. Speaker, we
are participating through the department of

the Environment, in studies of water quality
in the upper lakes. We're doing it basically
in relation to estuaries in the rivers that flow

into Lake Superior from our side of the

waters. As the member may also know,
studies in relation to asbestos content in Lake

Superior are very much a research priority
of the Canada Centre for Inland Waters.

We've been discussing that question with

them in the last few weeks.

It appears at the moment that the greatest
concentration of asbestos, and the likelihood

of any damage from asbestos fibres, relate to

the American public on the south shore. But,

indeed, we are watching it and we are also

trying to ascertain whether or not the quantity
of asbestos fibres that are found is in fact

deleterious to health.

Mr. Foulds: A supplementary, Mr. Speaker:
Is the secretariat aware of the fears expressed

by the Minnesota Pollution Control Agency
that a possible raising of the level of Lake

Superior may increase the currents around the

west extremity of the lake and the red clay
from Wisconsin, I believe, along with the

pollution and effluent being dumped into the

bay at Duluth and the asbestos fibres, may in

fact produce a mix that is detrimental to

the health of people farther up the shoreline

into Canadian waters? Is he aware of that?

Hon. Mr. Lawrence: We're not aware of

that particular point. We are aware of the
effect of the Lake Superior currents on the

distribution of asbestos fibres and other pol-
lutants. As to the specific question of whe-
ther or not the raising of Lake Superior, which
I think is only contemplated to be something
in the matter of an inch or two, would have
that effect, 111 have it checked into and see

if the specific question can get a response
from an engineering point of view.

Mr. Foulds: A final supplementary: Is the

minister aware that the special interim report,

produced at the end of June by the Inter-

national Joint Commission's Great Lakes

Water Levels Board, did in fact recommend
a blank cheque, so to speak, to that board in

terms of the possible raising of the level of

Lake Superior?

Hon. Mr. Lawrence: Yes, I am aware of the

recommendations and the report. I'm also

aware of the misgivings that we have, not

only in relation to pollution but also in re-

lation to the destruction of the flora and

fauna, the fisheries and this land of thing.

Mr. Foulds: Right. Thank you.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for St.

George.

COURT PROCEDURES FOR WOMEN
ON WELFARE

Mrs. M. Campbell (St. George): Mr. Speak-

er, my question is of the Minister of Com-

munity and Social Services.

Could he advise the House at this time as

to when he will be bringing in a report from

the joint committee he set up of the Attorney
General's staff and his own staff?

Hon. R. Brunolle (Minister of Community
and Social Services): Soon, Mr. Speaker.

Mrs. Campbell: A supplementary: Does

"soon" mean before the end of this session?

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: Yes, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Port

Arthur.
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ASSISTANCE TO PUBLISHING INDUSTRY

Mr. Foulds: I have a question, Mr. Speaker,
of the Minister of Colleges and Universities

if I can get his attention. If not, I will ask the

Premier.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Go ahead.

Mr. Foulds: Either one can take it.

Hon. Mr. Davis: I am ready.

Mr. Foulds: Is the Premier's statement

of Oct. 23 and the subsequent memorandum
of the Minister of Colleges and Universities

the total response that the book publishing

industry can expect from this government
in this year or within the forthcoming year?

Hon. J. McNie (Minister of Colleges and

Universities): Mr. Speaker, the subject that

was raised by the hon. member is under con-

tinual review. As he knows, there are two

particular parts that have to do with the in-

dustry. One is handled through our ministry,

that is, the grants to writers through the Prov-

ince of Ontario Council for the Arts. The
other part has to do with the Ministry of

Education.

I would prefer that the Minister of Educa-
tion (Mr. Wells) deal with that part that has

to do with the report on the educational text-

book industry.

Mr. Foulds: Supplementary, Mr. Speaker:
Do I take it that the funds allotted by his

ministry through the Province of Ontario

Council for the Arts mean the abandonment
of the recommendation of the royal commis-

sion of the establishment of a book publishing
board?

Hon. Mr. McNie: Mr. Speaker, the answer
is yes. That was our recommendation.

Mr. Foulds: A final supplementary: What
additional help does the minister expect the

Province of Ontario Council for the Arts to

give to poor Ron Evans, who is a fine chap
and a good person within the staff of the

council, but who is the only person for whom
they have funds to allot for the whole liter-

ary field? Doesn't the minister feel that there

should be additional funding within the coun-

cil so that his complement, which will now in-

clude responsibility for book publishing, can
deal adequately with the job?

Hon. Mr. McNie: Mr. Speaker, there were
additional funds provided in the current

budget. I would expect that the budget,
which will be brought down in the spring,
will have funds provided to take care of

some of the questions that the member raises.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Wel-
lington South, I believe, is next.

APPRENTICESHIP WAGES

Mr. H. Worton (Wellington South): Mr.

Speaker, I would like to ask a question
of the Minister of Colleges and Universities.

As the minister in charge of the appren-
ticeship branch, what steps is he taking
to bring the apprenticeship wages in line

with the minimum wage, and when does he

expect to make a decision on this

Hon. Mr. McNie: This is a subject that

is being considered by our industrial division

right now. We hope to have a report on
it very shortly.

Mr. B. Newman (Windsor-Walkerville):
Supplementary, Mr. Speaker: May I ask the
minister what plans he has to encourage
more youth to get into the machine trades
and associated trades, such as tool and die,
machine repair and so forth? There apparent-
ly is an acute shortage of that type of per-
sonnel.

Hon. Mr. McNie: I would be happy, Mr.
Speaker, to take that question under advise-
ment.

ADMINISTRATION OF CONESTOGA
COLLEGE

Hon. Mr. McNie: If I may, while I am
on my feet, I would like to reply to a ques-
tion that was asked by the member for

Nickel Belt (Mr. Laughren) yesterday with

regard to Conestoga College.

We met this morning with representatives
from the faculty. We had discussions with
the president and with the board. I know
the board will be meeting very shortly to

deal with the matter and I would be very
surprised if an independent and responsible

inquiry did not result.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Sand-
wich-Riverside.

CONSERVATION OF ENERGY

Mr. Burr: Mr. Speaker, I have a question
of the Minister of Energy, but he doesn't
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seem to be here at the moment, so I will

ask it of the Provincial Secretary for Re-
sources Development. It has to do with
electrical appliances.

Is the provincial secretary considering a

campaign to discourage the manufacture,
the advertising and the sale of new, un-

necessary, energy-expensive, luxury electrical

appliances, such as the electric shoe-buffer,

costing $59, that was advertised in the

Toronto Star last Saturday?

Hon. Mr. Lawrence: No, Mr. Speaker, we
are not.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for

Kitchener is next.

Mr. Burr: Supplementary?

Mr. Speaker: All right, a supplementary.

Mr. Burr: How can the public take

seriously the energy crisis when unnecessary
things, like an electric shoe polisher, are

put on the market, advertised and promoted
without any discouragement on the part of
the government?

An hon. member: You don't have to buy
them.

Mr. Cassidy: You don't have to sell them
either.

Hon. Mr. Lawrence: There is no evidence,
Mr. Speaker, we have reached the stage
of crisis that would warrant that kind of
intervention.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for

Kitchener.

AIRSTRIPS

Mr. Breithaupt: I have a question of the
Minister of Transportation and Communica-
tions, Mr. Speaker, involving the comments
of his deputy minister concerning the success-
ful programme in Ohio for development of

community airstrips, and that the ministry is

studying the problem and is preparing some
plans for this development in southern On-
tario. Can the minister advise us when we
may expect to receive some information as
to when these strips will be developed, with
the hope of having industrial development
flow from those specified locations?

Hon. Mr. Carton: Mr. Speaker, I was
clown in Ohio some time ago and had a look
at their particular airport strip development
in the industrial complexes. It appears to be

a very excellent system but I advise the hon.

members of this House that for this year
and perhaps next year our priorities are in

the north and any airport development will

take place in the north. If there are suffi-

cient funds available to my ministry—I think

the hon. House leader's suggestion is a good
one—we are formulating plans now and it

will be a case of implementing them. Our
funds for the next year or two will be
directed to the north and their airports.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: A supplementary: Can
the minister tell the House who is paying
for the experimental nights presently under

way connecting some of the southern cities

such as Brantford? I think the aircraft were
out conducting experimental flights in the

last day or two.

Hon. Mr. Carton: Mr. Speaker, these

would be done, I suspect, by the aircraft

company involved. My ministry is not spon-
soring these particular demonstrations. Is the
member talking about the STOL aircraft

demonstrations in which the mayor of Brant-
ford and the mayor of Kingston took part?

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Yes.

Hon. Mr. Carton: These would be done

through the aircraft company, Mr. Speaker,
not through my ministry, but my ministry
people were in attendance.

An hon. member: Along for a free ride.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Ottawa
Centre.

DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION ACT

Mr. Cassidy: A question of the Minister of

Industry and Tourism, Mr. Chairman: Can
the minister explain why it has taken five

months and a day and still the Act respecting

development corporations, which establishes

the Eastern Ontario Development Corp., has

not yet been proclaimed? When will the Act

be proclaimed? When will the corporation
for eastern Ontario be set up and when will

he make a formal, as opposed to informal,

announcement of its board of directors?

Hon. Mr. Bennett: Mr. Speaker, the Act
has not been proclaimed and I have an

amendment, as I'm sure the member is aware,
to Bill 210 on the orders for the day to

correct the number of representative directors

on the Ontario Development Corp. which

again will have some effect on those coming
from eastern Ontario and northern Ontario. I
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would hope that once Bill 210 is approved
and passed by the House the proclamation
of the entire bill will go forward and the

official announcements on the three boards

will be made.

Mr. Cassidy: A supplementary, Mr.

Speaker. Has the government delayed procla-
mation of Bill 169 in order to make a few
more handouts to industry in the form of for-

givable loans or is there some other reason

for this unjustified delay?

Hon. Mr. Bennett: Mr. Speaker, the ques-
tion of forgivable loans has really nothing to

do with the appointment of directors. I'm not

quite sure how the member could confuse the

two of them.

An hon. member: He can, no problem.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for York
Centre.

POLICY ON INFORMATION CENTRES

Mr. Deacon: Mr. Speaker, a question of

the Minister of Family and Community
Services.

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. Deacon: Social and Community Serv-

ices? I thought it was—

Mr. Stokes: Community and Social Serv-

ices.

Mrs. Campbell: It keeps changing. It's still

welfare.

Mr. Deacon: Mr. Speaker, can the minister

tell us when the survey commissioned by the

former department responsible—the provincial

secretary—in 1971 to study the information

centres and the continuing studies carried out

by the secretariat, I believe, in 1972 and now
by his ministry, as to how these information

services in communities should be financed,
will be ready? In view of the serious financial

problems faced by these information services

because of the delay, when can they expect
the ministry to announce the policy for sup-
port of these?

Hon. Mr. Brunei] e: A good question, Mr.

Speaker.

Mr. Reid: The minister always says that.

He never replies on the same level, I can tell

him.

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: Mr. Speaker, as the

hon. member knows, we are providing fund-

ing to several on an interim basis. I know

Management Board approved very recently a

fairly large amount of money and our policy
on information centres will be announced
soon. They do provide a very worthwhile

service, I think we are all in agreement. But
this will be a government policy and that

will be announced.

Mr. Deacon: Mr. Speaker, in view of the

2V2 years since the first study was commis-

sioned, what does the minister mean by
"fullness of time" or "soon" in this case?

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: Well, Mr. Speaker, like

the hon. member, I know everyone is anxious.

I would hope that some time during the

current session our policy will be announced.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Went-
worth.

STRIKE AT ARTISTIC WOODWORK
CO. LTD.

Mr. Deans: I have a question of the Min-

ister of Labour: Is the Minister of Labour's

presence in the House this morning, smiling
and all, an indication of a settlement in the

Artistic Woodwork strike or is there any

progress to be reported at this time?

Mr. Reid: He thought the member would
never ask.

Mr. Breithaupt: He just stopped smiling.

Hon. F. Guindon (Minister of Labour):

Well, Mr. Speaker, I welcome the question
from my hon. friend. As a matter of fact, I

did have a statement for the House which

perhaps I can make now. I would like to

announce to the House this morning that a

negotiated agreement has been reached be-

tween the Union of Canadian Textile and

Chemical Workers and the management con-

cerning the Artistic Woodwork Co. Ltd. after

direct mediation by me and my officials. The
matter of returning to work will be negotiated
between the parties.

Mr. MacDonald: If only he had done it

two months ago.

Mr. Deans: Just one supplementary ques-
tion: On the matter of returning to work,
does that mean that there's a possibility of

certain employees not returning to work?

Hon. Mr. Guindon: What it means, Mr.

Speaker, is that the parties are presently

working on the conditions of the return to

work.
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Mr. R. F. Nixon: Further supplementary,
Mr. Speaker: No doubt the minister, as we
all are, is very pleased at this, but is it now
his judgement that when he is faced with

these situations in the future, his personal
intervention is in fact worthwhile and that it

is a mistake to postpone such an intervention

as long as he did under these circumstances?

Hon. Mr. Guindon: Mr. Speaker, all I can

say is that I have been involved personally
for over a week.

Mr. Cassidy: The strike has been on for

four months.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Rainy
River.

CONSTRUCTION SAFETY

Mr. Reid: Mr. Speaker, I have a question
of the Minister of Labour. In view of the re-

port by Mr. Gil Sampson, the general mana-

ger of the Construction Safety Association,
that almost one worker a week in the con-

tracting business is being needlessly killed,

what action is the minister's department tak-

ing to tighten up the safety regulations in

regard to the construction industry, and to

punish if necessary those contractors and
unions that are allowing the kind of slipshod
work conditions to continue in which people
are losing their lives?

Hon. Mr. Guindon: Mr. Speaker, the hon.

member knows pretty well how keen I am in

cases of construction safety inspection. As
the members will recall, last year we did

bring in legislation putting construction

safety inspection under the provincial wing
and I can assure my hon. friend that we are

taking every step possible.

Mr. Reid: By way of supplementary,
doesn't the minister feel that a statistic of

one death a week is very horrifying, and a

horrifying reflection on the work that his de-

partment is doing in this regard?

Hon. Mr. Guindon: As far as I am con-

cerned, Mr. Speaker, one death a year is still

too many, and the statistics that I know of—

talking off the top of my head—showed about
42 deaths last year, sir.

Mr. Reid: It's up this year.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Thun-
der Bay is next.

DELAYS IN NORTHERN COURTS

Mr. Stokes: Mr. Speaker, I have a question
of the Attorney General. Is the Attorney Gen-
eral aware of the undue delays that are be-

ing experienced by people who are sum-
moned to appear in courts in northern On-
tario where there have been as many as 14
remands for any number of reasons?

Is he aware of the shortage of one pro-
vincial court judge at the present time which
places an undue load on the judges who are

servicing that area, and also an undue delay
on a number of the cases that should be be-
fore courts and should be resolved but aren't,
because of the number of remands and the

shortage of judges?

Hon. D. A. Bales (Attorney General): Mr.

Speaker, one of the judges died in Thunder

Bay in the last month, as the hon. member
is well aware. He was a fine man and did a

great deal of work there. We anticipate there

will be further appointments. As you know,
there was a new judge sworn in in the Dry-
den area within the past month. He has been
in Toronto on training and he will be return-

ing to the north in the very near future. The
member may be interested to know that

Chief Judge Hayes, the director of Crown
attorneys Mr. LeSage, and a member of the

OPP travelled the whole of the north last

summer. They went into the farthest reaches
and arranged that my staff will be holding
court in those areas where they have not
held them previously.

Mr. Germa: A supplementary, Mr. Speaker:
I wonder if I could ask the Attorney General
when he plans to appoint a permanent family
court judge in the city of Sudbury, which
post has been vacant for quite some time.

Hon. Mr. Bales: It has been vacant since

the judge there took leave and went to

Europe for a year's training. I recognize the
need there and the matter is receiving con-
sideration.

Mr. Singer: Supplementary, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: We have exceeded the ques-
tion period time.

Petitions.

Presenting reports.

Mr. R. D. Rowe (Northumberland): Mr.

Speaker, I beg leave to present an interim re-

port of the select committee on economic and
cultural nationalism dealing with colleges and
universities in Ontario.
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You know, Mr. Speaker, I regret that pre-
mature publication of a draft of the report,

inaccurate in an important respect, has neces-

sitated my tabling this report today. Copies
are available for all of the hon. members.
The report will be printed and distributed to

members as soon as possible.

The committee has heard numerous expres-
sions of opinion and has examined a substan-

tial amount of data supplied by the universi-

ties and other sources. The committee recog-
nizes the outstanding development of univer-

sities in Ontario in the past 15 years to pro-
vide the necessary opportunities for university
education. At the same time the committee
notes that the rapid expansion has not been
free from problems which have caused public
concern.

The committee notes that universities have
entered a period in which expansion has

already slowed dramatically. This will be a

period of reassessment of needs and reorgani-
zation of resources. It will be especially im-

portant to assess the extent to which our

universities are reflecting Canadian problems
and priorities and providing an opportunity
for students to acquire the information and
learn the skills essential for continuing social

and economic progress in Canada. The com-
mittee has formulated a number of recom-
mendations which it hopes will be accepted

by the universities as constructive and calcu-

lated to strengthen the Ontario university

system.

The committee has rejected quotas and
other arbitrary measures to achieve due

recognition of what is popularly described

as Canadian content. Rather the committee

emphasizes the desirability of augmenting
graduate study programmes to ensure an ade-

quate supply of properly qualified persons.
The committee also recommends special atten-

tion to the development of Canadian mate-

rials. At the same time the universities should

give attention to the need to enhance the

Canadian strength of their faculties and this

is noted in the report, together with extensive

tables of statistical information.

Mr. Speaker, I have a further report here,
which I beg leave to present, on the Austra-
lian regulation of foreign directed investment
and recent experience relevant to Canadian

policies, prepared for the select committee
on economic and cultural nationalism by Prof.

William Neilson of the Osgoode Hall Law
School of York University. Copies are being
placed in the postal boxes for all hon. mem-
bers today.

The committee was fortunate to be able to

take advantage of the fact that Professor

Neilson, who has conducted a number of

studies in this field during the past 10 years,
was teaching in Australia during the past
five months and was able to prepare an

up-to-date report on recent developments in

that country. The report is based on inter-

views with government officials, business man-

agers, and professional advisers, as well as an

analysis of the relevant laws. The report
includes an especially useful examination of

decisions taken by the Treasurer of Australia,

the responsible minister, under the Companies
(Foreign Takeovers) Act, which has been in

force for a little more than a year. The com-
mittee notes the similarity of interests of

Australia and Canada and commends the

report to hon. members for study.

An hon. member: Well done.

Mr. Speaker: Motions.

Introduction of bills.

ONTARIO MUNICIPAL EMPLOYEES'
RETIREMENT SYSTEM ACT

Hon. Mr. White moves first reading of bill

intituled, An Act to amend the Ontario

Municipal Employees' Retirement System Act.

Motion agreed to; first reading of the bill.

Hon. Mr. White: Mr. Speaker, this bill

provides for increased income from $154 mil-

lion of OMERS debentures, issued between
1963 and 1969, which are to be converted

to a single bond on Dec. 31, 1973, as author-

ized previously by the Legislature. The im-

provements which have been formulated in

conjunction with the OMERS board and fol-

lowing discussions with the Provincial-Munic-

ipal Liaison Committee provide for the

interest to be paid on conversion of deben-

tures to be the same as the weighted long-
term Ontario and Ontario guaranteed bond
rates applicable in the years 1963 to 1969.

The bill also provides for the OMERS fund

to be credited with back interest. In addition,

Mr. Speaker, the bill provides protection of

pension credits for municipal employees who
work under contract to the Ontario govern-
ment and who would otherwise have broken

service with their municipalities.

REGIONAL MUNICIPAL GRANTS ACT

Hon. Mr. White moves first reading of bill

intituled, An Act to amend the Regional

Municipal Grants Act.
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Motion agreed to; first reading of the bill.

Hon. Mr. White: Mr. Speaker, this bill

is intended to deal with the problem of popu-
lation shifts which result from restructuring
of local government.
Under the present legislation, there is no

provision to redetermine population for grant

purposes when an annexation or restructuring
takes place unless the population increases

by more than seven per cent.

The changes will permit a redetermination

of population of municipalities, including

counties, which are affected by restructuring.

Motion agreed to; first reading of the bill.

Hon. Mr. White: Mr. Speaker, this bill

provides for a number of minor amendments

along with one to bring the provisions regard-

ing conflict of interest into line with the

Municipal Conflict of Interest Act. Amend-
ments also provide for the regulation of the

local roads which intersect the regional roads,

and the rate of interest to be paid by area

municipalities defaulting payment of the dis-

trict levy. This legislation will be taken

through the legislative process by my parlia-

mentary assistant, the member for Grenville-

Dundas ( Mr. Irvine ) .

REGIONAL MUNICIPALITY OF
PEEL ACT

Hon. Mr. White moves first reading of bill

intituled, An Act to amend the Regional

Municipality of Peel Act, 1973.

REGIONAL MUNICIPALITY OF
HALTON ACT

Hon. Mr. White moves first reading of bill

intituled, An Act to amend the Regional

Municipality of Halton Act, 1973.

Motion agreed to; first reading of the bill. Motion agreed to; first reading of the bill.

Hon. Mr. White: Mr. Speaker, changes
included in this bill are intended to facilitate

the operation of the regional municipality of

Halton. The bill makes provision to fill coun-

cil vacancies in all elected offices within the

region. Amendments also provide for the

regulation of the opening up or the establish-

ment of local roads that intersect with

regional roads and the transfer of assets and

liabilities with functions taken over by the

regional corporation.

The bill also makes it clear that the com-

mencement date for supplementary pension

plan for members of the regional police force

is Jan. 1, 1974.

The legislation authorizes the region to

charge special rates for water services to the

area municipality and makes—

Hon. Mr. White: Mr. Speaker, this bill

contains a number of amendments which are

intended to facilitate the operation of the

regional municipality. Amendments provide
for the regulation of the opening up or estab-

lishment of local roads which connect with

regional roads, and the transfer of assets and

liabilities for functions taken over by the

regional corporation.

The legislation also authorizes the region
to charge special rates for water services to

the area municipalities and makes provisions
for those area municipalities to raise the

necessary amounts of money.
The bill also makes it clear that the com-

mencement date for the supplementary pen-
sion plan for members of the regional police
force is Jan. 1, 1974.

Another amendment makes additional pro-
vision for the continuation of benefits for

certain municipal employees on the date they
are transferred to the regional corporation.
Provision is also made for the regular munic-

ipality as well as the area municipalities to

grant disaster relief.

This bill will be taken through the legisla-
tive process by my parliamentary assistant,
the member for York East (Mr. Meen).

DISTRICT MUNICIPALITY OF
MUSKOKA ACT

Hon. Mr. White moves first reading of bill

intituled, An Act to amend the District

Municipality of Muskoka Act.

An hon. member: I would never do that.

Mr. Speaker: Order, please. For the third

time may I please appeal to the hon. mem-
bers to keep their discussions lower.

Mr. MacDonald: It's those unruly back-

benchers.

Mr. B. Newman: A Chicago gang.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. White: The legislation authorizes

the region to charge special rates for water

services to the area municipalities and makes

provision for those area municipalities to raise

the necessary amounts of money.
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Another amendment contains additional

provision for the continuation of benefits for—

Mr. Cassidy: The hopper is open, is that

right?

Hon. Mr. White: —certain municipal em-

ployees.

An hon. member: Yes.

Mr. Cassidy: The mountain has laboured
and out has come a mouse.

Hon. Mr. White: The legislation also dis-

solves the county museum board and transfers

its assets and liabilities to the regional cor-

poration.

The bill will be taken through the legisla-
tive process by my parliamentary assistant,
the member for York East.

REGIONAL MUNICIPALITY OF
DURHAM ACT

Hon. Mr. White moves first reading of bill

intituled, An Act to amend the Regional
Municipality of Durham Act, 1973.

Motion agreed to; first reading of the bill.

Mr. Cassidy: Mr. Speaker, on a point of
order. I don't know—it is rather a question-
able point of order; but could the minister-

Mr. Speaker: Has it something to do with

the business before the House at the moment?

Mr. Cassidy: Yes, it has.

Mr. Speaker: All right.

Mr. Cassidy: Mr. Speaker, could the

Speaker ask the minister why it is that this

legislation waits until the last two weeks of

any particular session?

Mr. Speaker: Order. That's not a point of

order.

Mr. Cassidy: It sure is a point about the

privileges of this House, Mr. Speaker.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. White: What's the hurry? We can

stay here—

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. E. M. Havrot (Timiskaming): The mem-
ber for Ottawa Centre held it up. If he'd

closed his trap-

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Why do we need amend-
ments before the regional governments are

even in operation?

Mr. Cassidy: This stuff could have come
down a month and a half ago. It is hurried.

He jams it in every time. It is history re-

peating itself.

Hon. Mr. White: The public comes first.

Mr. Cassidy: Everything goes quietly for

two months and then suddenly the hopper

opens.

Hon. Mr. White: Mr. Speaker, this bill

clarifies a number of questions which have

arisen as a result-

Mr. Havrot: If only the member for Ottawa

Centre would stop beating his gums. His

mouth is in perpetual motion.

Mr. W. Hodgson (York North): If he wants

to go home, we can do without him.

Hon. Mr. White: —of the implementation
of regional government involving municipali-

ties east of Metropolitan Toronto. Amend-
ments provide for the continuation of exist-

ing appointments and the transfer of assets

and liabilities connected with functions taken

over by the region.

The bill also provides for the constitution

of the county of Northumberland and estab-

lishes county council membership.

This bill will be taken through the legisla-

tive process by my parliamentary assistant,

the member for Grenville-Dundas.

ASSESSMENT ACT

Hon. Mr. Grossman moves first reading of

bill intituled, An Act to amend the Assess-

ment Act.

Motion agreed to; first reading of the bill.

Hon. A. Grossman (Minister of Revenue):
Mr. Speaker, the amendments contained in

the bill provide for the return of assessments

at market value in 1976. Amendments are

also proposed to section 97 of the Act which
will permit the return of an assessment roll

at market value in any municipality or local-

ity named in a proclamation by the Lieuten-

ant Governor, and to allow taxation on the

basis of the market value of assessment in the

year in which it is returned.

Mr. Speaker: Orders of the day.
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THIRD READINGS

The following bills were given third read-

ing upon motion:

Bill 207, An Act to amend the Private

Hospitals Act.

Bill 208, An Act to amend the Insurance
Act.

Bill 221, An Act to amend the Pharmacy
Act.

Bill 233, An Act to amend the Loan and
Trust Corporations Act.

Bill 234, An Act to amend the Medical
Act.

Bill 235, An Act to amend the Public

Health Act.

ONTARIO PENSIONERS'
ASSISTANCE ACT

Hon. Mr. White moves second reading of

Bill 196, An Act to provide Assistance to

Ontario Pensioners.

Mr. R. F. Nixon (Leader of the Opposi-
tion): Thank you, Mr. Speaker. I believe it

was in 1970 that the government got the

bright idea that in order to assist pensioners
and certain other groups within the com-
munity, a specific sum would be set aside by
the Legislature for a direct style of assist-

ance. In those days, the payments were more
closely related to the tax responsibilities for

shelter that were needed, and in fact went
back to the recommendations of the royal
commission on taxation for a shelter grant,
which was really an initiative entered into in

the months just before the 1967 election.

Such a procedure of making direct grants
to specific groups in the province really got

into, let's say it's most efficient worst, just

before the election of 1971 when these pay-
ments were individually distributed in cer-

tain homes for the aged by the Conservative

candidates. I think the most blatant example
was the one in Lambton where the candidate

in that particular area, the present sitting

member (Mr. Henderson), went around with

the cheques in his hand and gave them in-

dividually to those people who gratefully
received them, not from the taxpayers of the

Province of Ontario, but in their own minds
from the representative of the Conservative

Party.

Mr. J. F. Foulds (Port Arthur): He re-

sembled Santa Claus.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: The point I make to you,
Mr. Speaker, is that the government leaves

itself open to this sort of a charge of using

public funds for the most blatant, crass and

inexcusable type of vote-buying with the

public's own funds that we have ever seen

in the Province of Ontario.

We have seen the government perhaps
try to rationalize their approach to this, and

they have incorporated these special pay-
ments into tax credits, where it is necessary
for pensioners, and others who are and would
be in receipt of special payments, to fill out

an income tax report before the funds are

payable.

This was actually an additional complexity
for many hundreds of senior citizens—and

they are the people dealt with in Bill 196,

by this Act—who for the first time were

required to fill out income tax returns. They
finally got the payments in a more circuitous

route by a rebate from the federal income
tax source with the conjunction and co-

operation that was worked out by the

Treasurer (Mr. White) and his predecessor
with the Minister of Finance and the Minis-

ter of Revenue for Canada.

In other words, the political payoff be-

fore 1971 was incorporated into the statutes

in other ways and given more legitimacy. It's

going to be very difficult for the member
for Lambton to go from room to room in an

old folks' home distributing largesse, which

he does with such flair.

We now approach this Bill 196 which,
while it is not simply on the eve of an elec-

tion, has ramifications of jingling bells and:

"Ho, ho, ho," because we expect it to be paid
and hope that it will be paid to each of the

pensioners in the province in time for

Christmas.

Mr. J. R. Smith (Hamilton Mountain):

Humbug.

Mr. R F. Nixon: The idea that we should

deal with a specific piece of legislation here

which is simply going to hand over $50 on

a once-a-year basis to these pensioners, cer-

tainly is deserving of some serious comment
and criticism of the philosophy of the min-

ister who brings this bill before us.

I would suggest to you, Mr. Speaker, care-

ful consideration by this House of alternatives

put forward by myself and a representative
of the NDP in the form of two reasoned

amendments, which have been before you,

sir, for a considerable period of time.

Frankly, I had hoped the bill would have

come forward earlier, because I believe it

warrants an extensive examination by this

House. There is no reason why such an

examination can't take place, now that the
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minister himself has dumped another load

of last-minute legislation into the legislative

hoppers. We've got to consider that, and

there are other matters on our mind even

this morning when we see that with its

usual generosity the government shows that

it is treating us all to a fine luncheon today

to celebrate the impending victory of the

Ottawa team.

Hon. T. L. Wells (Minister of Education):

I wouldn't be too sure of that.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Mr. Speaker, I want to

put to you as carefully as I can an alternative

which we as Liberals feel should be en-

acted by this Legislature, but which is put
forward simply as a matter for our con-

sideration, since it involves the expenditure

of public funds. If it were put forward in

some other way, you, sir, in applying our

rules, would have to rule it out of order. In

fact, I have taken the time to cost the alter-

native proposals fairly carefully.

The Minister of Community and Social

Services (Mr. Brunelle) is here and, even

though this legislation is not his, I would

certainly expect and ask for his comments
on these alternative proposals when he has

a chance to examine them more carefully.

Mr. Speaker, we feel that Bill 196 is an

insult to those people who are attempting
to maintain dignity, health and some happi-
ness in their declining years. We feel the

offer of a $50 handout just at Christmas

comes nowhere near meeting the continuing

problems of our senior citizens and many
others who are attempting, with dignity, to

meet their personal and family responsibilities

as they see their pensions and the moneys
available through various federal, provincial
and municipal programmes eaten up by in-

flation and the corresponding devaluation of

the purchasing power of their scarce dollars.

We believe that something far more than

this, which cannot even be called a Band-

Aid, is necessary. The Minister of Com-
munity and Social Services has indicated

on a number of occasions that he is in con-

stant communication with the government
of Canada, that there are committees ex-

amining the alternatives which will use in

the best way possible our admittedly scarce

dollars for programmes of this type.

We want to see that the dollars go to

assist those who need them; and most people
have abandoned the principle of universality,

which seems to be the cornerstone and touch-

stone of any amendments and changes in

welfare legislation or legislation which would

assist the income and the lifestyle of senior

citizens.

We now are insisting that the money go
toward where it is needed, and for that

reason, Mr. Speaker, my colleagues and I

have prepared an amendment to this bill

which puts forward our views as to how
these funds should be spent; and, to the best

of our ability, it also—the amendment doesn't,
but I intend to in my brief remarks—gives an

indication of what further fiscal commitment
this would be for the Province of Ontario.

Mr. R. F. Nixon moves that all the words
in the motion after the word "that" be struck

out and the following substituted therefor:

The bill be not now read a second time

so that the minister may, as well as pro-

viding for a payment of $50 to be made
to each pensioner resident in Ontario in

the year 1973 who is in receipt of a

guaranteed income supplement under the

Old Age Security Act of Canada, also give
further consideration to the advisability of:

1. Providing for a payment in each year

beginning Jan. 1, 1974, of $1 for each $2

payment of a guaranteed income supple-
ment under the Old Age Security Act of

Canada received by each pensioner resident

in Ontario who is in receipt of a guaran-
teed income supplement under the Old Age
Security Act of Canada, payments to be

made by the province on a monthly basis

up to a maximum of 50 per cent of the

guaranteed income supplement under the

Old Age Security Act of Canada, the

present maximum federal supplement being
$73.86;

2. Providing for extension to the Ontario

Health Insurance Programme to cover the

costs of prescribed drugs, hearing aid de-

vices, dental services, dental prosthetics
and ophthalmic appliances to all those in

receipt of premium-free health insurance

because of age and to all recipients under

the Family Benefits Act;

3. Providing increased allowances under

the Family Benefits Act to provide levels

of payments to the disabled and those

covered under old age assistance, males and

females, 60 to 65 years of age, equal to

those received by the elderly who qualify
under the Old Age Security Act and its

supplement programme and under section

1 as above.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: I would suggest to you,
Mr. Speaker, since the amendment has been

on the order paper for many days, that we
would be quite willing, sir, that when it is
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put it simply be referred to as the reasoned

amendment. In fact there will be others forth-

coming, and if the House leader of the NDP
wants to interject at this time, that would be

quite in order.

Mr. I. Deans (Wentworth): I rise, Mr.

Speaker, on a point of order in order to

clarify the order in which the reasoned

amendments have been dealt with in the

House.

It is evident from the notice paper that

the reasoned amendment standing in the

name of the member for Hamilton Centre

(Mr. Davison), which is substantially the same

though not identical to that proposed by the

Leader of the Opposition, was put on the

notice paper first. It should be dealt with

first. The fact that the Leader of the Opposi-
tion, as the Leader of the Opposition, has the

prior position with regard to speaker should

not overrule the fact that the member for

Hamilton Centre had placed a reasoned

amendment prior to his reasoned amendment.
I simply ask that they be dealt with in the

order in which they were received by the

Clerk.

Mr. Speaker: Standing order 46 says:

(a) An amendment may be offered to a

motion for a second or third reading of a

bill, but in such case the first question pro-

posed by Mr. Speaker is whether the bill

shall now be read a second or third time

as the case may be. If the question is

decided in the affirmative, the bill shall

immediately be read the second time or

third time.

(b) If the question in clause (a) is de-

cided in the negative, the Speaker shall

then put the proposed amendment to the

House and, at that time but not before, a

sub-amendment may be offered thereto.

(c) A reasoned amendment to any motion
for a second or third reading of a bill

requires the usual notice under standing
order 32(b).

Since Mr. R. F. Nixon's is the only motion
before the House I'm going to ask the assis-

tant clerk whether this motion can be

accepted.

There can't be another motion, as the

Leader of the Opposition has moved this

motion. Before I put the motion, I'll read

the motion and then-

Mr. Deans: No. Speaking, if I may, to your
ruling; I want first to point out to you that it

is a requirement of the House that a notice

of motion be entered into prior to the intro-

duction of the motion. That notice is neces-

sary. It has been the custom and practice
of the House to deal with matters in order

when there were two matters of similar na-

ture; when there were two matters of similar

nature the matter which was entered on the

notice paper first was the matter which was
dealt with first.

It is obvious to us that if the ruling which
you are about to make were to stand, one
would need only sit back and read the notice

paper every day, and two days prior to the

debate taking place enter a similar, if not

identical, reasoned amendment or any amend-
ment, and assuming you were the first speak-
er on your feet you would be entitled to

plagiarize other people. I think the ruling
has to be consistent.

I'm not saying that happened by the way.
I well understand the Liberal position and I

well understand the members' commitment to

it, so I'm not arguing. I'm saying, though,
with regard to the rules of the House, it must

surely be necessary that the amendments
themselves be dealt with in the order in which

they are received by the Clerk since it is a

requirement of the House that a notice of

motion be placed. If it were in any other in-

stance, when it's simply a matter of rising and

making a motion, that would not apply.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Mr. Speaker, if I might
speak to the point of order. I think really you
have only one motion before you at the pres-
ent time, or let's say one amendment, but
there are two notices. As I understand the

rules, the notice should be before the House
one full sitting day before it is entered into.

The fact that both of these have been before

you now for many weeks simply indicates

that those requirements have been fulfilled.

It seems to me that you have an amendment
before you, sir, and I would suggest that we
continue with the debate on that amend-
ment.

I appreciate the comments made by the

House leader of the NDP. He said it would
be quite easy for someone to sit back and

simply plagiarize the brains of someone else.

I suppose one can always get up and say that

that has happened, but the point is—

Mr. Deans: No, I am not saying that has

happened.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: —we are entering into a

fairly important debate on a fairly important

subject and you have two amendments from

both opposition parties. I would suggest, sir,

that I would certainly prefer to discuss the
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contents of the bill and the two amendments
rather than this particular point of order.

Mr. Speaker: At this time I will read the

amendment-

Mr. R. F. Nixon: May we take that as read?

Mr. Speaker: Take it as read?

Is that agreed?

Mr. Deans: No; I want a clear ruling on

what is going to happen, because this will

affect future motions. Is it not simply a mat-

ter of saying we'll carry on the way you were

going to carry on before. I want to know
whether there is any purpose in putting a

notice of motion on the order paper in order

that a matter can be discussed if someone
else is going to be able to come along and

later enter one of almost identical content

and have that take precedence because—

Mr. R. F. Nixon: It is not identical.

Mr. Deans: I said almost.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: I wouldn't even say al-

most.

Mr. Deans: Well, whether or not; simply by
virtue of being able to speak first, the second
motion takes precedence.

Mr. D. C. MacDonald (York South): Mr.

Speaker, before you make a ruling on this,

can I say something in the interests of re-

solving this? I don't know whether the rules

of the House normally permit the discussion

of two motions at the same time.

As a matter of fact I notice that a head has

been nodded, and I just want to remind

everybody that I can recall an occasion when
the House debated two motions at the same
time. There were two motions with regard to

civil rights introduced by the member for

Downsview (Mr. Singer) and somebody on the

other side of the House—and we debated
them at the same time and then conceivably
voted on one.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: I don't see any objection
to that.

Mr. MacDonald: My point is simply this,

Mr. Speaker. It seems to me it has been

done, and conceivably if there is unanimous
consent we can debate both of the recent

amendments.

I see; what you are pointing at is that once

you have called in the troops, we are not

going to vote on either amendment, because
the first consideration is whether we allow
second reading of the main motion; and even

if we have to call everybody back from the

Grey Cup dinner down at the Royal York,

you are going to ram it through. It just

shows how interesting and confusing is the

handling of the business in this House.

However, my point is simply this, that I see

no reason why you can't debate both of the

motions at the same time and then go through

your normal procedure when you call your

vote; namely, as to whether or not we should

give second reading to Bill 196.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Further to the point of

order, if I may speak to the comments or

the suggestion by the hon. member for York

South. I can see nothing wrong with that as

a way to get the debate under way, Mr.

Speaker; that if the representative of the

NDP were given an opportunity by yourself

to introduce their reasoned amendment, then

the debate could proceed.

Mr. J. R. Breithaupt (Kitchener): Mr.

Speaker, just one comment. I think this per-

haps could be resolved. Since we really can

only speak to one amendment at one time, it

might be a practical way of resolving the

problem if the speaker for the New Demo-
cratic Party could of course refer to the

motion while speaking; and I think we ac-

cept the fact that the motion is before us.

Even if the motion cannot actually be put,

because another amendment has been made,
there surely should be no objection to at least

speaking to the matter.

Mr. MacDonald: The member means let's

go through the back door if we can't go

through the front door? Is that his argu-

ment? I don't agree with that.

Mr. Speaker: Well, as rule 46 states, there

should only be one official notice before the

House at any one time; but there is nothing
in the rules that say that as you are making
your speech on second reading of a particu-

lar bill you can't debate your motion at the

same time.

Mr. Deans: No, that's absolutely wrong.
There is no provision in the rules to allow a

person to debate other than that which is on

the floor; which is in fact either the bill or

the amendment. So if you are going to bend
the rules, for heaven's sake let's bend them

properly.

If you are going to allow people to debate

something that isn't on the floor, then you
are obviously prepared to break the rules. I

suggest to you that in the orderly proceed-

ings of the House, you can only debate a

bill or an amendment. Either that, sir, or we
get unanimous consent to place both motions.
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Mr. Speaker: Well, the motion for second

reading is on the floor. The amendment is on

the floor and I have no control over you as

long as you stay within parliamentary pro-

cedures and parliamentary language, sir, of

not officially bringing the motion. But you
have a lot of latitude when you are speaking
on the principles or debating the motion put
forth by the Leader of the Opposition.

That is my ruling, that there only be one

official motion or amendment before the

House at one time. So we carry on from

there.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Mr. Speaker, I want to

deal briefly with the provisions of the amend-

ment, having indicated my serious doubts

about the attitude of the government which

would bring in Bill 196 in the first instance.

Our amendment indicates that the $50

payment should go forward. We don't want

to interfere with the Christmas present, al-

though we would like the funds necessary

for its payment incorporated into the sort of

a programme which would provide more last-

ing assistance, more real assistance; assistance

that meets the needs of the time for the

people I am concerned with, the Ontario pen-
sioners.

The first clause of my amendment would

provide a minimum guaranteed annual in-

come of $216.09 per month for persons over

the age of 60 and for those unable to work
because of disability. The amendment in-

creases by 50 per cent the assistance going
to old age pensioners currently receiving the

federal guaranteed income supplement.

I am sure you are aware, sir, that this in

fact carries with it what you might call a

needs test, or as it used to be called a means
test. It would direct the dollars to those who
are in need, not simply those who have
achieved a ripe old age and who may have
also been provided through their own efforts

or through the efforts of someone else with

ancillary income which would mean that they
do not require anything further from public
sources.

This, of course, is the basic requirement,
to provide a guaranteed annual income for

those people over the age of 60, depending
specifically on their needs.

We feel that it is necessary to attempt to

cost these proposals rather than just to put
them forward, saying this would be a de-

lightful thing to accomplish. It really depends
upon the attitude and interpretation of the

Canada Assistance Plan at the federal level.

This was entered into almost a decade ago,
as you know, Mr. Speaker, and as the minister

is aware. It was a very broad vehicle, by
which from the federal Treasury came half the

cost of approved programmes, that might be

called welfare programmes, but programmes
associated with improving the viability of the

funds available under circumstances such as

these.

The government of British Columbia has

entered into a somewhat similar programme,
but as far as I know so far it has been

required to meet all of the extra payments
from provincial resources. Other provinces
have already indicated an initiative in this

regard. There is no doubt in my mind that

Ontario must do the same.

With the possibility that my amendment
is not accepted I would predict to you, sir,

that it will be perhaps a bit closer to the

next election when the government of the

province will move in this direction. There

is no doubt in my mind, however, that it is

necessary for this, the richest of all provinces,
with a third of the population, but over half

of Canada's wealth right here, to provide
this sort of guaranteed annual income for

senior citizens, with the dollars directed

toward those who need them and not simply
on a universal basis.

The Minister of National Health' and Wel-

fare for Canada has indicated publicly at a

meeting of welfare ministers, or whatever

they are called, that he is prepared to give
serious consideration to the extension of the

proposals of the Canada Assistance Plan so

that 50 per cent of costs of these programmes
would be available to the provinces. As

nearly as I can judge by the public reporting
of those meetings and the hon. minister's

statement, we should expect that sort of an

expansion of policy, and we have taken that

into consideration in our costing, but referring

to it specifically as so far not approved. So

the cost of that first clause is associated with

this fact.

The federal government estimates that it

will pay $220 million in this current fiscal

year to Ontario recipients of old age supple-
ments. Our amendment would provide for

a 50 per cent increase in these payments, that

is it would cost $110 million. After the

federal government pays 50 per cent by way
of the Canada Assistance Plan, the net cost

to the province of the first clause in my
amendment, if it were considered by the

government and accepted, would be $55
million.

In order to provide a guaranteed minimum
income of $216.09 per month in the Province

of Ontario, it would require the net provin-
cial further cost of approximately $55 million.
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Indeed, it is a large sum of money, but in

a budget of well over $7 billion and1

prob-

ably over $8 billion in the coming fiscal year,
that is something that we must not only

contemplate but we must plan on spending.
I would suggest that the Minister of Com-

munity and Social1 Services can expect through
further negotiations with his colleagues from
the other provinces to look for the extension

of the Canada Assistance Plan to assist with
the financing in the way that I have described.

The second clause would provide an exten-

sion of OHIP coverage for prescription drugs,
dental services, hearing aids and eye glasses
to senior citizens now in receipt of free

OHIP, in other words without taxable in-

come; and to all in receipt of family benefit

allowances.

This is a bit more difficult to cost. As

nearly as we can make out, it would be as

follows, Mr. Speaker: For prescription drugs
about $3.5 million for senior citizens in gen-
eral. For those in receipt of family benefits

there would be no additional costs since

prescription drug assistance is presently avail-

able, although unfortunately not all of those

people avail themselves of that assistance.

For hearing aids it is difficult to cost. We
have a figure of $105,000, based on present
sales and some extension of need. There is

every indication that many people who are

in need simply don't use hearing aids be-

cause they can't afford the cost.

Hon. J. White (Treasurer, Minister of Eco-
nomics and Intergovernmental Affairs):

What?

Mr. R. F. Nixon: The minister can afford
it!

Ophthalmic appliances would cost close to

$5 million—$4.9 million according to the sta-

tistics we were able to find. For people in

receipt of family benefits it would be about

just over $1 million.

For dental care, a very large item indeed
and one which concerns us when we are

discussing with the Minister of Health (Mr.
Potter) the services of denturists and so on.

With costs at the present level, and I believe

they are unnecessarily and
artificially high,

dental care for senior citizens would be about
$15 million; and for those in receipt of family
benefits just over $3 million.

The totals, then, under clause 2 for the
extension of OHIP benefits, would be approxi-
mately $28 million. Once again, it is no small
sum at all, but it would provide as a matter
of right these facilities and these extensions

of medical services to our citizens over age
60 and all of those in receipt of family
benefits, particularly by reason of their own
illness or inability to work.

The third clause provides increased allow-

ances under the Family Benefits Act in levels

of payment to the disabled and those covered

under old age assistance between the ages
of 60 to 65. This is particularly difficult to

cost, which is one of the problems that the

Minister of Community and Social Services

must come to grips with frequently in mak-

ing predictions. Some of the reasons for the

difficulties of costing are that there are no

recent data on the average income of those

in the 60 to 65 years of age group. Since my
programme is directly linked to the ability

to pay, in other words a needs test, these

data must, of course, form a part of any

costing projection.

Also, the family benefits experts cannot

provide data either on the average income

of disabled under the Family Benefits Act

or the present amount of money going to

them. A rough estimate of the cost is as

follows: For those between ages 60 to 65 it

could be between $35 million and $40 million

to provide those additional benefits; for dis-

abled persons it could be as much as an

additional $60 million.

In other words, to extend these benefits to

the group referred to in the third clause of

my amendment could be a net cost to the

government of as much as $50 million. It isn't

exactly like a Christmas shopping basket to

provide the guaranteed minimum income of

$216.09 per month which we consider the

basic and most important alternative we put
forward. It would require an additional

$55 million. I would suggest, and urge as

strongly as I can, that the province move in

this direction without delay. If it can be

achieved in the next following budget, I

would hope that every possible consideration

would be given to it.

I think you should recall, Mr. Speaker, that

there is ample precedent in Canada for such

an ancillary payment on a provincial basis.

We already have it in the Province of BC,
but Ontario used to have it in the 1930s

extending on into the early 1940s at the

initiative of the then Liberal government of

this province.

It is interesting to recall that the Minister

of Welfare was a good friend of most of us,

Farquhar Oliver, a predecessor of mine as the

leader of this party, who is presently engaged
on another welfare programme which is of

interest to a smaller group of people.
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Under those circumstances, Mr. Speaker,

back in the 1930s when once again the pay-
ments from the federal source, which were

designed to meet the broad needs across

Canada, were insufficient for the Province of

Ontario, additional payments were made at

that time to bring the old age pensions up to

something closer to a livable level. There was

no Canada Assistance Plan; all of the funds

had to be met from provincial sources, which

in the days immediately following the De-

pression were extremely difficult since reve-

nues were so restricted. But that is an im-

portant precedent that must be considered by
this House in looking at the pros and cons of

an additional expenditure of $55 million for

this purpose.

As I have already brought to your atten-

tion, sir, the provision of additional medical

services would amount to a net cost to the

province of $14 million, once again a pro-

gramme which should be seriously considered.

The costing of the third section, as I have

indicated, might be as much as $50 million,

and that would extend the benefits down to

the age of 60 and to all those disabled people
and those in receipt of family benefits in the

province.

We do not for a moment want to suggest
that these people's needs are any less than

those of the senior citizens. I simply stress the

needs of the senior citizens since Bill 196

refers fairly specifically to that particular

group.

Mr. Speaker, we have put forward this

alternative, and I would suggest to you that

it should be seriously considered by the

House now, but being realistic I would sug-

gest that its consideration by the government
of the province should take place within the

next few months. And if it accompanies to

some general extent the thrust of this amend-

ment, then the government can count on our

support for future initiatives that might be

undertaken in this connection.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Went-
worth.

Mr. Deans: Mr. Speaker, I want to say,
first to the minister and through him to the

government, that I cannot conceive of any
group in society that has been so abused by
this government as the senior citizens. The

game they are playing with them is an un-

conscionable game, and I don't quite under-

stand how the minister can sit in his place
and again offer this kind of bribery to them
under the guise of some kind of income

protection or income assistance.

This 50-buck government that we've now

got in the Province of Ontario has to come
to a halt at some point. We are sick and tired

of this handing out of $50 every once in a

while just because it happens to please them
to do that; and of the inability of the govern-
ment to try to come up with some reasonable

programme of income maintenance that would

guarantee senior citizens in this province
their rightful place. Such a programme is

long overdue.

This bill is both a sham and a shame. This

pre-Christmas gift that the government send

out from one year to another at their fancy is

playing a game, and a very vicious game,
with the people of the Province of Ontario

who have worked so long and so hard to

develop that from which the government are

reaping the benefit—and it's time it came to

a halt.

I think the government of Ontario has long
since forgotten the circumstances that sur-

round the senior citizens of the Province of

Ontario. If it ever understood, the govern-
ment of Ontario doesn't seem to understand

now that the people to whom we're referring,

those people who are currently on pension,

are there not because of any choice of their

own, are limited in income not because of

any choice of their own, and are finding it

extremely difficult to make ends meet in this

province under the Conservative government's

regime.

This government has got to understand,
to begin with, that for the majority of the

people who are currently in receipt of the

old age pension, there was no opportunity
to provide any kind of supplemental benefit

during the 1920s, 1930s and the 1940s when

company pension plans were, if anything,

inadequate and in many instances non-exist-

ent. This government doesn't seem to un-

derstand that.

We are dealing with people who lived

through the Depression and who contributed

to this society to the maximum of their ability

at that time, but whose incomes at the time

were not nearly adequate to be able to assist

them in saving for their old age. This govern-
ment has also failed to recognize that.

This reintroduction of the $50 bonus, which

no doubt will be welcomed by every single

senior citizen, is so totally inadequate and

so much part of the Tory game, that it

makes me sick when I look across the floor

of the House and ask the Premier (Mr. Davis)

why it is, in the Province of Ontario, that

we can't afford to provide a reasonable in-

come level for the people who have retired

and who can't possibly make it. There are
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so many programmes that could be intro-

duced in the Province of Ontario. There are

so many needs.

When the Leader of the Opposition talks

about the people who are disabled, or those

who are on mothers' allowance or in receipt
of other welfare payments, he is talking the

truth. When he talks about the need to

revise the income maintenance programme
of the province, he is talking the truth. But

today we are dealing with only one group,
we are dealing with those who have retired

on income levels that are at this point ab-

solutely inadequate.

To begin with, the major flaw in the bill

is the $50 once a year. Rut there is another

flaw, and it's a flaw in the government's
attitude toward senior citizens and its in-

ability to understand their financial plight.
The government seems to think that only
those who are in receipt of a guaranteed
income supplement are poor. The govern-
ment seems to think there is something holy
about being in receipt of a guaranteed in-

come supplement.

It's time it was understood that there are

many people in the Province of Ontario
whose income levels are no higher than those
of the combined old age pension and
guaranteed income supplement, who should
also be receiving this tiny gift at Christmas
time. So, if the government is going to

give it out, for heaven's sake amend the bill

and at least make this bonus available to all

of the people who are in receipt of an
amount of money, the equivalent of the
combination of the old age pension and the

guaranteed income supplement.

Let's not play games with those who hap-
pen over the years to have been able to put
aside a dollar or two, or who may be in

receipt of a very small company or private
pension. That's one major flaw in the legis-
lation.

But going well beyond that, there has
been over the last 10 years a growing move-
ment among senior citizens, and those who
understand their problems, toward the estab-
lishment of an income level in the Province
of Ontario adequate enough to allow them
to live in dignity in this province with all

of the mounting pressures of the economy
that we create.

It's time this government set its mind to

providing the people who spent their life-

time developing the province with a level

below which they cannot fall, and a level

which will allow them to live in Metropolitan
Toronto, or in Hamilton, or in Ottawa, or

in Timmins, or in Sudbury, or in any other

metropolitan areas where rents are exorbitant-

ly high, where food costs are exorbitantly

high, and where the maintenance of their

day-to-day existence cannot possibly be met

by the $156-odd they can get through the

combination old age pension and guaranteed
income supplement.

The whole concept, the whole philosophy,
of the Progressive Conservative government
towards the aged of Ontario is despicable,
and it's time for a change. It's time for a

change not because it is important to win or

to lose, but because it is important to try,

within the limits of your resources, to make
sure that these people who have done their

best are at least provided with enough to

get by on.

I was interested the other day in a report
that came out of the Ministry of Community
and Social Services, in which there had been
a study conducted among a group of those

between the ages of 40 and 65, with a view
to determining what kinds of plans they had
made for their future. In the study it said

that something like 80 per cent of those who
were interviewed had made financial plans
for their future. I am not aware of the degree
to which the plans had been made. It might
be useful if the study were to be made avail-

able to the other members of the Legislature
in order that we could also understand exactly
what occurred.

But the fact of the matter is that we all

recognize, given the Canada Pension Plan,

given the old age pension, given the supple-

ment, given the OMERS, given the private

pension plans, given the company pension

plans, that anything we now do for those who
are currently on pension is an interim meas-
ure. It's not tying your hands till the end
of time. It's not saying that we are going to

have this tremendous burden of costs from
now until the province disintegrates. What
we're saying to you is, with the recognition
that for the majority of people in today's
work force there are pension plans which will

likely bring them to a level which may be

adequate to meet their needs as they retire,

we are dealing then only with that segment
of society who, unfortunately, lived in a time

when pensions weren't available.

We have an obligation and it's too damned
late to tell the people we had the obligation
after they're dead. That's exactly what this

government is doing. It procrastinates; it

pussyfoots around; it talks about it not be-

ing a matter of the inability of the province
to provide the money; it talks about it being
a priority matter.
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The Premier has the gall to get up and say

it is a priority matter. How can it be a pri-

ority matter when the government can deal

with all of the other millions—yes, tens of

millions of dollars—year after year and can't

find the $50 million plus to provide the people
of the province who are aged 60 and over

with an income level of a minimum of $200?

How much is it that in other provinces-
British Columbia, as I mentioned—they are

able, by using their imagination and using
the available funds from the federal govern-

ment, to provide for their senior citizens?

How is it, at the same time, that those prov-
inces don't have to drain their resources to

the bare bones in order to make sure that the

people of the province are given an adequate
income? How is it that the Province of On-
tario carries a debt year after year after year

ranging into the hundreds of millions of dol-

lars and has to go outside the province to

borrow while a province like British Colum-
bia is able to generate internally all of the

wealth required to provide for the people of

the Province of British Columbia? How is it

that the Province of Ontario can't do like-

wise?

These are the kinds of questions that people
are beginning to ask. They're proper ques-
tions which have to be answered at some

point, and they have to be answered by this

government. They have to be answered by
the leader of this government, because this

government has failed miserably, as I said,

even to begin to meet the needs of the people
who retired five or six or 10 years ago.

It's now time for a change in attitude. It

may well be a time for a change, in my
opinion, in government, but for heaven's
sake if I can't change the government, surely
the government can change its attitude, be-

cause that's what's required.

It gets representation upon representation,

year after year. Again this year as last year,
as the year before and years gone by, the
senior citizens of Ontario representing—what?
—100,000 people perhaps, in the province
aged 60 and over, have come before the gov-
ernment and asked: "Can we please have a

guarantee of $200 a month?"

Two hundred dollars a month! Has the

government stopped to think what $200 a

month does? Have any the Tories thought
how they might like to try to live on $200
a month?

Even at that income level these people
won't be living lavishly. They won't be tak-

ing big trips or driving fancy cars. They're
not even greedy, they're not even asking for

what they really need, they're simply saying:
"We can't get by on what we have. We need
a little more."

We too, like the Leader of the Opposition,
made calculations to determine what it might
cost to provide the kind of income mainte-

nance programme for senior citizens in the

Province of Ontario that they deserve. Not
that they're eagerly grasping for it but simply
that they have earned it, by virtue of being
citizens in this province and contributing to

the wealth that each and every one of us in

this House enjoys. We made the calculations,

too. We came up with a figure, allowing for

a minimum of $209 for all of those 60 years
of age and over who have retired, of

$160,512,000 total. Given that the federal

government under the Canada Assistance

Plan would pay 35 per cent of that, we're

looking at a figure of something around $50
million for the remainder of the fiscal year
from the Province of Ontario to guarantee
every single senior citizen in this province
over age 60 an income of $209.

Surely, that's not too much to ask? Yet the

government comes forward again this year,
as it has done year after year, going back to

the last election, with its meagre, miserable

$50. It's an affront to the people it is giving
it to and it's an affront to the people of the

Province of Ontario to think that this govern-
ment, supposedly representing their interests

and their desires, would offer that kind of an

allowance to people in this province.

Compare this $50 million with what the

government is to do in other sectors. It is

really interesting when one takes a look at

the Minister of Industry and Tourism (Mr.

Bennett) to see the kind of money that some-

how or other can be scraped out of the

bottom of the Tory barrel in Ontario to pro-
vide for the development of their industrial

friends' enterprises, whether or not they meet
their commitments.

It is interesting to see how the government,
on the eve of an election, can find $120
million for something called a machinery tax

rebate. If only half of that $120 million-

in fact, if even less than half of that $120 mil-

lion had been channelled into providing an

income maintenance programme for senior

citizens, we could have had the $209-a-month

base two years ago, and people could have

been living in dignity instead of grovelling

around trying to make ends meet on a woe-

fully inadequate income.

How do they find accommodation at the

level of income they get now? Where do they

find accommodation that is decent? This gov-
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eminent doesn't produce sufficient numbers
of senior citizen accommodations. What do

they do when they go into the Dominion
store? Are they supposed to say to the man-

ager of the Dominion store, "I am a senior

citizen. You should give it to me for less"?

When they buy. bread and meat, if they can

afford to buy meat, or when they buy any-

thing in the store, they pay the same price

as the minister pays on his $35,000 a year
or I pay on my $18,000.

I am prepared to sacrifice some of my
$18,000 if the minister is prepared to sacrifice

some of his $35,000 in order to make sure

that these people get an adequate income.

And I am sick and tired of having to stand

up in the House and beg for it. I am asking

for it because it's right, not because it is

political, because it isn't political—they will

still support you regardless—but because what

they have to have, they have to have, and it

is time for this government to understand that.

It bothers me so when I look at the way
the government treats people in this prov-
ince. It bothers me to see the way this gov-
ernment can slough off 100,000 people as if

they don't exist. It bothers me to see the gov-
ernment sit back, smile smugly and say "Well,
we are looking into it. We are going to sort

it out at some point." The fact of the matter

is they are not going to sort it out because

they haven't the will to sort it out.

What we have in the Province of Ontario

is something in the order of 230,000 people
who are in the age bracket of 60 to 64 years.

In addition, we have quite a number of

people, 336,000 people, who are pensioners
in receipt of the guaranteed income supple-

ment, which shows that their income level is

extremely low.

In order to provide for both of those

groups, to ensure a pension level that would
be adequate, as I said, it would cost a total of

about $160 million. It sounds like a lot of

money, and it is a lot—I don't want you to

think we don't believe it is a lot of money;
$160 million is a fair whack in the pocket-
but the fact is that we have only one oppor-

tunity to provide for these people. We can't

do it after reincarnation; we have got to do it

now. It is not fair to expect that these people
will live on the kind of incomes that are

being provided.

The federal government provided the Can-
ada Assistance Plan for the very purpose of

ensuring that people in the provinces would
be able to have a decent level of income.

British Columbia is smart enough to take adV

vantage of it; Ontario is stupid enough to

let it go by. If the government can't afford

the $50 million, let the minister stand up and

say so. We'll offer to find it for them—maybe
we could take a look at some sort of mining
or resource tax or some changes in the corpo-
rate tax structure to find the additional $50
million if the government doesn't have it. But

I don't think even the Treasurer (Mr. White)
would dare stand up and say that he couldn't

find the $50 million necessary to do the job.

If it isn't being done, I can only conclude

that it is not being done because the govern-
ment doesn't have the will to do it, and there

is no point in pussyfooting around or playing

games. This 50-buck government that we
have in the Province of Ontario obviously just

doesn't care about senior citizens.

My colleague from Hamilton Centre (Mr.

Davison), who is going to speak, put a

reasoned amendment on the order paper and

that reasoned amendment set out pretty

clearly what it is that we believe could be

done. It points out that we would im-

mediately, right now, find the $50 million

necessary to ensure a decent level of income,

up to $209, with an escalator clause to ensure

that from this day on, as the cost of living

rises, people in the category of being retired

won't have to suffer from a diminishing pur-

chasing power. This government either is

not sufficiently innovative or isn't sufficiently

worried to propose such a programme.
It's very difficult to oppose giving some-

body $50, but I'm going to tell you right
now that we will not agree to the reading
of the bill a second time, and we won't agree
not because we don't think the $50 will be

valuable, but because we think that the pro-

gramme of the government of Ontario re-

quires to be revealed to the people for the

sham that it is.

This is an attempt by this government to

recapture some of its lost popularity among
those people who suffer the most, and it's

time the government stopped playing games
with them.

Mr. M. Cassidy (Ottawa Centre): I'm sure

the Tories would defend the $50 bill.

Mr. Speaker: The member for St. George.

Mrs. M. Campbell (St. George): Mr.

Speaker—I would like to look at this bill

which I, too, call cynical, in the light of this

government's so-called philosophies in other

areas.

We have seen the introduction by the

Minister of Transportation and Communica-
tions (Mr. Carton) of a test for what is a
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glamorous, glorious new transit system, which

nobody knows anything about, but this gov-
ernment is so far into the future that it can

afford to pledge the assets of this province
toward this new bold thrust.

We hear about other programmes. We have

lovely little snakes and ladders games for

children to try to indicate what kind of a

programme we are going to have in trans-

portation. We're prepared to pay $300,000 to

try to glamorize one of the ministries of this

government, and constantly we are having
a bombardment of material—paid for by the

citizens of this province—to try to prove what
a great government we have.

I think of the lovely film that we had

showing in the horticultural building at the

Exhibition as part, I believe, of Natural

Resources—but perhaps the two young ladies

in the picture were the natural resources of

this province.

Then I look at what we do in this area,

and I'll tell you, if this isn't the philosophy
of Lady Bountiful with a basket that has gone
out of any government anywhere in the

world today, I will ask you to challenge me
on it. Fifty dollars at Christmas time for a

small group of people! Let me tell you
that in my riding one of the saddest things
that I face is when a senior citizen says to

me, "You know, it's pretty tough, but when
I look at what those people who are between
60 and 65 are getting then I have to say
that it would be better for them to have

more and me to have less," then I ask you
where your conscience is as a collective

conscience.

We've talked somewhat about costs. Well,

let's point out to everybody in this Legisla-

ture, we've costed out that part 2 programme
of the reasoned amendment put by my leader,

and yes, it's costly. But, of course, we all

have to realize that municipalities are paying
those costs today—and the public had better

be aware of it—simply, you don't. I think that

we should make it clear that that tax is a

heavy burden on the homeowners in munic-

ipalities. You were supposed to be trying to

assist the homeowner with your alleviation of

taxes.

This would be a beautiful way to indicate

to the municipalities and the taxpayers of

municipalities that the government really
means it. Let the government absorb this

cost for these people rather than asking the

municipalities to do it—and really that's what
it would amount to, pretty basically under
this reasoned amendment.

When you consider that until a few weeks

ago, there were people living in the city of

Toronto—and I have to speak of that because
it is what I know best—on $121 a month,

paying $43 a month rent, you have to know
that they need help and the government can-

not come forward with the pious platitudes of

this bill and say, "Well, you know, next year
or some other year we are going to look at

that."

The Minister of Community and Social

Services has stated that the disabled are top

priority; that these people between 60 and
65 of whom we are speaking are top priority.
When? When are they top priority? I have
to meet with them as I go about my riding
and they do say to me: "Does the provincial

government not want us to get to be 65 so

we can at least live?"

You have to ask yourself some questions.
Can the government not afford to make pro-
vision for those people today? Is that what
it is telling us? It can't afford it?

In many cases people who are disabled can
be facing what is—and I am sure the minister
will agree with me—a life-and-death situ-

ation. I have drawn this to his attention.

It is not good enough that you have to go
from door to door, ministry to ministry, gov-
ernment to government to try to see that

people get enough to survive on. I submit
that what we are asking in our reasoned
amendment is not something to live on but

something at least to survive on.

The people have their needs all through
the year. Christmas is a very special occasion

and it's nice to have this sort of assistance

with a Santa Claus syndrome, and as my
leader has said, "with a ho, ho, ho," and
with all the rest of it. I cannot find it in my
own heart to deny these people this basketful

of goodies that you are proposing, because I

do know their needs. But in all conscience, if

the government really has concern, it should

show it now for those who are existing on

$78 a month exclusive of rent in these days.
The Premier sits in his seat and expresses a

very smug concern, sits down and talks about

examining the matter, getting a report on the

matter, thinking about it—and time marches
on.

I'm sure my leader would have liked this

matter to go even further, to take care of all

those other cases which cannot really be

properly brought before the House, as a

reasoned amendment to this bill. 1 have a

conscience, too, about them and the fact that

they are not even mentioned here. Don't let

the government talk about its 21st century
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philosophies in communications, in transporta-

tion, in Ontario Places, in Science Centres

and come dragging along its little basket for

those who cannot really survive without the

assistance which we are indicating in this

reasoned amendment. Thank you, Mr.

Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Hamil-
ton Centre.

Mr. N. Davison (Hamilton Centre): Mr.

Speaker, about the only good thing that can

be said about this proposed Act is its title,

An Act to provide Assistance to Ontario

pensioners. I am not even to sure if the title

is all that good since it leaves one to believe

it applies to all Ontario pensioners while, in

actual fact, it affects only those in receipt of

the federal Guaranteed Income Supplement.
The amount set forth of $50 a year is an
insult in relation to the actual needs of pen-
sioners who qualify for the Guaranteed In-

come Supplement.

The recent federal increase of $5 a month
to the basic old age pension and $4 a month
to the Guaranteed Income Supplement was

roundly criticized by an Ontario federal mem-
ber of this government's party. Conservative

MP, Philip Rynard, Simcoe North, said:

The federal Liberal government reminds
me of those people who drop dimes in the

beggar's cup as they pass by. They do
this through shame but they do not think

about the problems of the beggar. This
bill is an empty shell. The minister years

ago should have given the old age pen-
sioners enough to live on by raising the

basic pension to meet the inflationary
dollar situation.

There would seem to exist an incredible gap
between the federal and provincial Con-
servative parties in their approach to the
needs and problems of our senior citizens.

I don't want the provincial Liberals to my
right here to become too smug either be-
cause the same incredible gap between their

federal and provincial parties obviously exists

in the light of their action at Ottawa and
their criticism here today of this Act.

For years I have despaired of the govern-
ment ever going so far as to even recognize
that our senior citizens have problems. Now
that it has finally done so, I claim that it

must give total recognition to their problems
and make an all-out effort to correct them.

Until the federal government fully accepts
the proper degree of responsibility to the

citizens, it is the normal obligation of the
wealthier provinces of Canada at least to

take unto themselves the responsibility of

looking after their senior citizens. I believe
if these provinces will do this, the weight of

public opinion will force the federal govern-
ment to discharge its responsibility fully and

adequately.

The New Democratic Party government of

British Columbia has accepted this obligation,
and I believe this government of Ontario
can do no less. I want to pass on to the hon.

members here today a quick review of the
BC programme, which goes under the name
of Mincome, a contraction of guaranteed
minimum income assistance, which they in-

augurated in December 1972.

Their programme provides that payments
should be sufficient to ensure that single

persons have a total monthly income, from
all sources, of $200, or in the case of a

married pensioner whose wife or husband
is also over 65, $400 combined for both

partners.

As an example, a single person receiving
the maximum amount of federal Guaranteed
Income Supplement, a total of $170.14, re-

ceives a provincial supplement, or a Min-
come payment, of $29.86, to bring the total

pension to $200 per month. This supplement
was applied as of April 1, 1973, and with
the new increases from the federal govern-
ment the problem was reviewed and the

following decisions made:

1. The British Columbia government will

pass on to all recipients of Mincome the

recent increases announced by the federal

government of $5 per month on the old age
security pension, and $4 on the guaranteed
income supplement, effective on Oct. 1,

1973. Mincome recipients now receiving
$200 per month will receive $209.14, effec-

tive Oct. 1, 1973.

2. All senior citizens 65 years and over,

regardless of income, will receive free

prescription drugs, effective Jan. 1, 1974.

I might point out that in our programme
in Ontario we also ask that there be coverage
for eye glasses, drugs and all medication.

3. All residents between the ages of 60

and 65 years who can qualify on a needs

test basis, will receive a provincial payment
which will ensure that they have the same
minimum income as eligible people at age
65 and over—$209.14 per month. These pro-

grammes will be effective on Oct. 1, 1973,
but payments will be made on Dec. 1, 1973,
retroactive to Oct. 1, 1973. All applications
received after Dec. 31, 1973, will not be

eligible for retroactive consideration.
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All persons between the ages of 60 and
64 years who are presently in receipt of

the handicapped persons' allowance from

the provincial government in the amount of

$200 per month, will automatically receive

$209.14 per month, commencing Oct. 1,

1973.

Mr. Speaker, this is a realistic approach
to meeting the needs of our senior citizens,

while at the same time making provision
for withdrawing from this field when the

federal government finally accepts its total

responsibility.

If we were talking here today about $50
a month I would not be too unhappy, but

$50 a year is just not good enough for our

senior citizens in Ontario.

Mr. Speaker, I also have a reasoned

amendment on the order paper. My reasoned

amendment is No. 12. The member for

Brant's reasoned amendment is No. 13.

I am happy to see that he picked up some
of the good points in my amendment, which
was on first. But he has left a lot out that

I think is very important. I would like to

read my amendment, although I know it

can't go in as an amendment, I would like

to put it in Hansard:

That the motion for second reading of

Bill 196 entitled, An Act to provide
Assistance to Ontario Pensioners be amend-
ed by deleting all the words after "that"

and substituting the words, "this bill be
not now read a second time but be re-

ferred to the government so that it may
consider bringing back the bill with

changes which will more adequately meet
the needs of our senior citizens by the

following changes, namely:

(a) that provision be made for payment of
a provincial income supplement which
will ensure that all old age pension-
ers resident in the province are guar-
anteed a minimum income of $200 a

month from all sources, plus whatever
cost of living increases are added to

the basic federal old age pension and
Guaranteed Income Supplement after

Sept. 1, 1973;

(b) that until the federal government re-

duces the age for receiving the old

age pension, provision be made for the

provincial government to extend the

above minimum income guarantee to

all residents of Ontario between the

ages of 60 and 64; and

(c) that the provincial payments provided
be fully escalated to compensate for

future increases in the cost of living.

Mr. Deans: An excellent amendment. I

don't know why the government doesn't

adopt it.

Mr. Davison: Mr. Speaker, in looking at

the Liberal amendment, there are some very

large holes. I know a lot of working people
in Hamilton today who would not benefit by
the Liberal amendment whereas they would
benefit by mine. I am thinking of all the

people who worked in plants over the years
who have small pensions. At the present time

their total income is not $200 a month, but

because they are receiving a pension that

comes up over the Guaranteed Income Sup-

plement, there is no way of their getting any
assistance under the Liberal amendment.

Under my amendment, those people would
also be included in the amendment and all

that type of people would have an oppor-

tunity of getting the $200. We propose that

everyone in Ontario gets no less than $200
a month. Their amendment has picked out

two or three groups of people and left all

the rest of them out in the cold.

In closing, I urge my fellow members
and this government to do some soul-search-

ing and then to bring back some realistic

legislation designed to meet the needs of our

senior citizens of Ontario.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Huron.

Mr. J. Riddell (Huron): Thank you, Mr.

Speaker. Through you, may I ask the minister

who introduced this bill whether he will

actually be able to feel the true spirit of

Christmas which is upon us, knowing that

the old age pensioners have been subjected
to nothing more than an insult as a Christ-

mas present from this government? The min-

ister knows and we all know in this Legis-
lature that the $50-bonus is nothing more
than a shot in the arm to deaden the pain.

I am wondering if the minister has taken

time from his busy schedule, to review a

typical budget for old age pensioners. Now
$15 per week is not an unrealistic figure
for such items as telephone, fuel, property

taxes, life insurance, fire insurance, car in-

surance, car licences, newspapers and other

reading material. Considering today's high
food prices, pensioners cannot get by with less

than $15 per week. Pensioners should not be
denied the right to drive a car providing they
are able to meet the requirements of the

Ministry of Transportation and Communica-
tions and so it is necessary to set aside $5
a week for car allowance. This would cover

the cost of fuel and minor car repairs. It is

not unreasonable to expect that $5 per week
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must be set aside for emergencies, in the case

of sickness and what have you, TV repairs,

major car repairs and minor house repairs.

Since last May fuel has gone up 2.4 cents

a gallon, gasoline has gone up five cents a

gallon, Hydro rates went up last spring and

will go up another 10 per cent on the first of

the year. It goes without saying that food

prices have increased tremendously in the

last six months. The budget figures which I

have just presented are really low in light

of the various increases. Nevertheless, the

total amount of that budget is approximately

$40 per week which, strange as it may seem,
coincides with the total basic old age pen-
sion and maximum Guaranteed Income Sup-

plement for individual pensioners.

Surely, Mr. Speaker, the old age pensioner
is entitled to more than simply a struggle

for survival. Surely the pensioners should not

be denied such things as a haircut periodically

or a visit to the hairdresser once or twice

a year.

An hon. member: Who is denying that?

Mr. Riddell: Surely the old age pensioner
should not be denied the opportunity to pur-

chase clothing, shoes, pens, pencils, writing

paper and envelopes? Surely the old age pen-
sioner should not be denied the opportunity
to communicate and share in the spirit of

Christmas with friends at Christmas-time with

such things as Christmas cards and a few

presents?

Surely the old age pensioner should not

be made to feel that he or she can no longer
contribute to the church, which is, in many
cases, the only pillar of strength remaining to

them? As one of my constituents said:

Oh how nice it would be to be able to

afford to go to a restaurant for a meal
once in a while. [Let me continue to quote
this person.] We would dearly like to be
able to visit friends or relatives who are ill

in the hospital and to send them some
small item that might add cheer to their

lives. We would like to send funeral

flowers when necessary.

Even when our oldest daughter, husband
and four children come to visit us, they
provide the food because they know we
can't. Can you imagine the hurt and
humiliation that heaps on our heads and in

our hearts? [Permit me to continue with
her comments, Mr. Speaker.]

There appears to be money available to

give criminals and convicted murderers a
better standard of living than we are re-

ceiving. There appears to be large grants

available to people who have paid little or
no taxes on anything in their life. The gov-
ernment claims there is no way to put a

freeze on rising prices or wages, yet our

living standards seem to be frozen even

lower, and we do not even have the re-

course of being able to strike. [I continue

to quote this person.]

My husband is 67 and I am 65, and
instead of being able to look ahead to a
decent and dignified living, all there ap-
pears to be is a bare existence well below
the poverty level, due to our inability to

work because of our age. I am writing this

letter, not just for ourselves, but in the

hope that perhaps there will be something
done about the living conditions of all

people who, like us, are forced through no
fault of their own, to live in this way.

I hope you understand that we are not

asking for something which we do not

need, but for a decent living and some of

the good things in life that God intended

us to have.

Mr. Speaker, my simple request is that the

minister gives this matter serious consider-

ation when he has the chance to observe the

activities of the less fortunate this Christmas.

And I'm sure, if he has any conscience at all,

he will not hesitate one minute, when the

session reconvenes, to implement my leader's

amendment into legislation. Thank you very
much.

Mr. Cassidy: Mr. Speaker, I have a num-
ber of comments on this particular non-bill

which we have before us. I think the first

one I would point out is that there has not

yet been a Conservative who has had the

gumption to get up and defend this govern-
ment with its $50 sop to pensioners. Not a

single Tory.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Cassidy: And I wish during this de-

bate that one or two of them would get up
and say for the record why they think it's a

good idea, since obviously they are going to

vote for it.

It seems to me that the kind of priority
that the government puts on pensioners is

reflected very well in the fact that the major
concern of those Conservatives who are in the

House right now, is whether or not they will

be able to get to the Grey Cup luncheon
without having to come back here for a vote.

Hon. Mr. White: Why, there are only four

Socialists here.

Mr. Speaker: Debate the bill.
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Mr. Cassidy: There has not been a single

Conservative speak on this bill yet, and I

can predict that they are so ashamed of what
the minister is putting forward-

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Cassidy: —that there will not be a

single Tory speak on the bill, either. They are

ashamed of the bill.

Mr. Speaker: Order!

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Cassidy: The Conservatives are—

Hon. W. A. Stewart (Minister of Agricul-
ture and Food): The NDP members won't

even stay and listen to the member.

Mr. Cassidy: The Conservative back-

benchers don't know what they can say to the

people back home.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Cassidy: We saw the embarrassment
of the Premier here, particularly when the

member for Wentworth asked the Premier

whether the government would move to do
what British Columbia has done and to raise

the minimum income for pensioners to $209.
You could see the Premier writhe, because up
there in the galleries there were a number of

supporters of the member for Oshawa (Mr.
Mcllveen)—a number of senior citizens from
Oshawa. And don't be fooled, Mr. Speaker,
those people up in the galleries knew what
was happening.
The reaction of the United Senior Citizens

of Ontario and of other pensioners' groups
has been unequivocally negative to this par-
ticular handout. They're no longer in a posi-
tion where they feel that they have to be

grateful for every crumb that is offered to

them off the table.

Mr. B. Gilbertson (Algoma): That isn't

their story. That is the member's.

Mr. Cassidy: I can see the former Minister
of Community and Social Services looking
at me rather balefully. It was a service to

the province when he was taken out of this

portfolio.

Hon. J. Yaremko (Solicitor General): Has
the member ever taken a look at himself?

Mr. Cassidy: Yes I have, as a matter of

fact.

Mr. G. Nixon (Dovercourt): Take a good
look!

Mr. Speaker: Order, please.

Mr. Cassidy: I have to face that fact in

the mirror every day.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Is that what makes
him so miserable?

Mr. Cassidy: Well, dammit, it is this gov-
ernment that makes me so miserable. I'm a

very happy person by nature, you know,
but I find that my happiness, my optimistic

spirits are deflated and repressed by the

nature of this government-

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. J. Renwick (Riverdale): The members

opposite have no idea how depressing it is

to have to look at them.

Mr. Speaker: Order, please.

Mr. Cassidy: —and by the regressive and

inadequate legislation it brings down.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order, please. Perhaps you
could get back to the debate of the bill.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Cassidy: I may say to the member
for Bellwoods (Mr. Yaremko) and other people
who have expressed concern, that if they wish

my natural funniness to come forward, they
should bring forward some decent legislation.
There is no shortage of suggestions from this

side.

Mr. P. D. Lawlor (Lakeshore): Mr. Speaker,

they won't leave my colleague alone.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: They look at him bale-

fully.

Mr. Cassidy: It was a baleful look, Mr.

Speaker—it was definitely a baleful look. The

pity is that the member for Bellwoods can't

get that expression off his face at any time

of the day or night.

Mr. Speaker, no Tories are going to get up
and speak on this bill because they know it's

indefensible. But no Tories will have the guts
to go to the Premier or the Minister of

Community and Social Services and tell him
to get off the pot-

Mr. Speaker: Order, I think the language
is hardly parliamentary.

Mr. Cassidy: —and let's start recognizing
the contributions that senior citizens have
made and ensure that every one of the mil-

lion or so senior citizens in this province
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is guaranteed an adequate amount to live on

in the Province of Ontario at this particular
time.

If you look at it, Mr. Speaker, I ask you
to do some mathematics, and I ask the Con-
servative government and the members who

support it to do some mathematics as well.

Fifty dollars a year is equal to $4.16 per
month—a bit less than 14 cents a day. It's

not even enough to buy a Saturday paper
in the Province of Ontario these days. It isn't

enough to buy one-quarter of a pint of milk

over in the government cafeteria, because

that costs 18 cents for those civil servants

who buy their lunches over there. It won't

buy an ice cream cone. It won't buy a

cup of coffee. In fact, I don't know what
14 cents a day will buy. It just won't buy
a darned thing, and that is the extent of the

government's concern.

The government's concern is reflected in

the fact that they bring in the bill and try

to slip it through, hoping that nobody will

be here and everybody will be concentrating
on Ottawa's impending victory in the Grey
Cup rather than something else. Sure, the

Grey Cup is fun, but this is serious-

Mr. R. D. Kennedy (Peel South): The
member is wrong about everything.

Mr. Cassidy: And I say to the minister, to

the Treasurer and to other people involved,
this is too serious to be mixed up with Grey
Cup things—

Hon. A. Grossman (Minister of Revenue):
We're here. What is he talking about?

Mr. Cassidy: —and to be passed in an
underhanded kind of fashion in the way in

which the government is trying to put this

forward.

Hon. E. A. Winkler (Chairman, Manage-
ment Board of Cabinet): The Conservatives

are here.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: The Socialists are down

getting a free meal.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: The Socialists are down
at the Royal York.

Mr. Cassidy: Mr. Speaker, there are more
than a million senior citizens in this province
and they're beginning to wake up now.

They're beginning to say: "Look, we're fed up
with the handouts."

Mr. Renwick: Is the member for Ontario

South (Mr. W. Newman) getting into the

debate?

Mr. Cassidy: Just the other week, with the

support of the United Senior Citizens' Coun-
cil of Ontario, the Ontario Welfare Council

prepared a list of 10 goals for the 1970s for

the senior citizens of Ontario. The very first

goal, Mr. Speaker, the goal that underlies all

the other suggestions, requests and pro-

grammes now being put forward by senior

citizens, is an adequate income.

As they say, Mr. Speaker, in "Ten Goals

for the 1970s":

An adequate income is a necessity for

the health and welfare of all who become
old. It means that we can maintain an

independent style of living and it enhances

our self-esteem. We need enough money
[say the senior citizens] to pay our rent

or as homeowners, to meet reasonable costs

of repairs, heating and taxes. We need

to be able to buy proper food to keep

healthy and to meet medical and dental

expenses and drugs unless and until these

are included under Ontario health in-

surance.

We should be able to buy presentable

clothing, to pay for transportation and

have something left over for emergencies,
incidentals and pleasure. The actual num-
ber of dollars of income required will de-

pend upon the amount of free or reduced

cost services made available to us in our

communities and the extent to which

further tax deductions and exemptions are

introduced by governments for our benefit.

Many of us believe [they say] that the

amounts based on the 1972 dollar sums

of $2,500 to $3,000 per individual and

$4,500 to $5,000 for a couple, could pro-

vide an acceptable minimum income if

this minimum is reviewed and adjusted

annually in relation to changes in the cost

of living and if the income tax structure

does not deprive us of the minimum speci-

fied.

They go on to say that they feel even more

that it should be possible for people who
are over 60 or 65 to continue in the work

force if that happens to be their desire, and

that there should be a change in public

attitudes about compelling people, when they

reach what we now know as retirement age,

to retire when many of them wish to go on.

Mr. Speaker, it is a fact that in British

Columbia the minimum income for senior

citizens has now reached that level of $2,500

to $3,000 which is proposed by the Ontario

Welfare Council. It is also a fact that it is

nowhere near that sum here in the Province
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of Ontario, either for single people or for

couples who are both over 65.

For people who are between 60 and 65

and who cannot work because of their age

the sums paid now in the Province of On-

tario are totally inadequate, Mr. Speaker.

An amount of $115 or $120 a month is a

ridiculous amount of money to live on. The

$170 a month available under the federal

programme, whether or not it is sweetened

up with this $50 sop, is equally inadequate

in order to meet the very simple goals which

the senior citizens put forward.

Does anybody deny that senior citizens

should be able to live on their own and

either pay rent or support a home? Does

anybody deny that they should be able to

buy proper food? Does anybody deny that

they should be able to meet dental expenses,

to buy dentures if they have to or to pay
for the cost of dental treatment if they

need it?

Does anybody deny that they should be

able to buy presentable clothing from time

to time? Does anybody deny that they should

have a bit left over for emergencies and in-

cidentals?

Does anybody deny that they should be

able as a matter of right to have a telephone

in order to communicate with neighbours

and friends and their daughters and sons and

grandchildren? Does anybody deny that they

should from time to time be able to make a

long distance call if their family happens to

be out of town in some other part of the

province? Does anybody deny that they

should be able to buy presents at Christmas

and birthdays for their grandchildren and

maybe occasionally provide something to

bring pleasure to their children, their adult

children?

These are simple kinds of requests, Mr.

Speaker. They should be completely un-

exceptionable; they should be simply ac-

cepted by anybody in this House but none

of those simple, basic necessities and require-

ments of life for senior citizens can be

achieved on $170 a month.

Let me talk a bit about some of the

budgets that people have, Mr. Speaker, if

they are aged and if they are living in my
riding of Ottawa Centre. The amount that

is available to senior citizens right now if

they are on the Guaranteed Income Supple-

ment is just over $2,000 a year-$170 a

month plus a few dollars extra in this $50;

and I believe there is another $50 which

has been paid for the last couple of years

by the Ontario government.

Does the government maintain that senior

citizens, if they are on the guaranteed

supplement, should have to live in furnished

rooms? If it maintains that, they may be

able to find a place which is shoddy, which

may be run down, but which will cost them

between $60 and $100 a month. If the

government believes, as we do, that older

people should be able to have a home of

their own, that is, a small apartment, let's

say, or be able to hang on to the house

that they have probably paid for, having

bought it when they were 20 or 30 or 40,

then $60 to $100 simply is not enough

The minimum rent for a rather run-down,
one-bedroom apartment in my riding is $110
a month. The average rent is about $150
and those rents can go up as high as $180
to $190 a month. One is talking between

$110 and $130 minimum in order to get

reasonable, decent, clean and very ordinary
and simple accommodation for a senior citizen

who has grown up in the downtown area

of Ottawa.

You have to add to that, Mr. Speaker,
certain basic costs. There may be an elec-

tricity bill to pay; there is $7 a month for

the telephone and there is a certain amount

that has to be paid for transportation if the

senior citizen is to get around, a few dollars

a month at the minimum. You are very

quickly up to a minimum cost of $125 or

$130 a month. That is a bare bones mini-

mum, Mr. Speaker.

If it's somebody who owns his own home,
then the bare minimum for tax in Ottawa

Centre is about $30 a month on a house;

it's usually higher. The bare minimum to

heat a house now, with the rising cost of

fuel, is about $30 a month; it usually is

higher. The bare minimum for electricity is

about $14 every two months, or $7 a month;

telephone is $6 or $7 a month and the bare

minimum, on a home that is owned, for

maintenance and repairs will be around $15

a month. That, Mr. Speaker, adds up to

around $100 a month in order to pay for

the ownership costs of a home where there

is no mortgage to be covered1

.

However you cut it, Mr. Speaker, the dif-

ference between the basic costs of shelter

and the $170-odd available to senior citizens

in the province right now, comes out to

about between $60 and $70 a month. That

is all that is left. That amounts, Mr. Speaker,

to $15 to $20 a week—the cost of a good
meal in Toronto. That's all that senior citi-

zens have, and out of that they must pay
for their food1

,
for their proper diet; they

must pay for their drugs; if they have to
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get a denture fixed that's $180—if they can

find a dentist who will do it—or about $150
if they can squeeze into a denturist before

he is driven out of business by the Minister

of Health. And that isn't covered in any
way. There is no allowance for that. So
that's maybe $3 or $4 a week out of their

income for several months before they pay
for a major expense like that.

There is no reserve provided. If they want
to refresh their spirits by going and buying
a new hat or a new suit or a new pair of

shoes, well, people in this House must surely
know that a decent pair of shoes is not avail-

able for men for less than about $18 or $20.

The member for Riverdale pays $25 to $40
for his shoes and the member for Bellwoods

pays at least $75 for liis shoes.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: That's lizard skin.

Mr. Cassidy: That's true, you know.

Mr. G. Nixon: Aw, get off that.

Mr. Cassidy: There are many people in

this House-

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Cassidy: There are many people in

this House who will now pay more for one

pair of shoes than a senior citizen has to pay
for all the necessities, apart from shelter,

during the course of an entire month.

Mr. Renwick: That's right and the minis-

ter knows it.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Stick to the debate.

The member can't even afford a tie. I'll buy
him one.

Mr. Cassidy: There are many people in this

House-

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Cassidy: There are many people in this

House, Mr. Speaker, who spend more in an

evening out, taking their wife to dinner and
to the theatre, than is available to a senior

citizen for all the necessities, outside of

shelter, during an entire month.

There are people in this House who will

spend more on a winter holiday in the
Bahamas or in Majorca or some place like

that, or in Hawaii—

•Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Cassidy: There are people in this

House who will spend more on that than is

available for all purposes for a senior citi-

zen for six months or even for a year.

Mr. Renwick: Is the member for Ontario
South getting into this debate?

Mr. Cassidy: Sure, I'll tell you-

Mr. Foulds: Is the member for Algoma
upset?

Mr. Cassidy: The member for Algoma
is upset, sure.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Cassidy: I took a holiday of a couple
of weeks or three weeks last summer-

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Cassidy: —and I spent about $600 on
it. I'm not ashamed to admit it. It was a

very reasonable holiday the way that holiday
costs go right now. We pulled a tent trailer,

because that's the only way you can cut

down on costs when you have a large family,
as I have.

Mr. Gilbertson: The member is trying to

make political hay, isn't he?

Mr. Cassidy: I am telling you, Mr. Speaker,
that on that one holiday we wound up
spending as much as a senior citizen spends
or has to spend for all of his necessities in

four months. I don't think that's a reflection

on what I and my family spent because it

was a reasonable holiday in Prince Edward
Island. It's a reflection on what this govern-
ment is willing to allocate—

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order.

Mr. Cassidy: —for senior citizens in the

Province of Ontario. It is totally absurd that

this kind of class system prevails.

An hon. member: That gets them where
it hurts.

Mr. Cassidy: The inequities of wealth and

the inequities of income that exist, Mr.

Speaker, in this particular province are

totally unacceptable and totally unjustifiable.

What kind of a policy is it that says that

a senior citizen living in the Province of

Ontario is going to have $2,000 a year and
a fellow who happens to be the Premier

should have a forthcoming $50,000 and a

fellow who is the president of the Steel' Co.

of Canada or the new president of Ford or

something like that will have $150,000 or

$200,000 a year? What kind of equity is

that?
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What kind of equity, Mr. Speaker, is it in

the fact that there has been no real redistri-

bution of income in this province between
the people who are poor and the people who
are well off over the last 30 years of Con-
servative government? What kind1 of social

conscience is there on that side of the House,
Mr. Speaker-

Mr. E. M. Havrot (Timiskaming): Muscle-

bound.

Mr. Cassidy: —that there has been no step
whatsoever in that particular direction? This

government goes along and it associates with

the fat cats. It gives exemptions on the suc-

cession duty up to $500,000. That is 250
times the annual minimum income that is

available in the province right now for a

senior citizen. It gives that kind of exemp-
tion and it gives tax breaks to the resource

industry until they are coming out of its

ears; but when it comes down to the senior

citizens, when the pressure gets too great,
what do they do? They come up with the

sum of $50. What else do they come up
with, Mr. Speaker?

Mr. Gilbertson: That's not a bad Christmas

present.

Mr. Cassidy: They come up with a pro-

gramme of pretty posters of senior citizens

jogging for Senior Citizens' Week—beautiful
posters, which are spread all around the

province, saying "Be kind to senior citizens'

week," and the slogan, "Living is ageless."
I have forgotten what this years slogan was
for Senior Citizens' Week.

Mr. Speaker, the senior citizens who are

trying to survive in the province right now
can't afford the $18 for a pair of jogging
shoes in order to take part in the activities

that are suggested to them in that particular

programme. They can't afford a proper diet.

They are eating bread and tea and not much
more because of the minimum incomes that

are available to them.

Mr. Gilbertson: We had three bus loads

of senior citizens who came down last week
to visit the Parliament Buildings in the sun-

shine.

Mr. Foulds: Big flaming deal.

Mr. Cassidy: Big deal, sure.

Mr. Foulds: To Ottawa. How many get
down from the north?

Mr. Cassidy: I will give the government
something. No thanks to its efforts, 20 per
cent of the senior citizens of this province

do not live in poverty. They have the good
fortune—

An hon. member: No thanks to the mem-
ber.

Mr. Cassidy: —to have had pension
schemes. They inherited wealth. They were
able to save through their working years
and they are not living in poverty. If one
wants to look at it through that end of the

telescope, the government can congratulate
itself. But if you look at it through the

other end though, and I am taking my figures
from this report of the Ministry of Com-

munity and Social Services to the Senate

committee on poverty—

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Who presented that

report?

Mr. Cassidy: That was presented by Hon.

John Yaremko. In that report it states that

80 per cent—

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: That was a good

report.

Mr. Cassidy: It was a good report. I will

tell you a bit more about it, though.

Mr. Deans: It didn't originate from the

minister's mind.

Mr. Cassidy: No, it didn't and he hasn't

followed it up either.

Mr. Deans: Don't mislead the House. It

couldn't originate from his mind. How can

something like that come from a vacuum?

Mr. Cassidy: Mr. Speaker, 80 per cent of

the senior citizens of this province live in

poverty. Is the minister from Bellwoods

proud of that particular fact? Is he proud
of the fact that in all of this document, which

is about 125 pages, only two pages were

devoted to questions of the poor and of old

age security? Is he proud of the fact that

the Province of Ontario has never taken on

any kind of joint commitment to the

economic status of our senior citizens? That's

what's happened in BC. That's why senior

citizens in BC are now relatively well

treated?

All of us on this side of the House would

wish that that minimum income for senior

citizens could be raised. We know that over

time it will be raised but we ask the gov-
ernment though, for God's sake, when its

levels of income right now are so inadequate,

why be contented with the sop of $50
which is being offered right now?
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Mr. Speaker, there is something else hap-

pening in this society of ours in Ontario as

a result of the non-policy of the govern-
ment. There's an old saying of researchers

who say one of the major problems of people
who are poor is they haven't got enough
money and that's certainly a problem with

the poverty of the aged. They simply
haven t got enough money. What happens,
Mr. Speaker? What happens? The govern-
ment comes in and in a number of different

ways it seeks to help senior citizens in ways
which it thinks are pretty or decorative or

will get some political kind of benefit.

A senior citizen who faces a heavy drug
bill can get assistance from the government
through the municipal welfare. The pro-
vincial government has gone to the extent

of passing legislation to allow municipalities
to take advantage of federal money under

the Canada Assistance Plan. There isn't a

dollar of assistance that comes from the

provincial government; there is simply per-
missive legislation. That allows the munici-

pal welfare department to help a senior

citizen to pay his drug bills and to give him
or her a drug card.

We have senior citizen housing program-
mes which provide decent accommodation
at rents that senior citizens can afford but

which do so with waiting lists that are one

year, two years or three years long. There
are tremendous waiting lists because senior

citizens don't have the alternatives. There
are many people in my riding, Mr. Speaker,
who would prefer to stay in the accommo-
dation which they now occupy; who would

prefer to stay where they are rather than

move into a senior citizens apartment which
is located away from downtown Ottawa out
on the edge of town.

'When they ask, though, they are told, "No,
I'm sorry we cannot help you pay your rent

where you are right now." They find that

they cannot afford to stay in accommodation

costing $130 or $140 a month and they are

compelled by economic necessity to move
into subsidized senior citizens housing which
will cost them only $35 or $40 a month.

The subsidy of keeping them or allowing
them to stay where they are right now would
be considerably less.

Their problem is not a problem of having
decent shelter. It is a problem of paying for

it, and I say this directly to the Minister

of Revenue, who was formerly responsible
for the OHC—since his new colleague, the

Minister of Housing (Mr. Welch) never comes
to the House these days. The problem many

senior citizens had wasn't getting decent

accommodation, it was paying for it.

They have been compelled, in some cases,

to move into senior citizen housing be-

cause they had no particular choice. Given

an adequate minimum income, they would
have had the choice of living in public

housing—I have high praise for the senior

citizen housing which has gone up—or staying
where they were and being able to afford the

rents they were being charged in the private

sector.

Right now we have the spectacle of the

Province of Ontario subsidizing senior citi-

zens with reduced senior citizen fares on

public transit. Given the fact that there

is nothing else the government will do, that

makes a fair amount of sense. But it surely
would make more sense if we didn't have

to get into this business of handing out a

subsidy here, handing out a subsidy there,

allowing a drug card to people who persist

and ask for it hard enough here, and giving
some senior citizens housing somewhere else,

if instead, we only took the approach that

said senior citizens should be guaranteed

enough money that they can live with dignity
in the kind of economy and the kind of

society that we have right now.

I would far prefer to see an adequate
allowance or an adequate

1 income for senior

citizens so that they could choose between

riding the bus at half fare or, possibly,

being able to afford a small car of their own
which would give them a different form of

mobility. But that choice is not available to

them.

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. Cassidy: Is it 1 o'clock? I think I am

reaching a natural break in my remarks, Mr.

Speaker, and I would move that the debate

be adjourned. Thank you.

Mr. Speaker: The motion is for the ad-

journment of the debate.

Motion agreed to.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Mr. Speaker, on Mon-

day I would like to call the bill in regard

to the Ministry of Industry and Tourism. I

can't find it at the moment.

Mr. Cassidy: We can't hear the House

leader.

Mr. J. E. Stokes (Thunder Bay): Speak up.

Shout it out.
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Hon. Mr. Winkler: Just a minute and I'll followed by the estimates of the Ministry
find the bill. of Education.

Mr. Renwick: Speak up. This is a public
Hon. Mr. Winkler moves the adjournment

forum. of ** House '

Hon. Mr. Winkler: We will deal with item °

12 on today's order paper, Bill 210, to be The House adjourned at 1 o'clock, p.m.
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The House met at 2 o'clock, p.m.

Prayers.

VISITORS

Mr. A. W. Downer (Dufferin-Simcoe): Mr.

Speaker, I would like to extend a very warm
welcome to members of the English-language

training unit from Base Borden. They are in

uniform, in the west gallery.

Mr. M. Gaunt (Huron-Bruce): Mr.

Speaker, I want to take this opportunity to

extend a warm welcome to students from

Kincardine District High School in the riding

of Huron-Bruce.

Mr. Speaker: Statements by the ministry.

GO-URBAN SYSTEM

Hon. G. R. Carton (Minister of Trans-

portation and Communications ) : Mr. Speaker,

I would like to make a statement today con-

cerning the recent reports in respect of the

GO-Urban transit system that this province
is undertaking to develop through a test

facility at the CNE site.

In this connection I would like to read into

the record a letter that was sent to the chair-

man of the Toronto Transit Commission,

dated March 2, 1972, and addressed to Mr.

Ralph Day.

Dear Sir:

As you know, we have recently under-

taken an evaluation study of new mode
transit systems in our research division.

The main objective of the study is to eval-

uate some of the most advanced urban

systems in terms of their technology, eco-

nomics and system application, so that one

system can be selected for pilot-scale

demonstration and testing.

We think it is important, in order to

have a proper basis for evaluating the new

systems, to work up baseline proposals

using buses and streetcars operating on
exclusive rights of way and taking full

advantage of the potential for automation.

Monday, November 26, 1973

From our point of view, and we hope
from yours as well, it would be highly
desirable for the TTC to have some in-

volvement in this study. As a first move in

this direction, I would like you to consider

the following suggestion. In light of our

requirements, and the TTC's considerable

background and experience in bus and

streetcar costing, operating and mainte-

nance, would it be possible for your staff

to assume the task of providing us with a

submission or proposal "on behalf of
buses and streetcars, much as the invited

developers of the newer systems are doing,

so that the application of all candidate

systems could be evaluated as completely
and fairly as possible?

This task would entail full information

on and joint evaluation of bus and streetcar

applications, including information on the

technology, costing, operation, maintenance,

automation, liability, vehicle size, passen-

ger considerations, stations and the like. At

the same time, we would like to develop

a continuing dialogue so that matters of

joint interest relating to this project may
be discussed. If this proposal is acceptable

to the commission, I suggest that a meet-

ing be held very soon to discuss it more

fully.

In reply to that letter, the ministry is in

receipt of a letter from the chairman, dated

March 8, 1972.

Dear Mr. McNab:

Thank you for your letter of March 2

with reference to the evaluation study of

new mode transportation systems which

your research division has undertaken.

My personal opinion and that of the

commission is that it would be desirable for

the TTC to have the involvement in the

study which you suggest. Your letter was

the subject of discussion at the meeting of

the commission on Tuesday, March 7, and

this matter has been referred to Mr. James

H. Kearns, general manager of operations,

for appropriate attention.

Recently, Mr. Speaker, there have been

attempts to compare the GO-Urban transit
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system with the development of a light rail

transit—advanced streetcars.

To begin with, Mr. Speaker, this province
has consistently taken the viewpoint that in

the transit environment there is a requirement
for many diverse types of equipment.

To emphasize this, the report presently

being given publicity—that was prepared by
the TTC on lightweight, dual-rail systems-
was prepared at the request of the provincial

government. The Ministry of Transportation
and Communications requested this report in

the middle of 1972.

The purpose of requesting the report was
to obtain an evaluation of the dual-rail

systems to be used in the evaluation of all

intermediate-capacity systems.

Mr. M. Cassidy (Ottawa Centre): No, the

minister rejected it from the very beginning.

Hon. Mr. Carton: The TTC report pro-
vided a building block set of systems on
which these comparative evaluations could be
made.

The systems outlined in that report range
from a system operating at grade with no
intersection separations. This system, with its

arterial intersection conflicts, would have

difficulty maintaining its line speed and there-

fore achieving its capacity targets.

The estimated cost, without vehicles, of

this system ranges from $4 million to $5.9
million per mile.

Mr. J. A. Renwick (Riverdale): Why
doesn't the minister table these reports when
he gets them and save himself all this

trouble?

Hon. Mr. Carton: Vehicles would be
additional. The upper range of the systems
provided were essentially mini-subways with
a cost estimation of $16 million to $29
million, less vehicles. This system offered the

capability for future expansion to a subway-
type operation.

In the mid-range of the options presented
in the report comes the system most com-
parable with the GO-Urban system. In system
two the capacities with the GO-Urban system
are comparable, being achieved with a

higher cost range.

System three offers comparable costs, but
lacks in its capability to provide the upper
level of the capacity range.

Clearly, Mr. Speaker, the report provided
the material that was required for evalua-
tion of the intermediate-capacity systems, in-

cluding the dual-rail system; and during our

evaluation we have concluded that the ad-

vantages offered by the GO-Urban system,
such as its operation flexibility, including the

capability for express and personal rapid
transit services as well as its capability to

provide a wide range of service frequencies

during off-peak periods at minimal cost.

In addition, the GO-Urban system has the

capability to provide elevated and at-grade

operations that meet the aesthetic require-
ments of residential areas. An elevated light

rapid transit guideway is going to be heavier

and larger than an elevated GO-Urban guide-

way.

Also, and perhaps most important, it pro-
vides minimal levels of noise and vibrations;

two elements becoming of increasingly sig-

nificant importance.

Mr. Speaker, we have viewed the require-
ments of the transit market as complex and
diverse. The GO-Urban system and the light

rapid transit systems will have their applica-
tions in major urban areas.

The government's decision to develop an

intermediate-capacity GO-Urban system has

been in response to our evaluation of the

requirements of the transit marketplace in

providing fast, frequent transit service that

must meet the demands for frequency and

accessibility, and at the same time ensure

minimum encroachments on sensitive en-

vironmental areas such as noise, vibration,

visual intrusion, while being capable of

operating in all three modes; that is,

elevated, at-grade and in tunnels.

We are aware that light rail transit

vehicles have a role to play in meeting some
of the urban transit requirements. The
Premier (Mr. Davis), has pointed out that

the province has studied and will continue

to watch all developments in this field, and

he has stated that through Ontario's Urban

Transportation Development Corp. the

province will be undertaking the development
of a light rail transit vehicle.

We are grateful that the TTC provided us

with the information contained in their re-

port; and it has been used, as was intended,

in evaluating the various proposals the prov-
ince received for developing an intermediate

capacity transit system.

We are not involved in choosing between

light rail transit and the GO-Urban. We are

involved in developing the most compre-
hensive set of urban transit systems any-

where in the world for use in our munic-

ipalities.

We are convinced that GO-Urban has

many applications that are urgently needed,
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where the light rail transit vehicle will not

meet satisfactorily all of the requirements
of our urban areas.

Mr. Cassidy: The ministry never took an

adequate look at light rail. There's no ques-
tion about that.

Mr. E. M. Havrot (Timiskaming): The hon.

member should listen; he might learn some-

thing.

Mr. Speaker: Oral questions.

The hon. Leader of the Opposition.

GO-URBAN SYSTEM

Mr. R. F. Nixon (Leader of the Opposi-
tion): A question of the Minister of Trans-

portation and Communications: Can he tell

me when he or his ministry received a copy
of the TTC report?

Hon. Mr. Carton: I don't have the exact

date, Mr. Speaker. I can find that out.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Would it be as long

ago as last February?

Hon. Mr. Carton: Well, it was commis-
sioned in February, 1972, and I assume that

it would have been prepared by the TTC
forthwith.

Mr. Cassidy: They had it.

An hon. member: How long has the min-

istry had it?

Mr. R. F. Nixon: A supplementary: Assum-

ing the minister and the ministry have had
this report for many months, can he account

for why it was not made available publicly
to the members of the Legislature and to

the others who apparently are going to be
asked to vote tremendously large sums of

money in support of the decision made by
the ministry, which is opposed and in fact

largely negated by the information that has
come from the TTC?

Hon. Mr. Carton: Well Mr. Speaker, as

I mentioned before, there are many systems
that were proposed—

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Well, what about this

one? This is a recommendation that came
from the TTC.

Hon. Mr. Carton: This is a recommenda-
tion that came on the urging of the provin-
cial government through my ministry—and

it was taken into consideration in the evalua-

tion.

Mr. P. D. Lawlor (Lakeshore): It doesn't

matter who urged it.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Well, supplementary: Is

it not true that because the report did not

support the decision already made by the

minister, that he suppressed it and in fact

it has only come up now since Kilbourn
and two or three others have decided that

they don't want to have the minister's de-
cisions imposed upon them?

Mr. Cassidy: Of course it was suppressed.

Hon. Mr. Carton: Mr. Speaker, that is

not the case. The hon. member for Ottawa
Centre asked for it last spring-

Mr. Cassidy: Yes.

Mr. Carton: He knew it was available at

that time. And I handed—

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Well, the minister did
not distribute it.

Hon. Mr. Carton: I handed a copy to one
of the Liberal caucus members and to one
of the NDP members during my estimates.

Mr. Cassidy: Supplementary, Mr. Speaker:
I knew about the existence of the report last

spring. Can the minister explain, since it was

apparently available at that time, why it was
not given to members of the Liberal Party
or this party until the end of that particular
vote in his estimates? And why no effort was
made by the minister, despite a number of

requests, to provide that report to me or any-

body else in the House at a time when it

could have been used either for the estimates

or for other purposes? There was deliberate

suppression, Mr. Speaker.

Hon. Mr. Carton: Mr. Speaker, that was
not the case.

Mr. Speaker: Order, please. The accusation

of the hon. member that something was de-

liberately suppressed, I don't believe is proper
at this time.

An hon. member: It's not proper.

Mr. Speaker: Surely he mustn't use that

sort of language.

Mr. Cassidy: There was suppression, Mr.

Speaker.

Mr. S. Lewis (Scarborough West): Well, it

was inadvertent deliberate suppression.
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I have a supplementary question, if I may.
Is the minister sitting on any other reports
which suggest that the Krauss-Maffei system
is inappropriate and unacceptable? Does he

have other reports that should be shared with

the Legislature and the public?

Hon. Mr. Carton: Well, there are editorials

and reports in the press from time to time
that are critical of it-

Mr. Renwick: We are talking about your
reports.

Mr. J. R. Rreithaupt (Kitchener): What is

the minister sitting on over there?

Hon. Mr. Carton: To my knowledge, of

course, the TTC report would be one of the
foremost reports; I acknowledge that. There

may be other reports that criticize it but,

by the same token, there are reports praising
it.

Mrs. M. Campbell (St. George): Where are

they?

Hon. Mr. Carton: I'm not in a position to

table all reports. There were eight com-

petitors for this system. This was not kept
secret. There were eight competitors for this

particular application, this new mode, and
it took place over a two- or three-year span.
The Legislature was aware that an evaluation
was taking place. There has been absolutely

nothing secretive about it to my knowledge.
As a matter of fact, after he mentioned

it to me in the spring, I told the hon. member
for Ottawa Centre to go to the ministry and

speak to the man in charge and he would

get any information that he wanted. Whether
or not they got together, I don't know the

reason for that

Mr. Cassidy: It was very difficult, I can
tell the minister that.

Hon. Mr. Carton: It may have been diffi-

cult, but both the hon. member and the man
in the ministry are of course very busy
people.

Mr. Cassidy: Supplementary, Mr. Speaker-

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member has had
one supplementary. I think we should spread
them around.

Mr. P. G. Givens (York-Forest Hill): Does

any report that the minister is sitting on
indicate when they are going to start building
the Spadina subway?

Mr. Lewis: Well, Mr. Speaker—

Hon. Mr. Carton: As a matter of fact, I

think the member is serious about this—

Mr. Givens: Darned right, I am serious.

Hon. Mr. Carton: Right. But there were
some snickers around, and I know the mem-
ber takes it serious. The first contract is to

be let in January-

Mr. Givens: What year?

Hon. Mr. Carton:

contracts.

-and there are some 39

Mr. Givens: What year?

Hon. Mr. Carton: It will be completed in

1977; that is my understanding.

Mr. Cassidy: Supplementary, Mr. Speaker-

Mr. Speaker: This will be the last one. This

will be number six.

Mr. Cassidy: If the minister believes that

full and adequate consideration was given to

light rail, can he explain why light rail was
not one of the eight systems that was con-

sidered toward the end of the evaluation pro-
cess for a new intermediate-capacity system,

given the fact that it is used in many cities

around the world and given the fact that it

obviously is a practical alternative to what
we have already?

Hon. Mr. Carton: Well Mr. Speaker, I am
sure there were many modes that were not

in the final eight. There were literally doz-

ens and dozens of people who wanted to

compete in this competition. I can't answer
the specific question as to why this was not

in the last eight, Mr. Speaker, but I would
like to mention that light rail-

Mr. Cassidy: It is a very strange over-

sight.

Hon. Mr. Carton: There is light rail transit

in West Germany, but they are still going
for the GO-Urban system. It is a case of

different modes of transportation, and they
all have their place.

Mr. Cassidy: Is it because this came from

public enterprise and not from the private

sector?

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. Leader of the Op-
position.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: With your permission,
Mr. Speaker, I would like to put a question
to the same minister. It is on a similar sub-

ject, but it is somewhat different.
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Mr. Speaker: I am sure the hon. member
can differentiate between the two questions.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Thank you, Mr. Speaker,
a question of the Minister of Transportation
and Communications.

In view of the seriously expressed doubts

from a number of quarters, not all of them

political, having to do with the decision made
to adopt the Krauss-Maffei system of urban

transportation, could the minister not see that

it would be possible to continue with the

contracts already entered into for the experi-

mental work at the exhibition, but still give
as a reference to some management consultant

firm, the objective responsibility to assess the

Krauss-Maffei principle as relating to these

others, such as light rail, with the under-

standing that the minister is talking about

using a spectrum of facilities if we can afford

them and that our precious dollars for urban

transportation should be channelled where

they will give the very best result and the

best transportation? Would the minister not

consider, then, an objective review?

Hon. Mr. Carton: Mr. Speaker, I think the

hon. Leader of the Opposition has forgotten
that when I was answering questions here last

year on this very selection, I was the one
who was concerned about the fact that this

evaluation had been made by ministry offi-

cials, by the TTC and by other experts. I

wanted an outside evaluation. I mentioned at

that time that I had engaged a con-

sortium of the two leading transportation

consulting engineering firms in Canada to do

an independent evaluation. This is one of the

criteria that I personally used in my accept-

ance, because one just doesn't take holus-

bolus what is given to him; one has to be
certain to the best of his ability. This is one
of the things I did. I had the two leading

transportation consulting engineering firms in

Canada make an independent evaluation; and
this was part of the criteria that made me
accept this new mode.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Lewis: By way of supplementary, on
the assumption that material was also avail-

able to those engaged in the field, particu-

larly the TTC, how is it that we have this

succession of critiques of GO-Urban and the

alternative dual-rail system emerging at this

point in time? How is it that the minister
hasn't even begun to quiet the very pro-
found doubt that exists among others equally
skilled in this field?

Mr. R. F. Nixon: They got quieter instead

of louder.

Hon. Mr. Carton: Again, Mr. Speaker,
whenever anyone takes up a cause, whatever
the cause may be—

Mr. Lewis: This isn't a cause. This is a

social decision. This isn't a monument to the

Premier.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Carton: —you can get supporters;
and as a matter of fact, Mr. Speaker-

Interjections by hon. members.

An hon. member: Does the member want
an answer?

Hon. Mr. Carton: In answer to the hon.

leader of the New Democratic Party, when
we talk about the public, I personally have

shown this film and answered questions to

several hundred, if not thousands of people
—well several hundred, let's put it that way—
which is the equivalent of the numbers that

have appeared at the public meetings; and

they do not have this particular hangup, this

holdup; they think it's great, the fact that

we are pioneering, the fact that we are going
ahead.

Mr. Renwick: Because they never see the

alternatives.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Lewis: The minister has shown a film!

Mr. D. C. MacDonald (York South): Sup-

plementary question on a generalization out

of this specific case: Would the minister not

agree that in the future, if not in this case,

when the minister is coming to this kind of a

new, basic decision, that all of the critiques

that are made of it should be made avail-

able to the public when he comes to his con-

clusion? Then he answers the critiques and

we know why he has come to his conclusion,

whether we agree with it or not, instead of

them dribbling out for months afterwards.

Mr. I. Deans (Wentworth): By accident.

Mr. Cassidy: Supplementary, Mr. Speaker:
Has the minister, in talking to these members
of the public, told them that they can have
this system in the pretty pictures for $15
million to $25 million a mile, or that they
can have light rail for between $5 million and

$15 million a mile, that is around $10 million
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a mile less? Has he given them that choice

and asked them which would they prefer,

given the fact that their tax dollars are going
to have to pay the costs?

Hon. Mr. Carton: Mr. Speaker, the hon.

member for Ottawa Centre talks $5 million to

$15 million for the light rail system. Our

figure for the GO-Urban is $12 million, so

really I don't see any great difference. I can't

see the public getting excited between $5
million and $15 million and $12 million, be-

cause this particular report refers to five

different systems and as I mentioned system
No. 5 goes up to $25 million to $30 million.

May I also say, Mr. Speaker, that even

from those who participated among the eight
finalists—and when you are eliminated as

being one of the finalists, obviously you are

going to have an axe to grind—but on the

contrary we had praise, from those who had
been contestants, in what we had done and
on our selection.

Mr. Givens: Supplementary.

Mr. Speaker: Order, please. There have

been two main questions and nine supple-
mentaries all on the same topic. That is

reasonable and sufficient.

The hon. Leader of the Opposition

Mr. Givens: Would you permit a supple-

mentary, Mr. Speaker?

Mr. Speaker: No more supplementaries on
that topic.

Hon. A. Grossman (Minister of Revenue):
Sounds like Ottawa, eh?

disabled persons. Can he explain why, in this

province, the decision to improve these pen-
sions has lagged so far behind, the Province

of Quebec particularly, in the payments of

sums for those people not covered by old

age security but who need the provision of

dollars to make up for their inability to earn

a living themselves because of their disabil-

ity? Can he explain the fact that we are still

at the level of about $123 where in Quebec
it is going to be moved to $170?

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: Again, Mr. Speaker, if

the hon. member will look at Hansard he will

find I have indicated I will be announcing
some time within the weeks ahead, what our
additional assistance will be to the disabled.

Mr. R. Haggerty (Welland South): But the

minister is months behind.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Supplementary, Mr.

Speaker: Since the House may in fact come
to an adjournment in the next two to three

weeks, can we be assured that we will know
what the level of support will be for 1974

before we do adjourn, since we have a

responsibility that we like to think we share

with the minister in this regard and we are

falling so far behind other provinces which
are recognizing that a disabled person simply
can't get along on $120 a month?

An hon. member: The minister should put
on his Santa Claus suit.

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: Mr. Speaker, I am not

sure just when the House will adjourn.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Neither am I.

FAMILY ALLOWANCES

Mr. R. F. Nixon: I would like to ask the

Minister of Community and Social Services

if he has announced the decision on the dis-

position of the $20 per child family allowance

payments that will be made as of Jan. 1?

Hon. R. Brunelle (Minister of Community
and Social Services): Mr. Speaker, I made a

statement in the House following the Ottawa
conference that we were passing on the $20

per child.

Mr. Cassidy: He was off in Acapulco.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: At the time of the

original statement the minister indicated that

he had a committee working with input from
Ottawa on the pension levels and on the

disposition of funds that came from Ottawa
for family allowances, and particularly for

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: But as I have indicated

earlier, during this calendar year I will be

announcing improvements, increases to the

disadvantaged.

Mr. Deans: Supplementary question: Is the

minister saying that the cabinet has not yet
oome to a decision as to how much these

people should be paid?

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: I'm not saying that,

Mr. Speaker. What I have said is that I will

be indicating some time soon what the in-

creases will be to the disadvantaged.

Mr. Lewis: He said that before.

Mr. Deans: One more supplementary: Is

the minister afraid to make-

Mr. Speaker: Order. The hon. member for

St. George was up on a supplementary.
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Mrs. Campbell: Having in mind the fact

that Quebec made its increase to $149 in

October and proposes to increase to $170 in

January, as has been announced, and that

the people in this province need to know now
what this ministry intends to do in specific

terms, can the minister tell us what he is

going to do specifically?

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: Mr. Speaker, I think

the hon. member well knows why Quebec
made its announcement at that time. Again,
I would like to reiterate that I will be an-

nouncing soon, during this calendar year,

what the increases will be to our disadvan-

taged people.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Went-
worth was up on a supplementary, if he
wishes to ask it now.

Mr. Lewis: Supplementary: Will they be
effective Jan. 1, 1974?

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: I would hope so, Mr.

Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Scar-

borough West.

ONTARIO ENERGY POLICY

Mr. Lewis: A question, Mr. Speaker, of the

Premier: Now that the federal government
has made it absolutely clear that it will, in

fact, lift the freeze on prices of home fuel

oil and gasoline retail prices as of Jan. 31,

1974, and now that General Motors has
started to lay people off allegedly because the

energy crisis is forcing them to shift from the

large model to the small-model cars; given
the implications for the economy of Ontario, is

the Premier yet prepared to make a statement
about reasonable contingency plans and the

views of this government as those events

occur?

Hon. W. G. Davis (Premier): No, Mr.

Speaker, I'm not.

Mr. Lewis: By way of supplementary, has

he made any effort to find out the effects—

on productivity or on possible economic lay-
offs—of the energy situation on the industrial

sector?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, we have;
and for some time.

I think it is very interesting to note that

in all of the discussions recently, in fact

until the last few days, people have been

concentrating on the effect of the energy
situation on us directly as consumers. The
member for Scarborough West has been con-
cerned about the cost factor as it relates to

the purchaser. I think what really is perhaps
more relevant is the impact of the energy
situation in the United States on their indus-

trial complex and what the spinoff will be
here for Canadian industry; and that does not

relate, with great respect, to the question of

whether the federal government does or does
not lift the freeze on prices as of Jan. 31.

Mr. MacDonald: That's why we are asking
the Premier the questions.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Well, with respect, it

doesn't.

Mr. Lewis: All right.

Hon. Mr. Davis: The key to this situation

is the energy situation in the United States

of America, the impact on their economy,
and as a result the effect on the economy of

Ontario and Canada. And as I indicated to

the member some time last week, if memory
serves me correctly, this government was

addressing itself to this issue, perhaps really

prior to most other jurisdictions, because

overall we have been concentrating basically
on the effect of energy supply or lack of

supply on us as individuals rather than as

it relates to the effect on the economy, par-

ticularly as it affects the United States. I

think it clearly demonstrates, rightly or

wrongly, how vulnerable we are in this juris-

diction, related to our American neighbours,
and that when they have an energy problem,
no matter how significant we may feel it is,

from their standpoint it does have an effect

on us; and this is what we are in the process
of assessing.

Mr. Lewis: All right, I see. Of course, if

federal Liberals and federal Tories didn't

have such an alliance continentally, we
wouldn't have this problem today.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. E. A. Winkler (Chairman, Manage-
ment Board of Cabinet): Whose alliance is it?

Mr. MacDonald: When the chips are down
in the business world, they are allied. Make
no mistake about it.

Mr. Lewis: If we hadn't exported so many
trillions of cubic feet of natural gas over the

last several years we wouldn't have this

problem today.
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Hon. Mr. Davis: I am endeavouring to

answer the question; whether or not the

alliance between the federal people, the Tory
philosophy and the Liberal philosophy has

an impact, I would only say it is the unholy
alliance between the New Democrats and
the Liberals in Ottawa that keeps that par-
ticular administration in power.

Mr. Lewis: The Liberals and the Tories

are hand in glove with the oil companies on

this one.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Lewis: You know, Mr. Speaker, before

we pull the federal government down, you
had better get the federal Tories to develop
an energy policy, because they have none,
none.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: The member should

tell his father to get out of Pierre's bed too!

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Davis: We will be ready.

Mr. Breithaupt: Who is "we"?

Hon. Mr. White: —my momentary uncer-

tainty on the tetracycline that I was taking.
At any rate, I had given approval to cer-

tain boundary lines for development control,
and I had thought, in fact, that the legal
technicalities had been completed. I found

out, of course, that this was not the case,
and I asked that the matter be proceeded
with at once. I have no reason to think

there has been any property escalation in

that area.

Mr. E. R. Good (Waterloo North): A supple-
mentary, Mr. Speaker: When the freeze

comes into effect would it or would it not
affect development that is already under

way, and part of registered plans of sub-
divisions or those in the draft plan approval
stage?

Hon. Mr. White: No, it wouldn't affect the

approved plans under way.

Mr. Good: It wouldn't affect them, thank

you.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Scar-

borough West.

NIAGARA ESCARPMENT LAND
FREEZE

Mr. Lewis: May I ask of the provincial
Treasurer when is he going to put a freeze

on the Niagara Escarpment lands, which he

thought he put on back in June and hadn't?

Hon. J. White (Treasurer, Minister of

Economics and Intergovernmental Affairs):

Very soon.

Mr. Lewis: Aha! By way of supplementary,
since it is almost beyond belief that the

provincial Treasurer wouldn't know whether
he put a freeze on the Niagara Escarpment
lands when he introduced the legislation
five months ago, and he hadn't done it, how
much have prices escalated in the interim?

How much additional costs will be involved
in acquisition?

Hon. Mr. White: Mr. Speaker, I was
momentarily confused-

Mr. Lewis: Aha!

Hon. Mr. White: -but I was suffering
from a bronchial infection at the time and
I blame-

Mr. Lewis: I would have thought the in-

fection was more cerebral than bronchial.

PARKWAY BELT

Mr. Lewis: Yes, may I ask the provincial
Treasurer how it is that the estimates for

the acquisition of 40 per cent of the park-
way belt have risen from $150 million to

$200 million to $250 to $300 million in a

4y2-month period, an increase of $100 million

in 4tVz months?

Hon. Mr. White: Sir, these are revised

estimates based on better data provided to

us by the Ministry of Transportation and
Communications. No doubt the data includes

some increase in land values which has been

experienced elsewhere.

Mr. Cassidy: Why doesn't the minister do

something about it?

Mr. Lewis: I want to understand: The

minister means when he unveiled the park-

way belt west, just as he unveiled the

Niagara Escarpment just a few short months

ago, his data then was so poor that he

was $100 million out on the one, and I

gather $250 million out on the other? How
much will we expect six months from now?

Mr. H. Worton (Wellington South): Not

much when one says it quickly.
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Hon. Mr. White: We gave the best esti-

mations available to us, based on the most

recent data available at that time.

Mr. MacDonald: Pretty poor.

Mr. Lewis: Pretty punk work.

Hon. Mr. White: In all likelihood the

prices we paid will be those in existence on

June 4. We now have, of course, a record

of property transactions on that date and

not some months previously and that's the

reason we have this most recent revised—and

in all likelihood more accurate—estimation

of costs.

Mr. Givens: A supplementary question:

What is the minister going to do about the

value of the land, not in the parkway belt

but outside of the parkway belt, which is

tripling and quadrupling in value? Is he

going to do anything about taxing that, or

getting some return on that land which has

increased because of the parkway belt ex-

panding west of Metro?

Hon. Mr. White: That's just one of many
variables involved, Mr. Speaker, if I may
say so. The select committee—to deal with
the matter more generally—struggled all of

the long, hot summer of 1968 to devise

a way to tax back part or all of the windfall

gains experienced by property owners as a

result of enormous public investment. We
concluded, as the report will show, that it

was impossible to single out a particular
asset for that treatment and we recommended
there be a broadly-based capital gains tax,

preferably at the federal level, failing that

at the provincial level. And now, of course,
we have such capital gains tax-

Mr. Cassidy: The minister has half a tax.

Hon. Mr. White: —so that the public is com-

pensated, in part at least, for those large pub-
lic investments-

Mr. Cassidy: They have only got half of it.

Hon. Mr. White: —whether it be a park-

way belt, a highway, sewage disposal line or

whatever.

Mr. Givens: Another supplementary: Would
it not be more equitable to tax those wind-

fall gains so that they accrue to the benefit

of the people that the minister has victimized

in the parkway belt rather than leaving those

people who are in the parkway belt to con-

tinue to be victimized?

Hon. Mr. White: I would say to my hon.

friend it is easy to say these things and

sometimes impossible to do.

Mr. D. R. Timbrell (Don Mills): The mem-
ber for York-Forest Hill is speaking for the

developers.

Hon. Mr. White: The member's party has

two very fine members, perhaps three—his

party's House leader and its deputy party

leader, I guess that is the terminology that

is being used—both of whom sat on that com-
mittee and both of whom signed this recom-

mendation, so perhaps they could enlighten
the hon. member.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Scar-

borough West?

Mr. Lewis: No, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Wind-
sor-Walkerville is next.

PENSION BENEFITS

Mr. B. Newman (Windsor-Walkerville): Mr.

Speaker, I have a question of the Minister of

Consumer and Commercial Relations.

Is the minister aware of the fact that

private pension plans allowing employees to

retire after 30 years of service, regardless of

age, have been approved by the federal

revenue department? Also, is the minister

aware that a Canadian Press report states that

Ontario law forbids payment of a government
registered pension to any person under 55

years of age? And is the minister also aware

that press reports on Sept. 23, Nov. 21, Nov.

22 and Nov. 23 maintain that the Pension

Benefit Act in this province and its regula-
tions make it illegal to offer a full pension
to a person under the age of 55?

Will the minister then assure the House that

Ontario legislation does not preclude the

awarding of a full pension to a person under

55; and that likewise Ontario legislation will

permit employees to retire with full pension
after 30 years of service regardless of age,

as is now the case with the federal legisla-

tion?

Hon. J. T. Clement (Minister of Consumer
and Commercial Relations): Mr. Speaker, the

hon. member has very properly brought this

matter before the House. We have had some

discussion about it before, some two or three

weeks ago, when I was introducing amend-

ments to the Pension Benefits Act.

It is my understanding there is no Ontario

pension legislation that would preclude the
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30 years and out concept. I believe the

Windsor Star carried the initial story in

September that there was Ontario legislation
that did, in fact, bar this from being brought
into being. My ministry wrote the Windsor
Star and pointed out that it was an error, but
the story seems to be continued throughout
and over the past few weeks.

I am now advised, sir, that there is no

legislation which would preclude this. In the

event there was and my information was in-

correct, I would undertake to correct it.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for High
Park.

SHORTAGE OF PITUITARY GLANDS
AT SICK CHILDREN'S HOSPITAL

Mr. M. Shulman (High Park): I have a

question of the Premier, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. R. F. Ruston (Essex-Kent): Well, look

who is back.

Mr. Havrot: Welcome back.

Mr. Shulman: Thank you.

An horn member: Where has the member
been hiding?

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Shulman: I wonder if the Premier
would be willing to intervene in the serious

problem that is taking place at the Sick

Children's Hospital because of the shortage
of spare parts, particularly pituitary glands,
due to the change in policy at the coroner's

office whereby the necessary hormones are not

being supplied and a number of children are

not receiving the injections which are essential

for them to continue their normal growth.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I am not

familiar with this but I would certainly be

delighted to look into it.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for St.

George.

INCREASED BENEFITS SOUGHT
TO OFFSET HEATING COSTS

Mrs. Campbell: Mr. Speaker, my question

again is to the Minister of Community and
Social ; Services.

Is it a fact that the minister did receive a

letter from the federal government advising
that it was prepared to participate in any
increased assistance to those who need it by
reason of the increased heating costs? If the

minister has such a letter, how has he replied
to it?

Hon. Mr. Brunei le: Mr. Speaker, I read in

the press that this letter would be forthcom-

ing. As yet I have not received any proposals
from the federal Minister of National Health
and Welfare, but I wish to assure the hon.

member and members that we certainly will

give it every consideration.

In the meantime, about a week or so ago I

asked our regional administrators to give me
their comments on the impact of increased

cost of fuel to the recipients of social assist-

ance. As the hon. member knows, at the

present time under the Family Benefits Act
and its regulations there is provision

whereby we can give increased assistance

where the scheduled costs are outlined. It is

a matter that we are very concerned with, and
I wish to assure the hon. member we cer-

tainly will act upon it.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for

Windsor-Walkerville on a supplementary.

Mr. B. Newman: Will the minister assure

the House that those individuals living in

accommodations for which his department
subsidizes or pays full rental will not have
their heat turned down abnormally low so

that it can and may interfere with their

health?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: It is against the law
to do that.

Mr. B. Newman: Well, they are using this

as an alibi. Some landlords are taking advan-

tage of the fuel shortage situation to turn

the thermostats down abnormally low.

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: Mr. Speaker, the hon.

member's question is related to the previous

question by the hon. member for St. George.
As I said, we are very conscious of the fact

that there will be increased costs for fuel and
we will meet them.

Mr. Cassidy: Not all parts of this province
have the balmy climate of this city of To-
ronto. Would the minister recognize that it's

already cold in Ottawa-

Mr. C. E. Mcllveen (Oshawa): Ottawa's
hot air is up here, that's why.

Mr. Cassidy: —and in northern Ontario.

Pick up the phone, talk to the federal min-
ister and bring in a decision this week.

Interjections by hon. members.
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Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Went-

worth is next.

GOVERNMENT PRIORITIES

Mr. Deans: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. I

have a question of the Premier. Can the

Premier indicate what the standards are that

set the priorities of the cabinet which will

allow them to find $1.7 million for the im-

provement of standard-bred horses while they
can't find money to provide additional aid for

the elderly?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I think we
have discussed this, among other issues, over

a period of years. The hon. member is quite
familiar with what priorities this government
establishes. We think we do rather well at

recognizing these legitimate socio-economic

needs of the total population, and I think

history has recorded that the public in this

province has by and large supported the

priorities that have been established by this

administration.

Mr. Deans: A supplementary question, if I

may: Within the context of the Premier's

statement that Ontario is a place where men,
women and children, in every walk of life

and in every background, thrive and prosper
in an atmosphere of decency and dignity-

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Deans: —how does the Premier equate
the intent of that statement with the position
that the elderly are forced to live in here in

the Province of Ontario?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I think the

intent of that statement is a very commend-
able objective for any government to estab-

lish, and one which we have established. I

would say in a very humble way, and without

appearing to boast whatsoever, that this juris-

diction probably has come closer to that ob-

jective than any other jurisdiction in Canada,
or in fact North America.

Hon. J. Yaremko (Solicitor General): Good

slogan for the next election.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. MacDonald: Bennett ran on the old

slogan last time. Look where he is.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Water-

loo North.

EDUCATION OF MENNONITE I in

CHILDREN

Mr. Good: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. A
question of the Minister of Education: Relat-

ing to his statement that legislation would be

brought in whereby a student under the age
of 16, with the concurrence of the school

board, teacher and necessary people, could

be placed in an environment outside the

school system before he reached the age of

16, could the minister assure the House that

provision in that legislation would be made

whereby the Amish and Mennonite people

in the province, who because of religious

conviction want their children out of school

after grade 8, could be provided for in such

legislation?

Hon. T. L. Wells (Minister of Education):

Mr. Speaker, in the case of the people whom
the hon. member is referring to, and I as-

sume they live in the Waterloo area, it

would be up to the committee and the Water-

loo board to make those decisions if and

when this legislation is passed.

Mr. Good: One supplementary: But the

minister is then saying there would be pro-

vision in the Act whereby they could legally

exempt these persons from continuing edu-

cation; is that correct?

Hon. Mr. Wells: Yes, Mr. Speaker, there

would be provision for this, but it wouldn't

necessarily be just an automatic thing.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Wind-
sor West.

SUNDAY OPENING OF RETAIL STORES

Mr. E. J. Bounsall (Windsor West): A ques-
tion of the Attorney General, Mr. Speaker:
Is the minister aware that two supermarket
chains in Windsor—N & D Supermarkets Ltd.

and Dominion Stores—announced last Friday

they would open for business on Sundays be-

cause no action has been taken on a charge
of a violation of the Lord's Day Alliance Act,

laid over a year ago against another Windsor

supermarket, Village Markets Ltd.? When
will the long-promised legislation dealing
with uniform store hours be introduced? Will

it come this session?

Hon. D. A. Bales (Attorney General): Mr.

Speaker, I would hope that the local police

authorities in Windsor would have noted the

advertisements; they are in the best position

to do so. If charges are laid then they will

come before me and I will deal with them
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as I do. On die matter of the green paper,

I'm sure the Premier or others will make a

statement in reference to that in due course.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Huron-

Bruce is next.

ENERGY-CONSERVING DEVICES

Mr. Gaunt: Mr. Speaker, I have a question

of the Minister of Industry and Tourism. Is

the government doing anything to en-

courage industry to expand its research effort

to develop energy-conserving devices, such

as carburetors which give 40 to 50 miles to

the gallon, light bulbs that use less electricity,

or the development of entirely new energy
sources?

Hon. C. Bennett (Minister of Industry and

Tourism): Mr. Speaker, as you will recall,

about a week ago we announced in this House
that we had asked industry to take a very

aggressive position in trying to put together

energy-conserving uses in their plants, factor-

ies and places of business. I would trust that

the management of those operations across

this province are indeed looking at ways of

Streamlining the energy-consuming parts of

their factories and places of business.

As far as carburetors are concerned—and
I know this discussion has been going on for

some time—there have been carburetors de-

signed that would give greater mileage to the

known automobile engine that we have to-

day, but some of them have not been let on
the market; at least that is my understanding.
There is likely to be a further inquiry as to

the type of carburetors that will be used by
the automobile manufacturers in this country
and on this continent in a very short time.

Mr. Gaunt: Supplementary, Mr. Speaker:
The minister said they haven't been let on
the market. Has he investigated the reason

for that and would it be associated with the

dormant patent problem?

Hon. Mr. Bennett: The what?

Mr. Gaunt: Dormant patent problem.

Mr. Lawlor: The suppressor patent.

Hon. Mr. Bennett: Mr. Speaker, I said very

clearly that in my opinion it was my under-

standing they had not been let on the market.

It has often been said that there have been
carburetors designed, not only in this country
but in other places in the world, that have
been taken off the market for those who would
like to preserve the high consumption of

petroleum. I would think, with the energy
crisis that we are faced with in the world

today, not only in Canada and Ontario, that

there will be a further review of the type
of carburetors that are used in the automotive

industry.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Thun-
der Bay, I believe, on a supplementary.

Mr. J. E. Stokes (Thunder Bay): Yes, thank

you, Mr. Speaker. Is the minister saying that

although the energy crisis has been imminent
for some time, his ministry has sat idly by
and let the automobile industry suppress the

production of carburetors that would have

significantly reduced the amount of energy
burned in cars? If so, when is he going to

get moving on it?

Hon. Mr. Bennett: Mr. Speaker, to answer
the first part of the question very quickly, no.

The second part is that the automobile manu-

facturing industry has been around for quite
a number of years and so have inventors, and
I would think that it is their position to get
their products on the market. We will help
them through whatever government organiza-
tions we have here at the provincial level,

and we've requested the federal government
to do likewise.

Mr. F. A. Burr (Sandwich-Riverside): Sup-

plementary.

Mr. Speaker: Supplementary, the hon.

member for Sandwich-Riverside.

Mr. Burr: Mr. Speaker, when the minister

said he felt there would be a further review,

by whom did he mean? Review by whom—
the government or the industry?

Mr. Deans: Not by the government.

Hon. Mr. Bennett: Mr. Speaker, I believe

if the member would go back to a week ago

Friday when we made the announcement in

the House, we had indicated to industry—
we'd invited them—to use the services of

the Ministry of Industry and Tourism of this

province to help them succeed in gaining
better use of energy sources and to reduce

the consumption of those sources in this

province. So I would think that it is a two-

way street; from the government's point of

view we'll assist, and we expect industry to

step forward and assist themselves.

Mr. Gaunt: Supplementary, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: All right, we'll permit one

more. This is number four or five.
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Mr. Gaunt: Would the minister consider

calling in the automobile manufacturers and

discussing this particular matter with them,
in the hope that some new development in

this field would be forthcoming?

Hon. Mr. Bennett: Mr. Speaker, I think

the problem we are being asked about this

afternoon is much greater than just a provin-
cial one, and I would think that it goes far

beyond just the automobile manufacturers.

There are likely others who have much in-

terest in it, beyond just the automobile manu-
facturers. I would certainly take the question
under advisement and discuss it with some
of the people I'll be meeting with this Friday
in Ottawa—federal representatives.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for High
Park, I believe, was the next member.

SALE OF LIQUOR

Mr. Shulman: Could the Minister of Con-
sumer and Commercial Relations, Mr.

Speaker, explain the very strange sales policy
that is being carried out today by his Liquor
Control Board, in having a half-price sale,

which was not announced to the public but

about which some hundreds of people on the

Board's special list were notified by phone
over the weekend?

Interjections by hon. members.

An hon. member: Was the member down
there with the wagon?

Hon. Mr. Clement: I'm not aware of any

half-price sale, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Shulman: Mr. Speaker, as a supple-

mentary if I may.

Hon. Mr. Clement: If there is one, I'll

undertake to advise the House after I've been
down and personally investigated if it is in

existence.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Downs-
view.

LAW REFORM COMMISSION

Mr. V. M. Singer (Downsview): Mr.

Speaker, I have a question of the Attorney
General. If, as I understand it, the Attorney
General will in due course be in receipt of

comments from the judiciary on the two law
reform commission reports he tabled last

week—members of the Supreme Court and
members of the county court, both individ-

ually and collectively—would the Attorney

General be prepared to make those submis-
sions available to members of the opposition,
so that when the time comes for the major
decisions in regard to these recommendations
all members of the House can be reasonably
informed as to the opinions of various persons
who are going to have to work within the

new system?

Hon. Mr. Bales: Mr. Speaker, I haven't been

talking to the judges, but it appears the hon.

member opposite must have been because he
seems to know what they are going to do.

I am sure if they make submissions to me, I

will give careful consideration to them and I

will also consider the request proposed.

Mr. Singer: By way of supplementary, in

relation further to those reports; is there any
reason why some of the reforms indicated for

the criminal provincial courts in Metro
couldn't be implemented immediately, in view
of the present very difficult situation in which
this system of justice has to operate?

Hon. Mr. Bales: Mr. Speaker, I have al-

ready implemented some and the Law Reform
Commission concurred in my views. I will

have more implemented in the immediate
future.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Sand-

wich-Riverside.

RAPID TRANSIT SUBSIDIES
TO MUNICIPALITIES

Mr. Burr: Mr. Speaker, I have a question
of the Minister of Transportation and Com-
munications. Are municipalities outside of

Metro Toronto able to make their own choices

of rapid transit systems suited to their own
sizes and their own needs and still qualify
for the 75 per cent grant?

Hon. Mr. Carton: Yes, Mr. Speaker. As a

matter of fact, there are some 45 municipali-
ties throughout the province that have taken

advantage of the new capital subsidies of 75

per cent and 25 per cent. If I am correct,

some $17.8 million has been allotted for

municipalities across this province to do with

their transit operations.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Ottawa
Centre.

APPOINTMENT OF PRINCIPAL
FOR BURLINGTON SCHOOL

Mr. Cassidy: I have a question of the Min-
ister of Education, Mr. Speaker, if he will

come back into his seat.
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What steps will the minister take to ensure
the appointment of a qualified French-speak-
ing principal for l'ecole Saint Philippe in

Burlington at this time rather than endure
the delays there have been there for some

period of time.

Hon. Mr. Wells: Mr. Speaker, I am meet-

ing with the separate school board from that

area and the parents from Georgetown, Bur-

lington and the Oakville area, I think tomor-

row, and I intend to discuss the matter with
them then. Perhaps after that I will be able

to give the hon. member an answer to his

question.

Mr. Cassidy: In order to show good faith

to the French-speaking parents there who
have had great difficulty in their dealings
with the separate school board, will the min-
ister undertake, in the House, to put a mora-
torium or a freeze on any approvals of a

proposed regional French school in the area
until the local parents have been consulted
to their satisfaction?

Hon. Mr. Wells: Mr. Speaker, I can't give
any assurance like that. I don't think there's

need for anything like a moratorium on a

regional school. I think it has to be pointed
out that the separate school board in that
area has put in a proposal to build a regional
school. As I have said many times here, I

assume the separate school board, being the
board that runs this system there, has com-
munication with the people in the area.

It appears that certain French-speaking par-
ents of that area are not in agreement with
the policies of that separate school board.
That's what we are going to have a talk

about tomorrow. After tomorrow's meeting I

think I will have a better idea of where the
situation is going.

I just want to emphasize, though, that it's

only an initial, first approval that's been giv-
en to the regional school and there are three
other approvals necessary before the school

actually is built.

Mr. Cassidy: Yes. May I have one other

supplementary?

Mr. Speaker: There is one minute remain-

ing. I can't call the hon. member for Huron-
Bruce then. Supplementary.

Mr. Cassidy: In view of the difficulties that
have been apparent in this particular situ-

ation, will the minister introduce legislation
in the House to permit the creation of a

French-language advisory committee at the

separate elementary level in parts of the prov-

ince where it may seem necessary, as in this

case?

Hon. Mr. Wells: I don't think that's a par-

ticularly necessary thing at this point in time,
Mr. Speaker. I think it also should be pointed
out, lest members of the House wonder why
the member for Ottawa Centre is so concern-

ed with the Burlington area, that the local

members down there have been in very close

touch with me about this particular problem.

Mr. MacDonald: Oh, the minister is very
sensitive.

Mr. Cassidy: Only after the parents came
up here to protest.

Mr. Speaker: There are a few seconds left.

If the hon. member for Huron-Bruce can get
his question in quickly he might be able to

get a reply.

CLASSIFICATION OF FARMS

Mr. Gaunt: It is a short question, Mr.

Speaker-

Mr. Speaker: Good.

Mr. Gaunt: A question of the Minister of

Agriculture and Food-

Mr. Lewis: It won't be a short answer.

Mr. Gaunt: When does he expect the final

report of the classification committee?

Hon. W. A. Stewart (Minister of Agricul-
ture and Food): In December.

Mr. Speaker: The question period has ex-

pired.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. MacDonald: That's unprecedented.

Mr. Lewis: I offer my apologies—mind you,
if the minister weren't so verbose he could
have cut the answer by 50 per cent.

Mr. Speaker: Petitions.

Presenting reports.

Motions.

Introduction of bills.

JUSTICES OF THE PEACE ACT

Hon. Mr. Bales moves first reading of bill

intituled, An Act to amend the Justices of the

Peace Act.
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Motion agreed to; first reading of the bill.

Hon. Mr. Bales: Mr. Speaker, the bill is

designed to improve the quality of those

holding the office of justice of the peace, and
also provides that greater supervision and
control will be exercised over the perform-
ance of their duties.

In addition to the training programme
recently inaugurated within my ministry, this

bill provides for the initial examination of the

qualifications of candidates for office by a

provincial judge, and for the assignment and
the supervision of their duties by the chief

judge of the provincial or family court or his

designate.

Of equal significance is the establishment

of the justices of the peace council with au-

thority to receive and investigate complaints
and to review the conduct of justices of the

peace and to report to the Attorney General.

Mr. Speaker, all of these amendments have
been designed to assist us in our ongoing
efforts to enhance the effectiveness of the

administration of justice in the province.

Mr. Speaker: Orders of the day.

DEVELOPMENT CORPORATIONS ACT
Hon. Mr. Bennett moves second reading of

Bill 210, An Act to amend the Development
Corporations Act.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for

Kitchener.

Mr. J. R. Breithaupt (Kitchener): Mr.

Speaker, there is of course very little that

can be said about a bill that simply increases

the number of directors for a corporation
from 13 to 15, but I think we could logically

expect the minister to advise us as to the

reasons behind the increase and the particular
areas from which he intends to make his

other two appointments.

One would presume that there is quite a

spectrum of persons, particularly in the

southern part of the province, whose opinions
would be of great value as the various items

discussed by the Ontario Development Corp.
Just which particular area does the minister

expect to appoint people from to fill these

other two positions, or have those appoint-
ments been made and this is just to regularize
what now exists?

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for

Thunder Bay.

Mr. J. E. Stokes (Thunder Bay): Mr.

Speaker, I rise to speak to Bill 210, which is

an amendment to the Development Corpora-
tions Act. It seems unusual that the minister

should be bringing in an Act to amend an
Act that has not yet been proclaimed. This

bill has received royal assent but, as recently
as last Friday, it still had not been pro-
claimed. There may be some question about
whether or not the minister has the right to

amend an Act that hasn't been proclaimed,
but that is a technical matter.

I would like to find out from the minister

why he intends to increase it from 13 to 15,

unless he wants to provide a better geo-

graphic representation on the Ontario Devel-

opment Corp. board of directors.

Because he hasn't proclaimed the Act as

yet—the Act that the minister is choosing to

amend at this present time—he really doesn't

have the right to appoint the board of direc-

tors of the Eastern Ontario Development
Corp. even though the minister has announc-
ed publicly who its members are going to

be. I imagine that it has been kind of em-

barrassing for the minister to have announced

publicly who the board members for EODC
are going to be without being able in fact

to make the appointments before the original
bill that he is amending today receives

proclamation.

The minister did say they are going to

implement great changes in the programme
as a result of the changing of the Act, which
was done in the early hours of the morning
last spring when we were under considerable

pressure and things were less than ideal

around this House.

Numerous public statements have been
made to the effect that the forgivable loans

programme was to be eliminated, and when
I speak to certain people closely associated

with the Ontario Development Corp. they
tell me that that, in fact, is the case. Yet,
in announcements made by way of press
releases and in announcements made during
the estimates of this ministry, it is seen the

minister is still authorizing forgivable loans,

or performance loans, based on those for

which application had been made prior to

June 30 of this year.

This makes one wonder what this minister

is all about. He says publicly that there will

be no more forgivable loans and no more

performance loans, and yet we still find they
are being authorized. It makes one wonder
what kind of a game this minister is playing.

There has been, Mr. Speaker, no indica-

tion as to the criteria that will be followed

with respect to geographic location in giving
loans. There has been no indication of the
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priority given to northern or eastern Ontario.

There has been no indication as to what is

going to happen to the designations of slow-

growth areas. There has been no indication

as to whether the programme is going to be

integrated with so-called regional planning

programmes as they affect growth centres

or co-ordination with the programmes of

other ministries or operations within the

framework of a development strategy for

the various regions.

Mr. Speaker: Order please. The hon. mem-
ber, I believe, is not speaking to this par-

ticular bill. He is speaking to matters outside

of the bill. This is simply a bill to amend
the Corporations Act and it is clearly set out

in the explanatory notes what the bill covers.

It seems to me the hon. member is speaking
about things that are not in the bill.

Mr. Stokes: It's an amendment to a bill

that hasn't even received proclamation yet,

and I am just wondering what kind of a

game the minister is playing. He is amend-

ing an Act that hasn't been proclaimed.

Really, we don't have a policy in the

Province of Ontario with regard to the

activities of the Ontario Development Corp.
We don't have an Act to act as a framework
for the policy of the Eastern Ontario De-

velopment Corp. And we don't have a frame-

work for the activities of the—

Mr. Speaker: Order. Again, the hon. mem-
ber is not speaking to the bill. The purposes
of the bill are clearly defined in the ex-

planatory notes. The hon. member may not

discuss other matters of principle which are

not in the bill.

Mr. Stokes: All right, I have pretty well

said what I wanted to say with regard to it

anyway—

Mr. Speaker: I am fully aware of that.

Mr. Stokes: —so I want to ask specifically

of the minister, since the Speaker has chosen

to restrict me, what does he propose to do
with the two extra directors, when he in-

creases the number from 13 to 15? How
many of the directors are going to come
from northern Ontario, since there is not

going to be complete autonomy for the

EODC or NODC? Does the government plan
to give geographic representation to the

board of ODC so they too can have a sig-

nificant and a meaningful input into the

overall decisions taken by the Ontario De-

velopment Corp., and so that the prolifera-
tion of programmes under ODC has some
real meaning to the people, not only of

northern Ontario but of eastern Ontario

as well?

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Ottawa

Centre.

Mr. M. Cassidy (Ottawa Centre): Thank

you, Mr. Speaker. I want to make a couple
of comments to support some of the com-
ments made by my colleague from Thunder

Bay, and to maybe elicit some response
from the minister as well.

In the way that the member for Thunder

Bay speaks for northern Ontario, my concern

is with the implication of this bill for east-

ern Ontario. I think the reason that one raises

questions at all on this particular bill, Mr.

Speaker, is this: the minister stated in the

House last week that he was delaying pro-

claiming Bill 84, or whatever the original

bill was that we passed last June, until

this particular minor amendment would be

passed. That is the sole explanation which
he has given to this House for the delay.

It worries me greatly, Mr. Speaker, that

the minister from eastern Ontario, who came
into the Cabinet with the promise to do

things for eastern Ontario, has in fact

brought any activity of this government re-

lated to eastern Ontario grinding to a halt.

In fact Mr. Speaker, our records show that

since this bill was introduced in the Legis-
lature in April or May, that no more than

$1.4 million has been lent by the Ontario

Development Corp. in eastern Ontario.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member is not

speaking to the matter in this bill, not at all.

Mr. Cassidy: Mr. Speaker, the problem we
face is this, that—

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: I regret that the hon. mem-
ber has problems, but he is not speaking to

the content of this bill; he will please
refrain-

Mr. Cassidy: We have no legislation pro-

claimed, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: Will the hon. member be

seated, please. He will confine his remarks

to the content of this bill—if he will please
do that.

Mr. Cassidy: Well all right. The effect of

the change, Mr. Speaker, I would suggest
is not going to solve the problems of eastern

Ontario, or of any other part of the province.
We have here a change where the number
of directors is increased by two. I suspect
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from reading the clause which is being
amended that what this means is that the

number of directors from the eastern and
northern Ontario development corporations,
which totals eight, will now be balanced by
seven rather than five from other parts of the

province.

Moreover, there is no commitment in the

bill, Mr. Speaker, that the directors from
the Eastern Ontario Development Corp., or

from the Northern Ontario Development
Corp., will necessarily all be from those par-
ticular regions. And therefore, whatever ap-

pointments are involved right now, it simply
means there will be sort of crossboard mem-

bership; people from Toronto can sit on those

boards and can also sit on the main board,

according to this particular bill. Therefore

there will not be the kind of regional repre-
sentation which is necessary.

And darn it, Mr. Speaker, something has

got to be done, because the minister himself

obviously doesn't have a commitment to do

the things for eastern Ontario which are

necessary. The figures I have indicate enough
loans for 100 jobs in eastern Ontario over the

course of six months. That's the kind of

commitment the minister has had while he

has had the thing under his control.

Now if the corporation as a whole and its

subsidiaries are to do a decent job, then

clearly they are going to have to have a

preponderance of regional representation. I

would suggest that the effect of this particular
amendment is to weaken that particular repre-
sentation below the point at which it was

originally proposed back in the spring.

I'm afraid the minister is simply losing,
or has lost, credibility on this particular point
because of the delays, that are totally in-

explicable except because of incompetence.

Mr. Speaker: Does any other member wish
to enter the debate? If not, the hon. minister.

Hon. C. Bennett (Minister of Industry and
Tourism): Mr. Speaker, the bill very simply
is an amendment to what was originally Bill

169. At that time we were indicating that we
wanted to have a board of directors for the
Ontario Development Corp. composed of four
members from northern Ontario, four mem-
bers from the eastern Ontario board and the
balance from central and south-western On-
tario.

In our discussions since that day with

people who are on the boards, both in eastern

and northern Ontario, they felt that it would
be more representative if we should have
seven members on the board from central

and southwestern Ontario. We've had some

lengthy discussions as to where these repre-
sentatives should come from, and it was ob-
vious that we should try and put the other
two on so that we could give a better balance
to central and southwestern Ontario from
a representation point of view.

There were some who said that the voting

power of NODC and EODC on the ODC
board would be somewhat watered down.

May I say they still have, Mr. Speaker,

eight out of 15 directors on the board. ODC
is a policy-forming board and one that, in

its second function, will deal with applications
in central and southwestern Ontario; but its

prime function, as far as NODC is concerned

and EODC is concerned, will be to form

policies that those two boards can operate by.

While the member for Ottawa Centre had
some comments to make I see that he didn't

sit around to listen to the reply. Since we
have passed Bill 169, which has not received

royal assent and which can be amended at

this time—there is nothing wrong with that

move—ODC has been performing the same

functions, Mr. Speaker-

Mr. Stokes: It has had royal assent.

Hon. Mr. Bennett: —exactly the same func-

tions as it has been for some period of time.

There has not been any slowing up of our

energies or our efforts to stimulate activity
in eastern Ontario, or for that matter in

northern Ontario.

Mr. J. H. Jessiman (Fort William): The
minister is doing a good job.

Hon. Mr. Bennett: As for the boards of
directors of those two corporations, eastern

and northern Ontario, while it is not specific-

ally spelled out that they must come from

county such and such and such and such, it

is a very well known and understood prin-

ciple that all the directors of NODC are from
northern Ontario, and the directors of EODC
will be from that part of the Province of

Ontario. I think if we review the people who
are on those boards we will see to it that they
each come from the area for which they are

responsible for helping the plan for develop-
ment.

Eastern Ontario will have its own board
and they will get on with handling applica-
tions in advancing it. Nobody, but nobody,
has been holding them back.

Mr. Stokes: When?

Hon. Mr. Bennett: If there is a lack of ap-

plications it is because certain industries have
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not been coming forward to ask EODC or

ODC for support. ODC does not go out and
turn every stone to find those who wish to

borrow money, because we are still the lend-

er of last resort.

Mr. Stokes: Does the minister have an

EODC board of directors yet?

Hon. Mr. Bennett: Mr. Speaker, this next

week or so we will be making some announce-

ments that will make a few people from

eastern Ontario much aware of the fact that

EODC, or ODC, pardon me, operating in

eastern Ontario, has been working very ag-

gressively; and we shall, sir, be announcing,
with the approval of certain applications at

cabinet on Wednesday, the approval of loan

funds to advance the cause of certain indus-

tries in that part of the province.

Very simply, the amendment is to get bet-

ter representation for central and southwestern

Ontario on the ODC board.

Mr. Stokes: Can I ask a question?

Hon. Mr. Bennett: Yes of course; certainly.

Mr. Stokes: When is the minister going to

have the eastern Ontario board of directors

announced so that they can get on with the

job of providing some economic stimulus for

that part of the province?

Hon. Mr. Bennett: Mr. Speaker, in answer

to the member for Thunder Bay's question, as

he knows I've already announced the people
the government has selected to serve on that

Board. Once Bill 210 is approved and has

third reading and royal assent, then the proc-
lamation will be issued on the directors of

EODC, which will then officially make them

representatives of that corporation.

Mr. Breithaupt: Mr. Speaker, if the minis-

ter has completed his remarks, perhaps he can
answer a question for me. I may not have
framed it too well at the time, but on the

numbers that he is now going to have—that is

the seven from central Ontario and south-

western Ontario—can he give us an idea as to

how the split will be between the two on

regional representation?

Hon. Mr. Bennett: Mr. Speaker, I take it

that the member is referring to the seven
directors who will be on ODC. Of the 15
directors who will be on ODC, four of them
are from northern Ontario and four of them
are from eastern Ontario. Those directors will

be appointed by their fellow members, to

come and represent them at the parent body
so to speak. The seven representatives of

ODC will all be there to handle applications,

as well as on the ODC board direct.

As to where the seven members will come

from, obviously we hope to scatter them and
take them from Windsor and places such as

that, and from the northern part of the central

region, so that we will have representation
that will cover all of southwestern and cen-

tral Ontario. I will have to admit that, with

seven, it does cause some problems in how
you locate them strategically.

Motion agreed to; second reading of the

bill.

Mr. Speaker: Shall the bill be ordered for

third reading?

Agreed.

THIRD READING

The following bill was given third reading

upon motion:

Bill 210, An Act to amend the Develop-
ment Corporations Act, 1973.

Clerk of the House: The 43rd order, House
in committee of supply.

ESTIMATES, MINISTRY OF
EDUCATION

( continued )

On vote 2601:

Mr. Chairman: Estimates of the Ministry
of Education. On vote 2601, item 1, I be-

lieve.

The member for Wentworth.

Mr. I. Deans (Wentworth): I wanted to

clear up a technical matter with you, Mr.

Chairman, before we begin. Since the time
is somewhat limited and since obviously it

might be difficult to get through all of the

votes, I was hoping that the chairman would
be sufficiently lenient on the matters that are

raised and that the minister would attempt—
I realize the shuffling of staff is a problem—
to answer specific questions in regard to

things which may well have come later in the

estimates, but which may well not come at all

because of the time that we have available.

Is that an unreasonable request?

Mr. Chairman: If you ask them now then

you are back and forth; nothing is ever

finalized. I think if we went in order they
are so clearly defined that I would think you
could spend a certain amount of time on each

one.
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Mr. Deans: Well, the matters I have to

raise are very clearly within the general ad-

ministration anyway so it doesn't matter, but

I just thought that it might be easier on

everyone, rather than hoping to get to it and

perhaps not getting to it.

Mr. Chairman: I think we should keep to

the items as they are.

Mr. Deans: Okay, well I have a policy

matter to raise under the main office, then.

I would like to know the minister's inten-

tions as they relate to a matter which has

been of concern to myself, to my colleague
from Hamilton Mountain (Mr. J. R. Smith), my
colleague from Hamilton West (Mr. McNie),

my colleague from Hamilton Centre (Mr.

Davison), my colleague from Hamilton East

(Mr. Gisborn), my colleagues from Haldi-

mand-Norfolk (Mr. Allan) and Wentworth
North (Mr. Ewen)—in fact, everyone in the

area—what exactly do you have in mind for

Hamilton Teachers College?

I can recall about a year and a half ago,
it seems to me—maybe it was only

a year

ago—when the minister brought in the report

of the committee and on one of the resolutions,

resolution 43 I think it was, they recom-

mended the dissolution of the Hamilton

Teachers College at the end of this current

academic year and the integration of the

facility perhaps with Brock University.

Now, there has been since—

Mr. Chairman: Order, please. This is the

type of thing we tried to explain a moment

ago. That question might better be put under

item 8, vote 2602, and if-

Mr. Deans: What's that?

Mr. Chairman: —we can cover everything—

Mr. Deans: What is item 8, vote 2602

then, that makes it more appropriate?

Mr. Chairman: That is teacher education

and certification.

Mr. Deans: Teacher education and certi-

fication? Oh, I assumed that was dealing with

the programme. I wasn't dealing with the

programme, I am dealing with the policy of

whether there will be a facility, which is

directly under the minister's own vote, which

is item 1.

Mr. Chairman: If the minister wishes to

answer it, it's all right.

Mr. Deans: You can understand the signifi-

cance of the two matters; one is directly re-

lated to curriculum which isn't concerning me
at all.

Can the minister set the fears of the people

at ease and tell us, once and for all, that we
are going to have in the region of Burlington,

Hamilton, Wentworth, stretching back into

the Haldimands, where there is going to be a

fantastic growth—a population explosion one

might even go so far as to say—whether we
can expect to have the Hamilton Teachers

college maintained as is obviously necessary,

not only for the training of new teachers

entering the field, but for the provision of a

service and a facility that will enable the

upgrading of teachers, the training of teachers

for specialized services?

In other words, it is a big area with a

tremendous investment in Ontario; the facil-

ity is already there, integrate it with Mc-
Master if you wish, but for goodness sakes

leave us with the facility. We have had one

going back to the normal school that existed

in Hamilton years ago, and it doesn't make
much sense to those of us from the area, and
I know my colleague from Hamilton Moun-
tain shares this with me—or I with him,
whichever way you want to look at it—that it

doesn't take much sense to do away with that

facility at this time.

Can the minister tell us what he has in

mind?

Mr. J. R. Smith (Hamilton Mountain): Mr.

Chairman?

Mr. Chairman: The member for Hamilton

Mountain.

Mr. J. R. Smith: Since the matter has been

raised during the estimates I'd like to add a

few words to this discussion regarding the

Hamilton Teachers College. As a graduate of

that institution I have a natural prejudice in

its favour, but more importantly it serves a

vital need in the total head-of-the-lake region,

particularly at the local elementary classroom

level.

This was one of the significant things when
the report on the cost of education was tabled.

Subsequently, in the consideration of that

report, concern has arisen about the possible

closure. The people who have been most

vitally concerned have been the classroom

teachers of that area and the boards of edu-

cation, particularly Wentworth Roman Catho-

lic Separate School Board, because they rea-

lize the tremendous influence for better edu-

cation that that institution and the exchange
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of student teachers and masters from the col-

lege have on the whole educational concept.

Also, Mr. Chairman, I'd like to draw the

minister's attention again to the fact that

should this particular institution be closed,

there is no guarantee whatever that the pos-

sible students for that college would auto-

matically transfer their enrolment to Brock

University at St. Catharines. In fact, the

direct opposite is the more likely. The stu-

dents as at present, would tend to gravitate

towards Toronto or the University of Western

Ontario in London. These are the two other

centres of interest.

Support for the institution also has had

strong backing from teachers' groups in Hald-

imand and Norfolk counties because they too

attend this institution. With the tremendous

growth that is envisaged for the new com-

munity of Nanticoke, this whole educational

complex, the teachers college, the medical

school and McMaster University, will have

an even expanded role to play during the rest

of the 1970s and the 1980s.

This is a fine institution. I well recall at-

tending it during its transitional period after

the fire. Free quarters were made available

at local churches. Then we moved into the

new college, a splendid new building, with

good morale, a good enrolment and a his-

tory of providing well-trained teachers for

the region.

The fact that the enrolment has been on
the decline of recent years, I think can be
attributed to several factors, most particu-

larly to the fact that young people are re-

quired to have, first, one year of university
and now a BA before gaining admission.

Therefore, other options are open to the par-
ticular age group that normally attends

teacher training at this time. We'll soon be
over that. The projections show there could
well be a greater need for elementary teach-

ers in three, four or five years time.

We have an institution there that is now
well established. Prof. Bourns has indicated
to me that the McMaster is quite anxious to

have it incorporated as a faculty of educa-
tion at McMaster. It's operating well as it is.

I'd hope, to re-emphasize to the minister the
concern of the people there. They want to

see that institution carried on. We saw the
demise of Peterborough and there is no way
we want to see the same thing happen in

Hamilton Teachers College.

Hon. T. L. Wells (Minister of Education):
Mr. Chairman, as has already been brought
out in this discussion, one of the recommend-
ations of the committee on the cost of edu-

cation in its first interim report regarding
teacher education was that certain teachers

colleges be closed and one of them was Mc-
Master University. That report was received

a good year or maybe 14 months ago—

Mr. Deans: About 14 months ago.

Hon. Mr. Wells: —before we brought out

what we have called our further master plan
on the integration of teachers colleges, which

began three or four years ago and which is

still in the process. As the hon. member for

Hamilton Mountain, my parliamentary as-

sistant, knows the recommendation that Mc-
Master be phased out was not accepted. In-

deed we left three teachers colleges, Mc-
Master or Hamilton—I'm sorry, it's not Mc-
Master—

Mr. Deans: In fact I asked that specific

question at the time the minister raised it in

the House.

Hon. Mr. Wells: Yes, and I said there

were the Hamilton, Toronto and the Ottawa
teachers colleges. They all still remain as

teacher training institutions under the Min-

istry of Education. I have to tell my friend

that we have not made any decision yet on
what is going to happen to those institutions.

I think that the arguments put forward

by the committee on the cost of education

and others that I listened to as we developed
our plan about teacher training facilities to

serve the Hamilton and the Niagara Peninsula

area, make it very difficult to believe that

there should be two teacher training institu-

tions in that area; and this of course is part
of the problem that we face. We also have
the policy of putting teacher training facili-

ties into university, integrating them within

the university so that they are under the

aegis of the university now rather than this

ministry.

Mr. Deans: I don't even quarrel with that.

Hon. Mr. Wells: Yes, but the only thing is

that we also have as part of that policy that

these be viable institutions and that they
train the full gambit of teachers—that is ele-

mentary and secondary—which is a different

approach. So, really, while these are some
of our policies and some of the reasons that

nothing was done with the Hamilton Teach-

ers College when we introduced our plan
last spring to phase out several of the other

teacher training institutions, at this point in

time nothing has been decided regarding
Hamilton Teachers College. The input from
the community will be listened to. My par-

liamentary assistant has already brought in
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many submissions and, of course, he has told

me of the concern of the community in Ham-
ilton and we will be considering that as we

develop plans for this period.

Mr. Deans: Just very briefly, I don't want
to leave the minister with the impression
there is a great ground swell of public

opinion, because this isn't the sort of thing
that great ground swells of public opinion

erupt around.

There are people in the area who are con-

cerned, primarily people who are already in

the teaching profession or closely allied

with the teaching profession.

McMaster University is a growing com-

munity. It is a university of considerably

increasing status. It will be able, without

question, to provide good administration,

a good curriculum, the general kind of in-

volvement that teachers in training would
want to have.

In addition to that, it offers such a wide

range of the other courses that for those

who are upgrading their standards or who
want to take part in the process of improv-

ing their background for teaching purposes,
there is everying available to them right
within the McMaster complex. Everything
is there; you needn't go elsewhere. It is

strategically located. It couldn't be located

in a better place. I'm not taking away from
Brock for one moment. Brock is a very fine

university, but it doesn't measure up to

McMaster—not at this time.

On top of that, because of McMaster's

geographic location it draws from a much
wider base of people. It is much more
easily reached than is Brock. Because of that,

if there has to be a choice—which I'm not

absolutely sure is inevitable—but if there

has to be a choice, then the choice between
Brock and McMaster is really no choice

at all.

There is the whole question of the use

to which the existing facility is being put,
and it was put rather well, I think, in the

report itself. The report pointed out that

Hamilton Teachers College was operating
at something around 50 per cent of its

potential and that Brock was operating at

somewhat slightly greater than 50 per cent,
but not much more. The reason for that was
plain; at that particular point in time there

were concerns within those who might want
to enter the teaching profession that there

might not be job opportunities and that there

would of course be fewer people going into it.

There is no doubt that that was in the

minds of the people at the time that the

study was being done. I just feel that it

would be wrong—let me put it another

way. If only on distance alone, which is

a very poor criterion, it must surely be more
difficult for people to get to Brock from the

area now serviced by McMaster, than it

would be for people to get to McMaster
from the area now serviced by Brock. That

question is one which has to be considered.

Therefore, that indicates to me that Mc-
Master is more centrally located and there-

fore would be more appealing to a greater
number of people.

I think on the matter of the quality of the

building, the quality of the service pro-

vided, the quality of education provided,
the opportunity for furthering one's educa-

tion, and whatever other criteria you would
like to talk about educationally, the Mc-
Master facility is more than adequate—in
fact it excels.

I would hope that the minister would
not make a decision against maintaining
the McMaster facility, the Hamilton Teachers

College. I want to put it bluntly to the

minister that if he is leaning in the direction

of eliminating Hamilton Teachers College, I

would ask him simply that he take the time

to come into Hamilton and meet with the

people of the area who are concerned. Don't

rely on the member for Hamilton Mountain
and I because we have interests that may
be somewhat diverse from time to time.

Come on in—

Hon. Mr. Wells: I will be there Saturday.

Mr. Deans: Will the minister be there

Saturday to talk about this particular topic?

Hon. Mr. Wells: I would very much think

so.

Mr. Deans: No. I mean, is the minister

going for the purpose of talking about this

topic? I thought he was coming for some
sort of a mini-caucus.

Hon. Mr. Wells: No, it's a conference.

Mr. Deans: Oh, that's something like our

mini-caucus, only not nearly as effective.

Hon. Mr. Wells: I imagine they will talk

about this.

Mr. Deans: What concerns me, though, is

that it might be better for the purposes of

this particular topic to meet with those who
are most concerned in a sort of shirt-sleeve

session to talk about their concerns as they
see them, rather than have the sort of formal

presentation that invariably takes place before
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a hearing of the cabinet or the sort of thing
that is planned.

I might even drop down to that meeting

Saturday and take part so that the minister

can get an honest view from Hamilton—

Hon. W. A. Stewart (Minister of Agricul-
ture and Food): The member means he might
learn something.

Mr. Deans: Nevertheless, I really do urge
him to not make a decision against maintain-

ing the facility until he has had a chance

to talk with all of the people.

Hon. Mr. Wells: Just so the record will

be straight, I want the hon. member to know
that I have toured the Hamilton Teachers

College-

Mr. Deans: That takes about 20 min.

Hon. Mr. Wells: But I have toured it and

I have met with McMaster University people;
I think I did that a year ago this summer.
I saw the facility and listened to the various

Mr. Deans: Good facility, eh?

Hon. Mr. Wells: Yes, it's a good facility.

Mr. Deans: A fine facility—nice people.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Windsor-
Walkerville.

Mr. B. Newman (Windsor-Walkerville): Mr.

Chairman, I want to ask the minister a few
questions. One concerns the number of
women that are being employed by his

ministry directly in his office itself. The con-
cern of many has been the fact that women
have been downgraded when it comes to the

various ministries of government, and I just

wonder, Mr. Minister, if you could now
inform the House that there have been sub-
stantial changes over the past year.

Hon. Mr. Wells: Well, Mr. Chairman, I

don't really have any figures to indicate what

changes there have been over the last year.
I can give the hon. member some indication

of the women who are now employed in the

ministry, but I haven't got any comparative
figures.

Mr. B. Newman: Well, would the minister

give us the figures he has now, so that we
could compare them next year?

Hon. Mr. Wells: They are all good em-

ployees of the ministry. We don't have them
broken down as to male and female.

Mr. B. Newman: In light of the concern

of the various members of the House, Mr.

Minister, don't you think it would be to your

advantage and to avoid criticism in the future

that you have that type of a breakdown
so any criticism that might be levelled against

you would be readily shot down, so to

speak?

I also want to ask the minister about the

concern of many teachers throughout the

province regarding the lack of the introduc-

tion of legislation—

Hon. Mr. Wells: Excuse me, as I said, I

haven't got comparative figures, but if you
want, I can give you a breakdown of what

you would call employees who are in certain

positions of responsibility. I haven't got a

breakdown for the total ministry; I could get
that for you, as I say-

Mr. B. Newman: No, those in positions of

responsibility.

Hon. Mr. Wells: Yes, and for some reason

or other, the people who did this breakdown
decided if you got a salary in excess of

$17,000 you were in a degree of respon-

sibility. There are 97 people or 16 per cent

of our staff in that category who are female

and 493 or 84 per cent in that category who
are male, for a total of 590 employees in that

category in the ministry.

Mr. B. Newman: Has the minister had any
intention of substantially increasing that figure
over the ensuing years?

Hon. Mr. Wells: Yes, Mr. Chairman, the

policy that will be followed in this ministry,
and has been followed as a matter of fact

for the past number of years, is to promote
people with the qualifications and experience.
I certainly would not want it to be said in

this ministry that anyone was discriminated

against because of their sex, be that male or

female, for a particular job. I'll read you a

letter that I sent out on Nove. 2, to the school

boards. I think it states our policy and it

states the policy that I hope the school boards

will adhere to. It says:

An examination of the Ontario teaching
force for the 1972-1973 school year re-

veals that 70 per cent of elementary school

teachers and 34 per cent of those teaching
in secondary schools are women. It is a

well known fact, however, that relatively

small numbers of women teachers have

been assigned positions of responsibility at

the supervisory or the administrative level

in our schools.
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It stands to reason that an educational

system that prides itself on offering equal-

ity of opportunity to its students should

practise the same attitude and respect to

those who serve within the system. I have
no hesitancy, therefore, in asserting my
strong conviction that there should be a

policy of equal opportunity for employ-
ment and promotion which would ensure

that qualified and capable women could

undertake leadership roles, both in this min-

istry and in local school boards.

Merit is the only criterion which such

decisions should be made. I have stressed

that this must be the policy applied with-

in the Ministry of Education and I know
that I can rely on local school authorities

throughout the province also to make de-

cisions related to hiring and promotion on
this basis. At the same time I would en-

courage women within the teaching pro-
fession to take advantage of those oppor-
tunities that are available to them to

prepare for supervisory and administrative

positions. Thus when assignments become
available they might make application with

the full confidence that they have prepared
themselves adequately to undertake lead-

ership roles.

Mr. B. Newman: Thank you, Mr. Minister.

The other topic that I wanted to raise with

you was the lack of some type of a guide-
line concerning teacher-board negotiations.
The minister is aware of the number of

teachers who have already submitted their

resignations to various boards throughout the

province, and in my estimation these teach-

ers are quite serious when they maintain that

if they do not arrive at some satisfactory
settlement with their board they will not re-

turn to the classroom after the New Year.

The minister is aware of the Windsor situ-

ation where the school teachers withheld their

services for approximately 12 or 13 days. I

think the teachers throughout the province,
now are militant enough, concerned enough,
dedicated enough, that they will not return
their services to the classroom unless negoti-
ations between themselves and the board
reach a satisfactory climax.

Now, when does the minister intend to in-

troduce legislation so that teacher-board nego-
tiations would have some type of guidelines?

Hon. Mr. Wells: Mr. Chairman, I had hop-
ed that we could introduce that legislation
before this session concluded for Christmas.
I would doubt that that will be possible at

this time. We are still holding discussions

with trustees and teachers about this legis-

lation. I am having a meeting some time
later this week.

Judging from the order paper and the pro-

gress we are making here, and the commit-
ments that I have made to many groups that

this type of legislation would not be rushed

through this House—and indeed I would make
that commitment again; I do not believe that

type of legislation should be hurried through
at the end of the session—therefore I would
think that it will not be introduced until the

new session begins.

Mr. B. Newman: May I ask, what action

does the minister plan on taking if the teach-

ers, after the New Year, do not return to

their classrooms? Are you going to issue some
directive requiring them to go back to work?
Are you going to appoint a mediator? What
are your plans, just in case the teachers do
not return to the classrooms?

Hon. Mr. Wells: Mr. Chairman, this of

course is a question that I was asked just

about a week ago today by the high school

students when I met them, about what plans
I had if the teachers—or when the teachers, as

some of them said—do not return to work "in

Metropolitan Toronto. I said that I do not

like to answer hypothetical questions. That

situation, I said, has not come upon us yet,

and. I think it is premature to sort of sup-

pose that it is going to happen and to give
indications of a course of action at this time.

I see from my report that while there are

certainly areas of this province where there

are trouble areas, if you want to call them

that, where teachers have indicated that they
are going to hand in resignations, to this

point in time no resignations have been
handed in officially. Teachers have voted in

certain areas that they will hand in resigna-
tions but none have been handed in. Negoti-
ations are going on, as far as I know, in most
of the areas where this problem exists, and
I have made it known to both sides in these

particular areas, or at least through their

provincial associations, that we stand ready
to provide mediators. I believe that is the

proper course of action at this time.

I think I mentioned to some of them that

it would be far better, if they are reaching
the point where a mediator could be helpful,

that they request a mediator now. I say that

from the experience of last year, where we
were rounding up mediators to go in on New
Year's Day, which of course is very, very late

in the game. If resignations are handed in I

think the next course of action is for medi-
ators to be made available in the various

problem or trouble areas. Perhaps through
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their work they will be able to help them
effect a settlement.

Mr. B. Newman: Then you really have

contingency plans, have you not, Mr. Min-
ister? If you make mention of the appoint-
ment of mediators I would assume that at this

stage you are probably looking the field over

and have mediators in mind. You made men-
tion earlier that the teachers had not turned

in their resignations. Well, they have up until

the end of the month—that is, until Thursday
of this week, if I am not mistaken—within
which time they must turn them in. I know
a week from today we will know definitely or

not whether these resignations are in. But

you should have some type of contingency
plans just in case you are confronted with the

situation of mass resignations.

Now, in the—

Hon. Mr. Wells: I just want to tell you
that certainly in the area of mediators we are

ready. We have always been ready ever since

last year, because it was shown to us that

mediators can play a useful role in this

process. Certainly I think any legislation that

comes in will make provision for the use of

mediators, because it did help in some of the

situations last year.

Today I already assisted the Carleton
Board of Education in its dispute with its

elementary teachers. We got them a mediator
who is going down there to work in that

particular dispute and we stand ready to help
the mediators at any point in time. I have

suggested to the people that before they get
into a desperate situation, they let some
mediators come in and try to assist.

Mr. B. Newman: In drawing up—

Mr. Chairman: Is this the main point now?

Mr. B. Newman: I'll pass, I just forgot
what I was going to ask the minister.

Mr. Deans: On much the same point, I

just wanted to say to the minister that one
of the difficulties, of course, in the problem
that confronts us is the uncertainty. The
problem the teachers face is that they don't

know what you intend to do. They don't

know what you intend to do with regard to

teacher bargaining. They are concerned about
the implications of the Reville report.

They are worried about the government's
attitude towards other public servants. They
are concerned about the attitude that ob-

viously flows throughout the cabinet with

regard to the right of civil servants to bargain
for other than monetary matters. The Act

which passed this House, after a great deal of

controversy and debate last year, to provide
for Crown employees' bargaining was a

travesty and the teachers are legitimately con-

cerned that the government is considering
similar kinds of legislation related to them.

I think what we need to know, if I may,
is that it is not the government's intention to

in any way inhibit the opportunities for col-

lective bargaining. Surely the lesson, if it

hasn't yet been learned, that is being learned

every day, is that the only way that you can
have honest and meaningful collective bar-

gaining if all matters relating to the relation-

ship between employer and employee are sub-

ject to negotiation; that the employee can sit

down with the employer and discuss the

frustrations of the workplace, because those

frustrations are legitimate frustrations.

If the teachers are unhappy about the con-
ditions under which they must work, then it

is evident that they will not be able to do
the kind of job that they are capable of or
that they should be doing. I think that

teachers are expressing that concern every
day. They are expressing it to me and I am
sure they are expressing it to the minister. I

know they are expressing it to other members
of the House. I know the member for St.

George (Mrs. Campbell) has had a number
of representations made to her on that very
point.

I think that it's time to set their minds at

ease, to take away the shroud of secrecy
and to make clear to the teachers and to the

public what the attitude of the ministry,
the minister and the government is going
to be with regard to the scope of teacher

bargaining.

Given that teachers have the widest pos-
sible scope, I have more confidence in them
than the minister has. I entrust those people
with my children's education. It is the

most profound and exciting thing that I can
think of. I give them my kids from the
time they are five years old, and I trust

them to do the right things with them. If

I trust them with my children, surely I

can trust them to bargain sensibly. That is

what the crunch is really all about, that if

I'm prepared to trust them with the most

precious possessions that I have on a day-

to-day basis, and to provide my children with
the kind of knowledge and upbringing that

they have to have, then surely I can trust

them with the chore, the task, and to exer-

cise properly the responsibilities which flow

from being given the right to bargain about

all matters pertaining to the workplace.
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I can't quite come to grips with the gov-

ernment's attitude in this regard, though I

have tried very hard. I don't understand

how it is that we can begin to contemplate

limiting the scope of bargaining for teachers.

They have to be very intelligent people. They
have to be very sensitive people. They have

proven over the years their ability to un-

derstand their responsibilities to society and

to children. You don't find many cases where

teachers have abdicated their responsibilities.

You don't find many instances where

teachers have refused to live up to their

obligations. I think in that field-I think

frankly in all fields, but I'm prepared to

say definitely in that field-that the oppor-

tunity to bargain about every single thing
which is related in any way to their place of

work and their conditions of work should be

open. It should be simply opened up.

The minister should be prepared to make
a statement to that effect here today. Either

that, or he should be prepared to stand up
and tell us why the government feels that

these people aren't mature enough or sen-

sible enough or don't have enough responsi-

bility to do these kinds of things. We don't

hold all the wisdom in this place. The boards

don't hold all the wisdom either. In spite

of the fact that my wife is going to sit on

one, the boards of education don't have all

the wisdom in the world. They might even

make an error once in a while. Their atti-

tude towards teachers could well be wrong
from time to time. Maybe they will impose
restrictions on teachers and their workplace
that are somehow or other not compatible
with good education, because they are not

educators.

I frankly feel that the minister should be
in a position to stand up in the House and
tell us that he is going to open as wide as

humanly possible the scope of collective

bargaining in the teaching profession, and
allow the teachers to play a meaningful
role in the determination of what the

teachers' workplace and the role the teachers

are going to play in the school are going to

be. Then the problems raised by the mem-
ber for Windsor-Walkerville would be
academic. We wouldn't even have to discuss

them in the House here because there

wouldn't be any need because teachers could
then discuss with the local board whatever
it was that was of concern to them.

Mr. R. Haggerty (Welland South): Local

autonomy.

Mr. Deans: That's a very good word. Did
you make that up by yourself?

Mr. Haggerty: That's a phrase the minister

used.

Mr. Deans: That's a good phrase.

Hon. Mr. Wells: It is our philosophy

Mr. Deans: Aside from choosing phrases,
the fact of the matter is that what has caused

the problems over the last two years has

been uncertainty. Teacheds feel a tremendous

pressure, and the pressure is related to three

things. These are the ceilings, the grants
at the elementary and high school level, and
their role in the whole educational process
as it relates to the day-to-day operations of

the teacher in the classroom.

I do frankly feel that we could ease the

burden, ease the tension and provide a

much better educational system if we had
confidence in the people who provide the

education, and those people are the teachers.

We have to be prepared to show them by

example that we trust their judgement. If

anybody is prepared to say he doesn't trust

their judgement, then he is going to have

to question very seriously their suitability to

teach.

We have to trust their judgement every

day. We can't sit in the classroom with

them every day, look over their shoulders

and try to find out what it is that they are

teaching, nor would we want to. We think

they are mature and sensible people. If we
think it in those instances, then surely to

goodness we think they are capable of de-

ciding what is best also for them as teachers

and how they should go about negotiating
the improvement of the conditions under
which they have to work. That would solve

the problem. You wouldn't have to worry
about your mediator then. You wouldn't have
to concern yourself about what happens on

Jan. 1 because the problem itself would
resolve itself, and the teachers would be

delighted, I am sure, to give the undertaking.

Hon. Mr. Wells: Would we never need a

mediator?

Mr. Deans: You will perhaps from time to

time need a mediator, but that's the problem.
The problem is that the mediator at this

point is needed between the government and
the teacher, since that's where the trouble

lies. The teacher is unable because of the

uncertainty properly to present the case. The
board is unable to receive the case because

of the uncertainty. The board doesn't know
what to negotiate for or what not to nego-
tiate for, because it senses that the govern-
ment is going to make changes which will
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be restrictive in nature and it doesn't want
to be caught out on a limb. And the teacher

is in the same boat. The teachers want at

this point to push as far as they can, and

quite rightly so, because they are afraid if

they don't get it now, the opportunity to talk

about it—not even to get it, but the oppor-

tunity to discuss it at the bargaining table-

is going to be taken away.

This uncertainty seems to run throughout
the government, by the way. It doesn't seem
to be only in the Ministry of Education; it

seems to be something that is causing prob-
lems throughout the government. There is a

tremendous uncertainty about what is best.

The best thing to do, and I would now use

the phrase, is to give the local people the

opportunity to set their own priorities.

Hon. Mr. Wells: That is what we do all

the time.

Mr. Deans: You say that's what you do,
but when you have the threat of pending
legislation which is restrictive in nature—now
you can say it's not coming, and if you would
say it's not coming then we could all go
home. But the fact is that when that threat,
the threat of the Reville report, with all of
the implications, hangs over the teachers—
and I might say something, by the way,
about Judge Reville, not a personal thing
about him but about his views of education,
and his views of collective bargaining. I've

appeared before him.

Mr. Haggerty: Sounds like rebel, to me,

Mr. Deans: And I'm going to tell you some-

thing. I can think of no one less qualified
to talk about collective bargaining than Judge
Reville. Or former Judge Reville, I should

say. I can think of no one less qualified be-
cause he never took the time to understand
it. He never, ever, took the time to under-
stand it and that may have been something
to do with his own personal problems, I don't
know. And I'm not being critical of the man
in that regard. But the truth of the matter
is that anything he ever did was extremely
conservative-and I don't mean that in a

partisan sense—to say the least. He did not
have a very wide-ranging view, either of the
collective bargaining process, or of education.

Mr. Deans: Yes, well that is fine. Whatever
the people think—everyone is entitled to his

own opinion; I'm expressing mine. I can only
tell you that I would not nave charged him
with the responsibilities with which he was

charged by this government.

But, nevertheless, the teachers are worried

—correctly worried. They're worried that the

attitude that was evident in the Crown Em-
ployees Bargaining Act will be carried for-

ward into the Act that legislates teacher nego-
tiations and, if it is, then you will have
trouble in January. You will have trouble

not only this January, but next January, and

every January. That's where you've got to

try and understand. You've got to have faith

in people—a little more faith than you're

showing at the moment.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Welland
South.

Mr. Haggerty: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Yes, perhaps I might want to discuss the

matter of local autonomy and the member
for Wentworth touched upon it—

Hon. Mr. Wells: Do you want me to answer

this first?

Mr. Chairman: Order, please. Maybe the

minister will reply to this first of all, then.

Hon. Mr. Wells: If we're going to go on
and not continue to talk about that particular

subject I would like to answer it, because
I think that my hon. friend is rather mis-

guided and uninformed about this.

Mr. Deans: I am?

Hon. Mr. Wells: Of course, I can excuse
him for that because naturally he doesn't

know the process that has been going on.

I just want to say this. I don't think in

developing a piece of legislation we have
ever consulted as much, or as many times,
as we are doing in developing this piece
of legislation. We are consulting-

Mr. Deans: I didn't talk about that.

Hon. Mr. Wells: Well, you are giving the

impression that we don't have faith in the

teachers, and so forth, and we have a lot of

faith in them.

Hon. Mr. Wells: Ask the Toronto CUPE. Mr. Deans: No, I don't think you have.

Mr. Deans: I don't have to ask anybody
else.

Hon. Mr. Wells: Ask their negotiator about
it.

Hon. Mr. Wells: In fact, we're probably
consulting them more than any group that's

been consulted in development of a piece
of legislation. We are consulting teachers

and school boards. I've said many times that
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what we're trying to develop is a piece of

legislation that will provide free collective

bargaining between the teachers that work
for a board and that board.

That means that we are the third person.
We're not at the bargaining table; we've got
to develop a piece of legislation that can be

used by those two groups out there to amica-

bly and peacefully—hopefully—develop a set-

tlement. Okay?

Now, you're not going to do that by bring-

ing in a piece of legislation that's all for one

side, or not for the other, or legislation that

one side is going to absolutely disagree with

while the other side is going to say, "We've
won a great victory." It's got to be a piece of

legislation that both sides, although they may
not agree completely with all of it, are going
to try to make work. That's one of the

premises that—

Mr. Deans: No, what do you mean by that?

I don't quite understand it. What do you
mean by one side or the other? You bring
in legislation which says you're going to have

free collective bargaining—

Hon. Mr. Wells: I mean that you talk as if

we, as a third person, should take a piece of

legislation and sort of put it in and say,

"This is what you've got to make work."

Mr. Deans: No, you simply say that we will

permit you to bargain on whatever it is that

you think is wrong.

Hon. Mr. Wells: You are talking about the

details and I'm not going to get into discus-

sion of the details of that legislation at this

point in time, because—

Mr. Deans: That is all I'm asking.

Hon. Mr. Wells: —that will come when we
bring the bill in. When we bring the legis-
lation in the details can be fully developed
and fully debated at that time.

All I'm saying is that what we're trying to

do is develop legislation that will provide for

free collective bargaining between teachers

and their school boards and will lay the

ground rules for this kind of collective bar-

gaining and that will be legislation that will

be workable. That's what we're looking for—

legislation that will be workable.

Mr. Deans: That is commendable.

Hon. Mr. Wells: All right. You agree with
that. Okay, well that's exactly what we're

trying to do and that legislation will be com-

ing in after the first of the new year. If we
were going to sit here for the next four or

five weeks we probably could bring it in in

another three weeks or so.

But that's all I'm really saying to you. I'm

telling you what we're doing and I hope
that there is not any fear or anticipation that

we're going to do something detrimental to

the bargaining process out in the field because

certainly we're not trying to do anything like

that. We're trying to develop legislation that

will assist and not hinder.

Mr. Deans: Well, let me ask you—you say

you hope there isn't any fear. Surely to

goodness they don't send all the mail to me.
You must be getting the same letters that

I get, and that fear is there—the fear is right

there.

The only way you can allay that fear is to

say to them directly that you will be opening
up collective bargaining in as many areas as

is humanly possible. Now there may be—I

can't think of one—but there may be an area

is which you can't have collective bargaining;
but in the teaching profession I can't frankly
think of it. But anyway, that's fine; if you can,

then tell us.

Hon. Mr. Wells: Have you read the Sas-

katchewan Act?

Mr. Deans: I am not interested in the

Saskatchewan Act, believe me.

Hon. Mr. Wells: No, but you said is there

an area where you wouldn't necessarily want

bargaining and I just asked if you have read

the Saskatchewan Act.

Mr. Deans: No, I haven't read the Saskat-

chewan Act, but I am not interested in it. I

am interested in collective bargaining in the

Province of Ontario. My concerns are centred

around allowing people to sit down face to

face and talk about their problems. That is

what collective bargaining is all about. And

you know the thing that averts strikes is to

enable people to talk freely about little things

that may seem inconsequential.

Hon. Mr. Wells: I am not disagreeing with

you on that.

Mr. Deans: And this is the point that I have

tried to make with the Minister of Labour

(Mr. Guindon) on a number of occasions.

I agree with you. Let's have the legislation;

let's make it as wide as possible; let's get

equal rights to both sides. That is what you
are going to have anyway. Legislation should

be neutral in its effect and it should provide
for the opportunity for discussion by both

parties of matters which are of concern to
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them. I don't see how you can possibly avoid

bringing in that kind of legislation recogniz-

ing the role teachers play in society.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Welland
South?

Mr. Haggerty: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Yes, I want to pursue the matter of a ques-
tion I asked of the minister on Nov. 8, and
that was the closing of the Pelham secondary
school. I believe he summed it up that one

of the reasons was that he was not going to

be involved in the issue; that it should be
handled under local school board autonomy.
Of course, I suppose you can't have it both

ways.

Then Bill 212 was presented to the House
with an amendment to the Schools Admin-
istration Act. In the second section of the

amendment it requires the approval of the

minister before a board may dispose of any

building to any person other than another

board. He would have the final say in the

matter, so you remove the local autonomy
from the school boards when you bring in

legislation like this.

I can't quite agree with the minister. I

think the point I raised to him in that ques-
tion was that he has the power, through his

legislative powers. I am sure the minister is

well aware of the Public Inquiries Act which
falls under the Ministry of Education to in-

quire into and report upon any school matter.

This has been quite a problem, particularly
in the town of Pelham. I am sure the minister

has received considerable correspondence, as

I have, from the municipal council from the

town of Pelham and from the concerned
citizens in the area. I understand that their

appeals to the higher courts have been denied
and they have no recourse to a further day
in the courts; and this is what I am alarmed
about.

Last year, I was on the select committee

dealing with the Ontario Municipal Board
and we travelled throughout the Province of

Ontario. In almost every community or centre

where we met people, one of the problems
was that the local citizens thought that they
didn't have their day in court; that they were
not given the right to paricipate in any
matters concerning municipal councils. I

guess in the approval for new buildings, new
construction, the school boards have to have
the approval of the municipal council and the

Ontario Municipal Board. But in the closing
of schools, there is no recourse at all to the
citizens of this province. I believe that the

concerned citizens of Pelham have put up a

strong fight to maintain that school—that it

should remain open.

There are pros and cons. I don't want to

take a side in it; maybe I could or should.
But I think these people are entitled to their

day in court. Before any school board closes
a school down, I think the local citizens, the

ratepayers should be consulted, because there
are two sides to every question.

I attended two of the open forums that

they had in the town of Pelham concerning
the closing of their school. In those two

instances, Mr. Chairman, the school board
was shot down; they had to withdraw that

resolution. Their facts could not stand up
before the local citizens. I am sure if they
had their day in court that that school would
remain open, providing the minister would
hear them.

I understand last summer they were sup-

posed to have a meeting with the minister,
but for some reason it was cancelled, But

surely if other citizens in the Province of

Ontario have their right and their day in

court through the Ontario Municipal Board,
or some appeal system or some tribunal, then
there must be some tribunal or appeal system
set up in the Ministry of Education so that

these people have their day in court, so that

they can be heard, instead of this buck-

passing from the local board of education to

the Minister of Education. Surely it's time
that the Province of Ontario and this min-
ister should bring in legislation that would

give these people a day in court.

One of the recommendations from the

select committee dealing with the Ontario

Municipal Board was:

Citizen participation—The government
and the Ontario Municipal Board should

encourage municipalities to find ways of

assisting community groups to take part

in local decision-making. [That is lacking

in the educational system today.l Legisla-

tion should require all municipal councils

to keep the public informed and give them

the right to be heard when capital expendi-

tures are to be debated and decided upon.

When a council has made such a decision

it should be required to send to all who
have requested it, in writing, a notice an-

nouncing what the decision is and the time

limit for an appeal to the Ontario Munici-

pal Board.

I say that same recommendation should apply
to this minister's department. Those people
must have some recourse to appeal.
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Right now, I believe that the power of

the county school boards, particularly the

Niagara South Board of Education, is just

overwhelming. I think the people are not too

happy with the situation, that they elect a

few people who have all that power and no

one can question them.

Of course, the minister says, "Well, it's

local autonomy." Is it? Look at the repre-

sentation on that Niagara South Board of Ed-

ucation. The town of Pelham has one person
elected to represent that municipality. Is that

justice—one—when the larger communities

have maybe three or four sitting there? They
can override and overrule anything that this

one trustee can bring into any meeting.

I would suggest to the minister that he

take a close look at this thing and bring in

some legislation to give the people—the rate-

payers and the citizens—the right of some ap-

peal about the school system in Ontario.

Mr. Chairman: Any other comments on
item 1?

Mr. Haggerty: Well, if the minister would

respond to my—

Hon. Mr. Wells: I have noted your sug-

gestions.

Mr. R. F. Nixon (Leader of the Opposition):
What about the local autonomy bit? Aren't

you going to give us a local autonomy speech?

Hon. Mr. Wells: I have noted your sug-

gestions. The Liberal Party would like to

have an appeal board.

Mr. Haggerty: Well, isn't it a good sug-

gestion? Don't you think they should have?

Hon. Mr. Wells: I have noted it.

Mr. Haggerty: You've noted it. Well, per-

haps—

Mr. Chairman: The member for Ottawa
Centre.

Mr. M. Cassidy (Ottawa Centre): I have a

few comments, Mr. Chairman, riot pertaining
to what the last member was talking about,
but the first one I'd like to ask the minister
is: Why is it that it has taken since 1937 to

reform the curriculum of the Province of

Ontario? Why is it that the curriculum that

was passed—

Mr. Chairman: Order please. That is the
next vote—curriculum development.

Mr. Cassidy: Would you say that's the next

vote, Mr. Chairman?

Mr. Chairman: In 2602, curriculum devel-

opment, I presume that's what you are talking
about.

Mr. Cassidy: Well, okay. I'd be quite happy
to-

Mr. Chairman: No, we are dealing with

2601, item 1, just a general area.

Mr. Cassidy: The minister's office.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: I have a matter pertaining

directly to that.

Mr. Cassidy: Okay, Mr. Chairman, I would
ask another question, then, which I think

probably does pertain directly to the minis-

ter's office, since there is no specific vote in

the estimates for the question of French-

language education. I'd like to ask the min-

ister, when does he expect to appoint the

languages of instruction commission and why
has he-

Mr. Chairman: That would have to do, I

would think, with all respect, to education

development, which is 2602.

Mr. Cassidy: Education development?

Mr. Chairman: Yes.

Mr. Cassidy: I'm open to the minister on
this. It seems to me that the last question
could equally well have been put under—

Hon. Mr. Wells: The answer is, I hope to

appoint it very soon.

Mr. Cassidy: Can the minister explain

briefly what the reason for a six-month de-

lay has been; why this commission has not

been put into operation? It really undermines
the credibility of the government in coming
forward with a policy and then waiting now
for several months—a couple of months since

the legislation was passed, and many, many,
many months since the publication of the

Symons report and the original set of inci-

dents which gave rise to the need for a

languages of instruction commission.

Hon. Mr. Wells: Mr. Chairman, it's plainly
and simply to find the right people for that

commission, which we are in the process of

doing at the present time.

Mr. Cassidy: Can the minister make one
or two comments about the situation in

French-language education across the prov-
ince? For example, this year I heard some

rumblings at Elliot Lake that disturbed me
greatly. Has the minister taken note of what
is happening up there and has he any com-
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ments on that particular situation? And can

he give an assessment about what is hap-

pening elsewhere in the province so far as

the development and consolidation of French-

language education is concerned?

Hon. Mr. Wells: Mr. Chairman, in fair-

ness, I think that we are dealing with the

first vote. If we want to get into a full-scale

talk on French-language education that's fine,

but this comes under another vote here.

Mr. Chairman: That is vote 2602.

Hon. Mr. Wells: If you want detailed infor-

mation about it, I think we should wait until

we reach that vote.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. Leader of the

Opposition.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Mr. Chairman, on the

matter that the minister responded to simply
by saying, "Well it looks as if the Liberal

Party
wants some direct appeal beyond the

local board of education," of course he's

raised an extremely important matter, or at

least he has attempted to.

It seems to me that the minister in many
senses—I'm sure he realizes this himself—is

the only reasonable appeal beyond the board
of education; that, for all of his speeches,

usually supported on all sides, by keeping
hands off the decisions made by the local

board, that he is aware—and certainly he
and his predecessors have acted with this

awareness—that in matters where in then-

opinion an unjustice is being done, they are

prepared to take certain actions whether it

is to establish a further committee of review
or in some way see that no board is going
to take an action which they themselves

feel is basically inappropriate or unfair. So I

would respond to his rather thin comment by
saying that in the case of Pelham he simply
does not believe that the board is acting

except with equity and fairness, and certainly

they are acting within their jurisdiction.

But it leads me to a point that I would
like to make specifically, Mr. Chairman, that

the county school boards have now been in

operation since 1968, five years approxi-
mately. My assessment is that there has not

been the kind of acceptance that had been

hoped by the minister's predecessors when
that announcement was made by John Robarts

about six weeks after the 1967 election and
which was implemented through the Legis-
lature in those times following.

Perhaps the reason that we are as sensi-

tive to this as anything else is that there is

a certain comparison betwen that procedure

back in 1968 and the imposition of regional

government. It is a very rare community
indeed where a one-tiered regional govern-
ment can be acceptable to all of the people
concerned, and yet the minister is aware that

county school administration is in fact a

one-tier administration. Just like the member
for Welland South has said, while there is a

representation on the board, one member
from the Pelham community with a respon-

sibility even broader than just the community
of Pelham, that in fact in regional govern-
ment, where there are two levels of respon-

sibility, there seems to be a more effective

and sensitive way of reflecting the views of

the community.
I don't want to refer specifically to Pelham

but just to communicate to the minister-

having in my duties been in many parts of

the province and talked to people about edu-

cation—my feeling that the acceptance of one-

tier education administration is not as great
as the minister believes or would like to

believe. My feeling is that if we are going to

bring the community back into some sem-

blance of feeling that they have an aware-

ness of the direction of education decision,

we're going to have to implement some means

whereby we implement a second tier of

administration in education.

Believe me, I am the last to talk about
an addition to the administrative costs of

education, but I believe wholeheartedly that,

particularly in those counties with a far-flung

population, there is the feeling as never

before that urban centres are dictating all

the education goals, making the decisions,

being particularly generous in some cases,

and I refer to the county of Brant where
I have specific knowledge being particularly

generous with the distribution of building
dollars. Certainly they have attempted to

keep the plant up to date in those more rural

areas, but in my opinion we should work out

among us here in this Legislature, by some
committee review if the minister would con-

sider that as a possibility, the upgrading of

the input from the local community into the

education decision-making process.

Many of the rural communities share repre-
sentation on the school board with one repre-
sentative alone, a person who may very well

express the attitude but is usualy outvoted by
those who share a larger community of in-

terest, usually around the urban centre of

the county. In my opinion, the single repre-
sentation from those outlying areas might be
bolstered by the appointment, or the election

preferably, of a group in support of the edu-

cational community, even on a township
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level, where the election could take place

with a group of half a dozen people who
would be able to channel the opinions of the

community.

I do not for a moment suggest that this

would decrease the efficiency of the system;

in fact, it would allow the single representa-

tive on the county board to have something
further behind his or her opinion, other than

just that, his or her opinion; and there would

be a group of people with some specific

responsibilities for education in the com-

munity who could accept this responsibility.

There are many specific instances that

could be brought to the attention of the

minister. The school boards have often saved

themselves from near disaster by establishing

ad hoc committees to gather community

opinion on such things as open-concept

schools or even the location of a school. The

good sense of the trustees has, as I have

indicated, saved them on those occasions. The

legislation need not necessarily be obligatory;

it could simply provide mechanism whereby
a second tier of representation could be forth-

coming.

I simply draw to the minister's attention

the impossibility of establishing a level of

government for anything other than education

without having this local administrative sensi-

tivity.
I would also inform the minister that in

my opinion the acceptance of the single-tier

county system is not progressing as many
people would have hoped, and this feeling of

alienation is as wrong now and is perhaps

stronger than it was during the breaking-in

period of county government.

I would like to know the minister's views,

and I would like to tell him that I will push
this on this and other occasions.

Hon. Mr. Wells: Well, Mr. Chairman, I

think I would differ with the Leader of the

Opposition concerning his comments concern-

ing the acceptance of the county school

boards. I can't say from my association with

those boards over the last year and some
months since I have been minister, that the

feeling really predominates that they are not

being accepted and that they haven't in fact

been a step forward.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Well, we are not arguing
about that, but I would submit to you—

Hon. Mr. Wells: No, but in talking to the

people in the communities as I go around to

open schools and so forth, I get that feeling;

and I just want to put that statement on the

record.

Mr. Haggerty: How come you missed Pel-

ham?

Hon. Mr. Wells: I have met the people

from Pelham—

Mr. Haggerty: How come you missed it?

Hon. Mr. Wells: I have met the people

from Pelham; and I have talked to the

Niagara South board.

Mr. Haggerty: Did you meet the concerned

citizens?

Hon. Mr. Wells: Yes, certainly I have.

Mr. J. R. Smith: At the Four Seasons

Hotel.

Hon. Mr. Wells: That's right. My parlia-

mentary assistant reminds me that they were

attending a certain event at the Four Seasons

Hotel and I was there. One of the political

parties in this province was holding a con-

ference and they turned up there.

But the acceptance of the county school

boards generally is good, and I think they
have done what they set out to do. They
have broadened opportunities for the young
people in the counties and they have brought
about greater equalization of educational op-

portunities. But the points that the Leader of

the Opposition makes are valid ones in that

any body that becomes large must have some
structure to keep the local areas feeling that

they have a part and are concerned with the

total system.

This, of course, is an ongoing problem
and an ongoing challenge for county school

boards that cover large geographic areas but

probably not large areas in terms of enrol-

ment, compared with some of the larger

boards, say around Metropolitan Toronto or in

the cities. I don't think that I would be in

favour of a two-tier system of educational

administration on a formal basis. There are

distinct disadvantages to a formal two-tier

system in our counties. I think that that

would be a step backwards. There are per-

haps alternatives to that that can achieve the

same ends.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: What would be wrong
with it if you brought it in?

Hon. Mr. Wells: At the present time we
are conducting a very thorough study of

the Metropolitan two-tier form of educa-

tional administration. There are proponents
on one side who say it has been a great

thing. I think that it has over the years. It

has served the purpose that it was set out
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to serve in Metro Toronto. There are others

who feel that with the kind of relationships,

grant structures, etc., that we have built

up between ourselves and individual boards
that perhaps there isn't need for another

tier separating a board and the ministry.

I think that you could make a case for

some kind of school advisory committees
that might change from county to county,
committees that might be possible in one
area where there is a real need for these,
while in another area it may not be a prob-
lem and they may not want it. We have to

be very careful that we don't try to impose
structures that are exactly the same on every
county in this province that has a county
school board because they all have differ-

ing situations.

Mr. J. E. Bullbrook (Sarnia): When you
read Hansard tomorrow you'll find that you
still haven't answered the question. You said

there are pros and cons. You still haven't
answered the question.

Hon. Mr. Wells: I have been learning
from you.

Mr. Bullbrook: Well, why don't you? You
are the Minister of Education. Give us your
thoughts here, if you've got them.

Hon. Mr. Wells: I've just given you my
thoughts.

Mr. Chairman: Order, please.

Hon. Mr. Wells: I've said that I don't
believe that we should have a two-tier system
of educational administration in the counties.
The reason that I'm giving is that I think
it would be duplication of government. I

don't think that we need that kind of a
structure in order to plug in people's opinions
in the local communities within a county.
That is exactly what I said a few minutes

ago in different words.

I think the problem here and the problem
that is found around in most of our counties
is the very problem that is exemplified by
the Pelham situation.

Mr. Haggerty: There are about 12 other
areas.

Hon. Mr. Wells: Yes, well it is the Pelham
situation and it is the French-language situa-

tion. It is those situations where there are

knotty problems and where groups of people
in a local community don't agree with what
their local school board has done. That is

really what the problem boils down to.

How do you handle that situation?

Do you fall back, as we do and as we
and members of all parties are loath to do
and say that the board is elected just as

this Legislature is elected? It is elected to

do a job and the legislation spells out what
that job is. It gives it certain powers. It has
to carry out those powers, come to a decision

and then enforce that decision, which is what
the boards are doing. The criticism usually
comes in that they don't consult. They
give the impression of making arbitrary de-

cisions rather than mediating, listening to

all sides and then making a decision.

However, I think all of us have ex-

perienced in these past few years that even
when you do that and you make a decision,
those who don't agree with the decision or

those against whom the decision goes usually
won't accept that decision and want some
other place to appeal. What we have to de-
cide is where do you appeal these kinds of

decisions.

I was at a meeting a few months ago, when
one of the executives of the Ontario Second-

ary School Teachers' Federation said really

what we have today insofar as school board

autonomy is concerned is that the school

boards want the autonomy to make the nice,

simple, easy decisions, the kind that every-

body will pat them on the back for, and they
want to shift the hard, tough, dirty decisions

to somebody else, and usually it is the

Minister of Education or the Ministry of

Education. In that way you are always every-

body's friend and you blame somebody else

and get them to make the tough decisions.

Maybe that is the way it should be.

I could be persuaded, although I must

say that I am not at the present time, that

we should have some form of appeal from
school board decisions on these areas. I

have often thought in my own mind, and I'm

just sharing my personal thoughts with you,
that we perhaps need some kind of a

Municipal Board with a different name for

school boards. Maybe that is the kind of

thing that we need in this day and age,
when everybody wants to be able to have
their day in court and appeal decisions. The
Pelham people could then go before a board

and say, "We don't agree with what the

Niagara South school board has done. We
want to have a say about it, because we don't

think they have listened to our opinions.

They don't have the right representation in

all kinds of other areas."

Now, in the French-language situation, the

languages of instruction commission will be

able to mediate those particular disputes. But
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they, of course—and we argued about this; we
discussed this during the debate—they won't

be able to come down with a binding de-

cision.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Just send it back.

Hon. Mr. Wells: Well, hopefully they will

have an agreement between the parties. They
won't just send it back. But I mean we have

to realize that if you adopt the Municipal
Board type of idea for school boards, some

kind of a body that could be there to listen

to appeals from school board decisions, they
would then also have to make—as the Munic-

ipal Board does for councils—decisions that

would be binding upon the school boards.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Those are appealable to

the minister.

Hon. Mr. Wells: Well, they are appealable
somewhere else, I suppose. I am not a lawyer
and I have never appeared before the Munic-

ipal Board in any particular matter—so I don't

know all the ins and outs of Municipal Board

proceedings.

Decisions of the Municipal Board are ap-

pealable to the cabinet, I know that.

Mr. Bullbrook: Well, I wondered. You are

a member of the cabinet. You should know
that.

Mr. Chairman: Order, please.

Hon. Mr. Wells: I am very aware of that.

Very aware of it. But I don't agree with that

particular procedure.

Anyway, Mr. Chairman, that is my thinking
on this particular matter. And I hope that it

is clear in the mind of the Leader of the

Opposition. I don't favour another structure,

another tier of a formal nature in the edu-

cational organization.

I think that some day we are going to have
to think about probably some kind of body
that the school board decisions can be ap-

pealed to. We may eventually collect up so

many individual appeal bodies for various

things that we do on ad hoc basis we may
have to put them all together and have some

group that could mediate these kind of de-

cisions. But I think we have to realize if we
take that step that we then are taking a step
that a lot of people feel shouldn't even be
there in the municipal field.

How autonomous should a school board be,
elected as they are for a two-tier term? How
autonomous should they be to make deci-

sions? I think that they could be absolutely
autonomous if they operated in the spirit of

goodwill, gave everybody their day in court

before the board, and operated publicly so

everybody would see their operation. I guess,

then, there wouldn't be any trouble. But that

kind of situation doesn't prevail everywhere.
We have problem areas, and therefore we
have to try and solve them.

Now I have met with the Pelham people,
as my friend has mentioned. I have met with

the Niagara South school board. In that par-
ticular case I felt that they had been given
an adequate hearing by the school board.

Unfortunately, the decision went against
them. If it had gone the other way they
would have been happy. The school board

in its wisdom felt it should go the other way,
and under the legislation is had that right.
So that, in effect, answered it, except for some

complicated legal procedures which I guess,
if I was a lawyer, I would understand—but I

don't.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for

Huron.

Mr. J. Riddell (Huron): Thank you, Mr.

Chairman. Having had some recent experi-
ence in the teaching profession, and having
some knowledge of the operations of school

boards, being a member of one at one time,
I would like to discuss with the minister

some points of view that I have. I am sure

I can share these with my former colleagues
in both the field of education and admin-
istration.

Now with respect to the financial aspects
of education, one can agree that we do spend

large amounts of money on education in On-
tario. It would seem likely, however, that

much more money will have to be spent.
Teachers in Huron, and in other rural areas

for that matter, are particularly concerned by
the limitations on expenditures. At the present
time they are out of funds for supplies for

1973. They will overspend and hope that the

administration is understanding. The major
problem, however, lies in providing enough
staff and paying adequate salaries to teachers.

Now let me comment on this last statement.

Our teachers in Huron now teach more

periods per day, and always have, than in

the big urban areas. Toronto teachers are

very upset about current teaching levels,

both in terms of class size and in terms of

the number of periods taught per day; but

as far as I can determine, their loads are

lighter than those of our teachers in Huron

county. We have far fewer support person-

nel, such as counsellors, clerical people, at-

tendance counsellors, school nurses, teachers'

aides, lay markers and so on.
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Our teachers are teaching six, seven and

eight periods out of eight per day and our

classes, especially grades 9 and 10, are quite

large. We had a board member once who

supplied for us for two months. After the

experience of teaching he felt that a teacher

should teach one period and be off for one

period. In other words, in an eight-period

day he suggested four teaching periods. I

would aim at five period's. But we have

people teaching in our schools six, seven

and even eight periods per day.

The teacher is not lazy; it is simply not

possible to adequately teach 30 or more

students for up to eight periods per day.

The quality of instruction is high, the de-

mands on the teachers are high, the amount

of work required in terms of preparation,

marking and searching for supplementary
material is very .great. This is to say nothing
of the actual pressure on the teacher to do

a good job in the classroom in terms of

relating to the students.

On top of this, teachers' salaries have

dropped below the levels of many other

areas of employment. You can be sure that

substantial increases will be asked for. Just

to illustrate, a physical education instructor

at one of the schools in Huron is making a

salary of $12,000. He earns this after five

years of university and seven years of teach-

ing. The local Brewers' Retail recently hired

a young fellow to start at $10,500—and I

could go on and give you more examples.

So between the fact that teaching is a

more demanding occupation than many others

one could name^-and it is becoming more

demanding because of student attitudes,

changing policies, curricular changes and so

on—and the fact that the salaries have not

kept up, especially for the younger teacher,
there is going to be more unrest.

Obviously this means more staff, which
means more money for secondary schools.

The question is, how do we achieve this

with budgetary restrictions? There is no
doubt that the gap between the rural and
urban areas has not been closed. The

budgetary ceilings haven't helped, at least not

as far as I can see. It's the urban areas

that are screaming, but it's coming to rural

Ontario as well; all you have to do is wit-

ness the unrest that is prevalent among the

teachers in Perth county at the present time

and the very great possibility of mass

resignations.

HS1 supposedly has been heralded as the

document freeing schools and teachers from

many former problems. Much about HS1 is

good. I suggest that the minister should
release the very substantial study done by
OISE on HS1 and its impact. But the new
system does encourage a wide variety of

course offerings with subjects at several levels

of difficulty; this means more money. Guid-
ance services should be expanded; this means
more money. The need for more resources,
such as books, films, filmstrips, magazines,
hardware, and so on is greater; this also

means more money.

Don't get me wrong, Mr. Minister. I

believe that ceilings are a good thing. There
is no doubt that fat did exist and that when

necessary, teachers could economize. Ceil-

ings have done that much, but now we must
be sure that they keep in line with the cost

of living. Any thinking teacher will sup-

port this kind of ceiling. What they will not

support is a provincial bureaucracy that con-

tinues to support numbers of superintendents,
consultants et al, who contribute little, if

anything, to the locally supported school

and its daily operations.

I have some other matters here. Teachers

will soon be expected to have a university

degree and exceptional teacher education.

Principals are required to hold a university

degree, to have taken principals' courses,
and to have successful teaching experience
and often post-graduate education. With
this level of expertise available in both ele-

mentary and secondary schools, it would
seem reasonable to consider decreased super-

visory staff at the county, regional and
ministerial levels.

In spite of decreasing enrolment, this does

not seem to be happening. I feel that the

school is the real educational level, and the

importance placed on logistics at other levels

often does not positively change the instruc-

tional techniques which are used.

Early paid retirement might, in the long
run, be a greater economy. For those who
are in their middle years, possibly some of

them should be declared surplus or redun-

dant in seeking a position on the already

glutted teacher marketplace. I maintain, Mr.

Minister, that we should keep the ceilings,

but we should practise economies whenever

and wherever we can.

Perhaps the biggest single factor affecting

the education of our youngsters today is the

disparity between the grants paid to elemen-

tary and secondary schools. The historical

reasons for this great difference—such as

higher salaries because of educational quali-

fications of teachers, smaller classes, and

transportation—have all but vanished.
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It seems to me that the emphasis is mis-

placed, in view of the fact that children ages
one to eight are much more receptive, curious

and imaginative. If the scale of grants were

reversed, the return of tax dollars would yield
better results. From my experience, older

children have pretty much made up their

minds to drop out, stop out, or stay out of the

cold, and only a percentage are truly bene-

fiting from the huge amounts of money being

spent on this age group.

The myth of equal educational opportunity
would be more of a reality if all children

received a better start on their educational

career.

There are some other points that I would
like to bring up a little later on in another

vote, but these are some of my opinions on

the financial aspects of the educational

system, and I would appreciate any comments
that you would have.

Mr. Chairman: Mr. Minister, do you wish

to reply now?

Hon. Mr. Wells: I would just make a very
brief reply to my friend from Huron. I was

fust noticing the amounts by which the Huron
board can go up this year under the ceilings,
and certainly, to me, there seems to be ade-

quate room. But I notice that later in his

remarks he indicated that he didn't disagree
with the ceilings policy as long as they were
credible and acceptable and took account

of the economic conditions found in our

economy.
Huron secondary has a possibility of in-

creasing per pupil by 14 per cent in 1974,
and in elementary by 19 per cent over the

1973 per-pupil figures. It would seem to me
that those figures would give the Huron

County Board of Education adequate room to

move to establish the high-quality pro-

grammes that I know they have or would like

to have.

Mr. Chairman: The member for St. George.

Mrs. M. Campbell (St. George): Thank you,
Mr. Chairman. I would like to say first of all,

Mr. Chairman, that Saturday morning I took
the opportunity of meeting with the OSSTF
group at OISE. I think it might have been

interesting to the minister if he had heard
them in their discussions as to their qualms
and their concerns about the morality, for

instance, of the right to strike, and their

concerns about the learning process. I wish
that the public at large could have been there
because they might have understood a little

better what the teachers' story is in this whole
mishmash of controversy.

When I look at this vote, it reminds me
very much of the Barry Lowes-oriented

metropolitan school board vote. I must say
that it is ironical to me to see that this person
is going to sit, really, in judgement of the

results of his extraordinary profligacy in edu-

cational spending. He reflected very well the

then Minister of Education's views on educa-
tional spending, and so both of them got us

into the kind of mess that we are facing to-

day, because their spending at that time was

again basically on capital, which became, of

course, current, and also on technology,
rather than on the development of the teacher

or the development of the human process
of education.

I look at this particular vote, I look at the
entire amount and the tremendous increase,
and I've heard the minister's explanation. But

again, what I see, and what I think the

teachers see and what parents see, is that we
can go on increasing administrative costs in

education while at the same time cutting back
on the resource material which will enable
children to learn, on giving them an adequate
opportunity to learn, and on giving to the

teachers the kind of support which they need
in their job, both at the elementary and at

the secondary levels.

Certainly the teachers, who are facing up
to the question of contracts, need to know
what their bargaining rates are going to be.

There is no question about that, and surely if

anyone is to understand what their problems
are, they should be teachers. One of their

main criticisms is that so much of the admin-
istrative staff in the ministry is composed of

people who haven't been in a classroom for

an awfully long time and probably are not

very much aware of the current situation in

the teaching profession.

Certainly, it's interesting too that the minis-

try keeps talking about autonomy, and yet
in speaking to some of the trustees on Satur-

day I find that they had been discussing with

the ministry the matter of the choices, the

HS1 programme, and they were told they had
to wait for a report and they were amazed
to find that, notwithstanding this great

autonomy they had, they were advised of the

decision made by this ministry before they
had even seen the results of the reports
which were supposed to be pending before

that decision was made.

I don't think any of us are willing to say
that we're not very much in favour of the

kind of core curriculum that has been sug-

gested as the result of this thinking process
in this first vote. Again, if you're not pre-

pared to see that the materials are adequate-
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ly there, that Canadian resource material is

available for Canadian resource studies, if

we are going to continue to rely on the

Americanized versions which come out of

OISE itself — it's big business, American
orientation—then I suppose we can expect

this to be reflected in our system. But what
we are concerned about at the moment is

basically that children get an education and

that they get it starting at the elementary
level.

I have asked questions of this ministry
as to what their think-tank is doing about

the early learning programme and I still am
not clear whether they know, or whether

they're trying to confuse it with the nursery
education in the colleges. I think this is im-

portant to teachers in this area. As I look

at it, it seems to me that it is the bright
thrust of the future to see that elementary
school children have an opportunity to come
into the learning process with the guidance
of people pretty expert in the field.

You know as well as I do, through you,
Mr. Chairman, to the minister, that one of

the basic great costs in the Metropolitan

system, of which we keep hearing ad nau-

seam, are the reflected costs of the building

up of administration centres with adminis-

trators in the educational field, so that it

became a prestige kind of operation where
there was vying between one borough and

another, and the city and others, in order

to establish by dollars what they apparently
did not consider that they should establish

by way of the quality of the product.

In any event, today the Metropolitan
school system is paying the price for that

kind of capital expansion, because when you
borrow money it is a cinch you have to re-

pay it with interest. All of these factors go
to affecting what happens when you get a

ceiling on educational costs fn an area such

as Metro.

I had to speak for that area because again
I am not familiar with what happens out-

side of Toronto; but I know this too Mr.

Chairman, that you could put into this ad-

ministrative programme, you could very well

put into this whole planning process in this

vote, what it is costing the ratepayers in

this municipality, and right across the prov-
ince, because of the lack of service to chil-

dren as a result of which they are facing up
to being in the courts, because they don't

have the consultants, they don't have people
who can spot the early difficulties of a child.

The perception is pretty bleak in this area.

We don't have enough people who under-
stand it; and so these children are facing

up to being in family court, or they get into

correctional institutions. I sometimes wonder,
Mr. Chairman, when we talk about admin-
istration if we shouldn't somehow be able

to relate a little bit of the experiences of

other ministries in this kind of overall vote,

because that's the only way you would see

the true cost of education.

The teachers surely have to be free, suffi-

ciently free to know they are not working
on a day by day decision, an ad hoc decision

sort of process. If the minister in fact be-

lieves the teachers should have collective

bargaining, as indeed I do; that they should

be able to bargain on the matter of wofking
conditions as well as in other areas, as I do;

then I would like him to come out and say
so before we get into a further catastrophe
with teacher relationships in this province,
and certainly in the Metropolitan area.

If the minister would lead the way in cut-

ting the fat out of his own budget and then

assist the local boards if they need to have

that kind of assistance to cut fat out of their

programmes, then it seems to me we can get
down to the nitty-gritty of what the costs

really are and where we are going to spend
it to give education, rather than to give some
kind of superficial sort of a walk-through;
which is what, with respect, many parents
feel they are getting today because of the

guidelines set down by the ministry, where
teachers are as embarrassed as anyone else

at the impossibility of teaching with the

kinds of chops and changes that this ministry
has been handing out. Thank you, Mr. Chair-

man.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Ottawa
Centre.

Mr. Cassidy: Mr. Chairman, I promised
the member for Thunder Bay (Mr. Stokes)
I would keep my comments to three minutes
on this particular front.

I would just like to take up something with
the minister, which he was discussing with
the Leader of the Opposition and other

members of the opposition, the question of

local involvement. It is a matter that in-

volves not just counties but also city-type
school boards, like the Ottawa school board
or the Toronto school board.

Within a city of 400,000 or 600,000

people you can also get school administra-

tion often removed from the local citizenry.
The creation of liaison committees has been
a help, but that is an ad hoc kind of thing
and it is not an adequate substitute and

certainly it has not involved as broad a range
of parents as one would hope.
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It seems to me the distance of the admin-
istration from parents and kids and teachers,

and so on, is also related to the power of

the administrative bureaucracies of school

boards over against the elected officials, and
I would like to make two or three very quick

suggestions.

The first, Mr. Chairman, is this, that the

ceilings that exist right now on the pay of

school trustees ought to be lifted. In Ottawa

they are running, through the Ottawa board
of education, an enterprise which is worth
$50 million or more a year, yet the salary of

the chairman can be no higher than about

$3,600, and a trustee's about $2,400. It is not

possible to find many people to serve and do
an adequate, competent job for that kind of

remuneration. They can't afford to take half

of the time off work and they can't afford to

work at it full time. Therefore the elected

level of school board representation is de-

graded because of these ceilings which do not

exist on the other side of municipal adminis-

tration.

I think that might solve a number of prob-
lems because we could then expect more of

trustees than we expect right now, and the

imbalance between school administrators and
school trustees would tend to be changed if

you didn't have $35,000 administrators talk-

ing to $2,400 trustees. In our society, that

makes a difference, and that somehow helps
to set the status of the trustees. The status

of this Legislature as school visitors should

be ended or the status of the trustees should

be upgraded by giving them a similar status

with the ability to go into the schools without

having to be invited.

The legislation should be written in order

to permit and encourage, although not dic-

tate, the creation of advisory committees or

liaison committees, either for families of

schools or for individual schools. Legislation
should also be written in order to insist on
either a ward system or a zone system for the

election of school board trustees to prevent
situations such as have existed in Ottawa

up until now where the school trustees al-

most all come from the better end of town;
the downtown inner-city schools are simply

unrepresented. Now, that's changing in

Ottawa with the creation of a zone system.

They are moving towards it as a result of

public pressure and the pressure of one or

two loose-talking trustees who felt an obli-

gation to do that; but it's something that

should be in the legislation and should not

have to happen by chance.

The minister is saying that he believes that

school boards should be autonomous provided

that the structure within which they work is

seen to be fair and workable. That's where
this province's responsibility lies, and that

responsibility is not being carried out by the

minister right now.

I hope those suggestions commend them-

selves to him.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Windsor-

Walkerville.

Mr. B. Newman: Is the minister going to

reply to any of the previous speakers?

Hon. Mr. Wells: No.

Mr. B. Newman: May I ask of the minister

if P. S. Ross and Partners, management con-

sultants, have conducted any studies for your

department?

Hon. Mr. Wells: Yes, Mr. Speaker, P. S.

Ross and Partners, along with a task force

of people in the educational field, conducted

one study in two parts; the reorganization of

the Ministry of Education and the organiza-
tion of our regional offices.

Mr. B. Newman: Does the minister plan on

making the reports public so that we on this

side of the House could scrutinize them?

Hon. Mr. Wells: Yes. I think the first report

probably has been made public. It was made
public a year ago or a year and a half ago
when we reorganized the central office of the

Ministry of Education. You'll recall, I think,
I made a statement in the House when we
held a conference and gave out that report.

The second report is now available at our

regional offices. It's the report on the regional

organization of the ministry. It suggested that

the ministry regional offices be reduced from
10 to six and that there be 14 offices of a

new type called "co-operative educational

service centres" established across the

province.

Now, in a sort of simple look at that report,
it didn't suggest to me 10 down to six but
10 up to 18. In other words, there would
have been a total of 20 regional offices, al-

though constructed in a slightly different

manner for those 14 educational service

centres.

What we've done in adopting that report
is we've amalgamated the two central regions
into one and we've kept the other eight

regional offices. I might just add we have

put them all—and this memo went out last

week to them—we've put them all on a new

organizational structure, the kind that was
recommended in the P.S. Ross report. We've
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also told them that they are on flat-line

budgeting for the next three to five years,
which means that the dollar amount in these

estimates this year for our regional offices

will stay at the same level for the next three

to five years. They will have to cut down
and trim their costs accordingly.

Now, I think that that in itself answers

some of the questions that have been raised

about whether we are as sincere in wanting
to trim our expenses as we are asking other

people to do and the answer is yes, we are.

Mr. B. Newman: Thank you, Mr. Minis-

ter. I wanted to ask of the minister the gov-
ernment's policy concerning the select com-
mittee report on the utilization of school

facilities. The report has been in the hands
of the ministry now for approximately four

months and surely the minister and his offi-

cials have had sufficient time to peruse it

and either accept it or inform us as to what

portions of the report they intend to suggest

implementing.

Hon. Mr. Wells: Mr. Chairman, my friend

knows that he and I served on a select com-
mittee many years ago that made many rec-

ommendations. Select committees make many
recommendations and they are all studied

very carefully. If, in due course, they result

in government policy, it is announced.

I am under the impression that the report
that was brought in was an interim report.
I understand that the committee is listening
to people comment on that report. That

being the case, we are waiting for the next

report to see if perhaps it explains or per-

haps changes some of the recommendation.

Mr. Bullbrook: It's almost as wasteful as

snowmobiles.

Hon. Mr. Wells: I just want to say-

Mr. Chairman: Order please.

Hon. Mr. Wells: I just want to say in

this House, though, that if you read that

report in a certain light you can read a very
anti-educational bias to that report, and I re-

ject that bias in that report. That report, I

think, deals unjustly and unfairly with some
of the educational people and the school

boards in this province, who have in fact

done a lot of the things that the report sug-
gests be done. The report also talks about
certified teachers and things like this in areas

where it should have really been explained
much more

explicitly.

Now, I think that those words have to be
said just to allay the fears of some people

that this report is suggesting some kind of

revolutionary change in the whole system,
which I don't think it is. But I think we
should wait until the second report comes
out and see what they have to say.

Mr. C. E. Mcllveen (Oshawa): Final re-

port.

Hon. Mr. Wells: Final report, I am sorry.

Mr. B. Newman: I would hope that other

members of the select committee would at

this time give the minister an opportunity
to know their views. I don't think that there

was the bias in the report that the minister

sort of hints there is.

Hon. Mr. Wells: No, well-

Mr. B. Newman: I think the report was
a fair report. It certainly studied the prob-
lem in quite some depth. It may not be to

the minister's liking, but it certainly met

fairly well with the approval of all members
of the committee, including the chairman.

Hon. Mr. Wells: I didn't say that it didn't

meet with my liking. I merely said that not

having gone through the total study and

thought process of the members of the com-

mittee, in the first reading of that report you
detect a strong anti-educational bias. You
detect bias against the present educational

system and the school boards and the teach-

ing profession, and so forth. You may not

have intended that, but the people on their

first reading of it—not having gone through
the process you went through—that this cer-

tainly has been brought home to me. I think

that this probably will be corrected in subse-

quent reports; I certainly hope so.

But my friend certainly knows that as far

as the full utilization of educational facili-

ties for the community use, the community
input and so forth are concerned, we stand

150 per cent in favour of encouraging that.

Believe me, we are doing that in this min-

istry now. We will take any constructive

steps to further cause that to happen and to

cause more co-ordination between the people

serving ministries and services, such as

Health and Education and Social Services.

All these kind of things well certainly be
stressed in this ministry.

Mr. B. Newman: Is the minister prepared
to accept ths very first recommendation,
which will have no basic change in it, and
that is that the additional use of the schools

should be considered as extraordinary ex-

penditures and subject to financial assistance

from the province?
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Hon. Mr. Wells: Mr. Chairman, I'm pre-

pared to accept the first half of that premise.

As is now the case, the community use of

schools is accepted as extraordinary expense,

but we pay no grant on it. I think that

when you consider that you hear people

talking about the fact that we have educa-

tional ceilings and yet they have no leeway
for local levy, here is a place where you
do have a leeway for local levy. If a com-

munity believes in the community use of

its schools, it can use them to the fullest

degree, put them in extraordinary expendi-
tures and pay for them out of its local levy.

That's the policy of this government and this

ministry at the present time.

Mr. Deans: How do you define what's

extraordinary?

Mr. Chairman: The member for Cochrane
South.

Hon. Mr. Wells: Now, wait a minute. My
friend asks, "How do you define what's extra-

ordinary?" It's all very easily defined. We
spell that out and if it is a community use

of school expense, it can be taken out of the

ceilings and levied as extraordinary expen-

diture, which means it goes on the local

mill rate and the ceilings have nothing to do
with it. So that the argument that the ceilings

policy inhibits the community use of schools

is not a valid or logical one.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Cochrane
South.

Mr. W. Ferrier (Cochrane South): Mr.

Chairman, I just want to speak very briefly
on two matters. One has been spoken of be-

fore and I don't want to belabour it, but I

have had quite a few letters from teachers in

my riding at the elementary level. They have

been pointing out the discrepancy in the

grants between the two systems. I think the

things that have been said before would
indicate that that gap should be closing
rather than widening, as apparently it is.

The influence that the elementary teachers

do have on the education of the growing
child is very great. Probably it is greater than

any influence that a secondary teacher has,

particularly because the child is with one
teacher most of the time at school. So on be-

half of those elementary school teachers in

my riding, I hope that you are going to look

into this side of the grant system and the

elementary system as compared to the secon-

dary system, and see if you can do something
to bridge the gap and help to improve the

elementary level in the grants.

The second thing that I want to speak
about is, in a sense, local autonomy and the

role of the minister. I had quite a bit to do

with the minister in his last two portfolios
and I found him to be quite congenial and

open to suggestions. I think we had some

good debates and accomplished quite a bit

in those particular fields.

It was a bit of regret that this spring,
when I raised with him the problem of the

Timmins high school, I found that he was

becoming pretty stiff-necked. I wondered
what had happened to him when he changed

portfolios, and whether the Education port-
folio wasn't teaching him anything. We got
into a couple of little exchanges this fall

and I thought I was going to have to make

quite a speech on this matter.

I was delighted to see that the minister

went up to Timmins last week and he met
with the local school board, he met with the

principal and some of the teachers, and he

met with the students at that particular
school. He found out for himself the con-

dition of the school and why, in a question
of local autonomy, evervbody was questioning

the decision that had been made to suggest
a restructuring programme and had turned

thumbs down, with apparently little consider-

ation, on the possible need to build a re-

placement school.

I know that the minister suggested two

alternatives to the school board—one that

perhaps one or two or three of the phases
could be all done at once and the dislocation

would be not that great. Thev had put for-

ward to him the idea that if they delayed
for two or three years and made do with

what they had, perhaps there would be a

change in policy and the minister would be

prepared to go along with the new school

in two or three years time.

I would like to say that I appreciated the

minister finally going up to see for himself.

I know vou have an expert bunch of techno-

crats and advisers there evaluating the vari-

ous plans that are put forward to you and

the suggestions that are made by the school

boards and the citizens of the province as

far as educational matters are concerned.

They certainly have and should have quite

an input. But there are times when the local

people know the situation pretty well too,

and the politicians of the area are not alto-

gether without some insight into the prob-
lems. I'm glad that you've exercised your own

political office there in such a way that you've

gone and seen for yourself and you can bring
a new perspective to the problem. You may
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not decide to give us just what we want
but I think that you are going to be a lot

more open, and the possibility of reaching a

satisfactory solution is now very much greater
than it was a week ago.

I'd like belatedly to commend you for your
action and hope that you'll give every con-

sideration to the developments that come
there and the suggestions that come from
the school board in Timmins.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Windsor-
Walkerville.

Mr. B. Newman: Mr. Chairman, I wanted
to ask of the minister if he intends to im-

plement any of the recommendations that

the Ontario secondary school teachers made
to the Camp committee concerning the Legis-
lature. Actually there are two of them that

I wanted to bring to the minister's attention

that directly involved his department and
that have some merit. One is recommenda-
tion 8:

The legislative assembly of the Province
of Ontario be requested to change its

rules with regard to introduction of bills,

requiring printed copies for all members
of the Legislature together with sufficient

copies for the public available on the day
of introduction.

Seeing that the school teachers are making
the recommendation, when the minister does

introduce legislation concerning his own min-

istry it would be advisable that he set the

example and implement this recommendation.
He should see that sufficient copies of legis-
lation are available so that teachers and
board members who wish to have an input
into legislation can do so, instead of getting
a copy of the bill at the last minute just
before it actually comes up for second read-

ing.

The second recommendation that I

thought the minister could implement is rec-

ommendation 9, as follows:

The legislative assembly of the Province
of Ontario be requested to change its

rules with respect to the time schedule

required for the consideration of bills at

their various stages. The Legislature is

urged to require, except with the unani-
mous consent of the House, a period of at

least 10 days between public availability of

the bill in volume and the call for second

reading.

I ask of the minister, even though this is a
recommendation to the Legislature itself,

that he possibly set the example and do as

suggested by the Ontario secondary school

teachers when it comes to education legis-
lation.

Hon. Mr. Wells: Mr. Chairman, I think

that these are some very worthwhile sugges-
tions but there are sometimes some practical

problems associated with them. It has not

been the policy, as far as I know in this

House and I don't believe it is the policy
in probably many Legislatures, that on first

reading bills are actually printed and ready
for immediate distribution the minute that

they are introduced. Certainly if there is

merit to that, and perhaps that is something
that we should consider, it certainly goes
well beyond my own ministry. I could just
tell my hon. friend, however, that I will be

introducing a bill later this week of which

printed copies will be available for every-

body.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for

Thunder Bay.

Mr. J. E. Stokes (Thunder Bay): Thank

you, Mr. Chairman. Very, very briefly while

we are on policy I want to discuss with the

minister problems that exist in the adminis-

tration of programmes, particularly in the

area that I have some knowledge of. I am
not here carrying the ball for any particular
civil servant, or any group of civil servants,

but I want to impress upon the minister the

tremendous workload that you have placed
on your supervisory staff and your superin-
tendent in northwestern Ontario, where they
have lost several key members, excellent

members of their staff — including Mr. Jack

Lowcock, who was doing yeoman service up
there, and two or three other key personnel.
Their ability to assist local boards and to

explain present policy has been diminished

greatly because of either your inability to

appoint new personnel or because of bud-

getary restrictions.

I don't know just what it is, but in a riding
such as the riding of Thunder Bay, which
is so widespread and where the schools are

so far apart, and where the school districts

have responsibility for literally tens of thou-

sands of square miles, and maybe not as

many pupils, but certainly the logistics of

getting around to those school boards and

liaising with them in a manner that you have
to to keep pace with fast moving events of

the day, lessens the ability of your people
at the regional level to provide the kind of

assistance and the kind of ongoing consulta-

tion that is necessary and that is so badly
needed by many of the district boards and
the individual school boards.
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Now you know in the north that some

of your supervisory personnel, in addition to

their administrative and their office respon-

sibilities, have the responsibility of serving
as the secretary-treasurer of many small

boards for individual school zones, whatever

you wish to call them. Where you have

small communities like Auden, Ferland,

Allanwater Bridge, and a good many of

those where there is no municipal organiza-

tion, where there is nobody to assume the

responsibility for the operation of the north-

ern core schools, it falls to your civil servants

at the regional level to not only assist teach-

ers in those schools but to act as the admin-

istrative head for those various schools in

the absence of a school board.

The minister knows, as a result of a recent

event that was supposed to have taken place

in Marathon, of the logistics of travelling

around the north. He knows what the prob-
lems of climate can do, and the problems
of isolation. I think you are asking your
people at the regional level to perform the

impossible. They were hard pressed to do
what was required of them before the de-

parture of some of your key personnel at

the regional level. I suspect that unless you
have done something in the past two weeks
to correct that, it is just impossible for a

good many people down here to comprehend
the responsibilities that rest with those people
in the region I am familiar with, and it is

just asking the impossible for them to be able

to act efficiently with the reduced office staff

and the additional responsibilities that are

placed on the people that I speak of.

I do wish that the minister would take a

good, long, hard look at that and fill the

complement and add to it wherever neces-

sary, so that they can provide the kind of

assistance and the kind of co-ordination and
the kind of consultation that is necessary to

provide equality of educational opportunity
in northwestern Ontario that people accept
as a right and take so much for granted
down here in the heavily urbanized areas,

where they are much closer to the scene,

and much closer to the decision-making proc-
ess than many of the small independent
schools find themselves in northwestern On-
tario.

If we are, indeed, going to get equality of

educational opportunity, I think that the

kind of expertise that is available, the kind

of assistance, and the kind of dialogue that

you are able to provide to those people is

ever so important, and I think that if you
haven't got that, you really haven't got any-

thing. ;

I hope that I might prevail upon the

minister to comment on it and assure me
that those voids will be filled and that the

people at the local level, or the district

level will be in a position to perform in an

efficient manner and in a manner that will

provide maximal opportunity not only for the

teachers but for the students and the dis-

trict boards.

Hon. Mr. Wells: Mr. Chairman, I'd like

to add my own words of commendation to

those of the member for Thunder Bay in

regard to our staff in the regional 1 office

and the help that they are giving to the

boards there. I know the great help that

they are and I am pleased to hear him

acknowledge this. I want to assure him that

we are very cognizant of the fact that this

is an important service and we are going
to fill the complement there. We are think-

ing of changing the status of some of the

people in that office so that they can be-

come supervisory officers, and we are

presently looking for other people within the

ministry in other offices to bring up to that

office so that they can provide the services

that you and I feel they should.

Mr. Chairman: Shall item 1 of vote 2601

carry?

Carried.

Item 2? Carried.

The member for Windsor-Walkerville.

Mr. B. Newman: I wanted to bring to the

minister's attention the fact that the auto

workers just recently won a 30 - and - out

clause in their negotiation with the manufac-

turers. In fact, the normal auto workers,

after 30 years of service, will be able to

retire on a pension of approximately $700.

The foundry workers in the United States,

the Ford Motor Co. foundry workers, won
a scheme which would allow them to retire

after 25 years of service with the same pro-

visions, and that is the full pension.

Is the ministry undertaking any revisions

to the Teachers' Superannuation Act so that

rather than have the magic number 90, as

it is today, that that number be reduced;

that possibly progressively a teacher could

retire in the profession with 34 years of

service this year, 33 the next, 32, 31, and

then eventually be at least to the position

in which the automobile workers find them-

selves today?

(Likewise, while I am on my feet, I would

like to ask the minister whether considera-
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tion is being given to the same procedure
that the federal government will be doing
with the old age security, and that is index-

ing the pension to the cost of living.

Hon. Mr. Wells: I'm sorry, what was that?

Mr. B. Newman: To the cost of living;

with increases in the cost of living, the

pensions likewise will be increased accord-

ingly, so that the teachers would be receiv-

ing constant dollars rather than inflated

dollars.

Hon. Mr. Wells: Yes, the study on the

cost-of-living factor as a permanent part of

the pension plan is going on at the present
time. We have no answer on that yet. But

as you know, we have brought the pensions

up to date by giving that cost-of-living factor

based on the two per cent, which was the

factor that had been accepted up until we

got into this year, as a legitimate cost-of-

living increase. That has been given to

people; they have been brought up to that

standard. But as far as incorporating it as

a part of the plan is concerned, that is still

under study.

Regarding the matter of reducing the

number of years for full retirement, that is

something I think the Teachers' Super-
annuation Commission has looked at in a

very cursory way; I think they may be hav-

ing some studies done, but certainly it is far

from coming into reality at this point in

time. But it is being looked at.

Mr. B. Newman: I wouldn't bring the topic

up at all except for the fact that the auto

workers in their latest negotiation were
able to win a "30-and^out" clause, and I

think there will be pressure on your minis-

try and on the Teachers' Superannuation
Commission for similar consideration. As I

mentioned earlier, there will be pressure for

progressively reducing the number of years'
service so that regardless of age, as in the

auto industry, the individual can retire after

30 years of service. Anyone who has been
in education knows that after 30 years of

service in today's educational system, the

individual almost has to retire; he has worked
above and beyond the call of duty in a lot

of instances. We would possibly be doing
the teachers themselves a real service by
giving them that opportunity. I don't mean
we should say they must retire after 30

years of service, but at least that option
should be open to them.

In his comments to me, the minister did

not mention whether the indexing of the

teachers' pensions to the federal limits—that

is to the cost of living—was being given
serious consideration. He did mention that

it was indexed to the two per cent figure,
but not as it is today to the actual cost of

living.

Mr. Bullbrook: That "30 and out" could

apply to governments too. I'd keep that in

mind.

Hon. Mr. Wells: In this Legislature I think

around 15 and out would be about right,
but we can't seem to convince anybody of

that.

Mr. E. R. Good (Waterloo North): That's

mainly Tories!

Hon. Mr. Wells: No, I'm talking about all

of us here.

But we are giving serious consideration to

the escalating clause.

Mr. B. Newman: Is there any chance of

having it implemented in legislation?

Hon. Mr. Wells: All I can tell you is we
are giving it serious consideration.

Mr. B. Newman: In other words, you are

saying "no" politely.

Hon. Mr. Wells: No. I said exactly what I

meant—serious consideration. The OTF has

been told this, and as an example of our good
faith in this, as I say, we have escalated the

back pensions with special arrangements. That
was done a few years ago and it was redone

just a few months ago.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Ottawa
Centre.

Mr. Cassidy: Very briefly, Mr. Chairman,
could the minister say whether it is planned
to take the teachers' superannuation fund and
increase the interest rates paid on its credits

in the way that has been done by the

Treasurer (Mr. White) in the case of OMERS,
the Ontario Municipal Employees Retirement

System? If so, from what level of interest to

what level of interest do you intend to act?

What will you do about back investments of

the teachers' superannuation fund? And how
soon can we expect action?

Hon. Mr. Wells: I am informed the deben-

tures were converted in 1971 to a six per cent

interest rate, and the rate that applies for

this year is 8.01 per cent. The ones that have

been done since 1971 have been at the

current rate. The legislation was changed.
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Mr. Cassidy: Well Mr. Chairman, what is

the term of the debentures converted in 1971,
in view of the higher level of interest rates

that prevailed at that time and the much

higher rates that are available for pension in-

vestments at this time? Will the government
move to further improve the interest rate

paid on these investments from the fund

prior to 1971?

Hon. Mr. Wells: I don't think there's any
need for that, Mr. Chairman, because with-

out getting into a long discussion on the fund,
I think my friend realizes that the interest

rates on the money aren't necessarily con-

nected with the payout from this fund. Money
is being put into the fund every year to make
it actuarially sound, so the interest rate doesn't

change the amount of pension that is avail-

able. In fact, in the case of the escalation

mentioned bv my friend from Windsor-

Walkerville, the teachers have already indi-

cated that if that could be put into the con-

tract, they will contribute another one half

per cent in the contributions.

Mr. Cassidy: Mr. Chairman, I am perfectly
well aware of the fact the ministry sweetens

up the pot from time to time, but a large
amount of the need for the ministry to

sweeten up the pot, over the last eight or
10 years in particular, has been precisely the
fact that subnormal rates of interest have
been paid.

As far as teachers are concerned, anv time

they come down to the ministry, the OTF or
one of the groups within that federation, to

say: "Look, let's do something about pen-
sions", the answer is: "Well, what can we do?
We're already putting"; and then an amount
comes up of so many millions a year in to

sweeten up the fund and make it actuarially
sound.

The teachers ought to know what they are

entitled to. and then if only small amounts
above and beyond that are being paid by the

ministry, they can have a pretty strong case

for suggesting that improvements be made.

But jn the past they've come to the minis-

try and the ministry said: "Look, you don't

expect us . to put more than our current $8
million, $10 million, or $12 million of im-

provements in the fund?" And the teachers

have left frustrated because they've been left

just helpless in terms of making a rational

kind of argument. They have not been able
to persuade the ministry to pay reasonable

kinds of interest rates on those investments.

Then the second part of this "Catch 22" is

they haven't been able to get improvements

in the fund because of the fact that the in-

terest on the fund wasn't adequate.

Does the minister grasp that argument?
And given he grasps it, will he raise the in-

terest rate to a reasonable level?

I recognize that he may still be making
payments on top of that to keep the fund in

actuarial health, but I think it is only fair

to the teachers that they should be treated

as well as municipal employees under
OMERS in terms of interest rates paid on
their investments.

Hon. Mr. Wells: Yes, of course. On that

last statement, Mr. Chairman, if my friend

understood the two plans, he would realize

the teachers' superannuation plan is a much
better plan, really, than the OMERS plan.

That, I think, needs to be said.

Actually, we have already changed the

interest rate that is applicable. It's in the

legislation, and as the other debentures be-

come due they will be reinvested at the in-

creased rate. That's the policy insofar as the

fund is concerned1

.

Mr. Cassidy: A final question on this one:

Did you not have a roll-over in 1971 of a

very substantial investment; and if vou did,

how long will that last before it becomes
available to invest at current market rates?

Hon. Mr. Wells: It is 1982, 1987 and 1992.

Mr. Cassidy: Mr. Chairman, you know
that's a long time to wait; and that six per
cent money, in fact that whole amount,
could be rolled-over right now, at about

eight or 8% per cent, to represent the kind

of interest rates the Province of Ontario is

paying at this time.

Would the minister not agree, let's say
that over the next five years 20 per cent of

that 1971 roll-over would be put back in at

current rates rather than at 1971 rates, the
six per cent rate? Would he not agree to an
advancement of it from 1982 to 1987?

Hon. Mr. Wells: No; you invest money at

certain interest rates for certain given times

and I think the times and the agreed upon
dates have to be adhered to in this particular
case; and I think they're valid.

Mr. Bullbrook: The Treasurer doesn't

agree with you.

Mr. Cassidy: Who was on the investment

advisory committee of the Teachers' Super-
annuation Fund; and who controls that ad-

visory committee if one exists?
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Hon. Mr. Wells: The Teachers' Super-
annuation Commission works with the govern-
ment on setting the rate that will be paid
on these debentures.

Mr. Cassidy: In other words, if the muuV
ter was saying that the teachers have made
a decision on how to invest those funds and

they've blown it, they've made a mistake,
that would be one thing: but what he is

saying is that in fact the government decides.

The teachers have been trying to get action

on this for a long time, but the government
decides; and the government has decided
that for 12 years they are locked in at six

per cent, for from 12 to 15 years, with the

bulk of their superannuation fund. That's

why I'm saying to the minister that if he
wants to give control of the fund back to

the teachers then that may be an alternative

that is acceptable; but so long as the gov-
ernment decides, then for God's sake give
them what they are entitled to as a return

on their investment.

Hon. Mr. Wells: What really matters I

think, to me and to you, is what kind of

pensions are paid by this plan. I can just
tell you that the interest that's paid on
that money doesn't change the kind of pen-
sions that are given. We sit down and talk

with this commission, and the commission
talks with the teachers; and together, as in

the government and the civil service pen-
sion plan, we work out improvements to the

plans. Whether the interest is six
per cent

or 8Y2 per cent it will not inhibit the kinds
of advances or benefits that we give under
the plan.

Mr. Cassidy: No; it does now!

Hon. Mr. Wells: It doesn't; I reject that.

It does not, and that's absolutely untrue.

The fact that money is invested at six per
cent is not in any way inhibitive or used as

an excuse not to give benefits that might
be negotiated or talked about or given under
that plan.

Mr. Cassidy: We will see how the teachers
react.

Mr. Bullbrook: May I just ask; is the

corollary correct also? Are you saying, in

effect, that if the yield is SYz per cent you
are not in a more generous position? Is that

what you are saying?

Hon. Mr. Wells: That's what I am saying,
yes. If the yield is 8Ms per cent, the amount
that you vote in these estimates would prob-
ably be a lot less. One way or the other

the government invests that money, gets the
8Y2 per cent and puts in less as the amount
to make up the fund and make it actuarially
sound; or else you get six per cent and we
put in more money in the other way. It won't
make any change.

Mr. Bullbrook: Supposing we voted the
same amount and the yield was 8Y2 per cent,
would you be in a more generous position?
You are operating on a deductive process?

Hon. Mr. Wells: All it would do is reduce
the liability.

Mr. J. A. Renwick (Riverdale): It would
reduce the amount of money we have to

vote. Is that correct, Mr. Chairman?

Hon. Mr. Wells: That's right.

Mr. Renwick: Well that's significant, I

would say.

Mr. Cassidy: Mr. Chairman, what is the
total value of the superannuation fund at

this time?

Hon. Mr. Wells: It is $1,083,200,000.

Mr. Cassidy: It is $1,083 billion. It is

safe to say that at least, let's say $800 mil-

lion or $900 million of that was prior to

1971 was it not?

Hon. Mr. Wells: It was $704 million.

Mr. Cassidy: I think that is very interest-

ing, Mr. Chairman. I would point out that

2Y4 per cent of $704 million, which is the

difference between what is being paid on
that money and what might be paid—let's

say, two per cent—is equal to approximately
$15 million; and the payment which is in

these estimates on the unfunded liability of

the fund is $14 million.

In other words, at this point in time that

fund would be self-supporting, without the

need for any vote from this Legislature, if

a fair interest rate were being paid on those

particular funds. So the minister's argument
does fall through. Maybe there is nothing
left in the fund to pay any increase in pen-
sions, but at this time it would be possible
for that fund to support itself if it were not

being short-changed by the minister's arbi-

trary decision.

Hon. Mr. Wells: That is not completely
my decision. This is the decision of the gov-
ernment of this province and the Treasurer
of this province. But I think you very clearly
and succinctly put the point that if we paid
more in interest on the $704 million, we
wouldn't have to vote this money here.
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One way or another though, it doesn't

change the benefits. It is not going to change
the benefits. Your argument was that if that

was done the other way there could be

greater benefits; or that this is being used

as an excuse against increasing benefits at

certain times. I just say that isn't so.

Mr. Cassidy: We all know the travail the

ministers in the Social Development field

have when they go up to Management
Board, because of the view of Social Devel-

opment which is held by Management Board
and by the cabinet as a whole, even though
the minister forms part of the cabinet.

It is pretty clear, Mr. Chairman, if that

$14 million to sweeten up teachers' pensions
were not in the estimates, and if the min-

ister went in there, let's say for an extra

$3 million or $4 million in order to improve
the pensions to people who retired 10 or 15

or 20 years ago, he would get a lot better

welcome than he does right now when he

goes in to them and they say to him he is

already spending $14 million and a bit just

on the unfunded liability. They say: "We
can't afford any more. We have to leave

some money for the race horses."

Hon. Mr. Wells: They weren't born yes-

terday; they know exactly what the position

is.

Mr. Cassidy: I am sorry, Mr. Chairman,
but that's not true from everything that I

hear and from the kind of bleating we get
from ministers on this particular subject.

Hon. Mr. Wells: You are wrong.

Mr. Cassidy: In that case, let's take a spe-
cific. Is the minister willing then to find

additional funds in order to increase the

minimum pension, beyond the $2,100 that

is now being paid, to some livable kind of

level? If he says it is so easy why doesn't

he do it?

Hon. Mr. Wells: Mr. Chairman, I already
went to Management Board and cabinet this

year and got $2 million to change the pen-
sions of people on pensions.

Mr. Deans: Two whole million?

Hon. Mr. Wells: Yes. He said $2 million

or $3 million.

Mr. Deans: That is only 0.3 per cent more
than you paid to standard-bred horses.

Hon. Mr. Wells: All right, it is a little

more than you are willing to do or you could

do; so don't talk about it.

Mr. Deans: Oh come on!

Mr. Chairman: The member for Sudbury.

Mr. M. C. Germa (Sudbury): Mr. Chair-

man, the minister brought in government
policy decision on this in that he said it was

government policy to sweeten this pot and
not pay a rate of interest which would make
the fund actuarially sound. How do you ra-

tionalize that with another fund, namely the

OMERS fund, which the government de-

mands has to be actuarially sound in that

the participants in the OMERS fund have to

contribute enough to keep it sound; while

on this hand the government deliberately
has a reduced rate of interest and then sweet-

ens the pot with tax dollars? How do you
or your government rationalize between two
funds which are treated actuarially in two
different manners?

You can't have it going both ways. Either

this one is right or that one is right. They
both cannot possibly be right; because they
have two different and entirely diverse prin-

ciples.

Hon. Mr. Wells: I didn't say that the other

would make it actuarially sound. I just said

it would change the arrangement as you
wouldn't have to pay the money in.

Mr. Cassidy: But the figures show it

would be actuarially sound.

Hon. Mr. Wells: No, another $382 million

would have to be put into the fund also to

make it actuarially sound.

Mr. Chairman: Item 2, the member for

Riverdale.

Mr. Renwick: Mr. Chairman, I wasn't in

the House and I'm not going to ask that

you repeat anything that has been dealt

with; but on the Teachers' Superannuation

Fund, has the question of the supplementary
additional pension been dealt with?

I'm referring by memory to the green
pamphlet which contained the presentation
to the Premier of the province (Mr. Davis)

just about a year ago now, in which, as I

understood it, the teachers indicated quite

clearly they were prepared to put up another

half point each if the government would
match the half point.

Their basic question was: Could the sup-

plementary, sort of cost-of-living additional

amount, be paid to the teachers presently
on retirement to assist them; and was it

necessary that supplementary benefit be ac-

tuarially sound in the sense that the main
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pension fund as a principle should be ac-

tuarially sound?

If that question has been dealt with
I won't pursue it further; but if it hasn't

been dealt with and if I stated the question

properly, I'd appreciate the minister's com-
ment about it.

Hon. Mr. Wells: Mr. Chairman, we dealt

with it very quickly. That's the whole matter
of escalation and a built-in escalation in the

pension. Now I said that matter was still

under very serious study. The request was
made—the teachers offered to increase their

contributions by a half a per cent in order
to have escalation built in.

One of the problems is our own pension
benefits legislation which says that if you
do that sort of thing, you have to do it on
an actuarially sound basis. Again that in-

volves more money either going in from us,
or in some way more money getting >into

the fund to do that. I think there are dif-

ferent ways that can be handled perhaps,
but that's what's under study now.

In the meantime, what I just mentioned
was the $2 million that we put in to cover
escalation to give those people already on
pension an expression, I guess, of our good
faith. This is under serious consideration,
and until we can get the answer and until

we are ready to tell them what we are pre-
pared to do in this particular regard, we
made that adjustment for those people al-

ready on pension.

Now that was two per cent, and up until

that time I think the federal government had
some kind of a restriction built into the

ground rules for plans which were eligible
for deduction for income tax purposes; the

premiums couldn't have more than a two per
cent escalation built into them.

I understand the federal government is

changing that, or has changed that so that

other figures can be considered for the fu-

ture. But that's why I think the two per cent
is the figure that is used. That's why two per
cent has been used to escalate pensions in

the past, and that's why it is in that green
pamphlet. But I think that is changing, be-
cause two per cent doesn't seem to be an

adequate figure these days.

Mr. Chairman: Item 2—

Mr. Renwick: Could the minister answer
two questions for me? First, is the pension
commission in agreement that a supplemen-
tary pension along the lines that we've been

speaking about has to be actuarially sound

under the Pension Benefits Act? Secondly,
as to the $2 million which is paid in, just
what does that amount to, either in dollars

or cents or in a percentage of existing pen-
sions with respect to the amount of the in-

crease?

Hon. Mr. Wells: Well that amounted to
a two per cent escalation on your pension
per year, and the pension benefits commis-
sion does tell us that the escalation has to
be actuarially sound for the plan, because
the-

Mr. Deans: Your generosity is just over-

whelming—two per cent.

Hon. Mr. Wells: Well, the two per cent
increase is what is asked for in that green
paper. I've just finished explaining to you
why two per cent was the figure arrived at

and why it has been asked for. Now there
has been a lot happen since people talked
about two per cent escalations and the kinds
of figures you might want to talk about now.
But the pension commission says that in

order to build this in it has to be actuarially
sound. Now there is a way around that, and
that is to take the Teaohers Superannuation
Act and the government of Ontario's pen-
sion legislation out of it—make it so that the

pension benefits legislation doesn't apply to
that. That could be done.

Mr. Renwick: Mr. Chairman, could the

minister, either now or later by letter, write

to each member of the assembly or make a

statement now that could be used for that

purpose? As the minister knows, I think

each member of the assembly has been
visited by representatives of the retired teach-

ers and of the present teachers on a riding-

by-riding basis across the province, and I'd

like to be able to give them an accurate

statement of the government's present pos-
ition on that matter. It may be that you
could write each member of the assembly
a letter which he could then paraphrase or

use for the purpose of replying to those who
visit him, or make a statement now about it

that would be adequate for such a reply.

Hon. Mr. Wells: I think it best, Mr. Chair-

man, if we were to prepare a reply that

you could use. I think that would be best.

I've given the general idea of what we are

talking about, but we will put it down on

paper and let you have it.

Mr. Chairman: Item 2, the member for St.

George.
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Mrs. Campbell: Not on this subject, al-

though I'm concerned about it.

I would like to hear from the minister

just what is the direction of OISE; whether
we are going to continue to spend money
to introduce American systems of education

in this province; when we are going to have
a thrust to having Canadians have an op-

portunity in this particular institute; and
to what extent he feels justified in spending
the money of the taxpayer in this area, not

to give Canadians an opportunity in this

field of post-graduate education?

Hon. Mr. Wells: First of all, let me say,
Mr. Chairman, the idea that this somehow
is an American institution of course is com-

pletely wrong.

Mrs. Campbell: It's run by Americans.

Hon. Mr. Wells: At the Ontario Institute

for Studies in Education, the staff is over-

whelmingly Canadian.

Mrs. Campbell: I didn't know that.

Hon. Mr. Wells: About 60 per cent, any-
way, are Canadians.

Mrs. Campbell: Could I have the figures?

Hon. Mr. Wells: Well, I'll get you the
exact breakdown in a minute. The people
who take their degrees there—their post-

graduate education degrees—are, of course

overwhelmingly Canadian. You know them,
I know them; they are in all the school

systems around this province. They are tak-

ing their degrees there.

The money that is voted in this vote for

the research programme at the Ontario In-

stitute for Studies in Education is being
used for research in the Ontario educational

system that will be of benefit to that system.
It is being used to finance a regional office

structure that they have to help disseminate
the results of their research studies so that

they can be used by the school systems and
the children in the classrooms of this prov-
ince.

I think in the past you might have been
able to say that some of the research there

was of a nature that didn't relate to the

schools, that it was very—what's the word
I want; esoteric, is that the word?—and per-

haps wasn't as relative to what was going
on in the classrooms. I don't think you
can say that today.

They've got four or five good studies on

HS1, which you will all be receiving shortly
and you will be able to see exactly what

has been ; done in a very short time in a very
excellent way and that will1 be very helpful
to everybody in the secondary school system
across this province. That is the research

programme.

The people who take their post-graduate

degrees there are the people in the Ontario

education system—the teachers and principals
and educators. They are the ones who are

there and I think the degrees that they ob-

tain at the Ontario Institute for Studies in

Education are helping them to be better

people in their school systems and to develop
the programmes in their particular schools.

The figures for the staff are 60 per cent

Canadian, 30 per cent American and 10 per
cent from other countries. These are the

nationalities of the people who are on the

staff at the institute. I can understand the

hon. member's feelings. I guess that perhaps
at one time I had those same feelings about

the institute, but I just want to tell her that

I think the inistitute is becoming a useful

partner in the total educational process here.

Now, there are relationships in the years
ahead that will have to be sorted out, but

I think it is serving a useful purpose.

Mrs. Campbell: Mr. Chairman, if that is

the case, I wonder when we are going to

get the report on HS1 and why would the

minister bring in a new policy before this

report was available if it were so functional?

Hon. Mr. Wells: Mr. Chairman, we have
seen some of the reports. They have been
used to help develop policy. The results are

available. They are not in their published
form yet. They have helped to cause us to

make some of the decisions that we have
made about HS1. We have had many other

reports on HS1 that are available—inter-

ministerial reports, reports of our task force,

reports of our study group and so forth—and

they have all gone into the mix to allow us

to come up with the statements that we have
made now about the mandatory courses.

The reports in their published form will be
available very shortly. They deal with a lot

more than just the particular change that we
have made.

Mrs. Campbell: One final question, Mr.

Chairman. Can the minister tell me how
we go about actually finding out the total

cost of OISE? I have tried to find it in vari-

ous estimates. I wonder if he could give me,
as a novice here, some idea of the total cost.

I don't know how to find it in here other

than the one transfer payment item.
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Hon. Mr. Wells: I will try to explain in

very simple terms. Perhaps I might have to

get the complete answer for you after the

supper break, but you take the amount that

you find in this vote of the estimates,

$2,878,000, add the amount that OISE has
won back in contractual research, which
comes out of another vote in our estimates,
and then you take the basic income units

they get in Colleges and Universities— I don't

have those figures here; maybe we can get
them for you. If you put the three of them

together, I think that gives you what this

Legislature is providing to support the

Ontario Institute for Studies in Education.
We can find out the figure for contractual re-

search and put it with this figure, which will

give you our side of it; then if we can get

Colleges and Universities* figure, that will

give you the total.

Mrs. Campbell: Thank you.

Mr. Chairman: The member for York
Centre.

Mr. D. M. Deacon (York Centre): Mr.

Chairman, I would like to have the minister

tell me how many people are now enrolled

in the James Bay Education Centre, for

which we have an item here of $550,000?
I would like to know what the enrolment is

there now in the various courses. I think last

year there were about 19 enrolled. I wond-
er how many there are this year.

Hon. Mr. Wells: Well, the figures I have
here show a total of 801 enrolled in all the

programmes—the school programmes and

everything connected with the centre.

Mr. Deacon: Would you break down the

major categories, because 801 is a far cry
from last year's figure? What is the en-
rolment in evening courses and so on?

Hon. Mr. Wells: All right, I will give you
the breakdown: In the high school pro-
gramme there are 40; nursery school 59;
adult upgrading 44; clerical training 20; small

engines and light construction equipment 10;

night school at Moosonee, 50; the night
school at Moose Factory, 28; and then there

are 212 in the Moosonee Public School.

Mr. Deacon: Is that covered in this?

Hon. Mr. Wells: They are part of the
centre but they are separate schools.

Mr. Deacon: They are not part of the

$550,000?

Hon. Mr. Wells: No, that is right. They
use the centre for private facilities but they
are not part of this vote.

Mr. Deacon: They are not part of the

$550,000?

Hon. Mr. Wells: No, no, they are treated
as a school board. Construction, heavy equip-
ment, 17; trade training, adult, 12; day care,
46.

Mr. Deacon: The nursery school and the

day care are different from the 59? You have
59 in nursery school and 46 day care; those
are different numbers. Are these all separate
pupils or are these overlapping courses? Are
these different students? One of the things
that struck me in my visits to that centre on

many occasions is that there are actually very
few individuals involved. Are they different

classes?

Hon. Mr. Wells: To the best of my know-

ledge, the report that we have is that these
are all different pupils here.

Mr. Deacon: Would the minister kindly
check that, to be sure there are not overlaps
in actual bodies involved? That does seem
to be quite a change from previous years and
it has shown a marked improvement. In ad-

dition to the $550,000 from your grant, how
much comes in to the James Bay Education
Centre from federal government grants cov-

ering those who are attending courses, and
courses paid for by the federal government?

Hon. Mr. Wells: That's $91,534.

Mr. Deacon: So to run this facility costs

$91,000 approximately, in addition to the

$550,000 here. How does that work out in

cost-per-student compared to other schools

in the province?

Hon. Mr. Wells: This isn't a school that

you can compare with.

Mr. Deacon: It is an education facility
and I think it should be considered in some-
what the same light as a secondary school

providing vocational training.

Hon. Mr. Wells: With great respect, I

don't think you can do it that way. The
James Bay Education Centre is a unique
centre and it is undoubtedly costing a lot

more money than most of the other schools.

I don't think that a comparison is going to

be particularly relevant.
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Mr. Deacon: I certainly differ with the

minister in that regard, because in actual

fact if you do examine the cost of providing

similar-type facilities in other places I have
seen—for example, the Navajo facility that

is down in Rough Rock, Ariz., has a cost

much the same as any other educational

facility in the state. The only difference is

that the Indians there run their own centre

and that is what we don't do here. We
haven't yet given the people in that com-

munity the control of this. It is still in the

hands of a group appointed by this ministry.

This is one of the points I wanted to bring
out in this discussion, the fact that if the

prople in that community were given con-
trol of this facility you would see a tremen-
dous increase in the number of students who
are involved in the whole programme, in-

volvement with the community and service

to the whole area. But the fact that you have

English-speaking people providing educa-
tional aid to people who do not speak

English but are Cree-speaking, I think is

one of the reasons you do not get a greater
involvement.

I do know that you have a lot of very
dedicated people on the staff, from the prin-
cipal right down, but there is a tremendous

gap between the community—and this is a

very large community — and that facility,
which is a very expensive facility, the rea-

son being that this ministry has failed to

involve the community and give them the

responsibility for spending the money. That
is a fantastic amount of money, $640,000,
to run that little corner of that huge struc-

ture; the other two corners being the two
public schools which take up a major part
of that big building.

But
certainly when you see that monu-

ment to some architect's dream, built up
there without any understanding of what
the local people's real needs and aspirations
and priorities are, it is no wonder that we
are spending so much money up there and

getting so little involvement and response
from the community. I think it is time the
minister took a good look at that situation.

We have been talking about it now year
after year, and we are still running it the
same.

I ask the minister to examine what is

being done in other jurisdictions, where the
native people are being given the oppor-
tunity to run their own facilities, use their
own language as the basic training language

so they can produce programmes that are

of real meaning and significance to the com-

munity. I think it is time this minister moved
on the subject.

Hon. Mr. Wells: Mr. Chairman, I would
be pleased to discuss that with the Rev.
Clark at our next meeting, and certainly I

have found him to be very knowledgeable
about the whole operation up there. I have

very great admiration for the work he has

been doing, and I think he is doing it in a

very sincere way. I would be happy to dis-

cuss this with him and see if there are ways
we can improve it.

I don't think anybody is trying to suggest
that centre should operate against the wishes
of the native people. It is there to be of

help to them. If it can be made of more
help to them, well then, I am certainly not

one to stand in the way of doing that.

Mr. Deacon: Mr. Chairman, I think we
should make it clear there are no more
dedicated people living in Moosonee than
Rev. John Clark and Mr. Fowler and those

who are working in that centre. The diffi-

culty is that until the minister changes the

responsibility for membership of that board
so it is a fully elected group, responsible
to the community, we are not going to see

a change in the actual sense of involvement

of the community in this operation. Until

the minister turns over full responsibility to

a board that local people elect as they do
for any other normal education facility in

this province, then the Rev. John Clark and

others will still be looked upon by the

people in the community as agents of this

government.

It should not be so. They should be

elected by the local people and have the

opportunity to be elected by the local people

if the local people want them. They prob-

ably will, but I think it is important they

recognize that authority rests with the local

people and not with this ministry.

Let's stop tinkering with this thing and

dodging the issue. It is time you recognized
these people are full Canadian citizens, in

the most part, and should have the rights of

ordinary citizens anywhere in this province.

Mr. Chairman: Item 2?

Item 2 agreed to.

Items 3 to 5, inclusive, agreed to.
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Mr. Chairman: Any further comments on
the latter part of this vote or on any of the

other items?

Mr. J. R. Breithaupt (Kitchener): I think

the vote can carry, Mr. Chairman.

Vote 2601 agreed to.

On vote 2602:

Mr. Chairman: I think we can recognize
that it is now 6 of the clock; I will now
leave the chair and we will resume at 8.

It being 6 o'clock, p.m., the House took

recess.
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The House resumed at 8 o'clock, p.m.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Hamilton
Mountain.

VISITORS

Mr. J. R. Smith (Hamilton Mountain): Mr.

Chairman, tonight I would like to introduce

to the hon. members a delegation from the

Hamilton Mountain Provincial Progressive
Conservative Association that has come to

Toronto tonight to visit the Legislature and
watch it in action.

ESTIMATES, MINISTRY
OF EDUCATION

(concluded)

On vote 2602:

Mr. Chairman: When we rose at 6 o'clock

we were just beginning the consideration of

vote 2602. Any comments?

Mr. B. Newman (Windsor - Walkerville):
Yes.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Windsor-
Walkerville.

Mr. B. Newman: Mr. Chairman, I wanted
to ask of the minister in the first item-

Mr. Chairman: Perhaps we could take the

first group, the first items together.

Mr. B. Newman: Well, it doesn't matter,
Mr. Chairman, if you wish to pursue them.
I would also suggest to you that you not

allow any one member to stay indefinitely
on a topic, so that we could get a good,

wide-ranging point of view from everyone
who is interested in partaking in the debate,
rather than allowing one individual to mono-

polize the whole debate.

Mr. Chairman: We'll trust there'll be self-

discipline. The member for Windsor-Walker-
ville.

Mr. J. A. Renwick (Riverdale): Your col-

league from Rainy River (Mr. Reid) is not

here; so it should be all right.

Monday, November 26, 1973

Mr. B. Newman: It's not only that he is

not here but there are others who aren't

here that we have to worry about.

May I ask of the minister if the depart-
ment is doing anything concerning the lunch

programme for students in our schools—that

is, a free lunch programme? The Provincial

Secretary for Social Development (Mr. Welch)
several months ago made comment concern-

ing the poor nourishment received by the

students who attend our schools. I was won-

dering if the ministry is undertaking any type
of programme to upgrade the lunch pro-

gramme in the school system by providing
free milk in certain areas of a city or certain

communities or in certain schools where

generally the economically deprived would
form a major portion of the student enrol-

ment?

Hon. T. L. Wells (Minister of Education):
Mr. Chairman, the provision of free milk or

subsidized meals or free lunches would be

up to the boards. We don't offer any sug-

gestions in the regard. Through the health

curriculum, we encourage proper nutrition

and development of nutrition, but anything
like free milk programmes or subsidized

lunches would be something that the boards

would have to decide to do and then would
have to decide either to pay for themselves

or make an arrangement, as I believe they
are now doing in Toronto, to have the munic-

ipal department of social services work out

some type of charge or funding for those

programmes.

Mr. B. Newman: Does the ministry not

consider providing funds to boards of edu-

cation so that they could in their wisdom

expand programmes in areas where the pro-

grammes need expansion, where they find the

nutritional level of the students is sub-

stantially lower than it should be?

Hon. Mr. Wells: We really do that insofar

as milk is concerned at the present time.

The regulations provide that a board can

buy milk and distribute it to the students

if it wishes. The choice rests with the board,

if it wishes to do this.
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Mr. B. Newman: But the ministry does

not make funds available to the board to

encourage the board to carry out program-
mes such as that. Surely we should be con-

cerned with this problem, especially since,

if we don't provide the good basic health

requirements at that age, the problems' in

the other ministries of the government will

only be that much more serious? I think that

at this basic level we should see that the

nutritional level of those attending our ele-

mentary schools is at the highest.

Hon. Mr. Wells: Mr. Chairman, I don't

disagree with my friend's comments about

encouraging a high nutritional level for stu-

dents in schools, but under our present grant
structure we don't provide for any specific
stimulation grants for any programmes, save

perhaps the French programme, and it is up
to the board to spend the total amount of

money that it is given, setting its own
priorities.

Mr. B. Newman: All right. I will leave

this item and unless someone else wishes
to follow up I will ask one other question.

Mr. Chairman: Does the member for Went-
worth wish to speak on this particular item?

Mr. I. Deans (Wentworth): Free milk? No.

Mr. B. Newman: I wanted to ask one other

question of the ministry, and that concerns
educational television. I understand that

there have been studies undertaken concern-

ing the rating of Channel 19. Does the
minister consider that the rating levels are

up to an acceptable standard? Is he not
concerned that the fullest advantage is not

being taken of the Channel 19 programme,
and what does he plan on doing to encour-

age greater viewing of Channel 19?

Hon. Mr. Wells: Mr. Chairman, the ratings
for Channel 19 are 20 per cent greater than
Buffalo's educational television channel. I

don't know-

Mr. Deans: What is the Buffalo educational
channel rating?

Hon. Mr. Wells: I don't know-

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Wells: I don't know what you
are looking for, but I think that what we
should say is that, insofar as the educational

programmes that are produced by Channel 19
for the elementary and secondary schools

are concerned, the business of ratings—that is,

the number of viewers when that programme
is broadcast—is really not that significant.

What really counts is that that programme
has been produced, developed and trans-

mitted and there is a large expense, of course,
entailed in that particular part of the opera-
tion. It then may be, for instance, viewed

by only one person in a school, because they
are putting it on their videotape recorder.

The programme will then be used when it

is desired in that elementary or secondary
school.

This is, I suppose, the way the vast

majority of these programmes are used now,
so that they can be used at the proper time,
as part of the curriculum or course that is

being given, and at the discretion of the

teacher.

Also, apart from the areas where Channel
19 in this particular immediate vicinity broad-

casts the programmes, those same programmes
are provided on videotape for schools all

over northern Ontario and in areas where
Channel 19 or some of the other stations

cannot or do not reach. So that actually a

large part of the cost is concerned with the

development of the programmes, and be-

cause of videotape those programmes get all

over the province and they are used exten-

sively as aids in teaching certain curriculum

subjects.

Mr. R. Haggerty (Welland South): It is

not piped into every home though, is it?

Hon. Mr. Wells: No, but as I tried to

point out, I'm talking now about the pro-

grammes that Channel 19 uses that are

primarily aids for the curriculum for the

elementary and secondary schools, not those

programmes that they produce for the general

consumption, the open sector, which really

don't come under my ministry or vote; that's

the Ministry of Colleges and Universities, the

open-sector operation of Channel 19.

Mr. B. Newman: Mr. Chairman, the minis-

ter is assuming that all of the schools have

videotape recorders and, as a result, are able

to take advantage of that. My information is

that the ratings of educational TV are ex-

tremely embarrassing to the ministry and, for

that reason, they are not made public what-

soever. I would like the minister, at this time,

to dispel the comments that I have made and
have us rest assured that Channel 19 is per-

forming the service for which it was origin-

ally intended.

Hon. Mr. Wells: Actually, last year there

were about 26 million viewings in schools of
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the various programmes that Channel 19

produced. Ninety per cent of the secondary
schools have videotape recorders and about
20 per cent of the elementary schools. Those

elementary schools that do not have video-

tape recorders take the programmes off the

air.

Mr. Chairman: Is there anything further

on this point?

Mr. Haggerty: Mr. Chairman, I just want
to continue with this. Surely it's not going
into every home, though, in Ontario? I'm

thinking about the underprivileged children

in the Province of Ontario. I know that you've
had good success with the programmes in

northern Ontario with certain Indian com-

munity centres. I think we all appreciate the

services that are provided, but there are

other television sets in many homes in On-
tario that do not have Channel 19, or UHF
channels. Surely you should be able to come

through with a programme that is piped into

every home in Ontario, especially to those

underprivileged children who are in some of

these homes.

Hon. Mr. Wells: The programmes, Mr.

Chairman, are there if people wish to use

them. As the hon. member stated, every home
doesn't have a UHF receiver, even if it has

a television set. But if they do, the pro-

grammes are there as well as for the schools.

I know that my own kids watch "Sesame
Street" five or six times a week.

Mr. Haggerty: That's a good programme.
Where does that originate?

Hon. Mr. Wells: It originates in the

United States, but Channel 19 shows it as

part of its programme. I figure that my kids

must pick it up off Channel 19, or Channel

17, the American station, and they must see

it on other stations, too, because it seems to

be on every time I come down and see them

watching television.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Wentworth.

Mr. Deans: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
It's not about educational television.

Mr. Chairman: Is there anything further

about OECA? All right. The member for

Wentworth.

Mr. Deans: I want to raise one problem
that's been raised with me about special edu-
cation for children who are physically and

mentally handicapped. I have a sense that

opportunities in education—although those

are words much used by the government—are

not, in fact, available to all children; and that

there are many children for whom an edu-
cation is something that really is not likely
ever to materialize.

I had a letter recently which I should

perhaps have brought with me—but it doesn't

matter. The intent and content of the letter

dealt with the difficulties that a particular

parent had. That parent was talking not only
of his own difficulties, but difficulties that

other parents who had spoken to him had had
in obtaining an education for children who
were mentally retarded. The children had

the ability to learn, but couldn't learn within

the system as it was currently set up. The

parents couldn't afford, out of the wages
earned, to purchase an education from any

private source.

I'm kind of interested to know just how
far the government is prepared to go. On
the one hand there is a law which claims,

or states, that every child must attend school

who is of school age, and yet the govern-
ment seems to be in a position to say,

"That's only true if your child is mentally
able to absorb the kind of education which

we think the child should have."

Given there may be some exceptions, but

for the majority of children, no matter how

badly retarded they may appear to be, there

is always a level to which they can be edu-

cated. It may take a long time and it may,
in fact, never suit them for life out in the

work-world; but for those children the de-

gree of education that they get is probably
as valuable in terms of their being able to

meet their day-to-day needs as the education

that we give to the normal child. I'm always
concerned that what seems to occur is that

for the retarded child—I am not talking
about the Hamilton area by the way, where

there are some facilities; though they are

not yet adequate, they are not bad.

In the province as a whole, however, for

the child who is retarded—mentally or physi-

cally, mentally basically—the opportunities

for education in many communities are very
limited if they exist at all. I think those chil-

dren simply have to have the opportunity
to be raised up, their learning skills have

to be encouraged; and their development,
mental development and physical develop-

ment, have to be encouraged to the point

where they are able, at least to the best of

their ability, physically to fend for them-

selves.

I know in some instances, some cases in

which I have met with parents and spoken
about the problems, the very fact the child
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is unable to fit into the normal classroom

type of schooling and the normal schools for

the retarded, means those children simply
don't get an education unless their particu-

lar parents are sufficiently wealthy to be

able to purchase it privately.

Now if we mean what we say, that edu-

cation is to be available to all children and
that all children are to be educated to the

maximum of their ability to learn, then that

has to apply equally to those who are less

privileged as it does to those who are more

privileged; and that has to apply equally to

children who have difficulty learning as it

does to children who learn easily. I don't

like the idea of a child having to stay home
because there are not adequate facilities

available for him.

I don't know how many children there

are who are in the category or classification

of being retarded. I couldn't quantify it in

terms of thousands or tens of thousands, or

for that matter hundreds, but I know that

in every child we deprive of an education,
we make a bit of a mockery of the whole

programme. The programme of education is

important, but it is not only geared to pro-

viding for those who are capable of learning
the opportunity to learn enough to go to

work; the educational system is there sup-

posedly to provide each child with a chance
to learn up to the level of his or her capa-
bilities in terms of learning.

I would like to ask the minister specifically
what programme he has under way at the

moment which will enlarge the opportunity
for youngsters who fall into those categories
to go to school; not necessarily day school

as we have for every child age five and up,
but what development is currently taking
place that will enable children to attend, for

whatever period of time their attention span
permits, in the years when they can be

taught.

The reason I ask that question, together
with others, is I had reason recently to speak
with some friends in the Ontario Hospital

structure, in that system, and they were talk-

ing about some of the problems they have
had with children whose—I don't know quite
how you would put it; whose ability, I sup-

pose whose classification, might be considered

as
considerably

less in terms of education

than is normal. They were saying they have
discovered that in spite of what may appear
on the surface to be an inability to learn,

given the opportunity the kids can in fact

acquire certain mechanical skills to enable
them to do some of the things that have to

be done just simply to get by in society.

When we put those children in the posi-
tion of relying entirely on their parents, as

we do; either that or put the parents in the

position of putting the child into a mental

institution, which the child probably doesn't

need nor does the situation warrant; we are

putting the children in the position of be-

coming: (a), estranged from the parents; or

(b), never able to cope for themselves under

any circumstance.

I think we could well devote a bit more

of the resources of the province—we spend a

considerable sum of money in education—we
could well devote a bit more of the resources

toward ensuring those kids whose opportuni-
ties are so limited in any event are given
half a chance of being able to fit in, in what-

ever way they can, to the society we have

developed.

I am particularly concerned about what

happens to them if they stay at home and

they don't become educated. Their parents

don't want them to go into a home for the

retarded. They stay at home and at some

point those parents are no longer with

them; the child has grown to adulthood and

has not learned any of the skills, including

social behavioural skills required in order to

allow the child to live as an adult in society,

and therefore he ends up in a mental in-

stitution—or in some instances, frankly, goes

through the court system and finally ends up
in a mental institution. I would like to ask

the minister what they have by way of

special studies to determine what the needs

are in the various geographical areas of the

province in order to ensure that we are put-

ting sufficient emphasis on ensuring what we

all believe is necessary, that those children,

like all other children, are educated to the

maximum of their ability.

Hon. Mr. Wells: Mr. Chairman, we often

hear the comment made that there are chil-

dren who are not now covered by some

form of the school system. I suspect that

the number is probably a lot smaller than

we imagine. You have to sort of take a

specific case and then try and follow it

through and find out why this is so.

We are presently doing this to try and

pin down exactly the number of children in

this province who are not now taking ad-

vantage of some form of the formal school

system. But as I say, I suspect that this

number is fairly small. Now, as my—

(Mr. Deans: That makes it easy.

Hon. Mr. Wells: Yes. But as my friend

knows, a lot has happened in the last year
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and is happening in this particular regard.
The number would have been greater a few

years ago, but now the retarded programme
under the county school boards and the

division boards has been enlarged to in-

clude full-day schooling and to include chil-

dren up to age 21 in what is called the re-

tarded category, and greatly expanded facili-

ties are available in this particular area now.

Now, there's an admissions board that is

set up under the legislation and anyone who
wishes to apply is ruled upon by this board.

I'm sure that there are perhaps a few who
are not accepted, but we did a study on this

about a year ago and found that really there

were very few who were being rejected.

These people are retarded children who
are living in the community and who are

accepted into the normal school system. This

board rules on their admission but once

they get into the system a programme is

then developed for them that uniquely fits

them. Perhaps they will develop only to a

very limited' degree and get just certain types
of training; others will be what we call the

educable retarded and will go on to a fairly
advanced level.

Apart from those people—that's in the com-

munity coming into the regular school system
—there are the school systems that we oper-
ate, the hospital schools, and we are in the

process of further developing those to be
sure that there are not people in those hos-

pital schools who are not now in some kind

of education or training programme in the

schools. They are being enlarged with the

eventual aim of removing all those schools

from the hospital out into the community.
That will be happening in the next two or

three years as soon as all the details can

be worked out.

Mr. Deans: The complaint that I had^
I'm trying to recall exactly what it said. I

should have brought the letter, but as I

say I wouldn't be able to find it in my secre-

tary's filing. But the complaint that I had
was with regard to the cost; that the child

was unable to fit into the normal school

system and that there was a rather large
cost attached to giving this child some form
of an education outside of the normal school

system and I—

Hon. Mr. Wells: Oh, I know what you are

talking about.

Mr. Deans: You know what I'm talking
about now?

Hon. Mr. Wells: Yes. You're talking about
the development daycare centres which are

operated outside the education system basic-

ally by the Ontario Association for the Men-

tally Retarded—one of their branches, say, in

Hamilton or Metro Toronto. These groups
are funded through the Ministry of Com-

munity and Social Services on a basis of 80

per cent of operating cost, and therefore the

20 per cent of their cost has to be raised

somehow. Now it could be raised in com-

munity drives or something like that or it

can be raised as a direct charge to the parents
and basically what a lot of them do is charge
the parents directly.

So you are quite right. At the present time

you have retarded children who are not ad-

mitted to school because they are not judged
to fit into the programmes that the school

has. They get into a developmental daycare

programme, which is an excellent programme,
but it is funded through the Ministry of

Community and Social Services and they have
to pay a charge per month, and naturally they
are not very happy about this. I guess we can

sympathize with them, and we are working
on trying to straighten that out.

But they are two distinctly different pro-

grammes at this point in time, and up until

two or three years ago there was no assist-

ance for those developmental daycare centres

or daycare centres for the retarded children

at all. Now there is 80 per cent provincial

assistance, but the child getting into the

school still pays nothing.

Mr. Deans: I'm glad you were able to

identify it for me because I just couldn't

remember; now that you've mentioned it I

can recollect exactly what it is about.

These parents, like all parents, are paying
school taxes and providing for the normal

system. I'm not quarrelling with that. It

would seem to me unfortunate enough to

have had a retarded child born to you, but
to be charged with the responsibility of

maintaining and looking after that child is a

fairly onerous task; aside from the cost, it is

a very taxing proposition to look after a child

with those mental deficiencies.

I can't help wondering two things: firstly,

why the Ministry of Education has not as-

sumed the responsibilities for the develop-
mental daycare centres that are currently
under Community and Social Services; and

secondly, failing that, why the ministry then

doesn't absorb the 20 per cent cost until such

time as the system is developed sufficiently
that it will become part of the normal edu-

cational structure.
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The reason I ask these questions, is because

you place certain parents in an invidious

position. The affection they have for their

child is such that they will sacrifice consid-

erably in order to ensure the child is given
every opportunity. Yet the fact is that for

many it is depriving not only the parents,
but perhaps other children in the family, of a

reasonable standard of life.

The choice they have to make is one which
is extremely difficult. They have to choose

on the one hand whether they are going to

be able to budget 20 per cent of the cost,

which is very high, or deprive that child of

the opportunity to learn whatever it is that

they are capable of learning. As the minister

says, very few children fall into this category.
I think that is fair to say. The numbers are

not terribly large, given the total number
of children in the system.

Hon. Mr. Wells: Not in the category-

Mr. Deans: How many?

Hon. Mr. Wells: —that go to the develop-
mental daycare centres. I meant the ones who
don't go to developmental daycare centres

or anything. I don't know how many are

in that category; that's the figure we don't

know. But there are a fair number who are

in developmental daycare centres.

Mr. Deans: What are you talking about,
"a fair number"? There aren't a great num-
ber of developmental daycare centres. So the

fact is that there can't be that many children

in the overall picture of education in the

Province of Ontario.

It would seem to me—let's be fair about it

—if we are prepared to pick up the tab out

of the general educational revenues for

children who are slow learners, for children

who perhaps don't fit into the system all

that well and for all other children regard-
less of their ability to learn at the elementary
level—we insist that every child go to school

—I think it only fair to these parents, whose
lot in life, as I say, is tough enough, that

we take a serious look at being able to pro-
vide that 20 per cent necessary to ensure the

same access for those children to whatever
education they are capable of absorbing as

we provide for all other children in the

system.

I can understand the minister saying that

some of the developmental daycare systems
or centres go outside to the charitable insti-

tutions to try to raise the money, but this

really is not a position that we in the Prov-

ince of Ontario surely need to have. It seems

to me, as we look at the numbers of children

we are talking about, the way the system
has developed, the opportunities for those

kids, the problems the parents already face

and the desperate need to provide, if nothing
else, at least some kind of mechanical skilled

training for these children, that we in the

province could absorb the 20 per cent and
ensure that they are treated just like every
other child is treated, at least at the elemen-

tary level. I don't see any reason why the

ministry can't commit itself to making that

a goal in the next couple of years and pro-

viding that kind of system.

Hon. Mr. Wells: I would just like to say,
Mr. Chairman, that I think that the argu-
ments that my friend puts forward are cer-

tainly valid. They are ones that are being
studied by the Social Development field

along with a lot of other related problems
in the care and education of young children.

It runs in my mind, and I can't lay my hands
on the exact figures for your information

right now, but I am sure that some of those

developmental daycare centres already have
been in some cases absorbed into the regular
education system.

I recall one out in my area called Epple-
worth that was talked about many times in

this House three or four years ago. It used
to operate in a church basement out in Scar-

borough. I am sure that the Metro board
now assumes responsibility for that. I can't

lay my hands on the details but the parents
were very concerned about having to pay
$20 a month. I think at the beginning of this

school year or last year it was taken into

the total Metro school board programme for

the trainable and educable retarded who
are there. I would venture to say that we
will be moving toward the correction of

that particular anomaly as our Social De-

velopment committee sorts out that problem.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Beaches-

Woodbine.

Mr. T. A. Wardle (Beaches-Woodbine):
Mr. Chairman, last Monday evening we spent
an hour in private members' hour speaking
on my bill on the declaration of the last

Friday in April, and possibly another date

in northern Ontario in May, as Arbour Day
which is, as you know, the planting and

preservation of trees to help in our environ-

ment. This bill received support from all

sections of the House. If this is to be de-

clared and be a successful day, it would
need the full support of the Minister of Edu-
cation. My question to the minister is will
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he take this matter under serious considera-

tion and urge the government to declare

Arbour Day as D day in 1974?

Mr. Deans: Please make the education of

the retarded the number one priority.

Hon. Mr. Wells: I would like to say to

my friend that I think that this certainly

would fit into the total programme of con-

servation and preservation of our environ-

ment. I'll certainly do all I can to see if we
can't forward that cause that he has put
forward.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Thunder

Bay wished to revert to ETV for just a

moment.

Mr. J. E. Stokes (Thunder Bay): I want

to get into curriculum development, Mr.

Chairman, and I want to make a few re-

marks on ETV. I hope that it won't make it

necessary for Mr. Ide to return to the front

benches. I have a great deal of difficulty in

coming to terms with the problem of chil-

dren coming from Indian day schools in

remote areas of the province and trying to

integrate into our school and post-secondary
education system, whether it be the univer-

sities or whether it be the community col-

leges or the secondary schools. It seems to

be quite evident now and becoming even

more evident all the time that the education

of our native students on Indian reserves is

falling further and further behind the system
under the aegis of this minister.

I don't know to what extent there has

been any liaison with the education branch
of the Department of Indian Affairs and
Northern Development. It seems to me that,

if you can overcome the hurdles and allay
the fears that are in the minds of Indians

generally right across Canada, that their

treaty and aboriginal rights will be taken
care of, it would not be too difficult to im-

press upon them the superior education that

one is able to receive in the provincial sys-
tem as opposed to the system under the

responsibility of the Department of Indian
Affairs.

It's quite obvious to anybody in the pro-
vincial school system that when you do

get a student coming from a reserve setting
that he isn't able to compete, say, from grade
9 up. It isn't your responsibility since the

responsibility for educating school children

in the elementary schools on Indian reserves

is still the responsibility of the federal gov-
ernment. But I am wondering if there was

any way, because our school system in the

Province of Ontario must be aware — the

teachers, the administrators and certainly the

students, must be aware—that it is almost

impossible for Indian students once they leave

the reserve to compete at the grade 9 level

and up with those who have been in our

system right since kindergarten.

You do have the northern core schools

where they are operated in much the same
fashion as the Indian day school but use

our curriculum and our books, and the teach-

ers who show the capacity and the willing-
ness to become involved in your northern

core school programme seem to have a better

degree of success with our native students.

In connection with this, I know that I have
had considerable difficulty in getting video-

tapes for the Indian day schools in areas

where they are on the circuit, where you do
have videotapes that you send from your
northern core school, say, in Savant Lake,
on up to the middle school at Central

Patricia. It goes right by the doorstep of

the Indian day school at Osnaburgh and yet
I had a great deal of difficulty in getting
their name on the circuit so they too could

enjoy whatever benefits might accrue as a

result of showing videotapes that are avail-

able to the regular schools that are on that

circuit.

I understand that you are trying to come
to grips with it but the thing is, in the

meantime, schools such as Osnaburgh do
suffer until you can reach some financial

agreement with the Department of Indian

and Northern Affairs so that they can pay
their fair share, whatever it may be, and
I suspect it would be nominal. But never-

theless, when you get into the bureaucracy
at two levels1 of government the education

of the child does suffer. So I am wonder-

ing, have you resolved that and if you
haven't, how close are you to resolving it?

Even though you have the schools that

are under the jurisdiction of the federal

government, I don't think that the education

of the child should suffer from a lack of

the exposure that they would get to these

videotapes through educational television,

when the tapes are going right by their door-

step.

This coming weekend in Big Trout Lake

they are opening the first Indian community-
run radio station in the Province of Ontario.

I don't know whether your educational tele-

vision authority extends to radio, but it

seems to me that this too would be another

avenue that you could explore in order to

assist in the education of children in remote

communities in Ontario by making tapes
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available to them, giving them the kind of

radio tapes or radio exposure that will pre-

pare them when they do make the transition

from an Indian day school in a remote com-

munity in northern Ontario down to the site

or the locale of a secondary school, so

that the shock isn't so great and so that they
are prepared well in advance for what they

might expect when they do come down to

a foreign and a strange setting. The On-
tario Young Travellers programme will have
a very profound and good effect on some of

them who will be able to take advantage of

that programme, but it won't go all of the

way.
I am wondering in your curriculum devel-

opment are you coming to grips with the

problem of our native students in the core

schools-

Mr. Renwick: Of course not. Been the

government for 23 years.

Mr. Stokes: —in the northern core schools,

and in the schools that are under the juris-
diction of the federal government? Because
while it is their responsibility, we are going
to inherit the problems; and if we can nip
it in the bud and assist them while they are

still in their home communities, it makes our

job of assisting them in a catch-up pro-

gramme much easier once they of necessity
have to be integrated into our own system.
So I am wondering if the minister would care

to comment on those things that are, I think,
of such vital importance to the native popu-
lation, particularly in the remote northern

communities.

Hon. Mr. Wells: Mr. Chairman, certainly
it is not my desire. In fact, I will tell the
hon. member that I will certainly do every-

thing possible to be sure that anything that

we can do to assist in the education of the

native population anywhere in this province
will be done.

In some areas the federal government is

buying elementary education from the local

school boards. Of course, in this case, the

break between the elementary and secondary
system is not there. In others they are pro-

viding elementary education but they are

buying the secondary education and this then

presents the problem that you have out-

lined.

I am willing to continue my talks with
the Indian Affairs people to see if we can't

do something to straighten this out. I think
that that is a problem that is perhaps going
to take a little longer than something such
as the videotapes, which we can immediately

do. I can assure you that we will make
those available; we'll see that they are made
available to those schools that you are talk-

ing about.

There is no reason why they can't be avail-

able. If it is bureaucratic red' tape we'll get
rid of the bureaucratic red tape and get them
available. I know that the television authority
will have no problems in supplying the video-

tapes, and we can get them to those schools.

There should be no problem with that at

all.

But certainly our programme of northern

core schools has, I think, been an excellent

one. I think that we will be continuing to

develop it, because I think it is serving well

and in the area of curriculum and special

programmes for our native peoples we had
an amount of about $130,000 in the budget
to develop curriculum for these schools. This

is going ahead; special programmes are

going ahead.

All in all there is an emphasis in our min-

istry on this particular subject. I just want
to assure you that as far as I am concerned

everything possible will be done to be sure

that they get an education equal to that of

all the young people of this province.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for

Windsor-Walkerville.

Mr. B. Newman: Mr. Chairman, approxi-

mately three weeks ago in the city of Wind-
sor some 1,800 delegates met concerning
exceptional children. As a result of their

deliberations they made a series of recom-
mendations that I thought I should bring
to the attention of the minister to solicit

his comments, and to ask if he intends to

implement some of the recommendations, if

not all of them. As a result of their delibera-

tions they recommended:

That all provincial Acts and regulations

concerning education and treatment of ex-

ceptional children be brought together in

one compilation with provision for a

cyclical review.

A second recommendation was:

That within provincial law and regula-
tions surveys be carried out by competent

specialists in every school jurisdiction prior

to the entrance of these children into our

school system. These surveys would iden-

tify children with exceptionalities in order

that provisions for their treatment and edu-

cation could be undertaken at an optimum
time.
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The committee for exceptional children also

recommended:

That a central information centre of

available services should be set up so that

parents, doctors or teachers who want help
for pupils with special needs might have

their questions answered quickly and effi-

ciently.

And the report recommends to government
also :

That government provide a means for

the effective co-ordination of al agencies
and services which affect children, and
continue to enforce regulations regarding

special training and certification for those

persons working directly with exceptional
children.

May I have the minister's comments?

Hon. Mr. Wells: Mr. Chairman, I think

that I received those resolutions from that

group, and we are studying them. I can't

give you any of the exact comments on those

at this time. We haven't had them very long,
as I understand it; we are still studying
them now.

Mr. Deans: You have a mass of people

studying things.

Hon. Mr. Wells: Well that's what this

whole business is all about. You are never

standing still; everything is being studied.

A lot of things are being done.

Mr. Deans: You never get anything done.

Mr. Renwick: You are running on the

same spot.

Hon. Mr. Wells: You don't realize how
many things are being done in the schools.

As my friend knows, in Windser an early
identification research project has been car-

ried on for the last couple of years. They
start the study at a very early age to see

where and how and when you can identify
all these various learning disabilities in chil-

dren. This programme was started a couple
of years ago and the results of it will be

very helpful in a lot of areas and to a lot of

groups.

But those particular recommendations that

you have read into the record tonight are

presently being studied, not only by us but
also by the Social Development policy field.

Mr. B. Newman: Mr. Minister, may I so-

licit your comments as to how you feel con-

cerning the recommendations made by the

group?

Hon. Mr. Wells: If you'd like to send over
a copy perhaps I can take a look at them.
I don't have the advantage of having a copy
of the recommendations here before me to

comment on.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Huron.

Mr. J. Riddell (Huron): Thank you, Mr.
Chairman.

Mr. M. Cassidy (Ottawa Centre): Mr.

Chairman, are you running a list or what?

An hon. member: You just came in.

Mr. Cassidy: I have been in all evening.

Mr. Chairman: The previous two speakers
were NDP, we have had two Liberals now.
No, you are next.

Mr. J. E. Bullbrook (Sarnia): I notice

you've been in all evening.

Mr. Cassidy: Okay, thank you.

Mr. Riddell: I'd like to make a few remarks
about curriculum development and other
matters pertaining to this vote. It may appear
I am handing out some bouquets, but I firmly
believe we should give credit where credit

is due.

Let me say first, Mr. Chairman, that in my
opinion the citizens of Ontario have been
blessed over the years with an excellent edu-
cational system, operated at all levels by
conscientious people. It is, however, neither

the ultimate nor necessarily the best system
that has evolved. This imperfect system is

what I wish to comment upon.
A prime interest in the day-to-day opera-

tion of the school is the necessity of having
a core programme. It is my firmly held belief

that since we are releasing students into

a technological society, it is incumbent upon
us to insist on at least two secondary school

years of English, mathematics and science.

English, I would further submit, is an essen-

tial every year. The emphasis on the indi-

vidual is fine, but surely one function of the

public educational system is to provide some
common ground, some social cohesion.

I would like to commend the Minister of

Education for his recent stand on core curric-

ulum subjects. His announcement reverses a

trend of some five years toward the liberal-

ization of courses for high school students.

Now such subjects as English and Canadian
studies will be compulsory for four and two
credits respectively in order for a student to

obtain a secondary school graduation diploma.
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As a matter of interest to the minister, a

poll was taken at one of the secondary schools

in Huron county in an effort to get an idea

of teacher and student opinions on the re-

instatement of English and Canadian studies

as compulsory subjects. Of the teachers

polled, all were in favour of the new changes.
There seemed to be in most quarters a

general relief that finally direction could be

given to students for their own good.

There were 80 per cent of the teachers in

favour of extending mathematics to the role

of the compulsory subject, and 60 per cent

of the teachers wished to see science made

compulsory. Many of the teachers would
have liked French included as a compulsory
subject, if for no other reason than to give
the students a nodding acquaintance of the

French language.
It was generally felt these subjects, with

the exclusion of French, should carry a mini-

mum of two course credits, but that three

credits would better meet the needs of the

students.

The students polled were in general agree-
ment with the opinions of the teachers. It

was very apparent to some students that at

the very least English and Canadian studies

should be compulsory, along with math and
science. These subjects supply the basics for

a student upon which he may in later years
build and specialize.

Now English is a prerequisite. It's as

simple as that. Without English it is ex-

tremely difficult to advance oneself in other

areas, for all subjects and vocations require
the ability to read, spell and articulate. It

allows people to communicate; and lack of

at least a middling knowledge of our lan-

guage becomes a permanent handicap.

Obviously spelling and grammar cannot be

taught, in these times, in high school, with

any success. It must be stressed more in

grammar school. However it can be im-

proved in high school through exposure to

English courses.

Spelling and grammar and conversational

English are in a sad state. I know honour

graduates who can't even string a sentence

together.

"Canadian studies", in the words of the

minister, "should help our young people
understand our cultural heritage and develop
a sense of patriotism." Very succinctly put.

Mathematics and science should be learned

for reasons similar to the need for studying
English. They are necessary for everyday

living, and everyone must be acquainted
with them.

Most of the reasons for rejection by some
students of the new edict was that it should

be left to the discretion of the student as to

what he wants from school. Some students

who have been subjected to the cafeteria-

style curriculum admit it is very difficult for

any grade 9 student to decide at the age of

14 what course to chart for his life.

A topic of such importance cannot be left

to chance. He must have the basics; for as is

wont to happen, the student will change his

mind probably two or three times. If he does

not have a basic core of tried and true sub-

jects, such as English, history, math and

science, with which he can interrelate his

own personal choice of courses, he will be ill-

prepared and unknowing if he changes his

mind about his future.

The Hall-Dennis committee on the aims

and objectives of education called for theme-

oriented approach in the senior years, and

the assurance of vocationally-oriented courses

which will change as technology advances.

This definitely should not be the role of

secondary schools. Our aim should be to

educate, not train an individual, so he may
adapt himself to situations later in his life.

Compulsory subjects of universal application

are at the very core of this education.

Contingent upon course selection is the

ultimate granting of diplomas. For those who
desire a socially-acceptable document, to use

the present minister's terminology, the core

programme can be augmented by any selec-

tion of additional credits, totalling 27 in all.

It seems to me however, that the superior
honour graduation diploma ought to be avail-

able within four years without the necessity
of first gaining 27 credits.

I would suggest for a student seeking hon-

our diploma status, a programme stressing

prerequisites for the six honour diploma
credits. This in no way suggests the pro-

gramme of the fifth year be dropped, but it

does suggest we don't need to use five years
for the majority of college-bound students.

Eight of 10 provinces would seem to be

ample proof that in fact this is a workable

scheme.

The recent lowering of the age of majority
would also tend to lend some priority to

graduating all secondary students at 18.

While the minister may state the above is

now possible, which it is, I would suggest
that politically he is unwilling to advocate

the scheme because he is unwilling to live

with the staff reductions that would occur.

The surplus would, of course, be dropped
into the available supply of certified teach-
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ers, who year in and year out are graduated
on behalf of a ministry that refuses to face

the elementary fact of a teacher surplus.

Since we now require a basic degree of

all teachers, it would seem essential that

more teacher-training institutes be closed and

the enrolments in the remainder restricted

to numbers sufficient to cover the normal

yearly attrition.

IAs a follow-up to this last point, should

the ministry insist on its present programme
of admitting all qualified people to teacher-

training, surely legislation must be enacted

making retirement mandatory when age and

teaching experience total 90 years. One or

the other must occur; retirement or quotas
for teacher-trainees, or we are perpetuating
what must be termed ministerial irrespon-

sibility.

For my next point, I would label the K
to 13 concept fact or fiction. Experience
in reading seems to point to three principal

age groupings in children of public school

age. The first group are the five to 11 year
olds, or K to 6; followed by the 12 to 15

year olds—seven to 10; and lastly those 16
and up, grades 11 to 13.

Most parents would, I suggest, agree that

the behaviour and interests of these groups
are generally similar. Why then is the fallacy
of K to 13 imposed when a parent can tell

you it's unworkable? Lacking sufficient funds
to establish the three tiers, let us stick to the

present elementary-secondary organization
and forget the pious pap of the continuum.

It would be a good idea if you, Mr.

Minister, would refrain from establishing

policy by trying out statements in the press.
I use now as an example your remarks about

grade 13 as an extra year not surviving too

long. That does not bear examination. Many
of the things you say cause more questions
and confusion. It would be interesting to

know if we have a basic provincial educa-
tional policy or not.

There are many other areas that are still

contentious. The separate school issue is not
dead. The question of aid to other schools

outside both public systems is still with us.

The community colleges have cost the

province a fortune, and I could ask many
questions about these; such as why was nurs-

ing education put under the community
colleges? What possible value is there in

some of the phoney literal art courses in

these colleges? Is it true that Fanshawe
journalism students went to the Watergate

hearings largely at public expense? How
much overlap is there between the technical

and commercial courses in high school and

those in community colleges?

Mr. Haggerty: You can answer him, Jack.

Mr. Riddell: I've been told the level at

community colleges is no higher than that of

high schools. What function does the Clinton

branch of Conestoga College have? Has the

flourishing of the community colleges in-

cluded much empire building?

The new curriculum guidelines the minis-

try has spent much time and money on are

virtually useless. They have no content orien-

tation at all. They are simply platitudinous
statements of aims and objectives. If this is

all the ministry is going to do in curriculum

guideline preparation then you should forget

about it.

The regional offices were investigated some

time ago. What became of the report? What
do the consultants do any more that is of

value?

These are some questions that I put forth,

Mr. Minister, hoping for your comments,
Thank you.

An hon. member: Well put.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. minister.

Hon. Mr. Wells: Mr. Chairman, first, I

answered the last question quite fully this

afternoon, about the consultants' report on

the regional offices.

As for the matter of curriculum guidelines,
of course these were the type of guidelines
that were being asked for by a lot of people,

a lot of teachers in the school system. People
were saying: "Let teachers develop their

guidelines. Don't set down rigid line-by-

line curriculum for our schools. Give them

guidelines under which they can use their

own ingenuity, their own initiative, to de-

velop within broad general guidelines and

principles." That is what our curriculum

guidelines are all about.

If they are not working, if the people out

in the school system think they should be

more explicit, then I would say to my friend

they will become more explicit because cer-

tainly we want to serve the educational com-

munity. It was out of belief this was the

kind of thing teachers wanted that these

guidelines took form. They are highly-
trained, highly-motivated people, so we be-

lieved, who. wanted to develop, within broad

guidelines, their own programmes in their

schools. If that isn't the kind of situation out

there, then we will certainly have to reassess

what we are doing in curriculum guidelines.
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I hope personally that we never return

to the day where we spell out very explicit

line-by-line guidelines and say to every

school: "This is the way the course will be

taught." I don't think you or I would want

to go back to that type of guideline; but it

may be there is a happy in-between, and

if that's what's necessary that's what we will

find.

Now you talked about HS1 and the de-

velopment of core subjects. I think you have

indicated, or re-emphasized what I indicated

in my opening remarks, that English will be

a core subject; four credits in English and
two in Canadian studies. I think you are

also aware that, contrary to what people gen-

erally believe, the credit system has never

been completely wide open; you have had
to choose three subjects from each of four

general, broad categories; they being com-

munications, social and environmental stud-

ies, pure and applied science, and practical

and general arts.

I might just use as an illustration, because

this is the only one that I have handy here,

Magnetawan-Burks Falls —
they haven't got

the name on it. Here we are, "Almagawan
Heights Secondary School: Programme of

Studies for 1973-1974."

Mr. S. Lewis (Scarborough West): Alma-

gawan? Excellent part of the country.

Hon. Mr. Wells: Very good.

Mr. Lewis: Even though represented by
a Tory.

Hon. Mr. Wells: Well I agree it is an
excellent part of the country.

Pure and applied science is one of the

categories; at least three credits have to be

taken from this particular area. The subjects
shown in this area are accounting; algebra;

biology; bookkeeping; business organization;

calculus; chemistry; electronics, functions

and relations; industrial physics; mathe-

matics; physics; and science. In that particu-
lar school three credits from that group of

subjects have to be taken, and that has been
in the HS1 ever since it was introduced.

Then they must take three subjects from
the social and environmental studies group,
which includes business law; economics;

geography; history; man in society; social

studies; world politics; and world religions.
Then they must take three subjects from
the practical and general arts category, which
includes art; automotive; business construc-

tion; business practice; home economics;
machine shop; marketing; mechanical draft-

ing; music; occupations practical; physical
and health education; and theatre arts. And
then from the communications area, which
included English, French, German, Latin,

office practice, shorthand, Spanish and typing.

Now that is this school year. Next school

year they will have to take three from each

of those categories, with the provision that

they take English and Canadian studies. That
is far from being a wide-open programme
under our credit system, as some people
would lead you to believe. Also I think if

you see the kind of publications the schools

put out, as this one has done—the form for

course selection requires the parent approve

this, and I think this is an excellent way
to involve the parent in the whole process.

Ten years ago when I went to school my
parents didn't even know what I was taking.

They had to trust the schools were somehow

providing the courses I wanted or that were

good for me or that fitted into some cate-

gory. Now the parent becomes involved. And
I think, as your leader over there has said-

Mr. Lewis: Did you say 10 years ago?

Hon. Mr. Wells: Ten years, 20 years.

Mr. Lewis: It wouldn't have hurt if you
had been in school 10 years ago.

Hon. Mr. Wells: Well, I don't know. It

would have been a drain on the financial

system.

The leader of your party stated he became

very concerned when either his son or

daughter came home with a selection of

courses and changed them all around. I don't

see anything wrong with that. I think that's

a good process for his son.

It will be good for me when my son and

my daughter go to secondary school, that I

become involved and have a discussion with

them about the kind of courses they are go-

ing to take. If I really want to become in-

volved, I go to the school and talk with the

teacher or the guidance people and see what

courses they should take. I think that kind of

involvement is far better than a child enter-

ing grade 9 and having a course presented
with no involvement of the child or the adult

in the total programme.
I would also like to say that in the 1974-

1975 HS1 publication, which will outline

changes in the credit system as detailed in

the 1973-1974 document now out, we are

giving some consideration to putting in

changes concerning the honour graduation

diploma and the opportunity for young
people to take it if they have certain pre-
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requisites which may not include the com-

plete 27 credits for a secondary school

graduation diploma. Some such arrangement
as this is being worked out and will likely

find itself in the 1974-1975 HS1 publication.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Ottawa
Centre.

Mr. Cassidy: Yes Mr. Chairman, I want

to say a number of words about education

for the deaf, which is mainly carried out

through schools which are run by the minis-

try under this particular vote.

Perhaps I can start by referring very

briefly to a young fellow who lives in my
riding. He is aged 28. His name is William

Anderson. This man is little more than a

vegetable in his state of life right now. He
stays at home, watches television, reads

comic books and rarely, if ever, goes out.

This man, William Anderson, is deaf. He
went to Ottawa schools as a child and was
sent to the School for the Deaf at Belleville

at the age of 15; he was kicked out at the

age of 16 because he was unruly or un-

manageable or something like that and has

been home with his parents ever since.

All efforts to get an education for William

Anderson have failed. Mr. Chairman, this

man is doomed as far as I can see,

unless something miraculous happens, to a

life which is totally and completely wasted.

A great deal of the responsibility for that,

Mr. Chairman, comes down on the failure

of education for the deaf as it has been

practised in the province over the last 70

years.

I have been fortunate enough to get a

report which was released a few weeks ago
and made official today, and it followed the

experience of deaf adults who were trained

at the Metro School for the Deaf, which is

provincially funded; and at the Belleville

and Milton residential schools, which are

provided by the ministry.

This is a study which has been prepared
by Dr. Peter A. Reich, of the department of

psychology, U of T, and his wife, Dr.
Carol Reich, who is a research associate

with the board of education for the city of

Toronto; both of them are psychologists.
The figures here, Mr. Chairman, indicate

what I've said, that we have failed totally
and completely in our programme of educa-
tion of the deaf in this province over the
last 70 years. Although, which I will come
to later, there are some signs of change now
and some signs of hope, the change is

evolutionary only when it should be revolu-

tionary. I want the minister to understand

very clearly that revolutionary changes are

needed in our education for the deaf right

from the age of one or two through to the

post-secondary level, and they need to come
fast and quickly.

Dr. Reich and his wife, Dr. Reich, sur-

veyed 164 adult deaf people living in

Toronto. Their sample was statistically—

Hon. Mr. Wells: Perhaps before you start

off, just so there won't be any misunder-

standing, this report was funded by our

ministry.

Mr. Cassidy: Yes, I give the ministry
credit for that fact. The study is called "A

Follow-up Study of the Deaf" and was

produced under the programme of grants in

aid of education research. I gather it might
not have been produced had the ministry
not broadened its grants and aid beyond
those handed out by OISE. Now there's a

plug for the minister.

Mr. Chairman, several facts come out of

this and they list them. The first one or two

may not sound too alarming, but as you get

deeper and deeper into it, you get more and
more alarmed. The picture it paints is that

people who are profoundly deaf, or very,

very hard of hearing and who graduate
from our institutions in this province, live

in a world of their own. It is a world which
is very different.

There is no need for that, Mr. Chairman,
because on average, deaf people have the

same range of intelligence as normal people.

They do, of course, suffer from the handicap,
which is something to be overcome. But they
should not differ appreciatively in the levels

of education, the kind of employment or

even the kind of social life they live.

That's theoretical and that's ideal, but the

facts are quite different. Only 16 per cent of

the people surveyed, and this was a sta-

tistically reliable survey, Mr. Chairman, had

post-secondary education of any kind, com-

pared to something over 40 per cent of the

comparable adult hearing population in To-
ronto. And 77 per cent of the men were

working, compared to 84 per cent of the

population at large.

A rather more than normal proportion ot

the women were working. That relates to the

low incomes that are paid to the deaf. Two-
thirds of deaf women were married to deaf

men, and they had a family income problem.

For males between 15 and 25, earnings
were rather similar between those who were
deaf and those who aren't deaf, just under
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the $6,000-a-year mark. But when they got
to the most productive years, 35 to 44 in this

survey, the males were earning under $8,000
a year. That compares with approximately
$12,000 a year for the comparable group of

males who had hearing here in Toronto. In

other words, these are people with family
responsibilities, wives and kids and that kind
of thing, and they earn on average salaries

which are a full one-third below those that

are earned by people with normal hearing.

Are they integrated? The survey showed
that only 38 per cent of the deaf that were

surveyed belong to any kinds of organization
at all. Of those, all but 10 of the groups in

which they were members were groups either

for the deaf or combined the deaf and people
who were hard of hearing. Only 10 out of 94

memberships were in organizations that were
for normal hearing people. There is not much

integration there.

Not one of the 77 males in the sample had
married a partner who was able to hear. They
all married deaf women. That's an indication

of lack of integration. Only 18 per cent of

the total had all or most of their friends who
were in hearing society, and only about 40
per cent could say that around half of their

friends were in hearing society rather than
were people who were deaf.

You begin to get into the figures that really

get to me, Mr. Chairman, and really worry
me about what has been happening about
this other world that we have created for the

deaf. Of the people in the survey, 71 per
cent don't use a hearing aid; 43 per cent
never used it; 28 per cent did at one time
but found it was so useless they don't hear
with it at all. Between two-thirds and 70 per
cent of the people in this group normally use

sign language to communicate with other deaf

people.

I put on the record here, Mr. Chairman,

sign language is not taught in Ontario schools

for the deaf. The Ontario schools for the deaf

have for 70 years concentrated on helping
deaf people learn to communicate orally; as

I am right now, by speech. And yet only half

of the deaf people surveyed who were grad-
uates of these Ontario schools for the deaf
used speech to communicate with people on
the job. or to communicate with friends who
have the ability to hear—and that's despite
the tremendous emphasis on speech at school.

Six per cent of these people have abso-

lutely no communication at all with people
who can hear. When they asked people who
w-re deaf how they would communicate in

particular situations, they found that, for ex-

ample 57 per cent of this group of grad-
uates of Ontario deaf schools would use

speech if, for example, they were out shop-

ping and they were trying to find out the

price of a garment and it wasn't marked on
the garment.

If they were lost and trying to find their

way somewhere in downtown Toronto, only
43 per cent of them would seek to use speech
in order to communicate. If they went to a

doctor and had something to communicate
with the doctor which was obviously impor-
tant and where they needed to be precise,

only one third would use speech. The rest

would communicate either in writing or

through an interpreter, or by some other

means.

Mr. Chairman, out of this group of 164

graduates, who were typical of the graduates
of deaf schools in Ontario, all but five per
cent could not read above the grade 7 level.

Ninety-five per cent read below the grade 7
level. If the minister has the study there, the

figures are on page 65. They indicate that

five per cent of these deaf people read at the

grade 7 level or above, 12 per cent at grade
5 or 6 level, 36 per cent at grades 3 to 4

level; and almost half, 47 per cent, read at

below the grade 3 level.

Now, the average is around grade 4.

Granted these are people who have been out

working for a number of years, but a com-

parable group, their siblings, brothers and
sisters who had hearing but who grew up in

similar family circumstances, were also tested.

Where 95 per cent of the deaf people had
scored below the grade 7 level, 95 per cent

of the hearing people scored above the grade
7 level. Where the average for deaf people
in reading ability had been about grade 4,

the average for hearing people who were their

brothers and sisters in similar family circum-

stances had been about grade 9 or grade 10
or grade 11—I am not sure which.

It was a difference of four or five or six

years. And that's obviously a tremendous

handicap, particularly when you consider that

deaf people have the same range of intelli-

gence as hearing people, unless they happen
to be in the small group who were also

mentally retarded or afflicted by problems
such as rubella.

When you come to their ability to com-
municate in writing. Mr. Chairman, the re-

sults are so pathetic they make you weep.
They were given a reading test and I am
going to read this into the record. I know it's

late, but I am going to read this into the

record.
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They were given a reading test, Mr. Chair-

man, and asked to write a story about a

series of pictures which showed a couple of

kids fighting over a comic book, a man com-

ing along, taking the comic book away from

them and sitting down in the corner and

reading it himself.

One of these 160 deaf people wrote at

what is called level 6, and level 6 is where

the writing is intelligible with good adult

prose. He says:

The first square shows two boys racing

for a comic book lying on the ground.

They aren't racing together but rather each

one wants to get there first so that he can

have the book for himself.

The story goes on and ends:

We see the man has his own motives for

breaking up the fight in the last square as

he picks up the comic book and starts read-

ing it himself.

Now I don't know exactly what level 6

means in grade terms, but at any rate that's

normal, intelligible adult English. It was

achieved by one of these 160 graduates of

the schools that are run by the minister and

by this province. Five of this group of 160

were able to write at level 5, and this is one

of their contributions:

Two young boys were fighting over a

comic book which they found on street.

An older gentleman saw them and gave
them a lecture on fighting and made shake

hands. Then the gentleman picked up the

comic book and went away. Morale of the

story: They should have took the book

home themselves and it.

Five of this group reached that level, Mr.

Chairman.

About 15, nine per cent, reached this level:

One morning a little boy went for a

walk along the street and another young boy
stumbled along the path. Both of them saw
a amotic comic on the road and they tried

to reach the comic book. But they started

to fight each other. A man was walking
alongr and saw two boys were fighting each

other. A man tried to stop the two boys
and talk to them. He told them to stop

fighting and be friends like brothers. So

the boys shaken their hands and they left.

So the man was picking the comic up and
was walking away and he was reading the

comic. I don't think it is not fair as the

boys should read the comic first as they
saw it.

That is level 4. According to the test, the

writing is intelligible but has occasional

grammatical, word-order or spelling errors

which do not, however, obscure meaning. It

is roughly equivalent to what my eight- or

nine-year-old boy might be able to do; may-
be a bit more than that, I'm not sure.

Level 3—we are still going down—at level

3, 12 per cent, which is equal to about 20

of these people, were able to write at this

particular level. Level 3:

Two boys saw a book comic on the

sidewalk. The boy wanted to catch the

book but they fought about it. A man saw
them to fight as one boy wanted to get it.

The man told them to stop fighting. He
told them to be friend and they shook

with their hands. Then they went away
when they didn't pick up the atom comics

on the sidewalk. Then the man read it

when he walked on the street.

Twenty-five per cent of this total group, Mr.

Chairman, were able to write at that level

or above.

And then you come down to the level

where most of them were. Thirty-seven per

cent are represented at level 2. Level 2 is:

Meaning frequently obscured by grammatical,

word-order and spelling errors or non-English

construction; or writing is restricted to basic

structural patterns, or content is restricted.

Here is the example given in this report:

Boys found a book but boys are fight

about a book. The man saw them and tell

stop to fight. Also he explained to boys.

Boy forgive them and boys don't pick

book up. The man pick up book. He read

comic book.

T\v ?nty-eight per cent, Mr. Chairman, were

at level 1 where, according to the test, errors

of grammar, word-order and spelling make

comprehension quite difficult. Here is the

story in its entirety as written by one of these

people. These are adults, Mr. Chairman. They
are working in jobs in this city. They have

been educated in Ontario residential schools.

Here is the story:

The boys try to catch a comic book. They
are fright. The man san stop. They are

friends now. They are going home. The

man read a comic book.

Ten per cent of this group, Mr. Chairman,

couldn't even reach level 1. They are at level

0—writing so full of grammatical, word-order

and spelling errors as to be virtually unintel-

ligible. Here is the story in its entirety:

Boys look fight. See man stops help fiend.

And that is it.
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Mr. Chairman, I just don't know what to

say about that. IVe only just received this

report tonight. Dr. Reich and her husband

very kindly came down here tonight to give
me the report.

I went to them and I said: "Look, I don't

believe this. I don't believe that this is what
is happening in our schools for the deaf, that

three-quarters of the graduates, after several

years out in the work world, are totally un-
able to string an English sentence together
and can write and communicate in writing

only at this most basic kind of level, grade 1

or grade 2 level." It just appals me; it abso-

lutely appals me, Mr. Chairman.

Not only that, but you have to remember
that for many of these people their only
means of communicating, or their major
means of communicating with the hearing
world is by writing. I'm not sure if I can find

the figures but; yes, here we go: Communi-
cation with hearing people; the predominant
means of communication with people on the

job or with others. One-third of these deaf

people communicated mainly by writing, and
yet two-thirds of these hearing people could

only write at the kind of level which I've in-

dicated in these excerpts that I've read.

Mr. Chairman, if you want to get a uni-

versity education and you are profoundly
deaf, about the only place you can go is

Gallaudet College in Washington, DC, which
is the major university for the deaf in North
America. You can't get into Gallaudet College
without knowing sign language. Sign lan-

guage is not taught in Ontario schools for

the deaf. Ninety-nine per cent of the stu-

dents from the residential schools, Mr. Chair-

man, know sign language; but did they learn
it at school? Where did they learn it? Eighty-
six per cent of them learned it from their

friends, only four per cent learned sign lan-

guage from their teachers.

Of pupils at the day school, 87 per cent
also learned sign language from either friends,
from other deaf people or at church, because
the Mission for the Deaf and the other deaf
church here provide very strong help and
support for the deaf. Only two per cent of
those pupils learned from teachers, and the
remainder learned from their family.

These day students didn't learn sign lan-

guage until an average age of 13. Only 5 per
cent of the deaf, whether they went to day
schools or residential schools, learned sign
language by the age of five. That meant that

during those vital pre-school years they liter-

ally had no means of communication. They
couldn't finger spell, they didn't know how to

spell. They couldn't hear, they are deaf. They

couldn't use sign language; because their

parents didn't know it, they didn't know it.

All they could do was to look at pictures and
make grunts and nothing else.

The deaf themselves feel that about half of

what they say is understood by hearing
people. That is the degree to which they have
been taught to speak in the orally-biased

teaching philosophy of Ontario schools for

the deaf. And they reckon they understand
about one half of what hearing people say
to them. That is including the use of hearing
aids and the use of oral lip-reading.

Dr. Reich tells me—although I can't find it

in the report itself—that only 22 per cent of

this group, who are typical of deaf graduates,
can lip-read effectively.

That is where we have come, Mr. Chair-

man, with 70 years of the oral education
method being used in Ontario schools. This

whole story would be an unqualified dis-

grace were it not for the fact that some things
are beginning to change. Over the past year
or two the light has begun to open up in the

Schools for the Deaf at Belleville and at

Milton. But clearly up until now it has been
a total disaster. It has started to change now,
but it is only changing very slowly, and I

would urge the minister and his staff, who I

know are listening, that what you need is

revolution.

It may be that you need to kick out half

of the teaching staff at the schools for the

deaf. It may be that you need to close the

place down for a while until they can learn

new teaching techniques. But what is hap-

pening right now is happening too slowly,
and it is inadequate, and it is going to fail

the deaf again and again the way they have
been failed in the past, Mr. Chairman.

Dr. Graham Wallace recently produced a

report on the hard-of-hearing and the deaf

and it has a number of comments. I won't

put it all on the record, but I urge the min-
ister to examine it. I know again that his

staff is familiar with that. Let me, though,
mention a few things about this particular

report which really, really bothered me.

The first is that out of 57 house parents
in the residential School for the Deaf in Belle-

ville, only one is deaf. I believe there is a

gardener on the staff who is also deaf. Out
of the total staff of close to 200 people at that

particular school there were only one or two
deaf people. There are no models there for

the deaf kids to reckon they can in fact make
it themselves to any kind of a job, no models
at all. That is one.
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The second point about the Belleville

School for the Deaf; until recently, as in all

the other schools that the ministry runs, the

use of sign language was discouraged, ac-

tively discouraged both outside the classroom

and inside the classroom. Well, the kids will

learn; they learn in the Johns, they learn in

their bedrooms, they learn it from one an-

other. One of the reasons for the prejudice

by the ministry against the use of sign lan-

guage is the fact that kids learn it from each

other, because it is not taught within the

system.

I cannot corroborate it all, but there is evi-

dence that deaf people who have sought to

become teachers within this province have
been actively discouraged. One, I was told

for example, couldn't do it because he
couldn't teach music. Well, he couldn't teach
music because he was deaf, but he could
teach everything else.

There has been no effort to integrate deaf
teachers along with hearing teachers into the

programme at the Belleville School for the

Deaf with which I am most familiar.

Mr. Chairman—if I can find the page num-
bers here—there is no university-level teacher

training. I think that's correct, although there

may be something at McArthur right now.

I can't give specifics about Belleville and

Milton, but in general Dr. Wallace noticed
at all of the institutions for the deaf across

the province a profound absence of art, mime
or other means of free self-expression; an

appalling state of libraries, whether directed

to children or to the staff; and a tremendous

problem of rigidity of teaching methods in

the classroom. There was no idea of the cur-

riculum in a residential school spreading
right-

Hon. Mr. Wells: That's not true in our
schools.

Mr. Cassidy: That is not true?

Hon. Mr. Wells: Not in our schools.

Mr. Cassidy: Okay, then it's changing; and
I am glad it's changing.

Hon. Mr. Wells: This report covered all the
schools in Canada.

Mr. Cassidy: Okay, the minister says that's

not true.

In January of this year a communication

policy committee was formed by the ministry
and looked into the question of what kind of

policy should apply with the schools of the
deaf. That committee had a split. Six out of

13 of that committee said we ought to stick

with what we are doing: The oral method

works, it's a good one and we'd better stick

with it. Another six of them said we ought
to go to what is known as the total com-
munication policy, which involves the use

of sign language, finger spelling, voice, lip-

reading, hearing aids—if you can get through
to the kid with hearing aids—anything you
can use. One person on that committee sug-

gested they use a sort of intermediate system,
which is the use of finger spelling. This is

known as the Rochester method.

But as is the way with this kind of com-

mittee, the one person who wanted finger

spelling was the compromise, and that's what

they eventually recommended. That was what

began to be implemented at Belleville just

this September, and that's the kind of change
that is beginning to happen.

However, there still has been no funda-

mental reform in the type of training provid-
ed for parents of deaf kids, and there still is

no fundamental reform in the integration of

parents with their kids if they are in resi-

dential schools. And specifically there is a

tremendous desire on the part of parents
of deaf kids to learn how to communicate

with these kids, and it's not being answered

by anything that is being taught by the

ministry.

In my very simple way, Mr. Chairman, as

a layman and a sometime teacher of rather

indifferent sorts when I taught at the elemen-

tary level, I want to say one or two kinds of

home truths about communicating with kids.

It is possible to begin communicating with

a deaf child in sign language at around eight
or nine months. It happens that the fingers

co-ordinate better than the vocal chords and

therefore you can start to communicate with

a deaf child or a hard-of-hearing child with

signs earlier than the kid can start to speak.

By the age of two the kid can have a vocabu-

lary equal to that of a hearing child, except
it is in sign language rather than in spoken

language; and this goes on. I understand that

in fact if you want to go that route, the total

vocabulary of sign language is equivalent to

a normal adult vocabulary, and maybe even

greater, depending on how much people work

on it.

At any rate, if it is possible to communi-

cate with deaf kids in this way, it seems to

me to make an awful lot of sense that you do

communicate with them in that way. Then, as

they leam to recognize and to talk about the

things that they see and the things they ex-

perience, using sign language, you eventually
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make the transition to teach them finger

spelling, to teach them to speak, and to teach

them to write and do the other things it is

possible for them to do.

That seems just perfectly normal. If you
had a Patagonian kid of one or two, growing
up in a Patagonian environment and able

only to communicate in Patagonian, well you
teach him in Patagonian for some time and

eventually you make the transition into Eng-
lish. This, in educational theory, seems to

make eminent sense.

Now, what's happened in the schools of

the ministry is that one change has been
made to finger spelling. Finger spelling is

useful for kids who can spell, but it is not

particularly useful in communicating with a

pre-schooler who can't spell.

You can't say "giraffe," using finger spell-

ing, to the kid and get him to recognize it.

You may get a certain amount of patterning
there, but basically there is a very simple

sign for giraffe—whatever it is; I don't know
what it is—and the finger spelling involved is

rather complicated. So, if you want to talk

about giraffes, you can get the kid talking
in an animated fashion about that particular

experience about going to a zoo, if he is

using sign language.

If he is using sign language from pre-school

age on, then that whole tremendous process
of education, of self-education, which occurs

between young kids and their parents and
other adults, can take place despite the ab-

sence of speech. But the philosophy of the

ministry is still only moving very slowly in

that particular direction.

The communications committee felt they
would reject the use of sign language because
it was not congruent with the English lan-

guage. Well, neither was Patagonian con-

gruent with the English language; but sign

language happens to be the thing that deaf

people use best. It happens to be the way in

which they communicate for post-secondary
education. It happens to be the way in which

they communicate among themselves most

easily, as the survey by Dr. Reich indicated.

There are beginning to be studies now,
Mr. Chairman, which show that deaf people
who were treated or who were taught using
a total communication philosophy which be-

gins from sign language—which is easily

learned, which they understand and which

they can use easily—and goes on to these

other means of communication, do better in

lip-reading, do better in oral language, do
better in other things that they find difficult

because of their handicap, than people who
are taught using the present oral system.

To sum up, Mr. Chairman, under the

present teaching techniques employed in the

Ontario schools, we are getting graduates
who rarely go on to post-secondary educa-

tion, and who have an average reading level

of somewhere between grade 3 and grade 5.

Those are the results of the system as it stands

right now. The system as it stands right now
has been a failure.

There are signs of change right now, and
I would like the minister, if he could, to get

up and to commit himself to revolution in the

deaf classrooms of this province in order to

give deaf kids a chance.

Hon. Mr. Wells: Mr. Chairman, I would
never stand in this House and commit my-
self to revolution, because I've found that

revolution has never gained anyone anything
in the long run.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. E. J. Bounsall (Windsor West): Try
it; try it sometime.

Hon. Mr. Wells: And I think that history
will bear me out; revolutions never gain any-
one anything in the long run.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Wells: I think what we really
want to do is to set this thing in perspective.

Now, I think that my friend has been very
helpful in reading parts of a report which was

printed today and received by all of us today:
our people haven't even had an opportunity
to read it at this point in time.

Mr. Cassidy: Your people had it for three

weeks in draft form; they haven't had the

final copy, but they have known the contents

for three or four wooks.

Hon. Mr. Wells: We received the final

copy today.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Wells: All right. I want to read

the acknowledgements in the front section

just so that the records Will be straight on this

report. The member for Ottawa Centre leaves

the impression that this is some indictment

of the Ministry of Education, when really it

is a part of our total process of studying
what we recognize as a very real problem.

The study, which has been carried on, as

has been stated under a grant which is in aid

of educational research, is by Dr. Peter A.
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Reich and Dr. Carol M. Reich. It states in

the front:

This study could not have been com-

pleted without the co-operation of many
people. We are especially grateful to Miss

Margaret Grant, principal of the Metro-

politan Toronto School for the Deaf; Dr.

John Demeza, superintendent of the On-
tario-

Mr. Cassidy: Mr. Chairman.

Hon. Mr. Wells: I gave you lots of time to

read your report.

Mr. Cassidy: I didn't say that Dr. and Mrs.

Reich were trying to indict the ministry; I

said the facts are an indictment of what has

been happening.

Hon. Mr. Wells: Just sit down and let the

records show why this was done.

Mr. Lewis: You know, it's impossible for

you to accept a critique without absurd

defensiveness—

Hon. Mr. Wells: That's an absolute ridicu-

lous statement.

Mr. Lewis: Simply accept the startling con-

tents of the report and work from there.

Interjection by an hon. member.

Hon. Mr. Wells: The hon. member for Scar-

borough West is used to ridiculous oversimpli-
fications.

Mr. Chairman: Let the minister complete
his remarks.

Hon. Mr. Wells: If he was half as interested

in the deaf people of this province as he is

in political gain, I think we would be very

happy.

Mr. C. E. Mcllveen (Oshawa): There is no

change in the personality of the member for

Scarborough West.

Mr. Lewis: You are damn right there is no

change in my personality. I am as angry as

Hon. Mr. Wells: And that goes for the
member for Ottawa Centre too.

Mr. Lewis: You are a most self-righteous
son of a gun, aren't you? You get this kind
of representation and simply won't accept its

human implications.

Hon. Mr. Wells: Not as self-righteous as

you are.

Mr. Cassidy: You have been waiting for a

year to read that speech.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Wells: I just want to know why
you are so touchy and worried that you
should hear that this report was prepared
with the full co-operation of the people in

our schools.

Mr. Lewis: It was. The member for Ottawa
Centre acknowledged that.

Hon. Mr. Wells: The implication was there

in all these things that this was one of these

reports that you socialists like to get hold of

that damn something this government oper-

ates, when in fact this was a report we
commissioned and we intend to use. We
intend to use it to help us better our system.

Mr. Cassidy: That's what we want to hear.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Wells: I also want the record to

show-

Mr. M. C. Germa (Sudbury): How long
have you been in power?

Hon. Mr. Wells: I want the record to show
this report was prepared with the co-opera-
tion and the full help of our schools.

Mr. Cassidy: They acknowledged that.

Hon. Mr. Wells: All right, then let me read

it into the record so the record will show this.

You've read in selected parts. I haven't had

a chance to read this whole report. I've learn-

ed from the members in your caucus that you
can read reports and be awfully wrong about

them.

The member for High Park (Mr. Shulman)
over the years has done a disservice to a lot

of people in the public service of this govern-
ment with the kind of reports that he's

read in.

Mr. Cassidy: I think that's out of order, Mr.

Chairman.

Hon. W. A. Stewart (Minister of Agricul-
ture and Food): It is quite the truth.

Mr. Cassidy: I think the minister should

withdraw his remarks, Mr. Chairman.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Wells: You haven't been around

this House as long as I've been and in the

ministries that I've been in—
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Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Cassidy: I am sorry, Mr. Chairman, I

asked the minister to withdraw that remark.

Hon. Mr. Wells: -and heard the kind of

half truths that I've had read to me out of

some reports in the past. Believe me, I can

say that from personal experience.

Really, if we're going to be fair in this

House we should read a whole report into the
record so that people who read it 20 years
from now can read that whole report and not

get a partial impression of the report.

Mr. R. F. Nixon (Leader of the Opposi-
tion): There are going to be a lot of people
read it.

Mr. Cassidy: Can't you deal with the issue

instead of going on with this political clap-

trap?

Hon. Mr. Wells: All right. Let me just put
into the record how this report was prepared:

We're especially grateful to Miss Mar-
garet Grant, principal of the Metropolitan
Toronto School for the Deaf; Dr. John
Demeza, sunerintendent of the Ontario
School for the Deaf at Belleville; and Mr.
Donald Kennedy, former superintendent of

the Ontario School for the Deaf at Milton,

for helping us compile a list of names and
addresses of former students and advising
us on all phases of the study.

The following people provided helpful
comments on the design of the study and
interview schedule and helped in tracing
the samples: Dr. Robert Rumball of the

Ontario Mission of the Deaf; Father Bryan
Dwyer, Roman Catholic Mission to the

Deaf; Mr. Larry Parker and others at the

Canadian Hearing Society. Other people
who helped in tracing were: Mr. Guy
Lively of the Ontario Council for the Deaf;
Mr. Robert Green of the Ontario Depart-
ment of Motor Vehicles.

Miss Kay Elgie was project officer during
most of the study and was instrumental in

developing the questionnaire and supervis-

ing the tracing and interviewing. Mr. David
Grant did a fine job in computing program-
ming and data analysis. We are especially
grateful to our three interviewers: Miss
Vicki Cargo, Mr. Gordon Ryall and Miss

Jane Hooey for their tireless efforts and

ingenuity in contacting those in the sample
and interviewing them.

We wish to thank the Ministry of Edu-
cation, who financed this project under
their programme of grants in aid of edu-

cational research, and especially their

liaison officers—Mr. W. D. A. McQuaig,
chief educational officer, School for the

Blind and the Deaf, who provided help
and encouragement throughout the course

of the study and was understanding when
its completion was delayed.

Mr. Stokes: He's a native of my home
town, Schreiber.

Hon. Mr. Wells: Eh? Good fellow! Good

Valuable comments and assistance were
also provided by Mr. G. Bunce, principal
of the Teacher Education Centre at

Belleville; Mr. P. W. Kitcher, assistant

superintendent, Ontario School for the Deaf
in Belleville; Mr. R. Dodds, assistant super-
intendent, Ontario School for the Deaf,

Milton, and Dr. J. Boyd, superintendent
of the Regional Centre for the Hearing
Handicapped in London, Ontario.

Numerous people provided secretarial

assistance on this project. Especially help-
ful were: Mrs. Irene Fineco, who pro-
duced the final version of the tables; Miss

Judy Tang, who typed much of the re-

search material; Mrs. Brenda Jarasson,
who typed the first draft of the report—

and I found this very interesting, Mr.

Chairman, and perhaps we should have

helped Dr. Reich out on this. He says here

in his closing sentence:

—and Dr. Peter Bright, who due to

circumstances beyond his control was
forced to type the final three drafts of the

report, mercifully aided by the ATS com-

puter editing system.

Now, I just also want to read one othei

paragraph that's contained in the back-

ground of this study, just to show you ex-

actly what the study is for and how it will

be used. It says here:

The Ontario Ministry of Education is

in the process of re-evaluating the goals
and methods of education of the deaf.

The ministry is committed to basing its

decisions partly on the experience and

opinions of the adult deaf. One of the

purposes of this study is to provide as

representative a picture as possible of the

adult deaf.

And that is exactly why we commissioned
this study; and that's exactly what we want
to use this study for, because we are pres-

ently in the process of re-evaluating and

restating the aims and objectives of the

education of the deaf individual in this

province.
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To this end, on Oct. 17 and 18 we held

a conference on the aims in education of

the deaf. The purpose of this conference

was to hear of the preliminary findings of

this report; to present pertinent aspects of

the Wallace report; to present the educa-
tional concerns of those involved in the

religious ministry of the deaf; to present the

educational concerns of organizations of

deaf adults; to present the education con-

cerns of the Canadian Hearing Society; to

present the education concerns of the On-
tario Parents' Council; to present the aims
and objectives of the community college

programmes for deaf individuals in Ontario;
to present information obtained by ministry
officials in recent visits to parents' groups in

Ontario; to present the Ministry of Educa-
tion's draft of aims and objectives of the

education of the deaf individual in Ontario;
and to support continued constructive dia-

logue between all parties concerned with the

educational life of the deaf individual in

Ontario.

This was a conference widely attended

by people with all these concerns. They
presented their findings, their concerns, to

the group; and out of it came many very

important study points which will form the

basis of the ongoing programme in the

ministry to update revise and adjust our
aims and objectives of the education of the

deaf individual in this province.

I might also tell the House, Mr. Chairman,
that there are four other research projects

presently in process and these will also go to

assist in this very particular aim.

Certainly this report presents a very dis-

turbing picture of adult graduates from our

schools, but that's exactly what we wanted
to find out. It is a study of what the adults

think and what they have achieved and what
they feel and what level they have arrived at.

Without that kind of information it would be

impossible for us to change, to re-evaluate or

to assess what is going on in our schools.

This represents one of the pieces of infor-

mation that will help us do this, and together
with all the other information, comments and
studies that have come from the various

groups that I mentioned, out of all this will

come a programme that will be an advance in

this particular field. We don't intend to sit

back and have a poor programme, we intend
to have one of the best.

I might just point out to my friend though,
that in this particular area the same situation

appears to exist all over the world. He al-

ready talked about the Gallaudet College in

Washington, where I understand we have

about 30 students at this particular time. Mr.
Keith Clarke, who is sitting here and who
is the director of our schools programme in

this particular area, recently visited that

school, and from the information that he
obtained the graduates of Ontario schools

who are at that school were at least equal
to or better than any of the graduates there

in their advancement in that school and in

their ability to be able to adapt and take the

programme at that college. They certainly
stacked up well with any of the others who
were there.

I am not making that particular statement

to try to prove anything, merely to show

you that some of the graduates of these

schools are able to stand up with graduates
of schools from other jurisdictions.

I am not saying that everything is perfect
in the schools; certainly it isn't. But there are

going to be a lot of changes; they are going
to be based on this kind of information; and
that process began long before you read the

excerpts of that report into the record of the

House here tonight.

Mr. Cassidy: Mr. Chairman, I know the

time is late, I don't want to take time on this.

Mr. E. M. Havrot (Timiskaming): Mr.
Chairman?

Mr. Chairman: The member for Ottawa
Centre.

Mr. Cassidy: I just wish we could spend an
hour debating this because of the kinds of

things the minister has got to say. He says he
knows everything isn't perfect. I would sug-

gest one final comment, Mr. Chairman, right
now to the minister, and I can't make any
more because of the time constraints and the

desire of other members to say something.

Hon. Mr. Wells: There are no time con-

straints.

Mr. Cassidy: If you are reforming educa-
tion for the deaf, would the minister bear in

mind that the last people he should be listen-

ing to in this province are those people in the

schools for the deaf who have been responsi-
ble for the disasters of the last 70 years?
Would he ensure that the advice comes from
the ministry, from deaf people, from people
outside, from other educators; maybe from

people who have done good work in Britain,

or in Quebec, or in other parts of the world;
but would he promise this House he will not
listen to those people who have been screw-

ing up kids for 70 years? That is the only
request I make in this short time.
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Hon. Mr. Stewart: That is an absolutely
ridiculous statement. You should be ashamed.

Your party and every member of this House
is disgraced by such a statement.

Hon. Mr. Wells: I just greatly resent that

remark. I have to, on behalf of a lot of—

Mr. Lewis: On behalf of all those splendid

people who have devoted a lifetime—we
know.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Wells: All right, I would just like

to give the names of those teachers; and ask

my friend from the riding where the Milton
school is located and the Minister of Health

(Mr. Potter) in whose riding the Belleville

school is located if they support you. I would
like to give you these names and have you
say to each one of them, face to face: "Look,
you've been screwing up the lives of kids,
that's all you've done with your life." I can-

not except that.

Mr. Cassidy: But the tragedy is that it's

true.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Wells: I just don't believe that.

Mr. Chairman: Gentlemen—

Hon. Mr. Wells: You should retract that

statement.

Mr. Chairman: Gentlemen, order.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: It isn't true. Disgrace-
ful! The member should leave the House and
never come back. He's disgraced the whole
House.

Hon. Mr. Wells: You have smeared indi-

vidually every one of those teachers in our

schools, every one of them. That's what you
said, is that not right?

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Wells: You have smeared every
one of those teachers.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Wells: You said that everything
that they've done with their lives has been
useless. All the dedication that they thought
that they were giving.

Mr. Cassidy: The dedication is just great
but what they have had to do hasn't worked,
Mr. Chairman.

An hon. member: Resign.

Mr. Chairman: Mr. Minister—

Hon. Mr. Wells: I just am glad that I'm

not one of those teachers because I don't

mind what you call me in here—

Mr. Lewis: I know you don't.

Hon. Mr. Wells: —but I think it's disgrace-
ful that you should call those people that

kind of name.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Chairman: Mr. Minister, your point has

been made.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: Talk to some of the

parents and you will find it has worked.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Germa: That doesn't prove a thing.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Lewis: The problem with the minister

is that he doesn't understand that report. You
deal with it in politically defensive terms and

you dismiss the contents. That is your prob-
lem. Ten years ago you and I collaborated on
a PKU. Remember that? And we worked to-

gether on disturbed kids. Remember that?

Well then, take this seriously because the

proposals of that report are serious.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Wells: Mr. Chairman, I—

Mr. Lewis: Just admit its contents and
work from there.

Mr. Chairman: Will the member for Scar-

borough West be seated, please.

Mr. Lewis: The member for Timiskaming—

Mr. Chairman: Mr. Minister, I'd request

you be seated too. I think we've dealt long

enough with this point.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Lewis: Just admit its contents and
work from there.

An hon. member: Oh, cut him off.

Mr. Chairman: Will the member for Scar-

borough West be quiet. I recognize the mem-
ber for Windsor-Walkerville.

Interjections by hon. members.
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Mr. Chairman: The member for Timiska-

ming will be next.

Mr. B. Newman: Mr. Chairman, I wanted
to bring to the attention-

Mr. Lewis: The member for Timiskaming is

going to have a spasm of apoplexy.

Hon. A. Grossman (Minister of Revenue):
What have you been having?

Mr. Lewis: Something similar.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Lewis: Nothing. I have just been

engaging in some pretty aggressive feeling
toward the minister. No spasms.

Mr. Chairman: Order.

Hon. Mr. Wells: You've just smeared 250
teachers.

Mr. Chairman: Order.

Mr. B. Newman: Mr. Chairman, before the

minister does arrive at a change in policy
concerning the education of the deaf, I

would like to bring to his attention a survey
conducted in Essex county, concerning the

hearing handicapped. Now, this was one of

these programmes under a federal LIP pro-

ject and if vou and your government think
that all LIP projects are useless then maybe
this will put—

Hon. Mr. Grossman: We never said that.

Mr. B. Newman: —to rest for once and for

all-

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Your colleague did.

Mr. B. Newman: Your colleagues have-

Mrs. M. Campbell (St. George): Your col-

league did.

Mr. B. Newman: —concerning LIP
projects.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: We never said all LIP

projects-

Mr. B. Newman: This was a LIP project—

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Just most of them.

An hon. member: Button your lip down.

Mr. B. Newman: —sponsored and super-
vised by the Windsor Association for the

Hearing Handicapped and it was an Essex

county survey of the hearing handicapped.
I hope, Mr. Minister, you familiarize yourself
with this, and also take its recommendations

into consideration before you adopt any type
of a programme.

May I ask of the minister if, as a result of

the conference that was held back in the

middle of October, the ministry intends to

implement the recommendation that was
drawn up as a result of this conference, and
this was that the deaf want a voice in educa-
tion and they ask the ministry for an advis-

ory council? Will you, Mr. Minister, consider

an advisory council so that the deaf them-
selves have an input as to what they want as

far as the education of their own is con-

cerned?

Mr. Chairman: The member for Timiskam-

ing.

Mrs. Campbell: The answer.

Mr. Havrot: Mr. Chairman, it is not very
often that the member for Ottawa Centre gets

my dander up but tonight he just happened
to get it up but good. I didn't read the report
that you were mouthing off on but I happen
to have a sister who went to Belleville.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: What was the last report

you read?

Mr. Lewis: You happen to have a what?

Mr. Havrot: My sister went to the Ontario

School for the Deaf in Belleville.

Mr. Cassidy: And she did very well and

you got a grade 5 education, right?

Mr. Havrot: And I resent any of the criti-

cisms and innuendoes that you have thrown

across the House, because it goes to prove
that you know nothing as to what you are

talking about. You haven't got a clue. You

just read junk out of that book and then you

expect it to be recorded in Hansard so people
can read that garbage, but I can tell you>

mister, this is nothing but garbage.

Mr. Lewis: On a point of order, that gar-

bage was commissioned by the ministry.

Interjections by hon. members.

Some hon. members: Sit down.

An hon. member: You aren't going to

defend that punk over there, are you?

Mr. Havrot: The member knows nothing
about the deaf-

Mr. Lewis: I know a good deal as a matter

of fact; I spent a little time in it.

Mr. Havrot: —all he knows is how to scream.
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Mr. Lewis: Oh, you are just a nonsensical

ass. You disgrace the House by being here.

Mr. Havrot: A nonsensical ass just like your-
self.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Timiskam-

ing.

Mr. Havrot: My sister started at the On-
tario School for the Deaf in 1936 and gradu-
ated in 1948. The member for Ottawa Centre

said they didn't teach them lip reading; well

it just so happens that my sister was taught

lip reading from 1936 to 1948 as well as sign

language. Furthermore, being from an ethnic

background, my mother couldn't understand

sign language and my sister was able to com-

municate with her by lip reading.

Now the member was just telling the House
that they have no such programme; I don't

know what he is talking about. My sister

graduated and had an office job here at Con-

federation Life, then she became a dress

designer. Now she lives in Great Falls, Mont.,

and is happily married to a chap who is

totally deaf; he was educated in the United

States and hasn't near the education that my
sister has.

Mr. Cassidy: Great. I am glad.

Mr. Havrot: You are glad. Well, I just

wanted to let you know that the Belleville

Ontario School for the Deaf is one of the

best in the world, and we've had nothing but

praise.

On the utilization of educational facilities

there, you claimed they didn't teach any art.

Well, they just happen to have a deaf or-

ganist there who was playing and being

taught m France. They also have graduates
who are attending university; those who so

wish can also attend university. There are

no limitations. It all depends on whether the

student wants to go into a technical course

or a commercial course; it's up to the student

himself.

This nonsense you are casting up is just

what you are reading out of reports and books,
but I am aware of the facts and quite frankly

my parents were delighted by the way the

Ontario School for the Deaf handled my
sister. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Cassidy: Mr. Chairman, may I just-

Mr. Chairman: The member for Welland
South.

Mr. Cassidy: Mr. Chairman-

Mr. Chairman: No, I don't recognize you
at the present time. The member for Wel-
land South.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: Sit down. You have said

too much now.

Mr. Haggerty: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Perhaps this won't be as contentious; I want
to deal with the problems of the marginally
retarded and the multiple handicapped per-

sons, particularly in the Niagara region.

I'm sure the minister is well aware of the

programme that is operating there now, called

NTEC, the Niagara Training and Employ-
ment Centre. I think this is another one of

those excellent projects that have been as-

sisted or funded by a portion of the LIP

programme; it is an exceptionally good proj-

ect. This place is located at Port Robinson,

Ont., between the city of St. Catharines and
the city of Welland, but it operates on a

regional outlook. They take students from all

over the Niagara region, and there are young
and adult trainees ranging in age from 15

to 42 years of age and with intelligence

ranging from 60 to normal. Most have a

secondary handicap; either they are hard of

hearing, or have speech, physical or emotional

problems.

A number of referrals are received from the

schools, in the Niagara South Board of Edu-
cation and the Lincoln County Board of Edu-

cation, particularly from among those who
are in the category of emotionally disturbed

youngsters in the area.

I'm sure the minister is well aware that in

the other schools and institutions in Ontario,
when a youngster attains the age of 14 there

is just no place for him in our system or

our society, and this is one of the training
centres that will pick these youngsters up.

They are doing an exceptionally fine job
there. Trainees are subject to work experience
in the following services: ground maintenance,
horticulture, janitorial services, upholstery,
furniture refinishing, general building main-
tenance and production-line assembly. This
is a long-term training programme, Mr. Chair-

man. Perhaps it may run from one year to

three years, but in the long run there are a

number of these persons who become gain-

fully employed and I think this is a good
programme. I know of cases where some of

them have worked in the orchards in the

Niagara region, pruning trees and so on, some-

thing that they have never done before, but

they have been able to go out and earn an
income to help assist their families and so

forth.
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The point is, as I understand it, there

is a grant now from Community and Social

Services. I believe it amounts to $40 per
month per student there, and of course it

doesn't include all the students who are in

this training programme. I was wondering if

the minister had given any consideration to

grants—or are there grants available—to sup-

port such a school as this Niagara training

school?

Mr. Chairman: Mr. Minister, when you are

answering, I would ask you to keep in mind
that the member for Windsor-Walkerville

asked a question too, but I recognized the

member for Timiskaming, as I said I would.

Mr. B. Newman: Advisory council for the

deaf.

Hon. Mr. Wells: These are the grants for

this school. What is the school that you are

talking about?

Mr. Haggerty: The Niagara Training and

Employment Centre. They call it NTEC.

Hon. Mr. Wells: I would think if there

are any grants for that they would be through
the rehab section of Community and Social

Services. As far as I am aware we don't give

any grants to groups like that.

Mr. Haggerty: As I say, Mr. Chairman,
this was the point that I raised. I was just

wondering, could there not be grants made

available, because in many cases these are

students that the school system will not han-

dle because they are a problem to them, an

emotional problem or a behaviour problem,
but could you make grants available? Could

you assist them, because there is a problem
there? They are doing a good job but they
need additional financial assistance.

Hon. Mr. Wells: As I say, I think that

groups like that obtain grants through the

Ministry of Community and Social Services.

Mr. Haggerty: But is this not part of your
educational system, though? It should be. If

it isn't, why is it not?

Mr. Lewis: They made that division some
time ago.

Mr. Haggerty: I didn't get the answer. I

didn't hear it.

Hon. Mr. Wells: It is not operated by a

school board. At the present time, our grants
from this ministry are to schools operated by
school boards. There are other ministries. We
all co-ordinate together over here but there

are other ministries which make grants avail-

able to rehabilitation centres, to workshops
for the mentally retarded and so forth, but
that's not our ministry. It is Community and
Social Services.

Mr. B. Newman: Mr. Chairman, may I

have from the minister an answer to the ques-
tion that I posed to him?

Mr. Chairman: Maybe, in fairness, you
would like to repeat the question? I went on
to another speaker and the minister may have

forgotten the question.

Mr. B. Newman: Does the ministry intend

to appoint an advisory committee for the deaf

so that they would have a voice in the edu-
cation of their own?

Hon. Mr. Wells: We have set up an ad-

visory council for special education that will

cover this all-inclusive area—including this

particular area and all special education—the
minister's advisory council on special edu-
cation. We are also setting up advisory coun-

cils to each of our schools, advisory councils

that will have on them representatives of the

parents and people concerned with each of

the three schools—the three for the deaf, and
the school for the blind.

Mr. B. Newman: Mr. Minister, in light of

the fact that the deaf have a unique prob-
lem, don't you think that they merit an ad-

visory council of their own so that they
could voice to your ministry the unique prob-
lems that they have as far as the education

of their own is concerned?

Hon. Mr. Wells: Everybody, Mr. Chair-

man, feels, and rightly so, that his problems
are unique and demand a special advisory
council. At this point in time I feel that it's

better to have one broadly-based advisory
council that can have a fair degree of stature

and I think perform a number of valuable

services. There will be nothing to prevent
that council from setting up subcommittees, if

they decide, on each of these particular areas

of concern. I think this is what they might

possibly do as their work begins. Theyve
only begun work over the last couple of

months. As a matter of fact, they met today
for a meeting. As I indicated in my opening
remarks, Rev. Grant MacDonald of Kitchener

is the chairman of this minister's advisory
council.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for

Thunder Bay.

Mr. Stokes: Mr. Chairman, I wonder if we
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have consent to pass the education develop-
ment programme. I'd like to get into the edu-
cation administration.

Mr. Renwick: No. We haven't got consent.

Mr. Chairman: I understand that we've
been dealing with the entire vote 2602.

Mr. Stokes: All right. If that is the case,

then no further action need be taken at this

time. I want to ask the minister, if as a

result of meetings that he held with northern

boards over the past week, he has reached

any determination as to how he might ameli-

orate the effects of the ceilings as they affect

the operation of northern boards because of

their unique problems of not being able to

effect the economies of scale, because of the

small size of the high schools and because of

the great distance between the high schools.

These factors make it next to impossible to

effect those economies of scale and to pro-
vide a wide range of curriculum opportunities
for the maximum number of students. Because
of the inability of many of the northern
boards due to an inadequate tax base they are

unable to provide equality of educational

opportunity. Witness the fact that they have
had to cut many of the essential services

right to the bare bones and to eliminate a lot

of the options altogether.

Is there any way in the overall ceiling

problem and the other factor associated with
the northern boards, the weighting factor, in

which you can accommodate them by pro-

viding for an adequate amount of money in

order to take care of at least the bare essen-
tials? I don't have the details with me, but I

think that the details were made available to

the minister at a recent meeting that he had,

particularly with the Lake Superior board,
over the past four or five days. I don't want
to preoccupy the time of the committee to go
into them in any detail, but do you see any
light of day for them in providing for essen-
tial services and maintaining some semblance
of equality of educational opportunity for

northern boards?

Hon. Mr. Wells: Mr. Chairman, in devel-

oping the weighting factors for the 1974

ceilings, some other special considerations

were added to the special weightings for

northern boards. These have now been given
to the boards and they know these. They now
know their 1974 ceilings with the weighting
factors. We hope that that will go some dis-

tance in correcting some of the problems that

they have indicated they have. I met with
the Lake Superior board last Wednesday

evening. I indicated to them, and we've indi-

cated to all the northern boards, if after they
have studied the 1974 ceilings and weighting
factors, they still feel that they are not ade-

quate to provide an adequate programme for

the north and they need some special con-

sideration that we will look at it for the

northern boards. I've given them that con-

sideration and I have had our people talk to

each of the boards and tell them to review
the situation and let us know. I certainly
came away much more enlightened on the

situation in the north after meeting with the

Lake Superior board. They have a particular
and special problem that they see concerning

falling enrolment during this school year in

their secondary schools. Other boards may
have other problems that become very greatly

exaggerated when you find them happening
in the north and we will help those boards
this year. We told them that.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for

Wentworth.

Mr. Deans: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I

will be brief. I raised with the minister about
two weeks ago problems of overcrowding in

the Hamilton school system. And I am par-
ticularly concerned about the overcrowding
that is taking place in some of the newer

developing areas. We have got a number of

new housing developments in the south and
east ends of the city of Hamilton, and the

schools that were there previously are just

simply not adequate to meet the influx of

new students.

Now, it is entirety possible that the minis-

ter's system that he has put into effect in the

last couple of years, whereby you have to

have the students right there before you can

apply for and receive the assistance necessary
to develop a new school or, for that matter,
to expand an existing school, may well work
in areas where there are minor changes taking
place, where there is perhaps one new apart-
ment being built or a small new division

being developed within a core area of the city.
But in areas of Hamilton where the develop-
ment is taking place on a very vast scale

and at a very fast pace, the programme that

they have set out whereby you must wait
until each child can be located and has lived

in the area before the school is rebuilt or a

new wing is built on, just simply doesn't

work.

In the east end of the city, as I raised with
the minister, we have nine portable class-

rooms which, in fact, account for a doubling
of the school population. The possibility is

that there will be an additional two or three
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before the next term is started. The area is

building up at a rate faster than any other

single segment of the city and the apartment

buildings with small children are going up as

quickly as they can possibly be built. It is

obvious that in that area of the city a new
school is required, and yet for some reason

there doesn't seem to be any response with

regard to permission to proceed with it.

On the Mountain we have an identical

situation, both in the east and west ends,

where through both the Ontario Housing

Corp. and the private sector there have been

a number of new housing developments.
There have been tremendous pressures on

existing school systems and existing facilities.

At Seneca there are now eight portables with

more on the way. In an east end school there

are three classrooms of small children now
being attended to in the high school where

they don't have access—or at least in my
view they don't have proper access—to the

facilities required. In addition to that, there

are many, many more children who are mov-

ing into the area every day. And I would like

to suggest to the minister that in rapidly ex-

panding areas there is going to have to be an-

other way of making an appraisal of the facil-

ity needs.

I realize that in many instances the prob-
lem rested with the boards, because the

boards in years gone by built perhaps far in

excess of their immediate needs. And to some
extent there may have been an over-develop-
ment of school facilities. But these school

facilities strangely enough have filled up over

the years and we don't have too many class-

rooms empty. It is not possible in a city
the size of Hamilton to move kids from the

east to the west end for educational purposes,

simply because of the distance and the diffi-

culty of transportation.

I would like to ask the minister if he would

give special consideration, not only to Hamil-

ton, but to other areas of the province where
there is a rapidly expanding home develop-

ment, to alter his programme in order to en-

able the boards to get quicker access to a

review of their needs and to have a faster

process whereby the needs are evaluated and
the approvals are given. And, if the approvals
can't be given, there should at least be a

clear understanding of why they are not

given and what the alternative facilities are,

so that the board—not only the board itself,

because they don't communicate terribly well

at times—but so that the parents of these

children, and the general population are

aware of what the ministry intends should

happen with the children.

I received a letter on the same subject
from the separate school board in Hamilton.

I won't read the whole thing, but they wrote

and asked that I assist them in a problem
that has been plaguing them.

And I'll get to the second paragraph—the

first is just simply an introductory paragraph.
The second paragraph says:

I am sure you have noted on your way
in and out on Queenston Rd. the long vil-

lage of portables beside Bishop Ryan High
School continues to remain. You are no

doubt also aware from newspaper reports

that the Hamilton-Wentworth Separate
School Board had planned to provide two
small secondary schools for its grade 9

and grade 10 students, one in the east

Mountain of Hamilton and the other in the

eastern part of the lower level of the city

of Hamilton.

We have been informed by representatives
of the Department of Education that no

approval will be given for such schools due

to the substantial surplus of space existing

in the Hamilton public secondary schools.

I want to stop at that point because unfor-

tunately, and I think it is true, in the very
areas in which they are looking to locate, we
are also having the problem I mentioned.

The east end of the city is also where the

Lake Ave. school is and where the nine port-

ables are and where two more are going to be

put in. The east Mountain of the city is

where the kids are already using the high
school class for primary school education and

where the needs of the tremendously fast-

expanding areas just simply can't be met out

of existing facilities. Back to the letter:

We have, as amicably as could be ex-

pected, discussed these matters with the

Hamilton Board of Education, but as of

this date no satisfactory solution has been

arrived at. We recently made application

for an elementary school in the neighbour-
hood of Hamilton Mountain. The Tegional

office of the Department of Education

recognized the need for the additional

space requested but, however again, noted

due to what it considered to be a surplus of

pupil accommodation in neighbouring pub-
lic schools, it was suggested that we at-

tempt to secure the space required from

the Hamilton Board of Education.

Again I stop because the area they are talk-

ing about is the area adjacent to where they
are using the high school class for primary.
I met with the Hamilton Board of Education

as late as last Wednesday evening. They
pointed out that the children who would nor-
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mally be going from this primary educational

school—it's an up-to-grade-6 school—over to

the area where the surplus is supposed to

exist, can't go there because there is already
an overcrowding of that facility. They are

going to have to relocate those children in

another part of the city. So that the claim

being made by the ministry is obviously not
borne out by the reports of the board of edu-
cation in Hamilton to me and to other parents
who live in that area.

To date these negotiations have not met
with any success either. We would be
interested in discussing the matter.

They go on to tell me that they want to talk

to me about it, and I'll be pleased to do that.

I am talking rapidly because I want to give
other people more time.

But the fact of the matter is that the situa-

tion that prevails in this letter and the

answers which have been given to this board

fly in the face of the situation as it actually
exists. The east end of the city is growing
and will continue to grow at a rate far

greater than any other segment of the lower

city. The southern part of Hamilton Mountain
is growing and will continue to grow at a

rate far greater than that already developed
area in the Mountain.

We are going to have to have a change
in the way in which the evaluation is made,
in order that we can have something called

an adequate facility in which to carry on the

educational process. It's not as if it's in a

section of the city where there are other

buildings that could be used. The junior pub-
lic schools are filled, and this is by the board
of education's own claim to me; the senior

public schools can no longer handle the chil-

dren who are coming out of the junior public
schools and they will have to be diverted

away from their normal patterns. The separ-
ate school board cannot receive, apparently,

approval to develop a new school; they can't

buy an existing school because the existing
schools are packed to capacity.

It just seems to me that the process has

bogged down, and it is bogged down because
it takes too long if you have to wait until

each child is sitting on the doorstep of the

school before you can begin the process of

development.

I don't want to revert to the way we were
—where they were building and building,

hoping that kids would arrive. But by the

same token, there has to be a much faster

route whereby the needs can be evaluated

and the process begun, and the provision

presently in the system of more and more

portables just frankly doesn't meet the need.
The portables themselves may well be fine

in isolation, one or two if you happen to need
them on a short term, but to provide them
for an entire educational process, age five to

10 or 11, just simply doesn't provide the kind
of facilities that are needed and doesn't give
the teachers the kind of support that they
require if they have got to be trundling
around the whole school carrying their books
and carrying all of the necessary supplies
with them.

I want the minister to consider seriously
some way of altering that system that is cur-

rently in practice so that we don't have to

face this year after year.

Mr. Chairman: May I just say, before the

minister replies, if he intends to, the Leader
of the Opposition and the member for Scar-

borough West both indicated they would like

to speak.

Mr. Lewis: Oh, that's fine. Let the leader

go ahead.

Mr. Chairman: Does the hon. minister have
a response to this?

Hon. Mr. Wells: That's a good way to wind
it up.

An hon. member: Okay. Split the time.

Hon. Mr. Wells: Well, I'd just like to tell

the hon. member that I'd like to see the

Hamilton situation straightened out, just as

he would. Ever since I became Minister of

Education I've been meeting off and on with

the Hamilton board to discuss sharing of

school facilities, on paper anyway. There

appear to be more spaces than are needed
in that board.

Mr. Deans: Over the whole system.

Hon. Mr. Wells: Now, whether they are in

the right places or not, or whether there is

co-operation on the part of different boards

to make different schools available, and cer-

tain adjusting, we might be able to solve

the problem.

All I can tell you is that I'm planning to

meet within the next couple of weeks with

Peter Mitchell and Fr. Sherlock; they have
asked for a meeting and I told them we
would get together and see if we can resolve

the situation. But we have had many many
meetings about the Hamilton situation, and it

doesn't seem to be any closer to resolution

at this point in time.
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Mr. Deans: But don't only get bogged
down in the problem of a separate-public
school discussion.

Mr. Chairman: Order, please.

Hon. Mr. Wells: I agree, and we'll discuss

the complete range of possibilities and situa-

tions.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Mr. Chairman, the minis-

ter in the debate this afternoon indicated that

he was thinking positively about the possi-

bility of some sort of an appeal beyond school

board decision. I'm not so sure that we, on

this side, would approve of such appeal other

than that this Legislature must in essence

accept the final responsibility for the quality
of education that is administered by the

department.

I think when it comes to matters of quality,

particularly establishing the basis for the cur-

riculum of the province, that we in the Legis-
lature must accept the final responsibility in

this regard, and that is why we support the

statement made recently by the minister that

a core curriculum was going to be imposed—
if I may use that word—on the school boards

of the province. I believe further that the

basic language rights, French-English, must

be safeguarded not so much by the boards

but by this Legislature, and I believe the

Legislature and the minister are prepared, in

the last analysis, to accept that as a final

responsibility, although the minister from

time to time has shown some reluctance. But,

very briefly, it brings me to a personal con-

cern as far as the curriculum in this province

is concerned, and that is the teaching of

second languages and third languages.

I read with a great deal of interest the

Premier's statement that he favoured the im-

plementation of a third language programme.
I can see a tremendous benefit in many
communities if this is moved on without

delay. There are many people, for example,
students in this province, who are more
familiar with the poetry of Taras Shevchenko

than even the plays of Shakespeare. It is a

shame, certainly, that we have not taken ad-

vantage of this aspect of the curriculum.

But the thing I want to deal with, from a

personal standpoint, is the teaching of French

in the English communities of the province.

Many months ago, the minister announced

the formation of a special study committee,
chaired by Mr. Robert Gillin, of the Alt-

house College of Education associated with

the University of Western Ontario, a very

good appointment indeed, from my point of

Mr. Gillin was a teaching colleague of

mine and I know of his interest and his

substantial ability along these lines.

Hon. Mr. Wells: He is in our regional

office, not here.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Yes, it's a shame really

that he has been lost to the classroom, but

that's a special prejudice that I have. I find

a lot of our good people have been promoted
out of usefulness and many of them now cool

their heels under the gallery waiting to ad-

vise the minister in case he needs advice from
time to time. But my concern is that there

was a time in this province when people did

not choose to take French or not to take

French; they simply took it as a matter of

course. And the political implications were

perhaps not as sensitive as they are now. The
fact that the minister, in establishing some
sort of a basic, core curriculum, did not

include the study of French, is a disappoint-

ment to me personally.

Certainly I favour the requirement that we

study the English language and have the

Canadian studies, if that is what he chooses

to call history. But I regret very substanti-

ally that so many of the young people in our

secondary system are not studying French,

and that the opportunity to begin the study

of this language, this other official language of

Canada, is not made more generally available

at the elementary level, right down to the

very most elementary level.

We have discussed this before and I'm sure

the minister knows my views. I express a

deep and personal regret that the educational

system of this province has not been oriented

more substantially toward the study of a

second language and a third language. Most

educated people in the world would not be

prepared to accept as educated any graduate

of any formal study system that did not pro-

vide the graduate with an understanding of

at least a second language and a second

literature.

The fact that we in this country have some-

how, I suppose, in this province been condi-

tioned to understand the availability of French

as more of a millstone rather than an advant-

age is just an indication of the shortcomings

of the leadership through the ministry and

through the education officials through many

years now. It is not so long since students

had the option of taking French or leaving it

alone. It's to my personal regret that so

many people at the secondary system have

abandoned the study of the language. I know
that it offers some particular difficulties to

many students. Yet I believe that the initia-
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tives that have been lacking in the depart-
ment have reflected in the downgrading of

the study of the French language in this pro-
vince to the detriment of the educational

standards that have been a part of our tradi-

tions in the past.

I would be the last to say that the teaching

of French in the past has deserved a great

deal of credit. Frankly, I have felt that it

has been entrapped in the same procedures
that bored students with vocabularies and

failed them with the imposition of incompre-
hensible grammar convolutions. Surely an ini-

tiative based on an appreciation of the spoken

language and an appreciation of the literature

of this second official language are what have

been basically lacking.

Along with the minister apparently, I have

great confidence in Mr. Gillin's ability, not

only to sense the views of professionals in

this area but give recommendations that may
improve the situation in the future. But for

now, it's a disaster area. It is growing worse

month by month. The drop-out level from the

studies of French is probably greater than any
other and the teaching of French seems to be

approaching the popularity that the teach-

ing of Latin had a decade ago. If it goes on

at the same level French as a second lan-

guage in the schools of Ontario will become
almost as dead an issue as the teaching of

the classics. I personally regret this deeply.
I think that it is a serious error in the lead-

ership that must come from this Legislature
and from this minister. I hope it can be set

right without delay.

Hon. Mr. Wells: Mr. Chairman, I would

just like to reply to that and say, firstly, I'm

hopeful that as soon as Mr. Gillin presents
his report in a few months we will be able

to completely restate a policy concerning the

teaching of French in the elementary schools.

I think that our programmes, by and large,
have been badly executed in a lot of areas in

this province in the teaching of French to

anglophones in schools. Valiant efforts have
been made but they haven't accomplished
what we wanted to do. They certainly haven't

lived up to the expectations of a lot of

parents.

That's precisely why we set up Bob Gillin's

committee, not just to come in with a plati-

tudinous report saying French should be

taught to the English children of this prov-

ince, but to say how it should be done and
to give us some real gutsy details and some
curriculum suggestions. This is what the kind

of people on his committee should come up
with.

I think it would be expecting too much

probably to believe that they will be able to

arrive at something that will make every
student in this province bilingual.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: They are not going to

take the courses anyway.

Hon. Mr. Wells: No, but I'd like to see an

opportunity for every student in this prov-
ince to have a chance, if he wishes, to go to a

bilingual school in kindergarten, not that

every school should be bilingual or have an

immersion course, but that there should be a

bilingual school-

Mr. V. M. Singer (Downsview): At the

age of four they will make their decision?

Hon. Mr. Wells: —in every school area in

this province so that a parent, if he wishes

his child to go, will have the opportunity, as

I can in Scarborough where I live now or the

residents of North York-

Mr. Lewis: That's right.

Hon. Mr. Wells: —or the residents of Hal-

ton can't. There are school boards now which

are not offering those programmes. I think

that should be available for those parents who
want their youngsters to have a bilingual
education. I'm hopeful that we can work to-

wards that. That is certainly one of my per-

sonal goals.

Now, I think that as far as making French

compulsory in secondary schools is concerned,
I don't think that would solve our problem.
I think what we need are several changes.
The universities should make French a sub-

ject that is necessary for admission again.
That in itself would have quite an effect on

the number of students who take it in

secondary schools. That is one of the reasons,

I am told, that a lot of people are now drop-

ping French because it isn't required for

admission to the universities.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Have you got the sta-

tistics on it?

Hon. Mr. Wells: Which, the number who
have dropped it? No.

Mr. J. R. Breithaupt (Kitchener): Which
of any universities don't have it?

Hon. Mr. Wells: Several of the major ones

have dropped French as a requirement for a

lot of their courses, and that in itself has

caused a lot of young people to not choose

French.
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Now, if we develop the proper programmes
in the elementary school that really get young
people interested in French, I think that a

large percentage of them will want to take

French in secondary schools. I think that will

be far better than trying to have a French

programme for every student in secondary

school. Remember that now, unlike in the

past where we had 30 per cent of the stu-

dents going through secondary school, we
have now got 70 or more per cent going

through secondary school.

There is a need for a certain flexibility of

cours°s if we are to provide an adequate

programme for all those people, but given
that and given the fact that if we are able to

develop adequate and proper programmes in

elementary school, the people will want to

take French in secondary school. This is the

kind of direction I see in this programme.
I agree with my friend that it is very, very

important that we offer the French language

here, not just as the studying of a language,
but because of its vital part in the whole fab-

ric of this country. I think that is important
and I think we all agree with that, and I

think that is what we want to see done.

Vote 2602 agreed to.

Mr. Chairman: This completes the esti-

mates of the Ministry of Education.

Hon. Mr. Winkler moves that the commit-
tee rise and report.

Motion agreed to.

The House resumed, Mr. Speaker in the

chair.

Mr. Chairman: Mr. Speaker, the committee

of supply reports certain resolutions and asks

for leave to sit again.

Report agreed to.

Hon. E. A. Winkler (Chairman, Manage-
ment Board of Cabinet): Mr. Speaker, before

I move the adjournment of the House I would
like to say that tomorrow I intend to proceed
with the estimates of the Ministry of Revenue.

Unfortunately, because the Minister of Hous-

ing (Mr. Welch) has a commitment outside of

the House, he will not be able to continue at

the conclusion of the estimates of Revenue
with his particular items, and I would hope
we could extend this until Wednesday.

I would then follow with the following

items and bills and just not necessarily in the

order that I call them: Item 14, Bill 223; item

19, Bill 231; item 20, Bill 232. I would also

hope that our timing would be such, because

the Treasurer (Mr. White) will be out to-

morrow until 6 o'clock, I would like to pro-

ceed with item 4, Bill 196 at 8 o'clock to-

morrow evening; and then item 15, Bill 191;

item 23, Bill 238, and if printed, we would

proceed with item 29, Bill 244.

Hon. iMr. Winkler moves the adjournment
of the House.

Motion agreed to.

The House adjourned at 10:35 o'clock p.m.
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LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY OF ONTARIO

The House met at 2 o'clock, p.m.

Prayers.

VISITORS

Hon. J. W. Snow (Minister of Government

Services): Mr. Speaker, I would like to intro-

duce to the House approximately 75 students

from the Oakville-Trafalgar High School who
are visiting us this afternoon.

Mr. Speaker: Statements by the ministry.

Mr. A. J. Roy (Ottawa East): There is no-

body here to give any statements.

POINT OF PRIVILEGE

Mr. N. G. Leluk (Humber): Mr. Speaker, I

would like to rise on a point of privilege. In

today's issue of the Toronto Sun, the hon.

member for High Park (Mr. Shulman) made
some statements, with his usual degree of

accuracy, about myself and about a home for

the aged in my riding which is known as the

Ivan Franco Home on Royal York Rd. in

Etobicoke. I would just like to set the record

straight for this House.

The statements as they appear in the paper,
read:

Over the past three years I have received

a large number of complaints about patient
care from relatives of patients and from

staff in two large ethnic old age homes
in west Toronto and Etobicoke. [He is re-

ferring here to the two Ivan Franco homes,
one in my riding and one in his own

riding of High Park.] Repeated complaints
to the Department of Community and
Social Services brought no results, perhaps
because in the last provincial election the

largest home cast 536 votes for Tory mem-
ber Nick Leluk, none for the Liberals and

only one for the NDP! (Fortunately for

Leluk, he won by more than 535 votes or

that election would have ended up in the

courts.)

I'd just like to tell the House that these state-

ments are a continuation of the feud that

Tuesday, November 27, 1973

the hon. member for High Park is having
with myself.

Mr. J. A. Renwick (Riverdale): Are they
correct?

Mr. Leluk: No, they are not correct.

Mr. Renwick: Where is the error? Where
is the inaccuracy?

Mr. Leluk: The feud started in the 1971

election campaign when he made statements

in this House about unfair, dishonest, corrupt
election practices in the riding of Humber—

Mr. Renwick: What was the vote in the

home?

Mr. Leluk: —referring to the polling station

in the Ivan Franco Home on Royal York

Rd. Now, if he had bothered to check the

records, he would have found that only 86

votes were cast in this particular polling sta-

tion and not 536 votes; it is true that of those

I took the majority, which was 85, the NDP
took one and the Liberals took none. Which

speaks very well for the people in that riding.

Hon. E. A. Winkler (Chairman, Manage-
ment Board of Cabinet): Next time we'll get
86.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Leluk: Now, I'd just like to—

Mr. M. Cassidy (Ottawa Centre): Oh boy,

quite a democratic system, eh? They put in

one token vote.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Leluk: I'd just like to say this about

the Ivan Franco Home, for those members
who sit on the opposition side of the House:

The Ivan Franco Home is a model home for

the aged in this province.

Mr. Cassidy: The poor aged.

Mr. Leluk: I've visited this home on numer-
ous occasions, as has the Minister of Com-

munity and Social Services (Mr. Brunelle); it

provides a very high level of service and
care for aged people. I think the hon. mem-
ber for High Park is as accurate about his
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allegations about this home as he is about

the figure which he has quoted in this paper.

Mr. Renwick: My friend will probably hear

from the member for High Park.

Mr. Speaker: Oral questions. The hon.

Leader of the Opposition.

ROLE OF SPECIAL SERVICES BRANCH

Mr. R. F. Nixon (Leader of the Opposi-
tion): I'd like to ask the Chairman of the

Management Board, in the absence of many
of his colleagues, if a policy decision has been

made with reference to the news release

facilities on the first floor of this building that

used to be operated by William Kinmond.

Is this facility in fact supposed to be

changed so that it is going to approximate
more nearly the first decision made by the

government five years ago, let's say, when it

was going to be a news management service

in support of the government and the Con-
servative Party? Or is it going to continue

much as it was before, simply servicing the

facilities down there for press conferences?

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Mr. Speaker, to the

best of my knowledge, it will remain as it

is at the present time.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Mr. Speaker, a supple-
mentary: Is the Chairman of the Management
Board aware of what appears to be a rebirth

of that Conservative attitude which seems to

come to life before each election, whereby
public funds are used to advertise ostensibly

provincial programmes but in fact are simply
pushing the policies of the Tory party?

Mr. R. K. McNeil (Elgin): They are past
masters of that in Ottawa.

Mr. J. M. Turner (Peterborough): Nonsense.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Mr. Speaker, the only
policy I am aware of is that this government
aims to communicate with the people to the

best of its ability.

Mr. Roy: Oh sure!

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Does it not concern the

Chairman of the Management Board that it

appears that as much as $800,000 has been
allocated for specific advertising programmes
whose usefulness in the community is limited,

particularly those we see on television and
hear on the radio?

Hon. Mr. Winkler: There are certain mat-
ters that are continually under review, Mr.

Speaker, and we are certainly looking at the

communications aspect of the government in

the various ministries. I cannot verify the sum
of money that the hon. member refers to.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: A last supplementary, if

you will permit me, Mr. Speaker: Can the

Chairman of the Management Board assure

us that the responsibilities and the terms of

reference of the office on the first floor—and

I'm not just sure what it is correctly called,

but the news office on the first floor—remain

unchanged even though there will be staff

changes?

Hon. Mr. Winkler: At this particular point
in time, yes, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. V. M. Singer (Downsview): Mr.

Speaker, by way of supplementary, could the

minister advise us what salary is going to be

paid to Andrew StuParick in connection with

that office and what his job description is?

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Mr. Speaker, I can't,

but I'm sure he'll earn more than he is paid.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. Leader of the Op-
position.

STRIKE AT ARTISTIC WOODWORK
CO. LTD.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: I wonder if the Minister
of Labour has a further statement to make
about the Artistic situation.

Hon. F. Cuindon (Minister of Labour): No,
Mr. Speaker, I have no further statement.

However, I went over the statement I made
on Friday and I find that I was quite cor-

rect. As members know, I said on Friday,
and I quote:

I would like to announce to the House
this morning that a negotiated agreement
has been reached between Canadian Tex-
tile and Chemical Union and the manage-
ment concerning the Artistic Woodwork
Co. after direct mediation by me and my
officials. The matter of returning to work
will be negotiated between the parties.

That is where it stands now.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Supplementary: Can the

minister continue to use his offices, which

apparently were helpful in reaching the level

of agreement that was achieved last Friday,
to persuade management to take on those

workers who have been charged, and leave
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the disposition of their cases to the courts

rather than to a management decision?

Hon. Mr. Guindon: Yes, Mr. Speaker, we
have already been helpful. We are assisting

in mediating these points, and we will con-

tinue to do so.

Mr. S. Lewis (Scarborough West): Supple-

mentary, Mr. Speaker: Why is the minister

continuing to be helpful and continuing to

use so-called persuasion when the company
is clearly in violation of the law as ex-

pressed in section 58 of the Labour Rela-

tions Act and confirmed in section 64 of the

Labour Relations Act, that any employee en-

gaged in a lawful strike shall, as the Act says,

be returned to his place of employment when
there is a negotiated settlement?

Hon. Mr. Guindon: In this particular case,

Mr. Speaker, there is a negotiated settlement;

yet the agreement has not been signed, as the

hon. member knows.

Mr. Lewis: By way of supplementary, be-

cause the minister knows and has conceded

that the agreement has not yet been signed
because the company refuses to take back

those workers who were charged, when in fact

the law compels the company to take them

back, why is he willing to watch this com-

pany render the Act in tatters time and time

again and do nothing about it?

Hon. Mr. Guindon: That is not a fair state-

ment, Mr. Speaker. We are not doing nothing
about it. We got the parties together and it

is my intention to get them together again.

Mr. Lewis: Supplementary: What is the

minister going to do to uphold the law since

the company is now openly and publicly

breaking the law? What is he going to do

to uphold it?

Hon. Mr. Guindon: As I said, Mr. Speaker,

we will get the parties together once again.

Mr. I. Deans (Wentworth): No.

Hon. Mr. Guindon: For the information of

my hon. friend, when the whole story is un-

folded I think my friend will realize the

patience needed by the Minister of Labour
to uphold one principle, and that principle is

that of collective bargaining in this province.

Mr. Lewis: But the minister can't have his

laws broken.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. Leader of the Op-
position.

CONSERVATION OF ENERGY

Mr. R. F. Nixon: I would like to ask the

Minister of Energy how important it is, since

we have evidently a good supply of electrical

energy, for programmes in this province to

be directed toward the saving of electrical

energy? Is it true, as appears evident, that

we can save energy of which the community
at large is short, such as coal and oil, by

reducing our use of electricity? If that is so,

should not Ontario Hydro be contemplating
a change in its billing procedure so that we
as users do not pay less for Hydro, the

more we use? Instead of that, we should

be paying on a flat but reduced rate?

Hon. W. D. McKeough (Minister of En-

ergy): Ontario Hydro does not use oil at this

moment in time. They will at Lennox and

perhaps at Wesleyville. I think there isn't a

shortgage of electricity.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: The minister thinks there

is?

Hon. Mr. McKeough: There is not. Never-

theless the government feels it is important

over the longer run, to develop an ethic of

conservation of energy. One can't just single

out one source of energy and say "save it,"

and not take a look at them all. The costs

of all of them are going to escalate and sav-

ing energy will be money in the pockets of

the consumers.

In reply to the third question as to how
consumers are billed, I suggest the Leader

of the Opposition refer to the questions asked

by the hon. member for Wentworth and the

very full and frank discussion we had about

this subject.

Mr. Lewis: The minister always does with

the hon. member for Wentworth.

Mr. E. Sargent (Grey-Bruce): Supplement-

ary.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Grey-

Bruce, a supplementary.

Mr. Sargent: I have a supplementary to

the first question. In view of the reports re

northern Ontario lignite by iMr. Ian Butters—

wherein he called the use of northern Ontario

lignite one of the greatest fuels in the world,

of which we have 300 million tons in northern

Ontario in a place called Onakawana, is it?

Some hon. members: Onakawana.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Sargent: Onakawana—has the minister

thought about investigating this as a source
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of energy to go along with, until the gov-

ernment's nuclear programme is advanced?

Mr. Deans: There's a new idea.

Hon. Mr. McKeough: Well, Mr. Speaker,
I'm sure it's—

Hon. Mr. Snow: Where has the member
been for the last five years?

Hon. Mr. McKeough: —been under the

particular wing of the Minister of Natural

Resources (Mr. Bernier) and the Provincial

Secretary for Resources Development (Mr.

Lawrence). Of course, the Minister of Com-

munity and Social Services has been advanc-

ing the cause of Onakawana lignite for a

great number of years and with increasing

amounts of success.

A joint study was undertaken by the pri-

vate company, by Ontario Hydro and by
the government as to the economic feasibility

of doing something with the lignite. That

report is, as I understand it, completed or

nearly completed and will be before the gov-

ernment, I am guessing, in the next month
or two months. Hopefully, the answers to the

question which the member has raised will

be given in that report and in the subsequent

government decisions when they are taken.

Additionally, a task force on Onakawana
was appointed a year ago—and reported in

the late summer, as I recall—under the chair-

manship of the Deputy Minister of the En-
vironment to look at the environmental as-

pects and to see if it was compatible with

our views of what the environment should

be. Its findings were: yes, with certain reser-

vations.

Mr. Sargent: Is the minister aware that

there is a pilot project in Chicago on gasifi-

cation of heat now and it's very successful?

Is he aware of that?

Hon. Mr. McKeough: I am not aware spe-

cifically of Chicago, but I am aware of various

gasification efforts which are going on in sev-

eral places in the world, South Africa being
one; I think the most successful has been
South Africa. The cost of gasifying coal works
out to about, so I am told, $2 in MCF as

compared with something like $1 for gas
laid into Toronto now, so the economics cer-

tainly aren't there.

But we are taking a look, as I believe the

Ontario utilities are taking a look, and as is

the government of Alberta. It would seem to

us that some part of the coal which is in

western Canada, and the lignite in Saskat-

chewan in particular, might well be thought

of ultimately in terms of gasification rather

than simply being used as coal.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. Leader of the Op-
position.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: I'd like to ask the Minis-

ter of Health if he has—

Mr. R. Haggerty (Welland South); Sup-

plementary.

Mr. Speaker: Supplementary?

Mr. Haggerty: Yes. I would like to ask

the Minister of Energy why Ontario Hydro
is phasing out one of its hydro generating
stations above the Horseshoe Falls now, when
it uses no fossil fuel or oil to produce elec-

tricity?

Hon. Mr. McKeough: Well, as I read the

story in the paper, it's an old plant, the

water can be used elsewhere and the same
amount of power will be produced.

Mr. Haggerty: Supplementary: Is this rea-

sonable with the domestic need for energy
now in the Province of Ontario; and why
are we exporting energy if the domestic need

is so critical here in Canada and particularly

in the Province of Ontario?

Hon. Mr. McKeough: I think I have already
answered the first question. As I understand

it, the same amount of water is going to be

used at another hydro installation and the

same amount of electricity will be produced.
We are not short of electricity in this prov-
ince due to the foresight and the planning of

both the government and Ontario Hydro, nor

do we expect to be short of electricity. The
fact is that on—

Mr. E. R. Good (Waterloo North): The
minister has said he has no control over

Hydro and now he is going to take credit

for it.

Mr. Speaker: Order.

Hon. Mr. McKeough: We went into a

nuclear programme to which this government
subscribed, and which the members opposite

carped about and have knocked down for

years. Even their leader had the grace to

apologize for his ill remarks of the last

five years. The member for Waterloo North
should think about that.

Mr. Haggerty: Mr. Speaker, that doesn't

answer my question. My question is when
we have hydraulic energy—
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Hon. Mr. Snow: He has answered the

question twice.

Mr. Haggerty: —available from water,
which is one of the cheapest ways to produce
electricity, why are we not using it?

An hon. member: A good point.

Hon. Mr. McKeough: I think as my friend

the Minister of Government Services says,

I've answered the question twice; I'll now
answer it a third time. The water which is

presently going through the plant which they

propose to close, will be diverted to another

plant and the same amount of electricity,

totally, will be produced. That is three times

as much.

Mr. Haggerty: Surely, then, Mr. Speaker-

Mr. Speaker: There have been seven

supplementaries. The hon. Leader of the

Opposition.

LONDON DOCTOR'S STATEMENT
ON LEAD POISONING THREAT

Mr. R. F. Nixon: A question of the Min-
ister of Health: Has he any further informa-
tion on the indications of CPRI that lead

poisoning is still related to the use of

lead-containing paints in that facility; has
he ordered an investigation into the other

children's psychiatric facilities in the province;

and, associated with this, is he going to

make a grant available to Dr. Parkinson of

the Sick Children's Hospital and those who
are concerned about the problems of lead

poisoning among children, particularly from

paint sources?

Hon. R. T. Potter (Minister of Health): We
have asked them to check into other hos-

pitals in the province. Dr. Parkinson was in

touch with us this morning on this particular

aspect of this research problem, and he is

getting together with us. He is preparing
a presentation for us on it.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: The minister has checked
into the other?

Hon. Mr. Potter: We have ordered it, yes.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: A supplementary: Is the
minister concerned at all about the lead-paint
poisoning possibilities in the other psychiatric
facilities? What did the check indicate—that
the children are protected?

Hon. Mr. Potter: The information I have
is, as I indicated before, Mr. Speaker, that

the children who are suffering from this par-
ticular ailment are put in facilities where

they aren't exposed. There is a lead hazard
in all paints that were used before the early

1940s, as members are aware. Dr. Parkin-

son has suggested that we should become
involved in a research project on long-term,
low-volume lead poisoning, and he is pre-

paring a presentation for us at the present
time.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Scar-

borough West.

URANIUM RESOURCES

Mr. Lewis: A question of the Minister
of Energy: To what extent was the Minister

of Energy involved in the discussions around
the negotiations by Stephen Roman of the

sale of uranium oxide to Japan from, I guess
1983 to 1988, or 1983 to 1993, of an $800
million sum?

Hon. Mr. McKeough: Not at all, nor do I

think that any member of the government

Mr. Lewis: By way of supplementary, right
at the height of the energy crisis, given our

future dependence on uranium reserves, how
is it that the Province of Ontario has not

yet intervened in the export of $800 million

worth of uranium over a certain number of

years?

Hon. Mr. McKeough: We read about it in

this morning's paper. We move very quickly
on this side of the House, but not quite
that quickly. If I could be a little bit more
serious in reply to the question, uranium is

a mineral which is under federal control, not

under the control of my colleague, the Min-

ister of Natural Resources.

Mr. J. E. Stokes (Thunder Bay): We own
the resource.

Hon. Mr. McKeough: If the member would

go back, he would find that the federal

government assumed control over uranium in

1947.

Mr. Stokes: Not ownership—just disposition.

Mr. Cassidy: We own it.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. McKeough: The control of the

prospecting, developing and exporting of

uranium rests with the government of Can-

ada, and that position has been made clear
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by the government of Canada on a number
of occasions.

I would say that if the member would go
back and read my report of June 1, he would
find that I felt keenly, and this is subscribed

to now by the government, that we should

be developing a formula of some sort for

uranium exports, for an exportable surplus, if

there is one, of uranium, comparable to that

which we have in the field of natural gas,
that that formula should be put in place, and

if there is an exportable surplus, then exports
could take place.

The government of Canada has heard those

views informally on two occasions. We are

making them known to them more formally,

or will be in a paper shortly, and they are

in the process of rewriting whatever Act it is,

the Uranium Act, and expect to bring in a

new policy or clarify their existing policies, I

would think at the next session of Parlia-

ment.

Mr. Lewis: By way of supplementary, sure-

ly this is now a desperately crucial matter,

and in that context does it not make sense,

even to the government of Ontario, that now
is the time to take the uranium reserves in

this province into public ownership—we are

entitled to the ownership—and negotiate the

use and disposition through the federal gov-
ernment so as to assure that the needs of

Canada's economy are served over the next

many years, and that any exports only take

place, not at the capricious whim of the

profit motive of Stephen Roman, but in terms

of what is left over when our consumer needs

are satisfied?

Hon. Mr. McKeough: Exports of natural

gas do not take place at the capricious whim
of the owners of natural gas, whether—

Mr. Lewis: They certainly do!

Hon. Mr. McKeough: They certainly do

not; they are subject to control by the Na-
tional Energy Board.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Lewis: By Liberal and Tory federal

governments.

Mr. Speaker: Order.

Hon. Mr. McKeough: I happen to have a

little faith in government institutions in this

country.

Mr. Lewis: We wouldn't be in this position
if that faith was justified.

Mr. Speaker: Order.

Hon. Mr. McKeough: From time to time

they don't do as I would necessarily do, but

the fact is—

Mr. E. W. Martel (Sudbury East): Why is

the minister in such a bind today then?

Hon. Mr. McKeough: —that the export of

natural gas from this country is controlled by
the policy of the government of Canada and

the National Energy Board. I would think

the same thing would be true equally of

uranium. This is the point that we have been

trying to make.

Mr. Renwick: We don't have any natural

gas in this province.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order.

Hon. Mr. McKeough: We do not subscribe

to the panacea of those few who favour

socialization or nationalization of everything
in sight.

Mr. Speaker: Order.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Stokes: A supplementary, Mr. Speaker:
Does the minister not recall that in the report

that he made when he was parliamentary
assistant and adviser on energy to the Premier

(Mr. Davis), he said the province should con-

sider very seriously taking over some means

of production for an assured supply of

uranium?

Mr. Lewis: Of course he did.

Mr. Stokes: And did Mr. Gathercole, in

replying to that, not suggest that it was an

objective that should be pursued?

Hon. Mr. McKeough: I said on June 1,

and it is the policy of the government now,
that we think the people controlling the re-

source, namely, the government of Canada,
and we have been urging them to do this,

should develop a control mechanism through
a formula similar to that in natural gas. If

these is an exportable surplus, fine then it

may be in the country's interests to export it.

If there isn't, it won't be exported. I don't

see that it's necessary every time there's a

problem in this country to call for public

ownership and put out the people's money-

Mr. Lewis: Oh, come on now, get off it.

Hon. Mr. McKeough: —into all sorts of

crazy socialist ideas.
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Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Lewis: One last supplementary, Mr.

Speaker: All the minister's rhetorical tirades

aside, if he takes Ontario Hydro—

An hon. member: Look who's talking.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Lewis: —as a Crown corporation in the

energy field, then what is inconsistent with the

public ownership, through a Crown corpora-
tion of the most significant future energy re-

source in this province and then negotiating
its use in the future so that we don't have to

be faced with the inherited mess that we're

faced with today?

Hon. Mr. McKeough: Very simply, Mr.

Speaker, it happens to be the philosophy of

the party which holds the largest number of

seats in this House that public ownership is

not the answer to everything.

Mr. Deans: It is the government's phi-

losophy to allow the mess to continue. It is

the perpetration of a mess.

Mr. Martel: Why is the minister in such a

bind then?

Mr. Renwick: The government has lost the

initiative.

STRIKE AT ARTISTIC WOODWORK
CO. LTD.

Mr. Lewis: I have a question, Mr. Speaker,
of the Minister of Labour. Within' the con-

text of the Artistic Woodwork strike, why do
we have the law that's set out in the Labour
Relations Act, with specific clauses applying
to the particular present situation, unless the

Act is to be upheld? Why dt> we have the

Act at all?

Mr. P. J. Yakabuski (Renfrew South): Not

again?

Mr. Speaker: It seems to me this is the

repetition of a previous question. If the minis-

ter can provide any different answer, Til

permit him to.

Hon. Mr. Guindon: Very briefly, Mr.

Speaker, I understand from the way I inter-

pret the Act that I think the employees have
to ask to go back to work. It hasn't been
done in this case.

Mr. Lewis: I'm not going to read the sec-

tion of the Act to the minister then.

May I ask another question? Would the

minister agree that any change which has

been laid against any previous employee or

present employee should naturally find its de-

cision through the normal1 court process and
should not be used at a subsequent date as a

way of firing that employee? Would he agree
with that?

Hon. Mr. Guindon: Mr. Speaker, as this

matter may come before the court, I do not

want to comment on it.

Mr. Deans: That can't come before the

court.

Mr. F. Laughren (Nickel Belt): Thank

goodness there's a cabinet shuffle coming up.

An hon. member: I'll give you my job.

Mr. Deans: What's the minister's purpose
then?

Mr. Lewis: Does the minister feel that

people should be discharged from work or

not be re-employed because of some charge
laid on a picket line?

Hon. Mr. Guindon: It's a very controversial

matter right now between the parties and I

would hate to comment. I would like to meet
the parties and mediate between! them before

I would comment.

Mr. Deans: Why doesn't the minister help
solve it by saying something?

Mr. Cassidy: Why doesn't he solve it? Isn't

it standard practice in these times?

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Scar-

borough West.

STOP ORDER AT CANADA METAL
CO. LTD.

Mr. Lewis: I have a further question of

the Minister of Labour: Is he aware that the

city of Toronto, on Feb. 28 next, will likely

move under sections 92 to 96 of the Public

Health Act to impose a stop order on Canada
Metal Co.?

Hon. Mr. Guindon: My only comment on

this is no, I wasn't aware personally. How-
ever, I might tell the hon. member—and he

has already asked a similar question in the

past—we are looking at the Employment
Standards Act in this regard.

Mr. Lawlor: By way of supplementary, can

the minister promise us an amendment to

the Employment Standards Act to protect
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the workers involved, prior to Feb. 28,

or indeed, Feb. 23, according to the Min-

ister of the Environment (Mr. Auld), when

stop orders may again issue?

Hon. Mr. Guindon: This, of course, Mr.

Speaker, is a government decision and I

propose to appear before cabinet with

recommendations.

Mr. Lewis: When?

Hon. Mr. Guindon: As soon as I can. I

hate to be committed to one specific date,

but if possible before—

Mr. Stokes: Next week?

Mr. Deans: We have to do it before we
rise.

Hon. Mr. Guindon: If possible before.

Mr. Lewis: We have to do it before we
adjourn.

Mr. Speaker: Does the hon. member for

Scarborough West have further questions?

REMOVAL OF SECTION 64
OF OMB ACT

Mr. Lewis: I have a question of the Attor-

ney General, Mr. Speaker. I ask the Attorney

General, now that the Ontario Municipal
Board Act, and specifically section 64, is

going to be taken over by the provincial
Treasurer (Mr. White) thereby removing the

public submissions that were available un-

der the Spadina decision and under the

Scarborough Expressway decision, what
alterations in government policy will be made
to provide for public review of similar con-

tentious government policy?

Hon. D. A. Bales (Attorney General): Mr.

Speaker, reference was made by the Treasurer

to that matter. It hasn't been enacted into

legislation as yet. There are two aspects of

the approval of capital matters. One is

financial, which is largely a review as to the

capability of the municipality to withstand

that capital charge. The other is approval
of the project itself, which I think the mem-
ber is particularly concerned about, and
that is one of the matters that is presently
under consideration.

Mr. Lewis: By way of supplementary, I

presume the minister would be willing to

guarantee that the citizens' review process,
which is now being rendered ineffective by
the removal of section 64 from the OMB

Act and putting it in the Treasurer's hands,
will emerge in some other Act like the

Planning Act? I presume the cabinet intends

to do that?

Hon. Mr. Bales: In many cases, Mr.

Speaker, there is no hearing in reference to

the capital projects. At times there is, but

not always. This is one of the aspects that

we will have under consideration before the

legislation is brought out.

Mr. Speaker: Does the hon. member have
further questions?

The hon. Solicitor General has the

answers to two questions asked previously.

SEIZURE OF PINBALL MACHINES

Hon. J. Yaremko (Solicitor General): Mr.

Speaker, the hon. member for Ottawa East

inquired in the Legislature on Nov. 21 about

certain seizures of pinball machines by police

departments in Ontario, with specific refer-

ence to machines seized in Ottawa by the

Ottawa police department, and in Rockland

by the Ontario Provincial Police.

The member inquired about the rationale

for this seizure, in view of a recent decision

by His Honour Judge Patrick White of the

provincial court at a show-cause hearing
on July 12, 1973.

I am advised that police consider all of the

machines seized in the Ottawa area to be

illegal under the Criminal Code. The police
have received advice in this connection from

Crown attorney Bruce Affleck, who will be

prosecuting the matter in Ottawa courts in

early January.

It must be remembered that Judge White
was concerned with one particular machine.

I understand that the police, on the basis

of legal advice received, believe that the

machines seized contravened the Criminal

Code as interpreted by the Supreme Court

of Canada in the case of Regina versus

Toupin. It is simply the duty of the police

to proceed in accordance with the Criminal

Code where they find a machine which is

illegal.

It is anticipated that this whole matter

will be resolved by the courts early in the

new year and I think it would be inappro-

priate for me to usurp the function of the

courts by comparing machines and stating

my opinion on the legal issues involved.

Mr. Roy: May I ask the minister a supple-

mentary on this point? Doesn't he find it

somewhat presumptuous on the part of the
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Crown attorney for him to decide that the

machines are illegal? Secondly, doesn't the

minister feel that if he does feel that way,

why does he not seize one machine instead of

seizing 12 and putting the fellow out of

business?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Mr. Speaker, the hon.

member is probably the one member in this

House who realizes that Crown attorney Af-

fleck is not deciding the issue. He is advising
the police on the matter. They, having taken

his advice, as they are bound to do, have

proceeded to take action against all illegal
activities.

SHORTAGE OF PITUITARY GLANDS
AT SICK CHILDREN'S HOSPITAL

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Mr. Speaker, the hon.

member for High Park asked the Premier
the following question yesterday:

I wonder if the Premier would be will-

ing to intervene in the serious problem
that is taking place at the Sick Children's

Hospital because of the shortage of spare

parts, particularly pituitary glands, due to

the change in policy at the coroner's office

whereby the necessary hormones are not

being supplied and a number of children

are not receiving the injections which are

essential for them to continue their normal

growth.

The Premier has asked me, Mr. Speaker, to

reply to the question.

There has been no change in the policy in

the coroner's office, as suggested by the hon.

member, with reference to taking tissues or

organs during medico-legal autopsies for

therapeutic purposes, medical education or

scientific research. The recent revision of the

Coroners Act did not make any changes in

this regard.

There is no authority granted by a coro-

ner's warrant for autopsy under the Coro-
ners Act for the removal of any tissues, or-

gans or fluids other than for medico-legal

purposes under each set of circumstances.

The warrant does not cover their removal in

order to use them or to give them to other

persons solely for therapeutic, teaching or

research purposes.

The consent for these last three purposes
is governed by Part II of the Human Tissue
Gift Act, 1971, which is entitled, "Post
Mortem Gifts for Transplants and Other

Purposes." This states precisely who can give
consent and under what circumstances.

Tissue and organs may not be removed
from a body without the proper consent, and
this was part of the philosophy for this

Legislature passing the Human Tissue Gift

Act, 1971. By section 5(4)(a) of the Act, the

chief coroner or a coroner in possession of a

body for the purposes of the Coroners Act
is excluded from giving this additional con-

sent. These principles were clarified in a

memorandum from the chief coroner's office,

dated September, 1972, to all coroners and

regional pathologists in the province, and

again by memorandum dated January, 1973.

There is sympathy and support for the pro-

gramme mentioned; this is why a suggested
consent form was at that time forwarded by
the chief coroner to the coroners and regional

pathologists.

There are many autopsies conducted out-

side the coroners' programme which, if the

need for pituitary glands were made known
to the next-of-kin of the deceased would en-

sure the necessary consent for the removal of

these glands.

Mr. P. D. Lawlor (Lakeshore): May I ask

a supplementary question, Mr. Speaker? Was
it the practice of the coroner, prior to the

passing of section 5(4) in 1971, to dispose of

tissues and organs along the lines suggested
by the member for High Park?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Yes, that was the prac-
tice but it was considered to be illegal.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for St.

David.

STATUS OF WOMEN

Mrs. M. Scrivener (St. David): Mr. Speaker,

my question is addressed to the Minister of

Education and concerns the minister's memo
regarding the appointment of women to senior

administrative ranks of school boards in On-
tario.

Mr. Speaker, I would like to congratulate
the minister on his initiative in this matter-

Mr. Renwick: Question.

Mr. Deans: It's premature. Believe me, it

is premature.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mrs. Scrivener: It so happens, Mr. Speaker,
that I recommended such a policy in a speech
to the Women Teachers Association of Etobi-

coke earlier this month.
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Mr. Renwick: "Will the minister accept

my congratulations?" That would be a ques-
tion.

Mrs. Scrivener: As to my question, Mr.

Speaker, can the minister also assure the

House that when vacancies arise, and de-

pendent upon the necessary qualifications
which I am sure many women in the teaching
profession have already attained—

Mr. Stokes: Question.

Mrs. Scrivener: —will the minister also

consider two things—women appointees to

the positions of regional directors of educa-

tion, and more women appointees as principals
of elementary and secondary schools?

Mr. Laughren: Does the member think

there should be more women in the cabinet?

Hon. T. L. Wells (Minister of Education):
Mr. Speaker, I'd like to thank the hon. mem-
ber for her question; it was completely un-

prepared and unexpected-

Mr. Cassidy: The minister got ample notice.

Mr. Roy: He should get that stunned look
off his face.

Hon. Mr. Wells: Certainly the very excel-

lent input that she makes at all our caucuses

helps us to develop many of these policies.

Mr. Martel: Well then, answer her in

caucus.

Mr. Stokes: Tell the Premier about it.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: That wasn't very en-
thusiastic.

Hon. Mr. Wells: Well, it is. Really, I think
it is well for us to remind the House that two
women sit on this side of the House, one in

the ranks of the cabinet and one as one of

our members, and that they do provide an
excellent input to all of the decisions that we
make.

Mr. Roy: The minister has a great sense of

observation.

Mr. Lewis: I am glad for that little testi-

monial to the women in the minister's caucus.

Hon. Mr. Wells: The answer, of course, is

yes; I will do all I can personally to assure
that what she has suggested happens.

Mr. Laughren: That's what is bothering the
minister.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Sarnia.

DOW CHEMICAL STRIKE

Mr. J. E. Rullbrook (Sarnia): Yes, Mr.

Speaker, a question of the Minister of La-
bour: Is the minister aware that a few weeks

ago, approximately, I requested of his indus-

trial safety branch that at the behest of my
constituents they investigate the safety con-

ditions at the struck Dow plant at Sarnia?

Is the minister aware that I don't have a re-

port? Could the minister get me a report?
And if the minister is treated in the same
cavalier fashion by that branch as I've been

treated, would he consider dismissing the

head of that branch?

Hon. Mr. Cuindon: Mr. Speaker, first of all

I should like to thank the hon. member, be-

cause he did mention this incident to me on
another occasion. I certainly would regret
and apologize for the conduct of any official

who perhaps has been too abrupt with the

member for Sarnia.

But I did get the report from the safety

branch; I'm informed the inspection of Dow
Chemical would take 15 days.

I'm informed the inspector from the indus-

trial safety branch started on Nov. 7 and
continued on Nov. 8, 9, 12, 13, 14, 15 and
16. Then the inspector took sick, I'm inform-

ed, and started again on Nov. 26, yesterday,
and he is still there today.

So far, no problems have been found and

no directions have been issued. The entire

report, I'm told, cannot be completed until

the inspection has been completed. However,
as soon as I have a report I'll be glad to give

a summary of that report to the hon. member.

Mr. Rullbrook: Thank you; I'm most appre-
ciative of that.

By way of supplementary, slightly divert-

ing; I'm wondering, in view of the fact of

difficulties that have taken place recently on

the picket line in connection with that strike,

would the minister consider personal inter-

vention before the Christmas season?

Hon. Mr. Guindon: Mr. Speaker, I know
there is a meeting scheduled for this coming
Thursday; perhaps I may be in a better posi-

tion to comment after that takes place.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Wind-
sor West.

PENSION BENEFITS

Mr. E. J. Bounsall (Windsor West): A ques-
tion of the Minister of Consumer and Com-
mercial Relations, Mr. Speaker: Now that it is
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clear nothing in Ontario law prevents retire-

ment on full pension after 30 years regard-
less of age, is it true that an Ontario require-
ment of a 15-year funding period for private

pension plans, as contrasted with the 30-year

period in the United States, is the major fac-

tor limiting negotiations of a pension level in

Ontario equivalent to that of similar work-

ers in the United States?

Hon. J. T. Clement (Consumer and Com-
mercial Relations): No; I'm not aware, Mr.

Speaker, that that is any barrier. I will under-

take to look into it and get back to the mem-
ber in that regard.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Kent is

next.

ASSISTANCE FOR NURSING HOME
OPERATORS

Mr. J. P. Spence (Kent): I have a question
of the Minister of Health. Is the minister

aware that over 50 small nursing homes have

gone out of business over the past year? By
his remarks in his estimates, he didn't like

to see the small nursing homes go out of

business. Is the minister then giving con-
sideration to some financial assistance; or has

he informed his inspectors some consideration

should be given so that these nursing homes,
these small nursing homes that have been

doing such good work, would be given more
consideration so they can operate success-

fully?

Hon. Mr. Potter: Mr. Speaker, I think I

have stated this before in the House; we
are anxious to keep small nursing homes in

business.

Mr. Good: One would never know it.

Hon. Mr. Potter: And while we have the

regulations drawn up, the new regulations re-

late more specifically to the new nursing
homes being built, as far as standards for

cubic feet and so on are concerned. We are

far more interested in the personal care that

the patient gets—the surroundings, the atti-

tude of the staff, the food—and I have so

instructed the inspection staff of the nurs-

ing homes to see they take this into con-

sideration.

Mr. Sargent: Supplementary, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Spence: Mr. Speaker, a supplementary:
Has the minister informed his inspectors in

regard to his feelings or his views on these

small nursing homes?

Hon. Mr. Potter: I informed them per-

sonally, Mr. Speaker, when we had a meet-

ing; yes.

Mr. Roy: Don't they listen to the minister?

Mr. Sargent: Supplementary, Mr. Speaker:
Is the minister aware that when he cuts a

nursing home down from 23 to 18 beds it is

not an economic unit? They cannot live; so

what do you plan to do if the smaller out-

lying nursing homes are not economically
sound? What are they going to do?

Hon. Mr. Potter: That's what I was just

saying, Mr. Speaker. In these specific cases,

we are saying that as long as everything else

is in order and as long as they are not really
too crowded, just dont be too specific about

the square footage that we asked to be made
available in the new facilities.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Ottawa
Centre.

INCREASED BENEFITS SOUGHT TO
OFFSET HEATING COSTS

Mr. Cassidy: Yes, Mr. Speaker, a question
of the Minister of Community and Social

Services: Now that the federal government
has announced that fuel oil prices are rising

by a nickel a gallon in the area east of the

Ottawa Valley—which includes communities
between Brockville and Ottawa and farther

east—what steps will the minister take in order

to compensate or help people on social assis-

tance pay for these new fuel oil prices which
will apply now rather than next February?

Hon. R. Brunelle (Minister of Community
and Social Services): Mr. Speaker, I have
received the telegram from the federal Min-
ister of National Health and Welfare and as

I indicated in the House yesterday we are

very much aware of this problem and we
are acting upon it. We are presently amend-

ing our regulations to provide provision for

increased allowances in view of the increased

costs of fuel.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Ottawa
East is next.

Mr. Cassidy: Well, a supplementary—

Mr. Speaker: Supplementary.

Mr. Cassidy: Could the minister say from

when will those new amended regulations
take effect?
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Hon. Mr. Brunelle: Mr. Speaker, as I said,

we are presently amending our regulations
and I would hope that the new regulations
would be in force sometime during the

current calendar year.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Ottawa
East.

SPEED LIMIT ENFORCEMENT AS
FUEL SAVING

Mr. Roy: Mr. Speaker, my question is of

the Solicitor General. In view of the federal

energy minister's statement yesterday that a

reduction in speed on our highways from 70
miles per hour to 50 miles per hour would
create a fuel saving from 20 to 40 per cent,
has the minister advised his law enforcement
officers that they make a stringent enforce-

ment of our highway traffic laws to save

energy?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Mr. Speaker, I have
directed an inquiry to the commissioner of

the OPP, asking that the Ministry of Trans-

portation and Communications be checked
into to see what the law enforcement prob-
lems will be. When you have those who are

complying with the voluntary reduction to a

speed of 50 miles per hour driving, say, in

the centre lane of a multi-lane highway,
where everybody else is driving at the legal

speed limit of 70 miles an hour, of course a

dangerous situation may occur. I am awaiting;
their advice in this matter and then we will

take further action.

Mr. Roy: Supplementary, Mr. Speaker: In
view of the fact that it is a well-known phe-
nomenon that the minister's law enforcement

people give a leeway of 10 miles per hour—
if the speed limit is 60, they usually won't

stop anybody unless he is going over 70—does
the minister not feel that he should issue a
directive saying that the gratuitous discretion

they are using should be stopped and that

they pay strict adherence to the speed limit

in order to save energy?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Mr. Speaker, I am not
aware of any "gratuitous" allowance.

Mr. Roy: The minister is not aware of a
lot of things.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: If the speed limit is 70
miles an hour-

Mr. E. M. Havrot (Timiskaming): Nor is he
aware of the member's ignorance.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: If the speed limit is

70 miles an hour, 71 miles an hour is illegal
and it should be stopped.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: That is what should
be done—and I am surprised at a member
of Her Majesty's bar having a contrary view.

Mr. Roy: We don't know that.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: The problem will be
where those who are abiding by this speed
reduction to 50 miles per hour will be driving

among those who are legally going 70 miles

an hour and dangerous situations will be
created. I am awaiting advice of the law
enforcement officers and the traffic people as

to how this matter should be dealt with.

Mr. Roy: Don't wait until the energy crisis

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for River-

dale.

RYERSON RADIO STATION

Mr. Renwick: Mr. Speaker, I have a ques-
tion of the Chairman of the Management
Board, having regard to the communications

which I have had from the Minister of Col-

leges and Universities (Mr. McNie), the con-

cern of the members for St. David and St.

George (Mrs. Campbell), and my concern

about CJRT and the Open College at

Ryerson.

Will the chairman assure us that those

facilities will be continued at substantially
the same level that they have been in past

years? What is the method by which that

continuance will be assured, and will it be

notified to Ryerson College in time to put
them out of their misery about the expiration
of the funds at the end of this month under

which they are presently operating?

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Well, I will answer the

last question first, which is yes. I want to

thank the member for his letter which I will

be responding to within a number of hours.

I will be making a recommendation to my
colleagues after which a policy statement will

be made and1 I hope it will be satisfactory to

the hon. member.

Mr. Renwick: Thank you.
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Mr. Speaker: The question period
1 has now

been completed.

At this particular time I think it would be

appropriate for me to bring to the attention

of the House that I have received a request
from the Hansard recording staff to see if

we could do something about the excessive

noise in the chamber. They have been trying
to sensitize the recording equipment to do a—

Mr. Sargent: Erasing the tapes, are you?

Mr. Speaker: —better job and for some time

past they have been experiencing great diffi-

culties due to the discussions that have taken

place in the chamber. On Friday, I did bring
to the attention of the House on three occa-

sions in the one morning that there were too

many discussions taking place and it was

making it very difficult for the people in the

Hansard recording branch.

I would appeal to you for co-operation in

keeping your discussions at a much lower

volume. Certainly we don't want to try to

prevent them but perhaps you would try to

whisper instead of speaking so loudly.

Also I must direct the attention of the hon.

members, and the cabinet particularly, to the
civil servants who are under the press gallery.
There seems to be a great deal of com-
motion and talking and confusion emanating
from that—

Mr. Sargent: Why aren't they in their offices

working?

Mr. Speaker: —direction which again causes
no end of problems in the Hansard recording
division, so we would enlist the co-operation
of everyone in this respect.

Mr. Cassidy: Most of the confusion comes
from the cabinet, not from the civil servants.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. J. H. Jessiman (Fort William): There
is always a contribution from Ottawa Centre
too.

Mr. Bounsall: But a good contribution.

Mr. Good: If you won't go along with it

they'll erase your tapes.

Mr. Speaker: Petitions.

Presenting reports.

Motions.

Introduction of bills.

JURIES ACT

Hon. Mr. Bales moves first reading of bill

intituled, An Act to amend the Juries Act,

1973.

Motion agreed to; first reading of the bill.

PUBLIC INSTITUTIONS INSPECTION
ACT

Hon. Mr. Bales moves first reading of bill

intituled, An Act to provide for the Inspection
of Public Institutions by Public Visitation.

Motion agreed to; first reading of the bill.

Hon. Mr. Bales: Mr. Speaker, in the Speech
from the Throne we indicated that it was our

intention to significantly reduce the number
of occupational groupings presently ineligible
for or disqualified from jury service, so as to

allow greater citizen participation in that pro-
cess. We also indicated at that time that we
intended to eliminate the grand jury from the

criminal trial process where it has over the

years become somewhat of an anachronism,

while at the same time preserving its public
institutions inspection function which we hold

to be of considerable current importance.
These two bills give effect to that intention.

However, because the elimination of the

grand jury requires the complementary
amendment to the Criminal Code of Canada,

and because the issues of public participation

are so fundamental to this process that I

want to involve the members of this House

and the public in the consideration of these

changes, it is my intention to give these bills

first reading only at this session and to re-

introduce them next year in a form that would

reflect that participation.

In addition to these major innovations and

a complete redrafting of the present law so

as to make it more comprehensible, the Juries

Act embodies the significant improvements to

the jury selection process passed' earlier this

session which, through a system of advance

notification and multi-stage exemption pro-

cedure, are designed to eliminate or at least

minimize much of the disruptive effect that

this type of public service may have on the

private lives of individuals chosen to serve.

Mr. Speaker: Orders of the day.

Clerk of the House: The 43rd order, House
in committee of supply.
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ESTIMATES, MINISTRY OF REVENUE

Mr. Chairman: The estimates of the Minis-

try of Revenue. Does the hon. minister have
an opening statement?

Hon. A. Grossman (Minister of Revenue):
Yes, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Chairman, in opening the discussion of
the Ministry of Revenue estimates for 1973-
1974, I would like to comment on several

aspects of the ministry's operations which I

think will be of interest to the House.

By way of background, the first time I

presented the estimates of this ministry, in

June 1972, I had been Minister of Revenue
for about four months and was not in a posi-
tion to comment adequately, not to my satis-

faction anyway, on the ministry.

Mr. J. E. Stokes (Thunder Bay): Nor to

ours.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: I also had responsi-
bility for OHC, which I am sure members
will agree required a substantial part of my
time. Now that OHC has been transferred to

the new Ministry of Housing I am able to

devote my time exclusively to the operations
of the Ministry of Revenue.

Mr. F. Laughren (Nickel Belt): That's
what bothers us.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: The first area I would
like to touch on is the problem faced in at-

tempting to devise an administrative system
for the collection of taxes that is and remains

responsive to the inevitable inequities that

arise in tax law. In making these comments,
I wish to emphasize that I am talking about
the administrative systems designed for the
collection of tax. I am not, of course, talking
about whether any particular basic tax policy
is or is not equitable, as that is the responsi-

bility of another ministry.

From my experience in this ministry, it is

apparent to me that the easiest way to ensure
administrative consistency and equity would
be to avoid exceptions, exemptions and spe-
cial cases. A simple tax that is applied to all

is the simplest tax to administer. All would
be treated the same.

However, economic and social policies of
this government quite properly require a wide
range of exceptions, exemptions and special
cases in order to make the impact of the
various tax laws as equitable as possible. As
soon as you establish exceptions to the basic

rule, you in effect invite other exceptions.
Often it is extremely difficult to develop a
rationale which allows any clear distinction

between two cases when they are a part of a
continuum of gradually changing circum-
stances. At some point it then becomes neces-

sary to go so far and no further.

Perhaps I can illustrate this complexity with
the example of the problem of establishing an

appropriate policy for the exemptions granted
on children's clothing and footwear.

This is a problem which has been raised

frequently both inside and outside this House.

Many jurisdictions, including Saskatchewan,
have resolved this problem by taxing chil-

dren's clothing and footwear. Some tax au-

thorities further confuse the issue by argu-

ing that exemption of children's clothing is,

in fact, a more regressive tax policy than the

taxing of such items.

We in Ontario approached the problem in

much the same way as most jurisdictions in

Canada and related the exemption to certain

sizes. Canada standard sizes are intended to

be related to age, and probably still are for

many children. However, there is an in-

creasing number of children wearing clothes

that are a couple of sizes larger than the

size for what is known as the theoretical aver-

age child of that age. This has led to re-

quests that the sizes for which tax exemp-
tions are given be reviewed, or that the

exemptions be based on age rather than size.

This latter recommendation neatly illus-

trates the dilemma of the tax administrators.

Ideally, relating tax to age could ensure equal
treatment for all children. But how does one

administer such an approach? Some people
have suggested we rely on the production of

a birth certificate or other document issued to

verify age.

This solution would certainly be reasonably
convenient for shopping with the child pres-

ent; but what about the situation where the

child is not present, which happens in many
thousands of cases. What evidence should the

parent be required to give concerning the

purchase? What if another relative or friend

is buying a gift of clothing for that child?

What about the many purchases made from

mail order catalogues?

British Columbia relies on a simple certi-

fication that the purchase is for a child of an

age entitled to tax exemption, and has in

effect abandoned any attempts to audit or

control abuses of the system. Such an ap-

proach has serious weaknesses in it, to the

extent that it permits, and hence perhaps even

induces, citizens to flaunt the tax laws of the

province; and what is more important, to the

extent that it shifts the tax to those citizens

who conscientiously pay their taxes.
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The extent of these problems, Mr. Chair-

man, is such that we are currently working
with the Ontario Research Foundation on a

complete review and analysis of the sizing

of children's clothing and footwear as it

relates to age. Although there appears to be

adequate information available on clothing,
I am advised there is insufficient Canadian
data of footwear to permit a proper analysis

of this problem. We are, therefore, proceed-

ing with the collection of data on foot sizes

required to complete the study. When the

analysis is complete we hope to be in a

position to determine the most appropriate

regulations in respect of children's clothing
and footwear. I point this out as one ex-

ample of the difficulties inherent in trying
to get really equitable tax laws.

Coincident with the difficulties associated

with the determination of where to draw the

line on any given tax exemption are the

difficulties created for various taxpayers or

persons involved in the collection of taxes,

both inside and outside the government.

What evidence shall be required to verify
entitlement to an exemption? Who shall be

required to obtain it? Shall the taxpayer who
is primarily interested in obtaining the ex-

emption be required to produce documents
or certificates to verify entitlements? Shall

the merchant who acts as a retail sales tax

collector be required to record exempt sales

in a special way? Shall tax auditors from the

ministry be required to seek out the evidence
of the entitlement, or evidence of non-entitle-

ment?

These questions, of course, are easily

asked; but not so nearly so easily answered.
What is involved is a very difficult balance
between the economic and social policy gov-
erning the imposition of the tax, and the

administrative realities of the bureaucracy
and red tape involved in collecting the tax

and granting the exemptions.

It is the responsibility of the Minister of

Revenue to ensure that the administrative

system required to collect a tax and process

exemptions is realistic, and does not involve

excessive amounts of unproductive work just

to maintain the system.

For example, if all Ontario retailers were

required to file tax returns monthly, we
would be handling over 1.5 million returns

annually. Instead we have evolved a system

whereby some vendors file monthly; and the

remainder file every two, three, four, five

or six months, depending on the volume of

taxes being collected.

Another example is the change with respect
to liens for corporation tax on the real prop-

erty of companies. The legal profession in

particular will no longer have to request
lien clearances for properties falling in the

new proposed time limit. This represents a

saving in time and money to both the pro-
fession and the corporation.

Incidentally, this is part of the new
Corporation Tax Act amendments which will

be coming forward, probably later this week
or next week, and which are already printed.

In addition, the staff of the lien clearance

office will benefit by not having to deal with

old clearances, and will therefore be able

to provide faster and more efficient service

to current clearances. This will eliminate

about 200 lien requisition requests per day.

Corresponding cost savings will accrue to

the branch and the pressure for increased

complement to deal with the workload will

be decreased.

These few comments are made, Mr. Chair-

man, to give members a better understanding
of the difficulties and complexities we face

in administering the taxing statutes of the

province.

While nobody loves the tax collector, I

am sure most members will agree with me
that the staff in the Ministry of Revenue
have an excellent reputation for fairness and

efficiency. This summer, in fact, we re-

ceived an unbiased appraisal of how the

Ontario retail sales tax branch compared with

similar administrations in 45 American juris-

dictions. The study, by Prof. John Due of

the University of Illinois, found that Ontario,

along with California, had the most effective

retail sales tax administration on this con-

tinent.

It is particularly significant that Ontario

is ranked so highly by this researcher, while

at the same time this province has one of

the most difficult Retail Sales Tax Acts to

administer because it permits so many
exemptions. And these are the words of the

researcher.

From a purely administrative viewpoint,
the number of exemptions permitted under

our legislation is considered a weakness in

terms of administrative efficiency and legis-

lative simplicity. From the public's viewpoint,

however, the kinds of exemptions allowed

can be considered a strength in terms of gov-
ernment responsiveness to social needs. For

example, most American states tax children's

clothing and many states tax food. Both are

exempt in Ontario.
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Mr. Chairman, so far my comments have

related to the revenue division of the min-

istry. I would now like to make a few re-

marks on the assessment division.

Hon. members may recall that the assess-

ment division, which was previously located

in the former Department of Municipal Af-

fairs, was transferred to the Ministry of Rev-

enue on April 1, 1972. The assessment divi-

sion is now operating as an integral part of

the ministry and has now established a good
working relationship with the municipalities
it is designed to serve.

Mr. R. Haggerty (Welland South): Not all

of them, not all of them!

Hon. Mr. Grossman: As I explained to the

House last month, the property reassessment

programme has been drastically affected by
the past year's volatile real estate market.

Fortunately, the implementation of new mass

appraisal techniques will permit us to assess

all properties at market value by the fall of

1974. This data will then be available for

tax policy study purposes.

Our revised schedule calls for the intro-

duction of market value assessment in 1976.

These assessments will be used for local tax

purposes in 1977, based upon the tax reforms

developed by the province.

Mr. Haggerty: You should have left it at

the municipal level.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: The property records

from which the 1974 municipal assessment
rolls will be produced are being computerized
by the assessment division to create a central

inventory of all real estate in Ontario, includ-

ing residential, recreation, farm, commercial,
industrial, vacant land and special purpose
properties.

Municipalities will have, for the first time,
the capability of utilizing property informa-

tion for a variety of planning purposes and
land-use studies.

Mr. Haggerty: They have had that before,

many of them have.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: The central computer-
ized inventory will also assist the new Min-

istry of Housing in planning effective housing
programmes in co-operation with the munic-

ipalities.

In the fall of 1972, my ministry undertook
the first provincial enumeration which was
used in the development of the municipal
voters' lists for that year.

Mr. E. Sargent (Grey-Bruce): What a mess
that was.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: This was a major un-

dertaking, carried out under very tight time

constraints.

Based on the reactions of municipal offic-

ials, we can report that the quality of this

year's enumeration showed substantial im-

provement over 1972. Not only were the pre-

liminary voters' lists more accurate, but

changes in format and the inclusion of addi-

tional information will make them much more
convenient for candidates for public office to

use while canvassing. Similarly, there were
fewer changes made to the school support

listing during the revision period, indicating
a higher degree of accuracy in the enumera-
tion material.

As a result of our assessment and enumer-
ation programmes, we now have a computer
file containing what in essence is a perma-
nent municipal voters' list. Municipal enumer-
ation is conducted annually in order to keep
the computerized permanent voters' list up
to date. As the information on the computer
file is refined and updated, and as the pro-

vincially administered enumeration is devel-

oped, the accuracy and completeness of the

permanent voters' list now on file will con-

tinue to increase. There is also a mechanism
for obtaining personal statistical data from
new owners and tenants of new buildings

throughout the year for school support pur-

poses.

Mr. Sargent: You use that Tory propa-

ganda all the time.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: This will allow the

file to be updated on an ongoing basis.

Mr. Chairman, having made these few

remarks, I'm pleased to proceed with the

consideration of the estimates for the Minis-

try of Revenue.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Kitchener.

Mr. J. R. Breithaupt (Kitchener): Mr. Chair-

man, as we only have an hour to deal with
the minister's responsibilities, I want to make
my comments particularly brief, especially as

some 15 minutes of that hour have already

gone by.

It is, of course, always a pleasure to have
the affable member for St. Andrew-St. Patrick

discussing matters in the House. We believe,
as we have continued to believe, that this re-

sponsibility, however, is not properly a full-

time responsibility of a minister of the

cabinet. We think the responsibility for the

Revenue ministry is one which can be handled
in another form. To have a separate minister,

and indeed to have an assistant to a separate
minister, is completely unreasonable.
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In the comments which are to be made

concerning the matter of Ontario housing,

that we will be dealing with later in the day,

the member for York-Forest Hill (Mr. Givens)

will be making comments on behalf of the

official opposition. I might add, Mr. Chair-

man, that as we look into municipal assess-

ment particularly, my colleague from Water-

loo North (Mr. Good) will be commenting

upon the assessment situation and making the

comments which we believe should be made

concerning the operation of this ministry.

It is my view, in making one brief com-

ment on the Province of Ontario Savings

Office programme, that I would like to hear

from the minister before our hour is- up con-

cerning the kinds of approach he intends to

take to the operation of these 21 offices of

the savings office, so that we may know

whether all of the studies of which we have

heard so much are in fact going to be taken

care of and come to some fruition, or whether

things are just going to go on as they have

done.

The Treasurer (Mr. White), in commenting
on his responsibilities as the first Minister of

Revenue, who in turn was followed by the

member for Grey South (Mr. Winkler), said

there have been studies which he had in-

stituted. There are those which the member

for Grey South had instituted, and there are

those which the present minister has de-

veloped concerning these savings offices.

The end result of all these studies, at least

we're informed by the Treasurer, is that

things are going to stay just the way they
are. We on this side of the House don't think

that things can just stay the way they are.

We believe that either the savings office

should be made into a far larger, involved

kind of banking organization which can

definitely provide greater funds and new

policy outlets for the cabinet, or the thing
should be closed down and the responsibilities

turned over to the banks, if they can handle

them better.

Surely if there is duplication in a savings
office beside a branch bank or a trust com-

pany, and if the savings offices are not being
used as a positive instrument in policy, then

one can I think question just which area we
are going to follow. I think the savings office

programme could do a lot of things which

are worthwhile, but it certainly does not seem

to have been developed, at least as yet, in the

kinds of positive ways that should occur.

Mr. Chairman, I don't want to take up
much time because there are many questions,

especially in the area of assessment, which

have to be dealt with. As we have only a

brief period of time this afternoon to deal

with this estimate, I would end my remarks

there for the present time.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Yorkview.

Mr. F. Young (Yorkview): Mr. Chairman,
I want to pick up where the member for

Kitchener left off and confine myself entirely

this afternoon to one phase of the minister's

estimates, that is the Province of Ontario

Savings Office. I would like to suggest that

the minister use that bank, expanded to meet
the need, or one created or acquired under

the legislation recently promised by the

federal Minister of Finance, to handle insur-

ance for the people of Ontario. Such a ven-

ture could do at least three things:

1. It could provide general and life insur-

ance at lower rates than now exist in Ontario;

2. It could, by specializing in term insurance,

provide far more protection for dependants
of bread-winners than is now possible under

most life insurance contracts; and 3. It would

generate very substantial investment funds for

the province from the reserves coming from

this insurance business. These funds could

then be used by governments in development
fields consistent with its own social policies.

I haven't time today to discuss the whole

insurance field, and I don't intend to. This is

a subject which is bound to claim more and

more attention in this Legislature over the

years to come.

,Let me remind this House that hospital in-

surance, first introduced by the CCF govern-
ment in Saskatchewan, gradually spread
across Canada in spite of bitter opposition by
vested interests. That included, of course,

both old-line parties. But those parties had to

introduce hospital insurance in the other prov-
inces. The people saw that it worked1 in Sas-

katchewan, and they demanded it clear across

the nation.

Old party governments reluctantly, to save

their political skins, gradually brought in hos-

pital insurance until now it is taken for

granted, even though in a province like On-

tario the premiums are far too high.

Medical insurance followed the same pat-

tern. The NDP in Saskatchewan pioneered it.

In spite of a doctors' strike, the violent oppo-

sition of the Thatcher Liberals—you remem-

ber the incident when Thatcher kicked the

door of the Legislature in protest against this

—as well as the opposition of the whole

North American insurance industry, it came

and spread to the whole of Canada.

Mr. Laughren: Thank goodness for social-
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Mr. Young: Automobile insurance, again

pioneered in Saskatchewan, is now in opera-

tion in two provinces and will be started in

British Columbia early next year. Already fea-

tures of the public insurance plan, such as no-

fault, are being tested in other provinces in a

vain attempt to hold back the tide.

Mr. Laughren: Exactly.

Mr. Young: And public automobile insur-

ance will eventually sweep the country, just

as did hospital and medical insurance, re-

gardless of the political tint of the provincial

governments in power.

Mr. Laughren: It's inevitable.

Mr. E. W. Martel (Sudbury East): It's

coming. Whether you guys like it or not, it

is coming.

Mr. P. G. Givens (York-Forest Hill): So

what have you got to offer now?

Mr. Young: The Premier (Mr. Davis) warn-
ed of this in his recent speech to the Insur-

ance Institute of Canada, but he still hopes
that by throwing the sop of better no-fault

insurance to the public they will be willing to

leave the industry in private hands.

General and life insurance will follow this

trend just as did the kinds of insurance I

have mentioned.

Mr. Martel: It will come.

Mr. Young: People eventually will rebel

at the high-cost, inefficient type we are now
being provided and will demand that govern-
ments correct the situation. It is to ward off

this very eventuality that the insurance in-

dustry is now conducting a slick high-pressure

campaign to present itself as one of God's

great gifts to humanity. But in spite of all that

the industry is doing to forestall public in-

surance in these fields, governments over the

next few years will be moving in to provide
cheaper and better coverage to the public-

Mr. P. D. Lawlor (Lakeshore): Most of

your energy is taken up in rearguard ac-

tion.

Mr. Young: —a public so long exploited and'

cheated through their so-called insurance

policies.

I am suggesting that the minister use the

Ontario Savings Office, or a similar instru-

ment, to provide both general and life in-

surance to the people of Ontario, and except
for government business in competition to the

established insurance industry. I underline the

words "... in competition to the established

insurance industry."

Mr. Laughren: Surely the private sector

doesn't fear competition?

Mr. Young: While recognizing the need for

public action in the general insurance field, I

want today to turn my attention specifically

to life insurance, where the need is greatest.

Mr. Laughren: You are not an insurance

agent, are you?

Mr. Young: I have three main criticisms of

the present life insurance industry: 1. Insur-

ance is far too expensive for the average

Canadian; 2. Too many policies lapse because

the insured can't keep up the payments, thus

destroying the very purpose fro which the

policy was bought; that is, protection; and 3.

The savings portion of the policy is confiscated

by the company if and when the policy-

holder dies.

Certainly the present insurance setup is ex-

tremely profitable for the shareholders and

officials of the companies concerned, but for

the general public it is one of the greatest

rackets ever conceived by the uninhibited ty-

coons of the freebooting capitalist age.

Mr. Laughren: Right on. Great stuff.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Young: First of all, life insurance rates

are too high.

Mr. E. R. Good (Waterloo North): What
vote are you on?

Mr. Young: One reason for this is that rates

are based on mortality tables which are away
out of date.

Mr. Chairman: Order, please. May I sug-

gest this is not really on this vote?

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Young: I am laying the groundwork,
Mr. Chairman, for my contention that the

minister ought to be using the Ontario Sav-

ings Office for the sale of life and general

insurance.

Mr. Laughren: The ideology offends you,
Mr. Chairman. Admit it.

Mr. W. Ferrier (Cochrane South): You can

talk about anything in the lead-off.

Mr. Young: First of all, as I say, life in-

surance rates are too high. One reason is that

rates are based on mortality tables which are

away out of date.
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Mr. Martel: The Liberals come to life. As

a matter of fact, three of them.

Mr. Young: As a matter of fact, countless

insurance policies right now in effect-

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. Young: —are based on mortality tables

which antedate the penicillin age. Policies

sold today are based on tables well before

1960. In 1958, the standard commissioners-

Mr. Chairman: Order please; order please.

How is this going to relate to this vote; or

to this particular estimate?

Mr. Martel: Why don't you sit and listen?

Mr. Lawlor: To the Ontario Savings Office.

Mr. Laughren: We explained that to you.

Mr. Young: This relates to the Ontario

Savings Office which can be used, and effec-

tively used in Ontario, for wider purposes.

Mr. Chairman: You are talking about the

Ontario Savings Office, but I think it's using

up the valuable time of the House to discuss

the-

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Chairman: Order please! It's using up
the time of the House discussing the theory
of insurance, which has nothing to do with

this particular vote.

Mr. Ferrier: It should have.

Mr. Chairman: Irrespective of the interjec-

tions.

Mr. Young: Mr. Chairman, could I simply

say that there are many jurisdictions in this

country and outside this country where insti-

tutions of this kind, savings bank institutions,

are used for the purpose I'm talking about.

An hon. member: Right.

Mr. Chairman: We don't need a lesson

on the theory of insurance in this particular
estimate.

Mr. Young: How else do we convince the

minister?

Mr. Lawlor: On a point of order, Mr.
Chairman. Surely in the traditions of this

House, the greatest latitude has been shown

by the chair in the past with respect to

introductory statements.

Mr. Chairman: Very much so. You have

very much latitude, I might say-

Mr. Lawlor: We have a certain amount
of time. I think we should be permitted to

use it as we see fit.

Mr. Chairman: Order please. And the rest

of the House objects to that much latitude.

Mr. Young: Mr. Chairman, what is your

ruling?

Mr. Chairman: Confine your remarks to

this minister's estimates. You may talk about

the Ontaria Savings Office and possible uses,

but a lesson in the whole theory of insurance

I suggest is out of order.

Mr. Laughren: That is all we have been

doing.

Mr. Young: For the life of me, Mr. Chair-

man, I cannot see how this is unrelated to

these estimates; particularly in view of the

fact that savings banks across the world are

being used for the purposes I'm talking about.

Mr. Chairman: The Savings Office vote is

statutory anyway; but you may talk about

the Savings Office and its uses.

Mr. Laughren: In other words, proceed.

Mr. Young: All right. Then if I may pro-

ceed, Mr. Chairman.

Let me summarize then, if I might, this

particular aspect. First of all, I have said that

the rates of our insurance today are based

on obsolete mortality tables.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Now the hon. mem-
ber just wants to—

Mr. Young: Right. Secondly—

Mr. Martel: I hear you are looking for a

chairmanship these days.

Mr. Lawlor: We could give you something
to do over there.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Right.

Mr. Young: Secondly, we have too many
lapses on our insurance policies. In 1972

Canadians had seven times as many policies

lapse as actually matured, and this is in-

credible.

Mr. Good: In the Ontario Savings Office?

An hon. member: Right.

Mr. Good: Come on; be reasonable.

Mr. Young: What I am saying is that—you
know, it's an amazing thing how so many of

our members in this House object—
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Mr. Good: This has nothing to do with this

vote and you know it.

Mr. Young: —object to any analysis of the

insurance companies.

Mr. Ferrier: Right. You are right on.

Mr. Breithaupt: Not too much about assess-

ment.

Mr. Young: Mr. Chairman, this can come
at a later time. I'm quite willing to abide

by your ruling and proceed with this analysis
at a later time.

Mr. Martel: You can't play it both ways.

Mr. Lawlor: Sometimes the Tories are

more enlightened. Very often.

Mr. Good: Now you are making headway.

Mr. Martel: As a matter of fact, most of

the time.

Mr. Young: All right. I am making head-

way.

An hon. member: Which is no compliment
to the Tories, I might add.

Mr. Young: Of course the third criticism

I mentioned was that we tie banking to in-

surance in our present way of doing things.
And I think this is a most illogical procedure.

So just to sum it up, Mr. Chairman, what

happens is that we have the regular kind of

insurance which is most often sold, that is

straight life, endowment and others. As

against that, we have term insurance, which
I'm advocating the minister sell through his

insurance organization, through his banking
organization here, as other jurisdictions do.

One small example, which I might be per-
mitted to use: In the case of endowment
policies for which a man may pay $900 a

year, a 20-pay life at 25 policy, and term
insurance for which he pays $130 for the

same coverage; if both people die after 19

years, in the one case the widow gets $20,000,
the face value of the policy, and in the other

case, if the man had invested the difference

between his term policy and the other policy
in a seven per cent equity, at the end of 19

years his widow would get the $20,000 face
of the policy, and she would also have
$31,570 from savings, a total of $51,570.

Now this is one of the reasons why I say
to the minister—

Hon. Mr. Grossman: All he has to do is

live long enough to do it.

Mr. Young: All right, but why should he

have to live to cash in? He wants protection
for his family, but if he dies the insurance

company confiscates all that saving. That is

wrong, and that's why I say that the minister

should at this point see that he has a tre-

mendous opportunity to use his Ontario

Savings Office and expand it to meet his

needs, or use a similar institution set up
under the promised federal legislation to pro-
vide the people of this province with at least

low-cost general insurance and term life in-

surance. At the same time, he would accumu-
late very large investment funds which could

be used by the province to further its own
social needs.

What I'm saying is if the minister doesn't

want to concentrate on these two types of

insurance—by doing this he would highlight
how the industry has been gouging us all

these years—let him go into full competition
with the other insurance companies and offer

the full range of policies they offer, but with

this difference: Segregate the portion of the

insurance premium which actually meets the

cost of the insurance and put it into an

insurance account out of which death claims

and expenses are met. Then deposit the

savings portion of the premium into a special
fund set up by the Ontario Savings Office

for the purpose. If the policyholder survives

the term of the policy, then he gets back the

savings plus interest, just as he does from
the private companies, although the interest

could well be higher. But if the policyholder
dies, his beneficiary would get the face value

of the policy, plus his savings with accrued
interest.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Do you know you
can buy that kind of insurance now?

Mr. Young: Policy rates, of course, would
be set to cover all administration costs, but

would not need to take profits into account.

Mr. Laughren: That's the difference.

Mr. Young: This would not only provide
our people with real protection in case of

death, but it would give the government fast-

growing reserve funds which could be in-

vested in municipal bonds, Hydro bonds, On-
tario housing, land banking and other similar

undertakings.

Mr. Martel: Land banking.

Mr. Young: They've been talking about

that.

Mr. Martel: Yes.
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Mr. Young: Under the present setup in-

vestment policies of insurance reserves are

determined by the companies. They invest

where and when it is most profitable for them.

Too many of these decisions are made south

of the border and in the interest of the head
offices. With Ontario Savings Office life in-

surance, Ontario could use its growing re-

serves within Ontario for Ontario social

objectives. That should appeal to the minis-

ter.

Mr. Sargent: London Life is much better.

Mr. Young: I'm not suggesting here, and I

come to a point now that I was discussing,
that Ontario do something which has not

already been done. Saskatchewan, of course,

has been in the general insurance field, as

well as car insurance, for many years. British

Columbia and Manitoba are beginning the

same course.

Mr. Lawlor: And in land banking.

Mr. Young: In the United States, that

bastion of free enterprise, four states have

been selling low-cost life insurance through
their mutual banks for a long time. Savings
bank life insurance is offered by over 330
mutual savings banks in Massachusetts, New
York, Connecticut and Wisconsin. Massachu-
setts has been in the business since 1907,
New York since 1939, Connecticut since

1942, and Wisconsin since 1903. Total sav-

ings bank life insurance in the first three

states mentioned is over $4 billion, in more
than one million policies.

Except in Wisconsin, where the company
is state-owned, these life insurance companies
are wholly owned by the mutual savings
bank and so are part of the system of private

ownership. I am proposing use of our

publicly-owned bank to do the same job. But
even with this handicap, those banks I have
mentioned are cutting their selling and ad-

ministration costs and offering-

Mr. Sargent: We only have an hour.

Mr. Young: —insurance to their people at

considerable savings.

Mr. Sargent: We only have an hour.

Mr. Laughren: The House would be further

ahead if he talked all the time.

Mr. Sargent: He is filibustering.

Mr. Young: Unfortunately the insurance in-

dustry has fought this whole development in

the United States and has been able to limit

this operation, chiefly by getting ceilings on

policy amounts sold to any one policyholder.
In New York it's $30,000, but in Connecticut

it's $5,000; and every attempt to increase this

figure has been frustrated oy the insurance

lobby.

So the minister won't have to do any real

pioneering if he uses the Ontario Savings
Office for the purpose of giving our people
better and lower cost insurance, while at the

same time acquiring large-scale investment

funds for the use of the province.

I know, Mr. Chairman, that the private
insurance corporations are now challenging in

the courts the right of the British Columbia

government to enter the insurance field.

An hon. member: They can't hack the

competition.

Mr. Young: This case will be watched with

very great interest by all governments clear

across Canada. It involves the right of any
government to enter the social security field,

or any field for that matter, where private
interest once held sway.

Ultimately, it questions the right of On-
tario in the generation and distribution of

electric power, the Ontario Northland Rail-

way, in OHIP or in OMERS. It probes the

role of the federal government in the Canada
Pension Plan, the CBC, the CNR, Air Canada,
Eldorado Mines and the Post Office.

The case has all the appearance of a

Neanderthal company which has plundered
the people of a continent for a century deter-

mined to hold its right to plunder and deter-

mined, like King Canute, to hold back the

tide of popular demand for the kind of

security which the industry has been paid
for, but which it has never delivered.

It's extremely doubtful, Mr. Chairman, if

any Canadian court would deny the right of

government to enter the social security field.

Government action here, as well as in busi-

ness itself, is too ingrained a part of Canadian

life for the trend to be reversed by any court

or any government.
The failure of the insurance industry to

provide adequate protection at reasonable

cost is coming under increasing criticism. At

the same time the swollen reserves of the

companies, built up by gouging premiums,
and the effect they have on the direction of

the economy can no longer be ignored. In-

creasing government action in the whole in-

surance field is inevitable over the next

decade.

I urge this minister to be in the vanguard
of this trend. I urge him to use the Ontario

Savings Office as a basis for a move forward
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in this province to provide the breadwinners

of Ontario with the protection they want for

their families and which today they find so

difficult to achieve. Certainly improving social

security measures, including some form of the

guaranteed annual income, will gradually re-

duce the need for the kind of life insurance

I have been trying to discuss. But there will

also be those who want to provide more than

basics, and certainly general insurance can

always be afforded through a public company.
Since the provision of this needed service

will be coupled with the added benefits of

accruing investment funds for Ontario's need,

the minister has a double incentive to em-
bark on this course; we hope he moves with

reasonable speed and with high enthusiasm.

Mr. Ferrier: A wonderful speech.

Mr. Chairman: Does the minister wish to

reply to the hon. member before other

speakers come to the floor?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Whatever you wish,
Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for

Waterloo North.

Mr. Good: Mr. Chairman, thank you. I

wanted to thank the member—

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Whatever the mem-
bers want. Whatever the usual procedure is.

Mr. Chairman: The normal procedure is

for the minister to reply to the two opening
leadoff statements, in case there isn't another

opportunity to do it.

Mr. Good: Don't take as long as the

leadoffs.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Mr. Chairman, first

I would like to make it clear there is no
limitation put on by either myself or the

House leader in connection with references

to a one-hour limit on the debate here. This
is the choice of the members opposite; they
have decided they want to take one hour
on Revenue and the balance for the last

vote in Revenue, which is housing. I just
want to make it clear it's their choice, not
ours. I will try to stay within that.

I thought perhaps the hon. member for

Waterloo North would make his comments
and I then would have had a chance to reply
to the hon. members. I wouldn't want them
to think I wouldn't want to.

First, insofar as the hon. member for

Kitchener's comments are concerned, I can't

help but point out there are certain incon-

sistencies in his comments that there isn't

enough work here for a minister. The criti-

cism the last couple of years was that there

was too much work for one minister and

now that—

Mr. Martel: You told us that.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: —part of my duties

have been handed over to the Minister of

Housing (Mr. Welch), he now says there isn't

enough. Perhaps he can help us arrive at

some compromise to find out just how much
work he thinks a minister should do and
how much work he thinks the Minister of

Revenue has to do and should do.

Mr. Lawlor: Do you really think you are

heavily burdened, with that masterful staff

of yours?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: At this time I would
like to pay tribute to the staff of the Ministry
of Revenue for that period of time when I

was handling Housing. They didn't get

enough attention from the minister and they
were doing a job without too much guidance,
I must admit that. I'm going to try and
make up for it as far as is humanly possible.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: As far as the Ontario

Savings Office is concerned, it is almost

embarrassing I must admit, when you go
back and read all the reports that have been
written on what to do with the Province of

Ontario Savings Office, that nothing really has

changed much. I agree with that; but how
I advise the House that we really are in the

process of trying a new approach without

again being accused of having another study
I don't know, because in fact that is what it

is. It is another review, but it is taking a

different tack, a different line, and I hope
by this time next year we will be in a

position to show members there have been
some changes made and they will be recom-
mended to the House.

Mr. Breithaupt: To recognize it is an
awkward thing.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: I have never de-

liberately misled this House. Perhaps some-
times I have been a little bit too blunt

and too honest.

I must tell the hon. member that the

dilemma we are in is to avoid saying what
the hon. member for Kitchener said, either

do something about it or close it down. Be-
cause he knows perfectly well that the public
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—and I'm sure his constituents are in the

same position—wouldn't want us to close

up the Province of Ontario Savings Offices.

Indeed, we are being requested now in

various parts of the province to open up
new offices.

Mr. Sargent: Make it meaningful then.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: The pressure that

we are under now is that I'm refusing to

do that. I say it would be foolish to open
up new offices at the present time when we
are doing our best to bring about a decision

as to what changes are required-

Mr. Sargent: They all look like second-

hand clothing stores.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: —to make them more
useful to the public. They are useful now.
There is a great deal of use.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: It gives us money
at one per cent less, generally, than we are

able to borrow in the market. So it is of some
use to the taxpayer aside from the service

it gives in the community. It also helps us

get some millions of dollars at considerably
less than we could get it in the market.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: The hon. member
for Yorkview used the vote to talk about

socializing the insurance business.

He has gone a little further. He usually
talks about nationalizing the general insurance

business, now he is talking about nationaliz-

ing the life insurance business. I guess that
is why his leader left the chamber, because
his leader is trying to attain a more respon-
sible, man in a grey flannel suit image-

Mr. Young: I said in competition with
other companies.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: —than he has had
heretofore; I don't think he'd be happy if the
headlines came out that the NDP in the
Province of Ontario is now for nationalizing
everything.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: I was active in the
insurance business for most of my business
life before I came into the government and
all of those arguments that were used are
old chestnuts. If I had the time, and if I

wasn't taking it away from other members
who want to contribute to the debate, I

wouldn't mind if I just brushed up on it. You

know, I can't remember everything, but they
are all old chestnuts. The whole flaw in his

argument about socializing or nationalizing
the life insurance business-

Mr. Lawlor: Next year in your estimates

we will make you do it. We will allot 15

hours.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: —and the reserves and
term insurance is: In the first place one of

the things he was talking about was for ex-

ample that when a person dies his reserves

die with him, his savings die with him. Even

away back when I was selling life insurance

you could buy a policy which would in fact

give you your reserves over and above the

face value of the insurance, which is merely
another way of adding some term insurance

to look after the reserves.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Young: How many policies like that

are sold? How many are sold?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: It is an old chestnut

which sounds good to the unthinking; but

in any case I should tell the hon. member
that the public wants no part of that.

An hon. member: How do you know that?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: I just had lunch today
with an insurance man—it is just coincidental

—and I asked him: "I haven't been in the

insurance business for a long time; surely with
inflation and everything else you must be

having a difficult time selling reserve insur-

ance? Everybody must be wanting term insur-

ance." I remember in the days when I was

selling insurance everybody had an inner

feeling that they had security in the savings
in their life policies. And the fact remains-

Mr. Young: Providing they live; but if

they die, no.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: He says it is the same

thing today. People want to buy insurance,
because as far as they are concerned they
consider it is one of the few things left

that is permanent in our society today, and

they want to save money in life insurance.

Now if that is what the public wants-

Mr. Young: That's because they have been
brainwashed by the companies.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: All right. So it is up
to you to go out and brainwash the public
in your way if you can. The fact remains
this is what they want.
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Mr. Young: Okay, I am trying; you won't

let me.

Mr. Lawlor: It's an odd way of saving

money.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Mr. Chairman, I ap-

preciate I am out of order in answering the

out-of-order comments of the hon. member,
but you allowed him to go ahead and I

couldn't help making some comment myself.

I should tell him this, that whatever we
are discussing about the Province of Ontario

Savings Office, I can tell him right now that

in no way at all is he going to get any recom-
mendation from this Legislature that the

Province of Ontario Savings Office should go
into the insurance business. He might as

well disabuse his mind of that. That is not

the intention of this government.

Mr. Young: That's what you said about

other forms of insurance—medical insurance,

hospital insurance. Years ago you said the

same thing.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: I know. One of the

few things I learned way back, even in the

CCF days, was that everybody wants to

socialize the other guy's business.

Mr. Breithaupt: Were you in the CCF?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Really, the reason the

socialists get their way in various jurisdic-
tions is because precisely what happens is

that, a little at a time, they get support from
one group to nationalize the other guy's
business; then they get the other guy to

support the nationalization of C's business.

The first thing they know, they wind up in a
socialist state and they can't get out of the

trap after that.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Breithaupt: What about assessment?

Mr. Lawlor: What a piece of political phi-

losophy that is.

Mr. Young: It is your government.

Mr. Martel: It's just a matter of time.

Mr. D. W. Ewen (Wentworth North): What
will they have to say this time next year?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Mr. Chairman-

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Oh listen-

Mr. Chairman: Order please.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Conservative and Lib-

eral governments bring in elements of social-

ism too—

Mr. Ewen: What are the unions going to

do with a depression?

Mr. Grossman: —under public pressure or

because private enterprise has failed in some
areas-

Mr. Martel: Why did you remain a Tory
then?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: —and it is the re-

sponsibility of government to move in where
it fails.

Mr. Young: It works. It works.

Mr. Martel: Why don't you join the right-

wing finks then?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Otherwise—and I don't

want to get into the last vote, because that is

another minister's responsibility
— the only

reason the government is in public housing
is because private enterprise has failed to

provide low-cost housing.

Mr. Young: Right. That is what I tried to

say. You are a socialist.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: I mean, you don't

have to be the Wizard of Oz to know-

Mr. Martel: That is why we are in the oil

crisis today too.

Mr. Ewen: It is a lot more serious than

that.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: As a matter of fact,

the private sector in the building business-

Mr. Chairman: Order, please.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: —will tell you they
have not been able, lately, to provide low-

cost housing.

Mr. Chairman: Order, please. I think we
shouldn't carry on too far with this topic—

Hon. Mr. Grossman: —so the public sector

has had to get into it. But I don't see that

the same argument applies in any other as-

pects of our economy.

Mr. Young: Let's supply low-cost life in-

surance.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: I think you just want
to socialize, socialize, socialize; because you
have been brainwashed into it all your life.

That is all you want to do, socialize for

socialization's sake that is all. You want to

nationalize because it looks good on paper.
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Mr. Young: I'll bet the minister has term

insurance.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: I have term and re-

serve insurance today—I will tell the hon.

member; it is very simple-

Mr. Chairman: Order, please. Has the hon.

minister any further comments on this?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: I have some term

insurance that will expire shortly, and I have

about $20,000 saved up in reserve insurance.

But I will tell the hon. member the truth:

If I knew 20 years ago that I was going to

be alive at this date, I would have bought
term insurance and invested the reserve. But

I didn't know that.

Mr. Chairman: Order, please. Order, please.

Mr. Martel: Don't hit the table too hard,

Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Young: He is making my speech.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: If I had known it re-

troactively, I would have bought it.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for Water-

loo North.

Mr. Martel: Be very careful, Mr. Chair-

man. You don't want to offend the minister.

Mr. Good: Thank you. It is very kind of

the member for Yorkview and the Minister

of Revenue to leave 15 minutes in this one-

hour allocation for the rest of the members of

the provincial Legislature.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: I took 10 minutes.

Mr. Good: I would like to deal with an

aspect of—

Mr. Chairman: Vote 901.

Mr. Good: Pardon?

Mr. Chairman: Vote 901.

Mr. Good: Vote 901? I thought we were
dealing with the whole ministry. I would like

to talk about the matter of assessment if that
is in order, Mr. Chairman-

Mr. Chairman: Carry on.

Mr. Good: —because I don't think very
much has been in order in the last three-

quarters of an hour.

I would like to talk about the matter of

assessment, which has been of great concern
to me ever since the province decided they

were going to take assessment from the hands
of the municipalities. The most recent con-

cern, of course, is the fact that the legislation
which said the assessment rolls would be re-

turned in 1974 for taxation in 1975 is not now
going to come about.

The minister has indicated things are in

such a state—and I don't say that, at the mo-

ment, in a derogatory sense—that it is impos-
sible to return the rolls next year for taxation

in 1975 because the market value has been

fluctuating to such a degree the ministry is

incapable of bringing values up to date.

Part of the responsibility has been placed
on data bank information, which the province
is trying to build up relating to all the as-

sessment in the province.

First and foremost, Mr. Minister, let me
tell you that I am sure in many of the

municipalities across the province, back in

the year 1970 when the province took over

the municipal assessment, there was data re-

lating to each property equally as good as

the data which now relates to it, except that

it had been done on a different basis other

than market value assessment.

I know in the city of Waterloo at the time

our assessment commissioner had individual

maps locating site plans of each property

within the municipality, with details relat-

ing to each property the likes of which you
cannot now get from the assessment office in

the area.

By that I mean at that time we were

blessed with the division of land and build-

ings in the assessment procedures, something

which has been thrown out the window. The

Province of Ontario should hang its head in

shame that it has deprived the people of the

province from being able to break down
their assessment into land and building value.

When it comes to the great day of awaken-

ing, we will have to look at our new market

value assessment and try to figure out some

way to decide whether it is right and proper

and whether it should be appealed.

I feel the freezing of the assessment in

the Province of Ontario in 1971 has had a

very detrimental effect, in many aspects.

First and foremost it has deprived the munic-

ipalities of a great deal of revenue.

I think this was admitted at the time, but

it was felt necessary for the province to

eliminate all the inequities that did exist in

the assessments across the province—and I

admit, and I admitted at the time, there were

inequities in many of the municipalities.

By the same token, there were many munic-

ipalities that had good and up-to-date assess-
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ment records. There were not a lot of prop-
erties that were missed. They had to be

transposed into different terms, yes; and if

the province decided the market value was
the proper method, this could have been done

very easily.

Let me assure you, Mr. Minister, that when
you do have the province on market-value

assessment, you are still going to be fiddling
around with equalization factors. You are

still going to find there are shifts from one
classification to another. And you are still

going to find your experts are going to have
to punch every button in the computer to try
to figure out what has gone wrong and what

you are going to do to make assessment equal
across the Province of Ontario.

It just will not come out the way you
think it will; and this is borne out in the
fact you find that your department now ad-
mits things have fluctuated, land values have
fluctuated in a different manner from build-

ing values; and consequently you are not

ready, that is not in the computer.

Freezing assessment has played right into

the hands of those who choose to speculate
in land. This is very unfortunate. I pointed
this out at the time, when we opposed Bill

127, I believe it was back in 1971. The NDP
voted with you to freeze that assessment.

Mr. Ferrier: The Liberals are in favour of
land speculation.

Mr. Good: In less than a year the munic-
ipalities were pointing out how much revenue
they were losing because of your freeze on
assessment. And now you have shown that
even with a freeze on assessment you can't
come up with your new assessment in a
reasonable length of time.

Do you know what I think it is? I think

you are just afraid to bring it out before the
next election. It is going to be such a chaotic,
traumatic experience in the Province of On-
tario to suddenly impose this market value
assessment.

Unless you have done an awful lot of re-

search and an awful lot of tabulation of the
results that will come about in order to cor-
rect some of the inequities in the shifts which
are going to develop, you are going to be in
so much trouble that somebody up the line
made a political decision, not in—

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Ask your colleague
from Grey-Bruce.

Mr. Good: I've talked to your colleague
and—

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Ask him whether he is

worried.

Mr. Good: All right, just a minute now;
just let me finish. You can rest.

The result will be that you are going to

find you are going to have to do a lot of

changing. It's not more than three years ago
that I suggested to the then Minister of

Municipal Affairs that if you go through with
the market-value assessment, at the conclu-
sion of it, you are going to have to find a
means of applying a percentage factor to

taxation. If you are going to have assessment

constant, you are going to have to have a

variation in the taxation of various classes of

property.

The then Minister of Municipal Affairs

said we didn't know what we were talking
about. Well I submit, Mr. Chairman, that

when this market value assessment does come
out, you are going to find that you are going
to have to tax various classes of property at

various percentages of their market value
assessment to get any kind of equity at all

in our taxation system.

Getting back to my other point, I would

just like to say this, and I don't want to take

up too much more time. That is, while the
cost of assessment in the Province of Ontario
has gone up from roughly about $2 per capita
when it was under the municipalities, to

about $5 per capita as it is related in this

vote of about $36 million, we find that in the

meantime, with the loss of revenue to the

municipalities, that it is now profitable-and
it has been since 1971 and will continue to

be until 1976—for urban developers, for

people in downtown areas, for people in the

large cities, to tear the buildings off their

land, sit on the land, and be quite content to

pay what little taxation relates to the land
value of the property.

Sure under the old assessment land was
valued very low and buildings usually were
50 per cent land, 25 per cent in many areas.

So now the speculators are laughing; they
can hold this land for practically no taxation.

You are now going to perpetuate this and
extend the freeze to 1976, and in the mean-
time you and your ministry alone has to be
responsible for the increase in the value of
land that is resulting, because people can
afford to sit on land indefinitely as long as

they are not being taxed for it.

I am sure you have read the literature from
the School of Economic Science. I'm sure

your people have been out and studied the
work this school has been doing. The Eco-
nomic Science school has done a lot of work
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in the assessment field, and they bear out

what I have been saying for five years in

this Legislature, that you cannot separate
land and building in the asesssment picture
and come up with an equitable way of treat-

ing assessment. The first reason is that in an

inflated market, as we have had, land and

buildings behave quite differently. And sec-

ond, people are denied their just and proper

rights to defend their assessment when it does

come through.

As the time is going, Mr. Chairman, I will

have to conclude, but I do feel the minister

must now have some misgivings on taking
over this assessment from the municipal level

when in the original year, 1970, by strength-

ening the municipal position with a little

more money, more direction and telling them
how to do it, you could have had the job
done. I would say you would have had the

province on market-value assessment by now
if you had had the local assessment commis-
sioners doing it.

Mr. Sargent: Mr. Chairman, the Minister of

Revenue-

Mr. Chairman: Order, please. May I just

point but that you might split the time with
the member for Cochrane South.

Mr. Sargent: Sure. What kind of time are

we talking about?

Mr. Chairman: Three minutes.

Mr. Sargent: No, no; not three minutes.
He had 20 minutes down there—he had 10—
he had 15 over there.

Mr. Chairman: If you might keep your
remarks as—

Mr. Sargent: I'll try to do that. I'll be
five minutes.

Mr. Chairman: Thank you.

Mr. Sargent: The only thing, Mr. Minister,
that I'm concerned about is that the total

revenue your ministry took in through pro-
vincial land tax last year was $1.9 million.

In today's Sun there is a story about a

developer making $1.5 million in 15 days on
land speculation. Now when this speculation
in land goes on, and a man can make $1.5
million in 15 days—

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Not on the kind of
land we are proposing to tax.

Mr. Sargent: I'm talking generally about
revenue and land speculation.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: You are talking about
two kinds of land.

Mr. Sargent: All right. But in a year
hundreds of millions of dollars worth of such

skimmings are taking place in Ontario, year
after year.

First of all I think that I would like to

know from you what steps are being taken

to institute a reciprocal land tax on increase

in values. This tax is already installed in

Europe and in many places in the United

States, whereby we have these great fortunes

being made and the municipalities are not

sharing any of the increase of the increment.

Do you follow me? You are very lax in the

fact that you will not institute a reciprocal
tax on land increase. It's a shocking think to

know that you're department is losing $100
million a year by not exercising this tax, in

view of the fact that a developer can move
into an area and buy a piece of land and
make himself, as per the story, $1.5 million.

The municipality shares not one nickel in

that increase in capital gain.

Mr. I. Deans (Wentworth): What is the

Conservative government's share?

Mr. Sargent: Pardon me?

Mr. Deans: What is the Conservative gov-
ernment's share?

Mr. Sargent: That's in the shake-off.

Mr. Deans: What is the Liberal Party's
share?

Mr. Sargent: It's a shocking thing to me
that I've been talking about this thing for
three or four years now and the Treasury and
the Minister of Revenue don't know what the
hell I'm talking about.

I say this tax is current, Mr. Minister, in

many other administrations, but you are doing
nothing about it. I would like to have your
reply to that before you close off the vote,
because this is a great area of revenue for

this province. Very truthfully, there are hun-
dreds and hundreds of millions of dollars

being made now in land speculation in this

very area and the municipalities are not

getting the revenue from it and the province
is not getting the revenue.

I would like to say one more thing before
I sit down, concerning the Province of On-
tario Savings Office which we have been

talking about, Mr. Minister, and which you
were defending. That's a great banking oper-
ation. Your revenue last year was $1.7 million

and it cost you $2 million to operate it, so

you lost $200,000 on the operation.
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I suggest to you that what you should use

these branches for is to make small loans

through them to put the finance companies
out of business, to stop the loan-sharking; to

use these offices and to make them meaning-
ful so the ordinary small man can go in there

and get a loan at a reasonable rate, using

provincial credit and provincial capital to

provide a fair deal to the people of this

province, to the consumers, to stop the loan-

sharking going on.

Further, to make them available to the

small businessman, and farmer loans. They
are situated all over the province, so make
these places, in effect, useful to the taxpayers
of this province.

I would like to have an answer from you
as to why, Mr. Minister, we are not capitaliz-

ing on this land increment tax, a reciprocal
land tax?

Mr. Chairman: Perhaps the member for

Cochrane South would like to make his re-

marks and then the minister might be allowed

to reply. Is that all right?

Mr. W. Hodgson (York North): Can the

member for York North make a remark before

you close off, Mr. Chairman?

Mr. Deans: Certainly. We will take an

extra 10 or 15 minutes.

Mr. W. Hodgson: I only want a minute.

Mr. Ferrier: The subject I want to speak
on was raised by my good friend the member
for Kent (Mr. Spence) a week or so ago; it's

the subject of the sales tax on children's

clohing. I would like to say that the sizes

you have adopted as the norm for children

are away out of date. I have a 10-year-old
son and we've been paying sales tax on his

clothes for the last year or so. I can afford

it, but there are an awful lot of people in

the province who can't, and I think you had
better go back and do a survey of the size

of children these days.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Wasn't the member
here when I made my opening statement?

Mr. Ferrier: No; I'm sorry, I wasn't.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: We talked about that

and that is precisely what we are doing.

Mr. Ferrier: All right. I'm glad you're look-

ing after it. If you're doing that and you'll

rectify the problem I'll shut up and let my
friend from York North speak.

Mr. Deans: No, don't shut up, because he
said he was going to do that last year too.

Mr. Chairman: The member for York
North.

Mr. W. Hodgson : I'm sorry, Mr. Chairman,
that the assistant commissioner for the prov-
ince has left the table, I'm back on the same

thing I was back on last year and I'm sure

I would have the support of my friend from

Essex South (Mr. Paterson) on this. It's or-

ganic soil versus mineral soil.

We represent two of the largest areas where
there is organic soil in the province. I still

think that your department, Mr. Minister, is

giving the organic soil people of this province
a shafting—that is putting it mildly—and I

would just like to know what progress is be-

ing made. Has the report come out, or have

you anything definite that you are going to

do about organic soil and mineral soil? Are

you going to assess them along the same
basis?

Mr. D. A. Paterson (Essex South): Before

the minister replies, may I ask one quick

question that will require a yes or no answer

from the minister? Has the minister instructed

his department, to look into the request of

many retail merchants in the province to re-

ceive a rebate for their collection efforts in

relation to the sales tax?

Mr. Chairman: The hon. minister.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Mr. Chairman, the

member for Waterloo North really is very

pessimistic about the ability of the govern-
ment to be able to come up with a meaning-
ful market-value assessment. If anyone wants

to be pessimistic about the ability of a new

system to work, there is nothing we can do

about that. It might have been more helpful
had the hon. member accepted the invitation

which I extended to the House here a month

or so ago, when I made the statement about

the date for the implementation of market-

value assessment, to come down and visit-

Mr. Sargent: You shouldn't be in the busi-

ness in the first place.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: To come down and

visit our computer data bank and: find out

precisely why we think this is going, by and

large, to be the solution to a great number
of the problems which have developed due to

the vastly changeable real estate market.

It might be, as I say, more helpful if he

came down and gave us his comments on

that. I think he would be pleasantly surprised,
or maybe unpleasantly, depending on the

view, as to the success the government has

had in the particular programme and as to
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why we think this will go a long way toward

making sure that it is successful.

In talking about whether it would have

been better to leave it to the municipalities, I

suppose we could go back over the debates a

way back and find that members of this

House, particularly the opposition, were

hollering at that time for the province to do

something about the inequitable methods of

assessment carried out by some of the munic-

ipalities. I don't know what it was like in the

municipality of Waterloo North, and I don't

know at this stage whether the municipalities
in Waterloo North have that efficient a system
or not, but certainly the overall system of

assessment across this province was in a de-

plorable state.

I pointed out in my statement a month or

so ago that 170,000 to 200,000 properties
were not only in some instances very in-

correctly located, but some of them had
never been on the assessment rolls.

Mr. Sargent: It was your fault; you
wouldn't enforce the manual.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Is the hon. member

suggesting the provincial manual permitted

any municipality's officials to ignore a prop-

erty and not put it on the assessment rolls?

Mr. Sargent: Well, you enforce everything
else. Why can't you enforce that?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: You can't enforce

something you don't know exists. When you
get the reports from municipalities and they
have left off properties, that obviously
wouldn't be something that would come to

the attention of the province without them

doing something about it.

Mr. Sargent: That's one thing you know
nothing about, that's all.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Everybody very con-

veniently ignores at the present time how
many millions of dollars of costs we have
taken over from the municipalities that had
to carry this cost themselves.

Mr. Sargent: You messed it up.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Of course there are
tremendous problems involved and that's why,
when the hon. member for Waterloo North-

Mr. Sargent: Mind your own business and

get out of the municipalities.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: —is talking about all

the errors that might creep in and so on,
that is precisely why we are not rushing

into this thing. Certainly as far as I can have

anything to do with it, we will know exactly
where were are going and we will know

exactly how it will work.

Mr. A. J. Roy (Ottawa East): You are not

kidding you are not rushing into it!

Hon. Mr. Grossman: We will know that all

of the possible and foreseeable inequities will

be ironed out before the taxpayer is expected
to accept the system.

Mr. Sargent: If you can't run things down
here how can you run the municipalities?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Why the hell don't

you shut up and listen then!

Mr. Chairman: Order!

Mr. M. Cassidy (Ottawa Centre): Oh, that's

unparliamentary.

Mr. Roy: The minister is losing his cool.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Well that's just what
he said to me.

Interjections by an hon. member.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: It's unparliamentary
for me but not for you; I see.

Mr. Roy: I'll get the standing orders right

now, Mr. Chairman. Standing order—

Hon. Mr. Grossman: I won't go into the

whole question of comparing developers and

how much money they are making on their

land, and comparing it to how little we take

in on the provincial land tax. If the de-

velopers went up and bought some of that

land and tried to make a million-and-a-half

dollars out of that, they'd soon be in trouble.

We are talking about oranges and apples
—the hon. members knows that very well.

I think it was the hon. member for Water-
loo North, yes, who talked about—

Mr. Sargent: Know all about it, eh!

Hon. Mr. Grossman: I think I know what
he was talking about when he was referring

to-

Mr. Sargent: Talk about the tax I asked

you to discuss.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Are you going to

do something about him, Mr. Chairman?

Mr. Sargent: Answer my question.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: I'm not up to you yet.

Mr. Chairman: Order please.
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Hon. Mr. Grossman: I'm still dealing with

the hon. member for Waterloo North, who
was up on his feet before the hon. member
was. I'll get to you, just hang on to it.

Can't you hold your seat for a few minutes?

You've been out of your seat a long time;

you've been there for only a little while.

Stay there.

Mr. Deans: I knew this was an error.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Mr. Chairman, I think

the hon. member for Waterloo North is ex-

pounding Henry George's theory of single
tax.

Mr. Cassidy: That's not a bad theory to

follow.

Interjection by an hon. member.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: It seems to me I can
recall in 1927, 1928 and 1929, when I was
a member of the Toronto Bay Municipal
Council, somebody was trying to inculcate

all the members of this council with the

philosophy of Henry George.

Mr. Breithaupt: It wasn't the member for

Waterloo North.

Hon, Mr. Grossman: And I remember I

was taken with it at that time and I studied

it at great length; and even at that age, even
at that tender age, I turned it down.

Now I may have been wrong then. If

people are beginning to talk about it

again—

Mr. Cassidy: You were wrong then; you
are wrong now.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: There might be some-

thing to it. I'll start to study it all over

again.

But I'm just beginning to wonder whether
in fact we are talking about the same thing.
Is it the single tax that he is talking about,
which means you only tax land and nothing
else. At the moment I can't get into that
debate because I'm not too familiar—I can't

recall all of the details involved with it.

Mr. Roy: You don't have to apologize; we
are getting used to you now.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: The member for

GreyrBruce-to get back to him again—first
we hear some of the complaints from the
NDP members who complained all about
the insurance company rip-offs the general
insurance and—

Mr. Sargent: I wasn't even talking about
that.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Well everyone takes

their rap at somebody. I'm beginning to

wonder whether there are any honest busi-

nessmen left in this province after listening
to the opposition.

Mr. Deans: It's funny you are asking that

question; we have been wondering too, but
there probably are.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: First they hammer
away at the banks, and then the insurance

companies. Of course everybody figures the

developers and the builders are rip-off artists.

The hon. member for Grey-Bruce has now
added another one to it, he's talking about
the loan sharks. If you have missed anybody,
we'll give you a few more minutes to think
about the few businessmen-

Mr. Sargent: You have invented them all.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: —the few businessmen

you've left out and let's call them all crooks.

Mr. Sargent: That's right.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: And then we're all

ready for nationalization so a government
can take over and be one big crook and to
be the big rip-off artist.

Mr. Roy: You sound like Richard Nixon.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: It's ridiculous; it's

just ridiculous. Now for my colleague the
hon. member for York North I know how he
feels about the opinions of some of his con-
stituents.

Mr. Sargent: What about my answer. I

never got it yet.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: We're not giving the

shafting to anybody. The hon. member knows

perfectly well this government gives the

shafting to no one-

Mrs. M. Campbell (St. George): Except the

poor.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: The matter of the or-

ganic soils, the mineral soils and how they
are to be assessed, is presently in the hands
of the OFA. We have pledged to let them
see our schedule and that we wouldn't take

any action until we got feedback from them.

And we are awaiting their opinions.

At that time, of course, we will announce

just what the government's policy is, and of

course as a member of the government caucus
the hon. member will have his input into

that. He already has, and he's let us know
his views very strongly.
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Just to finish off, I think it was the mem-
ber for Essex South who talked about re-

munerations. It really is not within the pur-

view of the Ministry of Revenue. That was

decided as a matter of budget policy at the

time, and I would think that the place to

discuss that—

Mr. Roy: Would the minister agree

that?

with

Hon. Mr. Grossman: —is with the Treasur-

er and Minister of Economics and Intergov-

ernmental Affairs. He has, I think, made a

statement here that he is making a review

of remuneration for retailers and so on, and

that he would make a further statement on

that. The hon. member can rest assured this

ministry is certainly going to do everything

in its power to make sure that our views,

whatever they are, will be noted by my col-

league.

Mr. Sargent: Mr. Chairman, a point of clari-

fication before this vote is put. Will the min-

ister not agree that if a piece of land turns

over time after time over the years—it starts

at, say $1,000, and now it finally sells for

$100,000—the municipality should share in

some of that increase in revenue across the

years?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: The municipalities, of

course, do share in that. If the hon. member
will read the budget statement, if he will

read the figures in that, they share to this

extent. I'm not saying we shouldn't have
such a tax—that doesn't come within my
ministry anyway—but I'm not saying they
shouldn't have such a tax.

Mr. Sargent: It doesn't come in your min-

istry?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Where does the mem-
ber think the Province of Ontario gets its

money to distribute to the municipalities? A
very large portion of the municipalities' ex-

penses are covered by provincial funds grant-
ed to the municipalities.

Mr. Roy: Which you take from the public.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: It is a question whe-
ther what he is talking about is a change
in the tax policy, federally and provincially;

is he suggesting that there be an increment

tax and so on and so on? You can argue about

this; there are two sides to that story. I'm

not saying-

Mr. Sargent: My submission is that you are

taking in $100 million a year in your income

tax revenue and you are not looking at the

type of tax I have in mind.

Mr. Chairman: Order please.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: I can hear you, honest-

ly I can.

Mr. Sargent: Don't be so stupid.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: All the developers out-

side the hall can hear; even if they are

miles away they can hear you. But if you'd

just listen-

Mr. Sargent: Why don't you grow up and

take a good look at it?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: If you would just

listen, I am not suggesting that is necessarily

not a good tax to put into effect. But to

suggest that the municipalities are not getting

a share-

Mr. Sargent: That's right.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: —of that kind of rev-

enue is absurd, because a very large portion

of the provincial funds, provincial taxes-

Mr. Sargent: But you are taxing them.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: -go to the municipal-

ities.

Mr. Sargent: It is not the same thing at

all.

Mr. M. Gaunt (Huron-Bruce): Mr. Chair-

man, may I just ask a question with respect

to assessment? As the minister knows there

has been a tremendous shift in Bruce county
on to the cottagers and away from other

properties with the market-value assessment.

I'm wondering how many appeals have been

lodged with respect to Bruce county. Do you
know that; do you have that information?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: I have been advised

there have been a total of 950 appeals in

Bruce county; and I'm told that it is not an

unusually large number, particularly in view

of the circumstances which existed in Bruce

county at the time.

Mr. Gaunt: Of the 950 appeals, could the

minister indicate what percentage of those

appeals would be cottagers?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: No, I don't have that

information here; but I will be glad to find

out and let the hon. member know.

Mr. Deans: I just have one question. The
hon. minister will recall the controversy that

raged early in the year over the application of
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the sales tax retroactively; I was wondering
whether the minister can indicate whether it

is the intention of the government to bring in

some form of provincial tax collection Act in

order to clear up that rather grey area of the

policy in terms of the right of the government
to impose upon people the requirement to

collect taxes for which there is not yet an Act

passed by the government?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: As a matter of fact,

ever since that time we've been making a

study of this, and the only experience I recall

having to date was the one in the UK. It is

not quite the same thing.

Mr. Deans: Why not?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Well, it is different.

Mr. Deans: It is not identical, I agree.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: It is different. We are

still studying this. We are asking some ques-
tions and we made some inquiries of other

jurisdictions. The problem at the moment ap-
pears to me anyway, and some of the lawyers
agree with me, that that really doesn't accom-

plish any more than what's in existence now;
that in fact if you put that provincial tax Act
into effect then eventually—particularly if the

government had a small majority this could

happen—if the Legislature then turned down
a tax, you wouldn't be any further ahead than

you would without the provisional Act.

Of course in the UK it is somewhat differ-

ent because they don't have retail sales tax as

we have it. They have value-added tax,
which would be illegal for the province to

engage in under our constitution. It's an in-

direct tax and so it's a little bit different;

although if Parliament ever turned down a

tax Act after the provisional Act had been
approved how they would get a refund back
to all the people who paid the value-added
tax all the way down the line no one has
been able to tell me to date. Maybe that
would be a good excuse for you to go to the
UK and find out. If the hon. member would
like to come along, perhaps we can arrange
that.

But anyway, seriously, those are some of

the problems. We are considering it at the

present time, but it wasn't quite as simple as

it appeared. At the moment that's all I can
tell you.

Mr. Chairman: Perhaps we could place
these first three votes.

Mr. Deans: One question: Was anyone
taken to court or prosecuted in any way for

failure to collect the sales tax during the

period prior to the time the Act was put in

force by royal assent? And was there anyone—
my colleague raises the question—was there

anyone who was prosecuted for failure to

pay?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: No.

Mr. Deans: The answer is no.

Votes 901 to 903, inclusive, agreed to.

Hon. Mr. Winkler moves the committee rise

and report.

Motion agreed to.

The House resumed; Mr. Speaker in the

chair.

Mr. Chairman: Mr. Speaker, the committee
of supply reports certain resolutions and asks

for leave to sit again.

Report agreed to.

CITY OF TIMMINS-PORCUPINE ACT

In the absence of Hon. Mr. White, Mr.
Irvine moves second reading of Bill 223, An
Act to amend the City of Timmins-Porcupine
Act, 1972.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for

Cochrane South.

Mr. W. Ferrier (Cochrane South): Mr.

Speaker, as this bill applies to my municipal-

ity, I should make a comment or two. It is

not a very momentous bill. It gives the local

councils the right to amend the bylaws of the

former municipalities, as well as the official

plan. Now, I know that we up in the north

country have some pretty good bylaws and
we do things up right, but we haven't quite
reached the promised land. I am glad that

the provisions are now being made in this Act

whereby some improvement can be made or

some changes made as the circumstances
dictate. So I am very pleased to see this bill

in here and to support its passing.

Mr. A. Carruthers (Durham): Great stuff.

Mr. Speaker: Does any other member wish
to participate in this debate? If not, the

hon member.

Mr. D. R. Irvine (Grenville-Dundas): I have
no further comments except to thank the hon.

member for Cochrane South for his remarks.

Motion agreed to; second reading of the

bill.
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Mr. Speaker: Shall the bill be ordered for

third reading?

Agreed.

REGIONAL MUNICIPALITY OF
OTTAWA-CARLETON ACT

In the absence of Hon. Mr. White, Mr.

Irvine moves second reading of Bill 231,An
Act to amend the Regional Municipality of

Ottawa-Carleton Act.

Mr. Speaker: Shall the motion carry? The
hon. member for Ottawa East.

Mr. A. J. Roy (Ottawa East): Thank you,
Mr. Speaker. I feel it incumbent on me, Mr.

Speaker, to say a few things about this bill.

It is obvious that the bill is housekeeping,
but I—

Mr. J. E. Bullbrook (Sarnia): Carried.

Mr. Roy: Not quite yet; we'll carry it after.

I feel, Mr. Speaker, that the bill should
have been presented at least at the same time
as the Ottawa-Carleton Amalgamations and
Elections Act, 1973. but I suppose we are

getting used to the fact that things are done
in a haphazard fashion around this place and
we adapt accordingly. Nevertheless, Mr.
Speaker, I feel I should make a few remarks
about the bill and ask a few questions of the

parliamentary assistant.

First of all, Mr. Speaker, subsection 2 of
the bill again is an item which this party
has consistently objected to-the fact that the
chairman of the regional council is elected

by the members. Considering the fact that
the regional government in the Ottawa-
Carleton area has been existent for some time,
I don't see why he is not elected at large.
We have always believed this; this is the

platform of this party. We feel you are being
given an excellent opportunity of doing so

here and you should take this into account.

The second thing, Mr. Speaker, is that
section 3(5) of the bill talks about the fact

that certain police villages are to be dissolved;
and it cites each and every village. On this

point, I might ask the parliamentary assistant

what his views are in having what is called

a regional police force in the regional area
of Ottawa-Carleton. At present, two police
forces in the area, one in Richmond, have
been taken over by the OPP; but there are
also the Gloucester police, the Vanier police,
the Nepean police and the Ottawa police.

It seems to me, Mr. Speaker, that it has
been the experience of large areas—and I'm

glad to see the Solicitor General (Mr.

Yarmeko) is here—that the most effective force

is a regional one.

But there is also the complaint about a

regional force that it is not close enough
to the people; the headquarters are down-
town and if you want to make a complaint,

you are talking with someone who is distant.

I would advise the parliamentary assistant

and the Solicitor General to look at the

Calgary experiment where they have a re-

gional police force but, by having local sta-

tions and keeping the same people there, they
have been able to keep the police forces very
close to the community so that the forces

are aware of all the problems in that par-
ticular community and so the citizens in that

community get to know their police officers.

I hope, Mr. Speaker, that the parliamentarv
assistant will give us his views as to the feasi-

bility of this situation in the Ottawa area.

I'm glad to see section 7 in the bill, Mr.

Speaker; municipal employees who were

previously employed by the respective munic-

ipalities are guaranteed jobs with the regional

municipality. I'm glad to see that the bill

states that they shall be offered employment;
in other words, it is a mandatory thing. I con-

gratulate the government for having taken

this approach. It is not my habit to do so.

but I feel that in this particular case it is

a good idea.

Mr. Bullbrook: That shows you are a bi<^

man.

Mr. Roy: That's right. I'm very objective

about all these pieces of legislation.

Mr. Bullbrook: Right.

Mr. Roy: And if my colleague from Sarnia

doesn't quit interrupting I'll start speaking
in French.

Mr. Bullbrook: Excusez moi.

Mr. Roy: In1

any event, Mr. Speaker, I

would like to deal as well with section 7(17)

of the bill, which states, "... where, under

the provisions of this section, any employee in

the opinion of the minister experiences any

difficulty or hardship."

Hon. A. Grossman (Minister of Revenue):

As long as the member doesn't expect any

answers, go ahead.

Mr. Roy: I suggest to the parliamentary

assistant, in light of the fact that this pro-
vincial government has got so big and there

are so many responsibilities, why don't you
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take out the phrase "in the opinion of the

minister," and leave that in the hands of

regional government or the local municipal-
ities? If, in their opinion, the employee is not

getting a fair deal, they should be the ones

to intervene, and not the minister.

It is a pretty distant relationship, Mr.

Speaker, when a municipal employee should

have to look to the minister, especially when
one considers the fantastic size of the Treas-

urer's ministry and all his responsibilities and

expect him to give an opinion as to whether
one employee in the regional area of Ottawa-
Carleton is getting a fair deal or not.

I suggest to the parliamentary assistant,

Mr. Speaker, that an amendment should be

brought in here to state that it should be in

the opinion of regional council, let's say, that

an employee is not suffering from difficulty or

hardship.

To go on with the bill, Mr. Speaker, I

would query from the parliamentary assistant

as well, dealing with section 8 of the bill,

whether in establishing planning areas and
committees of adjustments, he will not be

wiping out such fiascos as we have had in

Marlborough township? The parliamentary
assistant is familiar with this; it has been
raised in the House; and I understand the

matter is still before the courts. I would

hope that this type of legislation will not
cover up that type of scheme.

Mr. Speaker, I am glad to see that in

section 10 of the bill there will be some

equalization and revision going on in the

assessments in these various municipalities
that are being amalgamated, because, as the

parliamentary assistant knows, the assess-

ments were not the same, the grants were not
the same, the debts of various municipalities
were not the same. This is one of the beefs
of various municipalities who felt that they
were carrying undue burdens.

I have very few comments left in relation

to the bill, basically in the area of the special
provisions. I would query again from the

parliamentary assistant, at page 13, section
123d when it states that any agreement that
has been entered in a local municipality shall

be deemed to stand, I would hope that agree-
ments that such municipalities as Marlborough
entered with such developers in a clear

scheme to frustrate the Planning Act, would
not be the type of scheme that would be
allowed to stand as a result of this bill.

The last matter I would like to raise with
the parliamentary assistant, Mr. Speaker, deals
with section 12Sh of the bill, and subsection

3, where it states that all existing speed limits

and so on are continued. I would think that

in the light of the energy crisis the govern-
ment is offered an excellent situation here to

do something about the speed limits and try
to conserve energy in this province.

In one area, for instance the Queensway, in

light of the fact that so many motor vehicles

are using that road, why not just insert in

there that we are reducing the speed limit to

50 mph and save 40 per cent of fuel by
these motor vehicles that are using the

Queensway? I would think that this would be
the type of imagination which would lead
this party, in any event, to enthusiastically

support the bill. So I would appreciate, Mr.

Speaker, if the parliamentary assistant would
see fit to adopt what I consider to be very
objective—yes, please make notes—and very
constructive suggestions that we are making
to the ministry. If he accepts this type of

thing, it will allow his party to stay in power
all that much longer, with our help.

Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Ottawa
Centre.

Mr. M. Cassidy (Ottawa Centre): I have a

couple of comments about the bill, Mr.

Speaker. I want to assure the minister that,

unlike some of the other bills that I have
been up on before, we are going to support
this bill, and that I am not going to convince

myself that we should oppose it during the

course of the particular debate. That said, I

want to make one or two comments which
relate to the particular sections of the bill-

Mr. P. D. Lawlor (Lakeshore): I hope the

member read it before he stood up.

Mr. Cassidy: I have read it, as a matter of

fact. The member for Lakeshore obviously
doubts my credibility, but I have been read-

ing the bill with great interest since it was

deposited on our desks. I think we have had
a full week to have a look at this one, for

which I must congratulate the parliamentary
secretary. That is extraordinary time for con-

sideration and an extraordinary amount of in-

formation has been provided with the bill.

I have a few specific points about the bill.

It is essentially housekeeping, as the explana-

tory notes make clear.

There are one or two general points that

arise from the bill, and one or two specific

ones.

A general one is that during the course of

drawing up these particular amendments I

don't think the government really seriously
considered the question about the anachro-
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nism of retaining a board of control in the

city of Ottawa. I am not sure whether the

province should in fact dictate to the city

council, but I think that some gentle pressure

might be in order at this time, because it is

becoming more and more clear that the ex-

istence of the board of control under the

newly restructured system of government in

the city of Ottawa is an impediment rather

than an assistance to effective local govern-
ment.

As the parliamentary assistant knows, effec-

tive at the beginning of this year I think it

was, the Ottawa city council cut down its

number of aldermen from 22 to 11. Those 11

aldermen are now increasingly moving to-

ward work on a full-time basis. They have
formed two strong and effective committees,
one concerning itself with physical develop-
ment and one concerning itself with social

development.

These committees, for the first time this

year, considered the budgetary appropria-

tions, both capital and operating, of the city

before sending them up to the board of con-

trol. All departmental proposals of the various

department heads or chiefs within the city of

Ottawa system also now are channelled

through one or the other of these two main
aldermanic committees.

The board of control, therefore, is no

longer the centre of financial control that it

was prior to this year. It is no longer the

centre for initiating of new proposals, through
the creation of kind of a super administrative

chief, a triumvirate of commissioners of social

development, community development and
counsel services, I think it is.

The administrative structure of the city gov-
ernment has been streamlined and, therefore,
the administrative functions of the controllers

are now also redundant. Because of the fact

that the controllers are elected city-wide and

they are always jostling, as in any other city,

for the mayor's chair at the next election; and
because of the fact that elections are rela-

tively frequent under the new system of the

province—something which we have endorsed

and continue to endorse—it's sort of like a

permanent election act in the board of con-

trol. The fellows who are there are much
more concerned with who can score a few

political "Brownie" points and get a bit of an

advantage on the mayor or make a bit of

time in the media, whereas the aldermen on

these committees have got work to do and

they are being much more effective.

In fact, in the city of Ottawa right now,
where the aldermen are each paid a total of

$9,000 a year, including their work on the

regional council, and the controllers get be-
tween about $18,000 and $25,000 a year,
there is only one controller who is working
full-time. Two or three of the controllers are

putting in only about four or five hours of

work a week on top of their normal attend-

ance at city council and regional council

meetings, whereas there are two aldermen

working full-time. They are both New Demo-
crats, I might say-

Mr. Roy: Oh, now it's coming.

Mr. Cassidy: —or at least they have a

strong allegiance with the NDP. And there

are a number of other aldermen now who—

Mr. Roy: You didn't have to tell us. It has

been obvious since the election.

Mr. Cassidy: —are increasingly working full-

time because they find that this is an effec-

tive answer to the governmental problems of

the city of Ottawa.

The Hickey report, which was written by
a former assistant deputy minister within the

former Department of Municipal Affairs, now
the Treasury, in which the parliamentary as-

sistant works, suggests very strongly that we
do get away from the board of control sys-

tem. I guess all I can do here is put on the

record what I think is an emerging consensus

in Ottawa about the board of control and
make a suggestion to the minister and to this ,

House that it may be the kind of thing that

is a bit difficult for the board of control itself

to deal with. After all, they are being asked—
in a speech like this—to do away with their

own jobs, and that's something that is very
difficult for anybody to come to grips with.

Perhaps a bit of gentle pressure from the

provincial level might be useful, at least to

get the Ottawa board of control to examine
itself. Mr. Speaker, I've been looking for the

chance to make a municipal speech for the

last year and one half, ever since I got off

the Ottawa council, and now I've found the

occasion.

Mr. Roy: The member never got off. They
kicked him off.

Mr. Cassidy: What?

Mr. Roy: They kicked the member off.

Mr. Cassidy: They kicked the Minister of

Industry and Tourism (Mr. Bennett) off as

well, and he didn't even know what hit him.

Mr. D. R. Timbrell (Don Mills): The mem-
ber's people kicked him back.
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Mr. Roy: They had to kick off the NDP
and the Conservatives.

Mr. Cassidy: Mr. Speaker, the dissolution

of the police villages frankly concerns me. I

think it's an abrupt and arbitrary kind of ac-

tion on the part of the government. Rather

than simply decide that police villages are

an anachronistic kind of entity which should

be dissolved, they should have taken from

the tradition of police villages, which is an

honourable and ancient one, or old one, in

this province, and built upon it as something
which could be very useful, a very useful

means of humanizing and localizing local

government at a time when we are moving
to larger and larger units of administration.

As the explanatory notes in this Act ex-

plain, the parts of this particular bill amend-

ing the regional municipality Act are conse-

quential on the creation of the new town-

ships of Rideau, Goulbourn and—I'm sorry,

is it Osgoode?

Mr. Irvine: West Carleton.

Mr. Cassidy: And West Carleton. In other

words, small municipalities have been amal-

gamated into large ones. We have already

said, and I won't repeat it, why we think

that some pretty serious mistakes were made
in doing that.

The police villages provided a very local

level of administration and a means by which

people could worry about garbage and a few
other local problems, not many, but at least

it was a vehicle which was acceptable and
at the local level.

I want to remind the parliamentary assist-

ant that the one government expert who has

given this matter serious and close attention,

Nigel Richardson, in the study of Haldimand-
Norfolk system of local government made a

very strong recommendation that the prov-
ince should move by evolution from the basis

of police villages to a new concept which
he called urban service districts.

It so happens that the concept that he pro-
poses is, in fact, very similar to the proposals
that have been implemented in Winnipeg,
and which were made by the then mayor,
Prof. Brownstone, now of York University
here in this city. These were also to create a
local level of administration which would pro-
vide access and input for local citizens.

Mr. Richardson, who is now a senior civil

servant in the Ministry of Treasury and Eco-
nomics, says specifically that he does not
share the view that police villages are an
anachronism. He suggested that urban service

districts be formed with an elected council

to concern themselves with a range of local

services in particular communities.

He suggested that small municipalities,

like those that have been amalgamated in the

other Ottawa-Carleton bill we had this fall,

and existing police villages, would be the

place to start. He suggested that this need is

particularly desirable in areas which have a

rural nature—such as the rural areas of the

region of Ottawa-Carleton—or in the case of

this particular study, the rural areas of Haldi-

mand-Norfolk.

He suggested that they could talk and act

in the area of things like street improve-
ments, street lighting, sidewalks, parks, play-

grounds, public buildings, street cleaning,

garbage collection—pretty "nuts and bolts"

stuff, but it certainly does affect the quality
of life at the local level.

He suggested that the council or com-
mittee of the urban services district, what-

ever you would call it, would have a handful

of members, three or five. He suggested that

they would normally not have the power to

spend money themselves, but that they would
recommend improvements, or new actions, or

new programmes, or whatever it was, to the

council of the municipality, the lower tier or

upper tier, depending on the case, I suppose.
And that then there would be cost sharing
between the people in the local urban service

district area and the more senior government.

In other words, the local urban service dis-

trict would not have the power to spend

money. This is not a third level of govern-

ment; it is kind of somewhere in between—
a purely advisory committee and one which

actually has powers.

I think that has got an awful lot going for

it. I think it is a very good idea and I would
have preferred to see that instead of simply

dissolving the police villages—such as City

View and Manotick, which had a distinct

identity in the minds of the residents of those

areas—that they be created into urban serv-

ice districts, and some of that kind of local

parish pump politics and political structure

be preserved.

Mr. Speaker, I hope when the parliamen-

tary assistant gets up he explains something
which has bothered us in previous bills of a

similar nature, where an effort is made to

protect employee rights and provide them
with successor rights. In the first place, if any
of the townships that are being merged right

now decided to get rid of somebody between

today and Dec. 30, they can do so and there

are no successor rights for that particular

employee. I think that is totally unaccept-

able; we don't like that at all.
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It may be that this will be approached in

the spirit of good faith—I hope it will be

—but nevertheless a loophole has been left

there which permits a council, or a reeve,

or somebody else, to get together with a

few of his colleagues and to say, "Look,
old so-and-so may have worked for us for

20 years, but really we are fed up with him;
let's get rid of him now." And that loophole
is not prevented in this particular bill.

The second thing is that while sick leave

credits are to go ahead and holiday credits

are to go ahead, there was no specific

reference to the successor rights of pension

rights. The minister may come in to relieve

cases of hardship, but the legislation does not

directly refer to provisions to ensure successor

rights.

While I am aware that there is other prov-

incial legislation which probably covers that

particular matter, it seems to me that that

could have been very simply tied up if a

clause in section 7 had been included either

restating the successor rights in the matter

of pensions, or making it explicit that the

relevant clauses of the pension legislation

applied to employees who were transferring

pension rights in this particular case.

I would next like to raise the question
of transitional funding. I don't find any
reference to it at all. No effort appears to

be made by the province to cushion the

effects of merging municipalities where dif-

ferent tax rates prevailed in different parts.

And certainly, as we have heard from Reeve

Marchington in Torbolton township, there

are some pretty distinct differences in tax

levels between Torbolton, Fitzroy and Hunt-

ley townships, some pretty distinct differences

that will not be covered by the simple act

of putting them on to a common kind *of

basis for assessment.

I must say it is with some resentment that

I notice that the minister, or the parlia-

mentary assistant, is pulling out his record

of the financial impact of those amalgama-
tions. Once again, those documents are avail-

able to the ministry, but certainly there has
been no effort to pass one of those docu-
ments to me that I can recall, and I can see

the parliamentary assistant's face lights up
as he offers to bring me one now.

Mr. Irvine: I think the member has one.

Mr. Cassidy: Do I have one? Well, all

right. In that case I apologize.

Mr. Irvine: Sure, the member should have

one; he asked for it.

Mr. S. B. Handleman (Carleton); He should

read his mail.

Mr. Cassidy: I asked for it? Well, okay.
I stand to be corrected. There's so darn

much legislation in this field that maybe I

didn't get it. I hope when the parliamentary
assistant gets up, he can give us a satis-

factory answer as to whether this particular
financial document was also made available

to the municipalities that were to be merged
and, if it was, whether it was made avail-

able to them before or after the crucial de-

cision about going ahead with those particular

amalgamations.

I strongly suspect, because this has been
the pattern in the ministry in other cases

of amalgamations, or the creation of regional

governments, that if financial impact statistics

were made available, they were made avail-

able after the fact rather than before, and
there was no particular effort made in the

case of those regional municipalities beyond
the transitional provisions which allow you
to take your poison slowly over five years
rather than in one lump.

In this particular case, I would like to

know whether there is any kind of cushion-

ing through the transitional funding pro-
visions—I think the parliamentary assistant

knows what I am talking about—whether
there is any kind of a cushion involved for

people coming into those merged munici-

palities, or whether the ones who had an

exceptionally low tax rate will find their tax

rate will go up in one big jump to the

average for the new merged municipalities,
in which case some pretty severe hardships

may be created.

A final couple of comments. We have no

particular objection—in fact, we welcome the

fact—that the ministry is now providing

powers to allocate funds for the relief of

disasters on the part of this regional mu-
nicipality, and I believe that's contained in

most of the other regional municipal amend-
ment Acts that we're seeing at about this

time.

The move to take off the limit on the

amount that may be spent for promotional
and advertising expenditures, to say what a

great place the Ottawa-Carleton municipality
is for industry or for recreation or whatever,
makes sense. It's a matter of the local mu-
nicipality deciding how much of the tax

dollar it feels it can afford to spend. There's

no problem there.

I do find it inconsistent, though, that when
the government takes off the limit of $50,000
on industrial promotion it leaves the limit
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of one-tenth of a mill which is contained in

the following section of the regional mu-

nicipal bill on grants to institutions and or-

ganizations for works and improvements and
other things in a municipality that are not

expressly covered elsewhere in the Municipal
Act or in this particular Act. This is the

power, for example, to make grants for the

repair of senior-citizen housing, as has been
done under that power in Toronto. It's the

power to support essential or important
social services that are currently being pro-
vided under LIP money or provincial pro-

grammes, and which then pass over to local

responsibility.

It seems to me that if the province says,

quite rightly, that the region should be able

to decide how much to spend on industrial

promotion, that it should cease having a

$100,000 limit, because that's effectively what
it is—one-tenth of a mill in Ottawa is worth
about $100,000 at the regional level. It

should cease having that kind of limit on the

total of grants that may be made to institu-

tions and organizations that are not otherwise

expressly provided for.

With those comments, Mr. Speaker, we will

let the bill go and if the answers are satis-

factory it may be possible to go ahead with-

out going into committee. We will see what
the parliamentary assistant has to say.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Carle-

ton.

Mr. Handleman: Mr. Speaker, I find myself
in the almost unbelievable position of being
on the same philosophical grounds as my
colleague from Ottawa Centre.

Mr. E. W. Martel (Sudbury East): The
member's coming around then. There is hope
for him.

Mr. J. E. Stokes (Thunder Bay): The
member for Ottawa Centre had better change
his stand.

Mr. Handleman: I share his nostalgic affec-

tion for the institution of a police village. I

think at this time when they are being elim-

inated by legislation I think it should be
stated publicly that the people in those areas

owe a great debt of gratitude to those trus-

tees, but they have operated in a vacuum for

many, many years.

Mr. Cassidy: My colleague says I had
better change my stand. If the member for

Carleton is with me, I don't know.

Mr. Handleman: The police village trustees

have really almost disappeared as an institu-

tion. We know the good work they are doing,
but I was amazed to hear the member for

Ottawa Centre talk about the police village
of City View as an identifiable geographic
urban location of some kind. I defy him to

find the boundaries of the police village of

City View. It is a completely urbanized area

surrounded by an urbanized area. If ever

there was an anachronism it is the police

village of City View.

Mr. Cassidy: Not necessarily.

Mr. Handleman: But I do share his affec-

tion for them; I feel some nostalgia at their

passing. I recall, I think it was about a year

ago, that we gave them a stay of execution

in this House, primarily because of the prob-
lem of the police village of Manotick, but I

must now accept that their day has come in

Ottawa-Carleton. They will disappear and I

would like to state publicly the thanks of the

people in the area for the services rendered

by those institutions and the trustees who
served on them.

I hope the parliamentary assistant, when he
winds up the debate on this bill, will clarify
some of the aspects of the arbitrators' powers.
We speak about the liabilities and assets, and
one of the assets that has, I think, to be

recognized by the arbitrators is the equity
which has been contributed by residents of

parts of townships which are now leaving
those townships to form new ones.

I refer specifically to the former residents

of townships of Gloucester, Osgoode and

Nepean, who have, through their tax con-

tributions, contributed to capital facilities in

those townships. I would hope that the

arbitrators would award to the new township
of Rideau in which those people will be liv-

ing, some part of their equity—whether on a

depreciated basis or on a face value basis—in

the facilities such as swimming pools, rinks,

and other amenities which they are leaving as

'they are going into new municipalities.

I am also concerned, quite frankly, about
the permission that any agreement which has
been entered into by a local municipality—any
agreement—it is a pretty broad permission
that you are giving to the lame-duck councils

which won't exist after next Monday, to enter

into any agreement binding the future mu-
nicipalities to action for perhaps many, many
years to come.

We are also not too sure whether or not a

local municipality includes the police villages,
because they have had bylaws, they have had
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agreements. Whether or not, for example, the

agreement of the police village of Manotick

for snow clearance will continue—it's a con-

tract—there is some concern as to whether or

not that will be borne by the new munic-

ipality of Rideau.

I wanted to make some comment about the

school board distribution. I was surprised not

to hear any remark on that in the previous
debate. It is unique in eastern Ontario to

have a school board's ward representation
established by statute, but this has been done,
in my view, in the absolutely right way.

Every new municipality will have at least

one representative on the divisional school

board, the Carleton Board of Education, and
the two larger municipalities will have

multiple representation, but no single munic-

ipality will have an automatic majority. This,

as I have said before in this House and out-

side the House, i9 one of the faults) of

regional government. No matter how large
the municipality is, I do not worship at the

altar of representation by population. I do
not feel that any municipality should have

complete, automatic control by its representa-

tion, and I would like to commend the minis-

ter and the parliamentary assistant for accept-

ing that there is a unique situation in Carle-

ton to prevent Nepean from dominating the

Carleton Board of Education. They have had
their numbers increased by one, but still short

of an absolute majority, and I think this is

very commendable on the part of the ministry
and the Minister of Education (Mr. Wells) to

permit this to be done by legislation.

Mr. Cassidy: The member doesn't believe

in democracy, right?

Mr. Handleman: I believe in democracy
but I am not going to worship at that altar.

There is nothing sacred about representation

by population on an absolute basis.

Mr. Cassidy: That is a pretty fundamental

part of democracy.

Mr. J. R. Breithaupt (Kitchener): It is pretty
fundamental over here.

Mr. Handleman: Mr. Speaker, with that I

am awaiting anxiously the remarks of the

parliamentary assistant, first on the questions
asked by the members for Ottawa East and
Ottawa Centre, and those minor questions that

I put in my own remarks. Thank you, Mr.

Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: Does any other member wish
to participate on this debate? If not, the

hon. member for Grenville-Dundas.

Mr. Irvine: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. I

would like to refer first of all to the remarks

by the member for Ottawa East. In regard to

the first question as to why we don't have
the regional chairman elected by the public
at large. It's been the government's policy, as

he is well aware, to have the regional chair-

man appointed. I want to add to that, though,
that this policy is under review and has been
in the last few months.

I'm not in a position to say whether or not
there will be a change. I am well aware of

the views-

Mr. J. A. Renwick (Riverdale): Task force

studies.

Mr. Irvine: —not only of the party which
the member represents but also the views of

other people, since we've been moving around
the province discussing regional government
and the various aspects of it.

Mr. Martel: There is quite a bit of politics
in that.

Mr. Irvine: I am not in a position to say

anything, except that the chairman will be

appointed for the near future and possibly
there will be a change later on. ,

Mr. Roy: Why doesn't the member level

with us? Just tell us it is coming.

Mr. Martel: They play petty politics.

Mr. Irvine: The second point on the re-

gional police force is a matter which should
be considered very fully after we have re-

ceived the task force reports on police costs.

Also it's a matter that should be handled

by the review committee.

I mentioned when we had our last Act
before this House this fall that a review com-
mittee would be set up early in the year.
All members will be asked for appointments
to the review committee. Nothing has been
done at this time. We feel it is inappropriate
to appoint the review committee until after

the elections.

Mr. Cassidy: All members or all Tory
members?

Mr. Irvine: No, all members.

Mr. Cassidy: Okay, good.

Mr. Irvine: I said that before. There is a

considerable amount of merit in taking each
area on its own case and not having to say
that every regional government or every area

should have a regional police force. I think
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we must deal with the region as to whether
or not it's an urban area, or whether it's

more urban than rural, or more rural than

urban. I believe fully that in some cases, as

has been proposed for Haldimand-Norfolk,
it may be more important to keep the urban

police forces and have the OPP police the

rural areas. I'd like to say to the hon. member
that his suggestions have been noted and we
will certainly take them under consideration.

We realize there is a problem.

The hardship cases were brought up by
both the member for Ottawa East and, I be-

lieve, the member for Ottawa Centre in a

somewhat different context probably. In any
*went. as fa*- as the member for Ottawa East

is concerned, why should the region not de-

cide on a hardship case rather than the min-

ister? It would be my opinion that the region
should make the decision in the first instance

and then make a recommendation to the

minister for approval. That would be what
would happen in this particular case.

M*. Roy: SiKelv a small decision like that

should be handled by the regional area. You
don't need the minister for that.

Mr. Irvine: Mr. Speaker, I should add to
that that we are, as I think the member is

well aware, presently deciding as to what we
can hand back to the region and when they'll
take back more important matters than this.

Probably this will be one that will be handed
back in time. I'm saying at the present time
that I think the initiative lies with the region
and then with the minister.

His next point, Mr. Speaker, was in regard
to section 8. The committee of adjustment
will remain effective where the area munic-
ipalities have an official plan for the entire

area. Where there is not an official plan for
the entire area, then the land division com-
mittee will make the decision in regard to

severance.

I believe the matter of assessments is a
matter of concern of all three of the speakers
this afternoon. Mr. Speaker—assessment and
taxation. I'd like to remind the member for

Ottawa Centre again that we did provide a

detailed study which was prepared after the
announcement was made because, after all,

the government did make the decision as to

what areas to be merged and we couldn't

give it at the time of the announcement.

Mr. Cassidy: That's right, yes.

Mr. Irvine: I have the detailed report
which was given to all of the municipalities
affected. It deals with various aspects in

regard not only to the existing structure but
to the merged structure and to the transi-

tional grants—the financial effect it will have
on each household on an equalized assess-

ment of $15,000.

We have endeavoured to the best of our

ability to make sure that these were in the

hands of all members of council, and our staff

have been in the area discussing the different

aspects in regard to this report.

We say in this report that there will be
an increased levy against the new merged
areas of North Gower and Marlborough and
Manotick. Because of the increased assess-

ment, there will be a gross regional lew to

the area of $37,877, estimated. But lOOper
cent of this, Mr. Speaker, will be offset bv
the transitional grant in the first year, fol-

lowed up with 80 per cent, 60, 40 and 20
after that. I believe the total amount of the

transitional grant for that particular area is

$113,629 over the five-year period.

I could read into the record, if the mem-
bers should wish, what the apportionment
of the regional levy is under the existing

structure; what the apportionment is of the

regional levy under the reform structure; a

comparison of the regional levy with the

existing structure versus the reformed struc-

ture; a comparison of regional municipal

grants, existing structure and reformed struc-

ture; comparison of local levy, existing
structure versus reformed, which in the

merged areas shows a decrease to Richmond
of $88,462, Stittsville an increase of $18,372,

Goulbourn an increase of $79,090, Fitzroy an

increase of $26,214, Huntley an increase of

$3,152, for Bolton a decrease of $29,366,

Marlborough an increase of $2,024, and in-

cluding the police villages of Manotick and

North Gower a decrease of $2,024.

The summary of the financial effects has

also been given to each merged area, but

probably more important is the financial im-

pact on residential taxpayers. We have esti-

mated that after the transitional grants and

transitional adjustments for year one, the

people in the municipality of Richmond

would have a decrease per household of $27

on a $15,000 equalized residential assessment,

Stittsville would have an increase of $1,

Goulbourn would have an increase of $7 per

household, Fitzroy an increase of $5, Huntley
an increase of $2, Torbolton a decrease of $3,

North Gower a decrease of $2, and Marl-

borough an increase of $6.

The next matter the member for Ottawa
East brought up is in regard to agreements,
if I remember correctly, and certainly we
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wish the agreements to stand for us, but they
will stand for us only if they are legal. As
the member knows, the matter which he

raised is before the courts at the present time,

and any agreement which is entered into by
any council will not remain in effect if it is

not legal. Once that has been determined we
will be in a better position to make a state-

ment, I would think.

As to his suggestion in regard to speed
limits, the member for Ottawa East thought
we should, in this amendment, bring forth

something about legislation on speed limits.

I think this is a matter which has to receive

much fuller discussion and consideration than

we can give it at this particular time. As was

said by the Solicitor General earlier this after-

noon, this is a matter which I believe should

be discussed more fully with the Ministry of

Transportation and Communications, and

with the people in the particular area of

Ottawa-Carleton—the regional municipalities—
this should be considered. They, in turn,

should suggest to us what they want in the

way of speed limits, in my opinion.

I find myself, too, in the strange position of

agreeing for probably one of the few times

with the member for Ottawa Centre, to a

certain degree. I'll likely make him feel quite

happy; he's already had the unusual experi-

ence of having the member for Carleton agree
with him today.

Mr. Martel: There is something wrong with

his position.

Mr. Irvine: The point he raised in regard
to the board of control—

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. Irvine: —I think this is a good point
and one which I commend the member for

bringing up. I think this definitely is a matter
which should be taken under very serious

consideration by the review committee. It is a
matter which was recently brought to our
attention again by the city of Oshawa, and I

can say to the member that our ministry did

not accept their request to have the board
of control made active once more. It is not
our opinion that the board of control should,
in all cases, be allowed to continue and pos-

sibly this is a case where it should not be
continued in the future.

As for the dissolution of police villages, I

know we all have a strong feeling toward

keeping certain entities, if that might be the

description. I must say, though, that it is my
very firm opinion that we must do away with

police villages in the future. It has been the

policy of this government to try and not have
a split jurisdiction of elected people and

appointed people.

I think the suggestion—and again this is one
which I agree with—of the member of Ottawa

Centre, that possibly there could be an ad-

visory committee set up to the area munic-

ipality council, or to the regional council

as it might be, in this particular case could

possibly work out and I think further thought
should be given to it. I am well aware of the

capabilities of Nigel Richardson. I have great

respect for him and I will refer this matter

once more to Mr. Richardson and to the

minister for further consideration.

Mr. Cassidy: Thank you very much.

Mr. Irvine: I am afraid I didn't understand,
Mr. Speaker, the point brought up by the
member for Ottawa Centre with regard to

the employee rights, and I am
sorry

that I

wasn't able to play ball. It is my understand-

ing that all employees are guaranteed a job
until the end of the year 1974, and all of the

related problems in regard to pensions and

any rights that they had still carry on.

Mr. Martel: For a year.

Mr. Irvine: For the year, and I think that's

as far as we can go in any case. We did, at

the request of some of the local municipali-
ties, extend the time whereby employees
could be hired and that was July, and so it's

put back to an earlier date, as has been the

case in the past. I believe that this matter
has been discussed very fully with the people
locally without any complaints and that the

local people who are employed throughout
the merged areas are quite content with the

present situation. However, I say this to all

members, if there is some loophole that is

apparent to them I would appreciate having
this brought forward to us, as we certainly
intend to protect the employees' rights for the

one year, and that is to the end of January,
1974.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Cassidy: He's doing a good job. Don't

make him shut up.

Mr. Irvine: I see some of the members
would like me to say that is all I have to say
at this time, I just want to make one more

point. It would be our opinion that the

amount of one-tenth of a mill—the restriction

to the regional council—should be removed
in the near future. Possibly the review com-
mittee is going to do this. I think all restric-
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tions should be removed. We have done this

with industrial grants and as far as I am
concerned that's the proper course of action.

Mr. Speaker, if there are any other mat-

ters I haven't covered, I would be pleased
to. The board of education decision was

worked out in co-operation with the local

people and with the Minister of Education.

The member for Carleton hasi given his own

support to this, and I am in full agreement
with it. I believe it will work out in the best

interests of all concerned. Thank you.

Motion agreed to; second reading of the

bill.

Mr. Speaker: Shall the bill be ordered for

third reading?

Mr. Cassidy: No, Mr. Speaker, committee.

Mr. Speaker: Committee of the whole
House.

Agreed.

REGIONAL MUNICIPALITY
OF SUDBURY ACT

In the absence of Hon. Mr. White, Mr.
Irvine moves second reading of Bill 232,
An Act to amend the Regional Municipality
of Sudbury Act, 1972.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Water-
loo North.

Mr. E. R. Good (Waterloo North): Mr.

Speaker, I have looked through the bill, and
while there are quite a number of amende
ments they appear to deal with making the

divisions of responsibility a little more clearly
defined. I presume the first amendment is

an oversight in the original bill which did
not exempt Sudbury and the town of Nickel
Centre from electing members to the regional
council because they are put there through
another means.

'Establishing the special water rates and
the provision of water supply by the regional
government, I think is something which takes
a little time to work out properly in the
new regions. In my own region there was
some problem in that people seemed to

understand the legislation to simply mean
that as of the time when the regional gov-
ernment started, from there on we would
share the costs of procuring additional water
for the region. But I don't think that people
really understood that they were also going
to insure the debenture debt that had existed

prior to the establishment of the regional

government. In the imposition of a regional
water rate, of course, the old debt must be
taken into consideration and it must be liqui-

dated as well as funds provided for the pro-

curing of water on a regional basis.

Now, I believe that the procuring of water

on a regional basis does have many ad-

vantages and the region can move into areas

and have the necessary financing to provide
water in time. You can't establish overnight
this practice of setting up a regional water

rate so that all people may enjoy adequate

supply of water at a reasonable rate.

I would imagine in the Sudbury region it

would be quite similar to my own area where
water rates varied tremendously from one

municipality to the next. Those just putting
in new water systems were forced in some
instances to pay—well, the figures I'm going
to use include water and sewers—but as an

example, to pay as high as $307 for sewers

and water, which you are getting in other

municipalities for as low as $50 or $60
or $70.

Over a long period of time I think this

must be worked in. To start it immediately
is where the problem did develop in my
own region.

I think that if the matter can be explained

properly to the people in the area—and I

dont think this was done when the regional
bills were put through, I don't think people

really understood that they were going to

rationalize the debenture debts in the various

municipalities by putting in a standard water

rate. If it could be phased in over a period
of a few years I think it would be accepted
in a much better manner by the people.

The division of responsibility as far as

sewage collection and treatment plants is

concerned is more clearly defined in the one
section and there are some small amendments

making provision for an area government to

acquire land that can be used for health

purposes, even though the region has a re-

sponsibility for hospital facilities.

Mr. Speaker, we support the bill and
from what I could make out these are

amendments that should help in the ad^

ministration of the region.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Sud-

bury.

Mr. M. C. Germa (Sudbury): Mr. Speak-

er, a few words on this bill to amend the

municipality of Sudbury Act. Some of the

amendments came from and were acted upon

by the government as a recommendation
from the regional council. Now the regional
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council, in its wisdom, saw fit to ask for

certain things. For instance the ability of

the regional council to license certain items,

such as cartage vehicles, ambulances, taxi-

cabs, funeral hearses, fuel oil dealers, driv-

ing schools, signs, posters, regulations, plumb-

ing, electrical work, building renovators.

I agree with this concept, that in order

to get some co-ordination within the regional

municipality this power should be granted
to the regional council. Otherwise it would
be left with the area municipalities; so I

have to agree with that. Of course, I am
under no restriction to agree with every-

thing the regional council has demanded,
and one of the recommendations I cannot

go along with is they have asked that the

bill be amended to allow area municipalities
to acquire land for medical centres.

I tend to agree with the way the bill is

written. It is under section 35 of the bill

right now. I think it would do us well to

take time to take a look at this, and I will

read that into the record. Section 35, sub-

section 1 of the original bill.

The regional council may pass bylaws
for granting aid for the construction, erec-

tion, establishment, acquisition, mainte-

nance, equipping and carrying on of the

business of public hospitals, including mu-
nicipal hospitals, public sanitaria, munici-

pal isolation hospitals, and other health

care facilities in the regional area, and

may issue debentures therefor; and no
area municipality shall exercise any such

powers.

Now the last sentence is the crunch: No
area municipality shall get into the hospital
or medical delivery system.

I am sure every member of this House
who has attended at all has heard our Min-
ister of Health (Mr. Potter) complain about
the fragmented, disjointed medical delivery
service in the regional area of Sudbury. Just
last week he said he has not been getting

any direction from the city of Sudbury. He
did go there personally to try to set up a

health advisory council, and he was rebuffed

by the municipal government. They in fact

told him to get lost, that they would handle
it.

For this reason I have to oppose my re-

gional council. I think they did not act in

the best of wisdom. I think there is a ten-

dency to parochialism here, in that the

amendment is going to allow area municipali-
ties within the region to do certain things
in the delivery of health services. Section 6
of the amendment reads:

Section 35 of the said Act is amended

by adding thereto the following subsec-

tion:

Nothing in subsection 1 prevents any
area municipality from acquiring by pur-
chase or lease real property for the pur-

pose of leasing such property to a legally

qualified medical practitioner or dental

practitioner on such terms and conditions

as the council of such area municipality

may determine, and such property may
be leased for residential, clinical or office

purposes, or a combination thereof.

I don't see why my local area municipality
should have the right to acquire, purchase
or lease land, and then rent it back to a

doctor or dentist for residential purposes.

Mr. F. Laughren (Nickel Belt): Maybe
a denture clinic.

Mr. Martel: They don't make enough
money as it is, those poor doctors.

Mr. Genua: This is a dangerous piece of

legislation, Mr. Speaker, and unless the mem-
ber responsible for guiding this through the
House has some reasonable explanation on

why this amendment was brought in, then
I just can't agree it is proper.

The health delivery system in Sudbury has
to become co-ordinated, eventually, other-

wise the whole thing is going to break
down. If this is allowed to stand, we are

going to fragment the health delivery sys-
tem further. Members must realize we have
six area municipalities within the regional

municipality of Sudbury, and if each area

municpality undertakes to set up a health
clinic on its own there will not be the co-

operation which could have come had the

regional municipality taken over the delivery
of health services.

Under the regional government, there is

a health and welfare committee that is strug-

gling at the present time to set up a health

council which is demanded by the Minister
of Health—a single body to whom we can

go within the regional municipality and get
direction as to the requirements and needs of

health delivery systems in the city. Right now
we go to three or four different bodies; we
go to the health unit, an individual hospital
or to any number of health delivery agencies.
These people are competing with one another;

they are not co-operating.

I can see competition developing between
the six area municipalities, each one trying
to present a better health delivery system
than its neighbouring area municipalities.
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I would beg the person responsible to re-

consider this amendment and to try to get
some co-ordination within our regional area,

because we have certainly suffered from this

fractious attitude of our medical and hospital

people. In addition, we are divided on the

basis of language; we have a French Catholic

hospital, an Irish Catholic hospital and an

English-language Protestant hospital. You also

have to know what kind of sickness you have
before, you determine what kind of hospital

you go to. But I don't think illness has any-

thing to do with your religion or the language
you speak.

These are all parts of the problem we have
been having, however, and this amendment
is going to further fractionalize health de-

livery systems in the city. There has to be a

good reason for it, otherwise I just can't

accept it.

Leaving that topic, Mr. Speaker, another

request made by the regional municipality
that I agreed with was that the regional

municipality be granted powers to set up
regional parks. I see nothing in the amend-
ment which will grant them permission to do
this. It sounded like a reasonable request from
the regional government. I don't know why
the government didn't see fit to grant this.

It would go a long way to co-ordinate park

development, because we now have very few
and inadequate parks within each area

municipality.

Most area municipalities have such com-
mitments of their funds to the bare essentials

of life that in the past they have not had the

financial strength to spend money on luxury
items such as parks. I think that were this

granted to the regional municipality, they
could co-ordinate the funds they have and

perhaps get one decent regional park in the

area. Right now they are pretty deficient in

this field.

Another request was that the regional
government be granted permission to set up
a non-profit development company. I don't

know whether the member is aware of that.

He looks at me in a sort of surprised fashion.

There is great criticism within the community
about our development. We are a resource

extraction-oriented economy; actually we have

only one industry that really counts, and that

is the extraction of nickel and copper ores

from our ore bodies.

It was felt by the regional council that a

non-profit development company should be
set up to explore secondary industry within
our region. I know we have our Industry
and Tourism ministry, but it's not too well

received in the north and it has not been all

that successful; in fact, I think it has not had

any success up north. About the only thing

they have proposed is to build that large

hot-dog stand at Maple Mountain-

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. E. M. Havrot (Timiskaming): Just goes
to show what he knows about it. He doesn't

know what he is talking about and he never

will.

Mr. Martel: That brought him to life.

Mr. Germa: Mr. Speaker, I don't propose
to stand still-

Mr. Havrot: They suck and blow at the

same time.

Mr. Germa: —while the Province of On-
tario turns my northern Ontario into a hot-dog
stand and tourist recreational area-

Mr. Havrot: The member has no idea what
he is talking about. He should keep quiet
until he gets the facts.

Mr. Germa: —I just can't accept that as a

viable secondary industry.

Mr. P. J. Yakabuski (Renfrew South): Suck-

ing and blowing at the same time—that's what

it is.

Mr. Laughren: That's the Tory system.

Mr. Germa: Tourism, in my mind, Mr.

Speaker, is one of the greatest reasons for low

wages-

Mr. Havrot: He doesn't know what he's

talking about.

Mr. Speaker: Order. Order, please.

Mr. Germa: It is one of the lowest paid
industries in this country. One only has to

look at the tourist capital of Canada to find

out what tourism does to the city. Or take

a look at the city of Quebec; it has the low-

est per capita earnings in the Dominion of

Canada, yet it is the greatest tourist Mecca
we have. That's not what I propose for

northern Ontario, that we who have to work
for wages will end up being bartenders and

palming quarters off the table. That is not
how I want to make my living.

Mr. Laughren: That suits the anti-labour

member for Timiskaming just fine.

Mr. Germa: I wouldn't want my son mak-

ing his living palming quarters off a barroom
table; and we very well know what my
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daughter could be if we allowed this to pro-

ceed.

Mr. Havrot: What a warped mind!

Mr. Germa: The Minister of Industry and
Tourism has nothing else on his mind ex-

cept promoting tourism. It might help a

couple of people who own a motel or own
a barroom, but for the average individual

citizens in northern Ontario it won't do one

bloody thing.

Mr. Havrot: Talk to the people in my area.

They'll tell the hon. member.

Mr. Germa: It will give us a minimum

wage of $1.85 an hour on which we can

gently starve to death in northern Ontario.

Mr. Havrot: Why not check with the

people in my area?

Mr. Germa: I would like to know what

happened to this recommendation that a

non-profit development corporation be set

up in the city of Sudbury to explore at

least some viable industry that we think we
want to d6.

Mr. Yakabuski: No tourism in the north?

Mr. Germa: We do not want to end up
bartending for American tourists; that's not

my idea of making a living.

Mr. Laughren: That is what the member
for Timiskaming thinks it is all about.

Mr. Havrot: That just shows how much
the member knows about it.

Mr. Laughren: The member for Timis-

kaming thinks that's for real.

Mr. Havrot: The member doesn't even
know what he's talking about.

Mr. Speaker: Orderl

Mr. Germa: It is very strange how things
come to pass, Mr. Speaker, how things hap-
pen. There is one section in the amendment
which brings the regional bill into line with
the new Municipal Conflict of Interest Act,
which was passed subsequent to the passage
of this bill.

It's funny how things happen so suddenly,
as I say. When one of our defeated Tories
in the area happened to get caught by the
short hair, legislation consequently was
passed to release him from this predicament
he was in. We know that Robert Desmarais,
one of the leading defeated Tories in the city
of Sudbury, was slated to be the regional
chairman; he was all lined up for this—

Mr. Yakabuski: Good man.

Mr. Laughren: Keep listening.

Mr. Martel: Shouldice knows all about
him.

Mr. Germa: He got caught on Form 2,

"Declaration of Qualification by Chairman,"
on page 88 at the back of the regional bill.

Paragraph four says:

I have not by myself or a partner, di-

rectly or indirectly, any interest in any
contract with or on behalf of the regional

municipality of Sudbury, or any local

board thereof, or any area municipality,
or local board thereof.

This is how Bobby got gypped out of being
our regional chairman. Bobby is one of these

lawyers who does a lot of dealing with land;

consequently he is in city hall all the time,

doing things with the planning board. He
just couldn't function; he couldn't sign Form
2 in the regional bill. Therefore, he couldn't

accept the regional chairman's job, and we
ended up with somebody else.

Now, it appears that the amendment is

going to remove paragraph four of Form 2

—yes, section 13 reads: "Paragraph one of

Form 2 of the said Act is repealed." That
is the paragraph that I just read to you.

This goes right back to the Municipal
Conflict of Interest Act. I know the original
Act we had was not sufficient to keep these

lawyers from contravening human decency,
and a lot of them were getting caught; we
had a couple in the city of Sudbury who
were lifted off council for contravening the

original Act.

But under the present Municipal Conflict

of Interest Act, these people can do what-
ever they please, except that they have to

stand up and say so. It doesn't absolve them
from having contracts with the regional mu-

nicipality. I say that conflict of interest at

the municipal level has not been corrected

by the Municipal Conflict of Interest Act,
and removing that paragraph from Form 2
is just going to make it easier for these

people who have contracts with a municipal

government to absolve themselves of respon-

sibility and guilt and to eliminate the pos-

sibility of them facing responsibility in the

courts.

I look forward to hearing explanations
from the member piloting the bill through
the House on the points I have raised, Mr.

Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Sud-

bury East.
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Mr. Martel: Thank you, Mr. Speaker-

Mr. Yakabuski: Oh, welcome back.

Mr. Martel: Well, it was a nice vacation-

Mr. Breithaupt: Were you in Acapulco?

Mr. Martel: I am looking for my notes; I

have lost my notes-

Mr. Yakabuski: Anything about Inco?

Mr. Martel: I was consorting with the

enemy last week. In fact, Mr. Speaker, I

was invited by Traders Home Plan to go
out and see Rockview Estates, now that they
have repaired it. It is interesting that my
colleague mentioned those people being in-

volved in land because, in fact, the lawyers
he's talking about are deeply involved in that

group. If this government ever gets the

courage to investigate that whole shemozzle

it will find most of those lawyers deeply
involved with Mr. Shouldice, Mr. Wickett

and Mr. Morrow.

Mr. Yakabuski: Stick to the bill.

Mr. Martel: Maybe it's just clearing the

way for them, I'm not sure. I would hope
not.

I want to speak, though, on the fragmenta-
tion of health services. I can recall a year

ago, Mr. Speaker, when I asked the Minister

of Health for a number of things that were

necessary in the Sudbury area, his immediate

reply, was that the lack of any co-ordinated

planning in the Sudbury region really pre-
vented his ministry from funding the facilities

we Were speaking about—such things as hos-

pitals for retarded children.

;1 can well recall meeting with the former

Minister of Health even years before that—

hopefully he'll vote against this part of the

bill—arid I gave him credit then because he

Opposed municipalities building homes and

what not for doctors. The member for On-
tario (Mr. Dymond), I believe it was, when
he was Minister of Health indicated that

any doctor worth his salt would, in fact, build

his own home, and there was sufficient fund^

ing back in 1968 and 1969 for a doctor, for

every thousand patients I believe was the

formula he used, to make $25,000.

Here we have a bill now which empowers
a municipality, in fact, to build a residence.

I think I can understand part of the reason-

ing with respect to clinics, in that it has

attracted doctors to the area, and I suppose
that's why the various municipalities that

have undertaken clinics and that now have

doctors-

Mr. W. Hodgson (York North): The mem-
ber should tell us about his new home.

Mr. Martel: If the member has nothing

positive to contribute, I suggest he keep
quiet.

An hon. member: If the member for Sud-

bury East applied that to his own party,
they'd never talk.

Mr. W. Hodgson: What positive position
has the member contributed?

An hon. member: We're not supposed to

be positive.

Mr. Martel: If he wants to talk about my
home, we can talk about my home, but in

the appropriate place.

Mr. Havrot: That is a positive contribu-

tion.

Mr. Speaker: Order.

Mr. W. Hodgson: Sit down.

Mr. Yakabuski: Practise what you preach.

Mr. Martel: He didn't hear; I just digres-
sed for a moment. Because municipalities
have built clinics, we have, in fact, been
able to attract doctors. I deeply resent the

possibility of using public funds to build a

residence which might be leased to a doc-

tor. That's a lot of nonsense. If the former

Minister of Health back in 1969 indicated

$25,000 a year could be made, then what
in God's name is the amount that can be

made today? We know, when one looks at

OHIP expenditures, rough calculations show-

Mr. Yakabuski: Show me that $77,000.

Mr. Martel: Do I have to drown him out,

Mr. Speaker? Do I have to drown him out?

Listen to him. About $52,000 would prob-

ably be reasonable-

Mr. Yakabuski: The member for High Park

(Mr. Shulman) billed OHIP for $77,000.

Mr. Martel: —and probably a little more
for specialists, quite a little more for special-
ists. I resent that the taxpayers in my area

are going to have to pay-

Mr. J. H. Jessiman (Fort William): The

salary of a member who is never in the

House. Is that what the member was going
to say?

Mr. Germa: I resent a member getting two

salaries.
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'Mr. I. Deans (Wentworth): And earning
neither.

Mr. Martel: I make this a full-time job,

Mr. Speaker. I don't have any phoney com-

missions that I'm appointed to. I don't run

around in a railroad car like a puppet pick-

ing up 10 grand a year-

Mr. Yakabuski: Oh, you and your phoney
commissions.

Mr. Jessiman: The member should correct

his figures.

Mr. Martel: —and operating other busi-

nesses. I make this a full-time job.

Interjections by hon. members.

'Mr. Martel: When I do take time out I go
back to my home riding.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Lawlor: You're the last one to say a

word.

tMr. Speaker: Order.

Mr. Martel: Can you imagine him knowing
something about railroading? He doesn't

know a boxcar from a gondola.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order, please. Perhaps the

hon. members would discontinue the provo-
cation of the member for Sudbury East.

Mr. Havrot: Poor little fellow.

'Mr. Martel: Anybody who does two or

three jobs, Mr. Speaker, and then has1 the

audacity to comment-

Mr. Germa: He does them all badly.

Mr. R. D. Kennedy (Peel South): The
member has three jobs.

Mr. Speaker: Perhaps the member for

Sudbury would get back to the bill.

Mr. Martel: And he doesn't do any of them
well.

Mr. Yakabuski: He is very versatile.

Mr. Martel: He is versatile all right.

Mr. Lawlor: The member for Sudbury East

is one of the most faithful members of this

House.

Mr. Martel: Thanks. I would hope that the

parliamentary assistant would remove from
the bill that section which is going to use

public funds to build residences for doctors.

That has to be removed.

Mr. Jessiman: Doesn't the member want a

doctor in an underserviced area?

Mr. Martel: I might ask the former Minis-

ter of Health and he would support me on

that contention, I am sure.

Mr. Speaker: Order.

Mr. Martel: Secondly I have some concern

about licensing that I want to address to the

parliamentary assistant. I have been talking to

his colleague, the Minister of Colleges and

Universities (Mr. McNie), with respect to

licensing and what would happen if, in fact,

we move to the type of licensing that is there.

In northern Ontario there are not very

many large developers. Most of the house

building in smaller municipalities is done by

very small contractors, with two or three

people building homes. If you insist that they
be able to pass a plumbing examination as it

now exists, and you have to take a plumbing
exam that spells out that you know the re-

quirements for a 30-storey building in order

to get a plumbing licence which would allow

you to install plumbing in a single-family

dwelling, then, in fact, you are going, I would

suggest, almost to wipe out the vast majority

of small contractors who don't have people
who have these types of qualifications and

who are heavily involved in single-family

dwellings.

With the relatively few large companies

building small homes in northern Ontario,

then you are going to see the decline of home

building in these smaller municipalities, un-

less, as Ministry of Colleges and Universities

officials have indicated, they are willing to

establish a different type of licensing proce-
dure. Until that is forthcoming then, if the

regional municipality determines that every-

one engaged in any type of construction must

have these very strict qualifications—and I am
not opposed to licensing per se, but support
a different type of licensing-if it does that

before that licensing comes about, then we
are going to restrict development in many
small municipalities. I would urge that the

parliamentary assistant take cognizance of

what could happen in respect to that matter.

I might suggest, too, something that is not

in the bill, and under the rules of the House

I am entitled to do that. I was wondering if

the parliamentary assistant and his depart-

ment, TEIGA, have taken a look at the

210,000 acres of land in the Sudbury region
of which the mining companies own the
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mineral rights and also the surface rights. I

don't see, unless there is going to be open-
pit mining, why mining companies should be
allowed to tie up 210,000 acres of land, a

good deal of which is excellent land for

building. The land came originally from the

Crown. You might have included in the bill

that some of that land, which is not going to

be used for mining purposes, but is simply
tied up, revert back to the area municipality
of Sudbury or the regional municipality of

Sudbury in such places as Coniston and

Copper Cliff and Garcon and Falconbridge
and started a land bank up there deeding it

to the regional municipality before the land

speculators get it, because I am told that

Falconbridge and Inco are now trying to sell

some land.

It might be wise, in that they got it for

next to nothing, for the government to take

that land, the surface rights, which aren't go-

ing to be utilized for mining purposes, and
have them revert back to the regional munic-

ipality of Sudbury; so that we could get on
with the business of land banking and the

development of land for housing purposes at

prices which those people who are working
in the mining industry and in the region
could afford.

Mr. Lawlor: It's a very good idea.

Mr. Martel: I just think that that land
should not go through speculative purposes
but in fact should—

Mr. Lawlor: Get in there early, Mr.
Minister.

Mr. Martel: —immediately be deeded over
to the regional municipality. I would ask the

parliamentary assistant to comment on that as

well. With that, Mr. Speaker, I will take my
seat.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Nickel

Belt.

Mr. Laughren: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
When this bill was introduced I had a mo-
ment of wild euphoria as I thought that may-
be the amendment was going to do some-

thing meaningful, such as remove the ap-
pointment of elected chairmen or perhaps
give the area a new tax base or even possibly
—now this is pushing it a bit, Mr. Speaker—
but I thought that maybe since the rapid fall

from grace of Ron Shouldice that they were

going to rename Happy Valley Shouldiceville,
and that might appropriately indicate what
the Tory party now thought of its former
chief fund raiser in the Sudbury area.

But I speak most seriously when I say to

the parliamentary assistant that there are

some very great omissions in this bill that

could have enhanced the regional munici-

pality of Sudbury—and some of them have
been mentioned by my two colleagues from

Sudbury and Sudbury East.

I think the one they haven't mentioned is

the Sudbury Housing Authority, and under
the present legislation the Sudbury Housing
Authority grants accommodation only to resi-

dents within the boundary of the city of

Sudbury. Here we have a regional munici-

pality in Sudbury for almost a year now and

yet the Sudbury Housing under the auspices
of OHC doesn't provide accommodation to

people in the outlying areas, in the area mu-
nicipalities, and nothing could be more
ridiculous.

I think the parliamentary assistant should
have seen that by now. It was mentioned in

the debates when the bill was introduced,
I believe.

The problem of allowing the area munici-

palities to purchase land for medical clinics

I think is a very serious mistake for the rea-
sons that have been mentioned regarding the

delivery of health care in the Sudbury area.

Even the minister acknowledges the fact
that it is not being done properly, and surely

balkanizing it even more is not going to

remedy that.

I don't know why in the bill it says for

"residential clinic or office purposes or a

combination thereof." Why, you could pic-
ture a doctor having an apartment building
built, for heaven's sake, and using the first

floor for a clinic. What could be more ridicu-

lous than that?

There is mention of the police in the bill.

There has been nothing done to ensure that

representation on the police commission is

more representative of the community. There
has been nothing done to ensure that the

appointments to boards and commissions in

the Sudbury basin are much more repre-
sentative of the community as a whole—and
that's something that should have been in

the bill.

I think also when the regional municipality
was created the private police force of the

International Nickel Co. was taken over and
made a regional police force. At that time,
the policemen for the International Nickel

Co., called the Copper Cliff Police Force,
retired at the age of 65. When they joined
the regional police force, they had to retire

at the age of 60 and of course their pension
was vested—if they had, I believe it was,
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10 years of service—in the Coppercliff Police

Force.

When they switched to the regional police

force, if they elected to do that—and cer-

tainly most of the policemen between 20 and
50 would choose to do that rather than be

relegated to the role of a security guard at

International Nickel Co.—it means that they
would not be able to draw their previous

pension, because it was vested, until they
were 65. They may have had up to 20 years
experience and contributions in lieu of pay
to that fund, which would have meant that

when they joined the regional police force

and had to retire at the age of 60, if a man
was 45 or 50 he would have only five or 10

years or perhaps 15 years of contributions

into the regional police force plan and that's

the size of the pension he would draw, in

relation to his contributions, but between the

age of 60 and 65 he would not be able to

draw his former pension.

I wonder if that has been corrected as

yet? I would appreciate knowing whether
the parliamentary assistant has rectified that.

The whole matter of taxation in the Sud-

bury area is one that we have attempted to

get through to this government for some time,
and the inadequacy of the taxation level has
been proved out just within the past year.
There has been much speculation in the

Sudbury area, as the new tax bills came down
this year, as to just what was going to happen
to the mill rates across the region.

Of course, you can count on the Tory
government to slap a Band-Aid on when
major surgery is required, and that's just what
it did. Before the tax bills came out, and
when they were discussing how to pay for

the sewer and water levy in the area because
of a major expense in Valley East, and the

controversy was swirling around in Sudbury,
the government came out with grants to off-

set the increased costs of those sewer and
water levies so that areas in the region which
were not about to receive sewer and water
would not be assessed at this time, because
it would have meant the end of regional

government in Sudbury, I fear, if that had
been allowed to go through.

But nevertheless there was no commitment
on the part of the government that these

grants would continue. There is just not

enough taxation in the Sudbury area. Already,
the ratio of residential taxation or assessment
to commercial and industrial is the highest
in the province for any major city. Until this

government sees that a new tax base must
be provided for these larger regions, that

situation is going to continue and there is

going to continue to be a bailing out process
on the part of this government when taxes

threaten to go out of sight.

Certainly it would have been an oppor-
tune time for the parliamentary assistant to

introduce an amendment to establish the right
at least of the region to establish a non-profit

corporation to look into the whole possibility
of a Crown corporation in the Sudbury area.

There has been considerable research done

by the Ministry of Treasury and Economics

indicating that that is what the region needs.

When we in the area, in a very positive

way, go to the Minister of Industry and

Tourism — he has rapidly become known
as Ontario's junior achiever — and say,

"Look, what have you got for the Sudbury
region—indeed what have you got for any of

northern Ontario—in terms of an industrial

plan?" the answer is nothing, absolutely

nothing. Then when we get criticized, Mr.

Speaker, for calling a tourist plan in north-

eastern Ontario, in the Maple Mountain area,

a hot-dog stand, what we are really saying is

not that there shouldn't be any tourism in

northern Ontario but that, surely to God, we
are not going to forever hang our hats on

tourism in northern Ontario?

My colleague from Sudbury put it most

eloquently when he described what a tourist

economy means. The benefits just do not

accrue in a meaningful way to the residents

in the community. If we have seemed to be

against the development of northeastern

Ontario, it is against the kind of development
that this government sees as the only kind

that would be suitable for that part of the

province.

Well, we have considerably more faith in

the people of that part of the province and

in the resources of that part of the province
to believe that we have to rely solely on

tourism in northeastern Ontario—in all of

northern Ontario. Surely this government
should be getting the message now.

You have people running across northern

Ontario saving, "What we need in the north

is an independent province. We need to

separate from the south." That's an indication

of the malaise in northern Ontario.

You might note, Mr. Speaker, that it is not

the New Democratic members of the Legis-
lature who are espousing that at all. As a

matter of fact, when we form the govern-
ment of Ontario, we want it to be of all the

Province of Ontario and not just the resource

area.

I might say we have a contingency plan

ready, if that should occur suddenly.
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Mr. Roy: Don't hold your breath.

Mr. Laughren: I am not holding my breath,

but we do know that it-

Mr. Roy: Only a matter of time.

Mr. Laughren: It's only a matter of time.

As the former Premier used to say, all in the

fullness of time, it will be there.

Mr. Roy: Do they have that much time?

Mr. Laughren: Mr. Speaker, the parlia-

mentary assistant might have started — he

might have made a move in the right direc-

tion if he had said that instead of the area

municipalities or the regional municipalities

buying land for a medical centre, that they
do as my colleague from Sudbury suggested,

provide funds for the purchase of land not

only for residential purposes but for the

development of a very significant and sub-

stantial industrial park in the Sudbury region.

There is no reason whatsover why the

Sudbury region could not be the heart of

mid-Ontario. Sudbury is not really in the

north of this province. If you look at a map
of Ontario you will see that Sudbury is more

in the centre of the province than the north.

There is no reason why the Sudbury area

couldn't be an exciting new centre for in-

dustrial development in northern Ontario,

in the mid-north. And one of the ways of

doing that is to provide land.

Now, in the past, whenever this govern-
ment has seen fit to provide land for indus-

trial purposes, it is the workers who end

up providing the land for industry. And
that's not what I am suggesting. I am sug-

gesting to you that with 210,000 acres under

ownership by the International Nickel Co.

alone in the Sudbury basin, there is plenty
of land to provide not only residential de-

velopment but also industrial development
in the Sudbury area; lots of it.

Those lands were obtained, not by pur-

chasing them at market value—so please
don't suggest to me that it would bankrupt
the province to buy back the lands from
International Nickel Co.; I would be of-

fended by that, I assure you. Perhaps they
should be paid the same price for the land

that they paid for it. I can't think of any-

thing more fair than that.

Mr. Cassidy: It could be a bit high.

Mr. Laughren: Nothing is happening on
that land now—nothing at all. And there is

no reason at all why that land should not

be banked by co-operation between the prov-

ince and the municipality, as well as the

federal government. The federal govern-
ment, at least, has expressed some interest

in land banking—and that's more than the

provincial government has done. When I

see amendments to the Regional Municipality
of Sudbury Act in this form, I really do
wonder why they would introduce these

amendments without saying, "Now, what else

needs to be done in the Sudbury region?"

Mr. Martel: Why don't they ask the Tory
backbenchers what they want?

Mr. Laughren: To give them credit, Mr.

Speaker, I am sure they not only asked the

Tory backbenchers, I am sure they asked

the Conservative appointment as chairman
of the regional municipality what he thought.
I am sure they asked him that.

Mr. Speaker, the people in northern On-

tario, and in the Sudbury region specifically,

have come to the realization that they are

not achieving their potential, that indeed they
will never achieve their potential as long
as the Conservative Party is the government
of this province.

Mr. Speaker: Does any other member wish

to participate in the debate? The hon. mem-
ber for Wentworth.

Mr. Deans: Mr. Speaker, my colleagues
from Sudbury have stated very clearly what
the problems are with the bill; not only the

content of the bill as it deals with the area

of Sudbury, but also the omissions in the

bill.

It seems a shame at this time that the

government still hasn't come to the realiza-

tion of what's required in order to provide
<a decent standard and a decent form of gov-
ernment for the people of the Sudbury
basin.

Now, I think that the government seems

to have misunderstood what they have done.

They have again set up a privileged class

in the Sudbury area and it's to that end that

we want to direct our criticism. You can

recall, Mr. Speaker, I'm sure, my colleague
from Sudbury East in the House and speak-

ing at length about the problems of housing
in Sudbury. You can recall him standing and

Iking about the people who were forced

to live in the backs of station wagons, who
couldn't find accommodation at a price
which they could afford to pay, and who
were being taken left and right.

This government didn't seem to under-

stand the needs of the Sudbury basin at that

time. This government didn't seem to under-
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stand the need to pursue a policy of land

acquisition which would have enabled them
to provide accommodation for those people
who were then in the Sudbury basin. Yet

the government seems to understand the

need to provide accommodation for that very
sector of society which can best afford to

provide its own. That is the problem that

we see.

Here we have the government of Ontario

providing for the doctors of the province
of Ontario the opportunity to get land

rented to them, most likely at prices far

below what they normally would have to

pay, while the workers of the Province of

Ontario who have lived and provided in the

Sudbury basin for the economy of this prov-
ince can't find land to build homes on.

It seems to me, as I listen to the com-
ments of all three of my colleagues and try
to imagine what the answer might be from
the hon. member for Grenville-Dundas, that

I can hardly imagine how the government
could possibly find an answer to satisfy the
member for Sudbury, the member for Nickel

Belt or the member for Sudbury East.

The whole policy of the government with

regard to housing in particular seems to be
disoriented. Here we have a class of people
whose income is far in excess of that of the

majority and whose income is certainly suf-

ficient. We are talking about the Sudbury
basin not the boondocks of the Province of
Ontario. We are talking about one of the
most progressive communities in Ontario.

Mr. Germa: Hear, hear.

Mr. Deans: We are talking about a place
where doctors would want to go and live and

provide the services that they are capable of

providing. There is no need for the Prov-
ince of Ontario to be further burdening the

people of that area with additional tax

burdens simply to provide property for doc-
tors to live on. For that reason alone, it

makes sense to oppose the bill. It makes
sense to say to the government, no, youVe
gone far enough in this field, until such time
as you come in with legislation that deals

with the needs of the people of the Province
of Ontario, the working people of the Prov-
ince of Ontario. Let's have no more of this

class legislation, and that is what this is.

Then, of course, my colleague talks about
the need to make use of the existing property
that is currently owned by International

Nickel, 210,000 acres of land in the Sudbury
basin. It is hard to imagine how we can

possibly accommodate supporting this legis-

lation, recognizing that we are going to be
faced again in the years to come, as the

Sudbury area develops, with the kind of

land shortages that we have had, the kind

of shortages in unserviced land, the inability
of the Sudbury basin to have been able to

provide serviced1 land and the government's

inability or perhaps unwillingness to enter

in a meaningful way into the provision of

serviced land for the people of the Sudbury
basin.

I can't understand it. I frankly can't under-

stand how the government could have the

nerve to come in and suggest that people
whose incomes range in the $50,000 and

over per year category should have a

privileged position within any municipality
with the regard to the acquiring of land for

the development of homes. I cannot under-

stand it, and I don't know where the gov-
ernment got its information or where the

government got the initiative to proceed with

this legislation in this way, but it seems

evident to us on this side of the House-

Mr. Martel: The regional council asked
for that.

Mr. Deans: My colleague says the regional
council asked for it, and the regional coun-
cil in this instance obviously has been mis-

guided. If there was a need, and no doubt
there is a need for serviced land-

Mr. Renwick: It's obvious.

Mr. Deans: —and if there was a need,
and no doubt there is a need for doctors,
then the regional council could well have

begun a programme of providing facilities

for doctors.

The government of Ontario could well

have expanded its existing programme and
assisted even further in the provision of

dispensary and surgery facilities for doctors

in the area. They might even have taken
a look at what my colleague from Sudbury
raised with regard to the problems the hos-

pitals in the Sudbury area were having not

too many months ago, with a view to trying
to encourage more doctors into the area.

But I don't think it's reasonable to think—
and I know the member for Ontario agrees
that simply by the provision of one plot of

land to build a hotise on, that that is going
to encourage many doctors to move to the

Sudbury basin. The problem is simply that—

Mr. B. Gilbertson (Algoma): It would help
in my area.

Mr. Deans: I can't hear my friend.
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Mr. F. Young (Yorkview): He says the legis-

lation isn't for your area.

Mr. Deans: The problem is that the legis^

lation is for Sudbury and not for St. Joseph's
Island.

Mr. Laughren: My friend had better ex-

plain that to the member for Algoma.

Mr. Deans: If we could ever have gotten
around to dealing with legislation for St.

Joseph's Island, we could have provided a

much better community there than the gov-
ernment has ever been able to provide.

Mr. Renwick: That's right. We'll do that

in 1975; there's no question about it.

Mr. Deans: That has been one of the dif-

ficulties we have had.

When we take a look at what this is

supposed
1

to accomplish, I think we begin to

see right through the legislation. This is a

sop by the government to the doctors again;

just an attempt by the government to make
it look as if they are doing something for

the people in the Sudbury basin, while in

effect they are doing absolutely nothing, as

per usual.

:I think my colleagues from Sudbury, recog-

nizing there could even be a minor criticism

in the Sudbury area of the position they
have taken, have recognized that this govern-
ment is simply trying to pull the wool over

the people from Sudbury's eyes.

Mr. Renwick: There is no doubt about it.

They didn't consult the members who repre-
sent the area. They consulted their own
appointees.

Mr. Deans: That is the problem. They
have recognized full well that the govern-
ment has simply gone to their own people.
When did they ever come and speak to the
member for Sudbury East, the member for

Nickel Belt or the member for Sudbury, and
ask their opinion-

Mr. Havrot: There's a good reason for

that.

Mr. Deans: —about what could be done
to improve the position in terms of trying
to encourage doctors to come into the Sud-

bury basin?

Mr. Renwick: It's the only regional gov-
ernment where the chairman has been para-
chuted in from outside.

Mr. Deans: When I read the legislation
when it was introduced into the House and
I met with my colleagues about it, the first

thing they said was that particular section

of the bill had to go; they weren't prepared
to accept it.

Mr. E. J. Bounsall (Windsor West): And
it will go!

Mr. Deans: And go it will; there is no

question. When we looked at it, and I asked

whether or not there had been consultation,

they said: "Consultation? What's that? The

government doesn't consult with the mem-
bers from the area. They consult with the

defeated Tory candidates."

Mr. Martel: Right on. And they are all

defeated.

Mr. Deans: They consulted the regional

chairman, who is once removed from Queen's
Park.

Mr. Renwick: And with a real background
of municipal experience — in the Ontario

Water Resources Commission.

Mr. Deans: It is quite evident this legis-

lation was intended to simply—

Hon. G. A. Kerr ( Provincial Secretary for

Justice): He is doing a great job. Go ask

them up there.

Mr. Deans: I beg your pardon.

Hon. Mr. Kerr: He is doing a great job.

Mr. Deans: Thank you. It is quite evident

this legislation was never given proper con-

sideration by the government-

Mr. Martel: Three officials from Inco are

on the police commission.

Mr. Deans: I have rather extensive re-

marks. Would this be a suitable place to

adjourn the debate, Mr. Speaker?

Mr. Speaker: I presume the same bill will

be proceeded with at 8 o'clock.

Hon. E. A. Winkler (Chairman Manage-
ment Board of Cabinet): Mr. Speaker, that

is not so. As I called the business last night,

at 8 o'clock we will proceed with considera-

tion of Bill 196. I would therefore ask the

hon. member to adjourn the debate.
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Mr. Speaker: That is precisely why I

thought we should bring it to the attention

of the House. Perhaps the hon. member
would move the adjournment.

Mr. Deans moves the adjournment of the

debate.

Motion agreed to.

Mr. Speaker: Would the hon. House
leader call the next order or does he want
to wait until after 8 o'clock?

Hon.
here.

Mr. Winkler: The minister is not

It being 6 o'clock, p.m.
recess.

the House took
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The House resumed at 8 o'clock, p.m.

Clerk of the House: The fourth order,

resuming the adjourned debate on the

amendment to the motion for second reading
of Bill 196, An Act to provide Assistance to

Ontario Pensioners.

ONTARIO PENSIONERS' ASSISTANCE
ACT

( continued )

Mr. M. Cassidy (Ottawa Centre): I am glad
to see that the Conservative benches are

filled with members who are anxious to get
the $50 into the hands of their senior-citizen

constituents-

Mr. J. A. Renwick (Riverdale): And to get
into this debate.

Mr. Cassidy: —that's right—before the time

comes for Christmas. I am glad to see that

the anxiety which pervaded them when they
were awaiting the Grey Cup lunch has con-

tinued now that it's Tuesday evening and we
have this bill to get through second reading
here tonight.

Mr. Speaker—

Hon. E. A. Winkler (Chairman, Manage-
ment Board of Cabinet): Just ring the bells.

Mr. Cassidy: What?

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Just ring the bells.

Mr. Cassidy: Well, damn it, I think the

members should be here in this House to in-

dicate what they feel about the government.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: They knew the member
was going to speak and I don't blame them
for not being here.

Mr. P. D. Lawlor (Lakeshore): Oh, you
don't, eh?

Mr. Cassidy: Well, I certainly do.

Mr. Lawlor: I wish their constituents knew

Mr. Speaker: Order. Order.

Tuesday, November 27, 1973

Interjections by hon. members.

'Mr. Lawlor: Has the minister nothing to

do to keep the members here?

Mr. Cassidy: The Conservative back-

benchers are all playing bridge; they are off

drinking at the Royal York; they don't give
a good goddamn about the senior citizens

of this province.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order please. Order. Order.

Mr. Cassidy: It's as simple as that.

Mr. Renwick: They show no interest what-
soever.

Mr. Cassidy: Mr. Speaker, in the past year
the cost of living, between October of last

year and October of this year, has gone up
by something over eight per cent in this

country. The cost of food, which is a major
item in the budget of senior citizens has

gone up by about 16.7 per cent from October

of last year to October of this year. The
cost of housing has gone up by just under

seven per cent.

'Housing and food are the two major ele-

ments in the budget of any senior citizen

who is trying to live on the guaranteed in-

come supplement with an income of around

$170 a month, and these are the items that

have gone up the most. The amount that is

being given by the province, this 50-buck

handout, which is what?—four dollars a

month—is equal to about four per cent,

whereas the cost of living to senior citizens

in the* past year has gone up by at least

eight per cent—which is the general rise in

the cost of living—but is more likely 10 or 11

or 12 per cent.

In other words, the province has not even

moved adequately to help senior citizens to

keep up with where they were, at the bot-

tom of the economic totem pole, let alone

take any action at all, Mr. Speaker, to bring

them up to an adequate level and to re-

dress the kind of position that senior citizens

have been put in by this government and by

governments in Ottawa as well.
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They have been left right down there at

the bottom, Mr. Speaker, and nothing that

this government is prepared to do is going
to make any difference to them.

I am just very curious, Mr. Speaker, in

this debate, as to whether or not any of the

Conservative members will come in to speak.
I am sorry there aren't more here tonight.
I'm sorry the member for Timiskaming (Mr.

Havrot) isn't here, because I would very
much like the member for Timiskaming to

put on the record, so that he could send it

back to his constituents, why he considers

that $50 is all that the million senior citi-

zens of this particular province should get.

Mr. G. Nixon (Dovercourt): Get off that

stuff; get off it!

Mr. F. Laughren (Nickel Belt): That's the

anti-labour policy-

Mr. G. Nixon: Get off it.

Mr. Cassidy: Okay, I'd like the-what?

Mr. Lawlor: The anti-labour member for

Timiskaming would give them nothing if he
had his way.

Mr. Cassidy: I'd like the member for

Dovercourt to get up in this House, Mr.

Speaker, and explain chapter and verse why
he considers that $50 is adequate.

Mr. G. Nixon: I didn't say that.

Mr. Cassidy: The member didn't say that?

That he thinks it's adequate?

Mr. Lawlor: Tell him you'll sit down if he'll

doit.

Mr. G. Nixon: I said no such a thing.

Mr. Cassidy: The member said it's inade-

quate, is that right?

Mr. G. Nixon: No way.

Mr. Cassidy: It's adequate then? It is an

adequate amount?

Mr. Speaker: Order! The hon. member for

Ottawa Centre has the floor.

Mr. Cassidy: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Laughren: The member for Dovercourt
is talking out of both sides of his mouth

again.

Mr. Cassidy: The member for Dovercourt,
Mr. Speaker, represents a constituency which
includes a very large number of people who
have contributed a tremendous amount to

this country. They have come in, many of

them, from other lands. They have worked
in the low-wage industries—the textile indus-

try, the garment industry, and other industries

which are characteristic of that particular

riding.

They haven't had pension schemes. They
didn't have the Canada Pension Plan. They
didn't have contributory pension plans. They
didn't have wages which allowed them to

purchase their own homes and buy stocks and
bonds the way that members of the Con-
servative Party opposite have been able to.

They haven't had many of the advantages

which other people in this society have had.

And yet if you look at it, those senior

citizens who live in the riding of the member
for Dovercourt worked hard, they raised their

kids, many of their kids have gone on to

university or are holding down responsible

jobs or are contributing in this society. They
have done a heck of a lot for Ontario society,

and it really pains me to hear the member
for Dovercourt saying that he doesn't think

that anything more than $50 is what the

senior citizens of his riding ought to have.

And I challenge that member, Mr.

Speaker-

Mr. G. Nixon: That is wrong!

Mr. Speaker: Order!

Mr. Cassidy: I challenge that member,
Mr. Speaker, to get up in this House and to

defend the Treasurer (Mr. White), and to

defend the actions of the government.

Mr. Laughren: He's a hard-hearted Tory.

Mr. Cassidy: That's right. And I would

say the same thing to the member for King-
ston and the Islands (Mr. Apps) who also

represents a riding which has a substantial

number of senior citizens.

Hon. C. J. S. Apps (Minister of Correc-

tional Services): Let the member just speak
for himself.

Mr. Cassidy: There are people in that rid-

ing who have been in the armed services.

There are people in that riding who have

worked in industry and so on.

Hon. Mr. Apps: The member still has a

difficult time. He should say his piece and

sit down.

Mr. Cassidy: I hope the member for King-
ston and the Islands, as a member of the

cabinet, will get up and defend the reasons

why he thinks that $50 is sufficient. And I
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hope that the new member for Carleton (Mr.

Handleman)—

Mr. Speaker: Order! The hon. member
should confine his remarks to his views on the

bill. Please do that.

Mr. Cassidy: Mr. Speaker, I am simply

asking, in the most pleasant way that I can-

Mr. G. Nixon: He can say that again.

Mr. Cassidy: —that some of the Conserva-

tive members in this House get into this

debate and explain why it is that when the

bells ring they expect to vote with the

government to give a $50 handout to—

Mr. Speaker: I am sure the hon. members
have heard your notice. Perhaps you would

continue on the bill.

Mr. Cassidy: Well, Mr. Speaker, it's im-

portant you know. There are times when

people ought to stand up and be counted

rather than sitting there like logs-like logs

who will vote the right way and no more.

That is what's happening in this House here

tonight, and I think it's a deplorable travesty

of any kind of justice for senior citizens of

the province.

Mr. Speaker: It must be the Liberal Party's

turn. The hon. member for Windsor-Walker-

ville.

Mr. B. Newman (Windsor-Walkerville):
Thank you, Mr. Speaker. I think it had been

arranged prior that I was to follow the mem-
ber from the Ottawa Valley.

Mr. Speaker: I will call the member for

Sudbury East (Mr. Martel) the next time.

Mr. B. Newman: Mr. Speaker, an accept-
able and realistic basic income is essential

if a person is to live in decency and in

dignity. I think we all agree with that prem-
ise; we only wish that the government would

respond in the proper fashion to it. Bill 196,

An Act to provide Assistance to Ontario

Pensioners, Mr. Speaker, does-

Mr. Cassidy: I hope the member for

Timiskaming takes part too.

Mr. B. Newman: —only provide $50 to the

pensioners. It is sort of a $50 Christmas

present. We don't oppose providing this

amount to senior citizens, but, sir, if you had
an opportunity to read the reasoned amend-
ment presented by my leader (Mr. R. F.

Nixon), and to paraphrase it rather than to

read the whole amendment, it asked for

further consideration to the advisability of

providing a 50 per cent supplement. In other

words, the maximum supplement today, be-

ing $73.86, would increase by 50 per cent

or by $36.93, making a maximum supplement
of $110.79. To that would be added the old

age security, giving to the pensioner, as a

result of accepting this reasoned amendment,
a total of $216.09.

Mr. Speaker, the second clause in the

amendment would provide and extend OHIP
to include hearing aids, dental services,

dental prosthetics and ophthalmic appliances

to all people who are in receipt of free

health insurance as well as those under the

family benefits assistance programme. The
third point in the reasoned amendment would

increase allowances to disabled and to the

60- to 65-year-old bracket of individuals.

Mr. Speaker, my leader documented very
well the cost of the package and I have no

intention of picking out any specific point

in that cost package. I come from an area

in which the senior citizen population is

substantial. For example, in the metro area

of Windsor nine per cent of the population
is over 65 years of age. There are 23,290
senior citizens of a total population of

258,645. If you took the city of Windsor

alone, you would find that over 10 per cent

of the population is in the 65-and-over age
bracket. There are 20,185 individuals over

65 years old out of a total population of

203,300. If you include the 60- to the 65-

year-old bracket, according to the 1971

statistics compilations you would find that

14 per cent of the population is over 60

years of age.

Mr. Speaker, 14 per cent of the popula-
tion is not being taken care of after the

fashion that it should be. The approach of

the government by providing a $50 package

only once during the course of a year is

simply a Band-Aid approach. It would pro-

vide to the individual, from what I under-

stand, an increase of approximately 14 cents

a day, seven-*welfths of one cent per hour,

or 0.6 cents per hour. That is all in today's

world, where just a few weeks ago the auto

workers won, as a result of their negotiations
with the manufacturer, a package that would

permit them to retire after 30 years of serv-

ice, a total that could amount to $700 a

month or approximately $4.40 an hour.

Here we are giving to our senior citizens

through this legislation, an increase of 0.6

cents an hour, whereas the auto worker bar-

gained for and won through his bargaining

rights a total pension that would amount to

$4.40 an hour. We know they are entitled
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to it. They have worked hard for their 30

years or more in the auto industry. We don't

deny them the right to have won that. How-
ever, where is this government when it

comes to looking after those who are in the

65-and-over age group? They give to them
a total of 0.6 cents an hour increase as op-

posed to a $4.40 an hour potential that an
individual retiring from the auto industry
after 30 years of service could get.

Mr. Speaker, when we talk of the senior

citizens we are talking of an ever-decreasing
number of individuals. The Canada Pension

Plan has been geared so that within a short

period of time the retirees will be able to

draw benefits from it. But the ones who are

in the desperate straits are those who are

receiving some portion of the supplement, if

not all of the supplement. This is a total of

$73.86, the supplement as is given today.

The senior citizens for whom we are pro-

viding this meagre $50 on a one-shot deal

are generally those who have lived through
the depression, those who have brought up
their families and those who have had to

pay school taxes in the days before govern-
ment paid 60 per cent of the cost of educa-
tion. These are the ones who have not had
the opportunity of saving for their later years
in life; these are the ones that we should
be considering far more seriously than we
are with this present bill that will provide
$50 for them once a year.

Mr. Speaker, back in March, 1973, a con-
cerned councillor in the township of Sand-
wich West, a man by the name of James
McArthur, who works-

Mr. D. A. Paterson (Essex South): A
great fellow.

Mr. B. Newman: A fine fellow. He is a

very concerned individual who works for the

Canada Pension Plan and in the process of

his work saw the needs of the pensioners
and expressed that need by introducing at

the next Sandwich council meeting a resolu-

tion that has a bearing on this reasoned

amendment. On March 6, the Sandwich West
council asked the endorsation of the follow-

ing resolution:

That all members in the provincial Par-

liament from the county of Essex be urged
to press for legislation to implement the

following:

1. Elimination of school taxation for all

residents at 65 years of age or over;

2. That the provincial government ab-
sorb any loss of revenue to the munici-

palities by the implementation of item 1;

3. That free drugs be provided to all

persons obtaining old age security.

You can see, Mr. Speaker, that Jim McArthur
had a heart. In the course of his work with

senior citizens, he saw their plight and as

a result requested council to pass that reso-

lution. That resolution, as we are all surely

aware, passed unanimously.

Now as a result of Jim McArthur's action,

in the township of Maidstone on March 19,

just less than one week later that same resolu-

tion was moved by Mr. Mullins and seconded

by Mr. Hayes; and it also was carried unani-

mously. On March 20, in the township of

Rochester, a councilman by the name of Ken-
neth Bezaire and another by the name of

Ernest Ruston, moved and seconded exactly
that same resolution.

You can see, Mr. Speaker, how concerned
the three townships were in the Essex county
area. The city of Windsor, likewise, en-

dorsed that resolution. That, Mr. Speaker,
was back in March of this year. They were
concerned with the senior citizens, they saw
the plight of the senior citizens, and they

begged government to respond to their plight.

Back on Aug. 15 of this year the city of

Windsor, seeing that the cost of living had
increased by approximately eight per cent,

and seeing that the cost of food had in-

creased substantially, moved and passed the

following resolution:

Whereas the cost of foodstuffs has in-

creased with unprecedented rapidity dur-

ing the recent months and1 some basic

foods are up by 25 to 50 per cent or more
since the beginning of 1973; and

Whereas there are very positive indica-

tions of further increases in the immediate

'future; and

Whereas while everyone is adversely af-

fected' by inflationary conditions, it is the

low income group such as pensioners,
families on mother's allowance and un-

employment insurance, and welfare re-

cipients, who suffer most when basic

human needs are priced beyond their lim-

ited purchasing power; and

Whereas the situation is reaching crisis

proportions now, and may be completely
out of control before the winter,

Be it therefore resolved1 that the pro-
vincial and federal governments be called

upon to take immediate measures to:

(a) Effectively curb spiralling price costs;

(b) Provide for supplementary allow-

ances for low income groups to ensure
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they will remain able to purchase basic

foodstuffs during the present emergency;

(c) Consider the merits of enforcing both

controls and rationing on food1

supplies
where indicated.

That was unanimously endorsed by the city

council and it was passed on to both federal

and provincial governments, as well as other

municipalities for their support and action on

the part of governments.
Mr. Speaker, the Pensioners Concerned

(Canada) Inc., in its July, 1973, bulletin

asked for the following consideration from

the provincial and municipal governments:

(a) Excuse all retired persons, whether

living in their own homes or rented

premises from education tax;

(b) The health service plans for retired

persons should be free for the elderly in

all provinces and extended to cover chugs

by prescription, vaccines, sera, dentures,

glasses, appliances prescribed by doctors,

oxygen, physical therapy, nursing homes,

chiropractic and podiatric services.

You can see, Mr. Speaker, that the Pen-

sioners Concerned Inc. also thought that the

problem was serious enough that it deserved

action on the part of the government. In

its short circular it makes mention that many
of the pensioners that we would be helping

today did not receive baby bonuses. They
brought up their children without the ad-

vantage of them. They didn't have scholar-

ships to provide them with an education

during the days that they were going to

school. There were no students loans avail-

able. Many of them, likewise, are not able

to participate in the Canada Pension Plan.

Mr. Speaker, you can see that the in-

dividual 65 years and over lived in a period
when many of the advantages that today's
individual receives were denied to him.

Mr. Speaker, some senior citizens have to

live in subsidized homes, but other senior

citizens don't have that advantage. Think
of the senior citizen who cannot get govern-
ment geared-to-income rental, but must go
in the commercial market. He is receiving
the $179 a month and yet he may have to

pay anywhere from $100 to $150 for housing
accommodation only. How doesi that senior

citizen get by? Surely the $50 a month, a

one-shot deal doesn't come close to taking
care of his needs. Point six of one cent does
not provide him with anything. He can't

even buy a box of matches.

Many of the senior citizens, Mr. Speaker,
cannot get into government subsidized hous-

ing and government hesitates to provide them
with a rental subsidy. If the government
were not to discriminate against those who
could not get into housing simply because
it is not available in many of the communi-
ties, but if government were to treat all

senior citizens alike when it comes to hous-

ing and provide those who are unfortunate

enough not to get into government geared-
to-income rental housing with a rental sup-

plement, then you would have alleviated at

least that portion of the senior citizen's

expense that is the housing accommodation.

Mr. V. M. Singer (Downsview): Right.

•Mr. B. Newman: Mr. Speaker, the United
Senior Citizens of Ontario in their October-

Mr. Singer: Doesn't move the minister at

all.

Mr. B. Newman: —bulletin make the fol-

lowing comments:

Premier William Davis has announced
'that a cheque will be forwarded to all

pensioners on supplement in the early part
of December.

Mr. Singer: Shame!

Mr. B. Newman: Quoting:
'Wei are sure these people are grateful

to Mr. Davis for this gesture in these

days of high prices; but we hope Mr.

Davis will continue this payment monthly
to help relieve the pressure on pensioners

receiving the supplement and not make it

a one-shot deal.

Mr. Singer: That is the least he can do.

Mr. B. Newman: The province should also

concern itself with another class of
pen-

sioner, the ones who are anxiously watching
their savings being depleted at an alarming
rate. These people figured they would be
secure in their golden age; and1 now due to

inflation they find the security they once had
is no longer there.

Mr. Speaker, just listen to this small com-
ment from a letter to the editor, a letter writ-

ten by a Miss June Nykiforuk on Oct. 30,

1973. I am quoting from the letter:

Why should a person over 65 who is

more likely to require prescription drugs
than anyone else not have some sort of

prescription plan without having to pay
through the nose for that prescription?
One or two prescriptions' a month can

cripple an elderly person as far as finances
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Mr. Speaker, the city of Brantford1 earlier

this year passed a resolution that was en-

dorsed by the Windsor city council on Oct.

29, and that resolution requested' the pro-
vincial government to immediately institute

supplementary assistance to raise the income
of all pensioners to a minimum of $200 per
month.

Mr. Speaker, this comes from a riding that

has a government representative. Surely,
Mr. Speaker, we can expect that government
would listen to its own members and en-

dorse and implement the recommendation
of the city of Brantford. The city of Wind-
sor wholeheartedly supported that comment,
because the rising cost of living is having
a deplorable effect on people on low, fixed

incomes, particularly old age pension re-

cipients. The city of Windsor therefore

requests that we the members support this

resolution with a view to alleviating the

plight of these particular people.

I ask the hon. minister to consider that

resolution. Consider that there are members
from his own party who likewise agree with
this and accept the reasoned amendment of

my leader so that pensioners could be pro-
vided with at least a little more substantial

means of getting by in this high-cost, low-

income world—to them, at least, that's what
it is.

Mt. Speaker, there is no need1 to bring
to the attention of the House the Ontario
Federation of Labour study—called, I under-

stand, the Moses McKay report—which makes
some very startling comments. For example,
Mr. Speaker, the Canadian Senate committee
found that nearly half of the aged in this

province were poor.

With age come disabilities; and quite often

along with the disability you find dental

problems, and senior citizens in many in-

stances can't afford dental care. As a result

of deterioration of the teeth there is deter-

ioration in eating habits which causes greater

physical deterioration.

Mr. Speaker, many of these senior citi-

zens have heart conditions, many of them
suffer from arthritis and other types of ail-

ments. Many of them live in cheap housing;
living in upstairs accommodations, basement

accommodations, converted garages; they
quite often have to take the cheapest of

accommodation. They quite often have to

shop in areas in which the cost of food is

a little greater than what they would pay
for that food were they able to go to a

supermarket that could be some distance

away from their accommodation.

In other words, in many instances they
have to pay more for the same basic essen-

tials than those of us who are ambulatory and
can go into another area of the town or to

a supermarket to make our purchases. Quite
often they live only on tea and toast—if we
consider that living.

Mr. Singer: Right.

Mr. B. Newman: Mr. Speaker, their income
does not keep pace with their needs. The

percentage of the older poor is higher than

we would like it to be. Of 1.8 million people
over 65 years of age, one million of them
received a portion of the $73.86. This shows,
Mr. Speaker, that these people are in very

desperate straits. They ask for us who are in

the position of legislating to legislate on their

behalf. Their voices quite often are very
quiet and stilled.

The older a person gets, the more dis-

abilities he may and quite often does suffer

from: as a result, the greater the disabilities,

the harder it is for him to find suitable ac-

commodation, the harder it is for him to shop
and the harder it is for him to take care of

his own health needs.

Mr. Speaker, the one sentence of the

McKay report that should be brought to the

attention of the House is the following: "Is

our society not practising an insidious form

of euthanasia when it condemns old people
to rotten housing, inadequate health care and

slow starvation?"

Mr. Singer: That's what the Tories do.

Mr. B. Newman: Mr. Speaker, quite often

the old age pensioner can't afford to buy
medicine; as a result, he may receive the

prescription from the doctor and the pre-

scription remains on his dresser. Is that really

being fair to the individual?

Mr. Singer: No way.

Mr. B. Newman: Mr. Speaker, I think the

Minister of Community and Social Services

(Mr. Brunelle) and the Minister of Health

(Mr. Potter) ought to get together with the

provincial Treasurer and find the funds that

are necessary to provide for a decent standard

of living for the senior citizens of this

province.

Mr. Singer: Right.

Mr. B. Newman: Mr. Speaker, the United
Senior Citizens of Ontario Inc. in its brief to

the government of November, 1973, made the

following recommendations. I will only read
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one or two of the 11 recommendations in

their report.

Recommendation No. 2 says:

Be it resolved that the provincial govern-
ment be requested to grant a subsidy to the

old age security supplement in order to

provide a minimum income for senior citi-

zens of $200 a month.

Mr. Speaker, surely I have read enough
recommendations from enough concerned

organizations and municipalities to move this

government to implement at least the rea-

soned amendment of my leader.

The senior citizen has likewise been pen-
alized this year by the Ministry of Health

denying denturists the opportunity to practise

independently. The senior citizen now can-

not obtain dentures without paying a sub-

stantial price for them. He has to go through
the dentist, who in turn will have his dental

therapist provide him with the dentures. If

the bill permitting denturists to practise by
themselves, the original bill introduced by
the Minister of Health, had been accepted by
the government, at least the problem of den-

tures for senior citizens would have been

minimized or reduced.

The last resolution, Mr. Speaker, that I

intend to read. Resolution No. 8, asks:

Be it resolved that drugs and patent

medicines, dentures, hearing aids and

glasses be made available to senior citizens

through OHIP.

I hope the few remarks that I have made
here this evening have encouraged

1 the pro-
vincial Treasurer to adopt the reasoned

amendment of my leader that we do provide
for substantial assistance to the senior citizens

of the province.

You may say, Mr. Speaker, that the senior

citizen can go to the department of social

services in a municipality and receive up to

$20 a month assistance. If they can get that,

Mr. Speaker, all we ask in point No. 1 of

the reasoned amendment is that the govern-
ment supplement their pension or their sup-

plement to the extent of a maximum of

$36.93 a month. There is only a $16 increase

in that. If the municipalities are allowed to

provide up to $20 a month, surely the minis-

try can calculate that the total package cost

to the ministry of providing what my leader

has suggested may not be as high as he

suggests.

Mr. Speaker, I know the federal govern-
ment is studying, in co-operation with the

provincial government, a new idea of social

security, but that will be coming in the

future; in the meantime are we going to

continually neglect those who have sacrificed

so much in the past to make Ontario a better

place in which to live?

Surely we should have that much concern

over their needs and implement into legisla-

tion, Mr. Speaker, as quickly as possible,

the reasoned amendment of the leader of the

Liberal Party.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Sud-

bury East.

Mr. Cassidy: There are no Tories up yet,
Mr. Speaker, not one.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. A. Grossman (Minister of Revenue):
We have more over here than members op-

posite have over there.

Mr. Cassidy: Not a single Conservative

has spoken yet on the bill.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Do members oppo-
site want to get the vote completed so we
can send the cheques out?

Mr. J. R. Breithaupt (Kitchener): We
hate to have to hold the government up.

Mr. E. W. Martel (Sudbury East): Mr.

Speaker, one has to ask, and I have now
twice asked two different ministers, when
the government changed its policy with re-

spect to one-shot deals? On both occasions

both ministers shied away from replying.
Neither the Minister of Community and
Social Services nor the Provincial Secretary
for Social Development (Mr. Welch), when
asked when the government changed its

policy on one-shot deals, took the oppor-

tunity to reply.

Mr. J. E. Stokes (Thunder Bay): They
wouldn't even admit they had one.

Mr. Martel: One has to go back about
11 months to the meeting down in com-
mittee room No. 1 when the Provincial Sec-

retary for Social Development met with the

people from the anti-poverty group. They
were asking for the $50 that had been taken

away from them through the tax rebate.

The provincial secretary made a very pious
statement on that occasion. He said: "Well,
this government doesn't believe in one-shot

deals. What, in fact, we are going to do
is we are going to raise the benefits so that

you derive them month in and month out,

but not a one-shot deal."
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Twice now I've asked for an explanation
of this sudden about-face. As I stated, the

Provincial Secretary for Social Development,
when replying in his estimates, chose that

occasion to ignore answering. When we
went into the Ministry of Community and
Social Services estimates, rather than answer
the minister too ignored the issue completely.

The minister shakes his head. I suggest he
refer to Hansard and he will find where I

raised it and where he refused to answer
it. You can't have it both ways. I'm always
suspicious when we get a hand-out before

Christmas that it must be getting closer to

an election.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Martel: They really haven't fooled a

lot of people. I met with a group of senior

citizens just a week ago and they really
aren't being taken in this time. In fact they
found it more of an insult that anything
else to get a one-shot, $50 at Christmas
from a benevolent government, the richest

government in Canada.

I always hear the Treasurer, speaking on
taxes, say that this province contributes, I

think it is 52 per cent of the share of taxes

to the federal government if I am correct;
that type of figure, very high. Ontario con-
tributes the largest share.

Yet this province doesn't in fact pay the

largest share to its senior citizens. One
might look at the legislation in BC where
a minister who was a former social worker,
now Premier, who has a real interest in

senior citizens, long before Ontario even got
into the ball game decided he would raise

the old age pension to $200. Then he went
to Ottawa to negotiate under the Canada
Assistance Plan and got half.

But that isn't what Ontario did. As usual
when it comes to dealing with people, it

hid its head in the woodwork. Well that
is the way it happened last December or
November in BC. This province has never
taken the lead. I am going to quote a few
figures of what the benefits are. In BC it

went a little further than that. Premier
Barrett took in the group from 60 to 64,
and today both the 60 to 64 and the senior

citizens receive $209. And where is Ontario,
as the Minister of Community and Social

Services shakes his head?

Hon. R. Brunelle (Minister of Community
and Social Services): We are still negotiating
with Ottawa.

Mr. Martel: While he is still negotiating,
and those people have been starving for a

year, BC has been paying it for a year.

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: They are?

Mr. Martel: They are, with 50 per cent

from Ottawa, through the Canada Assistance

Plan.

Mr. G. Nixon: Does the member know

anyone who is starving?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: We said we are ne-

gotiating.

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: They haven't got the

share yet.

Mr. Martel: They haven't got the sharing
for a guaranteed income, but they have got
the sharing for the increase in pensions.

Mr. S. Lewis (Scarborough West ) : Sure,

they do. Forty-three per cent of it is money
paid federally now.

Mr. Martel: Right, but this government
has never taken the initiative when it comes
to people, except window-dressing. In On-

tario, Mr. Speaker, a single person aged 60
to 64 without a pension gets the magnificent
sum of $78, plus he might get $57 rental.

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: More is coming.

Mr. Martel: Oh more is coming. The min-
ister and I can wait.

Mr. Cassidy: Always coming and never

arrives.

Mr. Martel: He and I might be able to

wait, but when people are in that group at

$57 and $78, we are talking about $135 at

most. The minister throws a figure around
that his department uses constantly; well

you know, someone can get $151. Sure, but

the vast majority don't get it, and the minis-

ter knows it. He knows there are very few
who get the maximum.

I feel for the senior citizens. I don't think

they have got enough. But let's compare
what the 60 to 64 years old gets. A couple,

$225. I am not suggesting they are getting

enough, so I don't want the minister to try
and bring that red herring in when he

replies. I'm not talking about $350; I am
talking about $125 a month less under the

Minister of Community and Social Services.

Now we are getting it; the minister said

that a month ago. I am still waiting.

In fact, the announcements will come
when the House is recessed so the minister
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will not have to face the flak, because it

will be in some type of castrated form, as it

has been in the last two raises where only
75 per cent of those on welfare benefits

got an increase. In the last one in Septem-
ber it was so emasculated that it wasn't five

per cent of the cost of living but in fact

was only five per cent of what they were

receiving from the Province of Ontario. And
if they had a Workmen's Compensation
benefit they didn't get a five per cent in-

crease, but only on what the minister's de-

partment was paying.

That is the type of legislation we have
for the poor in this province. We talked

about one-shot deals. I really want to know
from the Treasurer when Ontario again took

this route of one-shot deals, because that

flies in the face of what the policy minister

stated. What the Minister of Community
and Social Services is paying is an absolute

disgrace.

One could look at the other bill that

will probably be discussed tonight again.
The government is going to give a tax credit

to the senior citizen. I am not opposed to

that, but again it will ignore a group. Where
there is a couple, 60 to 64 years old whose
maximum benefits are $225 a month, why
doesn't the government at least extend that

tax credit to these people as well at the

same time. The Minister of Community and
Social Services might take an active role in

whispering in the minister's ear that it isn't

just senior citizens that are in this plight,
but it's the handicapped and the crippled
who are on total pension of $225 a month

per couple.

I wonder where the Minister of Com-

munity and Social Services was, in what
back room he was, when that went through
cabinet that he didn't pound his fist on the

desk and demand the same tax credit for

that group. There is one interesting thing

politically in Ontario. Senior citizens vote,

and it's a known fact that most welfare

recipients and FBA recipients don't. It's a

well-known fact. So one plays to those who
will vote. It's kind of a sick system over

there. You play at games, at window-dress-

ing, and you can't bring in anything sub-

stantial. The Minister of Community and

Social Services said a few moments ago there

is more coming. He said that last March.

He said that in September. He said that

in November and December. And there

hasn't been a substantial raise all along the

line.

Mr. G. Nixon: It is always coming.

Mr. D. J. Wiseman (Lanark): That is in

the member for Sudbury East's opinion.

Mr. Martel: In my opinion.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Cassidy: It is always coming but it

never arrives.

Mr. Martel: Is the member for Lanark sug-

gesting that people who haven't had a raise

in three years should not have got a raise?

Mr. Wiseman: No.

Mr. Martel: Well, he is saying, "in my
opinion." I am saying to him that there

were people the last time around of whom

only 75 per cent got raises.

Mr. Lawlor: Listen to the right here.

Mr. E. M. Havrot (Timiskaming): The
member is going around in circles now.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Martel: Which 25 per cent did not,

in fact, need a raise? We asked the Minis-

ter of Community and Social Services that

and he failed to answer to that too. It's

just rather nauseating.

Mr. Havrot: And so is the member.

Mr. Martel: Is the member for Timiskaming

going to speak? Does he want to get into

the debater

Mr. Speaker: Order, please.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. members are again

provoking the member for Sudbury East,

which they should not do.

Mr. Lewis: It takes a lot to provoke the

member for Sudbury East.

Intejections by hon. members.

Mr. Lawlor: They are baiting him and

snapping at his heels.

Mr. Martel: I want to thank the Speaker
for silencing that motley group over on that

side of the House.

Mr. Lawlor: They are like a herd of

coyotes.

Mr. E. J. Bounsall (Windsor West): Gov-

ernment policy is enough to provoke him,

let alone the members.
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Mr. Majrtel: The other interesting thing,
Mr. Speaker, before I wind up, is the great
concern that the Liberals have demonstrated.
I look across Canada at the various Liberal

governments that are in power and I haven't

seen any of them match Dave Barrett's. The
Liberals have 100 or 102 seats in Quebec.

They've got that guy in Nova Scotia—what's

his name? —Regan. They haven't raised it to

$209.

Mr. Breithaupt: A fine fellow, a wonderful
man.

Mr. Martel: They haven't come close, al-

though they are doing a lot of talking. I find

it rather strange. Maybe the member for

Windsor-Walkerville would send his speech
to Bourassa and send his speech off to Regan.

An hon. member: Ronald Reagan.

Mr. Martel: To Ronald Reagan, right! He
might send his speech to Ronald Reagan and
tell him that his people down there are suffer-

ing too, and they might follow the lead of

BC.

Mr. Havrot: What about Saskatchewan and
Manitoba?

Mr. Martel: By the way, Manitoba is in-

creasing its to $209. The member put his

foot in it again. I'm glad he reminded me
of that because I had forgotten. But now
that he draws it to my attention I must advise

him that, in fact, they are going to do it.

That's more than this province will do.

Mr. Bounsall: Ontario leads again!

Mr. Martel: I want to finish off with a
comment to show members the way one

speaks with forked tongue over on that side

of the floor.

Mr. Cassidy: They all speak with forked

tongue over there.

Mr. Martel: Members will recall when the
Minister of Labour (Mr. Guindon) increased
the minimum wage by that paltry amount,
the leader of the Liberal Party (Mr. R. F.

Nixon) got up and asked whether one would
be better off to stay on welfare than to go to

work. That's the type of innuendo and sug-
gestion which really grates on those people
who are on family benefits or welfare and
makes John Q. Public resent the person who
is out on welfare.

Mr. Haggerty: Why doesn't the member for

Sudbury East sit down? He would be ahead
of the game, if he did.

Mr. Martel: The Leader of the Opposition
(Mr. R. F. Nixon) speaks with a forked

tongue when he asks that kind of question
about the group that is the most deprived and
uses them as the whipping boy, because the

minimum wage that the government intro-

duced isn't sufficient. It shows how bankrupt
they are over here. They play at games and
move motions that mean nothing because
there is nothing to follow; none of their

governments introduce it. They can't have it

both ways, although they try.

Mr. E. R. Good (Waterloo North): Adjust

your halo there!

Mr. Martel: Well, at least my halo allows

me to see the people in BC get $209 from

age 60 to 64; and to see the crippled and the

handicapped get $209. That's a hell of a lot

more than they get in Ontario.

Mr. Havrot: What is their hospitalization?

Mr. Martel: Free. Better find that out too.

My friend just bombed again.

Mr. Havrot: Nothing is free there.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Water-
loo North.

Mr. Good: I realize there is no purpose in

speaking at great length in trying to get the

government to see the wisdom of supporting
the reasoned amendment; there is no manner
in which I could melt the hearts of stone

opposite. But there are a few questions I

would like to ask.

First of all, I would like to know if all

people in receipt of the guaranteed income

supplement, those whose pension and guaran-
teed income supplement is going to institu-

tions and who are having a comfort allow-

ance returned to them, if they will get an

extra $50 through this legislation? That is

the first thing I would like to know.

I also notice the Treasurer had mentioned

in the budget that the benefits derived under

the former supplementary tax assistance for

elderly persons, which is part of the resi-

dential property tax, is now transferred to

the income tax form and will be part of the

property tax credit system; there will be an
extra $100 there, I understand, which will

take the place of the other $100.

I am also concerned as to the accuracy
of the lists. Last time, I remember, quite a

few recipients in my area had to return

money, which they found very difficult when

they received an extra $50 cheque. This did
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happen in some instances, and I would hope
that it would not happen again.

What I am mainly concerned about is

whether there will be an extra $50 for those

living in charitable institutions; those for

whom the government pays part of their per
diem costs and who get back only a comfort

allowance from their pension and income

supplement cheque.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Scar-

borough West.

Mr. Cassidy: What about the Tories?

Where are they? Why doesn't the member
for Lambton speak?

Mr. L. C. Henderson (Lambton): This is

getting better.

Mr. Lewis: Well, before they barrack-

Mr. Martel: They can only interject.

Mr. Cassidy: That's right; not a word to

defend the government.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Lewis: I presume some members of

the government will get into it; perhaps the

member for Timiskaming. I don't think the

member for Wentworth North will; I think I

know him well enough to know that he is

probably a little anxious about this bill and
understands that it is not adequate.

Mr. Breithaupt: What about the member
for Lambton?

Mr. Lewis: The member for Lambton

might; the member for Timiskaming might.
When they do, and before the barracking

gets too strong, perhaps they could phrase
their comments in the context of the package
which the Premier will introduce into this

Legislature later this week or next to serve

those of us who sit in this House.

Mr. Havrot: Does the member want that

increase?

Mr. Lewis: Maybe we can discuss this

$50 contribution to the senior citizens in

the context of what we are doing for our-

selves next week.

Mr. Speaker, I want to put to you that

when I stand in my place, I admit defeat.

I admit that. And there are very few sub-

jects in the House and only certain issues,

where I feel only personal frustration and
a sense of total political impotence. This is

one of them. I admit it quite candidly.

Where dealing with the human condition

is concerned, I've never entirely understood

what some of the problems are over on the

government benches. I just don't quite un-

derstand it.

I didn't understand it last night, Mr.

Speaker, when the member for Ottawa Cen-

tre, using a report commissioned by the

government, described in graphic and, I

thought, moving and unprovocative terms—

because he credited the government at the

outset—the condition of those who have

graduated from the School for the Deaf at

Belleville-

Mr. Havrot: Let's get on with it.

Mr. D. W. Ewen (Wentworth North):

He's out of order.

Mr. Lewis: —and the response, rather than

being what one would have thought, which
is an appreciation and admission of the con-

tent, was immediately one of political defen-

siveness, which I frankly didn't expect.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: The member didn't

stop there.

Mr. Lewis: In the area of social allow-

ances or aid to the disabled, chronicled a

thousand times by members of the opposition
and frequently and graphically by my col-

league from Sudbury East, why is it not

possible to win from the government the

kinds of concessions that are now available

in some of the other provinces, or which at

least would provide sufficient to keep people
in those categories at a subsistence level?

This province, I just want to point out,

always descends most brutally on those most

helpless. We behave most heartlessly when
we are dealing with those most in need. This

bill does it yet again. That's what's sad and
cruel about the bill. I can't melt any hearts

either; the member for Waterloo North is

right.

I just want to tell you, Mr. Speaker, that

I have a little constituency clinic every Sun-

day afternoon. I want to speak personally
about it, because I give up on any other

basis. I've a little constituency clinic in my
own riding which I go to every Sunday
afternoon. I presume a lot of members in

this House have riding offices, and a lot of

members in this House must experience the

same kinds of things that I experience.

They're universal. I noted three of them

down. They came to mind as some things
that happened very recently.
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On one Sunday not so long ago I was
visited by a woman in her early 60s who
managed to make her way into my little

constituency office, sat down and then wept
uncontrollably. I personally found it ex-

tremely embarrasing. I didn't know how to

handle it. She simply couldn't live. It was
as simple as that.

She didn't have enough money, in Ontario

in 1973, to keep going. She told me of her

visits to the supermarket; how she looks for

bones for soup; how she looks for the cheap-
est possible ground chuck; how she finds

bologna in the cold cut section of wherever
it is she's shopping; how on occasion she
was reduced to food that is normally pur-
chased for pets.

She cried uncontrollably throughout be-

cause she didn't understand why it was, as

a partially disabled person who couldn't

get a job, she couldn't find an income which
could also pay the rent. And I know that

this woman shrinks in embarrassment as

she goes from aisle to aisle around the super-
markets, trying desperately to make ends

meet, trying desperately to have enough to

eat.

We have a bill that is now providing $50,

and I ask myself is that supposed to be the

answer? And the minister knows, as I know,
that it's not possbly the answer; it consigns
this particular woman to the same fate

which persists for her today.

Then, about a week later, I saw an elderly

couple. They were both over 65. They
came into my office. They were fighting for

emotional control. They expressed an enor-

mous pride
— I think that's probably hap-

pened to a lot of members in this House too.

Elderly couples come to see us and they
say: "Look, we've never had welfare in

our lives. We have contributed' to unemploy-
ment insurance. We've never drawn any of

it. How is it that we can't have enough
money to keep body and soul together?"

'This particular elderly couple had just

managed to sell their home in order to have

enough money. They were living on their

savings. The savings were being depleted.
There was fear and desperation etched in

their faces.

I didn't know how to answer them. I

didn't know how to deal with them, Mr.

Speaker, and I resent that. I resent that

in this province at this time members of

the Legislature really have no way of re-

sponding to that kind of human predicament.

What do I say? "Fifty bucks at Christ-

mas?" The minister knows and I know that

is absurd. It again consigns them to a fate

parallel to the one they are now experienc-

ing.

And then there was a very lovely elderly

gentleman in his early 70s. His wife is in

her late 50s. He came to me because they
are living on an individual pension; she can't

draw any. All he has is $179.14 a month
or thereabouts. And she has a health prob-
lem, a serious health problem, which re-

quires a very considerable array of drugs.

I can't tell you how touching it was. He
had a little black book which he pulled 'out,

and on every single page of that book he
had inscribed, as an article of faith, each

drug; when it was purchased, how much
he had paid, the money that he had bor-

rowed from friends in order to make up the

difference; the money he had returned to

friends, pennies and dollars, when he was
able to find it, in order not to be injuriously
in debt.

He was hurt, he was uncomprehending;
his wife is now failing, he is failing. Again
the face mirrors despair; the hands tremble.

With you in the office, he tries hard not to

cry in the presence of a member of the

Legislature. And he looks at me—as I know
these people must look at others of us in

the House—accusingly.
Because what do they see? They see what

is true. All of us relatively comfortable; all

of us in a reasonable job; none of us having

yet made the contribution to this society
which the great majority of people over 65
have already made.

And what am I supposed to say to him?

"Fifty dollars at Christmas!" "That is going
to solve your plight; that's going to remove

your little book where you note with such

painstaking honesty what you have spent
and from whom you borrowed it."

Is that the way this society works? Is

that what this social system under the

Tories in Ontario has come to?

'Well that too is absurd, and that consigns
him to a fate absolutely similar to that which
went before. It is as though we slander the

worth of his entire life. And you don't have

to be maudlin in order to concede, as all

of us in this House concede, that that is

morally wrong; that it need not happen in

1973; that we don't have to go through
this ritual charade of $50 at Christmas time

in order to buy the devotion, to gain the

support
—

frantic, despairing, anxious — of

people for whom there is no other recourse.

What are we talking about, Mr. Speaker?
I was thinking to myself; if there was no
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other alternative, well okay, we have this

bill. If the provincial Treasurer said to us:

"There are more important social priorities."

Okay, fair enough; that's an argument. If

he says to us: "We don't have enough
money," okay; that's an argument. If he

says: "Ontario is a relatively poor province."

Okay, I would accept it. But the reality is

that to offer $50 is so base.

If you will forgive me drawing my ex-

amples from those of us who are here—
because we are intimately involved, you
know—my colleague from Riverdale was talk-

ing about personal guilt. Well I don't deny
it. We spend in this House, $50 on a meal;
we receive $50 for one day's sitting of the

select committee; and we are fashioning

pension arrangements in the near future,

which to put it at its least are rather more

generous than the contents of this piece
of legislation up for second reading tonight.

I don't know how to separate one from
the other. Why do the mighty fatten the

calf forever while the meek inherit the re-

mains? That's how we are widening the

disparity in the course of this kind of legis-
lation.

Frankly, Mr. Speaker, this $50 is not a

gift to be appreciated. It's a blow to be
mourned; and I'm saying to the minister, I

beg him to change it.

I have no shame about it. I plead with
him to withdraw the bill. I plead with him
to introduce the legislation that has now been
introduced in other less wealthy provinces
and to do, on the basis of a minimum income,
what every member of the opposition has

exhorted him to do and what every single
member of the government would applaud
him for doing.

I don't care how he does it. If he has to

borrow in order to do it, we'll not say a

word. If he has to go further into debt in

order to do it, we'll not say a word. If he
has to abandon certain conspicuous projects
in order to do it, we'll not say a word. If

he wants to invest $41 million instead of $82
million in Maple Mountain in northeastern

Ontario, that's acceptable. If he doesn't want
to build the Workmen's Compensation build-

ing, that's acceptable. If he wants to change
his priorities and finance fewer Grey Cup
dinners and trade missions to South Africa,

that's acceptable.

But in the scale of values, it is not accept-
able to introduce a bill which gives a one-
shot $50 contribution to the senior citizens.

Because in that sense we are endorsing the

most perverse social priority imaginable. We

are saying that it is more important to spend
$1.4 billion on a transportation system than
it is to allow people to live. It's as simple
as that.

We are saying it is more legitimate to pay
$45 million to Gerhard Moog and Canada

Square to build an unnecessary monolith in

the centre of Toronto than it is to allow

people over the age of 65 to live. We are

saying that it is more important for Ontario

to endorse and fund an airport northeast of

Toronto, unnecessary though it may be and
with all the questions that have been raised

about it. We are saving that's more important
than people over the age of 65 having the

simple right to live.

Those are the social priorities which the

government is choosing, and they seem to me
to be wrong. All the values are wrong. The
$50 is a kind of mocking, teasing contempt
in the face of the desperation of a lot of

people who are involved.

I don't understand it. I can't believe it. It's

the carrot of hope backed by the stick of

denial. That's really what we are doing. And,

frankly, it is grossly unfair.

It needn't be that way. I point out to the

Treasurer, I point out to the Speaker, I point
out to the members of the House, we are

talking about a finite group. The situation is

changing in this province. There are now

many more industrial pensions. OMERS
covers many more people. There are a lot of

people who come to retirement age with a

little money.
We are talking about a group of people

who got caught in the middle, who fell be-

hind; a group of people who simply can't

make it on $179 a month and for whom the

$50 is absolutely beyond the pale.

It's like saying to them, "For you there is

onlv derision and the dole." That's what we
end up granting.

They pay for being old. Boy, do they pay!
Their crime is that they are old. That's their

crime. They were born too soon, as my
colleague from Wentworth says, and the

nunishment that the state inflicts upon them

in the name of the Conservative government
is the refusal to provide them with $209 a

month minimum in order that they can live a

reasonable life.

Well I say to the provincial Treasurer there

isn't a reason in the world why this bill

should proceed. I know that he is going to

change it. I know that by the fall of 1975

he will have granted $200 a month or better.

An hon. member: Why wait?
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Mr. Lewis: And why must it always be
done in terms of votes? Why was it necessary
to introduce free medical care for senior

citizens on the day the election was an-

nounced in 1971? Why are we always so

cynical about it? Why is that the way it must
be done? Why need they wait another two

years?

The Treasurer knows and I know that it

will be up to $200 a month or better, and

presumably in the immediate prelude to the

next election campaign. But in the meantime

all of us are asked to endorse a bill which

simply locks in the predicament of a tre-

mendous number of people. There are

390,000 people in this province over the age
of 60; scores of thousands of people in this

province over the age of 65.

I really cant understand why it is that

you won't move; because frankly it you did,

yon would receive nothing but plaudits from

every side of the House—from your own
members, who I believe want you to raise

the income to $200 a month and better.

There isn't a Tory in this House who doesn't

believe that is the right thing to do.

Now we'll support the Liberal reasoned

amendment and vote against the government
bill. The Liberal reasoned amendment has

problems in it. It was drafted hastily so it ties

the increase to the old age assistance. And
without realizing it, the old age assistance

merely applies to 5,000 people of the 55,000
in that age category. So inadvertently the

Liberal amendment excludes 50,000.

The Liberal amendment also doesn't take

into account that if you are not on the

guaranteed income supplement, if you have
bits and pieces of an industrial pension and
CPP and old age security, that you may in

fact have $185 or $175 a month, that you
wouldn't under their plan to be entitled to

the additional money because you are not

receiving the guaranteed income supplement.

So I think, inadvertently, with the best of

intention, they've managed to exclude prob-
ably somewhere in the vicinity of 75,000
people or more who are fully entitled. None
the less, in comparison with the government
bill, what the Leader of the Opposition intro-

duced by way of reasoned amendment, what
my colleague from Hamilton Centre intro-

duced by way of reasoned amendment with-
out the errors, obviously deserves the support
of this House.

As I say, I take my seat and I admit de-

feat; but I say to the Treasurer that it is

morally wrong, that it is universally objec-
tionable, that there isn't the slightest reason

in the world why in this province at this

point in time anyone over the age of 65
should submit to the sense of deprivation,

humiliation, frustration and despair which all

kinds of senior citizens feel.

And for what? For the want of a few more
dollars a month. And to them this $50 is an
insufferable affront. They'll use it, they are

desperate for it, but it won't alter for more
than a few days the condition to which you
have permanently consigned them.

Mr. Speaker: The member for Kent.

Mr. J. P. Spence (Kent): Mr. Speaker I'd

like to say a few words on this bill. I must

say I rise in support of my leader's amend-
ment, which will make it possible for senior

citizens to exist.

I'm not going to re-echo all that was said

by the hon. member for Windsor-Walkerville
in regard to the senior citizens of this prov-
ince. But I do say to the government: $50
isn't sufficient for a senior citizen today in

this age of inflation.

I might say that I know every member of

this House has been contacted by our senior

citizens in each of our ridings. I might say
that I get many telephone calls to visit senior

citizens and discuss with them their problem
of how they are going to exist.

The latest letter I have here on my desk,
Mr. Speaker, is a couple who have told me
that they have worked all their lives to have
a home when they reached retirement age.

They tell me that this year their education
taxes went up over $60, and they say that

this wipes out all the increase in the old age
pension this year.

I must say they bring to my attention the

drugs that they have to take; they bring to

my attention that they need glasses; they'

bring to my attention that they need hearing
aids.

I know, Mr. Speaker, it is a sad thing to

visit these homes and I would ask this gov-
ernment to reconsider this bill; because I tell

you that it touches each one of us greatly.

These people weren't working when the
Canada Pension Plan came into existence.

These people went through the depression.
I must say, today conditions have certain-

ly changed and I have great sympathy for

these senior citizens.

I know it's difficult for the government to

face this, but I think in this day and age,
with inflation, with the cost of living and the

high cost of drugs, we have got to do some-

thing for these people who have made this
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country and made it possible for us to exist

and live the way we do.

So I say to the minister I would hope he
would reconsider this bill. Fifty dollars isn't

enough at Christmas time in order to relieve

their great worries. So many of them say: "I

don't know how long we can hang on to our
home." That makes us wonder and that makes
us think. I think we, as the Ontario Legis-
lature, should certainly do something for the

senior citizens to whom we owe so much.

Mr. Speaker: The member for Nickel Belt.

Mr. Laughren: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
One realizes very quickly when one comes
down to Queen's Park how true it is that we
live in a society in Ontario that is for the

young and the swift. When I see the $50
so-called bonus for the senior citizens this

Christmas, I wonder why at least it wasn't

put in such a way that it became a rider

on the existing legislation, so there was $50
this month and then the pension was in-

creased up to a specific point. Perhaps if it's

too great a fiscal shock to the Treasurer,
raise it up to $200 within the next six months,
or even the next year; so that we see there

are honourable intentions on the part of the

government to bring up the level of pensions
of Ontario's senior citizens, as is becoming
common in other jurisdictions.

It is particularly infuriating to sit over here
and to see the Cheshire smile of the Minister
of Community and Social Services. He is

either smiling his Cheshire smile or he is

laying his crocodile tears on us, and we find

one as offensive as the other. The Treasurer,
of course, merely sits with his eyes downcast
and doesn't even look the opposition in the
face. Then, of course, the catcalls of the

government backbenchers are at least as

offensive as the smiles of the Minister of

Community and Social Services.

But there really is a criterion here. It is

not some kind of coincidence that this is

happening. I suspect there are two criteria

in the social policies of the government. One
is the voting power of the people concerned,
as to what they get out of this society; and
second are the contributions to the Tory
party, and you see that in the relationship,
as my colleague from Sudbury East said,
between the senior citizens and those on
family benefits.

We see it in the attitude toward the devel-

opers in the province versus the workers and
the minimum wage that they are forced to

work at in the province. When I visit some
of the communities in the north part of the

riding I represent, it is almost unbelievable

to see the problems that the elderly people
in the remote communities must grapple with.

They have problems of travel, they have

problems of housing, they have problems of

clothing, and they have problems of drugs
and food that senior citizens in the rest of

the province do not encounter.

There are unique problems in the remote

communities in northern Ontario that the

people in southern Ontario just do not appre-
ciate. That is why, Mr. Speaker, as offensive

as it is to me, I have set up, in various parts
of the riding I represent, citizens committees

to provide food baskets to senior citizens who
cannot even buy enough food to put on the

table. That says something about the Con-

servative government in this province.

I suspect, Mr. Speaker, that there are a

number of issues on which this government
deserves to be defeated, and this is certainly

one of them. It is so offensive to those of us

in the New Democratic Party, that while

we would like to debate this issue until

Christmas we know, as the member for Scar-

borough West said, that it is futile, that when
we deal with the Conservative Party we
are dealing with a party that believes in

treating the young and the swift very well.

It really is a predatory party.

When those people are in the work force

then there is no hesitation about bleeding

them of the required taxation that this gov-

ernment thinks is necessary; and bleeding

them in a very regressive kind of way be-

cause of the tax system in this province. But

then when they become elderly and cannot

fend for themselves, there is no transfusion

available for them. Just bleed them while

they are working and then forget about them.

It is perhaps understandable to see the

private sector requiring the exploitation of

people; but when the public sector does it—

and that is what this government is doing by

failure to raise the pension, they are exploit-

ing the elderly people in the province-I can

tell you, Mr. Speaker, it is the worst kind

of cynical, political expediency I have ever

seen.

It would require very little for the govern-

ment to provide this kind of assistance in the

form of attention to the senior citizens. It is

not as though it would bankrupt the province.

The province is fiscally able to look after our

senior citizens in a way that we would all

be proud of, but they are just not prepared
to do it. And I just thank God. Mr. Speaker,
that it is not me who is perpetuating a society
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that forces elderly people to live out their

lives in quiet desperation.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Essex-

Kent.

Mr. R. F. Ruston (Essex-Kent): Thank you,
Mr. Speaker: I would like to add a few com-
ments to those already given on this bill. I

would think all of us here in this Legislature
would be quite happy if the minister would
withdraw his bill; as he did with the energy
tax.

I'm sure we would be quite happy to have
him present another bill and we will be

quite happy to stay a day or two longer,
whatever it might be, in order to allow a

proper bill to be brought in more on the

lines of the reasoned amendment of my
leader.

Now I suppose in some areas of the pro-
vince this is a greater problem than in others.

I would suppose in my own particular riding

it would not effect quite as many people as

it would in the larger cities. But we still have

a fair number of people in the age group 65

and over, and a few under 65 who are suf-

fering tremendously from the higher cost of

everything purchased today because of infla-

tion. They have saved up some money, but

naturally couldn't save enough to stand

them through times like these. It is the re-

sponsibility then of the rest of the people
to see that these people are properly cared

for.

Now, in the past we seemed to have had
minor handouts—and in my opinion these

are very degrading. I don't know why we
have to have these little piddley handouts;
this one here, for example, a $50 cheque com-

ing before Christmas.

Then we have a bill before us on the

order paper, Bill 225 with regard to allow-

ing the municipality to reduce the taxes up to

$150 if they so desire for people over 65

years of age. Here is another one. They have
to apply to the municipality.

In other words, it seems to me if we
threw away most of these lower ones and

came in with a good, sound proper pension
that will allow people to have a liveable wage,
we would be doing something. We would
then be building the esteem, of the older

people.

We always seem to hand them something
in a way that it appears they are begging.
That is what this government seems to be

doing.

In considering the cost of it, we know that

today the average working man and woman

is setting aside a pension under the Canada
Pension Plan and under some other private

pension plan; so that they will be taken care

of in their senior years.

But we didn't have a Canada Pension Plan

in earlier days, and one certainly can see the

need for it in hindsight. When you think of

the time when the Unemployment Insurance

Act was passed, in 1945, if we had passed
a Canada Pension Plan that very same day,

then we wouldn't have the problems we are

faced with today. We would have had a

pension plan setting money aside for all the

people. That wasn't done, and now it is our

responsibility to see that these people are

cared for in dignity.

I had a little discussion not too long ago
in my home. We had a few people of different

age groups, and one young chap was com-

plaining about how much income tax he was

paying. I think the first year he worked he

was only 18 or 19 and he said he paid about

$1,200 or $1,300 income tax and he thought
that was a lot of money. It just so happened
there was another person of about 70 years

of age there and he said: "Well, young fel-

low; you know, that is just what I got last

year from the government in old age pension,

so I guess maybe you are keeping me." And
he said: "Well, if that is the way it is I guess

it is okay." So I think that our people today

are willing to do whatever is necessary to

see that our elderly people are given a

proper living.

The drugs that people have to pay for in

their senior years are really a major problem.

One of the biggest problems that people in

my area find is paying for their drugs, be-

cause some of them run up to $30, $35 or

$40 a month. There again, they apply to wel-

fare administrators and this government
doesn't help, although the county admini-

strator does in some cases provide some al-

lowance for drugs, but then it is mostly

shared with the federal and the local muni-

cipalities. So there is another area that is a

major problem, I find.

I was listening to the member for Scar-

borough West speaking about people coming
into his riding office. I find in most of my
cases of people in their senior years having

major problems that I go to their homes, be-

cause in a riding where you have 50 or 60

miles between you, they can't come to you.

I see first hand how they have to live and it

is mostly a case of a single person left, may-
be maintaining their own home.

I can think of one lady who is 63 years of

age and she was getting $85 a month last
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summer, I think; the winter before she was

getting about $110. Her taxes were $250 a

year and she was trying to maintain her small

home and she just couldn't keep up. She had

a telephone in her home so that in case of

emergency she could call someone, but she

just couldn't keep up. And I thought how
terrible that was. Here we are in a country
that I think is a pretty rich country, and we
had not done better than that for someone

like that; she just couldn't work any more and

her husband had passed away.

An hon. member: Terrible.

Mr. Ruston: Now I suppose he hadn't been

able to accumulate too much in his years of

working. The last four or five years he wasn't

able to work too much, so they couldn't ac-

cumulate many assets.

But to me this is really where we are fall-

ing down. I don't think there is any one per-

son who is working today, making a decent

living, who is going to object in any way to

this government furnishing the money so

these people can live in dignity. I don't think

you have to worry one bit about the reaction

of taxation as long as you are using it for this

type of assistance. Mind you, a lot of us may
get old ourselves some day and we are not

sure what is going to happen to us. Someone

says that if inflation continues the way it is

you'll need a bushel basket to go to the store

to get something to eat.

Mr. R. Haggerty (Welland South): I hope
to God a Conservative government isn't in

power at the time.

Mr. Ruston: And maybe some of us here in

this Legislature might even be in a similar

circumstance in 25 or 30 years. One never

knows what can happen, and we may be

looking for our younger generation to help us.

So I think it is up to us to see that our

senior citizens are given a proper living al-

lowance, in dignity, without having to come
for a little assistance for drugs and a little

extra assistance for heating. It is up to this

government to furnish that and we will sup-

port it.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for

Windsor West.

Mr. Bounsall: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
This bill providing $50 to all recipients of the

Guaranteed Income Supplement is tokenism
of the worst possible kind. Fifty dollars per
year is a disgrace and an insult to the pen-
sioners of this province. These one-shot affairs

are discouraging in the extreme; not just to us

but to all the pensioners who are going to

receive it; since it is a sick substitute for a

proper support programme which would meet
their needs.

And you know, the Treasurer is not fool-

ing anybody with this, Mr. Speaker. The

people who are in receipt of this are dis-

couraged by it because it isn't a programme,
and is just a one-shot affair. They know how
little it meets their needs and their continu-

ing need to survive in this day and age in this

province.

I don't know why we continue to refer to

this as coming in time for Christmas; as if the

recipients of this $50 are going to use it for

some sort of Christmas celebration or for

gifts. They are going to require this $50 to

survive. These people can't afford to take this

$50 and go and blow it on gifts for people
whom they love and would like to give gifts

to. They are going to have to use this to pay
for their back debts, or to set aside for ex-

penses which they know are coming up, ex-

penses which they currently are not able to

meet under the income they receive at the

present time.

The excellent resolution standing on the

order paper in the name of the New Demo-
crat member for Hamilton Centre (Mr. Davi-

son) calls for the type of programme which

should be instituted by this province to meet

the needs of our old-age pensioners. It calls

for a provincial supplement to guarantee a

minimum income of $200 per month, with an

escalator clause on that $200 to compensate
for the future increases in the cost of living—

not to be reduced in any way by any in-

crease which the federal government might

give in the future to old age pensioners or to

recipients of the guaranteed income supple-

ment. This is what we as a province should

be doing, and the members opposite as a gov-
ernment should be bringing in as a proper

support programme.

I get sick and tired of seeing government
members on the opposite side throwing out

their chests and talking about Ontario being
the wealthiest province. It may well be

the wealthiest province, I don't deny that, but

there isn't one programme in this province,

including this, that shows we're taking the

lead in any payment to any needy people.

This very programme of $200 a month has

already been introduced in British Columbia

and it's about to be introduced by the New
Democratic government in Manitoba, and

Ontario still is content to lag far behind.

The other part of the resolution introduced

by the member for Hamilton Centre calls for
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the minimum income guarantee of $200-plus
to be extended to all residents of Ontario

between the ages of 60 and 64. This is desper-
ately needed, and the government is still

shamefully ignoring our citizens within this

age bracket.

I received a call today, which I returned

tonight, as an example of what littlfc sympathy
or concern the government has for people in

this age bracket. It was from a Mrs. Evange-
line—and I won't give the last name, I'll just

give the initial "B."—Mrs. Evangeline B., who
is 61 years old. She is appealing to me to

see if I can help her in any way at all. And
as it stands, there isn't a programme in this

province that can help her.

She had to quit work about six years ago
when the madhouse at which she was head

cashier, a place by the name of Martini's,

burned down. At that age she could not get
another job. She is now arthritic, so she is

not able to do a job involving housework. For
six years she has been without work. She has

no relatives, no people who can give her a

hand in supporting her in Windsor.

She applied for senior-citizen housing some
two years ago. She is currently living in a

furnished room, paying $70 a month out of

her savings, which she had before she was
forced to quit work some six years ago. There
are around $2,000 of those savings left. She
cannot get a pension through the Ministry of

Community and Social Services until she has
less than $1,000.

In using up these savings, if she gets to

the point where she has less than $1,000 and
becomes eligible for the pension, she won't
have enough money left to purchase furniture
which she must have to get into senior citi-

zens' accommodation at a level and paying
the level of rent that she could afford to pay
on the supplement paid to her by the prov-
ince.

What do you tell this woman? There is

nothing you can do to help her. She has
checked with the landlady who rents her the
furnished room; the landlady will not move
out the existing furniture from that apartment
because the landlady has no place to put it.

The woman can't even spend a portion of the

$2,000, to get herself below $1,000, on furni-

ture for the room she is now occupying, be-
cause there's no place to put new furniture.

But in a very short time she'll have no money
to purchase furniture if she is offered a senior-

citizen unit in the city of Windsor.

'What are her chances of getting that?
There is a waiting list. I just received the

information two days ago about the current

waiting list for Windsor Housing Senior Citi-

zen Accommodation in Windsor. It's now
960.

She faces another two years perhaps before

she has a shot at getting into Windsor hous-

ing. In the meantime, she is faced with de-

pleting the little of what's left of her life

savings—around $2,000—until it gets below

$1,000, so that she can apply for a social

and community services pension. At that point
she can't afford to move into Windsor hous-

ing, because there won't be any money left

to purchase the furniture that is required to

furnish the apartments provided by Windsor

housing. It is these people whom we are

ignoring, these people who should be re-

ceiving an income of $200-plus a month to

survive.

I have no feeling of confidence that the

Treasurer will withdraw this bill and bring
in a bill which would adequately meet the

needs of the senior citizens in this province,

including all those 60 years and over.

I get the feeling, and in fact heard the

phrase mentioned tonight from the govern-
ment backbenchers, that they have to come
in here tonight with their handkerchiefs out

and listen to all the members of the opposi-
tion cry. That is the attitude of this govern-
ment. That is how unfeeling this government
is. They can come in here, sit smugly, sit

cynically, and watch the members of the

opposition cry. They are going to get out

their crying towels. That is the attitude of

this government.

Mr. B. Gilbertson (Algoma): That is not the

attitude of this government.

Mr. Bounsall: One of the government
backbenchers just said it over here. If it isn't

the attitude of this government, why isn't it

doing something more about it? Instead of

$50 a year, the government should be giving

them a level of support that meets the needs

in this province.

Mr. Laughren: Is the member for Algoma
going to speak against it?

Mr. Bounsall: These are needs that are met
and figures that are met by other provinces
in which the cost of living is not as high as

it is in the Province of Ontario. They are

meeting it. Those are the needs they see and

are meeting with higher cost-of-living ex-

penses; and Ontario can't afford it.

Backbenchers in the government party are

saying they have to get the crying towels

out tonight when this is pointed out.
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Mr. Ewen: We are giving them more.

Don't forget that.

Mr. Laughren: Let them stand up and

defend the government if its members are so

proud of it.

Mr. Bounsall: We'll vote against it.

Mr. Speaker: Order. The member for Al-

goma is provoking the New Democratic Party.

He shouldn't do that.

Mr. Bounsall: Mr. Speaker, you don't need

the backbenchers of the Tory party to pro-

voke members of the opposition. The legisla-

tion is enough to do it.

Mr. Lewis: I concur.

Mr. Bounsall: We'll vote against this bill;

not because we want to see the old age pen-

sioners not receive $50 next month but be-

cause it isn't $50 per month, but just for next

month. It is a sick substitute for a proper

programme that would adequately meet their

needs.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Wel-

lington South.

Mr. H. Worton (Wellington South): Mr.

Speaker, I would like to add a few comments

on Bill 196. I think it can be said, Mr.

Speaker, that at the present time there are

about 650,000 people who are receiving old

age pension in the Province of Ontario.

According to the figures, 50 per cent of these

are in receipt of supplement, which would

indicate the level of income that these people
have.

The government has recognized the neces-

sity for additional moneys, because in 1966

it introduced measures whereby the munici-

pality, with the imposition of a lien, could

grant additional supplement to those who are

in receipt of old age pension. The govern-
ment now has Bill 225 on the order paper,

general legislation which is giving permission
to the municipalities to provide assistance to

these old age pensioners. Quite frankly, the

minister knows, with the taxation levels that

the municipalities have, that they are not in

a position to finance it, but they are doing it

in order to give extra assistance to these

people.

It is only the property tax from which they
have means of getting assistance. I can give
the minister an example where I sent one of

the staff of the Ministry of Community and
Social Services to the widow of an employee
of the city of Guelph who had 27 years of

service. He had a pension that died with him

when he passed away a month ago. He joined
OMERS in 1966, had a year of contribution,

and had a pension of $24 a month on his

passing. That was reduced to $12 a month,
and with her $3,000 in assets this man's

widow has no way of getting a pension from

this government.

Quite frankly I think that the Treasurer

should support the amendment that we have.

He can accept the member for Hamilton
Centre's amendment. He can accept the

Leader of the Opposition's amendment; I'll

be pleased with either one. But I think here,

sir, that the Treasurer has some right to help
widows without having to offer them a pen-
sion on welfare. So I would urge the Treasur-

er to accept our amendments.

I'm quite surprised. I've told him this

before, that I thought he's been a minister

who's been with it; but I think he's getting
in the same rut as the rest of them and he's

not living up to the needs of the old people
of this province. I would urge him to support
the amendment that we have on the books.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Sand-
wich-Riverside is up first.

Mr. F. A. Burr (Sandwich-Riverside): Mr.

Speaker, I wish to record briefly my indigna-
tion over the government's refusal to intro-

duce proper pensions for the elderly people
of this province. However, unlike other mem-
bers I have found something good to say
about this bill.

This Christmas bonus has been referred to

by other members as degrading. There is this

one saving grace, however; this year the

bonus is not being distributed on the eve of

a provincial election, and by that amount it

is less degrading than it has been.

Mr. Lewis: Only just.

Mr. Burr: The only reason for this laudable

feature of the bonus is, of course, that we are

not having a provincial election at the

moment.

Mr. Speaker, other members have covered
the ground quite thoroughly and the various

arguments for an adequate pension system
have been well presented. I wish merely to

record my support for proper pensions for the

senior citizens of this province. I am firmly
convinced that $50 a year, being only a little

over $4 a month, is no substitute for the level

of pensions that other provinces less prosper-
ous than Ontario are able to afford.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Wel-
land South.
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Mr. Haggerty: Mr. Speaker, on Bill 196,
and to support our leader's position on his

amendment to the bill—

Hon. J. White (Treasurer, Minister of

Economics and Intergovernmental Affairs):

Where is he, by the way, resting up?

Mr. Breithaupt: He is working.

Mr. Haggerty: The amendment is to in-

crease the assistance to those on Guaranteed
Income Supplement to $216 per month.

Mr. Lewis: Presumably he is at the Minis-
ter of Agriculture and Food's (Mr. Stewart)
banquet; where the Minister of Agriculture
and Food is.

Mr. Haggerty: I suppose, Mr. Speaker, if

one was to use a little mathematics with this

this would perhaps bring the guaranteed
annual income uo to a figure of around
$5,200 a year. I think this was suggested by
the economic council here in their studies

and reports back about four or five years
ago. So perhaps it's not in line with the cur-

rent day cost-of-living and the skyrocketing:
cost of food and energy in the Province of
Ontario.

I think we can well appreciate from this

side of the House the many improvements
the government has brought about to give
assistance to those of 65 years of age and
over. I think the government should be com-
mended for what little steps they have taken
in this direction. Of course we can talk

about the assistance given to the senior citi-

zens' housing:, assistance to provide commun-
ity centres for the senior citizens in the

Province of Ontario; and of course this only

goes to certain communities that perhaps can
afford it. Not every community or municipal-

ity would have such assistance as senior citi-

zens' community centres.

But there are other matters, I think, that

wp can talk about. The government has pro-

vided some assistance, perhaps in the medical

field under the OHIP programme. But per-
haps they do not go far enough; particularly,
I guess, when we look at those in the age
bracket of 65 and over; their deteriorating
health causes many medical problems. There
is the extra cost of dentures, hearing aids,

glasses: and of course I think this is the great-
est need, this type of assistance.

When I look at the bill itself it just men-
tions those persons over the age of 65, those

receiving a Guaranteed Income Supplement.

Fifty dollars I suppose does help them a little

bit around Christmas time, it may put a little

Christmas spirit in a home of that nature; but

what about the other 11 months of the year?

I am perhaps more concerned about those

persons who are in the grey area between
55 and 65 who have very little source of

income-

Mr. Henderson: The member for Sandwich-

Riverside, that is who he is talking about.

Mr. Haggerty: —persons who do, I believe,

receive some assistance from the Province of

Ontario, and perhaps the only assistance.

I think the basic, set rate should begin at

about $87 or $90 a month and go up to

about $147 a month. I think that when you

bring in a bill like this it should include

those persons below the age of 65. There are

a great many of them in the Province of

Ontario with some degree of disability, but

with no sources of income at all and who

really need help. These are the people who
I think we should be really looking at.

Of course, I suppose one can predict that

the minister will get up and say: "We can't

afford it; it will put an extra tax on all the

Province of Ontario."

I was interested to read the comments of

the hon. Marc Lalonde to the Canadian Tax

Foundation. I think his speech really hits the

source of the problems here, and opens the

door, perhaps, to some of the criticism that

has been received by persons involved with

the Canadian Tax Foundation who say we
can't afford to give any more assistance to

those persons who are in need.

I would like to put this on the record,

and this is on page 20 of his speech. I will

begin with this paragraph:

I stand by this statement subject only to

the obvious qualifications that, of course,

if people were to ask for everything at

once and we are not prepared to live with

the priorities we have selected, economic

and social policies, taxes would rise. But

the big and costly increases in universal

allowances to higher old age security pen-
sions and the larger family allowances,

have already been accomplished without

increasing existing levels of taxation.

The major future increase which has

been built into the social security system
for the future is the indexing of pensions
and allowances in accordance with the cost

of living. This clearly can be financed

within the present revenue system, since

revenues rise in response not only to the

increases in the price index, but also in-
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creases in productivity, so revenues are

bound to rise faster than the price index.

I am sure we are all aware of the present
growth factor here in the Province of Ontario.
I think this year we will have returns on
revenue higher than any other year in the

30 years of Tory reign in the Province of

Ontario. I say to the minister that the money
is there to provide additional assistance to

those persons in the greatest need.

When we pass the measly $50 here, the

people are going to have to accept it, but I

think there is more that can be given to

those persons who need assistance. I am talk-

ing in particular about people aged 60 to 65.

These are the people who really need assis-

tance. I know the Minister of Community
and Social Services has said he is going to

bring in some amendments to the present

regulations but I don't know when.

Mr. Laughren: There will be objections
from the member for Algoma.

Mr. Haggerty: But I hope he brings it in

before Dec. 25, and gives those citizens a

little Christmas bonus, too, because help is

greatly needed in this particular area.

I see no reason why the minister would
not give consideration to the amendment put
forward by the Leader of the Opposition.
Let's take a good look at it. If other prov-
inces throughout Canada have increased the

assistance to the old age pensioners to $209
a month and we go to $216—it isn't too much
—it would put this province first across

Canada.

This is something that the minister always

gets up and says—that we lead all provinces

throughout Canada in many programmes, but
in this one particular area I think he is lack-

ing. Hopefully, I think the minister, if he

doesn't do it this year, will come in next year
with a sufficient guaranteed' annual income
for those persons over the age of 65.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Thunder

Bay had been up; however, the hon. member
for Lakeshore.

Mr. Cassidy: The hon. member for Ren-
frew South should be allowed to participate.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Ren-
frew South, I'm sorry.

Mr. P. J. Yakabuski (Renfrew South): Mr.

Speaker, I hadn't planned on participating in

the debate on Bill 196.

Mr. Breithaupt: I'll bet.

Mr. Lawlor: He has been provoked.

Mr. Yakabuski: However, I have felt very

strongly for the senior citizens in this prov-
ince and in view of the remarks by some of

the members on the benches opposite, I felt

compelled that I should participate at this

time, Mr. Speaker. I think we all know, not

only on that side of the House, but we here

too know, something of the plight of the

senior citizens of this province-

Mr. Lawlor: He is going to vote against
the bill.

Mr. Haggerty: We see the tears in his eyes.

Mr. Yakabuski: —the people on old age

security, some with and some without supple-
ments. We know of the other categories; the

widow who must maintain a home, who is

not in a very good category insofar as legis-

lation through the Ministry of Social and

Family Services is concerned. The point I'm

trying to make, Mr. Speaker, is that concern

for the elderly and the senior citizens of this

province is not only shared by the people
who sit on that side of the House. I think we
all have that concern.

Mr. Laughren: No crocodile tears, please.

Mr. I. Deans (Wentworth): I am sorry, but

I don't believe it.

Mr. Yakabuski: We know here that $50 in

1973 is not a lot of money.

Mr. Deans: I just don't believe it. I am

sorry, I wish I could believe it, but we know
the Premier doesn't give a damn about them.

Mr. Yakabuski: But we also know that it

is something and while it is not a substantial-

Mr. M. C. Germa (Sudbury): The member
can vote with us.

Mr. Deans: For heaven's sake, stop crying.

The member is in the government. Do some-

thing about it!

Mr. Yakabuski: —bunch of money in 1973

it will at least be of some assistance to those

people, especially around Christmas-time.

Mr. Deans: That is insulting.

An hon. member: If people don't want it,

tell them to send it back.

Mr. Yakabuski: I would hope that the

Treasurer and the Minister of Family and

Social Services in another year—
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Mr. Stokes: That is Community and Social

Services,

Mr. Yakabuski: —would be able to find

substantially—

Mr. Breithaupt: Closer to an election.

Mr. Yakabuski: —more dollars for the

people that we have this concern for.

Mr. Lewis: Like 1975. The budget in 1975.

Mr. Yakabuski: And I realize that perhaps
in 1973-

Mr. Germa: A bunch of crumb-bums.

Mr. Yakabuski: —it is not possible to make
these grants any larger at this time.

Mr. Deans: It is possible. The Premier says

it is not because of a lack of money. That's

what he says. It's a sham.

Mr. Yakabuski: I was hoping that included

in this bill would be some recognition and

some assistance-

Mr. Breithaupt: It is his choice.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Give him a chance.

Mr. Deans: Give him a chance? How long
does he sit on that bench before he gets

through to the minister?

Mr. Yakabuski: —for that other category,

that is, the widow who must maintain a home
and yet her allowance is far, far below what
it should be. That's one of the unfortunate

categories that also gives me great concern.

Mr. Deans: We can see the member's con-

cern; it just oozes out all over the place.

Mr. Yakabuski: But earlier in the debate

this evening the leader of the New Demo-
cratic Party, the member for Scarborough
West, mentioned something about a bill that

is about to be introduced into the Legislature
in the next few days. I'm assuming that he is

referring to the Legislative Assembly Act,
1973.

Mr. Renwick: He made it perfectly clear.

Mr. Yakabuski: Now we know that earlier

this year the legislative assembly report, bet-

ter known as the Camp report, was tabled.

Certain of the recommendations of that

report, I think, the Premier of this province
and the government felt should be offered to

the Leader of the Opposition and the leader
of the New Democratic Party immediately. I

understand this was done, and that was the

provision of a limousine and a driver. Now I

don't—

Mr. Haggerty: Everything but the aero-

planes.

Mr. Yakabuski: Now I don't think that we
on this side of the House begrudged the

Leader of the Opposition and the leader of

the New Democratic Party being offered, and

accepting, a limousine and a driver-

Mr. Lewis: On a point of personal privi-

lege, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: Order!

Mr. Lewis: I was rising on a point of

personal privilege, sir.

Mr. Yakabuski: But—

Mr. Stokes: Sit down, you oaf, it is a point
of personal privilege.

Mr. Speaker: Order.

Mr. Lewis: Does the member want to con-

tinue speaking? I don't begrudge him his

increase-

Mr. Speaker: Order please. The hon, mem-
ber for Scarborough West-

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order.

Mr. Lewis: No I wasn't, but by God, you—

Mr. W. Hodgson (York North): Hansard
will tell it tomorrow.

Mr. Speaker: Order. The hon. member for

Scarborough West has properly risen on a

point of personal privilege, which I will hear.

Mr. Lewis: Well, I will wait until the

member finishes speaking.

Mr. Speaker: All right.

Mr. Lawlor: Maybe it is better that the

Conservative backbenchers don't speak.

Mr. Yakabuski: I think we feel strongly
about the moneys that are being made avail-

able to the senior-

Mr. Deans: The member can't feel that

strongly about it. There's nothing to feel

strongly about.

Mr. Yakabuski: —citizens of this province.
In view of the fact that we feel so strongly
and we are that concerned for them, I want
to state here and now, Mr. Speaker, that if

the Legislative Assembly Act is introduced
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before this session is over I feel I cannot

support that Act, whereby the member of this

Legislature would be provided with addition-

al remuneration when, at the same time, we
are all so concerned for the needs of our

senior citizens.

Mr. Deans: That's fine. I agree.

Mr. Lewis: Then let's raise it to $200 a

month as a condition.

Mr. Yakabuski: I know that there are mem-
bers on that side of the House who have pur-
sued even more vigorously an increase in

remuneration than most of the members on
this side of the House.

Mr. Breithaupt: I doubt it.

Mr. Worton: Not by the improvements they
made to the pensions of the cabinet.

Mr. Yakabuski: In view of our concern for

these people again, Mr. Speaker, I would

hope that the Legislative Assembly Act that

the leader of the New Democratic Party re-

ferred to will not be introduced. If it is, in

my conscience I will not be able to support
it.

Mr. Stokes: The member doesn't have the

guts, because he won't even be here when it

is passed.

Mr. Yakabuski: I will be here.

Mr. Lewis: Why wouldn't the member for

Renfrew South support it?

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Thun-
der Bay.

Mr. Lewis: Why wouldn't he support it?

Why? Because of this bill? This bill isn't

good enough for him? Then he should ask the

government to provide $200 a month in

return for his support.

Mr. Speaker: Order.

Mr. Lewis: Is that a fair quid pro quo?

Mr. Breithaupt: He doesn't know what that

means.

Mr. Speaker: Order please.

Mr. Lewis: Is that okay? Is that fair?

Mr. Yakabuski: I forgot to ask the member
for Scarborough West to turn his car in. I

will turn in anything if it comes to that.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Thun-
der Bay.

Mr. Stokes: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. I don't
think I have sat through a debate in this

House in the six short years that I've been in

here where I've seen members of the Con-
servative Party so uneasy and so ashamed of

a bill that was introduced by a member of

the cabinet.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. W. Hodgson: Sit down. Hasn't the

member got anything better than that?

Mr. Lawlor: I've seldom seen them so em-

barrassed—except the last time when they

brought them in just before the elections.

Mr. Stokes: I have never, in the short

time that I've been in here, seen the despair,
the helplessness, and the shame that I'm wit-

nessing right now on the faces of members
opposite.

I totally endorse everything that has been
said over on this side of the House, Mr.

Speaker, about the total inadequacy of this

piece of legislation. I think this government
is treating the senior citizens of this province
with disdain and I think that it is going to be
reflected when the people of this province
have an opportunity to voice their displea-
sure about the kind of inaction and the kind

of disdain with which it has treated the senior

citizens in the province for far too long.

Mr. Speaker, I was going to go through a

lengthy series of letters that I received from

a senior citizen-

Mr. Ewen: We have 30 minutes. The mem-
ber should read them out.

Mr. Stokes: —and from a concerned per-
son on behalf of a senior citizen, in an ex-

change of letters that I had with the now
Minister of Community and Social Services.

This man, Mr. Speaker, was definitely en-

titled to a decent level of compensation by
way of pension benefits, having been an em-

ployee of this government for a number of

years in northern Ontario. It took us so long
to convince the Ministry of Community and
Social Services and the Department of Na-
tional Health and Welfare at the federal level

over a period of six months that the man
passed away. It was the consensus among his

neighbours that he died of malnutrition and a

broken heart, because both senior levels of

government didn't have it in their hearts to

provide him with enough to eat.

I want particularly to appeal to the minis-

ter, Mr. Speaker, on behalf of all the senior

citizens in the north whose costs of living far

exceed those of anywhere else in the province.
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When he considers the additional cost of food

because of the transportation costs, when he

considers the additional cost of fuel because

of transportation costs and climatic conditions,

when he considers the additional cost of cloth-

ing because of transportation costs and cli-

matic conditions, he will come to the con-

clusion that if there's any group in society

in the Province of Ontario today that is

getting it in the neck and is being treated

so shamefully by this government, it has to

be the senior citizens living in northern

Ontario.

The high cost of the sales tax that's based

on the cost of consumer goods hits them
much harder than anyplace else in the pro-
vince. The educational tax hits them much
harder than people anyplace else in the prov-
ince. The high rate of residential property
tax hits them harder than anyplace else in

the province. The high cost of transportation

to medical and dental services hits them much
harder than anywhere else in the province.
This government has chosen to disregard this.

It pains me somewhat to have members

representing northern ridings on the Tory
benches who can sit idly by and watch this

minister bringing in an Act that isn't even

tokenism, let alone looking after the needs

of our senior citizens. I challenge the member
for Algoma and I challenge the member-

Mr. Gilbertson: As soon as the member for

Thunder Bay sits down, I'll get up.

Mr. Stokes: —and I challenge the member
for Fort William (Mr. Jessiman) to stand up
here and defend this kind of bill.

The member for Lambton, Mr. Speaker,
who was in his seat up until a couple of

minutes ago, spent about four days last week

touring parts of northwestern Ontario.

Mr. Germa: It must have been a shock to

them.

Mr. Stokes: He visited the town of Gerald-
ton in particular, where senior citizens com-
prise about 15 per cent of the population—
those in receipt of some kind of pension run
between 12 and 15 per cent—and he had the

nerve when one of the opposition members
was speaking here to say "Carried."

He didn't want to hear any more about it.

He didn't want to hear any more about the

neglect or the disdain with which this govern-
ment is treating our senior citizens in the

Province of Ontario, those to whom we owe
so much for the beneficence and the standard
of living that we enjoy in the province at the

present time.

It would cost us in this province about $50
million to grant them a minimum of $200 a

month for the balance of this fiscal year.

Now, $50 million is just about the cost of the

Hydro building.

An hon. member: Right.

Mr. Stokes: It is fairly close to the cost of

Ontario Place. It is a little bit more than the

cost of the Science Centre. I see no reason,
Mr. Speaker, why this government, if it were

sincere, didn't arrange its priorities in such a

way that we could look after that segment of

our population in a way that they deserve and
so badly need.

The member who just spoke, the hon. mem-
ber for Renfrew South, said, "We, too, feel

and bleed and cry a little for the senior citi-

zens; but it is just not possible to do it at this

time."

Well, we disregard that. We just don't believe

it because when we can see this government
giving $500,000 forgivable loans to companies
like Allied Chemical, Kraft Foods, and other

multi-national corporations to settle in this

province, I think that our priorities are away
out of whack.

Mr. Speaker, my colleague, the hon. mem-
ber for Wentworth, has for the past five days
in a row deliberately and intentionally asked

the Premier of this province when he was

going to rearrange his priorities so that he

could at least come up to what is being done
in other jurisdictions, such as British Colum-
bia. I think that he did a great service to the

senior citizens in the Province of Ontario and
I hope that he will continue his questions on
a regular basis until the Premier of this prov-
ince and the Treasury benches rearrange their

priorities and spend some money in the prov-
ince where it is going to do the most social

good.

Now, I believe it was last Friday when a

menu circulated at the 1973 Grey Cup Festi-

val luncheon given by the Hon. William G.

Davis, Premier of Ontario—

An hon. member: Never heard of him.

Mr. Stokes: and the government of the

Province of Ontario, said:

Ontario is a place where men, women
and children of every walk of life and

every background thrive and prosper in an

atmosphere of decency and dignity.

Mr. Germa: Except the pensioners.

Mr. Stokes: Mr. Speaker, that is a mockery
of the senior citizens in the Province of
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Ontario. I say to each and every one of the

members over there who support that bill

tonight—

An hon. member: Shame on you.

Mr. Stokes: -they should examine their

consciences and I hope they sleep well to-

night although they don't deserve to.

Mr. N. G. Leluk (Humber): I will sleep

well.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Algoma.

Mr. Breithaupt: Really.

Mr. Cassidy: They are coming out of the

woodwork.

Mr. Germa: Join us, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Gilbertson: Mr. Speaker, I didn't feel

that it was right to sit here and not say any-

thing about what has been going on here in

the debating of this bill. There is one thing

that has beeen omitted that the opposition

hasn't brought to the attention of this House.

There are thousands of people who are sons

and daughters of these senior citizens the op-

position is talking about and to whom it is

doing an injustice tonight because they love

their old folks. They love their mother and

dad. They have grandchildren.

Mr. Breithaupt: So what?

Mr. Gilbertson: These people just love to

bestow some love on their grandmothers and

their mothers and fathers.

Mr. Breithaupt: Is there any place you
would rather be?

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Cassidy: I don't believe it.

Mr. Gilbertson: The opposition tries to

make it sound as if every senior citizen is

in such dire need that he is going around

to the supermarkets looking for soup bones—
and that is not true.

Mr. Cassidy: Believe me, there are a lot in

my riding.

Mr. Breithaupt: They certainly aren't buy-

ing maple syrup.

Mr. Gilbertson: The opposition is for-

getting about the thousands of senior citizens,

who, when this $50 is handed to them, just

might say: "Well, look you are bestowing so

much on me; I really don't have any need of

this. I'm well looked after."

Mr. Deans: Oh sit down. The member is

insufferable.

Mr. Laughren: He is an embarrassment.

Mr. Gilbertson: Don't the members think

that is true?

Mr. Laughren: The member for Algoma is

an embarrassment to the Tories.

Mr. Gilbertson: I'm going to say something

again; that there are thousands of people over

the Province of Ontario that are listening to

this tonight. They are very indignant at mem-
bers opposite for running them down the way
they are and thinking that they are solely—

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Breithaupt: That is a lot of crap.

Mr. Deans: That is more than I can bear.

Mr. Gilbertson: —dependent on that $50
that the ministry is handling out at Christmas-

time as a little token of goodwill. That is

about the way members put it.

Mr. Bounsall: It is an insult.

Mr. Cassidy: It is just tokenism.

Mr. Gilbertson: This isn't the main thing.

I am sure that our government, as they have

done in the past and will do again—

Mr. Breithaupt: Just before the election.

Mr. Gilbertson: —will take care of the

senior citizens the way they have for the

last 30 years.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Deans: They have never done a damn

thing and they never will do.

Mr. Gilbertson: If that wasn't true, we
wouldn't be on this side of the House

tonight.

Mr. Deans: God help us!

Mr. Cassidy: Even the rump is embarrassed

at $50 a year.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Gilbertson: I think of the years back.

I can remember when the old age pension
first came in it was $20 a month.

Mr. Laughren: This is a new low.

Mr. Gilbertson: I can tell the House that

the people back in those days couldn't believe
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that they were going to get $20, for nothing,

they said.

Mr. Deans: That's right, and we were

responsible for that too. Now, for God's sake,

do something instead of talking so much.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Gilbertson: I am going to tell the

House one thing, that if any government is

going to take care of the senior citizens of

Ontario, it is going to be the Conservative

government.

Mr. Cassidy: Not this government.

Mr. Gilbertson: Don't ever kid yourself.

Mr. Breithaupt: Sit down while you can.

Mr. Gilbertson: Members over there are

trying to make a lot of political hay out of

this $50, but it is going to backfire on them.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Deans: Is the member going to sign
the Christmas cards the cheques are in?

Mr. Gilbertson: I'm going to say there are

an awful lot of people in Ontario who have

respect for the Conservative government and
that is whv we have 76 members on this side

of the House. And how many have you
over there got?

Mr. Bounsall: It's slipping.

Mr. Gilbertson: It is not that the opposi-
tion hasn't tried. Its baloney is not going
over.

Mr. Breithaupt: Just $50 worth of bunk.

Mr. Cassidy: This is going to cost the mem-
ber his seat in Algoma.

Mr. Gilbertson: Don't worry about that.

Mr. Cassidy: » That's true. All the govern-
ment's policies are going to cost him his seat.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Havrot: That is the height of optimism.

Mr. Gilbertson: Members opposite don't

have to worry about that.

Mr. S. B. Handleman (Carleton): Don't

hold your breath.

Mr. Gilbertson: I am not worried about it.

I am trying to do a good job for the people
of Algoma and they know it.

Mr. Lewis: They know it? The member's
own riding executive has struck a committee
to look for another candidate. At his last

meeting they struck a committee.

Mr. Gilbertson: Well, isn't that great?

Mr. Lewis: It is very good, because they
know what will happen if the member runs

again.

Mr. Gilbertson: They did it at the last elec-

tion. And does the member know what hap-

pened? The other candidate got 31 votes and
I got 130.

Mr. Speaker: Order, please.

Mr. Lewis: But this time they are deter-

mined to ditch the member at the nomination,
and I think they will.

Mr. Speaker: Let's get back to the bill.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order.

Mr. Lewis: As a matter of fact, we are

pulling for the member. We want him to

be the candidate.

Mr. Deans: We are working for him in his

riding.

Mr. Speaker: Order, please, let us get back

to the proper bill.

Mr. Lewis: I told the secretary of the rid-

ing association: "We want Bernt Gilbertson

again. Don't get anybody else." That's exactly
what was said.

Mr. Gilbertson: That is nice. I am glad to

know I have even got the opposition on my
side.

Mr. Speaker: Order.

Mr. Gilbertson: Mr. Speaker, I could go on

here for a long time, but I'm not going to

say any more.

Mr. J. P. MacBeth (York West): Go, go!
Give it to them.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Lewis: I'll come and vote for the

member, just for the member to have that

nomination.

Mr. D. R. Timbrell (Don Mills): That's

all right. He can't even vote in his own
riding; he won't live there.
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Mr. Gilbertson: You know, Mr. Speaker, the

one thing the opposition is trying to get
across is that the people on this side of the

House, the Conservatives, don't have any
heart. That is not true; that is not true.

Mr. Lewis: No, no.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Lewis: I think he'd like to change
this bill if he could. I believe that about him.

Mr. Gilbertson: The people of Ontario

don't believe the opposition and that is why,
as I say again, the Conservatives are in.

Mr. Lewis: No.

Mr. Cassidy: Look, why doesn't the mem-
ber talk until 10:30 and take it back to the

caucus and tell the ministry he wants it

changed.

An hon. member: How does the member
for Ottawa Centre know he wants it changed?

Mr. Gilbertson: And do you know who is

helping the Conservative Party in Ontario?

It's the members over there.

Interjections by hon. members.

An hon. member: Way to tell them! Boy,
we couldn't do without him.

An hon. member: How about Gerhard

Moog—did he help?

Mr. Cassidy: Go on; take it back to caucus.

Mr. Speaker: Order, please. Order.

Mr. Gilbertson: I might say to the NDP
that they never made much political hay on
Gerhard Moog either.

Mr. Deans: Gerhard Moog—who was that?

Mr. Speaker: Order, please. Let's get back
to the proper debate.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Lewis: Is the member bringing him
into the debate again? Can't he leave the

Premier alone?

An hon. member: A friend of the member
for Downsview.

Mr. Lewis: Why does the member for

Algoma always have to raise Gerhard Moog
every time he gets on his feet?

Mr. Gilbertson: Is that the best the mem-
ber can do tonight?

Mr. Lewis: Will no one defend the

Premier?

Mr. Gilbertson: I would say to the leader

of the NDP-

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Lewis: Come on now. Next he will

refer to Fidinam.

Mr. Gilbertson: If that is the best the

leader of the NDP can do, he had better just

keep quiet.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Gilbertson: I think, Mr. Speaker, I'll

sit down and maybe someone else will

continue.

An hon. member: I think he'd better sit

down.

An hon. member: No, give it to them.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Huron-
Bruce.

Mr. M. Gaunt (Huron-Bruce): Mr. Speak-
er, I just wanted to make a few brief com-
ments about this particular bill. As one who
has a good many old age pensioners in my
riding, I thought it only proper that I should

reiterate some of the things that have been
said by way of underscoring the plight of

the old age pensioners.

Mr. Lewis: I don't know whether the mem-
ber for Algoma is close to pension, but he is

close to retirement.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Huron-
Bruce has the floor.

Mr. Lewis: You are right, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Gaunt: I, in the course of my work,
have an opportunity on many occasions to fill

out supplement forms for old age pensioners.
I have on many occasions sat down with old

age pensioners who are finding it difficult to

make ends meet to go over their financial

circumstances with them.

I think that it's fair to say that the old age
pensioners in this province are in great need
of some extra income and some extra assist-

ance by way of government help. This bill is

not going to do the job. Bill 196 is totally

inadequate and it's a crass political tool to

appease the old age pensioners in this

province.

An hon. member: Right, from the word of

time.
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Mr. Gaunt: I think the government should

hang its head on this one. I think the old age

pensioners in this province deserve some-

thing better than they are getting. In the

amendment my leader is putting forward, we
see that to provide a payment of $1 for each

$2 of Guaranteed Income Supplement, it

would cost a total of $110 million andl the

federal government would pay 50 per cent by
way of the Canada Assistance Plan so that

the net cost to the province would be $55
million. But the government can assist the

horse breeders in this province to the extent

of $1.7 million, I believe, to improve the

breed of horses, to see them run around the

track and to create some sport for the people
in the province. Perhaps we are a fun-loving

people, but I suggest to the government that

thev have their priorities entirely wrong.
If this government had its priorities in the

right order, we would be looking after our

aged people, our disabled people and the dis-

advantaged people in our society. And if we
did the things that I am sure most of us feel

we should be doing with the revenues we
have in the province, I don't think we would
have very much money left over to give the

horse breeders in the province. None the less,

I don't want to get into that argument.

I am making a plea to the Treasurer to

consider the amendments either of the Leader
of the Opposition or of the member for Ham-
ilton Centre. As my friend from Wellington
South says, we are not really interested in

what programme the minister uses as long as

he undertakes to do something in addition to

what he has already undertaken in Bill 196,
because it is totally inadequate.

As a society and1 as a government, we owe
the thousands of senior citizens in this prov-
ince at the very least a life of dignity in their

sunset years. They are certainly not going to

Set it under the terms of this bill before us

tonight.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Lake-
shore.

Mr. Lawlor: While listening to the debate

tonight, I was wondering how the minister's

bronchial tubes are. I would have thought
that in this particular bill that he might have
necrosis of the liver. Knowing the minister as

well as I do, I'm surprised' that he would
lend his name, prestige and intelligence to a
measure of this kind.

As my leader has said earlier tonight, in

the action centres that most of the members
of this party run throughout the province in

their constituencies, senior citizens come in

Saturday morning after Saturday morning;. I

have had instances along the same lines. Why
do you condemn these people to penury? The
member for Prince Edward-Lennox (Mr. Tay-
lor) seems to want them to be dropping on
the streets from malnutrition and hunger.

'Perversity reigns in this particular area. If

the government won't see, how can they make
the blind see? These people lead demeaning,
constricted lives. They are in penury; they
are seeking to eke out a mite and to do

something with it. It is mere survival in most
cases. It reflects on all of us in this House,
and I am sure we all know it. We all have a

sense of guilt in face of the situation.

And when the member for Algoma says
that we say it's a mere token of goodwill, I

don't think we say that at all. I think we say
it's a piece of blandishment and damned

cynicism—cold, political cynicism. It happens
time after time; the aged of this province
and of this country are held as pawns, elec-

tion after election and in instance after in-

stance, while the government softens up the

situation pending the next election.

You know, Dante reserved a special place
in hell for political cynics; he encased them

burning in a block of ice.

Mr. Lewis: Too good for the Treasurer!

Hon. Mr. White: Not good enough for the

member for Scarborough West!

Mr. Lawlor: I am not going to speak at

length on this matter. I simply wanted to be
a voice heard, a witness, I wanted something
on the record to indicate I didn't sit through-
out this debate and say nothing when this

kind of blandishment passes before this par-
ticular House.

It has been said, compounding this piece
of cynicism, that in 18 months we will all be

standing here in this House passing a piece
of legislation, bringing us into parity with

British Columbia or maybe giving $1.50 more
in order to prove what great guys the govern-
ment is. But they are holding it all in abey-
ance; they may continue to suffer for another

two years, as far as the government is con-

cerned, while they get their political turn-

stiles turning. In the meantime, in an act of

complete political chicanery, the members of

the Conservative Party will—not tonight, I

trust—push this legislation through the House.

It is with a sense of fatuity, a sense of total

waste, a sense of the tragic existence that

one stands up at all in a debate of this kind,

knowing that it is a foregone conclusion that

sheer voting power and the sheer political
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might and main led by the minister, will

quiet all voices and will suppress them. But

I hope that our call from this chamber will

echo throughout the province and will hold,

for what it is, this particular piece of political

cynicism.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Kit-

chener.

Mr. Breithaupt: Mr. Speaker, it's clear now
that 22 members of this House have spoken

on this bill—20 against it and two in favour-

and it seems rather sad, of course, that the

only comments raised by the member for

Renfrew South, or the member for Algoma,
had been with respect, first of all, to a

situation that deals with the members them-

selves and, secondly, to a situation that deals

with a number of pensioners. We don't quar-

rel with the fact that we're dealing with a

separate situation. It is not satisfactory, 'Mr.

Speaker, to comment, I think, in this context,

to say that members on this side of the

House have not got the ability, or the separ-

ate interests to speak on this bill because

they may be compromised due to some other

piece of legislation coming forward that may
benefit them.

I thought the second comment made by
the member for Algoma was most unfortu-

nate. He commented that there were many
members of the elderly classes in our prov-

ince who perhaps didn't need this help. But

those are not the people we're speaking of.

The people we're speaking of are those who
need this help and need it desperately.

Mr. Speaker, Bill 196 is a very small piece

of legislation, just a couple of paragraphs,
and it surprised me this evening to sit here

and watch two members of the cabinet

present, the Minister of Revenue and the

Minister of Community and Social Services.

The Minister of Revenue knows where the

money comes from, and the Minister of Com-

munity and Social Services knows what the

needs are. Yet between these two members
the Treasurer is unable, apparently, to either

decide where he is going to get the funds to

resolve this problem or to relate to what
these needs actually are. We have seen the

reasoned amendments—

An hon. member: Peter and Paul.

Mr. Breithaupt: —the amendment raised by
my leader and the one of the member for

Hamilton Centre, and I suppose it perhaps

may do us no more good to comment once

again upon the approach that has been taken

in the press, the approach that has been

taken now by 20 members of this House, the

comments raised by the United Senior Citi-

zens, the comments raised by the member for

Thunder Bay as he quoted that rather sad

approach taken on the back of the pro-

gramme for that Grey Cup luncheon.

Here are a couple of paragraphs that might
be of use to members as they consider the

passage of this bill. From an article in the

Toronto Star, Tuesday, Nov. 27:

Front and centre at the overflowing
buffet stood the Premier, perhaps inevitably

serving the barbecued spareribs from the

closest thing to a pork barrel ever pro-

duced in the long and venerable tradition

of the Royal York kitchens. Flanking Davis,

almost as far as the eye could see, were

his jolly ministers. They were serving up
roast beef and turkey and Waldorf salad—

Hon. Mr. White: To the Liberals.

Mr. Breithaupt: No.

—to a happy gang of revellers whose
ranks had been swollen by virtually every
member of the plundering herd still hold-

ing down a job at the Premier's office.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: It is the first time I

have ever been called jolly.

Mr. Breithaupt: All right. Let's accept the

fact that there probably were other members
of this House at that celebration. Let's accept
the fact that in Ontario today that celebration

has a place, it can be a valid decision. But if

the Premier says there are alternatives, there

are choices, there are funds to be spent in

the province, let him stand in his place and

say he would rather do this than give money
to the senior citizens of our province. If he

can say that he can rejoice and be exceeding

glad at Christmastime, because his reward is

going to be in heaven, it is not going to be

here in Ontario. Let him do so!

Mr. Speaker: Perhaps the hon. member
would find this a convenient time to move
the adjournment of the debate?

Mr. Breithaupt moves the adjournment of

the debate.

Motion agreed to.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Mr. Speaker, before I

move the adjournment of the House I would
like to say that tomorrow we will proceed
further with the consideration of the bill that

is presently before us; then we will consider

the estimates of the Ministry of Housing, to

be followed by the following pieces of legis-

lation, and I will call them by item: Nos. 14,
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3, 22, 28, 20, 21, 17, 10, 33, 23, 16, 12, 15,

31 and 29.

Mr. Martel: What was the first one?

Mr. Deans: What was the one before 29?

Hon. Mr. Winkler: If the House is in a

generous mood, we can add to that list.

Mr. Breithaupt: Before the House leader

moves the adjournment of the House, per-

haps he could confirm for us whether it is

his intention on the completion of the esti-

mates of Housing, for which I think we have

agreed to an hour and a half, that the esti-

mates of the Premier's office may be called

and all of the estimates completed and con-

currence dealt with before we go on to these

bills? Is that his expectation or is he not

certain at this time?

Hon. Mr. Winkler: As I called it, we will

proceed with Bill 196, then proceed with

that routine and then the list I have read.

Mr. Renwick: Mr. Speaker, before the ad-

journment motion I assume that the House
leader reserves the right to call the bills in

an order different from that which he called

off a few moments ago?

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Yes, I think I can say
I will not necessarily call them in that order.

Mr. Deans: One final question of the House
leader: Is it the intention of the House
leader to sit tomorrow night?

Hon. Mr. Winkler: By all means.

Mr. Deans: It might not be a bad idea to

tell us.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: That was inherent in

the announcement last week. I think the

hon. member understood that.

Hon. Mr. Winkler moves the adjournment
of the House.

Motion agreed to.

The House adjourned at 10:35 o'clock, p.m.
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LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY OF ONTARIO

The House met at 2 o'clock, p.m.

Prayers.

Mr. Speaker: Statements by the ministry.

Oral questions. The hon. Leader of the

Opposition.

OIL SHORTAGE

Mr. R. F. Nixon (Leader of the Opposi-

tion): A question of the Minister of Energy:
Is he prepared to amend his reported state-

ment about the probability that we would

not suffer from an oil shortage in view of the

announcement by the federal Minister of

Energy, Mines and Resources, that some of

the oil we thought was to be directed toward

Canada is going to be redirected? Will it

have an effect on Ontario and must he amend
his views, expressed yesterday?

Hon. W. D. McKeough (Minister of

Energy ) : Mr. Speaker, I don't know just why
the federal minister chose to make this an-

nouncement in the particular way he did. Our
information from his officials, from the

National Energy Board and from the industry
has indicated the implications which he finally

indicated yesterday. We've known these for

three or four weeks.

With respect to the announcement made by
the government of Canada on Monday, in

terms of what they felt was necessary and the

discussions which they had with us, a week

ago Friday with the deputies and last Friday
with the ministers, those decisions which they

thought were necessary were predicated on
this information, which has been available for

I think three or four or five weeks.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: It should not influence

the announcements that have been made by
Mr. Macdonald and this minister?

Hon. Mr. McKeough: I think the an-

nouncement was predicated on this informa-

tion. Why it came out in just this way,
frankly, I don't know.

But to put it another way, I don't think the

situation is any more serious following the

revelation made by Mr. Macdonald yesterday

Wednesday, November 28, 1973

than it was a week ago, at which time he
felt it was necessary to go into a programme
of voluntary conservation and to introduce

legislation for mandatory allocation. Our view
has not changed in that context, either.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Supplementary: So the

minister's statement stands; that Ontario

should not have a shortage of home heating
oil?

Hon. Mr. McKeough: I never said that. I

have said that it is going to be very tight
and there are some slippages taking place,
but it is hopefully going to be all right. There
are any number of things that could move a

balanced position to a small negative position,

but hopefully we should get through this

winter with a minimum of inconvenience.

URANIUM RESOURCES

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Another question of the

Minister of Energy, Mr. Speaker: It pertains

to the announcement of the $800-million sale

of uranium resources to Japan that was raised

yesterday by the leader of the NDP.

Has Ontario Hydro made a long-range fore-

cast of the uranium resources needed to fulfil

the programme that has been adopted as

policy; that is the doubling of the Pickering
and Bruce facilities? Is there any thought that

we would have to be in competition with

foreign powers, on a basis of price partic-

ularly, in fulfilling that commitment, which is

now a matter of policy?

Hon. Mr. McKeough: Hydro have been

giving this matter some thought for some

months; as a matter of fact, there is a paper
before me now—I think it arrived yesterday—
which I have not yet finished reading, indi-

cating several courses of action they would

propose to take. They have some uranium

under a long-term contract and they are

proposing certain other contractual arrange-

ments to secure a supply, based on the de-

cisions which have been made to "go
nuclear".
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Mr. R. F. Nixon: Supplementary: Essen-

tially, I assume, they have got a deal through
the government of Canada or Atomic Energy
of Canada Ltd. for these purchases? Or can

Ontario Hydro deal directly with Denison?

Who sells the uranium?

Hon. Mr. McKeough: I am not certain if

it comes through Eldorado; I'm not sure-

Interjection by an hon. member.

Hon. Mr. McKeough: Eldorado may be the

place we get it from; I'm not sure of the

answer to that. But I don't think there is

anything to prevent us from dealing with
Denison or any of the other uranium mines,
even potential uranium mines.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Supplementary: At a

time when Denison is prepared to make a

long-term foreign commitment of the re-

sources that are mined in Ontario, is the

government of Ontario making some special
effort at this time to see that our long-term

requirements, even for the plant to which we
have committed ourselves, can be met with-

out having to go on a foreign market for our

own purchases?

Hon. Mr. McKeough: Yes, Mr. Speaker. I

spoke about this in the June 1 report; and
there has been an intensive follow-up since

that time, both at Hydro and within the

ministry.

Mr. T. A. Renwick ( Riverdale ) : By way of

a supplementary question, in view of the fact

that tin minister didn't know about the

prospective sale by Denison, will he raise

with his colleague, the Minister of Energy,
Mines and Resources in Ottawa, and with
Eldorado and AECL, that the government of
Ontario has a specific interest in being con-
sulted about any projected further sales, hav-

ing regard also to the fact that the United
States in their own interests are now about to

phase out their ban on the import of uranium
for plants in the United States?

Hon. Mr. McKeough: I would prefer not
to put it on that basis alone. We will again
raise with the federal ministry the necessity
of developing some sort of a formula ap-

proach. I don't think we in Ontario want to

look at specific sales. What we want to make
sure of is that under some sort of a formula,
as th^re has been with natural gas, there is

an adequacy of supply for Canada's foresee-

able future needs. I think the ground rules

have to be developed by the government of

Canada, which controls that particular re-

source and then Denison or whoever it is

will have to fit into that pattern.

Mr. Renwick: Mr. Speaker, one further sup-

plementary on the question: Is the minister

not concerned that by the time he works out

the formula method for the allocation of

uranium resources for Ontario, Canadian and

foreign export purposes, there will have been
commitments entered into and approved by
Eldorado, AECL or the federal government
that will, in fact, make the formula process
irrelevant to very substantial contracts which
will have already been entered into?

Hon. Mr. McKeough: No, I don't think

so, Mr. Speaker. In any projections I've seen

there have been projections made of the sale

of Canada's uranium abroad and that's been
taken into account. I think, although this sale

is a very large one, that it does not fit into

the pattern which had been emerging. I

couldn't agree with the member more though.
I don't think we can sit on our hands about

this one forever. I think that we have to

develop a policy as a country, and develop
it very quickly; and we have been making
representations since June to the government
of Canada to do just that.

Mr. Speaker: There have been five sup-

plementaries. The hon. the Leader of the

Opposition.

ONTARIO ENERGY POLICY

Mr. R. F. Nixon: A question of the Premier,

Mr. Speaker: Has he referred to the Ontario

Economic Council the problem that he men-
tioned in the House last week; that is, the

economic impact and the ramifications of the

energy shortage, particularly on the Amer-

ican economy? He expressed a personal con-

cern his feeling that this was the main

matter that we should be concerned with.

What sort of professional advice, in the gov-
ernment or in the economic community, has

he asked for and has he received?

Hon. W. G. Davis (Premier): Mr. Speaker,
this is being done by people within the

government. Obviously, I am sure there will

be discussions with people outside, but it

has not been referred to the Ontario Eco-

nomic Council. I think it is fair to state that

the council probably isn't structured to give
an immediate response to a matter of this

kind. Certainly the long-term implications

might be a very valid matter for them to

study, but what we are attempting to do is

assess the short-term situation and this is

being done basically, as I say, internally,

within government.
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Mr. R. F. Nixon: Supplementary: Has the

Premier read the statement reported today
and attributed to Dr. Arthur Smith, who
used to be with the Economic Council of

Canada and is now with something called

the Conference Board, pertaining to this? Has
he read that; and has he any comment to

make on it, since it indicates that the impact

may be over-emphasized in Ontario and Can-
ada and that in fact our economy is moving
forward, and we should expect it to move

forward, at an increasingly rapid rate?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I just read

very briefly what Dr. Smith said and I think

there are other economists who may agree;
and I just hope to heaven they are right.
What I am endeavouring to determine, as

well as we can here, is what the potential

impact is, and if the advice we get is that

there won't be much or any, I will be the

first one to say so and will be delighted.
But I am going on the basis there could

be one.

Quite frankly, being a non-economist I can

express a personal point of view, and that

is that I think if the American economy is

significantly affected we would be very foolish

not to assess it from that standpoint and the

possibility of a negative effect on our own.

I was really very pleased to read Dr.

Smith's observations, if I can interpret what
he said in the press, but that will not limit

our pursuit of the subject, because I am not

satisfied, personally, that there could not be

some impact. We are going on the basis that

there possibly could, and we'd like to know
if possible the extent of it.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Supplementary: Is our

former chief economist, Dr. Macdonald, work-

ing on this force, will his services continue

to be available for another six months? Is that

true?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, Mr. Mao
donald's new position officially starts in

July, although I think it is fair to state he

may want 48 hours or so to get ready for

the presidency of York. But he certainly is

still very active with the government. I

said in my statement to the House, when I

announced his leaving and going to York,
he would continue to be available to the

government in an advisory capacity, even as

president of York; and I was very pleased
that he consented and York agreed to this

sort of relationship.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Scar-

borough West.

Mr. S. Lewis (Scarborough West): Since

the Premier himself has indicated so force-

fully the branch-plant nature of Ontario's

economy today and on previous—

Hon. Mr. Davis: The member is now
reading something into what I said. I didn't

say that—

Mr. Lewis: I am? Did the Premier not say

the other day that, in effect, the dependence
of Ontario's economy on economic patterns
in the United States was such that we
should—

Hon. Mr. Davis: I didn't use "branch

plants" as the member did.

^r. Lewis: Oh, well, I'll use "branch

plants"; the Premier can use a euphemism.

May I ask the Premier, since he has recog-
nized the relationship between Ontario's

economy and that of the United States, does

he not think there is a certain degree of

urgency now, given the American predictions
about the automobile industry, the chemical

industry, the plastics industry, and all of the

likely repercussions for this country? So

can he promise us, before we adjourn, some
kind of review of secondary manufacturing in

Ontario, the likely decreases in productivity,
if any, and the contingency plans which this

government will then have?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, obviously I

can make no such promise because a part
of our assessment relates to what may or may
not happen in the United States. While there

have been certain statements made, certain

indications as to the initial effect on some

aspects of the American economy, I think

it would be premature to start drawing con-

clusions from them in a public way at this

particular moment.

I would only say to the leader of the New
Democratic Party that if he wishes to use

the term "branch plant" that is fine, but I

think it is also important to point out that

apart from the fact there are a number of

subsidiary companies here whose parents are

in the United States, there are a number who
are not subsidiaries but who are doing
business in the United States, which happens
to be one of our most significant customers.

Obviously, if there is a possible downturn
in the American economy, whether they are

related by way of subsidiary or not and we
happen to be selling into the United States,

that of course is something we have to take

into consideration.

The one thing that I am very anxious not
to do, Mr. Speaker, is to develop what we
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think may be problems without being rela-

tively sure—you can't be completely accurate

in a situation like this—and stimulate any
negative thinking that may not be necessary.
This to me is totally irresponsible.

Mr. Lewis: Well, that's why a confident

statement from the Premier would be good
for the province.

Hon. Mr. Davis: So, as I said to the

leader of the New Democratic Party, we will

do it when we are ready to do it. We are on

top of the situation to the extent a provincial

jurisdiction can be; and I should point out

that we were probably the first jurisdiction

in Canada that started to take this matter

seriously some months ago.

Mr. Lewis: Sure, you are on top of it.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Ahead of Manitoba and
Saskatchewan and British Columbia.

Mr. Lewis: We are the industrial heartland

of this country, it makes sense that we
respond.

Mr. Speaker: Order, order! There have
been four supplementaries on that question,
which I think is reasonable. I think four

are reasonable.

Mr. Lewis: I don't.

Mr. Speaker: All right, I'll concede—five

questions then. Go ahead.

Mr. Renwick: By way of supplementary
question to the Premier, using a phrase
which he will find much more congenial
than "branch-plant economy": In view of

the continentalist nature of the Canadian

economy, and in view of the fact that Dr.

Smith is now the head of the branch plant
of the Conference Board of America, which
is dedicated to the continentalist policy, will

the Premier make arrangements for con-

sultation to take place with Dr. Smith to

analyse the assumptions on which he based
his forecast, namely that the growth rate in

the United States in real terms will be 2.5

per cent in the coming year, and that his

whole sense of optimism falls by the wayside
if that is not maintained in the United States?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, if the mem-
ber for Riverdale is trying to make a speech
bringing into question the capacity of Dr.

Smith, let him do so. I can only say that if

the people here think there is merit in dis-

cussing these issues with Dr. Smith they will

do so. If they don't think there are any
pluses in doing it, they won't. While I recog-
nize the political philosophy being expressed

by the member for Riverdale, I would say
this: Certainly we are involved in a contin-

ental economic situation, but I would say
with great respect, if he could broaden his

horizon somewhat from time to time it goes

beyond the North American continent as well.

Mr. Lewis: The Premier is filled with in-

sights.

Hon. Mr. Davis: And the member knows it.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. Leader of the Op-
position.

YOUTH ASSISTANCE PROGRAMMES

Mr. R. F. Nixon: A question to the Minis-

ter without Portfolio: What is the purpose
of her continuing and severely critical attack

on the federal programme of OFY and LIP

grants? Is it designed to have those moneys
redirected simply for provincial use, or does

she really feel the government of Canada has

no right to be in this particular initiative?

She must certainly be aware that in her pre-
eminent position her words gave a tremen-

dous impact on the future of the programme.

Hon. M. Birch (Minister without Port-

folio): Mr. Speaker, I say to the Leader of the

Opposition, I hope that my words do have an

impact on the federal government, and I do

hope they will have consultation with pro-
vincial and local officials.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: A supplementary: Is the

minister not aware that these LIP grants ap-

parently are made in consultation with the

communities to be served? Is it not correct

that the grants are made on the recommenda-
tion of the locally-elected member—

Hon. A. Grossman (Minister of Revenue):

The local federal member?

Mr. R. F. Nixon: —together with the com-

mittee that he establishes?

An hon. member: No, no. It has nothing to

do with him.

Mr. J. E. Bullbrook (Sarnia): If that's the

member's knowledge of the situation, it gives
some idea of what he knows.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order.
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Hon. Mrs. Birch: Mr. Speaker, I am well

aware that there are committees that have
been set up to review the local applications
for LIP grants; but I'm also aware of the

great criticism of the way these committees

are formed and the membership of these

committees, as well as the review of some
of the LIP projects before they reach these

committees. I would just like to have more
consultation in this area as well.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: A supplementary: Is the

minister not aware that in her particular

position of special responsibility, the criticism

has to be considerably more than simply re-

flecting the prejudice of certain people who
are critical, as they might well be, of some
of the programmes; that it reflects unduly and

harshly on many of the excellent programmes,
and particularly on the many good young
people who have turned these programmes to

very, very good service in the community
and who don't deserve the kind of criticism

that has been coming from this particular

and very responsible and important source?

Hon. Mrs. Birch: Mr. Speaker, I think that

when I have spoken, and perhaps it has not

been included in the press reports, I have

expressed great admiration for many of the

projects. I have made that very clear. I

have them in my community.

Mr. E. R. Good (Waterloo North): That's

not what the minister was quoted as saying.

An hon. member: Don't believe everything

you read in the papers.

Mr. R. F. Ruston (Essex-Kent): That's not

what she has been saying—no way.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order. The hon. member for

Scarborough West.

Mr. Lewis: A supplementary: Since, by in-

advertence, the minister's remarks commend-
ing the good projects have not been widely
quoted, and since it would appear that her
remarks impugned the worth of all these

projects, could the minister tell us in the
House which of those LIP programmes and
OFY programmes that she and her associates

have found offensive? Can she name some of

them for us to give us an idea of what she

speaks?

Mr. J. R. Rhodes (Sault Ste. Marie): Read
the Sun.

Mr. J. R. Breithaupt (Kitchener): Or tell

us the ones that are good.

Hon. Mrs. Birch: Mr. Speaker, I don't see

much point in bringing to the attention of the

House some of those programmes, which, as

I'm sure the members are very much aware-

Mr. A. J. Roy (Ottawa East): Name just

one.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mrs. Birch: —which have received a

great deal of—

Mr. Speaker: Order.

Mr. Lewis: A supplementary: If the min-
ister is going to attack an entire programme,
does she not think she has an obligation to

name those examples in LIP or OFY which
she and her cabinet colleagues find so per-

sonally offensive? How else can we give
credit to what she is saying?

Hon. Mrs. Birch: Mr. Speaker, as I say, I

don't feel I should bring to the attention of

the House any more of the programmes that

I do find very offensive-

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mrs. Birch: —but I—

Mr. Lewis: Then don't talk about it so

wilfully. What a frivolous business this is.

Mr. Speaker: Order. The hon. member for

Waterloo North has a supplementary.

Mr. Good: A supplementary question of

the minister: Has the minister ever been
called upon by a group in her riding or in

adjacent ridings to endorse a programme that

is seeking support under the LIP or OFY
programmes?

Hon. Mrs. Birch: Yes, Mr. Speaker, I have.

Mr. Speaker: There have been four sup-

plementaries, which is a reasonable number.

Mr. Good: And she has endorsed this pro-

gramme?

Mr. Speaker: The hon. Leader of the Op-
position—

Hon. Mrs. Birch: Many of the programmes.

Mr. Roy: Let her tell us of one she en-

dorsed.

Mr. V. M. Singer (Downsview): It just

makes a good speech, that's all. The matter
is irrelevant.

Mr. Speaker: Order. The hon. member for

Scarborough West.
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ONTARIO PENSIONERS' ASSISTANCE

Mr. Lewis: I have a question of the

Premier. Would the Premier withdraw Bill

196 and substitute for it a guaranteed mini-

mum income for senior citizens in the prov-
ince?

Hon. Mr. Davis: No, Mr. Speaker, we don't

intend to withdraw Bill 196.

Mr. Lewis: Thank you.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: A supplementary: Can
the Premier verify to the House that there

will be an announcement on this matter that

has been discussed in the Legislature, per-

taining to pension levels in this province, be-

fore the end of the Legislature, or before the

end of the year?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I think the

minister answered that very specifically at

the end of last week, when he indicated

there were reassessments going on with re-

spect to the level of payments to certain

groups within our society. Obviously if it

were to take effect by Jan. 1, it would have
to be done fairly soon. To say it will be done,
in fact, by the time we recess for the Christ-

mas holiday, Mr. Speaker, I can't give that

undertaking; but certainly the matter is un-
der close current review at this moment.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: A supplementary:
Wouldn't it be part of the minister's re-

sponsibility and the Premier's responsibility
to make the announcement so that it could
be discussed in this House? After all, it con-
cerns us all. We will be expected to vote the

money, or at least half the money, that will

fund the programme.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I am sure
whether the announcement is made tomor-
row or three weeks hence, if the member
wishes to have something to say about it

there will be ample opportunities to do so,
and I am sure he will try to seize upon them.
It may be that if certain changes take place
he will, unlike his custom, recognize the very
positive nature of the programmes of this

government and say something in support of
it.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Why don't we do public
business here?

Mr. Lewis: The bill is atrocious.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Went-
worth.

Mr. I. Deans (Wentworth): A supplement-
ary question: Is the Premier saying that the
Minister of Community and Social Services

(Mr. Brunelle), is conducting a review of the

pension levels of those who have retired in

the Province of Ontario, with an eye to pro-

viding them with a minimum income?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I did not

say that.

Mr. Deans: No, I didn't think the Premier
said it.

Hon. Mr. Davis: I said, and the minister

said, that there were reviews taking place
with respect to the support levels of various

groups in the Province of Ontario, which is

an ongoing situation with respect to the poli-
cies of this government, and that there could

possibly be some announcement as it affects

some groups relatively soon.

Mr. Lewis: Well, that is just unacceptable.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Downs-

Mr. Singer: Mr. Speaker, by way of supple-

mentary; in view of what the Premier ap-

pears to have in mind—and it is a little diffi-

cult to extract from his circumlocution what
his ideas are—

Hon. Mr. Davis: It all depends on the

member's capacity to understand.

Mr. Singer: —would he not be prepared to

withdraw the iniquitous Bill 196, which
throws this $50 bribe at people in need, and

give us the new pension legislation which
will go somewhat along the line of the rea-

soned amendment put forth by my leader?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I recognize
the politics being played by the member for

Downsview.

Mr. D. C. MacDonald (York South): What
does the Premier think Bill 196 is?

Mr. Lewis: That is cheap. What does the
Premier think the $50 is? How dare he say
that?

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order.

Hon. Mr. Davis: I would say, Mr. Speaker,
the members opposite-

Mr. Lewis: We know what the government
will do in 1975 right on the eve of the elec-

tion. This is the most cynical government
around.
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Mr. Speaker: Order.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Members opposite surely-

must be aware of the policies of this govern-
ment that have taken into account the social

and economic needs of the citizens of On-

tario? We intend to look after them.

Mr. Lewis: A more cynical group could

not be imagined.

Hon. Mr. Davis: If the member for Downs-
view and the other members opposite wish

to vote against this payment, then so be it.

That is their responsibility.

Mr. Lewis: We will vote against the bill.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Well, go ahead.

Mr. Singer: We are going to vote for the

reasoned amendment. Just watch.

Mr. M. Cassidy (Ottawa Centre): As a fur-

ther supplementary, Mr. Speaker: Granted
the Premier will not look at the reasoned

amendment from this side, will he undertake

to delay Bill 196 for a day or so until he
has consulted with his own caucus, given the

evidence that so many of his own caucus are

unhappy with the bill and want it changed?

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I would only

say that the caucus of this party, unlike the

caucuses across the House, are, by and large,
in support of government policy when it

comes into this House, and I expect will be

supporting it for second reading of this bill.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order.

Mr. Lewis: If the government had a free

vote it would lose.

Hon. E. A. Winkler (Chairman Manage-
ment Board of Cabinet) : No way.

Mr. Speaker: Order. The bill is still before
the House and there have been four supple-

mentary questions, which I think is reason-

able in the circumstances.

ASSISTANCE TO PUBLISHING
INDUSTRY

Mr. Lewis: I have a question of the Pre-

mier, Mr. Speaker. What is the Premier going
to do to rescue the Canadian textbook pub-
lishing industry, whose difficulty was rather

eloquently attested to in the brief presented
publicly yesterday?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, the prob-
lems of the Canadian textbook industry are

complex. The government has undertaken,

through the Ministry of Education, the es-

tablishment of a learning materials fund of

some $1.25 million, which I don't regard as

being insignificant in spite of some of the

criticisms that have been made.

The ministry has developed, over the years,
Circular 14. It is interesting to note—and I

think I am right in this—that about 92 per
cent of the authors of the books authorized in

Circular 14 are Canadian; which means only

eight per cent, according to my mathematics,

represent foreign authors, which I don't think

is an unusual balance in the field of educa-

tion.

In fact, I think Ontario's record of having
textbooks within the school system authored

by Ontario and Canadian authors as a source

of origin, probably is outstanding on this

continent. I happen to know a little bit

about it. The problem facing the textbook

industry per se, as divorced from the publish-

ing industry, relates to a number of factors,

one of the factors being that the ministry has

moved away from conditional grants relating

to textbooks.

I think it is also fair to state that there

is a longer life span for a textbook today,

compared to seven or eight years ago when
there were earmarked grants for the pur-
chase. I think it is fair to state that more

students today are taking care of their books

and at the price they are paying, there is a

tendency to market them to the next class a

year afterwards.

I think it is also fair to state—and this is

one of the problems and one of the reasons

the Minister of Education has taken, I think,

a very progressive approach to Canadian

learning materials—that we are moving away
to a certain extent from the traditional form

of textbook; and that the teachers of this

province, and I think properly so, are relating

some of their course instruction to the use

of materials that are not found in an author-

ized text. This is happening as it relates to

the publishing industry all over the world,

so that we are not relying on the textbook

in that sense of the word.

As far as the government is concerned,

we have adopted the basic recommendations

in the royal commission report. I don't really

care what Mr. Clarke said at his press con-

ference yesterday. We have in fact.

We adopted the interim recommendation,
as it related to the publishing industry gener-

ally and to distribution. On the two main
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aspects: Concerning increased support for

Canadian authors, we are in the process of

doing this. As far as support to the textbook

development aspect is concerned, we are also

in the process of doing this.

The commission, as I recall it, recom-
mended the possibility of going to an ear-

marked or special grant. I'm not going to get
into a debate in this House, or a lengthy one,
as to whether that would in fact solve the

problem. But if by doing that, all that is

achieved is to put more funds into the pub-
lishers' hands, on a fictional basis, with dis-

economies, if that is a proper word, to the

school system, then I say with respect a

better solution has to be found.

I think it is also fair to state there has

been a substantial increase in Canadian pub-
lications on Circular 14 in the past number
of years, a major increase in percentage
terms. I think it is also fair to state that

the total expenditure on textbooks has stabi-

lized in the last three or four years. There
are probably four or five new firms in the

publishing business, so that the total amount
of money being expended is now being
divided by a larger number of publishers.

Mr. Speaker, I don't want to take a great
deal of time to debate this. I happen to know
a wee bit about it, and I say that we are

meeting, by and large, the recommendations
of the report. No government in this country
has made a more conscientious effort to see

that there are Canadian authors and that

the publishing industry remains Canadian.

That doesn't mean there aren't problems yet
to be solved, but I'm relatively confident that

we can do it.

Mr. F. Laughren (Nickel Belt): A supple-
mentary of the Premier: Rather than giving
us an analysis of what the problems are in

the book publishing industry, would the

Premier perhaps indicate why he has not

implemented probably the major recom-
mendation of the final report of the com-

mission, namely the establishment of the

Ontario Book Publishing Board, with a budget
to begin with of $1 million which would, in

a meaningful way, market Canadian publish-

ing across the Province of Ontario?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I think the

hon. member probably has misread the report.
I say that with great respect.

The establishment of a separate board is

not going to solve the problem. The question
of the amount of resource obviously is in-

volved. The press conference that was held

yesterday related to the one aspect, which

is the textbook publishing side. The recom-

mendation in the report for $1 million did

not relate to support for the textbook in-

dustry; it related to the publishing industry
as a whole.

We have decided as a matter of govern-
ment policy—a policy incidentally that I think

will be generally well received by the pub-

lishing industry—that rather than to set up
another board or a separate organization, we
will increase the funding through the Ontario

Arts Council, which in turn will make the

distribution to the industry itself.

I am going only by memory again, but I

think the initial allocation, or increase in

allocation, will be in the neighbourhood of

$500,000, which I admit is less than $1

million.

I say that related to the textbook industry,
the hon. member has not really put his finger
on the essence of the problem or the essence

of the recommendation in the report. I say
with respect he should reread it.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Supplementary: Isn't it

true that the funding of that programme
through the Arts Council is inadequate in the

number of dollars, and probably inadequate
in the machinery that is made available?

Since there is one person in charge and he's

got to deal with films and other areas, that

in fact it is sloughing off the responsibility of

the administration of a policy which could

be important, on an ancillary arm of govern-
ment which simply can't do that particular

job.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I think we
are talking about two separate issues here

again. First, is the administration; and I

would say to the Leader of the Opposition
that as far as personnel are concerned there

will be no problem having sufficient person-

nel for the allocation of whatever the govern-
ment feels, in its list of priorities, it can do.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: It won't take long to

allocate that much money.

Hon. Mr. Davis: I think the other question
is the amount. Certainly the government
would like to provide more, and perhaps as

we go through the budgeting process for the

next fiscal year we may be able to be in a

position to do something more—although I

say once again that doesn't solve the problem
of the textbook side of it.

I would also say that I think probably a

better route to go than being hung up on the

question of a separate board, is to establish

some better communication on an ongoing
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basis between the industry and government.
In fact, Mr. Speaker, I would inform the

House that there have been two or three pre-

liminary discussions on this basis of an on-

going group from government and the

industry to tackle these problems on a day-

to-day basis. This, I think, perhaps will be

more helpful than whether we get hung up
and whether there are X number of people

allocating the moneys that we provide.

Mr. Laughren: A supplementary, Mr.

Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: All right.

Mr. Laughren: Is it not safe to say that

when the anticipated $1.75 million that the

Premier felt would be realized by the imposi-
tion of a sales tax was not realized, that they
made a hard-headed fiscal decision to scuttle

the major recommendations of the final

report?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I think it is

fair to state to the hon. member that he is

not safe in assuming that, because that

factually is not the case.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Scar-

borough West.

Mr. Lewis: The Premier seems to know

something about this subject. It must give
him pleasure.

Hon. Mr. Davis: There are one or two.

Mr. Lewis: There are one or two, he is

quite right.

Mr. Deans: Too bad he doesn't know much
about the plight of the elderly.

Hon. Mr. Davis: I would say, Mr. Speaker,
in answer to the question, if it is only one
or two, it is one or two more than the mem-
ber for Scarborough West.

Mr. Deans: Very clever. Original, too!

Mr. Lewis: Pity the Premier is not so well
informed about pensions; pity.

Interjections by hon. members.

PRICE DIFFERENCES IN
SEARS CATALOGUE

Mr. Lewis: A question, Mr. Speaker, of the
Minister of Consumer and Commercial-

Mr. J. E. Stokes (Thunder Bay): Relations.

Mr. Lewis: —Relations: Can the minister

explain to me why the Sears Craftsman

catalogue issued to residents in Windsor and
in Sudbury—identical in appearance back and
front—should show such constant discrepan-
cies in price for the various products offered?

Such as: Various power tools, one offered at

$449 in Sudbury, $10 less in Windsor; and
a whole range of items $10, $15, $20 more
in Sudbury than in Windsor. Why this

discrepancy?

Mr. C. E. Mcllveen (Oshawa): They are

on sale in Windsor.

Mr. Singer: Answer it right away.

Mr. Mcllveen: It's a sale catalogue.

Hon. J. T. Clement ( Minister of Consumer
and Commercial Relations): Mr. Speaker, I

don't know about the contents of the partic-

ular catalogue to which the hon. leader of the

NDP makes reference, but I do know from

the marketing policies of the various major
retailers in this province, they do have geo-

graphic areas with price changes being re-

flected in those different geographic areas. I

would assume there are different components
taken into consideration, such as perhaps in-

creased transportation costs, distance from the

manufacturing site-

Mr. W. Ferrier (Cochrane South): Both

cities are the same distance from Toronto.

Mr. Deans: How about the other products?

Hon. Mr. Clement: —the availability of the

product and so on. I don't know the contents

of that particular catalogue, but I do know
those practices do occur.

Mr. Renwick: We just asked whether the

minister was aware of it. We were asking
whether he was aware of it, not the reasons.

The reasons are equally specious.

Mr. Lewis: Supplementary if I may, Mr.

Speaker: Could the minister launch an in-

vestigation of this kind of pricing practice,

perhaps under the Consumer Protection Act,

given the fact that the distances are relatively
the same from point of manufacture, given
the fact that clearly this company is taking

advantage of a captive market and again

socking it to northern Ontario, as seems to

be the pattern in everything else in every
other area in this province?

Hon. Mr. Clement: I don't concede for

a moment that anybody is socking it to

northern Ontario.
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Mr. E. W. Martel (Sudbury East): Oh
nonsense!

Mr. Ferrier: He never would.

Hon. Mr. Clement: You see, we don't

get too excited about catalogues where I

come from, Mr. Speaker, we are farm boys
down there and we have other uses for

them. I would undertake, however, to com-
municate with Simpsons-Sears and find out

what the policy is and pass it on to mem-
bers.

Mr. Breithaupt: Be careful that the price

changes don't rub off!

Mr. Martel: Mr. Speaker, a supplementary
question: If the minister, as he has said,

indicates that possibly transportation is part
of the increased cost to northern Ontario,

why is it that many of the items are the

same, both in the Windsor area and Sud-

bury area, and there are differentials on
other items. Isn't the transportation cost the

same on all items?

Hon. Mr. Clement: I have no way of

answering the question. I just don't know.

Maybe the hon. member might await receipt
of the information. I have already conveyed
to his leader that I will obtain this informa-

tion from Simpsons-Sears and find out just

what the rationale is on an item. I am sorry,

was it Simpsons-Sears?

Mr. Martel: Sears.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Essex-

Kent was first.

POWER LINE HEARINGS

Mr. Ruston: Mr. Speaker, I have a ques-
tion of the Minister of the Environment.
Can the minister tell me why they did not
have an environmental hearing on the pro-

posed installation of a new Hydro line in

western Ontario through Kent and Essex
counties?

Hon. J. A. C. Auld (Minister of the

Environment): Mr. Speaker, as the hon.

member knows, there is no provision in the

Environmental Protection Act at the moment
to have a hearing for anything other than a

sewage works, lagoon or a sanitary landfill

site.

As a matter of fact, I read a letter this

morning from a legal firm asking for an
environmental hearing. We called the firm

this morning, because I think another hearing

that is taking place was adjourned until to-

day, to say that this was the situation. There

is presently a green paper that we are looking

at, on the question of environmental assess-

ment, but at the present time there is no

legislation that would require or even per-

mit that.

Mr. Ruston: Supplementary, is the minister

aware that in some areas where Hydro power
is in and gas lines have been put on ad-

joining property, or in the same property,
that there is voltage going down into the

gasoline?

Mr. Roy: The minister didn't know that?

He didn't know that?

Hon. Mr. Auld: I must say I am very
interested to get this engineering advice from

the hon. member—is the gas lighting up?

Mr. Ruston: Well, I didn't think the

minister would answer my question by ask-

ing, "Is the gas lighting up?" I thought he

would be a little more serious, and I am
sorry he took the attitude. But I was won-

dering: Is the minister contemplating any

change in regulations to allow for a hearing
on future Hydro lines?

Hon. Mr. Auld: Mr. Speaker, the hon.

member perhaps is aware that Hydro has now
adopted a policy of having public hearings
about alternatives for its transmission lines

and other projects. As a matter of fact, the

line to which the hon. member refers, as

I recall, is twinning an existing line. I

assume there would not be any further

problems in the future than there have been
in the past, which to my knowledge is nil.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Sud-

bury.

INCO SMELTER STACK AT SUDBURY

Mr. M. C. Germa (Sudbury): Mr. Speaker,
a question of the Minister of the Environ-

ment: I would ask him if he is aware of the

concern expressed by people in North Bay
and Parry Sound as a result of the con-

struction of the 1,250-foot chimney in Sud-

bury; and what extra or special steps has

he taken to ensure that the disaster which

happened to Sudbury does not happen to

North Bay and Parry Sound and other areas

within the emission radius?

Hon. Mr. Auld: Mr. Speaker, I am aware
of the concern that was expressed in that

area at the time the new stack of Inco's was

put into operation.
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I think the hon. member is aware that we
are in the process of testing the stack and

having equipment installed in the stack which

will indicate the actual emissions rather than

the emissions calculated from what goes in

the furnace.

To my knowledge there is no major prob-

lem downwind or in the area covered by the

stack plume under certain atmospheric con-

ditions. What has happened is, of course,

that there is greater dispersal of the S02

and particulate that used to fall right in Sud-

bury; as well as some reduction because of

the steps that have been taken by the plants

there.

The only thing I can say is that we have

been flying the plume. We made an extensive

investigation this past summer and we are

continuing this, along with some additional

research about fall-out, sulphuric acid and

some of the other related problems.

Mr. Germa: Supplementary, Mr. Speaker:
I would ask the minister would it not be

prudent for him to put in some monitoring
devices in a 100-mile radius from this chim-

ney to ensure this disaster doesn't spread to a

100-mile circle?

Hon. Mr. Auld: Mr. Speaker, there are

some photographs from a satellite that in-

dicate that under certain conditions that

plume gets down over northern Michigan. I

am also aware there is presently concern in

Europe about emissions going from the Unit-

ed Kingdom over to Scandinavia.

Mr. Deans: Well, we don't have any juris-

diction. Funnily enough.

Hon. Mr. Auld: I don't know that there

would be anything to be gained by adding to

the monitoring we presently do in North

Bay and in other parts of the province at

this point in time.

Mr. Laughrem Supplementary, Mr. Speak-
er: Would the minister not agree that per-

haps one of the best monitoring systems
would be the establishment of the head
office of the air management branch within

the radius of that plume.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Rhodes: In northern Michigan.

Hon. Mr. Auld: Well, Mr. Speaker, I know
the great interest of the hon. member in

establishing the whole ministry in Sudbury,
as a matter of fact, but I think the real ques-
tion is where the monitors are, not where the

people who read them are.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Huron-
Bruce.

JURY SELECTION

Mr. M. Gaunt (Huron-Bruce): Mr. Speaker,
I have a question of the Attorney General.

Does the Attorney General believe that the

new method of selecting jurors is an efficient

and effective procedure, in view of the fact

that many people in the country home at

Huronview were sent jury notices and that a

nine-year-old boy is also one of the prospec-
tive jurors?

Mr. Lewis: His judgement may be better

than some adults.

Mr. Singer: It's the new LIP programme.

Mr. Deans: A baby has been chosen in

Hamilton. He probably voted Conservative in

the last election.

Hon. D. A. Bales (Attorney General): Mr.

Speaker, if the member would look at the

form, those names are taken directly off the

assessment roles—a nine-year-old certainly

should not be there. But one answers the

question and sends back the form and the

matter is dealt with and finalized.

Mr. Gaunt: I am sorry, Mr. Speaker. I must

say I didn't hear the last part of the Attorney
General's answer.

Mr. Lewis: Send back the form.

Hon. Mr. Bales: What I was saying to

the member is that he should look at the

form that is sent to the individual. There is a

place to check off the information. The age is

asked there, or the date of birth, and it be-

comes clear as to whether they are eligible or

not. They simply return it to the sheriff and

then they will be deleted from those who are

possibly selected.

Mr. Gaunt: Supplementary, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: The time for questions has

expired.

Petitions.

Presenting report.

Hon. Mr. Welch tabled the report of the

Ontario Housing Corp., the Ontario Student

Housing Corp. and Housing Corp. Ltd. for

the year ending Dec. 31, 1972.

Mr. Cassidy: Congratulations, he got it in

before the estimates and not after. First one

this year.
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Hon. R. Welch (Provincial Secretary for

Social Development and Minister of Housing):

Housing action.

Mr. Speaker: Motions.

Introduction of bills.

REGIONAL MUNICIPALITY OF
HAMILTON-WENTWORTH ACT

Hon. Mr. White moves first reading of bill

intituled, An Act to amend the Regional Mu-
nicipality of Hamilton-Wentworth Act, 1973.

Motion agreed to; first reading of the bill.

Hon. J. White (Treasurer, Minister of Eco-
nomics and Intergovernmental Affairs): Mr.

Speaker, this bill makes provision for the

continuation of retirement benefits for em-
ployees of the city of Hamilton. Amendments
also provide for the regulation of the open-
ing up or establishment of local roads that

intersect with regional roads, and the dispo-
sition of applications for consent by the land
division committee.

The Act is also amended to provide for the

transfer of assets and liabilities of certain

functions taken over by the regional cor-

poration, and sets out the terms for retire-

ment of members of the regional police force.

The legislation authorizes the region to

charge special rates for water services to the

area municipalities and makes provision for

those area municipalities to raise the neces-

sary amounts of money. Another amendment
contains additional provision for the continua-

tion of benefits for certain municipal em-

ployees on the date they were transferred to

the regional corporation.

This bill will be taken through the legisla-
tive process by my parliamentary assistant,

the member for York East (Mr. Meen).

MINISTRY OF COLLEGES AND
UNIVERSITIES ACT

Mr. Laughren moves first reading of bill

intituled, An Act to amend the Ministry of

Colleges and Universities Act, 1971.

Motion agreed to; first reading of the bill.

Mr. Laughren: Mr. Speaker, the purpose
of this bill is to include a student and a

faculty member on the board of governors
of each college of applied arts and tech-

nology.

Mr. Speaker: Orders of the day.

THIRD READING

The following bill was given third reading
upon motion.

Bill 223, An Act to amend the City of

Timmins-Porcupine Act, 1972.

Clerk of the House: The sixth order; re-

suming the adjourned debate on the amend-
ment to the motion for second reading of

Bill 196, An Act to provide Assistance to

Ontario Pensioners.

ONTARIO PENSIONERS' ASSISTANCE
ACT

(concluded)

Mr. J. R. Breithaupt (Kitchener): Mr.

Speaker, when we adjourned our debate last

evening, there had been some 22 speakers on
this bill, two of them on behalf of the

government and 10 each on behalf of the

opposition parties. I think most of the com-

plaints, comments and statements have now
been made, and that really it is a matter,

hopefully, of repeating, at least briefly on

my part, some of the reasons why I believe

this bill must be opposed.

The national Minister of Energy, Mines
and Resources has been called a Grinch these

last few days. I really think that our provin-
cial Treasurer (Mr. White) resembles the

Grinch much more closely.

Mr. A. J. Roy (Ottawa East): Yes, he does.

Mr. Breithaupt: Much more closely. I don't

know whether he posed for Dr. Seuss, but
the illustrations seem to bear a great resem-

blance to the minister from London South.

Ontario's Grinch in this case is not so much

stealing as he is giving something of very
little value.

One would have thought, in these last

dozen or so hours, that various members of

the House and of the cabinet might have

reconsidered, because I am quite sure that

every one of us in this House has probably

spent more than $50 since yesterday. We
have spent it buying some new clothing or

having the car fixed or buying some booze;
or doing all sorts of other things that we
are able to do because our incomes are much

higher than those of many other people in

the province. And whereas we have spent
that $50-

Mr. J. E. Bullbrook (Sarnia): Let the mem-
ber for Lambton take inventory. It is more
than $50.
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Mr. L. C. Henderson (Lambton): We aren't

all lawyers.

Mr. Breithaupt: No, we aren't all lawyers.

Some of us are much more prosperous, espe-

cially many of the members in the back rows

of the government benches.

An hon. member: Like hardware merchants.

Mr. Breithaupt: The hon. member for

Lambton, as the chief drain of the province,

surely is able to recognize that we are all

much better off than these people we have

been dealing with and that we have been

commenting upon.

There have been many financial comments
made over the history of this province. We
recall in the Thirties: "Not a five cent piece."
We recall in the Fifties: "What is $1 mil-

lion?" We recall in the Sixties: "The six

buck boys." Now we are recalling another

phrase, and a phrase which I think is going
to stick: "$50 Bill." That is the person who
is going to get an unfortunate name in this

province because of a lack of sensitivity in

the government he leads.

I said to the minister last evening, com-

menting upon the several cabinet ministers

who were in the House, that there were two

here particularly, and pretty well throughout
the debate. There were two cabinet ministers

present, the Minister of Revenue (Mr. Gross-

man) and the Minister of Community and

Social Services (Mr. Brunelle). The first man
knows where the money can come from, the

second man knows what the needs are. You
would think the Treasurer would comment
to those two men; finding out, in fact, what

we can afford.

Mr. Speaker, "$50 Bill" has told us that

this province can set various priorities and

we can do things. But it would appear that

we don't choose to do the things that are

really needed.

Other members of the House have com-
mented upon the brief of the Senior Citizens

of Ontario. We have commented upon the

reasoned amendment that my leader has

made, and that the member for Hamilton
Centre (Mr. Davison) has made, both of

them bringing valuable additions to make this

the kind of legislation we should have in this

province.

We have also commented, possibly much
too much, on the difference in lifestyles be-

tween the members of this House and the

people we are dealing with here. No matter
what our party label happens to be, I am
sure, Mr. Speaker, that you will agree with

us that every one of us has much more in

common from a financial ability standpoint

than these people who are going to be re-

ceiving a handout at Christmas time. And it

is only a handout. It is nothing, really, of

which we can be very proud.

As a result, Mr. Speaker, the members of

this party—and, I am sure, the members of

the New Democratic Party—are going to vote

against this bill. Not that we don't want to

help the pensioners, but what we are doing
is saying the minister is not helping them

enough. He is not helping them enough!

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Breithaupt: He is not doing what, in

his heart, he knows he should be doing. It's

not good enough.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. B. Gilbertson (Algoma): The member
doesn't want them to have the $50.

Hon. G. A. Kerr (Provincial Secretary for

Justice): They are voting against the $50.

Mr. Breithaupt: It's a small bill, Mr.

Speaker, one page. Yet we have had well

over 20 speakers comment upon this bill, and

I am sure there will be more as the afternoon

goes on. There are important principles at

stake, and these principles are what we think

we really should be doing for the people of

our province who cannot afford to help them-

selves. Every one of the members of this

House can help himself or herself—

Mr. Bullbrook: And the member for

Lambton will, he will!

Mr. Breithaupt: Every one of us has got
benefits. We are to receive, possibly, future

benefits in the next week or so; and they

may be deserved, they may not be; that's up
to the voters to decide eventually. But the

point is, we are in a peculiar position, a

position where no one else can do for us

what perhaps may be done, but a position

in which we can do for other people things

they cannot do for themselves.

What the minister is doing here as he

makes this payment, this payment that is

really unsatisfactory, is underlining again the

gap between decision and need.

The need is there; it is clear. This is only
a sop. It is not going to resolve the prob-

lem, and I feel it is not going to bring this

government the gratitude that it believes it

deserves. We have priorities that have to be
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set, and these priorities are dealt with in

this province with millions of dollars.

Let's recall, Mr. Speaker, that we dealt

with the estimates of two major departments—
the Ministry of Health and the Ministry of

Education—in a number of hours; tens of

hundreds of millions of dollars were dealt

with every hour on that basis.

The figures are here; we are told what the

cost will be, about $50 million. We are told

the numbers of people who are involved,
some 300,000 who are eligible—of course

many fewer are actually on old age assistance.

We know what the mechanics are, we
know what the economics are; and I wish
that we would know as well what the morals

of all this were. Because what we are doing
in offering this kind of payment is being

insulting. It is attempting to put a Band-Aid
on a problem of social need that is not going
to stick. Certainly it is not worthy of this

government, in a situation in Canada where
Ontario is supposed to lead the way.

An hon. member: Eventually, why not
now?

Mr. W. Ferrier (Cochrane South): Mr.

Speaker, I wish to make a few remarks about
the legislation that is now before us. It's a

very cynical piece of legislation. It leads me
to think the government can offer a $50

cheque and try to make the senior citizens of

this province feel: "Oh, what a wonderful

government we have. What great things they
are doing for us, giving us a $50 cheque at

Christmas time."

It's so inadequate to meet the needs of
the senior citizens of this province. As the

member for Lakeshore (Mr. Lawlor) pointed
out last night, it's a cynical kind of political

move that is being perpetrated on the senior

citizens of this province.

I happen to come from an area of the

province where a great many of the resi-

dents made their livelihood working in the

gold mines. The gold mines were far from
generous with their employees. They never
had any pension plan; they took the workers
and worked them for everything they could

get out of them; some of the men are dis-

abled with all kinds of lung conditions—
silicosis and this type of thing—and they are
retired from the mines without pension.

A lot of the people who are in the category
that will be receiving this $50 we are

talking about today, are people who retired

some time ago. With the kind of conditions

they raised their families under, and the

kind of expenses they had, they were not

able to put away savings. So they are de-

pendent upon old age security and the

supplement for the income they have to meet

today's rising prices and all the expenses
that come and are particular to senior citizens

—extra drug expenses, glasses and this kind

of thing.

The government, if it were putting its

priorities toward meeting the needs of the

people, and not building some monuments
and structures to its own years of office,

would reorder its priorities in such a way
as to make sure that at least the people who
have made a significant contribution to the

life of this province over 70 years, or 80

years in a number of cases, would be able to

live with sufficient income to provide dignity
and self-respect to their remaining years.

The amendments that have been suggested
in the amounts of $209 on a monthly basis

are far superior to this bill that we are

being asked to vote upon here. It's a ques-
tion of $50—a one-shot deal—at Christmas

time, or an adequate amount of money to

live on throughout the whole year.

Surely the needs of our senior citizens

should be looked after in an equivalent way
to those in British Columbia. That province
has responded to the needs of the senior

citizens there, and has brought in a pro-

gramme and had it in operation for some
time. We are the wealthiest province in all

of Canada. We should be leading in this

regard, rather than coming in with a cynical

piece of legislation that tries to bribe the

senior citizens with a $50 cheque at

Christmas time.

It is grossly inadequate; it is an insult

to the people who have struggled and built

this country and this province to the state

that it is in, and have needs that are great
because of inflation and the rising cost of

living. They should be getting considerably
more-at least $209-and not this little bit

that is before us in this bill.

I say that the gold miners and the people
who worked in the bush and developed
northern Ontario and eked out a life, did

their best and struggled hard, many times

with sickness in their families. They had to

pay doctors' bills and hospital bills, and
used up all their savings and were left with
little else. They should be compensated
for their contribution to this province by
some decent amount of money on a monthly
basis.

The precedent has been set in British

Columbia; there is not any reason at all
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that we cannot do the same thing here in

Ontario. I say the amendment suggested

by the hon. member for Hamilton Centre

offers a much better solution to the prob-
lem than this bill does, and the Liberal

amendment is much better than this thing.

So I say, Mr. Speaker, that I am going
to support my colleagues in voting against

this bill, not that I'm against $50; I'm glad
to see they're getting something-

Mr. Gilbertson: Then why doesn't he vote

for it?

Mr. Ferrier: But compared to what should

be done, this is an insult and I cannot accept
an insult to the senior citizens of this prov-
ince. I'm not going to get up and make
the kind of speech that was made by the

member for Algoma, saying that the children

should look after the old folks.

Mr. Gilbertson: There are a lot of chil-

dren who would feel it a privilege to look

after their parents.

Mr. Ferrier: Young people today have a

hard time providing for their families, but

they do a lot of things for their parents.
Ill tell you this; there are not very many
parents who want to be dependent upon
their children. They want to have a sense

of independence in these years, the same

way as they had it when they were growing
up. That kind of response that came from
the member for Algoma last night was more
than inadequate.

Mr. E. W. Martel (Sudbury East): It was
a disgrace—he's still living in the nineteenth

century.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Downs-
view.

Mr. V. M. Singer (Downsview): Mr.

Speaker, I noticed a rather unusual thing
this afternoon, at least for this House and
this Premier (Mr. Davis). He began to lose

his cool when being questioned about pro-
visions for pensions. He began to think that

some of us might have been talking politi-

cally when we suggested that, in view of

the fact that he was indicating some kind
of a review, and possibly a change in

the pension system, that he should withdraw
this Act and bring in the pension changes
right away. The Premier, for some peculiar

reason, began to snarl something about

political motives.

Now, if ever there was anything politically

designed, if there was ever any obvious politi-

cal ploy two years before an election, the

Christmas gift to Ontario pensioners is that

kind of a phoney document. It's really patron-

izing pap, Mr. Speaker, and there is no better

way to describe it.

In this, the richest province in Canada; in

this, the time of its greatest prosperity; in

this, the time of the most inflationary eco-

nomic cycle we've ever seen: What does this

beneficent government do to its old people
who cannot look after themselves? It's going
to give them $50 for Christmas, pat them on
the head and say: "Go away and don't bother

us. We're going to give you $50."

Mr. Speaker, it is a disgrace. It is a dis-

grace because in this kind of economic life

in which we live, Mr. Speaker, we all know
how many people there are who are com-

pletely unable to look after themselves and
how important it is that the government do

something about it. When they bring in Bill

196, it is an obvious insult to the people who
are going to be affected; and it is an obvi-

ous insult to all of the other people of the

Province of Ontario.

The government should be ashamed. The
Premier should be ashamed—and it was get-

ting to him today. The Treasurer should be

ashamed and all of his colleagues should be

ashamed, because this is miserable legisla-

tion. Surely, Mr. Speaker, it is important that

we begin to think about the kind of reasoned

amendment put forward by the hon. member
for Hamilton Centre.

This is the kind of thinking that has to be
done in connection with this important prob-

lem, and it is not sufficient for the day that

the Premier, on his hurried exit from the

House this afternoon, said:

"Yes, it's a serious matter; and yes, we're

hopefully going to do something. Yes, maybe
it will start on Jan. 1; but don't any of you
miserable people in the opposition make any

suggestions about doing it more quickly.

Don't any of you make any suggestions that

we're motivated by anything except the pur-
est thoughts when we bring in Bill 196, be-

cause then you're being political."

Well I say, Mr. Speaker, it's not going to

be with delight that I will vote against this

bill. It's going to be with great sorrow. It's

going to be with great sorrow because this

government has not been able to see fit, in

a budget of $7.25 billion or $7.5 billion, to

do something somewhat reasonable for the old

people.

I think, Mr. Speaker, it is indefensible. And
many government members must realize it's

indefensible, because they're not defending
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it. Two members, two backbench Tories have

spoken on it.

And it's interesting that the member for

Algoma said young people should look after

old people. Certainly that's a good motive,
and in some places it's practical and certain

groups of our community are able to do it.

What we are talking about are the hundreds
of thousands of people who don't have child-

ren to look after them, who aren't able to

look after themselves; whom the commun-
ity has, in fact, discarded, and to whom this

government says: "We will give you $50 for

Christmas, if you will only go away and
don't bother us."

That is, in fact, what the government is

doing. I say it is a disgrace, Mr. Speaker,
and I say that is why my colleagues and I

are going to vote against this bill.

Not with glee and not even with anger,
but with sorrow that this government is so

insensitive and so unfeeling that it believes

this is a progressive step. It is a retrograde
step. It bespeaks their arrogance, and it should
not become a part of the legislation of the

Province of Ontario.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for River-
dale.

Mr. J. A. Renwick (Riverdale): Mr. Speaker,
I wish to speak briefly on the bill, and in a
rather saddened mood, because quite obvi-

ously the government is obdurate about what
it is going to do in forcing this bill through
at this time, without giving it the immediate
reconsideration which has been called for by
the Liberal Party and by this party, as evi-

denced by the two reasoned amendments
which appear on the order paper.

I have never been one who worries par-
ticularly about the technicality of the amend-
ments. The thrust of the two reasoned amend-
ments are that there should be continuing,
adequate, minimum annual income payable
on a monthly basis available to the pensioners
in the province.

My criticisms are really threefold. One is

the government has been highly selective in

the sense of the definition of the group of

persons who are going to receive that benefit.

That point has been made. It touches upon
the question of the sensitivity of the govern-
ment, because it is quite simple to use a flat

simple test to make out awards to those per-
sons who are in receipt of guaranteed income
supplement.

That totally disregards the kind of sensi-

tivity which on occasion is evidenced by the

Ministry of Community and Social Services,

which has a much better conception of the

extent to which there is need in the province
and the group of persons, if the government
is going to select that particular age group,
who should, in addition to those receiving

guaranteed income supplements, receive the

benefit of this particular award.

The second matter which is of great con-

cern to me is that the government seems not

to appreciate the points which were made
by Prof. Maslove in his study about the pat-
tern of taxation in Canada, referrable spe-

cifically to the Province of Ontario.

I refer to the taxation system because it

is the Treasurer of the province who is intro-

ducing this bill. It is the Treasurer of the

province that is expressing this method of

making an expenditure in particular assistance

to a particular limited group of people on a

once-and-for-all basis. It is almost as if it

should have been included in his budget and
is now being brought in as an afterthought
to the budget. That accounts for a great deal

of the rigidity of the Treasurer's assessment

of what the problem is. That is why this sort

of "shinplaster" treatment is being given to

the senior citizens of the Province of Ontario

on this very limited and selective basis.

I want to quote only the two or three per-
tinent parts of Prof. Maslove's study. He says,

"that the lowest income groups actually pay
more to government than they receive in in-

come before governmental transfer payments,
such as family and youth allowances, unem-

ployment insurance payments, old age secur-

ity, and guaranteed income supplements, di-

rect relief payments and the like."

Then it goes on to say that the study

shows that when Canadian families are rank-

ed by income the lowest 20 per cent receive

four per cent of total income and half of this

is in the form of transfer payments. The
richest 20 per cent receive 45 per cent of the

total.

When one narrows that down further, at

the extreme the lowest five per cent of fam-

ilies receive much less than one per cent of

total income, however measured; whereas the

highest five per cent receive more than 15

per cent.

I think the statements speak for them-

selves, and I think, Mr. Speaker, all of us in

the House are just simply saddened and con-

cerned. I am quite certain that regardless of

the need for the Tory caucus to express the

support of the government, they feel the

same way we do, that this bill is not only

inadequate but it is a reflection of the total

incapacity of the government to indicate that
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this is an interim measure until they can

move to fulfil the very reasonable require-

ments set out in the reasoned amendment of

my colleague, the member for Hamilton Cen-

tre, and the reasoned amendment of the

Leader of the Opposition.

It shows very clearly they are not prepared
to couple it with a direct statement that it is

the plan of the government to provide a mini-

mum annual income to those persons in the

Province of Ontario who are not able be-

cause of age to engage in the economic life

of the province and have not been able, be-

cause of the times in which they grew up, to

make the kind of provision for the future,

which perhaps under existing laws and regu-

lations is able to be made either privately,

personally or through the Canada Pension

Plan.

My last comment really relates to the

group of people we are talking about. With-

out trying to draw a profile of those persons,

for practical purposes we are talking about

the people who were born between 1883 and

1908. If we look at the kind of world in

which those persons lived and the period of

time during which they led their adult lives,

there was a lack of government programmes
and of the need to make certain that there

were financial provisions available for peo-

ple. We must also recognize that educational

opportunity, as the Minister of Education (Mr.

Wells) said quite recently, simply was not

available beyond the most elementary level

to people in the Province of Ontario and in

the other parts of the world where many

people came from to make their contributions

to Canada throughout their lives.

These are the people who went through I

don't know how many depressions, but they

certainly went through the major serious de-

pression for about 10 years. Most of them

suffered some kind of economic consequences,

apart from personal loss and suffering in the

two world wars. And many of them, in the

very years in which they might have been

able to make some adequate provision for

themselves, were subjected to the hazards of

unemployment. They were subjected to the

hazards of the lowest-paying jobs in the

economy. They were subjected to the hazards

of the kind of life that used to be lived by
most of the people in the Province of Ontario.

We tend to be bemused by our own

slogans about the province being the province
of equal opportunity, but it is quite true that

in a wealthy province such as Ontario, for

those who came here and were born in the

period from 1883 to 1908, it wasn't that easy.
It wasn't that simple. There weren't that

many supportive programmes to assist them.

Many of the basic things that had to be done
in this economy under very difficult situations

were undertaken by the group of persons to

whom we are now giving, as I have said, this

"shin plaster" of $50, without any forward
commitment by the government as to what

they are going to do.

Mr. Speaker, as I say, I am saddened and
I am chastened by the bill, because it simply
shows what the Tory government will do in

this kind of a situation. We thought they had

given up the Social Credit kick of handing
out X number of dollars by way of cheque.
We thought they had moved to a continuing

programme of assistance to persons, over and
above the allowance through the system of

tax credits.

We thought that the government, consider-

ing the wealth of this province, were going
to provide the kind of funds which would
enable everyone who is not able to partake
in the economic life of this province to have
a guaranteed minimum income. The guaran-
teed minimum income that we thought on a

most conservative basis—and I use the term

"conservative" in the most partisan sense-
would be acceptable to the Conservative

government is the number of dollars reflected

by and large in the provisions of the

reasoned amendment on which we are going
to vote. We have simply been unable to

communicate with the government. All that

the government has shown in the face of the

comments which have been made in the

assembly is its capacity to be slightly irritated

when these matters are brought to its atten-

tion. That kind of irritability is not to be
confused with a growing sense of comprehen-
sion, because this government doesn't have
the capacity to comprehend the kind of

sensitivity which is required in order to

achieve the social programmes which we
believe are necessary.

Mr. D. C. MacDonald (York South):

Applaud on behalf of the government; they
won't themselves.

Mr. Renwick: I simply want to make this

point, because in the procedural game that

we play in the assembly I want to make it

perfectly clear that we will be voting for the

reasoned amendment standing in the name of

the leader of the Liberal Party. Procedurally,
the reasoned amendment of my colleague the

member for Hamilton Centre cannot be voted

upon. The thrust of the two amendments is

identical. The question that will be put in the

gobbledygook of the assembly will be
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whether or not the bill should now be read

a second time.

We will be opposing that, not on the

proposition that it be put off to some in-

definite date, because, as the Speaker knows,
that would have been a hoist motion and
would have been one which would have
interred the bill. The purpose of the reasoned

amendment on which we are voting, by
voting against the resolution that will be
before the House, is to indicate clearly that

what that reasoned amendment states is for

the government to withdraw the bill, re-

consider it and introduce it promptly and

urgently as a matter of urgent public concern.

The record will show, when the stand-up
vote is counted, that that is what our vote

is about on this side of the House. We are

voting for the reasoned amendment. We are

voting against the government because of

its failure to recognize the ongoing nature

of the need which is reflected in this paltry
sum which it is prepared to pay at this time

to the people of the Province of Ontario.

Mr. A. Carruthers (Durham): Mr. Speaker,
I would like to add, very briefly, a few words

in support of this bill. In my opinion the

members of both opposition parties are using
the senior citizens of this province for their

own political advantage. That's exactly what

they are doing.

Mr. Martel: Well, what else is new?

Mr. MacDonald: What is the member for

Durham trying to do?

Mr. Carruthers: They are just playing
politics.

Mr. F. Young (Yorkview): Last time the

government sent them cheques the day before
the election.

Mr. Carruthers: Right, but as former chair-

man of the select committee on ageing I

think I have some idea-

Mr. MacDonald: It was never reported.

Mr. Carruthers: Yes, it was reported and
over 75 per cent of the recommendations
have been adopted. I suggest that the Office
of Ageing—which was one of our recom-
mendations and which has been established—
has done more for the senior citizens of this

province than any other jurisdiction on the
North American continent. It is not all

financial.

Mr. Martel: What have they done? They
have a Senior Citizens Week once a year.

Mr. Carruthers: The members want to

assist these people financially and this prov-
ince has done a great deal in that respect.

Mr. Martel: Oh, has it ever.

Mr. Carruthers: I suggest that the leaders

of both those parties get in touch with the

Prime Minister of Canada and his assistant,

Mr. David Lewis, and talk to them about the

financial position of the senior citizens of this

province.

Mr. I. Deans (Wentworth): This is where
we vote; this is where the legislation must
come from.

Mr. Renwick: Every piece of legislation
for the older people of this province came
from the CCF or the NDP.

Mr. Carruthers: Let's look at what has been

done for the senior citizens of this province
as far as the homes for the aged are con-

cerned, as far as the nursing homes of the

province are concerned. When our committee

started to sit we travelled this province from

one end to the other and we saw some very

deplorable conditions-

Mr. MacDonald: They are still there.

Mr. Carruthers: —in the nursing homes
which were under municipal jurisdiction, and
some of them are in your own ridings. Thanks
to our recommendations, the recommendations

of that committee, our nursing homes are the

finest to be found anywhere on the North

American continent today, and nowhere on

the North American continent can you find

senior citizens better homes than our senior

citizen housing or homes for the aged.

Mr. P. D. Lawlor (Lakeshore): What kind

of empty boast is that?

Mr. Martel: For every one, 10 are waiting.

Mr. Carruthers: The opposition members,
one- after another, just stood up for political

reasons, and political reasons alone.

Mr. Breithaupt: Why is the member for

Durham standing up?

Mr. Carruthers: I have had many calls, as

I'm sure all the members of this House have,

from senior citizens-

Mr. F. Laughren (Nickel Belt): He is going
to choke on his silver spoon.

Mr. Carruthers: —asking, "Are we going
to get that $50 again this year?" They are

looking for it and they are going to get it

and I'll support the bill.
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Mr. Bullbrook: Mr. Speaker, I will just be
brief. I have had an opportunity of listen-

ing to the majority of speeches and reading
the others. I don't think much can be added
from the point of view of poignancy. I would

say the member for Riverdale, when he was

speaking, was speaking with great emotion
in connection with this matter, with a heart-

felt feeling that we weren't doing that which
we should do.

But the whole question of the dilemma
and problem that people on fixed incomes

find themselves in is nothing new. It's noth-

ing new for the member for Wellington-
DufFerin (Mr. Root). It's nothing new for

the leader of the New Democratic Party.
It's nothing new for the gentleman who.

occupies the Speaker's chair—everyone of

us, day in and day out.

I invite you to go back to my Throne

speech—I will personalize—in 1969 when I

tried to set forth in this assembly the un-

dertakings of my responsibility in my first

year as a member. I told you of my trip

to the senior citizens' housing and you will

recall my talking to you about that man
who was a crossing guard for my children

and how every once in a while he would
look at his watch. I finally said, "Bill, what
is it?" He said, "Well, Jim, at 4 o'clock

I can have another pipeful of tobacco,"
because that was the situation that he lived

in and that was the situation that he died
in. I took care of his estate—a magnificent
estate, $48. And do you know what his

widow said to me? "Thank God he died
when he did, because the last of our savings
were going."

So it's nothing new. It happens every day
to us and I must say it bothers me no end
when I listen to that member for Lambton
over there barrack forth those things. Fifty
dollars is a very appreciable amount of money
to him because that's the very amount of

money paid for serving on the select com-
mittee on the Hydro. Only on one half

day for the first 28 days did he show up,
but as soon as we got $50 a day, you
couldn't get rid of him—and he's the one
that barracks forth that this is justice for

older people?

My God, Mr. Speaker, when my colleague
from Kitchener calls him the big drain of
this province, he means it. He drains out
of the public purse more per capita than any
individual in this House and does less for it

and he is the last one who should make
any adverse comments about this.

I invite him to get up and make a speech
about this. Do you know, Mr. Speaker,
what he regards this $50 to be? The same
as he did with that other money at Twilight
Haven; some ability to go to the people at

Christmas time and say, "Here's a panacea
from your good Tory." He doesn't have the
internal sense or sensibility to recognize
what we are doing to these people.

Did he listen to the member for River-

dale? These are the people who went

through the First World War. These are the

people who studied their very budget day
in and day out, if they had one to study,

during the Thirties. The member for

Lambton is old enough to remember that;

so am I. And these are many of the people
also who did undertake what I didn't in

World War Two.

It's not a question of us seeming unduly
dramatic. It's because of the purpose or

motivation we have. We just can't afford the

luxury of those people sitting over there—
not all of them. I am glad to say not all

of them.

The response to this type of need is not a

partisan response. Because the reasoned
amendment is in the name of the leader

of the Liberal party or the other reasoned

amendment is in the name of a member of

the New Democratic Party doesn't mean
that there aren't Conservative members in

this House who feel the need. We know they
do. And if I attack in a direct and some-
times vigorous fashion the member for

Lambton, I attack him as one who doesn't

recognize it-

Mr. S. Lewis: (Scarborough West): That's

right.

Mr. Bullbrook: —because of the interjec-
tions and because of the collateral problems
that members in this House know we are

going to be subjected to in stricturing our-

selves as to the question of our pensions
and he damn well knows it—they all know
it, that we are placed in a position of almost
unconscionable lack of response. It bothers
me no end that I can't carry forward, be-
cause I do feel an obligation to colleagues
all in this House with respect to that par-
ticular package. We know there's a great
deal of—

Mr. Lewis: You can't live your life in com-

partments.

Mr. Bullbrook: Well, I am not living my
life in compartments, but I say to the member
frankly that I have a colleague who isn't
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here today as to whose future benefit I

am very concerned.

Mr. Lewis: I know that. I know that.

Mr. Bullbrook: I hate to think I par-
ticipate in that type of blackmail, but the
fact of the matter is I am not going to
stand in my place and possibly adversely
affect his future welfare. So let's talk about
this $50 and think about this $50, when we
are prepared to pay ourselves $50 a day
for the most stupid, asinine undertaking that
God could conceive—drainage, the use of
schools—$50 a day. And what are we
asking for people? $50 a year. We don't
vote against the $50 a year, and I invite

my friends from Algoma never again to say
to us, "Don't you want these people to
have the $50?" That is a shameful type of

thing to say to a member of the opposition.
Because we vote against the $50 it must be
amply clear to him that it isn't because we
don't want them to have the $50, it is

because we recognize that the $50 is not
adequate.

And we recognize that we have an obliga-
tion, as does the member for Algoma. If he
feels in conscience that the $50 is adequate
for their needs, then I invite him to vote for
it. But if he feels in conscience that it isn't,
if he has the same type of response that

my colleague from Kitchener has had, my
colleague from Waterloo North has had, that

every member of the Legislature has had, that
was catalogued by the other hon. members,
then I invite him to vote against it. I in-

vite him to regard it as a free bill, because
it is purely a matter of conscience.

Mr. MacDonald: Mr. Speaker, I regret that
I have missed the greater portion of the de-
bate because of commitments external to the
House, but I have heard some of it and I

have glanced through Hansard. The very fact
that over 20 members in the House have
spoken to the bill is, I think, evidence of the
degree of concern and, indeed, passion that
this bill has created.

I am not going to attempt to repeat the
substance of the debate. It has been done
almost to excess already. There are two or
three frankly political points that I want to
make.

The Premier interjected this afternoon to
the opposition that they were playing politics
with this bill. But surely, Mr. Speaker, the
reason why there is such indignation is the

cheap kind of politics that the government
was playing with this issue to try to pawn
off a measly 50 bucks to pensioners at Christ-

mas-time and think that that was their obli-

gation in meeting their needs.

An hon. member: Right, right.

Mr. MacDonald: That is the cheapest kind
—and that is why there is indignation. That
is why there is indignation even in their

own ranks. May I say to the hon. member for

Durham that I found his comments—I didn't

hear what the hon. member for Algoma had
to say last night, but I can almost guess
they were disgusting.

Mr. Deans: The member for York South
didn't miss a thing.

Mr. MacDonald: The member for Dur-
ham's comments were only a little less re-

volting.

Mr. Carruthers: The member for York
South didn't even know they reported.

Mr. MacDonald: Look, I am not going to

detract from the job that the committee did
in terms of reviewing the plight of the senior

citizens in this province. And it may well

be, if the hon. member is correct, that if

they have implemented it, that with the

major recommendation the situation has im-

proved, but that isn't the point. That isn't

the point. The reason why this bill is up
now is because everybody in this country,
whether they be senior citizens or not, is

facing a problem in terms of cost of living—

particularly those on lower incomes—such as

they have never faced, perhaps, since the

days of the depression.

Mr. Carruthers: Talk to Mr. Lewis.

Mr. MacDonald: And what has happened?
Never mind Mr. Lewis. If the government had

somebody equivalent to Mr. Lewis here, we
wouldn't have to be barracking at Ottawa.

They would have done as they've done in the

other provinces, including British Columbia.

They would have used the wealth that they've

got to share with the people who, this gov-
ernment argues, are entitled to have some
share in it.

Mr. Carruthers: We are doing more than

they are over there.

Mr. MacDonald: This government is not

doing more than they are.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. MacDonald: In terms of the immediate
need to meet the rising cost of living, this

government is insulting them by offering
them 50 bucks.
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Now, Mr. Speaker, the next point that I

wanted to make in a political context is that

the Premier, and now one or two others on

the other side of the House, are saying sort

of tauntingly: "Get up and vote against it."

We are going to vote against it. Tve rarely

gotten up in this House, or faced the prospect
of getting up in this House and voting against

it, with a deeper feeling of security in what
I am doing.

Mr. Lewis: That is right, absolutely. That's

right.

Mr. MacDonald: I have talked to senior

citizens who say "Sure, I'm glad to get the

50 bucks. But how insulting can that smug,

arrogant Davis government get when they
think that they can buy us off with 50 bucks

at Christmas-time?''

Meanwhile, the government drags its feet

and alleges it is preoccupied with some re-

assessment of underpinning senior citizen

income.

You know, there was one time before in

this province, under a previous government,
when we were taunted from that side of the

House to get up and vote against something,
and we voted against it. Namely, health in-

surance in this province. We in the New
Democratic Party and the CCF had pioneered
health insurance and this government finally

came in with a bill which was a bastardiza-

tion of what should have been brought in

and so we voted against it.

Mr. Carruthers: Cool down.

Mr. MacDonald: And what happened? Do
you know what happened? It was the most
conclusive issue in winning the Middlesex

South by-election.

Mr. Lewis: That's right.

Mr. MacDonald: It was the most conclu-

sive thing. It slaughtered the government,
and indeed it slaughtered the Liberals, too,

because they had voted along with the gov-
ernment in that instance.

The purpose of a reasoned amendment-
need I repeat — the purpose of a reasoned
amendment is to indicate that we are not

opposed to the $50, because obviously it is

better than nothing, but we insist that the

government should review the situation, and
we are giving it an opportunity. That is the

purpose of a reasoned amendment—an op-
portunity to take a second look at it. In short,

we are giving the government an opportunity
to be reasonable about the proposition; not
to insult the senior citizens of this province.

Under those circumstances I invite the

government members to get up and to sup-

port this bill because we are going to oppose
it.

Mr. Lewis: The member for Dufferin-Sim-

coe (Mr. Downer) should vote with us. The
member for Victoria-Haliburton (Mr. R. G.

Hodgson) should vote with us and he knows
that.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for York-

Forest Hill.

Mr. P. G. Givens (York-Forest Hill): Mr.

Speaker, I don't know what else there is one

can say in this debate which will-

Mr. Carruthers: The member can't say

anything.

Mr. Lewis: The member for Durham is a

betrayal of that select committee, he is—that

select committee that looked at the needs
of the aged.

Mr. Carruthers: I am not. The member for

Scarborough West is the betrayal.

Mr. Speaker: Order please.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for York-

Forest Hill has the floor.

Mr. Givens: Mr. Speaker, what can one

say at this point in time in a debate of this

kind that has raged for so long? What else

can one heap on to the mass of evidence and
the mass of emotion which has been poured
out on the subject, and which obviously does

not seem to have an effect on the govern-
ment?

The members on the other side just sit

there. I sometimes feel as I sit in this House
that it is like waves smashing into a cliff, and
the waves keep on smashing away at the

cliff but the cliff still stands. I see so much
effort here that is poured out in the course

of debate—research work that is done,

speeches that are written, speeches that are

unwritten, speeches which remain unwritten
and unspoken—and the Tory Juggernaut rolls

on on its course.

Mr. R. F. Nixon (Leader of the Opposition):
It is being undermined.

Mr. Givens: I felt in my municipal life that

at least there used to be a chance of a snow-
ball in Hades that when you got up and
looked into the eyes of the people you were

trying to convince, there was a chance that

you could persuade them to change their
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minds; that if you appealed to their sense of

sweet reasonableness there was a chance that

they would change their minds.

But this party structure, this caucus struc-

ture, is so rigidified that no matter what any-

body says on this side—it can be something
that comes down from the Mount; it can be

something that comes down by way of a

revelation—nobody listens and nobody cares.

Mr. Speaker, I represent a riding which I

suppose is indeed blessed. I would imagine
that in my riding, in my constituency of

York-Forest Hill—so many members refer to

it as Forest Hill, which conjures up a certain

image; but it is York-Forest Hill—I would say
about 75 or 80 per cent of it is a very blessed

riding which has nothing more to concern
itself with than whether the Spadina Ex-

pressway is going to be built or not, and now
the Spadina subway.
About 20 or 25 per cent of it is working

class—in some cases blue collars—where there

are economic hardships. But for the most part
I would think that I represent probably one
of the most fortunate constituencies if not the

most fortunate constituency in this province,
from an economic standpoint. They have other

troubles, but I won't go into that now.

So these are people who pretty well look
after themselves, and if they can't look after

themselves they have children who can, for

the most part—with a few exceptions but not
too many.

I sometimes wonder as I sit here, if these
rafters could only speak, if these pillars or

if these chairs could only respond to what
goes on—

Mr. Lewis: If those bodies.

Mr. J. F. Foulds (Port Arthur): If those

lumps, those clods across the way.

Mr. Givens: —could only respond as a

sounding board to what goes on in this

House.

Mr. Lewis: If those comatose heaps.

Mr. Givens: I have sat here and I have
seen lots of sham, a great deal of cynicism,
and crass political opportunism. I sometimes
wonder, what am I doing here when there
are other things that one can do—even prac-
tise law, go out and do some social work?
There are so many things one can do in

society for social betterment. Why sit here
and listen to all this guff?

Yet, Mr. Speaker, there are times when the
members of the House rise to an occasion,
and when there is an expression of a collec-

tive conscience in this chamber which is just
beautiful to listen to. When there rises a

crescendo of a response to a human need, to

a human feeling, to a human emotion—and
I hope this doesn't sound patronizing—I feel

proud to be in this chamber as an elected

representative of the people and to hear the

things that are said here, which represents
what is the finest and the best in this great
Province of Ontario. Is there any other

place you'd rather be? I've just come back
from a section of the Middle East near the

borders of Syria and Egypt. When I walked
off the aeroplane here I felt like kneeling
down and kissing the ground—and this is not

meant as a plug for the great Ontario public
relations programme which they carry on.

Mr. Henderson: That's Ontario.

Mr. Givens: But I have never heard such
a scathing and excoriating debate as the one
that has been taking place on this subject.
And I tell the members on the other side,

there are time when the members of the

opposition express themselves in such a way
they should listen to what we say with respect
to a subject of this kind. It isn't just pap or

cheap cynicism; we are telling them the col-

lective feeling and the collective judgement
of the people of this province—and $50 is a

picayune, cheap Christmas present; that's $4
a month for the people who require help and
assistance and can't make it on their own.

I suggest to the government members that

they should listen because they certainly can-

not be proud of what they are going to be

perpetrating in a few minutes after the bells

ring. Shame will follow them for a long, long
time until they rectify what they are doing
today. They are rigidified in their position,

they are obdurate, they are stubborn. The
bells are going to ring, all the trained seals

are going to line up and I know how they are

going to vote. I appeal to their sense of

judgement, I appeal to their sense of decency,
of charity-

Mr. J. E. Stokes (Thunder Bay): Fair play.

Mr. Givens: —to change their minds about
this. They'll be heroic, they'll be applauded
to the ends of the earth for what they do if

they withdraw this infamous piece of legis-
lation.

They don't have to adopt the reasoned

amendments that have been proposed here,
but they can certainly look into them and do
what is right. And what they are doing right
now is bad—bad conscience, bad politics, bad

decency, bad humanity, bad everything. They
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cannot justify it on any score. All I can say
is that the members of the government should

listen to what some of the members on this

side have said on the subject, and act accord-

ingly.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Port

Arthur.

Mr. Foulds: Mr. Speaker, I want to make

my comments very brief in this debate. I

had been prepared to speak on Friday when
I was here, but unfortunately the debate

went on to the extent that I was not able

to participate.

I think Bill 196 represents something sig-

nificant about the attitude of the Conserva-

tive government. It represents the totally in-

adequate response of this government to the

ongoing, long-term genuine needs of people
in need, people like pensioners. It is a pater-
nalistic bill, a bill that revolts us on this side

of the House with the attitude of any govern-
ment that can give this paternalistic kind of

handout at Christmas time.

It is symbolic that this bill does nothing.
Like all of this government's legislation hav-

ing to do with human welfare and human

needs, it does nothing to basically redistribute

the wealth of this province. All of our

schemes, all of our ad hoc social welfare

legislation does nothing more than redistribute

less than two per cent of the wealth of this

province; and this bill is symbolic of that

fact.

This bill is also symbolic of the fact that

the Conservative government is unwilling to

give to these people either the economic level

to which they are entitled or the dignity level

to which they are entitled to carry out their

days. As the reasoned amendments from both

opposition parties point out, the amount at

least should be in the neighbourhood of $200
a month.

One of the things that struck me when I

was campaigning some two years ago, Mr.

Speaker, if I may be very personal—I was

campaigning in what is known as the south

end of my city, the south end of Port

Arthur—I came across a man who was so

turned off he was not going to vote for any
political party. He was an elderly man, in

his 70s; he was so turned off by the political

process that he no longer had faith that any
democratically elected party could institute

the kind of reforms that were necessary to

give people like himself the necessary dignity
with which to live. Because he had now been
retired at that point for some 13 years, he
had to sell his house and take what could

only be described as a hovel, a shack, to rent

to live out his days. He was too independent
and physically healthy to go into one of the

institutions that this province has built up in

its social health and welfare system. He had
worked most of his life. During the Thirties

and the Forties he had been a migrant worker
and had not been able to build up a pension
plan from his work. He was the kind of

person whom I respected, because he told me
frankly that he was not voting for me or for

anybody else because he could not bring
himself to be part of the system that had

irreparably damaged his life, and he wasn't

going to participate in it.

This is the kind of bill that causes people
to lose their houses. This kind of bill is sym-
bolic in that it will not give people the basic

dignity with which they can get peace, with
which they can buy their medicine, with
which they can buy clothing, to which they
as citizens of Ontario, having helped build
this province, are entitled. It is indicative, as

I have mentioned in this House before, that

many of the select committees of this House
will spend more in one meal for the entire

committee than one of these people has to

spend for his living for a whole month.

This bill is a kind of finger in the dike bill

and it doesn't even adequately do that. All

I have to say to this government is they
should get their finger out. Thank you very
much, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for York-
view.

Mr. Young: Mr. Speaker, in rising on this

issue today I simply want to point out two
or three items. First of all, when we went into

the Second World War, our gross national

product in Canada stood at about $4 billion.

We came out of it at about $10 billion.

Today that gross national product stands at

over $120 billion. In other words, during that

period we have increased our wealth fan-

tastically. The people we are talking about

today were the people whose work and whose
devotion and sometimes whose misfortune

made it possible for that tremendous increase

in productivity and increase in wealth for

Canadian people.

This is the thing I think we forget, that in

every struggle of this kind there are casualties

and there are winners. We are forgetting that.

We are forgetting very often the casualties

made their contributions, just as much as the

winners, to the full scope of their ability. Yet

today we say, "Well, we'll maintain these
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casualties. We'll keep the breath of life in

their bodies, and that is all our responsibility
is."

In another direction in this House some-

time ago I pointed out one significant fact,

that the gross provincial product in Ontario

this year is rising from about $42 billion

to $47 billion or maybe $48 billion. That
means we are increasing our product, our

wealth in Ontario, by at least $5 billion.

It is going to cost us $55 million to do this

thing that we're asked to do—$55 million.

And $5 billion means $5,000 million; $5,000
million increase this year in Ontario. So
we're saying, out of that—

Mr. Lewis: We can't afford it.

Mr. Young: —we give the old people, the

casualties of our industrial society, $50,
and we won't make it a regular feature of

our contributions.

Mr. Deans: It's a disgrace.

Mr. Roy: The Minister of Health (Mr.

Potter) alone wasted $50 million last year.

Mr. Young: Just yesterday's Globe and
Mail said this, and I quote:

Canadian companies are paying out a

relcord total in dividend payments in

November following a trend that started

in March, according to Pitfield, MacKay,
Ross and Co. Ltd. of Toronto. Payments
in November will total $92.3 million com-

pared with $77.7 million a year ago; and
for the 11-month period, payments total

$1,537,463,000 compared with $1.3 billion

a year ago.

Mr. Speaker, if we can't organize our society

any better than this, that we can produce
this great wealth and increase it as we are

increasing it, and pay out these kinds of

dividends in 11 months, and still give the

aged only $50, then there's something dis-

gracefully wrong.
It seems to me that every member on the

government side of this House has to do
some serious thinking about this—why in

the name of God we are going to leave the
old people on the verge of starvation with

nothing to hope for, except a little handout
politically motivated. I use that word de-

liberately because it is-at Christmas time.

Yet out of this vast wealth we can't

spare enough to say to them, "We're going
to raise that pension of yours," and make it

at least something near a livable pension,
although even the figure we're mentioning
is still too small. Let's share it.

Mr. Laughren: It bothered the hard-

hearted member for Algoma (Mr. Gilbertson).

Mr. Young: I plead with the minister and
with the members of this government—un-

fortunately, the people we want to get at

are not here; they're going to come in and

vote, so let's hold the vote.

An hon. member: There are only nine of

them here.

Mr. Martel: They can't listen to it.

Mr. Young: But I plead with them to

take this bill back, revamp it and bring it

back in with significant figures, with sig-

nificant help for the old people of this

Province of Ontario.

Mr. Speaker: Are there any other mem-
bers who wish to enter this debate? If not,
the hon. Minister.

Mr. Lewis: The Treasurer goes from one
social perversity to another, one error in

judgement to another. This bill is catas-

trophic for the Treasurer.

Hon. J. White (Treasurer, Minister of

Economics and Intergovernmental Affairs):

Mr. Speaker, this is not the answer. That
was said by the leader of the NDP and this

is said by me. It's part of an imperfect
answer, and I'm going to spend a few minutes

today detailing some of the measures we
have taken this year, and then repeat the

assurance given to the House by the Premier
that the Minister of Community and Social

Services (Mr. Brunelle) is attempting to come
to grips with this troublesome, complex, im-

perfect system of categorical welfare measures
which has been added to, impromptu, from

year to year for, I suppose, several genera-
tions.

Mr. Lewis: But he won't be dealing with

pensions.

Hon. Mr. White: I didn't interrupt the

member, so please don't interrupt me.

Mr. Lewis: No, but that is just not what
we're talking about. That won't deal with

pensions; that will deal with social allow-

ances.

Hon. Mr. White: This is going to deal

with a wide variety of matters coming under—

Mr. Lewis: But he won't deal with pen-
sions and the minister knows that.

Hon. Mr. White: The matter is being
studied by his ministry and my ministry.
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Mr. Deans: No, it is not.

Mr. Lewis: No, it isn't.

Mr. Deans: He stood in his place and

said so.

Mr. Lewis: That is not true. The Premier

denied it. The minister has denied it.

Mr. Speaker: Order. Order, please. Order.

Mr. Lewis: On a point of order, Mr.

Speaker. This is too serious a matter to be

treated that way. The Treasurer knows that

the review that the Minister of Community
and Social Services is making excludes

pensions. It includes only social allowances.

Mr. Deans: I asked a question in question

period.

Hon. Mr. White: Mr. Speaker, the review

that is taking place at the present time, in

co-operation with the federal government—
and perhaps the minister will enlarge upon
my remarks later—includes every possible
benefit to people, including old age security,

unemployment insurance, baby bonus and

everything else.

Mr. Lewis: Oh that is just old hat that the

Treasurer is talking about—it has nothing to

do with this bill.

Hon. Mr. White: Let me give my speech, if

you don't mind.

At the present time, we here in Canada
are spending $3% billion to $4 billion on
social welfare measures. If one can say that

20 per cent of our people are below the pov-
erty line, this is going to work out to some-

thing over $1,000 per person, or, taking the

average family, something over $4,000 per
family. Of course, we know that these bene-

fits are unequally spread and that much of

this money is going to people who are well

above the poverty line. In fact, my own fam-

ily, which is in the upper economic bracket,
receives baby bonuses and so on.

My hope has been, for some number of

years, that we could get away from these

categorical programmes, with all of the ad-
ministrative expense, with the undue policing
and harassing that many of them bring, with
the personal discomfort and embarrassment
that is involved, and move the resources into

a guaranteed annual income using the nega-
tive income tax.

Mr. Lewis: That is also a blue herring and
he knows it.

Hon. Mr. White: I have no doubt at all

that this is going to happen in the next 10 or

15 years. Ontario was the first province to

embark upon this.

Mr. Deans: When—10 or 15 years?

Mr. Martel: They will all be dead; we
won't have to worry about them.

Mr. Speaker: Order please.

Hon. Mr. White: We are not doing it all

that well yet.

Mr. Lewis: No, that is true.

Hon. Mr. White: That's because we are

locked into a wide variety of categorical pro-

grammes.

Mr. Lewis: But British Columbia was not

locked in.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Neither was Quebec.

Mr. Lewis: Why can't we do what BC is

doing?

Hon. Mr. White: We are the first to have

had a guaranteed annual income for all of

our people-

Mr. Lewis: This is a sophistical fili-

buster, that's what it is. It is pure sophistry.

It just doesn't mean anything.

Hon. Mr. White: —older people and young-
er people too. As I have had occasion to

mention in this House this year, the govern-
ment of Prime Minister Heath has intro-

duced a similar approach as of February of

this year-

Mr. Lewis: But that doesn't solve the prob-
lem for the pensioners.

Hon. Mr. White: -a couple of years be-

hind us.

Mr. Speaker: Order. The hon. leader of the

New Democratic Party, and I believe every

member of his party, has had an opportunity

to speak on this bill and the reasoned amend-

ment before the House. The minister sat there

very, very quietly, I observed, and he made
no interjections of any extent whatsoever.

Surely he should be afforded the courtesy of

responding to the speeches?

Mr. Lewis: Mr. Speaker, I appreciate your

observations, sir, and will try to contain it.

I notice when there is other barracking you
choose sometimes not to intervene. You inter-

vene rather at whim, as the moment strikes

you.
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Mr. R. G. Hodgson (Victoria-Haliburton):

The member should show he is a gentleman.

Hon. Mr. White: Now then, sir, I said this

isn't the answer, it is part of the answer, and

part of an imperfect short-term answer. But

I want to draw to the attention of the mem-
bers of the House that we have done a num-
ber of other things this year in our quest for

justice and equity.

Mr. Lewis: Justice and equity? He reduces

those words to a sham.

Hon. Mr. White: This $50, at a cost to

the public purse of $17 million, was not an-

ticipated by me, as the hon. member for

Riverdale quite rightly observed. In fact, on

June 22 of this year royal assent was given to

Bill 139, which is an Act to amend and re-

peal the Residential Property Tax Reduction

Act, 1972.

The explanatory note makes it very clear

that this form of assistance will be replaced
for 1973 and subsequent years by tax credits

which will be available under the Income
Tax Act.

Mr. Renwick: We are going to debate this

later on.

Hon. Mr. White: I hadn't expected to see

this $50 cheque go out at this time of the

year, but several things have happened since,

in particular the increasing amount of infla-

tion. This, coupled with the fact that we
learned of the dependency and welcome
which had attended to the $50 cheque in the

past several years, and the fact that our own

negative tax cannot be sent out in more than

one instalment, all compelled me to recom-

mend to my colleagues in government that

we go ahead and expend these moneys once

again this year, although, as I say, that wasn't

my intention at the time of the budget. In

the budget you will recall, sir, I made the

following brief remarks under the heading of

Pensioner Tax Credit:

When Ontario's new tax credit system
was introduced in last year's budget, my
predecessor indicated that the province
would like to substitute tax credits for our

supplementary grants to needy pensioners.
At present we are paying some $20 mil-

lion—in the form of $50 and $100 grants—
to pensioners in receipt of the federal

guaranteed income supplement. Now that

the basic tax credit plan has been in oper-
ation for a year, I think it's appropriate to

make this change. Accordingly, I am recom-

mending a pensioner tax credit of $100 on
a sliding scale related to taxable income to

tax filers who are 65 years of age or over.

This pensioner tax credit will have a value
of $40 million annually, which is $20 mil-

lion more than our existing grants to needy
pensioners which will be ended. Altogether
then the new tax credits-

Mr. Renwick: Mr. Speaker, on a point of

order.

Mr. Lewis: What has this got to do with
the bill? Why is the Treasurer doing this?

Mr. Renwick: Mr. Speaker, we have in

front of us, listed by the House leader as a

bill to be debated later on today, Bill 191, An
Act to amend the Income Tax Act. The prin-

ciples of the tax credits are the principles of

that bill. I suggest, Mr. Speaker, and I ask
for your ruling, whether or not the Treasurer's

remarks are entirely out of order in connec-
tion with this bill, when we are going to

debate those credits at another point today.

Mr. R. G. Hodgson: Hear the other side.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for River-

dale is possibly correct in that the hon. min-
ister should not refer at length, in any event,
to something that is on the order paper to be
debated. It hasn't yet come before the House,
other than for first reading, I believe. It's on
the order paper now. I think perhaps the

rules probably would permit him to refer very

briefly to it but not extensively.

Hon. Mr. White: Well, I think I've made

my point. I'm going to list a dozen measures
that we've taken this year, sir. This is one
of them.

I've mentioned the $50 cheque that hope-

fully will go out almost immediately, assum-

ing that the House will give us that authority
sometime this week. I have mentioned the

increase in the pensioner credit, which in-

creased the cost of that measure from $20
million to $40 million this year. I want to

mention also the sales tax credit which will

be a particular benefit, not just to less pros-

perous older people, but to all less prosperous

people.

Mr. Lewis: Oh, come on! What money do

they have to benefit from?

Hon. Mr. White: To the extent that the

old age pensioners are-

Mr. Lewis: Oh, boy! The Treasurer has

become the flim-flam man for the old age
pensioners.
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Hon. Mr. White: —economically deprived

they will receive a disproportionately large
sum, relatively speaking.

Mr. Lawlor: The Treasurer is pushing it a

bit.

Hon. Mr. White: We are later today hope-

fully going to debate-

Mr. Lewis: The Income Tax Act.

Mr. Deans: No, the Municipal Elderly
Residents' Assistance Act.

Hon. Mr. White: -Bill 225, An Act to

permit Municipalities to grant Assistance to

Elderly Residents.

Mr. Martel: Yes, and the Treasurer ex-

cluded half of them from that bill.

Mr. Deans: We will talk about that later.

Hon. Mr. White: This measure makes gen-
eral provisions which have been in effect in

five Ontario municipalities. It would enable
a municipality, whose council so decided, to

grant tax relief, up to any maximum which

they themselves determined, that could be

part or all, presumably, of municipal or edu-
cational taxes.

Mr. Martel: It excludes half of them.

Mr. Renwick: It is another bill we will be

debating later on in the day.

Hon. Mr. White: We have within the last

few weeks announced, Mr. Speaker, that the

OMERS fund is going to be enriched, there-

by helping an important class of senior

citizens by our depositing on Jan. 1, 1974,

approximately $10 million and paying into

the fund during the life of the contract an
additional $280 million. We have under
review the Public Service Superannuation
Fund.

Mr. Lewis: This isn't like the Treasurer.

Mr. Renwick: These are all categorical
assistance handouts by the government.

Mr. Lewis: This isn't a defence; it's an

apology. Withdraw the bill.

Hon. Mr. White: We have shifted $440
million to the municipal sector. And to the
extent that the property tax is regressive, as

indeed it is, it once again gives particular
benefit to less prosperous groups of citizens.

I have in front of me the annual report of

the Ontario Housing Corp. and I note with

interest, on page 15, that there are 37,000

family units and 12,000 senior citizens' units.

I was so pleased that the member for Durham
made reference to his experience as chairman
of that select committee and of their findings
and of the recommendations accepted by this

government, because I've had a retired

Liberal cabinet minister say to me that—

An hon. member: Tired or retired?

Mr. Martel: Is that Paul Hellyer?

Hon. Mr. White: —he thinks we have taken

better care of our senior citizens than any
other jurisdiction in the world.

Mr. Renwick: That is of no help whatso-

Mr. Ferrier: That is a smug, self-satisfied

remark.

Hon. Mr. White: I see that under con-

struction there are 7,253 family units and

4,149 senior citizens' units. In the planning
stage there are 6,678 family units and 8,414
senior citizens' units.

Mr. Renwick: We are going to be doing
the Housing estimates later on today.

Hon. Mr. White: Any of those who heard

those statistics will realize there is a very
determined effort on the part of this govern-
ment-

Mr. Lewis: Those are abominable statistics.

The government is tens of thousands of units

behind.

Hon. Mr. White: —and this Crown corpo-
ration to channel moneys into senior citizens'

apartments.

Mr. Lewis: How can the Treasurer quote
such statistics in his defence?

Mr. Carruthers: Does he listen to the

member?

Hon. Mr. White: In 1962, Mr. Speaker, we
were engaged in a very vigorous debate with

Ottawa involving negotiations between experts
behind closed doors and, in 1963, involving
a very passionate debate between the Premier

of the day and the Minister of Health and
Welfare for Canada. At that time we were

attempting to persuade Ottawa to make
several improvements to the Canada Pension

Plan. We were unsuccessful in each of these

matters.

One in particular is noteworthy now be-

cause just in the last few weeks we have

been able to persuade Ottawa to fully com-
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pensate for cost increases—that is, indexing.
In 1962 and 1963 we endeavoured time and

time again to have the Canada Pension Plan

with the supplementary benefits increased by
the cost of living increases. The federal

government refused to do that for 10 years
and until very recently, giving as they did

the reason—I remember the words perfectly—
that they "didn't want the old to have a

vested interest in inflation." We couldn't un-

derstand the position at the time and I have

never understood it since, because obviously
retired older people are the one group in

the society who have no economic leverage
and who have no effect on inflation.

At any rate within the last month we have

succeeded in persuading Ottawa to this cause

and now for the first time we have indexing
on the Canada Pension Plan.

Mr. Lewis: Ottawa is already paying 43

per cent of the British Columbia minimum

pension—43 per cent already. Why couldn't

the government incorporate that in Ontario?

What is this talk with Ottawa when they
have already conceded the position to one

province?

Mr. Martel: Why couldn't this government
take some initiative?

Hon. Mr. White: Now we are examining
other ways in which to make this society

of ours more equitable, sir.

Mr. Martel: Oh yes, let him get that off in

a hurry.

Mr. Lewis: More equitable! They are

widening the gap, crudely.

Hon. Mr. White: To shift the burden of

taxation upward.

Mr. Lawlor: As long as it doesn't affect the

rich.

Hon. Mr. White: To shift the services made
available by government downwards—

Mr. Deans: Is that the Treasurer's excuse?

Hon. Mr. White: —by shifting resources
from reinforced concrete overpasses to public
transit, by diverting money from universities

to community colleges and in a wide variety
of other ways.

Mr. Lewis: The Treasurer just budgeted
$1.4 billion for transportation. He knows he
has that money if he wants to use it.

Hon. Mr. White: So on the tax side and
the expenditure side, and in the special

measures which I have touched upon briefly
here in this debate today, we are making
very determined efforts to make—

An hon. member: Well, I may say that

you have not yet cured—

Mr. Carruthers: Oh come on.

Hon. Mr. White: —the lives of our older

people happier and more content, and I

suppose the fact that one observes we win, I

suppose, 90 per cent of this group of citizens

is some illustration of the success we have

had in days gone by.

Mr. Bullbrook: That's a tragic comment.

Hon. Mr. White: Yes, that's right. And I

had a large group of retired teachers talk

to me a couple of weeks ago in London—

definitely because of the work I've done since

1959 to get their pensions up and there will

be more improvements in that area too.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Martel: He just shafted them out of

their own money.

Mr. Lewis: He knows you can't buy food

with statistics and that you can't pay off

a mortgage with statistics.

Hon. Mr. White: So I would be very hope-
ful, Mr. Speaker, that the Legislature will

give approval to this bill today, thereby en-

abling us to get these cheques in the mail

immediately, to make our older citizens' lives

somewhat happier in the next few weeks.

Mr. Lewis: Somewhat happier! This is a

blow to the older citizens of the province.

Mr. Deans: Is that all the Treasurer is

going to say?

Mr. Lewis: On a point of order, Mr.

Speaker, if I may, the Treasurer said that he

thought perhaps his colleague the Minister

of Community and Social Services would have

more to say. Does the minister have more to

say? Is he speaking on the bill as was im-

plied.

Mr. Deans: Please say something.

Mr. Lewis: Can he give us a guarantee
that he is going to raise pensions as well?

Hon. R. Brunelle (Minister of Community
and Social Services): Mr. Speaker, I have

nothing to add to what the hon. Treasurer

said.
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Mr. Lewis: On a point of order, the Treas-

urer specifically said in the course of his

remarks that the minister would speak.

Hon. E. A. Winkler (Chairman, Manage-
ment Board of Cabinet): No, no. The mem-
ber is altogether out of order.

Mr. Speaker: There is no point of order.

Hon. Mr. White: The minister may wish

to supplement my remarks-

Mr. Lewis: May wish?

Hon. Mr. White: This is not my specialty

obviously—

Mr. Lewis: Right.

Hon. Mr. White: But I can tell the hon.

members that within our ministry we are tak-

ing a very good look at the existing provi-

sions.

Mr. Lewis: The Treasurer has never been
so out of tune as on this subject.

Hon. Mr. White: We are working with the

Ministry of Community and Social Services

to improve the system and there will be many
changes in the months to come, the mem-
bers can be sure of that.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: The member for Scar-

borough West will take all those words back.

Mr. Lewis: On a point of order, Mr.

Speaker, does the Minister of Community
and Social Services wish to amplify in the

area of his specialty?

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order, please.

Mr. Lewis: Or is he going to take his col-

league's suggestion-

Mr. Speaker: Order, please. The debate
has been completed.

Mr. Lewis: The debate hasn't been com-

pleted.

Mr. Speaker: The debate has been com-
pleted!

Mr. Lewis: The debate has been suffocated,
not completed.

Mr. Speaker: The bill has been debated.

The motion is for second reading of Bill

196. Now, we do have an amendment before
the House-

Mr. Lewis: Flim-flam, cynicism—this bill

should be wiped out.

Mr. R. D. Kennedy (Peel South): Don't get

so excited.

Mr. Speaker: The motion is for second

reading of Bill 196, and Mr. R. F. Nixon's

amendment to that bill. The question to be

decided, of course, is, shall the word "now"
and the other words sought to be struck out

stand as part of the motion.

The House divided on the motion for sec-

ond reading of Bill 196, which was approved
on the following vote:

Ayes Nays

Allan
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Ayes

Snow
Stewart

Taylor
Timbrell

Turner
Villeneuve

Walker
Wardle
White
Winkler
Wiseman
Yakabuski

Yaremko—55.

Clerk of the House: Mr. Speaker, the "ayes"

are 55, the "nays" are 32.

Mr. Speaker: I declare the motion car-

ried.

Motion agreed to; second reading of the

bill.

Mr. Speaker: Shall the bill be ordered for

third reading?

Mr. Lewis: No, no.

Mr. Speaker: Committee of the whole

House.

Clerk of the House: The third order, com-
mittee of the whole House.

ONTARIO PENSIONERS' ASSISTANCE
ACT

House in committee on Bill 196, An Act

to Provide Assistance to Ontario Pensioners.

Mr. Chairman: Does any member wish to

speak on Bill 196?

Mr. S. Lewis (Scarborough West): Yes.

Mr. Chairman: What section?

Mr. Lewis: Section 2.

On section 2:

Mr. Lewis: I would like to ask the minis-

ter, since he made such a point on second

reading of talking about the long-range plans
of the tax rebate system, since he made such
a point on second reading of the tax credit

leading to a guaranteed annual income, and
since he made an equal point on second read-

ing that he didn't intend to introduce this

$50 when he introduced his budget because
he thought that he would be able to provide

in Ontario a minimum income, presumably
for senior citizens, why then is he incorpor-

ating what amounts to this sort of annual

bribe on an in-perpetuity basis rather than

bringing in the minimum income provision?

Why is he in effect, incorporating in this bill

a practice which says that we'll never have

an adequate monthly income?

Hon. J. White (Treasurer, Minister of Eco-
nomics and Intergovernmental Affairs): As
the hon. member surely knows, from the re-

ports we have had from the Minister of

Community and Social Services (Mr. Bru-

nelle) concerning his deliberations in Ottawa,
there is a very broadly-based change afoot

to benefit a wide variety of people in the

lower income groups. That is one approach to

the problem.

If I can quote from this budget without

running into more points of order, at some

point I have made it clear that I hoped with

these enriched credits leading to an increase

for the average older citizen from what they

were to receive this year—perhaps $115, to

take the typical case in my community, to

perhaps $230 or $240—that we were em-

barked upon a programme which could be

enlarged—I think these are the words I used

—as public resources and public attitudes per-

mitted. I didn't envisage bringing in any-

thing grander this year. I simply doubled the

amount of money being dedicated to the

purpose from $20 million to $40 million.

The question may be asked, why have we

changed our minds? Why have we introduced

this new bill here now? The reason, very

simply, is because inflation has run ahead at

an ever-increasing rate. This burden is being

borne to some extent by most members of

the community, but it is borne in particular

by people on fixed incomes, and the biggest

group in that category is the old age pen-

sioners. So we thought it would be wise and

fair to reintroduce the measure, even though

I made it clear on April 12, and even though

this Legislature on June 22 gave approval

to the repeal of the previous legislation, and

that is the reason we have done it. I know

it is not fully satisfactory. I know that we

can improve upon it later-

Mr. M. Cassidy (Ottawa Centre): Some-

thing got through to him then, eh?

Hon. Mr. White: —looking at the medium
term and the long term. But I do believe that

this is a great deal better than nothing and

I was very glad that the House was able to

pass the bill on second reading a few minutes

ago.
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Mr. Cassidy: He made them wretched.

Mr. Lewis: Mr. Chairman, I want to deal

with two things that the Treasurer has just

now raised, because they are fairly central

to the discussion of this bill.

The first one—and I want to clear it up
because it really bothers me—is the inherent

dishonesty of what is being put before us.

The Minister of Community and Social Serv-

ices is engaged with Ottawa in an overall

look at social security schemes as they are

administered by the Family Benefits Act and

the General Welfare Assistance Act. The
Minister of Community and Social Services

is not engaged in looking at an increase in

the old age pension that could be offered by
the Province of Ontario. Lumping these to-

gether really concerns me because they are

pretending about something that doesn't ex-

ist. Again, it's the old game of holding out

an expectation, the fulfilment of which is im-

possible.

The people who raise the old age pensions
are the federal government. They raise the

minimum and they raise the guaranteed in-

come supplement; and now they have tied

it to an increase in the cost of living. It is

then up to the province to decide whether
or not it will pay an additional lump sum
to the old age pensioners.

Once they have made that decision, they
can negotiate with the federal government
whether or not there will be any federal sub-

sidy. And that, Mr. Chairman, I say to you,
is not presently under negotiation between
Ontario and Ottawa at all. For the Treasurer

or for the Minister of Community and Social

Services to say so is simply flagrant nonsense.

The only thing that the Minister of Com-
munity and Social Services is now looking at

is whether or not the social allowances and

general welfare assistance will be raised. He
is looking at allowances to the disabled, al-

lowances to single parent families led by
women, allowances to the blind, allowances
to dependent fathers, and general welfare

allowances; he is not looking at old age pen-
sions.

This bill is the Treasurer's last word this

year in this field. There will be no other in-

crease. I ask him not to pretend otherwise.

It isn't a matter of his inexpertise. It isn't a

matter of an imperfect bill. It is a simple
matter that this is the last word for him.

There is no more increase to be anticipated

by the senior citizens of Ontario until the

Treasurer makes a policy decision about how
much more money he will give them, and

then he will negotiate with Ottawa for a

percentage of it.

The second point that has to be cleared

up is that he has separated out the pensioners.
He has said to the pensioners, "We'll negoti-
ate an increase for everybody else but not

for senior citizens." That's the irony of this

bill. "We will negotiate for the disabled, for

mothers' allowance repicients, for the blind,

for general welfare recipients, but we will not

negotiate for senior citizens." He has rele-

gated senior citizens in Ontario to a special

discriminated-against status.

The question then arises, why do we need

this amendment? If it is possible for the

Province of British Columbia to bring every-

one up to a level of $200 a month, plus any

subsequent increases provided by the federal

government, why isn't is possible for the

Province of Ontario? I'd like an answer to

that. It isn't as though the government are

driven to only $50; they want only $50. This

is a voluntary decision which the government
have made. That's all they'll give the old

age pensioners. It is completely within your
province to give them more.

And you now know something that is even

more significant; because David Barrett was
here and spoke to the Premier (Mr. Davis)

two weeks ago. You now know that the fed-

eral government will pay 43 per cent mini-

mum of any additional money you provide in

Ontario. This means if you bring your senior

citizens aged 65 and over up to $200 a

month, you are talking where the Province

of Ontario is concerned of a few million dol-

lars, that's all.

If you were courageous enough and you
had enough social vision to give that to

everybody over the age of 60, which is what
it should be, then you would be talking

about $100-million-plus, because in that cate-

gory there are, of course, a great many more

people. But when you are talking only of

those 65 years of age and over, then it would
cost the Province of Ontario only a few mil-

lion dollars. I don't have the exact figures

with me, but that's all we are talking about.

And that you are refusing to do.

You say that all you can do is a $50 in-

crease. Well, that is utter nonsense. On the

one hand, there is nothing happening be-

tween the Minister of Community and Social

Services and Ottawa on old age pensions,
that's why the minister would not speak to-

day. The minister doesn't entirely understand

what he is doing.

Hon. Mr. White: On a point of order, if

I did say "Rene Brunelle and Ottawa," I
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didn't intend to. What I was referring to

was the fact that I myself had been a wit-

ness at presentations from the minister's sen-

ior officials, which embrace all recipients of

teh social welfare benefits from the several

levels of government.

Mr. Lewis: Right.

Hon. Mr. White: Now, the Premier and I

have both given assurance that not only will

those in receipt of certain provincial social

welfare be altered and no doubt enhanced,
but we have given the assurance that the

senior citizens will likewise be considered and
no doubt enhanced. I just can't understand

why we have these wild allegations when I

myself have participated in meetings which
included the full spectrum of persons in re-

ceipt of social welfare provisions of every
kind, and pensioners, too.

Mr. J. E. Stokes (Thunder Bay): And this

is the best you could do?

Mr. Lewis: But you see, there is no wild

allegation involved; the federal government
just increased—

Hon. Mr. White: I said I am considering it

and I—

Mr. Lewis: The federal government just
increased the pension to $105.30 and the

guaranteed income supplement comes to

$73.86 for a total of $179.16. And that's

where the negotiations ended. It is now up to

this province to increase the $179.16 to a

minimum of $200—actually to a minimum of

$209 a month now, if the pensioners get the

full benefit of the increase in the cost of

living and the increase in the federal con-

tribution.

All we are saying then is that you make up
that difference monthly—and that is in your
province, that's what you can do. And then

you can get 43 per cent of it back from the

federal government.
The Minister of Community and Social

Services doesn't understand very well what
he is doing or what his ministry is doing; I

understand that. But I also know that the
minister isn't about to engage in the friendly
duplicity that we are hearing this afternoon.
He isn't about to stand up and say, "We're

going to increase old age pensions" when
he knows damned well we're not going to
increase old age pensions.

Hon. Mr. White: Well, wait and see.

Mr. Lewis: Well, then, let me ask the
Treasurer: If the Premier and the Minister of

Community and Social Services have both
undertaken to announce the increase in social

allowances by the end of 1973—effective they
hope, Jan. 1, 1974—why does that not include

the old age pensioners? Why has that been
excluded from the undertakings they've
made? Can the minister explain that to me?

Hon. Mr. White: Well, I wouldn't expect
to be able to make any such announcement

by the end of December. I think the House
will have to accept my word that the matter
is under consideration, that I personally,

hopefully, can make some kind of improve-
ment to the existing system. It may be that

the rather different suggestions from the two
opposition leaders are appropriate alternatives;

certainly they are not the only alternatives. I

myself have a predisposition toward the

negative income tax solution, so all these

matters certainly will be considered before

my next budget. I cannot predict what the

outcome will be, no.

Mr. Lewis: Can you at least agree now, on
the basis of this clause—and well have more
to say about it—that you will accept the

proposition of an absolute minimum of $200
a month plus all the additional increments
which come from the federal government, un-
touched by the province? Now, you may want
to go higher than that, but that would be the

absolute minimum. Can you undertake that?

If you want to go higher, that's up to you.

Hon. Mr. White: No, sir, I can't give that

promise today.

Mr. V. M. Singer (Downsview): Mr.
Chairman-

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for

Downsview.

Mr. Singer: Mr. Chairman, I would like

very much to be able to move an appropriate
amendment to section 2, but any amendment
I could move obviously would be out of order

because it would urge the government to

spend some more money and that, according
to the rules of the House, is not possible. So
let me try, as calmly as I can in these cir-

cumstances, to convince the minister that he
should do more.

When he introduced the bill last October
he told us the expenditure involved in his

bill was going to be about $17 million and
that about 340,000 pensioners were going to

benefit by it. My immediate reaction that day
as the minister may remember, was, "Why
shouldn't it be $50 a month instead of $50 a

year"?
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Now, $50 a month for those 340,00 people
would involve, if my arithmetic is anywhere
close to being correct, $204 million. Even if

you choose a figure approaching that—say,
$25 a month for these people, or $100 million

—then perhaps you would have some real

effect on the persons whom the minister and
his colleagues feel need some benefit.

But $50 as a Christmas present in the year
1973 really is nothing; it's an insult. It

amounts to $4 a month, $1 a week for

340,000 people who obviously are in suffi-

cient need to bring forth this kind of a

bill at all. You're really doing nothing.

Starting at the minister's own figure of

$17 million, which he gave to us when he

introduced this bill for first reading, can he
not find the balance and make it $50 a

month? If he can't make it $50 a month, can
he make it $25 a month, or even $10 a

month? At least do something that somebody
is going to be able to recognize as perhaps

being helpful.

During the question period this afternoon,
Mr. Chairman, we began to nibble at what is

economically going to become an increasingly
more important issue in this province, and
that is the overall effects of the energy
shortage. They are going to increase the

inflationary spiral; there's no doubt about
that. They have already begun to increase

the inflationary spiral.

Mr. F. Laughren (Nickel Belt): Not with
sales tax.

Mr. Singer: This is going to affect these

340,000 old people the same as other people.
It's going to affect employment, I'm sure,
because I was listening to the radio this

morning and I heard the predictions that the

energy crisis in the United States is going
to involve an increase of one per cent or
one million people in the number unem-
ployed in the United States. We can expect
an increase in unemployment here too; and
if more people are going to be unemployed,
these old people are going to be affected as
well because, perhaps, many of their sources
of income are going to dry up.

Mr. Chairman, in the name of good
conscience and fairness, when we have so
much money for so many other things, at

this 11th hour of section 2 of this bill that's

before us, surely the minister can find an-

other sum of money. Seventeen million

dollars in a budget of $7.25 billion or $7.5
billion is really nothing. Why can't we make
it a reasonable figure?

As I say, Mr. Chairman, if it was in our

power under the rules we would move that

this be made $50 per month per person.

Perhaps the $204 million figure is at this

moment a little beyond the budgetary realiza-

tions of the province because of other mis-

handling of affairs, but let's split the dif-

ference and let the minister be a hero today.
Let him change this figure from $50 once
a year to $25 once a month. Let's invest

$100 million of Ontario money to give these

340,000 pensioners at least something that

is a little better. That is my plea to the

minister, Mr. Chairman.

I hope somewhere along the line maybe
some of the things that have been said in

this House by 25 or 30 opposition members
will be heeded—things that are felt, fascinat-

ingly enough, by a great number of Con-
servative members, some of whom were
noticeable by their absence when they didn't

come in to vote; a couple of whom were
noticeable by their remarks, although they
didn't vote the way some of their remarks
indicated they might have—but certainly this

is a matter in which we should try to do
more. We are not poor and we can afford

it. So please, Mr. Minister, do something
better than this $50 in section 2.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for

Wentworth.

Mr. I. Deans (Wentworth): Mr. Chairman,
I want to ask the minister if I can, in spite

of what nasty things I may have said to

him, to listen to me for a moment, because

I don't think it is unreasonble that the prov-
ince can afford to provide the money to give
the pensioners, who are currently 65 and

over, the kind of $209-a-month allotment

that we have suggested the province could

afford.

I want to go through the calculations with

the minister so that I can put before him
what we are really talking about. By my
calculation there are 340,000 pensioners in

that category in the Province of Ontario.

That allows us a little leeway—there are

340,000 of them—and they will be receiving
no more than $179.16 per person. That does

take into account the married people, though
their income is calculated in a different way.
They will be receiving $179.16.

To provide for a full year, if we were to

provide every person in this province 65 or

over with an income of $209 a month, it

would cost $83,328,000. For the balance

of this fiscal year, retroactive to Oct. 1, we
could provide the $209 that we are asking
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for for the pensioners of the Province of

Ontario, out of the treasury of the province
for the sum total of $24 million.

Mr. D. A. Paterson (Essex South): One
day's taxes.

Mr. Deans: I want to ask the minister: Is

it that the Province of Ontario cannot afford

$24 million in order to assure each and

every pensioner in this province of $209
a month? Until such time as I have his

attention I am not going to speak. Silence

may be golden but ignorance is not bliss.

Hon. J. Yaremko (Solicitor General): Turn-

ing one's back has been set by your leader.

Mr. Deans: I don't need your gratuitous
comments. Why don't you go away and
play out in the hallway for a while?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Speak to your leader,
he is an expert at that.

Mr. Deans: I don't have to speak to my
leader, I am speaking for me. When I want
your comment I will ask for it.

Mr. Chairman: Order.

Mr. Deans: What I have asked the Treas-
urer is this: Is it beyond the fiscal possibilities
of the Province of Ontario to make available
$24 million, to provide the $209 a month for

pensioners aged 65 and over in the Province
of Ontario whose income is below $209 cur-

rently, for the balance of this fiscal year
retroactive to Oct. 1? I would like to get an
answer to that question. Don't we have $24
million or the ability to raise it?

Hon. Mr. White: Mr. Chairman, there is

no yes or no to the question. To try to bring
some comprehension, let me speak for a few
minutes on this point.

I had the opportunity a few years ago at
Western of talking to a couple of dozen of
the best known and best-regarded economists
in North America, including such men as
Paul Samuelson and Harry Johnson.

Mr. Lewis: Harry Johnson!

Hon. Mr. White: Yes, Harry Johnson, who
has a world-wide reputation; who holds a

very prestigious chair at the University of

Chicago and a very prestigious chair at the
London School of Economics-

Mr. Lewis: He certainly does and he holds
some of the most unprestigious views I have
heard.

Hon. Mr. White: —at one and the same
time, so he is certainly a prestigious,—

Mr. Lewis: I don't suppose you met with

John Kenneth Galbraith.

Hon. Mr. White: —well-known and highly
regarded economist. However, we are not

debating Harry Johnson's views on national-

ism or anything else.

Mr. Lewis: You studied Milton Friedman.

Hon. Mr. White: Well, yes, I have studied

Milton Friedman, too; a lot more than you
have.

Mr. Lewis: You and he love the negative
income tax for the same purposes, too.

Hon. Mr. White: What's purpose got to do
with it? Are you worrying about Milton

Friedman's motive in recommending that?

Mr. Lewis: I certainly am worried.

Mr. Deans: Are you going to answer my
question?

Hon. Mr. White: Without exception, Mr.

Chairman, I asked these very clever econo-

mists in what way a province varied from a

householder with respect to income indebted-

ness and expenditure.

Mr. Lewis: I would have told you.

Hon. Mr. White: And I was told by all of

these economists what I myself believe: That
there is no difference—quite unlike a nation

state which has its own central bank and
which indirectly prints money whenever it

has to do so.

Mr. Lewis: Now I see why you regard them
as so bright.

Mr. J. R. Breithaupt (Kitchener): They
just use pension funds.

Hon. Mr. White: I am going to explain
what we have to do, as indeed every house-

holder in this province has to do.

Mr. P. D. Lawlor (Lakeshore): Come on,
that is just nonsense, what you said just now.
Where are families covered by cyclical financ-

ing? Where did Keynes last come into your
household?

Hon. Mr. White: Every time he spends a

dollar, he has to collect a dollar from taxes

or other forms of income, or he has to bor-

row the money. Let's look at these two
sources of income.
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Mr. Lawlor: Milton Friedman is nuts.

Hon. Mr. White: Our tax level is about

average; a little less than average, perhaps, in

Canada. Our tax levels are as high, I think,

as our people want to see them—

Mr. J. A. Renwick (Riverdale): We can

understand why you are in trouble.

Mr. Lewis: I am glad you left the uni-

versity.

Hon. Mr. White —and I haven't heard any
recommendations from members opposite that

any particular taxes should be higher. I

don't believe they should be. They are high

enough as they are.

Mr. Deans: I am talking about your

priority spending.

Hon. Mr. White: Therefore, we cannot

garner additional resources by increasing our

taxes. Now, what about our indebtedness?

Interjection by an hon. member.

Hon. Mr. White: I have heard serious

complaints from the opposition that we are

running too much debt.

Mr. Renwick: Of course you could. Have

already said you are likely to go to an in-

dependent tax system.

Hon. Mr. White: I have heard serious

complaints from the opposition that we are

running too much debt.

Mr. Deans: Are you going to be able to

raise the $24 million?

Hon. Mr. White: And our most recent fi-

nancial statement will indicate—

Mr. Lewis: Not from us you haven't.

Hon. Mr. White: —that our debt is very
considerably more than I had anticipated

originally—

Mr. Lewis: Yes, that is right.

Hon. Mr. White: -I think by $141 mil-

lion—I appear not to have the statement in

front of me here. So that our increase in

indebtedness this year is going to be some-

thing over $1 billion in all likelihood. Now,
who could recommend in good conscience
that we increase that further? Well, my hon.
friend says "can you afford this?" Yes, we
can afford it.

Mr. Lawlor: I don't think we are worried
about the debt yet. It is okay.

Mr. Deans: Can you afford the $24 mil-

lion?

Hon. Mr. White: But the responsibility
of the government of course it to put these

various demands in some kind of acceptable
balance to measure the priorities and to

bring in what we think is—

Mr. Deans: Priorities? Very interesting

point.

Hon. Mr. White: —likely to maximize the

happiness of our people.

Mr. Deans: Tell me about your priorities.

Hon. Mr. White: Now, sir, I don't sup-

pose there is any point in my reciting again
the 10 or 12 measures which we've taken

this year in an attempt to benefit the older

people of this province. This isn't an iso-

lated instance. This is part of a continuing
endeavour to increase the consumption
powers of the—

Mr. Deans: You can't make it.

Hon. Mr. White: —older people in this

province.

Mr. Deans: You can't make it, in other

words.

Hon. Mr. White: Oh, go on.

Mr. Deans: Am I to assume from your
statement that you are saying yes, you could

raise the $24 million, but you don't know

exactly where you'd get it and you're not

prepared to rearrange your priorities at this

time because you don't consider senior citi-

zens' incomes to be a priority matter? Is

that fair to draw that conclusion?

Hon. Mr. White: No, that's not fair.

Mr. Deans: Not fair! That is not fair.

What do you think I should draw from it

then? When you can stand in your place
and tell me that yes, you could find the

$24 million but-

Hon. Mr. White: I said there is no yes
or no to that kind of a question.

Mr. Deans: Okay. Well, let me tell you
what the Premier said. The Premier said

the day before yesterday that he did not

agree that it was an inability of the Prov-

ince of Ontario to fund it that kept you,
the government, from introducing an income

programme for pensioners to the level of

$209 a month.
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Mr. D. C. MacDonald (York South): So

the Treasurer is operating on the wrong text

this afternoon.

Mr. Deans: That was the Premier's an-

swer to my question the day before yester-

day.

When you can afford to find $1.7 million

to assist the standard-bred horse breeders of

the Province of Ontario, that is one-four-

teenth of what we need, and when you can

afford to spend $100,000 down at the Royal
York Hotel, and other places around Metro-

politan Toronto, running parties for the Grey
Cup, and when you can afford to spend

money developing a new Hydro buidling to

the tune of $45 million, and when you can
afford to spend $40 million or more build-

ing a new Workmen's Compensation Board

building, and when you can afford to spend
the money to clean the outside of this build-

ing, and when you can afford to spend the

money that has been spent building the

edifices over on Wellesley St., you tell me,

looking across the floor of the House, that

you can't afford $24 million to look after

the needs of the elderly?

Boy, if only they could see you, they

might then appreciate just how difficult this

job is. I can hardly believe that the min-
ister could sit in his place and suggest that

the $24 million that would raise their in-

comes up to a level that will enable them
to live in some kind of decency cannot be
found by the government of the Province of

Ontario.

iYou talk about the government's pro-
grammes to provide for people in Ontario.

With pride, you talk about the accommoda-
tion that is being provided through Ontario

Housing Corp. for senior citizens' — 12,190
units; 12,190 units presently under manage-
ment of Ontario Housing Corp., 340,000
senior citizens currently receiving—

Hon. Mr. White: The biggest landlord in

the world. The biggest landlord in the world.

Mr. Deans: —no more than $179.16 a

month, and you have the gall to tell me
about your programmes for providing for the
needs of the elderly in the Province of

Ontario.

Not only that, what do you do when you
even bring in a programme such as this in

order to try to provide something for some-
one? You don't even try to ensure that

everyone who is in that category gets the

assistance. You don't consider whether it is

given on the basis of need. You tie it to

some ridiculous guaranteed income supple-
ment programme which cuts out many thou-

sands of people who currently are receiving
benefit no greater than $179.16, but who,
because of some pension plan that they

previously belonged to or because of annui-

ties that they may had in years! gone by,,

or because of savings that they were able

to accumulate over the years, receive the

difference between $105 that is universal and

$179.16 which includes the supplement from
a source other than the government of

Canada.

Even given that this programme would
be worthwhile—which I'm not prepared to

concede to you—even given that the pro-

gramme is going through, which I under-

stand, surely you want to be sure that every

single individual in the Province of Ontario

whose income is below $179.16 and who
is over age 65 gets the $50? Surely that

would be your objectives, so that the Christ-

mas card from the Premier will get to every-

body? Therefore, it would be necessary, in

order to reach that objective, to rewrite the

legislation. The legislation doesn't provide
for it.

•The legislation should carry within it a

clause which says that a person in receipt
of an amount not greater than the combined
total of old age assistance or old age security

plus guaranteed income supplement shall re-

ceive the $50. That should be what is writ-

ten in the legislation if this is what you
really mean.

But the fact of the matter is that this

government is playing a game again, over

and over and over, and the game that you
are playing is a vicious, rotten game and it

is not becoming. This is a far too affluent

society to have heaped upon the people that

my colleague from Riverdlale spoke about,

the kinds of indignities that they must face

by having an inadequate income level.

T speak at old age pensioners' groups too,

and I meet with them just like the member
for London North, the Treasurer-

Mr. Lewis: South.

Mr. Deans: —London South, and I can

tell you that when we get down to talking
about their needs, they all understand it is

nice to have coverage from health pro-

grammes, it is nice if you are able to get
into a lower-rental senior-citizen accommo-

dation, it is nice to get free bus passes. Of
course it is nice to get these things and

other small things that are handed out by
the government. But it is a damn sight nicer
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to be able to live your life in dignity and1 to

pay your own way, and that's what they have

told me. I don't know what they are telling

the government.

What they are saying to me is, why is

it that after spending 50 or 60 years of

our adult life, working in the Province of

Ontario, through depression, through wars,

through layoffs and through intolerable work-

ing conditions, under governments before

this government was considered, after 60 or

more years of working in the Province of

Ontario in that kind of an existence with-

out the benefit of the Canada Pension Plan,

without the benefit of the private pension

plans, without the opportunity to save and

without the chance to invest, why is it that

they must live out their remaining years in

abject poverty?

Why is it that the government can find

$1.7 million for standard-bred horses, money
for Queen's Park, money for Ontario Place,

money to take trips and money for damn
near anything except to ensure a decent

standard of living for people? We treat

animals better than we treat people, parti-

cularly elderly people. They are not beg-

ging. They are not standing outside. The

government had them do that once before.

'I have never seen anything so disgusting
as to insist that elderly people stand outside

in February, for heaven's sake, in the ice and

the cold begging for a decent standard of

living. Yet thats exactly what this Trea-

surer forced upon them. They travelled from

all over the Province of Ontario and stood

outside the Legislature building and asked

the government if they couldn't have a

reasonable standard of living.

That's what they were asking the Min-
ister of Community and Social Services

for, whether he knows it or not. They were

asking for an income level that would be

commensurate with their needs; not asking
to live lavishly, not asking to live luxuriously,
not expecting to be able to live up to the

Minister's standard perhaps, but just simply
to be able to go in, rent an apartment, pay
the rent, pay the heat, pay the phone bill,

visit a relative once in a while, eat properly
and maybe just once every 10 or 15 years
to be able to afford to buy a new coat or

a new dress, to go someplace, instead of

having to make do with things that they

brought with them from their years of work-

ing. That's all they were asking for—not a

hell of a lot.

The Minister of Community and Social

Services sits there and looks as if it's some-

thing he had never heard before. He knows
as well as I do that the $24 million that I

asked the Treasurer about, which is the

money necessary to fund the $209 a month
from Oct. 1 of this year until April 1 next

year—$24 million, that's all it takes—would
be well spent. Yet the Treasurer gets up,
and says, "We are looking into it and we
won't have an adequate income programme
for 10 or 15 years." Has the Treasurer ever

gone to a 70-year-old and told that 70-year-
old that in 10 or 15 years we would have
an adequate programme in the Province of

Ontario?

Hon. Mr. White: I never said that.

Mr. Deans: He did say it. He most cer-

tainly did say it. Has he ever talked to

someone who is 70 years old and suggested
to him that in 10 or 15 years there might
be an adequate income programme for pen-
sioners in the Province of Ontario? Let me
tell the Treasurer something. In 10 or 15

years, the government could opt out of the

programme we are asking for because it

won't need it any more. In 10 or 15 years,
old age pensioners of that day, other than

the few who live to be 90, will have the

benefit of the Canada Pension Plan, the

benefit of the old age pension and, for many,
the benefit directly or by survivor benefit

of private plans.

We are not talking about tying the gov-
ernment's hands until the end of time. We
are talking about an interim programme, a

programme to meet the immediate needs,

not a programme to meet the long-term
needs of all of society as they grow old. For
the majority of people in the work force

today, within 10 years time the pension
levels will have risen substantially and the

incomes they will be receiving from the Can-
ada Pension Plan and from the old age pen-
sion and from private pensions will be suffi-

cient to meet their needs.

Mr. Lewis: Right.

Mr. Deans: The government cannot delay
a year. It can't afford to delay a year. It's

wrong to delay a year because that year
could well be the last year for many of these

people. It is inhuman to do what the gov-
ernment is doing and I can't understand you.
I can't understand you.

Mr. Laughren: Look at his backbenchers.

Mr. Deans: The Minister of Community
and Social Services, who I am better able
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to talk to than I can to the Treasurer, sure-

ly he understands.

Mr. Lewis: He understands nothing.

Mr. Deans: Surely somewhere in the cab-

inet there is someone who understands. Has

anyone in the cabinet ever raised the point?
Has anyone ever thought to go before the

Management Board and suggest that perhaps
we should give aid to those people who
fought all of the wars, who went through
all of the depressions, who were unable to

make it because there wasn't the kind of

assistance during their period of lifetime

when they worked?

Has anyone ever thought to go before the

cabinet and suggest that that should be one
of the top priorities of this government, that

we can and must afford it, that we can do
without some of the other frills in order
to have it, and that we will go to the people
of the Province of Ontario and ask them?
For heaven's sake, go to them and ask them.
Have an election on that one issue. Let them

fight an election on that one issue and let

the people say, "No, you gave the pen-
sioners too much. We are going to kick you
out."

Come on, you are not telling me, as the

Treasurer said before, that the people are

paying as much as they want to pay. Are

you telling me that if you put $24 million

into the provision of aid for the elderly, you
would lose the next election? Not at all. It

is nonsense. And yet you have the gall to

stand up and draw in these red herrings.
People don't want any more taxes—of course

people don't want to pay more taxes.

Mr. Laughren: Not for frills.

Mr. Deans: But what they do want is that

the money they are currently paying be
used to best advantage; that it be put toward
the provision of a better standard1 of living
for people, and that includes) themselves and

perhaps many of their relatives.

The member for Algoma (Mr. Gilbertson),
God bless him, stands up and talks about
the family wanting to support these people.
We understand that. I sometimes regret

being so hard on him because he obviously
is too stupid to understand what we are

talking about—

Mr. Chairman: Order, please.

Mr. Deans: I'm sorry.

Mr. Chairman: You heard me, "order."

Mr. Lewis: Order what?

Mr. Deans: Order what? That's my
opinion; I'm sorry.

Mr. Chairman: That is not parliamentary
language.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. A. Grossman (Minister of Revenue):
It is against the rules.

Mr. Deans: Do you think it is wrong?
Are you telling me what I said is wrong?

Mr. B. Gilbertson (Algoma): Withdraw
that statement.

Mr. Deans: Are you suggesting that I—

Mr. Gilbertson: Mr. Chairman, I think you
should ask him to withdraw that statement.

Mr. Deans: I can't withdraw it. It is true.

(Hon. Mr. Grossman: It is against the rules.

Mr. Lewis: What is against the rules?

Good Lord, it is one of the most charitable

things that has ever been said in this House.

Mr. Deans: In any event-

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Deans: I would like to say something
kinder, but were you here last night? Did

you listen to what was said?

Mr. Laughren: If you don't be quiet,
we'll turn the member for Sudbury loose—

'Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Deans: What would your reaction be
to that drivel and inconsequential garbage?

Mr. Lewis: Tripe.

Hon. Mr. White: The member for Algoma
is much more sensible than you are.

Mr. Chairman: Order. Can we go back to

section 2 of the bill, please?

Mr. Deans: Yes, I'm coming back to sec-

tion 2 of the bill.

Hon. Mr. White: He's more sensible; every-

body knows it.

Mr. Lewis: Nobody knows it.

Hon. Mr. White: Everybody knows it.

He's more sensible than you are.

'Hon. Mr. Grossman: It is still against the

rules.
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Mr. Lewis: Oh, come on. The only two

people you could get to speak for you were

the member for Renfrew South (Mr. Yaka-

buski) and the member for Algoma. That

says a lot about this bill.

Mr. Chairman: Order.

Mr. Lewis: That says a lot about this

bill.

Mr. Chairman: Order. Order. The mem-
ber for Scarborough West knows right well

that the member-

Mr. Lewis: The member for Wentworth is

pulling his papers together, and I'm just fill-

ing in for him—

Mr. Chairman: That doesn't give you any

privilege to speak from your seat. If you
want to get up and speak, get up and speak.

Mr. Lewis: You are an obstreperous son

of a gun, aren't you?

Interjections by an hon. member.

Mr. Deans: Yes, I'm going to let you
speak in a minute. Anyway, I want to amend
the bill. It is perhaps not the tidiest amend-
ment in the world—

Mr. Gilbertson: We will check and see

what Hansard said about what I said last

night.

Mr. Laughren: What wasn't said; that was
the disgraceful part.

Mr. Deans: What I want to do is this,

anyway. I want to move that section 2 be
amended by adding at the end thereof the

following words: ". . . or who is in receipt
of income for the year, up to but not

exceeding an amount which disqualifies such

person from such monthly guaranteed income

supplement." It is a bit wordy, but what
I am saying to the minister in effect is that
if you are going to give your $50, which

you obviously are, and if you are not going
to do any more, which you obviously are

not, then at least make sure that everyone
who should get it, gets it.

Mr. Lewis: That's right. That's simple
enough.

Mr. Deans: Let's make sure—

Hon. Mr. White: Well, I am sorry, I wasn't
able to grasp-

Mr. Deans: Well, I'm going to go over
it with you. Let's change that section of

the bill to ensure—

Hon. Mr. White: Would you send me a

copy of it?

Mr. Deans: No, I will read it to you in a

moment. I don't have a copy. I wrote it out

in longhand. I don't have the benefit of the

minions you have. I have to do it all by
myself. What I'm asking you to do is to

ensure that any single person whose total

income does not exceed the combined total of

the old age pension, plus the guaranteed in-

come supplement, should receive $50 this

month provided they are over age 65.

Mr. R. G. Hodgson (Victoria-Haliburton):
It changes the principle. It is out of order.

Mr. Lewis: It doesn't change the principle
of the bill; it expands on it.

Mr. Deans: I am not changing the prin-

ciple. Let me put it to you simply. What we
are talking about is a table with four legs
and I am adding a leg. It is still a table.

Mr. Chairman: To the hon. member for

Wentworth, I have been informed by the

Clerk that it is out of order. You are adding
to the amount of money that is being pro-
vided in this bill, and it is against the

principle of the bill which we are dealing
with—

Mr. Deans: I'm adding to the amount of

money?

Mr. Chairman: It is definitely out of order.

Mr. Deans: Is that out of order? You mean

you are going to rule that out of order. Let

me ask the Treasurer then-

Mr. Gilbertson: If you are so smart you
should know all about these things.

Mr. Deans: I hear a small voice wander-

ing down from Algoma. Let me ask—

Mr. Gilbertson: Don't be so stupid. You
should know these things.

Mr. Deans: I just want to tell the member
that I did know it was out of order, funnily

enough. But I wanted to move it, neverthe-

less, because I thought maybe I could jog

something in your heart—or where your heart

used to be.

Mr. Gilbertson: You are not going to

change any hearts in here the way you are

going.

Mr. Deans: Let me ask the Treasurer

whether he can't accept a change to his legis-

lation to do just that—whether there isn't a

way?
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Hon. Mr. White: We are not going to do
that. The method we have chosen is based
in part on the availability of GIS tapes from
Ottawa which enable us to send these

cheques out to an up-to-date list, quickly and

accurately. And I couldn't change that

method.

Mr. Deans: Well, don't you feel that a

person who receives the $105 old age pen-
sion, plus an amount from a private pension,
which doesn't bring them above, but bring
them to the level of the total old age pension
and guaranteed income supplement, is equally
entitled to the $50?

Mr. E. R. Good (Waterloo North): Up to

65.

Mr. Deans: No, over 65.

Mr. Good: They would be getting the

supplement.

Mr. Deans: They don't get supplements.

Mrs. M. Campbell (St. George): There are

people who get income from other sources.

Mr. Deans: The income is from another
source. If they get an amount equal to the

supplement, plus the pension, and even

though that comes from a private pension,

they are cut off from the $50. I have had

people complaining to me about it; and I

don't blame them. They say: "Why?"

Mr. MacDonald: It is your piecemeal ap-
proach; hit and miss.

Mr. Deans: They say: "Why is it I don't

qualify for the supplement and I don't qualify
for the $50 either; and yet I haven't got any
more money?"

Mrs. Campbell: That's right, you have to

apply.

Mr. Good: I see, you don't include supple-
ment; you are including money from other

sources.

Mr. Deans: No they are not getting supple-
ments.

Mr. Lewis: You have to apply for it, and

many of them don't know that.

Mr. Deans: I just asked the minister why
that doesn't happen. Why won't he make sure
that everyone in the Province of Ontario
whose income is at that level and is entitled

to it gets it?

Hon. Mr. White: Well the basic OAS,
which goes to every citizen who is 65 years

of age or over and meets certain resident

qualifications and such like, is augmented by
the GIS to a certain maximum. This maxi-
mum is decreased by 50 cents for every dollar

in additional earned or unearned income.

In the hypothetical situation described by
the hon. member, it would seem to me the

person at the upper limit of OAS, plus GIS,
who received the increment from unearned

pension income, not GIS itself, would have
twice as much above the OAS as the GIS

recipient.

Mr. Deans: All right. Well let me raise

something specific—my colleague was going to

raise it—that's not in the case of a person in

receipt of a veteran's pension.

Mr. MacDonald: Many veterans haven't

applied because it would be taken off their

pension.

Mr. Deans: Because it was deducted from
their other pension.

Mr. MacDonald: Because they are not on
the GIS list they get cheated out of their

$50 Christmas present from Bill Davis.

Mr. Deans: I mean, that one category alone

deprives them of the opportunity for $50.

Mr. Good: They have to declare—

Mr. Deans: They don't get it.

Mr. Lewis: I was speaking on this exact

point about two weeks ago to a room of

200 or 300 retirees, UAW retirees at the

Massey plant on Shaw St. in the south end
of Toronto. And to my surprise there were
a very large number in the audience who
were over 65, who had old age security.

They had GPP of $20 or $30 a month and

they had a very limited industrial pension,
but they fell just slightly short of the com-
bined OAS and GIS. They had maybe $170,

$172 or $175 a month; or more of them
had about $180 or $185 or just over, but

they were under and over.

For all of these people the government's
$50 is not available, because it is tied in

solely to the Guaranteed Income Supple-
ment. The government is excluding a sig-
nificant number of people who don't know

they are entitled to a partial GIS as a result

of the difference; and is denying it to a

tremendous number of people who are mak-

ing just over $179 who may be making $185,

$190 or $195 by virtue of these various little

bits and pieces of pensions, but who will

not be entitled to a penny.
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I don't know how you amend a bill, be-

cause that's inherently what's so wrong with

this bill when you do it in this one-shot

way. At least you can amend the legisla-
tion to read that anybody whose income,
from whatever source, is less than OAS plus

guaranteed income supplement would be en-

titled to the $50 and need only apply. Give
them that right to apply and then advertise

it widely. What may it mean? It may mean
another 10,000 to 15,000 people in Ontario.

Are they not entitled to the $50?

This legislation should also be amended
so those who have just marginally above the

GIS should also be able to get it. Why do

people who get $179 a month have the en-

titlement to $50 at Christmas time, but those

who have $185 a month have no entitlement

at all, none at all? It would be logical that

they might be entitled to $44, the difference,

but they have no entitlement.

This legislation is really pernicious in yet
two other ways. It excludes certain people
who inadvertently fall below the total GIS.

I didn't know this happened. I checked it

out and I've asked around; and it does, it

happens with some regularity. It also ex-

cludes that whole host of people whose
income is just marginally above the GIS. So

the $50 is confined to 340,000, when the

figure should probably be closer to some-
where between 400,000 and 500,000.

That's one question I'd like to ask you,

following my colleague from Wentworth,
whether you couldn't amend this Act, at

least to allow anybody whose income was
less than the combined old age security and
Guaranteed Income Supplement to be en-

titled to the $50, and then advertise it wide-

ly so they can apply. It may mean just a

few thousand, but if you feel strongly about

it, in their terms and in their needs a few
thousand people will appreciate that $50
even if they won't appreciate the implica-

tion for a minimum monthly income.

Let me take you one step further to the

proposition which this caucus is now putting,

and I'd really like to hear the minister deal

with it. Based on August, 1973, figures,

there are 336,674 pensioners in Ontario,

126,263 of whom received the full GIS and

210,411 of whom received the partial GIS.

To subsidize both these groups to the level

we would like them subsidized to, to the

minimum monthly income of $209 a month,
would require from the Treasury $6,944,000
more per month. That means $83,328,000
more per year. That would cover all 340,000

of them subsidized to a level of $209 a

month.

Let me put it another way. We under-

stand, as you say, that you are in transition,

that you are working through a policy; that

by the time of the budget in 1974, or indeed
in conjunction with his colleague the Minis-

ter of Community and Social Services, the

Treasurer wants to work out some kind of

increase. My colleague from Wentworth,
quite intelligently has said: All right, let's

do it for a six-month period. Let's make it

retroactive to Oct. 1, 1973, terminating on
March 31, 1974. And for that six-month

period, while you are resolving your final

policy, let us do what British Columbia has

done and what Manitoba is now doing for

people over the age of 65—they have done
it over the age of 60, but here let's say
over the age of 65.

That means that the $83 million breaks

down, obviously, to a need for only about

$42 million—$41.5 million. Then we pointed
out to you that the federal government will

pay 43 per cent of that, which is approxi-

mately $18 million. So the cost to the Treas-

ury of Ontario would be $24 million to

provide, retroactive to Oct. 1, 1973, a level

of income for everybody over the age of 65

guaranteed at $209 a month, to terminate

on March 31, 1974, by which time you will

have made your budget preparations and you
will be able to make your announcement
about what your future intentions are.

Now in order to make the argument com-

pact, I have one question of the minister

which he can simply provide by way of in-

terjection. What is this programme going
to cost? What is this bill adding up to in

terms of cost for the government, as it now
stands?

Hon. Mr. White: This bill is going to cost

$17 million.

Mr. Lewis: It is $17 million; all right.
Then I'm saying to you that for a difference

of $7 million—$7 million—you will then have

the opportunity to provide to this category
of recipient the $209 a month through until

March 31, 1974.

Now, I'm not sure where you get the fig-

ure of $17 million.

Mr. MacDonald: It is 340 times 50.

Mr. Lewis: Three hundred and forty times

50, okay, right.

Mr. MacDonald: It's as simple as that.
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Mr. Lewis: Well, thank you very much,

you are quite right. Then the difference,

given the federal subsidy—that, of course,
would have to be—you see, as a matter of

fact I'm standing here and something is

penetrating my mind. It hadn't occurred to

me before.

Mr. H. Worton (Wellington South): They
are paying the maximum.

Mr. Good: They are not getting any sub-

sidy for this.

Mr. Lewis: No. When you pay the $50,
there is no federal subsidy. Exactly!

An hon. member: That's right.

Mr. Good: We have been saying that for

days.

Mr. Lewis: You know, I'm slow but I'm

catching on. This is just incredible when I

think about it.

Mr. Breithaupt: They can do it the other

way and get the benefit.

Mr. Lewis: When you pay the $50 a

month you don't get any money federally.
For $7 million more, you'll get 43 per cent
of it paid by the federal government. For
$24 million out of the provincial treasury
instead of $17 million out of the provincial

treasury you can provide all of these people,
340,000 of them, with $209 a month retro-

active to Oct. 1, 1973, right through to the
end of March 31, 1974.

Mr. MacDonald: You have been so cheap
on this you have cheated yourselves.

Mr. Lewis: As a matter of fact, Mr. Chair-

man, I can't-that's right, isn't it?

An hon. member: Sure it's right.

Mr. Lewis: Why didn't you tell me that
before?

Mr. Breithaupt: I think it has been men-
tioned.

Mrs. Campbell: We have been saying it for
three days.

Mr. B. Newman (Windsor-Walkerville):
Read our press releases.

Mr. Lewis: No, as a matter of fact I've
read your press releases and you excluded
almost 75,000 people; that is why I didn't
read further. However, that is beside the

point.

Now we are talking about $7 million. I

really want the Treasurer to engage us in

this. You are saying that for $7 million you
will not provide a guaranteed monthly income
to all of those over 65 in this provice. That's

what you are saying.

You are willing to provide the signature of

the Province of Ontario for $45 million for

the Hydro building. You are prepared to

provide almost a third of that sum to horse-

breeding. You are prepared to throw away
and squander money on every kind of irrele-

vant, self-serving project, but you are not

prepared to find $7 million more for the

senior citizens of the Province of Ontario.

Mr. Laughren: The time is not politically

expedient.

Mr. Lewis: The time is not politically ex-

pedient—is it as ruthless, as calculating, as

cynical as that? Maybe it is, maybe it is.

I'm not sure the Treasurer has even worked

it through.

Mr. MacDonald: If this is a cabinet meet-

ing emerging to accept this, let's draw the

Minister of Correctional Services (Mr. Apps)

in, because I think he is maybe sympathetic
to our efforts.

Mr. Lewis: Well, that minister may be the

only one who will.

But I mean, you understand what we are

saying about this and you know it is valid;

you know it's valid on the basis of British

Columbia. Do you understand what we are

talking about? Seven million dollars. What is

the provincial budget in Ontario this year?

Mr. Stokes: Seven point seven billion

dollars.

Mr. Lewis: Seven point seven billion

dollars, and you can't find $7 million—.001

or whatever it is, per cent of the total prov-
incial budget.

Mr. Cassidy: A tenth of one per cent.

Mr. MacDonald: To give them a real

Christmas present.

Mr. Lewis: You are going to bring in sup-

plementary estimates later this week or next

and you can't include another $7 million in

it? I can bet you there will be all kinds of

millions in it for projects which are question-
able.

Seven million dollars, considering the in-

flation that is going to be experienced by
running that Krauss-Maffei machine around
the Canadian National Exhibition in 1975?
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Twenty-five million dollars for that train and Niagara Escarpment, and five months later

you can't find $7 million for the pensioners you suddenly recognize that you didn't put
in Ontario? Where the hell are your values? on the land-use controls.

Mr. Good: One tenth of one per cent.

Mr. Lewis: The fact is, Mr. Chairman, that

I really think this is pretty central. The
member for Wentworth put it very well.

You're willing to pay $17 million now. We're

saying to you that if you add $7 million onto

that you will receive federal funds sufficient

to allow the $24 million to provide $209 a

month from Oct. 1, 1973, to March 31, 1974,

by which time you can work out a policy.

Now if you refuse to do that you have

absolutely no redeeming features left, not a

one. You can obviously do that and you can

do it so easily. You can do it now on your
own authority, right here in the House. You

probably don't want to do it because you
want to make a grandiose announcement in

advance of the election, which will provide
an income of $205, $210 or $215 a month,
a little bit more than the other provincial

governments.

Let me tell you fellows over there some-

thing, just speaking to you as political col-

leagues engaged in the games of strategy that

we all play. You're nuts. You don't under-

stand any more. You're judgement is off. You
made such a mistake in bringing in this

$50, the opposition has clobbered you so

badly, the press has clobbered you so badly,
that when you do introduce that $200 or

$210 a month everybody will say you have

capitulated to the demands of the opposition.

Mr. E. M. Havrot (Timiskaming): Don't

choke yourself.

Mr. Lewis: It won't even be seen as a

credit to your government any more. You
have nothing left to gain. You've been so

coarsely cynical about this that you've cyni-
cized yourself right out of credibility, what-

ever that may mean.

I can say to the provincial Treasurer, you
are a man addicted to misfortune.

An hon. member: You're not kidding.

Mr. R. G. Hodgson: You are familiar with
the term.

Mr. Lewis: You really are. Look at your
legacy to the Province of Ontario. You bring
in an energy tax and you collapse 72 hours
later. You bring in a sales tax and the wrath
of the entire province falls upon you. You

bring in land-use legislation to protect the

Hon. Mr. White: You lined up the devel-

opers.

Mr. Lewis: You bring in a bill to give $50
to the old age citizens, and you suddenly
find that the temple is collapsing.

Mr. P. G. Givens (York-Forest Hill):

You're a square peg in a round1 hole.

Mr. Lewis: That is the most charitable

description of John White I ever heard. He
is a rotund peg in a very triangular hole.

I want to say something else. My col-

league from Lakeshore talked about Dante

burning in hell in a block of ice—isn't that

what you said?

Mr. Lawlor: Something like that.

Mr. Lewis: Right. We all said many
months ago that, single-handedly, you would

bring the government down; and you're deter-

mined to make us right, you're determined
to make us prophetic.

Mr. Breithaupt: He's not even modest about

Mr. Lewis: Yes, he's almost egocentric.
You could have at least shared the blame

amongst your colleagues a little.

Hon. Mr. White: I may be egocentric, but

you are an egomaniac.

Mr. Lewis: No, no, you're wrong. The
word is egomaniacal. If you're going to use

it, use it.

Mr. Givens: Where did you get your aca-

demics?

Mr. Lewis: It's a good thing Western
threw you out. I can imagine what you
would be visiting on them today.

Mr. MacDonald: With that economics-

Mr. Lewis: Yes, with economics 1-A.

Mr. MacDonald: One minus A.

Mr. Lewis: That was quite a performance
before. How did you mark those tests you
got? Tell us the difference between a house-

hold and a province—

Hon. Mr. White: I thought it was simple

enough for you, but obviously you didn't see

it.
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Mr. Breithaupt: Polly Adler could have
told! you the difference between a house and
a home.

Mr. Lewis: These little elemental home
truths of yours have passed us right by.

Hon. Mr. White: That isn't what the test

was about.

Mr. Lewis: All right, enough is enough.
We've had our little cut and thrust, you and
I. Now let's come back to the central point,
which started with the member for Went-
worth.

How is it that for 340,000 people in this

province you are so perverse, you are so

straitjacketed, you are so ungiving, so rigid, so

inflexible and so calculatingly political, that

you can't find an additional $7 million to

provide $210 a month from Oct. 1, 1973 to

March 31, 1974. Why is that not possible?

Why in God's name can you not withdraw
this bill and come back with that and we
will support you to a man and woman on this

side of the House?

Mr. Deans: It must be possible.

Mr. Lewis: Can you answer that question
for us?

Mr. Lawlor: What a lift to the economy.

Mr. Breithaupt: Could I ask the Treasurer

just one question that relates to that? Is it

true that if you were to raise and fund this

additional $7 million, that out of the $24
million total some 43 per cent could be

returned, or is there any benefit that would
come back?

Mr. Lewis: No, the $24 million is after

the 43 per cent.

Mr. Breithaupt: It is after the 43 per cent,

fine. I just wanted to clarify that, thank

you.

Hon. Mr. White: I suppose one could

argue that we could introduce a new pro-

gramme starting March 1—

Mr. Deans: Let's make it retroactive as

you did the sales tax.

Mr. Lewis: Sure, you know a lot about

retroactivity. You are an expert in it.

Hon. Mr. White: —and provide several

hundred dollars per month. The total cost

in this fiscal year will be something less than

$17 million, but that isn't the point I think.

Mr. Deans: Of course, it is the point.

Hon. Mr. White: There are two aspects to

this, one being financial constraints over a

longer term, not four months of this fiscal

year or one month of next fiscal year, but
the very fact that these programmes when
established must be sustained.

As I said earlier, we are considering a

variety of improvements in different classi-

fications of social welfare measures. This is

certainly one that will be considered.

Mr. Deans: Oh, don't go back to that,

please. You are not considering it.

Hon. Mr. White: I cannot accept today
the amendments which have been suggested,

although, quite frankly, I would undertake

to have those suggestions considered.

There were three major points, I think,

in the remarks of the leader of the NDP.
First of all, what is one to do with those

people in receipt of the OAS who have addi-

tional earned or unearned income slightly
less than the GIS but who don't apply for

that small additional benefit?

The suggestion is made that we try to

seek out these people through an advertising

campaign. It is acknowledged that there

will not be a lot of them. There will be a

few thousand or something. Did the hon.

member say 15,000, perhaps? I -think the

solution to this surely is for the federal gov-
ernment to embark upon an aggressive pro-

gramme to inform these people of their

rights and benefits, as indeed we—

Mr. Lewis: We agree, but that doesn't

solve their predicament now.

Hon. Mr. White: —did when we introduced

the credit system last spring. We combed
the province trying to locate the people who
were entitled to those tax credits and we
did use every means available, including mass

media.

Mr. MacDonald: You are cavalier in your
discrimination.

Mr. Lewis: This is really a frivolous busi-

ness.

Hon. Mr. White: The second aspect was
what about those people who are in receipt
of OAS plus GIS.

Mr. Lewis: No, OAS plus CPP plus in-

dustrial pension.

Hon. Mr. White: No, sorry, I mean those

who are in receipt of OAS, plus incremental

income slightly more than the GIS.
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Mr. Lewis: Slightly more.

Hon. Mr. White: It is pointed out, quite

rightly, that in some number of cases the

OAS, plus this amount of outside income,
is going to be less than the OAS plus GIS

plus $50.

Mr. Lewis: Right, much less.

Hon. Mr. White: Now this is true and this

is lamentable.

Mr. Lewis: Lamentable? But it is in your

power to do it.

Hon. Mr. White: This is the only way
we have to distribute these funds.

Mr. Lewis: Oh, it is not true; it is not so.

Hon. Mr. White: That is by using the up-

to-date, accurate records of the federal gov-
ernment. That is the way we propose to

do it.

Mr. Cassidy: What about the veterans?

Hon. Mr. White: The third aspect of the

NDP leader's remarks had to do with using
these same funds to introduce a programme
at this late date, utilizing these funds for

the balance of the fiscal year or some part
of the present fiscal year.

It is, I think, misleading in the extreme

to introduce a programme now, utilizing those

funds against a regular monthly payment.
It is going to impose on the consolidated

revenue fund a very much larger sum of

money next year. As I have said several

times here today, this is under active con-

sideration by my ministry and some work
has been done internally by the Ministry of

Community and Social Services. I am very

hopeful we can improve the present system.

I think the remarks of the leader of the

NDP prove that the tax credit approach is

the better approach because one doesn't run

into these difficulties of people receiving
OAS plus something just less than the

equivalent of GIS. One avoids the difficulties

expressed of OAS and GIS, plus $50, being
somewhat more on occasion than OAS plus
outside income approximating the GIS. So

all of these things and other deficiencies are

to be found in this as in other categorical

programmes.
That takes me back to my earlier remarks.

I wish we could take the enormous amount
of money that is being spent in this country
—$3.5 to $4 billion, apparently—and channel

that more effectively. We could pull every-
one's income up, I venture to say, using the

present resources, to a minimum of perhaps
$7,000 per family.

I think this can only be accomplished
if we shift resources out of categorical pro-

grammes and into a much more broadly-based

programme, whether that be a negative in-

come tax approach to a guaranteed annual

income, or some other device yet to be in-

vented. As I pointed out earlier, this was
the approach I had hoped to take in my
budget, increasing it year by year. But
inflation has come on harder and faster than

we expected. This incidentally cannot be
blamed on us, Mr. David Lewis said on

June 13, that Mr. Turner "could not slough
off rising prices in Canada by blaming in-

ternal factors, including the provinces."

It's a deep-seated problem. We are at-

tempting in a variety of ways however to

meet this problem on an ad hoc basis. And
I confess that it isn't perfect by any means,
but in my belief it is very considerably better

than nothing. I would like it very much if

we could pass this legislation, thereby en-

abling us to get these cheques in the mail

to these people at this time of the year.

Mr. Lewis: Mr. Chairman, I want to

quickly respond to the minister. I'm in a time

constraint, not just by 6 o'clock, but other

things later on.

First, let's use the amount of money of

$179. For those people who are making

slightly less than $179 in combined incomes,

but do not have the guaranteed income sup-

plement because they didn't know they could

apply for it, it is not enough simply to say,

"let the federal government embark on a

serious advertising campaign." It is as though

you were dealing with some statistical auto-

maton, and you're not. You're dealing with

human beings whose needs are enormous and

to whom, therefore, you have a personal and

collective obligation.

If you really believe, as you say, that the

cost of living has advanced the way it has

advanced, then it is as important for these

10,000 or 15,000 people as for anybody else

Therefore, you should find some way of

providing for them as you are providing for

those for whom you have those simple little

computer ticker tapes. For that group of

people who make more than $179 a month

by a few marginal dollars, and who are

therefore excluded from your programme, it

is not enough to say it is lamentable.

You said the legislation is imperfect. You
said the legislation is lamentable. You've said

you are inexpert. What is this nonsense we
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have before us? If it is all of those things,
and you want to improve it, then allow

people whose combined income per month
is something less than $179 plus $50 also to

apply and to apply for the difference, because

that indeed would make excellent sense. So

you fail on those grounds as well.

Your third ground very briefly is that it is

not at all inappropriate what we have been

advocating in the last little while—I have 30

seconds or 40 seconds, I am going to use it—

not at all inappropriate. If you say that you
didn't want to do it this way, that you wanted
to use the provincial budget, that you pre-
ferred a negative income tax, then our solu-

tion is a much greater sight more intelligent
than yours. Instead of fouling up the budget-

ary system with a $50 handout, we're saying
find a few more dollars, relatively speaking,
$7 million, and rationalize it into the exist-

ing fiscal arrangements dated back to Oct 1,

through to the end of March 31. This is

something the minister did, of course, with

the sales tax; something he is accustomed to.

He understands the principle of retroactivity
better than most people in this House.

Therefore, we are asking you to remove
the prejudice around certain groups against
whom this bill will deny benefits, and asking

you to make it possible to do what everybody
in this House would want you to do. And I

really hope that you have a good dinner at

the Westbury—

Mr. Chairman: It being 6 of the clock-

Mr. Lewis: —probably, with wine, slightly
more than $50 in cost, and come back at 8
o'clock and see whether you can't amend it.

Hon. Mr. White: Well, my own net worth

will be a lot less than yours.

Mr. Lewis: Well, your net worth—let me
tell you, any time you want to—

Mr. Chairman: Order. Let's adjourn this

conversation.

Mr. Lewis: I eat well too.

It being 6 o'clock, p.m., the House took

recess.
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The House resumed at 8 o'clock, p.m.

ONTARIO PENSIONERS'
ASSISTANCE ACT

( concluded )

Mr. Chairman: When we adjourned we
were dealing with section 2 of Bill 196. The
hon. member for Scarborough West had the

floor.

Mr. S. Lewis (Scarborough West): At the

recess, Mr. Chairman, you indignantly,

gratuitously and offensively walked out on me
and I want to call your attention to that.

While I was merely making a quite com-

pelling and obvious point, you chose to walk
out simply because it was 6 o'clock, which is

further evidence of the way in which you
view, in your impartiality from the chair, the

whole pension bill in front of us.

Mr. Chairman: If the hon. member for

Scarborough West would check the time it

was one minute after 6.

Mr. Lewis: That's right.

Mr. Chairman: I called the adjournment at

6 o'clock.

Mr. Lewis: That's right.

Mr. Chairman: And waited for one minute.

Mr. Lewis: That's right.

Mr. Chairman: The minister and the

member for Scarborough West still wanted to

carry on the conversation.

Mr. Lewis: That's right, we were engaged-

Mr. Chairman: So I suggested they carry
on their conversation while the session was

adjourned.

Mr. Lewis: As a matter of fact—

Hon. J. White (Treasurer, Minister of

Economics and Intergovernmental Affairs):

You were right, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Lewis: As a matter of fact—

Wednesday, November 28, 1973

Mr. Chairman: So I give you permission to

proceed at this time.

Mr. Lewis: As a matter of fact, you lost

patience and you walked out. Fair enough.

Hon. Mr. White: Mr. Chairman, on a point
of order.

Mr. J. E. Stokes (Thunder Bay): It is not a

point of order at all.

Hon. Mr. White: I raised a point of order.

On behalf of the hon. member and myself
I apologize to the Chair because we were,
in fact, breaking the rules.

Mr. Lewis: Were we? Well, I have no

apology to make to the Chair at all.

Mr. Chairman: The Chairman wasn't ex-

pecting any.

Mr. Lewis: I didn't think you were. I say,
I wouldn't upset you.

As the minister knows, I have to depart,
and that will hurt him grievously. But before

I go I want to correct something which was
drawn to my attention by one of the mem-
bers of the press. When I talked about those

who would not receive the $50, who were
in receipt of something a little over $179 a

month, I was using figures which, strictly

speaking, were not accurate, and I want to

make them accurate in the context of this

debate. In fact, the old age security, guaran-
teed income supplement arrangement is of a

kind which allows an individual to earn

approximately $253 a month, up to a total

of $3,100 a year; then there's this $2-for-$l

deduction to the point where you can receive

the guaranteed income supplement. I won't

go into the details, but I think the minister

knows whereof I speak.

What you are really saying then, is that

if you make a little more than $253 a month
in total taxable income—$5 or $10 more, say-
none of this $50 grant you are giving around

Christmas time would be available for that

group of people.

Mr. J. A. Renwick (Riverdale): That's right.

Mr. Lewis: Now, I apologize for having
neither the wit nor the knowledge at the
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time to have made the point that way. My
ignorance on this subject was exceeded only

by that of one other, the minister himself,
who engaged with me on it on the same
incorrect premise. Since it's your bill, I am
therefore correcting it for us both.

I come back, however, to the original point,
that this $50 will not be available for those

who make slightly more than the allowable

income, even if they only make $5, $10 or

$15 more than the allowable income. For

those who, for whatever reason, do not de-

clare, because they don't have a taxable in-

come, this will not be available. For only
another $7 million, $209 a month would be
available for every single person over the age
of 65 in Ontario from Oct. 1, 1973, to March
31, 1974.

I think the points originally put by my
colleague, the member for Wentworth (Mr.

Deans), still remain central and are still un-

answered. Let the minister read into the

record what he's dying to read, about all

the other things which the Province of On-
tario does for senior citizens, and then we
will make the comparison which has to be
made about Ontario and British Columbia

just so that you don't get carried away about
the information you are about to give to the

House. Do you want to give that informa-
tion to the House now?

Hon. Mr. White: No.

Mr. Lewis: You don't want to give it to

the House now?

Hon. Mr. White: Mr. Chairman, I have
dealt with the two points raised earlier, and
I have no reason to think that my replies
were inaccurate.

Mr. Lewis: No, your replies were not in-

accurate, they were unsatisfactory. I want

you to explain once more in the next few
minutes, if you will, why it is not possible
to add the additional $7 million in order to

provide 340,000 people with the level of

income which all of us regard as agreeable
—well, not agreeable but at least manage-
able—those on the government side as well
as on the opposition side. Why do you see
that as something which is more difficult to

incorporate into government policy than this

$50 handout?

Hon. Mr. White: Well, sir, as the hon.
member's question implies, I will try to ex-

plain it once more, to use his words, because
in fact I have explained it several times

already.

Mr. Lewis: No, you haven't.

Hon. Mr. White: We have under consid-

eration a number of options, including solu-

tions not unlike the ones proposed by the

members of the opposition. We are bring-

ing this in' as a short-term corrective or im-

provement until such time as we can formu-

late a better long-term solution. If we were
to expend the same amount of money, some-

thing more or something less—I hear these

several alternatives offered—it would cer-

tainly pay us up to the end of the present
fiscal year, but in the process we would
establish a pattern which frankly couldn't be

broken on April 1.

So what we are doing is taking $17

million, applying it as fairly, quickly and

accurately as we can at this time of the

year, coincident with similar payments for

the last several years, as we search out better

longer-lived solutions.

I quite understand the points my hon.

friend is making, but I don't agree with

them.

Mr. I. Deans (Wentworth): You don't

agree?

Mr. Lewis: Well, the implication of what

you are saying is that anything you would

fashion between now and April 1, 1974,

might be less than $209 a month in its

equivalent effect. That's what you are say-

ing, because if, in fact, it is going to be

equal to $209 a month, a la British Colum-

bia—or more, in order to reap political credit

—then to work $209 a month into the system
now doesn't harm you at all. It simply means

that for 340,000 people, life can be a little

more tolerable from Oct. 1 to March 31. So

how can it possibly compromise you?

The direct implication of your remarks

is not that there is some fancy sophisticated
choice between alternatives. The direct im-

plication of your remarks is that you will not

permit senior citizens in Ontario to experi-

ence a minimum of $200 a month, come

1974, because otherwise the opposition's sug-

gestion is perfectly acceptable.

You need not be locked in at all. The

only thing you would have to do is extend

it or increase it. But, if you would intend

to diminish it, or if in fact you have no
intention of meeting the levels currently ad-

vocated on this side of the House, then, of

course, you are locked into the $50 now.
And you are locked into a $17 million

expenditure for which you cannot get one

blessed percentage point from the federal

government. So you throw away all that

federal money which is available to you,
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simply because you have some perverse ob-

session with $50 in December but no mini-

mum income over the months.

Mr. E. M. Havrot (Timiskaming): You are

beginning to sound like the member for

Ottawa East (Mr. Roy).

Mr. Lewis: Are you going to contribute

tonight as overwhelmingly as you contri-

buted the other night?

Mr. Havrot: I wouldn't waste my time,

as you are.

Mr. Deans: We know it is a waste of time.

That's the unfortunate thing.

Mr. Havrot: You are beginning to sound

like the member for Ottawa East.

Mr. Lewis: Do you mean the member for

Ottawa Centre (Mr. Cassidy)?

Mr. Renwick: He is unnecessarily provok-

ing the leader of this party.

Mr. F. Laughren (Nickel Belt): It is good
to hear the anti-labour member for Timis-

kaming speaking up again.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Lewis: It was Elmer Sopha who talked

about the compelling argument for retro-

active birth control.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Waterloo
North.

Mr. E. R. Good (Waterloo North): I have
a few questions, Mr. Chairman, relating to

section 2 of the bill. First of all, as the

minister indicated-

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Chairman: Order. The member for

Waterloo North has the floor.

Mr. Good: —this particular payment of $17
million was not indicated in the budget. To
take the place of the old age assistance pro-
gramme of other years, the minister had in-

dicated in the budget that all people over
65 applying for their property tax credit

would get an extra $100. In his budget the

minister had indicated that that was going
to cost $40 million instead of $20 million in

the old plan. Would the minister care to in-

dicate whether he—

An hon. member: Wait until he gets back.

Mr. Deans: That is insulting.

An hon. member: Is this part of the security

apparatus or are they from your ministry?

Mr. Chairman: The member for Waterloo
North is asking a question.

Hon. Mr. White: I apologize to the mem-
ber. The fact of the matter is I have several

engagements tonight which I am in the

process of cancelling.

Mr. Good: This has to do with the $20-
million payment previously given under old

age assistance, which was raised by your

budget statement to $40 million, and is to

go out to the people over 65 years of age who
were filing for residential tax credits. That

was expected to be $40 million. Is that still

the projected figure required to make that

payment?

Hon. Mr. White: Yes, it is. The tax credits

which were applicable to the 1972 tax year
and which were received in large measure

prior to April 1, 1973, have proven to be

somewhat more costly in 1973-1974 than we
had anticipated. The projection on the new

arrangement remains at $40 million.

Mr. Good: Actually, the $20 million that

was mentioned in the budget will go to only

those people who qualify for a property tax

credit and not to the people who are over

65. Am I not correct on that?

Hon. Mr. White: There are three tax

credits this year—the property tax credit,

which was in place before; the sales tax

credit, which is new and which costs $90

million; and the pensioner credit which was
intended to replace the $50 cheque, or there-

abouts, which has been sent out each year
for several years at this time of the year, and
which is going to cost $40 million in con-

trast to the previous cost of $20 million. Now,
because of continuing and increasing inflation,

we have reintroduced this $50 cheque, which
we are asking you to vote tonight.

Mr. Good: If the minister looks at Bill 191

in which the $100 credit is going to pen-
sioners over 65 years of age, it will only go,

as I understand it, to those who are eligible

for property tax credit and who claim it on

their income tax return, because there is no

vehicle whereby a pensioner is going to get
the $100 credit unless he claims for it under

your income tax amendment to Bill 191. Now,
left out of that situation are those people
who are living in retirement homes, which

makes them ineligible for property tax credits.

It would then appear to me that this pro-

gramme has been introduced to cover all
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people over 65 who, with the means test

that is associated with the supplement, get
the supplement, so that those who now get
the supplement get the $50. But many of

these people are living in institutions under
the Charitable Institutions Act.

My question concerns persons living in

institutions under the Charitable Institutions

Act, like old people's homes, whose keep is

being paid for by them surrendering their

old age pension and their supplement to the

institution, and the province pays the per
diem difference and refunds to that person
the $35 comfort allowance. Will those people
be eligible for this $50 payment?

Hon. Mr. White: Sir, I will be glad to

answer the question. But it is really quite out
of order in this context. I will have to re-

examine the bill and make sure that the in-

formation I gave earlier was correct.

Mr. Good: All right. Will the minister

look at section 2 of Bill 196? Now the bill

simply says that you are going to:

Pay the sum of $50 to each person
whose principal place of residence is in

Ontario and who is entitled, on any date

prescribed by the Treasurer, to a payment
by the government of Canada of a monthly
guaranteed income supplement under part
II of the Old Age Security Act.

Now, I am simply asking if those people
who are in institutions, whose keep there

is being paid for by their old age pension
and the supplement, plus a per diem rate

paid by this government, who get back only
their comfort allowance each month from
the institution, will they receive this $50

payment?
Now surely that is not too difficult a

question to ask?

Hon. Mr. White: No, that is right. They
will receive it. The group eligible for this

grant includes all those eligible in Ontario
to receive the guaranteed income supple-
ment in October. This group is provided to

us by the federal mailing list, plus any
old age pensioners who may become eligible
between October and Dec. 31.

Mr. Good: One question. Persons living
in institutions, whose keep is paid by their

old age cheque and supplement, does that

cheque go to the individual, or does that go
to the institution?

Hon. Mr. White: The individual.

Mr. Chairman: Section 2 carried?

Mr. Deans: No.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for Went-
worth.

Mr. Deans: I want to be clear. The min-
ister said before 6 o'clock that he would
take a look at whether or not all persons
were covered, and that he might be pre-

pared to consider making some kind of a

change to ensure that in the event that

there were people—he didn't say he would
do it tonight, I realize that, but—

Hon. Mr. White: I didn't say that, no.

Mr. Deans: You didn't say that either. One
of us is either deaf or stupid, because every
time I say something you seem to think you
didn't say it.

Hon. Mr. White: Well the way you
choose to paraphrase my remarks is always
either inaccurate or a deliberate corruption.

Mr. Deans: Well I'll let you choose, okay?

Hon. Mr. White: Right.

Mr. Deans: I happen to recall though, that

you did say you thought there was merit in

considering whether or not there were people
left off who might well be eligible or in

need, and that you would consider making
some kind of an adjustment. You didn't say
that either?

Hon. Mr. White: No.

Mr. Deans: You didn't say that either?

I see.

In other words, you don't care about the

people who don't—am I right then in assum-

ing; I mean you've got to be something,

you can't be both fish and fowl. You could

be foul but hardly fish.

Hon. Mr. White: I remember the hon.

member talking about those people who

through their own lack of familiarity with

the federal benefits are not claiming those

benefits. I saw that not as a municipal re-

sponsibility, not as a provincial responsibility,
but as a federal responsibility; and I drew
the analogy with the efforts we made, using
mass media-

Mr. Deans: No, no, that was after, that

was long after.

Hon. Mr. White: —and a variety of other

ways to inform our citizens who are eligible
about their rights insofar as tax credits are

concerned.
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Now we have done that. If there are some
number of people not receiving GIS who are

entitled to GIS; that, I do believe, is the

responsibility of the federal government; and
not the provincial government and not the

municipal government.

Mr. Deans: Well I agree, and I remember

you saying that, funnily enough. You know
it's just funny how I can remember what you
did say, and I remember you saying that.

But that wasn't what I was talking about.

Prior to saying that you did say, as I recall,

and I don't want to make it appear that I

am putting words in your mouth, but I

seem to recall your having mentioned that

if there were people who were not receiv-

ing the $50, whose income was not up to

the $179.14 or $179.16 and who through no
fault of their own were over 65 and didn't

qualify for the $50, that you would con-
sider a way to make it available to them.

Now is that wrong? Did I misunder-
stand you?

Hon. Mr. White: Well apparently so. We
are going to send the $50, sir-

Mr. Deans: You are not going to con-
sider it.

Hon. Mr. White: —to everyone in receipt
of the guaranteed income supplement, and
not to anyone else.

Mr. Deans: Well you know, that's what

really aggravates me; because I can't for the
life of me understand what it is about the

guaranteed income supplement that makes

people more eligible than other people who
don't have any more money, who are over

65, and who are being deprived of the $50.

Now you know I thought that—

Mr. L. Maeck (Parry Sound): There's a

greater need.

Mr. Deans: —my leader, in making the

point, pointed out—in fact I know he did—

pointed: out that were likely to be a few
thousand people, not a great number. In

response to that, I believe the minister to

have indicated he would consider some way
of trying to compensate them; but I guess
he isn't going to. I see him shake his head,
and he shakes his head all the time.

I don't understand why you would want
to discriminate in that way. I don't quite
appreciate what it is about the government
that makes it so difficult for you to say to

those who don't have that kind of income:

"Apply, simply apply; and we will check it

out. And if you should be in receipt of it

then we'll send it to you."
I mean it is little enough. The $50 isn't

very much. I think we have all agreed on
that.

I was surprised; I hadn't made the calcu-

lation, but I was surprised that it came to

$17 million. But you know the additional

moneys we are talking about are so small,
the $7 million additional is so small I can't

understand why the ministry wouldn't be

prepared to make the money available to

people who simply were not in receipt of an
amount equivalent to the sum of the old age
pension and the guaranteed income supple-
ment.

But beyond that I want to tell the minister

—perhaps for the last time, because it doesn't

make a heck of a lot of sense to postpone
it much longer, it's inevitable that you are

going to plow ahead with the legislation

regardless of the stupidity of it—that there

are people in this province, whether you be-

lieve it or not, who cannot make ends meet
on $179.14 or $179.16. There are people in

Metropolitan Toronto who, try as they may,
can't make it. Do you know there are even

people in London who can't make it on $179,
that there are people in Hamilton who can't

make it; that all across the province there

are people who can't make it?

When I spoke earlier this evening about

the $24 million we might require in order

to make the programme universal to the ex-

tent that it would be available at a rate of

$209 to all people over the age of 65, whose
income didn't reach that level, frankly I

hadn't made a calculation of the difference

between the $17 million and the $24 million;

I hadn't thought about the minimal amount
of money that was really required to make
the programme universal to the extent that I

mentioned.

I think of $7 million, and then I think of

the waste of this government, the absolute

waste—money that is thrown away without
return. You can find the money to involve

yourself in all kinds of political endeavours,

partisan political endeavours-

Mr. J. F. Foulds (Port Arthur): And lun-

cheons at the Tanaka of Tokyo restaurant.

Mr. Deans: For example, you held a ban-

quet—not the one at the Royal York, but in

Hamilton—on the eve of the inaugural meet-

ing of the council. And I have got to tell you,
I don't know what it cost, but if you put that

money together with all the other money that

you waste—
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Mr. J. R. Smith (Hamilton Mountain):
There was no banquet.

Mr. P. J. Yakabuski (Renfrew South): Were

you there?

Mr. Deans: Well, it was a reception of

considerable cost. The member for Hamilton
Mountain says there was no banquet, but
if you take the cost of the wine and the hors

d'oeuvres that were served on that evening
to the many thousands of people who turned

out at the Royal Connaught Hotel-

Mr. Havrot: Were you there?

Mr. Deans: —if you were to add the cost

of the dinner at the Royal York the other

afternoon, as well as the cost of the many
other extravaganzas that have been financed

by this government at Ontario Place and the

Science Centre; if you were to add these to

the costs that this government has undertaken
in many other areas-

Mr. Laughren: It would pay the salary of

the member for Timiskaming.

Mr. Deans: —you could surely see that the

sum of money we are talking about—if you
added the cost of breeding horses, for

example—if you added it all together, you
would find that a great deal of the money
we require is money that has already been

squandered by the government. You would
also find that $7 million is a mere pittance
when measured against the needs of the

people whose future, for however long it is, is

very much going to be lived in a state of

deprivation.

I can only say to you that some day I

hope it will all come back and settle on you.
Some day the people of the Province of

Ontario will look at the government and see

it for once for what it really is, because you
cannot possibly hold your heads up when
you deal with the elderly citizens of the

Province of Ontario after having dealt with
them in this way. There just is no way.

I hesitate to become any more annoyed
than I personally feel; I cant tell you how
physically sick I feel when I think of the

kind of conditions that many elderly people
in the province are going to have to live in

simply because you will not—not because you
cannot—

Mr. J. R. Rhodes (Sault Ste. Marie): You're
as phoney as a $9 bill.

Mr. Deans: Oh, shut up! Simply because

you will not—

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Yakabuski: You're a phoney; at every
one of those receptions you were the first

there and the last to leave.

Mr. Chairman: Order, please. Order!

Mr. Foulds: Stand up and defend the

clause. You haven't got the guts to.

Mr. Rhodes: You never missed a freeload

banquet!

Mr. Chairman: Order!

Mr. Deans: As I was saying, I cannot
understand how you can justify not doing
what is so obvious, using the excuse, I sup-

pose, that you don't want to enter into a

programme now which you may not be able

to continue in the months after the month
of March.

If you were even to make a commitment
to institute such a programme, then maybe
we could accept what you are doing. What
you are really telling us is that over the

course of the last two or perhaps three years,

during the time when we have raised this

problem with you and discussed it in detail,

as we have tonight, and laid before you
what we consider to be the facts and which
are, to a great extent, unrefuted by the

government; what you're saying is that dur-

ing that period of time you had given little,

if any, consideration to the provision of an

adequate income level for pensioners in the

Province of Ontario; that since 1967, since

the time that I came here, and from 1971
after the last election, that the cabinet and
the government of Ontario has not given
the kind of consideration to the needs of

this segment of society that ought to have
been given.

You are saying that now, faced with a

workable proposition—and the minister can't

deny it—faced with a workable proposition
which would make adequate incomes avail-

able to the people of the Province of On-
tario who are retired, without any great deal

of expenditure in excess of what you are

now prepared to spend, you require addi-

tional time to study it.

Mr. Foulds: Very workable, very reason-

able.

Mr. Deans: If you're saying to me that

the four months between now and the month
of April are not enough, then I suggest that

the government is totally inadequate. If you
can't decide in a period of four months what
can or cannot be adapted by way of a fiscal
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policy to meet the needs of the elderly in

the Province of Ontario, then there is some-

thing drastically wrong either with the cabi-

net, with the talent of the cabinet, or with the

people who work for the minister.

I suggest to you that were those people

charged with the responsibility of coming
up with a programme that would cost no

more than the multiplication of the length
of period, times the amount that we're talk-

ing about, the $24 million, they could do it,

and they could do it by next week. Not only
that, but given the responsibility, they could

point out to the minister the areas of waste

in the government of Ontario and expendi-
tures that would enable you to do it with-

out additional revenue-raising endeavours.

What I'm telling you right now is that

you have completely failed in your respon-

sibility to meet the needs of people who
helped put you where you are and who
helped develop this province.

Hon. Mr. White: Sir, I met these points

earlier, but I'm not going to sit here and hear

myself being accused of heartlessness.

Mr. Deans: You are heartless.

Mr. C. E. Mcllveen (Oshawa): Don't

bother answering it. It's a lot of nonsense.

Hon. Mr. White: I have a long history of

experience in this province. I went to work
in a factory in London at the age of 13,

working 44 hours a week doing a man's job.
I admired the men I worked with and they
respected me. At the age of 15 I went to

work on the farm for 60 hours a week.

Mr. L. C. Henderson (Lambton): You
remember the Navy, though.

Hon. Mr. White: At the age of 18 I

joined the Navy and I served there until

I was demobilized after the war.

Mr. Deans: You are a wonderful fellow.

Mr. Henderson: The member for Went-
worth would never know that.

Hon. Mr. White: I was the first politician
in this province to have a clinic, which I

started in the fall of 1960.

Mr. Deans: You are, no doubt, a wonder-
ful fellow.

Hon. Mr. White: It's the largest and oldest

such clinic in this province. I've had 8,000
people come to see me there. Most of them
were in difficulty of one kind or another;
most of them were in economic difficulties.

Mr. Deans: How long have you been in

the Legislature?

Hon. Mr. White: Every single person that

came to me—

Mr. Deans: How long have you been in

the Legislature?

Hon. Mr. White: —was assisted, or I at-

tempted to assist them. I'm not going to hear
it said that I'm heartless about these people.

Mr. Deans: You are.

Hon. Mr. White: I made the assertion

earlier that the senior citizens in this prov-
ince may be better treated than in any other

jurisdiction anywhere.

Mr. Deans: Read your figures.

Hon. Mr. White: That was the claim, Mr.

Chairman, made to me by a very clever

senior retired Liberal cabinet minister. We
have evidence of this everywhere we go
because—

Mr. Deans: You said that before.

Hon. Mr. White: —just yesterday when we
were in Barrie, every senior citizen we met
lavished praise upon this government for the

senior citizens' apartments and all of the

other benefits.

Mr. Deans: That is phoney baloney stuff.

Hon. Mr. White: So, all of this posturing
and all this—yes, "phoney baloney" isn't a

bad phrase—doesn't touch me in the slightest.

Mr. Deans: No, I didn't think it would.

Hon. Mr. White: We have, this year,

stepped up this particular benefit from $20
million to $57 million, but that's only part

of it-

Mr. Laughren: You have succumbed to the

aristocratic embrace.

Hon. Mr. White: —because these senior

citizens do get a disproportionately large

share of all the other benefits; the mill rate

reductions, the retail sales tax credit, and so

forth.

Mr. Foulds: They get a disproportionate
share of that, do they? Would you mind ex-

plaining that one?

Hon. Mr. White: This runs into, not tens

of millions of dollars; I venture to say hun-

dreds of millions of dollars.
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Mr. Henderson: The member for Went-
worth better retract and withdraw.

Mr. Mcllveen: Don't pay any attention

to him, Mr. Treasurer.

Hon. Mr. White: This is just one element
in a very large programme which my hon.

friend will not comprehend, or cannot com-

prehend.

As I've said in this House several times, as

the Premier (Mr. Davis) himself has said, we
know this is not perfection. We are studying
once again ways in which the system can be

improved. As these ways are discovered, we
certainly will improve it.

Mr. Mcllveen: The member for Wentworth
should sit down.

Mr. Henderson: Six hundred thousand dol-

lars in 10 years.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Deans: The fact of the matter is that

all of the programmes you mention are avail-

able to certain senior citizens. The same pro-

grammes basically are available to the senior

citizens of BC, but they are able to provide
an income level to allow senior citizens to

shop in the same stores as anyone else, to buy
the kinds of things that they need, to live in

the accommodations that they choose and to

live in some kind of dignity without handouts

from the government at Christmas.

Mr. G. E. Smith (Simcoe East): Why don't

you go out there?

Mr. Henderson: You begrudge $50? Shame!

Mr. Deans: The problem in this province
has always been that you have so long lived

with a patronage system of handouts that you
don't know how to deal with people in

dignity.

Mr. Maeck: Go back to firefighting.

Mr. Chairman: Order. The member for

Wentworth is becoming repetitious.

The member for Port Arthur.

Mr. Foulds: Mr. Chairman, the minister

has inadvertently undermined his own posi-
tion. He has said in rebuttal to my colleague
from Wentworth that as a private member of

this Legislature in his clinic he has had to

see 8,000 people. Do you know what that

means, Mr. Chairman? That means that this

government's policies for which he is the
minister-

Mr. Chairman: Order. You are not speaking
to section 2 of this bill at all.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Chairman: Order. Will the member
take his seat please? We are dealing with

section 2. He is not dealing with section 2 in

what he is talking about at all. Now get back

to section 2.

Mr. E. Sargent (Grey Bruce): He certainly

is; he is replying to the minister.

Mr. Foulds: That means that this govern-
ment's policies, including the policy outlined

in section 2 of this bill, are inadequate to

meet the needs of the people of this province.
Because the ministry is unable in general

legislation such as this to come to grips with

the very real needs of people on pensions, he

as a private member has to deal-

Mr. Havrot: Out of order.

Mr. Foulds: —in individual cases, as every
member of this Legislature does, to meet the

inadequacies of the system of which he is a

minister of the Crown. He has to accept

responsibility as Treasurer of the province.
In his phrase of 20 days or so ago, the great

minister, as Trollope said, is directly respon-
sible for the fiscal policies of this government
which—

Hon. Mr. White: Not the great minister,

the great ministry.

Mr. M. Cassidy (Ottawa Centre): Those
words are pretty sour now.

Mr. Havrot: Here comes the hammer and
sickle gang.

Mr. Foulds: —makes people on pensions,
who are the people we have been talking
about under section 2 of this bill that we are

discussing, beg for their dignity. It is shame-
ful that a minister of the Crown has to resort

to the kind of personal ineffective defence

that he put forward to my colleague from
Wentworth.

Mr. Chairman: Is section 2 carried?

Mr. Cassidy: No, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Chairman: Are you dealing with sec-

tion 3?

Mr. Cassidy: Section 2.

Mr. Chairman: Section 2, the member for

Ottawa Centre.
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Mr. Cassidy: Mr. Chairman, I spoke dur-

ing the debate on the bill, so I want to ask

a few questions of the minister which concern

me. I would just like to know some of the

procedures or processes that went through
the mind of himself and of his advisers be-

fore coming up with this particular bill to

give $50 of non-assistance to Ontario pen-
sioners.

Can the minister say what studies pre-
ceded the decision to give $50 to the pen-
sioners and has he copies of those studies

that he can make available to the opposition
at this time?

Hon. Mr. White: There were no studies

per se. This was the collective wisdom of the

government.

Mr. Cassidy: It was a seat of the pants

decision, I see. Well, can the minister then

tell us what alternatives were considered by
the government besides the $50 which was

ultimately decided upon? Were there other

alternatives considered, and if so, what were
those alternatives?

Hon. Mr. White: The alternatives in place
include the pensioners' credit, which is part
of our negative income tax, producing a

guaranteed annual income, now rather modest
in sizei We didn't care to wait until next

spring when that might be enriched, nor did

we propose to wait until some longer-lived,
more permanent arrangement might be intro-

duced as part of our overall consideration of

social welfare benefits. What we did do was

very ad hoc. Last September or thereabouts

we decided that the rate of inflation required
us to do something extra special, and this

is it.

Mr. V. M. Singer (Downsview): Oh,
come on.

Mr. Deans: That's not extra special. You
did it last year and the year before. A lot of

nonsense.

Mr. Cassidy: Mr. Chairman, the minister

admits, as we've been saying on this side of

the House, that it was an ad hoc decision.

Mr. Singer: Baloney!

Mr. Cassidy: And he says that it was re-

lated to the rate of inflation. Can the minister

say what the rate of increase in food prices
has been in the past year, and what has been
the overall increase of the cost of living in

the past year?

Hon. Mr. White: I don't know that off-

hand. I'll certainly be glad to get it for the

member.

Mr. Singer: Look at your ad hoc calcu-

lations.

Mr. Cassidy: Can the minister tell us then,

was the $50 increase intended to compensate

pensioners for the increase in the cost of

living over the past year?

Hon. Mr. White: It was certainly intended

to offset part of it, if not all of it. I'm sorry
I haven't got those numbers.

Mr. Cassidy: Was it less than $1 a week?

Hon. Mr. White: It was in keeping with

previous payments, and therefore had some
historical support.

Mr. Deans: It was not extraordinary; it was
the same as last year.

Mr. Cassidy: What I'm saying is, was the

minister trying to compensate them, in rela-

tion to the cost of living, to the same extent

as they have been compensated when these

previous payments were made a year or two

previously?

Hon. Mr. White: It was certainly intended

to offset part, if not all, of the increased

costs of living, yes. Not in isolation, but

rather combined with certain other pro-

grammes which I've had occasion to detail

earlier in these debates. To what extent they
are successful, I suppose, depends on the mix
of the individual senior citizen's consumption

pattern. If he spends a great deal of money
on beef, which has gone up—

Mr. Singer: Withdraw it; it would be

briefer.

Hon. Mr. White: —very precipitously, I

don't suppose it offsets it. If he spends his

money on other products which have not

gone up nearly as greatly, I suppose he might
be a little bit of money in pocket.

Mr. Cassidy: Can the minister then table

for the House the studies of consumption
patterns of senior citizens living on less than

$200 a month, in order to show the informa-

tion that was available to the cabinet for its

guidance when it reached this ad hoc decision

about compensating them for the increased

cost of living?

Hon. Mr. White: No, no. I said this was
the collective wisdom of government, based
on their intellect and intuition.
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Mr. Cassidy: Mr. Chairman, if this is based
on their intellect and their intuition, it doesn't

give me much confidence in either their in-

tellect or their intuition. Did anybody in the

cabinet, prior to agreeing to this $50 increase,

attempt to live for a month at the income
levels of senior citizens who receive the

guaranteed income supplement?

Hon. Mr. White: I can't answer that, sir.

I have no idea. I don't know if anybody in

the NDP caucus did either.

Mr. Laughren: Well, we didn't bring in the

bill.

Mr. Cassidy: We didn't bring in the bill,

Mr. Chairman, and I admit that my family
costs more to feed and clothe and house than
what is available in this bill for pensioners.
I'm asking, did any of the people who advised
the cabinet then—the members of the staff,

for example, of the minister—go out and
either make a close study of consumption pat-
terns of senior citizens living on less than
$250 a month, or themselves try to live on
less than $250 a month at today's prices?

Hon. Mr. White: As I said, sir, this was
based on the collective wisdom of the govern-
ment. It was not based on technological
studies. Whether some of my officials or
some of your advisers in the NDP caucus
have lived on that amount of money, I can-
not say.

Mr. Cassidy: Mr. Chairman, I can't claim
much experience in this. At one time, in fact,
I did, I think, live on the equivalent in Cana-
dian money of about $60 a month, but that

was 10 or 12 years ago.

Mr. R. Haggerty (Welland South): Where?

Mr. Cassidy: When I was a student in

England, in London. You couldn't do that

today. That was not at today's prices. As I

recall, we were able to buy breast of lamb
for the equivalent of seven cents a pound, and
that was the mainstay of my diet. Perhaps
that experience is—

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. Cassidy: —some indication of the prob-
lems a pensioner has at this time: The prob-
lem of paying half of your income or more
for rent; the problem of trying to make the

pennies spin out; the problems of not being
able to have enough money to buy clothing
and shoes and things like that. I don't offer

that to the minister as any particular wisdom
on my part. I'm asking, though, since it was
the government that made this decision, what

led you to make the decision and what rela-

tion it had.

Perhaps I could tell the minister that the

cost of food went up by about 17 per cent

between October of last year and October of

this year; and the cost of housing has gone up
by about seven per cent. Now, could the min-
ister tell us what is the approximate average

percentage increase in pensioners' incomes as

a result of this $50 bonus?

Hon. Mr. White: As I mentioned earlier, in

1962 we engaged ourselves in a very vigorous
and somewhat acrimonious debate with the

federal authorities. The debate took place in

private negotiations in 1962; and in a public

setting as well. The climax came before the

election in 1963, at which time Judy La-

Marsh, the responsible minister in Ottawa,
and Premier Robarts, who was leading this

party into the election of that year, locked

horns on the Canada Pension Plan, which we
saw as deficient in several respects.

It gave an enormous windfall gain to per-
sons about 55 years of age, amounting to

something like $18,000, paid for by the public
at large. It gave absolutely nothing to some-

body near to retirement age of 65. We rec-

ommended there be a minimum provided, of

$25 a month; of course, that was a more im-

portant sum of money in 1963 than it is to-

day.

Second, we recommended that the Canada
Pension Plan be fully indexed, and that other

federal plans be likewise indexed, the old age

security and so on. This was objected to by
the federal government, which did add a two

per cent maximum annual index to old age

security. The reasons given, as I explained
earlier when my hon. friend was absent, were

that they didn't want "The old people to

have a vested interest in inflation."

Now that explanation was not acceptable
to us, but we didn't win the battle. We
couldn't withstand the power of the federal

presence in this argument; and as a matter of

fact we had no help from the opposition at

all, so we had to concede the point.

A month or so ago, after 10 years of fight-

ing, we finally got certain of these benefits

indexed. So when my hon. friend asks me
what the increase is, I can tell him the most

important component, I suppose, in the

months to come, is going to be this matter of

full indexing being agreed to eventually by
the federal government.

What proportion the $50 is of the total I

cannot tell you.
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I've said several times this evening that the

government, in its collective wisdom, calling

upon its intellectual observations and its

intuitive feelings, concluded that we had to

do something extra special for the old people
because of the continuing high rate of infla-

tion, and that is the basis upon which this

judgment is made.

Mr. Cassidy: Mr. Chairman, I just want to

point out that in the first place the $50 is

equivalent to about two to 2% per cent of

the income of pensioners. The cost of food

has gone up by 17 per cent; and food is

around between 30 and 50 per cent of the

average pensioner's budget. The cost of hous-

ing has gone up by seven per cent; housing
is between 40 and 60 per cent of the average

pensioner's budget.

Both of these items, which make up the

bulk of what pensioners have to spend, are

far more important in the budget of a pen-
sioner than they are of the average Canadian

family, and they've gone up far more than

the average increase in prices, which is

around seven or eight per cent.

It seems to me that the minister's answer
has simply demonstrated there was no effort

to study this. As we've seen demonstrated

earlier, there has been no discussion with the

federal government about cost sharing on

their part.

The minister admits alternatives were not

examined. There were no studies taken to-

wards it. There was nobody in the cabinet

who looked at the situation, who tried to

even imagine what it is like trying to live

on $172 a month, or whatever the figure

happens to be.

Nobody among the cabinet's advisers tried

to do this; the intellect is not there; the intui-

tion is not there. The incompetence shows

throughout this decision and throughout this

kind of cheap handout to senior citizens. I

just think the whole thing is ridiculous, Mr.
Chairman.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Grey-
Bruce.

Mr. Sargent: Mr. Chairman, I'd just like to

say on this clause 2 the minister brings in the

wording "inflationary times;" and this cheap
handout amounts to less than $1 a week. It

is such an insult, Mr. Minister, I would like

to suggest to you that it is blatantly political
in its makeup. Would you guarantee, Mr.

Minister, that these cheques will not be
mailed until after Christmas?

Hon. Mr. White: Is that your wish?

Mr. Sargent: Will you guarantee that these

cheques will not be mailed until after Christ-

mas?

Hon. Mr. White: Is that your wish?

Mr. Sargent: No, no; it is so blatantly poli-
tical. Would you guarantee that?

Hon. Mr. White: No.

Mr. Sargent: So you are going to mail them
before Christmas?

Hon. Mr. White: Sure.

Mr. Sargent: Good for you.

Mr. Singer: The member for Lambton has

them in his pocket right now.

Mr. Chairman: Does section 2 carry?

Mr. Singer: No, no. No, no.

The committee divided on the question of

whether section 2 of Bill 196 should stand as

part of the bill, which was approved on the

following vote:

Clerk of the House: Mr. Chairman, the

"ayes" are 45, the "nays" are 21.

Mr. Chairman: I declare the motion carried.

Section 2 agreed to.

'Sections 3 to 6, inclusive, agreed
1

to.

Bill 196 reported.

Hon. Mr. Winkler moves that the com-
mittee rise and report.

Motion agreed to.

The House resumed; Mr. Speaker in the

chair.

Mr. Chairman: Mr. Speaker, the committee
of the whole House begs to report one bill

without amendment and asks for leave to sit

again.

Report agreed to.

THIRD READING

Clerk of the House: Order for third read-

ing of Bill 196, An Act to provide Assistance

to Ontario Pensioners.

Mr. I. Deans (Wentworth): Mr. Speaker, on
a point of order. I want to draw to your
attention, sir, that the rules of the House

require that a bill reported from the com-
mittee of the whole House shall stand on the
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order paper for third reading. The bill has

not stood on the order paper. It would re-

quire unanimous consent—

Hon. E. A. Winkler (Chairman, Manage-
ment Board of Cabinet): It has been on the

order paper for two weeks.

Mr. Deans: —and unanimous consent is not
about to be given.

Hon. J. White (Treasurer, Minister of Eco-
nomics and Intergovernmental Affairs): Mr.

Speaker, this certainly is not the practice in

this House. I would ask—

Mr. J. A. Renwick (Riverdale): It is the

rule. It is not a question of practice.

Mr. Deans: That is the rule.

Hon. Mr. White: This is certainly not the

practice in this House. It is a situation I

have not encountered before. If this does not
receive royal assent by midnight tonight, the

cheques will not get to the recipients until

February.

Mr. Deans: That is nonsense.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. White: So I would suggest that

the members observe the rules, that we pro-
ceed with the third reading, whatever debate

might be appropriate, and give it royal assent

by midnight.

Mr. V. M. Singer (Downsview): Mr.

Speaker, may I say in speaking to the point
of order on behalf of the official opposition,
that we are most concerned about the prog-
ress of this bill.

Mr. R. D. Kennedy (Peel South): I thought
he was fired.

Mr. Singer: We are not prepared to give
unanimous consent to third reading. If the
rules are as the hon. member for Wentworth
says, and I believe that they are, we are not

prepared to give unanimous consent. In fact,
we have in mind moving a motion which is

within the orders of the House dealing with
third reading. We believe this is an iniquitous
bill, and we are not prepared to give unani-
mous consent to its speedy progress through
this House.

Mr. Deans: If I may, Mr. Speaker, I would
draw your attention to the appropriate
section.

Mr. D. R. Irvine (Grenville-Dundas): We
have heard enough about that. Why doesn't
the member sit down?

Mr. Deans: On page 11 of the legislative

assembly of Ontario standing orders, approved
by the legislative assembly, Wednesday, April
22, 1970, it says under section VIII: Pro-

ceedings on Public Bills-

Mr. C. E. Mcllveen (Oshawa): The mem-
ber doesn't care whom he hurts.

Mr. Deans: -No. 48(a) says: "Bills reported
from the committee of the whole House shall

stand on the order paper for third reading."

Mr. Singer: Quite right.

Mr. Deans: I want, sir, further to draw to

your attention that the order paper has ex-

plicit on the face of it, under "Third readings,"
items Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6, dealing with
bills already before the Legislature and await-

ing third readings.

Mr. L. C. Henderson (Lambton): Let them
wait until February.

Mr. Deans: The section that I quoted to

you from the standing orders clearly indicates

that before a bill shall receive third reading
it shall stand on the order paper unless there
is unanimous consent of the House. The Clerk
is about to try to exercise his influence, but
the fact of the matter is that that is the way
it stands.

Hon. A. Grossman (Minister of Revenue):
Give him an Oscar.

Mr. Deans: I don't need an Oscar.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: That is quite an act.

Mr. Deans: I am not going to be dictated

to by the Clerk.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Speaking to the point of order
raised by the hon. member for Wentworth
and his reference to rule 48(a), the unani-
mous consent, in reading 48(a) again, refers

only to bills reported from standing or

select committees. It says, "shall, by unani-
mous consent."

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order, please. Perhaps the

hon. members will permit me to continue. I

would say that on rule 48(a) the unanimous
consent portion of that paragraph refers to

bills "reported from standing or select

committees—"

Mr. Deans: No sir.
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Mr. Speaker: "—shall by unanimous consent
also [the word 'also'] stand on the order paper
for third reading." I see no provision other-

wise in that section that unanimous consent
is required.

The motion for third reading has not been

placed before the House, therefore, no amend-
ment can be offered to the motion for third

reading. It may be acceptable after the

motion is placed before the House. There
has been no motion placed by the Chair be-

fore the House at the moment. I can accept
the motion—a certain type of motion—after
that.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: It has been moved.

Mr. J. E. Stokes (Thunder Bay): It was

moved, sure.

Mr. Speaker: There is no motion before the

House because I haven't placed it to the

House.

Hon. Mr. White: Mr. Speaker, I move third

reading of Bill 196.

Mr. Singer: On a point of order.

Mr. Deans: On a point of order.

Mr. Singer: On a point of order, Mr.

Speaker, if I may. On the point of order, Mr.

Speaker, since I am not aware of any defini-

tion within the rules about what a standing
or select committee must be, it would be my
reasonable conclusion, I think, that the com-
mittee of the whole House is either a stand-

ing committee or a select committee.

Mr. Irvine: The member is wasting his

time in the House.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Singer: Now there is no third kind of

a committee, Mr. Speaker. If there is a third

kin-l of a committee I would like you, sir,

to draw my attention to that kind of a defini-

tion within the rules, which I suggest does

not, in fact, exist. Therefore, sir, whatever
motion is now brought by the provincial
Treasurer before this House relates either to

the determination of a standing committee
or a select committee. It is my submission
that one of those kinds of committees has

brought a conclusion before this House, which
is that a third reading should now be dealt

with. Therefore, sir, I think that the provisions
of rule 48(a) apply. Unless there is unanimous
consent, it cannot be dealt with in any way
in which the rules provide by this House.

Mr. Mcllveen: Okay. Sit down. That is

enough.

Mr. Singer: Therefore, sir, I would ask you
to rule, since the rules have no provision for

committee of the whole House, other than
the rules that relate to standing or select

committees, that this motion put forward by
the provincial Treasurer cannot be dealt with

except by notice on the order paper and
must be dealt with in the usual proces, and
with unanimous consent. We in the official

opposition do not give unanimous consent.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Henderson: Challenge the Speaker's

ruling.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Deans: Mr. Speaker, I want, sir, again
to draw your attention to rule 48(a) and I

would appreciate very much, if you do have
the rule, if you would look at it, because I

need clarification on it.

Mr. Irvine: Yes, he surely does, about a

lot of things. Why doesn't the member sit

down and listen?

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Deans: Oh, boy, it's been a tough
day. I'd even like to speak to the Speaker if

I could hear myself.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order.

Some hon. members: Your're challenging his

ruling.

Mr. Deans: I am not challenging his ruling.

Mr. Stokes: Just stand there; just stand

there quietly and let the galleries see this

performance.

An hon. member: Order, order.

Mr. Mcllveen: If he won't support you
nobody else will.

Mr. P. D. Lawlor (Lakeshore): The Con-
servatives are conducting a filibuster here.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Lawlor: Stay up there, Ian.

Mr. Deans: May I? Thank you. I want

your—

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order please. Order. Please

permit the hon. member for Wentworth to

continue. I will hear his point of order.
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Mr. Deans: Thank you. Mr. Speaker, if you
would, sir, I would draw to your attention the

exact wording of this section because it is

of vital-

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member need not

do that. I have it before me. I can read it

quite well.

Mr. Deans: Okay. Well, the point is this,

that there is no qualification in the section.

The section deals with bills reported from
the committee of the whole House and it says

they "shall stand on the order paper for third

reading." I agree, sir, that it goes on to deal

with other matters, but the initial two lines

of the section that I am dealing with are

explicit. The initial two lines say that bills

reported from the committee of the whole
House—and that applies to this bill-

Mr. Henderson: Mr. Speaker, he is out of

order.

Mr. Deans: —shall stand on the order paper
for third reading.

Mr. Henderson: It has been ordered for

third reading.

Mr. Deans: That deals with bills from the

committee of the whole House, and that is

all. But beyond that-

Mr. Henderson: He is out of order.

Mr. Deans: I am not out of order.

Mr. Stokes: Ignore him, ignore him.

Some hon. members: He is, sure he is.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Deans: I am sorry, but this is really

quite important.

Mr. Henderson: It has been ordered for

third reading.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Gee, there's got to be

a better way.

Mr. Deans: Sir, I want to suggest to you,
if I can, that beyond—

Mr. Mcllveen: The pretty boy from Went-
worth.

Mr. Deans: —the words "third reading"

everything else deals with bills reported from
other than the committee of the whole House,
and that section 48(a) is explicit in what
must occur with bills reported from the com-

mittee, and that that requires that they ap-

pear on the order paper-

Mr. Henderson: Oh, they are on the order

paper.

Mr. Deans: —prior to being read for third

reading and that they appear under that sec-

tion of the order paper which has as its

heading, "Third reading." I don't want to

enter into an argument with the Clerk, but I

think the Clerk has misunderstood the sec-

tion of the rules.

Mr. Irvine: No, he didn't; the member did.

Mr. Deans: That section and those few
words deal with the matter, and I am asking

you, sir, to rule that the matter must stand

on the order paper.

Mr. Speaker: Rule 48(a), of course, does

say, "Bills reported from the committee of the

whole House shall stand on the order paper
for third reading." It goes on to refer to bills

reported from standing or select committees,

and I think if the hon. members will refer

for a moment back to 47(c) they will see

that there is a distinct and separate difference

between committee of the whole House or

standing or select committees.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: As clear as a bell.

Mr. Speaker: This is to clarify the apparent
confusion in the mind of one member.

Mr. Deans: All right, sir; may I then-

Mr. Speaker: I am not finished; I am

attempting to—

Mr. J. E. Bullbrook (Sarnra): Mr. Speaker,
on a point of order.

Mr. Speaker: Well, surely I have to deal

with them as they come along; I can't pos-

sibly remember all the points of order.

Mr. Bullbrook: Sir, respectfully, on a point
of order: I want to say to you that I am most

interested in your ruling in this respect. May
I ask that you not make your ultimate ruling
until after we have had an opportunity to

listen to your reasoning, because if you make

your ruling, we don't necessarily want to

challenge it. May I ask that we have the

benefit of your thoughts before your ruling?

Mr. Speaker: I did refer the hon. members
to section 47(c), which in my opinion does

clarify the difference between the committee

of the whole House and a standing or select

committee; so that the argument submitted

in connection with 48(a), in that there was
no difference between these committees, no

clearly defined differences, does not, in my
opinion, stand.
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Section 48(a) does say that bills reported
from the committee of the whole House shall

stand on the order paper for third reading.

Now, motions on third reading. There is

no indication that there should be unanimous
consent of the bill standing on the order

paper for third reading, nor that it need to

have unanimous consent to be called for third

reading.

Mr. Deans: It must stand on the order

paper.

Mr. Speaker: It is on the order paper; it

is definitely on the order paper now. There
are certain amendments which may be made
to a motion for third reading.

Mr. Bullbrook: Right.

Mr. Speaker: I am prepared to accept cer-

tain motions, only certain motions. Therefore,
it is my ruling that the—

Mr. Bullbrook: Well, sir, before you put the

ruling-

Mr. Speaker: Only as to whether or not
the-

Mr. Bullbrook: It would be my opinion,
before the ruling-

Mr. Henderson: We couldn't care about the
member for Sarnia's opinion.

Mr. Speaker: If the member feels he has

something that may be of benefit to the

Chair, I'll listen to him.

Mr. Bullbrook: It is just that if you rule,

sir, effectively we are in a position that we
can't discuss your ruling.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Bullbrook: I think, frankly, your opin-
ion is a correct opinion. May we have your
opinion before your ruling?

Mr. Speaker: I think the hon. member is,

at the moment, taking advantage of the flexi-

bility of this particular Speaker, in that rul-

ings have not always been made as quickly
as they may have been made in some other

cases. I have always been prepared to listen

to the hon. members, and I have on occasion

expressed opinions so that the hon. members
may, for my benefit, provide me with further

information.

Now I have—lost myself again.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: We were dealing with 48(a),
in which I suggested to the hon. members
that the bill is on the order paper for third

reading; there is nothing to prevent a motion

being presented to the House that the bill

be now read a third time. This motion would
be in order. I can see no argument that

would alter that opinion.

There is nothing in those sections—47, 48 or

49—that I can see that would prevent this

bill from being the subject of a motion to

the House for third reading of the bill. I can
see no argument against that. If the hon.

members think they have, I will reserve my
ruling on that for a moment.

Mr. Bullbrook: I want to query you, sir. I

take it that your interpretation of 48(a) is

that the phrase put forward by the member
for Wentworth: "That bills reported from the

committee of the whole House shall stand on
the order paper for third reading"; and I

stop there; and let us forget, for a moment,

standing and select committees, which you
distinguish appropriately. Then we go on, and
it says: "Provided that an order for third

reading may, on motion, always be discharged

by the House, and the bill referred back to a

committee."

Do I understand your opinion to be that

because of the words subsequent to the word

"provided," that a motion by anyone in this

House enables you to entertain third reading
of the bill, notwithstanding the lack of posi-
tion of the bill on the order paper? Is that

your ruling?

Mr. Speaker: No, that was not the opinion
that I had expressed. I expressed the opinion,

again, that the bill had now gone through
the second reading stage, had been through
a committee, and has been reported back to

the House by the committee. Therefore it

stands on the order paper for third reading,
and may be called. The motion for third read-

ing may now be presented to the House.

Mr. Bullbrook: Do I understand from you,

sir, that you regard this particular bill as

now standing on the order paper for third

reading? That, basically, is the essence of

your ruling that this bill now stands on the

order paper for third reading?

Mr. Speaker: By the long-established cus-

tom of the House, bills so dealt with have

immediately been moved; third reading has

also immediately been given on many occa-

sions. Not only is that my opinion out it's

based on the custom and practice in this

House.
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Mr. Renwick: No, Mr. Speaker, if I may
speak, with great respect, about the custom
of the House, the rules were only established,
as my colleague the member for Wentworth
has pointed out, on April 22, 1970. It has

always been the rule in this House, and else-

where, that the bills can proceed through all

stages only with unanimous consent.

Standing back and looking at the parlia-

mentary tradition, you cannot have a situa-

tion where a bill can go through second read-

ing, committee of the whole House, and third

reading without there being the intervention

of an order paper, or a day, in the proceed-

ings of the House.

An hon. member: That's right.

Hon. J. A. C. Auld (Minister of the Environ-

ment): Is the member for Riverdale going to

talk for 20 minutes?

Mr. Kennedy: Lots of precedents.

Mr. Renwick: The second matter, Mr.

Speaker, goes far beyond this particular bill

and the barracking of the Tory party. This

goes to the essence of the way in which bills

proceed for public consideration in the House.

And I would—

Mr. P. J. Yakabuski (Renfrew South): He's

lost himself.

Mr. Deans: Would you ask them to sit

down, Mr. Speaker?

Mr. Henderson: The member for Went-
worth is back barracking again.

Mr. Renwick: Mr. Speaker, this bill is a bill

which a short time ago, that is this afternoon,
was read for the second time under rule 47(b).

We adhered to that rule. It was not ordered

for third reading because there was no unani-

mous consent.

Hon. G. A. Kerr (Provincial Secretary for

Justice): It went into committee.

Mr. Deans: That's the problem.

Mr. Bullbrook: That's the essence of it

right there.

Mr. Singer: Yes.

Mr. Renwick: Now we come to item 47(c),
Mr. Speaker, which says if unanimous consent

is refused, and if the bill is a government
measure, it will be referred to one of three

committees, the committee of the whole

House, a standing committee or a select com-

mittee, as the minister having charge of the

bill designated, and the Treasurer designated

the committee of the whole House. It went
to committee of the whole House and we are

now at item 48(a) in the procedure of the

House. The procedure of the House at item

48(a) states that: "Bills reported from the

committee of the whole House shall stand on
the order paper for third reading."

It then goes on to say—and I want to deal

with the rest of that clause before I come
back to the first part.

Mr. Deans: It's not on the order paper.

Mr. Renwick: It goes on: "Bills reported
from standing or select committees shall, by
unanimous consent, also stand on the order

paper for third reading . . ."

The purpose of that is simply to say that

if a bill is returning to the House from a

standing committee or a select committee, it

can go to third reading only by unanimous
consent. In other words, we can require it to

go into committee of the whole House.

Mr. F. Drea (Scarborough Centre): Oh,
drop dead will you?

Mr. Deans: That's right.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Henderson: There's nothing that says
it's got to be printed on the order paper.

Mr. Deans: It says it must stand on the

order paper for third reading. The member's
never learned to read.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order, please. This debate is

out of order. Surely, we're not going to en-

gage in a debate. I'm about to make a ruling

on this.

Mr. Renwick: Surely I can finish my re-

marks.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Singer: Let him talk.

Mr. Renwick: The only thing that inter-

rupted them was the barracking from the

Tory members.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order, please.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order, please. I think that

the hon. member for Riverdale, if he makes
his remarks short instead of going into long
exhortations—
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Mr. Singer: Come on. He can say what he
thinks. He is entitled to. Let him talk.

Mr. Speaker: I should remind the hon.
members I have deferred making a ruling
when I was about to just so I could—

Mr. Singer: Because this is a very im-

portant point.

Mr. Speaker: I'm prepared to do that, but
I think that the hon.—

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: I think the hon. member for

Riverdale is perhaps going to excessive

lengths in reading some of these things. I can
understand them too. I'll permit him to con-

tinue.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Renwick: Mr. Speaker, I, as a mem-
ber of the assembly, am a part of the rule-

making operation and of the way in which
the rules operate. If the Clerk had not inter-

vened with an erroneous interpretation of the
rules at the beginning, you, as Mr. Speaker,
would have come to the proper conclusion.

Mr. Deans: That's right.

Mr. Renwick: Grammatically, Mr. Speaker,
the Clerk was wrong by saying that unani-

mous consent with respect to standing and
select committees has anything to do with the

question under discussion. What the rule

states is that it shall stand on the order paper
for third reading. I refer you, Mr. Speaker,
back to the first reading of the bill, which
states that:

Except by unanimous consent of the

House, no bill shall be read the second
time until it has been printed and distrib-

uted, and so marked on the orders of the

day.

In other words, you get the bill on to the
orders of the day in that way at the first

point in time, and then from there on in it

must be marked on the orders of the day.

The orders of the day for Wednesday,
Nov. 28, do not contain the reference to the
third reading. You will be making, Mr.
Speaker, a fundamental mistake in the inter-

pretation of the rules which will destroy the

orderly processing of public bills in this

assembly unless you decide in accordance
with that rule.

Mr. Singer: Mr. Speaker, could I say a
word to this point of order? I have listened

very carefully to what you have said, sir,

what the hon. member for Riverdale has said,

and I have read rule 47(b) and rule 48, and I

would be inclined to agree with the opinion
ventured by the hon. member for Riverdale.

I do say this, sir, and I think this is most

important-

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Singer: I am going to stand here just

as long as I have to until I get the Speaker's
ear and I am really not perturbed at all by-

Mr. Speaker: Order, please. May I say to

the hon. members that I invariably do listen

to the hon. member for Downsview. He has

provided me with some guidelines in the past,

and I am quite prepared to listen to him.

Mr. Singer: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker, let me say this. As I listened

to the various arguments put forward, I rec-

ognize that the rules are something less than

clear. I recognize that looking to rule 47(b)

and rule 48(a) that there is something less

than a clear and positive direction given to

you, sir, as to which way you should proceed.

I do, however, say that I incline very sub-

stantially toward the argument put forward

by the hon. member for Riverdale. Now, in

support of that, I say this to you, sir. You are

being put into the very invidious position of

having to make a political decision which
should not be, and which the government
should not force you into.

I draw this to your particular attention, sir.

This bill was given first reading on Oct. 12,

1973, which is some 47 days ago. For what-

ever reasons the government saw fit, it has

allowed 47 days to elapse until it felt it very

urgent that this bill be given second reading,
committee reading, and third reading all in

a period of something under 36 hours.

I say, sir, that we in the opposition are

entitled to a reasonable opportunity to debate

in the fullness of time all the facets this bill

involves. This includes a second reading de-

bate, committee of the whole debate, and
a third reading debate.

I say, sir, that whether or not you agree
with the member for Riverdale and myself,
the substantial portion of the reasoning as

suggested in the rules leans in our favour.

In fairness in regard to the democratic pro-

cess, you should interpret it in favour of all

the members of the House and give us the

opportunity to let this bill stand on the order

paper for third reading for at least 24 hours

so that we can debate it in due course. We
should not have to be stampeded unless the
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rules clearly indicate to the contrary—and

they don't—that it has to go on merely at

the behest of government.

I would therefore urge you, sir, to accept
the point of order put forward by several

members of the opposition, the NDP and my
colleagues, and say that this order be not de-

bated at the present time and that this bill

stands for third reading for at least a period
of 24 hours.

My argument simply is this, sir, that in the

absence of clear and positive direction of the

rules, you should lean over backwards to

favour the democratic discussion of what is

before us on a matter that many of us con-
sider is a matter of the utmost importance.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Mr. Speaker, I feel dis-

posed to enter into the points being raised.

We, the government, will agree with the de-

cision that I think you have made, despite the

debate that has taken place and despite the

fact that the opposition may wish to debate
further.

I would refer to No. 48(a), Mr. Speaker,
and say to you that when a bill is in the

House and being considered, it really matters
not what the printing on the order paper has
to say; it moves by the normal progression in

the House.

Mr. Deans: No!

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Therefore, I submit to

you, Mr. Speaker, that at the conclusion of

second reading in the committee stage, it did
in fact stand at third reading.

Mr. Deans: No. No.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Deans: Mr. Speaker, I want first to

apologize to you. I had hoped that the House
leader was going to say other than what he
said. And I want-

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Deans: Look, it's more important than
this.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Deans: Sir, No. 48(a) is being much
quoted and much maligned at the moment.
No. 48(a) says quite clearly, regardless of

whether the bill is reported from the com-
mittee of the whole House-

Mr. Drea: How would the member know?
He can't even read.

Mr. Stokes: Just ignore him.

Mr. Renwick: That's really helpful.

Mr. Deans: —or from a standing or a select

committee, that it shall stand on the order

paper for third reading.

I want to make this clear to you: No.

48(a) says:

Bills reported from the committee of the

whole House shall stand on the order paper
for third reading [then, secondly] and bills

reported from standing or select committees

ishall, by unanimous consent, also stand on
the order paper for third reading; provided
that an order for third reading may, on

motion, always be discharged by the House
and the bill referred back to a committee.

There is no place in No. 48(a) where it says
that a bill may go for third reading without

standing on the order paper.

Mr. Henderson: It is on the order paper!

Mr. Deans: It says on the one hand that it

shall not—unequivocally; it shall if it is—

An hon. member: Sit down!

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Deans: I'm sorry, I really am—

An hon. member: We're sorry for the

member.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Henderson: It's been on the order

paper for half an hour.

Mr. Renwick: Where is it on the order

paper for third reading?

Mr. Henderson: Read No. 48(a).

Mr. Renwick: It's not on my order paper.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Deans: Can you hear me, Mr. Speaker?
Okay. Let me say to you, it says unequivo-
cally that a bill referred from the committee
of the whole House "shall stand on the order

paper." It goes on, sir—I'm not going to be

repetitive, but the only time that a bill may
not stand on the order paper is if it is re-

ferred by the House to another committee.

That's what it says.

Mr. Drea: Sit down!

Mr. Speaker: Well, I must point out to the

hon. member that I have listened patiently
to him, and since this has developed into a

debate in connection with the technical pro-
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cedures in the House, the hon. member
should only have spoken once.

Mr. Deans: I understand.

Mr. Speaker: I have permitted him to do

so because I am interested in getting the

viewpoints of all hon. members.

Mr. Drea: That's okay.

Mr. Speaker: In view of the circumstances

we have before us, I'm sure this is the only

way we are going to resolve it. There is

some lack of clarity in the rules, but I do
want to say that I am guided to a great

degree by our Clerk, for whom I have the

greatest of respect.

I do not feel there is any member of this

House who could anticipate the ruling that

I was going to make, until the Clerk stepped
in. I have not made any ruling and I must

say I resent the reference to our Clerk.

Now I believe there were other members
who wished to speak—the hon. minister.

Hon. Mr. Kerr: Mr. Speaker, I just want
to repeat what you said and what the hon.

House leader said. I agree with the conten-

tion that the words: "Shall stand on the order

paper for third reading," do not mean that

it has to be printed and shown with those

words.

Mr. Henderson: That's right.

Mr. Renwick: Of course it has to.

Hon. Mr. Kerr: If it meant that—

Mr. Renwick: What else can it possibly
mean?

Mr. Deans: What else could it mean?

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Kerr: Mr. Speaker, if the stand-

ing order meant that, it would say that. It

would say: "When printed on the order

paper, it shall stand for third reading."

Mr. M. Cassidy (Ottawa Centre): It says it.

Mr. Renwick: It says it must stand on the

order paper—sit down.

Hon. Mr. Kerr: Mr. Speaker, as has been

submitted, a bill automatically moves from
one stage to the other when it is completed.
When it moves out of the committee of the

whole it moves, automatically, I submit—

Mr. Cassidy: It is a disgrace that the Pro-
vincial Secretary for Justice would abuse the

role of this House like that.

Hon. Mr. Kerr: The hon. member, I be-

lieve for Riverdale, mentioned section 47(b).
He uses 47(b) and he refers to the words

"unanimous consent."

Mr. Singer: Come on. If the minister hasn't

listened to the argument, he might as well sit

down.

Hon. Mr. Kerr: There is nothing in this

section at this stage that refers to unanimous
consent. Unanimous consent refers to the

standing or select committees.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Kerr: I feel, Mr. Speaker, if it

was meant to be a time lapse, if we had to

wait as suggested by the hon. member for

Downsview, if we had to wait 24 hours, the

section would say that. It doesn't say that.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Kerr: That does not mean—read
it—printing. If it meant printing on the order

paper, it would say that.

Mr. Renwick: The processing of public
business isn't done in one day. It didn't

stand on the order paper. It is not on the

order paper for third reading? Sophistical

lawyers' nonsense. Try that in the court of

appeal. Don't use it here in the assembly.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Kerr: I would suggest it would
also make provision for unanimous consent if

we had to wait for the printing. I think we
should back the Speaker on his ruling.

Mr. Renwick: It says it shall stand on the

order paper for third reading.

Mr. Cassidy: Mr. Speaker.

Mr. N. G. Leluk ( Humber ) : Here it comes,
here it comes.

Mr. Cassidy: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Even pseudo lawyers.

Mr. Cassidy: This has been a very-

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order, please. I have per-
mitted numerous members to speak to this

procedural difficulty, and I have no intention

of cutting the members off. The hon. member
for Ottawa Centre.
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Mr. Cassidy: I haven't spoken up until

now, and this has been a heated debate on
the point of order.

An hon. member: Are we ever lucky.

Mr. Cassidy: There have been times, Mr.

Speaker, when I have perhaps provoked this

House. I want to speak in a very calm way
about this issue right now.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: I'm sorry, I can't hear the

hon. member.

Mr. Cassidy: I'm sorry, Mr. Speaker. I will

try and speak a bit louder; but I want to

speak as calmly as I can about this particular

issue, Mr. Speaker, because I must say that

in my two years in the House, that this point
of order is the point of order which concerns

me most. It is the most serious attack on the

rules and proceedings of this House-

Mr. Speaker: I wish the hon. member
would get to his point of order instead of

making a speech.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Cassidy: Mr. Speaker, it is my under-

standing that, according to rule—I'll go very

quickly through this—rule 1(b): "Where con-

tingencies are unprovided for in these rules,

the Speaker will make a ruling. "That's one.

Secondly, that by unanimous consent we may
agree to a change in the rules for a particular

thing to happen.

Thirdly, Mr. Speaker, at a number of points
in these rules, the rules meticulously pro-
vide for the procedure by which business will

go onto the order paper, into the House, into

the standing committees, and out of the

standing committees—and so on.

I would point out for example, as has al-

ready been mentioned, rule 45. This men-
tions unanimous consent as an alternative, but

states that no bill shall be read the second

time until "printed and distributed."

I would point out that under 48(b), when
a bill has been amended in the committee of

the whole House or standing committee, it

shall be reprinted and: "Shall not be further

proceeded with until it has been reprinted
and so marked on the orders of the day."

An hon. member: That's right.

Mr. Cassidy: That's pretty explicit.

Hon. J. Yaremko (Solicitor General): It is

so marked.

Mr. Renwick: To get it on to the order

paper in the first place; on the order paper!

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Point of order, Mr.

Speaker-

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order. The hon. minister is

on a point of order.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Because of the situation

that exists, Mr. Speaker, I would like to move
that the House sit beyond 10:30.

Mr. Renwick: No, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Singer: Oh, no.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: We want to hear more
from the member for Ottawa Centre.

Hon. Mr. Kerr: Do we need unanimous
consent for that?

Mr. Speaker: I must say the hon. House
leader has not helped the Speaker at all.

Mr. Cassidy: Leave it to tomorrow. It

makes much more sense. We will get it over

in an hour tomorrow.

Mr. Singer: Mr. Speaker, on a point of

order; we can't really debate the House
leader's motion-

Mr. Speaker: That's precisely what I was

going to say. We do have a motion before

the House and we are trying to resolve that

particular motion-

Mr. Singer: Yes; and when 10:30 arrives,

we are adjourned and we are gone.

Mr. Henderson: For the good of the needy
of this province!

Mr. Speaker: No, there's no automatic ad-

journment without a motion to adjourn.

But it seems to me we have heard exten-

sive arguments regarding the difficulties. I

have heard many views on the various rules

here. I think we have given sufficient mem-
bers an opportunity to speak to the situation.

Mr. Lawlor: Mr. Speaker, I have Erskine

May in front of me—

Mr. Cassidy: On a point of order, Mr.

Speaker, I had the floor, but I understand

the House leader had a point of order which

you were going to deal with, something about

the extension of hours; otherwise the House

automatically adjourns, according to the rules,

at 10:30.
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Mr. Renwick: The House is adjourned.

Mr. Cassidy: The House is adjourned now,
Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: If the hon. member will con-

tinue, I will listen to his remaining remarks.

Mr. Renwick: But the House is adjourned.

Mr. Speaker: The House is not adjourned.
I have not placed the motion before the

House.

Mr. Drea: Well, place it.

Mr. Renwick: Well, the rules say 10:30.

You are walking through the rules again.

Mr. Henderson: For the needy of the prov-
ince.

Mr. Renwick: The government destroys the

whole democratic process. They destroy it.

They can't even read English.

Mr. Drea: Behave!

Mr. Cassidy: Mr. Speaker-

Mr. Renwick: The bull-headed Treasurer is

insisting on third reading when he should

have the grace to say that we will wait until

tomorrow.

Mr. Cassidy: Mr. Speaker-

Mr. Bullbrook: Mr. Speaker-

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Ottawa
Centre has the floor, speaking to the point
of order.

Mr. Bullbrook: Point of order-

Mr. Renwick: We just can't.

Mr. Cassidy: Mr. Speaker, I want to point
out that rule 45 is completely unambiguous
about the need to have bills marked on the

orders of the day.

Mr. Bullbrook: Is my friend speaking to

my point of order?

Mr. Cassidy: I'm sorry. I thought my friend

had sat down.

Mr. Deans: How can you get a point of

order in the middle of a point of order?

Mr. Bullbrook: May I have just a moment?
I just want to know how we can continue.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Ottawa
Centre was speaking to the point of order

before the House. The hon. member for

Sarnia has raised a new point. I will try to

deal with them in order. I will permit the

member for Ottawa Centre to continue the

point he was trying to make.

Mr. Deans: On a point of order-

Mr. Cassidy: I yield on a point of order,

Mr. Speaker. This will have to be dealt with

first.

Mr. Deans: On a legitimate point of order,

sir, what time is it? Would you be kind

enough, sir, to tell me what time it is?

Because it is after 10:30, you had better

adjourn this House-

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Deans: —because you haven't got a

motion to continue.

Mr. Cassidy: I will yield on a point of ^ hon member: Temper, temper.
order yes

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Ottawa
Centre was speaking to the point of order.

Mr. Cassidy: All right, Mr. Speaker.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Bullbrook: Mr. Speaker, the standing
orders say if at 6 o'clock, p.m., on Monday,
Tuesday, Wednesday or Thursday the busi-

ness of the day is not concluded, the Speaker
shall leave the chair until 8 o'clock and the
House will continue until 10:30 o'clock, p.m.,
unless otherwise ordered by government
motion.

Now I am asking you, sir, I just want to

know, as one member, how we can continue
in contravention of the rules of the House.
I just want to know that.

Mr. Stokes: You haven't got a motion to

continue.

Mr. W. Ferrier (Cochrane South): You
haven't got a motion to continue.

Mr. Renwick: You haven't got a motion to

continue.

Mr. Deans: Don't make a farce of this

place.

Mr. Cassidy: If he lets it go on then he

is a pawn of the government, nothing else.

Don't destroy the Speaker tonight; that is

what they are doing.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order, please. In listening
to the arguments back and forth about the
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procedural difficulties, the new points of order

raised and the motion introduced by the

House leader, whose motion was that this

House continue to sit beyond the closing
hour of 10:30. I believe that I have no alter-

native but to accept the motion of the House
leader that the House sit beyond the hour
of 10:30.

Mr. Deans: There was no motion.

Mr. Speaker: It was a motion moved by the

hon. minister that the House sit beyond
10:30. Now, I must accept that motion, I

believe, at this moment.

Mr. Deans: The motion wasn't put prior to

10:30.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Deans: Why don't you read the rules?

Mr. Renwick: It wasn't put until after

10.30.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: It was.

Mr. Renwick: I was looking at the clock.

Mr. Singer: May I try, Mr. Speaker, to

make a little sense of what I think are the
rules of the House, and could I refer you, sir,

with great respect, to rule No. 3 on page 2 of
the rules? On the copy I'm looking at it says
that the House will continue until 10:30
unless otherwise ordered by government
motion.

Now, I would suggest to you, sir, there is

only one way in which that motion can pos-

sibly be interpreted and that is the motion of

the House leader, if it was in order, had to be
put to you before the hour of 10:30. It was,
in fact, put to you after that hour and I say,
sir, that motion is out of order, that there is

no ability to receive that motion as a motion
m order, and I would suggest to you, sir, that

the House should stand adjourned either by
motion or without motion because of the

standing orders.

Now, without being technical, let me ap-
peal, as I tried to a few moments ago, to the
hon. leader of the House. Let me say this, at
this moment we are in very, very serious diffi-

culty because we are putting the proceedings
of this House into utter chaos and I say that

the government, for whatever reason, has in-

vited this. Let me urge upon the House
leader at this time to move the adjournment
of the House, which I assure you my col-

leagues will accept.

Let us bring this motion on to debate to-

morrow, because if it is going to go on

tonight, this kind of debate and the various

proceedings and the various rules are going
to be debated at some length and on many,
many divisions. There will be divisions on
the motion for third reading of the bill that

is in question. Let us just have a 24-hour ad-

journment, when you will be in order. Bring
your motion forward and if, as I suspect, you
can bring more votes to the third reading of

the bill than the combined opposition power
you will carry your bill, albeit 24 hours later

than you planned.

Mr. Havrot: Why not do it now?

Mr. Singer: So let me say to you, sir,

through you to the House leader, let's bring
a little order out of the chaos. Let us not

debate any longer what rule 3 or rule 5 or

rule 17 might in fact mean. Let us not divide

on whether or not we accept your rulings.
Some of these things are not as clear as they

might be. Let me urge upon the government
tonight that for the moment we adjourn the

debate, that the House resume in its regular
procedure at 2 o'clock tomorrow afternoon

and the government business proceed at that

time.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Mr. Speaker, you know,
as all members know, that I endeavour to be
as co-operative as I can at all times, but I

want to say to you tonight that the chaos
that has been created has been created right
over there. Right over there.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. F. Laughren (Nickel Belt): It is not

good enough.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: And I will accept your
decision, Mr. Speaker.

An hon. member: What did he say?

Hon. Mr. Winkler: I will accept the Speak-
er's decision.

Mr. Speaker: The point at the moment is

whether or not the motion to sit beyond
10:30 should be accepted. It seems to me that

this House has, on many occasions, gone be-

yond the hour of 10:30 even without any
consent. When a member was speaking and
it was obvious that he was going to com-

plete his remarks, for example, in a few short

moments, this House has sat beyond the hour
of 10:30.

Mr. Renwick: For a few short moments.

Mr. Speaker: For a few short moments.
Now the wrangling back and forth and the
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arguments of the various members have

brought it to rune minutes beyond the hour.

I believe the motion by the House leader that

the House continue to sit beyond the normal

adjournment hour of 10:30 was made several

minutes ago, a few minutes after 10:30, and
therefore I am going to accept the motion.

As is the case with motions for adjourn-

ment, we> have only a head count rather than

a count of the members. This is analogous, in

my opinion, to the motion for adjournment.
Do the members agree to a head count?

Those in favour of the motion to sit beyond
10:30 will please rise.

Those opposed to the motion to sit beyond
10:30 will please rise.

I should point out to the hon. members
that rule 81(c) says that every member shall

vote.

Mr. S. Lewis (Scarborough West): On a

point of order, Mr. Speaker, we simply refuse

to participate in this destruction of the pro-
cess which is being forced on us. It is as

simple as that.

Hon. Mr. White: Mr. Speaker, on a point

of order, I informed the House at about 9:55

o'clock this evening in the following words:

"If this does not receive royal assent by

midnight tonight, the cheques will not get

to the recipients until February."

That was based, if I may say so, on the

best advice which I had earlier this evening,

at which time two law officers said that the

date did not matter and one very senior law

officer said that the date did matter. During
the rather lengthy discussions we have had

since 9:55 o'clock, I have had conferences

on the telephone, and now all of the law

officers inform me that the date does not

matter. So I would like to correct that.

The next thing I would like to say is that

at least one official among the many thinks

the date may not be Nov. 28. We have had
an hour or more to examine this. Unfortu-

nately, the $17 million in cheques are all

locked up in the vaults of the Ministry of

Government Services and so I cannot be 100

per cent sure if the date is Nov. 28 or some-

thing else. However, I can say now with

confidence that the date on the cheque does

not matter.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order. I must point out to

the hon. members that their votes must be

recorded.

Mr. Singer: On a point of order, Mr.

Speaker, in view of your ruling, could you
call the vote again?

Mr. Speaker: The only thing is I had
called the vote—the vote for those opposed
to the motion. It seems to me that some hon.

members did not vote for the motion calling
for-

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Henderson: It's selfish and stupid.

Mr. J. F. Foulds: (Port Arthur): That's the

best self-description I have heard from any-
one in some time.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. W. Hodgson (York North): Playing

politics against the citizens of this province.

Mr. Singer: You are playing politics.

Interjections by hon. members.

An hon. members: You are playing politics.

Mr. Speaker: Order, please.

My recollection was, there is a rule that

where members do not vote, those members'
names are recorded in the affirmative.

Some hon. members: Right, right.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order, please. The Clerk has

concurred with me in that intepretation—

Mr. Cassidy: Too bad-

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Therefore it would seem to

me that there were 46 members who voted in

the affirmative; and 25 members who had
not voted. Those latter members, therefore,

should be recorded in the affirmative.

Mr. Lewis: Well, Mr. Speaker, on a point
of order-

Mr. W. Hodgson: Playing politics, that's all

you're doing.

Mr. Lewis: On a point of order.

An hon. member: Sit down!

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order, please; order.

Mr. Lewis: On a point of order, Mr.

Speaker, I may say to you, sir, that it is

something less than embarrassing to be seen
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as voting for a motion to sit beyond 10:30

when the hour is seven minutes to 12.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member is quite

right; but on the basis of the ruling I have

made, I would ask the Clerk to inform me
what the vote's result is.

Mr. Bullbrook: Don't do that, Stephen!

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Lewis: Why should we play this non-
sense with them?

Mr. Speaker: Order.

Clerk of the House: Mr. Speaker, the

"ayes" are 58, the "nays" 11.

Mr. Speaker: I declare carried the motion
that we may now sit beyond the hour of 10:30.

Mr. Stokes: I hope you realize just how
ludicrous that statement is!

Mr. Speaker: There was a matter before

the House that we were attempting to

straighten out, a procedural difficulty. I had
listened to many, many members express
their views on it before I madte a ruling. It

seems to me that we have had sufficient views

now, and I am going to make a ruling on the

matter.

Mr. Singer: Mr. Speaker, on a point of

order.

Some hon. members: Sit down!

Mr. Speaker: I am now going to make a

ruling on the matter. I will not—

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: In view of the extensive dis-

cussion and debate that I had allowed on the

matter, I believe it is up to me now to make
a ruling.

Mr. Lewis: I don't want to comment on the

ruling, Mr. Speaker. It is not that-

Some hon. members: Quiet.

Mr. Havrot: Be quiet; those members
weren't even in the House.

An hon. member: Let him make his ruling.

Mr. Speaker: Well, does the member wish
to rise on a—

Mr. Lewis: I have a point of order I'd like

to make.

Mr. Singer: No, I have a point of order

too, which is—

Mr. Speaker: I am not going to permit
further points of order on the matter before

the House. I have listened to everyone.

Mr. Lewis: It is not on your ruling.

Some hon. members: Sit down!

Mr. Speaker: Anything further on the mat-
ter before the House does not constitute a

point of order. It's just a continuance of a

debate.

Mr. Lewis: It is not on the matter before

the House. It's a separate point.

Mr. Speaker: All right, I'll listen to a sepa-
rate point of order. The hon. member for

Scarborough West was up first.

Mr. Singer: Mr. Speaker, if I may-

Mr. Lewis: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

Some hon. members: Sit down!

Mr. Lewis: I simply wanted—

Mr. Singer: I'll move, seconded by the

member for Sarnia—

Mr. Lewis: —to ask, through you to the

Treasurer, whether all of this is now neces-

sary at all, since the date of the cheques no

longer matters, and it can be done at another

time.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. J. P. MacBeth (York West): Don't be-

come sanctimonious now. The member didn't

give two hoots before.

Hon. Mr. White: Mr. Speaker, in reply to

the question-

Mr. Singer: No, no, Mr. Speaker, surely—

Mr. Speaker: The minister has the floor,

sit down.

Some hon. members: Sit down!

Hon. Mr. White: The urgency has been
removed and I am now in the hands of the

House leader and the Legislature.

Mr. Lewis: Fine, that is all I ask.

Mr. Singer: All right, Mr. Speaker, may I

now move a motion to adjourn the debate,
seconded by my colleague from Sarnia?

Some hon. members: Sit down!

Interjections by hon. members.
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Mr. Speaker: I think that we had a matter

before the House for disposition and I do not

feel inclined to accept any motion to adjourn
at the present time.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Singer: Mr. Speaker, on a point of

order.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Down! The Speaker is

on his feet.

Mr. Singer: The motion to adjourn is

always in order; I move that motion, which
I have every right to do.

Mr. Speaker: The matter the House has

been dealing with at considerable length was
a point of order-

Mr. Singer: Mr. Speaker-

Mr. Speaker: I believe I had asked the

hon. member to be seated.

An hon. member: Sit down.

Mr. Speaker: I am not going to accept the

motion at this time; I am going to make my
ruling before there is any motion to adjourn.

Mr. Lewis: All right, fair enough.

Mr. Speaker: Then I will listen to a motion.

Interjections by hon. member.

Mr. Speaker: We are dealing with a point
of order that has been raised and I am going
to dispose of it.

I should say to the hon. members they
have been speaking to certain sections of

the standing orders—47, 45, 48, and so on.

May I first of all say to the hon. members
that 47(c), which has been mentioned quite

frequently, refers among other things to the

committee of the whole House—and I think I

did clarify that previously for the hon. mem-
ber for Downsview.

If the hon. members will refer to rule No.
50: "No bill shall pass until it receives three

readings, and the date of each reading shall

be certified on the bill by the Clerk." I should

say that under section 50 a bill must have
three readings and the old provision for

separate days was purposely excluded in for-

mulating that rule. The old rule provided for

readings on three separate days.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order! The old rule provided
for readings on three separate days. That was
purposely removed from the rule, on motion

by Mr. Sopha, so that a bill could receive

several readings on the same day. Now, I

put that to the hon. members for their con-

sideration. This is the record we have.

Rule 48(a) has been mentioned as well.

It refers to bills reported from the committee
of the whole House and says they: "Shall

stand on the order paper for third reading,"
and also bills reported from standing commit-
tees by unanimous consent.

As I had indicated to the House before,
rule 48(a) does not include those bills re-

ported from standing or select committee.
Under 48(a) it is to be put on the order paper,
and it is now on the order paper.

Mr. Renwick: On what order paper?

Mr. Speaker: On the Clerk's order paper.

Therefore, the bill is ordered for third read-

ing.

Mr. Deans: This is not—

Mr. Renwick: It is not on my order paper.
Where is your order paper?

Mr. Speaker: Rule 47(d) does not apply. It

provides for a bill to go right from second

reading to third reading without going
through committee.

Mr. Lewis: In all the years of this House
there has never been a bill proceed through
three readings without unanimous consent,
and there are two Speakers who know it.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: After having listened to all

of the-

Mr. Lewis: Ask the member for Ottawa
West (Mr. Morrow); ask the member for

Wellington-DufFerin (Mr. Root).

Mr. Speaker: —debate on the point of order
that was raised originally, I must deal now
with the motion that was placed before the

House; and that was the motion for third

reading of Bill 196.

The motion is now before the House. Shall

the motion be carried?

Mr. Lewis: On a point of order. No, Mr.

Speaker. This is extremely awkward and I

am truly sorry for this, Mr. Speaker, because
I don't-

Some hon. members: Sit down.

Mr. Lewis: I don't recall another occasion
while you have been Speaker that we have
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felt moved to this; but it is necessary for us

to challenge your ruling.

Mr. Speaker: I must say to the hon. mem-
bers that I have attempted to express my
opinions. I have listened carefully to all of

the members. I have expressed my opinions

based on information before me, and my rul-

ing is that the motion for third reading is in

order. That is my ruling.

Now, if the hon. members-

Mr. Bullbrook: May I-

Mr. Speaker: The hon. members may not

debate my ruling. They may not debate my
ruling; there can be no point of order. You

may challenge my ruling if you wish. If five

members wish to rise, they may challenge my
ruling.

The hon. member for Sarnia is out of order.

Mr. Bullbrook: I am going to say to you—

Mr. Speaker: You are out of order.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Bullbrook: Will the member for

Downsview shut up for a moment?

Mr. Singer: Sit down.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member is out of

order.

Mr. Bullbrook: Permit me, if I may-

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Sarnia

is out of order. You may challenge my ruling;
but there is no debate on the Speaker's

ruling.

Mr. Bullbrook: May I say-

Mr. Speaker: I accept that, as poor a

Speaker as I might be, I'm the best one you
have at the moment. I have ruled that the

motion is in order.

Mr. Lewis: I challenge your ruling. Could

you say whether your ruling was—

Mr. Speaker: I have ruled that the motion
for third reading is in order. Now, if the

members wish to challenge my ruling I

would like five members to rise.

All right, call in the members.

The House divided on Mr. Speaker's ruling
that the motion for third reading was in order,
which was upheld on the following vote:

Ayes
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Those in favour of third reading of the

bill will please say "aye."

Those opposed please say "nay."

Mr. Singer: Mr. Speaker, if I may—

Some hon. members: Sit down.

Mr. E. R. Good (Waterloo North): He
wants to speak on third reading.

Mr. Singer: I would like first of all, sir,

as I think is my right under the rules of pro-

cedure, to move the adjournment of the de-

bate.

Mr. J. H. Jessiman (Fort William): There
is no debate.

Mr. Singer: In making that motion I am
impressed by the comments of the provincial

Treasurer, who said that the dating on the

cheques is not important. It would seem to

me that this bill deserves further considera-

tion, that there is no necessity that it be

rushed through the House, that we could well

deal with the question of the third reading of

the bill tomorrow, and that the question of

adjournment could be handled reasonably,

logically and sensibly by adjourning the

debate at the present time.

Mr. Speaker, I had a brief discussion with

the Clerk as to whether or not I should move
the adjournment of the debate or the adjourn-
ment of the House. It seems to me I should

move the adjournment of the debate, and I

do so move for the reasons particularly enun-

ciated just a few moments ago by the provin-
cial Treasurer.

Mr. G. E. Smith (Simcoe East): There is no
debate.

Hon. Mr. White: Mr. Speaker, on the point
of order, since my name was involved-

Mr. Lewis: It is not a point of order.

Hon. Mr. White: —I said the urgency had

been removed but I didn't suggest that the

debate be adjourned. I made it clear that I

was in the hands of the House leader and the

House. So whatever the vote on this is, it is

quite acceptable to me.

Mr. Lewis: Well, what does the House
leader say?

Mr. G. E. Smith: Carry on.

Mr. Speaker: It has been pointed out to

me that I did place the motion moved by
Hon. Mr. Winkler for third reading of the

bill, but I did not allow any opportunity for

debate, for which I apologize to the hon.

members. I should have allowed an oppor-
tunity for debate, because when I put the

question, "Shall the motion carry?" there

were voices that said "No," and I should have

recognized an hon. member from Her Ma-

jesty s Loyal Opposition to debate the bill.

Mr. Lewis: Not so loyal.

Mr. Speaker: However, although the debate

has not taken place, I will accept the hon.

member's motion to adjourn the debate. The
debate was about to take place but I will

accept it.

Mr. Singer moves adjournment of the

debate.

Mr. Speaker: Shall the motion carry?

Those in favour of the motion to adjourn
the debate will please say "aye."

Those opposed will please say "nay."

In my opinion the "nays" have it.

Mr. Foulds: That's pure bull-headed stub-

bornness.

Mr. Speaker: Therefore, the question before

the House is, shall the bill be ordered for

third reading?

Mr. Singer: May I speak?

Mr. Speaker: Yes. The hon. member for

Downsview.

Mr. Havrot: He struck out.

Mr. Mcllveen: Think of the little people
and their $50 cheques.

Mr. Singer: Mr. Speaker, may I say this is

a very serious bill.

Mr. Mcllveen: The member for Ottawa
Centre is going to have to canoe back to the

island tonight.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Singer: Mr. Speaker, I have lots of

patience and I am prepared to wait until the

nonsense over there has subsided.

An hon. member: Oh, cut that out!

Mr. Singer: I am prepared to stand here as

long as is necessary until it has subsided,
because I like to think that at least what I

have to say should be listened to. Whether

agreed with or not really is up to the hon.

members, but I do believe, Mr. Speaker, that

this is a very important bill and should re-
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ceive very serious consideration of all mem-
bers of this .House-

Mr. Havrot: We have had all the time for

consideration.

Mr. Lewis: Is the Minister of the Environ-
ment propping up the member for Scar-

borough Centre? Is that what he is doing
over there?

Mr. Mcllveen: Get on with the speech.

Mr. Singer: The question of urgency, Mr.

Speaker, I think has been sufficiently dissi-

pated by the comments of the provincial
Treasurer who hastened to rise on a point of

order just a few moments ago. I would agree
with his latest legal advice that the date on
the cheques is quite immaterial; that the im-

portant date—as a lawyer, if I may venture

a free legal opinion to the Legislature—is the

date of delivery, not the date on the cheques.
If in fact the cheques are not stale-dated and
the bank or the bankers of the Province of

Ontario will honour them as the payees

present them, which I would expect that they
would do, the effective date of the benefi-

cence—and I think that's a very good word—
of the beneficence of the government of On-
tario will be the date on which the 340,000

cheques are delivered into the hands of the

recipients. It will be no longer, nor can they
be delivered, nor I am sure would the provin-
cial Treasurer order their delivery, in advance

of proper and appropriate approval by appro-

priate action of this Legislature.

So that the question of date really is not

that emergent. What we are concerned about,
Mr. Speaker—as my colleagues have said, as

my leader has said, and as 25 or 28 members
of the opposition have said in the course of

the second reading and committee reading,
and I'm sure are going to say through the

course of third reading—is that we don't think

this is sufficient for the pensioners of the

Province of Ontario, and this is a miserly and
miserable-

Mr. Drea: Oh, come on.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Singer: Well, I'm quite prepared to

wait for the member for Scarborough to sub-

side and I'm going to complete my remarks
if I have to stand here all night.

Mr. Drea: Scarborough Centre! Not that

riff-raff over there.

Mr. Lewis: Would the member for Scar-

borough Centre like a Bromo Seltzer?

Mr. Singer: When he subsides, I will con-

tinue. Now, what I was trying to say, Mr.

Speaker, is—

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Drea: Any time a guy wears a green
suit-

Mr. Speaker: Order, please. Order.

Mr. Lewis: Did the member say there were
two of me?

Mr. Speaker: Order, please.

Mr. Singer: What I am trying to say, Mr.

Speaker, is simply this: That we do not be-

lieve that what is being provided for the

pensioners is sufficient. We believe that a

$17 million contribution out of the Treasury
of the Province of Ontario is miserly, is

miserable, is picayune, and really doesn't befit

the dignity of this Legislature or the dignity
of the people of the Province of Ontario.

We believe, Mr. Speaker, that this debate

should not be determined in the great

urgency that the government has seen fit to

order it. We do not believe that it should be

rammed through in a 24-hour period, bear-

ing in mind that it has sat on the order paper
for some 47 days. We believe that the con-

tinuance of opposition of many members of

this Legislature should continue to be ex-

pressed. We don't believe that it is in the

interests, either of the people of Ontario or

the particular people who are going to be

affected, if the whole process be effected in

just a few hours' time.

We recognize, sure, that 76 members can

outvote the balance of the members with ease

on any question that is raised; that the tech-

nical use of the rules of procedure is only a

temporary ploy; that in due course the ma-

jority of this Legislature is going to have to

prevail because they do have more votes. But
the purpose of our extending this debate is

to bring before the people of the Province of

Ontario, insofar as we are able, the voices of

a substantial body of opinion that believes

that they are not acting reasonably or prop-

erly or logically, that they are acting in a

miserly fashion, that they are throwing out a

sop, that they are being fatuous, that they are

being patronizing and that they are not taking
into consideration the real needs of the pen-
sioners in whose name they are attempting to

enact a piece of legislation.

With that in mind, sir, and in view of the

hour, I am not prepared to prolong this de-

bate too much longer, but I am going to

move at this point that this bill not be now
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read a third time but that it be read a third

time this day one week hence.

The purpose of my motion is to allow a

pause period so that we can get—all of us;

all the 117 members—some kind of feeling
from all the people of Ontario as to whether
or not they deem the action that is moved by
the government to be appropriate. I do not

think they will.

We will still be in session, as I understand

it, one week from now. The traditional hoist

motion is six months, which would kill the

bill, and we are not moving that. We are

moving that it be postponed for one week,
and that the third reading be dealt with one
week from this day.

I would say, sir, that this is logical and

reasonable, and if after that period of time

the government is still convinced they have

the majority of the feeling of the people of

Ontario in favour of this miserly and miser-

able and picayune bill, well then they will

carry it. I don't think they will, and I would

hope that they would support my motion.

Mr. Speaker: I think perhaps I should have
the motion before the House first.

Mr. Singer moves that this bill not now be
read a third time, but be read a third time
this day one week hence.

Mr. Lewis: Mr. Speaker, in order to show
our opposition to third reading of the bill,

we will vote for the amendment, however,
the motion may be put.

I told the Treasurer as I rose on second

reading that I felt a sense of personal frustra-

tion and political impotence. I admitted de-

feat at the time, and readily admit it now,
because I understand the process that has
been taking place.

I say, Mr. Speaker, in a very brief summa-
tion, that this is a wholly unprincipled bill.

It was conceived in expediency and is exe-
cuted in cynicism, and is of worth to no
member of this government to have stood
behind it.

It confirms in our minds that senior citi-

zens, particularly those in need, are again
consigned by this government to a priority
relative to that of the scrap heap of the
economic system.

We have objected to it on second reading,
we have objected in committee, and we ob-
ject to it on third reading.

There was an alternative available to the

government, within its fiscal capacities; and
with any conscience whatsoever it would have
been introduced. The Treasurer does himself

no credit, nor his government credit, by
holding out the so-called promise of change
without specifics, without figures, without
substance and without dates.

But, Mr. Speaker, I say to you, sir, not

only has the bill been degraded, but the

system has been degraded-

Mr. Irvine: By the member, by himself.

Mr. Lewis: The Conservative Party tonight
is reduced to a disreputable and inelegant

rabble, and with or without William Davis

they are unfit to govern.

Mr. Irvine: The member is a disgrace.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Lewis: They are unfit to govern.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Sit down.

An hon. member: The minister is unfit to

be House leader.

Mr. Foulds: The government debases the

legislative process.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order please.

Mr. Foulds: The minister is a disgrace to

the House.

Mr. Speaker: Will there be any further

debate on the motion?

The motion, then, is Mr. Singer's motion
that the bill not now be read a third time,
but be read a third time this day one week
hence.

Those in favour of Mr. Singer's motion—

The Clerk has pointed out to me that we
should proceed in a little different manner.
The first question is to decide whether or not
the bill shall now be read a third time.

The House divided on the motion for third

reading of Bill 196, which was approved on
the following vote:

Ayes

Apps
Auld
Bales

Beckett

Belanger
Birch

Brunelle

Downer
Drea
Evans
Gilbertson

Nays
Bounsall

Cassidy
Deans
Dukszta
Ferrier

Foulds

Gaunt
Givens

Good

Haggerty
Laughren
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LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY OF ONTARIO

The House met at 2 o'clock, p.m.

Prayers.

VISITORS

Hon. C. J. S. Apps (Minister of Correctional

Services): Mr. Speaker, I would like to take

this opportunity to introduce to the members
of the Legislature a group of fine young

people from Queen's University, Kingston,
members of the Queen's University Progres-
sive Conservative Club, who are in the

Speaker's gallery to my right. I am sure the

members of the Legislature would like to

welcome them.

Mr. E. P. Morningstar (Welland): Mr.

Speaker, I beg to inform the hon. members
of this House that we have with us today
120 grade 10 students from the Welland High
and Vocational School in the great riding of

Welland.

Mr. Speaker: Statements by the ministry.

Mr. S. Lewis (Scarborough West): They
have nothing to say in their defence, or

offence.

Mr. Speaker: Oral questions. The hon.

Leader of the Opposition.

HYDRO SELECT COMMITTEE REPORT

Mr. R. F. Nixon (Leader of the Opposi-
tion): I would like to ask the Premier if he

can assure the House he intends to go forward

with the resolution standing in the govern-
ment's name having to do with certain state-

ments made in the select committee on the

Hydro affair?

Hon. W. G. Davis (Premier): Mr. Speaker,
I haven't made any determination of that. If

the Leader of the Opposition is saying that

he wishes to see this particular resolution pro-
ceeded with, I will make note of his observa-

tion.

Mr. Lewis: Sure; well the Premier has said

it will be.

Thursday, November 29, 1973

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Supplementary: Surely
when the Premier had that put on as a

government resolution he intended at that

time that the debate go forward? Why should

he now postpone it for so long; and why
should there even be a chance that we are

not going to have a chance to debate the

matter of whether or not the people named
in that report should have some further

action taken against them on the contempt

charges?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I would

only say this; that the government resolu-

tion reflected the recommendation of the

members of the select committee in a unani-

mous report which they all signed with their

own personal signatures. I would expect there

will be at least two members of the hon.

Leader of the Opposition's caucus who, re-

specting that report and their signatures on

it, will be in support of the resolution in any
event.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Supplementary: The
Premier is surely aware that an amendment
to this resolution stands in the name of one

of those members? Is there any chance he

is not going to bring this forward for debate

before the session ends? Surely not?

Mr. Lewis: The House leader said he will.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I think the

House leader has indicated we are quite pre-

pared to discuss it. I think there are a

number of other things we also want to finish

up, and I expect we will. But I do point out

that the resolution itself clearly reflects the

recommendation of the report, as I say signed
by two colleagues of the Leader of the Oppo-
sition, members of his own caucus.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Supplementary: Is the

Premier under the impression the resolution

carries without being brought before the

House? Surely not?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I understand

that while resolutions may appear on the

order paper, whether they are from govern-
ment or private members, to have effect they
have to be carried by the House. That has

always been my understanding of the rules.
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Mr. R. F. Nixon: We will look forward to

expressing our views when it comes before

the House.

TYANDAGA GOLF CLUB

Mr. R. F. Nixon: I have a question, Mr.

Speaker, of the Provincial Secretary for Jus-

tice, in the absence of a number of his

colleagues. Can he explain the policy of this

administration in that it will not give a

50 per cent grant to the present town of

Burlington in order to purchase the Tyandaga
Golf Club for $800,000, when in fact the

government has given much larger grants,
let's say, to Metropolitan Toronto, for the

purchase of public golfing facilities? Is there

some discrimination in this policy?

Hon. G. A. Kerr (Provincial Secretary for

Justice): Mr. Speaker, I would assume that

should be directed, really, to the Resources

Development field; but seeing the area to

which the hon. leader refers is in my con-

stituency-

Mr. R. Haggerty (Welland South): Pretty
close to home.

Hon. Mr. Kerr: —and I know something
about the application; I think it is now just a

matter of the conservation authority making
an application to the Ministry of Natural
Resources to approve the project as a con-
servation and recreation scheme. If that is

done, then I would assume the usual per-
centage grant would be available to the town.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: As a supplementary, is

the minister not aware the application was
made, referred to the Management Board,
and set aside by that board for action at some
future date, yet to be named?

Hon. Mr. Kerr: Where is the Leader of
the Opposition getting his information?

Mr. R. F. Nixon: From the people in

Burlington. They don't seem to be satisfied

with the way the government is handling
their affairs.

Hon. Mr. Kerr: Mr. Speaker, the applica-
tion hasn't been completely processed yet.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Completely processed?

Hon. Mr. Kerr: The one application to
which the hon. member referred, for a
Toronto golf club, has been processed. It

is just a matter of time in getting at these

things; and also it is a matter of the budget
of the Ministry of Natural Resources.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: A supplementary then,
for clarification: It is a standard 50 per
cent subsidy, if it comes on the application
of a conservation authority, for the purchase
of golf facilities for public use?

Hon. Mr. Kerr: It is my understanding,
Mr. Speaker, if we use Tarn O'Shanter as a

precedent, that it is something less than
50 per cent. It is shared three ways. I think

the town or the benefiting municipality,
the conservation authority and the province
would share, so it could be something less

than 50 per cent.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Many millions of dollars

from the government to Toronto.

'Hon. E. A. Winkler (Chairman, Manage-
ment Board of Cabinet): Mr. Speaker, by way
of supplementary response-

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: —I would like to inform

the Leader of the Opposition that there has

not been any presentation of any report.

Mr. Lewis: How would the minister know?

An hon. member: Well, the Leader of

the Opposition's information is wrong again.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. Leader of the

Opposition.

BRANTFORD EXPRESSWAY

Mr. R. F. Nixon: I would like to ask a

question of the Premier, in the absence of

the Minister of Transportation and Com-
munications (Mr. Carton), and I suppose as

our resident expert on expressways: Is it

true that the Berger report on the Brant-

ford Expressway is now in the hands of

the ministry? Can the Premier indicate

publicly what the decision is on this matter,
or when the people in the Brantford com-

munity might expect it?

Hon. Mr. Davis: No, Mr. Speaker, I

cannot. I can only assume the report is in

the hands of the minister. I shall check and
confirm this, and I am sure he would be

quite delighted to let the member know
when he intends to make any public state-

ment about it. I shall endeavour to get this

information for the hon. member.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: By way of supplementary,
could the Premier indicate whether there is

any difference between the situation in Brant-
ford and the others that have already been
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reviewed by the Ministry of Transportation
and Communications having to do with

expressways, with certain input from the

Premier's office? There are matters in the

Brantford area dependent on the decision-

major industrial expansion not the least of

them—and this delay has now gone on for,

well the member for Brantford (Mr. Beckett)
could tell us for sure, but I would think about

18 months. The Berger report was commis-
sioned almost a year ago and has been

pending for many months. Why is there this

delay which affects the development of these

communities to such an unwarranted extent?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, the member
for Brantford, of course, has been very much
involved in this and in discussions with the

minister himself, and has been keeping in

very close contact on the issue. I say to the

member for Brant (Mr. R. F. Nixon) that it is

the policy of this government to involve, to

the extent that it is practical and feasible, the

views of the local citizens as they relate to

matters of this kind. While I recognize the

member for Brant does not believe in this

sort of participation by the general public,

we happen to believe in that sort of process;
and this is one of the reasons for delays on
some of these issues, which is something he

should, perhaps, understand.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Supplementary: Is the

Premier not aware that the kind of participa-
tion I don't believe in is the Davis style of

participation that costs $50 an hour to hire

somebody to go and get the views of the

people from the Brantford area, but not even

get the suggestions of the local member
when you have a member up there who is

paid, I understand, to do just that job?

Mr. I. Deans (Wentworth): Paid $50 a

month?

Mr. R. F. Nixon: What the Premier doesn't

understand, is that he should consult with his

own elected members.

Hon. Mr. Davis: I might say that I am
quite well aware of the member for Brant-

ford's views-

Mr. R. F. Nixon: I don't know whether the
Premier is or not, he sits up there behind the
Premier pretty quietly.

Hon. Mr. Davis: —whose views in that area,
I must say, I regard as having greater validity
than those of his next-door neighbour as being
representative of the common feeling of the

public.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Yes, well it doesn't run

through my riding.

Hon. Mr. Davis: I must say, Mr. Speaker,
that if the hon. member really is referring to

other expressways and decisions made, there

is no question that if I had asked the member
for Downsview (Mr. Singer), and there is no

question that if I had asked the member
for York-Forest Hill (Mr. Givens)—except he

wasn't there then—I would have had their

points of view. But I think it is also fair to

state, Mr. Speaker, that in spite of their

points of view, the decision would have been

as it was in any event.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: The Premier must have

talked to the member for Downsview.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. Leader of the

Opposition? Yes, the hon. member for Scar-

borough West.

Mr. Lewis: Is the Premier aware the

official plan for Brantford has also been

standing in abeyance now for five months
while Earl Berger sat and ruminated about

this report? Can we have a guarantee that the

decision will be forthcoming before we stop

sitting in this session?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I can't

guarantee when the decision will be forth-

coming, partially because I don't know when
the ministry will be finished with its assess-

ment, and secondly I can't predict accurately
how long the House will sit. I can only say
the member for Brantford and others have

been anxious to have this decision and have
it finalized, and I know this view is shared

by the minister himself.

I think it is fair to state that the ministry
is as anxious as anyone to have this matter

finalized. In fact I think they would like to

have had it finalized, probably, from their

standpoint, a year ago. But the fact remains

that on matters of this kind we believe, as a

government, in involving the public in dis-

cussions of this nature, we think that this is

very helpful.

I cannot account, nor can the minister, for

the length of time that is required by people
who prepare these reports, but I believe the

report is there and I expect the answer will

be forthcoming fairly shortly. As to the posi-

tion of the official plan then, Mr. Speaker,
this I can't comment on; but quite obviously
if that is the onlv matter delaying realiza-

tion of some aspects of the official plan, then
I would assume that can be accommodated

shortly thereafter as well.
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BRANT AREA REPORT

Mr. R. F. Nixon: A question of the

Treasurer on a
very closely allied matter:

What's holding up trie report of the regional

government commissioner for the Brantford-

Brant area?

Hon. J. White (Treasurer, Minister of

Economics and Intergovernmental Affairs):

Sir, I can only assume the matter is more

complex and time-consuming than he had

thought some time ago. He had informed us

at one time that the report would be coming
in September, and then it was October, and
the latest I heard was late in November; so

looking at the calendar, one can conclude it's

going to be December. We have certainly
done what we could to encourage an early

report from the commissioner.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: A supplementary: The
Treasurer has had discussions with the com-

missioner, then, as to the timing of his

presentation?

Hon. Mr. White: I never had discussions

with him, but I have asked, through my
officials, that it come to us at the earliest

possible opportunity.

LORD'S DAY ACT

Mr. R. F. Nixon: I have a question of the

Provincial Secretary for Justice. Can he tell

us when the green paper, I believe it was
described in that way, pertaining to the

observance of the Lord's Day—I believe that

is the official name—is going to be presented
to the Legislature? We were told we would
be having that before the end of the session—

as a matter of fact, before the end of this

month.

Hon. Mr. Kerr: Mr. Speaker, I hope next

Tuesday.

MAN AND RESOURCES CONFERENCE

Mr. R. F. Nixon: In the absence of the

provincial secretary for environmental matters,

would the Minister of the Environment indi-

cate what involvement the province had in

that conference which was reported a couple
of weeks ago, the Man and Resources con-

ference? Does he happen to know the extent

of our fiscal contribution to that conference

and how the representatives from Ontario,
several hundred of them, were chosen?

Hon. J. A. C. Auld (Minister of the En-

vironment): I can't give the specific figure,

Mr. Speaker, but as I recall it was taken

out of the budget of the Canadian Council

of Resource Ministries, which is a joint effort

of all the provinces and the government of

Canada.

My understanding as to how the representa-

tives were chosen is that through the council,

not the Province of Ontario but the secretariat

of the Canadian Council of Resource Min-

istries, there were public meetings held. The

meetings were chaired by somebody at the

meeting who was elected as chairman. Those

meetings evolved into area meetings and I

assume the areas themselves elected or ap-

pointed people to attend the conference. I'm

afraid I can't give him the finite detail but

I'm sure that the hon. Provincial Secre-

tary for Resources Development (Mr. Law-

rence) who was the Ontario government

representative at this conference and who
was chairman of it, can give him the details

when he returns.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: A supplementary: Is the

minister aware of the very widespread criti-

cism that this conference, which was sup-

posed to be a grassroots conference on

environmental matters, turned out to be

largely a discussion of special interest groups,

people representing government, and partic-

ularly some aspects of big business and in-

dustry who themselves are the major

polluters?

Is he aware of that criticism; and when he

discusses this with his policy chief could he

arrange to have an answer as to our repre-

sentation, which would indicate the back-

ground of the delegates from this province?

Hon. Mr. Auld: Mr. Speaker, I was not

at the conference during the sessions so I

know no more than I read in the papers.

Mr. D. C. MacDonald (York South): That

was fairly scathing.

Hon. Mr. Auld: We have not discussed

the report of the conference as yet in the

policy field and I'm sure the provincial secre-

tary will answer that question when he

returns.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Scar-

borough West.
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SPECIAL PENSIONERS' ASSISTANCE
GRANT

Mr. Lewis: Yes, I suppose I should

address this question to the Treasurer, but

because of his confusion last night perhaps
I could put it to the Premier. What is the

date on the cheques which are going out in

$50 amounts to senior citizens?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I'm sure the

member for Scarborough West really wants

to get the right information, and in that there

is one person in this House who quite ob-

viously would have that information, or have

quicker access to it than myself—

Mr. J. E. Stokes (Thunder Bay): He didn't

know last night.

Hon. Mr. Davis: —and that is the Treas-

urer. I would say, with respect, that that

question should be very properly directed to

the Treasurer.

Mr. Lewis: I will redirect it then.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Yes, if the member would.

Mr. Lewis: The Premier doesn't know
either?

Hon. Mr. Davis: No, I haven't the foggiest
idea.

Hon. Mr. White: In our determination, Mr.

Speaker, to safeguard the treasurer of this

province we had locked the $17 million in

cheques behind many vaulted doors.

Mr. V. M. Singer (Downsview): Guarded

by the Ontario army.

Hon. Mr. White: This morning we suc-

ceeded in opening these doors and unlock-

ing the bag and ripping open several

envelopes-

Mr. Lewis: The Treasurer only needed to

rip open one.

Hon. Mr. White: —and the date thereon

was Nov. 30.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Lewis: What was that phrase in the

Globe and Mail—"faintly redolent of snake
oil"? God, one wonders about this House; one
wonders.

Hon. Mr. Davis: About the House, or about
the occupancy?

Mr. Deans: More important, you wonder
about the government.

Mr. Lewis: Oh, they are a ludicrous bunch,
but that is irrelevant.

STRIKE AT ARTISTIC WOODWORK
CO. LTD.

Mr. Lewis: A question of the Provincial

Secretary for Justice: Can I ask the minister

what he thinks, in legal terms, of a clause

which the Artistic company wishes to impose
on the union which says:

Employees shall be treated as being on

suspension because of the criminal charges

against them arising out of picket line

activity. If an employee is acquitted of all

of the said charges the company will re-

instate him with back pay. If an employee
is convicted on any of the said charges or

any lesser charge arising out of the same

circumstances, the company will terminate

his employment.

Does he not think that to be a direct inter-

ference with the judicial process? One that

compromises the judge in any court case and

one that runs clearly counter to elementary

principles of justice for the workers involved?

Hon. Mr. Kerr: Mr. Speaker, it is diffi-

cult to answer the hon. member's question

directly without becoming involved in a

labour dispute at this time. As the hon. mem-
ber knows, as a result of the efforts of the

Minister of Labour (Mr. Guindon), the two

parties are at the point, we hope, of signing

an agreement.

Mr. Lewis: No, they are not.

Hon. Mr. Kerr: The clause to which the

hon. member refers, of course, is preventing

completion of that agreement. This is some-

thing that is a private affair, as far as that

particular clause is concerned.

Mr. Lewis: Private?

Mr. M. Cassidy (Ottawa Centre): No. Pri-

vate affair?

Hon. Mr. Kerr: Now as far as—well the in-

sertion of that clause is not in itself illegal-

Mr. Cassidy: But the minister holds the

reins for labour bargaining in this province.

Hon. Mr. Kerr: —but as far as an opinion
on the clause is concerned, I would say that

it is a form of double jeopardy-

Mr. Lewis: Right, right.

Hon. Mr. Kerr: —and I would not recom-

mend it, shall we say, to any client I might
represent.
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Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Lewis: Then tell the minister to move
in on it.

By way of supplementary, since the pro-
vincial secretary recognizes that, and since

that obviously destroys the collective bar-

gaining apparatus in this province, has he

recommended that his colleague, the Minister

of Labour, say that to the company and have

them withdraw this absurd provision?

Hon. Mr. Kerr: No Mr. Speaker, I haven't

made that recommendation to my colleague;
but we have in fact discussed that particular
clause and the Artistic strike generally.

Mr. Haggerty: When?

Hon. Mr. Kerr: In the last week or so.

LAYOFF OF ONTARIO WORKERS
BECAUSE OF U.S. ENERGY CRISIS

Mr. Lewis: Mr. Speaker, a question of the

Minister of Labour on a different subject.

Is the Minister of Labour aware that the

Hall Lamp Co. of Canada, located at Huron
Park, has laid off 350 workers; and the Star-

craft Recreational Products Ltd. company
at Listowel has laid off indefinitely some 30

workers, as a result of the energy crisis in

the United States and its direct effects in

Ontario?

Hon. F. Guindon (Minister of Labour): No
Mr. Speaker, I am not aware as yet. I haven't

heard about it.

Mr. Lewis: May I ask the minister, by way
of supplementary: Perhaps as part of the ef-

fort on the part of the Province of Ontario
to assess the impact on Ontario, which the

Premier has referred to frequently, could the

minister circulate through all of the industrial

and resource sector in this province a request
that any intention to lay off or terminate due
to pressure from the United States must be

immediately conveyed to his office, as Min-
ister of Labour, both for information and if

necessary for intervention?

Hon. Mr. Guindon: Mr. Speaker, I will

think about it.

Mr. Lewis: Might the minister then, in the

context of thinking about it, note that the

order to lay off the 350 men in the case of

Hall Lamp Co. came from Detroit at 2
o'clock on Tuesday afternoon and the lay-
off started then. That surely is unacceptable,
intrusion in Ontario's economy in that

fashion.

TORONTO DOWNTOWN HOUSING

Mr. Lewis: All right, Mr. Speaker. I have

a question, if I may, of the Premier.

Could I ask the Premier when the city of

Toronto is to be given the right to set up a

housing co-operative in order to be able

to build on the Sherbourne and Dundas site,

since they have entered into an agreement
with the Ontario Housing Corp.?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I can't give

any specific date. This is under consideration

now by both the Ministry of Treasury and

Intergovernmental Affairs, and of course by

the Ministry of Housing. I met with the

mayor of Toronto in the latter part of the

middle of last week, I believe, and as I recall

this matter was one of the items on the

agenda; I told him at that time that we did

have it under consideration and we would

have word to them very shortly.

Mr. Lewis: Well, by way of supplementary,

since the Ontario Housing Corp. was in-

volved, to the extent of 90 per cent in the

acquisition of the land with the city of To-

ronto, and since the Ontario Housing Corp.

for reasons beyond me now refuses to ad-

vance interim funds for building the project,

what is the logical holdup? Why is the gov-

ernment sort of deliberately accelerating the

costs as the delay continues; and the city of

Toronto is now talking of the possibility of

abandoning its plans unless it gets approval?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Well Mr. Speaker, I

don't think it can be confined to this one

particular project. What the government is

in the process of doing is determining to

what extent municipalities—or some munici-

palities; not all-will become involved in the

field of support for, shall we say voluntary

organizations in the housing field. This is a

matter which we must determine by way of

policy. It is not confined to this one par-

ticular situation.

Mr. J. A. Renwick (Riverdale): Mr.

Speaker, a supplementary question: Is the

Premier aware that the city solicitor for the

city of Toronto has given the opinion to

the city council that they cannot proceed

by this method available under the National

Housing Act without legislative authority, and

how can we pass that legislative authority

at this session?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I am not

aware of that. I will check into it, and if

the policy is to do this, I think there will

still be time to have legislation pass through
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this House. I am not aware, nor do I

believe the official is aware, that this would

require on our part any change in legisla-

tion; if the city solicitor believes it does, we'll

certainly take a look at it right away.

Mr. Renwick: Thank you.

Mr. Cassidy: A supplementary, Mr.

Speaker, to the Premier: Since there appears

to be a deadline on this particular matter

and since there is also a problem with

municipal land-banking powers, will the

Premier give a commitment that legislation

on both those matters will come before the

House before we adjourn this December?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I can give

no commitment on the latter. Hopefully
we can have the former resolved before the

House recesses. As to whether or not it

will be a matter of policy for the government
to encourage and support the municipalities

in the "land-banking concept" and to have

this determined by the time the House re-

cesses, I cannot give that undertaking.

Mr. Cassidy: Well, a supplementary, Mr.

Speaker, to the Premier: Will the munici-

palities be given the development control

powers that were also promised by this gov-
ernment for the fall? Or will that too wait

until the spring or some time in 1975?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, there are

some amendments coming related to certain

planning provisions, and I anticipate these

by and large will solve the problem the

hon. member raises.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Scar-

borough West.

LAND ACQUISITION

Mr. Lewis: A question of the Treasurer.

Did the Treasurer take note of the $1.5
million profit made in a speculative land

transaction in the northern part of Metro-

politan Toronto in a period of 17 days by
the Consolidated Building Corp.?

Hon. Mr. White: I was not aware of that

transaction.

Mr. Lewis: Well, by way of supple-

mentary, when the Treasurer makes him-
self aware of the transaction, which was out-

lined by Mayor Lastman of North York,
could he also see that as a method of

speeding his approval of public land assembly
so that kind of incredible land profit and
subsequent cost to public can quickly be

avoided in all of the 20 major urban
in Ontario?

Mr. D. M. Deacon (York Centre): It ought
to be avoided in every area.

Mr. Lewis: May I ask, by way of supple-

mentary, how far we are along on land

assembly? Will we get an announcement
of the government's intentions shortly? What
are we doing with the $40 million which
Ottawa has offered?

Hon. Mr. White: Well, Mr. Speaker, dur-

ing my estimates and on other occasions

I have certainly given this House up-to-date

reports on land acquisition in the Cedar-

wood area.

Mr. Lewis: I am not asking that.

Mr. Deacon: What an outrageous and
destructive use of funds.

Hon. Mr. White: The House also knows
that we are determined to have an open
public planning process in Haldimand-
Norfolk.

Mr. Lewis: I am not asking that. I am
asking about land acquisition.

Hon. Mr. White: We are inviting input
from the regional government insofar as the

parkway belt is concerned.

Mr. Lewis: I'm asking about the $40
million we haven't used yet.

Hon. Mr. White: Expenditures will be made
by a number of different ministries, includ-

ing the Ministry of Transportation and Com-
munications, the Ministry of Natural Re-

sources, and no doubt including Ontario

Hydro and so on. These acquisitions will be

developed after the more detailed plans are

concluded, sometime after the first of the

year. We can't, quite obviously, go ahead
and buy land before we know what the

plan is going to be.

Mr. Lewis: By way of supplementary, all

of that is past history and we are aware of it.

What is the government doing about the

Comay report recommendation and the $40
million available to it from the federal gov-
ernment for months now for public land

assembly by a variety of municipalities and

regional governments?

Hon. Mr. White: For months now is not

the case. The bill to which the hon. member
refers was passed by the Parliament of Can-

ada, I think in June or thereabouts. The regu-
lations were handed down on Aug. 24 or
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thereabouts. The material was commented

upon by a number of provinces, which inci-

dentally were not satisfied with the interpre-
tation placed by CMHC on their guidelines.

The matter was to have been discussed by
myself and Mr. Basford in September. He
couldn't or wouldn't attend the meeting that

was arranged; therefore it was thrown into

October. We came to an arrangement on a

Friday in mid-October.

The following Tuesday officials met in

company with the municipal representatives
and agreed on the details of these contracts.

The contract was put in legal form almost

immediately afterwards and has gone to

Ottawa for their lawyers to vet; and now
we are waiting to have it back for signature.

Insofar as the Comay report is concerned,
I think that question should be put to the

Minister of Housing (Mr. Welch).

Mr. Lewis: Some day he will be here. No
further questions, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for St.

George is first.

NURSING INTERNS

Mrs. M. Campbell (St. George): Thank you,
Mr. Speaker; my question is of the Minister
of Health. Is the Minister of Health aware
that the nursing students do not have a

stipend any longer? Is he prepared now to

put them in the same position as all other

interning students, particularly in view of the

irregular type of fees they are having to pay
in the colleges and at Ryerson?

Hon. R. T. Potter (Minister of Health):
This matter hasn't been discussed yet, Mr.

Speaker. As the member knows, the educa-
tion of nurses has now been transferred to

Colleges and Universities. The matter of their

internship hasn't been discussed, but we will

discuss it and give it consideration.

Mrs. Campbell: Mr. Speaker, is the min-
ister not aware of the very great hardship
to these students who are unable to have
time off to get other jobs in order to raise

money for their fees?

Hon. Mr. Potter: I must confess, Mr.

Speaker, that it has never been brought to

my attention they were under any great
hardship, no.

Mrs. Campbell: They really are. May we
hear from the minister then shortly, Mr.

Speaker, on this matter?

Hon. Mr. Potter: Just as soon as I can get

anything on it.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Wind-
sor West.

YORK-TORONTO AMBULANCE
EMPLOYEES

Mr. E. J. Bounsall (Windsor West): I have
a question of the Minister of Health. Is the

minister aware how frustrated and deeply
disturbed the employees of York-Toronto
ambulance services are over the long delays
in their classification as civil servants; and the

delays thereby in obtaining a legal bargaining
agent; and the delays because of that in

conducting negotiations re salary and working
conditions?

Hon. Mr. Potter: No, I am not, Mr.

Speaker.

Mr. Bounsall: Supplementary then, Mr.

Speaker: Does the minister, therefore, not

also realize how offensive and insulting was
the Ministry of Health's salary increase offer

to them for this year? It is backdated only
to Oct. 1 rather than Jan. 1, which has been

traditional, and is so offensive that 69 out

of 71 are returning these just-received retro-

active pay cheques to the minister. I send

them now across the floor to the minister.

Will he intervene personally to see that the

yearly increase is backdated to Jan. 1, as it

has always been rather than Oct. 1?

Hon. Mr. Potter: No, I can't make that

commitment Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Downs-
view is next.

NORTH PICKERING DEVELOPMENT

Mr. Singer: Mr. Speaker, I have a question
of the Treasurer. Is it in fact correct, as

was suggested in an article in the Globe this

morning, that the reason for the rapid in-

crease in acquisition of properties in north

Pickering is that the offering prices have
doubled in recent weeks? I refer to the

offering prices put forward by the Ontario

negotiators.

Hon. Mr. White: No, sir, it is not correct.

We are buying at the market in these areas.

This involves very intensive negotiations with

property owners. Sometimes we succeed and
sometimes we don't succeed.
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Mr. Singer: By way of supplementary,
would the minister agree that the market

price has perhaps doubled since he began his

first acquisition?

Hon. Mr. White: That I can't tell the

member. They have gone up very consider-

ably, there is no question about that, but the

same is true northwest of Toronto—and in

Tokyo and in London, England; and all over

the western world.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Particularly in Brampton.

Mr. Singer: By way of further supplemen-

tary, would the minister not agree that it

would be fairer than the present system if he

would put everyone left of those whose prop-

erty the government intends to acquire in the

same position, give them a fixed date and a

fixed value, probably by expropriation?

Mr. Lewis: He doesn't know what he
wants to expropriate.

Hon. Mr. White: This is one of the alter-

natives, certainly, that will not be overlooked

in the weeks to come.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for High
Park was up first.

Mr. M. Shulman (High Park): A supple-

mentary, Mr. Speaker.

Some hon. members: Welcome back.

An hon. member: The quack is back.

Mr. Shulman: Is it correct that—

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Shulman: I am very popular with the

backbenchers.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order.

Mr. Lewis: Even we didn't give him that

kind of welcome.

Some hon. members: We know why.

Mr. Shulman: Mr. Speaker-

Mr. Speaker: Will the hon. members kindly
stop disrupting the hon. member for High
Park?

Mr. Shulman: Why has the minister chosen
as his appraiser a person who is not a mem-
ber of any recognized appraisers' association?

In fact he is not even known to those associ-

ations.

Mr. C. E. Mcllveen (Oshawa): That is

the reason.

Hon. Mr. White: I can certainly well

understand the question coming from a mem-
ber of a very closely knit professional gr6up.

Mr. MacDonald: The minister should look

to his left when he says that.

Mr. Lewis: Does he mean the doctors?

Hon. Mr. White: I have never been in-

ordinately dependent upon pieces of paper. I

made the comment as Minister of Colleges
and Universities that I wished every new-
born baby were given a PhD so he or she

could go ahead and get an education without

worrying about pieces of paper. I have com-

plete confidence in all of the officials in my
department, and while I don't know the

name or qualifications of this gendeman, I

have no doubt he is honest and able.

Mr. Shulman: A supplementary, if I may,
Mr. Speaker: Is the minister aware that the

very high estimates being brought down by
this gentleman are a joke in his department?

Hon. Mr. White: Of course not.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Nickel

Belt.

CONTRACTS FOR NURSING TEACHERS

Mr. F. Laughren (Nickel Belt): Mr.

Speaker, a question of the Minister of Col-

leges and Universities: Is it the minister's

opinion that a contract exists between the

nursing teachers who transferred from the

nursing schools to the Colleges of Applied
Arts and Technology? And is it his opinion
that a contract exists according to the memo-
randum of understanding between the CSAO
and the Council of Regents?

Hon. J. McNie (Minister of Colleges and

Universities): Mr. Speaker, I am not sure I

understand all of the implications of that

question, but I do know it was made very
clear that the students would be transferring
and that they wouldn't be disadvantaged in

the transfer. So far as we know-

Mr. Laughren: Teachers!

Mr. Cassidy: Teachers!

Hon. Mr. McNie: Sorry?

Mr. Laughren: The teachers!

Mr. Bounsall: Contracts for teachers.
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Hon. Mr. McNie: I am sorry. The teachers,

that's right; I stand corrected.

The teachers wouldn't be disadvantaged by
the transfer; and as far as we know, taking
into account the total package that's repre-
sented in the fringe benefit programme, such
as pensions, none has been disadvantaged. I

would be very happy to have any examples to

the contrary brought to my attention.

Mr. Laughren: A supplementary, Mr.

Speaker: Could the minister explain why
officials of his ministry directed the colleges
not to forward the dues deducted from the

teachers to the CSAO in the regular fashion,
but rather to deposit them in a trust account
if they are, indeed, covered under that

memorandum of understanding?

Hon. Mr. McNie: Mr. Speaker, I am not
aware of this, but I will be very happy to

look into it.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Wind-
sor-Walkerville is next.

CONSIDERATION OF PROVINCIAL
LOTTERY

Mr. B. Newman (Windsor-Walkerville): Mr.

Speaker, I have a question of the Minister of

Consumer and Commercial Relations. In

view of the fact that the Michigan state

lottery has been a tremendous financial suc-

cess, to the tune of netting some $64 mil-

lion within the past year, is the ministry con-

sidering implementing a provincial lottery?

Hon. J. T. Clement (Minister of Consumer
and Commercial Relations): Mr. Speaker, it

is a matter which is being reviewed by the
director of lotteries and his staff.

We have not quite decided which is the
best avenue to follow. When one does un-
derwrite a provincial or state-wide lottery,
one must consider the ramifications insofar

as those other organizations—charitable or-

ganizations—conducting similar activities in

the province are concerned.

I have had placed before me this very
morning a report by the director of lotteries,
the contents of which I have not yet ex-

amined. It is a matter that he did refer to,
so he has advised me, in that particular
recommendation he has put forward to me.

Mr. B. Newman: Supplementary, Mr.

Speaker: Is there any truth to the rumour that
the minister is contemplating the implement-
ing of a lottery because he is unable at this

time to implement offtrack betting?

Hon. Mr. Clement: No, there is no truth

to that. I have heard a lot of rumours to

which there is no truth, and then there are

lots of rumours come my way that are quite
true; but that is one that isn't.

Mr. MacDonald: That's what I call a

teaser.

Mr. Singer: Tell us about the others.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Give us a list.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Thun-
der Bay.

EXPORT OF WATER

Mr. Stokes: Mr. Speaker, I have a ques-
tion of the Minister of the Environment. In

view of the assurances he has given me and
others in the House over the last four years
that there would be no diversion or sale of

Ontario water to the United States, and with

the same assurance from the federal govern-
ment, how does the minister rationalize the

statement by Dr. Keith Reynolds that:

The studies began as a response to a

scheme to divert water down to the south-

western United States, but we simply re-

alized that we didn't know what resources

we had up there. [He went on to say:]

There is some merit in exporting water if

we have a surplus.

How does the minister rationalize that state-

ment by Dr. Reynolds with assurances that

he has given this House and the people of

the north for the past four or five years?

An hon. member: Does he know?

Hon. Mr. Auld: Mr. Speaker, I don't know
in what context Dr. Reynolds was speaking.
I haven't seen any report of the statement.
I would be curious to know a little more
about it. But my predecessors and I have
stated that the studies that have been going
on in the north, starting some years ago I

think, but I would have to check to be sure-

Mr. Stokes: It started in 1965.

Hon. Mr. Auld: —about the time Mr.
Kierans was talking about diverting water
to the south, which came as a result of the

very low water and all the concern on the
Great Lakes about low water in 1961, the

studies that have been going on jointly, by
provincial people and federal people, have

been, as I assume Dr. Reynolds has indi-

cated in that statement, to find out exactly
what the resources are. I have stated, and
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my predecessors have stated, that there are

no plans whatsoever to export water from the

Great Lakes or from Ontario; and that is still

the policy of the government.

Mr. Stokes: Would the minister ask Dr.

Reynolds not to make statements that upset

people in the north, who are violently op-

posed to any export of water to the United

States?

Hon. Mr. Auld: Mr. Speaker, not to upset

somebody, we have said annually what I have

just said. I have said it two years in a row

now. I'll be saying it again next spring, no

doubt. The policy hasn't changed and I as-

sume that the studies aren't completed; as

long as there is somebody around there

measuring water somebody is going to worry
about it.

Mr. Stokes: They are completed.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Wel-
land South.

NEW LABOUR LEGISLATION

Mr. Haggerty: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
I would like to direct a question to the

Minister of Labour. With the present labour

disputes and the problems concerning man-

agement and employees of certain industries

in Ontario, when can this Legislature ex-

pect new labour legislation that will remove
labour disputes from the streets of this

province, perhaps by improving the Labour
Relations Act or implementing a new labour

court in the Province in Ontario to speed up
settlements of labour disputes?

An hon. member: Hear, hear!

Hon. Mr. Guindon: Mr. Speaker, the

Labour Relations Act is always under review

and I have an intention to review it during
the winter session.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Went-
worth.

SPECIAL PENSIONERS' ASSISTANCE
GRANT

Mr. Deans: Mr. Speaker, I have a ques-
tion of the Premier. Was the Premier aware
at the time the just-passed $50 bonus to

pensioners was considered by the cabinet,
that an additional $7 million would have

provided pensioners in the Province of On-
tario with $209 a month from Oct. 1 to

April 1 of next year?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I was not.

Mr. Deans: He was not? May I ask a

supplementary question then? Why was he

not aware? What was he aware of? Does
he know what it costs to run these kinds

of programmes; and if he doesn't, why
doesn't he?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I do not

intend to get into a debate with the mem-
ber for Wentworth.

Mr. J. F. Foulds (Port Arthur): In other

words, smarten up.

Hon. Mr. Davis: The government is aware

of the amount that is being expended for the

assistance to the pensioners that was passed

by this House last evening and the cheques
which will be mailed out very shortly. We
are quite aware of that.

We think it is a proper contribution to

make to the pensioners; and as I have said

on other occasions, the whole question of

amounts of money being allocated to various

people in our society is a matter that is

constantly under consideration by this gov-

ernment, and we take appropriate action at

the appropriate time. I just will not get into

a debate that took place last night.

Mr. Deans: Neither was the Premier here

to get into it then.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Well neither was the

member's leader for a good part of it.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Davis: But I have read some of

the questionable observations made by the

hon. member for Wentworth.

Mr. Deans: I have a supplementary ques-
tion. Does the Premier believe the Province

of Ontario could not afford the $7 million

to make these payments to pensioners which

they so desperately need?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, as a matter

of fact, to once again go back a few days,
I believe the hon. member for Wentworth
or his leader asked a question-

Mr. Deans: I asked it.

Hon. Mr. Davis: —as to whether or not

the Province of Ontario can in fact afford

a number of things that he asked in order

to impress his colleague from the Province

of British Columbia. I recall that rather

clearly. And I said at that time that in my
view the Province of Ontario probably in
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some respects can afford a number of things.

It depends on the priorities.

Mr. Lewis: It depends on the Premier's

sense of values.

Mr. Deans: It depends on the government's

priorities and that's not a—

Hon. Mr. Davis: It depends on the extent

and level of taxation, the relative health

of the economy.

Mr. Lewis: That's right.

Hon. Mr. Davis: But I am not going to

say the Province of Ontario cannot afford

to do some things. In fact we will be doing
some things.

Mr. Deans: So the government's priorities

are warped.

Hon. Mr. Davis: So if that is of any help
to the hon. member for Wentworth, the

answer I think is really very simple, and one
which I think I gave several days ago.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for York
Centre.

Mr. Cassidy: A question of the Premier,
a supplementary.

Mr. Speaker: No, there have been several

supplementaries and the matter was resolved

this morning.

The hon. member for York Centre.

FEDERAL OWNERSHIP OF
UNDER-USED RAIL LINES

Mr. Deacon: So that the province can
save energy, and improve the use of public

transportation now by the effective use of

under-used railway lines criss-crossing this

province, will the Premier join the western
Premiers in pressing the federal government
to assume ownership of these rail lines so

they can be fully utilized and modernized
to eliminate some of the problems we have

here, particularly in this area? Such as the

intolerable delay in getting that rail service

up to Richmond Hill and Concord to the

north, the under-use of the Scarborough
GO lines, the fact that we have to subsidize

each year several million dollars for our
GO service and have a far poorer service

than they have in Montreal; will the Premier
take steps to take over the ownership now?

Some hon. members: Speech, speech!

Mr. Lewis: That is the left wing. The
member for York Centre joins the left wing.

Mr. Cassidy: They are trying to copy us
over there.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I wonder
if the hon. member for York Centre could,
in two or three well-chosen words, or less

really, tell me what it is he was asking,

leaving out the speech?

Mr. Lewis: Is the Premier going to

nationalize the CPR?

Hon. Mr. Davis: I really can't quite get
the question itself. What was it?

Mr. Speaker: The time for the oral ques-
tion period has been exceeded.

Petitions.

Presenting reports.

Motions.

Introduction of bills.

PUBLIC HOSPITALS ACT

Hon. Mr. Potter moves first reading of bill

intituled, An Act to amend the Public Hos-

pitals Act.

Motion agreed to; first reading of the bill.

Mr. Lewis: About time, eh?

Hon. Mr. Potter: Mr. Speaker, I made the

commitment during my estimates that I would

attempt to bring in an amendment to the

Public Hospitals Act as soon as possible to

clarify—

An hon. member: We can't hear the

minister.

Mr. Lewis: Louder please.

Mr. Cassidy: Don't be so timid.

Hon. Mr. Kerr: Those fellows should stop

picking on him.

Hon. Mr. Potter: —to clarify, section 48(1)
of the Public Hospitals Act related to regions
and appeals, and this is the amendment I

have brought in today.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Does it have a retro-

active effect?

Hon. Mr. Potter: Yes.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Good.
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Hon. Mr. Potter: As a matter of fact, Mr.

Speaker, if it is in order I will pass around

a copy of the Act so that everyone will have

it, rather than wait for it to be printed.

EMPLOYMENT STANDARDS ACT

Mr. Lewis moves first reading of bill in-

tituled, An Act to amend the Employment
Standards Act.

Motion agreed to; first reading of the bill.

Mr. Lewis: Mr. Speaker, this bill deals, I

think usefully, with the Canada Metals situa-

ation specifically, as well as related matters.

The content says that when an employer is

issued with a stop order by reason of environ-

mental protection, health safety, or any other

matter issuing from authority under the stat-

utes of Ontario, the workers thus affected

be paid a total of 16 weeks' termination pay
or be paid through the entire period of the

stop order, whichever is the lesser.

Mr. Speaker: Orders of the day.

ASSISTANCE TO ELDERLY
RESIDENTS ACT

Hon. Mr. White moves second reading of

Bill 225, An Act to permit Municipalities to

grant assistance to Elderly Residents.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Kit-

chener.

Mr. J. R. Breithaupt (Kitchener): Mr.

Speaker, my comments, I hope, will not en-

gender too many further ones on this par-
ticular bill. It is interesting to see that the

ministry is now going to allow municipalities
to pass certain bylaws permitting tax credits.

One wonders, with the turmoil that has

been occasioned by Bill 196, whether, in fact,

a greater programme by this province in

other forms of legislation would have had
a much happier result than attempting to

pass on to the municipalities the responsi-

bility that should be provincial. I see there

are a number of municipalities, of course,

as we well know, which had this particular

provision enacted in their own local statutes

in private bills which have been passed. Of

course, these matters are being tidied up now
so that there will be a general provision
available to municipalities to cover this kind

of situation in the future.

It is an interesting bill, Mr. Speaker, in

that it does follow Bill 196. As I have said,

we think there is a better way to deal with

this kind of problem. The way should be

by government leadership and by supporting
the sorts of things that were referred to over

these last several days, especially in the

reasoned amendments to that other bill. How-
ever, this bill at least allows some munic-

ipalities to act where the provincial govern-
ment is not acting and as a result we are

prepared to accept the bill and we'll vote in

its favour.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Went-
worth.

Mr. I. Deans (Wentworth): Mr. Speaker,
my comments on the bill will be reasonably
brief although I've got to tell the Treasurer

(Mr. White) at the outset that I intend to

try to amend the bill.

The bill itself doesn't go far enough. I don't

think that a bill brought into the House by
way of general legislation should in any way
reduce the benefits already available to peo-
ple in the Province of Ontario and this bill

does just that.

The bill which currently exists in the city
of Hamilton—the bill under which the city
of Hamilton has operated for a number of

years—provides these benefits in addition to

the benefits that are going to be provided by
Bill 225 to condominium owners as well as

to members of co-operatives. I think that this

bill should go at least that far. The bill we
have before us doesn't provide that, although
it does provide additional benefits to people
at a lower age and it does, in fact, provide
benefits far in excess of those received by
the majority of people in the Province of

Ontario. I want to suggest to the minister

that giving permission to do this doesn't

guarantee anyone anything. It probably would
have been better had the Province of Ontario

made available to the municipalities some
form of a grant in order to encourage them
to take some action on this legislation.

The bill itself is not unlike the existing

legislation in Metropolitan Toronto, Peter-

borough and Preston. In all three, I believe,

the age 65 provision exists although in

Preston there is a limit of $75 which is not

likely to be altered very much by the bill.

There is one other problem in this legis-

lation which I find offensive again, as I do
in most of the legislation brought in by the

government dealing with grants to individu-

als in the province. The government has

again made the proviso, or has made avail-

able the proviso, that the matter can or may
be dealt with only for those people who are

in receipt of the guaranteed income supple-
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ment. I don't think, frankly, that that is a

very good move. I think that the legislation
should be available.

Mr. P. G. Givens (York-Forest Hill): The
member means it may.

Mr. Deans: I said that; the member should
listen to me. I said that it has the proviso
that it may be made available to people who
are in receipt of the guaranteed income sup-
plement.

I don't think that section should be in the
bill. I think that should not be one of the

provisos available to municipalities; it should
be available to people, all people who are on
an old age pension whose income, again as

we argued yesterday, is not in excess of the

guaranteed income supplement, plus the old

age pension as the calculation is made.

It is entirely possible that because of this

section of the bill there will be many people
who will be receiving the money, who in fact

will have an income close to if not identical

to the income of others, who are not in re-

ceipt of the guaranteed income supplement.
I would like to suggest that, again, the min-
ister should make the provision in his bill

which will enable all people who are below
the $205 or $210 per month-whatever the

calculation is that applies in the case of the

guaranteed income supplement—all people
who need it can have it available to them.

I think the majority, or many municipali-
ties—I shouldn't say the majority because I

don't know—but I suspect that many munici-

palities would take advantage of that section.

It ought not to be in the bill, and I would
like to see it stricken or at least amended.

There are other matters which my col-

league from Ottawa Centre (Mr. Cassidy) is

going to raise in regard to the legislation and
the general philosophy behind the legislation.
But I do urge the minister to consider an
amendment in committee which will ensure
that all the people who are currently re-

ceiving the benefit through their municipali-
ties, having gained private legislation, will

not be cut off as a result of the general
legislation. I think that is most likely to apply
in the city of Hamilton, and may well apply
in the other municipalities, I am not abso-

lutely clear. But it certainly will apply in the

city of Hamilton to those people who are in

co-operatives or condominiums.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Water-
loo North.

Mr. E. R. Good (Waterloo North): Thank
you, Mr. Speaker. I would like to say a

word regarding this bill. I remember well

in the private bills committee, as municipali-
ties came in to get permission to pass the

necessary bylaws to do the necessary things
to relieve the elderly from property tax, we
were promised, I would say as long ago as

four or five years, that there would eventually
be public legislation so that all municipalities
would be permitted to pass the necessary by-
laws to relieve the elderly citizens of that

community of a portion of the property and
education tax.

One must realize, of course, that it is com-

pletely at the discretion of the municipality,
and the beneficence of the municipality, as

to whether or not anyone is ever going to

benefit from this legislation. When we look

at the bills that are being repealed in con-

junction with this—that is the private sections

of the city of Hamilton bill, and those of

Peterborough, Aurora, and Preston—we find

one thing in common, that in the private legis-

lation there was a maximum amount that

could be relieved by the municipality. In the

case of Hamilton, Peterborough, Aurora and

Toronto, the maximum amount of tax relief

that could come was $100; in the case of

Preston, the amount was $75 maximum.

There is, in my view, one improvement in

this bill that was not in the legislation of the

municipalities, in that it requires a municipal-

ity to limit the residency requirement from
one to five years. The city of Hamilton, for

instance, had required in their legislation that

a person had to be a resident for 10 of the

past 15 years, and in each of the other

municipalities of Peterborough, Aurora, Pres-

ton and Toronto, one had to be a resident

of that municipality for at least 10 years

previously in order to derive benefit from this

legislation.

It is regrettable that the province has not

involved itself in the financial aspects of this

legislation, especially when we look back to

the old bill, the Municipal School Tax Credit

Assistance Act which was passed by this

province in 1967. That was supposed to help
relieve elderly people of some of their munic-

ipal taxes, but it turned out to be nothing
more than a joke.

Elderly people would not take advantage
of it for the simple reason that if they were
relieved of up to $150 of their tax in that

year it applied as a lien against their resi-

dence and was collected by the municipality,
which in the meantime had been reimbursed

by the province, at the time of death of the

owner. This went completely against the grain
and against the wishes of many elderly people
in the province, with the result that in my
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own community, fewer than two dozen people
over all those years had ever made use of

that legislation.

Really, the old Municipal and School Tax
Credit Assistance Act was of no value what-

soever and never should have really been

introduced unless the province was going to

supply the money to reduce the taxes on a

permanent basis.

It is interesting to note in that Act, Mr.

Speaker, that that lien against the property
even took precedence over any lien that was

placed before or after and was held by a

relative of that person, or any lien that was

placed after and held by any person. The

province was making mighty sure that no one

was going to be giving any money to those

elderly people; consequently, that Act, in my
view, was of no use to the elderly citizens

of the province.

The municipalities then took up the com-

plaint of the elderly persons that they were

having difficulty paying all their education

and property taxes and the province allowed

municipalities to give relief of taxes up to

$100, and in some cases up to $75, from their

own tax rate, which would be shared by
others across the municipality.

I suppose we have to allow the municipal-
ities a certain amount of discretion in this

area because they are going to have to pay
the bill. It's unfortunate there isn't a cost-

sharing arrangement with the province in this

type of legislation. I think it would be much
more meaningful. It would be more widely
used, I think, if there were a grant for the

partial relief of taxes in cases where they
could determine at the local level how needy
the situation was; and, as some municipalities

undoubtedly do, the method they would use

would be whether or not a person was in

receipt of the guaranteed income supplement.

Mr. Speaker, being in receipt of the guar-
anteed income supplement is not always a

valid and correct indication of a person's
financial position because there is a consider-

able time lag. For instance, a person applies
to the federal government in January when
he gets his old age cheque and makes a

notation of his income for the previous year;
therefore, the guaranteed income supplement
for the following year is related to the income
of the previous year. This means a person
could be completely without income in 1973
but had some income in 1972 and would not
be receiving the guaranteed income supple-
ment until April, 1974.

I have come across several instances where
this time lag in receiving the GIS does create

a hardship, and there is absolutely nothing
one can do to get anyone on the GIS until

April of the following year unless he had
been eligible the previous year and didn't

apply for it.

There are some flaws in this and I think

the greatest flaw is that the onus is put

completely on the municipality. The munici-

pality is already hard pressed in its tax rate

even though the province has put additional

funds into the municipal field for relief of

taxes. This is not adequate especially in those

areas where we have had a restructuring of

government and where we have huge start-up

grants required for reorganization in the

regional government areas. I think you will

find, Mr. Speaker, that very few municipal-

ities—relatively few, I should say—will be

taking advantage of this legislation because
there is no federal monetary participation in

the scheme.

However, it will put into public legislation
what has been done in a few municipalities
across the province by way of private legisla-
tion. Therefore we will support it.

Mr. Speaker: The member for Sudbury
East.

Mr. E. W. Martel (Sudbury East): Mr.

Speaker, last evening, or a couple of nights
ago when discussing the last bill, I asked the

Treasurer if he would consider in the other
bill the group of people who are really more
destitute than the old age people in this

province, if that is possible. Those are the
FBA recipients. FBA is family benefits for

the disabled, for the handicapped and so on.

He didn't respond to it when I asked him if

he wouldn't even look into it, and I make the

plea again today.

I am not sure if the minister is aware of
how much a couple, let's say between 60
and 64, the husband being disabled, gets from

family benefits. It includes some of the tax,

of course, for housing. I wonder if the min-
ister is aware that a couple, between 60 and
64, only receives $225 a month maximum?
That is about $125 less than a couple on old

age pension. If we are going to assist and

apply a tax credit for the elderly, and I sup-

port that, surely to God the people on FBA
—these are permanent pensions which these

people aren't going to come off—must be
included. But by section 2 clause (b) we
exclude them if they are not age 65.

Let's say there is only one person in the

home; one of them is dead and the survivor

is on this type of pension. I wonder if the

minister is aware that the survivor gets $78
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a month because he or she gets nothing for

house rent or for housing. In fact, he or she

is only getting $78 a month income and pos-

sibly $14 a month for maintenance of the

home. Surely the minister could include all

those by a very simple amendment. I think

there is a maximum of 70,000 families in the

province on FBA. Surely the minister could

include in this bill an amendment when it

goes to committee which would include all

of those who are on family benefits so that

they would be in a position to obtain these

benefits.

I would ask the minister as well if he

would respond to this when we come to it

rather than just ignore it as he ignored most

of the questions raised in the last bill.

One also has to be aware, Mr. Speaker,
that we are talking not only of people 60 to

64 who are disabled. We are talking about

some who had industrial accidents and who
are getting family benefits. They might be

only 35 or 38 and they rely on this type of

income which is far less than the people on

old age security and the supplement get.

Hopefully, the minister would see fit, by a

simple amendment, to state—they have all

been approved by the Ministry of Commun-
ity and Social Services; they have all been

investigated—that all FBA recipients regard-
less of age could be in line to obtain the

same benefits which were going to apply to

those people who are age 65 years or over.

Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: The member for York-Forest
Hill.

Mr. Givens: Mr. Speaker, on our side of
the House we are committed to support this

bill. But I tell you, I do so very reluctantly
and unwillingly because I keep seeing pieces
of legislation being passed in this chamber
which are retrogressive. They don't seem to

pay any attention to communications which
are being made with the governmental proc-
ess here, and which indicate that municipal-
ities are not satisfied with their lot in the
scheme of things.

You know, Mr. Speaker, that over the past
25 years every time there has been a brief

from any municipal body be it the Associa-

tion of Municipalities of Ontario, or the fed-

eral association, one thing which is always
foremost in these briefs is the constant com-

plaint of the municipalities that they are the

poor brothers of the tax structure. Every-
thing that the municipalities have to provide
is based on the real estate tax, and the real

estate tax is regressive.

Unlike what the Fathers of Confederation

had in mind when they subsumed under the

rubric of section 92 of the British North
America Act, where municipalities became
the creatures of the provinces, the function

of municipalities today is not just to carry
out the garbage and to fix pot holes and

curbs, but there are a lot of social service

costs which municipalities have to handle

today—such as education costs—which can-

not be based on the real estate tax. And
they keep complaining about this and they

keep telling the provinces and the federal

government: "You're loading more and more
of a burden on us. You have the income tax,

you have the sales tax, we merely have the

real estate tax and we just can't make ends
meet."

Hon. J. White (Treasurer, Minister of

Economics and Intergovernmental Affairs):

Where has the member been for the last

three or four years?

Mr. Givens: I beg your pardon?

Hon. Mr. White: He must have been

sleeping for the last three or four years.

Mr. Givens: Why?

Hon. Mr. White: Everything is happening
in this province. We shifted practically a

billion dollars-

Mr. Givens: Yes, all right.

Mr. R. Haggerty (Welland South): The
province should have; it's got the tax base
for it.

Mr. Givens: Now, instead of acknowledging
that problem by basically dealing with the

tax structure in such a way which will give
the municipalities more revenue based on

equity, based on the clear understanding of
how taxes are being raised in this country,
what we do continually is what the minister

just mentioned, we keep on giving handouts
to municipalities based on various weird and
wonderful formulas. We shift over—what did
he say, a billion-and-a-half dollars? Or what-
ever it is—

Mr. Haggerty: Usually around Christmas
time.

Mr. Givens: —based on the whim of the

Legislature in their wisd,om. Last night
it was 50 bucks for old age pensioners and
I don't know what it will be next. Certainly
in an election year it will be higher. We will

give the municipalities another bone. But
it isn't based on any sane, rational, regulated
proper system.
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Now to zero in on this bill and explain

why I feel that I have to object to it. We
are giving permissive legislation to the mu-

nicipalities and we say: "Okay, you've got

this problem with old people who can't pay
their taxes. We big-hearted people up here,

we are going to permit you to give them

relief, to give them this pittance." And this

is at the expense of the municipality. It is

not at the expense of the Province of Ontario,

which has these tremendous resources for

income, but at the expense of the munici-

palities.

So here again, we refuse to acknowledge
the fact that the basic tax structure of the

municipalities is bad and continues to be

bad. When we pass this bill, it is the laying

of another brick on this wall. It never

seems to get lower; it just seems to get

higher. In our way we indicate that we're

big-hearted people, but indeed what we
are doing is that we are increasing the burden

that the municipalities have to carry at

their expense.

In other words, if this bill said that we're

going to permit the municipalities to do this,

and insofar as the municipality relieves the

burden of any old-age person based on the

GIS, that we will compensate the munici-

palities for any assistance or any credit

that they give them, that would make sense.

But that isn't what this bill proposes, and
that is why I object to this, because it

doesn't deal realistically with the basic prob-
lem of the tax structure of the municipalities.

Increasingly, we keep seeing other bills of

this nature, where we are passing permissive

legislation to allow the municipalities to do

things at their expense and not at our ex-

pense, when it should actually be at the

expense of the province.

Mr. Speaker: The member for Welland
South.

Mr. Haggerty: Thank you, Mr. Speaker, I

want to speak on Bill 225, An Act to permit

Municipalities to grant assistance to Elderly
Residents. I believe that it is a poorly-
drafted bill and it will add further to the

hardships of the municipalities, and I regret
that the bill is being introduced today with-

out sufficient consultation with the munici-

palities.

Hon. Mr. White: Without what?

Mr. Haggerty: I don't think the Treasurer
has consulted with them whatsoever.

Hon. Mr. White: It was drafted by Mayor
Crombie, Mayor Copps and myself, and

approved by the municipal liaison committee.

Mr. Haggerty: Two cities which have an

exceptionally good tax base. Let's take the

city of Hamilton, look at the industrial tax
base here. Look at the city of Toronto and—

Hon. Mr. White: Those Liberals are living
in the past.

Mr. Speaker: Order please.

Mr. Haggerty: -the tax base that thev
have with the highrise construction down
there, the Toronto Dominion Bank Tower
and all the other banks around the area
here where all the building is going on.

Hon. Mr. White: They are so inept, weep
for them.

Mr. Haggerty: The Treasurer doesn't know
what he is talking about. He travels to

Ottawa, for Pete's sake, and what does he
do over there? He is going to involve the
local municipalities. He took them there,
shoved them behind a closed door and said,
"We'll speak on your behalf." If he had any
guts at all he would have gone over there
with this bill in mind and said, "Look, this

is where the help is needed." He has sug-
gested it here.

I think he should look at the municipalities
and take a census of the population of the

elderly persons who are living there who are

property owners—and I can think perhaps
of one municipality that has almost 30 per
cent of senior citizens over the age of 65
who are property owners. What he is saying
by this bill here is that he is going to allow

municipalities to shift a certain amount of
taxes from those property owners to other

property owners in the municipality and I

say this is discriminatory. There are many
persons under the age of 65, as mentioned
before by other members, who are under the

Family Benefits Act and need assistance too.

This will not cover them.

There are those who have taken early pen-
sions—and some of the pensions are not too

high today. It will not include that category
of residents and property owners. As the

previous speaker here mentioned, the province
and the federal government both have large
tax bases that they can get their money from
far more easily than a municipality can, with-

out hitting every small property owner in the

municipality by adding extra taxes to him. I

say this bill is certainly discriminatory. I know
it has worked very well in other municipal-
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ities, such as Hamilton and Toronto, but like

I said, many of them have a different tax

base and can afford it.

To go out and say that this is something
new; it isn't. I say it is poor legislation, poor
legislation. Certainly the municipalities need

help and certain citizens need help, but it

shouldn't go back on municipal taxation, not

when this province has the tax base that it

has with the federal government.

Surely with the consultation with the upper
levels of government, the tri-level meetings
that the Treasurer has had, he could discuss

that and come back with a programme that

would be acceptable to all the citizens in the

Province of Ontario? Why he missed the

guaranteed annual income I don't know. It

was mentioned before, every time he turns

around he gives a piece here and a piece
there. It is piecemeal and it is not doing
the job.

Mr. Good: It is Band-Aid legislation.

Mr. Haggerty: It is Band-Aid legislation, as

the member says. This is what it is. I'm afraid

that I can't support this type of legislation.

Mr. Givens: Could I ask the minister a

couple of questions?

Mr. Speaker: No. The next speaker is the

member for Ottawa Centre.

Mr. M. Cassidy (Ottawa Centre): The mem-
ber for York-Forest Hill can ask his questions
in committee, where I'm sure we can all ask
a lot of questions. Mr. Speaker, the respon-
sible thing to do in this House would be to

support legislation like this, which takes

private bill legislation affecting a number of

municipalities and extends the powers to

every part of every municipality in the prov-
ince. I want to say that, in fact, we are going
to vote for this bill, unless something dra-

matic happens to convince us otherwise in

the debate. We intend to vote for it. We
came to that decision with some reservations

after the events of last night and certainly
with many reservations about the whole pro-

gramme of this government, or non-pro-
gramme as far as it affects pensioners and
senior citizens in the province. But those are

bygones. There are times when we do support
government legislation because it is better

than nothing. In this case that's about what
we have to do.

As I look at the legislation and as I have
listened to the debate and as I have watched
the expressions on the minister's face, which
are some guidance, I really find the legisla-
tion very unsatisfactory. I would urge the

minister, now that he has embarked upon this

venture, to give all municipalities in the

province the powers. If he feels that is the

wav to go and if he feels that some munici-

palities will be more generous in their per-

ception of the needs of senior citizens than

this government is, then it should not be this

kind of legislation, because this kind of

legislation is inadequate and only deals with

a certain number of people in need or

pensioners who may need assistance.

The member for Wentworth has mentioned
one or two groups which are covered in the

Hamilton legislation and not covered in this

one, specifically members of co-operatives and
senior citizens living in condominiums. There
is another group, though, which is totally

ignored by this particular kind of legislation.
I think the reason for that fact that it is

totally ignored is the genesis of the legislation

originally at the municipal level.

The municipalities started to come up to

Queen's Park and started to ask the province
for private bill powers in order to provide
relief for senior citizens who are property

taxpayers. The specific ailment or the specific

problem that people were aware of at the

municipal level was the fact that senior

citizens who had occupied a home maybe for

20 or 30 or 40 years were being forced out

of that home which was long ago paid for,

forced out of familiar surroundings and
forced out of the neighbourhood because of

the high level of property taxes.

As the minister knows, there have been a

number of attempts to provide relief for this.

There was the lien programme where educa-
tion taxes could be postponed in return for a

lien on the property. That was unacceptable
to senior citizens. Then there have been the

programmes in one or two of the cities.

If the government is going to do it for all

senior citizens who are homeowners, whether

they be E. P. Taylor or someone in a small

bungalow for whom this legislation is in-

tended, then I think, Mr. Speaker, that the

minister should also bear in account the

financial problems of senior citizens who are

tenants.

Certainly in my area, in my riding of

Ottawa Centre, and in my experience, a very
large number of today's senior citizens are,

in fact, tenants and are not owners. Here in

the city of Toronto, more than half of the

population now rent rather than own. The
proportions are similar in the city of Ottawa.
I am sure they aren't that far different in one
or two other cities, like the city of Hamilton.

Many senior citizens, despite whatever is

done for them under this kind of legislation,
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find that they come to the point where the

other expenses of running a house, the prop-

erty insurance, the maintenance, the repairs,

the fuel bills and the other payments they
have to make, are simply too much and they
would prefer to become tenants rather than

owners, if given the option. Some of them
decide to give up their homes in order that

their kids who now have young families can

get a house, given the housing shortage that

exists.

In terms of social policy, it may well be
desirable for some senior citizens who are

willing to, to give up the homes in which

they live and move to alternate accommoda-
tion, which is smaller and easier to maintain

and better to look after and so on, in order
that their home may be made available to a

young family currently struggling in the

housing market. But there is nothing in this

bill that even recognizes the fact that many
senior citizens are tenants. There is nothing
in the bill which recognizes the fact that

many of those senior citizen tenants have
some pretty serious economic problems, too.

Unless they have a generous or charitable

landlord or some other body which is not too

concerned about the prevailing level of

market rents, they may find that their rents

are rising in step with an inflated and absurd
kind of market and they are being forced to

pay 50 or 60 or 70 per cent of their monthly
pension in rent alone and for nothing else.

Clearly, part of the expense of that rent is

the $30 or $35 a month which is the typical

property tax cost on a rental unit in one of
our major cities today.

In other words, there is very little differ-

ence in the economic hardship or economic
problems of a senior citizen or a couple who
are pensioners living in their own home and
trying to make ends meet and keep that

home, and a senior citizen or a couple who
are living in a rented apartment and who are

trying to avoid the degradation of being forc-

ed out of that apartment for economic rea-

sons, into a furnished room or some similar

kind of accommodation. Or who are seeking
to avoid the degradation of having to go beg-
ging to their married daughter or married

son, asking the young people to please take

them if that is possible; but it is often not

possible. It is often not possible in today's

housing conditions and with the kind of

smaller housing which people tend to live

in. There is nothing here that even permits
the municipalities to move.

I know the minister will say that Mayor
Crombie and Mayor Copps had a look at

this but I'm sure he will agree that when this

committee met—

Mr. Givens: They realize how much it will

cost them.

Mr. Cassidy: —when the PMLC discussed

this legislation they were basically looking at

generalizing the legislation which already ex-

isted in Hamilton, Toronto, Preston and one

or two other cities. They simply wanted to

get a version that could be acceptable and

adoptable by many municipalities.

It seems to me that if it intends to act in

the public interest the provincial government
should have seen this very serious gap in the

legislation and should have moved unilater-

ally. I'm sure that Mayor Crombie and

Mayor Copps and the others would not have

resisted. On equity grounds I'm sure they

would have seen compelling reasons to agree

with the province that if a grant could be

granted to homeowners then it should also

be granted to tenants.

If the province felt that it did not want to

compel a municipality to give the grant to

tenants I would have disagreed, but all the

same that could have been done. In other

words, it could have legitimized discrimina-

tion between homeowners and tenants and

permitted a municipality to give assistance

to homeowners who are pensioners and not

to tenants, or to tenants and not to home-

owners if that be its desire. After all the

province has legitimized that kind of dis-

crimination in the legislation we have before

us right now, so it could have done that also.

It seems to me, Mr. Speaker, that the

power of municipalities to give these grants

to tenants should have been written into the

bill. I see that the minister is going to speak

to one of his advisers. Given the calm temper
of the House right now, I wonder whether, in

fact, the minister might consider accepting an

amendment at this time which simply adds

in those particular powers to this particular

bill. As the minister is aware, it is not com-

pulsory for any municipality to do it; on the

other hand, it does open up the political

channels at the local level.

When the municipalities of Windsor, Thun-

der Bay, Sudbury or Ottawa look at this bill

they will realize that now they don't have

to go through the private bill route and if they

want to do something for their senior citizens,

given the inadequacy of the provincial pro-

visions, they now have the power to do it

through a cross-subsidy from other taxpayers.

When they look at it, under the present bill

they can help only homeowners, Mr. Speaker.
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If an amendment were to be accepted by
the minister which also permitted this kind
of assistance to tenants these municipalities
could also consider whether they, too, want
to give this kind of assistance to tenants. I

would suggest to the minister that it opens
the channels for the political process to work
at the local level.

Let us suppose that a municipality which
doesn't have this grant for pensioners now
decided to give it to homeowners in 1974.

It would be open to pressure—legitimate

pressure—from senior citizens, from elected

representatives at the local level and so on to

say, "You should do it for tenants as well, in

equity." A tenant paying $180 a month for

him and his wife to live when they are pen-
sioners is in just as dire a need as an elderly

couple who are having to pay $140 a month
in taxes and fuel and maintenance and other

charges to keep the house they have lived

in for the last 30 or 40 years. Therefore, in

equity, we should do that for them as well.

If an amendment is not put into this legis-

lation there is no way that the political proc-
ess can work at the local level, Mr. Speaker.

I say this to the minister and I hope he is

still listening: There is no way for it to work
at the local level. Therefore that particular

group of senior citizens, often including those

who are the most severely discriminated

against, the ones who are in the most ab-

ject poverty because of the high levels of

rent and the low standards of accommoda-
tion that they have to pay and that they can

afford—they will be totally frustrated and
alienated if no amendment is introduced. Mr.

Speaker, that is a positive recommendation to

the minister. I just want to make one other

comment about the bill.

The principle of cross-subsidization from
the property tax is basically not a good one.

Given this government and given the com-

plete absence of any social priority for pen-
sioners, it may be that we have got to put up
with that kind of excuse for policy in allow-

ing municipalities to do what the province
will not do. Nevertheless, Mr. Speaker, the

property tax was regressive before 1968, it

is regressive now, and it continues to be re-

gressive, despite the programme of property
tax credits that has been introduced by the

government over the last two or three years.

When we take $100, for the sake of argu-
ment, and give it to a homeowner who is a

pensioner under this particular bill, we take

it away from the general tax roll, and in

effect we take it away from the other tax-

payers in the municipalities who do not

benefit. Those other taxpayers right now in-

clude low-income families and recipients of

family benefits, as the member for Sudbury
East has pointed out. They also include, in

fact, pensioners who are tenants, as I have

just been pointing out, and who pay property
tax through their rent. All of these people
have got to subsidize the payment of $100
to a pensioner under this particular scheme.

When I was examining the bill, I thought
I would have a look at the minister's own
figures. I know the minister is very proud
of the kind of figuring he does, and we were
aware yesterday of the extensive calculation

and study that was done about the $50 grant
from the provincial level. I just want to point
out that a very serious study was done about
the incidence of property tax in the prov-
ince. It was done in Guelph a couple of years

ago, in 1972; and it took into account the

property tax credits which were in force at

that time.

I believe that those property tax credits

have been slightly sweetened up or slightly

improved since then—I can't recall—but the

basic thrust of the figures remains the same.

The $100 or $200 which municipalities will

pay to a pensioner presumably will apply

evenly as a slight increase in the mill rate on
other people who are not pensioners. But
that mill rate falls inequitably and regress-

ively upon the various people in the munic-

ipality who pay taxes; and specifically, Mr.

Speaker, it falls most heavily on people in

low incomes.

The Guelph study indicated that the pro-

portion of income paid in property tax after

the property tax credit would be 12 per cent

if the incomes were less than $2,500, seven

per cent for people with incomes up to

$3,000, six per cent for people with incomes
between $3,000 and $4,000, five per cent for

people with incomes up to $4,500, four per
cent for people with incomes up to about the

$7,000 mark, and then three per cent for

people with incomes between $7,000 and
about $10,000. It varies around that level up
to the $25,000 mark. But the incidence of

property tax for people in the $25,000 to

$50,000 level is only two per cent of in-

come; and for people earning over $50,000,

property tax is approximately one per cent

of income. In other words, this is a classically

regressive tax.

When a municipality agrees, under this

bill, as it probably should, to give $100 to a

pensioner, then that effectively is a tax which
is shared in proportion to income to the de-

gree of one point for people earning over

$50,000, about three points for people in the

middle-income range of between $7,000 and
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$25,000, four points for people in the $5,000

to $7,000 range, and anywhere between five

and 12 points for people in lower-income

groups. In other words, a fellow who has a

low income, who isn't a pensioner, who is

earning less than $2,500, is proportionately

going to contribute 12 times as much of his

income to pay for that $100 grant than the

person who can obviously well afford to

contribute to it, who is the person earning

over $50,000.

That's purely perverse, Mr. Speaker. It's

perverse social policy and it's perverse fiscal

policy. It just simply is a part of this whole

attitude of the government to the senior

citizen problem. They shelve it off to the

federal government, they give pittances at

the provincial level, and then they shelve the

problem off to the municipal level, leaving it

to municipal representatives who, I think,

have more compassion and more heart than

this government to try to fill in where this

province with all of its financial resources

fails to act.

Mr. Speaker: The member for Windsor-

Walkerville.

Mr. B. Newman (Windsor-Walkerville): Mr.

Speaker, I rise to make a few comments on

Bill 225, the Act that will permit municipali-

ties to grant assistance to elderly citizens.

My great concern with the introduction of

this legislation is that it is an avenue of pro-

viding some type of assistance to senior citi-

zens, but it is by no means the type of an-

swer that we, on this side of the House, are

looking for. We would prefer to see a

complete revision of municipal property taxes

so that we could alleviate senior citizens of

their undue burdens. However, the legisla-

tion, as formulated here, really now shifts

the burden or some of the burden from the

senior citizens to the municipality.

Were the province to assume the responsi-

bility for the financial assistance rendered

by the municipality to the senior citizen, I

could understand this legislation being a

little more equitable. I think the minister

should consider in the drafting of regulations

something that would give the municipality
credit with the Treasury of Ontario for any
funds that they may have expended in grant-

ing this assistance to the senior citizen.

We all know that the municipal property
taxes are not as equitable as we would like.

We know that it does shift the burden too

much on those who have the lower type of

income, yet still pay exactly the same type
of property tax as does the individual that

has a higher income. There should be some

type of equity developed or built between
the two individuals, the one with the better

income as opposed to the one who lives

quite often solely on old age security with

the guaranteed income supplement.

I can recall back in the 1960s, when the

present mayor of Hamilton, Vic Copps, came
to the standing committee of the Legislature
and attempted to get tax assistance for

senior citizens. On his first attempt he was
turned down by the committee. I can recall

being one of the few members in that

standing committee who voted with the city

of Hamilton at that time. The government
members certainly opposed the giving of

tax assistance to the senior citizens at that

time. I can recall, likewise, Mr. Speaker, that

in the following year Hamilton did introduce

its bill again and was given this permissive

legislation to allow it at least to give some

type of tax assistance to the senior citizen.

If I am not mistaken the government itself

introduced a bill, back five or six years ago,
the Municipal Tax Assistance Act, that per-
mitted the municipality to grant up to $150
in tax assistance to the individual. That

wasn't too popular, and it wasn't accepted

by the senior citizen. The senior citizen

hesitated to impose any type of burden on
his estate.

As a result, I would assume that this is

why this legislation has been introduced. We
all have been overwhelmed with letters from

senior citizens over the last five and 10

years, asking that the total cost of the

education burden be taken off property
taxes as far as the senior citizen is concerned.

He maintains he has already paid for his

own and his children's education. He says

that he no longer should be continuing to

pay education taxes while he gets no benefit

from that tax.

Mr. Speaker, I think that the minister

should reconsider the 65 years of age quali-

fication that he has placed in the bill.

There are a lot of people under 65, especially
those in the 60 to the 65 age bracket, who
are living on other types of assistance other

than old age security—well they can't get
old age security—on other types of govern-
mental assistance; either provincial or

federal. It could be the war veterans' allow-

ance, it could be the family benefits' allow-

ance. These people are caught in a dis-

advantageous position and would still have
to pay their municipal property taxes. They
would not get any type of relief.

Mr. Speaker, we debated and debated

yesterday and the day before the $50 assist-

ance to the senior citizens, but here we are
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talking about something that is substan-

tially more than $50. I think the minister

should seriously consider reducing that age,
or putting other qualifications into section

2(l)(b) of this proposed legislation, so that

we could accommodate those who are re-

ceiving other types of pension benefits, or

government assistance programmes, who
own their own homes and are finding it

extremely difficult to even pay their property
taxes.

The explanatory note of the bill states that

"a municipality may limit such credits to

those owners who receive guaranteed in-

come supplements." That is why I come
along and speak on behalf of those who are

under 65. Because if we are taking only
those with a guaranteed income supplement,
then we mean only those who are receiving
old age security, and we know that there
are plenty others who are in the same
financially embarrassing position—those who
cannot pay, or have difficulty in paying, their

municipal property taxes.

Mr. Speaker, those are the few comments
that I would make concerning the bill. I

hope that the minister reconsiders the age
limitation of 65 he has placed in the bill.

Mr. Speaker: The member for Sudbury.

Mr. M. C. Germa (Sudbury): Mr. Speaker,
just a few words on this particular bill. I
am surprised how the government is capable
of writing a bill which seems to have a shot-

gun at both sides of our heads.

Now, I clearly recognize that our senior
citizens are, indeed troubled. But the attitude
of this government displayed here in the past
few days, in its assistance to senior citizens,
has been such to reveal to me that it is a

programme of Band-Aids. It's like putting
a Band-Aid on an elephant that's, dying with
leprosy, but in this bill the minister has seen
fit to give the privilege to the municipality
to even supply the Band-Aid. In the past
programme, the government has bought the
Band-Aid. But now the municipality is even
going to have to do that.

We all know that the problem of senior
citizens is even bigger than an elephant, but
we still come through with these Mickey
Mouse, $50 green stamp programmes. This

government continually brings them in.

I rose, Mr. Speaker, to support the member
for Ottawa Centre and that large group of

people who are left out of consideration in
this bill—and those are the people who have
to pay the rent in our society. We know that
this figure is growing all the time. With the

rnuaway cost of land and the runaway cost

of construction, fewer and fewer people in

the future are going to be homeowners. I

can see that in a few years from now that

those people who are tenants will rise over
50 per cent. This bill could very well become
redundant in a very few years; very few
of us on modest income will be owners.

I would make a special plea to the minister

to consider including those people who are

not owners, but who are paying rent. And it

has been my personal observation, Mr.

Speaker, that persons in this world who do
not and have not held property, are usually
worse off financially than those who have

managed to acquire a piece of property. So,

in fact, what we are doing is depriving those

people most in need from the benefit of this

legislation, little as it might be.

I also understood the member for Ottawa
Centre when he criticized this cross-subsidiza-

tion from the municipal tax structure. We all

know that the municipal tax structure is in-

equitable, unfair and retrogressive, and yet
this legislation is forcing a person incapable
of subsidizing his neighbour to do just that.

He also pointed out how the heaviest load

would fall on those people less able to bear

this kind of taxation.

Mr. Speaker, I have to vote for the legisla-
tion because it is going to give certain relief

to a small group of our citizens who are in

desperate need, but the legislation does not

go half far enough to solve the problem
which is facing us.

Mr. Speaker: Does any other hon. member
wish to take part in this debate? The hon.

minister.

Hon. Mr. White: Mr. Speaker, this bill is

the product of deliberations which originated
with the mayor of Toronto and the mayor
of Hamilton, and with further input from the

municipal liaison committee. It puts into

general legislation an approximation of

special provisions in the private bill of Hamil-

ton, Peterborough, Toronto, Aurora and
Preston.

It now enables nearly 900 additional On-
tario municipalities to provide a special tax

benefit to certain of their senior citizens, if

this is their desire. I point out that in keeping
with the overall policy of the Ontario govern-
ment to devolve power to the municipal
level of government, there are very few
constraints in the legislation. What constraints

do exist here are at the request of those

municipal leaders who assisted us in the

design of this programme.
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I've heard it said during this debate that

we should extend it to people under the age
of 65, that we should extend it to tenants,

and that we should extend it to people over

the age of 65 who are not in receipt of the

GIS. I point out to you, Mr. Speaker, that

we have two very large programmes with

those objectives in mind. The overall tax

reform programme, which lay fourth in my
budget last April, shifted $440 million from

the more broadly based and more progressive

provincial taxes to the municipalities, bring-

ing provincial grants from less than $1.9

billion, which it was last year, to $2.4 billion.

In addition to this, we have a general prop-

erty tax credit, which was enriched last April
and which costs the consolidated revenue

fund $160 million. Therefore, that's $600
million that is made available from Ontario's

resources and is designed to make the entire

tax structure more progressive and to shift

the burden of taxation off real estate and on

to more progressive levels of taxation.

While there is no new grant programme
involved, it will be obvious to the hon. mem-
bers that one of the elements in the property
tax stabilization plan, which is the element

paying 50 per cent times the mill rate times

the difference between the municipal average

per capita assessment and the provincial aver-

age per capita assessment, has the effect of

the province paying 50 per cent of whatever

costs are incurred by the municipality if the

municipality is less than average in terms

of assessment. This no doubt will be taken

into the computation of the approximately
450 municipalities which fall in that category.

Reference was made to section 2, sir. I

suppose we'll get into this a little more in

committee but in section 2 the phrase "resi-

dential real property" is used. This, I am
informed, does include condominiums which

are separately assessed and so any senior

citizens resident in condominiums are owners

of residential real property as the wording is

in the Act.

In contrast are the co-operatives. I am in-

formed that residents of co-operatives are

both tenants of their co-operatives and share-

holders in the co-operative. The co-operatives
are not separately assessed and therefore it

would seem to be impossible at this time to

include them in the definition.

I am very glad to learn that the members
of the opposition are going to make this

unanimous. I had occasion to point out in

the debate on Bill 196 that this is one of a

number of measures which we are enacting
this year to offset and mitigate the effect of
inflation on our senior citizens. We passed at

1 o'clock this morning the $50 cheque for

340,000 of our senior citizens. We have in-

creased the property tax credit.

Mr. Martel: The government doesn't help
the most deprived group.

Hon. Mr. White: We have introduced

pensioner credit. We have introduced sales

tax credit and this year we are very boldly

shifting hundreds of millions of dollars to the

municipalities and to the ratepayers direcdy
and in the process we are giving very great
benefit to our less prosperous citizens. I say,
in concluding my remarks here, that I am
very glad to learn that the opposition will be

supporting this measure even though they
didn't have the decency to vote for Bill 196.

Motion agreed to; second reading of the

bill.

Mr. Speaker: Shall the bill be ordered for

third reading?

Committee of the whole House?

Agreed.

ASSESSMENT ACT

Hon. Mr. Grossman moves second reading
of Bill 249, An Act to amend the Assessment
Act.

Mr. Speaker: The member for Kitchener.

Mr. Breithaupt: Mr. Speaker, there are a

few comments I think various members will

want to make on this bill. It is very interest-

ing to see the minister now amending his

Assessment Act to provide for the return of

assessments at market value in 1976. These
items have been commented upon earlier and
I don't wish to repeat the comments which
have been made as we look to the problems
and changes and difficulties which have
resulted in attempting to have assessment

placed on a strong basis across the province.

My colleague from Waterloo North com-
mented earlier—and I am sure he will speak
on this bill—with respect to the continuation

of the kinds of problems which this freeze of

assessment has caused especially in commu-
nities within the Waterloo region.

I think there are no other particular com-
ments I would wish to make at this point
other than to state that the matter of assess-

ment at market value is one which has caused
a great amount of difficulty and concern. We
discussed it during the estimates of the min-

ister, and I think comments were made at

that point that the approach which has been
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taken, which will cause a shift in assessment

to become more and more of a problem-

something which is being avoided by the

government at the present time for reasons

other than those of simple economics—is

something which we will come back to talk

about in this House for years to come.

Mr. Speaker: The member for Wentworth.

Mr. Deans: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. I am
not absolutely clear what the intent of this

is other than to shift the date to beyond the

next election. I don't quite understand what
has happened or what the people of the

Province of Ontario are supposed to do to

correct the disparities which have emerged
as a result of the assessment being on two
different bases in some municipalities. I

know, for example, that some of the newer

properties in the city of Hamilton that have
been built are paying taxes based on the new
assessment, since that is the only basis upon
which taxes can be collected, and that their

taxes are higher than comparative properties
that still have an assessment based on die old
assessment.

I don't quite understand what the purpose
of delaying to 1976 is. I can only assume that

the government anticipates that there are

going to be problems with the introduction of
the market value assessment right across the

province, and that it doesn't want to face
those problems before the year 1975 and has
therefore made this move in order to avoid
the kind of political flak that it is going to

get at the time that the assessment is put
into—

Mr. B. Newman: The minister nods his

head.

Mr. Deans: —full force across the province.
The minister looked puzzled at me when I

said that there are problems; and the prob-
lems, as I understand them, are—

Hon. A. Grossman (Minister of Revenue):
That is not why I was puzzled. I was
puzzled—if the hon. member doesn't mind
being interrupted—by his statement that some
properties in Hamilton were on the new
assessment and some were on the old assess-

ment. I just don't understand that.

Mr. Deans: All right. Market value assess-

ment is being used. In some instances the as-

sessment of a home had not been completed.
Okay? In the new homes that have just been
built, the assessment, when it was done, was
done on the new base. It has been done in

the town of Stoney Creek as well. The entire

area was reassessed. That's my understanding.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Well, that's wrong.

Mr. Deans: Maybe I'm mistaken. But can

the minister explain to me how there can

then be such a disparity in the amounts of

taxes levied between comparative properties

in the city of Hamilton?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: There shouldn't be.

Mr. Deans: Well, there is. This is what I

can't understand and this is why I'm raising it

with the minister. Okay, if I'm mistaken, I'm

mistaken. I'm not going to argue about it,

except it appears that way on the surface,

that the assessment that is now being done is

being done on the basis of the new assess-

ment manual, on the basis of market value,

and that since all of the assessment has not

been completed and since it has not all in

practice, the only basis on which taxes can

be levied is the basis of the assessment that

has been completed.

So on the one hand you have older proper-

ties not yet reassessed—they may have been

completed by now—but you had older prop-

erties not yet reassessed whose basis of as-

sessment was on the previous assessment pro-

gramme, and you have new properties who
are being assessed by the new assessment

branch, wose basis of assessment was on the

new market value programme.

There certainly appeared to us, in looking
at it and discussing it with homeowners, to

be a problem emerging because of this. What
I really want to understand more than any-

thing else is why we are moving now to the

year 1976 as opposed to proceeding with the

year 1974, as was set out some time ago in

the Act?

Is there a good and justifiable reason? Is

the reassessment behind schedule? Is the

province unable to come up with a complete
reassessment in time for the introduction of

the market value assessment as the base, as

was previously set out in the original Act?
Or is it simply a matter that the problems
are going to be so immense and the dispari-
ties so many and the complaints so many, that

the ministry is just not going to go ahead for

reasons that are strictly political?

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Water-
loo North.

Mr. Good: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. There
are a few matters I would like to mention re-

garding these amendments. There are, of

course, many principles in a bill which
amends the Assessment Act in a great many
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The first principle here, with which I

heartily agree, is that in areas where by proc-
lamation the new assessment is returned in

the year, say, 1974, the old assessment rates

regarding pipelines will not have to continue

on out of the old 1968 Act, but will be allow-

ed to be revised by the Lieutenant Governor

in Council and by regulations. The new rates

then for pipelines can be updated to coin-

cide with the new assessment which would

be put into some of the areas in the province
before the general returning of the market

value rolls in 1975 or 1976 assessment.

The next principle, Mr. Speaker, about

which I'm sure some of the municipalities

will be glad to hear is that, although the rolls

should be returned according to the Act by

January 1974, we now hear that this is not

going to be possible and they will be delayed.

Although they've been frozen since 1970, I

understand that the government is returning

a new updated roll by October of next year

now, rather than January. While this new up-
dated roll will not be at market value but will

be at the old values, the information other

than the assessment information should be

more current and the municipality should

have a much more up-to-date return of roll

at that time, and that should be of some

help to the municipality.

On the other matter of the extension of

the freeze from 1974 until 1975, I spoke
on that the other day on the assessment and

I won't go into all that again. I think the

minister has been in real trouble ever since

he took over the assessment, in my regard,
and we could have got out of this assess-

ment problem in a much easier way by up-

dating the municipal assessment and con-

solidating it into counties where it was

necessary. This is what we said at the time

and I'm still convinced that that would have
been a much easier method of doing it.

I understand there are reasons whereby
by Lieutenant Governor in Council order

the minister wants to return the new market
value rolls in certain areas of the province,

probably next year. Those areas that are

going to be blessed with your new market

value assessment include Grey county. That's

brought about especially by the people in

the Collingwood area building all those ski

chalets and cottages. Those of us who own
cottages in Grey county are shivering in

our boots, knowing that there is going to be a

terrific shift of taxation and assessment
from the real property of the permanent
residents on to the recreational property of

city dwellers. I'm sure the people in Grey

county are rubbing their hands and can

hardly wait for the day to see what happens.

Mr. A. W. Downer (Dufferin-Simcoe): We
have had that for years down our way.

Mr. Good: Well, we are going to wait

and see what happens. I know what hap-

pened in Bruce county. I know a couple of

instances where the assessment on the prop-

erty went up 56 times in one instance and
43 times in another instance.

Mr. M. Gaunt (Huron-Bruce): And 500
times in another instance.

Mr. Good: And 500 times in another in-

stance. The note on the back of the assess-

ment notice simply said, "Don't worry if

your assessment has gone up, because the

average increase is 17.5 times. If your assess-

ment has only gone up 17.5 times, you will

be paying the same taxes as you did the

last time." The two properties with which
I have a little bit of connection went up
43 and 56 times respectively; so you know
where that tax bill is going to stand in

relation to former tax bills. Whether it is

equitable or not depends on whose ox is

being gored, I suppose.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Somebody was pay-
ing the member's share of the taxes.

Mr. Good: Not a very astute comment, I

wouldn't think, Mr. Speaker.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Well, it's the truth.

Mr. Good: Nevertheless, it has been made.
I understand the Muskoka area and the Grey
county area are going to be the guineapigs
for the market value return of the rolls.

We will all wait to see what happens in

these areas, because they do include a lot

of recreational land and a lot of recrea-

tional improved land and that will probably
be the testing ground for that type of shift.

But we must still look forward to the re-

lease of this freeze which is perpetuated in

this bill to see what's going to happen with
industrial areas and commercial areas in

their relationship to residential assessments.
I am sure the minister must have various
crash programmes or plans available for

when the results are figured out and the
shifts are studied so that some equitable
taxation will result from the market value
assessment.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for York
South.
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Mr. D. C. MacDonald (York South): Mr.

Speaker, rather than make comments I have

a number of questions to ask. They are

essentially along the same lines as the ques-

tions of my colleague from Wentworth but

quite frankly they are going to be a bit more

specific.

I think this bill is before us because the

government has got itself into a bit of a

mess. Let's be frank about it. Therefore,
it is going to take another two years to

solve problems, some of which the minister

could have anticipated, some of which he

did anticipate but apparently didn't do

enough about—I meant for example, the whole

shift from commercial to industrial when
the government got on to the market value

assessment. The minister was warned about

that very loudly from many quarters and

only after it began to emerge did he begin
to get into studies.

My major question to the minister is: What
are the specifics? What are the specific prob-
lems which have emerged which he feels is

going to take another couple of years to

resolve? It seems to me that the House is

entitled to some pretty open and above-board

and frank detailing of those problems so that

everybody involved—we are all going to be

affected by this—will be a little bit more

knowledgeable rather than having the usual

game of postponing a thorny and controver-

sial issue until, as has already been pointed

out, by mere mischance or by mere chance
it is going to take place after the next elec-

tion.

Another specific: Am I to conclude from
the minister's comments in reaction to the

hon. member for Wentworth vis-a-vis Stoney
Creek that there are no municipalities at all

in the Province of Ontario which are now

operating on the market value assessment?

None at all? I was under the assumption that

there were some.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: There are. That's not

what the hon. member raised.

Mr. MacDonald: But not specifically

Stoney Creek?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: No. If I may, the hon.

member for Wentworth raised the question of

why in the same municipality there were
some properties under the new market value

assessment and some under the old. That
shouldn't take place and I am sure it isn't

taking place.

Mr. MacDonald: I am just about finished.

In terms of another specific question: In

addition to my suggestion that the minister

should be very frank in detailing the major
problems which he is now going to take

another 24 months to grapple with, what are

the problems, if any in the minister's view,

which those municipalities which have al-

ready moved on to market value assessment

are going to face in the intervening period?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: If I may just answer

the last questions first. The hon. member
asked specific questions and perhaps I could

deal with those while they are fresh in my
mind. As far as I am aware, those areas

which are on new market value have created

no serious problems at all. The question is,

and some of the other members raised the

question, that in those areas which are frozen

there are some problems because of new
developments which would still have to be

valued on the old system. Therefore, those

areas are losing some revenue in the mean-
time Which they might be getting. It's really

in reverse insofar as it concerns some of the

questions on the part of some members op-

posite and some municipalities.

As far as the specific problems are con-

cerned, and being frank with the House—I

read a rather full statement here last month
and I was quite frank with the House at that

time. The hon. member for Waterloo North

was here, but I don't know whether the hon.

member for Wentworth or the hon. member
for York South was here at that time. They
are the two members who either appear not

to have been here at the time or paid no
attention to the statement I issued—

Mr. Good: Of course we did.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: —and read to the

House. I gave all the problems at that time.

I have the statement here. I would be glad
to either read it in full, although it is a

rather lengthy statement-

Mr. MacDonald: What date in Hansard?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: I don't have the exact

date. Perhaps my staff can give it to me. I

would think this was about four weeks ago—

Mr. Cassidy: The statement was on Oct.

18, 1973.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Oct. 18. It was a

rather full statement. I was quite frank with

the hon. members at that time.

Mr. Cassidy: No, the minister wasn't.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Well, I don't suppose
the hon. member for Ottawa Centre will ever
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agree that any member of the government is

ever completely frank. I was completely
frank.

Mr. Cassidy: No, the minister didn't men-
tion the relevance of the 1975 election.

Mr. Speaker: Order, please. Are there other

members wishing to enter the debate, because
the hon. minister should not be replying to

specific questions at this time until we deter-

mine that all members who wish to speak
have done so.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: I'm sorry, Mr.

Speaker, I thought they had.

Mr. Speaker: Well, I didn't object to an
answer to a query in the interim; however,
we should see that all members speak.

Mr. Cassidy: Do you also agree that he was
less than frank?

Mr. Speaker: I have no knowledge of that.

The hon. member for Welland South.

Mr. Haggerty: I want to ask a few ques-
tions regarding Bill 249. I am a little bit

puzzled by the further delay of bringing in

market value assessment throughout the Prov-
ince of Ontario. I don't know all the reasons
for this, but I imagine there must be a num-
ber of them.

I know the assessors have been travelling
from one community to another all over the
Province of Ontario. I was interested to hear
one of them say the problem in assessing
in the Muskoka area was that the tourist

establishments weren't too pleased about the
assessors moving in there. I suppose this

might mean there are unfair assessment prac-
tices, and I hope that they will be corrected.

The other concern I have, and I'm sure
the minister also is concerned about this

problem in the city of Welland since I think
it has been brought to his attention by the
clerk of that municipality, relates to the

present method of assessing property in On-
tario, particularly in the Niagara Peninsula.
The assessors are not as easily available as

they were when assessment was a municipal
responsibility, and quite a bit of revenue from
business taxes is being lost because they
are not keeping abreast of the new business

establishments that are being opened. Many
of these establishments are

only open for a

period of six months and then they are gone,
with the result that there is a revenue loss

to the municipality.

I'm sure we would find that in all new
building construction, either commercial or

residential, that assessment is not being
carried out properly and that there is a loss

of revenue to the municipalities. Perhaps
there aren't enough assessors—I don't know-
but I am sure that they are behind in the

assessment of these new construction sites

and new business establishments.

The other question that crosses my mind
is that by the time we get to the year 1978
our market values will be out the window
and we will have to start all over again. I

mean, this could involve a continual assess-

ment, year after year; and why you delay in

it is just impossible for me to understand.

When I sat on municipal council, we used
to have local assessors—and they were good
assessors—who would go out and bring in

the assessment every year. There was no

problem at all. They kept abreast of develop-
ment in the community. But I find this is

lacking now.

On another matter, I know about the prob-
lems the minister had in getting sufficient

enumerators, particularly in the Niagara dis-

trict; I know I had a request to supply names
to the chief assessor in that region, but I

just couldn't come up with the number of

names he wanted by such-and-such a day.
But I would suggest to the minister that this

is where he could use the students in the

Province of Ontario as a student employment
programme. It would be rather educational

for them to go out and perhaps do the

enumeration required for assessment purposes.
I understand this is done every year. So I

say a good place to get good help is from

the students. It could be part of their edu-

cational programme.

The other matter I am a little bit con-

cerned about—and I am not quite clear about

it—is under sections 1(a) and 1(b) dealing
with pipelines. This sounds like another sweet

deal that has been given to the Bell Tele-

phone where they can run cable. I think the

assessment is just based on the mileage. It

is not assessed on the value of the equipment
line.

Of course, you are well aware that in the

Province of Ontario certain users of Bell

Telephone have to pay mileage for tele-

phone services. I think when the telephone

company can charge special mileage for ser-

vices like that, then I think there should

be a higher tax on those services and on

those lines. I feel that in this particular

section, where a right-of-way is designated
for one, two, or three pipelines, that you
are only going to assess it as one. I am not

quite clear on that.
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I would like to have the minister's com-

ment, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Ottawa
Centre.

Mr. Cassidy: Actually I have been enjoy-

ing a speech by the minister which was
delivered to the property assessors early in

October before making his statement in the

House. I must say I am concerned about
what is happening on assessment functions. It

seems to me that two or three things are

reflected in this particular bill, and they are

all worrisome.

The one point which has been made and
insisted upon several times in this Legislature

during this debate is the fact that the motiva-

tion behind the delay of the assessments until

1976 is clearly political first and technical

second.

If the market value assessments, which are

now apparently complete, lagged behind cur-

rent prices, but in other respects were rela-

tively good, then there is no reason why they
couldn t be introduced, recognizing that with
the inflation of property values they ought
to be updated again. I am sure that if a

decent job has been done by the ministry's

staff, then the set of assessments which is

available right now is a heck of a lot more

equitable as between properties in the same

class, than it was before.

I am also fairly sure that when you look at

different municipalities that it is possible to

see a pretty general pattern by which prop-
erty values have increased over and above
those that were reflected in the market value

assessments prepared on data a year or two
old. In other words, you might find that even
with the new assessments that values general-

ly in the city of Toronto were running about
two-thirds of current values. And values in

the borough of York maybe three-quarters of

current values. And values in the city of Sud-

bury maybe 85 per cent of current values.

Bu,t those relationships will tend to be rela-

tively constant. In other words, whether it is

a bungalow, or a semi-detached, or a split-

level, or whether it is some kind of lowrise

rental property, or whatever other kind of

property you want to talk about, the values

of residential properties in a particular area

will have tended to rise pretty much in step.

I agree that that is not completely true and
you may get some distortions of the order

maybe of four, five or even 10 per cent, be-

cause of different rates of acceleration and

prices of different kinds of residential prop-
erty over a period of a couple of years. But
the period of a couple of years is so short,

that the distortions introduced by varying
rates of inflation on different kinds of prop-
erty within the same class will not be nearly
as marked as the differences that now exist

which are based on assessments that are in

some cases 30 years old.

In other words, what the minister is say-

ing in bringing forward this particular bill

is that it is preferable in some cases to stick

with assessments that were originally made
back during the war years—when clearly the

values of property and the relative values of

different kinds of property were quite differ-

ent to today's values—than it is to bring in a
set of valuations which, although perhaps not

up to current market values, reflect the cur-

rent market value situation and are only two
or three years behind it.

In other words, what the ministry should

have done, Mr. Speaker, it seems to me,
should have been to bring in the current mar-
ket value based on the data, now a year-
and-a-half or two years old. Bring it in, get it

adopted, use it—and in the meantime go on
with the second stage updating; the fancy
kind of computerized evaluation techniques
which the minister speaks of in the statement

that he gave in the Legislature on Oct. 18.

But the reason that that wasn't done, Mr.

Speaker, I am afraid to say, is the fact that

the government is simply terrified of what is

going to happen when its market value data

assessments are produced and are given to

homeowners across the province.

It knows perfectly well there will be a

flood of appeals. It knows there will be tre-

mendous political reaction from almost every-
one in the province, and it has simply not got
the guts to go ahead with the programme as

it was originally announced three or four

years ago.

The tragedy of this, Mr. Speaker, is the

amount of time and energy and effort that

has been wasted in having the government
come up close to the water and now the

government won't put its mouth in and drink

because it is afraid of the results. It's afraid

it would have a very upset tummy elector-

ally if these market value assessments came
forward right now. So it is postponing the

evil day for a couple of years, till 1976.

What happens then? Well, Lord alone

knows. It may well be that we will be over

on that side and we'll have to clean up the

mess left by the government.

I can assure you, Mr. Speaker, the prob-
lems that are created with every year's

delay in the programme of market value as-

sessment are pretty darned intense. We have
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been going on like this for a number of years
now. By the time these market value assess-

ments are actually in force—I believe it will

be 1977 when they are in force—that will be

just about seven or eight years from the time

that the province assumed control of pro-
vincial assessment. Seven or eight years, Mr.

Speaker, is an awfully long time, and it makes

you wonder whether the provincial assump-
tion of assessment powers really was a neces-

sary or desirable step in the first place.

The minister speaks eloquendy about the

problems that were created by having local

assessment before the pjrovince took over. He
doesn't speak with any conviction and he

doesn't speak with any authority on the alter-

natives that might have been taken to having
the province assume assessment powers. I

think I was a municipal politician at the time

this step was taken. It was taken at that time,

Mr. Speaker, partially in order to ensure a

fair assessment on property throughout the

province, which would help regional munici-

palities and help in the assessment of grants
to municipalities in various parts of the prov-

ince—grants coming from the provincial level.

That was part of the reason.

But the other reason, Mr. Speaker, was

simply that the province was looking for

functions that it could take over in order to

relieve the burden of the property tax at the

municipal level. Hence, it took over the jails,

it took over the administration of justice and
it took over assessment.

So that burden—the costs of assessment-
could also have been met through some kind
of provincial grants in aid. The problem of

inequitable assessments or the problems of

disparities in assessments between different

parts of the province could also have been
met within the existing system if the province
had determined that it would set guidelines
for municipal assessors, if it had determined
that it would insist the municipal assessors at-

tend upgrading assessment schools or whatever

you want to call them, if it had determined
that people coming into the field of assess-

ment should be qualified through one of the

courses available at community colleges, such
as St. Lawrence—if it had determined, in

other words, that there would be assessment
and review, or an overview taken by the

province to ensure the quality of the work
done at the municipal level.

I would suggest, Mr. Speaker, that had
that been done, had the resources become
available and had there been an insistence

that municipal assessors work to common
standards, and had there been an injection of

new, trained people into the field, and had

that been grafted on to the relatively work-
able and close relationships that existed be-

tween the assessors and local governments in

various parts of the province, we probably
could have had market value assessment
across the province by 1974, the original

target date. I would say to the minister, not

only could that have been done, but perhaps
the government wouldn't have been faced
with this very awkward political baby with
which it has landed itself, and which it is

now trying to dispose of as quickly as pos-
sible, by postponing these assessments until

1976.

I simply want to sympathize with the

minister for the problem that he has created
for himself. When these assessments come
down, there will hardly be a homeowner in

the province, or a property owner in the

province, who doesn't feel ill done by. It

doesn't matter that the little forms they get
will tell them, "Although your assessment has
been increased by four times, the mill rate

that is going to be charged to you will be

one-quarter the mill rate you paid last year."

They won't believe it, because they know
that once we get to market value assessment
there will be scope at the municipal level to

increase mill rates, without the kind of re-

sistance that you get when mill rates now are

approaching 10 cents on the dollar of assess-

ment.

Many, many, many of those residential tax-

payers will find that their assessments will

have gone up by more than the provincial

average, or by more than the local average.

They are obviously going to complain, and
some of the people whose assessments will

have gone up by less than the local average
will also complain because they will say:
"Look, even though my assessment went up
by less, this is still inequitable when you
compare it and take into account assessments
on other comparable property/'

This is the kind of political torture chamber
which the minister has created for the gov-
ernment, or which the government has
created for itself, by assuming provincial con-
trol of assessment. As one of the objects of
sound fiscal policy is, where possible, to take
the line of least resistance, it may well have
been that the province, working in conjunc-
tion with the municipalities, could have done
a more effective job. And the municipalities
could have done a more effective selling job
on an assessment that they did themselves

working within provincial guidelines.

The problems that the government intends

to study, about an equitable distribution of
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the property tax burden once market value

assessments are arrived at, could still have
been worked out if these assessments had
been done municipally. They could still have
been worked out.

The government now has taken on that

responsibility, and that responsibility is

clearly a provincial responsibility, and that

one you can't dodge.
Some time in the next two years, Mr.

Speaker, or some time after the next election,

the new NDP government is going to face

this particular problem-

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Cassidy: —which is to decide, once we
know what market value assessment is in

residential property, then to decide what pro-

portion of that market value will be taxed,

given the fact that residential assessments
are going to rise much more significantly
than commercial and industrial assessments

under the reassessment programme. Now that

is properly a provincial responsibility. There

is, as my learned friend from Riverdale and

my learned friend from Lakeshore would tell

me, a Latin precept, which I believe is called

de minimis—is that correct?

Mr. P. D. Lawlor (Lakeshore): Yes, de
minimis non curat lex.

Mr. Cassidy: Oh, no, that wasn't quite what
I had in mind. At any rate, it's a kind of

"Ockham's razor," which says that govern-
ment should use the least intervention neces-

sary in order to achieve its objective in the

tax field.

Mr. Haggerty: That's a switch in their

policy.

Mr. Cassidy: What?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: That's a switch in

NDP policy.

Mr. Cassidy: No, it isn't, as a matter of

fact. It just happens that we understand
better than that party or that party the kinds

of things that need to be done.

Mr. L. Maeck (Parry Sound): The member
speaks from experience, does he?

Mr. Cassidy: Of course, yes. I meet a

payroll every week with my children, as a

matter of fact.

Mr. Speaker, if the government had

adopted that policy it wouldn't be in the

mess it is in right now. There is another

problem with the assessment which worries

me greatly. We now have an assessment

empire, if you will, in this province. As the

minister admitted when he spoke to the

assessors the other day, they now work almost

entirely for the province. Moreover, there

are very many new, green, young assessors

who are learning on the job and are working
at this particular provincial programme.
The problem is that nobody knows what

the devil they are doing. And until we begin
to see these assessments—which are now con-

fidential matters, they are not open to in-

spection—we won't—

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Go into Bruce county.
The member can see them there.

Mr. Cassidy: In one or two of the areas,

okay, but those are only one or two of the

areas and we are talking about a province-
wide programme. Until we see those assess-

ments, which will be a period of seven or

eight years, Mr. Speaker, we won't know
the quality of work that is being done. I

know that the intentions are good, I know
that there is professional training and so on,

but I have seen professionals handle pro-

grammes before, particularly under the direc-

tion of the politicians of the party which
runs the government of this province, and
make a complete botch up of it.

Mr. Breithaupt: Give us an example.

Mr. Cassidy: Mr. Speaker, I can give a

few examples as well. Right now the munic-

ipality of Smiths Falls is facing a very serious

cut in its budget, in the provincial per capita

grants—the grants which are paid by the

province, per capita, for the number of

people living in the municipality. The reason

is that from the 1971 census population of

something over 11,000—in the very accurate

federal census which is within about one-

half of one per cent error, I believe—it

has been told by the assessment branch,
which conducts the municipal census every

September, that the population is down to

about 9,000.

It defies reason to know where those 2,000

people have gone, Mr. Speaker. There are

no vacant apartments and houses. The price
of land or housing hasn't plummeted through
a lack of demand. There are the same number
of jobs in the town there were before. The

shops haven't seen any significant loss of

business.

And yet the provincial assessment people

say the population is down by a couple of

thousand—down by 20 per cent—and there-

fore the grants will fall. That's a significant
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loss of income and revenue for a town the

size of Smiths Falls.

Mr. Maeck: Did the member ever think

it might have been given too much to start

with?

Mr. Cassidy: That is a different speech.

Mr. D. R. Timbrell (Don Mills): That is

speech No. 276B.

Mr. Cassidy: The minister talks about the

success of the programme in getting new

properties and putting them onto the assess-

ment rolls. In Nepean township in Ottawa,
Mr. Speaker, the township government—the

municipality of the township of Nepean or

city of Nepean—it is a city, isn't it?

Mr. S. B. Handleman (Carleton): Township.

Mr. Cassidy: Township still? Okay.

The township of Nepean has found it profit-

able to hire an inspector or some other such

official who spends his time going around this

township in order to find properties which
are not on the assessment rolls maintained

by the provincial assessment department un-

der the charge of this minister.

In other words, this fellow is far more
than earning his own salary by going around
and patching up the holes which are left

by the provincial assessors. That doesn't give
me a lot of confidence.

It may well be that in the city of Ottawa
and many other municipalities across the

province there are equal kinds of holes being
left by the provincial assessors. It may well be
that we could support an army of inspectors
who would pay their own salaries in munici-

pal tax revenues by finding these lost assess-

ments which the provincial people are not

picking up.

Despite whatever it is the provincial people
are picking up, if anything—the minister does
maintain that it is around 230,000 properties;
I grant that to the minister—there are still

a lot being left out; enough to justify at least

one municipality, and possibly several others,

employing people specifically to do work
which is not being done adequately by the

assessment department.

There are the problems, which are mani-
fold, of the incredible lack of co-ordination
and communication between the municipali-
ties and the provincial assessment department.
It takes up to 18 months, I understand, to

get properties onto the assessment rolls.

That means there is loss, in a number of

cases, of tax revenues to the municipality on
newly-built properties. It takes an equal

amount of time, in many cases, to get the as-

sessment records to reflect transfers of own-
ership, and that too can result in financial

loss to municipalities.

I ve mentioned the census problem. I can't

give the minister a full-fledged assessment of

the work of his department. I haven't had
the chance to and, unfortunately, we haven't

got the research staff here to spend a month

going around and talking to assessors, talk-

ing to his officials, talking to the municipal
people and so on. All I'm saying is there are

a number of things which I've mentioned in

this speech which give cause for concern
about the quality of the work which is being
done by the provincial assessors.

Mr. R. F. Ruston (Essex-Kent): That's

socialism for you.

Mr. Cassidy: The delay of two years, par-

ticularly, in bringing market value assessment
into the province, is not only politically ex-

pedient to the province but it may also con-

ceal very serious weaknesses which exist in

the minister's department and his assessment

branch; and which obviously are not evident
to the public because the public doesn't know
what they're doing. As far as the general
members of the public are concerned they're
still frozen at 1970 or 1971 assessments, what-

ever those assessments may be; and those as-

sessments in turn are often five, 10, 15, even
30 years old and completely out of date.

Mr. Speaker, I wanted to make these com-
ments on the work done by the minister. We
are concerned with what is happening for

political reasons and also for administrative

reasons. I don't know but we might even

persuade ourselves to vote against the bill.

In fact, we are going to vote against the

bill. I don't know if we will divide the House
on it. That is a matter for consultation.

The fact is that, basically, political motives

led the government to delay this. It would
have been feasible for the government to

bring in market-value assessments in 1974,
and these assessments would have been bet-

ter than the old ones that are now in force;

even if they were inadequate and even if we
and the government did admit further changes
were necessary. But because of the way in

which this thing has been botched up, we are

going to vote against the bill and let the

government take the responsibility complete-

ly to itself.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Huron-
Bruce.

Mr. Gaunt: Mr. Speaker, the minister knows
that Bruce county is one of the areas in the
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province on market-value assessment. We
have had some problems in Bruce county
with the assessment.

For instance in Huron township, which
borders Lake Huron, we have a lot of cot-

tage owners. The shift in taxation which has

taken place is considerable.

For instance, prior to market-value assess-

ment, the cottages accounted for roughly
one-fifth of the total taxes, or at least the

total assessment in the township. This year
on market-value assessment they made up
roughly two-thirds of the assessment.

There has been a tremendous shift in the

taxation burden in that township; and the

same applies throughout all of Bruce county,
of course, because they are all on market-

value assessment. The cottagers have been

complaining very bitterly. I gather from

listening to the minister this afternoon that

his explanation is that these cottagers were

getting off too lightly prior to market-value

assessment, and that the market-value assess-

ment is simply bringing in a more equitable

system.

In other words, justice is now being seen

with respect to the assessment procedures.
These people, the cottagers, who were getting
off very lightly before, are now assuming a

just and equitable share of the tax burden
in the county of Bruce. I understand that is

the minister's position.

I put a question to the minister in this

regard, because I want to find out if in fact

the ministry, and specifically the assessment

branch within the ministry, has done any
particular research with respect to this. For

instance, did it anticipate there would be
this kind of dramatic shift in the taxation

burden from the farm properties and the

residential properties on to the cottage prop-
erties? Did the ministry anticipate that? If it

did, was it satisfied with the degree of the
shift?

I would like to know just exactly what
sort of research the ministry has done with

respect to this particular matter, because my
feeling was when it happened the ministry
was more or less caught off guard. They
expected some sort of shift, but they didn't

anticipate the extent of the shift or the

degree of the shift which ultimately resulted.

The minister said in the House, I believe
it was last week, that there were some 960
appeals in the county of Bruce. I had antici-

pated there would be more; I felt there
would be more. That indicates to me that

perhaps the problem isn't as grievous as had

been thought at first blush. Nonetheless, I

presume that most of those 960 are cottage
owners.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: There were 975 in

total and 230 of them were on recreational

land.

Mr. Gaunt: On recreational land? In other

words, there were 230 cottagers?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: There were 230

appeals.

Mr. Gaunt: Yes, right.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: That is out of a total

of 50,000 properties.

Mr. Gaunt: Then 230 cottagers appealed
out of 50,000?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Out of 50,000 prop-
erties in the county there were 975 appeals
in total, and 230 of those were from cot-

tagers.

Mr. Gaunt: That's what I'm saying. Out of

the 50,000-odd property owners, only 230

cottagers appealed. That's an interesting

figure and perhaps it tells a story.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: About two per cent
appealed.

Mr. Good: It shows the uselessness of

appeals.

Mr. Gaunt: I'd like to hear the minister's
views on that when he does reply.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Kent.

Mr. J. P. Spence (Kent): I might ask the
minister a question before he makes his reply
to the questions that have been brought to
his attention.

We understand the market-value assess-

ment has been extended for a couple of years.
From time to time, we have citizens who
have been greatly interested in assessments.
It has been brought to my attention that
last summer at this conference here in To-
ronto site-value wasn't fully discussed or

debated to their satisfaction.

I wonder what research the ministry has
done in regard to on-site or site-value assess-

ment instead of market-value assessment;
which some of the citizens claim would be
the best thing for the Province of Ontario,
but my views don't go along with theirs.

I wonder if the minister could outline to

me or to the Legislature this site-value assess-

ment which they claim doesn't penalize those
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who are making improvements on their prop-

erty; and he might be able to advise me why
there wasn't a greater discusison on site-

valuation at the conference that was held

here in Toronto in the middle of the summer.

Mr. Speaker: Are there any other members

who wish to discuss this bill? The hon. mem-
ber for St. George.

Mrs. M. Campbell (St. George): Thank

you, Mr. Speaker. I would like to ask the

minister a few questions.

Since he was involved with housing before

it became a ministry of its own, if in fact it

has, was he not concerned about the acceler-

ating cost of land for the building of housing;
and has he not given any consideration to just

how this particular acceleration is influenced

by assessment policy?

I would also like to ask him if he has not

observed in the city of Toronto the way in

which assessment policies of this government
have affected in the past the downtown area,

and will continue to do so, where it becomes

so advantageous to developers to buy up
downtown property and tear down the build-

ing so that at times Toronto looks like a

bombed-out city, or has done, because of

assessment policies.

Why is this ministry not concerned about

the evaluation of land at its highest possible

purpose, if you like, or market value of the

land and not the emphasis on the improve-
ment on the land?

I would like the answers, because to me
we will continue to have problems of people
getting adequate housing as long as these

policies are pursued. I would like the answer
to that. If it has been asked before, I am
sorry. I had to be out of the House for a

period of time. Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: Any other participation? The
hon. minister.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Mr. Speaker, the hon.

member for Kitchener of course raised the

very legitimate point, which is raised by
everyone discussing this, as to what happens
in the interim and some of the inequities
which take place during the freeze. That is

properties coming on which perhaps should

be assessed at much higher value. Really, in

relation to the balance of the municipality,
that doesn't loom as large as it might
appear to be normally, because in relation

to the assessment of the balance of the

municipality, it will be assessed or should
be assessed in accordance with its value,

comparative to other properties.

But even if some inequities do exist, and
of course inequities always will exist—no-

body is going to be able to come up with
a perfect system; indeed no one has ever

been able to come up with any kind of a

tax system which makes everyone happy
or even is completely equitable, let alone

in property taxes, and property taxes of

course are the most difficult ones to get any
real equity in—but even if there are some

inequities, they are nothing compared to

what would happen if we did not make
sure that some of the problems which have

evolved were not straightened out before

we put in the market-value system, the new
system, across the province.

We just have to make sure that as far as

is humanly possible we deal with those

things such as tax shifts from residential

to commercial and industrial. These are the

things, of course, which concern us.

The member for Ottawa Centre mentioned

this as being one of those things which I

think he said is going to create a real poli-

tical torture chamber for the government.
Of course it is going to be very difficult; it

is very difficult. It only proves, of course,

that it takes some guts for a government to

undertake what we've undertaken, and it

certainly does.

Mr. Martel: Yes, like the $50.

Mr. Lawlor: The first year after the next

election.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: The hon. member for

Ottawa Centre also referred to us taking
over the administration of justice from the

municipalities. I'm sure he wouldn't want
to go back to that old system again.

Mr. Good: The minister didn't try to help
the municipalities.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: This province is well

up among the leaders in progressive adminis-

trations of justice, particularly in respect of

its correctional institutions; and I'm very

proud I had something to do with that.

Mr. Cassidy: The minister is avoiding the

question about decentralization of assessment.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: In respect of some
of the questions raised by the hon. member
for Wentworth, I can only say to him—he's
not here to hear my reply; maybe he wasn't

here that day either when I made the state-

ment and that's why he didn't know why
the shift. I explained it in the statement. I'm

sure the hon. members wouldn't want me to
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go over those five or six pages again; it is

in Hansard.

As I say, I was completely honest with

the hon. members at the time; it is the only

way I know. I told them exactly what we
felt the problems were. The hon. member
for Ottawa Centre says, "Because it is so

difficult you should have gone ahead with

it anyway, because it will probably hurt

you in the next election." That is a sort

of inverted political psychology. In other

words, even though we know it would be
better to delay it we should go ahead, be-

cause the charge could be that we are hold-

ing it back because there is an election

coming up.

Mr. Lawlor: If the minister knew it

wouldn't hurt on election day he would
do it.

Mr. Cassidy: Mr. Speaker, that is the

closest thing to an admission of the real

reason for this bill that I've heard.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: That is a kind of

convoluted conclusion to come to. I don't

know how the hon. member comes to that.

I don't think anybody makes sense out of it

at all.

I think I've explained to the hon. member
for York South, in the absence of—

Mr. Lawlor: The minister is a master of

convolution.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: —his colleague who
asked the question, that he is completely
confused when he suggests that in Hamilton
some are on the new assessment and some are

on the old. That's just not possible.

Mr. Haggerty: Anything is possible over

there.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: A municipality is

either on the new one or it is on the old

one. They can't have two systems.

Mr. Good: The new regional municipalities!

Hon. Mr. Grossman: The member for

Waterloo North raised the question of the

pipelines. Essentially, what this is doing is

quite properly providing that where the

pipelines are being twinned, that obviously
on all the work that goes into establishing
one pipeline one establishes an assessment on
that—so much a mile or so much a foot,
whatever it is. When one twins it one
doesn't put the same value on providing the
additional pipeline. The formula is that about
25 per cent of the cost of the twin pipeline

is saved anyway, because one has done all

the ditch digging and everything else. It

means we are not stuck with a formula of

charging or assessing as much for the second

pipeline, which is twinned, as for the first.

I am sure the hon. member will-

Mr. Breithaupt: It is like a two for one
sale.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Yes, it's a little bit

cheaper to buy two than it is one. He also

said that we have been in real trouble since

taking over the assessment. Well we took
over a lot of trouble; one hell of a lot of

trouble. Some mention has been made about—

Mr. Haggerty: The minister has nobody
to blame but himself.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Somebody has been
—it wasn't as apparent.

Mr. Good: Make the manuals mandatory.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: The trouble wasn't

apparent before. It all came to light when
we were reassessing.

Interjection by an hon. member.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Of course, everyone
ignores the fact that we took millions of

dollars of expenses off the burden of the

taxpayers in the municipalities when we
took over the assessment from them as well.

Mr. Good: Who does the minister think

is paying for it? The taxpayers and the

municipalities are paying for it.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: The hon. member
for Waterloo North also said let's wait and
see what happens in the shift of the prop-

erties, particularly as between residential and
commercial and industrial. Of course, that's

one of the very important reasons we are

delaying this, to make sure there's as little

shift as possible in that way, from commercial
and industrial to the residential. We have

people sitting on this constantly, studying

this, and hopefully pretty soon we will come

up with a formula which would preclude
a tremendous shift in that respect.

I think I answered the member for York
South's specific questions. If I haven't, I

am sure he will remind me of them. I think

I answered them. Most of his questions, of

course, were answered in the statement
I made; I am sure he will look that up and
read the very eloquent speech I made at

that time.

Mr. Cassidy: I would hardly give it that

description.
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Hon. Mr. Grossman: The member for

Wellington South also asked the question:

"Why market value?" Surely that question

doesn't have to be asked or answered at this

stage? Surely the logic of market value has

been accepted by everybody?

We had different municipalities with dif-

ferent formulas for assessment. The hon.

member knows that aside from the fact it

was very inequitable as between one munici-

pality and another, some municipalities lost

and some municipalities gained from the

standpoint of grants from the province in

respect of their method of assessment.

Mr. Cassidy: But now the minister is

counting fewer people in respect of the

grants.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: We will go into that
in a minute; I have heard about that. He
stated that we are not keeping up with the
new business assessment; in the Niagara
area generally, I think he said.

I haven't heard of that. I will certainly
look into that. I would doubt that very
much, because I wouldn't know why we
wouldn't be able to keep up. In any case
if there's a delay, the Assessment Act pro-
vides that we can go back a few months
and charge the taxes which would have
been due at that time, if there is such a

delay.

Mr. Haggerty: That's business tax.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Yes.

Mr. Haggerty: They are gone.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: What does the mem-
ber mean, they are gone?

Mr. Haggerty: They just pick up and they
are gone.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: I don't know what
kind of business the hon. member is referring
to, unless he is referring to a mobile hot

dog stand. However, I will go into that. That
has not been brought to my attention and I

will find out about whether that is, in fact,

going on.

Mr. Cassidy: The minister needs fly-by-

night inspectors.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: The suggestion is that

there are a lot of disparities going on now.
There are a lot of disparities—the implication
or the charge is that they are due to the new
system that we put into effect and the pro-
vincial staff which is going about and doing
this assessment.

Imagine what was going on before when
we found these 270,000 properties which were
either missing or improperly recorded. Ima-

gine what was going on before. And that

answers one of the other questions that was
asked: If the job was being done so well

why did this sort of thing occur?

Mr. Good: In certain areas it was.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Well, how were we
going to get there? The hon. member for

Waterloo North suggested that the province
should have taken over the assessment in

some municipalities and not the others. That
wouldn't be logical, of course.

Mr. Cassidy: The minister could have set

standards and guidelines.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: There was also a sug-

gestion that it would be a good idea to u^e

students for the enumeration. Well, we can't

use high school students, because in fact

enumeration takes place in the first two weeks
after Labour Day; but we do use hundreds

upon hundreds of university students. Those
are the only ones, because of the time ele-

ment, that can be used.

Now I'm not too sure the hon. member
for Ottawa Centre hasn't done what he

usually does. He just gets up and makes a

long speech about anything. The hon. mem-
ber didn't say one good word.

At least some of the other hon. members

opposite appreciated the fact that something
needed to be done in some areas. Perhaps

they don't agree with some of the things
we are doing. There are some errors. They
don't agree with a policy here or a policy
there. But in his usual fashion, the hon.

member for Ottawa Centre says there isn't

a thing we are doing that is right.

Mr. Cassidy: The minister brings out the

worst in me; that is the problem.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Our staff is completely

ignorant. They are doing their job improperly,
or they are not doing it at all.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: The whole thing is

going to fall apart. Everything is going to

go to pieces. You know there wasn't a good

thing he had to say.

And he took so long saying it. I don't

know why. He should have just got up and

made a statement that whatever the govern-
ment is doing in respect of the assessment

isn't any good, and let it go at that. Because
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he took a long time telling us that there

wasn't a good thing about it.

Mr. Cassidy: Why doesn't the minister

get the oratory over and answer the question?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Now he made the

point, or attempted to make the point, that

we would have been better off if we would
take the assessment—even though it is a year-
and-a-half old—put it into effect and work
from there.

'My God, the flood of appeals in the assess-

ment review court would have been so huge
that I don't know the length of time the hon.

member would take to make a speech casti-

gating us for having done that. That is ridic-

ulous.

What I pointed out in my statement to

the House two or three weeks ago was that

one of the reasons we have to delay this

is because of the volatile real estate market.

We have put in a computerized system
which will keep that right up to date. You
don't need to use a year-and-a-half old sys-

tem. You will have one which is within

weeks of being up to date; if not even closer

than that.

Mr. Cassidy: The minister will still have

a flood of appeals.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: He also made the

charge—well it wasn't really a charge; he
doesn't really know whether we are doing
a good job or not, because there is no way
of knowing. We will find out. But he sort

of takes it for granted that we are not doing
a good job unless the hon. member satisfies

himself in some fashion or other that we are.

It is a rather negative approach.

And I noticed he didn't take advantage
of the opportunity to come and visit the of-

fice when we offered to set up a test of our
new computerized data system, which I think

would even have satisfied the hon. member
for Ottawa Centre.

It was worthwhile waiting to put that into

effect, because it is going to ensure we are

going to have a real up-to-date market-value

assessment. It will be the kind of system

whereby most of the citizens, if not all of

the citizens, will be satisfied that the assess-

ment on their property is the proper one.

The member for Ottawa Centre didn't

take advantage of it; however, I invite him
now. I invite him not just to come down
and see that, but we will arrange for staff

to take him on a visit of all of our offices.

He is quite welcome, of course, as are all

the hon. members at any time, to take a

look and see how the system works. How-
ever, I'm sure the hon. member will find it

won't be completely perfect.

Mr. Cassidy: How many of the govern-
ment's backbenchers, who have little to do,,

came along?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Well they have more
confidence in me than the hon. member has.

Let's put it that way. They don't get up
and tell me that it is not working, and then

won't take advantage of an opportunity to

come and find out whether in fact it is or

not.

You know I'd like to see them come out

too. But at least don't take the view the

whole damn thing isn't worth anything and
no job is being done, without coming out

and trying to find out.

Mr. Cassidy: So not one of them came.

Okay let's get that on the record.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: As a matter of fact,

I must tell the hon. member that when he
referred to what a good government should
do—"Really, good government is to interfere

as little as possible in the affairs of the

people"—

Mr. Cassidy: In achieving the goals that

are fair.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: "In achieving the

goals that are"—I must tell him, even his

colleague right beside him, the hon. member
for York South, couldn't conceal a smile. I

am sure that is what it was about, because
that is so ridiculous coming from an NDP
member.

'Mr. Cassidy: You pay for what you got,
is that right? That's the Tory philosophy.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: But I mean to sug-

gest—coming from a party which believes

in more interference on the part of govern-
ment, at least have the courage of your con-

victions; don't tell us!

Mr. MacDonald: The minister is telling
me he has a vacuum to fill and he is filling
it.

Mr. Martel: I think he is protesting too

much.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: I would be happy to

go ahead with this and get it over with, so

long as I am not accused of not answering
the questions.
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Mr. Cassidy: We listen in hope.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: If members want

answers to these things I will be very pleased

to give them. I appreciate, too, what the

hon. member said, that we are going to have

one hell of a time educating the public to

the fact that because their particular property
is jacked up in market value it doesn't nec-

essarily mean their taxes will go up. But of

course I am also sure the hon. member and

his colleagues will do everything they can

to co-operate with us in making sure the

public understands the facts of the case.

Mr. Cassidy: He said I was negative and

the plaudits fall.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: All the hon. member
is really doing is telling us what a difficult

task this is and the government which was

only concerned about worrying about the

next election would never do anything about

it. That is all he is saying.

Well we have done it. It was something
that governments all over the world have

failed to take hold of for years.

Mr. Cassidy: Then he became concerned

about the next election.

Mr. Speaker: Order.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: They have failed to

come to grips with it, because it is a very
difficult problem-

Mr. Speaker: Perhaps we can get back

to the bill.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: A very difficult situa-

tion, but we have done it. We are taking
hold of it. It is a difficult thing. There will

be more difficulties, but we will get it done.

We will get it done in a manner of which
we will be proud, and everyone will be

proud.

Mr. Lawlor: He withdrew back into his

shell.

Mr. Cassidy: He pulled it out of a pigeon
hole in 1967.

Mr. Good: He is going to be in a lot of

trouble.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: There are a lot of

governments which don't do things we do.

We are always leading.

Mr. Deans: For heaven's sake get back
to the bill.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: The hon. member
for Huron-Bruce mentioned what a larger

percentage of the assessment the cottagers
have in Huron-Bruce today. I should tell

him that in Huron-Bruce the elected repre-
sentatives are very anxious for us to go ahead
and do the assessment on market value. They
are very happy at what has happened. And

why shouldn't they be? If, in fact—

Hon. E. A. Winkler (Chairman, Manage-
ment Board of Cabinet ) : They know who
can afford to pay. Don't kid yourself. They
are going to take your big dollars.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: If, in fact, the cot-

tage owners were only bearing one-fifth of

the assessment under the old system, and
under market value, which brings out the

facts, they now are bearing two-thirds of

the assessment, then that means somebody
had neglected it previously, and it wasn't

done properly before.

Mr. Good: There is no relationship.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Now I am not talking
about taxes. How you tax them is another

matter altogether. But when the chips are

down you can't argue with market value.

Either that cottage, or permanent residence

is worth that much, or it isn't.

Mr. Good: What about the factories? We
can't establish market values for factories.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Now, how it is taxed

and where the taxes fall is another matter

altogether. But one can't argue against mar-
ket value assessment; as a matter of fact, that

really proves the point we are trying to make
with the new system: to bring out the true

market value assessment.

Mr. Good: The market value is—

Hon. Mr. Grossman: The member also

asked if we anticipate a shift to cottages, if

we did any research on that. At this moment
I can't answer that, but really that's beside

the point-

Mr. Haggerty: The minister will have to

take another trip.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Either we are getting
the true market value or we're not, and
whether we were worried about where it fell

or not is a different ball game. We are con-

cerned about whether it falls too hard on the

residential as against commercial and indus-

trial. That's where we're doing our research

now; that's why we want more time. We want
to make sure that is properly researched so we
know where we're going in that direction.

But as regards assessment between cottages
and permanent residents, that didn't take any
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research; one just has to go up and get the

proper market value assessment.

The hon. member for Kent raised the same

question, I believe. He called it site value, as

did the hon. member for St. George—at least,

I think that's the point she was trying to

make. I am not too sure whether I did her

an injustice when I suggested the other day
that what she was talking about was the

single tax theory. I am not too sure. If I am
not correct, she can correct me.

She also said, aren't we concerned and
wasn't I concerned as the minister who is

responsible for housing, about the accelerating
costs of land? Of course we were concerned
and we are concerned; we'll be concerned
for a great length of time, I am sure. Inci-

dentally, I don't agree—and I think the hon.

member would probably want to retract this—

when she says, as she has said a couple of

times, that Toronto is beginning to look like a

bombed-out city.

Mrs. Campbell: I certainly did,

Hon. Mr. Grossman: It's a hell of a beauti-

ful city, one of the most beautiful on the

continent.

An hon. member: It sure is.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Sure, if one goes up to

the top of some of the tall buildings, one will

see some of the parking lots; but I don't

think there is any city in the world where
one can't see that, except perhaps some cities

that are so poor that they don't have any cars

and parking lots and that sort of thing.

Mr. Good: But they're making money tear-

ing the buildings down. That's the point.

Mrs. Campbell: They're tearing the build-

ings down.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Well, we could have a

long debate here, and go well beyond the

hours of sitting to talk about the philosophy
of a single tax. The only weakness in the hon.

member's argument, if I may put it that way
—it's not really the way I want to put it—is

that by and large those properties she's talk-

ing about are not the kinds of properties that

are going to provide housing; by and large

they are commercial properties-

Mrs. Campbell: The minister has missed
the point completely.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: —and if the hon. mem-
ber wants to talk about revenue loss that's

one thing; but to relate it to housing—I mean,
if we were to go down around Queen and

Yonge, the Metro Centre and those areas, the

amount of housing those places would provide
is really negligible. So it really is not a

point; it won t affect housing anyway.

Mrs. Campbell: That's not the point.

Mr. Cassidy: Metro Centre has 20,000

housing units.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Well, Mr. Speaker, I

don't know why the NDP have decided they
are going to vote against this, unless they
want to put themselves in the position that

some day they might have people complain-
ing about market value; and perhaps they
won't have helped us to educate the public
that market value is the only true way of

assessing the value of properties-

Mr. Cassidy: We just think the government
should face the music rather than pigeon-
hole the assessment until after the 1975
election.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: —and, in a demagogic
way, say, "Vote for us because we voted

against market value assessment, which means
we tried to keep your taxes down." I am
sure-

Mr. Lawlor: The old palaver.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: —they wouldn't want
to be accused of using those kinds of tactics.

I don't know why they would.

As a matter of fact, talking about research
and putting a lot of thought and so on into

the matter of the reassessment of this prov-
ince, the hon. member showed a great dis-

regard for research and thought and so on.

When he was on his feet, it was obvious to

everyone here that he wasn't too sure whether
the party was going to vote for or against it.

He turned around and asked a couple of

members; the hon. member for Wentworth at

that stage didn't even know how his party
was going to vote, and he asked this hon.

member. And everybody decided, "Okay.
Cassidy's got up and said we are going to

vote against it, so we'll vote against it." That
took a lot of thought and research, and I am
sure the public will appreciate all the thought
and research that the NDP put into this.

But, in spite of that, I am sure that when I

sit down they are going to decide that the

right thing to do, the statesman-like thing to

do is to vote for the assessment.

Mr. Speaker: The motion is for second

reading of Bill 249. Shall the motion carry?

Those in favour of second reading of the

bill, please say "aye."
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Those opposed, please say "nay."

In my opinion the "ayes" have it.

Motion agreed to; second reading of the

bill.

Mr. Speaker: Shall the bill be ordered for

third reading?

Agreed.

Clerk of the House: The 10th order, re-

suming the adjourned debate on the motion
for second reading of Bill 219, An Act to

amend the Provincial Land Tax Act.

PROVINCIAL LAND TAX ACT
(concluded )

Mr. Speaker: I believe the hon. member
for Thunder Bay had adjourned the debate

on this. I think that's correct.

Mr. J. E. Stokes (Thunder Bay): I had only
one reservation about the provincial land tax

bill, and it had to do with whether or not

it would impair the ability of small local

roads boards to tax utilities running through
their areas. I have had a private conver-

sation with Mr. Crosbie, the deputy minis-

ter, who cleared up those matters for me. I'm

assured that it won't impair the ability of

local roads boards to tax as they are doing
at the present time for road maintenance.

That was the only reservation I had about
it and it has been cleared up, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: Does any other member wish
to speak to this bill? The hon. member for

Lakeshore.

Mr. Lawlor: It is mostly in the form of

questions that I am concerned, Mr. Speaker.
Therefore, I will ask that the bill be sent

into committee basically.

I have questions on the position with

respect to Indian lands, the tax thereof, the
removal from the legislation of those who
have non-Indian status in respect of those

lands and the business of the way in which
taxation is imposed upon telegraph and tele-

phone companies. I am thinking of the

means of assessment which was set out in

vol. II, page 216, of the Smith report on
Taxation. I would like the minister in due
course to comment upon the formula used
in this regard, the business of the circuits,

and the length of line at the bases. Then,

thirdly, I want to know about the business

of switching or shifting the dates; one, the

date in which the tax has to be paid' on to

March 15 from Feb. 1, the dates on which

the bills have to be sent, and at subsequent
dates. Then I am interested1 in the granting
of an additional three months with respect
to forfeiture for arrears of tax, etc.

All those things puzzle me, I admit. At
least I think for the record, the minister

should address himself to this. If the answers
to the questions involved are clear enough
and exhaustive enough, perhaps it wouldn't

have to go to committee.

As to the final thing, I want to know what

precisely the minister has in mind with

respect to as signing the performance of the

administrative functions to officers of the

ministry other than the minister or deputy
minister. What's the reason for that? To
whom does he anticipate the switching of

these responsibilities? To which administra-

tive officers will these be given? I would

hope that they would be fairly senior, be-

cause the whole business of administrative

discretion and delegation of power is one

which we have to watch with considerable

scrutiny.

We have to watch delegating power to

people performing functions of considerable

responsibility and having an enormous im-

pact upon the taxpayers of this province
and who are accountable, as far as this

House is concerned, to nobody. They are

accountable to their superiors, indeed, but

it's all very internal. If there is some dis-

location it's not very likely to come to our

attention. Therefore, we must pay particular
heed and care to that sort of thing.

Those are the general things. This is more
of a housekeeping type of bill, and there is

no core principle about which one can twist.

Therefore, I leave it in the minister's hands

as far as we are concerned.

Mr. Speaker: Does any other member wish

to speak on this bill?

Mrs. Campbell: On this particular matter,

I just wanted to address a few remarks to the

matter of the reference to the hospitals as

they appear in this bill.

I have always been of the opinion that this

government should not move to exempt prop-
erties from assessments but I'm concerned

particularly in the hospital cases to under-

stand what it is we're talking about by the

"land adjoining other than farm land." The

question I'm really putting is the matter of

the commercial parking lot which has been

developed as an adjunct to hospital uses, and

where the commercial operators have the

advantage of the tax position.
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It strikes me that hospitals or anything
else should not be exempted from taxation

so far as the local tax is concerned and it

should be paid for by the provincial govern-
ment. I'm wondering, in this particular case,
what we're talking about with reference to

the lots that develop around hospitals.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Of course, the hon.
member will appreciate that what we're really

dealing with now is property which is nor-

mally taxable by the province in unorganized
communities; no

municipality
is going to lose

any revenue from this. What s happening here
is that unless the hospital or any of these
other works were exempt they'd be paying
the province a tax. I don't think it's what the
hon. member-

Mrs. Campbell: Yes, as long as I under-
stood that. It wasn't clear to me as I read it.

Mr. Speaker: Does any other member wish
to speak on this bill?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Mr. Speaker, I will

try to answer the hon. member for Lakeshore
who asked some specific questions.

Insofar as the basis for the taxes on the

telephone lines is concerned, that is as it

exists now in the previous Act. It is merely
being put into the provincial Land Tax Act.
If the hon. member would like, unless he's

satisfied with that as an answer, I can read
him this very lengthy schedule but he'll find
it in the existing Act, the previous existing
Assessment Act.

Mr. Lawlor: Okay.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: We are now dealing
with those lines which are outside the organ-
ized municipalities, by and large. We are

dealing with those which are subject to the

provincial Land Tax Act. The switching of

the dates is really a liberalization to give
more time particularly in view of the areas
we're talking about.

As far as I know, the delegation of

authority is exactly as it exists in other tax-

ing statutes. It's obvious that it assigns the

performance of these functions to somebody
other than the minister, the deputy minister
or the collector of land taxes. It would be

impossible for us to handle all of these

matters; I'm sure the hon. member will ap-
preciate that. It's not out of line at all with
the usual terminology and the requirements
which are contained in other Acts of like

nature.

Mr. Lawlor: What about the Indian thing;
I don't understand that?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: I'm sorry, I can't hear
the member.

Mr. Lawlor: What about the exemption of

Indian lands whether the occupants are

Indian or not?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: This is in line, of

course, with the amendments we made to the

Assessment Act in May. As a matter of fact,

we stepped out of Indian lands altogether.
We said that the province is not going to deal

with Indian lands. They themselves are going
to deal with any matters relating to taxation

or anything of that nature. It means, in fact,

that if there are non-Indians living on Indian

lands they will have to deal with the Indian

bands insofar as concerns leasing, or whatever
kinds of services or taxes they require.

Mr. Lawlor: Is it anticipated that that

would assist them in income?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Of course.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Oh yes, sure.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Some of those taxes

are now going to some of the municipalities.

The hon. member will recall that in May,
when we passed those amendments, we an-

nounced that for those municipalities which
had been depending upon some of these lands

for some taxation, the province was going to

compensate them over a period of five years,

phase it out, but compensate them for some
of the loss of revenue. In fact, nobody at this

stage even knows whether they were entitled

to it in the first place, and in some instances

it has been in litigation for quite a long time.

Motion agreed to; second reading of the

bill.

Mr. Speaker: Shall the bill be ordered for

third reading?

Agreed.

Mr. Deans: We have no objection to it

going to third reading, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Lawlor: The member is going to make
that sure every time is he?

Mr. Deans: Darn right I am going to make
that sure every time.

OSGOODE HALL LAW SCHOOL
SCHOLARSHIPS ACT

Mr. Timbrell, in the absence of Hon.
Mr. McNie, moves second reading of Bill 236,
An Act to amend the Osgoode Hall Law
School Scholarships Act, 1968-69.
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Mr. Breithaupt: Mr. Speaker, my comments
will be brief. It seems rather curious that this

minor change is made before us with respect

to this one particular award for postgraduate
studies.

One wonders about the real reason behind

the difference of talking about the "student

ranking highest" and the "highest ranking
student." I am not quite certain just what

that means, whether this depends upon one's

olfactory senses, if that is the case, or

whether it depends upon one's knowledge
of height, depending upon where they are

standing upon the stairway, or whether, in-

deed, as my colleague from Waterloo North

says,
it is an old army term and any student

who achieves the rank of sergeant is there-

fore thought to be somewhat more suitable

for this award than someone who has la-

boured only in the ranks.

Mr. Lawlor: It wouldn't be anything less

than a lieutenant-colonel.

Mr. Breithaupt: Well, there are a few of

those around too. I don't know whether they

go on to postgraduate studies or not. It is

an interesting thing though, Mr. Speaker,

just how this word "ranking" is to be used.

I suppose one could look into the dictionary
and find a number of other uses and defini-

tions of that particular word. We will pre-

sume that it is here because of some greater
ease in reaching a satisfactory conclusion as

to the person who is to receive this award,
and if that can be guaranteed to be the real

reason the bill is before us I suppose we can

support it.

Mr. Lawlor: Mr. Speaker, this party is

prepared to stay here if necessary until 1

o'clock tomorrow morning to find out the

difference between these two designations.

Mr. Good: Well, goodbye!

Mr. J, M. Turner ( Peterborough ) : He has

got to be kidding.

Mr. Lawlor: We feel this is a matter of

some consequence. Of course, thank heavens

the legislation wasn't really designed to bring
these terms into prominence, but I take it

that its chief gist is to get the student who
is going on to postgraduate studies in law.

If that's the case then nevertheless we in-

sist, and we insist with our usual animosity,
that we know what these things in the legis-
lation mean and we want to know it ex-

haustively; and I call upon the member
responsible to give us the clearest possible
statement on this high importance.

Mr. Speaker: Are there any other mem-
bers who wish to speak?

Mr. Breithaupt: It had better be good or

we will send it to committee.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Don
Mills.

Mr. Timbrell: Mr. Speaker, the purpose
of this bill is housekeeping in nature. We've
heard that term before and it's really very
much the case.

Mr. Lawlor: No, this is a substantial

piece of legislation.

Mr. Timbrell: Well, I suppose I should

agree with you. We bring this to the House

on the basis of a request from York Uni-

versity-Osgoode Hall to clarify the wording
to make their selection easier. It has been

their practice since the scholarship was es-

tablished in 1963 to award it to the student

who' ranked highest among those who wished

to pursue postgraduate studies in company
law. Mr. Speaker, the suggestion was, and

we concurred, that this wording did indeed

recognize that fact and made the process

much simpler.

Mr. Lawlor: Is the member saying the old

wording didn't?

Mr. Timbrell: No. The problem I suppose,

Mr. Speaker, was that there was some con-

cern that others might misconstrue the intent

of Mrs. Barlow in the establishment of the

scholarship in 1963, following the death of

Mr. Justice Barlow in 1961, and of the

senate of the university.

Mr. Breithaupt: If a question could be

asked for clarification of the point: If the

award was to be made to the student rank-

ing highest, why are you changing^
the

words to be "highest ranking student?"

Mr. Timbrell: We are getting into a

semantics-

Mr. Deans: The member brought the bill

Mr. Good: The member created it.

Mr. Timbrell: I brought the bill in on

the advice of our staff. I should point out

that I taught history, Mr. Speaker, not

English. I didn't presume to be the expert

on semantics.

Mr. Lawlor: Well, we are concerned with

syntactics.
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to

Mil Timbrell: No, the point is, Mr.

Speaker, that in our opinion, wording it in

the way we have, "the highest ranking,"
makes it clear that when you add the further

section, "who wishes to pursue postgraduate

study in law," that it is quite clear that it

is among those students who wish to pursue

postgraduate studies and it will be that stu-

dent who is highest ranking among them.

Mr. Lawlor: We are just going to have

stay until 1 o'clock; that's not adequate.

Mr. Speaker: Any other member wish to

speak?

The motion is for second reading of Bill

236.

Shall the motion carry?

Motion agreed to; second reading of the

bill.

Mr. Speaker: Shall the bill be ordered for

third reading?

Agreed.

Mr. Deans: We have no objections.

Mr. Speaker: I thank the hon. member.

PUBLIC LIBRARIES ACT

Mr, Timbrell in the absence of Hon. Mr.
McNie moves second reading of Bill 237,
An Act to amend the Public Libraries Act.

Mr. Breithaupt: Mr. Speaker, I would
make just a brief comment on this bill. It is

interesting to see the second section, partic-

ularly, which removes the former disqualifi-
cation matters concerning the member of
the library board who had a pecuniary inter-

est in a contract with the board or a

pecuniary claim against the board. I think it

is certainly well for the government to amend
these various Acts covering boards and com-
missions so that the basic principles dealing
with the subject are all found in one piece
of legislation. That Act, of course, Mr.

Speaker, is the Municipal Conflict of Interest

Act, 1972, and I think that this is a com-
mendable and a useful amendment in order
to move this whole area of concern, which
all members share, in resolving these kinds
of problems into the four corners of one

statute; and we will support the bill.

Mr. Speaker: Does any other member wish
to speak to this Bill 237? Any response?

The motion then is for second reading of
Bill 237.

Shall the motion carry?

Motion agreed to; second reading of the

bill.

Mr. Speaker: Shall the bill be ordered for

third reading?

Agreed.

CORPORATIONS TAX ACT

Mr. Walker, on behalf of Hon. Mr. Gross-

man, moves second reading of Bill 228, An
Act to amend the Corporations Tax Act,
1972.

Mr. G. W. Walker (London North): The
main purpose of the bill is to bring into the

Corporations Tax Act, 1972, provisions that

are now part of the federal Income Tax Act.

So far as is consistent with Ontario's own
economic policy we have attempted

1 to main-

tain uniformity between our corporations tax

on the profits of corporations and the federal

income tax on those same profits.

The advantages of such uniformity are the

convenience that it provides to accountants,

lawyers and tax advisers who are able to

apply one set of principles to the interpreta-
tion of both Acts in most cases; and the

avoidance of the corporations having to pre-

pare different financial reports if our tax base

for our corporations differed greatly from

the federal tax base. Ontario and Quebec,
the two provinces that levy a separate

corporations tax, both follow the policy of

maintaining uniformity with the federal In-

come Tax Act in this area of taxation.

Most of the amendments proposed in this

bill result from changes to the federal In-

come Tax Act and these came into force

in April and in July of this year. These

changes clarify the application of the Act,

correct errors and relax some provisions of

the Act that were considered too stringent

by the federal government. They result from

the experience gained in the past two years
of the administration of the Act.

Many of these changes to the federal Act

relate back to 1972 when they were ori-

ginally introduced into the Parliament of

Canada. Although introduced in the spring
of 1972, the bill proposing the changes was

not passed when Parliament was dissolved

prior to the recent federal election. In the

uncertainty that followed that election the

changes were not reintroduced until this year
when they finally became law.

Another purpose of the bill is the amend-
ment of section 167 of the Corporations Tax
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Act, 1972, to clarify the application of the

statutory Hen for unpaid taxes imposed
1 on

the property of a corporation. The present

wording of the section imposes a lien on

all property of the corporation except

prescribed! property. Regulations were made

that define prescribed property in such a way
as to exclude the lien under the Act from

the property of a corporation that it had

ceased1 to own or have any legal or equit-

able interest in, prior to 1962.

In the large majority of cases this regula-

tion served adequately to remove the neces-

sity for lawyers, conveyancers and title

searchers to obtain lien clearances from the

court tax branch or transfers of property in

the 30 years preceding 1962.

In some cases, however, the wide definition

of property in the Corporations Tax Act,

1972, coupled with the variety of property
transactions into which a corporation might
enter, suggested to us that a definition of

prescribed property in the regulation might
not always provide the certainty desired by

lawyers and their corporate and individual

clients who would be spending substantial

sums of money to purchase residential and

commercial properties.

To clarify the application of the Act to

these few cases I am proposing an amend-

ment that would provide that the lien im-

posed by the Act is only for taxes payable

by a corporation with rescpect to the fiscal

years commencing during and after 1962.

This amendment will make it unnecessary to

obtain a lien clearance for property disposed
of by a corporation prior to 1962.

A further amendment to section 167 of the

Act will allow the minister to give a lien

clearance for part of a corporation's property
or to postpone the lien to rank after other

security, where circumstances justify such

action.

In many commercial transactions we are

satisfied that the transfer of a particular piece
of property or the taking back of a mortgage

by a corporation on a sale of property does

not endanger the tax payable by the corpor-
ation. This amendment will permit the

ministry to release the lien on some of the

corporation's property while retaining it on
the remaining property of that corporation
and thus give maximum freedom to the tax-

payer while protecting the province's revenue.

I am convinced that these admendments

respecting liens will be beneficial not only to

the corporations doing business in Ontario

but also to the legal profession and to many

people in Ontario who buy and sell homes
that were built by corporations.

••'.- i

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for

Kitchener.

Mr. Breithaupt: Mr. Speaker, as the parlia-

mentary assistant has commented, this Act

basically brings into Ontario law the pro-
vision in the Income Tax Act of Canada.

It is most important, I think, Mr. Speaker,
that we have tax laws that are similar, especi-

ally as there are many corporations dealing
in the provision of information and forms and
the completion of various accounting records

for both the Province of Ontario and for the

federal authorities.

It is most worthwhile, of course, to have

certainty in taxation, to have a tax statute

that is as clear as possible, and also to have

a situation whereby the law is equally applied
and is applied from an equal base, in this

case, two similar taxing statutes. I don't think

that there is particular need to comment upon
the various items set in here because many
of them are amendments of various sections.

I think we can accept the comments of the

parliamentary assistant that these changes are

being made to incorporate our law in with the

federal law. I, for one, have not perhaps been

as careful as I should and have not compared

every section to which the assistant has re-

ferred but I shall be prepared on this oc-

casion to accept his word for it.

The other two provisions that have been

referred to, I think, are worthy of some note.

I am advised, however, by the member for

Huron-Bruce that the matter with respect to

basic herds is not necessarily one of particular

agricultural inquiry at the present time. I

understand from him that he is prepared to

let this go since the provisions once again

parallel the federal statute.

The third point, though, I think is most

worthwhile. As a solicitor in practice and I

am sure facing the same kind of a very

general type of practice that others in the

House have, this matter of searching for liens

has always been to me rather a nuisance. I

think that time after time it seems as though
the onus should properly be on the province
to make a claim positively for lien, rather

than have these floods of letters coming into

the Ministry of Revenue every day, I am
certain from most lawyers in the province
who are acting for the purchaser of some

home that has been built by a construction

company or some block of land upon which

some company had a claim in some years

past.
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Surely it is worthwhile to follow up this

first step and perhaps say that there has to

be an actual claim for lien against and filed.

That claim could be filed in the sheriff's office,

and seen at the same time when other

searches are made. The one advantage might
be that of some prior notice of a claim, if in

fact one is going to be made by the provin-
cial authorities. That prior notice would re-

sult from the receipt back of the form which
states that there is or is not a claim or, on
the other hand, that there is permission given
for the mortgaging of a property although
not for its sale.

To go beyond 1962 is perhaps a practical

point of balance at this time. I would en-

courage the parliamentary assistant to con-

sider my views, that if the ministry has any
claim, it should make its claim known by a

positive one, rather than shifting the onus
and causing every lawyer to have to search

and to get, more often than not, his letter

returned with the stamp on it, saying yes,
it's all right in the first place. This creates a

lot of unnecessary work, I think.

It may be that the ministry is moving in

effect here to cut down the creation of that

unnecessary work by bringing its date to

Jan. 1, 1962. That, I think, is of some help.
It will be appreciated, especially, as is often

the case, where a subdivision plan may have
been on title for some years and, in fact,

any of the corporate owners that have dealt

with the property are certainly beyond the

10-year period but still well within the usual

40-year root of title that any careful solicitor

would be searching.

To have the additional ability for the min-
ister to discharge the lien against a certain

parcel of land and retain it against others

is also worthwhile. Certainly the amounts of

moneys involved, usually are not particularly

large, and one parcel of land is very often

sufficient in order to cover any security which
the province needs to collect this outstanding
amount of taxes. This will be a useful pro-
vision, and I think will be welcomed by soli-

citors, especially if they are dealing with

possibly several blocks of land or several

different areas of the province in which a

company may have ownership of land. At
least clearance can be given in certain cir-

cumstances to allow a portion of a company's
holding of property to be dealt with while

retaining the other property.

I commend the ministry for bringing in

this section, but still would hope that they
would consider going the next step, which
is to have the onus shifted on the ministry

to claim a lien, if one is being claimed,
rather than continuing to have this addi-
tional turmoil of paper work in order to see

that companies which ordinarily are clear

have this additional blessing from the Min-

istry of Revenue.

Mr. Lawlor: Mr. Speaker, on second read-

ing, I will be fairly brief with respect to this

bill. It seems to be assumed—well, let me
start the other way.

Uniformity in human affairs, in almost all

conceivable circumstances, is probably a very
questionable thing. The pitch made by the

minister, and acceded to with much too

much grace by the member for Kitchener,
was that since the federal government had
passed these various measures we ought to

follow suit by mere reason of uniformity.
It is to say that if inequity is once launched
on the land, a little spreading of it around

by way of condonation certainly won't do

any harm.

I suggest to the minister that if a tax bill

is questionable or inequitable in its implica-
tions at one level of government, it is equally
or more so at another. In this particular,
I don't think that we ought to lend our-

selves with too great facility to the acceding.

My difficulty—one that I share, I think,

with the member for Riverdale—is that we
don't understand the legislation. The minis-

ter may say that is our fault, that we haven't

spent enough time studying. I say to you,
Mr. Speaker, that is not so. I want to demon-
strate this situation to you by imposing upon
your goodwill for just a moment.

I have picked out a section at random,
but selectively, just to show what we are up
against in this kind of legislation. This is

an example of the type of gobbledygook, the

strange wording, that goes with these docu-
ments as they come in:

"Subsection ( 1 ) of section 33 of the said

Act is repealed and the following is sub-

stituted therefor." Now hang on to this with
the last tendrils of your declining hair:

"(1) Where a corporation's chief source of

income for a fiscal year is either farming or

a combination of farming and some other

source of income, for the purposes of sec-

tions 12 and 99 its loss, if any, for the fiscal

year from all farming operations carried on

by it shall be deemed to be the aggregate
of-"

We all know what "aggregate of" means,
but try to figure this one out: "(a) the

lesser of" [It's not going to be the greater of,

it is going to be the lesser of] "1.
'

[This is
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a very small "1." You can hardly see it here,
Mr. Speaker.] "the amount by which the ag-
gregate of its losses for the fiscal year, deter-

mined without reference to this section and
before making any deductions in respect of

expenditures described in section 39" [And
we all know what 39 is.] "from all farming
business carried on by it, exceeds" [Weigh
up that "exceeds." It is something that will

balance the universe. Atlas, on the back of
his neck, wasn't able to carry such a load.]
"exceeds the aggregate of its income for the
fiscal year so determined from all such busi-

ness and"—we reach the first thought. I am
sure the Speaker has got it all tucked in

nicely into the cranial cavities.

Mr. Speaker: The member has lost me al-

ready.

Mr. Lawlor: Good for you. You are work-

ing on it. Just as I did night after night.
Small two—one can hardly even see this two
—$2,500 plus. Let's not leave it at a mere
$2,500; we have to add something on here.

This is going in, mind you, Mr. Speaker,
to the aggregate somewhere along the line,

plus "the lesser of." Doesn't it appal you?
It is never the greater it is always the lesser.

This is the big A coming up now: "One-
half of the amount by which the amount
determined under subclause (1) exceeds the

$2,500." Doesn't that petrify you? It holds
me in thraldom. We are not finished yet. This
is the big B coming up now-$2,500. Nor
is it finished; there is another "and" after
that $2,500. We have got a small b over
here, on the other side of the page: "The
amount, if any, by which" and we have got
another small one—put on your spectacles,
Mr. Speaker, and pay very close attention
because this will exhaust the rest of that
cranial capacity—
The amount by which to be determined
under subclause (1) of clause (a) as if

it were read as though the words "and
before making any deductions in respect
of expenditures described in section 39"
were deleted, exceeds [small two] the
amount determined under subclause (1)
of clause (a) and, for the purposes of this

Act, the amount, if any, by which the
amount determined under subclause (1)
of clause (a) exceeds the amount deter-
mined under subclause (2) of clause (a)
is the corporation's "restricted formula"
for the fiscal year.

There it is!

Mr. Breithaupt: That seems clear enough
to me.

Mr. Lawlor: That is the simplest, most

elementary clause in the whole bill.

What I suggest the member does hence-
forth, and what I am going to call on him
to do henceforth is to bring us a CCH thing
in, in effect. In other words, give us some
examples. Give us a chance.

I throw in the towel. I quite confess that
all those years spent at law school have gone
to nought when I come to the high forum
of this Legislature and have to read stuff

like that. It is turgid, turbid; it's intractable;
it's impenetrable. It's a morass.

I have thought this for a long time. We
stand up sometimes and appear to be knowl-

edgeable and deal* with tax legislation. It's

tax legislation I am talking about and exclu-

sively so—I think we can work out the rest

pretty well for ourselves—but in this kind of

legislation, it's just mathematics. I would
like as a mere courtesy, proceeding from this

vast department, that the member provide,
as he introduces the legislation or some time

before it comes to second reading, to the

members of this House who are so interested

—or to all members for that matter—some
kind of breakdown, examples, cases in point,

directly what the effect, in terms of the cal-

culations envisaged, would be on the applica-
tion of any one of these particular sections.

It is not that much of a chore. I am sure
the government has worked it all out for

itself. It has innumerable examples; it is

dealing with them all the time. The minis-

try has the experience of the federal gov-
ernment accorded to it and why should we
be the ones, the sole ones left in the dark,
the completely stygian darkness over here,

with respect to a thing which I am sure

is fairly pellucid to the ministry. I don't

think it was ever intentionally intended but
it is a slight, really, upon the functions and

job of members of the opposition who find

these matters most intriguing, most vital,

most ecstatic material. In order to raise the

ecstasy, as though it were some form of

poetry, I would like to be able to under-

stand it.

In that mind then I could do a little

dance, could become a dervish right on the
floor of this House. The mere breaking
through and having a glimmering of what
it is all about just might cause that sensation

in one on occasion. I am requesting the

member, and what I propose to do on this

occasion so as to drive the point home, is

that when the matter gets to the whole
House he explain, inch by inch, by way of

example or however, he sees fit, to make
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crystal clear what is now a turgid mess,
these sections one by one. That is what
I am going to call1 upon him to do because

I, as a member of the House take my respon-
sibilities perhaps with much too much cre-

dence. I'm damned determined to understand

the legislation which we pass through here,

particularly as the whole New Democratic

Party is sitting on my shoulders, asking me,

day after day, what these things mean.

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. Lawlor: With that in mind, there are

a few things—

Hon. Mr. Winkler: The whole four of

them?

Mr. Lawlor: —that are all to the good, the

lien provisions the legislation consists of

very wide diversity of matter, farming con-

cerns, the business of amalgamations and

winding up, how the tax provisions are

handled, foreign income taxes allowed under
subsection (2) of section 5, the business of

deductions, debts to specified non-residents

and how they are calculated, and the per-
mitted deductions of section1 5.

The section that I just read, Mr. Speaker,
in its fullness, I don't know what it is about
at all. I have got the smallest notion and
I wouldn't pretend to, although apparently
the side-note mentioned something about

farming, allowances for oil, gas, mines, and
depreciations, I suppose, and timber limits.

From what one can gather, even by inter-

rogating CCA, because this is new legislation,
and by any previous knowledge what smat-

terings of ignorance one picks up over taxa-
tion matters, having dealt with them in a
somewhat professional capacity, nevertheless
we have the job of assisting not only our-
selves but those tax experts out there who
read Hansard and who do find obfuscation,
and at least are reconfirmed in their own
private opinion by public utterances, or at

least again can find a foothold with which
to take umbrage or exception to the inter-

pretations rendered by the department. All

these things ought to be placed on the record
so that we will know precisely what we're

dealing with.

Thank you, Mr. Speaker, for taking this

time.

Mr. Speaker: Does any other member wish
to participate in the debate on this bill?

'If not, the hon. member for London North.

Mr. Walker: We were just saying the other

night, Mr. Speaker, how much easier the

legislation has become recently, as we read

them for a pleasant Saturday evening
r€

Mr. Breithaupt: You will earn your pay on
this one.

Mr. Walker: I am sorry that some of these

sections are somewhat beyond the grasp of

some of the members of the Opposition, how-

ever, I'd be glad to explain them.

Mr. Cassidy: We'll find out about it to-

morrow.

Mr. Walker: If necessary, we'll stay here

till 1 o'clock to explain example by example

every section here, notwithstanding the gener-

ality of the foregoing.

Mr. Lawlor: Listen you, young pup, let's

get into the whole House right now, and find

out what you know about it.

Mr. Speaker: The motion is for second

reading of Bill 228. Shall the motion carry?

Motion agreed to; second reading of the

Mr. Speaker: Shall the bill be ordered for

third reading?

Mr. Lawlor: Committee of the whole

House, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: Committee of the whole
House.

Clerk of the House: The second order,
House in committee of the whole.

CORPORATIONS TAX ACT

House in committee on Bill 228, An Act to

amend the Corporations Tax Act, 1972.

Mr. Chairman: Any questions, comments
on any sections of Bill 228?

Mr. P. D. Lawlor (Lakeshore): Mr. Chair-

man, subsection (2).

Mr. Chairman: Subsection (2).

Mr. Lawlor: Subsection (2) of section 1.

Mr. Chairman: Subsection (2) of section 1.

Mr. Lawlor: The alterations there, Mr.

Chairman, are that in the references to

mineral resource there are added onto the

bituminous sands deposit, "oil sands deposit
or oil shale deposit" at one point; and then

down further in clause (b) of IV, you have
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added in "halite or gypsum," over and above

sylvite. Could you give me the reasons why
these emendations to the legislation have

taken place?

Mr. G. W. Walker (London North): Mr.

Chairman, it might be easier if I define halite

and sylvite, which I must say are the first

questions I asked of our staff. Sylvite is basi-

cally a geological term for the principal ore

or potassium commonly known as potash. Of
course potash, sylvite in effect, is used for

fertilizer. Halite is basically rock salt in its

familiar term.

Part B and Part C of the amendments, Mr.

Chairman, in subsection 45, which defines

mineral resource—of course, the entire section

here, section 1, is an interpretation section.

This part 45 is a definition or redefinition of

the word "mineral resource" and it has been

expanded to include the oil sands and the

oil shale. But in the section that refers to part

IV, (a), (b), and (c), parts (b) and (c) in effect

broaden the halite operations. The previous

description, which was really (c), was so

narrow it precluded the halite operation, from

extracting from a brine well. So, in effect, you
had one operation which permitted a deduc-

tion for income tax purposes where there was
a salt operation; on the other hand, if it were
a brine well operation it was not allowable

as a deduction. This will now allow it.

Mr. Chairman: Section 1 carry?

Mr. Lawlor: Section 4 please, Mr. Chair-

man.

Mr. Chairman: Section 4.

Mr. Lawlor: Now we come to the first of

the riddles of the sphinx. Would you,

Ozymandias, king of kings, tell us of your

mighty works and what it all means, because

it's beyond me?

Mr. Walker: Mr. Chairman, section 4(1)

might be loosely described as the thin capi-
talization principle. And what section 4(1)—

Mr. Lawlor: The what?

Mr. Walker: I beg your pardon?

Mr. Lawlor: The what?

Mr. Walker: Thin capitalization.

Mr. E. J. Bounsall (Windsor West): Oh

yes.

Mr. Walker: Thin capitalization, of course,

is where there is too little equity in its

relationship with debt. In the thin capital-

ization principle, we are really talking about a

dividend-stripping type of approach. The
thinner your capitalization in a subsidiary

company, where the loans are coming from

the parent company, of course the worse the

situation; this allows more interest to be

deducted if there is less of a debt-equity
ratio.

Now, does that help the member? Can I

explore further?

Mr. Lawlor: Go right ahead. The more the

merrier, as far as I am concerned.

Mr. V. M. Singer (Downsview): Tell us

why the cheques are in the vault and what

date is on them.

An hon. member: Did you make the loan?

Mr. Walker: Is it 6 of the clock yet?

Mr. Lawlor: He is most anxious. He is

burgeoning with facts.

Hon. Mr. Winkler moves the committee

rise and report.

Motion agreed to.

The House resumed; Mr. Speaker in the

chair.

Mr. Chairman: Mr. Speaker, the committee

of the whole House begs to report progress
and asks for leave to sit again.

Report agreed to.

It being 6 o'clock, p.m., the House took

recess.
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LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY OF ONTARIO

The House resumed at 8 o'clock, p.m.

DEPENDANTS' RELIEF ACT

Hon. Mr. Bales moves second reading of

Bill 213, An Act to amend the Dependants'
Relief Act.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Lake-
shore.

Mr. P. D. Lawlor (Lakeshore): Thank you,
Mr. Speaker. We have a series of bills before
us tonight, none of which I think is going
to take a great deal of time.

This particular bill — and the Dependants'
Relief Act itself—makes provision for a man's
immediate next-of-kin when the man, as a

testator, under his will hasn't made pro-
vision for them, and in case of question, a

long-felt need—a gap in the law, is being
provided for. That's the case for an interim
order before the courts giving, say, the

spouse some kind of relief pending a full

hearing. This can take a good deal of time,

particularly with the log-jam in the courts
at the present time, and it is a wise expedient
at this stage to permit her to do so under
terms.

The only thing that bothers me about the

bill, and it is simply a procedural' matter-
it would probably save it from going to com-
mittee if the Attorney General would direct

his attention to the 10(b) clause—that is the

business of coming before the judge. First

of all, I note that it is "the" judge. I take
this to mean the same judge who gave the
interim order in the first instance.

I may be wrong about this, but I think
that would be a mistake. It should be any
member of that court who is sitting at the
time. The judge may be ill, or there may
be any number of reasons, but I would take
it that it does mean—and I want to be clear

about this—that any other judge of competent
jurisdiction could hear the matter.

The second point then is reviewing of

the circumstances; they may change ma-
terially over a period of time. The intention

is, as in family court matters, that where
the positions of husbands who happen to be
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alive alter, then a review of the new situa-

tion as it is created, either up or down, is

permissible in that particular context; the

jurisdiction here is being extended to make
it reviewable in this context.

One can't take exception to that either,
but I would like to know a bit about how
it is proposed that it will work. "At any
subsequent time," it says, "the judge may
inquire into any change in material circum-
stances or into the adequacy of the
order. ..." After all, this is an interim

order; what is the period of time that it is

thought that the interim order would remain
in effect before it became plenary or full?

Wouldn't it require a further hearing in

any event when there is adequate time and
when the provision is made to appear before
the judge? Is this an interim concept that

is involved here, regarding the time before
it becomes plenary, before the fulfilment of

the full adjudication as to what extent the
wife or children are entitled to provision,
maintenance and support under the terms of

the will? Is it anticipated that that would
take such a period that a further hearing
on the redress of material circumstances
would occur even within that time?

Those are the only problems that seem to

me to arise out of this commendable legis-
lation and we will support it.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for St.

George.

Mrs. M. Campbell (St. George): Mr.

Speaker, my problem was the same as that

voiced by the member for Lakeshore. When
one refers to "the" judge, it conjures up all

the problems which we face under the child

welfare legislation, and I would like clari-

fication as to the meaning of the definite

article in clause (10) (b).

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Downs-
view.

Mr. V. M. Singer (Downsview): Mr.

Speaker, the amendment here seems sensible

as I read it. It is not very startling, not

very dramatic, and not out of keeping with
the approach of the present Attorney Gen-
eral. He tidies up little bits and pieces of
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legislation. What is suggested here seems

to make good sense to me and! we are pre-

pared to support it.

Hon. E. A. Winkler (Chairman, Manage-
ment Board of Cabinet): That is the best

speech in the last 48 hours.

Mr. Speaker: Does any other member wish

to participate? If not, the hon. minister.

Hon. D. A. Bales (Attorney General): Mr.

Speaker, I am delighted that my friend, the

member for Downsview, has said that I have

good sense. I think that is important in this

position.

Mr. Singer: But not dramatic.

Hon. Mr. Bales: Maybe not dramatic, but

often if one looks after the jobs that need
to be done, it is essential and very import-
ant.

Mr. Lawlor: Good for him. He's full of

sagacity and caution. That is just typical of

the Attorney General.

Hon. Mr. Bales: Mr. Speaker-

Mr. C. E. Mcllveen (Oshawa): Very well

spoken. Don't listen to the member for

Lakeshore.

Mr. Lawlor: A little more forthrightness
there might help.

Hon. Mr. Bales: Mr. Speaker, I remember
well when I used to practise law and if I

had had transactions involving the member
for Lakeshore, I could have taught him a

few things.

Mr. Lawlor: The minister never got them
closed.

Hon. Mr. Bales: The member for Lake-
shore was never ready.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. I. Deans (Wentworth): What is this,

an act of some kind?

Hon. Mr. Bales: Not really. After all,

having known each other for a long time-

Mr. Mcllveen: They are just old friends.

Hon. Mr. Bales: May I deal with the first

matter of additional orders and adjustments?
There was a case came before us—and I am
really dealing here with section 1 (10)(b)—
there was an estate valued at X dollars in

1950, and out of that an allowance of $2,000
was paid. By good management, in that year

that estate had grown tenfold to a very sub-

stantial sum of money. But the same $2,000
was still being paid. In my view, that was
not right or proper; hence I think that under
this order—and I note the word "the"—we
are not in any way restricting it to the judge
who gave the original order, nor does it need
to be. I am satisfied that under this, an ap-

plication can be made for a further order

taking into account the circumstances as of

today.

In the other situation, we are dealing with

interim orders. I think all of us who must
from time to time deal with matters of es-

tate, recognize that in some cases it takes

quite a period of time to ascertain the assets,

to establish what is the total value of the

estate. In the meantime, the widow should

not be deprived of money that she needs
and hence this provision is made. I think it

is just as straight and simple as that. I com-
mend it to the members.

Motion agreed to; second reading of the

bill.

Mr. Speaker: Shall the bill be ordered for

third reading?

Agreed.

CONVEYANCING AND LAW OF
PROPERTY ACT

Hon. Mr. Bales moves second reading of

Bill 214, An Act to amend the Conveyancing
and Law of Property Act.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for

Downsview.

Mr. Singer: Mr. Speaker, I can see noth-

ing wrong in the content of Bill 214. The

provision undoubtedly should be in our law

somewhere but I wonder what brought about

the great intelligence in the Attorney Gen-
eral's advisers when they decided to struc-

ture this into the Conveyancing and Law of

Property Act. I feel—

Hon. Mr. Bales: That's a good question
because I asked it, too. I found out that it

must be here and I really wonder why.

Mr. Singer: I'm very interested in hearing
the Attorney General's explanation because

I know that if this question arose in my
practice and the client came in to me and
said "How do I change the beneficiary under
a guaranteed investment certificate?" the last

place I would look would be in the Con-

veyancing and Law of Property Act.
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I have always thought and I think I am
correct, that the Conveyancing and Law of

Property Act deals with real estate and

GICs really are not real estate. It would
seem to me that it would be logical that

we put it into some other statute, even a

statute dealing with guaranteed investment

certificates by itself, so that at least the pro-
fession might know where to look.

Having said all that I must say, Mr.

Speaker, that what is provided here is

logical; that the beneficiary can be changed
by a simple process. Probably there has been

a gap and the ability to change the bene-

ficiary has been lacking until we give statu-

tory approval to it but why should it be in

the Conveyancing and Law of Property Act?

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Lake-
shore.

Mr. Lawlor: Mr. Speaker, it is a curiosity

indeed. The present section 63 of the Con-

veyancing and Law of Property Act—at least

in the 1970 RSOs is the very last section

that appears. It concerns similar matters

which are sort of tagged on to another statute

which has to do with all the diversity of real

property law, having to do with restrictive

covenants of various kinds and conveyances.
Perhaps as the Attorney General says, it has

to be here; it has to be here because section

63 is there.

The problem really, I suspect, is why 63
is there. Can't the law officers of the Crown
and the Attorney General himself reconsider

this and perhaps consider switching this sec-

tion out of that particular area, probably
into the Insurance Act, to which we would

naturally go, I would think? Every lawyer
who practises knows that he has at his finger-
tins the designation of preferred beneficiaries,

those who are encompassed within the class,

how one may alter people within the pre-
ferred class and those who one may so

designate—because it's highly restrictive, as

we all know.

One can't do what one wants once one has

made the designations, at least not without
the consent of the person designated. These
sections would seem to be more amenable to

location in the geography and topography
of the law of Ontario than any other single

place and this can be very easily overlooked.

I am interested again in avoiding going
into committee of the whole House, and I

ask: In the process of designation what pre-

cisely is intended? Are regulations to be laid

down as to classes of beneficiaries?

No provision is made in the bill itself for

regulations to indicate which classes. I take

it that the Attorney General will answer that

this is up to the contract in question between
the investment corporation and the plan
holder under the retirement savings plan.

Surely some guidance can be given in

advance to a certain uniformity or to a

certain coherence in the utilization of these

plans, particularly as they effect the very
section in question. Something could be laid

down so that we don't get a wide diversity

of plans in which one doesn't know who one

may designate and who one may not desig-

nate. They may be all different in this par-
ticular regard. Provision could, of course, be

made in a private contractual relationship

such as this is, that you could range outside

the uniform or the central core of possibilities.

I don't think it would be wise to restrict

people from doing that. At the same time

I would think that we would be wise, with-

out having to give advice in advance, to know
in advance what are the normal or central

allocations of beneficiaries permissible under

the law of Ontario. I can't see any particular

objection to that.

The bill goes on further in order to deliber-

ately contradistinguish the statutory require-

ments over against the free play of privity of

contract by saying in subsection 4, "this

section does not apply to a designation of a

beneficiary to which the Insurance Act ap-

plies." My only contention is that by and

large it should, given an excepting clause for

the purposes I have mentioned previously.

Apart from that, again the legislation dis-

plays the subtlety, the astuteness and the

veritable cunning of the Attorney General.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for

Kitchener.

Mr. J. R. Breithaupt (Kitchener): Mr.

Speaker, I don't know whether the comments

at the end of the speech of the member for

Lakeshore were entirely apropos but I will

accept the fact that to bring in this particular

amendment is a useful thing especially now
that registered retirement savings plans and

investment certificates are a much more com-

mon thing within our society than they were

in years gone by.

I, too, wondered why this would come into

the Conveyancing and Law of Property Act.

However, I presumed that since this Act can

deal with both realty and personalty, it finds

its location particularly in this as a tag-end
section to a statute that solicitors usually

think of as one dealing with real property
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only. I think the Attorney General might well

consider that this section could be shifted

to another statute; indeed perhaps even a new
statute in years to come.

I agree that the point should be made
that this ability is with people in order to

change and designate beneficiaries but it is

a matter which, as it becomes more and more

common, probably deserves a certain small

niche in the law, all of its own. To bring it

in as a tag-end, as I have said, to the Con-

veyancing and Law of Property Act may be
the only way it can be dealt with at the

present time. However, I agree with my
colleague from Downsview when he com-
ments that this might be the last place you'd
think to look if you were changing and

designating beneficiaries in these particular
circumstances. As it becomes a more com-
mon procedure and as investment certificates

perhaps become—

Mr. Lawlor: I think it should be part of

the Crown Timber Act.

Mr. Breithaupt: I don't know if it's a matter
of Crown timber. I don't think that it could

find itself as a useful section added to the

Stallions Act or even to the Bees Act, but I

think that-

An hon. member: The Warble Fly Act

maybe?

Mr. J. F. Foulds (Port Arthur): The Light-

ning Rods Act, that's it.

Mr. Breithaupt: As I say, Mr. Speaker, it

probably does deserve a little more preced-
ence because this kind of an investment is

much more common than it was before.

I think what the Attorney General is doing
is bringing in a useful mechanical change that

is required within the law, but I also think

that it would be worthy of consideration,

perhaps in another session, to set up a par-
ticular statute or to make somewhat more

prominent, the availability to deal with these

matters under a separate bill so that this new
section of the Conveyancing and Law of

Property Act will really no longer be

required.

Mr. Speaker: Does any other member wish
to enter this debate? If not, the hon. minister.

Hon. Mr. Bales: Mr. Speaker, I suppose
there is really a choice, when we are going
to add this as a section to an existing Act,
whether to take the Wills Act, or the Trustee

Act, or this Act.

In 1954, prior to most of us being in this

House, an amendment to section 63 of this

Act was brought into being which dealt with

the employee pension plan. It was felt under
the circumstances, and given the choices be-

fore us, that probably this was the most ap-

propriate statute to which it might be added.

I think the member for Kitchener made a

good suggestion — and this has been in my
mind before—that it may well, perhaps with

sections from other Acts, be incorporated in a

separate bill henceforth. But at the present
time this was felt the most appropriate place,

taking into account the changes that have

been made in 1954 in this statute in reference

to pension plans.

The member for Lakeshore really sought,
I think, to limit the designation of bene-

ficiaries. In that, I do not concur. I think

the plan holder should have a right to

designate that beneficiary with whoever he

might chose to deal with it. It's his property
and he should deal with it accordingly.

There are other statutes which would re-

quire that those who have the first claim on
a person's estate should be looked after and
hence it's here. That is the reason behind it.

I am not entirely satisfied with it being here,

but for the present, I think it must be and
then we will deal with it, remembering sec-

tion 63 is here, dealing with a specific

matter.

The member for Kitchener I think has a

good point; it's one that was discussed in

my ministry. But rather than bring forward

a separate Act at this time, we have dealt

with it in this way.

Mr. Speaker: Those in favour of second

reading of Bill 214 please say "aye."

Those opposed please say "nay."

In my opinion the "ayes" have it. I de-

clare the motion carried.

Motion agreed to; second reading of the

bill.

Mr. Speaker: Shall the bill be ordered for

third reading?

Some hon. members: No, committee.

Mr. Speaker: Committee of the whole?

Agreed.

DESERTED WIVES' AND CHILDREN'S
MAINTENANCE ACT

Hon. Mr. Bales moves second reading of

Bill 215, An Act to amend the Deserted

Wives' and Children's Maintenance Act.
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Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for St.

George.

Mrs. Campbell: Mr. Speaker, in rising to

speak to this bill, I have a great problem.
I presume, and I would hope the Attorney
General would confirm, that the purport of

this bill is to enable welfare departments
or officers to proceed in the family courts

without the onerous problem of having the

permission of the Crown attorney. I have to

speak to the matter if that is the purpose
of it.

I can't really complain too much, but I

do foresee difficulties with this when it is as

broadly stated as it is. And it is sad to me
that when we were moving for an amend-
ment to this ancient piece of legislation that

we should only go to this point and that we
have not here encompassed the problem of

the male in the court. On access orders, I

would have hoped that this could have been
cleared up at least in the patchwork ap-

proach to what should be very significant

legislation in the 20th century.

I would like an explanation as to whether
I'm correct about this policy now of the

government insofar as the laying of informa-
tions is concerned and whether it does in fact

seek to provide that opportunity for welfare
officials to move in the situation.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Lake-
shore.

Mr. Lawlor: Mr. Speaker, the present sec-

tion 6 of the Deserted Wives' and Children's

Maintenance Act reads:

An information under this Act may be
laid by a wife or child or by a person

having the care and custody of a child,

or, with the consent of the Crown attor-

ney, by any other person.

What is happening here is that the consent

of a Crown attorney is being wiped out and

that any other person, whoever that may be,

will have the right to lay the information

before the family court judge.

I take it that not only would this clear the

path for people associated with children's aid

societies of the province to lay these informa-

tions—and that is altogether valuable and
full of utility

— but I would like to know
what other persons there might be. Would
it mean possibly the police on occasion?

What other range of individuals would one

have in mind? Or is that restricted basically
to the children's aid societies?

Mr. Speaker: Do any other members wish
to participate? The hon. member for

Kitchener.

Mr. Breithaupt: My comments will be brief

Mr. Speaker. I was interested in seeing this

particular change in the bill because it would

appear to me that it must often be very
difficult to obtain the consent of the Crown

attorney in these particular circumstances,
where a wife may not wish to encourage or

accept the fact that these kinds of proceed-

ings must be taken.

Surely it is worthwhile to remove that

particular burden from a wife if she finds

herself, as I would think is the common case,

in a serious family decision to have to be
forced to proceed against the husband be-

cause of certain unhappy circumstances. I

think that she may well often be prepared
to accept certain privations for herself, be-

cause she believes that in doing so it is

still in the best interest of children as she

may see it.

I think that while we may be taking on
some difficulties in allowing other people to

be brought into this circumstance, there may
still be the benefit, especially through the

officials of the family court division to be
able to deal with these matters where a

wife is reluctant, where she possibly even
feels that there may be some retribution or

some fear of harm for her in the future.

I agree that it is not necessary any longer
that the Crown attorney must be particularly
involved. I think the fact that our courts

are well organized, and that the function of

the family court is particularly well accepted,
shows that there is a logical case to be made
here for the clerk, probably, or some official

of the family court division to be in a posi-
tion to press for a certain resolution of this

matter, at least by the laying of a charge if

there is no other alternative.

I think that kind of person who deals

with these problems on a day-to-day basis is

more likely to be aware of the nuances and

the circumstances of the reluctance of a

wife to lay charges in these matters. I think

that kind of person will be much more aware

than probably a Crown attorney would. There-

fore I can accept this particular change,
because there will no doubt be circumstances

where it will be very useful, in effect, to have
an amicus curiae, a friend of the court who
is acting on behalf of persons who may be

reluctant to act on their own behalf.

I think if this provision is handled intel-

ligently, with the kind of feeling and bear-

ing I am sure persons who are put in this
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position will bring to it, it can be a useful

provision and one that will help resolve cir-

cumstances that seem otherwise insoluble of

resolution.

Mr. Speaker: Any other members wish to

participate? If not the hon. minister.

Hon. Mr. Bales: Mr. Speaker, there are

several points I would like to stress.

First of all the matter of the husband at

the present time having to obtain the con-

sent of the Crown attorney, I see no reason

for that and hence that is wiped out.

The hon. member for St. George spoke
about access and the welfare agencies. At
the present time I am sure she appreciates
the welfare agencies are in effect inclined to

force the wife in some instances. I think

that if they are going to make application,

they should do it in their own name-

Mrs. Campbell: Precisely.

Hon. Mr. Bales: —and not through pres-
sure on the wife.

Mrs. Campbell: That's right.

Hon. Mr. Bales: That is the reason this

bill has proceeded and the Act has been
drawn up as it has at this time.

The member has raised other matters,
and I say without pre-empting what is going
to take place in the next session, we are

looking at some very substantial changes in

family law matters, in a variety of ways.
But this, I felt, should be brought forward
at this time, because there is a real need for
it. And so I brought it forth as a separate
statute.

Mrs. Campbell: On a point of clarification,

Mr. Speaker, I may have misunderstood the

Attorney General when he spoke about the

husband. There is nothing here that changes
his obligation to have the consent of the

Crown attorney before he can proceed by
way of a contempt procedure resulting from
an access order. That was what I was refer-

ring to. If we are eliminating the Crown
attorney in the case of the family, I won-
dered why the Attorney General wouldn't
eliminate that element of consent when the

husband goes through this tortured sort of

proceeding. I don't see that as being looked
after.

Hon. Mr. Bales: No, it may not be. But

there was a letter sent to me by the chief

judge covering certain matters that I am sure

members are well aware of; it related parti-

cularly to certain matters discussed in the

course of my estimates. Those matters have
not been forgotten; they are under consid-

eration.

Motion agreed to; second reading of the

bin.
8 8

Mr. Speaker: Shall the bill be ordered for

third reading?

Agreed.

CROWN ATTORNEYS ACT

Hon. Mr. Bales moves second reading of

Bill 217, An Act to amend the Crown At-

torneys Act.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Downs-

Mr. Singer: Mr. Speaker, I am pleased
that the Attorney General is bringing for-

ward an Act called An Act to amend the
Crown Attorneys Act.

However, I have spent a considerable
amount of the leisure hours that I have had,

reading the last two reports of the Ontario
Law Reform Commission, and I am busily

engaged now in trying to digest Volume 2,

the second part; that deals with Crown at-

torneys.

The eminent law reform commissioners
have set out many pages of comment about
Crown attorneys, and made a great long
series of suggestions about how the position
of Crown attorneys could and should be

changed; and I am rather disappointed, really,

that the Attorney General does not reflect,

in the legislation that he brings before us

at this time, these recommendations or deal

with them in any way.
What he has brought before us is an Act

which really doesn't change a great deal. It

doesn't even say, although the explanatory
note indicates that the submitted provision
authorizes the appointment of provincial

prosecutors to replace police officers and

Crown attorneys presently engaged in prose-

cuting minor summary conviction offences,

that police officers are, in fact, going to be

removed from this role. It merely is permis-
sive. The Attorney General may by order

authorize persons to be appointed to be pro-
vincial prosecutors.

The Law Reform Commission—I know the

eminent gentlemen who are members of that

commission; I suspect I can hear James
Chambers McRuer pounding the table and

saying there should be no policemen prose-

cuting—and I suspect as I read some of those
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paragraphs in the Law Reform Commission

report that Mr. McRuer was most deter-

mined that we take policemen out of the

role of prosecutor.

The Attorney General is giving himself

permission to do so, if he wants to. This

was only one of the recommendations; it's

really the only one that is being dealt with

in this Act which doesn't come close to

answering the suggestions that the Law Re-

form Commission has brought forward. I

would have been much happier, Mr. Speaker,
if the Attorney General had said in this

statute that this is as far as he is prepared
to go at the moment, and I presume it is,

and he is going to tell us soon that the report
is under study and we can expect shortly,

or we can discuss in his estimates next year,
all of the changes that the Law Reform
Commission has recommended, that either

there will be more changes or he will dis-

cuss them with us in due course.

But if he is going to go this far, why
doesn't the minister make it mandatory? Why
doesn't he take the policemen out of the

courts as prosecutors? Why doesn't the min-

ister at least take that first step and make
the provisions here mandatory? I suppose
this is better than nothing, but it is really

not very good. And while I don't think we
are going to oppose it, I am very dis-

appointed in this poor excuse for an amend-
ment to the Crown Attorneys Act at this

time.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Lake-

shore.

Mr. Lawlor: I am afraid, Mr. Speaker, that

this is a flake of snow at the top of the ice-

berg. This bill, I believe, was introduced be-

fore we were given the exquisite benefits of

the report from the administration-

Mr. Singer: Not before the Attorney
General had it. He has had it He has had it

for many months.

Mr. Lawlor: Ah, he's had it for many
months; reaching into years, practically.

Hon. Mr. Bales: No, no.

Mr. Lawlor: Well, all right, since last

spring.

Mr. Singer: It's dated May. We got it a

week ago.

Mr. Lawlor: That's right.

Mr. Mcllveen: We don't mind if he magni-
fies a little bit.

Hon. Mr. Bales: Mr. Speaker, I think if

you will look carefully you will find that in

my estimates of last spring—and it may well

be in the Speech from the Throne—I spoke of

this matter, long before I had the second

volume of the Law Reform Commission

Report.

Mr. Singer: But you had it in May, and

this statute now comes in in October—Nov. 8.

Hon. Mr. Bales: No, that volume came
later.

Mr. Singer: Nov. 8.

Mr. Lawlor: He certainly had it at that

particular time, Mr. Speaker, and prior to

that he had the McRuer report which had its

caustic comments to make under this par-
ticular head. But prior to that, Mr. Speaker,

every book on law reform having anything
to do with criminal jurisdictions, in the past
25 years, in any jurisdiction that I know of,

particularly emanating from Great Britain,

has called for the same thing; it's not as

though we are breaking eggs or anything

tonight; we are not even making an omelette.

But you know, it's, as I say-

Mr. J. P. MacBeth (York West): How do

you break an omelette?

Mr. Lawlor: As I say, that little snowflake

on top of the iceberg that sank the Lusitania

is here with us at the moment, and let us deal

with.

I want to say, and this will be a general

point of policy as we go through these various

Acts, that I am altogether in favour of the

use of paralegal personnel. I think, by and

large, the Attorney General's feelings are in

the same direction, no doubt-

Mr. Mcllveen: You could be replaced, you
know.

Mr. Foulds: Not so easily as the member
for Oshawa.

Mr. Lawlor: The good doctor, being terri-

fied of paramedical personnel, obviously
thinks that the paralegal ones will show far

greater competence than the so-called estab-

lished boys had, and will nudge us out of

our place.

Mr. Mcllveen: Not at all. I am all for

them. I have a lot of them in my office.

Mr. Lawlor: If such is the case, so be it.

We will have to contend with the factions as

they are in this world. And this is the be-

ginning—well not really, because they are
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law clerks and they have been recognized by
the law society and they perform an ex-

tremely useful function in many law offices,

and an increasing number. Not enough pro-
vision has been made for their education or

for their recognition yet in this province, but

it too is a nudging thing and will come to

pass in the fullness of all things, if we don't

go down the drain with the Arabs over the

oil embargo. If we manage to survive that I

think we might just get a few paralegal

personnel around.

The hon. member for Downsview made
reference to the reports of the Ontario Law
Reform Commission—and it gives me a certain

amount of pleasure to dig, so to speak for

the first time, into these recondite volumes,
and to mention that at page 26 of volume 2

of this report; and Mr. Speaker our reference,

I expect, will be ad nauseam. If you thought
our references to the McRuer report went on

apace and just caused you to shrivel up
sitting there in your seat, you haven't seen

anything yet. Practically every sentence of

this omniscient tome will be explored time

and time again.

In order to get on with the job properly,
let me read to you, Mr. Speaker, a paragraph
from page 27:

We recommend, therefore, that police
officers be removed from their present role

as court officers in the provincial court's

criminal division, and that appropriately
trained civilian personnel be added to the

court staff for such duties as maintaining

security within the courtroom, acting as

ushers, doormen, etc. Police officers should

continue to be used, however, to guard

dangerous prisoners. The role of police

officers, with respect to case scheduling,
and our recommendations with respect to

removing them from this role, are discussed

later in this chapter.

And they particularly advert to a presentation
received from the Ontario association of the

chiefs of police wishing, themselves, removal
from the courts of uniformed police officers

acting as court officers in any capacity.

The mooted, and now coming to pass, busi-

ness of appointing provincial prosecutors
under the supervision of the Crown attorney,
without legal training necessarily, is a step
in the right direction, unquestionably. I think

this will, by and large, not only remove the

distasteful aspect of officers in uniform in

court prosecuting cases, but avoid also giving
the full impression to the general public that

somehow the bench and the court itself, the
whole apparatus, is in cahoots.

Lord knows and we know that the pres-
sures now directed against an accused person
are sufficiently great, with respect to all the

paraphernalia of the courts. By the way, up
in Peel I noticed the other day, we still have
a police office right in the court building
where people going to court have to trespass

upon the domain of the police; it is up north

of the Queen Elizabeth Way, in one of those

courtrooms. I think that must be scrutinized

very carefully; it may be that you haven't

got sufficient facilities-

Mr. Singer: Oh there are hordes of them
around Scarborough.

Mr. Lawlor: The Attorney General must

move more definitely, with greater definition,

into that area and segregate these two func-

tions. It's not fair that an accused person
should be under this particular bane or suf-

fer that type of colouration.

In any event, I think the legislation de-

serves a little more time this evening than

the other bills that have gone before us;

because it is a break, to some degree, with

tradition, particularly as our courts have

operated in the past. And I would hope it's

a harbinger of finer things to come.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for

Kitchener.

Mr. Breithaupt: Mr. Speaker, there are a

few comments I would like to make on the

bill, particularly as it deals with the appoint-
ment of provincial prosecutors. I would very
much like to hear from the Attorney Gen-
eral as to the qualifications he foresees these

prosecutors to have.

The member for Lakeshore has commented

upon the unfortunate occurrence, I believe,

where in the past uniformed police sergeants

very often were placed in the position of

prosecuting the persons brought before the

courts on some of the more minor offences.

I think this was no doubt distasteful to those

uniformed officers, as it was probably un-

fortunate for all of us. I think while this

may have been required at times because

of staffing problems or for whatever reason,

that the Attorney General is aware that

surely we must now clearly move away from
that kind of circumstance.

I am wondering if the Attorney General
can advise us, since the person who is likely
to be appointed will not be a member of

the bar, just what kind of legal qualifica-
tions he expects this person to have.

Comments have been made about the law
clerks who are now an organized and recog-
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nized part of the profession within Ontario.

I'm wondering if the Attorney General is

going to let us know about qualification

courses which will be run; whether he will

be taking people out of uniform and making
them into fully-paid civilian staff, or on the

other hand whether he will be appointing

possibly a fairly small full-time staff to go
around the province and fill in as needed

in particular courts.

I can understand, particularly in the

larger metropolitan areas where night courts

are used and where the dockets of the

criminal division are very crowded, that

these persons will perform a useful function

which might otherwise be performed by one

of the newly-joined members of the Crown

attorney's staff within Metropolitan Toronto

areas.

However, I think we must make sure that

the persons who are appointed to these tasks

are satisfactorily qualified, and are aware

not only of the statutes and of the rules of

law they are to enforce, but are also trained

in public relations areas and in the kinds of

personal relationships that on occasion have

been missing as some persons have been

brought before the courts.

We are all aware of circumstances which,

because of the size of court dockets, have

on occasion required justice to be dispensed
with rather than dispensed. Surely, we are

beyond that circumstance now, since we
have developed a legal aid programme and

as counsel are available; and warnings, or

rather admonitions, are given to persons in

court to seek legal advice for which we, as

a public, are prepared to pay.

We must now move to the next step,

which is to make sure that when those cases

are called and dealt with they are handled

efficiently and properly, and possibly even

briskly on occasion, but they are never done
without these persons being fully aware of

their responsibilities in this position as a

provincial prosecutor; and without our citi-

zens being fully aware of their rights and
of the jealous guarding of those rights.

This kind of position can well be filled,

no doubt, by a person with proper training
as a legal clerk. It may well be filled by
someone who has chosen, for one reason or

another, to complete the LLB course with-

out possibly being called to the bar. There

may be a large number of persons who could

very usefully fit into this particular area.

What I would like to hear from the At-

torney General are the qualifications that he

expects will be the general guideline for

these appointments, and also how he sees

the staff operating.

It certainly is worthwhile, I might add,

in reference to the earlier part, to deal with

the repeal of the provision concerning the

retention of various fees of office by Crown

attorneys. This is something that used to be

the case in the small claims courts as well-

in the divisional courts as they then were.

It is certainly something that has outlived

its usefulness. I don't think that any of our

court officials should be on a fee-for-service

basis, when one looks at the large numbers
of claims that are issued in small claims

courts and when one looks at the fact that

we have got away from that kind of per-

centage-for-pay and proceeded into a proper
civil service situation.

Mr. Speaker: Do any other members wish

to participate? The hon. minister.

Hon Mr. Bales: Mr. Speaker, while the

other members were speaking I looked

through Hansard to the Speech from the

Throne of March 20. There was reference to

it there:

Furthermore, my government will introduce pro-

posals for a system of Crown legal clerks to prosecute
minor offences under the direction of the Crown
attorney and relieve the police constable of this task.

In the early spring, plans were made for

this. It's a new programme and hence there

are not sufficient funds to introduce it

throughout the province as a whole at one

time, but a
)

sum of money was set aside

sufficient for us to make a start in this area,

and to determine its usefulness. It certainly
has proved its worth.

We have sufficient moneys in this year's

budget, under new programmes, for the en-

gaging of 20 lay prosecutors; and last spring

they were advertised as civil service posi-

tions. At that time we received in excess of

600 applications for these positions, from

which 20 persons were engaged. They were

engaged as of early August.

Before they started work in September in

the courts they underwent a two-week period

of training, the first week under the direc-

tion of the Crown attorney in the particular

area where they would be working. The
second week they were brought together at

one location and trained under the direction

of the Crown attorney for the Frontenac

area, Mr. John Sampson; he had organized
the court.

I was present for part of this period, for a

day or so with them. The course was quite

intensive, for the period of a week. But that

is only the beginning. They will receive on-
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going training as time and opportunity per-

mit, but it will be on a regular, planned basis.

I may say that these lay prosecutors are

located now in seven of the major centres of

the province, not all in one place. I was
in Peterborough recently and spoke to the

Crown attorney there, who as a matter of fact

had written earlier to the director of the
Crown attorneys pointing out the assistance

that this had given him—

Mr. Speaker: Order, please. There are too

many private conversations taking place in the

chamber.

Hon. Mr. Bales: It had speeded up the

work in his particular court. When I was
there I had the opportunity to meet again
with the particular lay prosecutor who was
there carrying out his job, and he is doing it

very well.

They are not in uniform, of course, as

members can appreciate; nor should they be.

In many cases of course in Toronto, while
some of them may be police officers, they do
not function in uniform.

Mr. Singer: Not usually; but once in a
while?

Hon. Mr. Bales: Not usually. And frankly
I do not want to see them in uniform; I want
to see them out of uniform.

Mr. Singer: They should never be in uni-

form; they should not be there at all in

uniform.

Hon. Mr. Bales: I agree with that.

In any event the programme has begun. It

has been a distinct success. Every place they
have operated, the Crown attorneys have in-

dicated to me that the programme is working
well. It is accepted by the public and they
are doing a good job in their own particular
field.

The programme will be extended under my
budget in the next fiscal year. I want to ex-

tend it as rapidly as possible so as to remove
all police officers from the courts in this

capacity. I do not want them there.

Mr. Breithaupt: May I ask the Attorney
General a question, Mr. Speaker? He com-
mented that there were now 20 in this pro-

gramme, but I took from his remarks that

there were perhaps some who were, or are,

continuing as police officers? Generally, what
are the qualifications of the persons who have
been chosen, so that we can get an idea of

their particular backgrounds?

Hon. Mr. Bales: They come from a variety
of backgrounds. Some come from the police—
who have left the police forces—who have
had years of training in this area, but all of

those who are engaged by us are no longer
members of any police force. Others come
from a variety of backgrounds. They were
assessed by a panel, including a person, the

director of Crown attorneys, from within my
own ministry. Some of them have an insur-

ance background and are aware of the law in

that regard; others were in a variety of areas.

Some have had training—one or two have
even had training at a community college,
because there are some law courses being
given there. So, we are not trying to relate

their backgrounds to one particular area—it is

open. They have to have a good scholastic

background, a good understanding of the law
and the way it should be applied. And more
than that, they must have a good understand-

ing as to how the public should be treated,
which is very much a part of their training

programme.

Mrs. Campbell: May I ask a question, Mr.

Speaker? I wonder if I could have from the

Attorney General what his philosophy is with

reference to the use of such persons in the

family court. I would trust that it would be
not an acceptable practice in that court.

Hon. Mr. Bales: It doesn't relate to that

court. It is primarily, and solely from my
point of view, to be used in the provincial
criminal division.

Motion agreed to; second reading of the

bill.

Mr. Speaker: Shall the bill be ordered for

third reading?

Agreed.

COUNTY JUDGES ACT

Hon. Mr. Bales moves second reading of

Bill 220, An Act to amend the County Judges
Act.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Downs-
view.

Mr. Singer: Mr. Speaker, Bill 220 makes
such dramatic changes as doing away with a

junior judge in the district of Cochrane. I

don't know if we ever had a district judge in

the district of Cochrane—

Hon. Mr. Bales: We did indeed.

Mr. Singer: We did have one?
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Hon. Mr. Bales: Yes, Judge Smith, who has

now gone to Ottawa. He is a bilingual judge,

and at the request of the federal government
he was reassigned there.

Mr. Singer: Well, if the hon. gentleman you
talk about—and I'm not familiar with him at

all—oh, we are not doing away with the posi-

tion; ". . . the authority to appoint is de-

leted." All right.

So if Mr. Smith, who we are talking about,

was a good gentleman—I presume he was;

the Attorney General says he was — why
should we not have another junior judge?
What is the purpose of taking it out? It

escapes me. There may be some devious proc-

ess in it, but I really don't think it's any kind

of a dramatic change. I'd like to hear why
the Attorney General thinks it's important

enough to take it out.

The other changes in sections 2, 3 and 4

really seem to be housekeeping provisions,

Mr. Speaker; I am not impressed that this is

going to revolutionize the world of county
court judges. We will support them because

they seem to be not unreasonable.

Mr. Lawlor: Yes, I agree with my friend,

'Mr. Speaker. It's a gentle, innocuous piece

of legislation. However, if I am going to

earn my stipend I'll say a word or two about

it. First of all, it extends the jurisdiction of

certain county court judges because I believe

we have 16 or 17 county court judges at

large in this province who may go into any
other jurisdiction by way of direction. This

simply gives a wider scope to that. It's in

line, I think, with the recommendations of

the Law Reform Commission.

As to the second matter, I think again it's

a wise thing, however relatively insignificant

it may be, that the chief judge should have

dispository powers over the small claims

courts and judges. It is anticipated, within

the Law Reform Commission report, that

junior judges of all ilks and kinds, as I under-

stand it, will in effect be wiped out; the

junior judgeships will not be continued. I

suppose again this is the first gesture toward
that possibility.

The only other thing I want to mention is

the business of where a judge resigns or is

appointed to another court or ceases to hold

office by reason of his having reached the

age of retirement; he is given eight weeks

thereafter in which to hand down his judge-
ments on cases that exist before him. I sup-

pose if he doesn't do so, the matters would
be reassigned to the list and re-tried.

I was just wondering about a couple of

things on this. Why do we restrict it to eight

weeks exactly? Why not give just a little dis-

cretionary power in there for such longer
time as a judge of that court may determine?

There may be good reason. To force a re-trial

on that basis—and the man certainly may be
ill for that period of time—may be a bit

onerous and a charge to the public purse
which wouldn't be necessary at all. That
would be one of the things to change. Pos-

sibly, as an alternative, the time could be ex-

tended by way of a fiat of the Attorney Gen-
eral himself. We can repose that discretion

with him.

He may not want that, as an executive per-
sonnel over judicial personnel. He would
rather leave it within the courts themselves,
to extend or to contract their own time limi-

tations; but I felt it was a bit arbitrary in

this particular regard. I have no objection to

the eight weeks as such, you have to pick
some kind of figure out of the air.

I was surprised too that particular matter

had not been covered by previous legislation.

I trust that within the demesne of the other

court, say the Supreme Court of the province,
there is adequate provision made for the

length of time, under these contingencies,
that such a judge would have to clear up
his desk and clean out the judgements on the

cases that he has had before.

I mean there are numerous judges in the

province who may be the most competent,
after all, but who are extremely slow—simply,
I suppose, because of their sagacity—to hand

out judgements.

This is the most difficult and formidable

task they undertake. They can hear cases

with expedition and a great deal of grace.

But when it comes to writing a judgement,

many of them, or some of them, have to

digest the material over extended periods of

time and can't make themselves come to a

judgement until that process of digestion has

taken place. Either that or judges have a

sweet alacrity, and just come out of a court-

room and toss off the judgement and dictate

it off the top of their heads, so to speak, and

do it as a consistent thing.

It is a question of the nature of the per-

sonality, and I think these matters should be

taken into consideration as this legislation

goes through.

Mr. Speaker: Does any other member wish

to participate? If not, the hon. the minister.
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Hon. Mr. Bales: Mr. Speaker, to deal with

the points that have been raised by the hon.

members:

The workload in the Cochrane district is

not sufficient to require two judges. I received

the member's request from the Minister of

Justice last year, that the change might be
made so that Judge Smith might go to Ottawa
on the appointment of the former provincial

judge, Judge Rene Marin, to district judge.
He was temporarily assigned to Cochrane but

now has been reassigned to Ottawa where he

is serving on the federal Law Reform Com-
mission. There is no need for two judges in

that area; and this is simply wiped out.

In reference to the point raised by the hon.

member for Lakeshore concerning the writing
of judgements following retirement, this sec-

tion is substantially similar to that in the

Judicature Act, section 11, for the Supreme
Court.

I think that you have to pick a period of

time. All of us who are in the legal profes-

sion, or the lay people and the public as

well, appreciate the frustration when judge-
ments are not rendered. If you are going to

leape it open-ended, then I think it is unfair

and improper. Surely in eight weeks, he will

have heard it some time previously and he

can well get on with the job; finalize the

judgement and get it done. The hon. member
for St. George will particularly appreciate my
meaning on that.

Mrs. Campbell: If they had secretarial help.

Hon. Mr. Bales: Right.

In other matters, we have brought the

small claims court judges under the super-
vision of the chief judges of county court

as I think they should be. I have not been
satisfied with the arrangement up to the

present time. I think that there should be
more direction and supervision from the chief

judge in that regard. We have three small

claims court judges here in Metropolitan
Toronto and they do a good job, but I think

it would be better to have them directly
under supervision.

Mr. Singer: Good idea!

Mr. Speaker: The motion is for second

reading of Bill 220. Shall the motion carry?

Motion agreed to; second reading of the

bill.

Mr. Speaker: Shall the bill be ordered for

third reading?

Agreed.

JUSTICES OF THE PEACE ACT

Hon. Mr. Bales moves second reading of

Bill 250, An Act to amend the Justices of

the Peace Act.

Mr. Lawlor: I am sorry, Mr. Speaker. We
were given just before dinner a series of five

bills of the Attorney General which we were

expected to debate. I simply haven't had an

opportunity to prepare for them. This is an

important bill. I would ask for the indulgence
of the Attorney General. I am sorry, but with

respect to the rest of his legislation which
has just been recently printed, I suggest that

we take that up tomorrow morning or a

future day. I am just not prepared to go
ahead.

Mr. Breithaupt: Mr. Speaker, I would also

ask that perhaps some reconsideration should

be given to this, particularly because these

next three bills were not only not planned for

but indeed we have really not had the chance
to go into them at all. I refer to Bills 250,
251 and 252.

Hon. Mr. Bales: Mr. Speaker, I am a little

surprised at the member for Lakeshore. He is

always prepared. I am sure he knows a great
deal about justices of the peace. The member
for Kitchener will recall that when I intro-

duced the Juries Act I advised that I was

only going to introduce it for first reading.
I will not be proceeding with Bills 251 or

252 until there has been adequate considera-

tion and discussion by the public and the

members opposite.

Mr. Breithaupt: Okay. It would be accept-

able to go ahead with Bill 250 then.

Mr. Singer: No, in no way. Mr. Speaker, can

I join with the comments made about Bill

250? There are some very caustic comments
and these will take in comments of the Law
Reform Commission dealing with justices of

the peace. As recently as 6 o'clock, the Con-

servative House leader indicated five of the

government's bills were going to proceed. He
did not mention Bill 250, because I intend

to have quite a few remarks to make about

Bill 250. I think it deserves a much more

thorough consideration than some of these

other bills have had, particularly in light of

what the Law Reform Commission has to

say about the justices of the peace. I would
ask the Attorney General to withhold this

until a future date.

Hon. Mr. Bales: Mr. Speaker, that doesn't

trouble me at all. If the members wish it

that way, I am quite content. I just wanted
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to clarify that I was not going to proceed
with the juries Act nor the other Act.

Mr. S. Lewis (Scarborough West): I thank
the minister for being so reasonable.

Hon. Mr. Bales: Well, I always am.

Mr. Lewis: One of the few, unlike those

of us over here, who are ineffably reasonable.

Hon. Mr. Bales: Oh, I hadn't really noticed

that. That had escaped my attention.

Clerk of the House: The 13th order, resum-

ing the adjourned debate on the motion for

second reading of Bill 232, An Act to amend
the Regional Municipality of Sudbury Act,
1972.

REGIONAL MUNICIPALITY OF
SUDBURY ACT, 1972

(continued )

Hon. Mr. Bales: Mr. Speaker, since the

House leader is not present and the mem-
bers opposite have asked that we not consider

it at this time, I am content that we not

deal with it at this occasion. We will deal

with it in the space of the next few days.

Mr. Lewis: We will move to another bill.

Hon. Mr. Bales: We will move to another
bill. The House leader is not here at the

moment so I will have to find another bill.

Mr. E. J. Bounsall (Windsor West): The
minister is doing a good job.

Mr. Singer: Why don't we go into com-
mittee on this bill?

Hon. Mr. Bales: I would be happy to if

we could.

Mr. Speaker: The order of business has

been called. Order No. 17 was the resump-
tion of a debate on Bill 232. I forget who
was speaking when it was adjourned. It was
the hon. member for Wentworth, I believe,
who was speaking on the Sudbury bill.

Mr. Lewis: Who called the resumption of

the debate on this bill?

Mr. Speaker: I understand the Clerk at the

table did so.

Mr. Lewis: I appreciate that the Clerk
has some small influence with the Speaker. I

have learned that, but on the business of the

House, sir, with respect-

Mr. Speaker: The Clerk called it. He has

no influence with me in any way, shape or

form. I heard him say that the bill to be
called was 232 and he left the rest to us.

Mr. Singer: We are trying to pick out a

House leader over there, but we don't see

one.

Mr. Speaker: The Clerk informed me that

there is a minister present to lead the House
and that he has been given a list and the

order of business to call.

Clerk of the House: Order for House in

committee of the whole.

CONVEYANCING AND LAW OF
PROPERTY ACT

House in committee on Bill 214, An Act

to amend the Conveyancing and Law of

Property Act.

Mr. Chairman: Does any member wish to

speak on section 1 of the bill? The hon. mem-
ber for Downsview.

Mr. V. M. Singer (Downsview): Mr. Chair-

man, as I commented on second reading in-

sofar as this bill is concerned, I think that it

has been a mistake to designate this bill as

an amendment to the Conveyancing and Law
of Property Act. I listened with some interest

to the Attorney General's (Mr. Bales') explana-
tion. He frankly professed some puzzlement as

to why it had been done. He indicated that he
had asked his officials and they had come up
with an eminently reasonable answer. They
told him that section 63 was added to the Con-

veyancing and Law of Property Act in 1954

and because section 63 had no great cono-

tation with the Conveyancing and Law of

Property Act in 1954, therefore it seemed

logical at this time to perpetuate the lack of

logic and to put this new section into the

Conveyancing and Law of Property Act.

Well, I'm only trying really to help the

hard-pressed solicitor who sometimes begins
to wonder about where you find the law.

Certainly the last place I would look for law

relating to guaranteed investment certificates

would be in the Conveyancing and Law of

Property Act. I must admit that probably the

last place I would have looked for some-

thing relating to pensions, retirements, wel-

fare and profit-sharing funds or plans was also

in the Conveyancing and Law of Property

Act, but I got it out after the Attorney
General's remarks and, lo and behold! there

it is in section 63.
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However, let's go back to the Convey-
ancing and Law of Property Act and look at

the definition sections. What do they deal

with? They deal with the conveyance, with

land, with mortgage, with mortgage money,
with mortgagee and mortgagor, purchaser and
so on, all terms relating to real estate. None
of the definitions deals with anything like

tangible personal property.

Let us even look a little further, Mr. Chair-

man. Let us look at the index. This is one
volume that most practising lawyers resort

to on occasion when they can't find the law

anywhere else. I looked to see if there was
some kind of reference under the designation

"pensions."

I guess I lost the Attorney General. Per-

haps I should wait until I have his attention.

I looked to see if I could find section 63 in

the index volume of the Revised Statutes of

Ontario and since section 63 of the Convey-
ancing and Law of Property Act deals with

pensions I looked under the heading "pen-
sions" and, lo and behold! under about 15
different titles there there is no mention of

the Conveyancing and Law of Property Act
at all. So it is a sort of thing that some of us
who practise law have nightmares about. You
think you have prepared a great case and you
have looked at all the appropriate places; you
have even gone to the index and looked

there, and there is no reference to it at all.

And some bright young fellow who is on the
other side says, "Aha, but you have forgotten
about the Conveyancing and Law of Property
Act," and you say, "How could that possibly
apply?" and he says "But you know about
section 63?"

There is no way. So, let's try and be a little

helpful to the members of the profession,
with this in mind—and to the public who
mieht sort of have to get that far.

With this in mind, Mr. Chairman, I am
going to move an amendment that section 1

of this Act be amended, to read—really de-

leted—to read "the Insurance Act" being
chapter 224, Revised Statutes of Ontario

1970, and that it is amended by adding there-
to the following section, 393.

Now, I don't know whether it is any more
appropriate in the Insurance Act than it is in

the Conveyancing and Law of Property Act.
I have made it section 393 of the Insurance
Act because that's after the last section in

the revised statute which is section 392. But
I think it makes just a little bit more sense-

probably doesn't make a great deal of sense
at ail-but I don't think that this statute

should be in the Conveyancing and Law of

Property Act. I don't think section 63 should

be in the Conveyancing and Law of Property
Act. I think you should segregate them into

separate and appropriate statutes where one
would expect to find them either by knowing
the name of the statute or by looking in the

index under the appropriate head.

I think if we are going to bring in some-

thing, like this—which is a significant piece of

legislation; it makes some sense—don't hide it

away where nobody is ever really going to

find it again. Put it somewhere where we can
find it when we look for it and where people
who want to make this kind of inquiry are

going to be readily able to ascertain where it

is. Certainly, this statute has no business

being in the Conveyancing and Law of Prop-
erty Act, and that is the reason I have moved
this amendment.

Mr. Chairman: Is the hon. member for

Downsview willing to stack this amendment?

Mr. P. D. Lawlor (Lakeshore): Mr. Chair-

man, this party can't support that recom-

mendation. I mean, it just sticks in my craw.

It goes down like gall. It tastes like worm-
wood in the mouth. I would much prefer that

it become section 43 since section 42 is the

last section of the Boilers and Pressure

Vessels Act.

Mr. Singer: Well, I don't care where we
put it.

Mr. Lawlor: Mr. Chairman, I just changed
my mind. We will support that.

Mr. Chairman: Mr. Minister.

Hon. D. A. Bales (Attorney General): Since

the hon. member for Lakeshore has given all

that deep thought to what he is going to do
and has made up his mind, well, we will get
on with the bill.

Mr. Lawlor: It takes time. We don't all

think as fast as the Attorney General.

Hon. Mr. Bales: Mr. Chairman, in this

matter there really should have been an
amendment to the federal Income Tax Act to

deal with this matter. But that is a long and
tortuous route to get the federal government
to make any changes of this nature in that

Act.

The Insurance Act, I don't think, is applic-
able—the hon. member for Downsview has

moved there was concern as to whether it

might be the Wills Act or the Trustees Act,
as I have said. But because the other amend-
ment to the Pensions Act was here, this is

where it has been put.
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Mr. Singer: That one shouldn't be there.

Hon. Mr. Bales: The hon. member for

Downsview and the others have made a good
point, but I think we have to look at this and
decide where we should regroup. What I

strongly feel is that there are, or I suspect
there are, other sections of a like nature—
and I want to have some research made by
the law officers to see if there are any others,
and then regroup them properly in one
statute with due note.

I appreciate the difficulty. Mind you, the

hon. member opposite is pretty alive and
alert when he is in court or has a legal prob-
lem before him. He usually can find the

answers in the statute books. But I believe

that at the present time it should remain
where we put it. We must deal with the

problem. And I think it should be rectified

as quickly as possible. We will go on, natur-

ally, to find the most applicable statute or the
most beneficial statute where it might be
placed.

Mr. Chairman: Do you want to withdraw

your resolution?

Mr. Singer: No. I don't want to withdraw
it. I moved it so it wouldn't be withdrawn.
I hoped the Attorney General would accept it.

Mr. Chairman: Do you want to stack until

we finish with section-

Mr. Singer: No, let's vote on it.

Mr. Chairman: All those in favour of the

amendment moved by the hon. member for

Downsview that section 1 be amended to

read that the Insurance Act, being section

224, RSO 1970, is amended by adding thereto

the following section, S393.

All those in favour of the amendment,
please say "aye."

All those opposed, please say "nay."
In my opinion the "nays" have it.

Mr. Singer: No, you are wrong.

Mr. Chairman: I declare the amendment
lost and the section carried. Are there any
other comments or questions concerning sec-

tion 2?

Section 2 agreed to.

Mr. Chairman: Is there anything on sec-

tion 3?

Section 3 agreed to.

Mr. Chairman: Shall the bill be reported?

Bill 214 reported.

Hon. Mr. Winkler moves that the commit-

tee rise and report.

Motion agreed to.

The House resumed; Mr. Speaker in the

chair.

Mr. Chairman: Mr. Speaker, the committee

of the whole House begs to report one bill

without amendment and asks leave to sit

again.

Report agreed to.

Clerk of the House: The 17th order, resum-

ing the adjourned debate on the motion for

second reading of Bill 232, An Act to amend
the Regional Municipality of Sudbury Act,

1972.

REGIONAL MUNICIPALITY OF
SUDBURY ACT, 1972

(concluded)

Mr. D. R. Irvine (Grenville-Dundas): Mr.

Speaker, just to clarify things, the New Demo-
cratic Party adjourned the debate; I am will-

ing to answer if there are no other speakers.

Mr. Speaker: Does any hon. member wish

to take part in the debate? The hon. member
for Nickel Belt.

Mr. F. Laughren (Nickel Belt): Mr. Speaker,
I understand that the parliamentary assistant

was moving this bill into committee. Has he

changed his mind on that?

Mr. Irvine: No, Mr. Speaker, I indicated to

the hon. member that I would be moving it

into committee possibly after we have had a

debate on second reading and after I have
answered the members on second reading. I

want to make sure we are all talking about
the same bill. I am not actually sure from
what ensued in the debate in the last couple
of days that we are still on the same bill-

Mr. P. D. Lawlor (Lakeshore): The member

just thinks his answers will be so satisfactory
that we won't want to—

Mr. Irvine: I'd like to make those com-
ments later on.

Mr. Lawlor: Oh, no.

Mr. E. J. Bounsall (Windsor West): It is the

third Sudbury bill we are on.
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Mr. Speaker: The member for Waterloo
North.

Mr. E. R. Good (Waterloo North): I spoke
on the bill.

Mr. Speaker: All right. Does any other

member wish to take part in this debate?

The member for Grenville-Dundas.

Mr. Irvine: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. I

wanted to indicate in the first instance, for

the members who are in the House at the

present time, that we did have a rather long

inconsequential debate, or shall we say-

Mr. Laughren: Perceptive. Far-reaching.

Mr. Irvine: —far-ranging remarks made by
the member for—where? Wentworth (Mr.

Deans), I believe, who is not here tonight. I

was hoping he would be here so that I might
have an opportunity to speak to him directly.

However, let us direct our remarks now to

this bill.

Mr. J. F. Foulds (Port Arthur): He has got
the floor turned on.

Mr. Irvine: The bill is 232, to amend the

Regional Municipality of Sudbury Act. I

would like first of all to direct my remarks to

the member for Waterloo North who, in my
opinion, spoke very clearly and very directly
to the bill. He said the bill is for clarifica-

tion purposes and for the purpose of making
sure that those people at the local level have
more powers, and that those who are elected

by the people in the Sudbury area have the

right to proceed with those things that they
see fit to do, and we have done this by this

particular bill. I commend the member for

Waterloo North for having the foresight at

least to look at the bill and at least for having
perceived what was going on in this govern-
ment in trying to help out the people of

Sudbury.

Mr. Laughren: Get out of bed with the
Liberals.

Mr. Lawlor: The member mustn't upset

anything.

Mr. Irvine: We are not going to reply
direcdy to all the members of the New
Democratic Party, because it would be repe-
titious.

Mr. Laughren: We represent the Sudbury
area, I might add.

Mr. Irvine: I have had nothing but repe-
tition from all the members who spoke. I'd
like to say to you, Mr. Speaker, and to the
members of the House that I think it would

probably be more appropriate if they had
listened to see what the bill is about. I might
be able to explain it to them, and then we
can go from there.

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. Irvine: If they wish it to go to com-
mittee of the whole House, as the member
for Nickel Belt has said, I would be happy
to take it there. As a matter of fact, we prob-

ably will.

But it disturbed me, Mr. Speaker, to have
so much time wasted, as far as I'm concerned,
in this House by a member who has not the

faintest idea what is going on in Sudbury;
who hasn't got any confidence in the member
for Sudbury (Mr. Genua). There are three of

them who spoke quite rightly, and should

have spoken at good length; and they did.

They weren't at all times in accord with the

bill—which is natural with them—nor were

they understanding of the bill. But then we
had a member who had absolutely no under-

standing of what the bill is all about, come
in trying to make sure that he isn't the new
leader of the New Democratic Party.

Mr. Bounsall: He spoke for ten minutes.

Mr. Foulds: What kind of spurious, con-

descending claptrap is this?

Mr. Irvine: I would say to you, Mr. Speak-
er, that this has to be, if anything, the most

sickening exhibition of socialism I have ever

seen in my life.

Mr. Lawlor: The member is taking his cue
too much from the Minister of Energy (Mr.

McKeough ) .

Mr. Irvine: And I have listened to this in

the last two hours-

Mr. Lawlor: The member doesn't do it as

well as the Minister of Energy does.

Mr. Speaker: Order, please.

Mr. Irvine: I have listened to the last few
minutes. I would say to the hon. member for

Lakeshore that I respect his view in most
cases-

Mr. Lawlor: Overwhelmingly, I hope.

Mr. Irvine: And I hope that he would

maybe listen to me, because I very seldom

interrupt him.

Mr. Lawlor: Very seldom? Be my guest.

Mr. Irvine: In any event, Mr. Speaker, this

bill-
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Mr. I. Deans ( Wentworth ) : He does credit

for his ignorance.

Mr. Irvine: Well, from ignorance or some
other reason. Maybe they have to get rid of

some frustration which they have; probably
with inadequate leadership—it's probably that.

Mr. Lawlor: Well, we haven't got the

member's self-satisfaction.

Mr. Foulds: He had better stop casting
stones.

Mr. Speaker: I wonder if the member
would speak to the contents of the bill? Order,

please!

Mr. Irvine: I was trying to speak to the

content of the bill, but I was also trying to—

Mr. Foulds: He, too, is speaking from

ignorance.

Mr. Irvine: I was going to try to speak to

the content of the bill, but I was also trying
to speak to those who spoke before because—

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order, please!

Mr. Lawlor: Have you noticed, Mr.

Speaker, that this hon. member prefaces all

his remarks in this provocative vein? It is be-

coming a habit.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order, please! The member
for Grenville-Dundas has the floor.

Mr. Lawlor: Do you expect us to sit

quietly here all night, Mr. Speaker?

Mr. Irvine: Mr. Speaker, we were just try-

ing to point out the fact that those who have
thin skins sometimes find it hard to take. And
we don't mind taking it on this side of the

House, in the rump, but those who are next

to us have a real problem in taking it back.

I want to stand here tonight as long as I have
to to tell all of them that I am not going to

be subjected by their dictatorial methods—
their socialist methods. There is absolutely no

way that I am going to be putting this bill

through the House without putting the re-

marks that I want to put forward tonight.

I am saying to you, Mr. Speaker, that they
can talk all they want to, but the remarks

they made the other day were not confined
to Bill 232, they were confined to nothing but
socialism. And I am saying to you that I am
going to speak to the Bill 232, and I am
going to direct my remarks to the members

of the New Democratic Party, who, in my
mind were very much out of order the other

day; who, in my mind, have never been in

order in the last two or three days—and

maybe in the last 15 or 20 years.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Lawlor: No, we don't say what the

member wants us to say—if that's what he
means.

An hon. member: In other words, the NDP
doesn't say anything.

Mr. Lawlor: If it weren't for us, this place
would be a shambles.

Mr. Irvine: I would like to give you the

reason for this bill, but I can't provide it for

the New Democratic Party. I can't provide
them with comprehension—I can only pro-
vide them with facts. And if they can't under-

stand, I'm sorry about that.

Now, I want to make sure that everyone
knows that this bill, as far as the people of

Sudbury, and the regional municipality of

Sudbury is concerned, is what the people
want. We weren't requested by the area

municipality, we were requested by the

regional municipality, in letters, asking us to

do certain things for the regional munici-

pality of Sudbury. We have done that.

I have listened to a considerable amount of

discussion by the members for Sudbury, for

Sudbury East (Mr. Martel), and Nickel Belt,

in regard to—and also the hon. member with
the Shakespearean attitude, what's his name?

An hon. member: The member for Went-
worth.

Mr. Irvine: Wentworth, yes! I've listened

to their remarks, saying that it's not for the

people.

Mr. Foulds: That's a complimentary, if an

inaccurate, comment. He's far from being

Shakespearean; he's Miltonian rather than

Shakespearean.

Mr. Irvine: I wish to say to you, Mr. Speak-

er, there are certain things in this bill that

mean very much for the people in Sudbury.

An hon. member: We never see it though.

Mr. Irvine: We're trying to make sure that

all people are dealt with in the same manner.
The regional council has asked, in regard to

sewage and water rates, that they be imposed
throughout the whole area' with full con-

sideration as to who should be paying for
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what. We are giving the regional council the

right to decide that. We are giving the area

municipality the right to decide what should

be paid for by who and for what reason.

Mr. Foulds: By whom, please.

Mr. Irvine: We'll also give the right to the

area municipalities to decide what has been

given to every municipality in Ontario, and
that is the right, if they wish, to provide
health facilities in the way of medical clinics

and doctors' facilities in a particular area.

Much was said by every member, that this

is not what the people wanted. I want to

read into the record, Mr. Speaker, that we
were requested by the area municipality of

Sudbury and by the regional municipality, to

give them the right which every other munici-

pality has in Ontario, and that is to provide
such facilities if they should so wish.

I think there is a lot to be gained by listen-

ing to the people locally and not listening to

the four representatives they have here at the

present time.

Mr. Foulds: Oh for goodness' sake! Listen

to the people; not to their elected representa-
tives?

Mr. M. C. Germa (Sudbury): What does the

member for Grenville-Dundas know about

Sudbury anyway?

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order, please.

Mr. Irvine: I believe the people of Sud-

bury made a mistake, and I think they are

very much sorry for it.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Lawlor: He doesn't even know very
much about Grenville-Dundas.

Mr. Speaker: Order, please.

Mr. Irvine: When the people have sent

their representatives here I think they wish
them to represent them, but they're not do-

ing so at this particular time. These members
have spoken loud, and they've spoken long
in the last couple of days—

An hon. member: But not to the point.

Mr. Irvine: —and said nothing; except that

they wanted certain things to happen, things
which they want. But, Mr. Speaker, the more
important thing is this.

Mr. Laughren: The people in the Sudbury
area want them too.

Hon. A. Grossman (Minister of Revenue):
What do the people want?

Mr. Irvine: The people in Sudbury want
to be treated like the people of all Ontario,
and this government is going to provide that

for them.

Mr. B. Gilbertson (Algoma): As we have
done for the last 30 years.

An hon. member: With a Tory-appointed
chairman.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order, please.

Mr. Lawlor: Be careful of that bridge, it's

got a hole in it.

An hon. member: What do they want; an

NDP-appointed chairman?

Mr. Irvine: When the member for Went-
worth said-

Interjections by hon. members,

Mr. Speaker: Order, please.

Mr. Germa: We don't need Tory appoint-
ments up there.

An hon. member: A darn sight better than

NDP appointments.

Mr. Germa: At $39,000 a year?

Mr. Foulds: Out, out brief candle!

Mr. Lawlor: We haven't had a chance to

show how good our appointments are yet.

Mr. Irvine: When the member for Went-
worth said section 6 is going to go out for-

ever, I want to make sure that everyone
knows, all the ladies and gentlemen that re-

present the area covered by that regional

municipality of Sudbury, I want them to

know what he said. I want them to under-

stand that he didn't know what he was say-

ing; because if we look at it, if the members
look at it, this power already exists in the

Municipal Act, for each municipality.

It already exists. All we are doing is mak-

ing sure that area municipalities which are

part of a regional municipality have the same

power that exists outside.

Mr. Germa: What is regionalization all

about?

Mr. Irvine: What we are doing is making
sure the regional council will be able to

have overall control of health care through-
out the region, but those in the area will be
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able to provide their people, those people

they represent, with the facilities that are

necessary for a doctor, or whoever it may be,

to look after them.

I find it very disappointing to have these

members stand up and say: "We shouldn't do

that". I don't know why; I really just don't

understand it.

Mr. Foulds: That shows the member's lack

of comprehension!

Mr. Laughren: When was the last time

he was in Sudbury?

Mr. Germa: When did he fly over it last?

Mr. Irvine: As a matter of fact, Mr.

Speaker, in case the members don't know,
I've been in Sudbury maybe more times than

they have. A few of their members haven't

been there for a while.

As a matter of fact, one of their members
hasn't been in the House very much, and I

wonder how much he knows about his own
area. I would like to see if he knows as

much, because his speech didn't really tell

me he knew anything about it.

Mr. M. Cassidy (Ottawa Centre): How often

does the member go to Sudbury then?

Mr. Irvine: I was in Sudbury only a few

days ago.

Mr. Foulds: For how long?

Mr. Irvine: And I think I know what the

people up there want because we read and
we listen to people.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order, please. I wonder if you
would allow the member to complete his re-

marks.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Laughren: Would you ask the member
to address himself to the bill?

Mr. Lawlor: All his best remarks are not

on the bill.

Mr. Irvine: It is unfortunate, Mr. Speaker,
that we didn't have-

Mr. S. Lewis (Scarborough West): We
would ask for the resignation of the hon.

member for Grenville-Dundas.

Mr. Irvine: —all the members here that we
would like to. We now are favoured by the

short-term, or whatever you want to call

it, leader of the New Democratic Party-

Mr. Lewis: Short term? I have been here

longer than he has. He is just an upstart in

this House.

Mr. Irvine: He is now here—with all his

wisdom he is here—and his friend from Ot-

tawa Centre is going to knife him in the

back and take his position. He is here, so

we can carry on with the debate.

Mr. Lewis: What is wrong with the

member?

Mr. Cassidy: I think he is looking at the

member for Ottawa South (Mr. Bennett) and
his aspirations for the Premiership.

Mr. Speaker: Order, please. I wonder if the

member for Grenville-Dundas will confine his

remarks to the contents of the bill.

Mr. Cassidy: That's right, Mr. Speaker, he

he is being very provocative.

Mr. Irvine: I certainly will, Mr. Speaker.
I was merely trying to point out to the mem-
bers of the New Democratic Party that those

who stray from a bill should be replied to in

the same manner. If they want to talk about

health and they want to talk about this and

that, I can talk about the same thing.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Irvine: I intend to talk on the bill

when the occasion occurs and I intend to talk

against anything else when the occasion

occurs, and if the socialist party wants to

carry on, it is okay by me.

Mr. Lawlor: Mr. Speaker, he is dictating
to you. I think you may have to name him.

An hon. member: He is being provocative.

Mr. Lawlor: He is telling you what he is

going to do.

Mr. Lewis: We know his ambitions about

replacing the Treasurer (Mr. White).

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. Speaker: Order, please.

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. Lewis: Oh, the member for Algoma is

getting into it again. Another major speech
is coming.

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. Speaker: Order, please. I wonder if the

member would complete his remarks. Allow

him to do so.
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Mr. Irvine: Thank you, Mr. Speaker, I want
to give them lots of time-

Mr. Foulds: On a point of order, Mr.

Speaker.

Mr. Lawlor: A point of order—and a point
of privilege besides.

Mr. Speaker: Point of order. What is the

point of order?

Mr. Foulds: It would be nice if the mem-
ber for Grenville-Dundas began his remarks,
never mind concluded them.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Sneaker: The member for Grenville-

Dundas has the floor.

Mr. Irvine: If that's a point of order that's

one of the best I have heard yet.

Mr. Lawlor: It would be even nicer, Mr.

Speaker, if he would end them shortly.

An hon. member: That's no point of order

either.

Mr. T. P. MacBeth (York West): There is

no order to anything that's said tonight.

Mr. Irvine: Well, Mr. Speaker, we have

finally pot the New Democratic Party awake
a bit. They have been a bit dull lately.

Mr. Lewis: Awake a bit? The member
knows where his opposition lies in this House
and he needs to be smart about it. Now he
can get on with his remarks.

Mr. Foulds: That is one of the most sopo-
rific speeches I ever heard.

Mr. Irvine: Mr. Speaker, you know it is

very unfortunate that these people haven't

got comprehensions to understand what the

people in the area want. All I am trying to

say to vou is that the New Democratic Party
has spoken against the wishes of the people
in Sudbury and I have in writing what the

people of Sudbury want, which hurts them a

bit.

Mr. Lewis: What is he talking about? We
have three members from Sudbury.

An hon. member: They sure wanted the
NDP at the last election.

Mr. Irvine: They have asked that we pro-
vide certain facilities. They have asked that

we do this and we do that, and we are going
to do it despite the New Democratic Party.

Mr. Lawlor: Despite the people of Sud-

bury, that's the way it is.

Mr. Lewis: It is the Conservative Party's
basic attitude to northern Ontario.

Mr. Cassidy: The short end of the stick.

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. Cassidy: They were ready to take up
development themselves because the govern-
ment would do nothing for them.

Mr. Lawlor: Why don't they become hum-
ble instead of being arrogant?

Mr. Irvine: There is one particular matter,

Mr. Speaker, that I felt was of some import,

something which should be considered. I

checked into the matter; I think the member
for Sudbury mentioned that possibly there

should be regional parks. I quite agree with

that, there should be regional parks.

Mr. Lawlor: The member is coming around

—slowly, but he's coming around.

Mr. Irvine: The letter from the regional
council came in too late, unfortunately, but
I am prepared—and I agree with the philoso-

phy of regional parks-

Mr. Lawlor: The member mustn't bend
over backwards. He will fall down.

Mr. Irvine: We are going to make an

amendment and that's why we are going into

the committee of the whole House, to make
sure they do have the right to have regional

parks.

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. Lewis: Be careful, that's dictatorial

socialism. It is creeping up on the member.

Mr. Irvine: But I am speaking to the bill

now and I wish to say to you, Mr. Speaker,
that everything in the bill is directly at the

request of the people of Sudbury, not at the

request of the Conservative Party or the

request of the New Democratic Party or at

the request of any other party. It is at the

request of the people. I wish to say to you,
Mr. Speaker, rather than debate this bill any
further, I want to move it into the committee

of the whole House. At that time, if any
member of this House wants to debate certain

sections, I'm only too willing to help them
out on it.

Mr. Laughren: I'm glad you opened it up
for us.
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Motion agreed to; second reading of the

bill.

Mr. Speaker: Shall the bill be ordered for

third reading?

Some hon. members: Committee.

Mr. Speaker: Committee of the whole

House?

Agreed.

DISTRICT MUNICIPALITY OF
MUSKOKA ACT

Mr. Irvine, on behalf of Hon. Mr. White,
moves second reading of Bill 246, An Act to

amend the District Municipality of Muskoka
Act.

Mr. Lewis: The Assistant Clerk should be
Clerk of the House. Mr. Speaker. I want it

on the record.

Mr. Speaker: The member for Waterloo
North.

Mr. Good: Mr. Speaker, we've looked at the

amendments in the District Municipality of

Muskoka Act and find that there is nothing
too far-reaching here other than to make some
amendments to the bill relating to the con-

flict of interest clauses which have now been
looked after in the Municipal Conflict of

Interest Act.

The matter of the authority for the area

municipality to make a road cross a regional
road seems to be contentious in all new
regional governments in that the area govern-
ments are finding it difficult to do very much
of anything in the vicinity of any road which
has been designated as a regional road. This

also includes the control over properties ad-

jacent to the regional road. Here again, I

think we certainly have to see that the area

government is losing another power and it is

going to the region.

I have been wondering a little regarding
the clause here about interest which will

apply to the levies of the area government to

the district government. When the district sets

its budget and the levies are put upon the

area government by whatever means is re-

quired, depending on the bill of the munici-

pality, these levies are then payable by the
area government.

My understanding is that the grants coming
from the province are applied against those

levies on a per capita basis. The levies are,

of course, applied to the region usually on a

weighted assessment basis. I would have

thought that there would not have been much
difficulty in first applying the provincial grants

against those levies which would reduce them
and the rest then would be paid at certain

prescribed intervals from the area to the

region.

I know in my own area the problem arose

in that previous municipalities didn't collect

their taxes until later in the year. They were
not in the habit of sending out interim tax

notices and, consequently, didn't have much
money until later on as the year progressed.
Once they were taken into a regional govern-

ment, they found that the region was asking
for money early in the spring in quarterly
instalments—or in monthly instalments, I

believe in some instances—in which case some
of the area governments had not collected

their taxes.

This situation was righted or will be right-
ed in the second year of operation, I am sure,

when the tax bills will go out on an interim

basis, so that people will have either two or

three interim tax bills before they pay their

final bill, in which case the area government
will have money to pay the region. But I'm a

little concerned here that they should be

charged 12 per cent per annum by the region
for money which they pay.

I would ask the parliamentary assistant to

tell us, has there been lack of co-operation
in the area governments paying their levies

to the region or have there been problems
in the region collecting? I would think there

would be the same relation which has existed

between municipalities and counties over

many years. Perhaps he would explain that.

The rest of the bill deals just with the

authority for rubber-stamping signatures and
a few matters relating to the paying of money
to persons who suffer loss by common
disaster. We'll support these amendments.

Mr. L. Maeck (Parry Sound): That's the

boy.

Mr. Speaker: Does any other member wish

to take part? The member for Ottawa Centre.

Mr. Cassidy: Mr. Speaker, it is clear that

this bill contains some of the major issues of

the entire session and therefore demands a

certain amount of comment. I mean, it

raises matters about the Municipal Conflict of

Interest Act, it raises matters about the whole
road system in the province and so on. How-
ever, I will confine my remarks to one or two

specific points that are raised in the bill.

It is a pretty routine bill, in fact, Mr.

Speaker, and we will support it. I'm sure the
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member for Grenville-Dundas is relieved at

that. So, perhaps, is the member for Timiska-

ming (Mr. Havrot): who was talking about

the hammer and sickle gang the Other night.

Anyway, Mr. Speaker, most of these amend-
ments are routine.

I would like to raise just two questions.

One is that commonly in these various re-

gional Acts, the series that we got this fall,

the regional municipalities are being given

authority to grant monetary aid to people
who suffer loss in a common disaster. That's

fine. If it is a small common disaster, then it

probably is appropriate that the aid does

come from the local level. However, there

are disasters and disasters, and in fact these

things have a habit of being rather bigger
than a particular area can cope with. That's

one of the definitions of disaster in fact.

I'm perturbed at the fact that the province
is sloughing off this responsibility on to the

regional municipalities while it has not estab-

lished any kind of sensible or discernible

policy as far as disaster relief at the provin-
cial level is concerned.

There was the case of the tornado that

came to Brighton. There has been the case of

a similar kind of problem up in Marionville

in my area. There have been other disasters

in various parts of the province. They inflict

real hardships on people, and not the kinds

of things, that many people can insure

against.

In the case of a district municipality of

the size and with the financial reserves of

Muskoka I think it is pretty clear that any
disaster worth the name is going to entail

problems of relief which are simply greater
than this particular municipality can afford

to shoulder.

We are talking here about a district with
a total population, I think, of about 30,000
or 33,000. They would have serious problems
if they had a hurricane, a tornado or some-

thing like that through the area.

Will the government give a commitment to

at least consider this matter of general relief

—if they want to define little disasters and
leave them in local hands, that's fine—to give
some assurance to people throughout the

province, particularly the people who have
been through it and know what it is like?

Once they have been through it, they shrug
their shoulders; they start to work building
up what they lost and so on; they weep; some
of them go bankrupt; some of them go on to

welfare. But those people know, and what
they say when one goes to talk to them is,

"Look, if you can help us, that's fine. But

will you also see that this doesn't happen to

some other farmer, to some other hotel

keeper, to some other small businessman, to

some other homeowner, to some other group,
or to some other community in other parts of

the province? Will you provide some assur-

ance that there is some common provision

across the province for this kind of unex-

pected, unanticipated event which we can't

protect ourselves against?"

Apart from that, Mr. Speaker, while I am
tempted to read into the record section 4 of

the amendment, because of the elegance with

which it refers to various means by which

promissory notes may be marked by chairmen

and vice-chairmen or deputy treasurers, I will

resist the temptation and promise my support
for the bill.

Mr. Speaker: Does any other member wish

to take part in this debate?

Mr. Lewis: We don't want the support
of the member for Algoma.

Mr. Gilbertson: I thought they did.

Mr. Speaker: The parliamentary assistant,

the hon. member for Grenville-Dundas.

Mr. Lewis: We will reassess our whole

position if the member for Algoma applauds
us again.

Mr. Speaker: Order, please. The member
for Grenville-Dundas.

Mr. Irvine: Mr. Speaker, give me a minute.

Mr. Cassidy: He's not ready? He is so

stunned by the support he doesn't know what
to do.

Mr. Irvine: I'm overwhelmed by the un-

usual support from both sides. In any event

regarding the matter brought up by the mem-
ber for Waterloo North, the 12 per cent

charge is merely to protect the people of the

area. If a certain municipality does not pay
its particular share, then it has to pay the

12 per cent or less, and I think that's fair

enough. It's like overdue taxes: if they go by,

people have to pay; that's what the regional

council is doing in this case. They are making
sure that area municipalities have to assume

and pay any overdue interest there might be

on a particular payment.

Regarding disaster relief, Mr. Speaker, as

far as the hon. member for Ottawa Centre is

concerned it is one area that is really not—

Mr. Cassidy: The member had better watch

out. He has some sort of attack from the left,

so to speak.
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Mr. Irvine: It really is not an area that the

province has stepped out of; it is an area

which we are very much in. I know full well

the area he is talking about when he says

Marionville; that happens to be in Grenville-

Dundas, surprisingly enough. I was down
there at the very time they had the tornado

this year and, as the member said, I know
that the people in the area did get together
and correct the problems that were created

by a tornado. But the province also said that

they would equal any amount of money col-

lected by those people in that area—and we
did that—after all insurance claims were taken

care of.

I really don't think the province has stepped
out of the particular area of disaster

relief funds at all. I think they are still in

there and certainly will continue to be. With
those few words, Mr. Speaker, and with the

overwhelmingly support which I have had
from the member for Ottawa Centre and the

member for Waterloo North, I would say that

the bill is a good bill for the district of

Muskoka.

Motion agreed to; second reading of the

bill.

Mr. Speaker: Shall the bill be ordered for

third reading? Agreed.

REGIONAL MUNICIPALITY OF
DURHAM ACT, 1973

Mr. Irvine, on behalf of Hon. Mr. White,
moves second reading of Bill 248, An Act
to amend the Regional Municipality of Dur-
ham Act, 1973.

Mr. Speaker: The member for Waterloo
North.

Mr. Good: Mr. Speaker, I would like to

comment on this bill, and I am sorry that

the member for Oshawa (Mr. Mcllveen) does

not have the first chance to speak—

Mr. Foulds: Or the member for Durham
(Mr. Carruthers).

Mr. Good: —because I am sure that if the

member for Oshawa had the first chance to

speak on this bill he would out of instinct,

vote against the bill. The reason is that

amendment that should be in this bill is the

change of name from Durham to something
other than Durham because we have a situ-

ation here that is going to cause nothing but
confusion in the Province of Ontario until

such time as the name of this regional munici-

pality of Durham is changed to something
else.

The people of the town of Durham in

Grey county have been living in a nightmare
ever since this has taken place. They find

that their shipments of freight, consigned out

of Toronto, are going to the regional munici-

pality of Durham.

Hon. E. A. Winkler (Chairman, Manage-
ment Board of Cabinet): Tell me where they
are going to.

Mr. Foulds: Want a suggestion?

Mr. Good: They go to the regional munici-

pality of Durham and they say, "Where is

Durham?" They say, "It is up in Grey
county."

Mr. R. G. Hodgson (Victoria-Haliburton):

The member for Grey-Bruce (Mr. Sargent),
does his own fighting.

Mr. Good: Mr. Speaker, the reason this is

happening is simply this: the city of Waterloo
is in the regional municipality of Waterloo,

Niagara is in the regional municipality of

Niagara, Muskoka is in the district munici-

pality of Muskoka, Ottawa is in the regional

municipality of Ottawa-Carleton but Durham
is not in the regional municipality of Durham.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Will the member permit
a question?

Mr. Lewis: This is a major issue.

Mr. Foulds: The minister will fall on this

one.

Mr. Good: Mr. Speaker, how could anyone
be so bad and so hardened to the wishes of

the people of Durham-

Mr. R. G. Hodgson: The Liberals are out

of step again.

Mr. Good: —to name another municipality
with the same name as the town of Durham,
which the people there have had for years
and years?

Mr. R. G. Hodgson: The Liberals are out

of step again. The people chose that name.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Would the hon. mem-
ber please tell me where the shipments are

going? He avoids the question. He knows he

is wrong.

Mr. Good: Mr. Speaker, the confusion exists

and the confusion will continue to exist. I

suggest that the first amendment in this bill

should have been to change the name of the

regional municipality of Durham to the re-

gional municipality of whatever else they
wanted to decide on.
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Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Good: But no way should they have

been allowed to put the name of Durham on
the list to be voted on. That is my first com-
ment and I'm sure that the years to come
will bear out that this has made more confu-

sion in the short time that the regional

municipality of Durham has been in exist-

ence. The government will find that the

people in the town of Durham in Grey county
intend to pursue their right to not have their

name used by another municipality, to the

Supreme Court of Canada if necessary.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Good: Many of the other amendments
in this bill are similar to those which we
discussed in other bills. The sections regard-

ing the wholesale water rates which may be

applied by the region to the area governments
are similar. The responsibility of the area

governments to designate the areas which
should pay for the water and sewage facilities

is similar to that in the other bills. The
matter of the road allowance is similar. We
get then to the matter of section 6, Mr.

Speaker, which allows the existing committees
of adjustment to deal with standing applica-
tions before the land division committee
takes over.

There is, however, a section here which,
while very innocent-looking on the surface,
when one digs out the reference to it we find

that the principle involved in section 7 of

this bill is simply this: That even though a

regional police force has been established in

the regional municipality of Durham all

police officers will not be dealt with in a like

and equal manner. Of those who will be
taken into OMERS for their pension plan,
some will not receive the supplementary
benefits that would be due to them under a

former plan in which they are now partici-

pating.

It is true it would cost the regional munic-

ipality some money to bring everybody up to

the same level of pension benefits but there
has been inserted in here an amendment to

the original Act which says "On and after

the first day of January, 1974." Those are the

only words being put in there but when one

goes back and looks at the original bill one
finds that that permits the municipality—and
I will read the section from the original bill-

to "have the uninterrupted membership in the

Ontario Municipal Employees' Retirement

System fund and to participate in the Ontario

Municipal Employees' Retirement System

fund supplementary plan as established for

the municipality."

By inserting the words "on and after the

first of January, 1974," the municipality may
tell these former employees, "No, you are not

going to be brought up to the same benefits

as everyone in the municipality. We have
decided that you are only going to get the

benefits of the supplementary OMERS plan
from Jan. 1, 1974." So we don't have a

regional police force with everybody getting
the same benefits yet it was the province that

imposed the regional police force within the

area.

It is the province that said, "You are going
to have a regional waterworks and because

you have a regional waterworks everybody in

the region is going to have to chip in and
bear the cost on an equal basis, but to bring
these particular police officers up to the

standard pension plan there is a way out

whereby the region should not have to bear

this cost."

Maybe the region shouldn't have to bear

the cost. Maybe it will be excessive. I think

research has shown that in the regional

municipality of Halton it will cost about

$500,000 to bring the supplementary pension

plans up to par. Maybe that is an undue
amount to ask the region to pay. But I think

this should be included in the start-up grant
that will be given from the province to the

region.

I have a very emphatic suspicion, Mr.

Speaker, that the province is starting to play

pretty niggardly with its start-up grants, if

you relate that to what has happened in my
own region. In my own region we asked for

a $1.8 million start-up grant. Every nickel

was needed and could have been well used
in our region. Instead we got 24 per cent of

that amount, something around $480,000
worth of start-up grants. I think the money
that will be required to put all these police-
men on the supplementary OMERS plan
should be forthcoming in the start-up grants
from the province. Unless the parliamentary
assistant is prepared to tell us that that is

going to happen, then I feel confident that

my colleagues and I will have to vote against
the bill because of that deficiency and be-

cause they are not changing the name.

The committee of arbitrators which is

dealing with the allocation of assets from the

township of Pickering is going to have to

bring both Metropolitan Toronto and Scar-

borough into the Act because they have
interest in the division of Pickering in that

area. In the bylaws that remain at the area

level, even though the region takes over,
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there will now be ability, as I understand it,

for them not only to retain them but to

amend them if they so wish, which I think

is probably a good thing.

That, Mr. Speaker, completes my remarks
on this bill.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Ottawa
Centre.

Mr. Cassidy: Mr. Speaker, I have two or

three comments on the bill. Once again it is

mainly a routine bill. Without going into the

detail, I am very sympathetic with the

remarks made by the member from Waterloo
about the problems about the police, though
I must say that I think they ought to be

eligible for that particular plan. The problem
is a financial one essentially, as it has been
in the case of every regional government
created by the province. New responsibilities
were given to the regional municipalities.
There were amalgamations. The inevitable

result quite naturally is that the staff pay-
ments are raised to the level of the best and
most generous of the municipalities forming
the federation.

In some cases, the government goes even

beyond that. A standard is set by the payment
of the regional chairman of maybe $25,000
or $30,000 or $35,000 a year. Other people
seek to emulate that kind of salary, and that

in turn goes down the line, and a tremendous
kind of superstructure is built in.

We can debate till the cows come home
just how much new expertise is needed in

this municipal government. The member for

Grenville-Dundas will get up and say that

the part-time clerk-treasurers who are charac-

teristic of parts of his riding are not the best

way to run municipalities. If he wants to

offend the people in his own particular area

in that particular way, so be it. But he has

not and his party has not and his govern-
ment have not come to grips with the prob-
lem of the escalation of municipal costs with
the creation of these new levels of govern-
ment.

That, it seems to me, is the issue with the

police—not whether or not the policemen
should be entitled to be eligible for the

supplementary benefit under OMERS as the

Oshawa police force has been up until now.

I might say, incidentally, Mr. Speaker-

Mr. Gilbertson: The member is teasing me.

Mr. Laughren: Don't tease the bears.

Mr. Cassidy: I just say this, since the mem-
ber for Algoma would be interested in this.

I am sorry the member for Scarborough
Centre (Mr. Drea) and the member for Timis-

kaming aren't here as well.

Mr. Laughren: We don't need three anti-

labour members in the House at the same
time.

Mr. Lewis: The bully boys.

Mr. Cassidy: It is very interesting to note
the effect when workers, be they policemen
or teachers or other people, gather together
and bargain as a unit in order to improve
their working conditions, and the way in

which that spreads out to other members of

the work force. In this particular instance,
the police force of Oshawa, whose popula-
tion is something just around half of that of

the region, had successfully bargained for

supplementary bargains for OMERS, and now
the province itself is compelled to admit, as

I am sure the region accepts as well, that

other police who come into the regional

police force should also be eligible for those

supplementary benefits.

That's a damned good thing, you know,
Mr. Speaker. There are an awful lot of bene-

fits that workers have and an awful lot of

programmes that have now passed into legis-
lation in this House which were pioneered

by the trade union movement, by collective

bargaining, by workers banding together and

going to their employers and saying, "We
want hospital insurance, we want Medicare,
we want denticare, we want decent pensions,
we want these other things, we want protec-
tion for our widows in case we die or are

killed on the job," and so on. These things
have again and again and again come from
the pioneering and progressive aspects, and
the progressive moves made by the trade

union movement on behalf of the working

people of this province.

If I can return to the bill, Mr. Speaker,
there are a couple of other points here. I

just think for the record it should be noted

that the new county of Northumberland is

being created as an afterthought in this par-
ticular legislation. I say "an afterthought"
because I presume that up until the first day
of 1974—that is since the creation of the

region of Durham a few months ago—the

people of the county of Northumberland have

been in limbo. I am not sure if they have

had any effect on the government at all.

Maybe, in fact, the taxes they have been pay-

ing have been illegally collected, and they
have a right to get them back, I don't know.
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Mr. C. E. Mcllveen (Oshawa): I thought
that was the way the member wanted the

people in Northumberland.

Mr. Cassidy: Well, it was, as a matter of

fact, yes. I am just pointing out the legislative

chaos of the government here, that is all. The
fact that-

Mr. Mcllveen: The member is pointing out

his chaos.

Mr. Cassidy: —six months after passing the

Regional Municipality of Durham Act, which

I believe took effect in September—or when
did it take place?

Mr. Mcllveen: Well, Jan. 1.

Mr. Cassidy: On Jan. 1. Well, you see, the

government managed to squeak out of it that

particular time, But I warn the member:
Watch out, or else one of these days the

government will find, as a piece of municipal

debris, some poor group of 20,000 or 40,000

people, who have no municipal corporation

to speak of, whose taxes are being collected

illegally, and who have been left as the kind

of foster children, unwanted foster children,

of the haste with which this government pro-
ceeds about municipal reform. Well, I am
glad that that particular danger has been

averted tonight, Mr. Speaker.

There is one other issue that is in this bill,

and I think that this one deserves a full

examination from the parliamentary secretary,

the member for Grenville-Dundas.

Section 5 of these amendments empowers
the region of Durham to enter into a contract

to receive sewage or land drainage from any
local, regional or metropolitan municipality
with which it wishes to enter into an agree-
ment. You could take sewage from Timmins
or from Ottawa, but obviously this is directed

to its neighbour to the west, Metropolitan
Toronto.

In the last two years we have seen a

tremendous amount of concern in the area

east of Metro about the disposal of Metro's

wastes. I say generally, wastes, because up
until now the issue has been solid waste—the
landfill project in Pickering and the contract

which is now being held as a vise on the

township of Pickering, within the new region
of Durham; and the hearings that are cur-

rently under way in Hope township, just to

the east of this region, also for the disposal of

solid waste under the Environmental Protec-
tion Act. Those hearings are under way right
now and it looks as though the government
and this environmental protection board and
other agencies, and the CPR, are simply go-

ing to try and cram-is it 200,000 tons of

garbage a year?—down the throats of the

people of Hope township on some first-class

recreational and agricultural land.

This is a real concern, Mr. Speaker, to

people in that particular area. But now, at

somebody's behest, the province comes along
and it passes a clause which empowers the

region of Durham to take sewage from Metro
Toronto and to build sewage disposal plants
within the boundaries of the region of Dur-
ham. To be very specific, Mr. Speaker, what
this section seems to intend to do is to permit
Metropolitan Toronto to avoid providing new
sewage facilities within its boundaries and to

put them instead within the region of Dur-
ham—it also does that for the regional

municipality of York—because I believe the

provincial plans call for sewage plants within
the regional municipality of Durham.

Now I can only express grave concern
about this particular trend, and suggest very

strongly to the government that this kind of

chink in the door for another kind of waste

coming out of Metropolitan Toronto to be

dumped into the region of Durham is simply

unacceptable.

The minister may get up and say: "Well,
we really had in mind the regional munici-

pality of York and our big sewage disposal

plant there." But I would like to ask just

what kind of negotiations have gone on with
the people of Pickering, or in the area that

will be affected by this new, and apparently
quite enormous, sewage disposal plant?

They are being thrust on Jan. 1, 1974, into

the new regional municipality; they are being
thrust into that. They will have a new form
of government, which they want to make
work and which they will have to learn to

make work; and that takes time. They will

find, as people have found in Metro Toronto,
in the region of Ottawa-Carleton, and every
other regional municipality across this prov-
ince that for the first five or 10 years in

particular, the regional level of government
is almost totally inaccessible to local concerns,

to local people; almost totally inaccessible.

They simply can't make their presence and
their opinions felt. The administrative stuff,

the hard services, the other things, go sailing

through as though in the board of directors

of Denison Mines or Imperial Oil or some

company like that. Who knows, maybe cabi-

net committees work like that too; although
if they did we would see some legislation

more quickly than we tend to around this

place.
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In other words, the new regional munici-

pality, which has staff, will be confronted,

early in the new year, with plans to put a

very substantial sewage disposal plant some-

where in Ajax or Pickering or Whitby, in that

area I presume, in order to take care of

sewage from the region of York. They may
also be confronted very quickly with similar

demands from Metro Toronto to take some
of the sewage coming out of Markham Rd.

and those areas, and the eastern end of Scar-

borough, into the region of Durham.

When they deal with these matters, Mr.

Speaker, they will be dealing with them as

a government which is essentially removed
from the people who are being governed.
And as a government, it will be a regional
council which will not yet have set up the

means of communication, of articulation, of

contact with the people whom it governs.
Because that is in the pattern in every re-

gional municipality that has been created up
until this time.

I hope we get an explanation of this par-
ticular clause in section 5, Mr. Speaker. It

concerns me gravely.

It seems to me this is part of the piece
in this whole programme the government has

set up in the region of Durham. As the mem-
ber for Grenville-Dundas recalls, we found

the bill was disagreeable when we debated

it last summer, because of its extension of

the growth of Metropolitan Toronto and the

simple expansion of Metro Toronto, rather

than creation of a new and viable community.
Now we find that trend is extended to sewage
and storm drainage.

Sewage in particular is what concerns me
here. Not only will the people of the region

of Durham be commuting back and forth into

Toronto; not only will the housing in the

region of Durham be sold to the people who
live and who work in Toronto—and that

tendency has already been emphasized and

accelerated over the last six months, as any-

body who drives along the Highway 401

through this region would know—but now
we find, when it gets down to the bowel, so

to speak, that the two regions are to be inti-

mately intertwined in their intestines due to

this power to put in sewage treatment plants

for Metro Toronto and the regional munici-

pality of York.

I have two other quick points. One concern

is that with the annexation of that part of

Pickering into Scarborough, the municipality

again moves to bypass any local objections
which could be aired through the OMB if it

was handled in that way.

And the other is that I'm afraid the minis-

ter is going to have to alter this bill. The
explanatory note for section 2 refers to ap-

pointments for office for the county of York,

where, of course, it should refer to the county
of Ontario, and I urge the minister to make
that change.

Mr. Speaker: Any other member wish to

enter the debate? If not the hon. member for

Grenville-Dundas.

Mr. Lewis: Is the minister not going to

speak in support of Durham?

Hon. Mr. Winkler: I always speak in sup-

port of Durham.

Mr. Irvine: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

An hon. member: Tell us about the name
first, eh?

Mr. Irvine: Yes. I think it would be very

appropriate and proper if I where to talk on
the first matter that was raised by the mem-
ber for Waterloo North, especially when the

House leader is here at this particular time,

that is concerning the name of Durham.

Mr. Mcllveen: A good name, now.

Mr. Irvine: I wonder why there has been
the concern within—

Mr. Lewis: What a sellout.

Mr. Mcllveen: It's not a sellout. Everybody
voted for it.

Mr. Irvine: —within some of the members
of the opposition party in regard to this par-
ticular name. We have had full discussions

with the municipality of Durham, the village.

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. Irvine: We have discussed with them
the fact that, in the past, they knew full well

that there was a county of Durham. They
knew full well that there was going to be a

vote in regard to the name of the new re-

gional municipality which is now Durham.

They had notice of that, not only in writing
but also verbally. They didn't raise any objec-
tion until I guess it was politically in the

minds of some of those people why they
should do so.

I would like to point out to you, Mr.

Speaker, and to the other members of the

House, that we have at least a dozen other

areas which have the same type of situation.

Mr. Good: Not where the word "munici-

pality" was concerned.
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Mr. Irvine: We have the village of Perth.

We have the county of Perth. We have Brigh-
ton and we have the municipality, the town-

ship of Brighton.

Mr. Good: Yes, but there's no municipality
of Perth.

Mr. Irvine: We have the town of Prescott

and we have the county of Prescott. We have

all kinds of similar situations which have all

been supplied—

Mr. Cassidy: There's the town of Prescott

and the county of Prescott. The city of

Ottawa is in the region of Ottawa.

Mr. Irvine: —to the village of Durham and
Durham has not yet been able to impress us

with their argument that there is a conflict in

any way, shape or form. They are a long way
removed from the particular area of the re-

gional municipality-

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. Irvine: —of Durham and where they
are, if there is any fault whatsoever in mailing
it has to be by the federal government. It

can't be by the provincial government.

Mr. Cassidy: This government has got to

take account of it.

Mr. Irvine: The fault has to be in the post
office.

Mr. Cassidy: This government is cutting
the people of Durham off from normal human
contact.

Mr. Mcllveen: We'll forward every letter

that comes.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Irvine: Now, my hon. friend, the mem-
ber for Ottawa Centre, says: "We cut them
off." How can anyone substantiate that kind
of nonsense? They weren't cut off before. We
had the county of Durham; we had the vil-

lage of Durham. There's nothing changed.

Mr. R. F. Ruston (Essex-Kent): There's no

mailing to Durham county now.

Mr. Foulds: You know what? I think the
member for Essex-Kent is gunning for the
member for Rainy River's (Mr. Reid's) job.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Irvine: Absolutely nothing has changed.
We still have the municipalities within the

regional municipality of Durham which are
still there and I just don't see any problem

with this particular instance whatsoever. If

there was we would certainly be happy to

listen to those people. We have listened; we
have tried to explain. And if the member for

Waterloo North has done more impressive

arguing than he has done tonight I would be

happy to hear from him. But I really—

Mr. Laughren: The government will never
listen to the people.

Mr. Irvine: —haven't had any argument yet,
Mr. Speaker, that's been able to say to me
why they should think there is a problem in

regard to the name. If there is, fine. We had
a vote, as the hon. member for Oshawa
knows.

Mr. Cassidy: Mr. Speaker, I would have
had thousands of letters from Durham but

they are cut off all postal service completely.

Mr. Irvine: We had all kinds of people
who said it shouldn't be Durham in the first

place, but we have all kinds of people who
said, in the final analysis when the vote was

held, that it should be called the regional

municipality of Durham. There's absolutely
no way that I can see that there will be a

problem for the village of Durham in the

future. If there is, we will be happy to find

the difficulty. But I don't see it; I just don't

see it.

If there is a problem, Mr. Speaker, going
to the second point, in regard to the police
force-

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. Irvine: —I say to the member that we
have not yet had any correspondence directly
from any of the police force that is directly
affected by the new regional municipality, the

regional force of Durham-

Mr. Good: Has the member gone out and
told them what's going to happen now?

Mr. Irvine: Yes, Mr. Speaker, I would like

to correct what the member said. It may not

be in Hansard and I want to make sure that

he understands what has happened. I went,

along with my staff, to many meetings

throughout the whole area. There was no

municipality missed; there was not one issue

that was missed at any time during the dis-

cussions which were held in regard to this

regional municipality being implemented on

Jan. 1, 1974.

Mr. Cassidy: That's not what we have
heard from the area.
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An hon. member: The government doesn't

listen to the people.

Mr. Irvine: I am sorry, Mr. Speaker, if the

member for Ottawa Centre can't understand

the truth; that is not my fault. I am saying
to the member that we aid explain—

Mr. Foulds: It is the member's fault, he
can't speak at all.

Mr. Irvine: —to everyone and the people
know what is going to happen. If there is any

problem with the police in any area we will

correct it, I can assure members of that.

I don't think there is a problem. I think, Mr.

Speaker, that the police are quite happy; they

recognize that their rights have been pro-
tected and the rights they had in the past
will be the same five years from now if they
are still there. There is absolutely no prob-
lem that I can see at this time because we
have discussed not only the police situation

in the Durham area but we have discussed it

for all the other regions and we think that the

situation is under control.

Mr. Cassidy: The member is being very
defensive. There must be something seriously

wrong with this bill that we missed.

Mr. Mcllveen: No, the best police force in

the country is established.

Mr. Good: That legislation is for the pro-
tection of the municipality, not the police.

Mr. Irvine: I think the member for Ottawa
Centre mentioned about the county of North-
umberland not being legal, but he withdrew
his remarks so I won't go on to that.

Mr. Cassidy: No, I grant the member this

time he was lucky.

Mr. Irvine: Everyone knows there is noth-

ing illegal about that. They are certainly

quite aware of the fact that they become a

new county as of the first of the year with
the township of Hope and the town of Port

Hope being part of the new county.
I go to another area, though, that surprises

me, which the member for Ottawa Centre

brought up. I was really surprised at his inter-

pretation in regard to waste disposal. We
are talking about section 5 and I think the

wording that we must look at very carefully
is in the Act here: "The regional corporation
and any local regional or metropolitan munic-

ipality outside the regional area may enter

into a contract"—may.

Mr. Mcllveen: The member has forgotten
that water flows downhill, that's all.

Mr. Irvine: It is absolutely up to the people
in the region whether or not they wish to go
ahead with any particular contract. Cer-

tainly, if they want to go ahead and they
want to enter into a contract that is bene-

ficial to their people I say that is the way it

should be. That is the way it is going to be.

Mr. Cassidy: It is not the people. It is when
the engineers of the province tell them to do
it. They won't be able to stop it.

Mr. Irvine: It is up to the people in the

local areas to decide what they want. It is

not up to someone here to tell them what

they should do.

Mr. Mcllveen: That's right.

Mr. Cassidy: Let the member ask the

people of Pickering if they want that dump
and they will tell him "no" but they are stuck

with it.

Mr. Irvine: The member for Ottawa Centre

made a couple of other remarks and I am

trying to decide whether or not I should

reply to them. They really weren't too rele-

vant to the whole situation. One was about

West Rouge coming into Scarborough. Every-

body knows that the people in West Rouge
voted for it.

Mr. Lewis: Regardless of whether or not

they were relevant, let's get to them.

Mr. Irvine: The people of West Rouge
want to come into Scarborough; they are

coming in and they are happy. Certainly 90

per cent of them say so.

Mr. Cassidy: But the government bypasses
the OMB even when the people aren't happy.
That's the point, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Irvine: The point is that the member
for Ottawa Centre really doesn't know what
is going on in any area and he never will

understand it.

Mr. Cassidy: Will the member change York
to Ontario in the explanatory notes?

Mr. Speaker: Those in favour of second

reading of Bill 248 will please say "aye."

Those opposed please say "nay."

In my opinion the "ayes" have it. I declare

the motion carried.

Motion agreed to; second reading of the

bill.

Mr. Speaker: Shall the bill be ordered for

third reading?

Agreed.
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THIRD READINGS

The following bills were given third read-

ing upon motion:

Bill 213, An Act to amend the Dependants'
Relief Act.

Bill 214, An Act to amend the Convey-

ancing and Law of Property Act.

Bill 215, An Act to amend the Deserted

Wives' and Children's Maintenance Act.

Bill 217, An Act to amend the Crown At-

torneys Act.

Bill 219, An Act to amend the Provincial

Land Tax Act.

Mr. Cassidy: Mr. Speaker, on a point of

order, I don't want to prolong the House, but

it's my understanding you're seeking consent

each time that we're going to this third read-

in q;, is that correct?

Mr. Lewis: You're not? Well then, if there

is no dissenting voice, we assume concur-

rence—but we want it understood that we do
not vet accept the proposition that it can

be done without.

Mr. Sneaker: Well, the question simply
was. shall the bills be passed and entitled

as in the motion.

Mr. Lewis: Fair enough. Fair enough.

THIRD READINGS

( concluded )

Bill 220, An Act to amend the County
Judges Act.

Bill 236. An Act to amend the Osgoode
Hall Law School Scholarships Act, 1968-69.

Bill 237, An Act to amend the Public

Libraries Act.

Bill 246, An Act to amend the District

Municipality of Muskoka Act.

Bill 248, An Act to amend the Regional

Municipality of Durham Act, 1973.

Clerk of the House: Bill 249, An Act to

amend the Assessment Act.

Mr. Lewis: On third reading, Mr. Speaker,
before the bill passes, I want to draw atten-

tion to the fact that the assessment census

division of the Ministry of Revenue recently
did a provincial census of Smiths Falls,

the result of which was to show a net

loss of 2,000 citizens. I'm not sure that

any ministry so incompetent in its under-

taking deserves to have any bill passed at

all and I'd like to put on the record the com-
ments of the mayor of Smiths Falls, Mr. T. O.

Ashwell, who said that the census result fits

in with the government's pressure on eastern

Ontario that it's a backward place and people
are not moving here, but this is totally untrue.

The population is, in fact, about 11,000.

The census showed about 9,300. I think that

kind of reservation to the whole assessment

approach should be expressed now on third

reading, so that the people of eastern Ontario

are not yet again flim-flammed by the device

of this government.

Motion agreed to; third reading of the bill.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Mr. Speaker, before I

move the adjournment of the House, I'd like

to say tomorrow I'd like to move into the

committee stage on Bills 232 and 231. Fol-

lowing; that, we'll proceed with item 32. Bill

250; item 4. Bill 191; item 20, Bill 238; and

item 25, Bill 244. I'd also like to give notice

that I think there is an arrangement, although
I'll call Bills 240, 241 and 242. I understand

we are to call them Monday or they want to

discuss them Monday.

Mr. Lewis: Right.

Mr. E. W. Martel (Sudbury East): I can't

be here.

Hon. Mr. Winkler moves the adjournment
of the House.

Motion agreed to.

The House adjourned at 10:30 o'clock,

p.m.
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LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY OF ONTARIO

The House met at 10 o'clock, a.m.

Prayers.

Mr. Speaker: Statements by the ministry.

CONSOLIDATED EDUCATION BILL

Hon. T. L. Wells (Minister of Education):
Mr. Speaker, it is with a great deal of

pleasure that I will be introducing a consoli-

dated Education Act for Ontario for first

reading today.

The British North America Act, Canada's

constitution, under section 93, gives to the

provinces the responsibility for education. In

Ontario, the huge and complex system of

public education rests on a foundation of

statute law and regulations made under the

authority of the law. There are definitions of

the obligations of all those concerned with

public education—students, teachers, adminis-

trators, supervisory officials, trustees, voters

and the Minister of Education—and the re-

lationships between all of these.

Mr. Speaker, in certain respects, the body
of school law is like a living organism, be-

cause it is constantly growing and decaying.

Every year there are amendments to look

after changed conditions and to improve ex-

isting provisions in the light of accumulated

experience. As this process going on, clauses

and sections inconsistent with the revisions

must be repealed.

A less urgent matter, and one that is not

always attended to immediately, involves the

elimination of clauses that have become ob-

solete. If these are allowed to accumulate,

they add unnecessarily to the bulk and com-

plexity of the legislation and tend to make it

more difficult to use.

At the present time, there are eight Acts

which come within the direct jurisdiction of

the Ministry of Education. Three of these

deal with rather specialized matters. They
are the Ontario School Trustees' Council Act,

the Teachers' Superannuation Act and the

Teaching Profession Act.

The five Acts which have been consolidated

into the new Act being introduced today
are the Ministry of Education Act, the Schools
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Administration Act, the Public Schools Act,

the Separate Schools Act and the Secondary
Schools and Boards of Education Act.

By consolidating the provisions of these

five Acts into a single systematized and up-
to-date Act, we are removing duplication,

ambiguities and obsolete references, thereby

eliminating much of the bulk and complexity
of the present legislation, and thus simplify-

ing its use.

This is not the first time that education

legislation has been consolidated and up-
dated in Ontario, Mr. Speaker. Similar ef-

forts date back to the latter years of the last

century. Such actions involved the Public

Schools Act, the High Schools Act and the

Department of Education Act in 1885; the

Separate Schools Act in 1886; the Public

Schools Act, the High Schools Act and the

Department of Education Act in 1891; the

same three Acts again in 1901; the Depart-
ment of Education Act in 1906 and the

Public Schools Act in 1907. After 1907, the

process seems to have lagged for many years.

By 1950, the royal commission on educa-

tion found considerable cause for criticism.

It noted at that time that there were at least

18 Acts dealing with education, all of them
interrelated and nearly all of them very much
amended. There had evidently been little at-

tempt to systematize them and eliminate repe-
tition. Those who had to refer to them often

found them almost incomprehensible.

This brought about the major consolidation

of school Acts that occurred in 1954. At that

time, the Department of Education Act was
left substantially as it had been, assigning
to the minister, responsibilities relating to

teacher training and certification, appointment
of school inspectors, courses of study, legis-

lative grants, the operation of teachers' col-

leges and other special schools, textbook ap-

provals and the power to make regulations on
a long list of matters previously scattered

among a number of Acts.

The Schools Administration Act was a new
piece of legislation in 1954, absorbing a num-
ber of existing Acts having to do with ad-

ministrative matters. Similarly, the Secondary
Schools and Boards of Education Act of

19.54 combined a number of existing Acts.
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The Separate Schools Act and the Public

Schools Act, long considered the backbone

of educational legislation in Ontario, were

continued as separate Acts. Developments

through the late 1950s and particularly

through the 1960s, when significant organi-
zational and philosophical changes occurred

in education in Ontario, inevitably led again
to a situation where education legislation be-

came unwieldy and cumbersome.

In a sense, Mr. Speaker, this consolidation

of the five major school Acts, which is being

presented today, is a continuation of the work

carried out in 1954, in that a further attempt
has been made to organize all the school law

more systematically. The new consolidated

Act is just that—a consolidation. In some re-

spects, the identity of the present Acts is

recognizable, although in others a new ar-

rangement of topics has been adopted. I

would like to stress, however, that this con-

solidation has not been used to introduce

broad changes of policy, but rather to bring

existing legislation up to date in a more con-

venient and rational form.

Mr. Speaker, last January I called a

special conference of all school board chair-

men and representatives of educational

associations in the province for the express

purpose of giving them draft copies of a

proposed consolidated Act, and pointing out

certain sections of particular interest and sig-

nificance. At that time, we made it very
clear that we were seeking close and care-

ful examination of the draft bill from the

broadest cross-section of individuals and

groups involved in education in Ontario.

Altogether, about 2,500 copies of the pro-

posed Act were distributed throughout the

province for this purpose.

To facilitate this review process, we estab-

lished a special committee to receive and
consider all incoming evaluations and sugges-
tions. This committee was chaired by Mr.

James Thomson, director of my ministry's

legislation branch, and included three addi-

tional persons:

Fr. Raymond Durocher, research director of

the Ontario Separate School Trustees

Association; Dr. Donald Felker, former gen-
eral secretary of the Ontario Secondary
School Teachers Federation, and Mr. Percy

Muir, former executive director of the On-
tario School Trustees Council.

This committee has held meetings with

various groups over the past months and
received written comments on the draft bill

from virtually all educational organizations
in Ontario, as well as from hundreds of

individuals. Many of the suggestions received

resulted in alterations to the draft document.
I would like, Mr. Speaker, to thank these

gentlemen for the work that they did on this

particular committee.

There are a number of changes and re-

finements that have been incorporated in the

Act being introduced today and I would
like to draw the attention of members to

some of these:

Parents and school trustees have now
been designated as school visitors, giving
them the right to visit a school at any time.

The clause under duties of a teacher, re-

garding the responsibility of teachers to set

moral standards for their students by pre-

cept and example, which has been in the

Schools Administration Act but was not

included in the draft consolidation, has been
re-introduced into this Act.

The term Roman Catholic is now defined

to include a Catholic of the Greek or

Ukrainian Rite in union with the See of

Rome.

The title of Superintendent of Separate
Schools has been changed to Director of

Education.

A review procedure has been laid down
more specifically for students who have been

suspended from schools.

The scale of maximum monthly allowances

which school trustees may allocate to them-
selves has been expanded and increased;

any increase, of course, within this schedule

in the amounts paid to school trustees re-

mains a local board decision.

These examples reflect the types of changes
that are embodied in the new Education

Act. They are refinements more than major

policy changes in keeping with our com-
mitment to the educational community last

January.

Because this new Act incorporates pro-
visions previously included in the Separate
Schools Act, I would like to make special

mention of the section of the consolidation

which deals with Roman Catholic separate
schools. In particular, I would like to stress

that all of those provisions required to

retain the constitutional position and the

special identity of separate schools for

Roman Catholics have been retained.

I would draw attention to one change in

this section which has been made at the

specific request of the Ontario Separate
School Trustees Association. Whereas pre-

viously a person could stand for election to

a separate school board if he or she met
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only the requirements of being age 18 or

over and a Canadian citizen, the new Act

additionally includes a residence require-

ment and requires a person to be a Roman
Catholic separate school elector.

Matters which are essentially common to

all schools, public and separate—such as

pupil attendance, property and financial mat-

ters—have been placed elsewhere in the

Act to avoid needless duplication.

As I've indicated, Mr. Speaker, I will be

introducing the consolidated Education Act

today for first reading. However, it is not

my intention to move second reading in this

session but rather to leave it on the order

paper and then to reintroduce it at the be-

ginning of the new session in the new year.

During this interval, printed copies of the

Act will1 be available to those who may wish

to study it. The committee established earlier

this year, to which I referred a few minutes

ago, will be re-established to consider com-

ments on the draft bill. Again, this will be

under the chairmanship of Mr. James Thom-
son and we will welcome further comments
and suggestions, all of which will be given
serious consideration before the bill is re-

introduced.

As this bill moves through the House in

the new session, Mr. Speaker, it is my inten-

tion that it go to the standing committee on

social development for a thorough study by
that committee.

At this time, Mr. Speaker, I'd also like to

say that this bill is the result of an enormous

amount of work by people in my ministry

and others in the educational community. I

would like to mention particularly the legis-

lative branch of my ministry which has done

a yeoman job in preparing this bill, work

which has gone on for over four years, along
with the help of outside people such as the

committee I mentioned.

I would like to say, Mr. Speaker, that I'm

pleased we're introducing this bill today,

which is also St. Andrew's Day as my calendar

tells me, because this is the day when the

director of our legislative branch, Mr. James
Thomson who has served education in this

province for 38 years, is retiring from public
service. I think it's a fitting cap to his career

that we would introduce this bill today.

Mr. Speaker, the development of this con-

solidated Education Act will long be con-

sidered a significant milestone in education,

and it is an honour for me to be able to

introduce it today.

ST. ANDREW'S DAY

Hon. A. Grossman (Minister of Revenue):
Mr. Speaker, I hope you will indulge me; I'm

not too sure if this comes under the heading
of ministerial statements. It's really as the

member for St. Andrews-St. Patrick that I

rise today. My colleague, the Minister of Edu-

cation, has made some reference to the fact

that today is St. Andrew's Day, and repre-

senting that riding which bears the title of

not only the patron saint of the Irish but the

patron saint of the Scots, I am sure the hon.

members would not want this occasion to go

unrecognized.

In this great multicultural society today,
sometimes we have a tendency to forget about

that fine group of people who had so much
to do with the beginnings of our country
and have contributed so much to its great

success. Because I was celebrating St.

Andrew's Day last night, I nearly forgot
about it; I asked someone in my office to get
me some notes on it, and I have before me a

brief reference to what St. Andrew's Day is

by way of an anniversary or holiday. To

quote:

St. Andrew's Day is a favourite occasion

of social and national reunion among
'Scottish people everywhere, whether re-

siding at home or abroad. They foregather
to feast upon haggis, listen to the skirling

of the bagpipes, and sing the songs of

Rabbie Burns, particularly the rousing

"Scots Wha Hae."

While haggis is not particularly my favourite

dish, Mr. Speaker-one of my favourites is

pickled herring, which I am sure is not one

of the favourites of the Scots-

Mr. S. Lewis (Scarborough West): I

wouldn't say that.

Mr. J. F. Foulds (Port Arthur): They like

herring. They're all originally Norwegian.

Mr. W. Ferrier (Cochrane South): Are we

going to pipe in the haggis?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Well, if some of the

Scots have adopted some of the dishes of my

people, it only proves what I have said, what

brilliant people they are. Mr. Speaker, as I

say, I am sure that those of us here today

would not want to let this occasion go by

without paying tribute to the very great

people of Scottish background.

Mr. I. Deans (Wentworth): Mr. Speaker, I

would like very much to legitimize this.
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An hon. member: Give us a word or two
in Gaelic.

Hon. E. A. Winkler (Chairman, Manage-
ment Board of Cabinet): The member
shouldn't be rising to speak under ministerial

statements.

Mr. Deans: Don't be nasty now, or we will

get back to the $50 again.

I too want to wish all of my countrymen
well. Being Scottish by birth although Cana-

dian in every other way, I would like to say

to the members of the House that if there

is the opportunity to take part in any festiv-

ities regarding St. Andrew's Day that they
should do so. They tell me the haggis is

rapidly reaching the point of extinction; that,

as a rare bird, it is rarely seen any more; and
that unless one takes advantage in the next

year or two of the opportunity to eat this

delicacy, it is entirely possible that one may
not have a chance.

I had the pleasure, of course, to celebrate

St. Andrew's Day last week with the member
for Hamilton West (Mr. McNie), and the

member for Hamilton West spoke rather

eloquently about his travels. I just said at

that time, as I say to all of the members

here, that we, the Scots, are quite prepared
to accept anyone adopted into the race. If

anyone would like to join, let me know.

Mr. Lewis: When we form the government
there will be haggis for everyone.

An hon. member: From the government
factory.

Hon. W. A. Stewart (Minister of Agricul-
ture and Food): Remember, it is disappear-

ing; it won't be around.

Mr. R. F. Nixon (Leader of the Opposition):
That replaces the pork they are getting now.

Mr. J. R. Breithaupt (Kitchener): Mr.

Speaker, as someone who has had some in-

volvement with a Scottish regiment, I suppose
I too can claim at least honorary involvement.
I am told that the real reason that the haggis
is becoming somewhat difficult to find is

because the hides when tanned are being
used for bagpipes and, as a result, this be-
comes an increased rarity.

I think it is fair to say, Mr. Speaker, as we
celebrate this day and as I, for one—at least

with my regimental officers tonight—celebrate
this feast of St. Andrew, as we call it, that

there have been many who have served in

units, certainly in the Canadian Forces, that

have had very proud Scottish traditions. And
whether or not we come from Scottish back-

grounds ourselves, we have I think shared

great enjoyment of being involved in some of

the traditions of Scotland.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Mr. Speaker, I know that

you are in a hurry to get on with the business

of the House but I just thought I would
make one comment. I can't verify this, but
I have read that at the time immediately
following the Family Compact, with reference

to what the hon. minister said about the

debt we owe to the Scottish people in the

basis of our government, that the English
were running the Family Compact but the

Legislature was entirely Scottish, with one

exception. There was one Jewish member
who kept them all straight during those days.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: That's what they are

doing now.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: His name has not lived

in history, however. We'll have to look that

up.

Mr. Speaker: Oral questions. The Leader
of the Opposition.

MINISTERIAL ORDER ON
GODERICH TOWNSHIP

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
I'd like to ask the Treasurer to describe

to the House the circumstances under which
he imposed a ministerial order on Goderich

township yesterday at 5 o'clock in the after-

noon, which was just four hours too late

to stop the issuing of a building permit for

a shopping plaza that goes against the official

plan accepted and approved in the area.

Hon. J. White (Treasurer, Minister of Eco-
nomics and Intergovernmental Affairs): For
some time a business enterprise has been

working with the town of Goderich to estab-

lish a shopping plaza within the framework
of the town of Goderich's official plan and

zoning bylaws. It has taken them many
months—in fact, I think two or three years—
to satisfy all of the requirements of the town.

Final approval apparently is about to be

given to that development. Very recently an-

other business enterprise moved quickly into

an adjoining township where there are no
such plans or zoning requirements.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: What is the name of

that enterprise?

Hon. Mr. White: I'm sorry, I don't know
offhand.
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Mr. R. F. Nixon: Not Multi-Malls?

Hon. Mr. White: I'm sorry, I don't know.
In the absence of such controls it succeeded
in getting almost immediate approval from
the council concerned. This, in my view, was

inappropriate. So immediately on learning of

these developments I issued the ministerial

orders on two adjoining townships. The docu-
ments were prepared within an hour or so

and were rushed down to the registry office

yesterday. It's only now that I learn it was,
if I understood the question properly, too

late.

I'll check this and, if the Leader of the

Opposition wishes, perhaps I could give an
answer before the question period is over.

Oh, I've got a note here now. The order is

meant to be effective for all the day it was

lodged. So apparently we've headed them off

at the pass.

Mr. V. M. Singer (Downsview): That's as

good as the dates on the government's

cheques.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Is the Treasurer aware
that precisely the same procedures were
followed in Chatham township and in the

township just around Woodstock—Blandford;
that the impact of the ministerial order was
contested in the courts; that the courts found
that it was effective only from the time at

which it was registered; and that the con-

struction in Blandford township is going for-

ward on the basis of those findings?

This is the third successive instance when
the planning procedures in the area have been
circumvented without the chief planner's

knowledge and against his express desires.

Is there any way in which the chief planner,
who in this case is the Treasurer, can in

fact be better informed and use his un-

doubted powers to the better advantage of

the communities concerned?

Hon. Mr. White: Well, sir, if there were
a way, I'd like to know about it. There are

900 municipalities and there are 120,000 cor-

porations, so I can tell the member we head
off most of them.

Mr. J. Riddell (Huron): A supplementary,
Mr. Speaker, of the Treasurer: Is it not true

that he or some member of his staff was re-

quested to put a freeze on commercial de-

velopment in the townships of Goderich and
Colborne in the county of Huron yesterday
morning at about 10 o'clock, but that he

delayed action until 5 o'clock and in the

meantime the township of Goderich issued a

building permit for a shopping plaza at about

12 o'clock noon? Why would he delay action

and give the township of Goderich an oppor-

tunity to issue this building permit?

Mr. Deans: That's what one calls "in other

words."

Hon. Mr. White: I think I've explained
this. We moved immediately on receiving the

news. We prepared the documentation as

quickly as we could; we registered it as soon

as we could and the order was intended to

cover all day. We will once again defend

our position.

Mr. Lewis: By way of supplementary, I

am not pretending to be adequately informed

on it but surely there must be a way around
this kind of situation? Surely there must be

a way of amending existing planning legis-

lation which would require advance notifi-

cation to the chief planner before this hap-
hazard issuance of the building permit took

effect. Is there not some way of at least re-

quiring notification so that we don't find

ourselves in this really quite absurd dilemma
on a succession of occasions?

Hon. Mr. White: Mr. Speaker, as I said

earlier I am open minded; if there is a way
I'd like to know what it is. But to require that

every building permit be given some kind of

imprimatur here before the building goes
ahead would certainly delay everything.

Mr. Lewis: Not every building permit, no;

I agree. A shopping centre is something dif-

ferent.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: A further supplementary
with your permission, Mr. Speaker.

When, in fact, there is an official plan cover-

ing the area, either draft and waiting approval
or even fully approved, surely the intent of

the community in this regard—the community
at large—has to a large extent been circum-

vented not by the township of Goderich which

obviously wants the development in the area

but by the minister's inability to see that he's

informed and to take the correct action in the

broader public interest. Is it not true that

this is the third occasion when, as far as

public Inowledge is concerned, this identical

procedure has been followed—in the first two
cases by Multi-Malls Inc. and in this third

case by a corporation as yet unknown?

Hon. Mr. White: Sir, I think it is true that

this is the third such case. Once again we
will do what we can to prevent this develop-
ment. I point out to the member that we've
been successful in hundreds of instances and

point out that there are, I suppose, tens of
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thousands of such developments which are

well controlled. If we have struck out on two
I don't think that is too bad an average.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. Leader of the Op-
position.

TEACHERS' PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT DAYS

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Mr. Speaker, a question
of the Premier in the absence of the Minister

of Education, who has just stepped out for

a moment. Does it not concern the former
Minister of Education that the teachers' pro-
fessional organizations have legal access to

12 development days during the year during
which the students are otherwise unprovided
for? Would he not agree that professional

development is a good thing but is there not
some means whereby the students could use

those days for perhaps some more co-ordinat-

ed educational programmes of their own of a

type similar to what the teachers are doing—
that is, visiting various institutions of govern-
ment and civic importance and the law and
so on—rather than just turning over 12 days
from education to, let's say, cleaning up the

cellar?

Hon. W. G. Davis (Premier): Mr. Speaker,
I was almost tempted for a moment to relate

how two or three students I know rather

well, utilize in a constructive fashion the pro-
fessional development days; but I decided

not to do that. In that the Minister of Edu-
cation is in his seat, I'm sure that the Leader
of the Opposition would like to get a truly

professional opinion as it relates to that mat-

ter rather than from a former minister. I'm

sure, Mr. Speaker, the minister would be de-

lighted to answer that question.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: We didn't have profes-
sional development in the Premier's day and
we criticized him then.

Hon. Mr. Davis: How many did we have
in those days?

Mr. R. F. Nixon: One on application.

Mr. Foulds: But they are not professional

development days.

Hon. Mr. Wells: Just to clarify this, these

come about under the newly defined school

year policy which gives the board the pre-

rogative to set aside some of these days. The
boards don't have to set them aside if they
don't want. They can organize them in any
way they wish within their jurisdiction.

They are known as professional activity

days, and there is a difference between them
and what we used to know as the old profes-
sional development days. They are not just

days when teachers hold mass conferences

to listen to speakers and have a professional

development programme. In fact, some
teachers in this province have complained to

me that that's what their board wants to do
with these days. Rather than just letting them
be at the school, meeting parents and doing
some of the little planning things that they
would like to do with that day in their

school, the board wants them to go to a

great mass conference somewhere.

But I see nothing wrong with the sugges-
tion that the hon. member has made. If the

local board and their teachers wanted to

organize some other type of programme on
that day for their kids, I think that would
be a fine idea; but it is certainly up to them
and they can take the initiative and do it.

Mr. B. Newman (Windsor-Walkerville):
Supplementary, Mr. Speaker: Would the min-
ister inform the House as to whether those

professional development days should or

could be used for conducting examinations in

the schools?

Hon. Mr. Wells: Mr. Speaker, they could
be if the board so wished.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. Leader of the Op-
position.

RIGHTS OF WOMEN
Mr. R. F. Nixon: I would like to ask the

Attorney General if he has had a chance to

read the letter from Mrs. Sabia pertaining to

the legal rights of women in this province,
which she has drawn to the attention of all

members of the Legislature and undoubtedly
the Attorney General in recent days.

Hon. D. A. Bales (Attorney General): Well,
Mrs. Sabia had a meeting with me yesterday
afternoon along with two other ladies, Dr.

Landau and Miss Corbett, in reference to that

matter. Her letter actually arrived after our

meeting, but she raised the matter of concern
to them and certainly to us in reference to

the Murdoch situation.

Of course it doesn't relate directly to On-

tario, but the common law is the same here

as it is in Alberta. Generally, the courts here

have given different interpretation perhaps on
the individual facts than they did in that

case, but what I told the group with which
I had a meeting yesterday afternoon was that
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we have been giving consideration to this

matter and to formulating policy whereby,

through legislation, we can meet the diffi-

culties that have been raised and particularly

emphasized by the Murdoch case.

We are, of course, awaiting the Law Re-

form Commission report on family law (prop-

erty section) but until that is received, I an-

ticipate that we will bring in some interim

legislation in any event to deal with that

particular matter.

CLOSING OF GASOLINE OUTLETS

Mr. R. F. Nixon: A question of the Minis-

ter of Consumer and Commercial Relations:

Has his staff brought to his attention cases

where independent gasoline outlets have

been forced to close because they have not

been provided with gasoline from their nor-

mal sources, the implication being that the

normal sources, while not being short of

gasoline at the present time, are simply

consolidating their forces under their own
brand names without considering the wel-

fare of those people who have been on the

market selling their gas under no brand

name or under other brand names for many
months and years?

Hon. J. T. Clement (Minister of Consumer
and Commercial Relations): Mr. Speaker, my
staff has not directly drawn those matters to

my attention. I am familiar with several

cases that have come to my attention through
the press, the most recent one, I believe, ap-

pearing in the Globe and Mail this week.

As I understand that situation, it's a con-

tractual matter between the dealer and a

certain oil company. He sold the quota or

the amount that he had contracted for some
nine months after they entered into the con-

tract, which presumably was to be spread
over a 12-month period, and for some reason

the supplier has refused to renew the con-

tract now that he has used up his contracted

amount.

The other case I know about happened
some months ago in the western part of the

province, where four or five outlets closed,

but those outlets were owned and operated

by a small conglomerate. The mainstay of

that conglomerate was a refinery and it was

strictly a marketing decision on the part of

the directors of the monitoring company that

it wasn't economical to keep four or five out-

lets open.

I should advise the House that my staff

have been meeting at fairly regular intervals

with the representatives of the outlets and
with the representatives of the Ontario

Petroleum Association, representing the major
oil companies. I had a conversation this

morning dealing with the proposed meeting
on Tuesday of next week, I think, this

being one of the matters that has been of

common interest to both sides.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: A supplementary: Would
the minister consider it a part of his duty
in this portfolio to see that the oil companies
are not allowed to put themselves in a

position to profiteer from the present energy
situation in which we find ourselves in this

province? Would that be the motivation for

this meeting, to see that they are not going
to withdraw their services nor their product

simply to sell it at a higher price under other

circumstances?

Hon. Mr. Clement: No. The purpose of

the meeting, Mr. Speaker, is to attempt to

resolve, or to have the parties resolve, cer-

tain differences which seem to have existed

between the parties over a number of years.
There is the association known as ORGA
which represents a substantial number of

independent individuals who act as lessees

for major oil companies.

It has proved, I think, quite beneficial to

both sides with the role my ministry has

been playing and that of one particular

individual in that industry in the person of

Mrs. Stafl who has been acting, really, as

nothing more than a catalyst between the

two sides. She has, I think, the confidence

of both sides and certain items have been
resolved.

The member for Windsor-Walkerville came
down to my office, I believe last January,
with certain people belonging to that or-

ganization—that is the lessees—and it was
as a result of that and similar meetings that

we started the series of meetings between
the two parties.

I would not, Mr. Speaker, propose at this

time to involve myself in any contractual

matters between oil companies and in-

dependent people purchasing from them.

I don't think that is my role. If I did find

that there were substantial abuses involving
the consumer I think I would have no
choice but to come to this House with some

proposed legislation in an effort to preclude
that sort of thing from happening.

Mr. D. M. Deacon (York Centre): A
further supplementary, Mr. Speaker: Why
doesn't the minister introduce legislation

similar to the fair lease legislation that is
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now in effect in Alberta—or certainly was
introduced—which was based upon a mutual

agreement between the oil companies and the

dealers? Why are we so slow in taking legis-

lative action to enshrine these codes and a

bill of rights between the dealers and the

oil companies? They have already been
worked out. Why is the minister waiting so

long to deal with it?

Hon. Mr. Clement: With the greatest of

respect, they have not been worked out

because there are as many varieties of leases

and agreements as there are parties to them.

Mr. D. C. MacDonald (York South): That
is the problem.

Hon. Mr. Clement: Certain major oil com-

panies have a standard form of lease; others

will allow the individual to enter into a

negotiable type of contract with them. At
this particular point I'm not convinced that

a standard form of lease may be the answer

to every situation because we don't have

gasoline sold only by lessees; we have

gasoline sold by independent purchasers
who own and operate their own outlets. We
have outlets which are managed by an em-

ployee of the major oil company and then

we have the lessee-lessor situation.

Mr. Deacon: We know all that—but get
active on it.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for York

South.

Mr. MacDonald: A supplementary question,

having attended a meeting as late as last

night of some 400 or 500 members of the

ORGA: Will the minister indicate why he
has stated in effect this morning that he
is copping out on the proposition of pro-

ceeding with his own franchise legislation
which would regularize or rather eliminate

the grossest kinds of abuse which are the

real reasons why the independent dealers, or

the so-called independent dealers, are being
knocked out?

Hon. Mr. Clement: We are not copping
out on anything, but when we do introduce
the franchise legislation we wish to have cer-
tain items which are acceptable to both sides
not only in the gasoline industry but accept-
able to other forms of franchise.

Mr. J. A. Renwick (Riverdale): That is

the problem.

Mr. Lewis: That is the problem. The gov-
ernment wants to make sure the oil com-

panies are okay.

Mr. MacDonald: In other words, the minis-

ter is going to do what the oil companies
want.

Mr. Lewis: By way of supplementary,
surely the cards are now stacked so much in

favour of the oil companies that the govern-
ment's legislation requires a correction of

that situation so that those who belong to

ORGA can have some protection. Why is

the minister acting as a mediator, as an inter-

mediary in effect, to protect the multi-national

oil companies? That is not his role surely.

Hon. Mr. Clement: We have done this at

the request of the people from ORGA and the

oil companies too.

Mr. Lewis: Well, the minister is not doing

anything.

Hon. Mr. Clement: I am not taking sides

one way or the other.

Mr. Lewis: He is by delaying.

Mr. MacDonald: ORGA asked for this 10

years ago and the government is dragging
its feet.

Hon. Mr. Clements: It didn't ask me.

Mr. Renwick: The minister is taking sides.

He is perpetuating the biases.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Scar-

borough West.

ALLEGED PRICE FIXING
IN OPTICAL INDUSTRY

Mr. Lewis: I have another question of the

Minister of Consumer and Commercial Rela-

tions.

Given the information which was available

in this morning's Globe and Mail, is the min-
ister prepared to launch an investigation
under the Consumer Protection Act into what

appears to be a clear pattern of price fixing
in the optical industry in this country, and

specifically as it applies to the Province of

Ontario?

Hon. Mr. Clement: I saw that article, but
I didn't have a chance to read it, so I don't

know the contents of it. I noticed it did re-

late to optical apparatus. I presume that my
colleague, the Minister of Health (Mr. Potter),

may have some interest in this area too.

Mr. Lewis: He is not here.

Hon. Mr. Clement: I haven't read the

article in its entirety. I just saw it there, and
it is on my desk.
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Mr. MacDonald: I don't think it involves

the Ministry of Health. It involves this minis-

ter regulating this game.

Mr. Lewis: By way of supplementary, can

the minister make a specific report to the

House on Monday, so that this health-related

product is not used as a resource for gouging
or usurious profit-making at the expense of

the whole consumer public in the fashion in

which it is very clearly and accurately de-

scribed?

Hon. Mr. Clement: I wouldn't undertake
to get back to the House on Monday, but

maybe on Tuesday, because I usually spend
Saturday looking at the funnies and on Sun-

day I read the Bible.

Mr. Lewis: All right, I know this.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Surely, in this case, the

minister can't say he was unaware of the

situation. It was brought to his attention in

the Legislature-

Mr. Lewis: By the member for Ottawa
East (Mr. Roy).

Mr. R. F. Nixon: —and to the attention of

the Minister of Health by the member for

Ottawa East as long ago as last May. At that

time the member for Ottawa East called for a

full investigation and at that time the repre-
sentatives of the ministry said they would give
it consideration. What is consideration? Does
the minister deal with matters like this by
sweeping them under the rug? Doesn't he
believe it until he reads it in the newspaper?

Mr. Renwick: He doesn't believe in con-

sumer protection.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Mr. Speaker, a supple-

mentary question: Can't the minister give us
an indication that the ministry as a whole,
either himself or the Minister of Health, will

make an investigation? Why should he con-

tinue to waffle on a thing like that?

Hon. Mr. Clement: Well, I have never
waffled on anything about it.

No. 1, I would like to read the article

and I would like to verify if it is true. I

didn't have any dialogue with the hon. mem-
ber for Ottawa East on it. It was strictly be-

tween the two members.

of-

Mr. Lewis: Well, the minister is a member

Mr. R. F. Nixon: He spoke about it.

Hon. Mr. Clement: If there is any breach
in the Consumer Protection Act, then I would

presume the necessary prosecution would

follow, if it is necessary that it would.

Mr. Lewis: Well, we are asking for it.

Hon. Mr. Clement: That is all I see. If I

have no legislation to deal with it, what does

the member want me to do? Pick it out of

the air?

Mr. Renwick: That is quite a presumption
in this province.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Supplementary: Does the

minister actually say that it is not his re-

sponsibility; that it is the responsibility of the

Minister of Health?

Mr. Lewis: That is not fair-

Mr. Speaker: Order. The hon. minister will

disregard that question. It is the turn of the

hon. member for York South with a supple-

mentary.

Mr. J. P. MacBeth (York West): He said

he hasn't read the article.

Mr. MacDonald: Supplementary: If that

portion of the minister's speech to the prices
conference that his ministry sponsored a

couple of months ago—with reference to

exorbitant profits—if that means anything, isn't

that a clear, open door for him to move in

and find out? Then, if he wants to pass the

buck to the combines commission in Ottawa
to do the prosecuting, fine, but why has the

minister been sitting for all1 this time when
it has been, drawn to his attention six months

ago?

Mr. MacBeth: There may be no truth to

the article.

Mr. MacDonald: He doesn't know.

Mr. MacBeth: Well, all right, let him read

the article.

Mr. MacDonald: He hasn't found out.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order.

Mr. Renwick: He should get up earlier

and read it in the morning.

Hon. Mr. Clement: Mr. Speaker, the hon.

member for York South refers to a confer-

ence held dealing with food prices in Sep-
tember. At that time, I touched upon a pos-
sible business practices Act or a fair practices
Act. If we have that type of legislation, and
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eventually I hope we will, and there is an

offence committed under that, then yes, we
would move. But there is no sense in my
saying, yes we are going to move under

legislation we haven't yet got. I would prefer
to have an opportunity to read the article,

which I have already stated I haven't seen.

Mr. Lewis: The minister can inquire. He
can investigate the practices—

Hon. Mr. Clement: I have no hesitation in

investigating. If there is any infraction of

existing legislation, we will move on that.

Mr. Lewis: He can investigate the built-in

obsolescence, the manipulation of the public
and the price gouging.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. Leader of the Op-
position.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: I wonder if the minister

then, so that there is no danger of this matter

being passed back and forth between him
and the Minister of Health, will undertake

to meet with the Minister of Health and make

himself, or have his colleague make, a state-

ment early next week without delay. We do

not want to have this issue lost by buck-

passing.

Hon. Mr. Clement: I'll consider it, Mr.

Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Scar-

borough West.

LAYOFF OF ONTARIO WORKERS
BECAUSE OF U.S. ENERGY CRISIS

Mr. Lewis: A question of the Minister of

Labour: Is he aware that the Chrysler Corp.

yesterday sought and received a Supreme
Court order to remove its dies from the Hall

Lamp Co. in Huron Park—which was referred

to in the House yesterday—and that the

trucks are now assembling outside the com-

pany; that the employees are now gathering
there in an effort not to have the trucks go
through to take out the dies; and that the

clear implication now is that the entire com-

pany is going to close down completely be-

cause when the dies are gone the company
goes, and with it 396 jobs. Now, what is the

minister's response to this particular situation?

Hon. F. Guindon (Minister of Labour): Yes,
Mr. Speaker, I became aware of this yester-

day following the question of the hon. mem-
ber. I think it is a common practice of the

automobile industry to own the dies in these

companies.

Mr. Lewis: Right, right.

Hon. Mr. Guindon: And it has come to my
attention that in this particular case, this

particular company wanted to get their dies

back from this plant. However, I must say
—and I think the hon. member knows—that
the dies are still there. I think there was a

picket line which prevented the company
from taking their dies back.

Mr. MacDonald: Thank God for picketers.

Mr. Renwick: Well, the police will be in

there.

Hon. Mr. Guindon: I am telling the mem-
bers what took place.

Mr. Lewis: Yes, but the police will have
to report to the Supreme Court judge.

Hon. Mr. Guindon: Well, I am telling the

members what has taken place so far. As far

as the layoff is concerned, I think perhaps
the information my hon. friend has received

is not quite correct. We approached this com-

pany yesterday, and it's only a temporary
layoff.

Now, should it be a permanent layoff, I can

assure this House that the company is already
aware of its obligations to their employees.
But we have been advised by them that it

is a temporary layoff.

Mr. Deans: What are they going to use

once the dies are gone?

Mr. Lewis: Right. The minister has his

trouble on Friday mornings. Last Friday he

was advised that the Artistic Woodwork Co.

strike was over. May I say to the minister,

by way of interrogative, surely if the Supreme
Court order is enforced by the Ontario Pro-

vincial Police, as is likely, since it is an

order of the court, and the dies are taken

out, it is unlikely that this will be a tem-

porary layoff? What protection, then, are the

employees going to have under the Employ-
ment Standards Act? They weren't even given
notice of termination.

Hon. Mr. Guindon: We will cross that

bridge when we get to it, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. MacDonald: Well, the minister has got
to it; he is right on the bridge.

Mr. Foulds: The minister's bridge is over

troubled waters right now.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Guindon: The dies are still there.
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Mr. MacDonald: And the minister is not

Horatio, either.

Mr. Renwick: They're on the bridge and

somebody's blowing it up.

Mr. Riddell; Supplementary question of the

Minister of Labour: Does he know for sure

the difficulties presently being encountered

by the Hall Lamp Co.? Are they due to

reasons other than the effect that the energy
crisis appears to be having on industries such

as Hall Lamp and Starcraft in Listowel? Is

he aware of the fact that the unforgivable por-

tion of the ODC loan which Hall Lamp got

to become established, is still owing to the

Treasury in the amount of $150,000? Now,
what steps is the minister going to take to

help Hall Lamp overcome some of its diffi-

culties and to protect some of the taxpayers'

money?

Hon. Mr. Guinciont Well, I, of course, am
not responsible for any loan by ODC. How-
ever—

Mr. Foulds: The minister is just not re-

sponsible.

Mr. MacDonald: Is the minister a member
of cabinet?

Hon. Mr. Guindon: —we are watching the

situation very closely. I have told the hon.

members what is now taking place. They tell

us it's a temporary layoff. And if it isn't—

Mr. E. W. Martel (Sudbury East): Is the

minister using binoculars?

Mr. Lewis: Oh, come off it. The company
has a court order.

Mr. MacDonald: How gullible can the min-
ister be?

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Guindon: This is the information
I have received this morning. However, we'll

keep a very close tab on this situation.

As far as the impact of the energy crisis

goes, it's too early for us to give a general
assessment—it's too early for any govern-
ment for that matter. We hear, on the other

hand, that some US-owned companies are

thinking of moving to this side of the border

because we have natural gas available. So it

is too early really to give a true assessment.

Mr. E. J. Bounsall (Windsor West): I want
to ask a supplementary, Mr. Speaker. If the

reason given for the closing is true—that is, a

lack of supply of plastics material because of

the energy crisis—would the minister, perhaps

along with the Minister of Industry and Tour-
ism (Mr. Bennett), investigate another possible

supply for this company so this branch doesn't

close down while the American parent com-

pany continues to operate in the States?

Hon. Mr. Guindon: Mr. Speaker, as Minis-

ter of Labour, of course, I am very concerned

about jobs for people, and any assistance I

can give I would be glad to provide.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Scar-

borough West.

Mr. Lewis: Would the minister call the

company in and ask to see their books?

Hon. Mr. Guindon: Mr. Speaker, we sent

some of our officials yesterday.

Mr. Lewis: Thank you.

ACCESS TO LAKE ONTARIO IN
FRONTENAC COUNTY

Mr. Lewis: A question of the provincial
Treasurer: Has it been brought to the pro-
vincial Treasurer's notice that the county of

Frontenac entered into a contractual agree-
ment with Calenco Co., a development com-

pany, the result of which was to sell them a

road access to Lake Ontario, one of the few

remaining accesses to Lake Ontario in that

Frontenac county area, and apparently did so

without the provision of notice as required
under section 446 of the Municipal Act?

Hon. Mr. White: To the best of my knowl-

edge, this has not come to my attention

before.

Mr. Lewis: It hasn't come to the minister's

attention? Would he be good enough to look

into that? Thank you.

Mr. Deacon: A supplementary: Would the

minister not set out broad guidelines so that

we do not lose more of the very precious ac-

cess to our lakes in this province? This is one

po'nt that surely the minister is aware of

now, that we can't afford to have access to

lakefront lost in this careless way.

POSSIBLE MOVE OF CRANE LTD.

Mr. Lewis: A question of the Minister of

Labour: Has he heard anything about the

possible move of Crane Ltd. from—I can't

remember the town in Quebec—to the city of

Cornwall?

Hon. Mr. Guindon: Not at this point in

time, Mr. Speaker.
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MARMORA MINES LTD.

Mr. Lewis: Thank you very much. A ques-

tion, if I may, of the Minister of Labour:

Has he entered into discussions with the

workers at Marmora Mines Ltd. now that

Bethlehem Steel Corp. has indicated, the ore

is running out and the mine will close down?
Has he asked the workers yet, officially, about

alternative employment?

Hon. Mr. Guindon: I have not myself. I

don't know about my staff; they may have.

Mr. Lewis: Could I ask by way of supple-

mentary, since there are, I guess, 200 to 300

jobs involved, whether his staff could not get

on it? It is unusual that a corporation gives

that kind of advance notice.

Hon. Mr. Cuindon: We will look into it on

Monday, Mr. Speaker.

USE OF CALIFORNIA PRODUCE
IN GOVERNMENT CAFETERIAS

Mr. Lewis: I have one last question of the

Premier on this Friday morning: Would the

Premier consider doing what the city of To-

ronto has now done—and indeed what York

city council has now done—in support of the

farm workers' position and indicate that in

all of the cafeteria services in this building
and in associated government offices, Cali-

fornia grapes and lettuce would not be used?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I haven't

really given this matter any thought what-

soever. I am always open to suggestions and

certainly over the two days intervening be-

tween now and Monday I will give this

matter some thought.

Mr. Lewis: By way of supplementary:
Given the very compelling nature of the

cause involved and the social example this

would set to many of the supermarkets and
food chains, I do hope the Premier can give
us some information at the beginning of

the week.

Mr. Speaker: Any further questions? The
hon. member for Huron.

Mr. Riddell: I had my question answered

previously.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for St.

David.

RYERSON RADIO STATION

Mrs. M. Scrivener (St. David): Mr. Speaker,

my question is of the Chairman of Manage-
ment Board: Can the minister inform mem-
bers of this Legislature as to the present
status of radio station CJRT?

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Mr. Speaker, I think

I gave some indication earlier in the week
in regard to this particular question that it

should more properly be directed to the

Minister of Colleges and Universities who,
I understand, will make a statement on

Monday morning in regard to the main-

tenance of CJRT.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for

Kitchener.

Mr. Breithaupt: Mr. Speaker, a question
of the Minister of Colleges and Universities.

Following the continuing—

Mrs. Scrivener: A supplementary, Mr.

Speaker-

Mr. Speaker: I'm afraid it's a little bit

late for a supplementary. We called the hon.

member and he has proceeded; if he will

defer—

Mr. Breithaupt: I would be only too happy
to yield the floor to the member for St.

David, Mr. Speaker.

Mrs. Scrivener: Mr. Speaker, may I re-

direct that question to the Minister of Col-

leges and Universities?

Mr. R. F. Ruston (Essex-Kent): He doesn't

know what it's all about either.

Hon. J. McNie (Minister of Colleges and

Universities): Mr. Speaker, as stated by the

Chairman of Management Board, the state-

ment will be made on Monday. CJRT has

received funding in the meantime to take

care of its immediate needs.

Mr. Lewis: Until Monday.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for

Kitchener.

ADMINISTRATION OF CONESTOGA
COLLEGE

Mr. Breithaupt: I have a question of the

Minister of Colleges and Universities. Follow-

ing the continuing problems at Conestoga
College and the involvement now of the two
satellite centres as well, can the minister

advise whether he has met, or will meet,
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with the president and members of the faculty

association who had expressed a particular

desire to meet with him, and, if so, when the

meeting may be? Or can the minister advise

us as to any current progress in resolving

the problem?

Hon. Mr. McNie: Mr. Speaker, as I re-

ported to the House last week, I did meet
with the faculty association. I also indicated

then that I was sure the board would enter-

tain their representation. I understand that

the faculty association met yesterday with

the board and the board is taking whatever

appropriate steps are warranted in this par-
ticular situation. I'm satisfied, quite frankly,

that the matter is in hand.

Mr. Speaker: The Chairman, Management
Board of Cabinet has the answer to a ques-
tion asked previously.

COLLECTIVE BARGAINING
FOR CIVIL SERVICE

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
I have an answer to the question that was

given to me by the member for Wentworth.
I might tell him that I have now acquired a

copy of the press release issued by the Civil

Service Association in which they described

the resolution passed at their annual general

meeting on the subject of the Crown Em-
ployees Collective Bargaining Act.

The resolution gives no indication as to

which section of the Act they considered

restrictive and, to my knowledge, we have
received no formal complaints from the

CSAO in this regard since the Act was

passed last December. I can only say, Mr.

Speaker, that I find it somewhat difficult

to understand how the parties have been
able to settle three different agreements in

direct negotiations since the enactment of

legislation if the legislation, in fact, inhibits

collective bargaining to any degree. I think

it has been a very good accomplishment.

Mr. Deans: A supplementary question:
Since the minister is now aware of the

resolution which was passed unanimously, is

it his intention to meet with the CSAO to

discuss the matter, or invite them to meet
him, in an effort to find out what the prob-
lems are?

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Mr. Speaker, in this

regard and on mutual agreement, the parties
are now back at the bargaining table. I

believe that it would not be discreet for

me to state the government's position and

in any way prejudice the hearings. Our

objective is settlement and we will be as

flexible as is required to achieve that settle-

ment.

Mr. Deans: Mr. Speaker, I'm sorry, I have

one final supplementary question. Did the

minister understand me to ask him to reveal

something to do with bargaining, because

if that's the case, I want to set his mind
at ease. That wasn't what I was asking.

I ask the minister again would he initiate

discussion with the representatives of the

CSAO to determine what it is that worries

them and what brought about that resolu-

tion on the floor of their convention with

regard to the application of the Act, as it

applies to collective bargaining in general
between the government and the civil

service?

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Mr. Speaker, I think

my statement must stand. I do not wish in

any way to prejudice the negotiations that

are presently being held, but certainly I

will consider the question as posed.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: A supplementary: Could

the minister tell the House whether negotia-
tions are still broken off between his ministry
and the CSAO special committee dealing
with pension and ancillary rights?

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Mr. Speaker, that is

one of the questions currently being con-

sidered.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Wind-
sor West is next.

LORD'S DAY ACT

Mr. Bounsall: I have a question of the

Attorney General, Mr. Speaker, relating to

contraventions of the Lord's Day (Ontario)

Act. Would he clarify the procedures that

police must follow when a complaint is

brought against them by a citizen that a com-

mercial establishment is open on Sunday? For

example, can the police close that establish-

ment, and what procedure does the Attorney
General follow when informed of the matter?

What procedure does he follow when the

matter comes to his attention?

Hon. Mr. Bales: Mr. Speaker, the matter

of the police force comes under the Solicitor

General (Mr. Yaremko) but they have no

authority to close an operation. It is their

responsibility to investigate and, if necessary
or if they deem it proper, to lay a charge.
That charge is transmitted to me through the
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Crown attorney and I deal with it, consider

the whole situation and consent or not con-

sent to prosecution.

Mr. Bounsall: A supplementary: In the

minister's dealing with it, what sort of time

factors are involved? How soon does he deal

with the matter when it comes to his atten-

tion?

Hon. Mr. Bales: Mr. Speaker, I deal with

them as soon as they come to my desk. I have
these about three or four times a week but on
the form that I have developed they must
be consented to by the Attorney General

within 60 days of the laying of the charge.
The date of laying of the charge is on the

form along with the charge itself and the

expiry date of the 60 days. They have been

coming to me within 10 days or two weeks
from when the charge has been laid—two
weeks at the outside; mostly within 10 days.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for York-

Forest Hill.

AMERICAN TEST FOR LAW STUDENTS

Mr. P. G. Givens (York-Forest Hill): A
question of the Minister of Colleges and Uni-

versities: Two irate prospective law students

have turned over to me a document called

the law school admission bulletin and I ask

on their behalf why is it necessary that the

only way they can enter law school is by
submitting to a test which is clearly designed
for American students and has to be sub-

mitted to an American institution in Prince-

ton, NJ? Is there no other way that such ad-

mission tests can be held in Canada to admit
students to Canadian law schools?

Hon. Mr. McNie: Mr. Speaker, this sub-

ject has come up before not only in connec-
tion with the Law Society but in connection

with the medical people.

There are a couple of answers to that. One
is that the cost of producing a comparable
study is prohibitive for the number of people
involved or could be regarded as prohibitive.
The other is—and I can't speak for the Law
Society specifically but I will be glad to look

into it in more detail—that in the case of the

medical area the medical people wanted it

themselves because it gave them more ready
entry into graduate study programmes in the

US.

I would be very happy to look into this

particular situation.

Mr. Givens: A supplementary: Is it not so

that graduate lawyers of law schools in On-

tario can't enter into any states in the Ameri-
can union?

For instance, why should it be necessary
for a Canadian student asking for admission

to a law school to answer whether he is an
American Indian, an Afro-American Negro, or

a Chicano - Mexican-American? Obviously,
Canadian law students should not have to

submit to a humiliating inquiry of that kind.

We have outlawed that kind of question in

this province; why should they have to sub-

mit to this kind of inquisition?

Hon. Mr. McNie: Mr. Speaker, I would

agree with the hon. member that they
shouldn't have to answer those kinds of ques-
tions and I would be very happy to look into

that particular questionnaire.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Sand-
wich-Riverside.

CONSIDERATION OF PROVINCIAL
LOTTERY

Mr. F. A. Burr (Sandwick-Riverside): Mr.

Speaker, a question of the Minister of Con-
sumer and Commercial Relations:

In the minister's consideration of sugges-
tions for a provincial lottery, is the minister

considering the New Zealand type of lottery
which is based upon savings deposits, a sys-
tem whereby nobody loses and the winners
share prizes funded from some of the interest

that would otherwise be paid to the savings

depositors?

Hon. Mr. Clement: Mr. Speaker, I wish to

make it clear that I am not advising or

recommending a provincially operated lottery
at this particular time but we are looking
at different varieties of lotteries.

The one referred to by the hon. member
for Sandwich-Riverside is one whereby one

buys a bond. It is a form of saving and
the number of the bond is the number which
is pulled from the drum. They have some

system of funding it, depending on the

prize and I think it bears some ratio to the

amount deposited or purchased in the bond.

We've also looked at the "Ernie" style of

lottery run in Great Britain. With it, you
buy a ticket in a lottery for whatever value

you wish—20 pence, a pound—and your prize
bears some relation to the amount you con-

tribute. If your name is not pulled it remains

in the drum in perpetuity. People have had
their tickets finally pulled from the drum;

although not having bought a ticket for may-
be 20 years.
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The third style is the type that they have
in Denmark; and it's somewhat similar to the

New Zealand method. The moneys raised for

mortgage investments are raised in this

method and the profits are diverted into a

mortgage fund which, again, is equivalent
to CHMC. The funding comes from the pro-
ceeds of the lottery.

The only people who really participate in

it are mortgagors, people who owe money
on their homes. If your ticket is drawn you
don't win any cash prize, other than that

your mortgage is paid off. So money is di-

verted into that form of lottery.

We are exploring many of them. I know
the member's interest in this particular matter

and he has been good enough to discuss it

with me in the past. We will eventually

bring some recomendations before this House
in this regard.

Mr. Speaker: The time for oral questions
has now expired.

Petitions.

Presenting reports.

Motions.

Introduction of bills.

EDUCATION ACT

Hon. Mr. Wells moves first reading of bill

intituled the Education Act, 1973.

Motion agreed to; first reading of the bill.

GIFT TAX ACT

Hon. Mr. White moves first reading of bill

intituled An Act to amend the Gift Tax Act.

Motion agreed to; first reading of the bill.

Hon. Mr. White: Mr. Speaker, the purpose
of the Gift Tax Amendment Act is to bring
in legislation covering the 1973 budget pro-
posal for a once-in-a-lifetime tax-free gift for
farm property of $50,000.

The objective of the proposal is to encour-

age and facilitate the continued operation
of family farms which form an important
part of the social and the economic fabric
of the province.

Under existing legislation any person may
make individual gifts of up to $2,000 each tax

free in any one year, with the yearly total

not to exceed $10,000. As designed, the pro-
posed amendments will allow a gift of up

to $50,000 tax free, once in a lifetime, of

farm property to a child. For purposes of the

amendment, the farm property is defined to

include land, buildings and machinery neces-

sary for the operation of the farm.

In addition, the term "once-in-a-lifetime"

has been defined as any one taxation year.
This means that the gift may be made in

stages over a taxation year, but any exemp-
tion claimed under this section may apply

only in respect of the amount given in a

taxation year.

In addition, succession duty legislation has

been modified to prevent recapture of the

gift in an estate where the donor has not

survived the gift by more than five years.

Mr. Speaker: Orders of the day.

Clerk of the House: The second order,

House in committee of the whole.

REGIONAL MUNICIPALITY OF
SUDBURY ACT

House in committee on Bill 232, An Act to

amend the Regional Municipality of Sudbury
Act, 1972.

Mr. Chairman: Are there any comments,

questions or amendments before section 4?

Mr. D. R. Irvine (Grenville-Dundas): Mr.

Chairman, with the concurrence of the mem-
bers of the House I have some amendments;
it might be helpful if I gave the amend-
ments out. First of all-

Mr. I. Deans (Wentworth): Why don't you
send them around?

Mr. Irvine: We will if you wish.

Mr. Chairman: You mean to pass them
around?

Mr. J. R. Breithaupt (Kitchener): It might
be helpful, Mr. Chairman, if we knew what
the sections were and the others, I think,

could probably pass quite promptly.

Mr. Chairman: I notice I have one for

section 4. Is there anything before section 4?

If not, the member for Grenville-Dundas.

On section 4:

Mr. Irvine moves that subsection (8) of

section 29 of the Act as set out in section 4
in the bill be amended by inserting after the

word "municipality" in the third line, the

words "subject to the approval of the regional

corporation."
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Section 4 agreed to.

Mr. Chairman: The minister has another

amendment to section 5.

On section 5:

Mr. Irvine moves that subsection (11) of

section 31 of the Act as set out in section 5

of the bill be amended by inserting after

the word "municipality" in the first line, the

words "subject to the approval of the regional

corporation."

Section 5 agreed to.

Mr. Chairman: The next amendment I

notice is to section 12, I believe. Is there any-

thing before section 12?

Mr. Deans: Section 6.

On section 6:

Mr. Chairman: The member for Went-
worth.

Mr. Deans: Mr. Chairman, I have a com-
ment or two I want to make about section 6.

I want to say to the parliamentary secretary
that I'm not exactly sure whether or not to

speak in Shakespearean but I'll talk to him
in English in case he might understand that.

Whether or not the provisions of the Muni-

cipal Act allow municipalities to acquire prop-
erty for the purpose of providing residences

for doctors is inconsequential to me. The fact

of the matter is that because something is

wrongly enshrined in the Municipal Act
it doesn't mean that it should be carried on
into special Acts. That was the point I was

attempting to make for about nine minutes
two or three days ago.

I don't believe that people with the ability
to make the kind of money that doctors are

capable of making should have been given a

special provision in any Act with regard to

getting municipalities to lease property in

order that they can provide residences for

themselves. The fact that this particular
section is plucked out of the Municipal Act
and put into the Sudbury bill doesn't make
it any more right than if it had been thought
up originally by the parliamentary secretary
and put into this bill for the first time.

It is my opinion that if we are going to

begin a process of providing municipalities
with the right to acquire property for pro-

viding residential homes for individuals, the

least we could do is begin at the end that

can't afford it. We ought not to begin at the

upper end of society.

The point that I made the other night was
that my colleague from Sudbury East (Mr.

Martel) had risen in this House on numerous
occasions and attempted to bring to the gov-
ernment's attention the fact that the need for

housing in the Sudbury area was great. The

opportunities for people in lower income

brackets to obtain adequate housing was very
limited and to continue this section in this

Act when there ought to have been legisla-

tion dealing with the needs of the majority
rather than a privileged few, is wrong.

I'm suggesting to the parliamentary secre-

tary that I know as much about Sudbury as

he does. I've been in Sudbury as often as he

has and I have visited Sudbury—

Mr. Irvine: Are you sure?

Mr. Deans: Yes, I'm sure, in terms of

politics, that I've been in Sudbury as often

as he has and I have as much knowledge of

the Sudbury area as he will ever have. When
I have three colleagues elected to the Legis-
lature from the Sudbury area, who bring to

my attention that there are problems within

a bill, it is the responsibility that I under-

take to raise those problems. I will continue

to raise those problems with or without the

concurrence of the parliamentary secretary.

If the parliamentary secretary thinks he can

rise when I happen to be absent for an hour

and bring to the attention of the House my
absence on that evening, I want to bring to

his attention that I was here at 8 o'clock;

where was he?

Mr. Irvine: I was here.

Mr. Deans: I was here at 10:30; where

was he?

Mr. Irvine: Right here.

Mr. Deans: Fine; then the fact is that I

was in the House last evening. The fact I

wasn't here during his dealing with that bill

is not his concern.

Mr. Chairman: Order, please, we are dis-

cussing—

Mr. Deans: If the parliamentary secretary

wants—this is a comment that he made about

me directly, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Chairman: Well, it has nothing to do

with this bill.

Mr. Deans: That's right, and it should

have been ruled out of order at the time it

was made. It should have been ruled out

of order at that time.

Mr. Chairman: There are many comments

passed back and forth across the House which
should be ruled out of order.
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Mr. E. W. Martel (Sudbury East): Well,

why do you always rule us out?

Mr. W. Newman (Ontario South): Oh, be

quiet.

Mr. J. F. Foulds (Port Arthur): These were
not words that were made back and forth

across the House. They were deliberate com-
ments made during the parliamentary assis-

tant's speech.

Mr. Martel: The chairman can spank us

like little boys. He did it the other night,

again. But he never sees it from the other

side of the House.

Mr. Deans: Aside from that, Mr. Chairman,
let me just say on this bill, that it is my view
that the word "residential" should be stricken

from that section of the bill; the word "resi-

dential," should be taken out of section 6.

It is quite in order, in my opinion, for

municipalities to acquire properties for the

purpose of providing a clinic. It is quite in

order for municipalities to have properties,
real properties, which they will rent to physi-
cians or to others for the purpose of providing
office facilities.

But it is wrong for the municipalities to be

in a position to acquire property for the

purpose of providing residences for doctors

or, for that matter, any people in that

particularly privileged classification in terms

of income.

And so I would move, Mr. Chairman, that

the word "residential" in line 7 of section 6

be stricken from the Act—and I will write it

out for you right now.

Mr. Chairman: Mr. Deans moves that the

word "residential" in section 6 be stricken

from the Act. Any comments? The member
for Sudbury East.

Mr. Martel: Mr. Chairman, I rise, of course,

to support my colleague in that when we
were at second reading I opposed this prin-

ciple.

I want to direct a few remarks to the par-

liamentary assistant about what's going on in

the Sudbury area, as I have noticed in the

last couple of years, with respect to doctors.

Most of the municipalities have built clinics

an-1 it's interesting what this is costing the

municipalities. It's almost as bad as the

Toronto Argos when they bring in players

every year. What do they call that?

Mr. M. C. Germa (Sudbury): Draft.

Mr. Martel: Not the draft-but the airlift?

There's a bus or a car or an airlift into Sud-

bury and to the small communities around
there as doctors answer the ads of the vari-

ous municipalities. They come, one after an-

other, like a torrent because it's all expenses
paid.

I am sure some of them have no intention

of locating there, but it's a good weekend for

the wife and the kids now. I am getting a

little offended by it because I have seen

municipalities bring in six, seven, eight doc-

tors w)o have had their expenses paid for

them over the weekend. Then they leave and
a month later when the municipality has sent

the cheque and asked what has happened, it

gets a letter back saying: "I am sorry, we
are not going."

This is just a further example of the group
that can most afford it, taking advantage of

the shortage of medical practitioners in this

province. I resent what the doctors are doing
and I know that the municipalities desperately
do this sort of thing in order to induce or

seduce a doctor into staying in their area.

I think there's a total failure on the pro-
vincial government's part in that they have
never been able to adequately staff or meet
the needs of the people of this province.
Once again to ask municipal taxpayers to

foot the bill for building residences for peo-

ple whose incomes will average about $70,000
this year is simply ridiculous.

I can recall several years ago asking this

ministry and this government to do some-

thing about the desperate straits of the city

of Sudbury and the surrounding area when
Inco was expanding and you couldn't rent a

tent in the city of Sudbury.

We had shemozzles like the Rockview Es-

states, which the House leader came to see

when I requested. We had people in that

bind and yet we weren't passing special leg-

islation to allow the municipality to build

houses for those people—some of them in the

lowest income group going. And here we are

going to build homes for doctors, or allow the

municipalities to do so, and then the doctors

can lease them.

That is a lot of nonsense. There is some-

thing wrong with any doctor who can't make

enough money to live on. He should be in

some other profession. I would ask that this

just not be allowed.

One might suggest at the same time, Mr.

Chairman, that if the government were seri-

ous it would include in the bill what I sug-

gested earlier in this debate. The government
of Ontario was going to turn over to the reg-

ional municipality of Sudbury all of the land

presently under the jurisdiction or under the
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control of International Nickel, the 210,000
acres which they have tied up in the area.

None of it is for surface use, except Frood

open pit I suspect.

Why don't we take that and enshrine it in

this bill and say, "Here, regional municipality
of Sudbury, you've got all kinds of land that

we've given to the companies for a song. [I

think it is $1 an acre or some ridiculous fee

per yearj We are going to deed it all to

you, the regional municipality of Sudbury.
[That is in the areas such as Garson, Conis-

ton, Falconbridge, Copper Cliff and Levack.]
We are going to allow you to start the finest

land assembly programme for a dollar an
acre. That is all you will pay us."

Let the government tell Father Inco and
his little protege, Falconbridge: "Seeing that

you paid only $1 or some ridiculous fee, we
are going to give you that amount back. You
can have the mineral rights which are under
the ground but we are going to give the sur-

face rights to the regional municipality of

Sudbury."

Enshrine that in this bill and say: "Now we
will give you the head start of your life.

We'll clean out all the land speculators in

the process and people will be able to"—

Mr. Chairman: Order, please. The member
is straying.

Mr. Martel: I'm talking about what is in

the bill—where the government is providing
residences—I get a little fed up, Mr. Chair-

man, with the way you narrowly define what
is going on.

Mr. Chairman: The member must admit he
is straying away from the bill.

Mr. Martel: I am not straying from it. I'm

talking about residences.

Mr. Chairman: Order, please.

Mr. Martel: I am talking about providing
residences. The government wants to provide
them for doctors but not the working class.

Mr. Chairman: The member is straying
from the bill.

Mr. Martel: All I'm asking is that the gov-
ernment enshrine in this bill the land which
will allow the regional municipality to de-

velop all the land it wants, good land instead

of that pile of rock in the city of Sudbury.
The government could, in fact, provide resi-

dences for the workers at a much lower cost

without affecting anyone. I suggest, unless he
is willing to exclude this part with respect to

doctors, the minister should then have no

alternative but to introduce what I am sug-

gesting. I leave that to the parliamentary
assistant.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for Sud-

bury.

Mr. Germa: Mr. Chairman, I rise to support
the amendment proposed by the member for

Wentworth.

As a resident of Sudbury, I think I am
tuned in to the problems of that area much
more than the member for Grenville-Dundas,
even though he seems to insist that we do not

represent the true feelings of the city of Sud-

bury. I suspect that his wisdom comes from
the appointed chairman, who, in my mind,
does not represent the wishes of the people
of the city of Sudbury. In fact, if the truth

were known and the wishes of the residents

of that area were concerned there would not
be regional government in the city of Sud-

bury.

It is thanks only to the members from this

party that regionalism was introduced into

this area with as little controversy as has

taken place, because we, as members of the

party, agreed with the concept of regional

government, and it was no one more than the

three Sudbury members sitting here today
who sold it to the residents. It was not the

appointed chairman who sold regionalism to

the city of Sudbury.

Mr. Martel: Nor did Demers, because he

got defeated on it.

Mr. Germa: I think that when we stand

here and make points we should not be

blasphemed by the parliamentary assistant

stating that we do not represent the wishes

of that area. We came here as their repre-
sentatives by majority vote, and if the mem-
ber doesn't agree with the democratic pro-
cess, we certainly do and we intend to up-
hold that position.

The amendment, in my mind, has to be

supported. It is a very narrow amendment
which strikes the word "residential" from a

section of the Act, which section I think

should not even be in the Act. I have stated

before and I state again, that medical de-

livery services in the city of Sudbury and in

the regional municipality are in a mess. They
are unco-ordinated, there is dissension

amongst various groups, there is competition
between various area municipalities for

doctors and for services, and to my mind, the

whole concept of regionalism is being flouted

by breaking this delivery of medical services

down into small parochial units. This is pre-
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cisely what is wrong with delivery of health

services in the city. There have been too many
small vested interests fighting, competing and

trying to upstage one another.

The original city of Sudbury bill detailed

that the regional government would be re-

sponsible for the delivery of health services

and it also stated that the area municipalities
had no right in this field.

We agreed with that. That is what we sold

regionalism on. This is the basis on which the

people accepted it so willingly. And you must

admit that there has not been too much dis-

sension from the regional area since it was
instituted almost a year ago because of the

efforts of the members who stand here today
in the House. We believed in it and we sold

it.

We think that it is wrong to take the

narrow, parochial attitude present in this

amending bill. I resent that we are going
back and listening to the parochial attitudes

of the area of Rayside-Balfour who are in the

process now of trying to build a clinic. They
want to compete with the Garson-Coniston

clinic and with the Chelmsford clinic. This is

not what regionalism is all about. Regional-
ism is co-operation and co-ordination in a de-

fined area. The idea of the whole section is

repugnant to me, and the idea of having resi-

dences built for doctors by the public purse
is equally repugnant.

There is not even a clause in here that

would protect the public funds invested. If

the parliamentary secretary would put in a

section which says that the doctor will pay
rent on this residence on the basis of rent

geared to income, then there is some protec-
tion.

Mr. Martel: That's an idea.

Mr. Cerma: Then if this man earned

$30,000, which he is going to do, 25 per
cent of that $30,000 will be rent.

We do it at the other end of the scale.

There is no reason why he shouldn't be pay-

ing $7,000 a year rent—or 25 per cent of his

income—on the basis of rent geared to in-

come. This is accepted in thousands of units

right across the province. It is accepted in a

thousand units in the city of Sudbury.

I'll go along with building residences for

doctors and if they earn $100,000 I'll take

$25,000 rent from them. What is fairer than

that? I'll ask the parliamentary secretary to

consider amending his own bill to put in a

protective clause that the rent shall be on the

basis of rent geared to income; namely, 25

per cent of income. That is the only way I

will willingly accept this clause.

Mr. Chairman: The parliamentary secre-

tary.

Mr. Irvine: Mr. Chairman, may I say first

of all, I am very pleased that all the mem-
bers who participated originally are here

this morning. That's the reason I suggested
at the beginning of our discussions last night,

that we would go into committee of the whole

House, so that we would be face to face on

the issues as they came up.

I think the point that has been raised by
the member for Wentworth, the member for

Sudbury and the member for Sudbury East

about section 6, the feeling that there is

discrimination of one sort or another, is not a

valid point. I feel very strongly that we must

have confidence in the elected people at the

area level; we must have confidence in the

people who are elected at the regional level.

We accept the philosophy that the people in

the local area know what is best for their

area.

I have in front of me, a certified resolu-

tion from the regional municipality of Sud-

bury, No. 73-184, dated April 26, 1973,

signed by Mr. Sage, the regional adminis-

trator, asking that we do include this par-

ticular section in the amending Act we are

dealing with right now.

I would ask the members to look at it this

way: Do they not think that area municipali-
ties are smart enough to protect the people
in their areas? Are they not businesslike

enough to realize that there has to be a re-

turn for whatever money is invested, if there

is any money invested? Do they not realize

that this is permissive legislation? It doesn't

say they shall provide; there is nothing in the

bill that says they shall provide certain facili-

ties. But if there is an area that is lacking

medical practitioners, why should we exempt
and make an exclusion for the people of the

regional municipality of Sudbury any more
than the rest of Ontario?

Mr. Deans: We should amend the other

bill.

Mr. Martel: We should remove it to cover

the whole of Ontario.

Mr. Irvine: Mr. Chairman, I have faith in

those who are elected in the Sudbury area;

I have faith in them determining whether or

not they will build any facilities. And I

might point out to the member for Sudbury
East that we have not changed the content

as to who controls the overall provision of
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health facilities throughout the area. What
we have done is we have provided an extra

co-ordinating step, at the region's request,

for the area municipality to be able to pro-

vide additional facilities if they should so

wish.

I really cannot agree with the member for

Wentworth that this section should be

dropped. Originally he stated very emphati-

cally that section 6 must go. Mr. Chairman, I

am not prepared to have section 6 go, by any
means. I think section 6 should stay. As far

the point that "residential" should be dropped
out of there, I think that can be decided

fairly well at the local level.

I am sure that if the members have as

much influence as they say they have, they
will be able to go back and say, "Look,
there is no way you should build anything
in the way of residential accommodation for

a doctor of any sort." Certainly, this is a de-

cision to be reached at the local level; how-
ever, at times when they do wish to, I feel

they should be able to do so. Mr. Chairman,
I say that section 6 stands.

Mr. Deans: I have one comment in reaction

to the parliamentary assistant's remarks. I

don't want the parliamentary assistant to

think for one moment that simply because a

resolution is passed and sent into the govern-
ment, that that automatically means the gov-
ernment is going to act on it. I can show him
sheaves of paper of resolutions sent to the

government by municipalities in this prov-
ince asking for any number of changes.

The government are being very selective

in the things they are going to implement
and what things they are not going to imple-
ment. The fact of the matter is that for every
one thing that the government implements
by way of a response to a resolution from

any municipality, I venture the opinion that

there are probably 100, perhaps 1,000 resolu-

tions sent in from which there is no response

by way of changes to legislation.

The parliamentary assistant shakes his head,
but the fact of the matter is that in my
nearly seven years in the Legislature, I can
think of countless numbers of times where

municipalities have asked for certain kinds

of resolutions. I can remember, for example,
Mr. Chairman, when the city of Ottawa came
before the private bills committee and asked
for the right to implement rent control.

Mr. Martel: Right on. He didn't trust them
then.

Mr. Deans: Where was the government's
positive reaction to the requests of the duly
elected local representatives on that occasion?

Hon. G. A. Kerr (Provincial Secretary for

Justice): Did it get through the standing
committee?

Mr. Deans: It did, in fact, get through; and
it was killed by the minister.

Mr. Martel: Oh, oh.

Hon. Mr. Kerr: I am pretty sure it didn't.

Mr. Deans: I can remember resolutions

brought in before the private bills committee

by a number of municipalities which repre-
sented the individual views of those munic-

ipalities with regard to their needs. Where
was the government's positive reaction to

them? It's funny how the parliamentary assis-

tant can stand in his place and talk about

participatory democracy and how they listen

to the people of the area and how, when a

resolution comes in, they have to move on it

—when it just happens to be something they
want to do.

Of course, as the member for Kitchener

says, the parliamentary assistant, the member
for Grenville-Dundas, wasn't here at the time
we dealt with the Ottawa matter. There have
been others, many others, and if I set my
mind to it, I'm sure I could probably take
from now until 1 o'clock and tell you about
them all. I won't, but don't give us that hog-
wash about responding to the legitimate

requests of the community because it just
doesn't wash with us any more.

We know that the government's attitude

is very much dictated by the government's
own opinions. If it happens that they coin-

cide with the municipality's opinion, the

change will be made but when they don't

happen to coincide, there's no change. Don't
tell us it has anything to do with respon-
siveness; it is something to do with your
own views of how life ought to be.

I say it for the last time—just because the

Municipal Act contains a provision which is

wrong, it doesn't mean that it has to be
contained in every private Act also.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Sudbury.

Mr. Germa: Mr. Chairman, a few more
words in rebuttal to the parliamentary assis-

tant. It does him no good to quote to me
resolution 73-184 received from the city of

Sudbury—the regional municipality of the city
of Sudbury. He tells me he acted on that

because he was responsive to the request. If
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that is so, I don't know why he didn't act on

resolutions 73-202, 73-578, 73-132 and 72-4.

These resolutions were also submitted to the

government of Ontario and the government,
as was stated by the member for Wentworth,
was very narrow in its selectivity. He
shouldn't go along boasting about how re-

sponsive this government is; it only responds
when it sees fit to do it.

To get back to the thing in contention

here, the provision of clinics by areas rather

than regions and the building of residences

for doctors thereunder. The whole regionalism
bill was instituted to overcome narrow paro-
chial interests, yet parochialism is still ram-

pant within the regional boundaries, even as

of today, and this is just one of the mani-

festations of parochialism. The government
saw fit to override this parochialism and in-

stitute a broader based regional government.
The parliamentary assistant hasn't spoken to

that. He only speaks of his responsiveness.
Let him speak to the regional bill.

He overrode parochial interests in a hun-

dred different fashions. Every little town
wanted its own police force; every little

town wanted its own engineer; every little

town wanted its own planner. They overrode

all of those parochial interests in the interest

of better government and I say that the

same principle applies here. There are narrow

parochial interests which have motivated this

resolution to the government. I ask the par-

liamentary assistant to override those small

parochial communities for the common good
of the whole area. That is what is manifest

here this morning.

Mr. Chairman: Are you ready for the

motion then? Mr. Deans has moved that

section 6, the word "residential" on line 7

be stricken from the said section.

Those in favour of Mr. Deans' motion will

please say "aye."

Those opposed will please say "nay."

In my opinion the "nays" have it. I

declare the motion lost and section 6 carried.

Section 6 agreed to.

Mr. Chairman: Are there any further

comments, questions or amendments before
section 12? If not, the parliamentary assistant.

On section 12: Mr. Irvine moves that

section 115a of the Act, as set out in sec-

tion 12 of the bill, be amended by adding
thereto the following subsection, subsection

(4): "For the purpose of section 19 of the
Milk Act the regional corporation shall be
deemed to be a municipality and no area

municipality shall exercise any powers under
the said section."

The member for Wentworth.

Mr. Deans: Yes, thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I wonder if the parliamentary secretary
would explain just exactly what section 19

of the Milk Act does, in order that we may
understand what it is that we're voting on?

Mr. Irvine: Mr. Chairman, what we're do-

ing in this particular section is making the

regional councils responsible for licensing in

every field we can. This is just another sec-

tion added to the ones we already have in

there. The question was raised before, I think

by the member for Sudbury East if I'm not

mistaken, in regard to the wisdom of having
plumbing and electrical assembly boards and

possibly the regional licensing in this field.

All we are trying to do is to obtain uniformity

throughout the whole region so that the

actual issuing of licences comes under the

regional council rather than having each area

municipality issue licences at the local level.

That is all we're doing.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Sudbury
East.

Mr. Martel: Mr. Chairman, I want to make
sure that the parliamentary assistant under-
stands what I said. I'm not questioning the

wisdom of having a uniform licensing across

the area at all. I have spoken at great lengths
to the Minister of Colleges and Universities

(Mr. McNie) and some of his staff about this.

In northern Ontario we have many very
small contractors; two or three members of a

family make up contracting and they're build-

ing houses in small communities. There are

very few large contractors. If each of these

groups, who can do excellent work, have to

have the same plumbing licence as do

plumbers who are involved in the building
of highrise apartments—and the licence for

both, as it presently stands, is identical—

they have to have the qualifications to be
able to determine the size of the pipe on the

29th floor in relation to all the other floors

on the way down before they can be licensed.

That's the type of licensing we have in the

province.

In the north, the vast majority of the

people who do plumbing do excellent

plumbing. What, in effect, I'm concerned
about is that there should be a different

licence; two licences, one for the man who's

engaged in highrise apartment buildings,

large stores and so forth, and the other for

licensing for the ordinary one-family unit.
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If, in effect, we bring this in and the munici-

pality determines that that's the one thing

they can do with licensing for that type of

individual, then what are you going to do

to replace all the small contractors who are

going to be wiped out?

That's what's going to happen, because

you have very few large contractors. In each

of the municipalities like my own there might
be 25 or 30 houses built, not by a con-

tractor but by six contractors, in a year.

What's going to happen? You're not going
to find a contracting firm which has people
who are highly qualified, beyond the neces-

sity for building single-family units, to go
there. What are we going to do then? What
are we going to do to fill the vacuum?

I mean, who in God's name is going to go
down to Wahnapitae? What large contractor

is going to move in and build two or three

units at a time? We know it's not feasible for

a large contractor to spread out and build

two, three, four units at a time, but, in fact,

the vast majority of contractors in the Sud-

bury basin are doing that and yet they will

have to have the same qualifications. You've

got to have an answer before you introduce

that.

You've got to know whether, in fact, the

Minister of Colleges and Universities and his

staff' have been able to work out a new test-

ing procedure so that these people, whether

they be electricians, or plumbers, and so forth,

who are engaged primarily in single-family
units, do it properly, but at the same time

don't have to have the qualifications to go out

and work on high rises.

You can't have it both ways, and I'm tell-

ing you now that unless you adopt that new
licensing procedure which the Minister of

Colleges and Universities' staff has been talk-

ing about, no one will be able to build

houses. I tell you that's the case, and I don't

care if the parliamentary assistant shakes his

head.

I know the area. I know it much better

than Don Collins ever will. I know it better

than Lou Sage does. I've been raised in it.

These people come along—all of the experts
that they've hired in the last year and a half

-and I'm afraid some of them don't know it

well.

I know who does the contracting in

Hanmer. I know who does the contracting in

Capreol. I know who builds the houses in

Garson. I know who builds the houses in

Coniston. Don't tell me that it is large firms;

it is not.

Unless some changes are forthcoming in

the licensing procedure and if they apply the

type of licensing there is in Toronto, you are

going to destroy every small company in the

basin and you are not going to have a house

built.

You can come back with the same

gobbledygook that you gave us a while ago
—"I am sure that the regional municipality

won't pass such rigid regulations; they know
their own municipalities." It doesn't work

that way; the licensing is uniform.

Mr. R. Haggerty (Welland South): Who is

steering the ship?

Mr. Martel: The regional municipality.

Mr. Haggerty: Who is the head of it here

in Queen's Park?

Mr. Martel: That's what I am worried

about.

Mr. Germa: It's a walkie-talkie.

Mr. Martel: I tell you that if the region

moves in you will wipe out every small busi-

nessman and you will not build the houses

necessary in the small municipalities that lie

outside the city of Sudbury. I suggest you
had better think about that one before you
allow this to pass.

Mr. Chairman: Those in favour of Mr.

Irvine's motion? No? Shall Mr. Irvine's motion

carry?

Mr. Martel: I would like to hear from the

parliamentary assistant. Let him speak for five

minutes.

Mr. Chairman: Order, please. We are deal-

ing with the amendment pertaining—

Mr. Martel: We are dealing with the

section.

Mr. Chairman: We are dealing with the

amendment pertaining to the Milk Act.

Mr. Martel: We are dealing with the

section. It is section 12, is it not, Mr. Chair-

man? I would like to hear what guarantees
that we are not going to wipe out small

builders. If I have that assurance then I am

okay.

Mr. Irvine: Mr. Chairman, I would be

happy to speak with your concurrence. I

really don't follow the argument put forth so

strongly by the member for Sudbury East.

We are not changing anything whatsoever

except regulating the uniformity of licensing.

If he tells me that there is discrimination
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used, or will be used, I say that this is a

matter which should be settled at the local

level. Certainly, I don't foresee, any more in

Sudbury than I would anywhere else, that the

small contractor will be put out of business.

Why should he be? In the part of Ontario

where I come from we have many small

contractors which are still in operation and I

fail to understand—I know what he is saying—
but I fail to understand why he is so worked

up on this particular section. He says there

are going to be a lot of people put out of

business; I say there will not be a lot of

people put out of business. All we are doing
is merely making it uniform throughout the

region.

Mr. Martel: Mr. Chairman, let me go over

it slowly for the parliamentary assistant.

Mr. Irvine: You don't have to. I heard you
loud and clear.

Mr. Martel: It is obvious you didn't under-
stand it.

Mr. Irvine: I understand.

Mr. Martel: You tell me you have them in

your area and none of them is hurt. But if the

standards which apply in Hamilton or in

Toronto are applied in Sudbury—if you have
to have a master's licence and so on—there
are only large companies that have that type
of staff. If that's applied in the regional

municipality of Sudbury, it has to be applied

uniformly across the entire regional munic-

ipality. You follow me that far, I hope?

Mr. Irvine: Yes.

Mr. Martel: Great. Now, there are no major
companies, first and foremost. If that set of

regulations, which have applied in the city of

Sudbury before but have not been applied
outside the city of Sudbury, are then applied
regionally; then small companies like Mr.
Reitz—like anyone you want to name—will

have to hire plumbers who hold not only
a plumber's certificate, but a master's certifi-

cate.

I'm saying to you that you can't have it

both ways. Now, in your area I don't believe

you are part of a regional municipality that

has that type of regulation.

Mr. Irvine: We have it in the regional

municipality of Ottawa-Carleton.

Mr. Martel: You are in it?

Mr. Irvine: Not personally.

Mr. Martel: No. You are close to it.

Mr. Irvine: That's right.

Mr. Martel: As long as it doesn't hurt me.

Mr. Irvine: It doesn't hurt anybody.

Mr. Martel: Well, if the city of Sudbury
applies that type of licensing, at it applies
in Toronto and Hamilton today-

Mr. Irvine: They don't have to.

Mr. Martel: Oh, they don't have to—I know
that. I know that, but they can't apply it

for the city of Sudbury proper and then not

apply to a place like Valley East township
—can they? There'd be no uniformity. And it

already exists in that they are applying it to

the city of Sudbury. So you can expand it

beyond the boundaries of the city proper, to

the region—and what happens then?

Mr. Irvine: Mr. Chairman, I think the

member has missed the point entirely.

Mr. Martel: No, I think you've missed it.

Mr. Irvine: Well, I understand you think

I have-

Mr. Martel: I understand you think I have
too.

Mr. Irvine: —but really what we are doing
is making the regional council responsible for

the issuing of licenses. Now, what they want
to do for one part of the area is entirely up
to them; what they want to do in another

part is entirely up to them. I just can't agree
that by this legislation we are putting any-

body out of business. That's not the intent of

the legislation, nor will it happen. I'm sorry,
I can't go along with the member from

Sudbury East.

Mr. Martel: I'm glad to have your assur-

ance. That really makes me feel good.

Mr. Chairman: Shall this motion carry?

Agreed.

Section 12 agreed to.

Mr. Chairman: The parliamentary assistant

has an amendment to section 13.

On section 13:

Mr. Irvine moves that the bill be amended
by adding thereto the following section 132(a)

which deals with the acquiring of parks at

the regional level.

Mr. Irvine: Mr. Chairman, do you wish
me to read the whole thing?

Mr. Chairman: We have to have it on the

record once. If you read it, I'll not repeat
it.
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Mr. Irvine: All right:

1. The regional council may pass bylaws
for acquiring land for and establishing,

laying out and improving and maintaining

public parks, zoological gardens, recreation

areas, squares, avenues, boulevards and
drives in the regional area and to exercise

all or any of the powers that are conferred

on boards and park management by the

Public Parks Act.

2. In addition to the powers that may be
exercised in subsection 1, the regional
council has the power to let from year
to year or for any time not exceeding 10

years, the right to sell subject to the Liquor
Licence Act and the regulations made
thereunder, spirituous, fermented or intox-

icating liquors within regional parks under
such regulations that the regional council

may prescribe.

3. Paragraphs 70 and 71 of section 352
of the Municipal Act are mutatis mutandis
to the regional corporation.

4. The regional corporations are to be
deemed to be a municipality for the pur-
poses of the Parks Assistance Act and the

Community Centres Act.

5. Whereunder an agreement with any
conservation authority, lands vested in the
conservation authority, or managed and
controlled by a regional corporation, the

regional corporation may:

(a) Exercise all or any of the powers
conferred on it under section 1 with respect
to such lands.

(b) Lay out, construct and maintain roads
and such lands, and with the consent of

the area municipality in which such lands
or any part thereof are situate, assume the

maintenance of existing roads and such
lands or any part thereof.

(c) Subject to the Highway Traffic Act,

regulate traffic on such roads and prescribe
the rate of speed1 for motor vehicles driven
on such roads in accordance with sub-
section (4) of section 82 of the Highway
Traffic Act.

6. The regional council may agree to pay
annually to the area municipality, in which

any land is used for the purpose as set out
in subsection (1), a sum not exceeding the
amount that would have been paid to the

municipality as taxes if the land were not

exempt from taxation, and that sections 13
to 15 of the bill be renumbered as sections

14 to 16 respectively.

Mr. Chairman, that is the amendment which
was requested by the member for Sudbury.

Mr. Chairman: You've heard the amend-
ment. Will you take it as read this time?

The member for Sudbury.

Mr. Germa: Mr. Chairman, if I understand

correctly this is a provision which amends
certain Acts which would allow the regional

municipality to establish parks. I am in com-

plete accord with that. If that is the intent

of the amendment then it is certainly accept-
able to this side of he House.

Mr. Irvine: Yes, Mr. Chairman, that is com-

pletely what is the intent of the amendment.

Amendment agreed to.

Section 13 agreed to.

Mr. Chairman: Any further comment, ques-
tion or amendment on a later section of the

bill? If not, shall the bill as amended be re-

ported?

Bill 232, as amended, reported.

REGIONAL MUNICIPALITY OF
OTTAWA-CARLETON ACT

House in committee on Bill 231, An Act to

amend the Regional Municipality of Ottawa-
Carleton Act.

Mr. Chairman: Are there any comments,

questions or amendments on any section of

this bill, and if so which section? The member
for Wentworth.

Mr. Deans: Yes, I'd like to ask a question.

Mr. Chairman: On which section?

Mr. Deans: The reason I am asking the

question is that I'm not at all sure that it is

in the bill. I was asked by my colleague the

member for Ottawa Centre (Mr. Cassidy), who
is in Ottawa today on business, if I would
ask this on his behalf. He informed me that

there had been indicated at the time the

legislation was first brought in that there

would be a provision for transitional grants,
in the event of tax shifts, to compensate for

any unusual increases or, for that matter I

suppose, decreases over the course of the

five-year period immediately after the intro-

duction of the legislation and its becoming
law. He understood—and I can't help him on

it, but maybe the parliamentary assistant can

help me—that this was to be contained in this

legislation.

Before we get involved in a big discussion

about it, I wonder to begin with if the parlia-

mentary assistant could indicate whether or
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not it is contained in the legislation and where
it is contained, in order that we can set the

member for Ottawa Centre's mind at ease and
the minds of some of the member municipal-
ities which are quite concerned about tax

shifts which we can talk about, if it isn't

already there in the bill.

Mr. Irvine: Mr. Chairman, in reply to the

member for Wentworth, I did outline on

Tuesday to the House that transitional grants
were provided for. I'm afraid I would have
to look into exactly what particular section of

the Act it is. I did inform the member for

Ottawa Centre that there were the following

grants, which I read into the record, for

North Gower and Marlborough, the present

municipalities and the new area municipality
of Rideau, the following transitional grants;

$37,877 for 1974, $30,301 for 1975, $22,726
for 1976, $15,150 for 1977 and $7,575 for

1978. That is based on a 100 per cent transi-

tional grant for the first year, then 80 per
cent, 60 per cent, 40 per cent and 20 per
cent in the following years of a five-year

period. Does that satisfy the member for

Wentworth?

Mr. Deans: Yes, I understood that this had
been told to the member for Ottawa Centre.

His concern was that he can't find the section

in the legislation that deals with this, and
neither can I; I didn't have enough time to

go back through all the legislation. Perhaps
if we could have the area pointed out to us

so we can see it, then we would be able to

better appreciate what's happened. Can you
do that?

Mr. Irvine: Yes, Mr. Chairman, I would be

happy to. I'll have to ask my staff, though, to

provide that information for me. Perhaps we
could move on to something else in the
meantime.

Mr. Deans: Well, let me just say that the
member for Ottawa Centre has done a rather
substantial study of the matter. He provided
a number of details and figures to me with

regard to changes in the assessment and the
levies of 1973, the old levies and the new
levies, and the percentage of change that has
taken place in about eight of the member
municipalities.

He is quite concerned that in fact there is

a cushioning taking place. Some of the

changes range as high as 19 per cent in Fitz-

roy, 11 per cent in North Gower, and eight
per cent in Marlborough. In fact, throughout
the member municipalities there are sub-
stantial changes from the old levy to the new

levy; in all but two they are increases. I just

want to be absolutely sure before the bill

passes that that is enshrined in the legislation.

Mr. Irvine: Mr. Chairman, maybe I can be

of some assistance; I hope so. I did provide
to the member for Ottawa Centre the full

table of financial facts that we had presented
to each municipality, and perhaps my friend

will refer to table 9 on the last page, which
deals with the financial impact on residential

taxpayers in year one after transitional grants
and transitional adjustments have been made.

Mr. Deans: Right, I have got that.

Mr. Irvine: It shows the tax changes for

$15,000 equalized residential assessment per
household. It would decrease in Richmond by
$27; increase in Stittsville by $1; increase in

Goulbourn by $7; increase in Fitzroy by $5;

increase in Huntley by $2; decrease in Tor-

bolton by $3; decrease in North Gower by
$2; and increase in Marlborough by $6.

Now, we don't see those as being really

significant shifts in taxes, and we feel that we
have provided quite adequately for the people
in that particular area.

I have been informed, if I might go back

to the original question, that page 9 of the

Act deals with when transitional grants will

be given to certain municipalities.

Mr. Deans: Okay, I will have to leave it.

Mr. Chairman: Any further comment? Does

the parliamentary assistant have an answer

to the earlier question?

Mr. Irvine: Well, that was it.

Mr. Chairman: I am sorry. Any further

comment, question or amendment on any
section of this bill? If not, shall the bill be

reported?

Bill 231 reported.

Hon. Mrs. Birch moves the committee rise

and report.

Motion agreed to.

The House resumed; Mr. Speaker in the

chair.

Mr. Chairman: Mr. Speaker, the committee
of the whole House begs to report one bill

with certain amendments and one bill with-

out amendment and asks for leave to sit again.

Report agreed to.

Clerk of the House: The hon. Attorney
General (Mr. Bales) is on his way to the

House.
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Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Kit-

chener.

Mr. J. R. Breithaupt (Kitchener): Mr.

Speaker, perhaps at this point the third read-

ings of these two bills could be called. If

they were, we might be able to resolve a

couple more items on the order paper.

Hon. M. Birch (Minister without Portfolio):

I agree, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. I. Deans (Wentworth): Mr. Speaker, I

would concur in proceeding with third read-

ings of these two bills today. Unanimous
consent would be required and we won't

withhold it.

THIRD READINGS

The following bills were given third read-

ing upon motion:

Bill 231, An Act to amend the Regional

Municipality of Ottawa-Carleton Act.

Bill 232, An Act to amend the Regional

Municipality of Sudbury Act, 1972.

JUSTICES OF THE PEACE ACT

Hon. Mr. Bales moves second reading of

Bill 250, An Act to amend the Justices of the

Peace Act.

Mr. V. M. Singer (Downsview): Mr.

Speaker, having read Bill 250 and having
had the very substantial advantage of read-

ing the portion of the Law Reform Commis-
sion's report dealing with justices of the

peace, as it appears on pages 16, 17, 18, 19
and 20, I just don't see how this bill can or
should be supported.
The Attorney General is probably going to

tell us that he had his mind all made up to

bring in these grand reforms in advance
of receipt of the Law Reform Commission

report and I am prepared to accept that if

the Attorney General says it is so.

Hon. D. A. Bales (Attorney General): I

even announced it last night.

Mr. Singer: All right, the minister did that
last night and he announced it in the Speech
from the Throne and we will give him full

marks for that. But I wonder, Mr. Speaker,
if the Attorney General has read those pages
of the second Law Reform Commission report
to which I refer and if he has, if he wouldn't

agree with me that this bill should be with-
drawn and a new bill brought in that can
and will embody the sensible changes that

are recommended in the Law Reform Com-
mission report. Many of the things they talk

about in there are repeated from the report
of the McRuer commission.

Hon. Mr. Bales: Mr. Speaker, the hon.
member is being helpful but all that is in

this bill is included, or most of it is included,
in the Law Reform Commission report. There
are further recommendations in the Law
Reform Commission report which are not in

the bill. Some of those are administrative.

Mr. Singer: All right. To a certain point
what the Attorney General says is correct but
I think he just glosses over some of the real

difficulties.

For instance, this bill deals with three prin-
ciples: That the person who examines the

qualifications of a justice of the peace should
be changed from the county court judge to

provincial judge; no objection to that. That

everything done by a justice of the peace
should be authorized by the chief judge or

person designated by him; nothing wrong
with that. But a review committee is ap-
pointed and the review committee is quite
different from the kind of committee en-

visaged in the report. I would hesitate to

give my approval to this kind of a committee
when the report recommends that a very
different kind of committee be set up and
that the committee has to do a number of

things. I am going to read some extracts

from the report and tell the House what the

Law Reform Commission says.

It is my substantial feeling, Mr. Speaker,
that since the Law Reform Commission is so

definite and so highly critical about the sys-
tem of justices of the peace as it presently
exists in this province, rather than even put
in a few little plugs to the many loopholes
that exist we should withdraw this and let

the Attorney General bring in a new Act
when the next session of the Legislature
commences.

There are fascinating things which exist

in this whole system that we have here in

the province. For instance, the Law Reform
Commission says on page 17, "There is an

unknown number of justices of the peace
in Ontario." Can you imagine that, Mr.

Speaker? Here in Ontario we have a judi-
cial office which has a good high-sounding
name and according to what the Law Reform
Commission tells us nobody knows how many
of these ladies and gentlemen there are, or

how many have been given this appointment

by the government of Ontario.

"Their names are not officially recorded

anywhere." Rather weird, isn't it? How
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could a system like that go on any longer?
How could1 we still be asked to deal with
another Act to amend the Justices of the

Peace Act? On page 17 there is another

paragraph which says;

The McRuer commission dealt emphati-

cally with the appointment of justices of

the peace. After due investigation that

commission discovered on the basis of

records the name of 925 justices of the

•peace.

This is the paragraph after the previous para-

graph in which they said nobody really knows
how many there are. Maybe there are 900;

they have found the names of 925 but there

must be countless others around whose names
are not recorded anywhere.

•The report concluded, on the grounds of

'sheer inactivity alone, that there were at

that time, in 1968, over 500 justices of

the peace in Ontario who never should
have been appointed or ought not to have
been continued in office.

Could there be anything more damning, ad-

dressed by a responsible group to whom this

government has looked for an opinion? Two
responsible groups—the McRuer commission
and now the Law Reform Commission.

Condemning the appointment, often as a

political reward, of justices of the peace
with no duties to perform, the report
recommended that the appointment of

existing justices of the peace be cancelled,
and a fresh start be made. It may be noted
that since the McRuer commission was

•published the number of justices of the

peace on record rose from 959 in 1970
to 1,003 in 1971.

The government paid full and careful atten-

tion to the recommendation of the McRuer
committee. It went on in its usual way and

appointed more justices of the peace instead

of looking into the system that already
existed.

When the McRuer commission can say
that in 1968 of those it could find on the

list, 500 should never have been appointed
or ought not to be continued in office, how
can we, really, in good conscience, Mr.

Speaker, pass some amendments to the Act
that doesn't deal with this problem in any
way? That is my first main criticism of the

statute before us. How can the Attorney
General really, in good conscience, bring in

this statute without dealing with what is the

obvious major problem? The system is not

working.

We have a series of appointments, a num-
ber of which are not recorded anywhere.
The McRuer commission says and the Law
Reform Commission repeats, that there are

at least 500, or there were in 1968, who
never should have been appointed

1 or should

be removed. We go on merrily appointing
more of them. I hope somebody is keeping
records now but whether they are or not we
don't know. What do they do and why do

they get these appointments, or is 1 it just a

political sop? I think that this statute has

got to begin to deal with this.

That's my first main point, as I said. The
other point that I want to deal with is this

review council. What the Law Reform Com-
mission says about a council is this, and it

starts on page 19:

We recommend that a justice of the

peace council be established, to be com-

posed of the chief judge of the provincial

court, one additional provincial judge, one

justice of the peace and two other per-
sons appointed by the Lieutenant Governor
in Council. [They recommend a council

of five while the Attorney General pro-

poses a council of three. I can't get

awfully excited about that difference.!

The functions of the proposed council

should be similar to those [and this is

where I say the Attorney General has

missed the point] of the judicial council

for provincial judges, namely, to consider

proposed appointments [There is no such

duty given to this review committee] to

the office of justice of the peace and re-

port thereon to the Attorney General, to

receive complaints dealing with misbe-

haviour and neglect of duty and to take

appropriate action with respect to investi-

gation thereof.

That part he deals with, but he does not deal

at all with the consideration of proposed
appointments. So you go back to the initial

malaise that infects this system.

We've got 1,005 in 1971. How many we've
recorded in 1973, perhaps the Attorney Gen-
eral can tell us. I presume it's gone up. Let's

say there are 1,200 whose names we have

somewhere, and there is an unknown num-
ber of others wandering around with the

piece of paper with the long ribbon on, per-

haps the Lieutenant Governor's signature on
it, and with seals, and they are justices of

the peace with all the powers that flow from
it. So, surely if you are going to this length,
and you are going to establish some kind of

a committee, a committee of representative
and responsible people such as you propose,
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let's look at the system of appointments and
let us look at how we clean it up.

I suppose there is some concern about pay-
ment. Some of these people who are un-

named probably aren't being paid, but they
still have the badge of office, or whatever

they get when they become a justice of the

peace. And there is a solution suggested as

to how you can get around that. But it

would seem to me, Mr. Speaker, that in view
of the fact that we have this report here

before us, in view of the fact that there is

nothing really new or radical or important
in the bill that is before us, the Attorney
General should withdraw the bill and bring
us in a new bill in accordance with the very
practical and sound suggestions made by the

Law Reform Commission.

For those reasons, Mr. Speaker, I don't

think that we can support the bill that is

presently here before us, and we would hope
that the Attorney General would take our

suggestion which is put forward in the in-

terests of better justice in the Province of

Ontario.

Mr. Speaker: Any other member wishing
to take part in this debate? The hon. mem-
ber for Lakeshore.

Mr. P. D. Lawlor (Lakeshore): It is in-

teresting that the McRuer report itself, and
I am sure the Attorney General is very well

aware of what was said when this report,
the very first report, was issued some years

ago now as to what the situations touching
justices of the peace in Ontario are. It is

really quite incredible, I think it'll be agreed
on all sides. I'll just read one sentence from
the McRuer report:

It would appear that there are more
than 500 justices of the peace in Ontario
Who should never have been appointed or

ought not to be continued in office.

Mr. Singer: I just read that.

Mr. Lawlor: Yes. That sums it up. Then
there are numerous recommendations there,

having to do with the training of these gen-
tlemen and their role in the courts as as-

sistants to magistrates.

I think that the member for Downsview
has a very good point. Rather than proceed
with this particular piece of legislation, it

should be reconsidered, adumbrated and
amended to cover the true situation in this

regard.

A great many of these men—and I don't

think it is being unfair to the government-
have been appointed down through the cen-

turies on the basis of pure political patronage
and have got lost in the shuffle. They derived

their fees in a direct way from complainants
and accused people and those fees were very

inadequate. They ran other businesses on
the side throughout the towns of Ontario,
and found that the amounts of money in

many cases, or in most cases, were not ade-

quate to cover the nuisance quality of the

work which outdistanced the benefits they
received and they simply dropped out of the

picture.

That constitutes something of a quagmire
as things presently stand and I would trust

the Attorney General would tell us that he
is moving with great alacrity and perception
to clean up this mess. I suspect he might
even tell us that one of the purposes of

constituting his new council, the justice of

the peace review council, is that it be desig-
nated to that particular function and pur-
pose. That would certainly help to relieve

it. I would have thought his department,

though, would have moved in at an earlier

time and made substantial moves towards

cleaning this mess up.

In any event, to deal with the legislation as
it is before us: The business of switching it

over from a county court judge—that is the
examination for qualification—as is done with
bailiffs and with other people associated with
the courts; instead of it being done by a

county court judge, it is going to be done

by a provincial court judge. That is very
much to the point, I suggest. After all, these

provincial court judges are the ones who are

handling the same range and type of case as

the justices of the peace have handled, par-

ticularly in the criminal jurisdictions. The
justice of the peace, or very often two

justices of the peace added up together, con-
stitute what used to be a magistrate and now
a provincial court judge. I suppose he has half

as much knowledge, half as much competence
and half as much jurisdiction as a regular

judge does.

In any event, the judge is clued in to the

requisite day-by-day work. He is a full-time

judicial officer and the justices of the peace
who, in the great metropolitan centres at

least, are also, by and large, full-time never-

theless seem to lack a great deal in terms of

their knowledge of the law and its working
principles. They fob people off; many com-

plaints must come into the Attorney General's

ministry from outraged citizenry with respect
to the treatment they receive at the hands of

justices of the peace.

As you know, Mr. Speaker, very often if a

charge is to be laid, ranging from assault
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through to false pretences, we lawyers instruct

our client, "Go on in and visit the justice of

the peace and he will lay the charge for you."
Sometimes they encounter incredible difficul-

ties in the processing of laying this charge.
I suspect that by and large it is because the

justice of the peace is insecure and unsure

of himself and isn't quite sure how to word
the charge, or the gravamen of the offence,

or the method by which it must be brought
before the courts.

This is true in the great metropolitan
centres. We had a notorious case about eight
or 10 weeks ago of one person—I read it in

the newspaper—being shunted from justice of

the peace to justice of the peace, from court

to court, from the city hall up to Richmond

Hill, or somewhere, then out somewhere else

in the Scarborough direction. This, is quite
offensive to the citizenry who have to make
a living, pay the taxes and pay the wages of

the justice of the peace and the whole court

function. To be treated in a manner of that

kind is disreputable and offends anybody's
sense of justice or the proper operation of the

courts.

Again, I would think the Attorney General

would give accord to that. Again, I suspect
he is going to say that part of the reasons

for setting up this council is precisely to move
in on that area and to set up some kind of

criteria and decent standards of behaviour,

together with the qualifications involved; and

that the examination will be given by a judge
who knows what the score is in those par-
ticular courts and can give a fairly scrupulous,
and even a scappling review of the compe-
tence.

The section 2 provisions have to do with

the authorization by the chief judge of the

provincial courts as to his designation of a

judge. The powers are conferred under the

Acts of the Legislature and of the Parliament

of Canada and by municipal bylaws for the

enforcement of various types of bylaws with

penal sanction but this is only when so

directed by the chief judges on both sides of

the provincial courts. That, it seems to me,
is a beneficial move on the part of the

legislation.

There are other defects in the laws which
I think will emerge very soon in terms of

what my colleague has to say, and I want to

say in advance, Mr. Speaker, that I give full

accord to his nostrums on this subject.

Mr. J. A. Renwick (Riverdale): Mr. Speaker,
I want to make a general comment. We lis-

tened to the dreary statement of the Attorney
General when he tabled the two volumes

with respect to the administration of the

courts of the province.

It appears to me, when we're presented
with the bill which is now before us for

consideration, that over the next period of

time his ministry is going to slip in piece-
meal bills dealing with isolated parts of the

overall review.

I want to say to the minister that the one

thing I don't accept about the statement he

made the other day is that there's some long

period of time during which these improve-
ments in the administration of justice are go-

ing to take place. The intimation in his state-

ment was that this is a massive programme
of reform which can only be implemented
over a long period of time. I'm saying to the

minister that if the inference which I took

from his statement is correct, I totally reject

it.

I also say to the minister that it is in-

cumbent on this minister to stop the practice

that he has followed, and his predecessors
have followed, of dropping isolated bills with

minor changes in basic statutes affecting the

administration of justice into the assembly
from time to time. It gives us no opportunity
to come to grips with the overall problems
which are involved, and this bill is a precise

and specific example of the defect in the

very ministry of the government where we
would expect that the introduction of their

bills would not be of this piecemeal and,
in many cases, picayune nature.

The flood of bills from the Ministry of

the Attorney General over the past few years

dealing with minor isolated matters is a dis-

grace, and this bill is no exception. I feel

impelled to read, but I'm not going to read

the very succinct 3V2-page statement in vol. 2

of the report of the Law Reform Commission

giving in synoptic terms the recommenda-
tions of the McRuer commission, adding to

those recommendations and making specific

statements about what should be done.

I'm not suggesting that the minister has

to slavishly adopt every recommendation of

the Law Reform Commission, but we should

not be in this position where, when he is

amending the Justices of the Peace Act—and
he's been fooling around in bits and pieces
for over a year now in one of the most

devastating parts of the administration of

justice—we're asked to deal with it as he
sees fit in small isolated portions.

I expect that in the debate on this bill,

the minister will deal specifically with each
of the recommendations put forward in the

Law Reform Commission report. Otherwise
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we have no conception of what he's trying
to do and what he's attempting to accom-

plish. Are we, for example, to believe that

the obstruction of justice which occurs in

the hands of the justices of the peace, which

has been referred to by my colleague, the

member for Lakeshore, is going to be elimi-

nated? Are we entitled to assume that?

Are we entitled to assume that when a

person proceeds to the justice of the peace

office, many times on the recommendation
of a lawyer, to room 6 at the old city hall,

to deal with and to lay a charge that the

accommodation and the facilities and the

courtesy of the reception and the explana-
tion and understanding of what is involved,

will be clearly made available to the citizen?

Are we to assume that that's going to be

accomplished right away? That doesn't take

six months or a year or any other length of

time. Are we to assume that the Crown at-

torney's office is going to have, as the report

states, a tutorial role, or is it in difficult

cases to be available by having one of the

assistant Crown attorneys available, so that

if a justice of the peace has a problem, he
can get immediate access to one of them for

advice on a specific problem that a citizen

has when he comes to a justice of the peace
to lay a charge? Why is there no introduc-

tion at the present time of the amendment
to the Crown Attorneys Act to deal with

this aspect of the responsibilities with respect
to the laying of charges, the acceptance of

charges and the way in which the citizen

is dealt with when he appears before a jus-
tice of the peace?

As I state, the points which are made in

the report, each and every one of them, are

ones which the Attorney General should deal

with during the course of this debate—the
whole question of their responsibilities, the

whole question of the fee schedule and the

whole question of whether they are going to

be full-time persons. All of those questions
are matters which should have been dealt

with in a single bill and not dropped in here,
as if there were some urgency to make the

change right now in this Act—and again I

am going to use the term for the last time-
on a piecemeal basis.

However, the major point that I want to

direct the minister's attention to is the ques-
tion of this review council. What is the ra-

tionale behind which the minister shields

himself that would suggest that there be
no lay representation on the justices of the

peace review council? There are any number
of variations of how that would be accom-

plished. One obvious way—and I think it

would make very good sense—would be to

enlarge the council to a significant number.
I would not object to the Crown attorney,
or a representative of the Attorney General's

department, being a member of that justice
of the peace review council. I would not

object to the treasurer of the Law Society
of Upper Canada, or a bencher designated

by him, to be a member of that review
council.

I think it would be very important that

the Law Society, charged as it is with the

responsibility in its field with respect to the

administration of justice, should be repre-
sented. I think it equally important that the

Crown attorneys branch of the ministry
should be represented on the review council.

More importantly than that, and I am not

going to get into the argument about who
has the majority on the council—I bow to

the view that the recommendations which I

have just made, if accepted, would increase

it to five—I would say that there should be
four lay representatives on that particular
review council.

Now as to how those are appointed, we
have never been able to come up with some
method of doing it other than by appoint-
ment by the Lieutenant Governor in Council.
But bearing in mind certain principles that

they are to be persons who are responsible
and respected and are interested in the ad-

ministration of the justices of the peace
function in the Province of Ontario, I agree
entirely with what the member for Downs-
view has said, that one of the essential in-

gredients of the review council, apart from
its complement, should have been the review
of applicants and the consideration of those

who are being considered for appointments
as justices of the peace, in order that the

Attorney General would have an opportunity
to be able to make that kind of appointment
or to advise those who are going to make the

specific appointment.

I find it difficult to conceive of the philoso-

phy behind the minister's attitude if he

believes that the method of appointment, the

method of selection and the assessment of the

qualifications of applicants for appointment
are one of the major reforms which must be

made in the whole operation of the justices of

the peace. One of the most glaring defects

pointed out time and time again and re-

emphasized in the McRuer report and in the

Law Reform Commission report, is with

respect to the sloppy method of appointment.

How we can be asked to vote for a bill

which does not deal with that question is

simply beyond me. There is no particular
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virtue in dividing the assembly on a bill like

this, but with my colleagues' concurrence, I

would suggest to the minister that we will

oppose the bill on the second reading of it.

We will oppose it. My colleague has—

Mr. R. F. Nixon (Leader of the Opposition):
All right with my hon. friend?

Mr. Renwick: My colleague has given the

reasons he believes the bill is deficient.

Briefly in summary, mine are that when the

minister is going to amend these bills, for

God's sake will he bring them in as complete
bills dealing with all of the facets of the

matter before him, matters which have been

before him for years now, in the light of the

McRuer report, and have been re-emphasized

recently in this report. Yet the minister per-
sists in bringing in this kind of a bill.

Secondly, there must be lay representation
and there must be representation from the

law profession on the review council which

is proposed by the ministry; and thirdly, the

bill is totally defective in not dealing with

the glaring defect in the present system rela-

tive to the method of appointment.

Finally, we will oppose the bill to express
that displeasure culminating as it does in a

sense of frustration in my colleague and my-
self, over the years, of the poor manner in

which legislation is introduced by the very
minister who should have the capacity to deal

with it—and his predecessors, because I think

he's entitled to share the blame with his

predecessors in the office—and to indicate

to him that this is the way that we anticipate

in the future this minister will deal with these

problems.
Mr. Speaker, we are not going to divide

the House on the bill-

Mr. Singer: They haven't got enough to

stand up.

Mr. Lawlor: We can get them.

Mr. Singer: They've only got three.

Mr. Renwick: -but we certainly will

register a very profound objection on second

reading of the bill.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for

Kitchener.

Mr. Breithaupt: Mr. Speaker, my remarks

on this bill will be fairly brief. I think the

points have been made by the three previous

spokesmen, especially by my colleague from
Downsview.

The first two amendments which are re-

ferred to in Bill 250 are minor and I don't

think anyone would quarrel with them. How-
ever, in the matter of the justices of the

peace review council I think that there are

some valid things that should be said which

could make this a better bill. My colleague
has referred to the report of the Law Reform

Commission, which of course is the item that

triggered this amendment and it results from

many of the items that we no doubt will be

discussing as we amend various justice bills

over the next year or so, and which will flow

from this particular report.

I believe that the comments made there

with respect to a council to deal with appoint-
ments in the first place, is one of great merit.

I think that in section 3 there could be a

useful provision which would allow the

Attorney General to designate a council, made

up with the additions suggested no doubt by
the member for Riverdale, but also, made up
with powers to review appointments in the

first place.

As our society becomes more and more

intricate we seem to be bringing forward

all sorts of boards and commissions and

councils, many of which may be overlapping
in their duties and may be doing things

which do not have to be done. I would

think that if you had a council in the first

place that could not only sit on the decisions

for appointments but do these review func-

tions, you would be saving some duplication
of effort.

In addition, if the minister accepted the

comments of the member for Riverdale, he

would add a lay person, possibly a bencher

or a member of the profession who deals in

the courts in which justices of the peace are

particularly involved, and he would have a

better council as a result.

My colleague and the other speakers have

encouraged the Attorney General to recon-

sider this bill and to bring us in a better

bill. I think that is a reasonable request. I

would certainly hope that the Attorney Gen-

eral would consider the appointments to the

justices of the peace council as set out in the

Law Reform Commission and at least give
us some acknowledgement that he is pre-

pared to consider that kind of a council

which will also do the job that he is going
to be doing under the justices of the peace
review council.

I think there is only possibly one good
reason why this particular council, with its

rather narrow duties, comes in at this time.

It may be that the minister is in fact plan-

ning to review the 500 or so appointments
and wants to clear off the decks before the
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formal council then will have its own duties.

That council, of course, can then deal with

continuing requirements for justices of the

peace and it may be that this section will

be repealed at that point when this particular
council will have done its job. If that is the

case and that is the sole function for this

council then that makes it somewhat more

acceptable.

I can understand, of course, the Attorney
General's reluctance to remove appointments
that have been perhaps honorary or, in effect,

given for varying reasons over the past years
to persons who are now somewhat elderly
and rejoice in this particular appellation
within the township or wherever they may
be. Surely we don't want to unnecessarily
bother persons who might indeed all be

strong supporters of the present Attorney
General and his fellow members in the

cabinet. However, I think that this can

surely be overcome. I think that if people
have not been using these appointments and
have had no real involvement in the adminis-

tration of justice then really we are not

taking away anything that is of particular

daily consequence.

If the Attorney General can advise us as

to the exact functions of this council and
whether it is in fact to clean up the present
situation and regularize things before he

brings in a formal council then his bill may
have some merit, and I look forward to

hearing from him in that regard.

Mr. Speaker: Any further participation in

the debate? If not, the hon. minister will

respond.

Hon. Mr. Bales: Mr. Speaker, I do not

accept that this is any patchwork bill. This

matter has been given very careful consid^

eration before it was introduced. It has

been contemplated for some time, but I did

want to receive the Law Reform Commis-
sion report to see if there was any sub-

stantial and basic disagreement with what
we contemplated. I think it is imperative
that a council be appointed at this time.

Members opposite may recall that in my
early months in the office I had a very diffi-

cult situation to deal with in reference to

a justice of the peace. I want to be fair to

that individual but I had to—and it was part
of my responsibility—act on it directly. I

think it would have been preferable had I

been able to refer it to a council. But never-

theless, that had to be dealt with.

At the present time, under the existing
Justices of the Peace Act, a person before

appointment must be examined by the county

judge. That is done today. But since the

whole system of justice of the peace relates

much more closely and directly to the pro-
vincial courts I think it is proper and nec-

essary that it be done by the provincial

judge and that changes in May.
There has been reference to the review

council and its composition. At the present
time there are substantial numbers of jus-
tices of the peace in the province, many of

whom are not active, and as the member for

Kitchener has suggested, it is my direct in-

tention that all the justices of the peace
should now be examined by the review coun-

cil, particularly the chief judge, so that he

may give much greater direction to this

whole practice and that we can assess the

needs and the activity of these people and
their capabilities.

Many of them do a very fine job, while

others are certainly inactive. Hence I want
to deal with this overall problem. But at the

same time we must recognize that the jus-
tices of the peace throughout the province
have a very important part to play in the

dealing with matters at the provincial court

and the tremendous number of cases that are

dealt with there.

The member for Riverdale referred par-

ticularly to the old city hall and the pro-
vincial courts there. We hold a great number
of night courts and the justices of the peace
preside at those courts. I have arranged now
that one of the provincial judges shall be in

attendance at the old city hall so that he

is there and immediately available to give

guidance and direction to the justices of the

peace when they are dealing with those

cases before them.

Mr. Renwick: What about the laying of

charges in the initial instance?

Hon. Mr. Bales: The same thing. We are

making substantial changes and plans there.

We are changing the structural arrangements
in the city hall. It has been difficult but

those contracts are now ready to be let.

As I have said in this House before, I

want to move the provincial courts out of

the old city hall. It is not a satisfactory

place from my standpoint but in the mean-

time, until that can be accomplished and

that will take substantial time, I want to

make changes in that building and in the

structure for the greater convenience of the

public than is there today. Those things are

now under way.
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Mr. Lawlor: Pardon me, When the minis-

ter says structural change, does he mean in

hierarchy or in building and architecture?

Hon. Mr. Bales: I want changes in the

physical facilities in the old city hall. The
chief judge has now started, under our direc-

tion and with the assistance of the Crown

attorneys, a training programme for the

justices of the peace. That is already under

way and they are gathering groups together
in various areas to give them training over

a period of some days, to upgrade them and

to give additional guidance and direction to

them.

All of these things are very important and

this bill we have before us today will go a

long way to enable us to deal with the jus-

tice of the peace system in this province,

bringing it under much stricter practices

than it may have been in the past. In recent

months, before appointing a justice of the

peace in an area, we have carefully assessed

the needs in that particular area. At the

same time, over some months now, we have

been dealing with those who hold the ap-

pointments and in many cases where they
are not longer active resignations have been

submitted and those have been put through.

Mr. Singer: How many are there in On-
tario today?

Hon. Mr. Bales: I haven't the exact fig-

ure with me but on those figures in the Law
Reform Commission report the information

I have is that there are fewer than shown
there at that time.

Mr. Singer: Those figures are two years
old.

Hon. Mr. Bales: Those are two years old

and I have had checks done on them. A
great many are inactive entirely. They are

not paid anything.

Mr. Renwick: Could the minister make
two rolls—one honourary, one active?

Hon. Mr. Bales: That's part of what we
are going to do.

Mr. Singer: Maybe he could put an ad
in and find out those he hasn't already
found.

Hon. Mr. Bales: I have already instituted

other means to find out much more accurate-

ly than putting ads in the newspapers.

Mr. Speaker, this bill incorporates a num-
ber of the recommendations in the Law
Reform Commission report. These are basic

changes and I think they will be of great
assistance to us in improving that whole

system while at the same time permitting
us to assess the needs, the practical needs,
and to keep the operation of the provincial
courts moving ahead.

Mr. Lawlor: What about lay represention?
Is the minister opposed to that?

Mr. Speaker: Does the hon. minister wish

to respond to that?

Hon. Mr. Bales: I am not opposed to it.

At the present time, though, until I have

reviewed it all I think that this council is

the manageable council on the matter of lay

representation. A representative from the

Law Society or the treasurer of the society,

is on the provincial judicial council. It may
be a good thing but it presents some prob-
lems as to time and the geographical area

from which they would come.

Mr. Speaker: The motion is for second

reading of Bill 250.

Shall the motion carry? Those in favour

please say "aye."

iThose opposed please say "nay."

In my opinion the "ayes" have it.

Motion agreed to; second reading of the

bill.

Mr. Speaker: Shall the bill be ordered for

third reading?

Agreed.

INCOME TAX ACT

Hon. Mr. White moves second reading of

Bill 191, An Act to amend The Income Tax

Act.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Kitch-

ener.

Mr. Breithaupt: Mr. Speaker, this bill

simply continues what has been in effect in

Ontario for the last two years; that is, of

course, the continuation of the Ontario in-

come tax rate at 30.5 per cent.

'Now, it is interesting, Mr. Speaker, to

note how Ontario's budgets have changed
over the years so that the income tax which

has heretofore been the largest source of

income is now slightly shaded almost by the

changes in the retail sales tax. As a result

our tax sources within the province are ap-

proximately at 19.1 per cent each of the

total revenues as set out both by the sales

tax and by the income tax.
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When we are talking about a tax that

raises, in this case, something like $1.3 bil-

lion, we are obviously dealing with the most

important facet in the development and

growth and economy of our province. I do

encourage the ministry in its ability to at

least not have the income tax rate increased

over what it has been for these past several

years.

iThere are, of course, many sources of

revenue which are open to the province. In

this case, at least, we have seen a certain

stabilization so that the amounts of money
raised have been consistent and some better

tax planning of the tax policies has taken

place. There are two minor amendments in

the bill which are added in as well.

In section 2, subsection (1), dealing with

the foreign military personnel, this is a minor

point and I think it is a good one in that

property tax credits should obviously not be

paid to persons who are not in the ordinary

position of citizens within the province.

The second matter dealing with the deduc-

tion from Ontario tax of the credits based

on the rent or the municipal tax paid as

set out in subsection (2) of section 2 is

something which, of course, follows from the

budget generally and something which we
think is a worthwhile step forward in devel-

oping a more equitable tax programme
within Ontario.

As a result of the government's decision

in these two areas, and certainly as a result

of the benefits which we believe at least

that latter area will bring, we will support
the bill.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for River-

dale.

Mr. Renwick: Mr. Speaker, I have a few
comments to make and I am not going to

make them at length because my colleague,
the member for Lakeshore, will deal with
the bill in some greater depth.

Mr. Lawlor: It is a pretty poor bill.

Mr. Renwick: I think it is perhaps interest-

ing to note that we are being asked to con-
firm for this coming year the 30.5 rate which
has been in effect now for some time. It is

also interesting to look back at what the
rates have been.

I noticed in checking the statute that in

1962 it was 16 per cent. In 1963 it was
17 per cent. In 1964 it was 18 per cent.

In 1965 it was 21 per cent. In 1966 it

was 24 per cent. In 1966 to 1970 it was
28 per cent. In 1971 we had that strange

gimmick that the ministry used when it was

dropped 27.5 per cent. And from 1972 to

1974 it has been at 30.5 per cent.

Mr. Deans: That gimmick is called an
election. The gimmickry in 1971 was a pro-
vincial election.

Mr. Renwick: We certainly have no par-
ticular objection to the amendment of the

definition of principal taxpayer to exclude

from the definition foreign military person-
nel and their families so that they are not

eligible to claim the property tax credit. I

consider that as a very wise and meritorious

exclusion that the minister has seen fit to

introduce into the bill. In fact that is one

of the major clauses in the bill, I would

suggest.

The other references with respect to the tax

credit deal with the implementation—and I

use the minister's time period—over the next

10 to 15 years of a system of tax credit which
in 15 years' time, should this government last

that long, which God forbid, would produce
in the Province of Ontario something called

the John White version of the negative in-

come tax guaranteed income for people in

the Province of Ontario. By that time, we
will hope that he will have retired and will

have written the thesis establishing those

principles which over several months have

become quite unclear in the minds of the

members of the assembly, from the time when
the idea first originated when he and my
colleague gave the leadership to the select

committee on the Smith report.

There is some merit in the proposal. We
are concerned, however, about the lack of

clarity in definition of the way in which
it is going to be implemented. We finished

a debate last week which indicated that there

was really no clear thrust or direction to the

ultimate goal that the Treasurer (Mr. White)
wishes to achieve when we had to deal with

the $50 bill which was before us so recently.

In his budget, and I refer specifically to

pages 26 and 27 of the budget statement of

the Treasurer earlier this year, he deals with

this whole question of using the term which
has come from the fields of physics and the

development of uranium and from the petro-
leum industry. He has transferred to tax

credits what he refers to as the term "en-

riched." This bill, Mr. Speaker, is part of the

implementation of those tax credits.

As I take it, there are three specific tax

credits: The one with respect to sales tax

credit; the other one with respect to the

continuation of the residential property tax
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and tenancy tax credit; and the third one
relates to the older persons or senior citizens

tax credit for pensioners. It is going to be-

come immensely difficult to make any kind

of an assessment about what the total impact
on any individual citizen is with respect to

the credits which he will now be entitled to

under the Act.

It almost defies statistical analysis to work

out, on the basis of the residents of the Prov-

ince of Ontario, who are going to get these

credits, the extent to which they will benefit

by it, and the way in which it will have an

impact on the number of spendable dollars

available to the residents of the Province of

Ontario for the purpose of translating that

into the major question—that is, whether

people in the Province of Ontario are going
to receive enough dollars by way of guaran-
teed income to make certain that they can

survive at a livable wage.
Each of the credits deserves more specific

comment and will no doubt receive it from

my colleague from Lakeshore. But I am very
much concerned about immersing without any
clear direction these various credits in the tax

system—and I tend to agree with the system
of the tax credit—and without the very con-

cise analysis and a determination as to the

effect it has and as to what stage we are at

in the progression toward something which
could be called an objective of a guaranteed
annual income through the basis of tax credits

and tax rebates.

Mr. Renwick moves the adjournment of the

debate.

Motion agreed to.

Hon. E. A. Winkler (Chairman, Manage-
ment Board of Cabinet): On Monday we will

proceed with the bill that is currently before

us, Bill 191; then we'll proceed to the 11th

order, Bill 240; the 12th order, Bill 241; and
the 13th order, Bill 242. If we conclude

those, we will proceed to the committee stage
of item No. 2, Bill 228, to be followed by
the other municipal bills, order Nos. 10, 8, 6,

7, 17, 16 and 22.

However, on Monday evening at 8 o'clock,

as I have informed the hon. members, we will

call the balance of estimates, which I assume

will give us sufficient opportunity to deal

with the Ministry of Housing and whatever

else the members of the opposition might
choose to call, and then also to conclude the

concurrence motions.

Mr. Deans: Before the adjournment motion

is moved, can the House leader indicate when
we might be dealing with the supplementary
estimates?

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Yes. I had a note from

the member for Riverdale yesterday, and I

regret I didn't get an opportunity to reply
to him before he left. They are not yet fully

prepared. I expect that we'll be able to table

them on Monday or Tuesday and give
sufficient time for consideration before we
call the item in the House.

Hon. Mr. Winkler moves the adjournment
of the House.

Motion agreed to.

The House adjourned at 1 o'clock, p.m.
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LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY OF ONTARIO

The House met at 2 o'clock, p.m.

Prayers.

VISITORS

Mr. W. Hodgson (York North): Mr. Speaker,
I would like to introduce through you to the

members of the Legislature, and to welcome

at the same time, 150 students and teachers

from grade 8, Stewart Scott Public School,

in Newmarket, in the riding of York North.

Mr. Speaker: Statements by the ministry.

RYERSON RADIO STATION

Hon. W. G. Davis (Premier): Mr. Speaker,
I am pleased to advise the House of the

government's decision regarding CJRT-FM.
As hon. members are aware, there has been

considerable interest in the continuation of

a community cultural-educational broadcasting

facility. During the past few weeks, the gov-
ernment has looked at various ways this might
be accommodated and has decided to estab-

lish CJRT-FM as a separate and independent

corporation with the capability to operate
the present CJRT radio station and to con-

tinue its educational broadcasting activities,

including the open college concept.

A managing board, including members of

the private sector and representatives from

Ryerson, will be established. As one of its

first tasks, the board will have the respon-

sibility for making application for a new
licence from the Canadian Radio and Tele-

vision Commission, effective April 1, 1974.

Mr. Speaker, what is being announced is

a new and exciting initiative in private sector

and government co-operation. A substantial

portion of the new organization's funding
is to be provided from the private sector,

while at the same time students from Ryer-
son will continue to have access to the

facility for radio arts training. For the im-

mediate future, no change is anticipated in

the location of the studio facility but there

will be a relocation of transmission and
antenna facilities to improve the station's

signal.

Monday, December 3, 1973

Following meetings between Ryerson and

government representatives, arrangements
have been made with regard to the present
staff and I should like to assure them and

members of the House that all present staff

members will be retained by the new facility

either on a secondment basis from Ryerson
or as employees of the new organization. The
final determination is still to be worked out in

consultation with all of the interested parties.

I should like at this time, Mr. Speaker, to

commend Ryerson for its co-operation during
this period and to pay tribute to the group
of interested private individuals who came

together under the chairmanship of the mem-
ber for St. David (Mrs. Scrivener) and who
contributed greatly of their time and energies
on this matter. .

What is being proposed is an experiment
which I am convinced over the next three

years will prove its viability. The government
has faith in the concept and is prepared to

assist in the setting up of the appropriate
organizational structure to ensure its success.

CAMP COMMISSION REPORT

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, today, the

Chairman of Management Board (Mr. Wink-

ler) will be introducing the necessary legisla-

tion to give effect to the government's re-

sponse to the first report of the Ontario

commission on the Legislature.

Hon. members will recall the commission

was established with the unanimous support
of all parties. The commission is a unique
one, as I have remarked before, since each

of the three members is rather prominently
identified with each of the three political

parties represented in the Legislature. Not-

withstanding their partisan differences, it is

clear they are working together well, with a

common respect and appreciation for our par-

liamentary system and a dedication to the

best interests of this Legislature and of all

the members in it.

I need not remind the House that the

matters we are dealing with today are of

significant public as well as personal interest.

They are matters of some sensitivity to all

hon. members and to their constituents.
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Nevertheless, the commission has made its

recommendations, as it was asked to do, and
the government has considered them and,
with very few exceptions which I shall

specify, the government has accepted them
as being fair and reasonable and now recom-
mends their endorsement by all members and

parties of the House.

It may be that some members may feel the

commission's recommendations are not gener-
ous enough, in which case they are certainly
entitled to vote against them. Or, it may be,
Mr. Speaker, that a few will feel the recom-
mendations for increased indemnities and
salaries and improvements in the pensions

programme are too generous. In that case,

Mr. Speaker, they may not only vote against
the bill, but they need not accept the new
provisions, and the government, if they so

wish it, will see that their decision is re-

spected. But I would suggest to those whose

private means are such that this matter is

of little interest to them that they support
the bill in the interests of the majority of

members for whom public service is not only
their principal or only occupation but also

their principal or only source of income.

Mr. Speaker, perhaps the most important

argument raised by the commission was that

for most of us here, the nature of our respon-
sibilities and the increasing demands the work
load imposes upon us, make membership in

this Legislature a full-time job. I believe the

majority of members have to come to that

point of view. There are still some who will

say that it should not be a full-time job, and
there are still some for whom that is not the

case. But, again, it seems to me that this

is now the exception and not the rule, and in

the matter of pay and pensions, we cannot

legislate for the exceptions but we ought to

do so for the majority.

Early in the experience of the British

parliamentary system, the People's Charter

of 1838 demanded that members of Parlia-

ment be paid. The demand was made so that

elected members of Parliament could be

representative of a wider range of the general

society, so that it could attract more people
to it than simply those with private means
and wealth. I believe that this principle is

just as valid today, bearing in mind that

public service still requires some sacrifice of

those who enter into it, and bearing in mind
as well that this Legislature needs to draw its

members from all parts of society, from all of

the professions, from labour, business and
commerce and from among both young and
old. Furthermore, as the commission report
has indicated, the scale of pay and pensions

should be comparable to other political juris-
dictions in the federal field, in other provin-
cial Legislatures, or in the Ontario municipal
field.

Mr. Speaker, I said I would specify the
recommendations made by by the commission

upon which the government has reserved

judgement. The first of these has to do with
the per diem payments made to members

serving on select committees, which the com-
mission proposed be abolished. Since this

activity involves members of the House of all

parties, the government feels further consulta-

tion and consideration are required, and we
would hope for a broader consensus before

making a determination of the matter. I would

expect to make known our decision on this

early in the next session. I should interject
here, Mr. Speaker, it is my thought there
would be no further select committees ap-
pointed when the House adjourns, whenever
we adjourn in the next "few days."

Mr. A. J. Roy (Ottawa East): We'd like

one more.

Hon. Mr. Davis: The other recommenda-
tion by the commission which remains in

abeyance concerns the question of private
members being appointed to government
boards and agencies and the further question
as to whether they should be paid for such
work. In any event, this is not a subject re-

quiring legislation but a matter of policy to

be determined by the government.

The government endorses the commission's

principle of equity that all private members
should be paid the same basic salary or

indemnity, and that all should be compen-
sated on the same basis with regard to ex-

penses. The government also accepts the

recommendation that the basic indemnity of

the private member be increased from $12,000
to $15,000 per annum and the tax-free ex-

pense allowance be increased from $6,000 to

$7,500.

The government proposes that these basic

increases be made as of Oct. 1, 1973, and
that the proposals affecting other allowances

and expenses become effective as of Jan. 4,

1974.

Mr. Speaker, notwithstanding the commis-
sion's recommendations of a graduated in-

crease in the mileage allowance over a period
of years, it is hard to justify in these days of

rapidly rising costs the differential in the rate

for MPPs and that now being paid to civil

servants who use their own automobiles on

government business. It is our intention to put
the MPPs on an equal footing with govern-
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ment employees and increase this amount to

15 cents per mile.

The government fully accepts the commis-

sion's reasoning that equity and accountability
are necessary and desirable if members are

to enjoy a reasonable degree of mobility so

that they serve here and in their constituen-

cies to the fullest capability. As a result, it

will be possible for members to use all modes
of public transportation, including air, train,

bus and private automobile, in the perform-
ance of their legislative responsibilities.

Special air travel will be available to certain

members representing large and sparsely

populated ridings. All members, whether
their constituencies are large or compact,
will benefit, as will those they represent, by
these recommendations with respect to travel.

At the same time, the government endorses

the principle of accountability, which the

commission has stressed and agrees that in

the public interest, an annual report of com-

pensated expenses for each member will be

published in Hansard.

Mr. Speaker, the government fully accepts
the recommendations made with regard to

your office and to those officers of the House,

including the leaders of the two opposition

parties. I might say that the government has

already acted on the recommendation that

the leaders of the two opposition parties be

provided with an automobile and driver at

public expense in the performance of their

official duties.

The commission's recommendations have

consistently, with one exception, placed the

leader of the official opposition on a par
with ministers of the Crown as far as salary

and other forms of indemnity are concerned.

The one exception is the special tax-free rep-
resentation allowance of $3,000 the commis-
sion recommended be paid to the Leader of

the Opposition but not to the ministers.

Indeed, the commission has proposed, and
the government has accepted, that the pres-
ent $2,000 representational allowance now
paid to ministers and that the $1,000 paid to

ministers without portfolio will be discon-

tinued. The government has also accepted
the recommendation that the leader of the

third party be paid a representational allow-

ance of $1,500.

Mr. Speaker, I have only a final word to

say with regard to the date when these pro-

posals become effective. You will recall that

when the first report was placed in your
hands, the commission proposed that the ef-

fective date, on approval of the recommend-

ations, be April 1, 1973. Subsequent to that,

I believe the commission notified Mr. Speaker

that the effective date be advanced to the

time when the relevant legislation received

royal assent. As matters now stand, this

would likely mean some time this month.

It is the government's conclusion, and one

for which it invites the members' support,
that all these changes become effective as of

Jan. 1, 1974, as it relates to expenditures;
and the private members' indemnity and ex-

pense allowance as of Oct. 1, 1973. If for no

other reason, it will make for a more orderly
transition and more orderly accounting.

Mr. Speaker, since issuing its report, the

commission has further refined its recom-

mendations on pensions in the light of further

investigation so that a member's pension
should now be calculated on the best five

years of service. The government accepts the

commission's modifications and proposes to

make the pension provisions effective Oct.

1, 1973.

In conclusion, Mr. Speaker, I should like

to commend the commissioners for their re-

port. It is, I think, a measure of their sensi-

tivity to the realities of an MPP's job and to

public opinion that there has been wide-

spread acceptance of their recommendations.

The quality of representative democracy is

in large measure determined by the people
attracted to it. These recommendations pro-
vide the basis for individuals from all walks

of life to participate in what now must be

considered a full-time professional career.

FEDERAL-PROVINCIAL CONFERENCE
ON COMMUNICATIONS

Hon. G. R. Carton (Minister of Transport-
ation and Communications): Mr. Speaker, as

the hon. members are undoubtedly aware,
the first federal-provincial conference on com-
munications took place last Thursday and

Friday, Nov. 29 and 30, in Ottawa. The pur-

pose of the conference was to enable the

provinces and the federal government to set

out their views, attitudes and positions re-

garding communications. In particular the

conference was intended to permit the vari-

ous governments to indicate their policies

about a number of pressing issues, both with-

in provinces and within Canada, which have

resulted from the rapid developments in

communications technology. The main portion

of the conference was devoted to statements

by the ministers present, and then to an as-

sessment of how best the issues of the day
could be dealt with by governments.

Since this was the first conference ever on

communications, one of the primary aims was

to set the basis for future discussions and for
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the resolution of the various problems con-

fronting both governments and industry. All

governments believe this discussion process
will take some time.

At the conference the government of On-
tario set out a number of specific objectives

for the discussions and the negotiation process
which is now beginning.

These objectives are: Full discussion of

federal and provincial policy objectives and
of possible common objectives; a wide rang-

ing review of communications policies in each

of the component sectors of the communica-
tions field, including for example cable dis-

tribution, broadcasting, telephony, common
carrier activities and computer communica-

tions; a commitment to negotiate the realloca-

tion of responsibilities between the federal

and provincial governments; mechanisms
which will permit full provincial participation
in the federal policy-making and regulatory

process in the period leading up to and fol-

lowing the reallocation; a full exploration of

better and more constructive regulatory con-

cepts and the establishment of more effective

regulatory structures; and consideration of

mechanisms to permit continuing ministerial

assessment and co-ordination of policy issues.

The main emphasis of Ontario's position
was for a larger provincial role in the com-
munications field—a point of view shared by
all provinces. We believe this larger role can
be accomplished by a reassessment of respec-
tive governmental responsibilities, speci-

fically in tiie area of cable distribution sys-

tems, and by improved mechanisms which
will permit a fuller provincial input into the

federal government's policy and decision-

making process.

The basic result of the conference was an

agreement that the ministers should meet
again in either May or June to discuss a
number of topics of concern to both the
federal and provincial governments, and to
seek agreement on the best means of dealing
with these issues. In the interim, the federal

government has indicated its willingness to

respond to the positions put forward by the
individual provinces at the Ottawa con-
ference. Following the federal response, a
committee of senior officials will meet early
in the new year to prepare an agenda for the
second ministrial conference and to lay the

groundwork for discussion of some specific

agenda topics.

Although the conference was limited to

public statements of the positions of the

governments involved and a discussion of
where we go from here, I believe it was a
useful beginning. It permitted all govern-

ments to set out their views and positions

clearly, and in a forum which was open
throughout to the press and public. To this

extent the conference laid a solid basis for

the substantive discussion and negotiation

process which will take place in the months
ahead.

The federal government and the provinces
do not see eye-to-eye on the precise role

the provinces should play and on the need
to reallocate responsibilities. Personally, how-

ever, I found the federal government's wil-

lingness to state explicitly that the provinces
do have an important role to play in the

field to be encouraging. Also promising is the

federal government's statement that it would
be willing to discuss the question of ap-

propriate roles in the months to come.

The area of cable distribution systems and

the need for some measure of provincial con-

trol was a point of special emphasis in

Ontario's statement to the conference. Briefly,

Ontario took the position that cable is a local

distribution system, that it can be fully

demonstrated to be such and that it should

be administered at the provincial level.

I indicated to Mr. Pelletier, the federal

minister of communications, that, because

of the obvious local impact of cable dis-

tribution systems, there is need for a full

assessment of the subject of cable to arrive at

a more appropriate division of responsibilities.

I further indicated there must remain a

continuing federal role to ensure national

technical compatibility and the integrity of

the national broadcasting system.

In response Mr. Pelletier has signified his

willingness to discuss the respective pro-
vincial and federal roles related to cable

distribution systems in the ministerial dis-

cussions which are to follow.

To summarize my views on the first con-

ference, I believe that the full and open
manner in which all governments brought
forward and discussed their respective

points of view resulted in a satisfactory start

to the federal-provincial consultation process

in the field of communications. I am con-

fident that we will be able to make progress

in addressing and resolving the outstanding

issues in the forthcoming meetings.

Mr. Speaker, I would like at this time to

table the government of Ontario's opening
statement to the conference. I believe the

members' copies of that statement have

already been delivered.

Mr. Speaker: Statements by the ministry.
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ADMINISTRATION OF CONESTOGA
COLLEGE

Hon. J. McNie (Minister of Colleges and

Universities): Mr. Speaker, I have a short

statement to make regarding the situation at

Conestoga College of Applied Arts and Tech-

nology. You will recall this matter was raised

earlier in the House.

I received a letter this morning from the

college board of governors asking me to

name a person to conduct an independent in-

quiry of the overall operation of the college.

I've asked Dr. Porter of the University of

Toronto to conduct such an inquiry.

Dr. Porter is chairman of the department
of industrial engineering at the University

of Toronto and has a long, distinguished
career in university teaching and administra-

tion. He is a Fellow of the Royal Society of

Arts and a Fellow of the Royal Society of

Canada. Dr. Porter has been a member of

the board of governors at Seneca College
since 1968 and served a two-year period as

academic commissioner at the University of

Western Ontario.

I expect Dr. Porter will begin work very

shortly. He will present his report to the

Conestoga board of governors and I've asked

them to send me a copy and to make the

report public on receipt.

Mr. S. Lewis (Scarborough West): Is that

Arthur Porter?

Hon. Mr. McNie: Yes.

Mr. Speaker: Oral questions. The hon.

Leader of the Opposition.

ALLEGED PRICE FIXING IN OPTICAL
INDUSTRY

Mr. R. F. Nixon (Leader of the Opposition):
Mr. Speaker, a question of the Premier: Is he
prepared to establish an independent investi-

gation into the optical industry of the prov-
ince, now that additional information is avail-

able as published in the last three issues of

the Globe and Mail? Is he aware that similar

information was put before the Ministry of

Health six months ago in this House and

again in the discussion of the estimates of that

ministry; and under those circumstances no

undertaking by the Minister of Health (Mr.
Potter) to investigate was forthcoming?

Does the Premier not feel that it is his

responsibility as head of the government to

undertake such an impartial and objective in-

vestigation since it has to do with conflicts

of interest and more specifically the cost of

provision of spectacles and other eyeglasses

and assistance of that type to the people of

this province?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I believe

the Minister of Consumer and Commercial
Relations (Mr. Clement) was asked a ques-
tion related to this matter I believe on Fri-

day; and the Minister of Health has been in-

volved in this matter. I think the government
certainly will be looking at the structure and

the membership of the—whatever the board is

called.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Ophthalmic dispensers.

Hon. Mr. Davis: With respect to the ques-

tion of the legal involvement of the govern-
ment of the province, I think if the Leader

of the Opposition were to direct a question

to the minister, he might have a more appro-

priate answer.

Mr. Roy: Supplementary, Mr. Speaker, to

the Premier as a follow-up to my leader's

question. In light of the fact that the ques-

tion of the ophthalmic dispensers board was

brought to the Minister of Health's attention

six months ago and he promised to investigate

at that time, and he advised this House that

in his opinion there was no conflict of interest

-how can the Premier not possibly give a

firmer commitment? In fact, how can the

Premier possibly tolerate him as Minister of

Health?

Mr. Speaker: Order.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I have no

difficulty whatsoever in having the member
for Quinte (Mr. Potter) as a colleague of

mine and the government's. I can only say

to the member for Ottawa East and the hon.

Leader of the Opposition that their party

should be so fortunate.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Lewis: Those words will haunt the Pre-

mier after the shuffle.

Mr. Roy: He hasn't done anything.

Hon. Mr. Davis: I would think that if the

hon. member wishes to address a question

to the Minister of Health, he is quite free to

do so.

Mr. M. Cassidy (Ottawa Centre): Supple-

mentary, Mr. Speaker, to the Premier: In

view of the evident overcharging for spec-

tacles, is the government prepared to bring
in a programme to provide spectacles at cost

to senior citizens and other people who need

them, as is now being done in Saskatchewan?
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Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, there are

always a number of things we are quite pre-

pared to consider. I must confess that we are

considering a number of matters related to

senior citizens, but no decisions have been
made on these matters—and when they are, of

course, the House and the public will be
informed.

Mr. Cassidy: The answer is no, in other

words.

Mr. Lewis: I have a supplementary. Is the

Premier aware that the amendments to the

Health Disciplines Act as they now exist,

serve the purpose of reinforcing Imperial Op-
tical's control of the industry; and indeed

read as though the Ministry of Health were

in cahoots with Imperial Optical in order to

have this complete price control and dispens-

ing control of the industry?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, of course

the latter is not true as far as the Health

Disciplines Act and proposed legislation are

concerned. This hasn't been finalized, and I

think if the hon. member would reserve

judgement until such time as it is, it would

be more appropriate to discuss it then.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. Leader of the

Opposition.

PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO
OPHTHALMIC DISPENSERS ACT

Mr. R. F. Nixon: A question of the Min-

ister of Health on this same topic: Is he

prepared to accept the private bill in the

name of the member for Ottawa East

having to do with the ophthalmic dis-

pensers board as government policy; realizing

that it in fact extends the size of the board

and puts lay representation on the board, so

that it would remove it from the grasp and
the control of the five present members, all

of whom have a conflict of interest associated

with Imperial Optical Co. doing business in

this province?

Hon. R. T. Potter (Minister of Health):

No, Mr. Speaker, but for some time now it

has been our policy to appoint laymen to all

the various boards of health disciplines, and
it is our intention to do the same thing to

the board of ophthalmic dispensers. Member-
ships of this board are up for appointment
this month, as a matter of fact, and it is our
intention to see that laymen are appointed
to the board. I will be making an announce-
ment later.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Supplementary, on this

same matter: Is the minister now considering
the investigation of this matter more

thoroughly, instead of brushing it off as he
did when it was first brought to his attention

last May and again in the estimates? Does he

not realize that the confidence of the con-

sumers and those people in this province who

require eyeglasses, about half of the people
in this province, cannot be restored unless

there is an objective assessment of the situ-

ation and steps taken to correct it?

Hon. Mr. Potter: Mr. Speaker, I certainly

appreciate, and I have for some time indi-

cated that my concern, as was brought up in

the House earlier, was a conflict of interest

with the board of ophthalmic dispensers. I

made the statement in the House that when
I had investigated the charges I had no inci-

dence of any conflict of interest; I suggested
if anybody did have, and if they brought it

to my attention we might do something about

it. I pointed out to them at that time, and I

pointed out to the House at that—

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Who do the board mem-
bers represent?

Mr. Speaker: Order.

Mr. Lewis: Is the minister finished?

Hon. Mr. Potter: Well I hope to get fin-

ished, if everybody else has—

Mr. Speaker: The hon. minister has the

floor. He may continue his answer.

An hon. member: The minister doesn't give
the member the answer he wants.

Hon. Mr. Potter: At that time, Mr. Speaker,
I pointed out that the examinations for

ophthalmic dispensers were the responsibility
of one of the community colleges, of Ryerson,
and that once an individual was qualified
then this was reported to the board and the

board did in fact license these people.

There was no evidence brought to my
attention to suggest that anybody who was

licensed, since this course has been operating,
wasn't properly qualified.

At the present time we have something like

676 of them licensed. Last year there were
75 added. Since 1963 there were 457 appli-
cants and there were 24 failures. In the

investigation that I carried on, I feel the

board did in fact carry out their responsibil-

ities, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Supplementary: Is the

minister aware that his lack of action in this
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matter for the last six months has further

contributed to the loss of confidence, certainly
on this side of the House and in the com-

munity, in his effectiveness as an admin-

istrator; and his failure to take action is

simply consolidating that loss of confidence?

Hon. Mr. Potter: Mr. Speaker, I don't

accept the charges of the Leader of the Op-
position.

Mr. Lewis: By way of supplementary-

Mr. Speaker: There have been numerous

supplementaries, but I think the hon. leader

of the New Democratic Party should have a

supplementary now.

Mr. Lewis: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. I

will put it in two parts.

First, exactly how many public representa-
tives does the minister intend to appoint; and
will it be a number sufficient to exercise con-
trol and therefore protect the public interest?

And second, why does the minister intend to

take the right to sell away from the optom-
etrist, placing it exclusively in the hands of

the optical industry, which means, effectively,

giving to Imperial Optical the one dimension
of the monopoly which they do not yet have?

Hon. Mr. Potter: Well once again, Mr.

Speaker, the hon. member apparently knows
more about this than anyone else in the

Legislature. Certainly it never has been our
intention to take away the right by anybody,
either an ophthalmologist, an optometrist or

an optician, to fit glasses-

Mr. Lewis: I didn't say to fit them; I

said to sell them.

Hon. Mr. Potter: Or sell either. And the
Health Disciplines Act does not say that.

Mr. Lewis: The minister is amending his

Act? According to the first part of that—

Mr. Speaker: Order.

Hon. Mr. Potter: I suggest the hon. mem-
ber perhaps had better study it before he
comes into the House.

Mr. Speaker: Order.

Mr. Lewis: I'd like an answer to the first

part of that supplementary.

Mr. Speaker: There have been numerous
supplementaries; surely there have been
sufficient supplementaries.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Lewis: On a point of order, Mr.

Speaker, the first part of that supplementary
was not answered. How many public repre-
sentatives is the minister appointing?

Hon. Mr. Potter: I haven't any idea yet,
Mr. Speaker. At the present time we are

discussing this, and when we make up our
minds we'll announce it.

Mr. Lewis: We are certainly pleased at

the minister's determination to protect the

public.

Mr. M. Shulman (High Park): That will

calm all the waters.

Mr. Roy: Supplementary-

Mr. Speaker: The hon. Leader of the

Opposition. There have been a reasonable

number of supplementaries—two main ques-
tions and several supplementaries to each

Mr. Roy: There has been only one supple-

mentary to the Minister of Health. Surely
we can have more than one supplementary.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. Leader of the

Opposition.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: I am not questioning

your authority—it is your judgement, sir-

but what about consistency in this regard?

Mr. Speaker: It varies, depending upon the

question.

Mr. Roy: But we've only had one.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. Leader of the

Opposition.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: I'd like to ask the

Minister of Health-

Mr. Roy: You are protecting these fellows,

Mr. Speaker.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: I'd like to ask the Min-
ister of Health what this deal is that he has

made with the Minister of Health in Mani-
toba to provide medical staff in the event

of a strike out there.

Hon. Mr. Potter: I haven't made any deal,

Mr. Speaker.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Supplementary: Why
would the Manitoba minister say that the

minister had made a deal? What is the back-

ground in this? Is he in fact visiting Toronto

today and discussing the matter as was

reported?
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Mr. Lewis: Don't press us to believe one of

the two ministers.

Hon. Mr. Potter: Mr. Speaker-

Mr. Lewis: There's not going to be any
strike in Manitoba. Relax.

Hon. Mr. Potter: The Minister of Health

for Manitoba requested to come down and
discuss matters of mutual interest, and he is

here to discuss just that. There was no in-

dication of any assistance to be provided or

anything else; indeed, I have already seen

him earlier today and he was very apologetic,
because he said once again he was misquoted

by the press and that there hadn't been any
such statement.

Mr. Lewis: It happens to the New
Democrats.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: It even happens to

NDP members?

Mr. Lewis: Very rarely.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. Leader of the

Opposition.

HALL LAMP CO.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: I'd like to ask the Min-
ister of Labour what provisions are being
made to see that severance requirements
under his own legislation are met with re-

gard to the situation in Huron Park, where
the Hall company apparently is going into

bankruptcy?

Hon. F. Guindon (Minister of Labour):
Mr. Speaker, one of our officers, an officer

from the employment adjustment service,
met with the company officials this morning.
I received his report today at noon, and I

am told that Robert Lowe of Coopers and
Lybrand, 145 King St., Toronto has been

appointed as receiver-manager of Hall Lamp
Co. of Canada Ltd. The reason was be-
cause of a debenture which the company
owes to National Acceptance.

Mr. I. Deans (Wentworth): There has
been a rigid change in that company over
the weekend.

Hon. Mr. Guindon: Now, John Ryan,
representing Robert Lowe, advised us that

this does not preclude the company's re-

opening if orders are received from the
auto manufacturers.

Mr. Lewis: Right.

Hon. Mr. Guindon: So far Chrysler has

obtained their dies, I understand, but the

company still has dies-

Mr. Lewis: That shouldn't stop the min-
ister just because they have removed their

equipment. That is of no consequence.

Hon. Mr. Guindon: Mr. Speaker, the com-

pany still has dies from Ford and American
Motors.

Mr. Cassidy: It is temporary in the

minister's mind until they move everything
to the United States.

Mr. Lewis: The minister is wrong; he isn't

even involved in his ministry.

Hon. Mr. Guindon: That is the information
I have at the present time. I have other in-

formation as well, which indicates that

meetings are taking place today between Mr.
Lowe and the automotive companies to try
to resolve this situation, to see if they can

get orders.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: A supplementary: Is

there anything the minister or his colleagues
can do to continue employment in the area,
and if their decision is that there is nothing
that can be done, what about the provisions
of severance pay in the event that the com-

pany does go into permanent bankruptcy? It

this a first charge against their assets, and
what responsibility does the Minister of

Labour have in that regard?

Hon. Mr. Guindon: Well, Mr. Speaker, I

think my hon. friend knows full well that in

the case of a bankruptcy, the secured credi-

tors of course come first.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: But the employees? No.

Hon. Mr. Guindon: Well, I have made a

number of representations to the federal gov-
ernment in this regard. I have been told that

they would consider making amendments to

the Bankruptcy Act. So far nothing has been
done.

Mr. M. Gaunt: (Huron-Bruce): Supple-

mentary-

Mr. Lewis: Supplementary-

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Scar-

borough West.

Mr. Lewis: I have a further supplement-
ary. Is the minister saying that his ministry
hasn't informed him yet, as apparently they
didn't on Friday, when he thought it was a

temporary layoff, that American Motors also

removed their dies over the weekend, that
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the plant is a hollow shell? And why isn't

his ministry involved in the discussions taking

place with Chrysler, Ford, American Motors,
the company and the union—everybody but

the government of Ontario—about what hap-

pens to the workers?

Hon. Mr. Guindon: Oh, yes. We are very
concerned about the workers. As a matter of

fact, I had an officer in on Friday, and he

has been there again today; to the best of

my knowledge he is still there talking with

the officials. Now, insofar as the dies are con-

cerned, my information as of noon was that

they still had dies from American Motors and
Ford.

Mr. Lewis: Well, they don't know what

they are talking about in the ministry.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Huron-
Bruce.

Mr. Gaunt: Mr. Speaker, I would like to

know from the minister what the legal status

of severance pay would be under the condi-

tions of the plant opening temporarily as an
obvious attempt to avoid the severance pay
provision of the Act. What would the min-
ister do under those conditions?

Hon. Mr. Guindon: Mr. Speaker, officially,

at this time of course, it is a temporary lay-
off because we don't know if the company
will be able to get orders to re-open or to

call back the employees. At this point in time
it is a temporary layoff.

Mr. Lewis: It's a what?

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Went-
worth is next with a supplementary.

Mr. Cassidy: It's a joke, just a joke.

Mr. Deans: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: I will permit the hon. mem-
ber for Huron-Bruce to put another one.

Mr. Deans: A supplementary question in

two parts: One, is there an obligation on the

part of the subsidiary to pay to the parent
company moneys owing in advance of the

moneys owing to the employees? Secondly,
why is there not a fund set up into which
manufacturers contribute to cover the eventu-
alities of this kind of bankrupt situation,
which is occurring in Ontario if not with

amazing frequency certainly frequently
enough to be alarming?

Hon. Mr. Guindon: Mr. Speaker, every-
thing is being done here, on behalf of our

ministry, to protect the employees of this

particular company. Insofar as the fund is

concerned, my hon. friend knows full well

we have no such fund-

Mr. Deans: I know the minister doesn't

have a fund.

Hon. Mr. Guindon: No, we are consider-

ing plans. I have myself met with officials of

other jurisdictions to see if anything can be
done along those lines. However, I must re-

peat that I have made personal representation
to the federal government concerning the

Bankruptcy Act.

Mr. Deans: What about the obligation of

the parent company?

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Huron-
Bruce.

Mr. Gaunt: A supplementary, Mr. Speaker:
In view of the fact, according to my informa-

tion this morning, that Chrysler has already
taken its dies out; American Motors has taken
its dies out and the only dies that remain

Mr. Lewis: Ford's.

Mr. Gaunt: Ford's, would the minister

undertake to have one of his people investi-

gate this matter to determine the situation

as it stands at the moment?

Hon. Mr. Guindon: Yes, I have already
done so, Mr. Speaker. We have a representa-
tive there today, an officer-

Mr. Lewis: But he is not even giving you
accurate information.

Hon. Mr. Guindon: As I said earlier, there

are talks going on at this present time be-

tween Mr. Lowe and the Ford Co. to see if

they can possibly resolve the situation.

Mr. Deans: Is he at the talks?

Mr. Lewis: But not with the ministry in-

volved. Has the minister representation at

the talks? He is not there and he is the only

party missing.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. Leader of the Op-
position?

Mr. J. Riddell (Huron): A supplementary,
Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: There have been sufficient

supplementaries, I believe, on that question.
There have been four.

The hon. member for Scarborough West.
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EMPLOYMENT STANDARDS ACT
REVIEW

Mr. Lewis: I want to ask a question related

to that. It will open it up, I guess, for the

member for Huron but I think it is a question
which is merited on the face of it.

Is the minister going to do something about

plugging yet another loophole exposed in the

Employment Standards Act which allows an

employer to use the device of temporary
layoff as an excuse to mask a clear shutdown?
Since the Act has now been found wanting
in the Acme Screw and Gear case, the Can-
ada Metal case and now the Hall Lamp
case, what is the minister going to do about

making that Act worth anything?

Hon. Mr. Guindon: Mr. Speaker, my hon.

friend knows well that we have been review-

ing the Act for some time, and that I have

proposed—

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Some time.

Hon. Mr. Guindon: I have proposed to

bring in some amendments in the winter

session.

Mr. R. F. Ruston (Essex-Kent): Bring in

some amendments tomorrow.

Mr. Deans: Bring them in now and we
will wait for the minister.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Scar-

borough West.

Mr. Lewis: I have a question, Mr. Speaker,
of the provincial Treasurer since he has come
in and would want one.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Is that true?

ACTIVITY OF MULTI-MALLS NEAR
TILLSONBURG

Mr. Lewis: Is the provincial Treasurer
aware of the Multi-Malls shopping centre

undertaking in Middleton township imme-

diately outside Tillsonburg, the purpose of

which is to do yet again exactly what has
occurred in Goderich and other places, as has
been recently dealt with in the House?

Hon. J. White (Treasurer, Minister of Eco-
nomics and Intergovernmental affairs): No, I

can't recall having been made aware of that,
Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Lewis: By way of supplementary: Does
the Treasurer not recall that he was requested
in May, 1973, by the town of Tillsonburg,

which was attempting to have a redevelop-
ment shopping centre downtown, to freeze

the lands in Middleton township in order
to prevent an option being executed, a build-

ing permit being delivered to Multi-Malls,
and that the ministry delayed. Multi-Malls

got the building permit for six months at

the end of July, 1973; and the ministry then
circulated an intention to freeze in August
but withdrew it because it was too late? Does
the Treasurer recall that?

Hon. Mr. White: I don't recall it, no, which
doesn't mean it didn't happen, but I don't

recall it.

Mr. Lewis: May I ask then, by way of

supplementary, surely since this building per-
mit—which hasn't yet been executed; they
have several more weeks—given by Middleton

township again runs directly contrary to the

official plan, isn't there some way of stopping
this kind of pattern in Ontario by having
legislation which says that an official plan
must be adhered to in terms of its general

designations even if there isn't specific zoning,
so that if one had agricultural land, as in

this case, it would not be possible for Multi-

Malls to build and frustrate a town's wishes?

Hon. Mr. White: That may be a possibility;
I'd like to look into that. We are coming to

grips with these problems. I myself this morn-

ing signed 31 letters to various municipalities,

saying if they didn't strengthen their zoning
to prevent this kind of thing happening, that

we would have to impose ministerial orders.

It happens that a moment ago when I

walked into the House I was given a three-

page memorandum, which I haven't had a

chance to read, dealing with this matter. So
if the member would be good enough to ask

me these questions in a few minutes, I might
be more informed.

Mr. Riddell: Mr. Speaker, along the same
line of thought, Mr. Speaker, I'd like to

direct a supplementary to the Treasurer.

In view of the fact that the lawyer acting
on behalf of the developer of the proposed
shopping plaza in the township of Goderich

maintains that the building permit which
was issued by the township is legal, does the

Treasurer intend to pursue the matter in

support of his ministerial order, which

placed a freeze on commercial development
in the township of Goderich?

Hon. Mr. White: Yes, if they attempt to

build, we will take the matter to court.
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Hon. G. A. Kerr (Provincial Secretary for

Justice): Regional government would have
solved all that.

Hon. Mr. White: We think our order is

valid for all of the day the order was issued.

Mr. Lewis: That is not the answer.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Supplementary: Since the

local officials have issued a building permit
on the basis of their view of it, would not

it be the responsibility of the Treasurer to

take this to court before there was any effort

made to build? Surely it should be clarified.

The ministry has been to court already on a

precisely similar situation.

Hon. Mr. White: We've been to court on

something similar which we didn't win. We
think we can win on this matter.

Mr. Roy: The ministry should revise its

law list.

Hon. Mr. White: We think we can win the

next case out.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: It is identical. The min-

istry lost it last year.

Mr. Lewis: Supplementary: Does the Treas-

urer know anything about this outfit called

Multi-Malls? Are they related to Continental

National Assurance, the multinational corpo-
ration based in the United States? Does he

know anything about them because they ob-

viously have similar plans pending in other

townships on the periphery of existing towns
or cities?

Mr. R. F. Nixon: They are building on the

periphery of Chatham.

-Hon. Mr. White: No, I don't know the

ownership. I will attempt to find that out.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: They are building around
Woodstock.

Mr. Lewis: By way of supplementary,

might the Treasurer try to find it out in the

context of one of the recommendations flow-

ing from the select committee, I believe, or

certainly discussed by the select committee,
that the acquisition of land even for com-
mercial purposes should not be allowed, or

we should consider it very carefully, when it

is in the control of a multinational corpor-
ation based outside Canada?

Mr. R. F. Nixon: I don't know what your
view about this is, Mr. Speaker, as there have
been a number of supplementaries. But
doesn't the minister realize that with his col-

leagues, particularly the Minister of the En-
vironment (Mr. Auld), there would be means
whereby control could be effected even

though a building permit had been granted
by the local township? In a case in Chatham
which is exacdy similar, the Ministry of the

Environment gave them the go-ahead to es-

tablish—

Hon. W. D. McKeough (Minister of En-

ergy): Not so.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: —only four days after their

application.

Mr. E. R. Good (Waterloo North): The
local board of health.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: The local board of health

did, with reviews by the Ministry of the En-

vironment, which for an individual will take

up to six months.

Mr. Good: Right. You run around.

Mr. Roy: Why doesn't the Minister of En-

ergy answer the question?

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Well, I am surprised that

he knows so much about it.

Mr. Cassidy: Supplementary, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: Well, if there is no response,
the hon. member for Scarborough West still

has the floor.

Mr. Cassidy: Supplementary, Mr. Speaker.
I have just a final question of the minister.

Since the review of the Planning Act is go-

ing to take two years and since many people
in the province, I think, now are being misled

by this term "official plan," will the minister

consider bringing in legislation, so that he
will not have to bring in ministerial orders,

but so that the official plan will guide what

happens in these municipalities as a general

guideline, which it obviously does not now?

Hon. Mr. White: The official plan is a

statement of policy; that policy is enacted

by means of zoning bylaws. If the member is

suggesting that we should now sit down and
write zoning bylaws for 900 municipalities in

this province, the answer is no.

Mr. Lewis: No, but the particular desig-
nations should hold.

Mr. Cassidyt Make the official plans stick

until they get more detailed plans available.

Hon. Mr. White: We are attempting to

find solutions to the problem, yes. The solu-

tions will be contrary, I suppose, to the gen-
eral policy of the government, which is to
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get the decision-making power down to the

local level. And we hear a lot in this cham-

ber on that subject.

Mr. Lewis: It doesn't have to be.

Mr. Cassidy: No; it can be done at the local

level.

Mr. Lewis: What we are suggesting is con-

sistent with local autonomy.

Hon. Mr. White: So it's a little hard to

have the best of both worlds in this matter.

GO-URBAN SYSTEM

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Scar-

borough West.

Mr. Lewis: A question of the Minister of

Transportation and Communications: What is

the minister going to do with the Metropoli-
tan Toronto council's withdrawal from par-

ticipating in the study of GO-Urban through
the northeast corridor; and has he yet an-

swered the 11 questions put to him through
Aid. William Kilbourn; and what are the

time factors involved?

Hon. Mr. Carton: Mr. Speaker, in answer
to the first part of the question, I'm not

aware they have withdrawn. Secondly, we
are responding to the 11 questions and will

have those in the hands of the Metro com-
mittee prior to the particular day on which

they are meeting.

Mr. D. M. Deacon (York Centre): Supple-
mentary: Since the minister indicated the
other day he had prepared a written com-
mentary on the TTC criticism of the Krauss-
Maffei project; since we have been unable to

find that written commentary anywhere in

our files, would he please supply us and the
other party with it?

Mr. Lewis: What does the member mean,
the other party?

Hon. Mr. Carton: I don't recall saying we
had replied to that criticism. As a matter of

fact, I made the specific point that my staff

could not respond to all the submissions and
all the various criticisms. I did state that these

were used as part of the evaluation process
in the determination of the successful appli-
cant. I was not quoted properly, or if I stated

otherwise I apologize. But again, I pointed out

specifically, in answer to a question the other

day, that we could not respond to all these

criticisms.

Mr. Deacon: Further supplementary: I think

we have indicated to the minister that the

TTC position was just not another criticism,

and in view of that, the minister replied that

he in fact had given us a written response. We
should have seen it.

Mr. Speaker: Was there a question some

place?

Mr. Deacon: Please give us the written

commentary.

Hon. Mr. Carton: Mr. Speaker, it is im-

possible to give a written response. This is

a submission made by the TTC at the re-

quest of the minister. They themselves do not

recommend, or even compare one against the

other specifically. They go through phase one,

two, three, four, five; different kinds of rail

or light rail systems that may or may not be

worthwhile in the search for this particular
new mode. Those particular arguments that

were made by the light streetcar proponents
were used in the evaluation of the Krauss-

Maffei system.

Again I pointed out, Mr. Speaker, and will

continue to point out, that what is needed
in any urban transportation system are many
modes, multi-modes. We are not precluding

any particular mode. As a matter of fact, the

Urban Transportation Development Corp. has,

as one of its guidelines, the study of light

streetcar application. But even the light street-

car proponents—those who think it is a good
or viable system—recognize that the system

advanced by the ministry is also a good sys-

tem and that we should have different kinds

of modes for different kinds of situations.

There is no incompatibility.

Mr. Deacon: The minister would be using
10 times as much energy as is being used

now?

Mr. Cassidy: Mr. Speaker, since in the

evaluation of the Krauss-Maffei system it was
meant or intended, I believe it was stated by
the minister that dual-rail would be given
fair treatment, is the minister aware that TTC
experts spent nowhere near, and were told to

spend nowhere near the hours in preparing
this submission that was spent by Ford,

Krauss-Maffei and Hawker Siddeley? Is he

aware that they did not, and were not spe-

cifically instructed to follow the specifications

laid down by the ministry in its competition?
Can he explain, if this is the case, how it is

that he also maintains that dual-rail was given
fair consideration in comparison with the

advanced technologies that were bought?
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Hon. Mr. Carton: Mr. Speaker, firstly,
the

dual-rail was not one of the submissions.

They were not one of those that made a

proposal.

There were eight applicants who started on

this particular search for the new mode. The
TTC was not one of them. The TTC were

asked to prepare a submission on the basis of

which an evaluation could be made of the

modes that were advanced to the ministry;
and it was in that context that this submission

was made.

I would point out that the request was
made sometime in 1972, and the report was
not received until February, 1973. By that

time we were into the final phases of selecting
one of the three successful applicants.

Mr. Cassidy: Supplementary: Could the

minister explain the blindness in the ministry
which led it to accept commercial proposals
but not to insist that a proposal be worked up
in time for comparison with the other eight

proposals, in order that the dual-rail should

be given the treatment that the other pro-

posals were given—given that it's not a

proprietary process?

Hon. Mr. Carton: Mr. Speaker, again I

think there is a misunderstanding on what
the ministry started out to do and that was
to find a new mode of transportation; an

intermediate capacity transit system. These
were the guidelines. Everyone in this Legisla-
ture knew the search that we were making
when it started some two years ago, or what-
ever.

I would like to correct one statement, Mr.

Speaker. The expert in the TTC and the

expert so recognized on this continent—and
I have his permission to so state in the

Legislature—Mr. Patterson, who was general

manager of subway construction, is certain

that we are on the right mode, searching for

the new ICTS. To date, all I've heard about
is criticism from the TTC and, in fact, what
I'm stating today is that the man who is

recognized as the expert on the continent,
not only in the TTC, believes that we are on
the right search.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Ottawa
East.

Mr. Roy: Mr. Speaker, I have a question
of the Minister-

Mr. Speaker: Order, please. I thought this

was a supplementary question.

Mr. Roy: No, it's not.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member has not

been trying to get in on a supplementary?

Mr. Roy: No.

Mr. Speaker: I'm sorry. The hon. member
for Scarborough West.

Mr. Roy: I thought we were all through
with supplementaries, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Lewis: Yes, I have no more questions.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Scar-

borough West has no further questions; the

hon. member for York-Forest Hill is next.

Mr. P. G. Givens (York-Forest Hill): I

would like to ask the Minister of Transporta-
tion and Communications whether he is

aware that last week the TTC asked his staff

to investigate whether a strong magnetic field

will erode metal in concrete structures. Stray
electric current from the subway's power rail

has caused extensive and expensive damage.
Now, since the Krauss-Maffei system is en-

tirely based on floating on a magnetic field,

does he seriously intend to investigate the

erosion of metal in concrete structures by a

strong magnetic field?

Hon. A. Grossman (Minister of Revenue):
Did the member read the small type?

Mr. Givens: I read the small type. I will

get to that later.

An hon. member: If he reads the small

type he'll find it's completely irrelevant.

Mr. Lewis: Has the member seen the TTC
application form?

Hon. Mr. Carton: Mr. Speaker, the causes
and effect of the electromagnetic interference

is, and has been, one of the fields that has
been studied. This has been part of the
evaluation. Obviously, with the expertise in-

volved they are aware of these particular
problems that may arise and this has been a
source of ongoing study right from day one
with the Krauss-Maffei system.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for

Sandwich-Riverside.

RESEARCH OF ENERGY SOURCES

Mr. F. A. Burr (Sandwich-Riverside): Mr.

Speaker, I have a question of the Minister of

Energy. Is the minister aware that Japan's

Ministry of Trade and Industry has an-

nounced a programme to replace the use of

petroleum by the use of solar energy and
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other unconventional energy sources by the

end of this century?

Hon. Mr. McKeough: No, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Roy: Good for the minister.

Mr. Burr: As a supplementary, is the min-

ister aware that in the United States, the

solar energy panel appointed by the Presi-

dent—

Hon. Mr. McKeough: Their houses are un-

heated.

Mr. Burr: —reported a year ago a similar

recommendation on solar energy?

Hon. Mr. McKeough: Yes.

Mr. Burr: And what is the minister doing?
How is the minister reacting to that?

Hon. Mr. McKeough: We're monitoring
the situation, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Lewis: Slowly.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Ottawa
East.

Hon. Mr. Potter: As I said, Mr. Speaker,
officials in my ministry have been in touch

with them, yes.

Mr. Roy: May I have one supplementary,
Mr. Speaker?

Mr. Speaker: One supplementary, yes.

Mr. Roy: Will the minister join with us in

pressing the federal government to have a

royal commission look into the problem in

the light of the fact that this control is not

limited to Ontario but extends to all of

Canada? Does he not feel that maybe the

federal government should amend its com-
bines investigation legislation?

Mr. Lewis: The member doesn't need a

royal commission, he just needs legislation.

Hon. Mr. Potter: I am discussing this, Mr.

Speaker, with my colleague, the Minister of

Consumer and Commercial Affairs.

Mr. Roy: He just reads the Bible.

Mr. Ruston: The comics.

Mr. Roy: The comics, sorry.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Ottawa
Centre.

ALLEGED PRICE FIXING IN OPTICAL
INDUSTRY

Mr. Roy: Mr. Speaker, my question is again
of the Minister of Health. In the light of the

fact that this problem in the optical field, the

control by Imperial Optical, has existed for

some 25 years and that the minister, no doubt,
is aware that the federal combines investiga-

tion department have apparently a lot of in-

formation on this problem, has the minister,

during the last six months or prior, inquired
from them to get information as to Imperial

Optical's control over all the professions and
how they obtain control over all the outlets?

Has he ever inquired into that?

Mr. Speaker: Before the hon. minister re-

plies, I should point out to the hon. member
that there was some objection to the fact that

I permitted only one supplementary previ-

ously on one of the questions pertaining to

this topic. The reason for that was that the

original main question had about six sup-

plementaries. The second question asked by
the hon. member for Ottawa East was so

little different from the first that I permitted
one supplementary only. Now, this question
is related to the same topic but I'm going to

permit it this time. The hon. minister may
respond.

COSTS OF CITY OF CAMBRIDGE

Mr. Cassidy: A question of the Treasurer,
Mr. Speaker: Has the Treasurer seen the de-

tailed accounting of the costs of amalgama-
tion and starting up in the new city of Cam-

bridge prepared by Mayor Claudette Millar

and given to the Premier in Hamilton yester-

day?

What steps will the government take in

order to offset these costs since there was

originally a promise from the government that

local residents would not have to bear them?

Hon. Mr. White: I have seen that petition;

in fact, I did meet with Mayor Millar some
weeks ago, at which time we received a re-

quest. That request was carefully examined

by my officials and me, and certain transi-

tional grants were made available to the re-

gion. The city of Cambridge itself received

the largest grant available in that region
under the new property tax stabilization plan.

At the new awareness conference in Hamil-

ton on Saturday, the Premier assured Mayor
Millar that the matter would be reviewed

once again. The Premier and I spoke briefly

after the conference on Saturday so that we
will be doing that immediately and we will

be making a further response to Cambridge.
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Mr. Speaker: The hon. member has a sup-

plementary?

Mr. Cassidy: Supplementary: Of the $3.7-

million cost, how much was provided for, if

any, by these transitional grants, and how
much more does the province intend to off-

set?

Hon. Mr. White: I can't bring the exact

amount of money to mind. There were hun-
dreds of thousands of dollars paid to the new
regional government of Waterloo. It has not

been a practice in the past to pay transi-

tional grants to the area municipal level.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Kent.

IMPENDING FERTILIZER SHORTAGE

Mr. J. P. Spence (Kent): Mr. Speaker, I

have a question of the Minister of Agriculture
and Food.

Is the minister aware of the widespread
concern and the many articles in the press

concerning the shortage of fertilizer that will

exist in the year 1974? Can he inform us

as to the supply of fertilizer for the agri-
cultural industry in the spring of 1974?

Hon. W. A. Stewart (Minister of Agricul-
ture and Food): Mr. Speaker, you will recall

that this question has been asked two or

three times previously and that I mentioned
the fact that we had met with the Plant

Food Council. We have also met with the

railways; we have discussed it with the

federal government, and the matter was
further discussed in Winnipeg at the time
federal and provincial officials from across

Canada were discussing some of the concerns

that we have regarding next year's produc-
tion.

There appears to be a plentiful source of

the raw product; certainly there is no short-

age of potash in Saskatchewan, provided it

can be mined in sufficient quantities and sold

to the various outlets without any restrictions

whatever. There is some concern that it will

not be allowed out to the degree that we
would like.

There is also a very pronounced shortage
of railway cars to move both the phosphate
from western Canada to markets throughout
Canada and the United States. There is cer-

tainly a transportation problem in moving
phosphates from Florida into Canada for pro-

cessing into the finished material. We are

therefore exploring ways and means whereby
other means of transportation can be pro-
vided. Every possible means is being ex-

plored, but I can't give a positive answer that

there won't be some shortage next spring.

Frankly, I think everyone who needs ferti-

lizer would do well to place the order now,
so that the dealers know how much demand

they have to look forward to.

In the past, unfortunately, some farmers

have placed orders with four or five dealers,

and this has added to the problem because

they really didn't know where they were.

We are asking that farmers be discouraged
from doing that this year and that they should

forward-price and forward-buy and obtain

orders as efficiently as they possibly can.

Mr. Deacon: Mr. Speaker, a supplementary,
if I may. Will the minister tell us whether

or not he's been consulting with his col-

league, the Minister of the Environment, to

seek ways of getting some of the phosphate
which the Ministry of the Environment has

been trying to dispose of, other than in Lake

Ontario, and using it to improve the fertility

of the agricultural lands?

Hon. Mr. Stewart: Research is going on at

Guelph on this particular matter but it isn't

quite as easy a problem as my hon. friend

would lead us to believe.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Went-
worth is next.

SAFETY OF CHILDREN'S HOCKEY
HEADGEAR

Mr. Deans: Mr. Speaker, I have a question
of the Minister of Consumer and Commercial
Relations. Is the minister aware of the recent

concern being expressed by parents and

others with regard to the safety features of

headgear worn by children playing hockey?

Secondly—

Mr. Roy: That's federal.

Mr. Deans: Wait for it. Is he aware of the

involvement of the Ministry of Community
and Social Services, through the athletics

commissioner, in providing equipment for

youngsters playing organized sport, including

hockey? Will he take steps to ensure that

that equipment which is provided is up to

the highest safety standards?

Secondly, will he make known to the

public in Ontario which types of headgear
are suitable for wear, and make known to

the sellers in Ontario that the government
of Ontario frowns on the sale of equipment
that is not up to safety standards?
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Hon. J. T. Clement (Minister of Consumer
and Commercial Relations): Mr. Speaker, yes,
I am aware that there are problems with
certain types of headgear. I believe there are

nine or 10 different brands on the market

today and I further understand that only
two or three are acceptable. The rest can
be somewhat dangerous to the user in that

the youngster using it, or his parents, may
presume it to be safe whereas it won't pro-
vide the protection expected.

I have not had any discussions with my
colleague; I have no jurisdiction. As the hon.

member knows there is the federal Hazardous
Products Act and a branch of the Department
of Consumer and Corporate Affairs in Ottawa
has sole jurisdiction in that matter. I am
aware, through a discussion I had the other

day, that that branch has taken steps to

draw attention to the difficulties in the minds
of the manufacturers here in Ontario. Insofar

as the athletics commissioner is concerned, I

have no comment to make on that, Mr.

Speaker, because I have had no discussion

with him whatsoever in regard to this matter.

Mr. Deans: A supplementary question, Mr.

Speaker: Will the minister, through some
form of advertising, make known to the

parents in the Province of Ontario that only
two brands, two models, in fact-

Mr. Roy: They are doing enough adver-

tising.

Mr. Deans: —of headgear are safe for chil-

dren's use now so that they don't waste

money on stuff which may well cause damage
to their children simply because it's Christmas
and they are in the process of purchasing?

Hon. Mr. Clement: I would be prepared to

pass along the comments of those people in

Ottawa who have done the research and make
them available in the form of oral comments.
I wouldn't like to undertake any advertising

programme per se.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Water-
loo North.

ENVIRONMENTAL ENDORSEMENTS
TO FARM INSURANCE POLICIES

Mr. Good: Thank, you, Mr. Speaker. A
question of the Minister of Consumer and
Commercial Relations. Would the minister
have any influence over insurance companies
which are cancelling environmental endorse-
ment policies or putting environmental en-
dorsement exclusions into their policies to

farmers because of section 23 of the Pesti-

cides Act which allows the minister com-

plete control over whether damages have
to be paid by the person, with no time

limits?

In case I don't have time for a supple-

mentary, I'll ask him now. Will the minister

look at that section of the Pesticides Act
and see if the insurance companies are mis-

interpreting it as a means of getting out of

carrying the coverage for environmental en-

dorsement within the liability insurance sold

to farmers?

Hon. Mr. Clement: Yes, I'd be prepared
to discuss it with the Superintendent of

Insurance, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: The time for oral questions
has elapsed.

ANSWERS TO WRITTEN QUESTIONS

Hon. E. A. Winkler (Chairman, Manage-
ment Board of Cabinet): Mr. Speaker, be-

fore we proceed with the orders of the day,

may I table the answers to three questions
on the order paper, Nos. 13, 30 and 34.

(See Appendix, page 6463.)

Mr. Speaker: Petitions.

Presenting reports.

Motions.

Introduction of bills.

PUBLIC COMMERCIAL VEHICLES
ACT

Hon. Mr. Carton moves first reading of bill

intituled, An Act to amend the Public

Commercial Vehicles Act.

Motion agreed to; first reading of the bill.

Hon. Mr. Carton: Mr. Speaker, the bill

amending the Public Commercial Vehicles
Act is directed towards: One, the growing
incidence of for-hire trucking operations,

contrary to the Act, through leasing arrange-
ments; and, two, the control of freight for-

warding operations.

In respect to the for-hire trucking opera-
tions contrary to the Act, investigation au-

thority in the existing provisions applies only
to vehicles licensed under the Act. Since
the problem lies with those vehicles in

operations not licensed under the Act, the

amendment is designed to allow examination
of commercial vehicles, their contents and
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shipping documents as a basis for enforce-

ment of the Act. The amendment also

grants the ministry authority to appoint

special investigators to carry out broader

investigations than the present authority

granted to ministry inspectors or the OPP
to investigate trucks on the highways.

The amendment respecting freight for-

warders requires an applicant for a freight

forwarder's licence to prove public necessity
and convenience before the Ontario High-
way Transport Board on the same principle
as an applicant for a public commercial

vehicle operating licence. This principle is

applied to freight forwarders in view of the

fact that the transportation services they offer

or provide to the general public are the

same as the public commercial vehicle

operator and, therefore, should be licensed

on the same basis. The amendment pre-
serves the operations presently being carried

on by existing licensed freight forwarders.

HIGHWAY TRAFFIC ACT

Hon. Mr. Carton moves first reading of bill

intituled, An Act to amend the Highway
Traffic Act.

Motion agreed to; first reading of the bill.

Hon. Mr. Carton: Mr. Speaker, the bill

amending the Highway Traffic Act relates to

two programmes: One is the classified driver

licence system, and the second is a pro-

gramme to prevent abuses in the issuance of

certificates of mechanical fitness upon the

transfer of ownership of a used motor
vehicle. The bill also contains authority for

municipalities to ban trucks from the left lane

of multi-lane highways under their jurisdic-
tion.

As I have indicated to the House pre-

viously, the standards for licensing drivers

will relate to the type of vehicle on which the

driver has proven his competence.

Under the present vehicle inspection pro-

gramme, there has been inadequate power to

remove from the system dealers and mechan-
ics who are guilty of fraudulent dealings with
certificates of mechanical fitness. The amend-
ment provides for the licensing of garages as

inspection stations and the registration of

mechanics. This will provide accurate identi-

fication of the inspection station and the

mechanic in relation to each certificate issued.

As well, a strict accounting will be kept in

respect of each certificate issued. On this

basis, improper and fraudulent issuance of

certificates will be the justification for with-

drawing the privilege. There is provision for

appeal to the licence suspension appeal board

already established under the Highway
Traffic Act. Under the new programme, the

vendor of any used car is required to produce
the safety standards certificate.

The provisions permitting municipalities to

ban trucks from the left lane of multi-lane

highways is being proposed in view of public

acceptance of a similar ban in effect on cer-

tain parts of the King's highways system.

Mr. Roy: He said he would bring it in

before Christmas-

Mr. Speaker: Introduction of bills.

PERSONAL STATEMENT

Mr. Lewis: Mr. Speaker, I rise on a point
of personal privilege, if I could, sir. There is

to my mind, and it was just recently drawn to

my attention, the most extraordinary letter in

the Toronto Sun today. It is the "Letter of

the Day," which was submitted by the

Deputy Speaker of the Legislature and chair-

man of the committee of the whole House,
the member for Northumberland (Mr. Rowe).

He is talking about matters which directly
affect the privileges of all members and

talking specifically about this contentious

matter of a voice vote.

In response to a column written by the

member from High Park, he makes the point
that it isn't always possible to distinguish in

volume, or he implies as much, and he indi-

cates that he cannot assume that everybody
on either side is voting the same way—but all

of that doesn't really concern me. It is his

last paragraph that I want to read into the

record and get your opinion on, sir. He says:

Finally, in making his decision, parlia-

mentary precedents dictate that the chair-

man shall consider the probabilities; that is,

he knows that there are many members in

the adjacent lobbies and otherwise engaged
in their offices and elsewhere in the build-

ing. He, therefore, is entitled to give his

decision on the oral vote, influenced by
what he knows to be the probable result,

when and if the members are called in for

a standing vote.

Now, Mr. Speaker, apart from the most extra-

ordinary assumption about whether the mem-
bers are in a fit state or condition to come
in for the vote, wherever they may be

hiding-

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Or that they would all

vote the same way.
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Mr. Lewis: —or that they would all vote

the same way if they were there; or, indeed,
that he can engage in any probabilities at all.

What it really says in this hoary subterfuge
of his—and it seems to me the most extraor-

dinary draftsmanship—but what he is really

saying is that there's no point in taking votes

in this House at all. That is really what the

Deputy Speaker is saying.

Frankly, with that kind of public utterance,

he really throws into question not matters of

partiality or impartiality—because we all

know what happens here—but matters of

whether this charade isn't in fact conducted

by the Deputy Speaker himself.

I ask you, sir, to take a look at that and
to rule upon it, because it really is a mite

preposterous that it should come from the

Deputy Speaker of the House that he will

count on the probabilities of those who aren't

in the chamber in deciding on an oral vote

within this chamber. It reflects very, very

poorly on the way in which this House is

chaired.

Mr. Speaker: Without commenting in any
way upon the content of the alleged report in

the paper—I haven't read it—I will be pleased
to undertake to look into it, as the hon. mem-
ber for Scarborough West has suggested, and

report back to the House.

Introduction of bills.

EXECUTIVE COUNCIL ACT

Hon. Mr. Winkler moves first reading of

bill intituled, An Act to amend the Executive
Council Act.

Motion agreed to; first reading of the
bill.

Mr. Roy: Is the government getting rid

of it?

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Mr. Speaker, in answer-

ing the critic from across the floor. I think
the explanation of the Premier is sufficient

with regard to the three bills I have before
the House.

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY ACT

Hon. Mr. Winkler moves first reading of

bill intituled, An Act to amend the Legis-
lative Assembly Act.

Motion agreed to; first reading of the bill.

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY RETIREMENT
ALLOWANCES ACT, 1973

Hon. Mr. Winkler moves first reading of

bill intituled, the Legislative Assembly Re-
tirement Allowances Act, 1973.

Motion agreed to; first reading of the bill.

Mr. Speaker: Orders of the day.

HOMEMAKERS AND NURSES
SERVICES ACT

Hon. Mr. Brunelle moves second reading
of Bill 240, An Act to amend the Home-
makers and Nurses Services Act.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. Leader of the

Opposition.

Mr. R. F. Nixon (Leader of the Opposi-
tion): Mr. Speaker, just briefly, the concept
of expanding these services is eminently

supportable on all sides. We felt, particularly
in conjunction with facilities of the Ministry
of Health under OHIP that provide special

nursing services in the home, there can be a

conjunction of services under these circum-

stances which can be very much to the

benefit of the residents of this province;
which in the long run can achieve some
considerable savings in the costs of providing
services in the home, whether they be home-
makers or nursing services. We believe the

concept and the principle of the bill are

good.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for River-

dale.

Mr. J. A. Renwick (Riverdale): Mr. Speaker,

speaking on behalf of this caucus, we approve
of the bill and the points which are made in

the bill. It would appear to us that it is

not necessary for the bill to go into com-
mittee assuming the minister can answer one
or two questions in the course of his response
on the second reading of the bill.

We approve of the extension of the

services, which is provided for by amend-
ment of section 6 of the bill as it presently
stands. My understanding of it is that for

practical purposes it permits the extension

of the services on a relatively more per-
manent basis to those in need than is present-

ly the case, where the limiting word "tem-

porary" had been an essential ingredient of

the nature of the assistance to be provided.

Now, I understand from amendment which
is before us, that services can be provided
on an ongoing basis and that the quality
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of their temporary nature is not necessarily

an ingredient as to whether or not the costs

will be shared in the way that is provided
for in the Act.

I also note that in order to enable elderly,

handicapped, ill or convalescent persons to

remain in their homes there is not now the

condition which formerly was provided in

the statute, that there had to be an adult

available to furnish the services during the

periods when a homemaker is not on duty.

It seems to connote a desire of the ministry

to provide those services for individual

citizens who live alone, and it seems to us

that that makes very good sense.

I would appreciate the comment of the

minister on the new clause introduced into

section 6 of the Act, to deal with the

standards of housekeeping and the desire

to assist families which have difficulty in

budgeting and on housekeeping, and the

reason for and the purpose behind insertion

of this additional extension into the pro-
visions of the bill.

We approve of the provision, certainly the

extensive provision, apparently, of assistance

by way of grants and subsidies for courses

of instruction to be given by municipalities

and by other organizations. I would trust

the minister in his remarks would give some
indication of the kinds of funds and the ex-

tent of the assistance, by way of grant and

subsidy, which might be made available for

this purpose.

I am also interested in the comment in the

first clause of the bill that refers to a number
of directors being appointed. Presumably that

will be done on a regionalized basis across

the province for the purpose of decentraliz-

ing, and at the same time providing various

regions of the province a more adequate
and extensive capacity for the furnishing of

services under this Homemakers and Nurses
Services Act.

I would ask if the minister would, in

brevity but in some detail as well, answer
those specific comments so that we will have
a clear understanding of the scope of the

extension of services and of the courses of

instruction which he has in mind in bringing
in these amendments.

Mr. Speaker: Is there any other discussion

on the bill? The hon. member for Essex
South.

Mr. D. A. Paterson (Essex South): Mr.

Speaker, in rising to support this particular
bill I would like to discuss some of the

principles embodied therein. As in the county

of Essex we have taken advantage of the

Homemakers and Nurses Services Act in the

past, I have been involved with both the ad-

ministrator and numerous persons serving in

the capacity of assisting right in the home. I

feel this is a most worthwhile area of in-

volvement by the province and the county and
other agencies which may be directly con-

cerned with this.

I would appreciate it, when the minister

is responding to our suggestions, if he might
indicate what people, other than the head of,

say social services in a county, might be
named directors for the purposes of ad-

ministering this particular Act.

I think the principle of extending this to

a 24-hour basis is a good one, Mr. Speaker.
I know in most of the instances in which I

have been involved the homemaker has been

present basically during a seven- or eight-

hour shift during the day, until other mem-
bers of the family are able to return home
and possibly look after the person who re-

quires the particular assistance.

I would support, too, the principle that

there are now going to be training courses

for homemakers. I think this is most impor-

tant, as there are numerous persons in our

society who would like to undertake this

work. There certainly is the need to have

trained persons who can look after people in

a proper and responsible manner. I whole-

heartedly support this particular principle.

One other thought, Mr. Speaker, in rela-

tion to this that I'd like to draw to your
attention and to the miniser's is that I have

run into a situation where the person who is

doing the homemaking work is considered

as being a self-employed person. As such, al-

though the administration is carried out, in

the case of Essex county by the director of

social services, the individual who is doing
this work is responsible for her own vacation

pay and her own unemployment insurance,

although she is paid by the county in our

particular case. These people, I believe, are

working at or near the minimum wage level.

They do have these responsibilities along
with their own health care.

I would hope this interpretation, that has

been handed down to me on a couple of

occasions during the past couple of years,

might be further clarified by the minister;

and in fact under terms of the amendments
and the new direction being given to this

Act, that these people themselves may be

employees of the agency responsible to the

director for carrying out the purposes of this

Act.
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In this respect, I would hope, if they are

employees, that they be entitled to vacation

pay and that other persons can be put in the

home to allow these people to get away for

a vacation; that they be allowed unemploy-
men insurance benefits and that they be al-

lowed OHIP coverage.

I draw this matter to the minister's atten-

tion because it is not clear in my mind and I

don't believe it is clear in the administrative

setup that we have in Essex county. I would

hope that the minister could comment in this

regard.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Wel-

land South.

Mr. R. Haggerty (Welland South): Mr.

Speaker, I'd like to add my voice to com-

ments on Bill 240, An Act to amend the

Homemakers and Nurses Services Act; and I

too want to support it.

But I do want to have clarification of who
qualifies under the Act. I am sure, as I in-

terpret it here now, it is those persons un-

der the Family Benefits Act who are receiv-

ing some form of assistance from the Ministry
of Community and Social Services who will

qualify for it. My main concern is for those

persons on a low income, perhaps just above
a welfare level, where there is one in the

family who is able to continue in employ-
ment but finds it a hardship to look after a

person who has a disability and who is at

home and needs special care under the home-
maker's care programme.

I would like to see this extended perhaps
a little bit further. I am sure it is included

now under the OHIP plan. I would like to

extend it beyond the two week period that

exists now under the Ontario Health Insur-

ance Plan. Could the minister inform me,
has he given any consideration to extending
this to those persons on a low income?

Mr. Speaker: Any other discussion? The
hon. member for St. George.

Mrs. M. Campbell (St. George): Mr.

Speaker, I too am in support of the principle
of this bill, but I would like to point out to

the minister that, again in the city of To-

ronto, there are not enough homemakers and
we are not able to have their services. I have
had occasion to speak to the Minister of

Health (Mr. Potter) to try to find some way
to grant these services to people in this area,
where we have a tremendously long waiting
list for that portion of care which comes
within this ministry. We can get ready access

to this care if we can get it under the home

care programme. I would like to see clarifica-

tion of these two programmes; and either

have home care extended, or at least ensure

that if we have this legislation we can have

the people to see that it is carried out for the

benefit of those for whom it is designed.

Another question was raised to me the

other night, and I regret, Mr. Speaker, I have

not had time to follow through. I have had

some complaints in the city that the home-

makers are not within the minimum wage. I

had assumed from the bill that we recently

saw passed that they were not excluded; and

I think there should be clarification as to

whether or not they are covered. I am in-

formed that we are losing some by reason of

the fact that they can earn more and work
in much less critical circumstances elsewhere.

This would seem to me not to be very help-

ful, if that is the case. As I say, I regret I

don't know that.

We do have a number of cases of elderly

people who do have someone in their homes.

I'm thinking now of a husband-and-wife case

that I have, where the wife is partially blind

and partially deaf and is being looked after

by her husband, who is completely tied to

that situation. He is seeking assistance. That

matter, too, I have brought to the attention

of the Minister of Health.

I am just concerned that so many of these

programmes have gaps in them. The 24-hour

service is just great, but I would like to see

something done to ensure there can be service

to all who fulfill the qualifications. I would

like the minister's answer on that. Thank you,
Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: Any other member wishing to

enter this debate? The hon. minister.

Hon. R. Brunelle (Minister of Community
and Social Services): Mr. Speaker, I wish to

thank the hon. members for their comments,
and the questions they have raised. I will do

my best to try and answer them, and if I

omit some of them I would appreciate it if

they would remind me. It's a little difficult

at times; with some of the conversations

going on, I miss some of the questions raised.

I appreciated the comment of the hon.

Leader of the Opposition that this is a good
programme.

There were some questions raised by the

hon. member for Riverdale, and if I under-

stand him correctly—also the other members-
he's in agreement with the extension of these

services on a 24-hour basis. He raised the

question, I believe, about section 6(c) which
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says that the services of a homemaker may
be furnished under this Act:

For households in which the standard of

housekeeping requires improvement to

avoid familial or financial difficulties which
are likely to cause or contribute to depend-

ency on public assistance.

This is a new clause, Mr. Speaker. This con-

cerns a house where the mother may not be
ill necessarily, but she may not be knowledge-
able in the care of children. This section, Mr.

Speaker, has applications throughout Ontario,
but I would say it also has many applications
in the north, where we have special courses.

For instance, we had a course last year at

the James Bay education centre in Moosonee
to train native women in the care of their

children. Of course it applies to all groups.

So a person does not have to be ill; a

person does not have to have other problems.
In other words, this is widening the Act to

provide as much latitude as possible for pro-
vision of this type of service.

This would be more of a teaching pro-

gramme; this person would be like a teaching
homemaker. She would go into a house and
she would do her best to try and instruct the

woman on how to care for her household. So
it is sort of an enlargement of the present

programme.
The hon. member for Riverdale also ques-

tioned a new clause for provision of teach-

ing homemakers so that the provincial subsidy
for such services can be paid under the Act
at 80 per cent of the cost; rather than under
section 19 of regulation 383 of the General
Welfare Act, where the assistance is only 50
per cent. So we will be able to pay 80 per
cent. Also, sections 4 and 5 provide for the

payment of provincial grants toward the cost

of training courses for homemakers.

Again, as I said, this is enlarging it. As
hon. members know the courses are presently
provided, most of the courses, through the

colleges of applied arts and technology. How-
ever, if an organization or school wishes to

establish a course, going back to the

Moosonee-James Bay education centre, we
will provide grants to that school. In other

words, what we're trying to do is provide the

teaching services to as wide a group as pos-
sible. At the present time there are 5,000
homemakers in the province, about 5,000.

The hon. member for Essex South asked
who will be administering this programme.
In the unorganized areas, which are mainly
in the north, the programme comes directly
under our ministry; but for the great part of
Ontario it comes under either the municipal,

the county or the district, or regional govern-
ment welfare administrator. We pay 80 per
cent of the cost of this programme.

As I said, in this year's estimates the

amount for the programme is $2,710; it will

be substantially increased in next year's esti-

mates because this programme, we find, is a

very worthwhile programme.

On eligibility, about which there was a

question from the member for Welland South,

it's not only those who are recipients under
the Family Benefits Act or General Welfare

Assistance Act, it also applies to low wage
earners. As a matter of fact I was quite sur-

prised when Dr. Williams, who is the director

of our municipal welfare administration

branch, used a figure whereby a person earn-

ing as much as $12,000 and who had a family
of five, three children, if he requires these

services would not be required to pay. I

thought this was quite beneficial.

Mr. Speaker, hon. members may be inter-

ested to know that we are amending our

regulations to make it more generous. In

other words there will be more persons, low

wage earners and others, who will be eligible
under our new regulations. We are raising our

amounts in the budgetary items and we think

this will be a progressive step in the right
direction.

The hon. member for St. George also

mentioned the two programmes. There are

two ministries. The programmes administered

by our ministry, as the Act says are under

the Homemakers and the Nurses' Services

Act. Of course the homemakers' programme
is mainly one of caring for children or the

elderly, whatever the case may be. The

nursing part of course requires a person with

more skills and more qualifications in nurs-

ing care.

This programme is at the discretion of the

local municipality, or whatever the case

may be, the county. It's not mandatory, it's

discretionary. Metro Toronto has a policy of

restricting services to less classes of elderly

than the Act would permit.

With reference to the elderly, maybe the

hon. member for St. George may be in-

terested to know that in revising our regula-
tions we are adding benefits to those who
are 65 years of age and over, and we are

providing $45 per month for each person
over 65 in calculating their budgetary items.

This, again, will provide homemakers' serv-

ices to a much larger group than before; to

persons who of course need additional assist-

ance and who are not in the position to

pay for it.
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I may have omitted some questions, Mr.

Speaker, and if I have I would be glad to

try and answer them.

Mr. Paterson: Mr. Speaker, the minister

neglected to clarify for me whether he and
his department view these homemakers as

self-employed contractors under contract to

social services or whether they are employees
of the county or of the ministry.

The second point I would like to clarify

is that in the minister's answer he mentioned
the figure of $2,071. I wonder if this should

have been $2 million?

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: Yes, that's right, $2
million.

Mr. Paterson: In relation to that might I

ask if this is an open-ended situation, where
the director, say in a county, can hire as

many people as he wishes or is there a

budgetary limitation placed upon any in-

dividual area?

Mr. Speaker: I wonder if the member for

St. George would ask her question, too,
then the minister could answer both at

once?

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: In answer to the hon.

member's question, the first one about how
these services operate, maybe I could quote
from our little booklet, "Do You Need a

Visiting Nurse or Homemaker?" On page
3 it says:

The municipality may employ its own
nurses or homemakers, but in most cases

the municipality purchases the services

of a nurse or a homemaker on a fee-for-

service basis from such private organiza-
tions as the Visiting Homemakers Associa-

tion, the Red Cross Society, the Victorian

Order of Nurses and the St. Elizabeth

Visiting Nurses Association. The length
of time you have a homemaker in your
own home or the number of visits the

nurse or homemaker may make to your
home is determined by the need of each
individual or family for these services. In
order to decide about your eligibility for

assistance with this programme, the mu-
nicipality will take into account assets

such as savings, bonds and stocks, as

well as income. In general, a person in

need is a person who qualifies for family
benefits or general welfare or [as I said

earlier] is a low-income wage-earner.

Mr. Paterson: May I just clarify this

further? The minister indicates in that a

fee-for-service, but I don't believe he has

any minimum wage restrictions. If I should

bid for fee-for-service at $1 an hour I

can be awarded the contract to look after

Mr. Jones. I think this is wrong; I think

the minister should take a closer look.

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: Mr. Speaker, I stand to

be corrected, but I think this is a big

province and the wages vary considerably. I

am referring to my own area where this

programme is becoming better known and

very popular; they do try to pay wages
which are comparable to the wages for that

type of work in the region.

The hon. member for St. George raised

a very good question; and it is my under-

standing, on the payment of the minimum

wage, that this is an area presently being
discussed with the Ministry of Labour.

At the same time I think members will

appreciate that if a homemaker is on 24
hours and if we apply the straight standard

of the Ministry of Labour of time-and-a-half

after eight hours and so forth, I think the

programme could become so costly that we
would be limited. There is a limitation to the

amount of funds available. I think there has

to be—in the French we say un juste milieu

—a happy medium between paying reasonable

wages and, at the same time, not having it

so costly that we would be limiting the

number of persons to be served.

Mr. Speaker: The member for St. George.

Mrs. Campbell: Mr. Speaker, I want to

press this matter, because surely it isn't the

role of government to exploit people? If they
are performing this service, and it is recog-
nized as an essential service in this bill as in

the past, surely there should be some state-

ment of policy as to the payment for services?

I was quite aware, Mr. Speaker, that there

were the two programmes. It happens in our

city that both have a certain relationship

through the homemakers services; but if there

is this shortage of homemakers and if it is

because of the moneys being paid, surely the

minister has to look into that?

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: Mr. Speaker, again we
give the grants to the municipalities and we
pay 80 per cent of the costs incurred by the

municipalities. A great majority, at least, of

the municipalities purchase these services

from the various groups that I mentioned. I

would think the minimum wage would be

paid. I know in my area, a lot of which is

unorganized, I've never had a complaint
about the wages being too low, because I do
believe that for those who come directly
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under our ministry we do pay an adequate

wage. As I said, I know there have been

negotiations with the Ministry of Labour, in

reference not only to our ministry but to

similar programmes elsewhere.

Mrs. Campbell: Mr. Speaker, could I just

ask the minister a question?

Mr. Speaker: I wonder if it could be held

until third reading?

The motion is for second reading of Bill

240. Shall the motion carry?

Motion agreed to; second reading of the

bill.

Mr. Speaker: Shall the bill be ordered for

third reading or committee of the whole

House? Carried.

Mr. I. Deans (Wentworth): Which one?

Mr. Renwick: Third reading is only with

unanimous consent of the House.

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: Mr. Speaker, if it is

the consent of the House, I would move third

reading of this bill.

Mr. D. M. Deacon (York Centre): We are

asking for committee of the whole House.

Mr. Haggerty: Mr. Speaker, I would just
like to ask one question before we move into

committee.

Mr. Renwick: On a point of order, Mr.

Speaker, the member for York Centre has
asked that the bill go into committee of the

whole House.

Mr. Speaker: Committee of the whole
House.

DISTRICT WELFARE ADMINISTRATION
BOARDS ACT

Hon. Mr. Brunelle moves second reading
of Bill 241, An Act to amend the District

Welfare Administration Boards Act.

Mr. Speaker: The member for Riverdale.

Mr. Renwick: Mr. Speaker, we agree with
the bill. As far as we can understand the bill,

apart from the minor change in the definition

to correct the designation of the ministry that

is responsible for the bill into its new name,
the bill simply provides an additional facility
to make certain that the ongoing equalization
of assessments of the various municipalities
within a particular region is appropriately

made in the case of new municipalities and
in the case of those municipalities which
haven't quite got around to having the equal-
ized assessment made.

I only make one very minor point, that in

looking at the Act there are still references

throughout the Act to the Department of

Municipal Affairs. I would have assumed, in

bringing in these amendments, the Act itself

would have been amended, unless I'm mis-

taken, to provide that it's the Ministry of

Revenue that would be obligated to carry out

this revision of the assessment in order to

establish the principle of equalization within

each region.

Otherwise, unless the minister has some
comment about a matter which I have missed,
we have no reason but to support the bill.

Mr. Paterson: Mr. Speaker, we in our party
support the principles enunciated in the bill.

The two sections with the two principles are

quite clear and we can find no objection to

the bill.

Mr. Speaker: Are there any further mem-
bers wishing to enter this debate? The hon.

minister.

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: Mr. Speaker, the hon.

member for Riverdale has mentioned the

purpose of this bill, which is to provide a

method for the levying of costs for a new
municipality.

He raised a good point. It's really the

Ministry of Treasury, Economics and Inter-

governmental Affairs. He said it was the

Department of Municipal Affairs. Which line

is that? Which section is the member refer-

ring to?

Mr. Renwick: Mr. Speaker, if I mav be

permitted this one interjection. Section 6 of

the Act itself, as it appears in chapter 132 of

the Revised Statutes, carries the reference to

the responsibility of the Department of Mu-
nicipal Affairs to make the revision in equaliz-
ation that we are speaking about. It is not in

this particular bill that is before us; but of

course in the revision of section 6 which has

been called for, I simply point out to the

minister that my guess is it should be the

Ministry of Revenue as having the responsi-

bility under the new Assessment Act.

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: Mr. Speaker, the hon.

member is correct. I am advised that the

Department of Municipal Affairs has been

changed by government reorganization.

Mr. Renwick: It has already. Well so long
as that is correct, I am quite happy about it.
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Mr. Speaker: The motion is for second

reading of Bill 241. Shall the motion carry?

Motion agreed to; second reading of the

bill.

Mr. Speaker: Shall the bill be ordered for

third reading?

Mr. Deans: I am afraid, Mr. Speaker, I

can't agree to it going to third reading im-

mediately. It must stand on the order paper
unless the minister's intent is to ask for un-

animous consent of the House.

Mr. Speaker: The Speaker gave his ruling

on this matter the other evening and this

was sustained by the House.

Mr. Deans: I think it was wrong then, too,

and we are not going to have it because the

Speaker gave his ruling that that automati-

cally becomes the only way it can be done.

That's what happened the last time and that's

why the ruling is that way.

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: Mr. Speaker, I'm per-

fectly agreeable for this bill to go to com-
mittee of the whole House.

Mr. E. J. Bounsall (Windsor West): He
doesn't want that.

Mr. Deans: Mr. Speaker, if I may, to the

minister; I don't want it to go to the com-
mittee. I have no particular argument with
him on the bill going through except that the

other night we got caught out because we
had refused or failed to recognize that bills

had to stand on the order paper for third

reading. We got shafted, to put it quite

mildly, by the ruling that was handed down;
and therefore we want it printed on the order

paper before it is read a third time. We are

going to follow that procedure from here
until the end of this Legislature in order to

establish a proper precedent.

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: Agreed.

ELDERLY PERSONS CENTRES ACT

Hon. Mr. Brunelle moves second reading
of Bill 242, An Act to amend the Elderly
Persons Centres Act.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Essex
South.

Mr. Paterson: Mr. Speaker, on Bill 242,
I've had the privilege of being involved with
the creation and development of a very ac-

tive elderly persons' centre in the munici-

pality of Leamington. I know other members

in the House have also been involved with

the creation of these very fine facilities and
the good programmes they are offering to our

elderly citizens.

This particular Act, Mr. Speaker, appears
to be basically a housekeeping Act in chang-

ing the name to the Minister of Community
and Social Services. I think one of the major

principles, in section 2, is that these centres

do not now have to be self-contained units

in that they can be parts of a building.

I think this is a move in the right direction

as in the past groups of citizens and com-
munities wishing to come into line with the

Act basically had to go out and get a self-

contained building. Often these weren't avail-

able whereas premises were available in a

larger building complex as such. I think this

is an excellent move in this regard.

Basically, this is all I have to say on the

bill, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: Are there any other members

wishing to enter this debate? The member
for Riverdale.

Mr. Renwick: Mr. Speaker, on behalf of

our party, I have simply to state that we do

approve of the changes which are made.
We certainly cannot see any reason why the

minister can't discharge the responsibilities

which were formerly specified in the Act to

be carried out by the Lieutenant Governor
in Council or the executive council or the

cabinet.

We are also in agreement with the author-

ity extended to the minister to provide for

the establishment of elderly persons' centres

within a building, rather than the narrow
restriction which could have been placed

upon it by using simply the term building
rather than a part of a building or some part
of a premises.

I am, however, concerned about the

elimination of the requirement that the

regulations need not now specify corporations
and centres that are approved for the pur-

poses of the Act. In clause 4 of the bill,

that particular item of the regulation power,
set out in section 10 of the Act, is repealed,
and that is the provision which requires a

specification of those bodies which are

approved.

It does seem to me that it would be useful

and helpful as a matter of public information

that the names of approved corporations and
centres be included in the regulations. I

can't conceive, with the volume of regula-
tions being published these days in any
event, that it is really going to add any
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burdensome obligation on the ministry; and

yet it would be in a public document, avail-

able to those who are interested in the field,

to know exactly which bodies have been

approved. I would ask the minister to con-

sider, on second reading, whether or not

he would agree, if the bill were put into

committee, to delete clause 4 of his bill?

Mr. Speaker: Is there any other member
wishing to enter this debate? The hon.

minister.

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: Mr. Speaker, the main

purpose of this bill is to expedite approvals.
I think all the members are in agreement
with this, doing it by the minister instead

of the Lieutenant Governor in Council; and
of course there are still the safeguards of

Management Board and so forth. Similar pro-
visions were made last year in amendments
to the Homes for the Aged and Rest Homes
Act and the Charitable Institutions Act, so

we are more or less conforming to changes.

The only question raised is by the hon.

member for Riverdale with reference to

section 4, that he is not in agreement with
the repealing of this section. The purpose of

repealing it, again, is to expedite the ap-

provals to be made by the minister rather

than by regulations. I am sure the hon.
members are all in agreement that it's always
advisable to try to speed up the payments,
and it is my understanding that repealing
that section will expedite the payments.

Motion agreed to; second reading of the

bill.

Mr. Speaker: Shall this bill be ordered for

third reading?

Mr. Renwick: Committee.

Mr. Speaker: Committee of the whole
House? Agreed.

Clerk of the House: The second order,
House in committee of the whole.

HOMEMAKERS AND NURSES
SERVICES ACT

House in committee on Bill 240, An Act to

amend the Homemakers and Nurses Services
Act.

Mr. Chairman: Bill 240, An Act to amend
the Homemakers and Nurses Services Act.

Any comments, questions or amendments in

any section; and if so, which section?

Mr. R. Haggerty (Welland South): Yes
Mr. Chairman, I would like to ask the min-
ister a further question. He mentioned the

fact that 80 per cent of the cost was paid

by the federal and provincial governments
and 20 per cent was paid by the munici-

palities. I was just wondering how effective

this bill will be by including the 20 per
cent cost to the local municipalities. I am
sure that in many instances the local mu-
nicipalities will not want to be involved

in it, because it is going to add another

additional cost for this particular service.

I just wondered why this government and
the federal government couldn't share the

complete cost of the scheme?

Hon. R. Brunelle (Minister of Community
and Social Services): Mr. Chairman, this pro-

gramme, as I said, is becoming very popular;
and it's a preventive programme. By provid-

ing homemaker services to the elderly person
or to the home where the mother is ill or

is convalescing, this sometimes prevents her

remaining in the hospital, so there is a

saving. I would also say it's better from the

social point of view. I do believe that

paying 80 per cent is part of our general

programme. As I understand it, the member's

point is that we should be paying 100

per cent?

Mr. Haggerty: Yes, 100 per cent. In fact

when I spoke previously to this bill I said I

thought it should come under the Ontario

Health Insurance Plan more than anything,
because in many instances these are persons
who have been put out of the hospital be-

cause they figured the need wasn't that great,
but still they need special home care. I was

just wondering whether perhaps that shouldn't

come under the Ontario Health Insurance

Plan.

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: Mr. Chairman, as I

explained, this is a programme where we pay
80 per cent. This is shared under the Canada
Assistance Plan. There is a needs test and
there is a certain amount of money that is

budgeted for this programme. I have indi-

cated earlier what the amount is for this

year. For next year there's a substantial in-

crease, but again we have to operate within

the limits of the budget, and if we were to

pay 100 per cent for this programme this

means that there would be fewer homes
where the services would be provided. To

my knowledge, Mr. Chairman, we haven't

received any complaints from municipalities
which requested that this be paid 100 per
cent. I think that they are quite satisfied with
the present provision of 80 per cent.
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Mr. Haggerty: I am sure the minister is

well aware of some of the problems that do

exist under this 20 per cent cost to the

municipalities. One problem area is with eye-

glasses, the other is with dentures. I mean it

is a continual battle with many of the admin-

istrators, particularly in larger areas that feel

there is a limit to what they can spend. But

the point is, did the minister say there was a

means test?

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: There is a needs test.

In order to share under the Canada Assistance

Plan there must be a needs test; and the

needs test takes into consideration the assets,

the income and also the needs of the family.

Mr. Haggerty: And did the minister also

say this would cover a person earning $12,000
a year?

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: That is right.

Mr. Haggerty: How would they qualify
under this?

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: Well, Mr. Chairman,
under the regulations, which are in three

parts, the first part concerns the monthly in-

come, which gives the following headings:
Net earnings, boarder revenue, rental revenue,

family allowances, youth allowances, pensions
and so forth—all the incomes. Part two gives
the monthly budgetary items: Special diets,

light, water, telephone, debt payments, prop-

erty mortgages, property taxes, drugs and so

forth.

We are revising our regulations to make
them more generous. As I indicated earlier,

even today a person who earns $12,000 and

supports a family of five—three children plus
his spouse—is eligible, without any payments,
under this programme. So this programme is

quite a generous one.

Mr. Haggerty: The minister is going to

have a hard time selling that to local social

services, say in the regional municipality of

Niagara, because they won't accept that.

They will say you can pay for it yourself;
there are sufficient funds there.

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: Mr. Chairman, the hon.

member knows—he was present when our

estimates were being debated—that municipal-
ities are saying to us they are very happy,
as far as I know, with this homemakers and
nurses programme. But as to the programme
of special assistance—the member referred to

it previously in his remarks about dentures
and glasses—whereby the province makes no
contribution or a very small contribution

except for the administrative costs, if there is

an area where we should be moving in, it

really is in special assistance.

As far as I am aware, Mr. Chairman, this

is a good programme and the municipalities

are quite in favour of it.

Mrs. M. Campbell (St. George): Mr.

Chairman, if one looks at section 6—

Mr. J. A. Renwick (Riverdale): Mr. Chair-

man, before we get to section 6—

Mr. Chairman: Anything before section 6?

Mr. D. A. Paterson (Essex South): Yes,

Mr. Chairman, might I clarify some remarks

for my colleague. The minister has mentioned

the Canada Assistance Plan. What percentage
of the $2,710,000 in this programme is paid

through the Canada Assistance Plan by the

federal government?

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: I would think 50 per

cent, Mr. Chairman. Fifty per cent is paid

by the Canada Assistance Plan.

Mr. Paterson: So again, might I clarify, is

this open ended from the government of

Canada, or have they put a restriction of

$1,350,000 on their contribution to this pro-

gramme?

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: It is my understanding,
Mr. Chairman, that as far as the federal

government is concerned, under the Canada
Assistance Plan there are no limitations.

Mr. Paterson: Therefore this ministry has

placed a budgetary allocation of $1,350,000
on this particular section. Is that correct?

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: Mr. Chairman, all our

figures are gross and our gross figure for this

current fiscal year, 1973-1974, is $2,710,000.
On all our programmes, Mr. Chairman, we
have budget ceilings, and I think the hon.

member will appreciate this.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for River-

dale on section 1.

Mr. Renwick: Yes, Mr. Chairman, my ques-
tion on section 1 is: Where the minister is

intending to appoint more than one director,

do I take it that the minister is going to

appoint a director, for example, for each of

the districts under the District Welfare Ad-
ministration Act in order to administer this

Act? Who are these directors going to be?

Because at the present time, of course, it is

the director of homemakers and nurses serv-

ices of the ministry. I would like to know
how many he intends to appoint; what the
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geographic area of their authority will be;

and why he considers it necessary?

It would appear to me on a regionalization

basis to make very good sense. But because

of the wide authority of the person who can

carry the designation "director" under the

Act, and the responsibility which he carries

to exercise general supervision over the ad-

ministration of the Act and the regulations,

I'd like to know what the minister's inten-

tions are about appointing a number of direc-

tors.

How many will there be and what area of

authority they will have; and what region

they will apply to?

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: Mr. Chairman, as the

hon. member has indicated, the director as

presently understood in the Act—before its

revision—means the director of the home-

makers and nurses services of our ministry.

But the hon. member knows the purpose of

amending the Act is to have more than one

director and to give more latitude.

Mr. Renwick: I understand.

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: And as the hon. mem-
ber knows, we will be announcing shortly a

major reorganization of our ministry. I would

hope we would give wider authority, it could

be to district directors. The province will be

divided into districts, and this will provide
more latitude.

Mr. Renwick: We agree if that is what you
are going to do. All I was asking was whether

you want to divide the province into districts

and have a director for homemaker and nurs-

ing services for each district, and would the

authority of that director extend to that dis-

trict?

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: Well again, Mr. Chair-

man, this is to give us more latitude.

Mr. Renwick: Are you going to do that

or aren't you?

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: Well, the major points
in our reorganization, the major factors, are

decentralization and also regionalization.

Mr. Renwick: Are you going to do that?

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: We will have districts,

and the district directors will have consider-

able authority. They will have the authority

of this Act, they will have authority under
the Community Centres Act and so forth.

Mr. Renwick: I understand that, believe

me. I am not fighting that.

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: The purpose is to de-

centralize so they do not have to come to

Queen's Park every time they need authority.

The purpose is to have more than one direc-

tor.

Mr. Renwick: Mr. Chairman, I just wanted

to make the point I made when I was sitting

down. I am not fighting with the minister.

All I want is the minister to state why he is

going to do it.

Now if his answer is that you are going to

decentralize by regionalizing the province,

and having a director for each of the regions

or each of the districts; then that is fine and

we agree with it. All I am anxious to know
is that that in fact is what you are going to

do?

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: That is it, exactly. As

the hon. member just mentioned, that is our

purpose.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for St.

George.

Mrs. Campbell: Coming to section 6 of

the Act, if I may, traditionally the home-
maker service covers 6(a) and to some ex-

tent, a very limited extent, 6(b). But what

I would like to know is this: Under section

6(b), ". . . for a person who is elderly,

handicapped, ill or convalescent . . ." What
are we talking about in the elderly, the

handicapped, the ill or the convalescent?

What are the definitions? Are there new
definitions? And can we find out where the

break would be between the convalescent

in this programme and what you would
call the convalescent in the home care pro-

gramme, because at this point there is a

great deal of confusion in that area.

Then when we get to the households and

standards of housekeeping, this has been a

great problem in the past. I welcome this

section, but again is this the kind of thing
where this government could work together
between ministries? For instance, if there is

a problem where a tenant in OHC housing
doesn't meet their standards? How can that

person get this kind of assistance if he is

going through the Metropolitan commis-

sioner, who has discretionary powers in this

area? I don't see how these two matters can

be adequately covered unless there is a

greater thrust from this government. I would
like to understand that, and particularly the

definitions in 6(b).

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: Well Mr. Chairman, the

purpose of amending this section 6(b) is to

provide that it will no longer be a condition,
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a precedent to provision of homemaker
services to elderly persons that an adult be

available to furnish the service when the

homemaker is not available, or that service

to the elderly be provided only on a part-

time or visitation basis. It now will be pos-

sible to provide homemaker services to single

persons living alone, and I am sure the hon.

member agrees with me that there are many
single persons living alone today-

Mrs. Campbell: Indeed there are.

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: Prior to that there had
to be two; now we can provide these services

to a person living by himself.

I am not too clear, Mr. Chairman, on the

second point raised by the member con-

cerning persons living in Ontario Housing.
Would she mind repeating her question?

Mrs. Campbell: Yes, Mr. Chairman. One
of the problems I have found at the city

level is that in many cases people were
threatened with being evicted from public

housing on the basis of the lack of house-

keeping care of the accommodation, and
there was no way we could work satisfactorily

to protect those particular tenants.

What I am saying is that I hope this will

be of assistance to those people under such
threat of eviction; but how can we ensure

that that will be the case when it is dis-

cretionary as to whether the service is

granted or not with the Metropolitan com-
missioner of whatever he calls himself; it's

welfare and housing. I'd like to know how
you are going to make it work when at the

present time in my community there are in-

sufficient homemakers to look after those in

clause 6(b). There's a waiting list, and a

long one. How are we going to overcome
that? You can't just do it by legislation
it seems to me. Perhaps the minister has

something.

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: Mr. Chairman, as the

hon. member knows, the discretion is left

to the local municipality. With reference

to the illness or convalescence, I understand
there is no definition in the Act of these

terms so it's really left to the decision of
the municipality. I'm sure the hon. member
agrees with me that as far as Metro Toronto
is concerned it does provide the services.

Again, the hon. member said, if I un-
derstood correctly, there should be more—
that there are many who are not receiving
these services; that there should be more?
We do fund the municipalities and if the hon.

member knows of any deserving cases whose

needs are not being met I'd be pleased to

look into them.

Mrs. Campbell: Mr. Chairman, I don't

want to labour the point. I have already
discussed the matter; I have sent letters on
cases to both this minister and the Ministry
of Health, and I am concerned.

Let me take a case in point, on the dis-

cussion of a convalescent. Under the home
care programme this person could surely be
within the extended care programme under
health or could come within that service.

That service would not be a commitment

by the municipality. In this case there is a

convalescent who has not had a medical

certificate, but who nevertheless has been

discharged from hospital.

I'm concerned about the lack of clarity

in this because of the problem that that

person may not get assistance simply because

he'll fall between two ministries, which

happens so frequently. That was my concern

with that particular section.

I wondered if this minister and the Min-
ister of Health (Mr. Potter) had been talking
about it to clarify it. As I say, at the present
time there are not enough homemakers for

the (a) and (b) portions cited in section 1

of the bill. When you get to the third one,
with the discretion again and all of the other

sophisticated assistance required in a munic-

ipality such as Metro Toronto, I wonder to

what extent there will be any kind of thrust

to get assistance under that clause. I welcome
the clause but I want some help in determin-

ing how it is going to be made functional.

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: There are a couple of

points I would like to make, Mr. Chairman.

One, as I indicated earlier for next year's
estimates or next year's budget we will have
substantial increases for this programme.
Also, with reference to the shortage of home-

makers, this will be ameliorated because we
are now providing, through this legislation,

grants to train homemakers—so I'm hoping.

Also, the hon. member raised a good ques-
tion about a person who is convalescing and

coming out of hospital. I would say to the

hon. member that this matter, as she said,

refers to both ministries, Health and ours.

There are some ongoing discussions with the

Ministry of Health, because this is a prob-
lem now as a result of the extended care

programme; there is extended care and in-

tensive care and intermediate care. I'm

hoping that we will be able to resolve that

because, as she so rightly points out, there
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is a need for clarification; and that will be

resolved.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Windsor

West.

Mr. E. J. Bounsall (Windsor West): I

would like to ask the minister several ques-
tions on this same section.

Who does he see receiving this training?

I gather from your last answer that there

will be a training course provided for home-

makers. Who does he see receiving this pro-

gramme and what does he call a homemaker

now?

I'll put it in slightly more concrete terms.

I've been approached by a group, mainly

practical nurses I think one would call them,

from my riding. They have had contact with

the Ministry of Health trying to get into the

homemaker field. The contact has just come

recently and I haven't followed it up. Whom
does the minister envisage as being home-

makers? How do they, and how soon will

they, for example, be able to take this course

which the minister says is going to be set up
for training? Does someone have a minimum
amount of training now which automatically

qualifies her as a homemaker?

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: Mr. Chairman, I

indicated earlier that there are presently in

the province about 5,000 trained home-
makers. Quite a large number have been

trained in courses under the administration of

colleges of applied arts and technology.

Normally these are six-week courses.

There are also courses that are given by
schools. For instance, last year the James Bay
education centre at Moosonee gave a course.

Also, this legislation will provide grants to

train homemakers so there will be an ex-

pansion in the total programme.
As I indicated earlier also, the municipality

itself may employ homemakers or nurses for

this programme. But I believe the great

majority of municipalities—and when I say
municipalities I mean municipalities, counties

or districts —
purchase the services on a

cheaper basis. Then there are private organ-
izations, which I'm sure are well known to

the hon. member, such as the Visiting Home-
makers Association, the Red Cross Society,
the Victorian Order of Nurses, the St.

Elizabeth Visiting Nurses Association and

many other similar organizations which also

provide their own training programmes.

Mr. Chairman: Are there any further com-

ments, questions or amendments to this bill?

That was really section 5.

Mrs. Campbell: Mr. Chairman, I have a

question on section 11 of the Act; which

follows, I guess, the last question.

Mr. Chairman: Yes. Well, that is section 5

of the bill. The hon. member for St. George.

Mrs. Campbell: Yes. Could I know from

the minister, as I'm not clear from his

answers, whether these grants are payable to

the municipalities no matter who runs the

courses, because the subsection doesn't make
it clear to me. It says "Prescribing classes

thereof, to persons, municipalities or other

organizations or any class thereof." Could

there be direct payments to homemakers
under this clause? It says: "Providing for

payment of grants or subsidies, and prescrib-

ing classes to persons."

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: My understanding, Mr.

Chairman, is that sections 4 and 5, especially
section 5, provide for determination by regu-
lations of the payment of grants towards the

cost of training courses for homemakers. The
amount of these grants and the methods of

payment will be determined by the regula-
tions.

Mrs. Campbell: I'm sorry to labour it, Mr.

Chairman, but I'm not clear yet.

May I put this example to you? If the

payments are made to a municipality for pur-
chase of service, in the way of instructional

services for example, could the municipality
not then determine the numbers of people
who would be given this instruction; and
other things not covered by regulations I

would think? Or could it be a direct grant
to the homemaker group or some other? So

that they could determine the classes; and

perhaps knowing the market be ready to train

people at a time when a municipality may
also be looking at its budgetary restrictions.

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: This would be my un-

derstanding, Mr. Chairman, that we will have

the latitude in our regulations and the grants
could be given to a homemakers association

or a municipality.

Mr. Chairman: Shall this section stand as

part of the bill?

Mr. Bounsall: On section 5, I gather that

section 5 contains all the meat in this Act

with respect to grants. It is quite clear there

are going to be grants toward the training

of homemakers—the cost of the courses of in-

struction—but in the added funds that are to

be put in the budget next April will there

be increased funds to municipalities and all

of these groups to provide the service? Not
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just the cost of the course of training but to

provide the actual service so that more home-

making can in fact take place? Because I can

envisage having a whole bunch more quali-

fied homemakers, but no homes for them to

visit because there are no moneys being paid
to them.

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: I have indicated, Mr.

Chairman, in next year's budget—1974-1975—
we will have a substantial increase in the

amount of funds that will be paid to munici-

palities. It is probably more than 50 per cent

of this year's budget. At the same time we
will also have additional funds to provide
for the training courses. So we will have ad-

ditional funds to provide for the training

courses as well as a substantial increase in

the amounts for the actual services being

given.

Mrs. Campbell: One final question, Mr.

Chairman: When it comes to this whole

matter of the minimum wage, what control

is there in your ministry to ensure that these

people at least get that? It seems to me that if

they are going to take courses they should

be entitled to something more, not something
less. If you proceed on this basis of purchase
of service, which has been going on at Metro,

I wouldn't think Metro has any control; they
would pay the bill as submitted by home-

makers without any way of showing that the

individual did receive a decent wage.

I wonder if the minister would be prepared
to consider this matter, look into it and re-

port back to this House. I don't know when,
but at least let me know what the answers are

so I can answer some of the very real

criticisms I have heard through Red Cross as

well as through homemakers.

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: Mr. Chairman, the hon.

member raised a very good point. I think all

the members are in agreement with her com-

ment that reasonable wages should be paid.

I know there have been considerable negoti-

ations with the various organizations in con-

junction with our ministry and also with rep-

resentatives of the Ministry of Labour. I

would be pleased to give the hon. member a

report on the status of these negotiations.

Mrs. Campbell: Thank you.

Bill 240 reported.

ELDERLY PERSONS CENTRES ACT

House in committee on Bill 242, An Act to

amend the Elderly Persons Centres Act.

Mr. Chairman: Any comments, questions or

amendments on this; and if so to which sec-

tion please?

Mr. Renwick: Mr. Chairman, my comment
is on section 4 of the bill.

Mr. Chairman: Anything before section 4?

All right, the member for Riverdale.

Mr. Renwick: My point is very simple, and
I will simply deal with it on a voice vote un-

less the minister agrees.

The clause which the minister wishes to

repeal is the clause which says that: "The
Lieutenant Governor in Council may make

regulations specifying the corporations and
centres that are approved for the purposes of

this Act."

My point was simply that it did make
sense to have the Ontario regulations include

in them those centres which are approved
for the purposes of the Act so that anybody
interested in the field can find out which in-

stitutions are approved. The minister's point,

in his comment on second reading, was that

somehow or other this had to do with the

granting of funds. I am simply pointing out

to the minister that, certainly in any way
that I read it, it has nothing to do with the

allocation of funds. You could very well ap-

prove of a place, arrange as a subsidiary mat-

ter to publish the regulations so there will

be public notice of the institutions which

are approved, and that has nothing whatso-

ever to do with the provision of funds for

that centre.

It is not the filing of the regulation that

motivates the grant of the funds. It's purely
an informational procedure. I am simply go-

ing to say that I would move the deletion of

clause 4 of the bill.

I would trust that the minister would see

the merit in having the regulation continue

and we would simply on a voice vote-

assuming that the voice has any meaning left

in the Assembly—move the deletion of the

clause or oppose its inclusion in the bill, un-

less the minister would accept that minor

amendment, put forth for very good reasons.

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: Mr. Chairman, the

member is correct that it has nothing to do
with the fund. But I am advised that by
deleting this section—as the hon. member
wishes—it will delay approval. The schedule

of the centres and the corporations approved

by the minister will continue to be included

in the office consolidation of this Act for

information purposes. Again, Mr. Chairman,
our purpose here is to expedite these ap-

provals.
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Mr. Renwick: Mr. Chairman, if I may
suggest to the minister; really it has nothing
to do with expediting approvals. It's an event

which takes place after approval has been

granted. It has nothing to do with approval;

it's not a procedural requirement at all.

It seems to me to be so patentlv clear

there is no obligation on you to publish it

in the consolidated version of this particular

statute. It does seem that on the public

record, public information about approved
institutions is very worthwhile. I am not go-

ing to labour the point or get hung up in that

argument.
All it is is for information on the official

public record of the province as to what
institution is approved. If I haven't made my
point now, I'll never make it.

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: Mr. Chairman, the way
I read the regulations now, in section 10, the

Lieutenant Governor in Council may make

regulations: "Specifying the corporations and
centres that are approved for the purpose of

this Act." It is strictly permissive. As I

indicated earlier, this information will be

available in the office upon proclamation of

the Act.

Mr. Chairman: The question is: Shall

section 4 stand as part of the bill?

Those in favour of section 4 standing as

part of the bill will please say "aye."

Those opposed will please say "nay."

In my opinion, the "ayes" have it.

Section 4 agreed to.

Mr. Chairman: Any further comments,

questions or amendments?

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. Chairman: If not, shall the bill be

reported?

Bill 242 reported.

CORPORATIONS TAX ACT
(continued)

House in committee on Bill 228, An Act
to amend the Corporations Tax Act, 1972.

Mr. Chairman: I believe we had begun
consideration of it earlier. Any comments,

questions on an earlier section of the bill;

and if so, what section?

Mr. P. D. Lawlor (Lakeshore): You'll

recall, Mr. Chairman, on the last day—I don't

know precisely where we are at—I guess it

was 4, wasn't it?

What we are asking the parliamentary
assistant to do is to give us a clear picture
of each one of these intricate, and on the

face of the matter, fairly meaningless sections

of the Act. I would simply ask him to con-

tinue in that process.

Mr. G. W. Walker (London North): Mr.

Chairman, I am not sure what section we are

on. As I understand it, section 4 of the bill

was carried, according to Hansard of the

last day—but is that the section the member
is on?

Mr. Lawlor: No, well—does the hon.

Chairman remember whether section 4 was

actually it? I remember an explanation was

given to 4 which—

Mr. Walker: I would be glad to go back to

section 4, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. E. R. Good (Waterloo North): We
carried 4.

Mr. Lawlor: I think with a great deal of

hesitation on the part of the—yes, I think we

may continue with 4. I don't think we have
a clear picture of it.

Mr. Chairman: Does the hon. parliamen-

tary assistant have an answer to the question

posed?

Mr. Walker: Mr. Chairman, I'm not really
sure what the question is. I understood sec-

tion 4 was carried the last day we dealt with

this matter. Now is the hon. member refer-

ring to section 4(1) or section 4(2) that he

would like me now to return to?

Mr. Lawlor: Mr. Chairman, I take umbrage.
I thought I had treated the parliamentary as-

sistant with a fair measure of politeness and

gentlemanly condescension the last time, when
he was bumbling and fumbling around on his

desk waiting for 1 o'clock to arrive.

I thought you were veiy grateful to get off

the hook and I was prepared to suppress any
comment. Since you invite it now, no, you
didn't give an adequate explanation. You gave
some sort of off-the-cuff statement with re-

spect to capitalization that certainly went

right out that left front window and didn't

even enter through the normal processes. Let's

hear what you have to say about it; justify

your legislation.
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Mr. Walker: Mr. Chairman, it was the sub-

section I was referring to; perhaps the mem-
ber would direct me to it. But I believe he is

now referring to section 4(1) of the bill.

Mr. Lawlor: Yes, section 4(1) is a good
place to start.

On section 4:

Mr. Walker: Section 4(1) of the bill, Mr.
Chairman, relates to section 22 of the Act,
which is the deduction section. Section 22
of the Act has the effect of limiting the

amount of interest which otherwise would
have been deducted in computing the cor-

porate income, and of course this relates

directly to thin capitalization rules, which we
went into a while back.

With respect to section 4(1), it adds a new
sub-sub-subparagraph (F) to a series of para-
graphs in section 22(4) of the actual Act.

Under the old Act it was attractive for non-
residents who control corporations in Canada
to place a disproportionate amount of their

investments in the form of debts rather than
shares. The interest payments on these debts
have the effect of reducing business income.

Under the new Act, it the ratio of the total

shareholders' equity to debt due to non-resi-

dent shareholders having a 25 per cent or
more interest is less than a ratio of one to

three, an appropriate part of the interest paid
to non-residents will not be deductible. The
part of the debt in excess of the one-to-three

ratio will be treated as equity and the in-

terest on that excess will be treated as divi-

dends.

The purpose of this amendment, section

4(1) amending section 22(4)(a)(ii) of the Act, is

to broaden the basis for the computation of

equity, with the result that a larger portion
of the interest paid by the resident corporation
to certain non-residents will be allowed as a
deduction in computing income. This is ac-

complished, Mr. Chairman, by adding new
sub-subclause (F) to section 22(4), which pro-
vides for the addition, to the basis for the

computation of equity, of the amount by
which the corporation's paid-up capital limit

at the end of the fiscal year exceeds its paid-

up capital limit at the commencement of the

year, thereby giving recognition to the addi-

tional shares issued during the year.

Mr. Lawlor: Bully. Bully for the parlia-

mentary assistant.

Mr. Renwick: That was clear. That's what
we want to hear.

Mr. Lawlor: That's what we want to hear;
that's right.

Mr. Renwick: We want to try to understand

it.

Mr. Lawlor: That's the type of explanation
that clues one in as to what you are doing.
All right. Let's go on with section 4(2)—

Mr. M. Cassidy (Ottawa Centre): He didn't

understand what he said; he just read it out.

Mr. Renwick: Well, that's satisfactory.

Mr. Lawlor: It's on the record.

Mr. Cassidy: It may be clear to us, but it

is not clear to him; that's all.

Mr. Chairman: I believe the parliamentary
assistant has a comment on section 4(2).

Mr. Bounsall: On section 4(2), may I ask

him a question before he gets into the type of

answer that the member for Lakeshore would

like to hear on section 4(2)?

Not being a lawyer and assuming that

this has has some sort of basis in common
law and some meaning, I would like his ex-

planation to include a description of what

"not dealing at arm's length" means and what

"dealing at arm's length" means. For ex-

ample, how do I behave if I am a sharehold-

er holding 25 per cent with other persons

and not dealing at arm's length with them?

What does that part mean? How do I deal

with them at arm's length, and what am I

doing if I'm not dealing with them at arm's

length?

Mr. Walker: Well, the term "not dealing

at arm's length" is one that's often thrown

about by lawyers in various matters and

basically relates to closeness in the deal. For

instance, if a parent were dealing with a sub-

sidiary company in a manner which might

be loosely described as under the table, that

would be considered as not being dealt with

at arm's length. If it were dealt with properly,

perhaps with a proper appraisal made of the

shares and all the necessary measures of

valuation exercised, that would be properly

treated at arm's length.

Mr. Bounsall: It is like the Teamsters and

the California grape growers. They are not

dealing at arm's length with them when they

sign a sweetheart agreement. It is that type
of field.

Mr. Walker: That may well be.

Mr. Renwick: Mr. Chairman, could I ask

the parliamentary assistant one question on
the third clause of section 4? If you are

tightening up the extent to which interest
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can be deducted in computing the income of

a company which is controlled by non-resi-

dents, why the exception for a corporation

whose principal business is the developing or

manufacturing of aircraft or aircraft com-

ponents? Is it under some mistaken idea that

that will attract the aircraft industry into

Canada?

Mr. Walker: First of all, Mr. Chairman, I

should indicate that almost every section in

the Act is consequent on the changes made
in the federal Income Tax Act or Corpora-
tions Tax Act and as the member well appre-
ciates there is a definite attempt to maintain

uniformity throughout, word for word. My
understanding of exempting the aircraft from
the thin capitalization rules is because of

alleged financial difficulties in various aircraft

industries which caused the federal govern-
ment to expand the exemption from the thin

capitalization rules to include the aircraft in-

dustry. We are picking up precisely the same
rules in an attempt to be uniform.

If I might offer the reason for the amend-

ment, it is to give those corporations which
are developing and manufacturing aircraft in

Canada and which obtain their financing

through debt obligations to non-resident per-

sons, the same tax treatment given other

corporations in Canada which finance their

operations in a similar manner. This, as I in-

dicated, has the effect of exempting them
from the thin capitalization rules.

The argument offered by the federal

government—and acceptable to the provincial

government in this case—is that the financial

position of the aircraft industries in Canada
is such that they need to have these various

assistances in order to continue employment
at the various plants. We are picking them

up and I should indicate that for the province
not to accept one of the alterations made in

the federal Act and put it into our own Act
would take a reasonably significant change,

something that would cause either dire effects

on the economy or the revenues of the prov-
ince or be somewhat repulsive to the prov-
ince. Generally speaking, we tolerate almost

every situation.

Mr. Renwick: Mr. Chairman, I am sure my
colleague from Lakeshore has dealt with this

and so that we will avoid the problem as we
continue to discuss the bill, we here clearly
understand that these amendments are being
introduced into the Corporations Tax Act of

Ontario in order to maintain uniformity with
the federal Income Tax Act insofar as it re-

lates to the taxation of corporations. We
clearly understand that.

We also clearly understand that the inde-

pendent legislative authority of this assembly
is enacting laws with respect to the taxation

of corporations. The stated desire to keep the

corporation tax uniform with the federal

statute does not permit us to abdicate our

responsibility for understanding the reasons

for the inclusion of this favoured treatment

to certain corporations in the Act or any
other matter which may come up.

It is no answer to the kind of information

that we want to say we are doing it to make
it conform to the federal Act. We would

anticipate and, if I am incorrect, I would

hope that the parliamentary assistant would
disabuse me of the error of my thinking, that

the members of the ministry sit down with

the federal government and go over these

amendments in detail so that they understand

what they are about in the first place; and

secondly what the effect will be on the

Ontario taxing structure if they go along

on the principle of uniformity, and whether

or not there are situations where there is no

need to go along on the principle of uni-

formity and where it is possible for the tax-

ing net of the Province of Ontario to diverge
from that of the federal government in order

to make certain that certain favourite indus-

tries are not granted exemptions which may
not be supportable.

Having said that, I simply want to try

again, as we tried when the Corporations Tax

Act, 1972 was but through this House during
that long night-time session, to establish the

principle that we want the government to

state on the record for the House what these

amendments are designed to do. We want

the assurance of the government that it has

considered them from the point of view of

the Province of Ontario and that taxing

statutes will begin to get the kind of atten-

tion in the assembly that they deserve.

We've also made the other point that it

may well be that the technical nature of

many of the amendments to the Corporations
Tax Act and other taxing statutes could best

be done by referring the bill outside to one

of the standing committees so that we would

have the opportunity of a clear statement

from the experts in the ministry. I agree that

it is not intended that a parliamentary assis-

tant or the minister should become an expert

in all of the devious technicalities of the In-

come Tax Act but so long as this govern-
ment ignores the standing committee system,

we are faced with having to do it in the

House. This is why we want the information

prepared by the ministry which the parlia-

mentary assistant has on each of these sec-
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tions placed on the record so that we can try

to understand what the taxing statute is

about.

That is a long statement but I am asking
the minister, is it the conclusion of his

ministry that the exemption of the aircraft

industry from this limitation which is im-

posed on other industries controlled from
abroad is justified because of the need to

provide incentives for the industry whose

principal business is the developing or manu-

facturing of aircraft or aircraft components?

Mr. Walker: Mr. Chairman, first of all,

on the hon. member's first point, the repre-
sentatives of the Ontario Ministry of Revenue
do not sit down with the corresponding
federal ministry and help them decide, of

course, what the amendments would be.

Mr. Renwick: In advance or after the

event?

Mr. Walker: After the event, the amend-
ments are presented. I said, incidentally,
that our ministry does not sit down with the

federal people in advance of the event.

When we receive the approved copies or

the approved text of the various amendments
—I should indicate that this bill represents
three bills which were brought into the

federal House but because of the federal

election last year and other problems they
were not passed until earlier this year.

In any case, our people do not sit down
with them in advance. Following receipt of
the prepared text our people make themselves
aware of the individual situations and then
come to a conclusion as to whether or not
it should be supported. Weighing upon that

conclusion is a very strong feeling that uni-

formity is desired. This is the same philosophy
adopted in the Province of Quebec which
operates its own corporations tax. In each
case the province is satisfied that the

philosophy espoused in the individual federal
amendments is satisfactory to it. When it is

not, it would not be picked up; it would be
rejected.

There are occasions when we will actually
pick up errors in the federal Act, knowing
them to be errors, and will point them out
to the federal government so that in the next
amendment it will correct the situation.

Even though the error stands on our books
we pick it up for the benefit of uniformity.
Does that answer the member's questions?

Mr. Renwick: Thank you. I'd like to make
one comment on that. Perhaps the language
I am now going to use is a little bit strong.

I think it has been a very sloppy habit of

the government in the way in which it has

simply taken the view that the principle of

uniformity requires the government and the

assembly to rubber stamp amendments to

the Income Tax Act of Canada dealing with
the taxation of corporations.

Let me put another point in the same
connection. I am not asking that the govern-
ment of Ontario share in the major budgetary
proposals of the government of Canada with

respect to the introduction of the budget
for the federal government. I recognize that

that is not possible, but in every single
instance that the government of Canada
has a budget address in the House of Com-
mons there is usually the reference that

there will be certain technical amendments
introduced in the Income Tax Act dealing
with special problems. This comes up all the
time and I am quite certain that there should
be an ongoing discussion between this min-

istry and the federal Ministry of Finance
about the kinds of technical questions in-

volved in this kind of amendment so that

before the bill is finally introduced into the
House of Commons in Ottawa, amending the
Income Tax Act, you have had an oppor-
tunity to discuss these so-called technical

amendments.

That procedural change, in my mind, is

absolutely essential because we are in the

situation where the principle of uniformity
is one of the important factors which we are

interested in maintaining and everybody is

interested in maintaining. That must not,
under any circumstances, override the obliga-
tion of this ministry and of this assembly with

respect to the individual, independent en-

actment of these particular amendments.

This clause, clause 4, obviously tightens

up the taxing net in order to prevent com-

panies in Canada which are controlled by
non-residents from an overly large deduc-
tion of interest in the computing of their

income for tax purposes. That is the way it

comes through to me and that is what the

parliamentary assistant indicated in his

explanation.

But at the end of the clause we find that

that tightening up does not apply to a par-
ticular industry. We find that that particular

industry is the aircraft industry. I would
like to know that the government of Ontario
has asked the federal government, "Why
are you favouring the aircraft industry?
What are you getting from the aircraft in-

dustry in return for this kind of concession?"

That is the kind of discussion that I would
like to think has taken place. My guess is
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that it hasn't, that what you are engaged
in is a slavish imitation of the federal Act,
and now you are asking us to go along
without any independent evaluation of

whether or not it is a wise exemption for

that industry.

Mr. Chairman: Anything further on section

4? The hon. member for Ottawa Centre.

Mr. Cassidy: Mr. Chairman, I have been

listening with interest to this interchange
between the parliamentary assistant and the

hon. member for Riverdale. I am concerned.
I happen to come from Ottawa.

Mr. R. G. Eaton (Middlesex South): You
came from Ottawa, but you don't any more.

Mr. Cassidy: I was once in a trade where
I dealt from time to time with people who
were representatives of the aircraft industry,
and they have a pretty powerful lobby up
in Ottawa. They lobby Ottawa for defence
contracts and they lobby Ottawa to sell their

domestic planes to Air Canada. Ottawa, in

turn, lobbies them to get production or co-

production agreements in Canada and this

kind of thing. It is a very intimate kind of

relationship that goes on. They have an in-

dustrial association—I can't remember the

name of it—which is also a very effective

group and which tends to hire former deputy
ministers and assistant deputy ministers and
other movers and shakers in the federal bur-

eaucracy to handle its affairs for it.

As the parliamentary assistant must know,
the benefits of lobbying are often not in the
form of vast sweeping declarations of policy
by a federal minister or in a federal budget.
The benefits of lobbying also are achieved in

clauses like this one here, which exempts the
aviation industry in Canada from thin capi-
talization rules that are designed to prevent
an outflow of profits into another country
without paying adequate Canadian corporation
tax.

Now, it way well be that those 42 words, or
however many words are in this particular
amendment and the corresponding amendment
at the federal level, are worth several mil-

lions of dollars to the aircraft companies' sub-
sidiaries here in Canada. And when the fed-

eral government agrees—for reasons of prin-

ciple or possibly because it is trying to do a
deal or maybe because it simply should suc-

cumb to the lobbying efforts being put upon
it by this aviation industry—to give up $3
of federal corporation tax revenue, it's also

giving up $1 of provincial corporation tax

revenue, in rough proportions; that is, some-

thing like 25 per cent of the corporation tax

is paid provincially and is not paid federally.

I suspect that this government was not lob-

bied in the same suave and sophisticated way
that the federal government was, that the air-

craft manufacturers assumed that Ontario
would go along. As it happens they have
been proved to be right—Ontario has gone
along. It seems to me that, were there to be
consultation between this level of government
and the federal government about a tax field

which they both share, that could in fact

provide an effective countervailing force to

the impact of particular lobbies looking for

particular concessions in the backrooms of

Ottawa.

Right now the deputy ministers and the

officials and the minister up there, if and
when he gets involved, know only that the

aircraft manufacturers are calling "wolf."

The people up there can't assess for sure

whether or not the aircraft manufacturers

mean what they say when they say, "Jobs
will go from Canada; output will go from

Canada; we won't be able to keep the plants

open," and that kind of thing. But there is

no countervailing force against the pleadings
of this special interest group.

There is no countervailing force going to

the minister and saying, "Look, we think that

the aircraft guys are doing pretty well up
here in Canada. We think that they'll sur-

vive. We think that they're going to stay
here because the labour force is stable, be-

cause their profits are good, because Cana-
dian workmen do a good job, because it is in

their interests to keep Canadian contracts

and to beat out some British or Czech or

other foreign manufacturer that might come
in if they took their manufacturing out of

Canada."

Nobody is saying that. The people who
were in a position to say that, Mr. Chairman,

are, in fact, the representatives of the pro-
vincial governments, and most of all the gov-
ernment of Ontario, because so much of Can-

adian industry and so much of this particular

industry is concentrated in the Province of

Ontario.

I believe that something getting on for

two-thirds of the aviation industry of Can-

ada is located within 20 miles of where we
sit. There are other portions down in the

Niagara Peninsula, a bit up in Ottawa, and

the Ottawa Valley, a bit out west, and the

other major segment is in the Montreal area.

But at any rate, over half of the aviation in-

dustry is in the industrial heartland of On-

tario, and therefore if the Ontario govern-
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ment had gone, or were to go, to the federal

government and were to say, "Look, we are

not convinced. We have looked at the argu-

ments that these guys are making. They are

putting you on. We don't think that is go-

ing to happen," it would at the very least

strengthen the resolve of the federal people
if there were some who said, "Yes, we ought
to grant it," and others who say, "No, let's

have a second look at it and think again."

Were the Ontario government to go fur-

ther and to say, "Even if that gets adopted at

the federal level, we won't do it here," it's

not going to harm uniformity. If you scru-

tinize closely every federal tax statute on

which you are being asked to provide com-

plementary legislation at this level, if you
scrutinize them closely over the course of a

particular year, you would find that there

were maybe five or six or maybe eight par-

ticular areas where the province felt strongly

enough that it felt moved not to go along
with complementary legislation.

Clearly, on the questions about thin

capitalization and the refinements in plug-

ging up the loopholes and so on, there is

no particular problem there. If you think

that they blew it a bit, you can tell them

so and they can bring in a new amendment
the following year and so can you. Nobody
is going to weep over the fact that one hypo-
thetical loophole, if it's smaller than the onte

that existed before, is maybe left open for

those experts who can find it for a period
of 12 months longer.

But this section (3) of clause 4 is something
quite different. It establishes the principle
that aircraft manufacturing is not to be
treated like other foreign-owned corporations
and the payments to non-residents from air-

craft manufacturing are not to be treated in

the same manner. What that means, Mr.

Chairman, is that you have opened the door

permanently, you have locked it open as far

as these corporations are concerned, and it

is not a matter that you can sort of turn

around and turn off the next year as you
can turn off a hypothetical loophole that the

federal people may have happened to have

missed in this year's set of amendments.

In other words, even if Ottawa had moved,
if there were important revenue losses to

Ontario, and if Ontario felt that they were
not justified, that the concession was not

justified, then we shouldn't pass this clause.

It would be perfectly simple to make it clear

in the tax bulletins that go out that on these

six or seven points of corporation tax for

the year 1973, Ontario legislation does not

correspond to federal legislation. At the end

of 10 years, that total might be up to 60
or 70, but it is still a manageable number
of exceptions or differences between the fed-

eral Act and the provincial Act.

Clearly, if Ontario were so at odds with

the federal tax base, with the federal tax

philosophy, that there were going to be 600
differences between federal and provincial

corporation tax rules, then we would be

better with our own corporation tax base,

rather than sticking to theirs. But a few
differences are tolerable when you consider

that the people who draw these things up
are highly paid and they are paid just to

look at that kind of exception.

1 would like to ask the parliamentary
assistant to respond to the points I made,
and also to state specifically what are the

name of the firms in Ontario that are affected

by this sub-clause (3). What were their

profits in 1972, or the most recent year for

which he has evidence? And what is the

estimated revenue loss projected from agree-

ing with this statute as far as the Province

of Ontario is concerned, let's say over the

next five or 10 years? I am sure that you
have done that kind of research in order

to make the decision that you are in accord

with the federal statute.

Mr. Walker: Mr. Chairman, the province
is satisfied in the principle of the uniformity
in this particular case. With respect to the

firms that are affected within 20 miles of

this Legislature or in the Province of Ontario,

a list can be provided for you but I don't

have that list with me at the present time.

Mr. Cassidy: Will the parliamentary assist-

ant stand the clause down until he can find

the details that I have asked for?

Mr. Walker: I haven't finished my com-
ments yet.

Secondly, with respect to the profits of

those individual firms, I don't have the

profits with me at the present time. I pre-
sume that information could be obtained in

due course if it is sufficiently public. If it is

of a confidential nature, then the province
is obliged to treat it as such.

Thirdly, as to the question of estimated

revenue loss, which perhaps determines the

entire question of the significance of the

comments, there is estimated in the province
to be virtually little revenue loss, if any.

It's treated as insignificant.

Mr. Renwick: Why the exception, then?
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Mr. Cassidy: Mr. Chairman, why the ex-

ception, then? Why is the exception being
made?

Mr. Walker: Primarily to maintain the uni-

formity. The principle of uniformity, in this

case, we consider to be paramount.

Mr. Renwick: The major part of the in-

dustry is either here or in Quebec.

Mr. Cassidy: Mr. Chairman, I just don't

see it. The assistant says that the revenue loss

will be insignificant.

Mr. Lawlor: He always says the revenue

loss under any head is insignificant.

Mr. Cassidy: Well, then you have to ask

yourself, why did the aircraft industries seek

this particular concession if it had an insig-

nificant effect on their position in Canada?

One simply can't believe that the federal

government offered them this concession in

order to attract them by giving them some

kind of tax favour, because the assistant says

there is no tax favour involved; the revenue

loss is insignificant. So, one has to turn

around and say that they must have been

seeking this and they must have had some-

thing in mind by which it will become

significant sometime in future years.

They are sort of opening the door now
when it looks as though the cost is either

insignificant, or very little, and then they will

exploit it. They will march the coach and
horses through that particular loophole, hav-

ing created it at the federal and provincial
levels.

I think this is an absurdity, Mr. Chairman,
and since we haven't been able to get the

information we requested I would ask the

parliamentary assistant to stand this clause

down until he gets the information that he
wants and until we can check the corpora-
tion tax returns and other information. I be-

lieve the figures on profits are available and

may be significant in this particular regard
and should be introduced into the House.
Would the assistant agree to stand the clause

down until we get to the end of the bill?

Mr. Walker: Mr. Chairman, I have no
reason to believe that, in fact, a lobby in

Ottawa occurred. For all I know, and for

all the ministry knows, the federal govern-
ment decided to introduce this amendment
for nothing other than what they may deem
to be equitable reasons. I have no way of

understanding that, or knowing that. I can
indicate to the hon. member, in view of the

fact that we have now received the amend-
ment from the federal government-

Mr. Lawlor: What are you, a rubber

stamp?

Mr. Walker: —we are satisfied that in pro-

jecting our revenues there will be relatively

insignificant alterations in the revenues of

the province brought about by the amend-
ment as proposed.

Mr. Lawlor: We don't accept that either.

Are you saying the aircraft industry in On-
tario is not a profit-making industry?

Mr. Walker: In view of that, the uniformity
has been accepted as a paramount principle
in this case. We see no reason to introduce

an oddity into the Act and not include it. The
names of some of the corporations are com-

panies such as De Havilland and Douglas
Aircraft, of course. I'm sure the members are

well aware of those.

Secondly, the profits and the taxable in-

come that I believe you requested, cannot be

provided to you. That's confidential infor-

mation. In short, however, the revenues of

the province will not be significantly altered,

if at all, by this amendment.

Mr. Cassidy: Hold on, Mr. Chairman. I'm

sorry there already has been a change in the

parliamentary assistant's stand. First he said

the revenue loss would be insignificant. Now
he says it will be relatively insignificant. Ob-

viously, in other words, the amount has

grown from a loss of maybe $2,500 to a loss

of $25,000 or $250,000. I don't know. What's
a million? What does the assistant consider

to be relatively insignificant?

Mr. Walker: Relatively insignificant, some-

what insignificant and not of great signific-

ance, I should treat as generally the same.

Mr. Cassidy: In other words you play with

words. What were the—

Mr. Walker: No, you play with them.

Mr. Cassidy: —total profits of the aircraft

industry in the Province of Ontario of all of

the industries combined; not individual firms,

but of all of the industry combined? What
were the total profits in 1971 and 1972 and
how many firms are affected by this particular
clause?

Mr. Walker: I don't have those figures

either.

Mr. Chairman: Shall section 4 stand as

part of the bill?

Mr. Cassidy: No, Mr. Chairman. I asked

the minister whether he would stand the

clause down and would he accept to stand

it down?
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Hon. J. White (Treasurer, Minister of Eco-

nomics and Intergovernmental Affairs): And
he said no.

Mr. Walker: No.

Mr. Cassidy: Will the parliamentary assis-

tant stand the clause down?

Mr. Walker: No.

Mr. Cassidy: Well, I'll talk some more
about it then.

I'm in a difficult position here, Mr. Chair-

man. I know where I can get some informa-

tion on the profits of these particular corpora-
tions and I believe that the profits are rather

substantial. I wouldn't be surprised if the

profits of these corporations-

Mr. Chairman: Order, please. I am not

sure that that is vital to the passage of the

section anyway.

Mr. Cassidy: Yes, it is, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Chairman: This section has nothing to

do with profits or such information. It has to

do with the specific words whether the air-

craft industry shall be included, irrespective
of profits.

Mr. Cassidy: The point is this, Mr. Chair-
man-

Mr. Chairman: That is what this section
has to deal with.

Mr. Cassidy: —the profits of the industry
may, according to section 22 as the parlia-

mentary assistant was explaining to us, may
be dealt back to the foreign parent either
in the form of interest on purchases-

Mr. Chairman: Order, please. I find that
this section does not deal with the profits of
the corporations.

Mr. Cassidy: But it does. I'm trying to

explain this, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Chairman: No, it doesn't.

Mr. Cassidy: Mr. Chairman, I'm sorry. I'm

trying to explain that point to you, if I may.

Mr. Chairman: I understand what you're

trying to do, but this legislation has nothing
to do with the profits of the corporations—

any part of it.

Mr. Cassidy: It has to do with the tax

treatment of the profits of the aircraft in-

dustry, and whether or not they will be
allowed to avoid Ontario corporation taxes

by sending those profits back to their parent

companies in the form of interest payments
which are exempt from corporation tax, in-

stead of sending them back to the parent

companies in the form of dividends, which
are subject to corporation tax.

Mr. Chairman: Order, please.

Mr. Cassidy: The member for Riverdale

will back me up on this particular interpreta-

tion.

Mr. Chairman: Order, please. This legisla-

tion is not pertaining to what profits there

are or what shall happen to them.

Mr. Cassidy: It pertains to the way they
are taxed, Mr. Chairman. The name of the

bill that we are considering amendments to is

An Act to amend the Corporations Tax Act,

and this is a vital section. We don't know,
because the parliamentary assistant can't tell

us, how many firms are involved. This infor-

mation is available, but he will not stand

down the clause. I can't possibly leave the

House, because I am speaking on the bill, in

order to get the information. It requires a
half-hour of research or so in order to find it.

We don't know the total profits. I am
suggesting that the total profits of the aircraft

industry in the province are in the order of

around $100 million a year. If that is the

case, Mr. Chairman, then a decrease in the

amount they pay in corporation tax of only
one per cent could well be worth $300,000 or

$400,000 to the province. That is enough to

make the point worth arguing in this House,
Mr. Chairman, that the Ontario government
should not pass this particular favour to the

aircraft industry.

Perhaps the parliamentary assistant could

say what were the reasons of the federal gov-
ernment in giving this particular concession.

I am sure that was found out during the

consultation.

Mr. Chairman: I believe the hon. parlia-

mentary assistant has already answered that

question.

Mr. Cassidy: No, he said he didn't know.
I was giving him an example.

Mr. Chairman: He has given an answer to

the question.

Mr. Cassidy: Well, could he rephrase it,

then, in ways which we understand?

Mr. Chairman: Those in favour of section

4 standing as part of the bill will please say

"aye."
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Those opposed will please say "nay." In

my opinion, the "ayes" have it.

Section 4 agreed to.

Mr. Chairman: Any further comments,

questions or amendments on a later section

of the bill and, if so, which section? The
member for Lakeshore.?

Mr. Lawlor: Clause 5.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Lakeshore

on clause 5?

On section 5:

Mr. Lawlor: Subsection ( 1 ) of clause 5 is

the most intriguing thing I have come across

in a long time. If you analysed it under a

microscope you couldn't see any wriggles.
Would the parliamentary assistant tell us

what it is all about?

Mr. Walker: Mr. Chairman, section 5(1)
of the bill corrects an error. As the member
knows, section 24 of the Act, to which section

5(1) relates, deals with various deductions

permitted in computing the income of a

business or a corporation. Subclause (f) of

section 24(1) relates to various discounts

and certain obligations.

This particular amendment causes two de-

letions to occur in the latter two paragraphs
of sub-sub-paragraph (f), namely, a section

entitled 24(l)(f)(i). Part of that is deleted,

and section 24(l)(f)(ii) is deleted. It cor-

rects an error. The Act, as it presently reads,

allows a deduction with respect to certain

amounts paid by a corporation in the fiscal

year in satisfaction of the principal amount
of a bond, debenture, etc. The reason for the

amendment is to ensure that the amount
deductible will be determined by reference

to the amounts paid on account of the prin-

cipal amount of the obligation in preceding

years as well as the amounts paid in the

current year.

Mr. Chairman: The member for River-

dale.

Mr. Renwick: I wonder if the parlia-

mentary assistant would also explain the

significance of subclause (2) of clause 5 of

the bill, which has to do with the foreign
state income tax deduction?

Mr. Walker: Yes, Mr. Chairman, in sub-

clause (2) of section 5 of the bill, it again
makes an amendment to section 24 of the

Act. Section 24, as I indicated, referred to

the deductions permitted in computing the

income from a business or property. In

this case, section 24 (11) is repealed. Section

24 (11) relates to foreign state income taxes.

In this case, in 1972 when the bill went

through, we erroneously picked up this sec-

tion in the 1972 bill parallelling the federal

Act.

In fact, we do not have a foreign tax

credit. The federal government at the time

did have the foreign tax credit. As it turns

out, the federal government has also re-

pealed this. I believe it was the province
that broughth it to its attention that there

was an error in it.

The federal government has repealed the

reference to the foreign tax credit by working
it into its foreign tax credit system. The
reason for the amendment is that the cor-

responding provisions of the federal Income

Tax Act have been repealed and accordingly

we are now repealing ours. There will be a

slight increase in revenue.

Mr. Chairman: Shall this section stand as

part of the bill then?

Agreed.

Section 5 agreed to.

Mr. Chairman: Any further comments,

question or amendments to a further section

of the bill?

Mr. Lawlor: Section 6, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Chairman: Section 6, the member
for Lakeshore.

On section 6:

Mr. Lawlor: I would ask for the usual

general explanation. I would also ask for

some specific instruction in farming income

and the way in which it is assessed as to

the distinction between a cash method and

any other method that is currently in use

in this particular area of our economy.

Mr. Walker: Section 6 of the Act, Mr.

Chairman, picks up a significant part of

section 31(1) and although it says that section

31(1) of the Act is repealed, in fact, the

largest bulk of it is picked up with two new

paragraphs added into it. You'll see the two
new paragraphs in section 6(l)(b), which is

new, and 6(l)(d), which is new.

The effect of this is basically to allow the

cash basis and the purpose of the amendment
is in effect, to permit a corporation that is

engaged in farming, which elects to com-

pute its income on a cash basis, to average
its income by including in its income a

specified amount with respect to its livestock

inventory.
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The reason is to make it possible for the

corporation that is operating a farming busi-

ness to average its income, thereby avoid-

ing what might otherwise be extremes in

income upon which corporation tax is cal-

culated. The immediate effect would be a

slight reduction in revenue as a result of

this tax deferment—that's all it is, a tax

deferment. The long-term revenue effects

are, of course, nil. This is as opposed to the

accrual method.

Mr. Lawlor: Can the parliamentary
assistant tell me whether the usual principle
of averaging back a number of years and

averaging forwards, as authors do when they
get a best-seller, is that the same principle
as applicable in this case?

Mr. Walker: Basically the cash basis means
cash received less the cash paid out plus the

appropriate depreciation. I think the cash
basis—in a sense, this is an averaging, but it

would be more akin to a deferment than

averaging back over the preceding years.

Mr. Chairman: Shall this section stand as

part of the bill then?

Mr. Renwick: Mr. Chairman, just before
that section carries, I assume that all that
the minister is attempting to do in that

particular clause of the bill is to provide for
this calculation of the inventory value of
the basic herd of the corporation engaged in
the farming business.

The one point that has always interested
me about it is who determines the fair

market value, on the basis of which all of
these calculations rest, with respect to the
ultimate amount that is going to be brought
into income and then taken out again for
the preceding year in order to stabilize the
level at which that tax is imposed?

Mr. Walker: Mr. Chairman, I'm not sure
I can fairly answer the member's question,
although my understanding would be that—

Mr. J. F. Foulds (Port Arthur): The mem-
ber's batting average here in answering ques-
tions isn't very good, is it?

Mr. Walker: My understanding would be
that the accountant would submit the ap-
propriate return on behalf of, in this case,
the farming business and then it would
be subject to whatever scouting the Ontario
Minister of Revenue and the federal counter-

part would afford in reviewing this corporate
return.

Mr. Renwick: My question may not have
been as accurate as I would wish. I under-

stand the taxpayer makes his return in order

to make the claim, but does the ministry
have an independent check on the question
of the amount or does it leave this entirely
to be determined under the federal Income
Tax Act and take the determination of the

federal income tax people as the binding
figure for the purpose of the Corporations
Tax Act of Ontario?

Mr. Walker: I will have an answer to that

in a moment.

Mr. Renwick: Thank you.

Mr. Lawlor: Just one further question
about that clause. As the parliamentary
assistant knows, most businesses now are on
an actual cash basis over against the old

accrual method, particularly professional
men; money which is owing and accounts

receivable and not yet received, of course

must be computed into one's income tax

base.

I take it that this section is not directed

to the accrual problem as such. Although it

seems to indicate to me that if a farmer

is on actual cash basis—which indicates he

may not be; he may be on some kind of

accrual basis—certain consequences flow by
way of the deferral principle on the realiza-

tion of that cash in any particular year;
he can average or spread it out into future

years if he has a windfall year or a specially

good year, particularly rising out of sales of

cattie. But I don't think it is restricted to

that. In short, has that section in the legis-

lation anything directly to do with accruals?

Mr. Walker: No, it has nothing to do with
accruals.

Mr. Chairman: Anything further on sec-

tion 6? Does the hon. parliamentary assist-

ant have that answer he was going to get?

Mr. Walker: No, I will have that shortly.

Section 6 agreed to.

Mr. ' Chairman: Any further comments,

questions or amendments on a later section

of the bill? The member for Lakeshore.

On section 7.

Mr. Lawlor: Section 7; the disposition of

the basic herds. This section is completely
new for Ontario legislation. What is it de-

signed to do and what is the upshot of it?

I'm not sure if I can anticipate the parlia-

mentary assistant by saying that any loss of

revenue is insignificant.
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Mr. Walker: Mr. Chairman, this section

brings into the Act provisions relating to the

basic herds that parallels, of course, the fed-

eral amendments. The effect is gradually to

phase out the concept of basic herds. Sec-

tion 7, as the member indicates, introduces

a new section following section 31 of the

bill; this will be labelled section 31a, and
in effect we are creating a formula that

phases out the concept of basic herds.

To provide some of the history, in the

years 1947 to 1971 the Department of Na-
tional Revenue, in order to determine whether
the proceeds of the sale of livestock by farm-

ers is income or capital, issued instructions

whereby a taxpayer could apply to have a

permanent herd of livestock approved as a

basic herd for income tax purposes. Once
the basic herd was established it could be
increased by acquisitions of mature animals

by gift, inheritance or purchase and under

special circumstances, by natural increase.

The proceeds on any sale of livestock which
did not reduce the total herd below the basic

herd, was included in income and the pro-
ceeds of the sale of the basic herd or a

portion thereof was excluded from income
as a capital receipt.

Now, for 1972 and subsequent fiscal years
the Income Tax Act was amended so that the
basic herd will gradually be phased out. The
purpose of this amendment is to parallel those

federal amendments for farmers relative to

the establishment or the phasing out of the

basic herd concept. Now, in effect, the previ-
ous section of this bill, section 6, accom-

plished the same thing following the cash
basis of accounting. I will just add, there

will be a reduction in revenue during the

phasing-out period in order to give farmers
the same tax treatment under the Corporations
Tax Act, 1972, as is presently given them
under the Income Tax Act.

Mr. Lawlor: Whatever that is. I take it that

the phasing out of the basic herd concept as

a capital notion means that it is being phas-
ed into an income concept over a period of

years, and tying in with the previous section

simply means as this is taken into income they
don't load it in a particular segment or a

particular year. Are these sections so tied

together in your understanding?

Mr. Walker: They are so tied together as

to provide a method of avoiding any double
taxation in the phasing out of the basic herd

concept and the acceptance of the cash basis

of accounting. Now, it will take as long as it

takes the animals to be phased out and that

occurs by death, slaughter or otherwise.

Mr. Lawlor: Is it to be our understanding
that the purpose of the legislation is to

eliminate a capital gains concept in the proc-
ess of phasing out and phase it into an in-

come concept, or does it capture some capital

gain?

Mr. Walker: No, I am not prepared to say
that. The two are interrelated sections to

avoid the double taxation that would be cre-

ated if you immediately went to the cash basis

of accounting, at the same time, the year be-

fore, you had the basic herd concept, well

then to avoid that double taxation possibility

the two are interrelated.

Mr. Lawlor: Wait a minute, the previous

year? Basically you just finished telling me,
and I understood you to say, that the concept
of basic herd was to eliminate a tax burden

in this particular regard, at least certainly

as far as income is concerned. I suppose
there was some capital gains concept attach-

ed to the area, so where do you get your
double taxation? Because of capital gains on

one side and the swing over into income on

the other? Explain it to me.

Mr. Walker: I am not sure I can explain
that.

Mr. Foulds: This is incredible.

Mr. Chairman: Shall section 7 stand as part
of the bill? Any further comments, question-

Mr. Lawlor: Just one thing, I am interest-

ed in these things, I really am, and that being
the case, if you are not in a position to ex-

plain it this afternoon, would you do a little

further research for me and at least let me
have a more profound explanation of why
we are passing this legislation at all? You
know, for every dollar lost under any of these

heads—for the aircraft industry or for basic

herd concepts with great cattle ranches in

the west and what not—that buck is picked

up by some poor devil who can ill afford to

do it.

Mr. Cassidy: That's right.

Mr. Lawlor: We have to balance these

things out and therefore we are not going to

allow this.

Mr. Cassidy: There is no concept of bal-

ance on that side.

Mr. Chairman: Shall this section carry?

Mr. Lawlor: Section 8.

Mr. Walker: I will try and get that infor-

mation for you.
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Mr. Chairman: In the meantime, shall this

section stand as part of the bill?

Section 7 agreed to.

Mr. Chairman: Any further comment, ques-
tion or amendment on a later section?

On section 8:

Mr. Lawlor: Yes, section 8. This is one
that exercises all of us and I really would
like to get to the heart of the matter here.

This is the business of hobby farmers, where

people's chief source of income is not farm-

ing in a legitimate sense but they use farms
and all the elements of farming as a way of

getting a deduction and they end up a little

like a certain president of the United States,

paying no tax at all. This is the wealthy
man's gambit and it has been viciously em-

ployed under our tax system.

I have no doubt that the federal govern-
ment is tied in with that particular element
in the population and is seeking to render

benefits to them from on high on every con-

ceivable occasion, no matter what you try

to do with respect to equity in the tax

structure. For you menially to follow suit

simply betrays the high cause of social equity
and the distribution of the tax burden over

the whole population in a way that those who
can most afford to bear it, bear it best.

I see section after section of this legislation

traduces that principle. The whole rigmarole
of tax structure in this country certainly

undermines and calls the basic principle into

question. You may give lip service; you may
prate about it. They may strike their hands

to their breasts and lift their eyes to high
heaven but I am afraid it all means very little

on where the incidence falls and who bears

the burden. Over here, we simply feel that

you must be checked at every step because
the tendency is toward expediency and con-

venience, and it is sheer dictation to you by
the computer that it wants uniformity. It is

so much easier to work it that way and you
very easily bow before the machine, and
more than the machine, before the hobby
farmers of this earth. Please give us a nice,

thorough scappling definition of what is go-

ing on here.

Mr. Walker: Section 8, Mr, Chairman, re-

lates to section 33(1) of the bill and it draws
also some relationship to section 39 of the

present Act which relates to scientific re-

search. If you have a corporation doing a

number of things and farming is a part of it

and if scientific research is done in that farm-

ing operation, then the expenditures made
for the scientific research do not have to be

considered as farming loss and related to the

actual farm operation but, in fact, can be
moved laterally to other parts of the business

of the corporation and are treated as appro-
priate deductions.

If I can just give you quickly the purpose
of the amendment, it is to permit a corpora-

tion, whose chief source of income is neither

farming nor a combination of farming and
some other source of income, to deduct from
its other income scientific research expendi-
tures incurred by the operations that relate

to its farming business. It is accomplished by
adding to subclause (i), of clause (a) the

expression, "Determined without reference to

this section and before making any deduc-
tions in respect of the expenditures described
in section 39," and, secondly, by adding a
clause (b), to the section. As to the revenue

effect, it is anticipated that we will have a

very small decrease in revenue.

Mr. Chairman: Shall these sections carry?

Section 8 agreed to.

On section 9:

Mr. Lawlor: What is section 9 all about?
It has to do with professional businesses; that

is as far as I've got. What are you trying to

do?

Mr. Walker: Section 9 of the bill before

us makes amendments to section 36(l)(a) of

the bill by striking out a clause and making
another addition. What it does, in fact, is it

relates to the professional business like yours,
the law business. It makes the profession the

same as an ordinary business in respect to

claiming reserves.

Before the reform bill was introduced into

the federal House all these people had to be
on a cash basis and reserves were not a part
of it. The reform bill now puts the profes-
sions on the accrual basis. The purpose of

this amendment is to allow a corporation, in

computing its income from a business which
is a profession, to deduct a reasonable reserve

for services it has to render after the end of

the fiscal year.

Mr. Chairman: Does section 9 stand?

Section 9 agreed to.

Mr. Chairman: Are there further comments,
questions or amendments on a later section

of the bill?

On section 10:

Mr. Lawlor: Yes.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Lakeshore.
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Mr. Lawlor: On section 10, this has to do
with deemed dispositions of corporations
which ceased to be Canadian corporations.

I have a note here that section 48 (1) re-

flects the fact that the Ontario Act applies
to corporations only. Could the parliamentary
assistant clue me in on this one too?

Mr. Walker: I am not sure what he is

referring to when he says section 48(1).

Where does that reference come from?

Mr. Lawlor: "CCH." I'm afraid my note

makes as little sense as most of yours do, so

I apologize. Could you give me an explana-
tion on your own terms?

Mr. Walker: The amendment proposed by
clause 10 of this bill relates to section 50 of

the Act. It is housekeeping, basically to clear

up an ambiguity, firstly with respect to sec-

tion 50(1) of the Act. The purpose of this

amendment is to make it clear that the day
on which the deemed disposition and cost of

reacquisition of property took place is the

day which a corporation ceased to be resi-

dent in Canada after 1971.

In respect to paragraph 50(2) of the

amendment, the purpose of that amendment
is to make it clear that the day on which the

corporation is deemed to have acquired prop-

erty is the day on which the corporation be-

comes a resident of Canada. There is an

ambiguity there as to the time at which this

occurs. This clarifies the ambiguity. It has

absolutely no effect on revenue. It is merely
clarifying the present intent of both the

federal bill and the Ontario bill. In essence,
it was somewhat vague as to the actual time

or the so-called particular time that an event

occurred. This clarifies the situation.

Mr. Chairman: Carried?

Section 10 agreed to.

On section 11:

Mr. Lawlor: What is section 11 trying to

do with options on the acquisition of shares

by a corporation?

Mr. Walker: I'm sorry, could you repeat
that one?

Mr. Lawlor: What changes does section 11

make in the law, and what, if any, are the

economic effects of it so doing, of the change
in the option provisions here granted to cor-

porations to acquire their own shares?

Mr. Walker: Again, Mr. Chairman, this

section is a housekeeping amendment to make
certain that in exploration and development
expenses, the money is in fact an expenditure.

The word "amount" is used in the bill as it

presently stands. This amendment will

eliminate the word "amount" by adding the

word "expense."

To give it to you in a more formal way,
the purpose of the amendment is to make
it clear that the "amount" referred to in the

exception part of the provisions relates to an
incurred expense described in the agreement.
It is accomplished by a general rewording
of the subsection, but more particularly in

substituting the word "expense" for the word
"amount." The present provisions could be
construed to apply to all shares that may
be acquired pursuant to an agreement
through an option, including those shares that

are not specifically related to expenditures
incurred.

The amendments make it clear that the

exception extends only to those shares that

are related to specific expenditures; revenue

effect, nil.

Mr. Chairman: Shall section 11 stand?

Section 11 agreed to.

Mr. Chairman: Any further comment on

a later section of the bill?

Mr. Lawlor: Section 13, Mr. Chairman,
if I may.

Mr. Cassidy: We are giving you a break

this time.

Mr. Lawlor: Yes, we are letting off 12.

Mr. Cassidy: It is crystal clear in its

lucidity, unlike most of the bill.

Mr. Walker: What does it say?

Mr. Lawlor: It has to do with preferred
stock.

On section 13:

Mr. Lawlor: "Section 13, cost of certain

properties' values, some of which are in-

cluded in income"—that is my note at the

side. Do you agree with that? In any event,
what are your notations with respect to the

meaning of this section?

Mr. Walker: Section 13 of the bill, Mr.

Chairman, would make an alteration to sec-

tion 54 of the Act by adding a clause la

after section 54(1). Section 54(1), of course,
relates to the cost of certain property values,
which is included in income.

This is strictly a housekeeping matter as

well. It is for purposes of clarifying the in-

tent of what is included in income. The
purpose is to restrict the provisions of sub-
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section (1) of section 54 of the Act, as they

apply to non-resident corporations, to "tax-

able Canadian property" and "taxable income

earned in Canada."

The reason for the amendment is to

ensure that where the corporation is a non-

resident, the property in respect of which

the rule applies is restricted to taxable

Canadian property, and income to which the

rule applies is restricted to taxable income

earned in Canada. The effect on revenue

is nil.

Mr. Chairman: Does section 13 stand?

Mr. Foulds: Mr. Chairman, subsection (6)

of section 13 at the top of page 9.

Mr. Chairman: All right.

Mr. Foulds: Could the parliamentary assist-

ant tell me what the subject of the sentence

is?

Mr. Walker: Mr. Chairman, I am sorry,

is the hon. member referring to this bill?

Mr. Lawlor: Page 9.

Mr. Foulds: Page 9, top of the page,

section 13, subsection (6).

Mr. Walker: Oh, are you referring to

section 13(3) of the bill?

Mr. Chairman: Section 13.

Mr. Foulds: Section 13, yes. Subsection

(6) is added to section 54 of the Act.

Mr. Walker: Oh, all right. For the mem-
ber's benefit I can indicate that subsection

(3) of section 13 makes an amendment to

section 54 of the bill by adding a new sub-

paragraph (6). We discussed section-

Mr. Foulds: Right, your mathematics are

accurate.

Mr. Walker: —54 a moment ago; it relates

to the cost of certain property, the value of

which is included in income. In determining

income, this adds a new clause (6) to that

existing section 54 of the Act. It is house-

keeping, since there is a deficiency in the

actual Act.

The purpose of the amendment is to estab-

lish the cost to a corporation of a right to

enforce payment of an amount by the unit

trust out of its capital gains or income from

property where the corporation is the bene-

ficiary under the unit trust and has after 1971

acquired such a right. In effect, this helps to

measure income on a payment made to bene-

ficiaries from a unit trust. The unit trust—I

think you are familiar with that concept—is

where there is a certain unit of owners-

Mr. Cassidy: Naturally we are familiar

with it, yes.

Mr. Walker: Yes. Certain units of owner-

ship-

Mr. Cassidy: We know far more about it

than the parliamentary assistant.

Mr. Walker: I am sure you do; I am pre-

pared to concede that at any time. We
harbour the truster, you have the unit trust.

In any case, the revenue effect is absolutely

nil again in this case, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Foulds: I am more concerned, Mr.

Chairman, with the—

Mr. Lawlor: He wants to parse the sen-

tence.

Mr. Foulds: —convoluted style of the sen-

tence. I mean, actually, in all seriousness, a

clause such as this is a clause that calls the

law into disrepute. It is so convoluted, so

confused, that the parliamentary assistant

can't pick out the subject of the sentence,

or the clause. I mean what is the subject of

the sentence?

Mr. Lawlor: It hasn't got a subject.

Mr. Foulds: The parliamentary assistant

tries to pawn us off by saying it's a house-

keeping bill. But does your housekeeping
have to be so drab, so dull? Why don't you

give a little panache, a little style to your

legislation? It's not only confusing and lacks

clarity, for us ordinary legislators, let alone

for the public, it would take literally a

Philadelphia lawyer, or at least-

Mr. Lawlor: Oh, more than a Philadel-

phia; he'd have to come from the Lebanon.

Mr. Foulds: —to understand it. The parlia-

mentary assistant, who is a lawyer, can't

explain the sentence to me. I mean it's almost

Latinian in nature in the periodic rotundity
of the convoluted style.

Mr. F. A. Burr (Sandwich-Riverside):
That's an insult to Latin.

Mr. Walker: Mr. Chairman, I—

Mr. Foulds: I agree, it's an insult to Latin.

Mr. Walker: I must say that this type of

drafting is not becoming the Province of

Ontario. I'd have to agree entirely with you.
The drafting oomes entirely from the federal

government; and we pick it up 100 per cent.
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Mr. Lawlor: You adapted it as your own.

Mr. Walker: And sometimes we even pick

up errors.

Mr. Cassidy: You are trying to make cheap

political points out of this bill.

Mr. Walker: However, I would have to

say to you that I have no trouble finding the

subject of this particular clause in section

13(3). The subject matter in my opinion
comes in the sixth line when it says, "it shall

be deemed to have acquired the right." I fail

to see where the member has problems.

Mr. Lawlor: It is "it."

Mr. Foulds: Then maybe, Mr. Chairman,

through you to the parliamentary assistant,

what is the antecedent of "it"?

Mr. A. J. Roy (Ottawa East): Do you
know what that means?

Mr. Walker: The trust.

Mr. Foulds: Which trust? Are you sure it

is trust in that corporation, or not benefici-

ary?

Mr. Walker: Well, I am satisfied it is

trust.

Mr. Lawlor: You have more trust than we
have.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Grey-
Bruce on section 13.

Hon. G. A. Kerr (Provincial Secretary for

Justice): Perfectly clear.

Mr. Foulds: Well, a further question, Mr.

Chairman. Where a corporation is a bene-

ficiary, are you sure that "it" shall be deemed
to have acquired the right? That is, the unit

trust has acquired the right, the corporation
has acquired the right, or the beneficiary has

acquired the right.

Mr. Walker: Well, certainly the benefici-

ary wouldn't be referred to as "it."

Mr. Foulds: Which of the other two is it?

Mr. Walker: I think I would opt in favour

of corporations.

Mr. Foulds: Of corporations.

Mr. Lawlor: Yes, you'd better.

Mr. Cassidy: I would like to ask—

Mr. Chairman: Order, please. The mem-
ber for Grey-Bruce was on his feet first, I

believe, in connection with this. Section 13?

Mr. E. Sargent (Grey-Bruce): Mr. Chair-

man, I compliment the parliamentary assist-

ant for the way he is putting the bill

through; he is doing a fairly good job. But
I go along with my colleague down here—

Mr. I. Deans (Wentworth): Wait for it.

Mr. Sargent: —there are 10 fines and only
one sentence in this clause. I defy anyone
in the House to read it and say what it

means.

Mr. Walker: Which clause is that?

Mr. Sargent: That's section 13 (la). You

explained it, but I certainly can't see how
you get that meaning out of it. Have we
passed section 13(la) yet, Mr. Chairman?

Mr. Chairman: No, but we are just re-

peating what was said a moment ago.

Mr. Foulds: No, he is on a different sub-

section.

Mr. Chairman: No, he's on—

iMr. Sargent: I will leave that. I don't see

why we can't write these laws so that I can

understand them. I mean, the average per-
son can't understand this garbage. And I

think it's time we had some people writing
these laws so that people other than lawyers
can understand them.

Mr. Walker: You have to realize that this

particular section was drafted by the federal

government; if you have a complaint, put it

to them. We merely pick up the uniformity,

along with the Province of Quebec, so that

all taxpayers, accountants and lawyers under-

stand what the sections mean.

Mr. Sargent: Just because they are wrong
doesn't mean that we should be wrong too.

Mr. Foulds: Imitation, Mr. Chairman, is

the sincerest form of flattery, but it is a

poor way to govern a province.

Mr. Chairman: Has the member for Grey-
Bruce a question about this section?

Mr. Sargent: Well, I would like to have

section 13(1 a) explained so that I can under-

stand it.

Hon. W. G. Davis (Premier): Are you seri-

ous?

Mr. Walker: Mr. Chairman, section 13(1)

adds to section 54 an amendment to section

54(1 a). Section 54 relates to costs of certain

property, the value of which is included in
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income. In effect, we are determining what

the income should1 be.

Mr. Cassidy: But section 54 is also im-

penetrable.

Mr. Walker: This is strictly a housekeeping
matter to make sure, in this case, that we
have included the proper matter in income;
it clarifies the intent. The purpose of the

amendment is to restrict the provisions of

section 54(1) of the Act, as they apply to

non-resident corporations, to taxable Cana-
dian property and taxable income earned in

Canada.

The reason for the amendment is to ensure

that where the corporation is a non-resident,
the property in respect to which the rule

applies is restricted to taxable Canadian

property; and income to which the rule ap-

plies is restricted to taxable income earned
in Canada. There is no effect on revenue.

Mr. Sargent: In other words, the cost of

the acquisition of the property will be used

to reduce the tax when it's sold?

Mr. Walker: I don't think you can say
that.

Mr. Sargent: Well, that's what it says.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Ottawa
Centre.

Mr. Cassidy: I would like to ask the minis-

ter: In view of the fact that the new sub-

clause (6) refers to unit trusts, and in view
of the fact that unit trusts are by definition

under the 1972 Act, trusts inter vivos, can
the parliamentary assistant explain in what
circumstances a capitalist, however cold-

blooded, would have a corporation as one of

his beneficiaries? In other words, how on
earth does he see this new subsection (6)

being applied, when by definition these trusts

are between living people?

Mr. Walker: Well, a corporation may con-

tribute to a unit trust by acquiring a certain

portion of it, perhaps 25 per cent; and in

that case, it would be the beneficiary under
the trust to the extent of 25 per cent of the

unit trust.

Mr. Cassidy: I don't understand that at all.

How can a corporation contribute to it

when, as the minister says, it is basically a

family trust and nothing more? This is not
a unit trust in the British sense. This is a

unit trust in the Canadian sense, as is very
clear to us on this side but a bit less clear

to the assistant.

'Mr. Walker: I'm sorry, I didn't call it a

family trust.

Mr. Cassidy: This is basically a family trust

device that's used to split up the income
from an estate, or something like that I

guess. But I do not see how a corporation
can get a piece of the action, and therefore

why this particular amendment is, in fact,

necessary. Could the assistant tell us why
it is, in fact, necessary, given the peculiar
and very limited restrictive definitions of

unit trust under the Act?

Mr. Walker: I'm sorry, I made no refer-

ence to family trusts. I don't know how you
draw the conclusion that there is a family
trust involved in this. I referred to the words
"unit trust" and perhaps you misheard me.

Mr. Cassidy: May I refer then to section

97(2) which says-this is the 1972 Corpora-
tions Tax Act:

For the purposes of this Act, a trust is

a unit trust at any particular time if, at

that time, it was an inter vivos trust, the

interest of each beneficiary under which
was described by reference to units of the

trust.

Clearly, according to the Act as it stands,

in other words, a unit trust is between people
—between living people and not between

corporations. How do corporations enter into

it, or are you fundamentally altering the

definition of a unit trust? I don't believe

that's the case. If you were you would have

to change section 97 and not this particular
section 54. So what on earth are you about

and do you understand it?

Mr. Walker: I don't think there will be a

change in section 97(2) required, Mr. Chair-

man. In fact, a corporation in law is treated

as a person and for that purpose the words

"inter vivos" take on a distinct definition.

Mr. Chairman: Shall section 13 stand?

Section 13 agreed to.

Mr. Chairman: Are there any later com-

ments, questions or amendments on a later

section of the bill?

Mr. Lawlor: Section 14.

On section 14:

Mr. Lawlor: I hope the parliamentary
assistant is learning his lesson.

Mr. Cassidy: You'll writhe for weeks over

this, you know.
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Mr. Lawlor: When bills of this complexity
are introduced, and they're almost exclusively

tax measures, no one, unless you're an ex-

pert or I suspect unless you do the drafting

in the first instance, can really penetrate this

type of legislation, at least until it gets to

the Exchequer Court, and that is a body
of expert judges doing the single job through-
out their whole lives of trying to extrapolate

some meaning out of all this gobbledygook.
I hope your lesson is learned.

What we want, if you will, as a mere
matter of courtesy and to save the time of

this House, is that when you bring in legis-

lation of this kind in future, please give us

your notes along with it. We promise, on
our side of the fence, once we have the notes,

not to unduly eat up the time of the House.

I make no apology for it on this particular

occasion. It's requisite.

I have asked, prior to the coming into being
of this particular Treasurer, that this be
done as a matter of courtesy and as a matter

of formality in legislation of this kind. It

hasn't been forthcoming, and until it is then

let us all go through a little purgatory to-

gether.

What does section 14 mean, in the usual

fashion?

Mr. Walker: Section 14, Mr. Chairman,
makes an amendment to section 55(1) of

the bill. It's strictly housekeeping.

Mr. Lawlor: Where taxation is concerned

there is nothing that is housekeeping.

Mr. Walker: It relates to expropriation of

assets in other countries. The purpose is to

provide for additions to the cost of ex-

propriation of assets with respect to taxes

paid to a foreign government, which are

required to be added in determining the

adjusted cost base of expropriation of assets

by subsection (2) of section 80.1 of the

federal Income Tax Act.

Let us take an example. If a foreign

country expropriates the oil wells and pro-

vides, in lieu of cash, perhaps some bonds.

The interest received on those bonds by the

Canadian corporation is taxable. However,
if the foreign country, in due course, dis-

charges the bond obligations by providing
some kind of cash, then a credit is given
for the tax paid on the interest received.

That in effect is what is accomplished by
the amendments to section 55(1) of the Act

by adding to 55(1), a subclause (j), as

seen here in the bill.

Mr. Lawlor: That is just incredible. Are

you saying you can't be taxed on interest

or dividends received, unless they are re-

ceived? If they have been received, whether
the government of Chile gives the Cana-

dian corporation, by way of bond, an in-

terest return or simply a speculative return

on some accruing type of interest or some-

thing like that, the fact is that the cor-

poration wouldn't pay unless in actual re-

ceipt of those funds. How can a pre-empting
of payment or a payment in advance on the

capital of the bond in any way alter the in-

terest already received? Where is there an

adjustment involved in all that?

Mr. Walker: I think the member has mis-

construed what I said.

Mr. Foulds: It is not difficult.

Mr. Walker: If the Canadian company re-

ceives the interest on these bonds given to

it by the foreign country, which expropriated

its assets, then there is tax payable on the

interest received by the Canadian corporation.

However, if some number of years from

now the corporation finds that these bonds

are redeemed and, in effect, they suddenly
have cash in their pockets instead of these

bonds, then in that particular case there is an

offsetting credit provided for the interest

that was paid during the period of the ex-

propriation or during the bond period. The

offsetting credit as such would be deducted

from whatever would be paid on the cash

received for the bonds.

Mr. Lawlor: Why? If they had received

the interest from the foreign corporation or

from its subsidiary in a foreign country, and

an expropriation takes place and the interest

continues to flow in, why shouldn't it be

money received? It is income; why should

credit be subsequently given because the

bonds are honoured somewhere along the

road? If they are honoured, then it may in-

volve capital gains taxation again or maybe
even income taxation, but the fact of the

matter is that in the interim they have got
some dough from somebody.

Mr. Walker: We are following the federal

Act and we are satisfied that the uniformity

to be maintained is a valid principle.

Mr. Lawlor: I don't accept it.

Mr. Walker: Well, you may well not accept

it. However, that is the position we are tak-

ing and there will be in this case an ex-

tremely small decrease in revenue.

Mr. Lawlor: I think that places your

government under a very grey shadow of in-
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eptitude and irresponsibility. You don't hesi-

tate to depart from the Corporations Tax Act

or any other tax Act for that matter where
it is tied in with income tax, but in the

Corporations Tax Act on occasion you have
done so and you have refused to follow a

federal precedent—not often now, because

you haven't got that much independence of

mind, but on occasion you have done so. You
have dug in your heels and you have stayed

your ground. To some extent one gives you
credit. But in this bill that we have before

us, in instance after instance and in face of

your being able to explain the intricacies of

the taxation and its ultimate effects, as in the

instant case, you follow the federal govern-
ment slavishly with a total blanking of mind
and narrow breadth of judgement.

Mr. Cassidy: Total collaboration.

Mr. Lawlor: This is a government that

prates and plumes itself as you fellows do as

to your own staffs, and you have excellent

staffs. The government fell ever since

Macdonald left. Is he still around? I think the

Treasurer is on the way down the drain. I

mean, that was the best brain he had around
and he has gone off to the university and

things seemed to have declined—as a matter

of fact, fallen into complete anarchy—over
there.

Well, that's a very poor answer. It is the

first time that you haven't tried to answer

well, but it seems to me that there is a failure

there. Maybe you are wearying of the enter-

prise somewhat. So be it, you know what
the answer to your enigma happens to be.

We will take you off the left horn of the

dilemma if you will take us off the right
horn. In other words, tell us what this stuff

means in advance-

Mr. Sargent: There you go; two lawyers
can't understand each other.

Mr. Walker: I understand.

Mr. Lawlor: All right, what does subsection

(2) mean?

Mr. Haggerty: Put the Minister of Revenue

(Mr. Grossman) back there. He understands.

Mr. Chairman: Do we have time for a

quick answer?

Mr. Walker: No.

Mr. Chairman: Will there be further dis-

cussion on section 14?

Mr. Lawlor: Yes, a good deal further

discussion.

Section 14 agreed to.

Hon. Mr. Winkler moves the committee
rise and report.

Motion agreed to.

The House resumed, Mr. Speaker in the

chair.

Mr. Chairman: Mr. Speaker, the committee
of the whole House reports two bills without

amendment and progress on a third and asks

for leave to sit again.

Report agreed to.

Clerk of the House: The 32nd order,
House in committee of supply.

Mr. Chairman: It being 6 of the clock, I

do now leave the chair and we will resume
at 8 o'clock.

It being 6 o'clock, p.m, the House took

recess.
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APPENDIX

(See page 6430)

13. Mr. Foulds—Inquiry of the ministry:

Will the ministry table a list of the names and purposes of every task force appointed by

each ministry, also a list of the names and addresses of each of the members of these task

forces?

Answer: A return was tabled by the ministry.

30. Mr. Burr—Inquiry of the ministry:

What is the estimated dependable kilowatt capacity of the following undeveloped sites?

What is the estimated capital cost of building a generation station at each site:

1. Grand Rapids
2. Grey Goose

3. Renison

4. Smoky Falls

5. Coral Rapids
6. Long Sault Rapids
7. Lower Nine Mile Rapids
8. Long Rapids
9. Mileage 25

10. Mileage 66

11. Mileage 9

12. Mileage 74

13. Chigamiwingum Falls

14. Umbata Falls

15. Chicagouse Falls

16. Denison Falls

17. Five Mile Rapids
18. Yellow Falls

19. Gros Cap

Answer by the Minister of Energy:

Mattagami River

Abitibi

Missinaibi

Pic R

White River

University River

French River

Mattagami

Mississagi

TABLE 1

UNDEVELOPED HYDRAULIC SITES IN NORTHERN ONTARIO
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34. Mr. Burr—Inquiry of the ministry:

Since the passage of Bill 194 in 1971: 1. How many animals have been used in Ontario
research labs in each of the past five years? 2. How many of these were secured from humane
societies? 3. How many were secured from public pounds? 4. How many were secured from
stock grown for the specific purpose of research?

Answer by the Minister of Agriculture and Food:

1. 1971—913,953 animals used in registered research facilities.

1972—992,299 animals used in registered research facilities.

1973— statistics available after March 1, 1974, in accord with subsection

1, section 5, Ontario Regulation 142/71.

2. 1971- 47
1972- 179

3. 1971-3,177
1972-3,842

4. Laboratory animal breeding facilities within and outside of Ontario produce
rabbits, rats, mice, guinea pigs, gerbils, hamsters and dogs. These species

represented:

623,183 of the total used in 1971.

689,275 of the total used in 1972.
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LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY OF ONTARIO

The House resumed at 8 o'clock, p.m.

ESTIMATES, MINISTRY
OF REVENUE

( concluded )

On vote 904:

Mr. Ghairman: Vote 904, the Ontario Hous-

ing programme. Does the hon. minister have

some opening remarks he wishes to make?

Hon. R. Welch (Provincial Secretary for

Social Development, Minister of Housing):
Mr. Chairman, I am very happy to submit

for the consideration of the House the esti-

mates of the Ontario Housing Corp. It will

be a very important component of the new

Ministry of Housing.

My remarks, of course, will be very brief

as we are currently in the process of estab-

lishing the new ministry and I will have

the opportunity a little later to make a full

and complete statement on government acti-

vities in this very important area, once we
have completed the organization of the new

ministry. Indeed, I look forward to sharing
these particular developments with the mem-
bers of the House.

I would think, perhaps, under the circum-

stances of the time restraint, that it would
be fair if we didn't make a very long state-

ment this evening but rather simply intro-

duced the estimates at this time for the

consideration of the members of the commit-
tee and provided them with whatever in-

formation they require in order to consider

these particular estimates in some detail.

Mr. J. A. Renwick (Riverdale): We would

prefer a statement so that from now on we
will have a starting point in your ministry-

Mr. M. Cassidy (Ottawa Centre): We still

don't know what you are doing; that is right.

Hon. Mr. Welch: I would perhaps remind
the members of the House that it is not my
ministry which is under review tonight; it's

the estimates of the Ontario Housing Corp.

Mr. Renwick: You are responsible, though,
for the Ontario Housing Corp., are you not?

Monday, December 3, 1973

Hon. Mr. Welch: No doubt the hon. mem-
ber for Riverdale will impress that particular
fact on my mind, and I'm really in the

mood to be impressed by that fact.

Mr. Renwick: Mr. Chairman, I'm not try-

ing to impress anything on his mind. We've

carefully set aside an hour and a half to

deal with this question of the Ontario Hous-

ing Corp., the new minister and his respon-

sibility for the Ontario Housing Corp.; and it

seems to me to be quite ridiculous for us

now to start asking the minister questions
about something which he can only know
from having read the same material that

we've read.

Surely if we are going to have a new
minister with a new starting point for On-
tario Housing we are entitled to have a defini-

tive statement about where he thinks Ontario

Housing Corp. now is and where it's going
to be a few months hence when his esti-

mates come back to the House again.

I'm not trying to impress anything on the

minister. I'm trying to get some information

from the minister about where he stands.

I think it's a default on his part to say simply
he is going to sit down now and fend off

questions.

Mr. Chairman: Vote 904? The member for

York-Forest Hill.

Mr. P. G. Givens: (York-Forest Hill): Mr.

Chairman, I don't mind the minister not

saying anything simply because he's honest

enough to say he's got nothing to say.

Mr. D. A. Paterson (Essex South): An
honest man.

Mr. Givens: So he's an honest man; which

nowadays in politics may be unusual.

It's par for the course from another stand-

point, namely, that the Ministry of Housing,

although it is clearly within provincial juris-

diction, as my friend the Prime Minister of

Canada used to remind me regularly up in

Queen's Park—up in Ottawa; we shouldn't

have had that Christmas party—even though
it is clearly within provincial jurisdiction and

always has been recognized as such, the

fact of the matter is that it has been treated
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like a foundling child, like an illegitimate
child.

I don't want to use the word I'd really like

to use. It has been frequently shunted around
from minister to minister without ever recog-

nizing the legitimacy and importance of the

portfolio, or that it should be given to a
minister whose sole responsibility should be

housing, because it is that important.
Even then when it was decided, or it was

announced by the Premier (Mr. Davis), that

housing was going to be put under a respon-
sible minister as a sole responsibility, I kept
looking forward with bated breath to who
this new superman was going to be.

An hon. member: There he is.

Mr. Givens: I thought perhaps it would be

somebody from our left over here, the rump
that has so many qualified people. I thought
of my good friend—he is smiling—the former

mayor and reeve of Etobicoke, the member
for York West (Mr. MacBeth), or other cap-
able people who have been heretofore un-
encumbered with ministerial responsibility.

Mr. Cassidy: Or with any intellectual

thoughts.

Mr. Givens: They could bring a fresh point
of view, a zest, a vim, a vigour, a vitality,
a surge, and a thrust which have heretofore
not been given to this important portfolio
of Housing. I was overseas and when I came
back and found that, lo and behold! the

ministry had again been thrust upon a min-
ister whom I already knew and who was not

going to bring this freshness of vigour, vim,

vitality and thrust. I thought: Well what
the heck, here we go again.

Mr. W. Newman (Ontario South): You
don't know the new minister.

Mr. Givens: I do know him.

Mr. W. Newman: You have no idea what
he is doing.

Mr. Givens: I've come to know him.

Mr. E. J. Bounsall (Windsor West): Neither
does anybody else.

Mr. Givens: I've come to know him, and
I've come to like him. Because I tell you this,

amongst the number of stuffed shirts that we
face every day-

Mr. R. F. Nixon (Leader of the Opposition):
Even in the back row.

Mr. Givens: Even in the back row I find

that he is the least stuffed of the stuffed

shirts, that he is not amenable or is not sus-

ceptible to paroxysms of apoplexy.

Mr. W. Newman: Try that one again.

Mr. Cassidy: Better go to dinner with the

Treasurer (Mr. White) occasionally.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Givens: If you are going to inhibit me
from getting warmed up it is only going to

take longer.

Mr. W. Hodgson (York North): Take all

the time you like.

Mr. Givens: He is less susceptible to

paroxysms of apoplexy than most of the other

ministers on that side, who when they are

needled slightly just blow their cool. He's not

that kind of guy. He has a genuine sense of

humour and seems to be able to laugh at

himself.

So I figure what can be wrong with him

becoming Minister of Housing, with all his

qualities and the qualifications that he has.

I was pretty sure that in his opening state-

ment he was going to make use of it to tell

us what we've been hearing now for so long:
That this government has done such a terrific

job in housing; that it stands away ahead of

any other country in the world, like Ghana,
Afghanistan and all these other countries

that are frequently referred to; and that he
was going to be charged with the responsi-

bility of implementing the Comay report.

I want to tell the minister what great
confidence I have in the Comay report, I

want to tell him a little story, which is not

apocryphal—that means it's true. About 18

years ago when I was working in a municipal
jurisdiction, the author of this report was—

Mrs. M. Campbell (St. George): Planning.

Mr. Givens: Yes, the commissioner of plan-

ning for Metro.

At the time, being a young fellow on the

make, I was looking for a hedge against infla-

tion and I and a relative of mine bought our-

selves a piece of land in a municipality to

the west of Metro Toronto. I didn't dare buy
anything in Metro Toronto because I was
afraid there might be a conflict of interest.

The Minister of Housing is not listening.
He has got to hear this story.

After I put in an offer on the land and

bought it and it was accepted, I went to our
commissioner of planning and I said: "Eli,
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baby, I've gone ahead and bought this land."

I told him what it cost me; and he made me
feel that it was an awful dumb thing to do.

But there I was, the offer was accepted, I had
to go through with the deal and I got this

land.

But because of what he said to me I

figured I had better get rid of it in a hurry.

Just then there was a slump for about a year
or two, but at the earliest possible oppor-

tunity I unloaded the piece of land.

Mr. W. Newman: Conflict of interest.

Mr. Givens: No, there was no conflict of

interest and there still isn't.

Mr. W. Newman: You were speculating.

Are you a speculator?

Mr. Givens: Well, I want to tell you this,

if I had not taken Mr. Comay's advice, I

would be a very wealthy man today; but be-

cause I took his advice and I sold out I am
not a wealthy man today. Which leads me
back to the old adage that those who can, do;

and those who can't become teachers or be-

come consultants and write government
reports.

Mr. P. D. Lawlor (Lakeshore): Or become
MPPs.

Mr. Givens: In general, Mr. Chairman, the

Comay report on housing policy calls for

massive land servicing, expanded mortgage
assistance by the government, an increase of

public housing, streamlining of regulations
and a public land acquisition programme; and
we have heard of some of these things before.

It also calls for more apartment units suitable

for children, for the relaxation of bylaws
against mobile homes—that will really add to

the stock of housing—and for more govern-
ment money to aid in rehabilitation of older

homes; and we have heard about that,

haven't we, for many, many years in the past.

The report states that the province should

reach agreements with regional and local

governments on housing targets to be
achieved. The province should give financial

assistance to help meet these targets.

Over the next 10 years Ontario will need
more than one million new homes—now I

want you to bear this in mind in the light of

what I am going to say subsequently—com-

pared to the 623,000 new units which were
added in the last 10 years.

Over the next decade from 300,000 to

400,000 Ontario families—one out of every
six—will need government assistance of some
kind to get some sort of housing which they

can afford. In 1971 OHC accounted for

20,600 of Ontario's 90,000 housing starts. In

1972 that dropped dramatically to 13,600 out

of 103,000; and even though the minister is

new I would like to know why there has

been this drop, aside from the report that the

ministry just put out, the annual report of

1972.

Apartment completions were down in the

first half of 1973 to 6,300 from almost 16,000
last year. I would like to know why, outside

of the fact that there was an elevator strike.

The number of vacant apartments is declining

and rents are rising sharply. They are going
to rise astronomically within the next year
and there will be a great cry for rent controls,

and I want to come to that in a minute.

Community planning and housing processes
must be simplified and the time taken to pro-
cess housing proposals must be shortened. But

the government has admitted that quantity
not quality will be the new byword. John
White was quoted in an article in the

Financial Post, Oct. 20, 1973, as saying: "If

we are to go to extraordinary lengths to build

more homes, we will have to experience some
reduction of standards."

Mr. Chairman, through you to the minis-

ter, I think you are going to have some awful

difficulties this year. You say in the report of

1973—your ministry's report, for which I am
sure you take responsibility—that the reason

for the drop in housing starts has been among
other things, ratepayer opposition which af-

fected the family housing programme particu-

larly. And of course the elevator strike was

just temporary. I mean these are things that

we have learned to live with, temporary dis-

ruptions and dislocations.

The report goes on to say that the stiffen-

ing opposition to multiple housing develop-
ment in Metro curtailed private and public

housing projects alike: "but, most import-

antly, OHC lost a number of townhouse

developments which would have been suit-

able for large families."

Mr. Minister, I am extremely concerned

about this, because I feel that there's a great
element of truth in what this report says. I

don't know what you can do about it. I know
what I would like to do about it if I were in

your position, and I will suggest it.

Mr. W. Newman: You never will be.

Mr. Givens: You really have problems.
This opposition that one meets with respect

to low-rental or subsidized housing or low-

cost housing, I have referred to before in

questions as a form of almost racism. While
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I don't want to be quoted as saying that the

thing that's standing against the development
of housing in this province is racism, I say it

is like a form of race hatred; and I'll tell you
why.

Quite often I have found in attending
these meetings that the feeling in opposition
is irrational; it is incoherent; it is emotional;

it is a kind of xenophobia, a dislike of the

stranger. You go to these meetings and you
find that people are opposed.

If you want to put up a housing develop-
ment near a former industrial area they say

you can't put up housing in an area like this

because it is industrial or almost industrial

or too much industrial. If you seek to site the

development in a relatively viable area which
is residential in every respect, you are criti-

cized because there is no room for the kids

in school. There are no educational facilities;

there are no recreational facilities. The op-

position is always couched in such terms, it

is enough to frighten you.

The real reasons are never given and the

people in subsidized housing developments
are considered almost like the white negroes
in the United States or the Chicano Mexicans
in the United States whom I referred to in a

question of the Minister of Colleges and
Universities (Mr. McNie) the other day. How
does one overcome this prejudice; because
it does exist? I hold here in my hand an
article from the Toronto Star, which you may
have seen over the weekend, on Saturday:
"Five mayors assail OHC for 'Ghettos'." This
has become a favourite word because it con-

jures up an image of something bad, of some-

thing that has become associated in our minds
with sort of racist concepts, racist images.

The mayor of the second largest munici-

pality in Ontario says: "OHC is simply

creating ghettos." That means, he says: "In

certain areas of the borough we would have
59.8 per cent of housing owned by OHC." I

suppose if he designated the area even more

narrowly he could say that 100 per cent of

the area was going to be OHC.
He goes on to say public housing should

be integrated with the rest of the commu-
nity. I dare say that if you made a proposal
to integrate subsidized housing with the
other housing there is in North York he
would probably be opposed to that; he
would oppose integration of housing.

Another mayor says that OHC should be

subsidizing people where they already live-

no, the same mayor of North York said
that—rather than creating big ghettos. This
is really what he is thinking: Keep them

where they are; keep them in the slums;

keep them anywhere but don't put them
into my municipality. Then he says that

they should be near a bus line.

Another mayor of another municipality

says they should be in Mississauga and
Markham. If you can't put subsidized hous-

ing into viable municipalities, where there

is a reasonably strong tax base, where can

you expect to put subsidized housing?

Another mayor talks about widespread

unhappiness with OHC in the borough. He
talks about the massive apartments you build

that antagonize the people; and that OHC
did not switch to town houses soon enough.

There is a funny thing happening, Mr.

Chairman. I find there seems to , be a corre-

lation between some of the social thinking
that is going on today. Let me give you an

example. I find there are a lot of people
who are in favour of public transit, for in-

stance, who oppose highrise or high-density
development and to me this is a contradic-

tion in terms. If you are going to have pub-
lic transit you have to have high density

along its line, otherwise you are going to

go broke or it has to be tremendously sub-

sidized. One has to go with the other, and

yet there are people who will support public
transit and at the same time oppose high-

density development. There are people who
are in favour of public housing. They say

they are in favour of public housing and

they urge the government to go for public

housing and for subsidized housing, yet
these are generally the people you find at

ratepayers' meetings who oppose the location

of public housing in their particular area.

I don't know how these people square these

things in their minds, but this is what seems

to be happening.

There are people who seek to stop growth.

They say slow it down but they really mean
stop it. They talk about putting develop-
ment into a human scale, that they are con-
cerned about people; but really the people

they are concerned about are themselves.

They are not concerned about the people
who are going to come on the scene five

years from now. They are not concerned

about the people who are allowed in by the

federal government by immigration. They
are not concerned about the people who are

coming into the community through natural

growth. They are not concerned about the

70,000 people who have presented them-

selves at the doors of the metropolitan area

year in and year out for the past 25 years.
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They talk about people and they mean
themselves; but they don't mean other

people. To me this is a very selfish outlook.

This is very germane and very relevant to

your problem of providing housing, because

these are the people with whom you have
to contend.

Now, I would think these people—or this

government, if it agrees with them—should

go to the federal government and say:

"Bring the door down on immigration; don't

allow any more people into the country;
don't allow mobility of a population; don't

let people come in from the Maritimes or

from Quebec or from northern Ontario; or

from all the other places from which they
come into Toronto."

And I have found in talking to people
over the past 20 years that about four out

of every five that I talk to are people who
were not born in Toronto but who have
come in from outside.

Now surely as a municipal government
and as a provincial government we owe
these people a responsibility to accommo-
date them, to provide them with jobs, to

educate their children, to sewer them, to

water them, to educate them, to garbage-
collect them, to provide police services and
fire services—and so on. We can't simply
build a wall around Metropolitan Toronto,
or any other city of southern Ontario, and

just shirk the responsibility of having to

accommodate them. When I see your fig-
ures falling from what they were in 1971
and 1972 to what they are this year, I am
absolutely alarmed. And I think you should

be, Mr. Minister.

It may be that you have to assign quotas
to municipalities, because I think if munici-

palities are going to start pointing out to

you that you should put your low-cost hous-

ing somewhere else, that you should be in

a position to say to them: "Thou shalt have
a quota." Because if your assessment ratio

is such and such—you know, industrial and
commercial compared to residential —

you
should be prepared to carry x per cent of

the load.

If the viable communities in Ontario can-
not do that, who can? Port Credit? Kakabeka
Falls? Sudbury and the northern municipali-
ties? If you can provide accommodation and

jobs and places for education in these various

centres; fine, then do it.

The fact of the matter is that the pres-
sure of population growth has taken place
in this area, in this so-called horseshoe from

Kingston around to Windsor — which is

farther than the horsejshoe extends, but you
know the area I am talking about.

Mr. R. D. Kennedy (Peel South): A
straight horseshoe.

Mr. Givens: That is one problem; this

business of this incoherent, irrational, emo-
tional opposition to what you are trying to

do. And you have got to face up to it; be-

cause this is a growing province and a

growing community and a growing society.

'It is very alarming to see that your num-
bers have dropped from what they were a

couple of years ago in the whole province
to what they are now. Because since this

is a growing community and a growing
society, your problem is going to increase

geometrically and not just arithmetically.
You are falling further and further behind

and it is becoming more and more difficult

to catch up with it, because land costs are

increasing fantastically everywhere you go.

Then there are those in the cities—and

you are going to be confronted with another

problem, and this very germane and relevant

to your problem of housing—who favour the

height limitations and this whole business

of arresting growth.

They say they are slowing it down. I say

they are arresting it; they are stopping it.

To me it is interesting to see the mayor
of the city of Toronto and members of his

council dashing around hither and yonder
in the United States taking the credit for the

great city that the city of Toronto is, or

Metropolitan Toronto is. And they had abso-

lutely nothing to do with its development!

I tell you, Mr. Chairman, that if some of

the members of the present council had been

in office 20 or 25 years ago, Shea's Hippo-
drome would still be standing there; the

Casino and the Broadway theatres would still

be on the south side of Queen St.; the

Municipal hotel would have been preserved
as a quaint historical bar.

Mr. E. R. Good (Waterloo North): You'd

be going to the Victory for entertainment.

Mr. Givens: The new city hall and the

court house would never have been biult;

the Gardiner Expressway would never have

been built—

Mr. R. F. Nixon: The Archer.

Mr. Givens: —the Don Valley Expressway
would never have been built; and there

would still have been the two-laned wooden

bridge across the Humber River at the
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Lakeshore—and boy, what a way that would

have been to stop traffic coming into down-

town Toronto.

But they fly around and they're receiv-

ing medals and accolades for the great city

of Toronto—what a wonderful town it is—

and they had absolutely not a darn thing to

do with it. And if they had been members
at that time, like the hon. member—all right,

I'll give you a pat on the back—the Minister

of Revenue (Mr. Grossman)—

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Former Minister of

Housing.

Mr. Givens: Those of us who—

Mr. R. F. Nixon: He knew how to build

houses.

Mr. Givens: I will say that—he knew how
to build housing. I am glad there were
some of us pioneers who had foresight and
who had vision and had aggressiveness and
who pictured the vision of a great Toronto;
or there wouldn't be a great Toronto today.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Look at all those pioneers

applauding.

Hon. A. Grossman (Minister of Revenue):
Let Hansard show "applause."

Mr. Givens: Now, Mr. Chairman-

Mr. Lawlor: Gee, what a self-congratu-

latory message that was.

Mr. J. P. MacBeth (York West): Well it's

true.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: The member for Lake-
shore may get a turn to build something
some day, too.

Mr. Givens: Mr. Chairman, I am alarmed
about these attempts to arrest growth, just
as you should be alarmed. Because I'll tell

you this: I believe that life in a municipality
is organic; that it grows. You can try to con-
trol it, you can try to regulate it, but I

don't think you'd dare say: "Stop the world,
I want to get off."

Some of the machinations of these people
remind me, Mr. Chairman, of what happened
about the year 1813. There was a guy by the

name of Ned Ludd. And at that time they
were making progress; they were inventing
machinery in the textile business. And in

order to stop the development of the

machinery—just like today when people are

fighting about automation—they went ahead

and they organized gangs of people and they

staged riots and they took sledgehammers
and they smashed all the machinery. They
thought that by smashing the machinery they
were going to arrest growth as they saw it

at that time. Thank goodness they failed.

Mr. Lawlor: Oh, I don't know.

Mr. Givens: A lot of these people today
are Luddites, because you can't stop growth.
You can regulate it, you can control it; but

you don't dare stop it, because the com-

munity is growing. You owe an obligation to

the people that are coming into the com-

munity to accommodate them, to educate

them or take care of them—and I can't repeat
that too often.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Givens: Now they go ahead and they
say: "Pass the 45-feet-height limitation."

The reason it is relevant Mr. Chairman, is

because the cabinet here is going to have to

deal with it, because the matter is now
going up to the Municipal Board, and there

is no doubt in mind that the losing side

is going to appeal it the cabinet—and it has

to do with housing.

I still thought that this government was a

free-enterprise government, that it believes

in the capitalistic system; that it believes in

maintaining business confidence. But you say
to a man or a company-

Mr. Lawlor: Not as much as you do.

Mr. Givens: —that goes ahead and spends
$100 or $150 or $200 a square foot that you
are going to confiscate it. When he bought it

he believed that according to the existing
rules of the day he was going to build a

skyscraper, suddenly you tell him he can't

go beyond 45 feet.

But then you say: "Ah, this is not neces-

sarily so. We will allow exemptions."
Mr. Chairman, there is no doubt in my

mind that the present mayor of the city of

Toronto is an honest man, and all the mem-
bers of his council are honest men; but
I worry about the next council, which may
not be so honest.

And when you talk about exemptions to

laws that are going to be provided by men
sitting in a council, this scares me very much.
Because I think this will open up the toll

gate to corruption like you've never seen be-

fore in this province. I think this should be
watched very, very carefully; this business

of permitting exemptions.
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If they want to come alone and bring in a

bylaw that will apply equally to everybody
with minor variations—which have always
been acknowledged — that's one thing. A
government of laws is one thing; a govern-
ment of people is another thing.

You are going to have to deal with it—and

it will affect housing—because you may want
to build in this area. Even if you don't, it will

affect the general stock of housing which can

be put up in the Toronto area, particularly
in the downtown core from Sherbourne to

Spadina and from the lakefront to the CPR.

I tell you, if they are successful in putting
this over there will be other areas in the city

of Toronto and Metropolitan Toronto that

will seek the same kind of arresting of

growth.

Mr. Chairman, when a council does this

it is an admission of defeat on the council's

part, because it means that after many years
of development they have to admit to the

public and to themselves that they have

failed to solve the problem.

The mayor of Toronto says: "We will hold

a vote." I dare say that if he holds a vote,

he will probably win. Because if he holds a

vote, it will be a vote amongst the people
he is trying to protect. But we have an obli-

gation not only to the present people but to

the people of the future—and when I talk

about the future I don't mean 20 years hence,
I mean five years hence, 10 years hence.

So they are against new people, and I think

this is an admission of defeat because it means

they haven't been able to cope with the

problem.
This also forces building elsewhere; and

you know what has been happening outside

of Metropolitan Toronto.

You have been expropriating Cedarwood;

you know that, overnight, values have gone
up twice, three times, four times. You have
been expropriating along the parkway belt

and in the Niagara Escarpment; you know
what's happening to you there. One of the

reasons for this is that building is being

pushed out from the Toronto area.

You can only con some people some of

the time. When they get fed up with making
their investments in Toronto, they will go
elsewhere. And they will increase prices in

the areas surrounding Metro Toronto, where
services are almost impossible to provide, be-

cause you just simply can't continue to ex-

pand and extend watermains and sewers ad

infinitum; there are physical and technological
limitations as to what you can do with respect
to services. Therefore, it forces the problems

that we are confronted with in the metro-

politan areas of Ontario onto other munici-

palities that are less capable of looking after

these problems.

If Toronto can't cope with the problem, if

they have to put on a limitation, with all of

Toronto's planning experts and all of its

development experts—and they are paid fan-

tastic salaries, they are even higher paid
than your experts under the galleries—if they
can't solve these problems in Metropolitan
Toronto, who do you expect to solve these

problems in Port Credit, Kakabeka Falls,

Mississauga or any of the others? I don't think

that's possible at all.

These people that propose these bylaws—
not only in Toronto but elsewhere—argue that

they are temporary: "We want to look

around. Give us a chance to pause and catch

our breath."

Mr. Chairman, if I have learned anything
in politics, it is that passing a law is never

temporary in politics. It's like pregnancy, it

keeps growing. You can't stop it.

They say it's a holding operation. How can

you have a holding operation in Metropolitan
Toronto or any other municipality when you
are not holding down the other variables?

You are not holding down immigration. You
can't hold down natural growth and popula-
tion. You can't hold down the mobility of

population from other parts of Canada to

southern Ontario.

You can't say it's a holding operation. It's

like taking a child of 12 or 13 years old and

saying: "I love you. You're great, you're

beautiful, you're wonderful to hug. I'm going
to encase you in cement and keep you that

way for the rest of life."

It is impossible; it is impractical. Just as

a child is an organic being, a municipality
is an organic being; it grows, it lives, it

breathes, it needs room for expansion. You
cannot stop it; you cannot arrest it.

Mr. Lawlor: It gets cancer and the cells

proliferate.

Mr. Givens: I simply say that if these

people have been unable to solve these prob-
lems up until now, with all their expertise
and experience, they never will.

I think these people who are bringing
in this legislation, and who are expecting

your cabinet and your government to approve
it with a provincial governmental policy,

mean that this growth should be permanently
arrested to the best of their ability, just as

they tried to do in other cities in the world

and were unsuccessful, as in Moscow where
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they have a better-controlled society than

we have.

Prices will skyrocket and rents will go up,
as they are going up now. In a year from

now, Mr. Minister—you will probably still

be the minister then, a minister seems to

last at least a year—you will be appalled
at what you're going to see happen because
of these conditions that I've been outlining
to you. For example what's going to happen
to rents because the general stock of housing
will not be increased, not only your stock

of OHC housing but general housing? That's

all important since they're interrelated.

Then there will be a terrible outcry for

rent control, and I dare say that if the

election takes place in the fall of 1975, as

we think it will—subject to intervening events
which may force an earlier election, such
as terrible economic conditions that are being
predicted by all the economic indicators

that one can analyse nowadays—the cry for

rent control will be one of the election

issues by the fall of 1975.

Rent control in peacetime, whatever it

accomplishes, will never accomplish a growth
of the general stock of housing. In that way
it will be self-defeating. I'm not going to

discuss the issue of rent control until some-

thing comes up, as I'm sure it will, with

respect to the subject.

My suggestion to you, Mr. Minister, is

that when this thing comes before you within
the next six months, as it is bound to come,
your suggestion should be that these muni-

cipalities which want to do this and which
are under your control because they are the

creatures of the province—and although we
believe in local option, they have a social

responsibility to perform—I feel they should
be told: "Look, you cannot arrest growth.
You cannot stop growth. This is a rapidly

growing province. All our forecasts indicate

that it's going to grow. You've got to take

care of people. You have 90 days"—or 100

days or whatever it is, or six months—"to
come in with the proper kind of bylaws and
the proper kind of legislation which will pro-
duce the proper state of affairs which will

give us flexibility in the various municipali-
ties to regulate their growth"; not wild, un-
controlled growth; to regulate their growth
and they simply not be allowed to say: "We
want it all for ourselves. We want to keep
our woodsy streets; we want to have un-

polluted air and everything and the hell with

everybody else."

I don't believe we can continue this way
and that, I suggest, is what you should do
with respect to some of the matters that

are going to be put before you in the very
near future.

I want to now refer you to Cedarwood—

Mr. Cassidy: Mr. Chairman, on a point of

order. We have an hour and a half, it's

been agreed among the three parties, for

this debate—

Hon. W. A. Stewart (Minister of Agricul-
ture and Food): Look whose talking; look

whose talking.

Mr. Cassidy: —and 38 minutes has now
been taken up by the spokesman for the

Liberal Party.

Mr. Good: You are the reason we only
have an hour and a half. It's your fault.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. A. J. Roy (Ottawa East): Look who's

calling the kettle black.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Cassidy: I just wanted to remind the

House of the fact that—

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Cassidy: —hopefully we could have
some answers from the minister and not

simply have leadoffs in a thing like that.

Mr. Good: You're the reason we only have
an hour and a half.

Mr. Cassidy: I believe that some of the

member's colleagues wanted to speak as well.

Mr. F. Young (Yorkview): Remember how

they objected to me taking 20 minutes the

other day?

Mr. M. B. Dymond (Ontario): The member
was just getting warmed up.

Mr. Givens: By the way, Mr. Chairman,
the minister isn't listening but the members
of his staff are.

All I want to know, before the discussion

is over on the estimates, is what this land-

banking thing was that I saw on television the

other day, where it was alleged by somebody
that the city was going to contribute $2

million, and that you and the federal govern-
ment were going to contribute $18 million

for a land-banking scheme in Toronto? I'd

like to know what this is all about, whether
there is such a deal; and if there's a land-

banking scheme for Toronto can you have a

land bank? I don't know of any vacant land
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in this city. I'd like to know what the answer
to that is.

With respect to Cedarwood, can it be

determined, with respect to housing—now
these things are inextricably interwoven—as
to your progress or lack of progress in Cedar-
wood? You are expropriating land there; the

community was eventually to be the home of

150,000 to 200,000 people, if the airport were
to be built. I have a strong suspicion, in talk-

ing to members of the government and talk-

ing to members of the federal government,
that there may not be a second airport in

Cedarwood.

I know that we've heard dissertations from
the Premier in this Legislature that the "siting
of the airport is a federal responsibility and
ours is housing"; and so forth. I know all that.

I was up there and I know my constitutional

law and I've read the fine print.

But I also know, Mr. Chairman, from hav-

ing been in Ottawa, that the Prime Minister

of Canada has a great respect for the

Premiers of his various provinces, particularly
the Premier of the Province of Ontario, and
that if the government of the Province of

Ontario did not want to have an airport in

Cedarwood, for whatever reasons, there would
not be an airport in Cedarwood; and that,

conversely, if it wanted to have an airport in

Cedarwood, the federal government would
announce unequivocally and straightforwardly
that there will be an airport and you can get
on with Cedarwood. But I detect that you
people can't make up your minds as to what

you want with respect to the airport. If you
can't make up your minds with respect to the

airport then you ought to fish or cut bait and
make up your mind whether it pays you to

proceed, to expropriate all that land that you
are expropriating up at Cedarwood, in com-

petition with all the—

Hon. Mr. Welch: We don't expropriate.

Mr. Givens: —or acquisition of land if you
are not expropriating. Either way it doesn't

come cheap, because you doing it in com-

petition with people who have assembled
thousands and thousands of acres of land to

the south of Cedarwood.

Wouldn't you be better off, instead of try-

ing to acquire this land in Cedarwood at tre-

mendous expense, to go to the people south
of Cedarwood who have land already ac-

quired and say to them, "We will service your
land provided you let us have 25 or 30 per
cent of whatever is reasonable of your land
for the purposes of low-cost housing"?
Wouldn't it be better that you service that

land in that way and make a deal that way
instead of squandering the kind of money
you are squandering without knowing
whether you are going to have an airport,
without knowing that you are going to have
a viable community there, without knowing
anything?

I think it is foolish of you to do this. I

think that we have a right to ask of you
that you make up your minds, once and for

all, whether you are in favour of an airport.
Never mind what the federal government
wants to do, because the federal government
will do whatever you want it to do. If you
want to abort the airport, all that you or your
leader has to do tomorrow is to pick up the

phone and tell them up in Ottawa. Say, "We
don't want an airport," or, "We do want an

airport" and thy will shall be done.

This has to be very relevant to you, Mr.

Minister, because you are talking in terms

of spending untold millions of dollars, which
even you cannot calculate because you don't

know what the price of land will be.

I have other things that I want to say, but
in respect—

An hon. member: Keep it up.

Mr. Givens: —for my friends on the left

here, who I know are champing at the bit,

and are anxious to speak, and since we have
a limited time at our disposal-

Mr. MacBeth: Keep going.

Mr. L. Maeck (Parry Sound): Keep going.

Mr. A. Carruthers (Durham): You make

sense, boy. You make sense.

Mr. Givens: Now in Cedarwood—

An hon. member: You've got 'em all with

you.

Mr. Cassidy: This is the shallowest and
most reactionary speech I have ever heard

from the member for York-Forest Hill.

Mr. MacBeth: A lot of truth.

Mr. Givens: The member for Ottawa
Centre has a real insight on the obvious.

In Cedarwood the government originally

planned on acquiring 25,000 acres at a cost

of $70 million.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Cassidy: This a waste of time of this

House.

Mr. Chairman: Order please.
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Mr. Lawlor: His age betrays him.

Mr. Givens: You are going to acquire
25,000 acres at a cost of $70 million. As of

Nov. 21, 1973, you have acquired 7,150 acres,

a mere 28.6 per cent-

Mr. Cassidy: The member hasn't said a

word about housing in six months in this

House.

Mr. Givens: —and this is especially

pathetic when we consider that the gov-
ernment's 1972 schedule called for 60 per
cent of the land to be acquired by June,
1973, and 75 per cent by December of this

year. It is now rumoured that you may
restrict the size of the project to 15,000
acres, which was what I talked about be-

fore. However, there has been no official

announcement and I don't see how there

could be an official announcement until you
make up your minds what you want to do
about the airport.

You have paid $51 million for these 7,150
acres and you have estimated that the cost

of acquiring the remaining acreage is $200
million at present prices—and this is a far

cry from $70 million originally forecast—
and the average price is about $8,000 to

$10,000 an acre. You should run the park-

way belt down here and call it all agricul-
tural, you will acquire it very cheaply.

The land acquisition had speeded up dra-

matically in October and November. As of

July, 1973, 5,740 acres had been acquired,
but then it slowed very drastically; from

July to September apparently only seven
acres were acquired. At the end of Septem-
ber things started moving again and 1,500
acres were acquired.

Mr. Cassidy: We know it all; we have
heard it all. If you had been in the House

you would have known it too.

Mr. Givens: Oh shut up, Cassidy. You
don't—

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Cassidy: That was the most assinine

intervention we have heard in this House.
It matches anything we have heard from
that side of the House.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Givens: I shall continue.

Mr. Cassidy: We knew that.

Mr. Givens: And when the member for

Ottawa Centre talks about my being reac-

tionary and he is reformist-

Mr. H. Edighoffer (Perth): The member
from Centre Island.

Mr. N. G. Leluk (Humber): Centre
Island? You have got the wrong riding.

Mr. Givens: I will leave it to you and to

the public to appreciate who is being reac-

tionary.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: No comments about

my constituents, please.

Mr. Lawlor: Come on. The member has

to be fair about it.

Mr. Chairman: Order, please.

Mr. Givens: Well, if the member will

keep quiet I can finish.

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. Roy: Turn down the member for

Ottawa Centre; he's taking up more time
than anybody around here.

An hon. member: Is there an agreement?

Mr. Roy: He doesn't follow any agree-
ment.

Mr. Givens: The government used to have

monthly public participation on planning

meetings, held in the area concerned to

which the public was invited.

However, at the three introductory meet-

ings, the government met with such well-

informed, well-organized resistance that it

retreated in complete disorder and the sched-

uled October and November meetings were

subsequently cancelled. The government's
liaison man from the North Pickering

project informed us that these forums have
been replaced by meetings which are held

in the ministry offices to which special in-

terest groups are invited. I think this is ap-

palling, Mr. Minister.

Expropriation proceedings have still not

begun. In July, the Minister of Industry and
Tourism (Mr. Bennett) said that the start-

ing date for these proceedings would be an-

nounced within 10 days; it is now December
and we are still without that announcement.
David Ritchie the chairman of Cedarwood,
People or Planes, feels that the government
cannot announce expropriation proceedings
because once they are announced, hearings
of necessity must be held and in the ab-

sence of any official plan, the government
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cannot prove that it needs particular pieces Mr. Roy: Quit chewing your gum.
of land.

Mr. Minister—and I'll conclude with this

—I think it is imperative that you should

take a look at the situation. Instead of this

rat race you are in, trying to compete with

other people who are acquiring land in the

area within a radius of 10 or 15 miles, you
would be much better advised to spend your
money on servicing land under certain fixed

conditions, namely that these people should

give up certain acreage for the purposes of

your plans for low-cost housing, and service

this land because it will take you many
years to acquire the land you are trying to

assemble.

I know that on the south side of Queen
St., where we acquired the land, we started

to acquire it in 1962 and 1963. There's a

big hotel standing there now and maybe
that was a mistake, but that's not the point
that I'm trying to make. It is over 10 years
now and all those deals still haven't been
settled in court. They are still pending. I

think this business of the acquisition of land
or the expropriation where necessary for the

purposes you want it is going to be a

Pyrrhic victory for you, if it's any kind of

victory. It will take many years before you
are able to build on that land and you
would be much better advised to make these
deals where you can put in services right
away and get serviced lots and get on with

your housing activity. Thank you very much,
Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Ottawa
Centre.

Mr. Cassidy: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Leluk: Here is the expert.

Mr. Cassidy: Mr. Chairman, I am sorry
that the time of the House has been wasted

by the member for York-Forest Hill.

Mr. Leluk: Why don't you sit down now?

Mr. Cassidy: I wanted to say one or two

things to the minister. There is very little

time and I've asked the member for Lake-
shore to tell me to sit down at the end of

10 minutes so that we can get a better

chance for questions and answers in this

House.

Mr. S. B. Handleman (Carleton): If you
need any help, just ask.

Mr. Cassidy: Frankly, for the minister, I'd

say I'm sorry he has a part-time job.

Mr. Cassidy: I'm sorry the government
hasn't seen fit to adopt one or two of the

adequate recommendations of the Comay
commission to give him the powers he needs

to do a decent job.

Mr. MacBeth: The member for York-Forest

Hill said that.

Mr. Cassidy: I think that the ministry and
the minister are going to suffer seriously from
that fact because the cabinet as a whole, of

which he forms a part, hasn't really begun
yet to take seriously the assumption of re-

sponsibility for housing by the province. That

should have been done a long time ago and

it should certainly have been done in the

wake of the task force on housing policy.

Mr. Roy: Why don't you just file a report
and sit down?

An hon. member: You are repetitive.

Mr. Cassidy: I'll say it in my own way and
I'll say it very quickly, if you won't interrupt.

Mr. MacBeth: We have heard it all.

Mr. Roy: Just file the report, and sit down.

Mr. Cassidy: The member for Ottawa East

is not known to be talking about housing
either.

Mr. Roy: No, that is your area.

Mr. Chairman: Order, please.

Mr. Cassidy: There are a lot of questions,
Mr. Minister, which I would like to have

posed to you in these particular estimates.

I think there are a number which flow out

of the Comay commission which I hope you
will look into—the whitewash of developers;
the inadequate treatment of land speculation;
the need for a capital gains tax; the need to

examine the rental housing market; the need

to examine housing costs. These are five

that I can mention off the top of my head,

just like that.

Second, also arising from the Comay task

force report, are the very serious problems
suffered by tenants in the market in the prov-
ince today. Just last week in my own riding
I had a problem of tenants-

Mr. R. Haggerty (Welland South): Which

riding is that?

Mr. Cassidy: —being evicted on Dec. 31

for a redevelopment. I would suggest very

seriously to the minister that, as part of his
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responsibilities, he assume some oversight
over the Landlord and Tenant Act and that

he talk with the Attorney General (Mr. Bales)

about a modified move toward security of

tenure, given the fact that the government is

unwilling to accept full security of tenure

under which landlords without cause would
have to give the minimum notice of, say, six

months to evict, rather than the present one
month or the period at the end of a lease.

In other words, only with cause and by proof
of cause before the court or tribunal could a

landlord evict with only one month's notice.

I recommend that to the minister as a serious

interim measure pending an adequate bill for

rent control and full security of tenure which,
of course, we advance from this side of the

House.

There are a number of policies that I hope
that the minister looks into very seriously.
I'm getting concerned at the fact that we are

now four days away from the end of this

particular session and that a number of things

promised by the government which affect

housing have not yet been implemented in

legislation.

Specifically, there is as yet no policy by the

government overall on land banking.

Second, there has been no new statement

yet on the creation of lots which have been

promised under the working group headed by
Mr. Comay and there should surely be some
statement of progress that the minister can

make in these particular debates.

Third, the city of Toronto has been seeking
for some time land-banking powers. They
have been told that something will be done.

The Treasurer has said he'll take it to cabinet.

Time has been enough to take it to cabinet

and we haven't had answers. If legislation is

required, there are only four days left to have
it. That decision should have been taken be-

fore now, I would say to the minister as

Minister of Housing that whether the particu-
lar matter happens to come under the direct

responsibility of the Treasurer or the Environ-
ment minister (Mr. Auld) or the Attorney
General or the Minister of Consumer and
Commercial Relations (Mr. Clement), who is

responsible for condominiums, or somebody
else who is responsible for, say, landlord-

tenant relations in the field of mobile home

parks, the Minister of Housing should be in-

volved in those areas. That's what we see you
doing, and we see you having a ministry
which will, in fact, get into many areas be-

yond those for which you are directly res-

ponsible. If you don't do that you'll be failing
at your particular jobs.

Next, I refer to a specific problem in the

city of Toronto. Their lawyers believe, and I

think they are right, that unless they have

legislation from the province they will not be
able to go ahead with the development of the

Dundas-Sherbourne site which was acquired
with financial help from the Ontario Housing
Corp. OHC is refusing to be interim devel-

oper pending legislation in the spring or

summer. The timing and cost are such that

the city is being put into an impossible situa-

tion in an innovated development which the

province ought to be encouraging.

Next, the power of development control,

which is also on the Treasurer's plate and not

on the Ministry of Housing, is something that

should affect the minister as well. Develop-
ment control is not only to turn things off, it

is also to turn certain things on. It can be
used in a positive as well as a negative way.
Those powers should, I suggest, be being

pushed by this particular minister.

Finally, three months since the report of

the Comay task force has been published and
about a year since the formation of the task

force, I think it is time that the minister got

up tonight to tell us how and where and
what housing targets we are to have in the

province over the coming three or four years.
What housing targets? Clearly the target of

one million units over 10 years is inadequate
when we are building at a rate that is higher
than that and when the rate of one million

in 10 years or 100,000 a year is inadequate
for the needs.

What is your overall housing target? How
is the mix to be between lower-income

families, middle-income families and upper-
income families? What will you do to adjust
the present mix to reach the kind of social

priorities and housing needs which I'm sure

the minister can discern, and how will he also

ensure that the housing is built in the areas

where it is needed?

Finally, Mr. Chairman, I want to say one
or two very brief words about the Ontario

Housing Corp. How long have I been?

Mr. Lawlor: You've got five minutes.

Mr. Cassidy: I'll go on for one more minute
then.

Mr. Chairman, I'll talk with the minister

privately about this as well. The other week
I had a meeting with a number of Ontario

Housing tenants from various developments
around Toronto and, frankly, I was shocked

by some of the things that I learned then
about the administration of Ontario Housing.
There is enormous dissatisfaction among cer-
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tain tenants—obviously they can't generalize
for every tenant—who care about Ontario

Housing. The kinds of foul-ups and Catch 22
situations that I was told about were enough
to make the mind boggle. For example, there

are tenants who are being charged $20 apiece
when they are locked out and have to ask the

janitor to let them in. In other words, if the

fellow comes from the first floor to their unit

and opens up, they get a bill for $20.

Example: If children are playing on the

grass in front of a project, the security guard
or community guardian lets the project man-

ager or the district regional administration

know. They get a letter saying, "Don't let it

happen again or it may place your tenancy
in jeopardy." In other words, threats of evic-

tion, if people's kids keep on acting like

children, appear in letters which I have seen.

Letters like this, Mr. Chairman, stay on the

file and the tenants don't know when they

may be used against them.

Example: There was a tenant who moved
into a rent-supplemented housing that is in a

private unit where the rent was partially paid
for by Ontario Housing, and after a year the

landlord refused to renew the lease, which is

fine. He didn't like her. The Ontario Housing
in one branch said, "We can't take you be-

cause you are living in private housing."
Ontario Housing in another branch said, "We
can't take your application for Ontario Hous-

ing because you are already living in Ontario

Housing." A complete Catch 22 situation! It

was eventually sorted out after one went up
three or four levels in the administrative

hierarchy but, of course, it should never have
occurred.

Example: Tenant organization is actively

discouraged by the Ontario Housing Corp.
Despite the words of this particular docu-

ment, what the people in Ontario Housing
tell me is that the community relations offi-

cers, whom they refer to rather unflatteringly
as crows, seek to divert the energy of tenants

who seek to organize into recreational activi-

ties and that kind of thing. They seek to

de-fuse and undercut any tenant organization.
At times, transfers of tenants seem to be

suspiciously related to those tenants who are

active in organization in a particular project.

Ontario is one of the few provinces—I think
it is the only province—which has not ac-

cepted all or part of the federal offer to share
in the cost of up to $10 per unit to be de-
voted to the tenant organizations in OHC
units, in public housing units. Ontario refuses.

Mr. Chairman, the former Minister of Hous-

ing, the Minister of Revenue, rather guiltily
and defensively met for about three hours, I

think, with a number of tenant representa-
tives from Ontario Housing Corp. to defend
the fact that the Ontario government refused

to pay a dime towards supporting the cost of

the national conference of public housing ten-

ants held in Quebec City. I think it was held
in September or in early October.

I know it's not the same minister now.
The new minister is much more able and I

wish him well, but that minister said the

people were going to fight over the money
and people, presumably in Regent Park, had
told him, he said, that they didn't want the

money because it would just get them at

each other's throats. Well, for God's sake,
there are other groups that would dearly like

to have the money for 100 or 200 units,

$1,000 or $2,000, in order to finance such

simple things as a desk, a typewriter, a few

telephone calls, a bit of travelling expense or

money for recreation programmes which are

not paid for by the Ontario Housing Corp.

Those are a few points I wanted to make,
Mr. Chairman. I could make many more but I

have spoken before in the field of housing.
Like the member for York-Forest Hill, I just

point out finally that we are concerned at the

sharp drop in OHC starts. We are concerned
at the fact that the integrated housing pro-

gramme is proving a flop.

We are concerned at the fact that the On-
tario government has not found a way, or

seen a way, of finding other means which we
believe might be desirable to help lower-

income families get decent housing at a

price they can afford. To triple or quadruple
the amount of public housing under the OHC
would be disastrous but there are other ways,
Mr. Chairman, and this government is not

choosing to adopt them or to seek them out

and that is a tragedy for many of the citizens

of this province.

Mr. Chairman: Does the minister wish to

reply to the first two presentations at this

time?

Hon. Mr. Welch: I think we might have all

the comments together.

Mr. Chairman: All at the same time? The
member for St. George.

Mrs. Campbell: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I will be brief but I would like to say at this

time that it seems to me that most of the

problems referred to in developing housing
have been the result of this government's

policies.

I referred to the assessment policies earlier.

They have had the effect of allowing specu-
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lation in land since people can purchase land

and because of the low taxation assessed on

vacant land they can hold it against specula-

tive development. At the same time, housing
has deteriorated in our cities, nowithstanding
the fact that we have updated our various

bylaws pertaining to it—the deterioration

again caused by this assessment policy which
is apt to condemn people who do try to keep

places up or try to improve them. This is the

first thing that it seems to me has to be

looked at by a Minister of Housing if he is

going to develop housing.

Secondly, I would like to speak for a

moment about those people who are in public

housing and in any other kind of rental hous-

ing. I agree heartily with what my colleague
has said about the urgent need for a Minister

of Housing to look at the whole question of

rent, whether it be by straight rental control

or review boards with some teeth in them to

give them an opportunity to try to prevent
the increase in rent. I would like to be sure

the hon. minister was listening.

When it comes to some of the things the

city has done, such as the height control

bylaw to which reference has been made, that

is entirely the fault of this government. They
have had to use what powers they had be-

cause this government refused to look at the

question of development control to grant to

municipalities that kind of regulated control

which they wanted and should have had. So

you get them making ad hoc decisions to

which I am heartily opposed.

But I can understand why they are doing
it—because they haven't any other tools. If

there is to be any fault found with them,
there again it lies entirely with the policies of

this government, and they have to be looked

at if we are going to make any gains at all

in the housing field.

I had hoped that the Minister of Housing
would have something to say about the use of

new and imaginative materials and new and

imaginative designs for public housing. One
of the things which causes people to say they
don't want public housing in their areas is

because of the past Bastille-like approach
which has been developed by this govern-
ment.

The fact also is that if you do want public

housing in other areas, you as a government
have to make it possible for people to have

jobs when they get into an area which is a

one-industry town. You have to have some

imagination and some concern for the local

governments and the problems which they
face in having to expand their educational

system and in not having the industry for a

tax base.

It would seem to me that you should be
out talking to the people across this province,
and helping them to develop industry before

you start talking about public housing, and at

that point meeting with resistance. I am

thinking not of the people who live there

now, but I am thinking of the people you
are going to put into these places. By your
lack of policy or by your policies, you have

developed an antipathy. How do you think

those new tenants are going to feel, going
into these areas where people are not willing
to accept them? I would like to hear from

you just how you propose to move in order

to give something to these municipalities so

that they can also accommodate public hous-

ing on any scale at all. Surely there has to

be some effort and some thrust on your part
to acquire land for this purpose, and to

acquire it on a basis that will not simply
inflate the land prices all around them.

Your own policy, when it came to the jail

farm, which belonged to the city of Toronto,

was to do precisely what developers did.

You wanted to deal with the city on that

property. Everyone was prepared to go ahead

with you and co-operate if it resulted in

public housing going in. But your predeces-
sors in this area said, "Oh, no. Hold on. We
would like to take this land at a bargain

price and develop the commercial frontages
on Yonge St. and we will hold the rest of it

until servicing can go in." Private developers
would do the same thing; yet you felt that

that was a good deal because eventually pub-
lic housing would be there.

The people need the housing now. And

they do need to have control to some extent

of their own destinies in public housing. It

is interesting that the member for Ottawa

Centre has spoken about your failure to sub-

sidize. But I notice that in those areas where

you feel you have a pretty strong Tory back-

ing, you won't subsidize; what you will do

is offer to purchase services from the tenant

groups. To me, doing that is doing something

indirectly that you are not prepared to do

directly.

People really do need to have housine;.

They have needed housing for a long time,

as this minister very well knows. I suggest
that if you look at your government policies,
if you co-operate with the cities, then and
then only will you be able to overcome some
of this very great antipathy which has been

expressed.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
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Mr, Chairman: The hon. member for Wind-
sor West.

Mr. Bounsall: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I am going to speak first on the subject of

pets in OHC projects. On April 18 of this

year, the minister formerly responsible for

housing (Mr. Grossman), said in answer to

a question, and I quote: ". . . there is no rule

against pets per se in housing developments
. . . there are many [tenants understood to be

meant] who do have them. There was a

change made about a year ago."

At that time, with a supplementary ques-
tion I brought forward the case of Mrs.

Roberta Kozak of 2589 Lauzon Rd. The
Windsor Housing Authority was threatening
her with eviction unless she removed her

nine-year-old family dog, a removal that the

Catholic Family Service Bureau was empha-
tically stating would adversely affect the emo-
tional health of the family, including the

14-year-old daughter.

The result of this situation, Mr. Minister,
is that the case finally went to court; and

Judge MacDonald said that the Windsor

Housing Authority, in its lease, does not

prohibit the keeping of pets. There was a

decision that upheld the family and allowed
them to keep the pet. It said:

It does not prohibit the keeping of pets.
And I am not satisfied that the landlord

can lay down a general rule that all dogs
are not appropriate to the type of building
here concerned and arbitrarily withhold

permission on that ground.

Now it is interesting to see what was done
in the case. The authority had alleged that

Mrs. Kozak violated rule 20 of the Windsor

Housing Authority lease, which states that

animals and other pets are allowed with the

approval of the housing manager. The rule

further states that permission is normally

given "if the pet is appropriate to the type
of building," and lasts as long as that tenant's

pet provokes no complaints.

It is interesting, in evidence given in this

case, that a Windsor Housing employee ap-

pearing as a witness said he did not mention

any neighbour complaints but merely men-
tioned that she kept a dog in making his an-

nual report.

The manager of Windsor Housing Authori-

ty, Mr. Ruta, said he was not concerned with
Mrs. Kozak's dog, "which I understand doesn't

bother anyone and stays inside all the time."

Now, that is the attitude in respect of the

case, and yet they let the case go to court
and continued to insist upon her eviction if

she didn't get rid of the dog—and yet, pre-

sumably, they had no complaints. According
to the managing authority, she kept the dog
inside most of the time, if not all the time.

However, as a result of that case, the man-

ager of Windsor Housing Authority said:

I don't know if this means we will have
to change our leases or not. We will be

meeting with our solicitors next week and
will do whatever they advise. If the au-

thority's lawyer says the court decision

means dogs can be kept in housing units,
then we will advise the lawyers to change
the lease to read "no pets."

My point is, here is a case that had to go
to court for its resolution. The resolution

ruled in favour of the tenants because the

lease simply didn't say, "no pets." If the

lease had said "no pets," the tenant would
have lost in court. You have the manager of

one of your area authorities saying he will

consider writing that in all future leases.

Now, my question is: In the light of the

former minister's reply that a change took

place in OHC's attitude sometime a year ago
last spring, does OHC have a policy on pets
that covers all the various housing authorities;

and if not, why not? Do the independent
authorities have the freedom to write their

own lease rules with respect to pets, varying
from one housing authority to another at the

whim or at the frame of mind of the local

manager or the local board? That is an an-

swer I'd like very much to have.

In the time limit that we have on this

debate tonight I don't want to give you other

cases, of which I have many. I'll just mention
one. A lady 65 years old was offered senior

citizen accommodation last April. She was one
of the few who was lucky because over 900

people are on the waiting list for senior citi-

zen accommodation in Windsor. She has not

moved in because they would not allow her

to keep her eight-year-old toy poodle. And I

am sure that the new minister is aware of

the amount of havoc that toy poodles are

likely to cause in a building—damn little. She
is still not there because she cannot take her

toy poodle.

I wrote the former Minister of Housing last

Oct. 24 about a very long, detailed article—

of which he is very aware—that appeared in

the Windsor Star regarding the Windsor

Housing Authority. Perhaps the new minister

is now aware of this same article. It revealed

that some members of the local board were
unaware of the ban on pets in various proj-

ects; that there was a monthly vacancy list

that could be quoted in terms of numbers of
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units, in spite of the long list of applicants
of both senior citizens and otherwise.

But the applicants, of course, have no ap-
peal against board decisions—and that's an

interesting situation. If the appeal of a ten-
ant goes before the local board, that tenant
has no right of appearing before that board
and giving his facts in the case while the ap-
peal is being heard. And that is something,
Mr. Minister, that I would hope that you
would look at and consider changing.
We've spoken to the previous minister

about ensuring that tenants of the various
authorities are assured places on the boards
of the authorities. We have always met a
stone wall on that request. Since this minister
is used to setting social policy, perhaps he

might have a look at that bit of policy re-

garding tenants being allowed to sit on the
boards of the various authorities.

Til go on. There is—also the policy of

juggling the applications to obtain the mix
of no more than 10 per cent welfare families

and 10 per cent mother-led families. My letter

went on:

I called for an immediate investigation
of the operations of Windsor Housing Au-

thority, and said the inquiry must include
an investigation of the fairness of the point

system employed to determine admission.

I gather this is no longer a policy of On-
tario Housing Corp.

My question here is: How fair is the

Windsor system, and is OHC happy with
that system—the degree to which subjective
decisions based on moral character and

housekeeping considerations rather than
need influence admissions?

I said the inquiry must also include the
need for banning pets, the method of re-

moval in the projects, the effect of the up-
per limit on welfare and mother-led fami-
lies as it relates to their need for low-rent

housing, and the authority's policy regard-
ing transfer requests by the present
tenants.

On that point, I'll digress from my letter to

say that it appears the Windsor authority does
not give preferential treatment to tenants
of other OHC housing authorities in Ontario
who move to the city of Windsor, and are
moved there because their jobs take them
there, or are asked by their medical doctors
to move for medical reasons from the areas in
which they live. If they turn up in Windsor
and at the Windsor Housing Authority, they
have to serve the same time in residency as

any other stranger to the city. Yet when ten-
ants from Windsor Housing Authority move,

as they have, to various other locations in the

province, those authorities do house these

people and treat them very much as if they
were transferred applications within the city.

One policy of Windsor's I would like you
to have a look at, to see how it fits with the

policies being pursued in the rest of the

province and what you think the policy of

OHC should be in that regard, is the des-

perate shortage of bachelor and one- and two-
bedroom units that exists in Windsor. The
monthly statistics from last month show there

are 315 people on a waiting list for two-
bedroom accommodation. They have broken
that down into two parts, so that 129 of them
show as being applications from families of

one mother and one child.

Since I again understand that the upper
limit which Windsor applies is not an OHC
rule, or if it was it has been lifted, the fact

that Windsor still applies it causes me to

think that those families have been segre-

gated because Windsor has no intention of

ever housing those 129 applicants that hap-
pen to be mother-led families with one
child. Yet there is a desperate need—129 on
a waiting list, which in terms of Windsor's

population is very high. That is something I

would like to have you look into.

But most of all, Mr. Chairman, in the

minister's investigations I would like him to

look into the countless complaints that I

receive from applicants over verbal abuse,

condescending attitude, rudeness, and total

lack of consideration for their feelings and

housing plight, when they attempt to follow

up, some months after applying in many
cases, to find out when they might be
housed. It is this particular aspect, Mr.

Chairman, that I would like the minister to

investigate as the new Minister of Housing.
I got a reply from the former minister, and

I'll read part of it:

Thank you for the letter [etc.]. I have
asked Windsor Housing Authority to pro-
vide me with a report on the allegations
made by the Windsor Star and I have also

requested a report from Ontario Housing
Corp. After I have studied these reports,
I will decide on the need to initiate in-

vestigation into the housing authority's
operations.

With kindest regards,

Sincerely yours,
Allan Grossman.

I suggest, Mr. Chairman, that if the minister

really wants to know the answers to the

allegations made by the Windsor Star, and
some of the different ones and the concerns
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that I suggested, and which I now have

spoken to him about tonight, again in some
detail, that he won't get them from the

Windsor Housing Authority. If he wants to

find out some of the answers, he should go
to some of the tenants of the Windsor Hous-

ing Authority. I now have a long list of

allegations into which I would like you to

look, some of which I can prove. I will not

give them here tonight because of the short-

ness of time.

I say a simple reply from the Windsor

Housing Authority is not adequate. And if it

works out that the use of their point system,
their mix of mother-led, mother's allowance
and welfare families, the way in which they
have their ban on pets and the way they
enforce the removal of those pets, and all the
other points that are mentioned—if these are

in accordance with OHC policy, fine. But I

would merely like a responsible person from
OHC to go down and do some in-depth in-

vestigations to see if he is satisfied that the

policies being carried out by that individual

authority are policies that OHC and you, Mr.

Minister, are glad to have in our province.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Essex
South.

Mr. Paterson: Mr. Chairman, if I might,
I would like to make a few brief remarks with

regard to housing. Most of the remarks so far

this evening have been oriented towards the

larger municipalities; I would simply like to

request of the minister, if he is going to do

any restructuring of his department in terms
of aims and goals, that he not overlook the

several hundred smaller municipalities in this

province.

In these smaller towns there are builders

who can build two, three or five houses in a

year; and there are several of them in each
of these small communities. They can give a

great input into the total number of houses
built in a year; they can be of great assist-

ance to you.

The only other point I would like to make,
Mr. Minister, is for you to get after the Min-
ister of the Environment and get some ap-
proval on these sewage programmes that are

holding up the building of hundreds of houses
across this province.

Mr. R. F. Ruston (Essex-Kent): There's

your whole problem right there.

Mr. Good: Don't assemble land; put in

sewerage systems.

Mr. V. M. Singer (Downsview): Build
houses.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Sandwich-
Riverside.

Mr. Cassidy: Why doesn't the minister do

something?

Mr. F. A. Burr (Sandwich-Riverside): Mr.

Chairman, I have a question period type of

question for the Minister of Housing. In the

interest of conserving energy, or reducing the

acceleration of its increased use, as the min-
ister would probably word it, is the minister

insisting that higher standards of insulation

be used in all future homes built under his

jurisdiction?

Secondly, has he any plans whereby the

government might enforce higher standards

of insulation in new privately built homes?

Thirdly, is the minister aware that an initial

investment of as little as $60 in insulation

can produce annual savings of up to $100? A
study at the Oakridge National Laboratory
in 1971 has revealed figures in this range. If

these figures are valid for southern Ontario,
as they seem to be for British Columbia, it

might well be worth extending the increase

in insulation to older homes throughout the

province in the interest of saving the people

money that they do not realize could be
saved. If this is true, the minister might
publicize the fact and persuade the people
not only to save themselves money, but also

to save the province energy.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Waterloo
North.

Mr. Good: Mr. Chairman, thank you. I

would like to tell the Minister of Housing
the sequel to the story, as told by the member
for York-Forest Hill, about communities of

lesser size than Metropolitan Toronto. The

city of Kitchener-Waterloo right now is afraid

of the fact that it is going to become the

dormitory community for Metro Toronto be-

cause there's no housing there.

The sequel is that the small municipalities
around Kitchener-Waterloo that have serv-

ices—St. Jacob's, Elmira, Wellesley, Baden,
New Hamburg—have this same fear. They
don't want to become dormitory communi-
ties for the city of Kitchener; they are talking
about allowing five or 10 houses a year in

these small municipalities. Something's got to

be done. And the answer is not for the Min-
ister of Housing to assemble land that has

never been serviced. The answer is to take

the money you are putting in land and put it

in services in the outlying areas. In my view
there should be 50 or 75 lots available in

every small community around the city of
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Kitchener-Waterloo. Until there is some

leadership shown from the provincial level

about directing housing into the areas where

they can take it—substandard farm land is

the best, of course—where the services have
to go in; you can't get housing without

services.

The $8 million spent by Ontario Housing
Corp. to assemble 3,000 acres of land in

what was Waterloo township, which is in my
riding, up to now hasn't produced one house
and that was five years ago. If that $8 mil-

lion had been put in services around Water-
loo county we would have some housing. All

the money that OHC spent down there did
was drive up the price of land in the whole

Mr. T. P. Reid (Rainy River): That's

right. That's what they do all the time.

Mr. Good: That's all that has happened.

Mr. Reid: That's an indictment from the

past.

Mr. Good: There hasn't been one house

built. There have been no plans for any
servicing in the area and there we sit with a

housing crisis in Waterloo county such as we
have never had before. For every house for

sale there are five people wanting to buy it.

We didn't have those conditions until the

last two years; something has gone wrong at

the top level.

Mr. Cassidy: The Liberals are even more
backward than the Tories in this particular
field.

Mr. Good: The minister has got to direct

the servicing of land in this province so that

there will be ample places for houses to be
built.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Port

Arthur.

Mr. J. F. Foulds (Port Arthur): Thank

you, Mr. Chairman. Just four or five very
brief comments to the minister. It seems to

me incredible that with all the land we have
in north-western Ontario housing should be
one of the most serious problems, if not the

most serious we have in the city of Thunder

Bay. I think that what has happened in the

city of Thunder Bay demonstrates the failure

of the so-called free enterprise system to

come to grips adequately—

Mr. J. A. Taylor (Prince Edward-Lennox):
Not free enough.

Mr. Foulds: —with the problem, the social

needs of housing in an area such as the one
I come from.

Mr. Lawlor: Do you know what he said?

He said it wasn't free enough. How free can

you get? ^

Mr. Foulds: It is incredible that with all

that land there are not enough serviced lots

available within the city. It seems to me that

when the developer who is rumoured to con-
trol 90 per cent of the options on available

land for development in Thunder Bay can

say on a television programme with me that

his company has doubled the price of land
in the last three years—and he is not proud
of that fact—there is something very wrong
with the free enterprise approach to land

assembly.

Mr. Taylor: That's not free enterprise.

Mr. Foulds: Of course it is not free enter-

prise, but it is what you think of and support
as being free enterprise when you let what is

in fact a monopoly situation develop.

Mr. Taylor: You don't know what free

enterprise is.

Mr. Foulds: I think it is important to

understand some of the particular pressures
on a city such as Thunder Bay. When, for

very valid reasons, I think, the government
and the company concerned decided not to

build the community at Shebandowan so that

the workers there will be commuters from
the city of Thunder Bay, you put on the city

pressure for additional housing which is not

taken into consideration in terms of the

growth of the city itself.

Mr. Reid: That should have been five years

ago.

Mr. Foulds: Secondly, I think it is impor-
tant to take into consideration—it is probably
one of the keys in the whole housing crisis

in northern Ontario—that while the popula-
tion is basically growing by only one per
cent or so per year, the actual number of

family units which require housing is growing.
I would like also to touch very briefly on

the OHC programmes in Thunder Bay which
have been considerable in the last few years.
In spite of that considerable involvement,
there are still 600 people on the waiting
list for senior citizens' individual housing units*

Hon. Mr. Welch: There are 500.

Mr. Foulds: There are 500 now? It is still

a very large number of people who do face
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a very serious problem in that area. It gets
back to the problem of unavailable land.

I think one of the problems we face in

Thunder Bay is that there is no visible slum
area in the city but pocked throughout the

city are a number of individual houses which
are, in fact, 'slums. If I might end on a per-
sonal note when I was campaigning I can-
vassed a section of town which appeared to

have one or two families in the houses.

After I was elected I was called to one of

those very houses which, on the enumeration

list, housed only two families but was, in

fact, subdivided into six separate apartments.
One of them was a basement slum apartment
which was rat-infested. It was being rented
for $130 a month and the Ministry of Com-
munity and Social Services was paying that

rent for a single mother and her small family
who lived there. It was to me a shocking
experience because the bathroom was not

private but opened on to the furnace. The
bedroom was about the size taken up by
eight of these desks in this Legislature. The

living room was probably half the size of

the bank of desks taken up by this caucus.

A»- thp time that I visited there was water
on th° floor and it was cold in the winter for

the three small kiddies. It was a very, very
humiliating and touching experience for me.
It is because of that kind of thing, because
it's not visible on the outside, that we don't

realize what happens in a city such as Thun-
der Bay. As I say, there are these individual

slum landlords in individual houses pocked
throughout the city. On the outside they
look quite respectable, if only two families

are living in them, but in fact the situation is

otherwise. It's one of those situations I would

very much like the Ministry of Housing to

take a very close and detailed look at in the

future.

although I may not be able within the time

restraints to cover all the points, I will on
the re-examination—

Mr. Reid: Take your time.

Mr. Good: We won't count your time.

Hon. Mr. Welch: As long as I'm not ac-

cused of intruding into the other time.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: We will let you know.

Hon. Mr. Welch: You might let me know,
then; that will be fine.

Mr. Reid: We will be surprised if we get
an answer.

Hon. Mr. Welch: In that great spirit of

camaraderie which has just been evidenced,

may I then attempt to go through the various

points that have been made by the hon. mem-
bers? In doing this, however, I would like to

do it against a more positive background than

perhaps some have been prepared to share

with me this evening.

I don't think under the circumstances that

we should lose sight of the tremendous work
and the accomplishments of the Ontario

Housing Corp. in this province over the

years. I would be the first to admit that there

are areas of concern and there are new areas

of challenge. While a lot of people may have
talked for several months about all kinds of

alternative ways of doing things, the Ontario

Housing Corp. got busy and provided accom-
modation for people in need in this province.
Let's not lose sight of that particular fact.

I think we should perhaps put on the

record, as a matter of information at this

time, that by the end of October-

Mr. Reid: That there was no applause at

that last statement.

Mr. Chairman: Any further presentations
or questions before the hon. minister replies?
The hon. minister.

Hon. Mr. Welch: Mr. Chairman, I have
listened with a great deal of interest to the

comments and the suggestions made by vari-

ous members who have participated in the

consideration of these estimates. I think it's

been very valuable to have these as part of

the general discussion in this House, added
to the very full debate which we had on the

second reading of the bill creating the Minis-

try of Housing itself and the general policy
statements of the Premier himself mak-

ing reference to the tabling of the Comay
report. I would want to say, quite sincerely,

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Well, we will fix that.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: We were so anxious

to hear every word of the minister.

Hon. Mr. Welch: It perhaps should go on
the record that by the end of October of this

year the Ontario Housing Corp. had some

57,000 assisted accommodation units under

management and 10,000 under construction.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: There was a waiting list

of 13,000.

Hon. Mr. Welch: And the corporation's
second largest programme, that is lot leasing
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under the Home Ownership Made Easy plan,
better know as the HOME pain, has provided
more than 13,000 lots and was in the process
of providing land for a minimum of 6,000

dwelling units next year.

Mr. Cassidy: You promised 20,000 in the

first year five years ago.

Mr. Foulds: You are only falling behind
at the rate of—

Hon. Mr. Welch: One could go on and
say these particular statistics in fact show
the positive contribution we have made; al-

though they could be read in the annual re-

port of the corporation, which was tabled.

And I draw attention to that; because this

minister did not take a great deal of the

time of the opposition this evening going
through a long, detailed introductory state-

ment, notwithstanding the criticism of the

member for Riverdale—

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Where is he anyway?

Hon. Mr. Welch: —in order to provide the

opposition with a chance to share their sug-
gestions and their advice with the minister.

However, since we have had a number of

points raised, may I attempt at this stage to

go through them in a bit of detail? I'll do it

in reverse order so we can make sure that

we've covered everyone.

The member for Port Arthur quite rightly
draws the attention of the minister to the situ-

ation in Thunder Bay. The Minister of Hous-
sing was in Thunder Bay about a week ago.
I spent the entire day there, meeting with a
number of people representing the commun-
ity, the housing authority and the civic

people. I was very much impressed with the
conviction of the people there and with re-

spect to the problems and with respect to the
solutions that were needed, taking into ac-
count the tremendous pressure which Thun-
der Bay will be under because of the antici-

pated development there over the next few
years.

In fact as a result, on my return to Toronto
from Thunder Bay I asked Mr. Comay if he
would dispatch his housing action people to

Thunder Bay, which he did.

They were there last Friday and the results

of that meeting last Friday will be part of the
overall housing action report which I'll have
the opportunity of considering shortly, and
indeed I will be making some very positive

policy announcements with respect to that.

An hon. member: Here comes the Premier,
we are doomed.

Hon. W. G. Davis (Premier): Did members
opposite have a good party tonight?

Hon. Mr. Welch: That is obvious, Mr.
Premier. They had indeed.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: This isn't parliamentary.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Welch: The member for Water-
loo North has offered some suggestions on

priority with respect to public expenditure.
There may be some differences of opinion

among those who understand the workings
of the marketplace. If more land is removed
does this have a greater effect on price than

if funds were substituted with respect to

services? I would only ask the member for

Waterloo North if he would be patient. Once
we have the opportunity of reviewing the

housing action programme it will become
obvious that if we are to meet our commit-
ment to release additional land—and I mean
land in addition to that acreage which would

normally come on-stream by following the

regular procedure—it may well be, as he

points out, that some-

Mr. Reid: What does that mean?

Hon. Mr. Welch: —additional resources

will have to be made available as well in

order to cut through the red tape.

Mr. Reid: What does all that mean?

Hon. Mr. Welch: So I would think that

some of the concerns that have been brought
before this House by the member for Water-

loo North-

Mr. Reid: It means there won't be any more

housing in the Province of Ontario.

Hon. Mr. Welch: —might well be covered

in the housing action programme which we
will announce shortly.

The member for Sandwich-Riverside has

raised some questions with respect to specifi-

cations dealing with insulation in housing.

Insofar as we have some influence in this

field through the Ontario Housing Corp. I

can assure you that we do lay down certain

specifications with respect to Ontario Housing

projects.

As it will apply to the private sector,

through the building code and through stan-

dards, as you know the whole question of

building standards in a general way are be-

ing considered by the Minister of Consumer
and Commercial Relations, and no doubt
there will be some reports coming forth in

that connection before too long.
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The member for Essex South quite prop-

erly draws our attention to the special needs

of the smaller municipalities in the province.
I would think the record of Ontario Housing

speaks for itself in this regard, with a very
fine relationship between the corporation and
all of the municipalities insofar as the man-
date of Ontario Housing is concerned in

making provision in the rent-geared-to-income
field and in the senior citizens field. He quite

properly also talks about the need for some

approvals now, and this too will be encom-

passed in the housing action report to which
I have already made some reference.

Mr. Reid: How many more houses does all

this mean?

Mr. Chairman: Order, please.

Hon. Mr. Welch: Also, the member for

Windsor West-

Mr. Reid: How many more houses?

Hon. Mr. Welch: —mentions a number of

matters, with particular reference to the

Windsor Housing Authority; and perhaps
without taking a great deal of the time of

committee today, the members will know
that a complete-

Mr. Reid: Take your time; just tell us how
many more housing units we will have.

Hon. Mr. Welch: —a complete statement

was issued by the Windsor Housing Author-

ity with respect to a number of these matters.

But perhaps it would be sufficient at this time

to indicate to the member for Windsor
West that I will be very happy to take into

consideration the specific matters which he
has mentioned, now that they are recorded
in Hansard, and to look into them. I am par-

ticularly impressed by what he says with

respect to tenants, the place of tenants or the

possible involvement of tenants on our

boards, and indeed in the decision-making

process.

When I was in Ottawa earlier today—and
I was going to make some reference to this

when I replied to the comments of the mem-
ber for Ottawa Centre—I did meet with three

ladies in Ottawa today who are representa-
tives of the tenants' association there. I was

tremendously impressed by these ladies and

by their approach, their very responsible ap-

proach, to matters which the member for

Windsor West has mentioned and to which
the member for Ottawa Centre made some
reference earlier in the debate tonight. It was
an excellent meeting and we will have more
to say on this.

I really can't expand tonight on a pet

policy with respect to Ontario Housing. I

suppose it is fair to say that one of the

reasons we are in this position in having to

review the policy has been the honest attempt
on the part of the housing authority people
not to be too inflexible with respect to the

question of pets and accommodation. As a

result of a fairly flexible approach to this,

if I can use the opposite again—the courts

have ruled that very fact made it necessary-

Mr Reid: How many housing units are you

going to build next year?

Hon. Mr. Welch: —for the housing author-

ity to come down one way or the other on

that particular issue.

However, since the matter has been before

the courts, it will be necessary for us to re-

view the whole question of pets. This is a

very important matter for people; and cer-

tainly the reference to the senior citizen that

was made tonight helps to underline the

importance of having this matter reviewed

completely.

I would say to the member for St. George,
as she has been fair to point out, she has

spoken on the question of assessment, a mat-

ter with which I appreciate she's quite

familiar. Certainly when one thinks in terms

of the implications of the neighbourhood im-

provement programme, the residential reha-

bilitation programme, one thinks in terms of

the implications that will flow from an at-

tempt to bring existing housing stock up to

some standard, which is certainly another

way of meeting the housing needs of people
in that it reduces the demand for new hous-

ing stock. Then one goes on to think in

terms of the implications that may mean with

respect to the whole principles of assessment.

I can assure the hon. member for St. George
that we will be taking a look at that with

the Minister of Revenue.

Here once again I underline that I appre-
ciate the hon. member's considerable concern

for people in this type of accommodation;
and indeed for the whole attitude of the city

in this particular matter. I can assure you
that I am meeting with the Secretary of State

for Urban Affairs in less than a week to go
into some specific discussions with him as to

provincial involvement in the neighbourhood
improvement programme and in the residen-

tial rehabilitation programme. We will be

having more to say following that particular

meeting.

There's so much more to be said there, but

I want to assure you that it hasn't been lost

sight of.
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The member for Ottawa Centre has listed

a number of matters and has been fair to

point out that he's had an opportunity of

expressing himself on some of these issues

earlier during the life of this Legislature

through the second reading, and perhaps

many of the things which I have already
said cover some of the points which he has

raised.

The whole question with respect to the

detail, and I think quite rightly the member
for Ottawa Centre would like more specifics
with respect to the housing action pro-

gramme-

Mr. Reid: We all would.

Hon. Mr. Welch: I don't think I would be

responsible tonight in anticipating what the

final recommendations will be, because at the

moment I haven't yet received the report of

the housing action people.

Mr. Cassidy: Let's have a progress report!
Some indication of any action.

Hon. Mr. Welch: But as soon as I have
that report—and I expect to have it shortly—
and I have had an opportunity to review it,

I will be making recommendations to govern-
ment, and indeed responding to the specific

questions to which the hon. member has

made reference.

He did make reference to the Dundas-
Sherboume situation. May I simply say that

we were meeting with city of Toronto people
on that today—or my officials were meeting
with them on that today. It would appear we
will need some legislation, but we are quite
satisfied in the interim that there are sufficient

things to do in connection with that project
which will keep it alive pending the actual

passage of that legislation.

Mr. Reid: Mr. Chairman, I wonder if I

could—

Hon. Mr. Welch: I would think that under
the circumstances if I could quickly get to—

Mr. Chairman: Order, please.

Mr. Reid: I realize the minister has the

floor but—

An hon. member: Sit down.

Mr. Reid: —I wonder if I could ask the

minister—thank you. Given all his platitudes,
I wonder if the minister could indicate to

the House, to use his words, the specifics that

he is going to do and use to solve the housing
crisis.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: You were asking about

pets and insulation.

Mr. Reid: Don't pretend that this is some-

thing that just came along since you got the

portfolio. Couldn't you tell us specifically the

amounts of money you will use, and where
and how you are going to solve the housing
crisis in the province of Ontario?

Hon. Mr. Welch: Well, Mr. Chairman, the

member for York-Forest Hill opened up the

debate with respect to the—

Mr. Reid: You are consistent. You have

never answered a question in the House since

you got waylaid in that department.

Hon. Mr. Welch: I might simply point out

very quietly to the hon. member for Rainy
River, or wherever it is, that he has been
in the House-

Mr. Reid: We will remember that in Rainy
River.

Hon. Mr. Welch: I would simply point out

that if he is patient during the course of

the wind-up here, I will attempt to be as

specific as it is possible to be at this time.

I am only sorry that he didn't see fit to enter

the discussion earlier tonight since he has

been in his seat up to this time.

Mr. Reid: In my naive way, I thought we

might get some answers.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: You're getting answers

to the questions.

Mr. S. Lewis (Scarborough West): Before

you became Minister of Housing you never

hooked your thumbs in your waistcoat.

Hon. Mr. Welch: I never wore one.

Mr. Lewis: It is a new addition. I will

send you a little pendant of some kind.

Hon. Mr. Welch: Does it look all right? I

used to have a watch chain here.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Welch: Nice of you to notice.

Nice of you to notice.

Mr. Reid: You have never answered a ques-
tion and you won't.

Hon. Mr. Welch: If I might, with the per-
mission of the House, move on to the spokes-
man for the official opposition, the member
for York-Forest Hill, he raised a number of

issues this evening which, of course, obvi-

ously are fairly—
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Mr. Reid: None of which you will answer.

Hon. Mr. Welch: —important to the whole

question of the public attitude or the public

acceptance of the rent-geared-to-income pro-

gramme, or the public housing programme of

Ontario Housing. There is no question in

my mind, in fact the report indicates, that

there has been a tremendous amount of in-

terest on the part of citizens' groups and

municipalities—as he pointed out, and in-

deed as the member for St. George pointed
out—as to the location of public hous-

ing, the type of public housing, and the

whole attitude to community acceptance.

Notwithstanding the fact that a very sub-

stantial job has been done in this province to

provide rent-geared-to-income accommoda-
tion for people, or rather accommodation for

people qualified because of income, I am
satisfied that we have to take a very positive
look with respect to the type of public hous-

ing. We will have to recognize that we have
some responsibility through an education pro-

gramme on the part of the ministry itself and
Ontario Housing to explain our objectives to

people in areas where we are in fact antici-

pating the provision of this type of accom-
modation.

I share with you quite personally that I

would certainly hope we wouldn't be dis-

couraged in any way in following the com-

munity integration approach; that we would
in fact find some way, as far as the location

of public housing is concerned, to make it

very much part of any community—not sep-
arated and not easily identified as a project
as such, by either its physical appearance or

by its size.

Indeed, one could go on to list all of the

positive things which we had hoped that we
could do in an acceptable social way to con-
tinue to meet our obligations to the people
of this province who can ill afford adequate
accommodation except through this way. In-

deed, we will come to the great decisions of

finding the proper balance between the obvi-

ous rights of people who are concerned with

respect to property values and assessment
ratios and all the other very legitimate con-

cerns, and a very basic human need that

psople are entitled to have some type of

adequate accommodation. Indeed, as the

member for York-Forest Hill so correctly
points out, there is no intention of raising
barriers around this metropolitan area if this

is where people want to come.

I could go on to point out to you, and I am
sure this may be of some particular value,
that the Ontario Housing Corp. is itself

responding to a request from Metropolitan
Toronto that we provide—and I understand
these figures are now a bit outdated—at least

4,000 dwellings a year. It was indeed Metro's

responsibility to set this target and in re-

sponding to it the Ontario Housing Corp. has

really endeavoured to spread this housing,
or its involvement, throughout the entire

community.

For example, our last report to Metro in-

dicated that Toronto had 33 per cent; North

York, 24 per cent; Scarborough, 27 per cent;

Etobicoke, 10 per cent; York, five per cent

and East York only one per cent. The hous-

ing corporation has always followed proced-
ures set by Metro for the processing of sites

through a committee on which there were

planning board, school board and elected

representatives. Indeed, it was last February
when we suggested to Metro that in the

discussions on these particular issues, all these

proposals should be quite openly discussed in

Metro council itself.

Let me be the first to say that I don't

think anything I have said will make the

challenge that we are going to face in the

future any easier. Let me tell you as well

that as long as I have this responsibility we
are not going to shirk the obligation that we
have to continue, in this programme, to pro-
vide proper accommodation for people who
need it. I can only hope that as we come to

find a proper balance through the community
integration programme, through the rent sup-
plement programme in established communi-
ties where we can launch this programme in

a very real way through the allocation, fol-

lowing up my predecessor's announcement in

Ottawa at the housing authorities conference

two or three months ago, of the financial

incentive with respect to mortgage money
which is conditional on developers making a

certain percentage of their proposals available

for rent-geared-to-income situations and so

on, we can in this atmosphere of negotiation,
of explanation, meet our social needs in some
positive way.

The member for York-Forest Hill also made
some reference to the recent news release

concerning the city of Toronto making ap-

plication for some funds from the federal

government to assist in its land banking. May
I simply indicate that I did meet with the

mayor, within a day or two of my appoint-

ment, to discuss with the city officials some

way in which the city of Toronto might have

access to some funds under the National

Housing Act; putting up $1 million would

give the city sufficient equity to borrow $9
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million and the approval of the province was

required.

We took the position that we wanted some
indication from the metropolitan council that

it had no objection because we felt that, in

essence, we should be dealing with this on a

metropolitan or regional basis. The meeting
of Metro on Nov. 27, 1973, seems to satisfy
us in this regard, and I will be sending a

letter to Mayor Crombie giving provincial

approval for the city of Toronto to move in

this particular way.

Mr. Givens: Where is the land that you
are banking? In Metro?

Hon. Mr. Welch: No, this is the city of

Toronto itself.

Mr. Givens: Where is the land in the city
of Toronto that you will be banking?

Hon. Mr. Welch: I don't know that I can

provide you with the actual location.

Mr. Givens: There is no land in Metro
Toronto that I know of.

Hon. Mr. Welch: The application from the

city of Toronto did not specify the actual
location to us.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Near to the Royal York.

Mr. Lewis: They want to redevelop. That's
what they want. They want to buy out some
factories.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Welch: I would think under the
circumstances that the city obviously has to

provide that information to the federal

government. There is no provincial financial

involvement, simply our approval under the

Housing Corporation Act.

Mr. Chairman, I am sure there are other

points which have been raised by members
to which I should have made some comment.
I was simply anxious to assure members of
this House that as they consider this par-
ticular vote that it will equip us with the
financial resources to continue to meet the

obligations of the Ontario Housing Corp.
As far as the expansion and the develop-

ment of the housing policy is concerned, as

it's part of my ministry's responsibility we
will be having more to say about that as time

goes on and as we meet the responsibilities
which are ours to provide the people of this

province with accommodation which they can
afford.

Mr. Chairman: This completes the study
of the estimates of the Ministry of Revenue.

ESTIMATES, OFFICE OF THE
LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR

Mr. Chairman: Estimates of the Office of

the Lieutenant Governor. Vote 101.

Vote 101 agreed to.

This completes the estimates of the Lieu-

tenant Governor.

ESTIMATES, OFFICE OF THE PREMIER

Mr. Chairman: Estimates of the Office of

the Premier.

On vote 301:

Hon. W. G. Davis (Premier): Mr. Chair-

man, I have about a half-hour introductory
statement to make on this vote, and I thought
that my observations might extend to the next

vote, which relates to the Cabinet Office.

But in that I understand that perhaps there

isn't that amount of time, and that there are

a few concurrences yet, I will try to co-

operate and reduce my remarks and make
them as brief as possible.

Mr. M. Cassidy (Ottawa Centre): You have

been protected by your government, so there

is only 15 minutes for you to defend yourself.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Well, actually I'd be de-

lighted to take a couple of days.

Just dealing with the two offices very

briefly, I am pleased to report that within

the context of arbitration awards and the

guidelines established for the various minis-

tries that the Office of the Premier comes

within those guidelines as it relates to any
increase in complement. There is an increase

of two in the estimates for the Office of the

Premier, for the administrative unit side, a

part of which responsibility is shared for the

office of the Cabinet.

On the cabinet side, Mr. Chairman, once

again the increase is within the guidelines
established. There is a complement increase,

as I recall, of approximately five-two in the

document section related to the filing thereof;

and three personnel as it relates to the com-
mittees of cabinet.

Apart from those minor increases. Mr.

Chairman, I would report that the Office of

the Premier and the Cabinet Office are con-

tinuing to function in their quiet, efficient

way. And, as I say, the estimates this year
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reflect very little change other than salary

increases, and an increase of complement of

two in the one office and a complement of

five in the other.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. Leader of the

Opposition.

Mr. R. F. Nixon (Leader of the Opposition):
I appreciate that kind reception on behalf of

the members sitting opposite. I want to just,

for the five minutes that may be at my dis-

posal, point out to you, sir, it seems to be

housecleaning time over there in the office

to which we are paying our attention at the

present time, which is going to this year cost

$1.1 million.

It is interesting to read the reports of

horizontal and vertical displacement and to

see that our good old friend Clare Westcott

goes on, with his responsibilities, authorities

and powers, if anything, enlarged. I am not

just sure who the member of the politburo is

or was who used to survive all of the changes
in the administration of that particular Cabi-

net Office, but somehow Clare reminds me of

that.

And it's interesting also to note that while
the Premier is prepared to talk about a small

increase in the complement of his office, I

suppose we have to look at the figures that

are relevant from the time he took over that

office. As nearly as I can tell from the com-

parison of the figures available in the esti-

mates book this year, lie has increased the

expenditure by about $1.5 million in his own
office and that of the Cabinet Office, which
is closely associated with it.

I don't believe there is a substantial objec-
tion to that as long as we feel that the Pre-
mier is in a position to respond to the needs
of the community, and particularly to use his

undoubted powers to correlate the jobs of
those people in his cabinet. When it comes
to housecleaning, I think probably he is wise
to begin with his own office. I would expect
that he would go on to an extensive change
in the broader aspect of his family responsi-
bility, if I may use the word, and that has to

do with the cabinet council itself. There may
be another opportunity, when time is not

quite so limited, when I can be perhaps speci-

fically critical. I don't believe there has ever
been a time when there has been such an
indication of incompetence in the cabinet of

the Province of Ontario than right now.

Surely the Premier, who is setting himself

ready for an election which may be a year or

18 months away, must realize that far-reaching

changes are necessary.

They are all great fellows and gals, but this

has nothing to do with the business of the

Province of Ontario. The criticisms that have
been mounted from this side and from the

community at large show a growing concern
for the competence of this administration, a

concern which is based on insensitivity which
is not going to be cured by Operation Out-
reach or new awareness or whatever the pan-
jandrums of the Conservative Party want to

call it this year.

I would simply suggest, very briefly to the

Premier, if he is going to undertake the far-

reaching changes which are obviously neces-

sary for the political good of the province, if

not for the political welfare of the Premier
and his party, that he should realize that the

superministry experiment has been a failure

and cure that by simply dismissing the three

superministers, giving them other responsibili-
ties if he sees fit, but doing away with that

particular superstructure. I believe, secondly,
that he has got to give the Minister of Hous-

ing (Mr. Welch) more responsibility than he
has now and give him a great deal of respon-

sibility for the planning authority which is

now held so closely by the Treasurer (Mr.

White) who considers himself to be the chief

planner.

I believe the Treasurer himself, and I've

said this before, approaches his responsibili-
ties with a certain amount of, let's say, the

philosophy of a dilettante. I don't think it is

fair for the Premier to ask him to continue
with these responsibilities as planner. Inter-

governmental Affairs minister, chief economist
and Treasurer. If we are going to have some-

thing come of the new planning responsibility,
and I for one am prepared to look for great

things from the minister, who is just leaving
his place at the present time, then we are

going to have to give him certain supervisory

responsibilities for planning and a certain

priority position with his colleague, the

Minister of the Environment (Mr. Auld), for

the provision of services, matters which were

put before the House just a few minutes ago.

I want to speak rather personally about a

matter that I know the Premier in the past
has found embarrassing, and that is the use

of government aircraft. His statement a few
weeks ago certainly established policy with-

out any question. But I believe that the

Premier is aware that over the last 18

months this has been handled in the most
obtuse and cumbersome way possible. It is

certainly one that must have brought some
embarrassment to himself. The best efforts

of his colleagues to cover up—and I use the

word advisedly—the improper use of the air-
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craft, and the Premier himself has admitted
that it was improper, did nothing—

Hon. Mr. Davis: No, he never did any such

thing.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Well, I would simply say
to you, Mr. Chairman, that the very fact

that the Premier is now prepared to bring
forward $21,000 to pay for the use of the

aircraft must mean in his own mind—and he

is an honourable man—that there was some-

thing less than proper about the allocation

of the aircraft.

I don't want to argue about that. If the

Premier says it was not improper, I say I

would agree because he is the sole judge of

this. I would simply say this, if he is going
to impose the administrative efficiency of an

incompetent cabinet with new appointments
and certain new approaches to the business

of the province, that one thing he must con-

sider is the movement of certain government
departments out of Queen's Park. If, for exam-

ple, it is his thought that the Minister of

Natural Resources (Mr. Bernier) and the

Ministry of Natural Resources should have

headquarters in the north, I, for one, would

hope that a plane would be put at his dis-

posal, so that at least he could contemplate
that kind of a dispersal of the authority and
that kind of a service to the community of

the north which it has never enjoyed in the

past. I, for one, would hope that the policy
enunciated by the Premier on the use of

government aircraft is not going to be so

unnecessarily restricted that, in fact, the use-

fulness of the cabinet council is going to be
cut down by the Premier's well understood

sensitivity in this matter.

I would also just say, and I don't want to

dwell on this point, that I hope he can per-
suade his party to pay for their share of the

costs in what in the past he has indicated they
were prepared to do.

Frankly, I was just a little bit offended

that, over the years, the Premier and his

predecessor were prepared to say, in re-

sponse to questions in this House, "When-
ever we use the aircraft for party purposes,
the great Progressive Conservative Party of

this province will pay." They have not paid
a nickel.

Hon. Mr. Davis: They have.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: You say they have. May-
be they have not.

Hon. Mr. Davis: I just told you they have.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: All right, you say so; and
I would certainly accept it—

Hon. Mr. Davis: Some time ago.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Then I would certainly

accept it, but it seems to me that the Premier
was left in an extremely embarrassing posi-
tion by his own poor judgement or by the

lack of support from those who had the

responsibility; and we would be prepared to

relieve him of it. I deal with that simply in

passing.

I want to speak briefly about another mat-

ter, and that is the way the reports of all

commissions, the special committees and so

forth, are dealt with in the House. In every
case, these royal commissions are established

and announced to the House, the Premier
takes full responsibility, as the first minister,
for their establishment. In the case of the

special committees of the House, particularly
the select committees—and I'm thinking of

the one dealing with Ontario Hydro—we, as

the members of the House, do share in that

responsibility to some extent. But I person-

ally feel that there is an inadequate pro-
cedure in this House to deal with the reports.

Once again, the Premier is aware of resolu-

tions sitting on the order paper, which he

may or may not deal with, having to do with
the committee on the affairs of Hydro. I don't

know what his intention is in this regard. We
had a bit of an exchange in the question
period the other day. •

For example, the way he dealt with the

publishing of the royal commission report
seems to be very inadequate as far as the

people who are affected by that report are

concerned—Dalton Camp, Richard Rohmer—

Hon. Mr. Davis: You have had six months
to a year to read it and to debate it in this

House, and the truth of the matter is you
haven't read it yet. You haven't read it yet.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Both of those commis-
sioners have positions very close to the

Premier in this regard, and he seems to

ignore the recommendations.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Not at all.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: It seems incredible to

me that he is not prepared to accept the

recommendations as they are put forward
and to simply say that it's been dealt with.

The emergency situation having to do with
the sellout of the Canadian publishing com-

pany to American interests, which was what
set up the royal commission in the first place,
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has simply been dismissed and the recom-

mendations have not been dealt with.

We spent a lot of money on these recom-
mendations—

Hon. Mr. Davis: Which ones?

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Well, you've heard from

the publishing people—

Hon. Mr. Davis: Which ones?

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Well, the ones that you
did implement had nothing to do with the

recommendations. You've heard about them.

Your learning materials development fund
was not requested—

Hon. Mr. Davis: You heard it from
Clarke Irwin.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: —and the people in the

publishing industry don't want the Minister

of Education (Mr. Wells), let alone the

Premier, dictating what the industry is going
to do.

Hon. Mr. Davis: You are all wet.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: I thought you were going
to interject at some greater length.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Yes, I'm quite delighted
to interject.

Mr. S. Lewis (Scarborough West): Oh, but
not on this ground. On this ground you are

strong. Why on this ground?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Certainly, why shouldn't

I interject on this ground? It's so obvious the

member for Brant doesn't know what he's

talking about.

Mr. Lewis: Why not on vulnerable ground?

Hon. Mr. Davis: I shall be very moderate.

There have been two reports on book pub-

lishing. There was the interim report dealing
with some aspects of distribution, which was
discussed here in the House and legislated.
The second report has been available to

members of this House in the estimates of

the Ministry of Education and of the Min-

istry of Colleges and Universities to be dis-

cussed at some length, if necessary or desir-

able, by members of this House.

I would say, Mr. Chairman, the member for

Brant (Mr. R. F. Nixon) should read the report

carefully and analyse what in fact Mr. Clarke

said. I would observe to him that Mr. Clarke
was not, in fact, speaking for the total in-

dustry. The industry is very much in support
of the general principle of the learning ma-

terials aspect. In fact, there are some mem-
bers in the publishing industry who will

refute, without any question, the observations
made by Mr. Clarke.

I'm delighted to discuss the book publish-

ing report. I had just hoped that perhaps the
member for Brant and others opposite in the
Liberal Party might have taken it more seri-

ously and studied it and contributed some-

thing here in the House. But, Mr. Chairman,
they haven't done so.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Is this an interjection?

Hon. Mr. Davis: I think it is grossly unfair
to come in here at this stage and say on the

report on book publishing—without the

knowledge, Mr. Chairman—that we haven't
had an opportunity to discuss it. This, to me,
is not quite factually correct.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Mr. Chairman, the time
is going by but let me just say this. It was
very recently indeed that the Premier said

to the House that there was no situation re-

quiring government assistance or change in

government policy to support substantially the
book publishing industry in this province. He
went meandering on in this House about his

own people, through the Ministry of Educa-

tion, providing these text books which, in

fact, is simply incorrect.

He indicated that the young people in the

province own the books and pass them down
and sell them to people in the grades com-

ing up. He seems to have forgotten that by
his own statement the books are purchased
by the boards of education—

Hon. Mr. Davis: The kids pay a deposit
and they pass them on.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: They do not buy and
sell them except in grade 13. Is that correct

or is it not?

Hon. Mr. Davis: They pay deposits-

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Deposits has nothing to

do with that; that is particularly wrong. The
facts are that the sales of books from the

Canadian publishing industry to our schools

in this province are down 40 to 60 per cent,

not because there are not Canadian authors

available but because the funds available for

purchasing the books have not been forth-

coming. The minister himself should know
better in his approach to this particular area.

What I am objecting to is the fact that we
have spent many thousands of dollars on a

report such as this and that the Premier, who
has a responsibility in this regard, has not

accepted the basic recommendations. We do
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not have a programme which justifiably sup-

ports the publishing industry except through
the $500,000 fund that he mentioned in re-

sponse to questions in the House and in his

statement three weeks ago.

What I am objecting to is that this royal

commission, in the case of the book pub-

lishing royal commission, was established to

save political embarrassment at the time when
the publishing firms were being bought out

by American interests. Then, when the recom-

mendations come forward, the Premier ignores
them. There is discussion here but he ignores

them; his own people—Dalton Camp and
others on the commission—have made the

recommendations and still he does not take

the positive action that is needed. What is the

sense of having the report if, in fact, he is

going to treat it as loosely and lightly as he

has done?

Mr. Chairman: The member for Scar-

borough West.

Mr. Lewis: Mr. Chairman, I know I am
much confined in time, which seems a pity
because I was about to bring the government
down and I shall not have the opportunity
that I might have wished. Let me speak very
rapidly and if I take a minute or two longer
it will only be that.

I don't want to comment on the exact

monetary items attached to the Premier's esti-

mates; I want to say the following to the

Premier. I think it has been a bad year for the

Premier, 1973. It has been a bad session and
a bad year; a grim personal, political ex-

perience, perhaps one from which every
politician gains but not a happy political

experience.

I am not interested in the personal entour-

age. You can look after them and they after

each other. I am aware of and willing to
confront the Premier on the various so-called
scandal issues which have beset the cabinet
f rom time to time, but as he knows, I don't
think that that is the Achilles heel of this

government and therefore shall not spend in-

ordinate time on it. Frankly, I am not going
to spend inordinate time on that group of

cabinet colleagues of yours whose capacities

occasionally show themselves, whose incapa-
cities frequently show themselves whether
they be superministers or otherwise. That,
again, is the Premier's responsibility.

What really interests me about this whole

question of the Premier's responsibility, and
what the Province of Ontario has been lack-

ing, I think, over the last year is the sense
of executive authority at the top, the sense

of leadership one would expect from a
Premier.

As I sat through the list and just jotted
them down, many such issues struck me. In
the whole field of fiscal policy and taxation

the government found itself swamped, first in

the unhappy energy tax and then in the sales

tax, which the Premier should have rescued,
but didn't. In the whole area of land use, the

government found itself in terrible difficulty
on everything from the Niagara Escarpment
to Algonquin Park, which the Premier, using
his executive authority, should have rescued
but didn't.

In the area of the environment, the cabinet
was floundering around the absurb Canada
Metal situation, which the Premier should
have rescued, but didn't. In the area of labour
and labour disputes, the whole sordid episode
of Artistic Wordwork has stretched from week
to week and month to month, which the
Premier should have rescued, but didn't.

In the area of social security, the recent

pensions bill was a profound error in political

judgement, which the Premier should have

corrected, but didn't. In the context of the

present energy crisis, the question of the

implications for Ontario's economy and its

workforce are matters to which the Premier
should already have addressed himself, but
hasn't.

It is as though there is a sense of executive

paralysis at the top. Why that has happened,
where the failures in judgment are, why the

Tory party reels from crisis to crisis and

problem to problem—

Hon. E. A. Winkler (Chairman, Manage-
ment Board of Cabinet): In each case the

member is wrong.

Mr. Lewis: —from poor decision to no deci-

sion or indecision, is something I haven't

yet figured out, although frankly, as a non-

partisan antagonist I welcome it—I welcome
it immensely. I see the writing on the wall,
Mr. Chairman—and because I see the writing
on the wall I also see the time—I see the

writing on the wall, I understand that you
have held back all the pieces of legislation

you intended to introduce—from legislation
to correct the Forfar decision right through
to the Reville report from the Ministry of

Education.

All of these things you have withheld

because you want to bring in a Throne

Speech in February of 1974 and make a

desperate effort to retrieve your lost political
fortune by a succession of legislative enact-

ments which appear to win public favour.
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I think you've made a serious error in

judgement again. I think it's too late. I think
there are parts of this government that are

beyond redemption and will drag you down
in public terms even unto 1975 when you
finally face the electorate again. Whether or

not the old Tory Juggernaut can survive the

adverse public criticism, cumulative, pro-
found, and pronounced, of the last two years
is something I'm not really able to predict or

to say, but I think you are in deep trouble.

I think there has been an enormous inde-

cision. I think on social and economic policy
you've made terrible errors, that the judge-
ment is wanting, that it is wanting right at

the top and that indeed the 30-year tenure

may well be ending.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: You couldn't say any-

thing different. You couldn't say anything
different.

Mr. W. Newman (Ontario South): Why
don't you say something positive occasionally?

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Mr. Chairman, just before

you carry this, could the Premier tell us—
when he is talking about the legislation that

we should be having—are we going to have
redistribution legislation or not?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Well, Mr.—

Mr. Chairman: That question might not be
asked at the moment, I would think.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Well, I'd be delighted to

answer, Mr. Chairman. I think the possibility
of resolution related to redistribution is quite

possible.

Mr. V. M. Singer (Downsview): No one is

as definitive as the Premier-

Mr. Chairman: Order, please.

Hon. Mr. Davis: The resolution is already
tabled.

Mr. Chairman: Order, please. In accordance
with the provisions of standing order 87(k)
I am now required to put all the questions
which are before the committee of supply to

decide every vote now standing before the

committee.

Vote 401, Cabinet Office, agreed to.

Votes 601 to 604 inclusive, Civil Service

Commission, agreed to.

Mr. Chairman: Vote 1601, the Resources

Development Secretariat, to which Mr. R. F.

Nixon had moved an amendment that vote
1601 be reduced by $15,000.

All those in favour of Mr. Nixon's amend-
ment will please say "aye."

Those opposed will please say "nay."

In my opinion, the "nays" have it.

Mr. Lewis: Mr. Chairman, what about
those who are in their offices loitering about,
whose opinions you must also take into

account?

Mr. Chairman: They are all here.

Mr. Lewis: Well, surely—

Mr. Chairman: I declare the motion lost

and the vote carried.

This completes the study of the estimates

for 1973-1974.

Hon. Mr. Winkler moves the committee
rise and report.

Motion agreed to.

The House resumed, Mr. Speaker in the

chair.

Mr. Chairman: Mr. Speaker, the committee
of supply begs to report it has come to cer-

tain resolutions and asks for leave to sit again.

Report agreed to.

Clerk of the House: Mr. Rowe, from the

committee of supply, reports the following
resolution:

Resolved: That supply in the following
amounts and to defray the expenses of the

government ministries named be granted
to Her Majesty for the fiscal year ending
March 31, 1974-

Mr. Speaker: Shall the reading of this re-

port be dispensed with?

Agreed.

(See Appendix, page 6501.)

Mr. Speaker: Shall the resolution for sup-

ply and the estimates be concurred in?

Resolution concurred in.

Clerk of the House: The 24th order; con-

currence in supply for the Ministry of Com-
munity and Social Services.

CONCURRENCE IN SUPPLY,
MINISTRY OF COMMUNITY
AND SOCIAL SERVICES

Resolution concurred in.

Clerk of the House: The 25th order, con-

currence in supply for the Ministry of the

Environment.
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CONCURRENCE IN SUPPLY,
MINISTRY OF THE ENVIRONMENT

Resolution concurred in.

Clerk of the House: The 26th order, con-
currence in supply for the Ministry of Natural
Resources.

CONCURRENCE IN SUPPLY,
MANAGEMENT BOARD

Resolution concurred in.

Clerk of the House: The 31st order, con-

currence in supply for the Office of the Pro-

vincial Auditor.

CONCURRENCE IN SUPPLY,
MINISTRY OF NATURAL RESOURCES

Resolution concurred in.

Clerk of the House: The 27th order, con-

currence in supply for the Ministry of Trans-

portation and Communications.

CONCURRENCE IN SUPPLY,
MINISTRY OF TRANSPORTATION

AND COMMUNICATIONS

Resolution concurred in.

Clerk of the House: The 28th order, con-

currence in supply for the Ministry of Indus-

try and Tourism.

CONCURRENCE IN SUPPLY,
MINISTRY OF INDUSTRY AND TOURISM

Resolution concurred in.

Clerk of the House: The 29th order, con-
currence in supply for the Office of the

Speaker.

CONCURRENCE IN SUPPLY,
OFFICE OF THE SPEAKER

Resolution concurred in.

Clerk of the House: The 30th order, con-
currence in supply for the Management
Board.

CONCURRENCE IN SUPPLY,
OFFICE OF THE PROVINCIAL AUDITOR

Resolution concurred in.

THIRD READINGS

The following bills were given third read-

ing upon motion:

Bill 241, An Act to amend the District Wel-
fare Administration Boards Act.

Bill 240, An Act to amend the Home-
makers and Nurses Services Act.

Bill 242, An Act to amend the Elderly
Persons Centres Act.

Hon. E. A. Winkler (Chairman, Manage-
ment Board of Cabinet): Mr. Speaker, I

don't think we need bother calling any other

item this evening. I would like to say that

tomorrow I would like to call the following
items: item No. 2, Bill 228; 4, 191; 9, 238;

10, 239; 8, 227; 6, 222; 7, 226; 17, 247; 16,

245; 20, 253. I am informed that the bills

that I introduced today will be printed, and
if they are, I would suggest that I will call

them as well-Bill 261, Bill 262 and Bill 263
—or do the members want to do them now?

Mr. I. Deans: (Wentworth): Shouldn't we
just take our time?

Hon. Mr. Winkler moves the adjournment
of the House.

Motion agreed to.

The House adjourned at 10:30 o'clock, p.m.
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APPENDIX

(see page 6499)

Mr. Rowe, from the committee of supply, reported the following resolution which was
concurred in by the House:

Resolved: That supply in the following amounts and to defray the expenses of the govern-
ment ministries named, be granted to Her Majesty for the fiscal year ending March 31st, 1974:

OFFICE OF THE LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR

Office of the Lieutenant Governor programme $ 46,000

OFFICE OF THE PREMIER

Office of the Premier programme 1,083,000

CABINET OFFICE

Cabinet Office programme 1,080,000

CIVIL SERVICE COMMISSION

Commission administration programme 1,540,000
Personnel administration programme 1,114,000
Personnel policy programme 1,015,000
Personnel services programme 1,080,000

MINISTRY OF GOVERNMENT SERVICES

Ministry administration programme 2,382,000
Provision of accommodation programme 143,280,000

Legislature services programme 2,792,000

Supply services programme 6,670,000

Payments services programme 21,207,000

Management and information services programme 1,496,000

MINISTRY OF REVENUE

Ministry administration programme 3,792,000
Administration of taxes programme 13,830,000

Municipal assessment programme 36,395,000
Ontario housing programme 311,295,000

MINISTRY OF TREASURY, ECONOMICS AND INTERGOVERNMENTAL AFFAIRS

Ministry administration programme 3,558,000
Central statistical services programme 1,178,000
Economic policy and intergovernmental affairs programme 2,604,000
Finance programme 3,843,000
Urban and regional affairs programme 301,080,000

JUSTICE POLICY

Justice policy programme 343,000

MINISTRY OF CORRECTIONAL SERVICES

Ministry administration programme 4,267,000
Rehabilitation of adult offenders programme 52,157,000
Rehabilitation of juveniles programme 26,230,000
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MINISTRY OF THE SOLICITOR GENERAL

Ministry administration programme 601,000
Public safety programme 7,431,000

Supervision of police forces programme 3,084,000

Ontario Privincial Police

Administration programme 2,831,000
Criminal and general law enforcement programme 38,548,000
Traffic Law Enforcement programme 35,198,000

RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT POLICY

Resources development policy programme 374,000

MINISTRY OF AGRICULTURE AND FOOD

Ministry administration programme 2,944,000

Agricultural production programme 65,327,500
Rural development programme 16,083,000

Agricultural marketing programme 7,906,000

Agricultural education and research programme 15,101,000

MINISTRY OF LABOUR

Ministry administration programme 3,629,800

Occupational safety programme 3,867,200
Industrial relations programme 2,261,700
Human rights commission programme 899,400

Employment services programme 2,120,900

SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT POLICY

Social development policy programme 507,000

MINISTRY OF EDUCATION

Ministry administration programme 32,827,500
Education development and administration programme 1,280,509,000
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LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY OF ONTARIO

The House met at 2 o'clock, p.m.

Prayers.

SUPPLEMENTARY ESTIMATES

Hon. E. A. Winkler (Chairman, Manage-
ment Board of Cabinet): Mr. Speaker, I have

here a message from the Honourable the

Lieutenant Governor signed by his own hand.

Mr. Speaker: By his own hand, W. R.

Macdonald, the Honourable the Lieutenant

Governor, transmits supplementary estimates

of certain additional sums required for the

services of the province for the year ending
March 31, 1974, and recommends them to

the legislative assembly; Toronto, Dec. 4,

1973.

VISITORS

Mr. C. E. Mcllveen (Oshawa): Mr. Speaker,
I would like to introduce 100 students from
the Central Park Senior Public School in the

city of Oshawa. May I say that this is the

most active school we have in my riding. In

the past two years we've had over 500 visi-

tors from this one senior public school.

Mr. Speaker: Statements by the ministry.

AMENDMENTS TO WORKMEN'S
COMPENSATION ACT

Hon. F. Guindon (Minister of Labour): Mr.

Speaker, today I intend to introduce amend-
ments to the Workmen's Compensation Act.

Most of the changes result from the recom-
mendations of the task force on the Work-
men's Compensation Board, and generally
deal with administrative and organizational
matters.

The board itself, Mr. Speaker, will be in-

creased from three to a maximum of seven;
made up of a chairman, a vice-chairman of

administration, a vice-chairman of appeals and
a maximum of four other appeals commis-
sioners. In addition, a number of other com-

missioners, both full and part-time, may be

appointed for the purpose of hearing appeals

Tuesday, December 4, 1973

under the Act. For appeal purposes, the com-
missioners will sit in panels of three. This

amended structure separates the administra-

tive function from the appeals function of

the board and permits a new appeal system
to evolve which will be along the lines of

that recommended in the task force report.

In addition to these alterations in the gen-
eral make-up of the board, Mr. Speaker, the

bill also initiates a few benefit changes. The
bill proposes the removal of those sections in

the Workmen's Compensation Act which re-

quire a widower to have been dependent on
his wife in order to claim benefits. Thus un-

der the new legislation a widower will be

eligible for the same benefits as a widow.

This bill will also permit compensation for

disability due to an industrial disease on the

same basis as for an industrial accident. This

means that a workman suffering from sili-

cosis, for example, will not have to leave the

industry or suffer from a wage loss before

he is eligible for benefits.

In regard to benefits generally, Mr. Speak-

er, I have asked the board to examine the

present levels and make recommendations to

me in the coming months. However, I feel

I should point out that I do not intend to

make any major changes in the benefit struc-

ture without first consulting with all interested

parties.

I believe these amendments will facilitate

the efficient operation of the board in order

that employees who are injured in the work-

place can receive a speedy assessment of their

benefits as well as any rehabilitation or re-

training that may be required.

EMPLOYMENT STANDARDS ACT
REVIEW

Hon. Mr. Guindon: I should add that I

also intend today to introduce amendments
to the Employment Standards Act putting
into legislation those standards which I an-

nounced on Nov. 1. These deal with over-

time pay, statutory holidays and vacation

pay. The question of termination pay is also

covered in these amendments, whereby it is

made clear that if an industry is closed as a

result of a stop-work order under the En-
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vironmental Protection Act, employees of that

industry will be entitled to pay in lieu of

notice where, as a result of the order, the

employer is unable to give notice.

STRIKE AT ARTISTIC WOODWORK
CO. LTD.

Hon. Mr. Cuindon: Mr. Speaker, while I

am on my feet I should inform the hon. mem-
bers that the back-to-work conditions in the

Artistic Woodwork strike were settled late

last night. This means that the collective

agreement, which was agreed to some time

ago, has been signed by both parties.

I feel that I should mention the very ex-

cellent work of the mediation team in this

strike which, under my assistant deputy min-
ister Mr. William Dickie, worked for many
hours to eventually effect a settlement. Dur-

ing these negotiations Mr. Victor Scott, direc-

tor of conciliation and mediation services, and
Mr. William McGuire also played key roles.

My ministry does not actually settle strikes,

but it does lend its expertise to the situation

in order that a settlement satisfactory to both
sides can be found within the collective bar-

gaining framework established in the prov-
ince. This strike, Mr. Speaker, was very high-
ly charged with emotionalism; and all I wish
to add is that meaningful negotiation cannot
take place when feelings on both sides run
so high.

Mr. S. Lewis (Scarborough): That's the only
reason they did take place.

REDISTRIBUTION OF ELECTORAL
BOUNDARIES

Hon. W. G. Davis (Premier): Mr. Speaker,
a very brief statement related to order No.

6, a resolution with respect to redistribution

appearing in my name, which will be taken

through the House by the Attorney General

(Mr. Bales). This resolution is to authorize a

commission to redistribute the electoral

boundaries of the province.

I should say that the need for such redis-

tribution has been apparent for some time.

There are a number of reasons electoral

boundaries may need to be re-examined, not
the least of which has been the exceedingly
rapid increase in the province's population,

particularly in the larger metropolitan areas.

Coupled with this growth in population, of

course, have been significant population shifts

since the last distribution.

In carrying out its work, the commission
will utilize the 1971 census figures with the

objective of dividing the province into be-

tween 117 and 125 electoral districts. In do-

ing so, the commission will consider a wide

range of geographical and social conditions,

including the sparsity or density of the popu-
lation in particular regions. Within these

limiting factors, however, every effort will be
made to provide for electoral districts with

equal populations, or as nearly equal popula-
tions as is practical.

I should point out, Mr. Speaker, in respect
of this latter point, that specific steps will

be taken to ensure that the number of elec-

toral districts in northeastern and north-

western Ontario shall not be reduced below
their present level.

The commission will proceed with this mat-

ter expeditiously. At the same time wide

public participation will be possible. The pre-

liminary report of the commission will be
tabled in the Legislature and made available

for public comment and reaction.

It is my hope that the commission may be
able to preserve many of the traditional elec-

toral districts. I realize, however, that in some
areas adjustments may be necessary to exist-

ing boundaries, so as to increase the repre-
sentation in some of the province's fastest

growing areas.

LORD'S DAY ACT

Hon. G. A. Kerr (Provincial Secretary for

Justice): Mr. Speaker, later this afternoon I

will be tabling a green paper on the subject
of Sunday as a common day of rest, and uni-

form store hours. The paper will be in two

parts.

The rapid changes which have taken place
in our society, particularly in major urban

areas, have made it increasingly difficult to

arrive at a straightforward formula for Sun-

day observance legislation.

There are those who feel that Sunday
should be opened up to permit more business

and industrial activity, while many others feel

it is vital to preserve Sunday as a day of

rest for as many people as possible. In addi-

tion to the wide interest in Sunday observ-

ance reflected in the volume of mail re-

ceived at Queen's Park, there has been mount-

ing concern about the related, although es-

sentially quite separate, question of retail

store hours in Ontario.

In 1971, the Ontario Law Reform Commis-
sion conducted a significant study into Sunday
observance and made a substantial number of
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recommendations. The subject of uniform

store hours was not fully explored. Private

bills on this subject have been debated in the

Legislature; and the government has had the

views of retailers, both large and small, and

their employees on what course of action to

take.

The matter of increased government regula-

tion of any part of the community is a diffi-

cult philosophical question for those who be-

lieve in the free enterprise system.

Mr. Lewis? I'll say that again; considering

the conclusion of this statement, I will say

that again.

Hon. Mr. Kerr: There is also substantial

opinion that believes we should leave de-

cision on the whole question to the regional

or local government level, and as hon. mem-
bers know store hours are regulated by mu-

nicipal bylaw in some areas of the province
now.

Mr. Lewis: The minister is a decisive fellow.

Hon. Mr. Kerr: In any event, I hope that

this green paper will enable us to obtain the

views of the group whose voice has not really

been heard to any great extent, the consum-

ers of Ontario.

Mr. Lewis: The minister is simply impos-
sible.

Hon. Mr. Kerr: I hope the news media will

give as wide dissemination as possible to the

various alternatives outlined in the green

paper and encourage their readers, listeners

and viewers-

Mr. M. Cassidy (Ottawa Centre): This is

called leading from behind.

Hon. Mr. Kerr: —to let the government
know their feelings on the store hours ques-
tion. It is my hope, Mr. Speaker, that this

response will enable the government to deter-

mine within a short period of time whether

it should formulate legislation for submis-

sion to the Legislature and to determine what

form any legislation should take.

Mr. Lewis: Sometime early in 1976.

Hon. Mr. Kerr: We cannot take this sub-

ject lightly, because legislation could effect

Ontario's economy and its lifestyle to a con-

siderable degree.

Mr. Cassidy: Oh what nonsense is this?

Did the minister write that himself?

Hon. Mr. Kerr: The green paper does not

provide all the possible answers to these

problems, but it does outline some of the

alternatives we hope the public will consider

in responding to the document.

Mr. Lewis: The next paragraph is the

clincher.

Hon. Mr. Kerr: Mr. Speaker, it is my in-

tention to travel around the province early

in the new year and conduct public hearings
on this subject in communities large and

small. I hope to meet personally with those

citizens of the province who feel strongly on

these issues, hear their views and discuss the

alternatives with them.

Mr. V. M. Singer (Downsview): He's finally

found something to do.

Mr. J. F. Foulds (Port Arthur): Is he going
to try for the leadership again?

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Oral questions. The hon.

Leader of the Opposition.

STRIKE AT ARTISTIC WOODWORK
CO. LTD.

Mr. R. F. Nixon (Leader of the Opposition):
Mr. Speaker, further to the statement of the

Minister of Labour, I would like him to

explain to the House what the accommodation
was in the Artistic settlement pertaining to

those former employees—or present em-

ployees, I trust—who were charged during
the course of the strike? Were the charges
lifted or was the management persuaded
to do its duty and keep them on pending
the hearings in the courts?

Hon. Mr. Cuindon: Mr. Speaker, the return-

to-work conditions insist on the fact that all

employees go back to work tomorrow. Now
I understand the management may resort

to disciplinary action; however the union

reserves the right to use grievance pro-

cedures, in which case a board of arbitration

would be appointed. The two sides will

appoint a nominee; if they cannot agree on

a chairman then the minister will appoint a

chairman of the board.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Supplementary: Was the

advice of the people representing the ministry
to the employers that those employees should

have been taken back on that basis, and in

fact this was a matter for the courts not for

disciplinary action by the employer?

Hon. Mr. Cuindon: Mr. Speaker, I cannot

comment on this. I don't know for a fact.
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Mr. Lewis: Why not?

Mr. J. A. Renwick (Riverdale): Supple-

mentary question, Mr. Speaker: Of the men
and women who originally went on strike

at the Artistic plant, how many will in fact

be employed when the return to work takes

place tomorrow?

Hon. Mr. Cuindon: It is my understanding,
Mr. Speaker, and I'm only talking off the

top of my head, that there could be 22 who
have obtained employment somewhere else.

However, they are entitled and they all can

go back to work tomorrow if they so desire.

The ones who have had charges laid against
them are going back to work tomorrow, and
we'll see what the management decides. If

they take any disciplinary action the union

has the right to use the grievance procedure,
and that's where the board comes in.

WITHDRAWAL OF TEACHERS'
SERVICES

Mr. R. F. Nixon: A question of the Minister

of Education, Mr. Speaker: What contingency

plans does the minister have in the event

that the declared intention of many hundreds

of teachers in the province to withdraw their

services at the end of the contract year is

undertaken and if in fact a number of schools

and classrooms are closed as of Jan. 4, 1974?

What is the minister prepared to do besides

simply offer his services in negotiations?

Hon. T. L. Wells (Minister of Education):
Mr. Speaker, at the present time we are in

daily contact with all these boards. We are

offering the services of mediators, if they can
be helpful, or any other services we can pro-
vide. I'm hopeful that most of these disputes
will be settled before the end of the year.
That's all I can tell the hon. member at this

time.

Mr. A. J. Roy (Ottawa East): Supple-

mentary, Mr. Speaker-

Mr. T. P. Reid (Rainy River): Supple-
mentary, Mr. Speaker-

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Is there anything further

beyond the minister's hopes, with which we
concur, to show that these teachers who have
submitted their resignations have any new
information that would indicate to them they
might change their decision; the decision

which they have made under the laws of

Ontario, to withdraw their services?

Hon. Mr. Wells: I cannot tell my friend

that, Mr. Speaker. This of course is all part

of a tool in an ongoing confrontation re-

garding salaries and working conditions in

various disputes. I don't know whether any
new information has come to light, but
I've learned that in the bargaining process
each day seems to bring some new develop-
ment; and very often mediation or something
of that nature can help break an impasse that

perhaps seemed unbreakable the day before.

Mr. Foulds: Supplementary—

Mr. Roy: Supplementary, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Port

Arthur.

Mr. Foulds: Mr. Speaker, does the min-
ister in fact have 20 separate mediators ready
to fan out across the province to deal with
the 20 different boards that are likely to

face the situation over the next month?

Further, what steps has he taken to en-

sure that the ministry's ceilings aren't so

inflexible that neither party to the dispute,
either boards or teachers, finds itself in the

position that it has no room to manoeuvre?

Hon. Mr. Wells: Mr. Speaker, if 20
mediators are needed we will get them,
if that is what is necessary.

As far as the ceilings are concerned, I

think the 1974 ceilings have been announced.
The boards know what they are, and I think

they are perfectly flexible enough to allow

free collective bargaining to go on within

each of the boards of this province to allow

them to arrive at a legitimate salary settle-

ment.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for

Ottawa East.

Mr. Roy: Mr. Speaker, a supplementary of

the minister: In light of the minister's answer
to my hon. leader and in light of the fact

the situation in Ottawa is very serious—there

are 63,000 students affected and some 3,000
teachers—does the minister not feel that the

public of Ontario has a right to know what
his contingency plans are? What is he going
to do? What happens if the schools aren't

open? What does he do in a situation, I

suggest to the minister, where he has sent

mediators into Ottawa and it hasn't worked
out? Does he not feel we have a right to

know?

Hon. Mr. Wells: Mr. Speaker, I was

chatting with one of the Ottawa people just

half an hour ago and we are continuing
discussions. As I say, it's an ongoing negotia-
tion and procedure.
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Mr. Roy: It has been ongoing for over a

year.

Hon. Mr. Wells: I think we will just have

to see how things turn out in the next

week or so.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. Leader of the

Opposition.

Mr. Roy: Does the minister not have any—

Mr. Speaker: There have been four

supplementaries now. The hon. Leader of

the Opposition.

BRANTFORD EXPRESSWAY

Mr. R. F. Nixon: A question of the Min-
ister of Transportation and Communications:
Since he has had the Berger report in his

hands for some days now, have he and the

member for Brantford (Mr. Beckett) de-

cided the future of the Brantford Expressway?

Hon. G. R. Carton (Minister of Trans-

portation and Communications): Mr. Speaker,
I undertook to the hon. Leader of the Opposi-
tion and the leader of the New Democratic

Party that I would be making a statement
before we rise; and I will be, sometime
this week.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Supplementary: Since

the matter has been raised so frequently
here in the House and in the Brantford com-
munity, would the minister at the same time
tell us what the costs of the services of Dr.

Berger were for conveying the opinions of

the people of Brantford to the minister and
the member for Brantford?

Hon. Mr. Carton: Mr. Speaker, I presumed
that would be asked and I will have that

figure, yes.

Mr. Lewis: By way of supplementary,
since this document was five months in

preparation, the minister doesn't suppose he
could table it, could he?

Hon. Mr. Carton: As a matter of fact, Mr.

Speaker, I intend tabling it, yes.

Hon. Mr. Davis: I hope the member
reads it.

Mr. Lewis: I will. It will probably take

about five minutes to read.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. Leader of the

Opposition.

PROBLEMS OF INDEPENDENT
TRUCKERS

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Of the Minister of

Labour: Has he been approached by an or-

ganization representing the independent
truckers and haulers in this province with the

problems they are facing in meeting their

contractual requirements under the very

heavy competition they face in their business,

particularly in the rapidly growing metro-

politan areas? Did he meet with the repre-
sentatives of this organization when they had
their trucks hauled up in front of the Legis-
lature a few days ago?

Hon. Mr. Cuindon: No Mr. Speaker, I

haven't met with any of them. As a matter
of fact, I haven't had any request from them
to meet with them.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Supplementary, of the

minister: Would he be prepared to meet with

representatives of that organization so that

their problems could be put to him; now
that he's got one strike settled and he can

perhaps turn his attention to something else?

Hon. Mr. Guindon: Yes Mr. Speaker, as

always.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. Leader of the Op-
position. The hon. member for Scarborough
West.

SUNDAY OPENING OF RETAIL STORES

Mr. Lewis: Mr. Speaker, a question of the

Attorney General: Is the Attorney General

giving a consent to prosecution of the two

major shopping supermarkets in the Sand-

wich West area which the Crown attorney
is requesting of him in respect of violation

of the Sunday laws just last Sunday?

Hon. D. A. Bales (Attorney General): Mr.

Speaker, that has not reached me as yet. If

they are being forwarded through the Crown

attorney's office they will be here in a few

days, but they have not come as yet.

Mr. Lewis: By way of supplementary: Then
I take it that if they conform to the normal

requirements which the Attorney General re-

quests, he will, as a matter of course, grant
the right to prosecution? Will he continue to

grant the right to prosecution throughout the

period of the next several months, while his

colleague is wandering about the Province

of Ontario through large and small com-

munities seeking public views on Sunday re-

tailing?
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Mr. J. R. Breithaupt (Kitchener): But never

on Sunday.

Hon. Mr. Bales: Mr. Speaker, I have con-

sented to a substantial number of those mat-

ters. I go over each one individually, and

normally they are consented to.

Mr. Lewis: And he will continue, I take it,

to do that? Yes?

Hon. Mr. Bales: Yes.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Supplementary: Can the

minister clarify again for the House what the

period is between the application for the right

to prosecute being presented through the

Attorney General and his review and ap-

proval, if approval is forthcoming? There

have been contentions from some areas that

there has been unwarranted delay.

Mr. Roy: It depends on his mood.

Hon. Mr. Bales: There may have been con-

tentions that way, but on the other hand I

have dealt with them within a matter of a

day or two days after they get to my desk.

As I explained before to this House, there

is a period of 60 days after the laying of the

charge wherein consent must be given, other-

wise the charge lapses. There is a long period
of time after my consent until that 60 days

expires. I have a form which indicates to me
exactly the date on which the charge would
run out and there is a week's leeway after

that that I am aware of. There is ample time

to deal with it.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: A supplementary: During
the period when his colleague is going about

the province soliciting opinion, there will be
no change in the Attorney General's approach
to giving his approval for prosecution with-

out delay?

Hon. Mr. Bales: I have had the same policy
since I came to the ministry and it will con-

tinue right on until the law changes.

Mr. Reid: How many prosecutions has the

minister undertaken?

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Wind-
sor West.

Mr. E. J. Bounsall (Windsor West): On the

same question: When the complaint is made
to the Crown attorney by the local police,
must they make an application for the right

to prosecute? In other words, can they ignore
it or must they make an application to the

Attorney General?

Hon. Mr. Bales: The charge is not laid by
the Crown attorney but by the police. It is

forwarded to the Crown attorney who deals

with it and forwards it to me.

Mr. Lewis: Right. I take it, by way of final

supplementary, that the minister doesn't see

anything inconsistent between his granting of

the right to prosecute and the lifestyle of

Ontario? It would sit comfortably with him

to allow Sunday to have a special place in the

province.

Hon. Mr. Kerr: Certainly. It also deals

with uniform store hours.

Hon. Mr. Bales: Very much so.

Mr. Lewis: Certainly! He might tell his

colleague that.

Hon. Mr. Kerr: And also deals with the

statement that he made some-

Mr. Lewis: The statement is ridiculous and

the minister knows it. His statement is pre-

posterous. That's just a voluntary opinion;

don't feel badly about it—or an opinion volun-

teered.

Interjections by hon. members.

WOODSTOCK TRUCK BYPASS

Mr. Lewis: May I ask the Minister of

Transportation and Communications what is

the status of the discussion about the Wood-
stock truck bypass?

Hon. Mr. Carton: Mr. Speaker, I had a very
fine delegation in from Woodstock last week,
I believe it was in conjunction with the very
dedicated member for the area, with some

50 representatives of unions, the council and

all facets of the Woodstock citizenry. I gave
them my views at the time and a feasibility

study is starting, after which time construc-

tion will begin.

Mr. Foulds: Be nice to the member or he

will write that letter.

Hon. Mr. Carton: I may say that the dele-

gation, to a person, went away very happy
with the decision.

Mr. Lewis: By way of supplementary—I

will ask it knowing the natural reticence of

the member for Oxford (Mr. Parrott)-the min-

ister is proceeding then with the bypass, as

requested of him by the whole community in

effect?

Hon. Mr. Carton: Yes, Mr. Speaker.
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COURT RULING ON LAND ACQUISITION

Mr. Lewis: Thank you.

A question of the Attorney General again:
Does he recall, I guess it was only a couple
of weeks ago, that the Provincial Secretary
for Justice, in response to a question about

the Forfar case and the implication for Cen-

tury City, said:

Mr. Speaker, all I want to say is that a decision

will be made and announced by the Attorney Gen-
eral before the end of this session as to his remedy
or solution in respect of that particular problem.

Does the Attorney General have such a

decision for us?

Hon. Mr. Bales: It will be announced, and
announced very shortly, in the form of legis-

lation.

Mr. Lewis: That will be this week I take it?

Hon. Mr. Bales: Even sooner than that.

Mr. Lewis: This is very good; I will just

keep going for a while.

Mr. Renwick: We are transacting more busi-

ness today than we have done all session.

EMPLOYMENT STANDARDS ACT
REVIEW

Mr. Lewis: May I ask the Minister of Lab-

our, is he putting his bill altering the Em-
ployment Standards Act through all stages?
Will that occur this week?

Hon. Mr. Cuindon: Yes Mr. Speaker, what
I hava announced today—and what I an-

nounced on Nov. 1—was a new clause con-

cerning a stop-order under the Environmental
Protection Act.

Mr. Lewis: By way of supplementary, why
is the minister confining this to the Environ-
mental Protection Act when the city of

Toronto has indicated that it will move to

stop production at Canada Metal under the

Public Health Act on Feb. 28, if the pollution
hasn't altered? Surely it makes sense, there-

fore, to extend the termination benefits of

workers thus affected by any piece of govern-
ment legislation?

Hon. Mr. Cuindon: Mr. Speaker, this is

new legislation. It has very far-reaching con-

sequences and I think we are moving in a

field with which we are not too familiar as

yet; but it's a first move.

Mr. Lewis: By way of supplementary, the

minister will agree that for the employee
who loses his job it matters very little whether

it is under the Environmental Protection Act
or under the Public Health Act, and would
the minister not therefore broaden the legis-

lation to include all the likely eventualities,
since we may not be in session?

Hon. Mr. Guindon: There are many aspects
to this question. We have also to think in

terms of the employer, whether it is fore-

seeable in this case that there could be a stop-
order or not. If it is not foreseeable, it is

questionable whether the employer should be
forced to pay vacation pay or a severance

pay. I am looking at the whole picture.

If the hon. member will recall, I was hop-
ing to bring in these amendments later on in

the winter session, but I have placed this

amendment here today. We are looking at it

very seriously.

ACCESS TO LAKE ONTARIO IN
FRONTENAC COUNTY

Mr. Lewis: I have a question, Mr. Speaker,
of the Minister of Natural Resources, if I

may. Was his ministry made aware of the

closing of Front Rd. by Frontenac county
when it sold top terrain, lakefront terrain, to

Calenco Co. Ltd. for a private development,

thereby cutting off public access to the only

remaining footage in Kingston township along
Lake Ontario?

Hon. L. Bernier (Minister of Natural Re-

sources): Mr. Speaker I am not aware of this.

It may very well be that they had notified

members of my staff, but it has not come to

my attention.

Mr. Lewis: By way of supplementary,
could the minister look into it, as I asked,
under another aspect of this, that the Pro-

vincial Treasurer should look after it and ex-

plain why he did not exercise his rights under
the Beds of Navigable Waters Act to purchase
the land and retain public access to the lake

in the process?

Hon. Mr. Bernier: Yes Mr. Speaker, I

would be only too pleased to look into it.

SCARBOROUGH GENERAL HOSPITAL

Mr. Lewis: Ministers are so unfailingly

friendly today.

I have just one other question of the

Minister of Health, from whom one never

received an amiable answer. I have an open
invitation to him. May I ask him why he

has not yet acted on a reform of the Scar-
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borough General Hospital board of governors
in order to overcome the self-perpetuating

oligarchy that exists there?

Hon. R. T. Potter (Minister of Health): Mr.

Speaker, at the present time we are working
on a standard set of bylaws for all hospitals.

I hope that in the next session we may be

in a position to recommend such bylaws
rather than deal with one hospital indi-

vidually.

Mr. Roy: Don't jump into anything.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Supplementary: Can the

minister assure us those standard sets of

bylaws he is working on will, in fact, make
the boards more directly responsible to the

community, rather than to just a special group
of so-called members in good standing of the

hospital group corporation?

Hon. Mr. Potter: That is our intention,

Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Lewis: That was my last question.

Mr. Roy: Good.

Mr. Lewis: I had intended to ask a question
about sheep farming because, as the Speaker
knows, since the former member for Prince

Edward-Lennox, Mr. Whitney, has left the

Legislature-

Mr. Breithaupt: He is here today.

Mr. Lewis: —the wolves have run wild in

Ontario; but he is here under the gallery and
should be acknowledged.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Huron
is next.

HALL LAMP CO.

Mr. J. Riddell (Huron): Thank you, Mr.

Speaker. In the absence of the Minister of

Industry and Tourism (Mr. Bennett), who of

late has been rather conspicuous by his

absence in the House, I'd like to—

An hon. member: A good introduction to a

question.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Riddell: I would like to direct a ques-
tion to the Premier.

Mr. J. R. Rhodes (Sault Ste. Marie): Talk-

ing about absentees, where has the member
for Huron been?

Mr. Riddell: Despite the indebtedness of

the Hall Lamp Co. in Huron county to the

Ontario Development Corp., is the Premier

aware of the fact that this same company
approached National Acceptance of America

for a loan of $13 million at an interest rate

of 15% per cent? I am interested in knowing
whether this same company has been meeting
its obligations to the Ontario Development
Corp., or have the financial lending agents
in the United States been the chief bene-

factors of any such obligations?

Mr. R. F. Nixon: That is a good question.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I know the

hon. member for Huron expects a very de-

tailed answer to that question, and of course

he is obviously entitled to it. I can tell him,

therefore, in a very detailed way that I am

quite prepared to discuss this with the Min-

ister of Industry and Tourism when he

returns. He is discharging his public respon-
sibilities in the desire to improve the tourist

industry in the Province of Ontario, which

very directly affects the economic situation of

each and every one of us.

Mr. Cassidy: When the Premier can find

him, he means.

Mr. Roy: He has gone to Las Vegas.

Hon. Mr. Davis: When the hon. minister

has returned from this very important work
I shall immediately take up with him the

particular question raised-

Mr. Cassidy: Did he go to Las Vegas?

Hon. Mr. Davis: —and he will be in a

position to inform the hon. member in detail

himself.

Mr. Cassidy: Did he take a free trip? Did
the Premier permit that conflict of interest?

Mr. Riddell: When the Premier is discuss-

ing the matter with the Minister of Industry
and Tourism, would he ask the minister why
the ODC did not have a chattel mortgage
on the equipment in Hall Lamp? In other

words, there was no security registered in

the registry office of any kind-

Mr. Reid: Negative.

Mr. Riddell: —and I would like to know
whether ODC simply makes loans without

any security whatsoever?

Mr. Lewis: Except when there is an Indian

band involved; then they take personal

security.
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Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I would be

quite prepared to ask this further question
of the Minister of Industry and Tourism.

I would only say to the hon. member for

Huron that as he gains some experience he

will find that the ODC has flexibility in its

approach, as I am sure we would all wish

it to have.

Mr. Reid: Especially in Conservative rid-

ings.

Hon. Mr. Davis: There are some situations

where I am sure the loan is well secured.

Mr. Lewis: Sure, where Indians are con-

cerned they get personal security.

Hon. Mr. Davis: I am also relatively sure

there are some instances, in a desire to

promote jobs in some areas of the Province

of Ontario, including the riding of Huron,
where the ODC has been very helpful in

the past number of years.

Mr. E. W. Martel (Sudbury East): Only in

some areas.

Hon. Mr. Davis: I am sure the hon. mem-
ber for Huron is prepared to acknowledge
this. I think it is fair to state that the

Minister of Industry and Tourism will have
an adequate answer to the very important

question that has been raised.

Mr. Lewis: I have a supplementary, Mr.

Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Scar-

borough West.

Mr. Lewis: Could the Premier also inquire

into, and try to make sure, that the re-

ceiver is not at this very moment in the

process of draining the company dry for

the purpose of satisfying the head office

in Detroit, which is in bankruptcy? Would
he also inquire how it is that today—this

morning to be exact—for the first time, a

cheque from the company bounced—a cheque
paid to supervisory management personnel—
and that it looks as though everybody may be
satisfied in this transaction except the em-

ployees for whom this government has not
a tittle of protection?

Hon. Mr. Davis: I would be delighted to

look into this matter—not necessarily with
the Minister of Industry and Tourism, be-
cause I am not sure really that falls within
his area of responsibility—but certainly I will

be quite prepared to look into it.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Ottawa
East.

Mr. Roy: Mr. Speaker, if I might ask the
Premier a supplementary, pursuant to his

answer to my colleague from Huron: Isn't

it a fact that the Minister of Industry and
Tourism is in fact in Las Vegas for the
CCEA in Ottawa, and it has nothing to

do with government business and nothing
to do with his ministry?

Mr. W. Hodgson (York North): How would
the member know?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I think it is

fair to state that when the Minister of In-

dustry and Tourism is anywhere, he is pro-

moting the activities of the Province of

Ontario.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Roy: He is on a free trip.

Mr. Lewis: That has a familiar ring to it.

Hon. Mr. Davis: I would say to the hon.

member for Ottawa East, the minister does
it extremely well; far more ably, I am afraid,
than perhaps the hon. member for Ottawa
East might be persuaded to do.

Mr. Roy: I never get to Las Vegas.

Mr. W. Hodgson: Why doesn't the mem-
ber for Ottawa East sit down for a while?

Mr. Cassidy: Supplementary, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: Order. The hon. member
for Sandwich-Riverside is next.

Mr. Cassidy: Supplementary, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: There were four supple-
mentaries, which is sufficient. The hon.
member for Sandwich-Riverside.

Hon. Mr. Kerr: Enough supplementaries.

Mr. McHveen: That's enough. Sit down.

Mr. Cassidy: Why doesn't he pay his

own way? Why is the government paying it?

Hon. Mr. Kerr: Why isn't the member for

Ottawa Centre in his own riding?

Mr. Roy: They tell me he is having a great
time.

ACUPUNCTURE TEACHING

Mr. F. A. Burr (Sandwich-Riverside): Mr.

Speaker, a question of the Minister of Health:

Is it true that some of the medical doctors

who went to the Orient to take a look at

acupuncture are now asking the ministry
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for some kind of authorization to permit

them to teach acupuncture in Ontario, and to

teach it only to medical doctors and dentists?

Hon. Mr. Potter: No, it's not true, Mr.

Speaker.

Mr. Burr: As a supplementary, could the

minister tell me whether it is true this trip

by the doctors cost about $50,000 and

whether the Ministry of Health contributed to

that cost?

Hon. Mr. Potter: I haven't any idea how
much it cost. I understand it was spon-

sored by the Canadian Medical Association.

Certainly I didn't contribute to it.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Grey-
Bruce is next.

TRUCKING RATES

Mr. E. Sargent (Grey-Bruce): Mr. Speaker,
a question of the Minister of Transportation
and Communications: When does he plan
to take the rate-setting powers away from

the trucking companies and to have a public
review of freight rates?

Hon. Mr. Carton: Mr. Speaker, the hon.

member is aware that the truck companies

presently file their rates. There is no author-

ity in the OHTB presently to determine these

rates; they are filed with OHTB.
Advances have been made from time to

time to the ministry, including from members
of the trucking industry, with respect to the

possibility of controlling rates. It's a rather

difficult, complex situation, because one is

involving not only the truckers themselves

but the shippers and the CMA and other

associations which are perhaps wary of having
the province control trucking rates.

In any event, as I promised the hon. mem-
ber during my estimates, in view of the fact

the truckers themselves have requested that

we look at controlling rates, I think it merits

consideration and we will be looking into it.

Mr. Reid: A supplementary, Mr. Speaker:
Does the minister not feel, in view of the

fact that many of these trucking companies
have what amounts to a monopoly or a

franchise for a particular area, they should

at the very least come before a committee
of the Legislature to justify the rates they
are charging?

Hon. Mr. Carton: Mr. Speaker, the pre-
mise on which the OHTB and licensing was
instituted many years ago, was to do away

with the jungle in which they found them-

selves.

Mr. Reid: But all the minister does is ac-

cept their tariff.

Mr. Sargent: In other words, they have a

blank cheque.

Hon. Mr. Carton: The present situation, I

think-and I am speaking personally—is one

that I would not want to find myself in, with

the many probabilities that exist in the future

with all the energy problems and the myriad

problems which confront the trucking in-

dustry. It is a highly regulated industry at

present, but again we will be considering

this and looking into it very deeply.

Mr. Reid: A supplementary, if I may, Mr.

Speaker: First of all, does the minister not

believe that many communities, particularly

those in the north, are at the mercy of one

or two firms when it comes to the goods and

services which have to be delivered to those

communities? They have no choice in many
cases.

Secondly, will the minister look at the

whole picture in regard to PCV licences, es-

pecially those licences which are issued to

truck transportation companies so they can

deliver goods, say from the Toronto area to

the north but are not allowed to transport

goods and freight back to Toronto; in other

words they can go only one way, which in

effect doubles and triples the price of freight.

Mr. W. Ferrier (Cochrane South): The min-

ister should table the Foley report.

Hon. Mr. Carton: Mr. Speaker, one of the

concerns I have is trucking in the north;

certainly that is one of the elements of the

study they will be undertaking. I think per-

haps as it now stands it should be looked into

as far as northern Ontario is concerned; and

this was the main reason I said we would

look into the whole problem.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Went-
worth.

Mr. I. Deans (Wentworth): One supple-

mentary question, thank you: In keeping with

the question asked by the Leader of the Op-
position of the Minister of Labour, has the

Minister of Transportation and Communica-
tions met with the Independent Truckers'

Association, which is now forming a number
of different branches in the Province of On-

tario, to discuss the matter of haulage of

aggregate as it affects the independent truck-

ers and the problems they are currently hav-

ing?
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Hon. Mr. Carton: Mr. Speaker, again I

have not been requested to meet with any-

body. If they request it, like my colleague I

will be delighted to meet with them at any
time.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Wind-
sor West.

YORK-TORONTO AMBULANCE
EMPLOYEES

Mr. Bounsall: A question of the Minister

of Health, Mr. Speaker: Is the York-Toronto

ambulance service, a unit of the ministry,

going to be amalgamated with the Metro
Toronto ambulance service under commis-
sioner John Pollard of the department of

emergency services of the city of Toronto on
or shortly after Jan. 1?

Hon. Mr. Potter: At the present time, Mr.

Speaker, we are having discussions with the

chairman of Metropolitan Toronto concerning
all of the ambulance services, including York

ambulance, and I am not in a position to

make any definite statement on it yet.

Mr. Roy: Don't give us any secrets now.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Ottawa
East.

TEMPERATURE IN MAIN PARLIAMENT
BUILDING

Mr. Roy: Mr. Speaker, if I might ask a

question of the Minister of Government Serv-

ices: In light of the fact that the temperature
in this House and in parts of this building
has been between 74 and 80 deg over the

last few days, can the minister advise if this

is evidence of his overall strategy to con-

serve energy in government buildings?

Mr. Lewis: Good Lord; I was freezing here,
but it is okay.

Mr. Ferrier: Anything for a headline.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: The members opposite
always create more heat than light.

Mr. Reid: He has got a sweater on today.
He must have turned it down.

Hon. J. W. Snow (Minister of Government
Services): Mr. Speaker, we have encountered

many problems, and I guess it is nothing
new; it has been the same for many years
in this particular building. As I am sure
the hon. member realizes, this building was
built in the late 1880s-

Mr. Roy: Just a bit before my time.

Hon. Mr. Snow: —and a great deal of the

heating system within this particular building
consists of the original piping and the original
cast-iron radiators, which have been modified

to some degree by adding a more modern
control mechanism. But as my friend knows,
when you have cast-iron radiators and the

thermostat turns the heat on to bring the

temperature up to what it should be, 70

deg or whatever, then the steam is turned

off by automatic control, the large cast-iron

radiators hold a great deal of heat and
continue to pour out the heat until they cool

off.

Mr. Roy: Now I understand.

Hon. A. Grossman (Minister of Revenue):

Elementary physics.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Deans: Why not utilize some of the

hot air from the cabinet to keep us warm?

Hon. Mr. Snow: Until such time, Mr.

Speaker, as a decision is made to proceed
with the complete modernization of the heat-

ing and air-conditioning system for this build-

ing, for which some of the preliminary work
has already been done, and until this work
is completed, we will not be able to control

the temperature in this building in the normal

way that temperatures are controlled in more
modern buildings.

Mr. Mcllveen: That still won't stop the

hot air of the member for Ottawa East.

Mr. Roy: One supplementary on that, Mr.

Speaker: In the light of the minister's state-

ment that we will have to wait until we get

controls, what temperature is the minister

striving for in this building and in the Legis-

lature; and when can we expect this.

Mr. Mcllveen: As soon as the hon. mem-
ber stops giving out hot air.

Hon. Mr. Snow: Mr. Speaker, we are

attempting in all our buildings to have them

no warmer than 70 deg; and no cooler than

68 deg; but as I have stated in this par-

ticular building-

Mr. Reid: The old fellows over there need
lots of heat.

Hon. Mr. Snow: —there is no way of con-

trolling it within, say plus or minus 3 or 4

deg. of any particular setting. As to when
the new system will be installed, I would
say in the fullness of time.
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Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Port give him control of insurance rates on auto-

Arthur, mobile insurance in the Province of Ontario?

DECLINE IN DUCK POPULATION
AT THUNDER BAY

Mr. Foulds: A question of the Minister of

Natural Resources, Mr. Speaker: Has the

ministry instituted any in-depth studies to

determine why the number of ducks banded
in Thunder Bay harbour has dropped dra-

matically from 1,000 six or seven years ago
to 147 last year, and to 10 this year? Further,
has the ministry consulted with the Ministry
of the Environment to determine if the

dumping of bark into the lake by Northern

Wood Preservers and the oil spillage by CPR
last year have had an adverse effect on the

nesting of ducks in Thunder Bay harbour?

Hon. Mr. Bernier: Mr. Speaker, I wasn't

aware that the duck population in Thunder

Bay harbour had declined to the rate the

member has indicated, but certainly I would
be glad to look into it. I would suggest to

him that the other matter dealing with the

environment should be directed to the Min-
ister of the Environment (Mr. Auld).

Mr. Foulds: Supplementary, Mr. Speaker:
Is the minister not aware that this is the

subject of a report by his ministry in the

Thunder Bay region, that the official who
conducted it expressed public concern about

the matter? My question was, has the min-

ister not consulted with the Minister of the

Environment about the possible source?

Hon. Mr. Bernier: Mr. Speaker, we are in

constant communication with the Ministry of

the Environment dealing with the biological
effects on any animals or birds or ducks that

may be declining in numbers in the Province

of Ontario; and I am sure this would have
been done in this particular case.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Essex-

Kent, I believe, was up—

Mr. Reid: Mr. Speaker-

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Essex-

Kent was up before the hon. member for

Rainy River.

AUTOMOBILE INSURANCE RATES

Mr. R. F. Ruston (Essex-Kent): A question
of the Minister of Consumer and Commer-
cial Relations: Does the minister intend to

proclaim our long-standing law that would

Hon. J. T. Clement (Minister of Consumer
and Commercial Relations): Sorry, Mr. Speak-
er, I couldn't hear the question.

Mr. Ruston: Does the minister intend to

proclaim a long-standing bill, that was passed
many years ago, which gives him the power
to control the rates of automobile insurance

in Ontario?

Hon. Mr. Clement: No, I do not intend to

proclaim those regulations at the present

time, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Reid: Why not?

Hon. Mr. Clement: In those areas where
the superintendent has prescribed the rates

in other jurisdictions, we have found that the
rates are much higher than they are within
this province, and accordingly we have not
enacted them. I think they've been here some
35 years.

Mr. Roy: Even in the NDP caucus.

Mr. Reid: They're not up.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Rainy
River.

ELECTRONIC FISHING EQUIPMENT
Mr. Reid: Mr. Speaker, I have a matter of

urgent public importance regarding fishing in

the province, for the Minister of Natural Re-
sources. Will the minister, through his min-

istry, ban the use of all electronic and elec-

tric equipment, that some fishermen use both

during the winter and summer for finding
fish? In other words, radar equipment and

whatnot, which gives them an unfair ad-

vantage and is depleting our fish population,

particularly lake trout.

An hon. member: Fish can't fight back.

Hon. Mr. Bernier: Mr. Speaker, in answer
to the member's question, I want to assure

him that members of my ministry, particularly
in the biological section, are constantly moni-

toring these new devices that are used by
fishermen; and if we find there is any abuse
of these new gadgets then we are prepared
to take action on it. We'll certainly review
the member's suggestion.

Mr. Reid: A supplementary: Does the min-
ister not think that it's unfair to begin with,
but secondly depleting the fish resources of

this province to use those kind of devices?
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They help to find the fish under the surface

of the water or ice, and we are depleting our
fish resources because of this.

Hon. Mr. Bernier: As an ardent lake trout

fisherman, Mr. Speaker, I'd have to tell the

members of the House that I depend very
much on artificial lures and I would expect
that other sportsmen in the Province of On-
tario do likewise.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for River-

dale.

MERGER OF TRUST COMPANIES

Mr. Renwick: Mr. Speaker, a question of

the Minister of Consumer and Commercial
Relations: There are so many questions I

could ask him. I would like to ask him whe-
ther or not he has made any commitment to

the Ontario Trust Co. and Metropolitan Trust

Co. that he will recommend to the Lieuten-

ant Governor in Council that the amalgama-
tion of those two companies into the one

company be approved? And whether he has

made that commitment to them or not, what
are the considerations that will influence his

recommendation to the Lieutenant Governor
in Council about the approval of that amalga-
mation? And what will be the extent of for-

eign ownership of the company as it finally

emerges, if the amalgamation goes through?

Hon. Mr. Clement: Mr. Speaker, firstly no,

I have not personally discussed any potential

amalgamation of the two companies referred

to by the member for Riverdale.

In the event that two sets of companies
wish to amalgamate under the new legislation
which we discussed and debated in this

House some two or three weeks ago, the test

I would apply would be one of relying very
heavily on the recommendations of the super-
intendent of the loan and trust division.

Particularly, I would rely very heavily on
his comments pertaining to the liquidity and
the financial stability of the creature to be
created by the merger or amalgamation of

those two companies.

With reference to the last portion of the

hon. member's question, I just couldn't tell

him what the complexion of the sharehold-

ings, or the composition of the board would
bs. I would be prepared to obtain that infor-

mation. I can ascertain the complexion of

those two boards now, and the holding: As to

the new creature which the member was talk-

ing about being created, I just couldn't give

any figures because I don't have them within

my possession.

Mr. Renwick: By way of supplementary
question, Mr. Speaker: Having regard to what
is now known in the street, that various com-

panies are looking at trust companies as a

method of having financial resources avail-

able to them, and having regard to the de-

cision of the Traders Group to increase its

holding of Guaranty Trust to over 50 per

cent, will the minister give consideration to

putting a freeze on the question of the change
of control of trust corporations, either by way
of indicating that the approval of the Lieu-

tenant Governor in Council will not be grant-

ed; or otherwise not until such time as a

study is made of the function and place and

public necessity and convenience of the trust

companies and loan corporations in the prov-

ince of Ontario, and the role which they

should play in the financial life of the prov-

ince?

Hon. Mr. Clement: Mr. Speaker, I would

say this: Each situation would have to be

dealt with on its merits, bearing in mind

some of the items the member has touched

upon—the interest of the public; the stability

of the companies involved; the necessity,

should one exist or have to be demonstrated.

And the Lieutenant Governor has the power,
as the hon. member knows, to attach or

append conditions to such order as he in

his wisdom might make.

I think, Mr. Speaker, rather than give an

undertaking that, yes, we would freeze it

and commence a study; I think the situation

is such that each case should be determined

on its own merit and the conditions, if any,

appended at the Lieutenant Governor's order.

If it appears that the interests of the

public would not be served, I would suggest

that no order would issue; and I think each

one has to be dealt with on its merits.

Mr. Renwick: By way of a final supple-

mentary question, Mr. Speaker, will the min-

ister take into account that whether or not

it is done by amalgamation or by share

control purchase, the fact of the matter is

that this kind of result should not be per-
mitted at the present time except under very

stringent conditions as to the public interest

involved?

Hon. Mr. Clement: I can't disagree; with

that statement I concur.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Wind-
sor-Walkerville.
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RESTRUCTURED GOVERNMENT FOR
WINDSOR AND ESSEX

Mr. B. Newman (Windsor-Walkerville):
Mr. Speaker, I have a question of the pro-
vincial Treasurer. In view of the fact that

the city of Windsor and the county of

Essex would like to conduct joint discussions

to consider the nomination of an independent
commission to study the best form of re-

structured government for the city of Windsor
and Essex county, will the ministry provide
financial assistance so that the studies could

get under way?

Hon. J. White (Treasurer, Minister of

Economics and Intergovernmental Affairs):

Well sir, I had breakfast last week with the

mayor of Windsor and the city clerk, and

we discussed this and other matters. At the

ACRO convention about three weeks ago
I gave a speech in which I suggested a

number of matters, one being that the prov-
ince might contribute 50 per cent, up to a

maximum of $50,000, against the cost of a

joint study. But I made it clear in my
speech to ACRO that I wanted their input

early in the decision-making process, be-

fore putting the matter to the government.
So it is not government policy, although
it is an idea that is being explored in co-

operation with the municipalities affected.

Mr. Roy: What did the minister have
for breakfast?

Mr. B. Newman: Supplementary, Mr.

Speaker: Then the ministry does not intend

to introduce legislation permitting the dis-

tribution of funds to municipalities in areas

that would now like to study new forms of

government?

Hon. Mr. White: Not until I have some

response from the counties and regions of

Ontario.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Supplementary: Is it

necessary that the municipalities concerned

request it? After all, in the example of Brant-

ford and Brant, I understand that the gov-
ernment is paying 100 per cent of the cost

of that study.

Hon. Mr. White: This is one of the things
that I want some advice on from the

counties and regions. There is no policy
and there is no programme now. We put
certain suggestions in front of the—

Mr. R. F. Nixon: The minister is doing
it for some and not for others.

Hon. Mr. White: —convention and we
have asked them to respond; they haven't

got back to us yet.

Mr. Lewis: Has the minister thought of

holding a series of meetings?

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Supplementary: In a

specific area where Windsor and Essex want
to undertake a study, surely there is govern-
ment policy; and it would be inconsistent

with what the minister did in Brant and
Brantford where he did appoint a commis-
sioner who works with the local people.

Hon. Mr. White: This is resting now on
local initiative in the way that I think

was not the case before. We are preparing
new guidelines and we are not going to rush

ahead with it-

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Oh no, don't do that.

Hon. Mr. White: —until we get some
advice from the counties and regions.

Mr. Lewis: Has the minister thought of

holding a series of meetings from town to

town, all around the province?

Hon. Mr. White: We have lots of meetings.

Mr. Lewis: The minister can have the

Provincial Secretary for Justice do that for

him.

Mr. Speaker: Order.

Mr. Lewis: It is going to be during the

federal election. The minister is going to

have to reschedule here.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Is the member's father

going to pull the plug this week?

Mr. Speaker: The time has elapsed for

the question period.

Petitions.

Presenting reports.

Hon. Mr. Carton presented the 1972 annual

report of the Ontario Telephone Service

Commission.

Hon. Mr. Bales tabled the sixth annual

report of the Ontario Law Reform Commis-
sion for the fiscal year ending March 31,
1973.

Hon. Mr. Kerr tabled a green paper on

Sunday as a common day of rest and uniform
store hours.

Mr. Singer: Does it have an itinerary?

Hon. Mr. Kerr: Yes, an index.
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Mr. Lewis: This is to create work for the

provincial secretary at the expense of the

people of Ontario. This is a make work

project for him.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Lewis: The George Kerr LIP project.

An hon. member: A winter-works pro-

gramme.

Mr. Lewis: Mr. Speaker, in order to get

20 pages out of this green paper, they had

to number the blank pages. Look at it care-

fully.

Hon. Mr. Kerr: Look at the background

pages.

Mr. Lewis: What is the Provincial Secretary
for Justice putting to this House?

Mr. Speaker: Introduction of bills.

PLANNING ACT

Hon. Mr. White moves first reading of bill

intituled, An Act to amend the Planning Act.

Motion agreed to; first reading of the bill.

Hon. Mr. White: Mr. Speaker, this bill

will implement our undertaking to strengthen
the role of regional government by permitting
delegation to them of specific powers of

approval under the Planning Act.

Initially these powers would be limited to

the approval of plans of subdivisions, con-
dominium developments and official plans and
amendments. Provision is made to permit
the minister to call for an individual appli-
cation from a region, but this would only
be done when an application is of such

significance that it must be dealt with by the

f)rovince.
Having discussed these proposals at

ength with each region, we are confident

they can assume these responsibilities, as

arranged bilaterally in the foreseeable future,
and carry them out in a competent manner.

Provision is also made in the bill for the

validation of title to lots which have been
created in some areas of the province by
checker-boarding. We will allow municipal-
ities to initiate an approval procedure and
recommend validation to the minister. This
will permit an assessment of these develop-
ments on a local basis, while the broader

provincial interest in planning and land use

is protected.

We are also proposing a series of amend-
ments which will implement the Ontario Law
Reform Commission's recommendations con-

tained in its report on development control.

These measures are intended to supplement

existing municipal zoning practices and will

enable municipalities having an official plan
to obtain a greater degree of control over

the design of individual developments. In

addition, municipalities are empowered to

obtain parkland on a basis related to the

density of residential development and re-

development.
The remaining amendments of significance

provide for the transfer of approval powers
under the Planning Act to the Minister of

Housing, and to render ineffective the device

where a partial discharge of a mortgage is

used to convey land without the necessity of

obtaining a consent.

Mr. Speaker, this bill will be taken through
the legislative process by my parliamentary

assistant, the member for Grenville-Dundas

(Mr. Irvine), who will be assisted by the

Attorney General in dealing with the amend-
ments respecting checker-boarding.

Mr. Cassidy: Does the minister intend to

take the bill through this week?

Hon. Mr. White: Of course.

Mr. Renwick: Before the end of the session?

Hon. Mr. White: That is up to members

opposite.

MINISTRY OF TREASURY, ECONOMICS
AND INTERGOVERNMENTAL

AFFAIRS ACT

Hon. Mr. White moves first reading of bill

intituled An Act to amend the Ministry of

Treasury, Economics and Intergovernmental
Affairs Act, 1972.

Motion agreed to; first reading of the bill.

Hon. Mr. White: Mr. Speaker, certain ad-

ministrative responsibilities for land use and

local planning are being transferred to the

Ministry of Housing under another bill. This

amendment makes it clear that the responsi-

bility for overall planning and broadly-based
land-use policy remains in my ministry.

MUNICIPAL UNCONDITIONAL
GRANTS ACT

Hon. Mr. White moves first reading of bill

intituled, An Act to amend the Municipal
Unconditional Grants Act.

Motion agreed to; first reading of the bill.

Hon. Mr. White: Mr. Speaker, the purpose
of this bill is to permit the payment of the
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per capita grant entitlement to newly-
incorporated municipalities or those which
have annexed unorganized territory in the

year the incorporation or annexation takes

place. At the present time the payments can-

not be made until the following year. This

bill will be taken through the legislative

process by my parliamentary assistant, the

member for Grenville-Dundas.

MUNICIPALITY OF METROPOLITAN
TORONTO ACT

Hon. Mr. White moves first reading of bill

intituled, An Act to amend the Municipality
of Metropolitan Toronto Act.

Motion agreed to; first reading of the bill.

Hon. Mr. White: Mr. Speaker, this bill

includes provisions for transitional adjust-
ments necessary because part of the township
of Pickering will be annexed to the borough
of Scarborough on Jan. 1, 1974.

Other amendments intended to facilitate

the functioning of local government in Metro-

politan Toronto include a provision that en-

ables the municipality of Metropolitan
Toronto to establish elderly persons centres,
and a provision that removes the requirement
that a member of the Toronto Transit Com-
mission be a ratepayer as well as a resident.

There is legislation that will authorize the

Metropolitan council to enter into an agree-
ment with the corporation of the borough of

Scarborough with respect to the construction

of a sanitary sewer designed to receive and
dispose of sewage from the town of Mark-
ham.

It also permits Metro to delegate to the
area municipalities the leasing or licensing of

untravelled portions of Metropolitan roads to

adjoining owners or occupants for any type
of use. The Metropolitan corporation will also

be empowered to grant monetary aid to

persons suffering loss in a common disaster.

The bill also provides authority for the

borough of Scarborough to assist with the

purchase of the Tarn O'Shanter property by
way of debenture or otherwise. This bill will

be taken through the legislative process by
my parliamentary assistant, the member for
York East (Mr. Meen).

EMPLOYMENT STANDARDS ACT
Hon. Mr. Guindon moves first reading of

bill intituled, An Act to amend the Employ-
ment Standards Act.

Motion agreed to; first reading of the bill.

WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION ACT

Hon. Mr. Guindon moves first reading of

bill intituled, An Act to amend the Work-
men's Compensation Act.

Motion agreed to; first reading of the bill.

GAME AND FISH ACT
Hon. Mr. Bernier moves first reading of bill

intituled, An Act to amend the Game and
Fish Act.

Motion agreed to; first reading of the bill.

Hon. Mr. Bernier: Mr. Speaker, under the
amendments of the Environmental Protection

Act, 1971, contained in Bill 171, the Ministry
of the Environment will administer the con-
trol of the use of shelters placed on ice over

any waters. Insofar as any such shelter is

used for fishing, the Game and Fish Act has

provided for regulations; regulating and pro-
hibiting the placing of huts on ice for the

purpose of fishing; regulating their use; and
requiring and regulating their removal.

The reason for transferring the jurisdic-
tion of the Game and Fish Act to the Ministry
of the Environment is that problems associ-

ated with fish huts are related more to en-
vironmental control than to fish management.
The concerns are related to pollution of

waters, visual pollution; and hazards to navi-

gation resulting from unremoved ice huts.

Accordingly, the provisions of the Game and
Fish Act are repealed as they are now re-

dundant.

Mr. Lewis: On a point of order, is the
Minister of Labour intending to proceed this

week with the Workmen's Compensation Act
amendments?

Hon. Mr. Guindon: Yes, Mr. Speaker, it is

my intention, because some of the provisions
have to come in force for the first of 1974.

LANDLORD AND TENANT ACT
Mr. Laughren moves first reading of bill

intituled, An Act to amend the Landlord and
Tenant Act.

Motion agreed to; first reading of the bill.

Mr. F. Laughren (Nickel Belt): Mr.

Speaker, the purpose of this bill is to bring
mobile homes within the scope of the Land-
lord and Tenant Act.

Mr. Speaker: Before we proceed to the or-

ders of the day, I should like to deal with
the matter that was brought up in the House
yesterday by the hon. member for Scarbor-

ough West.
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I have now had an opportunity to read the

letter in the Toronto Sun written by the

Deputy Speaker of the House, to which the

member for Scarborough West referred on

Monday, and I have looked into the pre-

cedents which apply.

I finl the letter in question to be an ac-

curate statement of the voting procedure as it

has evolved in Parliament. Firstly, it must

be remembered that the chairman or the

Speaker, as the case may be, is only express-

ing his opinion. He clearly states: "In my
opinion the 'ayes' have it;" or as the case may
be. His judgement is not final and does not

become final until either the House accepts
his opinion or calls for a standing vote or a

division of the House. In expressing his opin-

ion, he is entitled to take a number of fac-

tors into consideration, including the proba-
bilities of the case.

The reason for demanding a standing vote

really is that you do not agree with the chair-

man's opinion and wish a counted vote, in

order to ascertain whether or not the opinion

is, in fact, correct. Really, the only practical

reason for the chairman to call for the "ayes"

and "nays" is that, in at least nine cases out

of 10, the members are prepared to accept

the chairman's opinion and thereby eliminate

the necessity for a standing vote.

I refer the members to May's Parliamentary

Practice, page 374, and to the Parliamentary

Debates of the House of Commons of the

United Kingdom, 1956, chapter 602. In that

case, the Deputy Speaker sitting in committee

of the whole House had found in favour of

the "ayes", even though some members of

the opposition expressed the opinion that no

voices had sounded on the "ayes" side. A
division having been called, the Deputy

Speaker, while agreeing that the "noes" had

been louder, stated that he had expressed

his opinion on the probability of the case that

the "ayes" had it, and he was proving it by

having a division.

Orders of the day.

FINANCIAL ADMINISTRATION ACT

Hon. Mr. White moves second reading of

Bill 238, An Act to amend the Financial

Administration Act.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for

Kitchener.

Mr. J. R. Breithaupt (Kitchener): Mr.

Speaker, my remarks on this bill will be
brief. It is interesting to note now that the

Treasurer (Mr. White) is going to be given

the availability of purchasing securities

other than those which have been the

traditional ones within the financial picture
of the province. As has been set out in the

explanatory note, there are certain moneys
which can be borrowed from securities issued

by any province of Canada, from the govern-
ment of Canada, the governments of the

United Kingdom or the United States of

America, and the International Board for

Reconstruction and Development; with some
other additional ones.

I would appreciate hearing from the

Treasurer, if he is able to tell us, what par-
ticular kinds of securities might be expected
to be purchased because of this amendment
to the Financial Administration Act. The
matter, of course, of going by bank loan as

approved by the Lieutenant Governor in

Council in the amount of $50 million, doesn't

really set a ceiling on that kind of borrowing.
The result of this, of course, is that at any
one time up to $50 million can be borrowed,
but naturally enough, if that series of one
times went over two or three days, obviously
the particular point of letting us believe

that there would only be a maximum of

that $50 million figure, would not exactly be
the case. Perhaps the Treasurer could com-
ment on that as well.

I think there is a good point made in sec-

tion 3 with respect to the ability to refund

or renew Treasury bills as they come due,
without any particular separate authorization

by the Lieutenant Governor in Council.

Mr. J. A. Renwick (Riverdale): Mr. Speaker,

my comments are, perforce, brief, because

of the nature of the bill, and are really

in the nature of questions; so that if the

minister answers them, we could perhaps
avoid having the bill going to committee of

the whole House.

My first point is on clause 3 of the bill.

Unless my mathematical relationship of this

bill to the Act is incorrect in some way,
I think that the section to which the refer-

ence is made, probably should be section 42
of the Financial Administration Act, rather

than section 34; but perhaps the Treasurer's

advisers would check that. I think it may
just be an error; or on the other hand, I

may just be in error in not being able to

make the appropriate reference in the

statute.

I think basically we here agree with the

delegation principle of not saddling the

Lieutenant Governor in Council with responsi-
bilities which would be carried out prob-

ably, in any event, only on the recommenda-
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tlon of the Treasurer. But I would like an

express statement from the minister as to

why he now feels that the Treasurer should

be permitted to purchase such other securities

as may be approved by the Lieutenant

Governor in Council, rather than specifying
those securities in the statutes as is now
the case in section 12 of the Financial

Administration Amendment Act—bearing in

mind that if the Lieutenant Governor ap-

proves and the Treasurer does, in fact, pur-
chase, then he pays for those securities out
of the consolidated revenue fund. That's my
first question.

My second question is the reason for and
the purpose of the additional borrowing
power of up to $50 million by way of bank
loan. Why is this additional borrowing au-

thority necessary and why must it be an
addition to any amounts authorized to be
borrowed under this or any other Act?

My third point is a minor expression of

concern in what I suppose is subclause

(3) of clause 3, which permits the delegation
or an authorization from the Lieutenant
Governor in Council, not only for the Treas-
urer and the Deputy Treasurer, but to any
other officer of the Ministry of Treasury,
Economics and Intergovernmental Affairs, to

enter into various agreements for the sale of

securities; in other words, to establish the
terms and conditions of the securities which
are being sold.

It does seem to me that perhaps the ex-

tent of the delegation goes too far, if any
officer of the ministry might be permitted
this particular authorization. I would rather
see a statement of a larger group, including,
of course, the Deputy Treasurer, but also

any of the other senior officers of the de-

partment by designation, rather than to leave
it wide open for the designation of any par-
ticular officer in the ministry.

With those comments, we agree with the

bill, but I would appreciate, at least for the

record, the reasons for the introduction of
these changes by the minister.

Mr. Speaker: Any other comments to this

bill? The hon. minister.

Hon. J. White (Treasurer, Minister of
Economics and Intergovernmental Affairs):

Yes, I think I'll go through this section by
section. As the hon. member for Riverdale
said, we may not have to take it to com-
mittee.

Dealing with the first section, which has to
do with purchase of other securities, the

purpose, Mr. Speaker, is to provide addi-

tional flexibility to the investment programme
and to provide legislative authority for new
developments that arise from time to time.

I've been given by my officials, several ex-

amples of where this kind of power would
have been useful. In 1972, the government
decided to delay borrowing in the Japanese
capital market because of the uncertainty
of a currency risk. Members will recall the

Japanese yen has subsequently been re-

valued—several times, in fact.

In any event, the government might have
considered the development of yet another

capital market—that is to say, Japan—if that

risk had been arranged with a financial hedge.
This might have meant the purchase of

Japanese government securities for a period
of time. The amendment I am proposing
here would have provided a necessary
authority.

Mr. Breithaupt: The government just lost

its yen for it.

Hon. Mr. White: Members will note that

this would restrict the Treasurer to invest-

ment of funds in instruments of Canadian
chartered banks. Of course, every desire is

shared to promote the welfare of our finan-

cial institutions, but we think we should
have the ability to go to the best offer.

With respect to the bank loan arrange-
ment, forecasting techniques are now suf-

ficiently refined that bank borrowing would
be required only in unusual circumstances.

Short-term borrowing would tend to be very

disruptive to the banks because of the

amounts of money dealt with by the prov-
ince. Nevertheless, we think it is prudent
financial management to have lines of credit

available.

For example, this year we were called

upon to fund bank borrowings by the Ontario
Northland Transportation Commission when
its bank loans were called due to tight

money. That amounted to $24 million. I have
the lines of credit from the various banks
here in answer to the member for Kitchener.

This is a $50 million accumulated amount.
It is not $50 million times X number of such

borrowings.

Concerning the underwriting amendment,
this relates primarily to US borrowings by
Ontario for Ontario Hydro to provide for

greater flexibility in the timing of issues. I

think this will meet the question raised by
the hon. member for Riverdale. It is con-

sidered prudent to relate the timing to daily
market conditions and to allow the Treasurer

some leeway in the negotiations. In the past,
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pricing has been subject to cabinet approval
of the specific terms, such as the price in

coupon rate. This amendment provides an

added measure of flexibility within para-
meters established in advance.

As a matter of interest, the House might
be interested in the success we've had in

recent US issues, for instance, one on Oct.

15, 1973, on behalf of Hydro, $125 million

at 7.90 per cent. I think Newfoundland went
a couple of days later at 8.50 to the New
York market.

Finally sir, the Treasury bill amendment

provides the Treasurer with authority to re-

new maturing Treasury bills without further

authorization or approval of the Lieutenant

Governor in Council.

The present system really is unnecessary in

my view, except for the technical require-

ment. We do provide investment dealers and

banks with copies of the order in council,

evidencing the continuing authority to renew

Treasury bills; this is quarterly. It becomes
an unwieldy bookkeeping exercise for all con-

cerned and the amendment is designed to

streamline this procedure. Additions to the

amounts of tender would still represent a

charge against the Loan Act; therefore this

does not represent a new source of authority.

I rather think that meets the questions put
to me.

Mr. Renwick: Mr. Speaker, if I may be

permitted one comment. I do think the cross-

referencing is incorrect and that it should be
section 42. It may be that the Treasurer
would want to put it into committee to cor-

rect the cross-reference.

Hon. Mr. White: My officials have told me
that they think the reference to section 42
must refer to an old Act.

Mr. Renwick: Oh.

Hon. Mr. White: They will check that out.

Here is an item I may have missed con-

cerning the delegation. The delegation is

made in the order in council authorizing a

particular loan and setting out the para-
meters of the terms and conditions which
may apply to that loan. So that is covered;
there is a constraint on that provided for in

the order in council.

Motion agreed to; second reading of the
bill

Mr. Speaker: Shall the bill be ordered for

third reading?

Mr. Renwick: Mr. Speaker, I am going to

ask that the bill go into committee of the

whole.

Mr. Speaker: Committee of the whole
House.

Agreed.

EXECUTIVE COUNCIL ACT

Hon. Mr. Winkler moves second reading
of Bill 261, An Act to amend the Executive

Council Act.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. Leader of the Op-
position.

Mr. R. F. Nixon (Leader of the Opposi-
tion): Mr. Speaker, I would suggest that you
might consider it in order if we refer to these

three bills as a package, although we would
be directed by your wishes; as long as you
would give us a bit of latitude we might make
our remarks on all three at the same time.

Mr. Speaker: I will not restrict the com-
ments. I will permit the hon. members to do
so.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Thank you. Mr. Speaker,

you as a member of this House as well as

director of our operations in a supervisory

way, are aware that a commission established

some months ago recommended the changes
embodied in these three Acts in the spring
of this year. Since that time the report has

been examined, I am sure, by the caucuses

on all sides and the bills before us represent
the recommendations of the commission as

put before us last spring. The commissioners

have availed themselves, when we examine

their report, of rather extensive review and

study which led up to the recommendations
that were made at that time.

I should say, sir, that we on this side are

prepared to support all three bills in prin-

ciple. The matters pertaining to indemnity
of the executive council, which is dealt with

by the bill directly before us, the indemnity
and expenses of members of the legislative

assembly and the pension provisions should

be considered as a package. This concerns us

all and of course we must take personal re-

sponsibility for our actions in this regard.

We are prepared to accept the recom-
mendations of this commission. They have
not only had professional input into their

deliberations but themselves, in different juris-

dictions and perhaps from different points of

view, have experienced the responsibilities
and exigencies of elected life in the Legis-
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lature and the Parliament of Canada, except
for the chairman. Mr. Camp, in his position,
I suppose, has been one of the keener ob-

servers of political and public life in this

country and his position in this regard is well

recognized.

Specifically, if you will permit wandering
from the principle of the very bill before

us, which deals with the executive council,

there is a feeling among many of my col-

leagues that the commissioners, in examining
the pension provisions perhaps were too quick
to accept the recommendations of the actu-

aries and the other experts who were hired

to advise them.

In examining the pension provisions, we
feel on this side that there is substantial

inequity arising from the fact that there are

members particularly in receipt of additional

indemnity—and I happen to be one of them
as Leader of the Opposition—whose pensions
would be substantially greater than those

who, through no want of their own ability,

have been acting and serving as private
members over a substantial period of time;

that we are very proud of the fact that in

this House we consider ourselves all as

equals.

There is a real indication that the com-

missioners, perhaps, did not use their un-
doubted initiative and in, I suppose, the

judgement of all of us, their undoubted

imagination, in bringing forward a programme
which would recognize this basic and intrinsic

equality that all of us, having stood for

election and been successful in election,

should find in our emoluments and the pro-

grammes that are designed to give us the

benefits in this particular case of a reason-

able and fair pension.

One thing, in addition, Mr. Speaker; you
are aware that under the old pension pro-
gramme that charity was achieved between
22 and 23 years of service. While there are

many members of the House—and I particu-

larly think of our good friend, the member
for Dufferin-Simcoe (Mr. Downer), whose
service extends well beyond that, and it may,
in fact, go beyond even 1975; although we
are not prepared to make conjecture and

prediction at this sensitive time-

Mr. F. Laughren (Nickel Belt): Or con-
cessions.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Or concessions; right.
But still, to serve in this House for 22 years
is considerably beyond the average record
and there are those who say even beyond the

healthy aspects of a continuing service. I say

that with some sensitivity, Mr. Speaker, be-

cause you are aware that my father, when

predecessor in representation from Brant,

served for over 40 years. So there are those

who can serve for a longer period of time.

But I think it is generally observed that

new views and a new approach coming into

this chamber from the various communities

are often beneficial, and that frequently,
whether the members desire it or not, their

careers average out to between 10 and 12

years.

My point simply, sir, is that by establish-

ing a maturity, that is for full pension from

the programme, at something like 22 years
is a long period of time, indeed. This is not

the case when compared with the time of

service that individuals might expect in almost

any other profession, but with the very thin

tenure and the risks that accompany the re-

sponsibilities that we have, there are many
who feel that this might have been an im-

provement in the pension plan that could

have been considered by the commissioners.

Mr. Speaker, you are aware, I am sure,

that the pension provisions under the old

programme achieved maturity in approxi-

mately the same period of time as has been

accomplished by the bills that are before us.

Another point that I wanted to just discuss

with the members, Mr. Speaker, is the con-

cept of full-time service and responsibility.
There is no doubt that the case load of work
from the constituencies which members bear

has increased enormously in the past three

or four years. The reason for this, I suppose,
is the ramifications of government regulations,
both federally, provincially and municipally,
which means more and more citizens feel

constrained to call us as members for assis-

tance in dealing not only with the provincial

administration, but often the other levels as

well.

There seems to be more of a consciousness

among the taxpayers and the people who are

served by government that, in fact, you can

fight government and get a change in de-

cisions among the bureaucrats who proliferate
at every level. I suppose that is why we, as

members, are called upon to serve individual-

ly far more than was the experience, even
two or three years ago.

It is true that the sessions have extended,

but, in my opinion, we may look for even

longer sessions in the future—I would hope
more evenly divided—so that we are perhaps
not away from this chamber as long as we
are under the present circumstances. Issues of

importance come forward when we as politi-
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cians, certainly in my position as Leader of

the Opposition, have an opportunity to ex-

press a view which is often examined pub-
licly. Still, the fact that we are away from
this chamjer as long as we are under our

present ordering of the business is some-

thing that, in my opinion, will undoubtedly
change in the future as the business expands
to fill the time available for it and as the

ramifications of provincial responsibilities

grow.

The concept of full-time responsibility is

an important one and if we, as members of

this Legislature, are all to accept that it

does not necessarily mean we divorce our-

selves from, let's say, the realities of busi-

ness, teaching-

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. R. G. Hodgson (Victoria-Haliburton):

Farming.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Farming, in my own case.

An hon. member interjected with the lumber-

ing and logging business. When we come into

the Legislature we have had close associa-

tion with our colleagues in our business en-

deavours which, I suppose, fall into sub-

stantial abeyance with our responsibilities

here.

One of the things we must not risk is

that we somehow perform our duties in sort

of an esoteric ambience in which we allow
ourselves to be divorced from the problems
that the community faces, economic and
otherwise. We are prepared to accept the

responsibility of full-time duty and I am
sure you are aware, Mr. Speaker, being a

member yourself, that this often entails a

work load of many hours which, as you are

also aware, varies from member to member.

The final judgement on the service to the

community and service in this Legislature
must lie with the people who are served,

basically the electorate, the taxpayers. We,
of course, are committed to the system that

puts reliance on their judgement. We have
talked about that at length on many other
occasions.

There is one other matter I want to raise

and it might give rise to an amendment. It

has to do with the approach in the pension
programme to the payments to spouses. The
section in this bill is similar to the one we
have had enacted previously and which is

often a part of pension legislation and regu-
lations in the private sector as well as in

government. The fact is there is a possibility
of a member of this House falling, perhaps,
into some sort of senility and being enticed

into a marriage late in life, when some pretty

young thing is going to take advantage—

Hon. E. A. Winkler (Chairman, Manage-
ment Board of Cabinet): Perish the thought!

Mr. R. F. Nixon: —of payments; I'm not

sure. As a matter of fact, I am quite sure,

Mr. Speaker, that it is hardly our role to

protect against that eventuality. I do feel

that most of us look on our spouses as being
involved in a rather personal way with the

very business of politics. The fact is that in

the case of the pension being paid to a spouse

following the demise of a member that pen-
sion is no longer payable after the spouse's

remarriage; this is something that we should

consider.

Personally, I would like to see that section

removed. I don't believe that it meets in any
fair and equitable modern way what we
would think would be the sharing in the

responsibilities that we have had in achieving
our election and in doing our work. This is

simply a matter I put forward for your con-

sideration, Mr. Speaker, and it may be that

other members would like to express an

opinion.

There is no easy way to look at the bills

before us other than that we are assuming for

ourselves the responsibility for our own
financial remuneration. Often, we say it might
be better if somebody else would make the

decision and yet we are a sovereign Legisla-
ture here under the constitution. I suppose
we would have the power, if we saw fit to

use it, to get the salary levels for all

municipal levels of government. We have

supported the government in its position on
this. It has left the responsibility to the

municipalities in large measure and to the

emerging regional councils to grapple with
this problem and the politics which it in-

volves and reach a decision which they are

prepared to support.

For that reason I believe that While there

would be an alternative—setting up some sort

of a commission or committee which would
have authoritative power to establish re-

muneration—I think in the last analysis it's a

political responsibility we must take upon
ourselves. With that in mind, I would say to

you, Mr. Speaker, that we intend to vote for

the principle of these three bills.

Mr. Speaker: I understand we are dis-

cussing the three bills at this time, is that

right?

Mr. Renwick: Mr. Speaker-

Mr. Speaker: The member for Riverdale.
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Mr. Renwick: I have some three or four

brief comments on the three bills and I will

follow that provision made by the Leader of

the Opposition and speak to all three of

them.

I am doing so because the leader of our

party (Mr. Lewis) has gone to visit a col-

league of ours the member for Hamilton East

(Mr. Gisborn), who has had a serious oper-
ation. He has gone to Hamilton along with

the member for Wentworth (Mr. Deans) to

visit with him. That's the reason he is not

available to speak to these bills.

I want to make a minor point at the very

beginning, that as I read it, the so-called

severance allowance enshrines the party prin-

ciple in the way in which the clause is

drawn. I'm not suggesting that the bill need
be amended at this time, because there are

no persons sitting as independent members
of the assembly at the present time. Mr.

Speaker, the minister will recall in the last

Parliament that one of the members, the

member for Port Arthur, sat for a time as an

independent member.

As I understand the Election Act, any
person who can be nominated by sufficient

numbers of electors in a particular constitu-

ency can have his name on the ballot and
be elected. I simply point out that the

amendment set out in clause 8 of the bill

requires a person to have been renominated

by the party of which he is a member; that

is a pre-condition of him achieving that

severance pay should he not be re-elected.

It seems to me that we should not neces-

sarily enshrine the party principle so deeply
in this bill, and perhaps at some appropriate
time in connection with this bill, or at a
later time, a suitable amendment could be
made in order to cover that particular con-

tingency, as I think it is part of the parlia-

mentary tradition that a member should be
able to sit, should he so choose, without a

specific party affiliation and as an indepen-
dent.

I want to comment about the other two
matters that the Premier (Mr. Davis) re-

ferred to. I feel sufficiently strongly about the

select committee operation of the assembly
that I would urge the government to main-
tain the $50 per diem payment to members.
I want to see those select committees con-
tinue to function and to continue to function
well.

I'm quite prepared to accept the incon-

sistency of the philosophy behind these bills,

that members are full-time members and
therefore, being appointed as members of a

select committee, they should not expect any
additional remuneration. I happen to believe

that is not realistic. In fact, the members
who are appointed to select committees are

appointed to carry out an additional and

specific obligation as distinct from whatever

other obligations they would be discharging
if they were not members of such select

committees.

I need only point to the extravagant ex-

ample of the select committee on the Hydro
building, which sat all summer. I think it

would have been extremely difficult for most
of the members of that committee to have

spent the time and hours in that committee
without having the additional modest per
diem allowance of $50 per day.

Regardless of the fact that people may say
that the select committee on the Hydro build-

ing was an unusual one, I would refer to my
own personal experience on the select com-
mittee on corporate law, which is a field I am
interested in and concerned about. I know
that anyone who looks at the value of the
work of that select committee—and I'm not

making a comparison with any others, be-
cause I think all of the select committee

reports that have come into the Legislature
in recent years have been of significantly

high calibre—I would like to add my voice in

the deliberations that the government may
undertake before it announces its final de-
cision about that matter, to retain the per
diem allowance for the members of select

committees.

I have, however, some difficulty on the

whole question that what we are trying to

do is to make certain that all of the mem-
bers of the assembly, except members of

the executive council and those members of

the assembly who are discharging legislative

assembly functions, such as the Speaker,
the Deputy Speaker, the whips and the

officers of this assembly as such—I find it

difficult to accept the proposition that it is

wise to have members of the assembly who
are private members sitting in roles on gov-
ernment boards and commissions.

I would say that, regardless of whether or

not the custom has been that only private
members of the party which supports the

government have in most cases been given
those appointments, I think it is an unwise

precedent. I think in a more flexible assembly,
should the Tory party be in office for an-

other 35 years, they might see fit to ap-

point members of this party or members of

the Liberal Party to some such board or

commission. I want simply to make the

point that I think it is an unwise provision.
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I would seriously ask the government to

maintain the equality of the membership of

the assembly and the role which we are

elected to perform, which is not to sit on
some other government board and com-
mission. The role that we are elected to

perform can best be performed if we do
not have those additional entanglements of

government.

The next point that I would like to make
is one which I made here in this assembly—
I suppose it was four years ago now—when
a similar question was raised about the in-

crease in the indemnity and the increase

in the non-taxable allowance. At that time

I pointed out to the assembly, Mr. Speaker,
what I believed to be the anomalous prob-
lem about taxation that causes this problem.
I would prefer that the non-taxable allowance
be included in the taxable amount, in the

overall amount. I realize that the Camp
commission shied away from that because
to add it in, have it taxable, and then bring
it back down to an available taxable level

of, say, whatever this is going to be, $22,500,
would mean a very substantial increase in

the gross amount of the income that was to

be allocated to any particular member.

I think that we should face up to that

question at some point in time. The anomaly
in the Income Tax Act of the federal gov-
ernment and reflected in the Ontario Income
Tax Act is very simply made. The Income
Tax Act taxes income from property, taxes

income from business, taxes income from

employment and taxes income as a holder of

an office. The unfortunate part is that there

are specific rules with respect to income
from property and there are specific rules

with respect to income from a business—
that is, as to the deductions and so on per-
mitted and allowed—and there are specific
rules with respect to income from employ-
ment.

The income from an office is lumped in

with the income from employment whereas
the holder of an office is by the very nature
of the office distinguishable from the per-
son holding a place of employment. The
distinction between office and employment
is what creates the problem. I am simply
asking that the government at some point
initiate the kind of discussions with the
federal government, with the Minister of

Finance in Ottawa or with whoever is

responsible for the technical amendment of
the Income Tax Act, to distinguish income
from an office from income from employment,
so that it can be established that the gross
amount of income from an office, which is

the position which we hold and other elected

representatives hold—be they here, in Ottawa,
or at the municipal level—would then be

subject to and there would be certain per-
missible deductions, which are not allowed
with respect to income from employment.

For example, if a member of this assembly
were to decide that it was part of the carry-

ing out of his function of his office that he
establish a riding office where he could meet
with his constituents and carry on the work
in his representative capacity in his riding,
then that member should be able to go to the

tax people and say that is a legitimate de-

duction for the purpose of earning his in-

come from the holding of this office. Similar-

ly, the member who didn't want to estab-

lish an office, if he had additional travel

of some kind or some other additional ex-

pense, would be able to charge it as an

expense against an overall amount of income.

It seems to me that in this day and age it

is a real anomaly that we, as holders of

offices, have this amount which is now subject
to income tax. The way in which it can be
altered and changed is simply for the Income
Tax Act at Ottawa and then the Income Tax
Act applicable in the Province of Ontario

to be amended to distinguish the holding of

an employment as an employee from holding
of an office as an office holder, so that there

can be developed the kind of legitimate and
deductible expenses which would be per-
mitted to the holder of an office, but not

necessarily applicable to a person who holds

a place of employment. I make the point

simply because the holding of an office is

characteristically and by nature significantly

distinguishable from the role of a person
as an employee.

There are, as well, some other comments.
I haven't had the opportunity to study the

Legislative Assembly Retirement Allowances
Act of 1973, but I am rather concerned as

to whether or not it equalizes, or brings up
to date, the pensions of those persons still

sitting in the assembly but who have had

long service. It seems to me that that alter-

native is open because they can make the

election to take the best of the five years,
as I understand it.

If my interpretation is correct, and I be-

lieve that to be so, I find that there is nothing
in the Act which assists those persons who
were members of the assembly and who are

now not members of the assembly. It seems

to me—and there are a number of people
who would perhaps know better than I—
around the Province of Ontario there must be
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persons who are no longer members of the

assembly, if one could find them all, who may
very well be in straitened circumstances

through no fault of their own. They may
very well have served a substantial period
of time in this assembly, and by "substantial"

I tend to agree with the Leader of the

Opposition that you are really talking about
a person who serves one term and then a

second term as being a kind of an average.

I would put in some kind of a plea for

those persons who were members of the

assembly and are not now members of the

Assembly, to find out whether or not they
have been equitably dealt with in the amend-
ments which are proposed, or the new bill

which is to be substituted for the present

Legislative Assembly Retirement Allowances
Act.

I share the view expressed by the Leader
of the Opposition that it was a wise idea

to have a commission look at the whole ques-
tion of the legislative assembly and particu-

larly this question of a reasonable income for

those persons who sit in the assembly. I don't

buy the proposition that is current in some

people's mythology that people make sacrifices

by coming into the assembly. You do what

you have to do; you do it and you make your
choices and I don't think you should be
entitled to get any pat on the back that

you've been making some sacrifice for taking

part in public affairs. If you don't choose

to be here, it's very easy—you can resign
or not run again and go about your business.

But, having urged, as this party did over
a period of time, that these questions be
referred to a commission, we were very
pleased that they were referred to that com-
mission. We were concerned for a while as

to what appeared to be the procrastination
in getting the matter before the assembly
because of the very serious problems that

were faced by members of this caucus, many
of whom are full-time members and who
come from out of town and who are subject
to very substantial expense. The problem will

disappear in the new year, but throughout the

whole of this year and, of course, since they
were elected at the last session and in pre-

ceding parliaments, that burden has fallen

on them and they have had no alleviation

from it.

We welcomed the work of the commission,
but the point where we disagree with what
the Leader of the Opposition has to say is

that having had the commission we are not
here to rubber-stamp it. The government has
had to give consideration to it. The govern-
ment has presented the bills and the govern-

ment is entitled to know, and the assembly
is entitled to know, where we as members

individually stand on the particular aspects
of it.

I think it's fair to say that, subject to

individual concerns in the caucus of the New
Democratic Party about various aspects of

the problem, the caucus as such supports the

three bills which are before the assembly and
will support them on second reading. I would
therefore simply say that we intend to sup-

port the proposals contained in the three

bills.

Mr. Speaker: Do any other hon. members
wish to address themselves to these bills?

The hon. minister.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Mr. Speaker, I cer-

tainly appreciate the remarks that have been
made by the Leader of the Opposition and
the member for Riverdale. I also appreciate
the problems that they have mentioned and

brought before us.

First, I would like to refer to the question
of widows as raised by the leader of the

official opposition. We recognized the prob-
lem and we grappled with it in depth, I

might say.

I don't wish to disagree with his findings
as he placed his opinions before us. How-
ever, in referring specifically to the Ontario

public service plan, this particular situation

is not covered. I would suggest to him that

we are endeavouring, to the best of our

ability, to follow some course within the

government so that we could find a way to

accommodate the problem that he presented
us with; but at this particular point in time
it wasn't available to us.

I will assure the Leader of the Opposition
that we'll keep this currently before us until

such a time as the final report is dealt with.

But I want him to know that I'm cognizant
of it and that we have tried to deal with
that particular question.

In regard to the member for Riverdale
when he brought up the point of the inde-

pendent member, let me say to him that this

is a matter of interpretation. I would sug-
gest to him that the independent member,
indeed, on interpretation—and I will put my
word on the record as such—will be covered
under the present Act.

I also share his view to some degree in

regard to the members of select committees,
but I would say that the revision in the
other benefits to members in regard to travel

accommodation and so on are somewhat
more generous than they were in the past. I
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would say that that matter would have to be

looked at carefully in regard to a fee for

members of select committees.

However, having also been a committee
member myself over the years that I've been

here, I appreciate the point of view put
forth and precisely in the circumstances to

which the member addressed himself this

afternoon. When it is a committee requiring
a tremendous amount of work by members,

unquestionably his request is a valid one; and
I will keep that before the government when
the final report is dealt with before the

House.

In regard to taxable income, Mr. Speaker,
it is a very difficult thing. Here I share the

view totally that so far as the public is con-

cerned, members, ministers and anyone else

serving in the public area should not receive

any benefit that any member in society is

not entitled to himself. I think it is because
of practice that this particular situation re-

mains here in this Act.

I would probably suggest to the member
that if leadership maybe were taken at the

federal level from whence we have a close

look at in regard to our own members here,
I would imagine that the rest of the provinces
would—

Mr. J. E. Bullbrook (Sarnia): Don't let

the member for Riverdale lead the minister

down the garden path. The minister doesn't

have to amend the Income Tax Act to do
what the member for Riverdale wants to have
done.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: I didn't say that, Mr.

Speaker. I just simply say that I am agreeing
with the philosophy, that's all. But I would
be less than honest if I said to the member
that I didn't believe that the members of

the commission were, in fact, in touch with
the federal government in regard to this par-
ticular point.

I don't know, but it may be some old

thought in someone's mind that they don't

want members of any legislative assembly
appearing to get that much more than they
are getting now. I would suggest that maybe
that is a thought that retains the present
formula, as phoney as that may be in the

public minds, and also with which I agree. I

don't know when such a change would take

place, and the Lord knows. I don't believe

that under the revision that's going to take

place here when we pass these three Acts

that any member of this House is going to

become wealthy. 111 tell the members that.

I also think in this particular day and age,
as both members agreed, the word load be-

comes somewhat heavier as far as case loads

for members are concerned. I think that the

public isn't really aware of what the costs

to a member are in carrying out his duties

and discharging them properly in regard to

the Legislature. I can say with the experience
I have had in my own life that I think that

the work load for a member of the Legislature
of Ontario is somewhat heavier than it is for

the members of the House of Commons. A
member here is more in the public view

and the bread and butter issues are here.

We know that from day to day. Therefore, I

think that the additions or the greater bene-

fits that are being given to members are cer-

tainly not out of line with what they have to

put up themselves or the costs that they are

confronted with themselves.

The member for York-Forest Hill (Mr.

Givens) had asked me a question before the

bills were introduced in regard to his par-

ticular situation. There is also another mem-
ber of the House who, I think, thought that I

was in exactly the same situation in regard

to the members who had service in the House

of Commons and came here before they were

eligible for a federal pension. He asked if

their time can be transferred for eligibility to

their service here, which I have tried to ob-

tain ever since the day I arrived. It doesn't

apply to me now but I am grateful for the

change in regard to the members to whom it

does apply because it's very important to

them. The six per cent that will be charged
to the amount of money that's being transfer-

red will be as of the day they leave service

in the House of Commons, so that will take

care of that one.

I have nothing more to say, Mr. Speaker,

except to say again I believe, in regard to the

question about previous members of the

House, we would all share the view that

they should be looked at as well, and some

consideration for their particular situation

dealt with by the Legislature. I will bring

this to the attention of the government again

when the final report of the Camp commis-

sion is placed before the House.

That's all I have to say, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Renwick: Mr. Speaker, just on a point
of order and because of the interjection of

the member for Sarnia, the non-taxable part

of our allowance is non-taxable because of a

specific provision of the Income Tax Act of

Canada making it non-taxable. Therefore,

whatever the corresponding amendments of

the Income Tax Act would be that would be

required to compensate for the removal of

that exemption are the questions to which I
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was addressing myself, but it is basically a

question involving the Income Tax Act.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Mr. Speaker, for the

benefit of the hon. member, through you, I

will translate that message to the member
for Sarnia.

Mr. Bullbrook: Speaking to the point of

order, if I may; may I say to you that I, as

one member, am not going to accept that

type of trite reply from the government rep-
resentative who says, "I believe philosophical-

ly that it should be taxable." I say to the

member for Riverdale through you, Mr.

Speaker, if that government wanted to make
it taxable they very easily could make it tax-

able, and he knows it.

Motion agreed to; second reading of the

bill.

Mr. Speaker: Shall this bill be ordered for

third reading?

Agreed.

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY ACT

Hon. Mr. Winkler moves second reading of

Bill 262, An Act to amend the Legislative

Assembly Act.

Mr. Bullbrook: Well, before we carry this

motion, I want to say, if I may, that I sub-
scribe entirely to the comments made by the
Leader of the Opposition. Frankly, I found
it startling that the speaker on behalf of the
New Democratic Party wouldn't address him-
self or comment with respect to the matter.

Maybe there was great justification.

I want to say to the House Leader that

he didn't respond at all to the comment
made by my leader in connection with what
would appear to be a manifest inequity
with respect to the pension availability to

some long-time private members of this

House, and some short-time members of the
executive council. Perhaps this was just an

oversight. Perhaps he could convey to me
the fundamental equitable philosophy that

surrounds the pension availability to private
members and the pension availability to

members of the executive council and others

who gain additional emolument as a result of

these bills.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Mr. Speaker, I really
am not in a position to comment on this ques-
tion as it relates to the bill and as it relates

to the report, but I can assure the hon. mem-
ber that I will take note of his suggestion

and, if need be, I will recommend to cabinet
that it be brought back.

Motion agreed to; second reading of the

bill.

Mr. Speaker: Shall this bill be ordered for

third reading?

Agreed.

LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY RETIREMENT
ALLOWANCES ACT, 1973

Hon. Mr. Winkler moves second reading of

Bill 263, The Legislative Assembly Retire-

ment Allowance Act, 1973.

Mr. Speaker: The member for Riverdale.

Mr. Renwick: Mr. Speaker, I really asked
the question on the second reading of the

other bill, but I would ask the minister to

reply to my comment as to the position under
this Act of persons who were formerly mem-
bers of the assembly and who are now not

members, who of course were in receipt of

very low indemnities during that period of

time and are now faced, as retired members,
perhaps with financial difficulty and inade-

quacy of pension.

Mr. Speaker: The member for York-Forest

Hill.

Mr. P. G. Givens (York-Forest Hill): Mr.

Speaker, I appreciate what the minister has

done in this legislation, and I want to address

myself to section 23 of of the bill, which

recognizes the past service of three members
who have served previously in the House
of Commons, although the minister himself

is the recipient of a pension.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Not old age either.

Mr. Givens: In section 23, Mr. Speaker,
it indicates that people who have served

formerly in the House of Commons have an

opportunity to participate in the plan if they

pay into it what they were paid because of

their service in the House of Commons, plus
the payment of 6 per cent per annum.

I am appealing to the minister to consider

this: If it's a matter of paying 6 per cent

per annum on those moneys from the time

of the cessation of such service in the House
of Commons up to date, then I suppose that

is eminently fair. But if this bill requires that

6 per cent per annum should be paid for

the moneys when they were paid into the

House of Commons during one's term of

service, then it is unfair, because when the
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service terminated, I got back the moneys I

paid in without interest at all.

If the minister is sympathetic to my plea,
then I suggest one or two things. If his legal
advisers tell him that this section can be

interpreted in such a way as to mean that one

pays the 6 per cent on the money he got
back from the time his service in the House
of Commons ceased until the present time,

if there can be such a legal interpretation,

then nothing has to be done.

But if this requires an amendment, I would

respectfully appeal to the minister to amend
the section by adding something along the

line of the words I will suggest: that after

the words "6 per cent per annum," there be

added these words: "from the date of cessa-

tion of such service in the House of Com-
mons." I would appreciate it if the minister

would indicate whether my words have found

favour in his mind or not.

Mr. Speaker: Any further comments before

the hon. minister replies? The hon. minister.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Mr. Speaker, just before

the member came back in, I made it very
clear that this is interpretive, and I do put
the interpretation on the record that the

interest is payable as of the day the member
ceases his service in the House of Commons,
which gives the hon. member precisely what
he wants without an amendment.

I think I did comment with regard to mem-
bers currently on pensions and whose services

in the Legislature possibly ceased for some
considerable piece of time before. I have

every sympathy with the members if they
are in necessity and, of course, there will be
no discrimination one from the other. I shall

bring this before my colleagues and en-

deavour to have some measure brought for-

ward in regard to these pensioners.

Motion agreed to; second reading of the

bill.

Mr. Speaker: Shall the bill be ordered for

third reading?

Agreed.

REGIONAL MUNICIPALITY OF
HALTON ACT, 1973

Mr. Meen, on behalf of Hon. Mr. White,
moves second reading of Bill 247, An Act

to amend the Regional Municipality of Halton

Act, 1973.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Water-
loo North.

Mr. E. R. Good (Waterloo North): Mr.

Speaker, these amendments dealing with the

Halton bill, are, of course, coming in early

in the life of the regional municipality—but

late in the session, as my colleague has just

pointed out. It would appear that most of

these amendments are things that have to

deal with matters which are being dealt with

in many of the regional municipality bills.

There is one matter in particular about

which I would like to speak and that is the

principle that is involved whereby the

officers taken into the regional police force

will not be brought up to the same standards

as those who are already on the OMERS
and the OMERS supplementary benefits. The

matter has been of considerable concern, I

gather by the newspaper reports, to the

council of Oakville and some of the other

municipalities.

It was estimated that to provide all mem-
bers of the regional police force with the

benefits of OMERS supplementary plan, as

well as OMERS regular plan, could have

conceivably cost the region about $500,000.

Now I don't for one minute think that any
one municipality should have to pay this sum
to bring all officers up to the same level,

but on the other hand the government has

proposed and has ordered a regional police

force in the new region, meaning that all

officers in the region will be receiving equal

benefits, pay-wise and pension-wise, as from

now.

The amendment before us in section 6,

Mr. Speaker, indicates that the government
is inserting the words, "on and after Jan. 1,

1974." When we read the bill we would

find that these benefits would not accrue to

the officers involved, but as the amendment
would then make the bill read:

The Halton police board and such mem-
bers shall have uninterrupted membership
in the Ontario OMERS employees' retire-

ment system and, on and after Jan. 1,

1974, to participate in the Ontario Mu-

nicipal Employees Retirement Systems

supplementary plan as established for the

town of Burlington police force.

Burlington police force had the best plan
and to bring the others up-to-date it is going
to cost about a half a million dollars. In

other sections in the bill we find that every-
one is guaranteed the same benefits, and I

would suggest, Mr. Speaker, that what per-

haps would be fair in this instance would be

to bring everyone up to the same level of

benefits and have the amount paid by the

region which should be reimbursed as part
of the start-up grant to the region.
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It appears to me that the provincial gov-
ernment is getting rather parsimonious in

the start-up grants as these new Tegions are

established across the province. Those regions
which were established a few years ago—and
I think of Niagara, York and Muskoka—
received much more generous treatment with

their start-up grants than are those regions
that are presently being established, includ-

ing my own region of Waterloo, and I pre-
sume the same will hold true of the regions
of Halton and Peel and Hamilton-Went-

worth, as they receive their start-up grants.

That is the one thing among these amend-
ments that is of concern to me. Perhaps the

parliamentary assistant would also comment
on the fact that land division committees
are now going to replace the committees of

adjustment within the new region. Why this

is necessary in this Act if it was already

previously covered in the Planning Act, I

don't know. Also, the fact that dates and
deadlines when official plans must be com-

pleted within the region are already set. I

presume the amendments are to establish

land division committees automatically in

the new regions when they are set up.

I don't know, Mr. Speaker, if the par-

liamentary assistant is aware of it, but the

land division committee in our new region
of Waterloo has come under considerable

criticism in the last few months. Charges
have been made that the land division com-
mittee is not following the concepts of the

planning authorities that previously existed

and which they are still operating on actually.
There has been criticism that their de-

cisions are made in camera; they are not
made out in the open and there is no dis-

cussion. The information is gathered in the

open and the decision is made behind closed

doors.

The strange thing about it, Mr. Speaker,
is that the criticism is coming both from
the general public and from the regional
councils and the regional chairman. What
the answer is I don't know, because the work
of the land division committees is a very
important process in our whole planning
concept.

I understand there are more lots established

by land division committees than there are

by registered plans of subdivision in the

Province of Ontario. So I think that perhaps
we are going to have to look at the authority
and the legislation which governs the land
division committees within the Province of

Ontario.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Ottawa
Centre.

Mr. M. Cassidy (Ottawa Centre): Mr.

Speaker, I have one or two comments to

make about this particular bill.

The main point I would like to raise is

the point which has already been raised by
the hon. member for Waterloo North, which
is the question of the policy about land

division committees and committees of ad-

justment as is reflected in this particular Act.

I think what we need is a statement of

policy on this particular matter, because in

the series of amendments to the regional
bills which are before us today, the same
measure of the dissolution of committees of

adjustment at the area municipality level of

government is being taken. It is being taken

now in Ottawa-Carleton, it is being taken in

Halton, and there is a pattern that either all

of the powers of the committees of adjust-

ment are being moved up to regional land

division committees, or in certain instances

the powers under section 29 of the Planning
Act are being moved up to the land division

committee, while certain other powers are

being left at the lower level.

There doesn't seem to be any rhyme,
reason or pattern in this particular series of

amendments. That is one. The second point

is, we have not had a statement of govern-
ment policy, Mr. Speaker, as to what it is

the government intends to do. The third one
is that the members and the people con-

cerned with the committees of adjustment
don't quite know what their sins have been
for them to be dissolved. Certainly the letter

from the people of the town of Vaughan, a

letter written from the committee of adjust-
ment—which I think the member for Water-
loo North has already quoted from—suggests
that they can't see what the problem is

because of the fact that most of the sever-

ances and other things for which they have
been responsible have gone through. They
have not been appealed or, when appealed,
the decisions of the committee have been up-
held. They feel, in other words, that they have
been doing a reasonably good job. They also

feel that they have been acting within the

guidelines of local and of provincial policy.

The fact is, as the member for York East

may tell us, in the town of Vaughan, its

highways or some of its concession roads are

lined with houses and estates and so on
which have been permitted as the results of

decisions of the committee of adjustment of

tnTtown of Vaughan. Maybe that's what it

is that the ministry and the government have
in mind but they don't say and I think this

is an underhand kind of way of dealing with
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the committee. I suspect that the committee

in the town of Vaughan has a history that

goes back at least 30 years; probably its

antecedents go back as much as 50 or 60

years. I am not sure how far the committees

of adjustment date back in Ontario municipal

history.

At any rate, Mr. Speaker, they deserve a

full explanation and they are not getting it

from this particular bill; nor for that matter

were those explanations offered to Ottawa
in the case of Ottawa-Carleton, or to other

parts of the province. I may say, Mr. Speaker,
that in the case of Ottawa-Carleton there is

a good deal of concern about both the work-
load which will be borne by the land division

committee, with the dissolution of the com-
mittees of adjustment of Gloucester township
and Nepean township in particular, and the

lack of local knowledge in the land division

committee when it seeks to deal with prob-
lems of a region-wide basis.

It's simpler, obviously, for a committee of

adjustment to deal with problems within a

township where all of its members reside and
with whose development they are familiar.

It's a lot tougher when we have a land

division committee whose membership is

drawn from across a regional municipality as

large as the region of Halton or as large as

the region of Ottawa-Carleton. Therefore, it

is much more difficult for them to make the

kinds of judgements which committees of

adjustment and land division committees are

being called on to make. They have got to

introduce some flexibility into the whole

system and that's pretty difficult.

Moreover, Mr. Speaker, with the land divi-

sion committee in Halton we have the rather

unusual feature in that the committees of

adjustment, in addition to their powers under
section 29 of the Planning Act, also had

power to grant minor variances. It makes
sense that the powers should be at the area

municipality level because of the fact that the

zoning power is at the area municipality
level in the new region of Halton. What the

government is doing now and what it has
done in Ottawa-Carleton is that it leaves to

one level of government the zoning power
but transfers to another level of government
the power to grant minor variances which is,

among other things, to humanize the hard
cases created by the zoning law.

The other points in the bill are reasonably
straightforward. I think that probably in one
sentence the parliamentary assistant can in-

form us about section 7. As I read it, I under-
stand that this was simply an oversight in

the series of regional bills which we had in

the spring and that the power to impose a

special rate for water in particular areas of

the municipality was meant to be there. In

fact, it does exist in a number of regions—is

that correct? It does exist in a number of

regions already. The parliamentary assistant

is nodding to both these points and therefore

that section is simply housekeeping.
The third point I'd like to raise is the

question of the museums board in Halton
which is being dissolved. Its assets and
liabilities will be in the regional corporation
and I'd like the parliamentary assistant to

say who is expected to run the museum
board once the separate board is dissolved.

If it's expetced to be the regional council,

then I would like to know whether that is

also an indication of the future policy as

regards other cultural institutions which are

regional governments in the province.

'We have a case in point right now, which

happens to be in Metro Toronto, Mr.

Speaker, but I think it is germane to this

particular point. The Metro Toronto library
board is considering a $30 million main

library building not far from here—near the

corner of Yonge St. and Bloor St. And where
it is an appointed board, and because of the

blinkers that the members of that board wear,

they do not understand the neighbourhood
concerns of the people who have come to

oppose the particular design. They do not

see it as being part of their responsibility to

bring their priority for a new library into line

with the other priorities of the regional and
Metro Toronto governments, and of the

borough governments.
It is a classic case of irresponsibility of

divided jurisdiction where you have separate
boards and commissions. And the government
has said on several occasions that it believes

that these separate boards and commissions

should, in a number of cases, be dissolved

and be transfused into the regional corpora-
tion. We would be sympathetic to that, but

we would like a clear statement of policy on
the part of the government; rather than a

series of ad hoc measures.

In fact, if I can just put it to the parlia-

mentary assistant, he might consider this for

school boards as well. Because of all the

boards and commissions which enjoy an inde-

pendent life from regional government, it is

very obviously the school boards which
create the most problems of co-ordination-

lack of planning, lack of co-operation, and so

on and so forth.

The other question I have, which I will

ask on this particular bill although it appears
in several of these regional municipality
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amendment bills, is the question of protect-

ing the rights of employees who stay on with

an area municipality to complete certain

functions in relation to industrial land. What
puzzles me is simply why this is necessary
in the case of about five of the bills that

we had before us this afternoon. Or is it sim-

ply a routine matter which is being put in,

in case it is needed in the various bills; and

therefore is put in them all in response to

one particular situation, in one particular

municipality or region?

Mr. Speaker: Any other speakers on this

bill? If not, the hon. parliamentary assistant.

Mr. A. K. Meen (York East): Yes, Mr.
Speaker. A number of interesting points have
been raised by the hon. members.
As to land division committees, in this case

that we are talking about with Peel and
with Halton, and also with Hamilton-Went-
worth, and indeed with all the regional bills

which have passed through this House re-

cently, has been a provision in the bills where-
by land division committees were to be set

up by the regional governments, by the re-

gional councils.

Now, what we neglected to anticipate here
—and the hon. members will see the same
provisions in other amendments to these bills
of Peel, Halton and Hamilton-Wentworth—is

a transitional provision for work presently un-
der way before the committees of adjustment
of the area municipalities. This is work that
has started. Perhaps notices have gone out;
perhaps some hearings have been held; but
the work and the decisions of the committees
have not been finalized.

And were we not to have a provision such
as that contained in section 4 of this bill, the
work before the committees of adjustment
would cease; they would be functus officio.
It would be necessary for the work to start
all over again before the new land division
committee.

This problem was brought to our attention
a while back; and it is for that reason, then,
that we have this provision in the bill.

The hon. member for Ottawa Centre has
referred to the objection which the town of

Vaughan has raised to certain amendments,
which we will deal with in greater detail

under that amending Act.

But, in short, may I just observe that what
we are doing in cases like that is not a slap
on the wrist to the council and the board of
the town of Vaughan. Rather, we recognize,
as was indicated by the member for Water-
loo North, that over half-I think the figure is

52 per cent—of the building lots in these areas

seem to be created by land severance com-
mittees of one sort or another, or by com-
mittees of adjustment in some of these areas,

frequently in the face of, and contrary to, the

established policies of the committee of

the regional governments that are dealing with

the planning committee. So it seems to us to

be appropriate to bring into the same area

of responsibility—namely, the regional level

that has the responsibility for planning—the

responsibility for land severance, and to leave

with the area municipalities the basic au-

thority for minor variances. As I say, that

problem is dealt with specifically in the York

bill, which we will get to in due course, but

under this section in this bill all we are deal-

ing with is the transitional problem that

would arise with work currently under way
before the committees of adjustment when
their work will be taken on, come January,

by the regional council.

The hon. member for Ottawa Centre also

questioned the policy as to the responsibilities

and functions of regional councils. We do be-

lieve that committees of council are a far

superior way to handle many of the things

that heretofore have been conducted by
boards and commissions of various sorts. I

have to say that it is my understanding that

we draw the line pretty firmly at school

boards, Mr. Speaker, and that we don't an-

ticipate, in the foreseeable future, the dis-

solution of the school boards and their being

taken over as a function of a committee of

council.

As to library boards, those are in the

ambivalent position of having to be dissolved

when we restructure the counties, giving the

regional municipality the capacity to re-

structure. In fact, I think I'm incorrect on

that point. I believe it would be the area

municipalities that, on application to the

minister, would have that authority under the

present legislation in the bill, the Halton Act

and the Peel Act and so forth. In any event,

though, they're in that middle position where

we recognize that a board such as a library

board may serve a very useful purpose, but,

subject to that qualification and to the fairly

clear and unequivocal qualification as to

school boards, I think it's fair to say that

the government believes that the responsible

discharge of tasks of these various boards

and commissions can be better undertaken by
committees of council, by the elected repre-

sentatives themselves, than under the present

arrangements that prevail in many other mu-

nicipalities.

The matter of police is the one which has

caused us all some concern. We recognize,
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in Halton, that there was a supplementary
benefits OMERS plan, as to the town of

Burlington, and we did, in fact, want all of

the new members of the police force of

Halton to work under the same terms and
conditions beginning Jan. 1 when they be-

come a new regional police force. It was our

intention that the section—section 73, sub-

section 3 of the Halton Act—would so pro-
vide that they would be entitled to par-

ticipate in the OMERS supplementary plan
from and after Jan. 1, that being the date

when they all became members of the same
force.

The difficulty arises, as I see it, in the in-

terpretation placed in a rather gratuitous

fashion, I suppose, by Waterloo when they

negotiated with their police force this year,
to include, for the benefit of all of the

members of that police force, the supple-

mentary pension benefits earlier negotiated

by the city of Kitchener and which go back
to day one of employment for each of the

members of the force. That had not been
our intention in drawing up these other

bills, and so, to make it very, very clear,

first of all, that the benefits would accrue
on a daily basis to every member of the

force from and after Jan. 1, 1974, we there-

fore see the amendment that appears in the

bill before the House today.

I think there has been some misunderstand-

ing as to whether the police forces would
be entitled to negotiate as one element in a

package of items, such as hourly rates and

days off with pay, holiday pay generally,
sick leave benefits, and all the other things
that the police associations would bring to

the bargaining table. We did not want to

take out of that group of items one single

item, such as the OMERS supplementary
pension benefits plan, as regards the time

prior to Jan. 1, 1974. It is our feeling that
that should be available, like all the other

items, to be the subject of negotiation be-
tween the police association, on the one

hand, and the board of police commissioners
and the regional council, on the other.

Since there does seem to be some misgiv-
ing on the part of the police associations as

to whether they will still have this right to

negotiate for prior service, I would propose
to introduce at an appropriate time an
amendment that will clarify that and make it

absolutely unequivocal and completely clear
that they will have that right to negotiate
for prior service along with all the other
items which they would ordinarily consider
as negotiable. That had been our intention.

It is possible, however, to take the inter-

pretation which they have taken—and I

am grateful to them for bringing this to

our attention—that having once spelled out

that the benefits accrue or and' after Jan.

1 with respect to service accumulating on
and after Jan, 1, that they were therefore

cut off from any opportunity to negotiate
for prior service and that they would have
to come back to this House for an amend-
ment to the Act. That most assuredly had
not been our intention and we will correct

that at an appropriate point.

Mr. Cassidy: Would the parliamentary
assistant permit one question, Mr. Speaker?
In the case of the Halton bill, the committees
of adjustment at the lower level were
abolished. I realize now that it was in the

Act as of last spring, which is now being
amended slightly for the reasons the par-

liamentary assistant gave. That means that

variances are being handled at the regional
level. Does the assistant think that that is

going to be workable or was that the in-

tention of the province to take variances

away from the local area municipalities?

Mr. Meen: I think the member might take

another look at that Act. It is my recollection

and my understanding that we have not re-

moved from the area municipalities the

capacity to establish by a committee of coun-
cil authority to deal with minor variances.

That still remains as an area municipal level

responsibility.

Mr. Cassidy: The independent committees
of adjustment go? Is that right? Okay.

Motion agreed to; second reading of the

bill.

Mr. Speaker: Shall Bill 247 be ordered for

third reading?

Mr. Meen: Committee of the whole House.

Mr. Speaker: Committee of the whole
House.

Agreed.

REGIONAL MUNICIPALITY
OF PEEL ACT

Mr. Meen, on behalf of Hon. Mr. White,
moves second reading of Bill 245, An Act
to Amend the Regional Municipality of Peel

Act, 1973.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for

Waterloo North.
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Mr. Good: Mr. Speaker, the matters in

this bill that concern me are similar to those

in the previous bill. I won't just repeat

them, because we did get some answers

there which clarified one matter for me.

I would ask the parliamentary assistant,

though, about the assets or liabilities relat-

ing to the welfare administration that are

going to come up for adjudication in the

dispute with respect to transfers from the

local board to the region. That was the only

question I had in mind about this.

Mr. Cassidy: Mr. Speaker, by the time we

get through two or three of these bills we
will probably have covered the points that

are raised generally on them. My first ques-
tion is related to the power to aid people
who suffer loss in a common disaster and
what general policy the province is willing
to undertake on this particular point, rather

than simply leaving it at the municipal level

of government—bearing in mind that even
with the added financial strength of the re-

gions, their resources are finite, their ex-

penses tend to go up and they are simply
not capable of coping with many problems
of that particular nature.

The other question I asked before on sec-

tion 7 relates to employees who stay with
an area municipality to deal with industrial

lands, and the parliamentary assistant didn't

deal with that very crucial question the last

time around.

Mr. Speaker: Any other discussion on this

bill? If not, the hon. assistant may respond.

Mr. Meen: Mr. Speaker, may I apologize
to the member for Ottawa Centre. I forgot
that point. There are some industrial park

projects still under way in some of the mu-
nicipalities, for example, in Hamilton, and
until they are completed there will be some

employees required to continue on in the

employ of the area municipality. We don't

know how long that will be. Furthermore,
we don't know whether it may arise in some
of the other regions as well. So it seemed
appropriate to include it in each of the bills

in the same way. But it arose primarily in

Hamilton.

The member for Waterloo North asked
what assets are likely to be subject to ad-

justment under the provisions of section 2—
I think we are talking about section 61 of
the Act by the addition of section 3. That
section imports responsibilities for half a
dozen or so like the Anatomy Act, the Day
Nurseries Act, the Coroners Act, the General
Welfare Assistance Act and so on, where

there are desks, typewriters, filing cabinets

and all those kinds of things which the mu-
nicipalities have set up. They were, of

course, acquired for the purpose of admin-

istering those Acts at the municipal level;

and since those responsibilities are being
elevated to the senior level, then those assets

related to them will move to the senior level

as well.

I think I've picked up the various ques-
tions that were asked this time around.

Mr. Speaker: The motion is for second

reading of Bill 245. Shall the motion carry?

Motion agreed to; second reading of the

bill.

Mr. Speaker: Shall the bill be ordered for

third reading?

Mr. Meen: Committee of the whole House.

Mr. Speaker: Committee of the whole?

Agreed.

REGIONAL MUNICIPALITY OF
WATERLOO ACT

Mr. Meen, on behalf of Hon. Mr. White,
moves second reading of Bill 222, An Act

to amend the Regional Municipality of

Waterloo Act, 1972.

Mr. Good: Many of the provisions in this

bill are similar to those in other bills before

us today, but there are two matters of which
I would like to speak.

It's rather significant, Mr. Speaker, that

one representative to the board of governors
of the Waterloo University formerly was
the warden of the county. Since the county
no longer exists and a regional municipality
exists in its stead, the Act provides that the

chairman of the regional municipality shall

be deemed to be the warden of the county
and that the regional council can name an

alternate.

There's an ironical thing that turns up
here: We were able to get amendments into

the University of Waterloo bill, when it went

through the Legislature about a year ago,

requiring that all members of the board of

governors of the University of Waterloo must
be Canadian citizens. But we couldn't get
an amendment into the regional government
Act that the appointed chairman must be a

Canadian citizen.

Now, while our appointed regional chair-

man is of course a Canadian citizen, it's
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rather ironical to me that there isn't some
kind of continuity or uniformity in all these

Acts. We run into this time and time again
in this Legislature, that we couldn't have

Canadian citizens designated as being re-

quired in many of these elected and ap-

pointed places of importance and power
within the Province of Ontario.

Conceivably, the regional chairman could

be disqualified from sitting on the board
of governors if he were not a Canadian
citizen and I think that situation is rather

ridiculous. Maybe the one Act takes pre-
cedence over the other, I don't know.

The other matter about which I would
like to speak, Mr. Speaker, is the principle
involved here. There is an amendment to

section 8 in the original bill which deals
with the manner in which appointments
and elections are made to the regional
council. The original bill indicates that in

certain municipalities members to regional
council will be from members of the area
council who will be elected by other mem-
bers of that council.

In other municipalities, such as Wilmot,
the person representing the township, the
area government and regional council along
with the mayor, is elected by the people.
In the city of Kitchener the eight repre-
sentatives to regional council are the eight
aldermen receiving the highest number of

votes, and in the city of Waterloo the

original bill read, "Two members of coun-
cil of the area municipality of the city of
Waterloo elected by members of the said
council."

Last year, it happened that the members
of the said council elected those people
who finished1 second and fourth in the munic-

ipal elections and a great deal of contro-

versy developed over this situation. Perhaps
it was unforeseen but the people felt they
were being passed over and their wish in
this matter was not having given regard.

Unfortunately, some hard feelings developed
because of the fact the people in the area
had thought they were going to be repre-
sented on regional council by those alder-

men who finished at the top of the polls.

I took it on myself, Mr. Speaker, to con-

duct a survey. When I sent out a question-
naire this past summer I included a ques-
tion in this regard and over 70 per cent
of those people returning the questionnaire
said that Waterloo's representatives to

regional council should be the two alder-

men who finished first or they should be

given the first right of refusal and on down

the line. I indicated to the municipal coun-
cil a few weeks ago that this bill was
before us and that I intended to introduce
an amendment which would change the

manner in which our representatives were

appointed to regional council and that it

would be effective in the next election.

I received a very great deal of fa-

vourable consideration. As well as my
survey which I had conducted, there were
two editorials, one in the Kitchener-Water-
loo Record the other in the Waterloo

Chronicle; one was headed "Leave it to

the People."

There was some question at the first of

this year as to whether the method used
for choosing Waterloo's representatives to

regional council was as good as it could

have been. Edward Good, MPP, Waterloo

North, has brought the question to surface

again; this time, it appears, where it is

likely to do some good, before the prov-
incial Legislature. [It goes on to say] There
is much merit in the idea that the people
should have a say in who represents them
on regional council and this could be

accomplished quite simply by designating
the top two in the aldermanic elections, or

that they be given the first right of refusal.

The Kitchener-Waterloo Record had a lengthy
editorial which indicated, too, that they

thought the idea had a great deal of merit

and that although there was opposition to the

idea from only one source—the mayor of the

city—all aldermen endorsed the resolution

before committee, which I presume was en-

dorsed before council last night, stating that

they would like this change.

Then the Record editorial goes on to say:

What chance has the amendment, to be

presented to the Legislature by Mr. Good,
of being accepted? Since it has council's

backing and the backing of 70 per cent of

those responding to the questionnaire, pre-

sumably it has a good chance.

Mr. Speaker, I have discussed the matter with

the parliamentary assistant for two reasons:

One, that perhaps an amendment at this point
would not fit exactly into the bill; and second,
that I am sure his staff can draft an amend-
ment which would be more satisfactory to the

department, as far as wording goes, than

could I. If I could have the assurance of the

parliamentary assistant that this amendment
could be brought before the House next

spring, so that it could be effective by the

elections next fall, I would not presume to

introduce my amendment at this time.
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I think it is a reasonable request. It has the

backing of council and the people in the area.

I am sure if the parliamentary assistant

checks it out with the newspaper articles and
with members of council he will find that

there is only one objecting voice to this

matter and that is the mayor of the city of

Waterloo—and an editorial in one of the

paper brings his judgement under consider-

able question as to what his motives would
be for objecting to such a democratic pro-

posal.

Mr. Speaker, those are the two main con-

cerns I have about this bill and I will await

with anticipation the response of the parlia-

mentary assistant.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Ottawa
Centre.

Mr. Cassidy: I have two or three things to

say about the bill, Mr. Speaker. One thing
isn't mentioned in the bill—and which I

think probably has to be dealt with, at least

in the debate, by the parliamentary assistant

—is the problem of the start-up costs or the
transitional costs which have been borne by
municipalities in the regional municipality of

Waterloo. Specifically—I will raise this now
so that Mr. Reid and the other advisers can

get to the parliamentary assistant with some
advice—in Hamilton the other day, at a
session that possibly the parliamentary assist-

ant was also present at, Mayor Claudette
Millar of the city of Cambridge was giving
to the government a very detailed account
of the $3.7 million which it has cost that

municipality in order to amalgamate and in

order to bear the costs of regionalization.
That's a pretty heavy cost for a municipality

with a total population of, I believe, around

130,000 or 140,000 people. That's a very

heavy cost that they have had to bear, and
the amounts available from the province have
either been non-existent or have been only a

small portion of that total cost of $3.7 million.

These costs of regionalization, Mr. Speaker,
are common in every region throughout the

province, and one of the blindnesses of the

government has been its inability to recognize
that the new form of regional government
does cost money.
The grants that have been available have

been in two forms. One is in the form of the

increased regional per capita grant, or the

sparsity grant, which has a maximum impact
of about $8 per capita and an average im-

pact of about $2 or $3 per capita in these

municipalities.

It's a pittance. It's $200,000, $300,00, or

$400,000 in one of the small regions such as

those we have been creating in the last few
months. That, clearly, is barely enough to

pay for the additional costs of the aldermen
or councillors under the regional chairman

when they are appointed, and of the staff

that works specifically for the new council,

let alone all the other staff who are added in.

I hope that the assistant can deal with that

particular question, seeing as it is relevant to

this bill and it's something which should

probably have been dealt with in the bill.

For that matter, Mr. Speaker, I don't be-

lieve that even the transitional grants avail-

able to cushion the changes in tax rates con-

sequent on certain forms of amalgamation
will really provide that much help to the

people in the various former municipalities
of the new city of Cambridge.

There are two other points here, one that

I raised with the member for Grenville-Dun-

das (Mr. Irvine)—I am sorry he is not in the

House—or the Ottawa-Carleton bill, and un-

fortunately I wasn't present last Friday when
the bill went through committee in order to

find out whether the government in its wis-

dom had moved with alacrity. The Ottawa-

Carleton regional bill, as does the Waterloo

regional bill, sets a limit of $50,000 on pro-
motional expenditure for industry or for

tourism, but then in the succeeding section,

which would be 161 in this particular Act,

there was also a limitation of one-tenth of a

mill on expenditures for grants to various

associations, groups and other desirable non-

profit purposes that the municipality might
wish to assist.

I am pretty sure that that was in the

Waterloo Act. It happened that, during the

course of my research on the clause, I

checked in the Ottawa-Carleton Act and I

checked in one of the other regional Acts-

I can't remember which, but it didn't happen
to be this one—and I think that that's com-

mon. If it's deemed desirable to remove the

$50,000 limit on industrial and tourist pro-

motion expenditures, then, Mr. Speaker, it

seems to me that it would also be equally
desirable to grant the region the freedom to

manoeuvre in its grants.

Moreover, since Waterloo, Halton, Peel

and, I think, Niagara all have assessments that

are significantly below the assessment of

Ottawa-Carleton, then you get quite a sharp

disparity in the values. In Ottawa-Carleton,

one-tenth of a mill is worth $100,000. In

Waterloo, it may be worth only $30,000 or

$40,000, which is a top limit on grants which

may be made in that particular area. We all

know that municipal government and regional
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government have little enough freedom to

manoeuvre and little enough freedom, either

financial or legislative, to do things that local

people consider to be desirable. I would just

like to ask the parliamentary assistant whether
he can introduce an amendment in committee

that would make the corresponding amend-
ment to this particular one, if there is a one-

tenth of a mill restriction in the Waterloo-

bill. I apologize to him if it isn't. These bills

are getting called up in fairly random order

and I have checked it in two or three of the

other bills.

Finally, I wish that he would explain the

dissolution of the local public utilities com-

mission and whether in Waterloo that includes

the local hydro commission; and if not,

whether it is now government policy that, in

addition to public utilities commissions which

handle sewage and water, the government
also intends to dissolve the local hydro com-

missions and to bring them under the direct

control of the regional level of government.
I would ask him if he could answer the

question about granting monetary aid to

people suffering a disaster, since I asked that

in the last bill, and it didn't happen to get

answered.

Mr. Speaker: Are there any other members
who wish to enter this debate? If not, the

hon. member for York East.

Mr. Meen: Last things first, I guess, Mr.

Speaker. In the case of disaster relief, all we
are doing in these bills is to import that

particular provision of the Municipal Act
which grants area municipalities the authority
to make provisions for disaster relief available

to the regions. We have been through the

Acts and we have found that there have been
a few items of this nature that we neglected
to carry forward. If this kind of authority is

not extended to the regions, then, of course,

they don't have it; and we do want them to

have that authority just as their area munici-

palities have the authority under the Munici-

pal Act to expend it. Hence the reason for

importing that section. Further than that I am
not in a position to say. The government
looks at the question of disaster relief in any
case when it happens. It looks at the nature

of the disaster and the nature of the relief

required, and it deals with them, tailoring
each to fit the particular requirement.

As to the second-last question asked by
the hon. member for Ottawa Centre dealing
with the hydro commissions, no, this does not
indicate any intention on the part of the

government for the dissolution of the hydro
commissions. The government is still awaiting

the report of Task Force Hydro as to just

what should be done with each of the regions,
as to whether the hydro commissions should

be retained as municipal functions, or

whether in some or all or whatever, this kind

of operation could better be delivered as a

regional function.

Mr. Good: When will that problem be re-

solved?

Mr. Meen: I think the member for Water-

loo North is asking me when we might expect
the report. I don't speak with any confidence

of first-hand knowledge on this, but I believe

that an interim report might be available to

the government by the middle of this month
or by the middle of January. Its at least

imminent that the government will have an

interim report from the committee as to

its preliminary conclusions on the functions

of hydro commissions.

The member for Ottawa Centre has raised

the matter of tax adjustments and mill rates

and what not. I must confess that I did not

follow him in his question as to some sort

of amendment. He referred to Mayor
Claudette Millar's figure of $3.7 million as

the cost to bring Cambridge into regional

government. I didn't hear her submission,
nor have I seen it.

Speaking without this first-hand knowledge
of it, it could well be that all or part of the

$3.7 million relates to upgrading of services

in areas where the services were less than

satisfactory, and is not necessarily related to

regional government per se. However, I

understand that the Treasurer (Mr. White),
and possibly others, as well as members of

the staff, will be meeting with Mayor Millar

to hear more of the particulars and to de-

termine whether any part of the additional

cost could well come under our provisions

for transitional grants directly related to a

regional government restructuring.

I'm not sure, as I say, what the member's

question was as to a form of amendment.

Perhaps before I continue with my remarks,

I could ask him if he would care to clarify

what he was asking by way of amendment.

Mr. Cassidy: Well, sure. Possibly some
other Act would be the place to put it, ex-

cepting this particular Act. The problem has

become evident since the municipality of the

region was formed in Waterloo, and this

is a proper place to discuss it if not to amend
the Act in order to resolve the problem. And
that is why I raised it under this particular
bill. It is the logical place to raise it.
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Mr. Meen: Transitional grants legislation

might be the more appropriate place to deal

with something like this.

Mr. Cassidy: But it is not coming before

the House, and they have a problem right
now.

Mr. Meen: Yes, it is not before the House

—and, of course, we would not deal with

this municipality in isolation. We would
want to deal with all of them on the same

basis, so I do not think this would be the

appropriate place to deal with that.

I'd like to discuss for a moment the two

points raised by the hon. member for Water-
loo North. He speaks of Waterloo University
and the provision that the warden of the

county which is presently provided for in

the Waterloo University Act, shall be a

member of the Waterloo board. I think it

would be necessary for the Waterloo Uni-

versity Act to be changed in order to impose
such a requirement.

All we are doing here today in this bill

before the House is to provide that the chair-

man of the Waterloo regional government sits

in the place and stead of the warden of the

county and has that warden's capacity under
the Waterloo University Act to sit as a

member of the board of directors.

Mr. Good: And if you were not a Cana-
dian citizen, then you would not be allowed

to sit as a member of the board.

Mr. Meen: There would be a difficulty
there. However, in a factual situation there
is no difficulty.

On the second point, I understand com-
pletely the problem that the member raises

as to the representation from the city of

Waterloo council on the regional Waterloo
council. Of course, when we established the

region effective this year, but by the legisla-
tion last year, we did so based on information
and good information from the councils of all

of the affected municipalities. The city of
Waterloo told us that that was what they
wanted. They wanted to be able to elect

them freely, rather than have a popularity
contest in which the two who polled at the

top in general elections for aldermen would
otherwise go; and this is the proposal that
the hon. member makes.

We are easy—to use the colloquial—and
as we did with Kitchener, which sought, and
we granted, the right to have the top eight
serve as regional councillors. If the city of

Waterloo wishes that this be done, I am sure
that we can accommodate them with an
appropriate amendment.

If we were up against the wire right now,
with an election date not far away, I think

I would be saying let's see what kind of

an amendment we can put together now
if, in fact, we have a resolution from the

city of Waterloo saying, "This is what we
want." I gather from the hon. member for

Waterloo North that such a resolution will

be forthcoming in the very near future.

If it had been in our hands a little sooner

we might very well have been able to in-

corporate it into this bill at this time. In

any event there will be other matters to be
dealt with in the Waterloo regional Act in

the next year or so. I am still hoping to

have an amendment dealing with the solid

waste disposal site in the city of Kitchener

reverting to the city after it has been com-

pleted as a solid waste disposal site operated

presently by the region. That will have to be

incorporated into an amendment and I would

hope to have that before the House, per-

haps at the next session, at any rate, before

the site is completely filled.

At the time when that is done or at any
rate before the next elections, if we have
such a resolution from the city of Waterloo,
I am sure the government will treat it very

favourably indeed.

Motion agreed to; second reading of the

bill.

Mr. Speaker: Shall the bill be ordered for

third reading?

Agreed.

REGIONAL MUNICIPALITY
OF NIAGARA ACT

Mr. Meen, on behalf of Hon. Mr. White,
moves second reading of Bill 239, An Act
to amend the Regional Municipality of

Niagara Act.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Wel-
land South.

Mr. R. Haggerty (Welland South): Thank

you, Mr. Speaker. I have a question for

clarification, dealing with section 3 of the

amendment;
The said Act is amended by adding thereto

the following: On and after the 1st day
of February, 1974, no committee of adjust-
ment established by an area municipality
has authority to grant consents referred

to in section 29 of the Planning Act.

I would have to question why certain munic-

ipalities were singled out in this particular
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section of the Act removing the committees

of adjustment. I think in many cases they
were doing an excellent job, perhaps where

they have no official plan as yet.

As I understand it in two or three of

the municipalities plans are awaiting approval
from the Intergovernmental Affairs office at

the present time. In some cases some of

these plans were initiated some six or seven

years ago; and apparently now, if the gov-
ernment removes this committee of adjust-

ment, it is only going to hamper growth in

that particular area. Again, it is removing

autonomy from the local government and
I am a little bit alarmed at this.

As I was a member of that select com-
mittee dealing with Ontario Municipal Board

hearings, this is one of the major facts put
forth, that autonomy should remain at the

local level of government. Once the govern-
ment moves it to the regional level—I just

can't quite understand why this particular
Act is brought in now. I think much of the

fault lies with government planning—I should

say poor government planning in a sense.

When it brought in the Niagara Escarpment
Act it threw out the official plan of the

regional municipality of Niagara.

This plan would have been in effect in

1973 and 1974. Bringing in the Niagara

Escarpment Act threw out the complete plan
in the region. It has set back all the other

municipalities in the Niagara area. They are

waiting for this official plan for the Niagara
region, and now everything is just at a stand-

still.

I think the fault lies with the government
here, and particularly with the planning

department, in that it hasn't moved in that

direction, of offering the official plans waiting
now for approval. The local municipalities,
as I said, are just at a standstill. I would
like to have comments on that.

The other matter is dealing with section 5

of the Act:

If an area municipality fails to make any
payment as provided in the bylaw, inter-

test shall be added at the rate of 12 per
cent per annum, or such lower rate as

the regional council determines from the

date payment is due until it is made.

I was a member of the local county coun-

cil some years ago and we used to have a

similar type of bylaw on regulations dealing
with the interest rate charged to local muni-

cipalities, which perhaps were at fault but
couldn't make their county payments on a

certain date.

I feel this bill, with this amendment, is

perhaps discriminatory. I can think of one

municipality at that time that had a tax

structure based on industrial assessment of

about 70 per cent and residential assessment

of about 30 per cent. That municipality could

pay its county tax rate in January, and receive

a substantial kickback on a rebate to the

municipalities that could come in and pay
their taxes to the county earlier. I feel this

will work the same way.

There are certain municipalities in the

Niagara region that have an exceptionally

good tax structure that will get the benefit of

it, whereas those that don't have such a good
tax structure will be penalized by it. Again,
I have noticed in many instances it is almost

eight months before the Niagara regional

government presents the tax bill to the tax-

payers of the whole region. Much of the fault

again lies with this department. Instead of

bringing in the tax funds from the province,
the municipalities wait to find out how much
is coming to them, which I think is again

penalizing the smaller municipalities. I would

have hoped that at least the parliamentary
assistant would have something in the bill say-

ing that the interest rate shall be in accord-

ance with the prevailing bank interest of that

day.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Ottawa

Centre.

Mr. Cassidy: I would just like to thank the

government, Mr. Speaker, for the fact that we
have a series of these bills which are repe-

titious, because it enables me to ask questions
about the bill a second or third time around
when the parliamentary assistant doesn't an-

swer them the first time. And can I just say
that I find his behaviour in this is just a bit

annoying, that one has to ask these questions

again rather than getting an answer the first

time, let alone a straight answer.

In the case of the Regional Municipality of

Niagara Act, I would like to ask specifically
about the amendment of section 156 of the

Act, which is in clause 7 of this bill, and

whether it's the government's intention to

match that by lifting the one-tenth of a mill

limitation on grants, which is in section 157

of the Regional Municipality of Niagara Act?

That section permitted annual grants that

would not exceed in any year a sum calcu-

lated at one-tenth of one mill on a total

assessment of the regional levy, to make

grants to institutions, associations and persons

carrying on or engaged in works that, in the

opinion of the regional council, are for the
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general advantage of the inhabitants of the

regional municipality and for which there is

no express authority provided by any other

Act.

There it is specifically; I have the legisla-

tion in front of me. If the parliamentary
assistant believes that it's okay to spend more
than $50,000 for industrial and tourist pro-

motion, I don't happen to disagree—I may feel

that $50,000 is too much-but I don't see

why this Legislature should put a limitation

on it. I am sure the local people who have

to raise the money from their own rates are

better equipped to make that decision than

the parliamentary assistant, his minister or

people in his party. I think the case is the

same when we come to the question of the

one-tenth of a mill. So, could I please have

an answer on this question of the one-tenth

mill in this particular case?

The second point I'd like to raise is that a

number of these regional Acts provide that if

an employee, in the opinion of the minister,

experiences any difficulty or hardship with

regard to the transfer of any pension rights
or sick leave credit, the minister may by order

do anything necessary to remedy or alleviate

such difficulty or hardship.

Now I would like two things: I would like

a statement of policy from the parliamentary
assistant as to what that clause means specifi-

cally, and I should also like an example of the

kind of problem that he sees arising, as a

result of which it would be necessary for the

minister to intervene in order to alleviate.

Mr. Speaker: Are there any other members
who wish to enter the debate? If not, the

member for York East.

v
"'\ Meen: Mr. Speaker, I have sought

clarification from the member for Ottawa
^entre as to what he was talking about on

the mill rate, and now he has clarified it for

me. I would just say to him that—

Mr. Cassidy: They are the assistant's bills,

not my bills.

Mr. Meen: Of course, but we are referring

to the original Act; and that's what I was

seeking to get clarification on. I'm cer-

tainly endeavouring to the best of my ability

to answer questions-

Mr. Cassidy: Tell the Speaker to make
them available.

Mr. Meen: —however fumblingly they may
be put to me.

Now I might just observe that we don't—

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: That ought to be re-

corded.

Mr. Cassidy: That is a new adjective.

Mr. Renwick: What was the word,

fumblingly?

Mr. Meen: How's that for an adjective,

eh?

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Meen: Frankly, I'm not terribly en-

amoured of the one-tenth mill rate limit

either in that area, and we are looking at

that. I wouldn't like to give a commitment,
but I can tell the hon. member that removal
of limitations on that sort of thing is under
active review.

Mr. Cassidy: Well the member for Gren-
ville-Dundas said he would check with the

minister last week. It is not too much to

ask that this assistant do it now.

Mr. Meen: Mr. Speaker, I think the mem-
ber for Welland South is confusing the pro-
visions of this bill dealing with the Planning
Act and existing provisions of the Planning
Act, section 31(1) to be exact, which require
that areas that don't have an official plan
by the end of this year lose the capacity in

their committees of adjustment to create

severances under, I think, section 29 of the

Planning Act.

What we are doing here—and I think the

hon. member for Welland South was out

of the chamber when we talked on this point
earlier in dealing with the Halton bill—what
we are doing here is simply bringing Niagara
into line with all our present policies.

In all our present legislation for regional

governments, we have required the establish-

ment of a land division committee by the

region. As the member for Waterloo North
observed earlier over 50 per cent of all

building lots are created by severance, and
it seems incongruous and an anachronism
that the very body that has been able to

create these has not been one directly re-

lated to the one that does the overall plan-

ning for the region. So it is for that purpose
that we are requiring, by the Act, that—

Mr. Haggerty: What municipalities will

this affect?

Mr. Meen: This is a regional responsibility.
We are requiring the region to establish a

land division committee; and on and after

the time that land division committee has
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been created, then the local committees of

adjustment will cease to have land severance

capacity.

Mr. Haggerty: All municipalities?

Mr. Meen: Yes, all municipalities in the

region of Niagara. And that will be precisely

the situation that exists in the other regions.

So we are really not discriminating against

Niagara; in fact what we are doing is putting

Niagara in the same position in this regard
as the other regions.

The member also referred to the 12 per
cent interest rate. We amended all the other

Acts last year to increase the interest rate

maximum which the regional municipalities

might charge the area municipalities for

water accounts and that kind of thing, from

one-half of one per cent a month, I believe,

to one per cent a month or 12 per cent. But

through oversight that provision was not in-

corporated into the Niagara amendments of

last year. So we are really just bringing it

up to the same as all the others.

It is still within the jurisdiction of the

regional council to determine whatever in-

terest rate they decide to charge. They may
very well take a look at the bank rate pre-

vailing at the time, perhaps half of one

per cent or one per cent, and say that's the

rate we will charge. But as it presently stands

the area municipalities are able to get cheap

financing at the expense of the region, and

consequently at the expense of all the other

people throughout the region beyond their

own boundaries, by simply deferring the

payment of their current liabilities accruing
due to the region. This way we will give

them incentive, and we will certainly give the

region the capacity to create an incentive

for fast payment of outstanding accounts.

Mr. Haggerty: One more point, Mr.

Speaker-

Mr. Speaker: A point of clarification?

Mr. Haggerty: As I understand it, the land

division committee will comprise members
of the council of the regional municipality
of Niagara, and they will have the final

decision on land severances?

Mr. Meen: No, sir. The land division com-
mittee is required under the Planning Act
to be a body separate and apart from the

members of council.

Mr. Haggerty: Who appoints them?

Mr. Meen: They are appointed, Mr.

Speaker, by the regional council; but they

may not have members of council sitting on
the land division committee.

Mr. Speaker: The motion is for second

reading of Bill 239.

Mr. Cassidy: Mr. Speaker, would the par-

liamentary assistant permit a question,

please?

Mr. Speaker: Would the assistant permit a

question?

Mr. Meen: Yes, I expect so.

Mr. Cassidy: In my fumbling way, I put

questions, but the assistant is mute on these

matters. Could he explain the reason for

alleviation of hardship, in the case of pen-
sion and other matters, which he did not

deal with in his reply?

Mr. Meen: I think the hon. member might
have asked me this in his first series of ques-
tions.

Mr. Cassidy: I did. The assistant is like

a ventriloquist's dummy on these things.

Mr. Meen: But it happens that in Niagara
there is a police constable now retired, who
because of the particular facts that applied
at the time of his retirement, I think, is just

receiving a pittance. Without some general

authority in the region, the police board has

no capacity to negotiate or to grant him

any further allowance on account of retire-

ment benefits. Consequently, this amendment
—which we've incorporated into all the bills

because we don't know when this kind of

problem might arise again—which will give
the police board the authority, with the

approval of the minister, to make such addi-

tional moneys available by way of benefits to

retired employees.

Mr. Cassidy: Mr. Speaker, would the par-

liamentary assistant permit one more ques-
tion—or would he prefer to put this into

committee at the present time?

Mr. Speaker: Perhaps he might allow a

very short one and a short answer.

Mr. Cassidy: With great respect, Mr.

Speaker, this refers to difficulties that relate

to the transfer of pension rights or sick leave

credits, and not to the amelioration of in-

adequate pensions rights or sick leave credits.

I wonder whether the explanation that was

given was the right one, or whether some

other explanation should be offered?

Mr. Meen: This is designed to look after

a specific case. The hon. member may note
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that this section comes into effect on Jan.

1, 1970, the day the region was created. It

is to look after the transfer of certain sick

leave and other credits. So I was directing

my attention to his question; and I think

that it's fully answered.

Mr. Speaker: The motion is for second

reading of Bill 239.

Motion agreed to; second reading of the

bill.

Mr. Speaker: Shall the bill be ordered for

third reading?

Mr. Meen: Committee of the whole House,
Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: Committee of the whole
House?

Agreed.

'Mr. Cassidy: Didn't he get it right the first

time?

REGIONAL MUNICIPALITY OF
HAMILTON-WENTWORTH ACT, 1973

Mr. Meen, on behalf of Hon. Mr. White,
moves second reading of Bill 253, An Act
to amend the Regional Municipality of Hamil-
ton-Wentworth Act, 1973.

(Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Ottawa
Centre.

Mr. Cassidy: Looking through the bill, Mr.

Speaker, I think we dealt with almost every
matter. I just want to see whether the ques-
tion about the pensions comes up in this

one though because—no, I guess it doesn't.
I'll raise it at some other point rather than
here.

'Yes; there is one question here which is

causing some serious concern in the city of
Hamilton right now; and this is the section
that relates to the pension rights and the
admission into the supplementary OMERS
plan, which was established in some of the

police forces which have gone into the

regional police force.

As I understand it, Mr. Speaker, in the
case of Hamilton - Wentworth, negotiations
were currently under way, around the time
the drafting for this bill was being under-

taken, between the police force and its em-
ployer; that is the police commission, or I

suppose the regional municipality which calls

the tune—which pays the costs.

The two parties had agreed to go into

arbitration over the matter of supplementary

benefits under OMERS—the Ontario Munic-

ipal Employees Retirement System plan. And
that is where the matter stands right at this

time, Mr. Speaker, at a time when the

government has moved in and is stating that

the benefits apply only on or after Jan. 1,

1974. Now it appears that this is an inter-

ference with the whole collective bargaining

system and with the arbitration that is cur-

rently under way. I think we deserve an

explanation from the parliamentary assistant

on this particular point.

He did state that introduction of that

section simply ensured that the supplementary
benefits would be made available from Jan.

1, 1974, but did not interfere with bargaining
to get those benefits prior to Jan. 1, 1974. If

that's the case, then it may be that the

arbitration currently under way is not effec-

tively being interfered with, except that a

minimal award is in effect being made under
this particular Act.

However, I would appreciate an explana-
tion. I'm sorry I haven't got all of the details

from the Hamilton police force, but I note

their initial reaction was one of grave con-

cern at the fact that there did appear to be
interference on behalf of the ministry. It may
be that we could discuss this in committee as

well as during this second reading debate.

Apart from that, Mr. Speaker, the other

points in the bill are all duplicate points that

have been made in the previous series of bills

that we have dealt with this afternoon, and
I don't believe it is necessary to comment

specifically on them.

Mr. Speaker: Any more discussion on the

bill? If not, the hon. member for York East.

Mr. Meen: Mr. Speaker, we will have to

clarify—and I will be putting this bill into

committee of the whole for that purpose—that
indeed the rights of the parties presently be-

ing negotiated and under arbitration will not

be prejudiced by the section. I will have the

same kind of amendment, at least in part, as

we have already talked about with Halton,
for example; and in addition some clarifi-

cation and confirmation of the rights that will

be established, whatever is established pur-
suant to the arbitration, will not be cut off

as of Jan 1, if in fact it hasn't been made by
that date. We will have to get some appro-

priate wording worked up for that.

The original drafting here was done, I

think, in anticipation that the award would
be made before Jan. 1; and just in case it

isn't we don't want them prejudiced by a

delay in the award.
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Were there any other questions? That was
the only one that I recall.

Mr. Cassidy: Could I ask the assistant, does

that mean that the arbitration awards will

overrule legislation passed in this House if

the two conflict? Is that correct?

Mr. Meen: Oh no; I don't think we would
do it that way. What I anticipate is that we
will have a provision that will enable us to

reflect the arbitration award so that it would

not be rendered ineffective by anything
that this Legislature had created. We cer-

tainly have no intention of interfering, by
statute, with the course of arbitration.

Mr. Cassidy: That sounds fair enough.

Motion agreed to; second reading of the

bill.

Mr. Speaker: Shall the bill be ordered for

third reading?

Mr. Meen: Committee of the whole.

Mr. Speaker: Committee of the whole.

Clerk of the House: The 3rd order, com-

mittee of the whole House.

FINANCIAL ADMINISTRATION ACT

House in committee on Bill 238, An Act
to amend the Financial Administration Act.

Mr. Chairman: Bill 238, An Act to amend
the Financial Administration Act. Are there

any comments, questions or amendments to

any section of this bill; and if so to which
section?

Mr. J. A. Renwick (Riverdale): Mr. Chair-

man, I am satisfied with the point that I

made, asking to put it into the committee.

Mr. Chairman: Any further comments?

Bill 238 reported.

Hon. Mr. Winkler moves the committee
rise and report.

Motion agreed to.

The House resumed; Mr. Speaker in the

chair.

Mr. Chairman: Mr. Speaker, the committee
of the whole House reports one bill without
amendment and asks for leave to sit again.

Report agreed to.

THIRD READINGS

The following bills were given third read-

ing upon motion:

Bill 250, An Act to amend the Justices of

the Peace Act.

Bill 222, An Act to amend the Regional

Municipality of Waterloo Act.

IBill 238, An Act to amend the Financial

Administration Act.

'Bill 261, An Act to amend the Executive

Council Act.

'Bill 262, An Act to amend the Legislative

Assembly Act.

Bill 263, the Legislative Assembly Retire-

ment Allowances Act, 1973.

Clerk of the House: The fifth order; re-

suming the adjourned debate on the motion

for second reading of Bill 191, An Act to

amend the Income Tax Act.

INCOME TAX ACT
(continued)

'Mr. Speaker: I believe it was the hon.

member for Lakeshore who adjourned the

debate on this bill.

Mr. P. D. Lawlor (Lakeshore): Mr. Speaker,
in joining this debate, I would point out

the income tax amendments before us have

two features. One is the continuing of the

existing rate; and the second one has to

do with the imposition, or alleviation if you
will, in terms of three types of tax credit—

the property tax credit, sales tax credit and

the credit given to people over 65 years of

age, which are all being brought together
into a single credit, so to speak, although

they are estimated or calculated! in different

ways.

As has been said in this House previously,
the hon. minister, the Treasurer (Mr. White),
has a monomaniacal tendency. He's caught

up with tax credits. I remember the oc-

casion on which the first gleam came to his

eye with respect to this monumental new

change, which is going on apace in his brain

and increasingly in terms of legislation. I

think it first became prominent and was
booted about in our taxation committee, oh
I guess five years ago now; the time does

go by.

It struck a good many of us as a fairly

sound and beneficial idea. But it has, as

exercised by the government at the present
time, some defects. In the course of this

debate it will be my very great pleasure
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indeed to bring some of these defects to

the attention of the minister.

It may be even possible that he will come
to agree as to our deliberations in these

matters. He has in the past; through the

work of that committee.

iThis child has a multiple ancestry; the

parenthood of the concept cannot be attri-

buted to a single source. The poor child

hasn't got any mother, so far as I know,
but there were almost innumerable fathers.

It sprang straight out of the head of Jove
on this occasion, and Aphrodite had nothing
to do with it.

Let me spend a moment on the first section
of the bill. This continues the 30.5 rate of
income taxation for the 1974 year. Ontario
remains in the lowest category for income tax,

along with British Columbia—that won't last

for long. Other provinces range up to 42.5.

Manitoba, for instance, used this tax-that
is the income tax-to replace part of the
Medicare premium revenue and has just
abolished all Medicare premiums. The Sas-
katchewan rate is 40 per cent against our
30.5 per cent; it is the third highest. It has
also just abolished Medicare premiums. But
we know the predilections and philosophy
of this government, stemming from John
Robarts, about Machiavellian schemes and the
fact they are going to punish the population.
This government will teach them to know
what it costs to have Medicare, by George;
and it is not going to alleviate this by a fair

form of taxation, namely the income tax, in
order to do that, although quite a number of
provinces are leading the way in this par-
ticular respect.

New Brunswick has the second highest; it

is at 41.5. Ontario continues to rely on re-

gressive taxes like the sales tax and health

premiums instead of making more use of
the progressive income tax. Ontario stands to
lose revenue from income tax as a result of
federal tax cuts this vear and the indexing
programme planned for next year, adjusting
for inflation.

With respect to that particular matter, Mr.

Speaker, I would like to refer you to the
remarks of the Treasurer at the annual
Ontario night dinner meeting of the Ontario
chapter of the Tax Executives Institute Inc.
at the Royal York Hotel on Nov. 22 of this

year. The indexing provisions which are eat-

ing into this tax were set forth by the
minister at that time. Tears, perhaps not even
crocodile, were shed in abundance on that

occasion, and they had to float him out of
the hall at the end of his speech, because

of his deep, unappeasable chagrin with the

way Ottawa conducts things. Beginning on

Jan. 1, the minister says on page 9 of his

speech,

Ottawa is indexing personal income tax

to the rate of inflation. The indexing of

personal income tax was a unilateral de-

cision but it has impaired the province's

growth in revenue and in the circumstances

was unfair. Assuming a sustained rate of

inflation of six per cent a year and a real

growth of 5% per cent of GNP—

Unless Ontario hits about 7.3 per cent this

year the real growth of the GNP will not be
5% and I think the minister must be worried

about this. He went on:

The initial effect of the indexing measure

will be to reduce Ontario revenue growth
in personal income tax by about $65
million in 1974.

In 1977 Ontario's revenue loss will

amount to almost $350 million; this means
a reduction of about 13 per cent in the

income tax yield that we might otherwise

have secured.

That is indeed a very serious matter which

may move the Treasurer into placing greater

emphasis again on the progressive income tax

rather than relying upon other features. The

government should be seriously thinking of

raising the rate if it wants to keep getting
even the same proportion of its revenues from

progressive taxes.

Of course, we think the rate should be
raised onlv for those with the ability to pay
more. It should pick up the other half of the

capital gains tax which the federal govern-
ment forgoes by taxing only half of capital

gains. We also think that we should put more
taxes on wealth and on succession duties—a

wealth tax perhaps—but certainly should not

shy away from greater reliance on the pro-

gressive income tax. The problem is to make
it more progressive.

The other day, with respect to the taxation

features—I couldn't believe my ears but it

seemed to be what the minister was saying
and, of course, I stand to be corrected in a

matter of this kind—the minister spoke in the

most otiose and backward way about taxes,

including the income tax, and government

budgeting with respect to taxes being some-

what like a family concern. He quoted some

singular authorities under this particular head.

If I may speak, Mr. Speaker, to the minis-

ter personally just for a second—I'll go on
with another portion of my speech and re-

turn toward the end.
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What I was going to say was that the

day the member became Treasurer in this

House, I believe, or maybe slightly before,

I was singularly elated because of our an-

cient friendship and I sent him a book to

read which he obviously hasn't as yet got
around to. With the vacation coming up,

I recommend it highly, particularly consider-

ing the high situation in which he presently
exists.

The book is a very simplistic book but

like many simple things in this life it con-

tains a profundity of wisdom. It is called

"A Primer of Government Spending," by
Robert Heilbroner and Peter Bernstein. The
book is designed as an elementary text in

economic theory to show why government

budgeting and government surpluses and

why the loan policy and borrowing policy
and the deficit financing policy of govern-
ment are totally, incomparably diverse from

that of any family unit or even of a large

group in society.

The basic theory behind it is to say that

every dollar in savings in the economy by
way of profit made by industry, by way of

taxation brought into a government and by
way of private savings in the hands of indi-

viduals, must be converted into demand
and, ineluctably, in an economy certain

portions of the total product, the total reve-

nue to the economy, will not be so spent.

People put money away. It's mostly in the

private sector. Where governments are con-

cerned, number one, and where businesses

are concerned, businesses are not at fault

in the circulation and velocity in the econ-

omy. They almost invariably spend more
than they earn and to the extent that they
do so, they make up for a deficiency in

spending among other people who earn

money and place it away.
That's the first function of the business

world. It's precisely to provide for that de-

ficiency, but invariably again business falls

short. So it's the responsibility of govern-
ment to get the optimum growth rate, to

get the greatest growth to take up the full

capacity in the economy so there will be
no unemployment, so that there will be less

inflation or no inflation at all, simply be-
cause the whole country is operating at its

optimum capacity. It's that area where the

government must step in with respect to its

deficit financing. It is very much concerned
with the bill.

In any event, I would like the Treasurer
to take a look at the text again and we will

have a nice discussion on the occasion of
his next estimates about the kind of cate-

chism, if you will, as to how well he picked

up the true faith. This is just standard

economic theory. There's nothing particu-

larly radical about it, but I couldn't stand

here and, if that's what he said the other

day, permit it to pass in the closing hours

of this Legislature.

As to the second section in the bill, it

re-enacts the property tax credit, adds the

sales tax credit and $100 credit for persons
65 and over. The maximum credit from the

above three is $400; there's a ceiling. A
property tax maximum is $250 and each

credit is $100. What I am saying now is

not quite correct and I will come back to

this. The sales tax is one per cent of per-

sonal exemptions which would be one per
cent of $3,600 for a family with two kids

under 16 in 1972. The sales tax credit

would be $41 for a family with two kids

over 16 and would be $40 for a pensioner.

Point one, the tax credit does not offset

the seven per cent sales tax paid by families

even in the lowest income level. We estimate

a family with income under $3,000 pays at

least $50 in sales tax. One with the income
of $5,000 to $6,000 pays $103 and one with

income from $8,000 to $9,000 pays $156.

Point two, while we support the principle
of tax credit, the government system is too

generous to the well-to-do and, as a result,

directs less money to the middle and lower-

income groups. Under this particular head,
I am goingj to take a few moments to bring
some of these statistics and figures to the

minister's attention in a somewhat disci-

plined way, namely, by reading them.

The government last year introduced a

tax credit related to the property tax or rent

paid by the tax filer. This year a sales tax

credit is to be added, along with the pen-
sioner tax credit. Altogether, $290 million is

being allocated to the tax credit system this

year. For several years we have been urging
a move toward tax credits. However, we
have seen tax credit as primarily a benefit

to low income earners. The government,

though, is spreading its credits widely, so

that even families in the top five per cent

of income earned will receive credits this

year.

Take an example from last year's budget
table No. 13. The family of four with an
income of $8,700 has a taxable income of

$5,000. Its property tax credit is $140,

which, after the deduction of one per cent

of taxable income, leaves a tax relief of

$90 under the 1972 tax credit system. Tax
credits were available last year to families

with incomes up to $17,700. The addition
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of the sales tax credit in 1973 has the effect

of making credits available to families with
incomes of up to $21,300. The family at

this gross income level has a taxable income
of $17,600; a property tax credit of $140 is

available, plus a sales tax credit of $36, for

a total of $176 in credits, which is reduced
to zero by the deduction of one per cent of

taxable income, that is, $17,600.

The families with gross income below

$21,300 receive positive amounts of tax

credits. In reality, families with large in-

comes often have tax deductions which are

unavailable to the low income family, parti-

cularly retirement savings deductions. It is

therefore likely that some families with in-

comes in excess of $25,000 will receive tax

credits this year.

The size of the credits received by families

in the $20,000-plus income category will be

quite small just a few dollars, but is there

any reason whatever for granting tax credits

to people with such large incomes? This is

surely an adulteration of the concept of tax

credit. We propose tax credits as a means
of reforming the tax system in the direction

of tax relief for low income earners. The
Treasurer admitted during the budget debate
that the income tax was not particularly pro-

gressive. When he claims that the regressive
sales tax was more progressive than the

income tax, what then is the justification for

providing tax relief to tax filers in the highest
income bracket?

There are alternative tax credit systems
available. An example is outlined. Let us

suppose that rather than extending tax credits

into the $20,000-plus income range, the gov-
ernment had decided to introduce some

genuine progression into the tax system. They
might have decided that the tax burden on
families with incomes up to $10,000 should
be ameliorated and that extra revenue should
be raised only from families in the $10,000-

plus range.

ITo do this they could have decided that

the $10,000-income families should be com-

pensated entirely for the effects of increased
sales tax; that families below this income
level should receive tax credits exceeding
the effect of the two per cent sales tax in-

crease, and that families above this income
level should receive decreasing tax credit.

It is fairly simple to construct a tax credit

system which accomplishes this.

First, the computation of the sales tax

credit should be separated from the computa-
tion of the property tax credit and then a
formula is devised relating sales tax credit

to taxable income. If the effect of the in-

creased sales tax on the $10,000 income family
is say $36, one such formula would be tax

credit equals $36, minus one half, that is the

taxable income minus $6,300. This is in

brackets. So if the $10,000-income family has
a taxable income of $6,300, the quantity en-
closed by the bracket is zero. This ensures
them a tax credit of $36, which precisely off-

sets the effect of the increased sales tax. Fami-
lies below the $10,000 income level receive

more that the $36 credit, so that the sign of

the quantity within the bracket is negative.
Families above the $10,000 level receive less*

For instance, a $6,700 family has a tax-

able income of $3,000. The quantity-that
is, the taxable income of $6,300—is therefore

minus $3,300, and one-half of this amount
is minus $16.50. This family would there-

fore receive $36 minus $16.50, which is the

same as $36 plus $16.50 or $52.50. The
$18,700 family, on the other hand, with a

taxable income of $15,000 would receive—
I'm not going through this particular formula,
but it comes down to this: they pay no addi-

tional income tax but they would meet the
entire cost of the extra two per cent sales

tax without any offsetting income tax credit..

The advantage of this revised sales tax

credit plan is that it directs the credits to

the low-income groups where they are most
needed. When' this revised sales tax credit

is added to the property tax credit, families

with incomes up to $17,700 are eligible for

tax credit as before, but that the credits

available to low-income earners are greatly
enhanced. No credits are available to those

earning over $17,700.

The cost of this tax credit plan might
differ from the $90 million allocated by the

Treasurer for sales tax credits. However, the

proposed plan can be accommodated to a

$90-million figure by offering the distribution

formula. We all know that the tax credit sys-
tem lacks progressivity. Even the income
tax in practice is in no way as progressive
as tax theory suggests. Tax credits represent
one method of introducing substantial pro-

gressivity into the tax structure. It would be
unfortunate if the provincial government con-
structed a tax credit system which failed to

take full advantage of this potential for

equity and progress.

Mr. Speaker, the final portion of what I

wish to say is something that we have noticed
in our research department and in our caucus.
There is a hidden change of significance in

the property tax credit amendment in the bill.

The $250 ceiling in the property tax credit

is repealed, and in its place there is a $400
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ceiling on all three credits—property, sales,

and persons over 65. This means that for

those not over 65, the ceiling on the property
tax credit and the sales tax credit is raised

to $400.

The formula for the sales tax credit is

based on one per cent of personal exemptions,
which limits it in most cases to around $50
or less, except for persons with very large
families. So the property tax ceiling is in

effect raised to $350 or thereabouts for

persons under 65. Well, not too many people
would qualify for the higher level of credit,

as they would have to have a combination

of very high property taxes and not too high
taxable income.

There could be cases of upper-income

people who would benefit from this increase

in the ceiling; for example, a family of four,

with two children over 16, both at university,

property tax of $2,000 and gross income of

$25,000. They have exemptions totalling

$5,100, an exemption of $5,100, the standard

deduction of $100 and the employment de-

duction of $150, leaving a taxable income of

$19,650, one per cent of which is $196.50.

The Ontario government credit for property
is $90 plus $200, which is 10 per cent of

$2,000, the total property tax, giving a total

tax credit of $290. Sales tax credit is one per
cent of exemption, or $51, giving $341 less

one per cent of taxable income, $197, leaving
a net credit of $144. Under the previous cut-

off of $250, this family would have got $40

less. The real question is does this family
need-

Mr. Speaker: Order, please. The hon. mem-
ber has read from several pages, and I must

point out that rule 16, I believe, forbids the

members to read at length from any
document.

Mr. M. Cassidy (Ottawa Centre): On a

point of order, Mr. Speaker, the hon. mem-
ber for London North (Mr. Walker) was read-

ing from pages all through last night's debate

in committee stage.

Mr. Speaker: I am dealing with the matter

before the House at the moment. The hon.

member should not—

Mr. Cassidy: Well, on a point of order,

Mr. Speaker, we would just wish for some

equity in this particular matter.

Mr. Speaker: Please resume your seat.

There is no point of order. I am dealing with
the action of this hon. member, and he is

reading at too great a length from documents,
which is forbidden by our rules.

Mr. Cassidy: You are deaf on this side and

blind on the other.

Mr. Lawlor: Mr. Speaker, for the first time

in my life, in the case of complete mental

lassitude-

Mr. A. J. Roy (Ottawa East): The Speaker
ruled.

Mr. Lawlor: —and being unwilling, really,

to take any more time in the House; because

when I speak verbally, as you know, it tends

to floriate—

Mr. Speaker: But it is much more enjoy-
able.

Mr. Lawlor: In order to be precise, Mr.

Speaker, on this occasion I thought, maybe, I

could get away with a little bit of reading-

Mr. Roy: Offending his rules.

Mr. Lawlor: After all, six years of constant

talk without reading a word has left me com-

pletely bereft of energy. I just staggered into

the House today to confront the Speaker.

Mr. Roy: I noticed that.

Mr. Lawlor: And I only have a few more

lines.

Mr. J. A. Renwick (Riverdale): The mem-
ber for Lakeshore should compliment the

Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: Well, I am in a generous

mood; perhaps I would consider it.

Mr. Lawlor: I am almost finished, Mr.

Speaker. Let me finish the thing, and I pro-

mise you I will never read again.

Mr. C. E. Mcllveen (Oshawa): The mem-
ber for Lakeshore never reads his speeches.

Mr. Speaker: I am sorry for having in-

terrupted the member.

Hon. J. Yaremko (Solicitor General): Is

that a Gilbert and Sullivan effort?

Mr. J. F. Foulds (Port Arthur): No, we
are not discussing the Solicitor General's min-

istry.

Mr. Lawlor: Only the Solicitor General

knows about the Pirates of Penzance. If he

wants to do a little soft shoe number in

the hall, follow me.

Mr. Renwick: Nice to see him back.

Mr. J. R. Rhodes (Sault Ste Marie): The

opposition has got a front row full of it.
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Mr. Lawlor: Note that the bill provides
for a number of additional personal exemp-
tions beyond the usual marital and children's

exemptions as the base for calculating the

amount of sales tax. It allows for all exemp-
tions under section 109 of the federal In-

come Tax Act and for certain ones under
section 110.1; namely, those covered by
paragraphs (e), (e.l), (g), and (h). The
extra ones are the student aid — $50 per
month for school term—for those blind and
disabled persons and aged persons.

In effect, these people will qualify for

slightly higher sales tax credits, and that's

great. One wonders, though, if the student

aid ones should be included, especially when
it can be claimed by the parents, if the

student has no income. Often it's claimed

by the very well-to-do.

Note, one could interpret the change in

the ceiling as discriminations against the

aged, but only the well-to-do aged. They
are limited to a ceiling of $300 in property
and sales tax credits, while other people are

limited to $400.

Those are the basic thoughts that we wish
to put on record. I thank you for your in-

dulgence, Mr. Speaker. I shall never read

again.

Mr. Speaker: Perhaps in view of the hour,
the hon. member will be recognized next
when we resume the debate on this particu-
lar bill.

Mr. Roy: I thought the member for Lake-
shore knew the rules better than that.

Hon. J. White (Treasurer, Minister of

Economics and Intergovernmental Affairs):

I would like to move the adjournment of

the debate and my understanding from the

House leader is that after the supper hour

we will deal with item No. 9 on the order

paper, which is Bill 227, an Act to amend
the Regional Municipality of York Act; fol-

lowed by item No. 8, which is Bill 226, An
Act to amend the Regional Municipality of

Haldimand-Norfolk Act; and then followed

by the Corporations Tax Act. I hope I have

got that right.

Mr. Renwick: Is that the order? The
House leader indicated to me that he was

going to do the Corporations Tax Act in

committee first, and then the regional bills.

Is that a change?

Mr. A. K. Meen (York East): I think

that was the intention.

Mr. Renwick: Well, we will be here any-

way.

Hon. Mr. White: The Corporations Tax
Act is first, I guess.

Mr. Speaker: It being 6 of the clock, I

do now leave the chair. We shall resume at

8:30 o'clock.

Mr. Foulds: On a point of order. Are we
sitting to 10:30 p.m.?

Mr. Speaker: Yes.

It being 6 o'clock, p.m., the House took

recess.
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LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY OF ONTARIO

The House resumed at 8:30 o'clock, p.m.

Clerk of the House: The third order; House
in committee of the whole.

CORPORATIONS TAX ACT
( concluded )

House in committee on Bill 228, An Act
to amend the Corporations Tax Act, 1972.

Mr. Chairman: We're on section 6 of this

particular Act.

Mr. P. D. Lawlor (Lakeshore): Where are

we, Mr. Chairman, that's what I'd like to

know, in a kind of personal way?

Mr. I. Deans (Wentworth): Section 14.

Mr. G. W. Walker (London North): Section

14.

Mr. Lawlor: Yes, I've been wondering for

the last 20 minutes. The egg-nog was more
than I could stand.

Mr. Chairman: We're on section 14.

Mr. Lawlor: Section 14; by George, that's

a monumental section.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Lakeshore.

On section 14:

Mr. Lawlor: I think we have done section

14(l)(j) and subsection (2). Have we done
subsection (2)? Have you justified your exis-

tence on subsection (2)?

Mr. Walker: That was the first night.

Mr. Lawlor: I can't hear you. Well if

you've done it on subsection 2 you certainly
haven't justified anything on subsection 3.

Mr. Chairman, as the hon. parliamentary
assistant (Mr. Walker) to the minister (Mr.

Grossman) knows — and I wish the min-
ister were here, he needs the education —
we are inch by inch, clause by clause,

going over this legislation.

I have received a communication today,
Mr. Chairman, which should delight your
heart. The community, the business com-

munity out there; the accountants, the people
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of exquisite expertise, those who thrill on the

vine, so to speak; the poets in the business

community are all standing at the moment in

ecstasy before this particular procedure,
which is a new precedent for this House. We
are forcing the minister and the department
to give us an explication of each separate
clause in a very intricate piece of legislation.
We insist upon it and we will continue to in-

sist upon it. It may be, and I have said this

to the parliamentary assistant before, that if

in advance of the legislation or at the time
of introducing it into the House, the notes

that they use—and which they have borrowed
from the federal constituency and which they
use with blank minds and closed lids—were

given to us in advance, we might be able to

pre-empt a bit of this legislation.

Why you are so secretive and so with-

holding is totally beyond me; but if that's the

way the beast burdens and the jaguar smiles,

so be it. We'll take it as it is; and it will take

a little while longer than maybe it should

have taken.

Mr. M. Cassidy (Ottawa Centre): Like a

wild tabby cat, I would have thought.

Mr. Lawlor: But I am saying to you that

the business community, I am told, and many
accountants are very interested in this debate

and are very appreciative both of you and of

us on this side of the House for giving an

explanation, clause by clause, as to what you
think you mean by the clauses in question.
This has to be interpreted.

Mr. Cassidy: This is our Bay St. strategy.

Mr. Lawlor: I notice in reading the federal

Hansard recently that M. Lambert, in ques-

tioning John Turner, forced him over the

ground—and I wouldn't expect it, because

they haven't got the quality of this House;
I mean, the House of Commons just doesn't

rise to our potential does it? By intimations

of immortality, by moments of wisdom, by
little pricks of the turn of the coin, he tried

to extract from John Turner what I am try-

ing to extract from you.

If you are simply using, as I suspect you
are, the explications of Mr. Turner at the

federal level, if it is a mere reduplication of
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what he has to say—and we will test this very

shortly on one of the sections; I won't tell

you which one. As a kind of Christmas

demesne, as a giving of gifts, I shall with-

hold this thing to see just to what extent

you repeat what he has to say, without hav-

ing thought it through yourself. That has

been our chief complaint throughout, that

you are simply, as the Egyptians used to say,

palimpsest; you put the imprint on—it's the

old business of the seal of the realm.

(There is no thought; there is no process
of cerebration takes place between the bow-

ing of the head and the imprinting of the

seal. Well, we want some damned process
to take place somewhere in between. If we
have to do the cerebration for you, then let

the world recognize our signal contribution,

slight as it may be.

Mr. Cassidy: This is our Bay St. strategy.

Mr. Lawlor: On the other hand, we are up
against it. I think what we are doing is far

from a waste of time; it is highly beneficial.

I hope we have your full co-operation and
that you understand what the process is.

They really do need, as much as you and
I need, an explication, point by point, of this

legislation; and it is appreciated. It can

mean a vast difference in the business com-

munity in terms of hard dollars; it can mean
thousands of dollars as to what you stand

up and say over there, as to what you
interpret this clause to mean in any parti-
cular context.

As I say, I've read the federal Hansard
for the last couple of days; it was done there,

but I think they are too sloppy. I think it's

superficial; I don't think it goes anywhere
deep enough. But, as far as it goes, I am
told that it adds to the harvest of the wheat
and the taking in of the sheaves; and I in-

tend to do the same thing.

I want your full co-operation tonight so

that we can get over this legislation as

quickly as possible, with the fullest amplitude

possible, and I think—and I hate to say it—

I think you take it all as some kind of im-

position and great joke that we are pushing

you in this particular direction. I think you
are trying to give us a superficial rendering,
if you possibly can, consistent with staying
alive. It ain't good enough. It hasn't been

good enough up until this time.

I am not here to excoriate you or to

diminish you in the eyes of your own party
or anything else. I would like to see you
blossom and' bloom. I would even like to see

you on occasion become a full human being.

That is an extremely difficult thing; it takes

most of our lives to begin to touch just the

fibres of the intent, and if we lived to be

120, most of us would still be children. But,
somewhere along the line, let's try together
to achieve these things. Even if it's only the

Corporations Tax Act, it does test our mettle,
doesn't it? All right, let's go. Tell me about
subsection (2).

Mr. Chairman: The parliamentary assistant.

Mr. Walker: Subsection (3) or (2)?

Mr. Lawlor: All right, (3).

Mr. Cassidy: No, (2).

Mr. Lawlor: I don't think we have had a

full enough explanation of (2), that's right.

Mr. Walker: While I am on my feet, Mr.

Chairman, perhaps I could answer the mem-
ber's query of last evening. There were cer-

tain questions asked by the hon. member for

Lakeshore, found on page 2474-1 and 2474-2
of Hansard. The member asked1 about the

question of the basic herd and its phasing
out, and various questions relating to how it

would be treated—on the cash or accrual

method. I would just add a comment that for

the corporate farmers who are either on the

accrual method or who have elected to report
on the cash method, the sales proceeds of

livestock are included in its income and the

purchases of livestock are deductions from
income. The exception to these rules is for

that part of the livestock inventory that con-

stitutes what has been called the basic herd.

The basic herd was considered1 a capital
asset and gains or losses on the basic herd
did not affect the income. With the 1972
rules which were recently introduced by the

federal government the total sales proceeds
from the disposition of the basic herd must
also be brought into income but to avoid the

undue tax burden during the phasing-out

period the amendment permits that fair

market value determined as of Dec. 31, 1971,
will be taken into account and deducted from
the income. This way it is being treated

basically in the same manner as a capital gain

using the base date of Dec. 31, 1971.

Mr. Lawlor: That's very good.

Mr. Chairman: Is there anything further

on section 14?

Mr. Cassidy: Mr. Chairman, I did ask for

information, and I'm sure the assistant is

about to give it, on section 2.
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Mr. Walker: The member's quite correct,

Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Lawlor: Subsection (2).

Mr. Walker: On subsection (2), subsec-

tion 14(2) is an amendment to section

55(2) of the Act. Section 55 relates to ad-

justments to cost base and' section 55(2)
talks about various deductions that are made
to the actual adjusted cost base of a cor-

poration.

There is a repealing of the former sub-

section (2) (d) and replacement by this

new subsection (2) (d). It's a housekeeping
matter. The purpose of the amendment is

to make it clear that the deduction from

the adjusted cost base of shares applies only
to the expenses incurred by the corporation

for shares of the capital stock of another

company pursuant to an agreement under

which the corporation undertook to incur

the expenses.

The purpose of the amendment of course,

is housekeeping. The present wording could

be construed to apply to the amount paid

by a corporation for all shares it acquired
from another corporation, including those

shares that are not specifically related to

expenditures incurred. The reason for the

amendment is to make it clear that the de-

duction required by the clause applies only
to the expenses incurred by a corporation

in consideration for acquiring shares of an-

other corporation. There is absolutely a nil

effect on revenue. It merely clarifies the

present intent. In effect, this means that

expenses for exploration and development
must be interconnected and, of course, the

word "amount" is taken out of that particu-

lar definition and replaced by "expense."

On the—sorry; I was going to go on to 3.

Mr. Lawlor: I want to say a very brief

word. I hope the assistant to the minister

knows that the pay raise he got today is

minimal because if he really understands

what he's saying and is just not reading

something off a piece of paper like I did

before the dinner hour he would be able to

go out and make $100,000 in industry a

year without turning a hair as legal adviser

to corporations if he really grasps the stuff

we are talking about tonight.

This is a very esoteric subject; it's very
secretive. There are only very few people
who are highly competent in this field and
I urge you, as a young man—I have gone
over the hill—you, still having the promise
of existence-

Mr. C. E. Mcllveen (Oshawa): He's

really a con artist, this fellow.

Mr. Lawlor: —to give close attention to

this subject. This is the one subject that

really pays off. Ask Wendell Wilkie or even

Adlai Stevenson.

Mr. Mcllveen: He's trying to get me back

in practice, too.

Mr. Walker: On section 3, Mr. Chairman,
section 14(3) of the Act is simply an

amendment that brings about additions to

section 14(4). There's merely the deletion

of one word and that's the word "and" in

the sixth line of the present existing

55(2)(k). Section 55, as we discussed a

moment ago, is adjustments to the cost base

of a corporation. These are deductions from

that adjusted cost base.

Part 14(3) merely sets up the establish-

ment of section 14(4) and in 14(4) there's

an amendment to section 55(2) (1) of the

Act, the adjusted cost base and the deduc-

tions from it. This will need some rewording
of the present clause (1) and bring about

the introduction of a new clause (m). The

rewording of clause (1), the purpose of that

amendment, is to restrict the deductions

from the cost of property for purposes of

computing the adjusted cost base for such

part of the cost as was deductible from in-

come for fiscal years ending after 1971, and
of course, again it takes its relationship to

the introduction of the capital gains tax at

the end of 1971.

Similarly with clause (m), the new clause

that is added by section 14(4), the purpose
of this amendment is to parallel the federal

section 53(2) (m) which provides for a

deduction from the cost of an expropriation

asset in determining the adjusted cost base

of such expropriation asset in accordance

with the provisions of paragraph (b) of

subsection (2) of section 80.1 of the federal

Income Tax Act.

The net effect on revenue for the two
amendments is nil.

Mr. Cassidy: Can the assistant explain

what "that time" refers to, please? What
does "that time" refer to in the amended
subsection?

Mr. Walker: Which part? Would you
refer me to the line?

Mr. Cassidy: Yes, the words "that time"

in the fifth line in sub-subclause (1) of

clause 4.
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Mr. Walker: It is an adjustment to the

cost base and the purpose of it relates, of

course, to 1971. The words immediately

following "that time" say "and ending after

1971"; that time is that period between the

end of 1971 and whenever the implications
of this particular subsection will be imposed.
It could be today, it could be a year from

Mr. Lawlor: Isn't that the time reallv

that-

Mr. Cassidy: No. I am sorry.

Mr. Walker: Well, all right. But whenever
this Act is interpreted for the current year,
whether it be five years from now, or this

year pr last year, and the end of 1971.

Mr. Cassidy: No. That is not clear at all.

"For any fiscal year commencing before that

time"-which is the end of 1971-"and end-

ing after 1971" is tautological or it is irrele-

vant or it is nonsensical. I wonder whether
the assistant could ask his assistants to bring
in a clearer amendment than this particular
one, because this is clearly just nonsense. It is

one of these legal conundrums which is put
there in order, obviously, that corporation
lawyers may earn $100,000 a year, but I

don't believe that we in this House should be

deliberately setting out in order to inflate

the revenues of people who are already

grossly overpaid.

Mr. Walker: As I indicated to the member
the other evening, there are many occasions

when we are not satisfied with the drafting
of the Act. This may well be one of those

occasions, though I am not prepared to indi-

cate that. I don't find a difficulty in the

reading of it. However, as I indicated, there

are many times when we are not satisfied

with the drafting. However, for the general

purposes of uniformity of our legislation, to

be absolutely parallel and identifiable and
not capable of any distortion from what the

federal Act is, we will pick up the federal

Act.

Sometimes we even pick up obvious errors

in the federal Act to have uniformity, in-

tending to bring the error to their attention

during the year, which we do, and often

which they correct a year later, which we
then correct six months after that.

Mr. Cassidy: All of which proves that the

Conservative Party in Ontario and the Liberal

Party of the federal government are very
much alike and the old parties are very
much the same.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Chairman: Order please.

Mr. McHveen: Who is keeping the Liberal

Party in Ottawa in power?

Mr. Cassidy: You wait until next week.
Who kept the Liberal Party in power on the

Residential Mortgages Act? It was the Con-
servative Party, that's who.

Mr. Chairman: Order please.

Mr. Cassidy: I want to point out, Mr.

Chairman, the subject having been raised by
the member for Oshawa, that on a number of

occasions the Conservative Party-

Mr. Chairman: May we get back to the

bill, please?

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Chairman: On section 14 of the bill

please.

Mr. J. E. Stokes (Thunder Bay): Would
you try to control the member for Oshawa

please?

Mr. Cassidy: On sub-subclause (1) of sec-

tion 4, can the assistant please explain that

since subsection (2) of section 55 goes into

great detail in detailing reductions that may
be made in arriving at an adjusted cost basis

for capital gains purposes, what is the mean-

ing of this umbrella clause which, after 12

or 13 specific deductions that are allowed,

says that any other deduction may be made
which is deductible otherwise than by virtue

of this subdivision? I presume that means
this paragraph. In other words, there must
be a number of other deductions, or else the

thing is open-ended. I assume that not even
the assistant would be content to be consis-

tent with federal legislation if the deductions

were completely open-ended. So what are the

remaining deductions which are permitted in

arriving at an adjusted cost base but which
are not covered by section 55(2)?

Mr. Walker: I'm sorry, I don't know where
the member is reading from. Would he relate

me to that particular line of this complicated
section to which he is making reference?

Mr. Cassidy: Yes, of course; I just explained
it. Mr. Chairman, I'm sorry that the assistant

is having trouble. Section 55(2), if you go
back to the beginning, states that "in com-

puting the adjusted cost base to the corpora-
tion of property at any time there shall be
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deducted such of the following amounts in

respect to the property as are applicable."

Then it goes through from (a) until (1) with

numerous subclauses and sub-subclauses and
so on, but when it gets to (1) it says that in

addition to these other specified deductions,

you may also deduct those costs that were
deductible otherwise than by virtue of this

subdivision. I'm asking, what are those costs?

Could he please specify, because obviously
if they are not caught somewhere else, then

sub-subclause (1) should be rewritten in order

to catch them.

Mr. Walker: Mr. Chairman, that particular
section to which the member is making refer-

ence is deleted by section 14(4), and a new
subsection (1), which does not contain those

words, is introduced in the amendment. You
are talking about the old Act, or at least

what we propose to delete by this amend-
ment.

Mr. Cassidy: I am sorry, Mr. Chairman-

Mr. A. J. Roy (Ottawa East): Don't confuse

him with the law.

Mr. Cassidy: —sub-subclause (1) in the old

version was drafted differently from sub-sub-

clause (1) in the new version. The only dif-

ference in the drafting is the addition of a

set of brackets rather than the use of commas.
The intent of sub-subclause (1) is the same;
the only substantive change is to add the

word "and" at the end in order to permit
the addition of a new sub-subclause (m).

I am asking, though, since apparently the

assistant overlooked this when the redrafting
was under way, what are those costs not cov-

ered in section 55 (2), which are referred to

in sub-subclause (1) and which are deductible

in computing an adjusted cost base and there-

fore affect and reduce the capital gains tax

liability of corporations?

Mr. Walker: I am sorry, I have read and
re-read the section he is referring to, and
I just can't comprehend what he is raising.

Perhaps he can rephrase it in a way that I

can comprehend.

Mr. Cassidy: Well, I'm sorry, I'm really

disappointed. The assistant does not under-

stand what the law is right there. I'm not a

corporation tax lawyer-

Mr. Roy: Neither is he.

Mr. Cassidy: Let me run through it a third

time, Mr. Chairman. Section 55(2) details a

number of specific deductions from the ad-

justed cost base for corporate tax purposes.

Does the assistant follow me that far? Do
you understand that?

Mr. Walker: We're with you.

Mr. Cassidy: I beg your pardon?

Mr. Chairman: He's with you, yes.

Mr. Stokes: Stop mumbling.

Mr. Cassidy: From subclause (a) to sub-

clause (k) there are detailed and specific de-

ductions provided within this subsection.

When you get to subclause (k), it's kind of a

blanket clause that says in addition to the

ones we have detailed in this particular sub-

section (2), there are also others, other costs

which are deductible; and then it goes on to

say: "Otherwise, when by virtue of the sub-

division."

Now what I want to know is, what are

those other costs that are deductible, other-

wise than by subsection (2) of section 55? I

think it is a proper and fit subject of inquiry
in this Legislature as to just what we are

doing. As it happens we are reviewing this

particular subsection, not initiating it de novo.

But all the same, in the same way, when the

Corporations Tax Act was up a year ago we
reviewed that Act and its intentions, and it's

proper to review the intention of this particu-
lar subsection.

Mr. Walker: Mr. Chairman, the parenthesis
relates to the subdivision — which is sub-

division (b), taxable capital gains and1 allow-

able capital losses—and it contains something
in excess, I believe, of 100 subsections. Many
of the sections have many, many subsections,

some of which relate to adjusted cost base.

I could refer the member to those sub-

sections, to peruse them and find out just

what does affect the adjusted cost base. I'm

not prepared to enumerate them here with-

out a serious reference and very lengthy ref-

erence to the Act.

The enumeration, I suspect, would include

reviewing several hundred actual sections,

and combing through and finding perhaps a

dozen or two dozen actual adjustments to

the cost paid. I refer the member to the vari-

ous subsections, which are not the material of

this particular bill, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Cassidy: Mr. Chairman, what the par-

liamentary assistant is saying is that in fact

it isn't even section 55, it is elsewhere; is that

correct?

Mr. Walker: No. The subdivision refers to

subdivision (e). The Corporations Tax Act is

divided into, I believe, five or six subdivisions,
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(a) to (d), (e), (f), or something like that. This

happens to be subdivision (e), and it relates to

taxable capital gains and allowable capital
losses. It is a very lengthy part; it is the

real gut material of the Act.

Mr. Cassidy: Then in that case may I con-

gratulate the minister's advisers, the assist-

ant's advisers, for rescuing him; because he
had to be asked three times before they were
able to get the information through in a

fashion which he was able to understand.

Mr. Chairman: Is there anything further on
section 14? Anything up to and including
section 20? Any further sections on this bill?

Mr. Lawlor: I was just thinking, Mr. Chair-

man, I am sure you will give me full accord
that there ought to be a society for the pre-
vention of cruelty to ministerial assistants.

The member for Ottawa Centre certainly
isn't a member.

Mr. Walker: I don't think he would make
a good candidate.

Mr. Lawlor: Is it section 4, or do you mean
section 15?

Mr. Chairman: Section 15.

Mr. Lawlor: Yes, all right; let's have sec-
tion 15, it has to do with-

Mr. Cassidy: Why don't you table the
whole rest of the thing and we'll look at it?

We'll go on to another bill for half-an-hour.
The member for Lakeshore can examine it

and that would be the end of this whole

Corporations Tax Act. Why are you so
stubborn?

Mr. Chairman: Order please; we are on
section 15.

Mr. Lawlor: That would spoil all the fun.
If you get a raise in pay you have to work
for it.

Subdivision (d), deductions and computing
income; section 60 of the Act, capital ele-

ments of annuity payments. We'll let you
shine in all your mutable glory. Go ahead.

Mr. Walker: Section 15 of the bill, Mr.
Chairman, is an amendment to the existing
section, section 60 1(a) of the Act. It allows
for certain amendments by the striking out of
the third, fourth and fifth lines, and insert-

ing new lines replacing them.

It is a housekeeping matter, it relates to
subdivision (d) in this case, deductions in

computing income. Subdivision (d), particu-
larly section 60, relates to deductions in com-

puting income and sets out a number of

amounts that are applicable for deduction.

It relates to part (a), which refers to the capi-
tal element of each annuity payment and
deletes certain words and adds others in it.

The purpose of the amendment is to add

payments made out of the revoked deferred

profit-sharing plan to the present exceptions
in clause (a). The reason for the amendment
is to make it clear that a payment of an

annuity pursuant to a revoked deferred profit-

sharing plan, will be treated in the same
manner as a payment of any annuity pursuant
to a deferred profit-sharing plan for the pur-

poses of computing income.

When I make reference to a revoked plan,
of course, I am referring to what the federal

government may do with respect to various

profit-sharing plans. They must conform to

certain rules, and if the federal government
rules that a certain profit-sharing plan is

deemed to be revoked, then this allows the

treatment of that particular plan under the

Corporations Tax Act.

Mr. Lawlor: May I ask you a very ele-

mentary kind of question, my dear Watson?

Why should a corporation be permitted to

deduct the capital element of annuity pay-
ment, other than a superannuation benefit or

a pension benefit? Leave out the niceties and
the intricacies of the various types of plan
and so on; why should the capital element be

permitted to be deducted from the income?
I am being nasty now.

Mr. Walker: It certainly can't be treated

as income in the truest sense of the word.

Mr. Lawlor: Pardon?

Mr. Walker: It certainly can't be treated as

income in the truest sense of the word, and
the principle behind the Corporations Tax
Act is to provide a tax against income. It's

not a tax against capital.

Mr. Lawlor: I would think the answer
would be it's an expenditure that's made by
a corporation necessarily on a capital element,
which by definition cannot be an income ele-

ment, but which is nevertheless an outlay of

the corporation which is legitimately deduct-

ible. I wouldn't even argue if you had said

that but because of what you seem to say.

Let's go on to section 16. Now section 16
is going to give us a great deal of trouble.

We might even have to divide the House on
section 16. This is depletion allowances.

An hon. member: We are checking our

voices.
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Mr. Lavvlor: Oh, well.

Mr. Mcllveen: If you talk long enough,
the rest of them will leave.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Lawlor: I told the member for Oshawa
before dinner, that I didn't intend to read

any more. You have only got one thing left.

You are up against it now. The Speaker put
me down so badly that my sang-froid was

frozen, and that's impossible.

We have the gravest reservations about

depletion allowances. You get depletion
allowances for the oil, the mining and the

timber industry. They get depreciation allow-

ances on top of that on capital.

It just seems largesse. The hand-outs, the

open-handedness and the sense of conferring
benefits are so great. There are poor devils

who are making $3,000 a year who still have

to pay income tax; while a corporation which
makes $3 million a year doesn't pay a dime
because of legislation of this kind. This is

the thing that sticks in our craw.

It's part of the continental concept. Nixon

in the United States thinks that the offshore

oil people ought to be the beneficiaries of

this. That's where the great lobbies in the

United States are. This is where the iniquity
in the capitalist system fundamentally lies;

in the maldistribution of the burdens of the

society, where men making vast sums of

money pay bugger all to do anything toward

making any benefit to the society at all.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Chairman: Order please.

Mr. Lawlor: This is proletarian thought.

An hon. member: The corporate rip-off

exemplified.

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. Lawlor: Forget it. I don't give a damn
if you do or not.

The fact of the matter is when it gets down
to brass tacks on an issue of this kind, I

defy them; I defy them.

I couldn't be thrown out on a better is-

sue. This is the thing that has to be. The

language here may be all very esoteric. Oh
well, Shakespeare wouldn't dream of it; it's

beyond Milton. The thing that I pointed out

the other day, it's some kind of—

Mr. J. F. Foulds (Port Arthur): It's

Rabelaisian.

Mr. Lawlor: It's some kind of logomachy,
some kind of language that is beyond the

human ken. Even a person like myself
wouldn't either rise or stoop to use it. It's

just dreadful. This is the whole section with

respect to depletion allowances. Should I—

well, all right, no, I won't.

I have before me the Commons debate
in which that purblind beggar by the name
of Marcel Lambert, who happens to be, I

believe, one of the ilk of the Tory party-

Mr. J. R. Smith (Hamilton Mountain):
A great westerner.

Mr. Lawlor: —and he comes promenading
down the aisle, you know. He's really from
Edmonton. He's in favour of the oil inter-

ests; every dime they can get he wants them
to extract. He wants Shell Oil not to make
90 per cent more than it did in the previous

quarter last year.

Ninety per cent. It would like to go to

150 per cent of its profit picture in the

previous quarter of the 1972 fiscal year.
That's not enough; it's never enough.

It just eats us all up; it's unbelievable.

And it's the breakdown of your own system,
it's happening all around us — the energy
crisis.

Imagine some ascetic Arab sahib living
in Arabia, holding your whole civilization

up to ransom and contempt. He shares none
of our values. He is not fat; he is not full

of convenience; he doesn't like his little oil-

heated home, because he has the sun to heat

him.

Mr. J. R. Rhodes (Sault Ste Marie): But
he has got a harem.

Hon. G. A. Kerr (Provincial Secretary for •

Justice): And a Cadillac.

Mr. J. R. Smith: That's Aladdin.

Mr. Lawlor: And he says to you—to all

of us, to all of us: "You beggars, suffer the

consequences! I share none of your things.
I thumb my nose at your whole civilization.

I hold you all up to contempt. I will with-

hold my oil and I will bring you to your
knees." And here we are in depletion al-

lowances; which are precisely the same

thing.

Mr. Mcllveen: Mr. Chairman, I think you
should make him read again.

Hon. W. A. Stewart (Minister of Agri-
culture and Food): The lesser of two evils.
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Mr. Lawlor: I will teach the Speaker to

tell me not to read. It will never happen
again.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Chairman: Order please. I wonder
if you will allow the member to carry on
without interruption.

Mr. Lawlor: I hope he is listening. I hope
he is listening.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Lawlor: Why, that really hurt me.
I have been six years here—

Mr. R. F. Nixon (Leader of the Opposi-
tion ) : It seems like 10.

Mr. Lawlor: —and nothing has made me
bleed so much as to be told that I read

badly. I mean it's—

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Lawlor: All right, all right. We have
time.

Mr. Roy: What bothered me was you
didn't know the rules.

Mr. Lawlor: All right, explain it to me
first of all and we will have a little talk.

Mr. Foulds: The member for London
North should read his notes. Read your cold
notes.

Mr. Walker: If I may reply to the hon.
Sheik of Araby and indicate, Mr. Chairman,
that section 16 of the bill refers to section
62 of the Act as it now stands, section 62—

Mr. Lawlor: Yes, we know that. It says
so right here.

Mr. Walker: You have got to allow me
to wind up here.

Mr. Lawlor: Wind up? You never really

began.

Mr. Walker: Well, I had a good prece-
dent.

It's the depletion allowance for oil and
gas wells, mine and timber limits; and what
it will do is that the amendment will replace
subsection 1 and subsection 2 of section 62
of the Act.

Mr. L. Maeck (Parry Sound): What
about the Arabs?

Mr. Roy: That's very helpful. Keep it up.

Mr. Walker: Now this relates to custom

smelters, Mr. Chairman, and the purpose of

these amendments is to extend the depletion
allowance to corporations that process ore

from a mineral resource they do not operate.
This is the custom smelter principle. The
reason for the amendment is to allow to

custom smelters that do not operate a mineral
resource the same depletion allowance
allowed operators of a mineral resource that

also process their own ore to the prime metal

stage.

I would say it's very doubtful that there

are any custom smelters in Ontario. They
are mostly located in Quebec, and accord-

ingly we think there may not be significant
involvement with the province. However, as

indicated, we are picking up the federal

amendments and to the extent that there

may be a custom smelter in Ontario then we
would be including it.

There would be a slight decrease in reve-

nue, according to our estimation. The loss

would be less than $50,000 per annum.

Mr. Lawlor: Nevertheless, for the first time

it encompasses processing, doesn't it? And
true, it is custom processors, whatever they

happen to be, that are brought within this.

Does the parliamentary assistant really

think that a 33% per cent allowance ought
to be given to these beggars? Just what have

they done or contributed?

I can think, by some quixotic stretch of my
perversest imagination, that people producing
ores out of mines might be given some kind
of thing because of depleting assets such as

will never appear again. I would have thought
they had eaten up the benefits to the full in

the process of doing so. I wouldn't have

thought it would be necessary to give one-
third deduction from their income tax because

they happen to be in this particular industry.
The desire of the industry to do so at all

would be simply to encourage them to go on

exploiting greater and greater reserves of

resource wealth and ore bodies, etc., and to

explore.

You know what our taxation laws have
done in this particular. It hasn't encouraged
it, by and large. And you Conservatives, in

your nostrums and in your presentations to

the Senate and to the Commons of Canada
with respect to the revisions of the Act—at
least Benson had the courtesy and decency
to say they were going to be given these
benefits out of the public purse, if their taxes

were going to be cut back substantially by
one-third. If all our taxes were cut back by
one-third we would all become fairly wealthy
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within a deliberate time span. In 25 years
if you, over against the next guy working in

the public realm, had a third of your taxes

remitted back to you or they never had to

be paid by way of our law, you would be

veiy rich indeed. That third can be multiplied
into perimeters and units.

Let me put it this way: If a man invested

$1 at the age of one and lived to be 1,000
he would be a multibillionarie by mere mul-

tiplication, by the way the system operates in

terms of interest.

He wouldn't have to turn a cerebral cell.

He wouldn't have to think. He would just

put the money in one place and it would

multiply. The only thing that saves us in capi-
talism is the fact that we die and there, at

that particular point, it has to turn over

somewhere.

For anybody with any shrewdness and busi-

ness capability, there is a plateau point where
one takes off, and from that time the sky is

the limit. You have provided for all your
necessities, your basic needs, which most of

our fellow citizens never provide for, and you
are over that tiny peak. I suppose you hit it

when you hit about $20,000 or $25,000 a

year. All the rest is free change to invest,

and if you do it with any sense of balance

at all, for heaven's sake you've reached the

plateau, you've reached the take-off point and

from there it multiplies.

The only thing that saves the rest of the

human beings around us from being taken

over by us monsters, who multiply in this

particular way, is the fact that we die. That's

the only thing that saves the human race

from the member for High Park (Mr. Shul-

man), for heaven's sake. And we could go on

forever on the potential of its multiplication.

He is a mathematical quadration. There is no

end to its possibility.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Lawlor: It is still the same thing. He
wants to clear a point of personal privilege.
He doesn't think here.

Mr. Roy: That is a very offensive word.

Mr. M. Shulman (High Park): If the Tories

called me that I'd object.

Mr. Chairman: I am waiting for the mem-
ber to ask the assistant another question. May
we get back to the bill?

Mr. Lawlor: It is another question. I am
completely off the point. I have wandered
from the chosen path, outside of that. Some-

how the member, smiling as he went past,
diverted me. All right.

In the area of the depletion allowances, in

this particular area, it has pulled into the

processing operations.

I was saying, if I can remember, to start

with, that there may be some virtue, although
I have severe doubts, in the basic industry

itself getting some kind of tax relief because

it is producing from depletable bodies of

materials—oil, timber, what you will—which

are non-renewable assets. I question it pro-

foundly, precisely because they are non-

renewable, because they will never be ex-

tracted again. These people are the chief

beneficiaries and I suspect the reason to do

that was to encourage them to do that; yet

in your legislation you fought against that

encouragement.

I am saying that Benson said that there

would be no deduction unless it was rolled

into re-exploration; in other words it was tied

to the ongoing developing economic sphere.

You fought against that. As a matter of fact

you were very successful. You broke down
the legislation, and they get it no matter

what.

The reason they get it no matter what is

because you are tied in with the beggars. It

is exploitative, it is diminishing the economy,
and it is unconscionable in terms of any type
of moral judgment at all.

The whole clause in these terms, in terms

of depletion, is precisely that way, so far as

I can see. I would simply like you to give me
an adumbrated lesson in moral philosophy as

to what you think this section really accom-

plishes; and what you think, in terms of the

overall social benefits, if you can project your
minds say 15 years ahead, it does in terms

of the depleting resources of this earth to

the point that they become infinitely precious,

and are more so every hour. All the stuff that

lies in Ontario's soil north of us here is in-

finitely precious, because once the substance

is used up it will never be able to be used

again—some of it may, but not all that oil

wealth and so on.

Why should these peopfe be the benefi-

ciaries of your largesse? Half the members
of the Liberal party at the federal level at

one time or another sat on the board of direc-

tors of various mineral corporations and de-

rive the benefits-

Mr. Roy: That's the senators.

Mr. Lawlor: After they quit Parliament

they immediately resurrect themselves in

some new life, as a butterfly out of the
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chrysalis, sitting on the boards of these cor-

porations.

Why should that be so? Is there any justifi-

cation in this section, in other words?

Hon. Mr. Kerr: Was C. D. Howe a senator?

Mr. Roy: Are you still here?

Mr. Chairman: The parliamentary assistant.

Order, please.

Mr. Walker: Mr. Chairman-

Mr. Roy: I thought you were going around

the province chasing a green paper.

Hon. Mr. Kerr: Ottawa is the first step.

Mr. Roy: Don't go around on Sundays.

Mr. Chairman: Order, please.

Mr. Walker: The federal government, in

parts of their Act which we have picked up,
Mr. Chairman, have embraced the concept of

the depletion allowance of 33% per cent of

the income from mining up to the prime
metal stage.

Mr. Lawlor: Yes, we know that. That is

what I objected to.

Mr. Walker: This is a very allied, a very
related industry. In those other industries, the

processing is sort of in-house, if I can call it

that. This custom smelting, which is a

separate industry, if this amendment is pass-

ed, nevertheless will now come within the

33V3 per cent deduction.

As a province we do not find it objection-

able from the point of view of picking it up.
We don't feel that the discrimination, as sug-

gested by the hon. member for Lakeshore,
would be warranted. We are not prepared to

discriminate against this allied industry. In

any case, any minor objections that we might
have had are basically destroyed by the fact

that there are no custom smelters in Ontario.

All the custom smelters are located in another

province. There may be a slight reduction in

amounts.

Mr. R. Haggetty (Welland South): Why
are they located in another province?

Mr. Lawlor: Lazarus, come thee back from
the grave.

Mr. Chairman: Anything further on section

16?

The member for Ottawa East.

Mr. Roy: Mr. Chairman, I would like to

ask the parliamentary assistant one or two

very brief questions. In relation to section 16,

is that strictly out of the federal statute? Did

you copy it verbatim?

Mr. Walker: I'll check to see if it is ver-

batim.

Mr. Roy: The reason I asked that, Mr.

Chairman, through you to the parliamentary

assistant, is that if you read—and this has been

mentioned in previous criticism of this bill—

if you read your subsection 2(b), it is not even

good English. And for a Frenchman that is

saying something. Even you, Fern, would

understand that. I just can't understand what
this is.

But in any event, the first question I would
ask you, if you would read your clause (b), is

that generally speaking when you talk about

the Lieutenant Governor in Council you talk

about him exacting regulations. I find it

strange that you would allow, for instance,

the Lieutenant Governor in Council to pre-

scribe a formula—generally speaking you
have that at the end of the bill and you have

regulations-

Mr. Walker: What section are you reading?

Mr. Roy: Section 16(2)(b).

Mr. Cassidy: That's very clear.

Mr. Walker: Okay.

Mr. Roy: Just read that section where it

ends up saying: "By which that amount may
be allowed to the corporation by such regu-
lation shall be determined." It just doesn't

make sense. I would like some clarification.

Do you want the Lieutenant Governor in

Council to make regulations to said amounts?
If you do, well why do you go about it in

this way? If you are copying a federal statute

and just changing the words around, you
would think that your people—and I don't

want to criticize the people who are drafting
these things but in any event you would think

you would have something that is legible, at

least. If it's not legible for the ordinary indi-

viduals, at least it should be so for the

lawyers. And it doesn't even do this.

Mr. Walker: First of all, Mr. Chairman, I

would indicate that it is verbatim from the

federal Act. I don't have the section. I can

get the number of the section for the hon.

member; but I suspect that he'll be able to

locate it quite readily.

Although they appear to number their sec-

tions and divide their subsections in a way
that we don't, in fact the words are picked
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up in as close to identical fashion as possible,

particularly the very key phrases.

Now, with respect to reference to the

Lieutenant Governor in Council, the cabinet

regulations, that is a repetition in fact of

the existing subparagraph 2(b) that's in the

Act. And the Lieutenant Governor in Council

can make regulations that relate to the amount
that may be allowed to the corporation by—
"may determine the amount that shall be al-

lowed to the corporation".

Mr. Roy: I think you'll agree though, Mr.

Chairman, to the parliamentary assistant, that

that type of draftsmanship is very poor. First

of all, generally speaking you have at the end
of your bill all the powers that are relegated
to the Lieutenant Governor in Council which

may be enacted by way of regulation. That's

the way you should do it. Generally speaking
that's the way you should draft legislation.

After all, there is enough legislation going

through this House—we have a staff here who
do this type of work—so that we shouldn't just

copy verbatim.

Secondly, especially when you're doing

something which apparently is something that

is being repeated—it'll probably be repeated; I

haven't read the end of the statute, but it's

probably along the way here that the Lieu-

tenant Governor in Council can make regu-
lations.

But to end up with this: "By such regula-

tion shall be determined". It sounds as though
there is something missing there. Have you
read it?

Hon. Mr. Kerr: We always have that clause.

Mr. Roy: Don't you agree with that? No,
T guess you won't.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Kerr: There's always that clause.

Mr. Roy: But in any event I point this out,

that we in this House should endeavour to

make legislation understandable to all the

public, and we should not allow legislation
to pass-

Mr. Foulds: That's the point I made on
subsection 6.

Mr. Roy: That's right; and I thought it

was a good point.

Mr. Walker: Mr. Chairman, as I have in-

dicated before—

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. Walker: We invariably pick up the

federal legislation word for word and try, as

much as possible, to parallel their legisla-

tion; to avoid problems for lawyers such as

yourself, who may be earning die $100,000
and trying to interpret the Act.

Mr. Cassidy: You always work for the few
and not the many.

Mr. Walker: Allow me to read you the

federal Act, 1973.

Mr. Foulds: In its entirety, please.

Mr. Walker: Yes, I'll start at the beginning.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Chairman: Order, please; order.

Mr. Walker: The Income Tax Act, I'd like

to refer you to—

Mr. Foulds: "In the beginning there was
the Word."

Mr. Walker: The Federal Income Tax Act,
section 65(2); and in that section-

Mr. Roy: Yes, I am familiar with that.

Mr. Walker: Section 62(2)(b) reads as fol-

lows:

Notwithstanding any other provision
contained in this Act, the Governor in

Council may prescribe the formula by
which the amount that may be allowed to

the taxpayer by such regulations shall be
determined.

I think you'll find that the words are—are the

words "pari passu"?

Mr. Roy: If I might just—at least the fed-

eral government had an excuse. They were

passing a piece of legislation that you had

difficulty even lifting. And if they made
errors in their draftsmanship, I suppose they
can be excused. They were under pressure to

pass this bill and they had a lot of problems
with it.

When you are passing a statute that only
has something in the nature of 33 clauses or

34 sections, I think we should endeavour to

pass legislation that's legible. And really all

you are saying is that if the federal govern-
ment in their draftsmanship are dummies, so

are we; we will just follow along. I think we
should try to do better.

Mr. Walker: Yes, that may well be, Mr.
Chairman. I am trying to emphasize the

uniformity. Most of the time our corpora-
tions tax branch acts as a real check on the
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federal legislation that ultimately surfaces.

Our people, if they discover areas that pro-

vide interpretation problems or what have

you, go to Ottawa and explain the problems;
and quite often, more times than perhaps
should be the case, the federal government
then picks up those very corrections the fol-

lowing year. We then make the similar cor-

rections six months later when we put in our

consequent corporations tax bill.

Mr. Roy: What you are saying is that you
are afraid to change the legislation in that it

might not be accepted.

Mr. Walker: That's precisely right. We
think the principle of uniformity is more im-

portant than the error, if there is an error or

any difficulty in interpretation. We think it's

more important to maintain our Act identical

to the federal Act than would otherwise be
the case if we go off on a sally of our own.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Ottawa
Centre.

Mr. Cassidy: Mr. Chairman, I just point
out that it was just a year or two ago that

the government handed out about $250 mil-

lion to corporations through amendments to

the corporations tax contained in the budget.
That was a very deliberate handout in which
the uniformity of the two Acts was aban-

doned, for purposes known only to the gov-
ernment, because they certainly were not
evident to the public or to members of this

particular party.

I would just like to say this, that clearly,

every section of the Corporations Tax Act is

not reviewed by the government every year.
We understand why; it's just too darn diffi-

cult to have the staff. If you have $100,000 a

year corporation lawyers outside, you obvi-

ously have to pay your own staff generously
for them to be able to do a decent job and
plug loopholes and so on. That's the kind of

world that you guys have created and so
that's okay. It is only every eight or 10 years
that you rewrite the Act completely as we
did a year ago.

But it does seem to me to be a sound

principle that, during the course of the re-

visions that are necessary from time to time,
you come up with amendments. And when
you come up with those amendments you look
at the particular sections which you are

amending, not only on detail and on the

crossing of t's and dotting of i's, and whether
or not to insert an iota or whatever, but also

on the principles that are contained in those

particular sections. That is a healthy kind of

review to go on, an ongoing kind of review

on those sections that seem to be in need of

amendment from time to time.

With those advance comments I would
like to ask what thoughts the provincial gov-
ernment has had about depletion allowances

for those few oil and gas wells to be found

in Ontario, given the enormous increase in

the wellhead price for oil and gas, and there-

fore the fact that, clearly, depletion allow-

ances are no longer needed, if they were
ever needed, in order to encourage the pro-

duction of that particular oil and gas.

Mr. Walker: In respect to the Corporations
Tax Act in these particular amendments, Mr.

Chairman, I can state that our ministry has

not given significant consideration to the

points raised. It may be they are being
considered in other ministries, namely the

Treasury, but at the present time they are

not being reviewed by the collecting arm of

the Revenue ministry.

Mr. E. Sargent (Grey-Bruce): Mr. Chair-

man, I want to have some dialogue with the

minister.

Mr. Chairman: lust a moment.

Mr. Cassidy: What part has the ministry

had in connection with the efficacy or desira-

bility of the depletion allowances for the

mining and forestry industries, and of the

alternatives to encourage, if that is necessary,

mining and forestry activity in various parts

of the province? That is, what of the alterna-

tives to the depletion allowances, if any such

thought has been given to them?

Mr. Walker: I am sorry, Mr. Chairman, I

can't answer for the Treasurer (Mr. White):
I am only offering the opinions of Revenue,
which administers the Corporations Tax Act.

We are strictly the collecting wing, and in

this case we have the carriage of the matters

that are related to the federal amendments in

the last three bills brought in by the federal

government. In reviewing the various policy
matters that have been raised in each case in

those bills, we are satisfied that any losses of

revenue and gains in revenue are not signifi-

cant to alter the federal, we are picking up
the federal amendments.

Mr. Cassidy: Well, one final question.

Doesn't the parliamentary assistant feel de-

meaned at the fact that he is not allowed to

deal with policy questiones when they hap-

pen to arise as a consequence of an Act
which is initially an administrative Act?

Doesn't he feel that to be demeaning; and
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doesn't he feel that as part of his responsibili-

ties in the House he should be able to

answer on policy questions, since he has been

given full charge of this particular bill in

the House?

Mr. Walker: No, Mr. Chairman, I don't feel

demeaned in the least. When the corporations
tax branch and the Ministry of Revenue dis-

cover areas in which they feel certain policy
matters should be taken on with respect to

increasing taxes or reducing taxes, we draw
this to the attention of the Treasurer, who has

a large body of people who investigate the

matter to determine whether or not the policy
consideration should be implemented.

Mr. Cassidy: In that case have you
brought this to the attention of the Treasury
department for them to look at?

Mr. Walker: No.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Grey-
Bruce.

Mr. Sargent: Mr. Chairman, if I understand
it properly—

Hon. J. W. Snow (Minister of Government
Services): He's an expert on corporation
taxes.

Mr. Cassidy: You haven't got any on that

side of the House.

Mr. Chairman: Order, please.

Mr. Sargent: If I understand it properly,
we have here—Oh, come on, the Minister of

Government Services just wandered in. Let's

keep quiet for a couple of minutes.

Mr. Chairman: Order, please. Allow the
member to continue his questions please.

Mr. Sargent: We have duplication; we
have a federal depletion allowance tax in

these fields and a provincial tax. Now, as I

understand it, we have no business in this

field whatsoever. If we have federal deple-
tion allowances in these areas, we have no
business in this field.

I can't support this, because first of all,

it's very questionable about the amounts of
revenues that we will receive—

Mr. Cassidy: It's your own party that be-
lieves in it.

Mr. Sargent: And it's stacking a tax, a
federal tax; and now we're in the same ball

game as they are. We should be out of the
field entirely in the provincial sphere. I

would like to know why we're in this area

at all.

Mr. Walker: Mr. Chairman, certain cor-

porations fall within the jurisdiction of the

Province of Ontario, and certain corporations

fall within the jurisdiction of the federal

government. To the extent that they are with-

in the jurisdiction of the province, our corpor-

ations tax applies: to the extent that the

federal government has jurisdiction, their in-

come tax applies.

Mr. Sargent: I can't hear you. Will you

speak up? I'm trying to understand what you
are saying.

If I understand you properly, we have

federal depletion allowances in these areas

and we have provincial depletion allowances.

Is that correct?

Mr. Walker: Not on the same corporation.

Mr. Sargent: We're talking in the areas of

mineral resources, timber limits, or oil or gas

wells, all right. So there will naturally be a

federal allowance, because that's the master

plan-the federal plan for depletion allow-

ances. Now you come into the ball game
and you say that you want to get your piece

of pie too. But I say you have no business

in this field.

What revenues are we talking about inso-

far as this area is concerned? What do the

depletion allowances amount to dollar-wise?

Mr. Walker: I can get that information. I

don't have the precise details.

Mr. Sargent: You should know this. If

you're talking on a bill like this you should

know what we're talking about dollar-wise.

Mr. Chairman: Is there anything further on

section 16? Shall it carry?

Mr. Cassidy: No, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Chairman: Any further questions on 16?

Mr. Cassidy: No, I suggest you take the

"ayes" and "nays" on section 16, because we

really do oppose this concept of depletion

allowances. We think the government should

have talked to Ottawa and told them they
wouldn't go along with it. It's just not

necessary.

Mr. Chairman: Those in favour of section

16 say "aye."

Those opposed say "nay."

In my opinion the "ayes" have it.

Section 16 agreed to.
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Mr. Chairman: Is there anything on subse-

quent sections of this bill?

Mr. Lawlor: You do hear the ghosts in the

corridor.

Mr. Chairman: Are there any further com-
ments or questions on any other section of

this bill?

Mr. Lawlor: Yes, section 17.

Mr. Chairman: Section 17.

Mr. Lawlor: It has to do with explorations

—development expenditures of other than

principal business corporations.

Mr. Chairman, I say at this point we're

half-way through the legislation. It is valu-

able to the business community, I have been
assured of that. And whether it was or not

wouldn't affect me all that much, it's valu-

able to the purposes of our own personal

understanding, which is more to the point.
I'm going to ask the minister, through the

parliamentary assistant, to tell us what part

(A) of subsection (1) means.

Mr. Walker: Section 17(1) of the bill pro-
vides an amendment to section 63(3)(b)(ii)(A)

of the Act. It's a clarification matter. It was
picked up by the federal government. We are

accordingly taking it up to make our statutes

conform. They are correcting theirs or rather

clarifying the original intent of theirs. It will

repeal the section of which I just quoted the

number, the sub-sub-subsection, and replace
it with a new sub-sub-subsection (A) relat-

ing to exploration and development expenses,

"principal business corporations" in this case

relating to petroleum or natural gas wells in

Canada.

This sub-sub-subsection is part of an over-

all formula to determine the expenses of other

corporations. It relates to section 3, "a cor-

poration other than a principal business cor-

poration may deduct the lesser of in a

certain income for a fiscal year. Then this is

part of the overall formula which is some-
what extended merely to clarify it. As I say,

the purpose of the amendment is to clarify

the part of the income from an oil or gas
well or mine in Canada that is to be used in

determining the amount of exploration and

development expenditures that may be de-

ducted from income by corporations other

than principal business corporations.

The present wording, which brings about
the reason for the clarification, refers to the

income from operating an oil or gas well in

Canada or from operating a mine in Canada,
and as such could be construed as having a

broader meaning than is really intended. The
reason for the amendment is to confine the

income to that income which can be reason-

ably attributed to production. For the benefit

of the member for Lakeshore who has raised

this question, I think he will be delighted by
the fact that there will be a small increase

in revenue.

Mr. Lawlor: On subsection (2), what is a

principal business corporation? The section in

question that is being amended reads: "The

joint exploration corporation may in a fiscal

year elect in prescribed form to renounce in

favour of another corporation"—and this is

what they are going to strike out; that is a

principal business corporation, and a great

portion of the aggregate of such Canadian

exploration and development expenses as are

incurred by us during a period after 1971,
etc. That is the first question. What kind of

a corporation is a principal business corpora-
tion? Secondly, what is the upshot or the

residue after that particular clause has been
knocked out?

Mr. Walker: A principal business corpora-
tion, Mr. Chairman, is one solely engaged in

the operation of mining. This subsection 17(2)

makes some minor amendments to section (7)

of section 63. Section 63 in the deductions

in computing income relates to the normal

exploration and development expenses of a

principal business corporation or mining cor-

poration.

Subsection (7) is related or connected

directly with the joint exploration corpora-
tion. This will make some adjustments in it.

It is a clarification matter. It is a policy
matter. The present wording of the subsection

restricts the transfer of exploration and devel-

opment expenses from a joint exploration

corporation to a corporation that is a prin-

cipal business corporation. The reason for

the amendment is to extend the transferability
of exploration and development expenses to a

shareholder corporation that is not a principal
business corporation. On revenue there will

be absolutely nil effect.

Mr. Cassidy: I believe that the effect of

that is that the deduction in the current year
for exploration and development expenses,
which may only be passed on to a company
whose main activity is in mining, may be

passed through to a company which is in-

volved in the drug business or the grocery
business or some other company like that.

The effect, therefore, is that although in the

long run you have no effect on revenue, in

the short run in any particular year you can
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have a very definite effect on revenue, be-

cause it allows those deductions from develop-
ment and exploration expenditures, which
can't be credited against tax because the

exploration companies don't have any tax to

pay to go much further afield and to be

applied against companies making profit in

fields that are totally unrelated to mining.

I believe that is correct, and I wonder if

the parliamentary assistant can explain, or can

estimate, given the degree of mining activity
in Canada, or rather in the Province of On-
tario; since mining is obviously what we are

talking about, not oil; and since this particu-
lar amendment was designed, I believe, by
the federal government as far ago as three

or four years to encourage more diversified

investment by Canadians in the oil and gas

industry, that was not initially directed or

primarily directed to the mining industry-
can the parliamentary assistant say whether
it is desirable in Ontario and wnat is the

immediate revenue lost because of deferred

taxation achieved by corporations to this par-
ticular section?

Mr. Walker: Well, Mr. Chairman, the

federal government introduced it. We are not

in the least bit concerned about it. It will

have absolutely no effect on revenue accord-

ing to our best minds in our corporations tax

branch, who have appraised the situation

from a revenue increase or loss quantity-
there will be no effect on revenue.

Mr. Cassidy: Well, Mr. Chairman, I think

the parliamentary assistant will agree with

me that if these exploration expenses are

transferred to corporations that have taxable

income, but whose principal business is not

in mining, rather than being piled up as a

credit to be held against future profits, the

effect is a reduction of corporation tax in

current years and therefore a deferral of

liability.

Now, the alternate is that some corporation
has got a number of tax losses or exploration
deductions which it can apply against profits
in a future year, and therefore tax is not paid
this vear by companies that are making profits

and that's what you lose in the current year.

In the other case, under the old law, you
would lose that tax in five years or maybe
in 10 years when the exploration company
or the mining company began to make profits

and began to apply against those profits its

accumulated exploration and development de-

ductions.

In other words, what I am saying is that I

disagree with the minister. I think that his

experts are wrong. I think that the purpose
of the federal amendment was to permit tax

deductions to be made sooner than would
have been the case under the old law. The
aim of that, with which I disagree, was to

broaden the scope of investment by non-

mining corporations or non-resource corpora-
tions in the resource field, but obviously, if

they thought that it would have that incen-

tive effect then they must have thought also

that some people could save some tax dollars

in the current year. As the assistant is clearly

aware, tax deferred is tax saved. If you can
defer it, then you have what amounts to an
interest-free loan from the government. And
that is precisely what this particular amend-
ment is having the purpose of.

Mr. Walker: Well, Mr. Chairman, I have
to side with the corporations tax branch.

They have, with all their best advice, deter-

mined that there will be no effect on revenue
and I merely restate that.

Mr. Chairman: Anything further on sec-

tion 17?

Mr. S. Lewis (Scarborough West): Mr.

Chairman, I haven't even been here, nor do
I know the content of this clause, but I'm
certain the member for Ottawa Centre is

right, and I want you to know that.

Mr. Mcllveen: The oracle has spoken.

Mr. Lewis: Because the words will come
back to haunt you.

Mr. Chairman: Any further section of this

bill for comment or questions?

Shall the bill be reported?

Mr. Lawlor: Wait—we have announced

conclusively, definitively and with our bowels
that we want to understand this legislation
and that the business community out there,
I am told, are crying out for scienter. That's

what happens when a dog bites you. As you
well know—you have—either you or the dog
has scienter.

Mr. Chairman: May I ask the member for

Lakeshore what section he's on, please?

Mr. Lawlor: I'm on 18.

Mr. Chairman: Section 18.

Mr. Stokes: Try to keep up, Mr. Chairman.

On section 18:

Mr. Lawlor: You don't even want to know
what the law is with respect to the first right
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of a dog to bite you. Don't you think that has

anything to do with this legislation?

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. Lawlor: Don't you have any sense of

pertinency? Don't you know what the arro-

gation—let's know about section 18. It has to

do with section 67—the section is 76, sub-

section (4) of the federal legislation. It's the

problem of the satisfaction of an income debt.

We will speak to subsection (4) first; (5)
has to do with a farmer's cash purchase ticket

and maybe you can tell us about that after-

wards. Let's stick to (4) first. What is its

purported meaning; what does it do?

Mr. Walker: Mr. Chairman, section 18 of

the bill relates to section 67; these are rules

in part of subdivision (e), relating to the

computation of income. In this particular
case section 67 refers to securities as satis-

faction of debt and how they are treated

under the Corporations Tax Act.

Subsection (4), which is the subject of the

amendment, is our special for farmers. What
it allows is a deferral for one year of the

obligations normally found in section 67(1),
where a security mentioned in 67(1) would
be treated as income. A security can basically
be defined—or at least a cash purchase ticket

for grain can basically be referred to as a

security and normally that would fall within
section 67(1) and therefore be treated as

income. In this case it will not be.

The purpose of the amendment is to make
it mandatory that the amount of the cash

purchase ticket—that is, for which the pay-
ment date is after the fiscal year end in

respect of grain delivered during the fiscal

year—must be brought into income in that

year following the end of the fiscal year in

which delivery was made. In fact, this is a
deferral for one year for farmers who put
their grain in the granary and receive in

return a cash purchase ticket. In Ontario, the
overall effect on revenue will be nil.

Mr. Lawlor: All right. Let's go on to sec-

tion 19. In section 80 of the federal legisla-
tion debtor's gain or settlement of debts is

covered. Would you give us a resume of the

meaning of that section?

Mr. Walker: Section 19 of the bill, Mr.

Chairman, relates to section 71(f) of the Act.

These are the rules relating to the computa-
tion of income and in particular this is a

housekeeping matter; it strictly clarifies an

existing situation. There will be no effect on
revenue.

The purpose of the amendment is to pro-
vide that the provision which requires that

the difference between the amount for which
an obligation or debt is settled and the prin-

cipal amount of such debt or obligation, if

the settlement is less, be brought into income
will not apply to situations where the excess

is required to be deducted in computing the

capital cost of any depreciable property or

deducted in computing the adffiusted cost

base of any capital property. The reason for

the amendment is to avoid the inclusion of

the excess into income twice in certain . cir-

cumstances.

Mr. Lawlor: In other words, if a certain

sum of money is owing to a corporation it

settles the account. It could settle the account
in two ways; it could settle for what is owing
or it could settle for less. If it settles for the

same amount—is that the way this works? I'm

not quite clear—that the excess is otherwise

required to be included to compute the cor-

poration's income for the fiscal year; that's

the clause being amended. What is it in

reference to?

I can understand a deficiency. I understand

settling of debts and settling at 50 per cent

of their value and, on doing so, that you get
a realization or an allowance from the federal

government and yourselves by way of this

legislation, of a certain recognition of the

terms of the settlement. I'm not quite sure

what this has to do with section 71(f), which
has to do with the success; again would you
clue me in as to what that has reference to?

Mr. Walker: The purpose of the amend-
ment is to provide that the gain of a debt,
if brought into income, should not be used
to reduce the adjusted cost base of the prin-

cipal amount of the debt so as not to tax the

gain twice, as a capital gain as well as an
income gain.

Mr. D. M. Deacon (York Centre): Mr.

Chairman, could the minister give us an

example, perhaps, of some property that is

being depreciated—say a machine in this

case—for the five-year allowance; a $10,000
machine? How does this—

Mr. Walker: Let me get you an actual

example. I will have it in a moment for

you. If we might pass on, I will have one

provided.

Mr. Lawlor: The next section, section 20,
is adding to dividend stripping sections, sec-

tion 74, 74(a), section 80.1, of the federal

legislation. I have some notes here about it.

It says that Ontario deviates from the federal
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Act on FAPI, Foreign Accrual Property In-

come. It was designed to shut off tax havens.

Ontario doesn't go along; I suspect it is

protecting its friends. It's not quite clear

what the legislation really is designed to do.

Do you accomplish your purposes with

respect to the tax havens? If you do, God
bless you. Maybe you had better start with
Alberta and we will work over to Nassau and
New Providence in the Bahamas, and go
from there to half a dozen other countries

down through Latin America and into places
like Montenegro in order to cover the water-
front with respect to the tax haven situation.

In any event, we will start the debate by
hearing what the minister has to say by way
of explanation.

Mr. Walker: The addition, in section 20,
Mr. Chairman, is a totally new section added
to the bill. It follows after section 74 and
will be labelled section 74(a). It is a divi-

dend stripping; matter. It is a housekeeping
matter as well that we have picked up from
the federal government. They are clarifying
a problem they have. It relates to the expro-
priation of assets by foreign countries and
it's accomplished by adding a new section,

74(a), which provides for a direct tie-in with
the provisions of section 80.1 of the Income
Tax Act.

Section 80.1 is a very long section and is

not repeated in our Act. We merelv make
reference to it. It runs into four or five very

long and very closely tvped pages. It is a

very lengthy section.

The purpose of the amendment is to paral-
lel, as I indicated, the provisions of 80.1 of

the Income Tax Act which really detail the

tax treatment with respect to the expropria-
tion of various assets such as bonds given to

a corporation by a foreign government. The
reason for the amendment is to give the same
tax treatment to expropriation assets, includ-

ing the income received thereon, as is given

by the federal authorities under the federal

Income Tax Act.

With respect to revenue, there will be a

tiny decrease in revenue.

Mr. Deacon: Mr. Chairman, does that mean
that in the case of—

Mr. Chairman: I am sorry. The member
for Lakeshore still has the floor.

Mr. Lawlor: How do you relate it to the

problem of tax havens? Has it solely to do
with the expropriation abroad of assets, the

compensation by way of bonds, and simply
the recognition that the bonds have some

kind of value arising out of the expropriation?
I understand that section 80.1 has wider

implications than you have so far indicated.

Is that so?

Mr. Walker: I see no connection with tax

havens, Mr. Chairman. What we are talking
about here is expropriation by Chile or some
other country, whatever it might be, of assets

of a Canadian corporation that may be extant

in that country. I would hardly consider that

a tax haven.

Mr. Chairman: The member for York

Centre.

Mr. Deacon: Mr. Chairman, does that mean
if a company in Canada owned assets in

Chile and it got, say, $1 million for assets

that on its books were worth $4 million,

there would be some special treatment? Are

they relating it to the value in the company's
books of that foreign asset? I don't under-

stand what expropriation assets mean, with

the tax treatment being the same. What if

there has been a write-down of $3 million

in the company's books as a result of that

expropriation?

Mr. Walker: As I understand the situation.

if some country such as Chile expropriated
some Canadian corporation, be it $5 million

or $20 million, and gave it paper or bonds

worth $1 million, it would be the $1 million

that would become the effective considera-

tion. It would be the interest received on

that $1 million worth of bonds, and ultimately

it would be the question of the actual $1

million, if the bonds were ever discharged.
That would be taken into consideration by
the Act.

Mr. Deacon: Mr. Chairman, does this mean
that there is

any
write-off at all on the loss

of the $19 million in the example he has

given us? That asset has been depleted by
that amount. Is there no way that the cor-

poration can get a benefit from its write-down

to those assets from $20 million to $1 million?

Mr. Walker: I don't think it could, unless

it is treated as depletion allowance.

Mr. Deacon: Is it treated for depletion
allowance?

Mr. Walker: I don't believe it is.

Mr. Chairman: Any further comments on

any other section of this bill?

Mr. Lawlor: Section 21. Section 21 has to

do with a transfer of property to corporations

by controlling shareholders, with exceptions
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and touching the business of partnerships,
and transfer of property to a corporation for

a partnership. Would the assistant outline the

meanings of these sections?

Mr. Walker: Section 21 of the bill, Mr.

Chairman, relates to section 79(1) of the Act.

Its general reference falls within subdivision

(g), corporations resident in Canada and their

shareholders. It relates to the transfer of

property to a corporation by the controlling
shareholder. In section 21(1) of the bill that

is before us, there are some amendments.
The purpose of that amendment in that par-
ticular subsection is to extend the rollover

provisions to invlude Canadian resource prop-

erty when certain assets are transferred to a

corporation by a person who immediately
after the transfer owned not less than 80 per
cent of all the corporation's capital stock.

Mr. Cassidy: Mr. Chairman, he is reading.
I hope you noticed that.

Mr. Walker: Now, section 21(2) is an
amendment to section 79 again. We will add
a new paragraph, (l)(a) which follows

section 79(1) which we just amended a

moment ago. The purpose of the amendment
of 21(2) is to extend the rollover provisions
to provide that the rollover provisions in re-

spect of Canadian resource property do not

apply if the corporation receiving the dis-

posed property from a person has carried on

any business before receiving the disposed

property.

Mr. E. W. Martel (Sudbury East): Do you
have to read it?

Hon. Mr. Kerr: That is pretty complicated
stuff.

Mr. Walker: With respect to 21(3) the

amendment of 21(3) makes an alteration in

the existing paragraph 79(2) (a) by adding
after the word "partnerships," certain words
that are described in section 21(3). The
purpose of this amendment is to extend the
rollover provisions to include Canadian re-

source properties that are partnership prop-
erties, when certain assets are transferred to

a corporation by a partnership.

Subsection 21(4) will add a new paragraph
(2) (a) following the section that we just
amended in section 79. The purpose of that
amendment is to extend the rollover pro-
vision to provide that the rollover provisions
in respect of Canadian resource properties
do not apply if the corporation receiving the

disposed property from the partnership has

carried on any business before receiving the

disposed property.

Mr. Chairman, subsections (1), (2), (3)
and (4) that were just discussed with re-

spect to section 21 are an administrative

matter. It's a housekeeping matter under the

present wording of the Act, the rollover pro-
visions for Ontario purposes would apply to

foreign resource property probably because
such property is capital property for purposes
of the Act.

The reason for the four amendments is to

broaden the provisions to include Canadian
resource property in addition to capital prop-

erty and eligible capital property—goodwill;
such new rollover provisions to apply onlv in

cases where the corporation receiving Can-
adian resource property is new, in order to

prevent an existing corporation from utilizing
Canadian resource property as an expense to

reduce current profit.

Mr. Cassidy: That is very forthcoming.

Mr. Chairman: Any further comments on
section 21?

Mr. Walker: Subsection (5), Mr. Chair-

man, will add a new paragraph (h) to sec-

tion 79(3). The purpose of this amendment
is to extend the rollover provisions to provide
that upon winding up, the proceeds of dis-

position of property by a partnership to a

member of the partnership are to be equal to

the cost amount to the partnership of the

property immediately before its distribution.

The present provisions—this is housekeep-

ing again—the present provisions with re-

spect to the winding up of the partnership

inadvertently do not establish the proceeds
when partnership property is disposed of to

a member of the partnership. The reason for

the amendment is to establish such proceeds
and to deem the proceeds to be equal to the

cost amount to the partnership of the prop-

erty in order that there will be no gain to

the partnership. There will be no overall

effect on revenue from any of these.

Mr. Cassidy: That's what you say.

Mr. Chairman: Any further comments or

questions on any other section of this bill?

Mr. Lawlor: Section 22 is a question that

concerns a public corporation prior to merger
—the effects of amalgamation and mergers
upon that corporation. It has to do with the

rules applicable for computing income of a

shareholder of a predecessor corporation in

subsection 2. Let us go through the painful

process and learn what it is all about.
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Mr. Walker: Section 22(1) of the bill, Mr.

Chairman, relates to section 81(2) of the

existing Act. This, as the member for Lake-

shore has indicated, relates to amalgamations
in reference to the broad subdivision "G,"

corporations residents in Canada and their

shareholders. It will add a new clause to

subsection 81(2). This new clause will be

labelled (zb). This new clause is outlined in

there; I don't need to read it, Mr. Chairman,
but it falls within the rules applicable to

amalgamations—how they should be treated.

It is strictly housekeeping.

The purpose of the amendment is to pro-
vide that upon an amalgamation of two or

more corporations, the new corporation shall

be deemed to be a public corporation at the

commencement of its fiscal year if one of the

predecessor corporations was a public cor-

poration immediately before the amalgama-
tion.

The reason for the amendment is to clarify
that aspect of the amalgamation provisions of

the Act in order to establish whether the new
corporation on amalgamation is public or

private. As to revenue effect, there will be

Mr. Chairman: Any other section of this

bill?

Mr. Lawlor: Subsection (2).

Mr. Walker: Subsection 22(2) of the bill

again relates to section 81, which is the

amalgamation section. In particular, section

22(2) is in respect of section 81(4) (b) (iii)

(A) of the Act.

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. Walker: These are the rules applicable
for computing income of shareholder or

predecessor corporations.

Mr. Lawlor: What are those rules?

Mr. Walker: The purpose of the amend-

ment, again, is to extend the rollover pro-
visions. In this case, where the shareholders

of any of the predecessor corporations to-

gether acquire common shares with not less

than 25 per cent of all votes that could be
cast by holders of the common shares of the

new corporation and representing not less

than 25 per cent of the fair market value of

all common shares.

The present amalgamation—as indicated,
this is for clarification, a housekeeping
amendment—the present amalgamation pro-
visions allow a rollover to the shareholders of

any of the predecessor corporations if they

together receive not less than 25 per cent of

the shares of each class of the issued common
shares of the capital cost of the new corpora-
tion. The reason for the amendment is to

extend the rollover provisions so that in order

to qualify for the rollover provisions share-

holders are not necessarily required to hold

at least 25 per cent of the shares of each class

of common shares. The amendment would
have no effect on revenue.

Mr. Martel: Now explain that to us.

Would you explain that to us?

Hon. Mr. Kerr: The member for Lakeshore

understands it.

Mr. S. B. Handleman (Carleton): Oh, come
on.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Chairman: Shall this section stand as

part of the bill?

Section 23? The hon. member for Lake-

shore.

Mr. Lawlor: My comments, Mr. Chairman,
have to do with the winding-up of wholly
owned Canadian corporations. Again, let's

go through the same exercise.

Mr. Chairman, I think I am gradually

making our point. We want to be supplied
with information in advance, along the lines

of the notation that it is your privilege to

have. There is no reason that you can't give

it to us a week or two ahead. We would then

come before this House on our own deter-

mination—and I suppose this is a kind of

pride or a kind of arbitrariness—we would
then put to you the questions and let you feel

what we thought was valuable to the busi-

ness community, instead of extracting it like

a sore tooth, molar by molar, as we are

doing tonight. It just doesn't work. I think

this is the first time we are really proving it.

I feel as if my canal, my root therapy and

the canal are putrefying with juices, and so

on, and I am going to come out of the chair

somewhat groggy through—

An hon. member: As if you'd had gas.

Mr. Lawlor: -well, there is too much ether

in this chamber at the moment.

Mr. Chairman: Shall section 23 stand as

part of the bill?

Mr. Lawlor: No, no, he is going to explain

it. He is going to tell me what it is about.

I am longing. I am like Aristotle; I find the

world full of wonder.
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Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. Lawlor: Then there would be no pur-

pose for lawyers.

Mr. Martel: This is not a lawyers' club.

Mr. Walker: Instead of providing all of

this information we are going to provide the

hon. member for Lakeshore with $20 so that

he can take the course at Osgoode Hall for

advance corporation tax.

Section 23(1) of the bill, Mr. Chairman,
relates to the present section 82(b)(ii) of the

Act and, as the member for Lakeshore indi-

cated, this refers to winding-up of wholly
owned Canadian companies. This proposed
amendment is strictly a housekeeping matter.

The purpose is to make it clear that the

adjusted cost base to be used as deemed pro-
ceeds for the parent company of its shares of

a subsidiary, is the adjusted cost base after

the deduction of deemed dividends. The
reason for the amendment is, in the case of

the winding-up of a wholly owned Canadian

corporation, that is, a wholly owned subsid-

iary of a Canadian corporation (the parent),
to make it clear in determining the proceeds
the adjusted cost base of the shares must be
reduced by the amount of the deemed divid-

ends. There will be no effect on revenue.

Mr. Chairman: Shall the section carry?

Section 23 agreed to.

On section 24:

Mr. Lawlor: Section 24, Mr. Chairman.

This seems to be largely a definition of

having to do with public corporations, and
tax equity, as it comes to be defined. But it

is a long subsection. Perhaps with speed and
sweetness of breath the assistant would just
run over section 24 and tell us about it.

Mr. Walker: Section 24, Mr. Chairman,
makes an amendment to section 83(l)(g) of

the Act. Section 83(1) is a definition section

of the Act. This will provide an adjustment
to the definition of a public corporation, by
adding at the end of that lengthy definition

some words, all of which are contained in the

quotation marks found in 24(1) of the amend-
ment. It's housekeeping, as I indicated.

The purpose of the amendment is to pro-
vide that where a corporation's first fiscal year
ended after 1971 and the corporation, after

1971 and before the date for filing is returned
for the year, has become a public corporation,
if it elects in that return it shall be deemed
to have been a public corporation from the

commencement of that fiscal year until the

day it becomes a public corporation.

The Act, as it now reads—of course, as I

indicated, this is a clarification matter—pro-
vides that a new corporation becomes a pub-
lic corporation on the date when it files its

return in which it has so elected. The reason

for the amendment is to broaden this defini-

tion of public corporation to accommodate
the new corporation that may have become a

public corporation during or after its first

fiscal year but before it is required to file its

return for the fiscal year. There will be no
effect on revenue.

Mr. Chairman: Anything on section 25?

Mr. Lawlor: Mr. Chairman, on page 18,

down on (b). Whenever I see the words "un-

distributed surplus," it's like raising a blue

flag before a purple bull, the blue flag being
Toryism and the purple being the somewhat

regal quality of the New Democratic Party.

The undistributed surplus, the business of

stripping, the business of these accumulated

surpluses which they try, with your benefi-

cent aid, to take out of the treasuries of

various corporations by a whole host of de-

vices, paying little or no tax on it, having
accumulated it over long periods of time, etc.

They wait upon the government, federal and

provincial, which time after time has allowed

them to unleash the treasury, so to speak,
and distribute all the largesse which has been

pooled over considerable periods of time

without tax consequences. The corporations
have grown used to it. They wait upon it,

they are your handmaidens in this particular
task. They don't pay corporation tax on this;

the money arrives in the hands of the share-

holder and he pays income tax on it but the

first tax, the tax levied on the corporation, is

usually escaped. Would you tell me what (b)

of subsection (3) means in this context?

Mr. Walker: I am not sure I have the

same reference the member is referring to. I

am not using the same booklet he has.

Mr. Lawlor: You are not using that text?

Sorry. It is section 24, subsection (3); small 3,

large B. It has to do with section 89.IK of

the federal legislation; it has to do with the

tax paid on undistributed surplus of a cor-

poration.

Mr. Walker: Section 24(3) of the bill, Mr.

Chairman, is again adjustments to the inter-

pretation section which is section 83. It's a

redefinition or an adjustment to the existing
definition of the words "tax equity"; we are

merely redefining the words. Part B will add
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an additional paragraph and it must be read

in conjunction with paragraph A of sub-sub-

section 3. The purpose of the amendment is to

expand the definition of tax equity of the

corporation, to provide for the valuation of

certain types of capital property, as a conse-

quence of amendments made to the federal

income tax application rules.

Clause (h), of which this is part, contains

a definition of the words "tax equity" of the

corporation whereby tax values are assigned
to the assets of the corporation for the pur-

pose of determining its paid-up capital defi-

ciency, paid-up capital limit or 1971 capital

surplus-on-hand as the case may be. The
reason for the amendment is to expand the

aggregate referred to in the definition to

include a valuation. No effect on revenue.

Housekeeping.

Mr. Lawlor: Fine, that's very nice of you.

Splendid, old chap.

I take it that you are not really disposed
or prepared, I suppose, this is a matter of

high government policy to lend us those

notes that you use, eh? I mean, is this some-

thing held fairly close to the chest? I don't

know, I have never demanded or even re-

quested—and we always start with demands
over here and work down to requests. How
do you feel about those notes, and letting us

have them in advance?

Mr. Walker: They are particularly useful,

Mr. Chairman; without them I would have a

very difficult time standing up before the

House.

Mr. Lawlor: Are they something privi-

leged? Are they something that you feel is

indispensable?

Mr. Walker: They are a great privilege
for me, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Lawlor: Would you be disposed on

any future occasion to permit us or members
of the House to see, or to give us, these notes

in advance so that we may peruse them at

our leisure and come in here and ask sensible

questions?

Mr. Walker: Well, I am prepared to have
this matter referred directly to the minister,
Mr. Chairman, to make a declaration on
whether it will be possible in future to make
additional—

Mr. Stokes: Here he comes now, he is go-
ing to bail you out.

Mr. Walker: —assistance by way of these

notes. I presume that we will do a quid pro

quo. We will provide you with our notes and

you will tell us all the things that you are

going to raise.

Mr. Lawlor: We can't do it without the

notes, I mean-

Mr. Walker: We cannot answer without

them.

Mr. Lawlor: I would ask of the twinkling
Winkler over there that he take this under

advisement. You can save—I promise you—
very considerable time in this House, if we
were given the advantage of the—

Hon. A. B. R. Lawrence (Provincial Secre-

tary for Resources Development): You are

right. You are right.

Mr. Lawlor: There is a thing very precious

about them, and to have to go through this

particular process—you know, we have been

going since—

Hon. E. A. Winkler (Chairman, Manage-
ment Board of Cabinet): If I could trust the

member for Lakeshore like I trust his leader

(Mr. Lewis), I would do it, but some days I

am not sure.

Mr. Lawlor: You mean, if you could trust

my leader like you trust me. What are you
talking about?

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Well, now, you think

about that; great fellow.

Mr. Lawlor: Well, really, you put your-
selves to the particular trials. Let's take a

look at some more legislation. I just love it. I

lap it up. I got an increase in pay today, just

to be able to stand up here and perform this

excruciating exercise.

Let's go about definition of subsection 6 of

the legislation, which has to do with capital

surplus on hand. I'll get these notes, by
George, if it kills me.

Mr. Chairman: Section 24 carried? Sec-

tion 25?

Mr. Lawlor: No, I am asking about sub-

section 6. I want to say this about the future

Prime Minister, perhaps of this country; a

man by the name of John Turner—it will hap-

pen in a few weeks' time; the rollover, as

they say, in the legislation when—

Hon. Mr. Winkler: We are getting some-

Mr. Lewis: Come on; I told the Premier

(Mr. Davis) at question period I expected
there would be an election.
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Mr. Lawlor: The sooner you adjourn and

get out on the hustings, the sooner you
Tories will be able to hold up your heads.

And, by George, in the winter snore, you are

going to have some holding up to do, too.

You know, the New Democrats are far more
used to the inclemencies of weather than

anything you poor saccharine beggars are

ever exposed to.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Now, be careful.

Mr. Lawlor: If you come from sybaritic

stock; if you have been raised to wealth; if

you have a class consciousness, the winter

election is not the thing for you. I want to

know about capital surpluses on hand, and
there is something else I wanted to know
before the eminent Winkler intervened and
cut my—
An hon. member: Water off?

Hon. Mr. Winkler: I just wanted the press

gallery to know what you were saying.

Mr. Lawlor: I don't want anybody to

know what I'm saying. If that should happen
on a certain occasion, please remind me and
I'll correct my ways.

Mr. Rhodes: He will go back to reading.

Mr. Lawlor: To have anybody enter into

that secret enclosure, Mr. Chairman-

Mr. Mcllveen: Don't go back to reading
—he has promised not to.

Mr. Walker: Mr. Chairman, section 24(6)
of the bill amends the interpretation section

of the Act, section 83, and in particular it

amends subsection (1) in defining the words
"1971 capital surplus on hand," and of course
has some reference again to capital gain.

Mr. Lawlor: Why 1971?

Mr. Walker: It is strictly a housekeeping
matter. The purpose of the amendment is to

exclude from capital property, for purposes of

determining the 1971 capital surplus on hand,
shares of the capital stock of the wholly
owned Canadian corporation where the wind-

ing-up of the subsidiary commenced after

May 29, 1973. The reason for the amend-
ment is to exclude from that computation the

pre-1972 gains and losses from the disposal
of shares of a wholly owned subsidiary and
on amalgamation. There will be no effect on

Mr. Lewis: That is not housekeeping. It

could have been 1958; it's a serious matter

choosing a date of that kind.

Mr. Rhodes: The member for Lakeshore

understands that Act.

Mr. Lawlor: Listen, my friend, in matters

of this kind that's camouflage. That's pure

persiflage. In taxation legislation where every
dime counts—

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Dictatorial power.

Mr. Lawlor: —their business of house-

keeping is, for us, the crunch. We come up
against reality in the most innocuous-looking
section. If I could tell which one was the right
one—how about subsection 8? It has to do
with simultaneous dividends provisions, what-
ever the devil that is.

Mr. Walker: Subsection 8, Mr. Chairman,

is, again, amendments to the interpretation
section. It relates to simultaneous dividends

and it determines the order in which divi-

dends are deemed to have been paid if

they're paid at the same time, so it's strictly

a housekeeping matter. It has no effect on

Mr. Lewis: What do you mean? You mean
dividends from different sources paid at the

same time are thereby ordered?

Mr. Walker: Yes.

Mr. Chairman: Shall the section carry?

Mr. Lewis: No, I asked a pretty incisive

question and I want an answer to it, Mr.

Chairman.

Mr. Walker: Almost all dividends come
from different sources.

Mr. Lewis: What is that? You don't have
a little explanation there that you can readily
look to to answer that question?

Mr. Walker: It doesn't pay dividends, Mr.

Chairman.

Mr. Lewis: I point out to you that we have

now struck right at the visceral heart of this

bill.

Mr. Walker: The heart of the matter.

Mr. Lewis: That's right. We have found the

weakness.

Mr. Walker: Yes, the Achilles heel of this

bill.
•

Mr. Lewis: The member for Lakeshore hav-

ing paved the road, we hit the barricade.

Mr. Walker: I looked all night for it.
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Mr. Lewis: I think you should just pack it

up for the night until you can get the answer
for us.

Mr. Lawlor: We can't bear this degree of

ignorance. I'm going to be very kind to the

Conservative Party and particularly to the

parliamentary assistant this evening. I'm going
to let the next 15 subsections go.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Horrors.

An hon. member: You're all heart.

Mr. Lawlor: Turning to section 26, sub-

section 2, distribution bv trust in satisfaction

of a capital interest; I would longingly, with

my viscera, desire to know really what it's all

about.

Mr. McIIveen: What do you mean, with

your viscera?

Mr. Walker: I'm sorry, I don't have a sub-

section 2 to section 26, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Lawlor: Don't you?

Mr. Walker: No.

Mr. Lawlor: This is disgraceful. This is

what Trudeau said de Gaulle was, vis-a-vis

this country "un inacceptable", whatever that

means.

Mr. Rhodes: There is no subsection 2.

Mr. Lawlor: No, you have to tell us. We
fust can't go on like this.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Let the member for

Scarborough West blow the horn. Blow it,

you might as well.

Mr. Lawlor: We reach out to you—yes,
blow it a little bit.

Mr. Rhodes: Your driver wants you.

Mr. Lawlor: Mr. Chairman, on a point of

order, to what time do we intend to continue

this debate tonight?

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Until 11 o'clock.

Mr. Lawlor: Hell, we might even finish the
bill. You can't do that to us.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Until 10:30.

Mr. Lawlor: We have to have the answer
to that question. I was hoping for tomorrow
if your party and your people were sufficient-

ly competent to provide us with this vital

information for which we yearn. If you can't

do so then I can't see how we can terminate
the debate on a bill of this kind. Even with

all the skill I may bring to bear upon the

debate I doubt if I can even stretch it out,

not without the assistance of my leader in

any event, until 11 o'clock.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Blow the horn again.

Mr. Lawlor: All right. On section 27, this

is a very important section-

Mr. R. F. Ruston (Essex-Kent): What hap-

pened to 22?

Mr. Lawlor: —which is the reduplication of

section 108(l)(d) of the federal legislation.

It has to do with costs and amount of capital

interest and, in subsection 2. the meaning of

the unit trust expression. Perhaps the assistant

would spend a little time as an amanuensis

or as a some kind of teacher of the faith

to us on that particular section. Let us say
in advance that you are coming down from

Hebron with the initials on vour backside

mostly. It is simply carrying tablets of a par-
ticular economic concept, time after time pro-

tecting the interests of the privileged, of the

ones who have already got an inside track.

You respond to it in vour legislation. You

pla^e vour finger upon the tablet and confirm

it, damn it.

We object to it strenuously. If we had any
decencv at all we would oppose this bill sub-

clause bv subclause. I am sure it was fought

by the New Democrats vicariously and to no

purpose over against the Conservatives in the

federal House. In area after area we find

we completely run afoul of any notion of

decency or of equitable distribution of wealth

or anv system of taxation that is in the least

palatable in a democratic country. We just

don't have democracy in terms of how the

economv is distributed. In this section and

in most of the others you traduce the concept.

It is a betrayal of human decency. How-

ever, I don't despair. In 15 years vou will

accept it and this whole wretched thing will

be wiped out and become soup and some

kind of down the drainness.

Mr. Lewis: We are going to find some

woman of the people in London to run

against the member next time.

Mr. Chairman: Any further comments,

questions or amendments in anv later section

of the bill?

Mr. Lawlor: Mr. Chairman, could I ask the

assistant to explain, before I get taken away,

something on section 27?

Mr. Walker: Section 27 is an amendment
to section 97. Again this in an interpretation
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section, Mr. Chairman. It is the same as the

previous sections. It is an amendment to clear

up the question of what happens when there

is part of a disposition of capital interests

in a trust. It is to provide that a part of a

capital interest in a trust be treated in the

same manner as the whole interest for the

purpose of determining the cost amount on

disposition of such part of the capital interest.

There is no effect on revenue.

Mr. Chairman: Any further comments,
questions or amendments to any further sec-

tion?

Mr. Lawlor: Section 29. Now this is ex-

tremely interesting. It has to do with mutual
funds.

Mr. Chairman: What number?

Mr. Lawlor: Section 29, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Chairman: We have one minute left.

Mr. Lawlor: I am again giving the govern-
ment an enormous break. I don't know why
I should confer these beneficences. I am over-

looking section 28, because 28 doesn't alter
all that much. It has to do with non-residents'
taxable income earned in Canada with fed-
eral amendments adopted by reference—and
that is for sure—and without any simulacrum
of thought.

However, there is more substance in section
28. I would like the parliamentary assistant

to give us a resume of what it is and also
subsection 2, capital gains and dividends ac-
counts.

Mr. Walker: Sections 29(1) and (2) of the

bill, Mr. Chairman, relate to the existing
section 109(2)(a)(i)(A) of the Act. This is a

housekeeping matter and relates to investment
corporations and mutual funds corporations
and the particular aspect. No. 2 relates to

capital gains refunds to mutual funds corpora-
tions. There is a formula by which this refund
can be determined. The purpose of the
amendment is to modify the time period dur-

ing which capital gains dividends can be paid
in order that a corporation may be entitled
to a refund in respect to those dividends.

Under the present wording, the amount of
the refund will be determined by reference
to all capital gains dividends paid in the fiscal

year. Under the amended wording the amount
of the refund will be determined by refer-

ence to all capital gains dividends paid by the

corporation in the period commencing 60

days after the commencement of the fiscal

year and ending 60 days after the end of

the fiscal year. There is no effect on revenue.

It is strictly housekeeping.

Mr. Lawlor: Mr. Chairman, I just have a

very simple question to ask the assistant.

Don't you think that with respect to mutual
funds that the cause of the last depression
was really mutual funds—mutual funds upon
mutual funds, one growing out of the other,

a huge pyramid? When one of the bottom
structure began to fail the whole damned

pyramid collapsed, and this is what is going
to happen now.

Don't you think the stock market is an

obsolescent institution? Don't you think this

Legislature some afternoon should wipe the

whole cursed machination out of existence,

considering the amounts of money that many
of us have lost?

I remember when John Robarts was kind

enough to give me a pay raise some years

ago, I took every dime of it and put it into

the stock market. It was around $5,000;

maybe I added a buck or two to it. It was

somewhat more generous than it is on this

particular occasion. Do you know what that

money is worth today? Far from accumulat-

ing any interest at, say, five per cent, which I

consider a fair return on investment, for

heaven's sake—that's $250 a year or about

$7,500 at the present moment after five years
—the damned thing is cut in half. I've lost all

faith in stock markets.

Far from being an index of the economy,
Mr. Chairman, the mechanism of the market is

oversensitive; it is one of the most schizo-

phrenic, hypersensitive, delusive and mislead-

ing institutions in the land.

Mr. Mcllveen: No wonder you are a New
Democrat.

Mr. Rhodes: You should have bought Inco

—or Texasgulf.

Mr. Lawlor: It leads everybody astray. It's

a vicious institution. I propose that you
amend this section to wipe it out.

Mr. Lewis: His money was invested by the

member for High Park.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Chairman: Order, please. Shall this bill

be reported?

Bill 228 reported.

Hon. Mr. Winkler moves the committee
rise and report.

Motion agreed to.
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The House resumed; Mr. Speaker in the

chair.

Mr. Chairman: Mr. Speaker, the committee

of the whole House begs to report one bill

without amendment and asks for leave to

sit again.

Report agreed to.

ROYAL ASSENT

Mr. Speaker: I beg to inform the House
that in the name of Her Majesty the Queen
the Honourable the Lieutenant Governor has

been pleased to assent to certain bills in his

chambers.

Clerk of the House: The following are the

titles of the bills to which His Honour has

assented:

Bill 213, An Act to amend the Dependants'
Relief Act.

Bill 214, An Act to amend the Conveyan-
cing and Law of Property Act.

Bill 215, An Act to amend the Deserted
Wives' and Children's Maintenance Act.

Bill 217, An Act to amend the Crown
Attorneys Act.

Bill 219, An Act to amend the Provincial

Land Tax Act.

Bill 220, An Act to amend the County
Judges Act.

Bill 222, An Act to amend the Regional

Municipality of Waterloo Act, 1972.

Bill 231, An Act to amend the Regional

Municipality of Ottawa-Carleton Act.

Bill 232, An Act to amend the Regional

Municipality of Sudbury Act, 1972.

Bill 236, An Act to amend the Osgoode
Hall Law School Scholarships Act, 1968-

1969.

Bill 237, An Act to amend the Public

Libraries Act.

Bill 238, An Act to amend the Financial

Administration Act.

Bill 240, An Act to amend the Home-
makers and Nurses Services Act.

Bill 241, An Act to amend the District

Welfare Administration Boards Act.

Bill 242, An Act to amend the Elderly
Persons' Centres Act.

Bill 246, An Act to amend the District

Municipality of Muskoka Act.

Bill 248, An Act to amend the Regional

Municipality of Durham Act, 1973.

Bill 249, An Act to amend the Assessment

Act.

Bill 260, An Act to amend the Justices of

the Peace Act.

Bill 261, An Act to amend the Executive

Council Act.

Bill 262, An Act to amend the Legislative

Assembly Act.

Bill 263, the Legislative Assembly Retire-

ment Allowances Act, 1973.

Hon. E. A. Winkler (Chairman, Manage-
ment Board of Cabinet): Mr. Speaker, before

I move the adjournment of the House I would
like to say that tomorrow I think we could

say broadly that the House could be ready
for anything that is left on the order paper.

Mr. E. W. Martel (Sudbury East): In that

order?

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Not necessarily. How-
ever, I will give the numbers of bills so that

the hon. members will be ready since I will

call these bills tomorrow: 256, 225, 239, 245,

247, 253, 191, 243, 259, 260 and, if it is

agreeable to members across the House,
sometime tomorrow I would consider enter-

ing the debate on supplementary estimates.

Mr. S. Lewis (Scarborough West): Just be-

fore the House adjourns, I would ask the

House leader—I admit it is a matter of per-
sonal timing—is there a specific time at which
he intends to move the supplementary esti-

mates; or does he intend simply to move
them when all of the bills have been dealt

with?

Hon. Mr. Winkler: No, Mr. Speaker, I

think I would consult members across the

way and I would do it when it was agreeable
to them.

Hon. Mr. Winkler moves the adjournment
of the House.

Motion agreed to.

The House adjourned at 10:35 o'clock, p.m.
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